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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, Decembe1' 5, 1911;

OPENING OF PARLIAMENT BY
COMMISSION . .

and the Members of the Legislative Assembly
. are hereby required to give their attendance
at the said time and place accordingly.
"Given under my hand and the seal of the
State of Victoria aforesaid, at Melbourne, this
twenty-seventh day of November, in the year
of our Lord One thousand nine hundred and
eleven, and in the second year of His Majesty's
reign.
"JOHN FULLER.
" By His Excellency's command,
"J. MURRAY.

The twenty-third Victorian Parliament
was opened this day by Commission, The
Commissioners appointed by His Excel1ency
the Governor for the purpose were Their
Honours the Chief Justice (Sir John
"GOD SAVE THE KING!"
Madden, G.C.M.G.) amd Sir Thomas
A'Beckett (a Judge of the 1::)upreme Court).
TheCommissioners immediately afterwards
The PRESIDENT took the chair at ten entered the chamber.
minutes past eleven o'clock a.m.
The CHIEF JUSTICE said-HonorThe Clerk of the Parliaments read the
able gentlemen of the Legislative Conncil,
following
and gentlemen of the Legislative Assembly,
His Excellency the Governor, not thinking
" PROCLAMATION
fit to be present in person, has been pleased
" By His Excellency Sir John Miohael to cause Letters Patent to issue under the
Fleetwood Fuller, Baronet, Knight seal of the State, constituting us his ComCommander of the Most Distinguished missioners to do in his name all that is
Order of Saint Michael and Saint necessary to be performed in this ParliaGeorge; Governor of the St.ate of Vic- ment. This will more fully appeal' from tho
toria and its Dependencies in the Com- Letters Patent which will now be read.
monwealth of Australia, &c., &c., &c.
The Letters Patent autho~'izillg the ComI' I, the Govemor of the State of Victoria, missiollers to open Parliament baving been
in the Commonwealth of Australia, do read by the Clerk of the Parliaments,
by this my Proclamation fix Tuesday, the
The CHIEF JUSTICE said-Honorable
fifth day of December, 1911, as the time for gentlemen of the Legislative Council, and
the commencement and bolding of the next gentlemen of the Legislative Assembly, we
session of the Parliament of Victoria, for the have it in command from His Excellenf.'Y the
despatch of business, at the hour of eleven Governor to let you know th'l.t. lal.er thi'S day,
o'clock in the fOlOnoon, in the State Parlia- His Excelleth':y wilI dee1art: to you in person
ment Houses, situate in the Carlton Gardens, in thie, place the causes of his calling this
in the city of Melbourne: And the Honor- Parliament together. Gentlemen of the Legisable the Members of the Legislative Council lative Assembly, as it is necessary before you
Session 1911.-[1 ]
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proceed to the despatch o.f business that
a Speaker of the Legislative Assembly be
chosen, His Excellency requests that you,
in your Chamber, will proceed to the
choice of a proper person to be Speaker.
The members o.f the Legislative A~sembly
retired fro.m the chamber, and the Co.mmissioners then withdrew.
The PRESIDENT having read the prayer, left
the chair at twenty-five minutes past eleven
o'clo.ck and resumed it at half-past two.
o'clock.
STATE OPENING OF PARLIAMENT.
At half-past two. o'clock the Usher announced the approach of His Excellency the
Governor, and immediately afterwards His
Excellency entered the chamber, followed
by his suite.
The members of the Legislative Assembly
having been summoned,
HIS EXCELLENC Y addressed the fo.llowing speech to both Houses o.f Parliament : MR. PRESIDENT AND HONORABLE GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL:
MR. SPEAKER AND GENTLEMEN OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY:
I avail myself of the earliest opportunity,
after the return or the 'V"rits for the recent
General Elections, of having your advice
and assistance in certain matters which require immediate attention.
The requisite 'provision for the Public
Service of this year remains still to be made,
and, in view o.f this pressing cirli:umstance, I
have felt it my duty to summon Parliament
for the despatch o.f public business as S0011 as
possible after the elections had taken place.
MR. SPBAKER AND GENTLEMEN OF THE
LEGISLATIVE A SSEliBLY :
The Estimates of Expenditure of the year
will be laid before y~u, and they will, I
trust, receive your immediate and careful
Qonsideration.
MR. PRESIDKNT AND HONORABLE GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL:
MR. SPEAKER AND GEN'l'LEMEN O~' THI:
LEGISLATIVE ASSEIIUlLY:
I t is deemed by My Advisers desirable
that this Session of Parliament should be
principally o.ccupied in making due provision
filf tll~ ~el'"il..l~ii or the year.

•of Parliament.

Several other matters o.f urgency will also.
be submitted fo.r your co.nsideration. Amo.ng
these will be a Public Works Loan Application Bi!l, and measures authorizing the COllstructio.n o.f impo.rtant rail way lines.
I beg to express the earnest hope that
your labours may tend to the welfare and
happiness of the people.
His Excellency and suite then withdrew,
and the members of the Assembly also left
the chamber.
The PRESIDENT again to.ok the chair at
twenty-six minutes to five o'clock p.m., and
read the prayer.
PETITIONS.
Petitions from certain electors of Victoria,
praying that a Bill be passed providing for It
referendtlm on the _ subject of Scripture
lessons in State scho.o.ls, were presented by
the HOll. J. D. BROWN, Attorney-General
(three petitio.ns), the Hon. A. HICKS, and
the Hon. W. L. R. CLARKE.
DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE
BILL.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public Works) said that, in order to pre·serve the privileges of the House, he begged
to move for leave to introduce a Bill to
provide for the appointment of a Direotor
of Agriculture.
The motion was agreed to..
The Bill was then brought in, and read a.
first time.
CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of
Public Works), by leave, movedThat the Honora.ble. ThomBs Charles Harwood
be Chairman of Committees of the Council.

The motion was agreed to.
RAILWAYS STANDING
COMMITTEE.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public Works), by leave, movedThat the following members of this House be
appointed members of the Parliamentary ~tanding
Committee on Railways, namely :-The Honorables
W. H. Embling and D. Melville.

The motion was agreed to.
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LEA VE OF ABSENCE.
The HOll. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public Works), by leave, movedThat leave of absence be granted to the Honor·
able J. Mc Whae for the remainder of the session
011 account of urgent private business.

The motion was agreed to.
ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS
COMMITTEE.
The PRES IDENT laid on the ta.ble his
warrant appointing the Hon'orables R. H. S.
Abbott, J. D. Brown, W. J. Evans, yv. Little,
D. E. McBryde, J .. Y. McDonald, and E.
J\{iller as the Committee of Elections and
Qualifications.
THE GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.

The PRESIDENT.-I have to report to
the House that His Excellency the Governor
this day attended this House, and made a
speech, of which, for greater accuracy, I have
obtained a copy. If honorable members
desire it I shall read the speech, but if not it
will be taken as read.
The Hon. H. SKINNER movedThat a Committee be a.ppointed to prepare an
Address to His Excellency the Governor in reply
to His Excellency's opening speech; such Committee to consist of the Honorables H. Skinner,
A. A. Austin, T. Beggs, W. L. R. Clarke, W. J.
Evans, J. Y. McDonald, and R. B. Rees.

The Ron. A. A. AUSTIN seconded the
motisn, which was agreed to.
The Committee retired, and on their return brought up the following Address-inReply:MAY IT PLEASE YOUR .ExCELI~ENCY-

We, the Legislative Council of Victoria, in Parliament al:!sembled, beg to express our loyalty to
our Most Gracious Sovereign, and to thank Your
Excellency for the gracious speech which you have
been pleased to address to Parliament.

The Hon. H. SKINNER moved the
adoption of the Address-in-Reply. He saidI have to thank the Government for doing
me the honour of intrusting to me this
important motion. I recognise it is my duty
to be very brief. I agree with the Government jn holding a short financial session. In
the summer the chamber becomes very
heated, and the holiday season is coming on.
Probably, very few measures will be passed
this 'session, but I think the Government
should call Parliament together early next
year so as to put through the measures
that are required by the people and the
State. The Governor's speech was very
brief, and contained very little. I, therefore, have to refer teD the Premier's
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speech at Warrnambool for the pOli0Y
of the Government. In that speech the
Premier stated that it was the intention
of the Government to introd uce a Bill to
reform and liberalize the Upper Honse. I
do not object to all the ratepayers having
votes for this H@use, and I do not object to the
qualification of candidates being reduced by
50percent., but further than that I will notgo.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-I would not
go as far as that.
The Hon. H. SKINNER.-I am giving
my own opinion, not that of the honorable
member. Perhaps a good many people <.10
not know the number of electors for the Upper
House. I may tell them that there are on the
roBs for the Council 245,581 electors, or
nearly a quarter of a million, so that the franchise is a fairly liberal one. I think it would be
better for the people if the Government were
to carryon the affairs of the State in a business-like way-if they were to treat the whole
affairs of the State as one huge business.
There is no doubt that we require business
men to carry out public affairs. I would
make this suggestion to the Government.
If they propose to pass a number of Bills let
them introduce one in another place, debate it
until it is finished, and then send it up to
this House before going on with another Bill.
They should not leave the whole of the business of the session to the last few hours. No
man with any pride, and no man who thought
anything of himself, would agree to ·pass
Bills without debating them. It is not fair
to ask a body of men to pass important
legislation without debating it. If the
Government were to carry out the
suggestion I have made, the trouble
that occurs at the end of every session in
connexion with the passing of Bills would
be avoided. In reference to extending the
franchise for the Legislative Council, I would
point out that if the franchise for this House is
made the same as for another place, we might
as well wipe out the Council altogether. What
would be the use of the Upper House if its
members were elected by the same people as
elect the members of another place? Let us
look at the E'ederal Parliament. Any
measure that is passed by the House
of Representatives passes through the Senate
as a matter of course. A measure that has
been passed by the House of Hepresentatives might as well become law
without any further discussion. The Senate
is a useless House, and ought to be wiped out.
If the franchise for the Legislative Council
were made the same as the franchise for
the Legislative Assembly the Council would

The Governor's Speech:
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become a useless House. It would speak
with the same voice as the Assembly. In
the Governor's speech, reference is made to
the l)ublic Works Loan Application Bill.
I would like to see most of the money which
that measure deals with spent Oll irrigation.
At the present time the lands of Victoria
are thirsting for irrigation. We have the
land and we want the water.
I am
prepared to support a large loan for irrigation purpo:::.es.
The carrying out of a
proper irrigation scheme would do more for
the State of Victoria than the expenditure of
money Oll any other public works. When
we have the land with the water running
through it we can bring settlers from the
Old vVorld.
Then when we have brought
people from the Old World and settled them
on the land -they will produce products that
will be exported to the old countriell. Then
come the railways. At the present time our
railways are paying well. '1'hey may not
always pay well, but if we have people on the
land al.d produce to be carried from the
country to the sea-board by the rail ways we
are bound to get a larger revenue, and the
~tate is bound to go ahead.
What are
the people in Melbourne, and every other
city in the t;tate saying at the present
time? They are saying ,. ""Teare very prosperous now, but wait till the drought comes."
The drollght is the ghost in every man's
cupboard. It 8hould not be there, and it is
the duty of the Government to remove it.
They call do so by irrigation-by letting
water flow over the lands so that good production will be possible. "Vith reference to the
Railway Department, J may say that I think
the suburban railways should be electrified.
If that is done we will get better accommodation, and a faster service throughout the
suburbs. The sooner the Government carry
out the electrification of the Melbourne
suburban system the better it will be for
Ylelbourne.
The Hon. A. HICKS.-It will be better for
Melbourne, but will it be better for the
State?
The I-Ion. H. SKINNER.-The electrification of the Stl burban rail ways will set free
rolling-stock for nS8 on the country lines, and
it will enable the country service to be increased. What occnrs in the United States
and in Canada in connexion with rail way con·
struction? A syndicate buys a large area of
land, goes to a rail way company and says,
" Will you put a rail way through our laud 1"
The directors of the company inquire what
the syndicate will do, and the syndicate undertakes to clear the land and find water.

Address-in-Rpply.

The railway company says, "That is all we
want; we will bllild the line." In two or
three years a splendid city is built, and villages spring up along the whole length of the
line. It does not take three or foul' years for
the rail way to bp built.
There is not a
Railways -Standing Committee, which takes
months or years to decide upon recommending
the construction of the line, and which has
to go to the Rail ways Commissioners, and
afterwards to Parliament. In the United
State..." or in Canada, a rail way is constructed in nine or ten months, and
in two or three years the syndicate that bought the land gets a
splendid return from its investment. I now
wish to refer to the proposed Government
cool stores. I am in favour of the provision
of cool storage, but I want it to be carried
out in a scientific way. I may be asked why
I voted against the proposal for the erection of
Government cool stores in the last Public
W" orks Loan Application Bill. I did so because I do not think that at the present time
additional cool stores are wanted in Melbourne.
What I would suggest is this. The Government might say - "We have £500,000,
£750,000, or £ 1,000,000 to spend in cool
storage, and we want to spend it in a scientific
way." Theymight thenget half a-dozenmembel'S from each House to meet together for a
week or a fortnight to talk the matter over,
and I venture to say that at the end of their
conference those members would be able to
propound a scheme tha.t wou Id be acceptable
to both Houses. I do not believe in Royal
Commissions. I believe, if my suggestion
were accepted, a proper solutiClHl of the difficulty would be arrived at. In my opinion
we want cool stores erected throlighout the
country. Government cool stores are not
wanted in Melbourne at the present time, or,
at any rate, they are required very little.
vVe wan t cool stores close to v,' here the produce is raised. Many honorable members
know more about growing lambs and sheep
than I do, but I think I am safe in saying
that lambs should be killed close to where
they are fed. If the lambs were put in cool
stores in the country, then taken to the seaboard and exported, I am positive that
they would r-ealize 15 to 20 per cent.
more than they do at the present time.
The meat is fq,r better, and the sa'lle is the
case with poultry and butter. I favour cool
storage~ but I .do not wish to see it established by the State in Melbourne at
present. If the G'Jvernrnent will say that
f(lf ten years they will not spend any
money on cool storage in Melbourne, I
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f.eel certain that private enterprise will do
what is necessary here. I do not thillk that
we are yet ripe for a Greater Melbourne, but
the Government should take into serious
consideration the appointment of a board of
five commissioners to take over the Melbourne
Harbor Trust, the Mel bourne and :Metropolitan Board of V\Torks,and the Metropolitan
Fire Brigades Board. At present, our port is
a long way behind what it should be. I was
informed the other day by a very prominent
member of the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works that two good commissioners on that Board could save thousands
of pounds a year. If a great fire occurred in
Melbourne to-morrow, the water supply
afforded by the present pipes would be insufficient; therefore, we run the risk at
present of seeing half Melbourne burned
down. At any rate, I am sure that a Board
consisting of five or seven commissioners
could carry out, much better than at present,
the duties performed by the three immense
bodies I have mentioned. Later on, I would
be ill favour of the trams being taken
over. I do not say that the municipal
councils should be deprived altoge~her of
profits from the trams, but separate accounts
should be kept, and whatever profitR are
made in a municipality should be handed
over to its council.
An HONORABLE :NIElIIBER.-For all time?
The Hon. H. SKINNER.·-l think so.
I t would be better than the Government
taking them over. The Government are to
be congratulated, especially the Premier
and the Treasurer, on what they are doing
at presen t in defflnce of the Savings
Bank of the State. They deserve to be
encouraged in this direction by every man
and woman in Victoria. If the proposals of
the Commonwealth Government are carried
ont it will mean the end and destruction of
our Savings Bank, which is a very fine institution, and which has arrived at its present
thriving condition after many generations.
It would be a pity if it were destroyed by
the Federal Government. I have very much
pleasure in moving the adoption of the
Address-in- Heply.
The Hon. A. A. A USTIN.-Like Mr.
Skinner, I find so little in the Governor's
opening speech that 1 am forced to go outside it in seconding this motion. At the
olltset I would like to congratulate the
Government ~nd the country upon the
results of the last elections. I notice that
certain Ministers are taking credit for
those results, which were due, not so
much to the Government, a! to the fact that
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a fight was being made against Socialism.
In the Commonwealth the Government has
been in the hands of the Socialists, and that •
has also been the case in New South Wales
al1d tiouth Australia.
I have not the
slightest doubt that the resnlts of the last
elect.ions here were attributable to that state
of affairs.
The Hon W. J. EVAN5.-It was not the
merits of the Government policy then?
The Hon. W. H. EMBLlNG.-Not a bit
of it.
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-It was not
so much the policy of the Government as the
fear of what migh t happen if the Labour
party were returned to power.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.--What was
the matter with the Government policy?
The Hon. A. A . .AUSTIN.-I will come
to that presently. In April last year, wben
the Federal elections were held, it looked as
though Australia was going to the dogs.
Since then, at the referendum, the election
for Booth by, and. the general elections in
this State, the people have shown that they
have been so disgusted with what has taken
place, that we can safely feel that the turn
of t.he tide has come.
The Hon. A. M CLELLAN.- 'Yhat about
Western Australia?
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN. - I am glad
that the Labour party is in power there, because I feel sure that after a little time it
~ill add to the disgust of the electors.
The
Labour party have only been III power a very
short time in that State. I should like to
refer to the influence exercised by
women at the recent Victorian elections.
When women's suffrage was proposed I opposed it in another place simply because I
felt it was unnecessary. I thought it would
merely mean a duplication of the men's 'Vote.
However. a certain party felt that they
would gain considerably through women's
suffrage, and they supported it. Now that
it is in operation here we c.an, I think, congratulate ourselves on "h0 results.
I am
quite prepared to admit that I made a mistake in regard to it.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE. - The cost of
living has gone up, and that is where the
women come in.
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-That is true.
In the Ballara.t district magni6cent work was
dOlle by women. In Ballarat West, the seat
which was regarded as a certainty for the
Socialists was wrested from them, and the
member for ~allarat East was returned by a
far greater majority than was expected. I
feel compelled to emphasize the succes~
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which attended the efforts of the Women's
• League in Ballarat. There has been a
lot of talk in the papers, at any rate,
respecting the formation of a neW
Ministry, and I noticed yesterday that a
member of the Council stated that the
Government would be tipped over very
shortly. However, I do not propose to deal
with that matter. I merely wish to express
my satisfaction that the term of the office of
the present Agent-General, who it was said
was to be recalled, has been extended by a
year, and I hope he will be re-appointed for a
!till further term. That. is the desire of a
great many other honorable members. Sir
John Taverner has done good wOL'k, and I
do not think we could get a better man for
the position at present. He has had seven
or eight years' practical experience in the
office, and has rendered the State excellent
service, especially in connexion with imml..
gration.
I thoroughly congratulate the
Government on what they are doing in the
direction of imrnigration, which is the great
hope of Australia for the future. As a rule
the wheels of Government move very slowly
in such matters, but in connexion with immigration, we must admit that the Ministry
are doing well.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU. - One
thousand four hundred immigrants arrived
Qn Sunday last.
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN ........ That iR so,
and, with a little encouragement, I feel sllre
that the Government will move more quickly
still. Let me give the Ministry one word of
advice; now that they have a fair majority I
hope that they will disregard the Opposition
to a greater extetlt than they have done in
the past. Titne after time the Government
ran the Opposition as against their Own sup~
porters, which Was a very great mistake. In
his speech at Warrnambool the Premier, as
Mr. ~kinner said, practically proposed to do
away with the Legislative Council. Now, in
1903, a big reform Was effected in connexion
with the Council, and for the life of me I
cannot see why the Government should proposo to go further now. In that year the
qualification of members was reduced from
£ 100 to £50, and that of electors
from £25 to .£ 15. N ow the Ministry
Pt'opose a much greater red nction.
If
they were successful in passing that legislation, I have not the slightest doubt that in
a year or two another Government-I do
not say for what reason-would propose
another big reduction, and in time the Legislative Council would be, as Mr. Skinner
I
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says, wiped out and made practically useless
tl) this country.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLlN'G.-As useless fls.
the Senate is to the Federal Parliament.
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-Quite SOr
Therefore, if any proposal :of the sort comes.before this House, I shall strongly oppose it.
There is only one other matter I should like
to refer to in conclusion, and that is the
action of the GOvernment in dismissing Mr.
Bell as a Cotnmissioner of t':le Geelong
Harbor Trust. I will admit that I know
nothing more about the matter than what
has appeared in the newspapers.
The Hon t W. J. EVANs.-Quite enough.
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-No. Before
I come to any conclusion I should like to'
hear the other side.
The Hon. A. HlcKs.-An outside Com~
mittee.
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-I will Corneto that presently. Mr. Bell says in a letter
which appeared in the press"\Vitholtt the slightest intimation from theGovernment, the Governor in Council removed me
as a Commissioner on the 28th November. I wa.s.
n.ot required to answer a.ny charge, but was un·
ceremoniously removed without having the chance
of refuting accusations if such existed.

That is the pOint I want to say a few words
upon. If the Government are justified in
removing him, well and good, but we certainly require sOme information from the
Government as to the cause of their taking
this step. Mr. Bell ill his letter further
states-

Mr. Watt further n1ehtions tha.t the char~es I
have made have alrea.dy "from time to tlme'~
been brought under public notice through Pa.rlia..
ment. It is only fair to myself that I should ask,'
when and where?
Mr. Bell has been removed practically without any reason being given.
An HONORABLE MEMBElR..-I suppose be~
cause he is a Labour matl.
The Hon. A. A. A USTIN.-I do not
think he is a Labour man. Mr. Bell has.
made certain accusations against his late
fellow Commissioners, and I think it is theduty of tlie Government to institute a full
and independent inquiry as to these charges.
The Hon. J. G. Am.MAN.-They should
have done that before they removed him.
The Hon. A. A. AUSTIN.-I say it
should be an independent inquiry. I do not
think there is the slightest doubt that an
independent inquiry is wanted, and I will,
therefore, urge upon the Government that.
they should take action in this direction aa
the earliest opportunity.
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The Hon. A. O. SACHSE movedThat the debate be now adjourned.

He said the Government, he understood,
<lesired the House to meet to-morrow. In
that case it was obvious that it would be wise
to ~djourn now, and hav6 a good night's
busmess at the next meeting.
The Hon. VV. L. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public WorkB) remarked that be had no
.objection to the debate being adjourned
until the next day. rrhe Government hoped
to have a Supply Bill along at the next
flitting. If honorable members desired an
adjournment of the debate, he would make
no objection. He would leave the matter
,entirely in the hands of the House.
The Hon. "V. H. EMB LING stated that
he saw no reason why the debate should be
,-adjourned until the next day. The House
mi~ht meet after dinner this evening, and
fimsh the debate on the Address·in-Reply.
Two good speeches had been delivered by
Mr. Skinner and Mr. Austin. If the debate
was adjourned, the consideration of financial
. <questions would interfere with the debate on
the Address.in.Reply.
The Hon. R. B. REES stated that he
de~ired to join in protesting against the
.adJournment of the debate at this hour until
the next day. If a Supply Bill came forward
"the next day oertain honorable members,
he had no doubt, would desire to debate it.
Co~~ide~able debate usually took place on
-varIOUS Items ot Supply. Besides that, some
honorable members desired to speak on the
Address-in-Reply to the Governor's speech.
There were certain matters in the Governor's
speech that he. for one took slight exception
to, and he deSIred to say something on the
matter. He thought honorable members
should have. the opport.unity of speaking on
the Address-m-Reply thIS evening after dinner,
,so as to leave the House free to-morrow to
-deal with the question of finance.
'
The Hon. W. J. EVAN S said he was
-unable to see the necesiity for meeting the
next day. It was all very well for the
Government to say they expected honorable
members in this House to deal with matters
-of finance the next day. He would remind
the Government that these matters had yet
to p~ss the other Chamber, and it was
«}uestlOnablc whether the other Chamber
would pass them in time for the Council to
deal with them at the next sitting.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-There is no
Opposition in the other HOtl&e.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS liaid many
honorable members in the other Chamber
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might consider it their duty to ventilate a
number of questions not referred to in the
Governor's speech.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-They can only
talk.
The Hon. W. J. EVAN S said he did not
'suppose Mr. Rees was deficient in that qnalification either. There was no necessity to
rush on the debate on the Address-in-Reply.
The mover and seconder of the Address~in
Reply had had to travel outside the
Governor's speech to find something to
debate.
He thought the usual procedure
should be followed of allowing honorable
members an opportunity, before speaking
themselves, of going through the speeches of
the mover and the seconder of the Addressin· Reply to the Governor's speech.
He
knew the Government desired to get money
as soon as possible, in order to pay the Public
Service, but at this period of the month
there was no el;treme urgency iu the matter.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said he
would support the motion for the adjol,lrn.
ment of the debate. He agreed with Mr•
Evans that there did not seem t.o be any
particular urgency for the House t.o meet the
nelot day. He thought Mr. Evans had put
the situation fairly, in saying that there was
no guarantee that the Govermnent would be
able to bring their financial proposal befLlt'e
this House to-morrow.
The Governor's
ape~ch was of such ar\ unusually brief
character as to require honorable members
speaking upon it to say nothing at aU abOllt
the matter contained in the lipeech
The Hon. R. B. R~ES.-Oh, y~s, Mr.
Skinner diJ.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT eaid they
dealt almost entirely with matter not in the
speech, and upon which the House and the
country might well expect a prououuGement bV the Government, The a.djournment of the debate would afford honorable
~embers a .little time to see what they would
h~e to brmg forward.
Tbe adjournment
mIght well be until ne;x:t week. He did not
think the Government were in the position of
being able to guarantee that they could olose
up this session within a fortnight, as they
proposed.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate WaS negatived.
The Hon R. B. REES ..-I desire to mal~e
a few remarks on tbe Address-in-Reply.
There seems to be very Ii ttle in the
Gover~or's speech to debate, but perhaps
there )8 more in what is omitted than in
wh~t .is said. I want to emphasize oert~in
00llSS10ns, but before doin.: so I desire to
w
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deal with what is definiteiy stated ill the
speech. We know that money has to be
voted to pay for the services of the State,
and that the Estimatesfor the year have to be
passed. That is essential, and will take very
little time to do. I regret that during this
very short session the Government have seen
fit to state in the speech that they are going
to raise a conflict with the Council at the
outset of this new Parliament. Last session
a certain proposition for cool storage was sent
up to the House, which I supported, but
which, by the deliberate vote of this House,
was rejected. I should like to draw the attention of the House to the fact that there seems
to be a coincidence between the statement
made by the Premier at Warrnambool and
the statement made by the Trea:mrer on the
hustings that a reform of this Chamber was
necessary and was going to be pressed for·
ward by the Government. In the face of
that statement, and in conjunction with it,
the Government, at the outset of this
necessarily short session, are apparently
going to press forward that contentious matter
-a matter that was dealt with by this House
and rejected. The Government, in the short
speech delivered by His Excellency, have
placed in the forefront, in the only paragraph
where there is a positive statement, the announcement that they are going to bring
forward the Bill that was not rejected by this
House, but was so amended that its rejection
was decided upon in another plaee. It seems
to be a very absurd thing for a Government
to expect a body of men, probably the best
commercial men in the State, and men
above the average in thinking capacity,
to change their views and votes within
the short space of a month.
';V e have
. already pronounced most definitely upon
this question of cool storage. My own
voice and vote have been given in the
direotion of erecting cool storage, but I
submitted to the vote of the House. The
majority carries the day, and no one obeys
the dictates of the majority more quickly
than I do. The House has deliberately rejected the proposition to construct this cool
storage, and yet the Government is
apparently driving this question in order
to raise a conflict with this House.
The Hon. J. D. BRowN.-The majority
of tbe Council deferred the question for
further information. We now have tha.t
further information.
The Hon. R. B. REES.-For twelve
months we asked for that further information
and it was not vouchsafed to us except in a
small and ineffectual manner. .It seems to

me very remarkable that the Government
during the last month, and that month
having been occupied with the turmoil of a
general election, have been able to obtain the
necessary information to alter the vote of
honorable members in this House.
I take
it that this proposition as 'now brought forward is merely a challenge to this House to
reject the Bill.
The Hon. ".V. J. EVANs.-Thatcock won't
fight.
The Hon. R. B. REES.-With the great
majority now at their back, the Government
may be able to fight, especially with the assistance of the honorable member's friends
Of cOllrse when I see
in anotber place.
how crowded the cross benches in another
place are, I recognise that this question may
not be pressed on so strongly as the Government on the hustings threatened to do. I
think it will be unfortunate if the Government during this short session presses that
matter forward.
The Hon. J. G. AIK:\t:AN.-They had not
the ad vice of. the Minister of Public Works.
when the matter was last under our consideration.
The Hon. R. B. REES.-The Minister of
Public 'Yorks is a peace· loving gentleman.
We have read of his doings across the water,
where he set the whole financial world of
London agog with the advantages of investments in this part of the world.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I hope I did
not run Australia down as some people havedone.
The Hon. R. B. REES.~I regret that
the honorable gentleman did not use his.
great financial power to push forward the
land settlement of Victoria, instead of using
it to develop a sister State.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-My sympathies are Australian.
The Hon. R. B. REES.- The honorable
gentleman says he is Australian in his.
Eentiments. I regret that the honorable
gentleman, who is the official leader of this.
House now that he has come back from
~urope, should sanction the putting of this
cool storage proposition in the forefront of the
Governor's speech to-day. There is very little
else in the speech except the vague statement
that ., Several other matters of urgency will
also be submitted for your consideration.'~
It would only have taken a little more
printer's ink to state what those other
mat,ters of urgency are. We should hope at.
any rate that the line of controversial matter
which the Government have put into the
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speech will not be emphasized in the other
matters of urgency which are to be submitted to Parliament during this short session.
I desire now to draw the attention of
honorable members to an omission in the
Governor's speech. It has been the oustom,
andl thinkamost important custom, to ns as a
Christian community that at every opportunity of public importance such as this, we
should definitely and clearly indicate our position in that regard. It has been, I think, the
invariable rule when a speech is presented to
both Houses of Parliament by His Excellenoy
the Governor that at the end of that Address
an acknowledgment is made of the guidance
of Divine Providence. Of course, some
people may plaoe very small importance on
that formula: To some people it may be
merely a formula and nothing more, but it is
deplorable to find that at a time like this,
when apparently we are doing everything we
can to secularize all our work, when even the
great foundation 011 which our legislative
work is built is being undermined, the
acknowledgment of Divine Providence is
()mitted, and that God and Christ are not
only being omitted from our every-day
life, but are actually being squeezed out
from the observances of the first day of the
week. At the beginning of this twentythird ParHament of Viotoria, we omit
deliberately, or by cussed carelessness, that
formula which I saj should be a landmark in every address that is presented
by His Excellency to both Houses (j)f
Parliament.
In the previous speeoh delivered by His Excellency a few months ago
I observe that this formula is included-I
use the word formula, of course, in a oertain
senseI now lea.ve you to the discharge of those high
duties with which you are intrusted, and fervently
pray that:. the blessing of Divine Providence may
a.ttend your deliberations.

The Hon. J. G. AIIG\1AN.-That is a bit
of Murray.
The Hon. R. B. REES.-I do not care if it
is a bit of Murray or anyone else. It is a
formula that, I think, has been adopted in this
Parliament ever since the Parliament of
Vict0ria existed. I only notioed its omission
this afternoon, and I have not been able to
, look up the records in order to see whether it
has ever been omitted before. However, it is
()mitted now at a time when the Government
are apparently refusing to carry out the
desires of what I believe to be a large
maj0rity of the people of this Stateto deal effectively by legislation with
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the question oE Sunday observance. This
is the critiJal juncture at \V hieh they
have omitted that formula of the
acknowledgment of the guidanoe of Divine
Providence in this so-called Christian land
of Victoria. I would not accuse the Government of deliberately doing this thing, because I believe, after all is said and done, that
our Government is a Christian Government.
It has not descended to that dreadful condition of private secularization and publio
secularization of everything, and the direct
negation of the interference or guidance
of Divine Providence in our affairs. I believe that the members of the Government,
after all, are Christian in sentiment, and are
prepared to acknowledge it if the.r are challenged in that regardj but whether that
omission has been made deliberately or
whether it has been made carelessly, the
faot remains that it was made. 1n conjunotion with that I would remind the House
that a large body of public opiuion in Victoria has already expressed itself with regard
to the secularization of our Sundays. I think
the Government promised, a session or two
ago, that they were going to bring in a Bill
to regulate what is n()w a very rampant, and
what I consider a very wrong practice ill
this Sta.te as well as in the others, and that
is the running of picture shuws on Sundays.
I have attended many of these picture shows,
and I may say that I have attended some of
them on Sunday, and I confess straight
away that I did not see anything, so far as
the piotures themRel v'es were concerned nor
in the conduct of the crowds that attended
these picture shuws, that one could cavil
at. But,there is this point, that if we desire
to retain the power of guiding the destinies of
our people in the right path we must do all we
can by conduct, by precept, and, if necessary,
by legislative enactment, to allow the working of the Christian church and Christian
Sabbath to have full play. In my young
days I lived for some time in France, and
from my very vivid recollection of the
Parisian Sabbath, I say deliberately that I
do not want to see the secularization of the
Sabb~th in this country brought down to the
level of what I remember well was the case
in Paris and other large cities. If we want
to have a decadent nation, and a nation that
will destroy itself by over-ind nlgence in
amusements and in the frivolities of life, then
let us secularize everything. Let us wipe
out the Bible, let us wipe out the acknowledgment of God from our system of education,
and then, undoubtedly, we will drop down to'
the level of some of the European nations,
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such as Spain and Portugal, and, to
some extent, Italy also. 1 do not want to
go back to the old Welsh Sabbath: or Scotch,
but I prefer to have the 'Velsh Sabbath-or,
from what I have heard, the Scotch
Sabbath-rather than destroy the Christian
Sabbath entirely, as we are on the high
road of doing in Victoria. Six. days a week
are surely sufficient for our people to enjoy
themsel ves by meltns of picture shows,
theatres, and races. I do not w~nt to
say a word against the Catholic l'eligionGod forbid that I should do so-but I say
that so long as the Catholic attends
mass on Sunday morning his church is
satisfied, and he can spend the rest of the
We Protestants do
day as he likes.
not want to descend to that.. While
we should give free play to every man
in his religious cOllvictions, we want
a l'easonable amount of restriction with
regard to the observance of the Sabbath.
We prevent a Chinaman from following his
ordinary avocation on Sunday in market gardening or any other work, and yet, apparently,
we encourage the money-grabber and picture
show runner to keep their places open on SUnday in some parts of Melbourne and the suburbs. On the one hand we are imposing restrictions where honest wOl'k is carried on, while
on tbe other hand we are allowing full play
to the speculati te, money-grubbing element
of a ~ertain crowd who run these picture
shows on Sundays. This is a wrong that
we are doing to our people. It is retrograde
in its effects, and we are following a road
which will lead inevitably in the near future
to destruction-which will take all our
young people away from the good influences
which they must necessarily have in the
churches and Sunday schools, with the result
that in a generation or two the names of
God and Ohrist will be something belonging
to the dim and distant past, and will not be
an active force in our affairs. I desire to
enter my protest most strongly aga.inst the
omission, whether it was wilful or through
neglect, of the usual concluding formula in
the Governor's speech. I hope that the
Goyernment will yet show that they are on
the side of right, on the side of that Christian
force which has raised us as a people to the
grand position we are in to·day.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-I desire to
congratulate Mr. Skinner on the way in which
he moved the adoptiol't of the Address-inReply, and I desire also to congratulate the
seconder of the motion on the remarks which
he addressed to the House. Mr. Austin's
&peeoh was a fitting complement to Mr.
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Skinner's. I think Mr. Skinner proposecl
the motion in a fine, easy, breezy, wholesomemanner, and I congratulate the Council on
the fact that they have in Mr. Skinner it.
gentleman who has shown in the first speech
he has made to the House that he is capableof offering good snggesiions and bl'inging
forward sound practical material. The
Governor's speech in itself affords very little
room for remark, but it nevertheless touohes.
on one or two things which perhaps it is·
desirable to refer to. Mr. Skinner, I think,
put his finger on one point of interest wheD
he said that we had to consider not only
what appeared in the Governor's speech, but
also what had been brought forward by theleaders of public thought-the Premier and
others-d uring the late election campaign~
'fhe suggestion was made-l do not know
whether it WfiS a mere electioneering cry or
not~that
this House required furtherliberalising. Now, Mr. Skinner in his remarks, although he was somewhat inclined
to be indulgent to those who took this view,.
pointed ont one fact which I t.hink might be
taken as showing that, as he said, this.
Chamber might be tenned no fairly Liberal
HOuse. Mr. Skinner showed that there
were 250,000 electors in the State ol
Victoria for the Legislati ve Councilp.
and this fact ill i tseH is sufficien t toshow that the Counoil cannot be regarded otherwise than as a Liberal House.
In fact, I know of no other Upper Ohamber
in the world where the proportion of actual
voters for the Upper Hc,use is so high in
comparison ,vith the number of electors.
for the Lower Chamber as is the case in
Victoria to-day. In order to acquire a vote·
for this Chamber Terv little exertion indeed
is required, for a man is entitled to a vote
whether he is an owner, or an occupiert
and, undoubtedly, any man wh.:> is worth
his salt can qualify himself sufficiently
to enable him to have a vote for this
Chamber. Therefore, to talk about this
Honse not being representative is mere
folly-:-there is nothing in it. It is to be
observed also that those who raised this cry
before the electors received no encouragement. On the contrary, in the case of one
member of the Assembly who was very
strong in advocating that the Legislative
Council should be left untouched-I refer
to the honorable member for rroorak-we
find that although that gentleman was.
opposed by the Government and by a powerful journal, Mr. Bayles received a number
of votes, not only equal to those of his tW(}
opponents together, but actually 50 per cent.
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more. That fact in itself, it seems to me,
is a sufficient answer to anything' that
might be said in favour of the so-called.:
liberalising of this Chamber.
Another
,matter which Mr. Skinner touched upon was
what might be called an old grievance
in this House, namely, tbat we are rushed
with legislation at the end of each session.
There is no donbt that that is so, but the
only way in which it can be avoided is ior the
'Government to recognise that work must be
brought before the Council in the early
portion of the session. Of course, the present
is o.n exceptional sessiou-we are here only
to provide Supply. I venture to say that, if
the Government could have obtained Supply
before going to the electors, Parliament
would not be sitting to-day.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-They werE}
.afraid to do it.
TheRon,A. O. SACHSE.-No, I do not
think they were afraid.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-They were
.afraid of the criticism they would be subject
to.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-In my
opinion, it would have been a very bold
,course for the Government to have asked for
Supply before the elections. I venture to
think that if the Government had asked for
.Supply to pay the public servants' salaries
the Opposition would not have stood out
.against such a proposal, as they would have
-feared that it would have been against public
·opinion to do so. For my part, I think
the Government made a tactical errol' in not
.asking for Supply before going to the country.
However, they have now done the next best
thing by calling Parliament together to-day in
order to obtain Supply, and, of course, it is
-our duty to grant the Government Supply as
soon as possible, so that they may be able to
get into recess and do some useful work.
The Government frequently does more useful work during the recess than it does during
the sitting of the tlvo Houses. Mr. Skinner
also touched on the question of irrigatioll.
Now there is no doubt that the money which
has been spent on irrigation will be amply
repaid to us. We have had a most costly
experiment in cQunexion with ~Iildura. At
one time it became almost a joke to speak of
Mildnra.
But, notwithstanding that the
experiment which was carried on at Mildura
was accompanied by gross blunders, I am
prepared to Bay to-day that however great
the expenditure has been at l\fildura, the
presen t success, and the prospective success
·of that settlement, has justified even that
.expenditure. Although Mildnra in itself
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may not directly have justified the enormous
expenditure that has been incurred in con.
nexion with it, It has set an example for
other irrigation districts which is proving
and will con tinue to prove of great
value to the country.
'VVhat has been
done at Mildura has shown the way to
more successful attempts in the Goulbufll
Valley and other watersheds in Victoria.
:Mr. Skinner suggested that a loan might be
floated for irrigation purposes, and I heartily
applaud that idea. I do not kuow anything
in which the State could put- its credit to
better advantage than in seeing that irrigation channels are properly carried out, and
that those farmers who pay for irrigation
water will get it. Mr. Little kno\Vs even
better than I do that there are thousa.nds of
people in the districts in the north who have
been paying for water year after year for
twenty years, and who have not received any
water yet. That is not a fair or proper
thing, and it certainly should be altered. No
matter how large the loan for irrigation may
be, if it is reproductive, it will be fully
justified. Therefore, in my opinion, Mr.
Skinner's suggestion is a good, progressive
idea. It was said in the old days that Bun~
shine and water were God's blessings to man.
We know that in places even like Egypt they
have managed by skill and pertinacity to
spread the w.ater over districts which would
otherwise be merely desert land, and by doing
this they have been able to support an
enormous population, which, but for'irriga,.
tion, would have been impossible in those
districts. I mentioned just before the dinner
hour that I u~derstood the Government
desired to obtain Supply, and as that is a
matt.er which must override all other considerations, and as I understand that a
Supply Bill has come up from another place,
I will postpone any further remarks until the
question of Supply has been dealt with. I
therefore move~
That the debate be now adjourned.

The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until Tuesday, December 12.

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative
Assembly, and, on the motion of the lIon.
W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of Public
Works), was read a first time.
The Hon. 'V. L. BAILLIEU (~1'inister of
Public Works), by leave, moved the second
;reading of the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
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The Bill was then read a secol'ld time, and
committed.
Clause 1-(lssue and application of

£612,056).
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said he wished
to make a suggestion. In past years, when
the late Sir George Jenkins was Clerk of
Parliaments, an assurancewns very often given
to honorable members by him that no unusual
items were contained in the periodical Supply
Bills. Honorable members were given the
assurance that the expenditure was in connexion with matters already authorized by
various Acts of Parliament, and that there
He did not
was no new expenditure.
know whether, on this occasion, the Clerk of
Parliaments had given any certificate to that
effect, or had examined the Bill from that point
of view. It would assist honorable members
if the former practice were reverted to. He
took it that there was nothing unusual contained iu the Bill.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public Works) said he was not able to
give Mr. Sachse the assurance which he de·
sired. He remembered on one occasion the
late Clerk of Parliaments did assure honorable members that there were no unusual
itf'ms . contained in a Supply Bill. The
present Bill was for Supply for one month,
and in connexion with every item he (Mr.
Baillieu) had information which he thought
would be satisfactory to honorable members.
The Hon. W. J . EVANS said it would
have been of assistance to honorable members
if the list of items which had been circulated
had been placed in the hands of honorable
members before the dinner hour. He did
not suggest that there was any thing in the
Bill that was not proper, but it would have
been much more satisfactory if honorable
members had had the list earlier.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of
Public Works) said there was something in
what Mr. Evans had stated. If he had
thought of it he might have had the lists
circulated earlier. Of course, the Bill would
not have been before the Council in a regUllar
way. It would have been competent for any
honorable member to have obtained the information from another place.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said that Bome
honorable members did not expect the Supply
Bill to come on to-night and had gone home.
Other honorable members who voted against
the adjournment had also gone home.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public Works) said he had received a
definite assurance that there was nothing in
the Bill that was unusual.
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The Hon. W.J. EVANS said he noticed au
item of £1,250 for "allowances to the Hail·
way Department." At the end of last session
an Act was passed restoring certain rights to
strikers in the Railway Department, and
providing compensation for the widows of
certain strikers. He would like to impress
upon the Minister of Public Vv orks the
urgent necessity of paying the compensation
to those widows. Some of them were in
very poor circumstances. He did not know
whether any of the item of £1,250 was
intended for that purpose, but he did not
snppose it was, as it was such a small item.
He understood that the Railway Department
was dealing with the question, but the
~ircumstances of some of the widows were of
such a character that it would be charitable
for the Minister to see that their claims.
were paid as soon as possible.
The Han. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of
Public 'Works) said he would see that the
representations made by Mr. Evans were
attended to.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said there was
an item of £8,043 for the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission. The expenditure was increasing considerably.
'rhe Hon. VV. L. BAILLIEu.-Having regard to the fact that it is a very large Department, it is not a very large item.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said he would
be lenient with the honorable gentleman who
had just resumed the position of leader of
the House, and had not got a grasp of these
things yet. It appeared that an immense
amount of money was being spent in connexion
with water supply, and he would like to
know whether there was any return. After
the Minister of Public Works had had time
to look into these matters, he might be able
to give honorable members some information.
There were rumours going about that the
State was getting into a worse position, in
connex.ion with irrigation, than it was in some
years ago.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of
Pu blic Works) said he was afraid he would not
be able to satisfy :Mr. Aikman. He might say
that the Government were committed to a very
large expenditure in connexion with the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission.
The works were under the direction of Mr.
Mead, and the Government believed that
the scheme was sound. They believed that
the State would come out right. He was
afraid he could not give Mr. Aikman the information he desired with regard to the
item.
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The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said Mr.
Aikman had drawn attention to a matter
of very great importance.
He referred
to the largely increasing expenditure on
management and supervision under the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission. In
the report of the Commission there were references to extensions of districts, to the
cutting up of districts, and to the appointment of a large number of resident engineers. When the works were finished all
that had to be done was to allot and distribute the \vater, and to supervise the work,
and it seemed to him that the olj methods
that were in vogue in connexion with the
Water Trusts ought to be adbered to as
far as possible. ] t did not seem to him
necessary to have engineers appointed at
high salaries to supervise the allocation of
water.
Under the old system the water
bailiff was 11 111 all who went about
with a shovel on his shoulder, and
who did the work necessary in connexion
with the allocation of the water. Now there
was a. resident engineer, to whom application for waleI' had to be made. The re~ident
engineer communicated with the baililI in
charge, and the bailiff in charge did nothing but walk up and down, and direct
some other man, wbo did the work.
Under the old conditions the work
was jone much more cheaply. He did
not want to indulge in any unfair criticism,
or to express any very strong opinion on thif)
matter, but he hoped the Government would
keep a watcbful eye on the largely-increasing
cost. The men who owned the land were
110W being subjected to very severe taxation.
It was being made compulsory for landholders to pay tbe water rates. He was
willing to admit that the Government had
dealt with this matter in a proper spirit, and
with a proper regard for the interests of the
land-owners concerned, but it was impossible
for large areas of the land to be developed
under irrigation with the population available to deal with the work. That was the
whole difficulty, and the Government saw it
quite as plainly as Gtherpeople. They were
endeavouring to deal with that aspect of the
matter. He hoped that the Government
would guard against the enlargement of the
public departments, and that the extra
expense, which seemed to be inevitable in connexion with thecectralized Bupervisionof these
works, would be most closely watched.
The Minister of Public Works was aware of
the difficulties continually arising in this connexion in the Northern province. Under the
old conditions, £8,000 was collected from the
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land-owners in the district of Rodney, and
he believed he was rigpt in saying that
no more water was being used now for
irrigation purposes in that district, yet
the State Rivers and Watp'I' Supply Commission was collecting £20,00U from the
same people in order to meet the charges and
pay the interest on the expenditure in
that area.
Unless care was taken the
Government 'would depopulate the Hrea instead of establishing what they all hoped
to see - a prosperous irrigation district.
It had been proposed to increase the
charge from 5s. to 6s. 6d. because the available water was not being used. Hp. had not
had time to go properly into the report, but
he could see that things were !lot progressing
as well as could have been hoped for.
The Bon. A. O. SACHSE said tbat item
No. 150 provided £3,000 for the Maffra
Beet Sugar Factory. He would like to
know whether the factory was se!f-sllpporting
or whether it would be f:;O when it was in
full swing, or, if. a loss were entaiied, how
much it was.
The Hon.
L. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public 'Works) said the Department
looked forward to the time when the Maffra
Beet Sugar Factory would be self-supporting. He should say it would largely depend
011 whether the raw material was supplied
in the quantity required.
He was informed
that the revenue of the factory was expected
to be £42,000 and expenditnre £43,000.
That seemed very satisfactory, although he
did not wish honorable members to think
that those figures necessarily meant tbat
there was a loss of only £1,000. He would
be glad to give the fullest information respecting the factory later on.
The. Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said he
thoughi the figures which the Minister
had given were rather satisfactory. He, for
one, was -glad to hear that the position was
as stated.
He was afraid that it would
not be nearly as good. According to reports
outside-The I-Ion. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Do not
listen to reports.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said such reports were usually so near the truth, as far
as this Government was concerned, that
honorable members were obliged to attach
some credence to them. Only recently a
feeler was sent out in the sbape of a report
to the effect that certain members of the
Government, including the Minister of
Public Works, were going to resign.
The H(m. W. J. EVANs.-It was nt)t
effective.

' 'T.
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The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said thE:lY were had disoovered afterwards that they were
glad that the Minister of Public Works had being ca1lght indiscriminately when they
come back in the nick of time to save him- were little bigger than a man's finger. He
wanted the Government to go in for largely
self.
Tae Hon. W. tT. EVANS said he would increased expenditure in this direction.
like to have some information with regard If our rivers were properly supplied
to items Nos. lfi2 and 153-" Cool Fruit with suitable fish, such as good quality
Stores £100; General Items £2,000." trout., it would be an excellent thing.
With regard to the Beet Sugar Factory, he At olle time salmon were regarded as a great
would suggest that the Minister might give luxury in England·, but later on a law had to
honorable members information when the· be passed preventing employers giving their
Estimates came on.
apprentices salmon more than three times a
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-Yes, I week. When he was in England ten years
ago he found that in the season the most
will.
The Hon. A. HICKS said he would like delicate game could be obtained more
to have some information concerning the cheaply than meat. That was due to the
vVyuna irrigation farm, of which a very wise policy in operation there.
Here,
dark picture had recently been painted.
our fish and
game industries were
The Hon W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of sadly neglected, and any Government
Public Works) stated that he would be glad which directed attention to them could
to give information showing the exact position do an incalculable amount of good.
when the Estimates were considered.
If that matter was taken up in a commercial
The Hon. R. H. 8. ABBOTT said he spirit, the thing could be made to pay very
would like information as to what item No. handsomely. He hoped this would be the
153 meant. The sum of £2,000 for one last. time honorable members would see these
month represented £24,000 per annum.
two miserable items.
The Hun. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of
The Bon. 'V. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of
Public Works) said with regard to item Public Works) said he hoped that, when the
No. 152 honorable members would remem· Fisheries Bill came forward, effect would be
ber that the Cool Stores ·at Ringwood, Don- given to some of the suggestions Mr. Sachse
caster, and Diamond Creek were se1£- had made. The honorable member would
supporting, and in a very legitimate way. have the opportunity of making the Bill
As for item No. 153, it covered a very large as it should be.
field of expenditure, including ~eneral
The Hon. A. O. SACHsE.-We should do
expenses in connexion with technical and our best.
agricultural education, and many other
The 1I0ll. "V. S. MANIFOLD observed
that he was glad .Mr. Sachse had alluded to
items.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he would this small expenditure on fisheries. It
like to know if the Minister could give any might be of interest to honorable members to
information as to the position taken up by know what was done in other parts of the
the Department in respect to the statement world. In 1910 the State of New York
made of the Director of Agriculture as to turned out 521,000,000 fry, of varieties of
the accounts in connexion with the Wyuna what they called commercial fish. They also
turned out 90,000,000 of what they called
irrigation farm.
The Hon. 'vV. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of game fish. These were of several varieties,
Public Works) said he could only say the such as trout, salmon, and bass. In 1910
position was unsatisfactory, and that further Colorado turned out 7,000,000 odd trout,
infoTIDation was to be supplied to the and Utah 5,000,000 of the same fiElh, while
Pennsylvania turned out upwards of
Cabinet 011 the matter.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said for 91,000,000 of different sorts. It was alBo
"Fisheries and Game" the total expenditure related as a fact that in California, and one
was £200 for the month, or ~nly £2,400 or two other States, the canning fish industry
for the year.
The fisheries of the State was dependent on fish produced in this
required additional expenditure, and more way. It was calculated, from the results
BU pervision. He hoped that th.e Govern- obtained in the Fisheries Department in the
ment would spend more liberally upon them. United States, that out of about 10,{)00 eggs
They should see that the waste of young deposited by fish in the ordinary way, only
fish which was going on DO'V was stopped. about fifteen individual fish got to the adult
He had been one of those who had age, but that where the ova was stripped·
sent fish to the Northern rivers, and he from the fish and put into hatcheries there
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were comparatively few deaths at all, almost
everything being reared. The fishing industry had grown to an immense extent in
America, and had become of enormous commercial value. The industry was really
worth the attention of our own Government.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said he had
made his suggestions in a friendly spirit.
He wanted the Government, if possible, to
get a feather in their cap, and to make a
success of the measure which had been mentioned. There was deep-sea fishing going on
now outside.
Did the Minister know
whether that was purely a. Federal matter?
The Hon. \tV. L. BAILLIEU p1inister of
Public Works) said that fisheries were under
the Department of Agriculture, and he
could not answer the honorable member's
question.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said he was
told by some of the Scottish fishermen who
had been here that the real anchovy existed
off our coast. Of all fish in the world the
anchovy was the highest priced, and its
existence here opened up an enormous vista
for industries. We now had an overflowing
Treasury, and it would be a wise thing
if we threw away, so to speak, a few thousand
pounds to get fishing industries settled. He
had also been told that the true herring
passed our coast and only required to be
caught, but nobody troubled about it. It
was said to be a similar herring to what was
caugh t off the coasts of Scotland. If that
was so, it gave promise of a gigantic industry.
The importation of herrings from abroad
must be enormous.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-Were
you on the Fishing Commission, which lasted
two or three years?
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said he was
not. He thought Victoria might· push this
thing forward and energize tile Commonwealth, if the matter was under Commonwealth control.
The Hon. W. L. BAILuEu.-Fancy the
State being able to energize the Commonwealth!
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said none
knew better than Mr. Baillieu how to set
about that.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS remarked that
there was an item of £1,300 in connexion
with the railways for pensions and gratuities.
That item might contain amounts for the
purpose to which he had previously referred.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I will find
out.
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The Hon. D. ME L VILLE said he would
like to know if the amount set down for the
~tate coal mine was the final payment.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public Works) tlaid he did not know
what Mr. Melville meant by tbe final payment, seeing that the ~tate coal mine was
going on. He could tell honorable members
that the total revenue· from the mine for the
twelve months was £297,500, and that the
expenditure was £274,06(), leaving a surplus
of £23,440. That was the position.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he would
like to know if the payments would appear in
this form continuou!:3ly. Were members to
look for the expenditure in the form in which
it appeared or would the Rail way Department
take charge of the whole affair 7
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said that
during Mr. Baillieu's absence ill other lands
a Bill was brought before the Conncil providing for the expenditure of £50,000 of loan
money on the further equipment of the mine~
The Council unanimously rejected the proposal.
\Vas the Government providing for
this expenditure out of revenue? He had
reason to believe that the expenditure was
going on. There was not much to be gained
by the Council rejecting the proposal when
the Government went on with the expend itnre as if nothing had happened.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said he would
like to have an assurance from the Minister
of Public Works that the £50,000 was not
provided for under this Bill.
He (Mr.
Aikman) had reason to bE·lieve that the
money was included in this Bill.
Did the
surplus mentioned by the .Minister include
profits on the sale of land?
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-No.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said it might
be concluded then that thi~ was the profit on
the sale of the coal.
The Hon. 'Y. L. BAILLIEU (Minister Ot
Public Works) said members were aware of
the fact that the State eoal mine had been
handed oveL' to the Rail way Department.
That was a condition that the Council insisted upon. The accounts of the mine were
audited by the Auditor-General, who was
independent of Parliament and of everyone.
He took it that the balance-sheet from which
he had quoted was a properly certified one.
He would be very sorry indeed to have figures
put into his hands to impose on honorable
members and the public.
If he knew the
figures were not correct he would not l.!se
them. He would present no figures that. he
did not believe to be correct. The iigure~
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he had quoted were given to him by the
proper officer.
The Hon. R. H. S. AB13oTT.-'Vill you
repeat them?
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said the
revenue was £297,500 alld the expenditure
£274,060, leaving a surplus of £23,440.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-Does that include interest on capital?
The Hon.
L. BAILLIETJ said that
when any company gave it~ profit it diu
not show it after allowing for interest on
capital. The Railway Department was required, under the Act, to have the accounts
audited. 'Ihis House had its own way, and
the accounts were now in the hands of the
Railway Department. The Act of Parliament provided that the accounts had to be
made up to the 30th November, and laid before Parliament. He did not think there had
been time to present them yet. Mr. Abbott
asked whether a sum of money that \Va~ included in the Loan Application Bill was
being expended under this Bill. He (Mr.
Baillieu) did not know, but he was told that
the electric equipment for the mine war, being
paid for by mOlley from some other source.
Mr. A bbott could hardly expect that a big
enterprise of this kind was going to be hung
up. Mr. Melville wanted to know whether
the amount set down in the schedule was
the final payment. He (Mr. Baillieu) would
say no. There would have to be a sum of
money for the coal mine in every Supply
Bill.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said the
statement jnst made by the Minister
amounted to saying that the Government, law
or no law, was going on with this expenditure.
The honorable gentleman had 5tated that the
~tate coal mine was ail enterprise that
must go on and thnt the expenditure was
being continued. The Minister had quoted
the revenue and expenditure of the mine for
the past twelve months, but according to the
amount set down in this Bill the expenditure
lVould be £50,UOO more that the amount
mentioned by the Miuister.
The Hon. vr. L. BAILLIEU.-You cannot take the figure in the print.ed list and
multiply it by twelvo for the year.
The HOll. W. J. EVANS said he wished
to know if the £26,838 set down was for
wages.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-It is not all
for wages. It includes general expenditure
on the mine.
The Hon. W. J. EVAKS ~aid he noticed
that the Premier, in delivering the policy
speech of the Government at Warrnambool,
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stated that the wages paid at the mine
amounted to £8,000 a fortnight. He (Mr.
Evans) had been a strong ad vocate of the
State coal mine from its inception.
He
visited \'Vonthaggi recently and was satisfied
that the statements made regarding extravagance there were quite correct. He had
been on the spot and had made inquiries.
He did not think it required a man with
much discernment tosee that the mine was not
going to be what its strongest advocates expected. It appeared that the management
were so extravagant that money was being
So far as he could
wasted hand over fist.
glean the field was not what the public had
been led to expect. W·hile he was a strong
ad vocate of State enterprise, he was not
prepared to bolster up everything that was
done under that name.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN expressed the
. opinion that another searching inquiry
should be held with regad. to the State
coal mine. The action previously taken by
this Chamber in appointing a Select Committee had dune a great amount of good.
The Minister of Public Works ought to
know that while he was absent from the
State a return by the Minister of l\1ines
with regard to the State coal mine that was
placed before this House had been withdrawn.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I know
that.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said it was
fortunate that the Government had been
able to hand over the State coal mine to the
Rail ways Commissioners, because otherwise
it would have been very troublesome. The
Government had to thank the Legislative
Council for inserting that provision in the
measure. It was to be hoped that the
officials at the State coal mine would not be
allowed to scrap the machinery whenever
they liked, otherwise it would mean enormous expense.
The Hon. D. MEL VILLE said that
hardly a day passed without paragraphs appearing in the press about bricks being dear,
and about what the Government intended to
do. Here was an item of £843 for State
brickworks. Would the Minister state what
were the commil"ments in respect to these
brickworks, and what were the intentions of
the Government in that direction in the
future?
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of
Public Works) said that the item referred to
by the honorable member related only to
Wonthaggi. The Government had not
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authorized any statement to the effect thae
they were going to enter into competition
with brick manufacturers in MelbOlH'ne. It
was true that the price of bricks had been
increased, and it was suggested t.hat the
Government should do something, but that
was all.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-What are the
commitments for brickmaking at Wonthaggi?
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said that
the Government were making bricks at
Wonthaggi, and, he believed, at a profit.
The Hon. D . .MELVII.J,E.-Can you get us
further particulars?
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said that he
would endeavour to do so.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he understood it was proposed to build a new Hoffman kiln at Wonthaggi at a cost of £1,000.
Re could understand the Minister saying
that the Government were not going to make
bricks to compete with Melbourne people,
but ""h9m were they going to compete against
at "Vonthaggi ~
The Hon. W. L. BAILLJEu.-We are not
going to compete with anyone.
The Ron. W. J. EVANS.-Then where
was ehe revenue to come from with which to
pay for the cost? If it should prove that
there was not a market at W onthaggi for
these bricks, there would be a great waste of
public money.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I understand
that there will be a considerable demand for
bricks at Wonthaggi, which we are told will
soon have 20,000 people.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he had
been in conversation with many people who
lmew the Wonthaggi district, and they agreed
with him that the town had pretty well
:reached its limit. He agreed as to the
urgent necessity of opening up brickworks in competition with the city
brickmakers, so that people might get bricks
.at a reasonable price, but it was a very
-different matter to establish a large Hoffman
kiln at W onthaggi.
The clause was agreed to, as were also
clause 2 and the preamble, and the Bill was
reported without amendment.
• On the motion of the Hon. W. L,
BAILLIEU (Minister of Public Works),
the Bill was then read a third time, and
passed.
The House adjourned at seventeen minutes
to ten o'clock p.m., until Tuesday, December
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, December 5, 1911.

OPENING OF PARLIAMENT BY
COMMISSION.
Proceedings commenced at eleven o'clock
a.m. by the Clerk reading His Excellency the
Governor's proclamation convoking Parliament f0r Tuesday, December 5, at eleven
o'clock a.m.
The Usher of the Legislative Council appeared at the Bar, and intimated that the
Commisbioners appointed by the Governor to
open Parliament-their Honours Sir John
Madden, G.C.M.G. (Chief Justice), and Sir
Thomas A.'Becl{ett (a Judge uf the
Supreme Coul't)-requested t.he attendance
of members of the Legislative Assembly in
the chamber of the Legislative Council to
hear the commission read.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is time these
commissions were read in this House.
Honorable members, accompanied by
the chief officers of the House, proceeded
at once to the chamber of the Legislative
Council. On the return of members to the
chamber of the Legislative Assembly the
Commissioners were introduced, and took
their seats.
The Commission, appointing the Chief
Justice to administer the oath of allegiance
to members of the Legislative Assembly, was
then read.
The CLERK announced that he had received sixty-five writs issued by His Excellency the Governor for the election of
members to serve in the Legislative Assembly for the several electoral districts of the
State with the names of the members elected
duly indorsed thereon.
r.l'he members present were then sworn, as
follows ; Dilitrict.

Albert Park
Allandale
Ba llaratEas t;
Ballarat "Vest
Barwon
Benalla
Benambra
Bendigo East
Bendigo "Vest
Boroondara
Borung
Brighton ...
Brunswick
Bulla
Carlton

Member.

G. A. Elmslie
Sir A. J. Peacock
Robert McGregor
Matthew Baird
J. F. Farrer
J .•J. Carlisle
A. W. Craven
A. J. Hampson
David Smith
Sir Frank 1\1adden
William Hutchinson
O. R. Snowball
J. R. Jewell
A. R. Robertson
R. H. Solly
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District.

Castlernaine&Maldon
Collingwood
Dalhousie
Dandenong
Daylesford
Dundas
Eaglehawk
East Melbourne
Essendon
Evelyn
Fitzroy
Flemington
Geelong
Gippsland East
Gippsland North
Gippsland South
Gippsland West
Glenelg
Goulburn Valley ...
Grenville •••
Gunbower
Hawthorn
Jika Jika ...
Kara Kara
Korong
Lowan
Mary borough
Melbourne
Mornington
North Melbourne ...
Ovens
Pol warth ...
Port Fairy
Port Melbourne
Prahran
Richmond ...
Rodney
St. Kilda •••
Swan Hill ...
Toorak
Upper Goulburn
Walhalla ...
Wangaratta
Waranga ...
Warrenheip
Warrnambool
Williamstown

:Member.

H. S. W. Lawson

Martin Hannah

R. 1. Argyle
VV. S. Keast
Donald McLeod
John ThomISon
Thomas Tunnecliffe
A. A. Farthing
W. A. Watt
E. H. Cameron
J. W. Billson
E. C. Warde
William Plain
James Cameron
J. W. McLachlan
'rhomas Livingston
J. E. Mackey
H. J. M. Campbell
George Graham
D. C. McGrath
Henry Ang us
George Swinburne
J. G. Membrey
Peter McBride
Thomas Langdon
J ames Menzies
A. R. Outtrim
Alexander Rogers
Alfred Downward
G. M. Prendergast
A. A. Billson
J. G. Johnstone
J. F. DuffLls
George Sangster
Donald Mackinnon
E. J. Cotter
Hugh McKenzie
R. G. McCutcheon
John Gray
Norman Bayles
M. K. McKenzie
Samuel Barnes
John Bowser
John Gordon
G. F. Holden
John Murray
John Lemmon

On the completion of the ceremony of
swearing members, the Commissioners re·
tired.
ELECTION OF SPEAKER.
The CLERK (Mr. H. H. Newton) saidThe time has now arrived for honorable
members to choose their Speaker.
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-Ml'. Newton,
I moveThat the Honorable Sir Frank Madden do take
the Chair of this House as Speaker.

Speaker.

I desire to say only two or three sentences in
support of the motion. ~ir Frank Madden
has been a member of the House for over
seventeen years.
He has occupied the
highest position in the gift of this House for
over seven years, and that, I think, is sufficient testirr~ony that he has discharged the
duties of Speaker-onerous, responsible, and
difficult as they frequently are-to the satisfaction of honorable members over whom he
has presided.
Mr. E. H. CAMERON (Evelyn).-I have·
much pleasure in seconding the motio:l.
Honorable members all know Sir Frank
Madden as a fair, straightforward, honorable man. There is no "tiddley-winking"
about him. Some may think that he is a.
little too ready to say what he means,.
but it pleases me better t.o have a man
who speaks straight out than a man
who "shilly-shallies" about his decisions.
If a mall does that he does not please any
one. No one, either on the Opposition side·
or the Ministerial side, can say that Sir
Frank Madden has ever acted partially. He is.
straightforward in all his doings. Not only
did I know him long before he came toParliament and before I came to Parliament,.
but I knew his father for many' years, and I
have a strong feeling for the family.
Sir FRANK MADDEN.-Mr. Premier,.
Mr. Cameron, and honorable members, I
thank you for the high honour it is proposed
to confer upon me, and I submit myself to.
the judgment of the House.
There being no other nomination, Sir
Frank Madden was then conducted by his.
proposer and seconder to the chair.
The SPEAKER.·-Fellow members, I
thank you very sincerely for the high honour'
you have conferred upon me. After presiding over your deliberations for over seven
years it is a very great compliment indeed tobe unanimously elected to take the Chair
again. I make no new promises. I will do
in the future as I have tried to do in the
past. I have tried to be fair to everybody,.
to know no party, and to do my best to
maintain the law and dignity of Parliament.
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-Mr. Speaker,
I may be permitted now you have been
l'e-elected to the Chair to say a few
words in congratulation. They shall be·
very few indeed. The highest compliment
and the most praotical form of congratulation
has been conferred upon you by your election
by the unanimous voice of the House to the·
position which you now occupy. In wishingyo\l
a successful and pleasant term of office, I may
say that I am confident that at the end of
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that term you will have disoharged your
,duties in a way that will haye given complete satisfaction to the whole House.
, Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I desire, Mr.
Speaker, to offer you my congratulations
upon your election to the Chair. We anticipate that in the future, as in the past,
'you will do what you have just said-recognise no party in the House, but will act with
fairness to all sides. If you adl'pt that
-course, this Parliament will be a pleasant
<Qne.
The SPEAKER.-Mr. Premier and Mr.
Prendergast,-I thank you for your con:gratulations. I am perfectly confident that
in this Parliament we will have as pleasant
times as we have had in past Parliaments
-over which I have had the honour to preside.
Very little is due to m.e in the matter,
because I recognise that I have the most
orderly House in Australia to preside over.
Honorable members respect themselves, and,
in respecting themselves, they respect the
Chair.
There is very little difficulty,
indeed, in presiding over such a House. I
will do my best, and I trust that I will fulfil
my duties to the satisfaction of the House.
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-l have to
inform the House that His Excellency will
l'eceive the Speaker at the Government
Offices, Treasury-buildings, Collins-street, in
the Executive Council Chamber, at two
o'clock. I would like as many member& as
possible to accompany the Speaker.
The SPEAKER then left the chair, which
he resumed at half-past two o'clock.
PRESENTATION OF THE SPEAKER
TO THE GOVERNOR.
The SPEAKER.-I desire to inform the
House that I this day proceeded to the
Government Offices and presented myself to
His Excellency the Governor as the choice
of this Assembly, and tha~ His Exceilency
was pleased to make the following reply : Mr.

SPEAKER,

I ha.ve much pleasure in congratulating you on
your election for the fourth time to the office of
Speaker of the Legislati\'e Assembly. I am con.
fluent that you will always uphold the honour and
dignity of that high office, and 00ntinue to dis~h:trge
the important dutics intrusted to you with the same
tact and ability as you h:we hitherto displayed.

COMMISSION TO S\\;EAR
MEMBERS.
The SPEAKER informed the House that
he had received from His Ez:cellellcy the
Governor a Commission authorizing him to
·3dmillister the oath of ,allegiance to such
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mEJmbers as had not already taken and subscri bed the same in the present Parliament.
Mr. W. D. Beazley (member for Abbotsford) was then sworn.
STATE OPENING OF
PARLIAMENT.
The Usher of the Legislative Council
brought a message from His Excellency the
Governor requesting the attendance of
lJOnorable members in the chamber of the
Legislative Council.
The members present, headed by the
Speaker, and attended by the Clerk, the
Clerk-Assistant, and the Serjeant-at-Arms,
proceeded to the Council Chamber.
Business was afterwards suspended until
half-past four o'clock, whon the SPEAKER
again took the chair.
ESTIMATES.
Mr. 'WATT (Treasnrer) presented a
message from His Excellency the Governor,
transmitting Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for the year 1911-12, and recommending an appropriation from t he Consolidated Revenue accordingly.
LAND TAX PAYMENTS.
Mr WATT (Treasurer), in compliance
with an Order of the House (dated September 5), presented a return showing the
number of land taxpayers, and the amount
paid by such ill agricultural, urban. and
metropolitan districts respectively, the unimproved capital valUA of whose estates is between £250 and £500; and the total number
of taxpayers and the amount paid under the
old land tax for the last year' the tax was
in force in the first class, second class, third
class, and fourth class, and a]s(J the amount
paid by such taxpayers in these classes under
the present land tax.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT.
EDUCATION OF DEFECTIVE CHILDREN~
TEACHERS' SWK LEAVE.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister
of Public Instruct,ion), in compliance with
an Order of the House (dated September 27),
presented a return showing the nUlllber of
deaf and dumb, or blind, or physically defected children who hltve been dealt with,
and in what manner, under section 49 of the
Education Act, No. 2,301, the expendi.
ture in connexion with the same for the year
ended 30th June, 1911, and the proTisioll fer
the education of such children for the year
1911-12.
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Mr. A. A. BII..LSON (Ovens-Minister of
Public Instruction), in compliance with an
Order of the House (dated September 21),
presented a return in regard to the number
I)f teachers with over twenty years' service
who have been granted leave of absence on
account of sickness for periods of two months
or over during the past three years, the
nnmber of such teachers who drew sick pay
for less than three months, and the number
who drew full pay for three months or
over.
IMPORTED GOODS FOR STATE
DEP ART~IENTS.
Mr. MURH,A Y (Premier), in pursuance
of an Order of the House (dated October
17, 1903), presented a return showing the
machinery, goods, and material manufactured
or produced outside the Commonwealth purchased for the use of the' Public Works
Department during the financial year,
1910-11.
GAME BILL.
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-Inaccordance
with the usual practice, and in order to preserve the pri vileges of thd House, I beg to
move for leave to in trod uce a Bill to amend
the Game Acts.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read a
first time.
COMMITTEES OF SUPPLY AND
WAYS AND MEANS.
Mr. WATT (Treasurer).-I move-

Ways and Means.

Mr. PRENDERG.AST.-If it was considered'
to-morrow it would be in abundance of
time.
The SPEAKER.-I have ruled it a.
matter of urgency.
The House divided on the motionAyes ...
38
Noes ...
17
Majority for the motion
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AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
,,
"

Angus
Baird
Barnes
Bayles
A. A. Billson
Bowser
" E. H. Cameron
" J. Cameron
" Campbell
" Carlisle
" Craven
a
Duffus
" Farrer
" Farthing
" Gordon
" Graham
" Gray
" Holden
" Hutchinson
" Johnstone

Mr. Keast
" Langdon
Lawson
Mackinnon
McBride
McCutcheon
" McGregor
H. McKenzie
" Membrey
" Menzies
" Murray
Sir Alexan der Peacock
Mr. Itobertson
Swinburne
" Thomson

" vVatt.

:l'ellers:
Mr. Argyle
" Livingston.
NOER.

Mr. J. W. Billson
" Cotter
Elmslie
" Hampson
" Hannah
" Jewell
" M. ;K. McKenzie
" McLachlan
" Outtrim

Mr.
"
"
"
"

Plain
Prendergast
Rogers
Sangster
Smit,h
Warde.
Telle1's :
Mr. McGrath
" Solly.

During the taking of the division,
The SPEAKER said-I would ask the
honorable member for Upper Goulburn on
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-No leave can be which side he intended to vote. He was
given to a thing like that. Take it to- sitting on my right, but crossed over to the
left, and whilst the division was being taken
morrow.
The SPEAKER.-Does the honorable attempted to cross back. I could not allow
him to cross when the tellers were taking the
member object?
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Certainly.
division, and I now ask him on which side he
Sir ALEXANDER PEACoCK.-We shall not desired to vote.
be able to pay the Public Service unless this
Mr. M. K. McKENZIE (Upper Goulh'lllrn).-I intended, Mr. Speaker, to vote
is done.
Mr. HANNAH.-Whose fault is that?
with the ayes, but I mistook the amendment
Mr. W ATT.-It is the invariable practice for the motion.
The SPEAKER.-Under those circumof the Assembly to allow this to be done, in
order that Parliament may vote the Supply stances, I would ask the tellers to count the
for the Public Service. On that ground, honorable member with the Ayes.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzl'oy).-There
Mr. Speaker, I will aek you to rule the
was no amerJdment. He crossed over.
motion a matter of urgeney.
The SPEAKER.-In order that the
The SPEAKER.-I understand the statePublic Service may be supplied, I rule that ment that the honorable mem.ber for Upper
this is a matter of urgency, and that there- Goulburn was on my right when the
qnestion was put is disputed. I would ask
fore leave will be dispensed with.

That the Standing Orders be suspended so as to
allow the Committees of Supply and Ways and
Means to be appointed forthwith.
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him if he was on my right or on my left
when the question was pu t.
Mr. M. K. McKENZIE (Upper Goulburn).-I did not catch your question, Mr.
Speaker.
The SPEAKER.-It is alleged by some
honorable members that the honorable
member was sitting on my right when the
question was pnt, and deliberately crossed
the floor to the other side. Is that so, and
what did the honorable member intend by
crossing?
Mr. M. K. McKENZIE (Upper Goulburn).
- I was sitting on this (the Government) side
when the question was put, but I did not
understand that the Opposition was voting a
direct negative on the motion of the
Treasurer. Thinking it was an amendment
I crossed to the other side.
The SPEAKER.-Under those circumstances, I am afraid that the honorable member's voice must go with the Noes.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-l should like to
know, Mr. Speaker, when I can have an
opportunity of discussing your ruling on the
question of urgency ~
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member
can give notice of motion no)v for discussion
to-morrow.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I give notice of
motion now.
Mr. WATT (Treasurer) moved, by leaveThat this House will this day resolve itself into
a Committee to consider of the Supply to be granted
to His Majesty.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. WATT (Treasurer) moved, by leaveThat this House will this day resolve itself into
a Committee to consider of the Ways and Means
for raising the Supply to be granted to His
Majesty.

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-What am I to
understand by this? "'Till this take the
matter a stage beyond the Estimates presented last session? I should like to know
what the Government intend to do. .
Mr. WATT (Treasurer).-The proposal,
following the ordinary practice, iii to ask the
House, at this stage, to create the Committees of Supply and Ways and Means.
We have created the Committee of Supply,
and we propose now to create the Committee
of Ways and Means.
I propose, on the
adjournment of the debate on the Address-in·
Reply to-day, or if it is carried, to ask the
House to go into a Committee of Supply to
give Supply for the current month, but that
proposal is not involved in this motion.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST. - Do I understand that the whole of the Estimates presented last session can be debated ~
Mr. W ATT.- Yes,
The motion was agreed to.
THE GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
ADDRESS-IN- REPLY.

Tl~e SPEAKER.-I have to report that
the members of this Honse this day attended
the Legislative Council chamber,· when His
Excellency the Governor was pleased to
make a speech to both I-louses of Parliament,
of which, for greater accuracy, I have
obtained a copy. As the ~peech is printed,
and copies are in the hands of honorable
members, it will nct be necessary for me to
read it.
Mr. JOHNSTONE.-I moveThat the following Address-in-Reply to the
speech of His Excellency the Governor to both
Houses of Parliament be agreed to by this
House :MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY-

We, the Legisla.tive Assembly of Victoria, in
Parliament assembled, beg to express our lovalty
to our Most Gracious 8overeign, and to thank
Your Excellency for the gracious speech which you
have been pleased to address in Pa.rliament.

In submitting this motion, I desire to thank
the Government for the honour they have
conferred on me in asking me to move the
Address-in-Reply. I should prefer that some
other honorable member had been chosen for
this duty, but as 1 have been chosen 1 must
say that I think it is an honour conferred on me by the Government, and
I cannot anow the occasion to pass
without mentioning' to the House the fact
that I look upon it as an honour.
1
take it as a compliment to the constitueney
I have the honour to represent, and also as a
compliment to the late honorable member
f0r Pol warth. It is voiced through me as
his successor.
Personally, I regret very
much that failing health was the reason why
Mr. Forrest did not offer himself for reelection. Had he done so, I say unhesitatingly that he would still be occupying the
seat that he occupied S0 long. I desire t()
say now that 1 hope, in some measure, I
shall be able to act as his successor, to reflect
credit on the constitnency I represent, and
to do honour to this House. Whether my
connexion with this House be long or short,
I hope 1 shall be able to leave it with the
respect and good fellowship from both sides.
of the I-louse that Mr. Forrest was fortunate
enough to win. At any rate that will be my
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-euden,vour. Speaking directly to the question, I may be permitted to say that the sp0ech
of the Governor, as I am told, is one of the
short(;st, if not the shortest, ever delivered
by His Majesty's represe~ltative in this State.
I can only say that the speech I intend to
make in moving the adoption of the Addressin-Reply, will also be of the briefest.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Some of those
that follow will not he.
Mr. ,JOHNS.TUNE.-Probably those
who follow me will have more nerve tha.n I
possess.
Mr. BAYLEs.-lIIore cheek.
Mr. JOHNSTO ~E.-I hope to get more
-confidence in myself a.s time goes on, and to
have more nerve than I can command on this
occasion; but, at present, I am very glad in{leed that the Governor's speech is a brief
-one, in order that I may make; the shortest
speech on record in moving the adoption of
the Address.in-Reply, The advisers of His
Excellency have decided that this session
shall be devoted principally to making provision for the Public Service for the year. I
do not think there can be much cavil amongst
\l.S in regard to that part of the speech,
Among the measnres which are to be su'J.
mitted for our consideration are important
railway lines, and also the Public Works
Loan Application Bill.
Mr. .ELMsLIE.-And a minimum wage
resolution.
Mt" JOHNS TONE.-The Government
have shown a determination to do their best
,during this short session to carry out some,
at any rate, of the policy which !ihey sub.
mitted to the country at the general
·election.
~lr. EUfSLIE.-Some of it !
Mr. JOHNSTONE.-Rome was not built
in a day. The former policy of the Govern~
meni in regard to railway construction and
decentralization met with the approval of the
eountry, and honorable members on both
sides ofthe House should unite in assisting the
Government to pass such legislation. I feel that
I am right in thinking that the Government
are anxious, by means of the Public VV orks
Loan Application Hill, to get sufficient money
to proceed with the erection of cool stores,
which are necessary, in the interests Hot only
of exporters, but of our producers generally.
As I say, I hope honorable members will
assist them in that endeavour, and that the
Government will also get t.he assistance of
another place.
I would also ask the
Government to take the earliest opportunity
of giving relief to holders of land under the
..closer settlement system, by granting a
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reduction of cbarges, as outlined in the
Government policy; and, further, that t.he
question of public roads will be submitted to
the House as soon as possible, in order that
our settler'S, who have been so heavily
handicapped by the almo!'!t impassable
roads now in existence, may have their
burdens lightened, and a better chance of
making a Ii ving through the construction
of improved roads, not only to railway
During
stations, but also to markets.
my election campaign, any reference to the
programme put forward by the Government
was well received, and it is for the purpose
of assisting the Government to carry some
of these proposals into law that I have been
returned. I can only assure the House that
any assistance I can give to the Government
in that direction will be willingly given. I
hope that other honorable members on both
sides of the House will feel that it is their
duty, as represen tati ves of the people, to vote
for such measures as make for the benefit of
the majority of the people. If we do that
I think that the last paragraph of His
Excellency's speech will not have been
written or spoken in vain, arid every honorable member will be found working in the
best interests of the country. I thank honorable members for the courtesy and attention
I have received, and I trust they are satisfied
with my brief speech in proposing the adoption of the Address-in-Reply.
Mr. BAIRD.-It is with pleasure that I
rise to second the motion, which has been so
briefly but so well put before the House by the
honorable member for Pol warth. I feel that
my part to-night is to be a brief one, but if I
cq,o only oonvey to the Government how
how much I feel th(:! honour which has been
conferred upon me in being asked to second
this motion, I will, perhaps, have done all that
I need to do. I do feel that it is an honour,
not so much to myself, as to the great
constituency I represent.
Of course, any
man must feel rather strange in appearing
before this Assembly for the first time. I
confess that I feel very raw, indeed. I feel also
that my ideas, if I have allY, no matter how
strongly I may hold them', cannot be properly
expressed in the position in which I am
to-night. I have heard that a young mem·
ber of Parliament, however hard he may
have studied, and however deeply he
may think, finds it hard to make
even an impression on the legislation which
comes before Parliament. I myself certainly feel that however hard I may
try it will be impossible for me toool1vev to
honorable members even the poor ide~
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which I hold at the present moment, and
therefore I must claim their indulgeuce
towards me. I believe that mv ideas are
founded on the great principles o( Liberalism.
That, perhaps, may be some cause for ac·
cepting and listening to them in this
Assembly.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Great applause from
the Tories!
Mr. BAIRD.-Whether they are Tories
or not, I claim that although I may be
accused of lots of things I am a Liberal,
and that the very fact that I stand here today shows the force and strength of
Liberalism. Prior to the election I was told
that I was practically unknown in my constituency-one of the greatest and most illfiuentifl.l constituencies outside Melbonrneand yet though young and unknown
I was returned by a 1arge majority. I repeat that that shows t.he force ann
vitality of Liberalism in Victoria to-day.
I believe it also shows the strength of the
Government behind which I have the great
honour to sit. This Government has done
great things in the past. Our friends on the
Opposition side of the Honse may laugh.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
Government's own supporters are laughing.
Mr. BAIRD.-WOhen you find a Govern·
ment going to the people and returning with
increased majorities, it is the greatest praise
that can be given to any Government. I
may say also that when an Opposition goes
to the country and comes back with
diminished numbers, it is not a matter for it
to congratulate itself upon. However strong
this Government has been in the past, it is
to be perhaps stronger still in the future.
We cannot live on OUI' past records, we must
be up and doing. We have done great
things in the past, but I claim that we mean
to do even greater things in the future. I
believe that the speech which has been submitted to Parliament by His Excellency
to-day is an earnest that this Government is
going to do great things.
:Mr. HANNAH.-It is going to do nothing.
:Mr. BAIRD.-To do nothing would,
perhaps, be on a p~rallel with what the
Opposition can do, but it is not on a parallel
with what the Government has a.lready
done.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK:-This fellow
can hit back.
Mr. BAIRD.-This is to be a short
session, and yet the Government has put
some hard work before us. It expects us to
deal with some of the legacies ft'om last
session, and to deal with them effectively, in
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the short session upon w hieh we are now
entering. In my opinion, this is an earnest
that the Government will do great things.
for us in the future. I believe that the
voice of the people has spoken and said that
we are not to have fancy legislation in this
State of Vict.oria. We want something more
solid and more substantial than that. We
need only to look around in order to find that
Victoria has not been holding its own with
the other States. We have alreadv lost one
representative in the House of R~presenta
tives, and are about to lose another.
Mr. HANNAH.-That is a great tribute to
Liberalism.
Mr. BAIRD.-It is a great tribute to
Liberalism that this Government have stopped
the loss of population from Victoria, and
have commenced a stream of immigration. Not only tha.t, hut t,hey have prevented
our young men from leaving Victoria, and I
believe that if they are kept in power they
will continue to do so, and will bring more
immigrants into this country-a policy of'
which the Opposition is not in favour. That
is what we want. 'tV e want Victoria to be
developed.
We want rail way lines built,
some of which have been placed before us
to-night.
We must have thesp. things if
Victoria is to take her proper place in the
Commonwealth of Australia. I believe that.
this is the Government to do that work. I
have very great pleasnre in acknowledging
that I am a straight-out supporter of the
Government. I believe that they have done
splendid· work in the past, and I believe they
will do even better work in the days that are
to come. I have very great pleasure in
seconding this motion.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I desire to ask
for the usual adjournment of the debate until
to-morrow.
:Mr. YV ATT.--By leave?
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Sot by leave.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-By courtesy.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I do not expect
to get it by courtesy, but I claim it by
custom. This Governor's speech is so important that it demands serious consideration in order to see if we oan find anything
in it. I move'Chat the debate be now adjourned.

Mr. MURRAY (Premier).--As theleader of the Opposition has stated, it
has been the custom, after the Address-inReply has been moved and seconded, to adjourn the debate. However, the circumstances under which we meet to-day are
entirely different from those which ha.ve
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existed on any previous occasion. The
leader of the Opposition has alluded to the
shortness of the Governor's speech.
We
put ill that speech only wh9.t we felt we
could carry out in this short session-a session that must necessarily be short.
Mr. HANNAH.-Why ~
We have just
come from the country.
Mr. MURRAY.-Honorable members
know the reaSQn. We have made it clear
that it is not our intention to have a long
session, and that all we are going to undertake during thi8 session is urgent business,
such as the passing of the Estimates, certain
H.ailway Construction Bills, the Supply Bill
which has been mentioned this afternoon,
and so on.
The really serious work
of the very important programme which
was submitted by the Government to
the country, and which has been accepted by the country, as the honorable members wh') have already spoken have
shown, is to be left for a future session. If
honorable members on the Opposition side
of the House are anxious to do the business
of the country-if they desire to do good
work for the people of this State-I ask
them to pr00eed with the debate.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.- The Governor's
speech was put in Ollr hands only two hours
ago.
Mr. MURRAY.-The honorable member
knows just as much about it now as he will if
he gives it agreat deal of consideration. There
are no new matters mentioned.
Practically
the only matters mentioned in the Governor's sp~ech are the Estimates and the Bills
I
for the construction of rail way lines.
would ask the leader of the Opposition to go
on with the debate out of consideration for
bis fellow members and so that'we may put
through the busineHs that is so urgently
necessary.
"Ve want to get the debate on
tbe Address-in-Reply out of hand as soon as
possible.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - Put the
address through. It is only formal.
Mr. ELMSLIE. - Might I urge the
Government to accede to the very modest
request that has been made by the leader of
the Opposition Z We realize that this must
necessarily be a short session, but at the
same time I think the request of the leader
of the Opposition is perfectly fair and
legit.imate.
I do not want to raise any
feeling at all in the matter, but I desire to
remind the Premier of the little accident;
t.hat occurred in connexion with the dissolution of the House. The dissolution took
plaoe a week earlier than was intended, so
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we
are now a week further ahead
than the Government intended. I think,
therefore, the Government might very
graciously accede to the request of the
leader of the Opposition.
If the debate
were adjourned for a week it would
put the luusiness in the position in which the
Government intended it to be. The Government will show their strength and do what
is fair if they agree to the reyuest of the
leader of the Opposition. We, on this (the
Opposition) side of the House have no desire
to delay the business of the country. We
are anxious that the business of the country
should be done properly, but it can only be
done properl.y by time being given for its
consideration. It is not fair to the Opposition, to the House, or to the country, to
force the motion for the adoption of the
Address-in-Reply through until we have had
time to consider the matters mentioned in
the Governor's speech. This hurry-skurry
is not to the credit of the House, nor is it
in the interests of good legislation.
Mr. MURRA Y (Premier).-I confess that
to-night I have heard the most substantial
argument that I have ever heard come from
the other (the Op!>osition) side of the House.
It is a new experience to me to hear such a
weighty reHson as that advanced by the
honorable member for Albert Park coming
from that side. I recognise the force of the
honorable member's argument, and the
Government with its large majority does
not desire to behave in a tyrannical or truculent manner to an ~pposition that is very
weak indeed. I use the word "weak" in
reference to numbers. We can afford to
be courteous to our friends opposite. We
are prepared to allow the debate to be adjourned on the understanding that we get
the Supply Bill through this afternoon.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate wa.s
adjourned till the following day.
CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES.
On the Order of the Day for the House to
resolve itself into Committee of Supply,
Mr. MURRAY (Pr€mier) said-It now
becomes necessary for the House to select a
Chairman of Committees for this Parliament.
I beg to moveThat the honora.ble member for Benambra, Mr.
Albert 'William Craven, be appointed Chairman of
Committees of this House.

Those of us who were in previous Parliaments in which Mr. Craven has acted as
Chairman of Committees know how ungrudgingly he has given his services in the
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position he has occupied. I am afraid that
on many occasions it has been at a considerable sacrifice of health. I do not think he
was ever in better form than he is at the present time.
He has come back like a
giant refreshed from his glorious victory
in Benam bra, where the other (the Opposition) side were going to get another scalp
to hang at their belt. I do not think
he was ever in such good condition,
physically and mentally, to give good service
to Parliament, as he is at present. I may
He
refer to his past services in the chair.
has always been courteous to honorable members, and he has had even a more difficult task
to perform-a more arduous one, at any rate
-than the Speaker. During the course of a
session, he sits in the chair considerably
longer than the Speaker, and, to preside over
honorable members for so long, is a very
severe tax upon a man. If, sometimes, we
do not agree with the Chairman of Committees, is it to be wondered at 1 If he does
not rise to that high level which we expect
from a great parliamentary official, we can,
readily enough, if we choose to do so, find an
excuse for him. I venture to say that not
one of us, if the same tax were imposed on
us, would discharge the duties of the position
more creditably or more satisfactorily than
Mr. Craven has in the past.
I know tha~ if
I were Chairman of Committees, after an
exasperating debate in Committee, I would
be likely to ]ose my temper. There is no
time when honorable members, without consideration or unconsciously, give more pin
pricks to the man in the chair than when the
House is in Committee. It is bad enougb,
goodness knows, to be a Minister at the
table.
A Minister can get away from
the table sometimes, but the Chairman
is chained down like a galley slave to
the oar. I think Mr. Craven must be a man
of most amiable disposition or he would have
frequently got into a state of extremely bad
temper. I know that if I were in the chair
J would sometimes consign honorable members to-I don't know where. On the whole,
Mr. Craven haR made a most excellent
Chairman, and I have much pleasure in
submitting the motion.
Sir ALEXA~DER PEACOCK.-I have
very much pleasure indeed in seconding the
motion. Those of us who have been members of Parliament for many years know full
well that Mr. Craven possesses all the qualifications which it is necessary the Chairman
of Committees should have. He is courteous
. to all honorable members, and absolutely fair
to both sides of the House. He is one of
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the old members of the House. It is nearly
23 years since he and myself, with a few of
the present, members, were returned to the
Assembly, and I ha.ve watched his career
with very great interest and pleasure.
I
am glad that the motion will be carried
unanimollsly. It ShOWR that Mr. Craven
posllesses the confidence of members all round
the House. We have very few new members
in this Parliament, so that nearly all honor·
able members are fully acquainted with the
ability which Mr. Craven has displayed in
the past as Chairman of Committees, and
know what we may expect from him in the
future. The proposition that he sho.lld be
re-appointed as Chairman of Committees
meets with approval all round the Chamber.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. CRAVEN.-I desire to thank honorable members for this further expression of
their confidence in me. This is the fourth
time they have elected me Chairman of Committees, and I shall do my very best to carry
out the very many duties appertaining to the
position in a proper manner. I trust that
when my term of office as Chairman again
comes to a close, my conduct will have been
such as to show that I was entitled to that
confidence which honorable members have so
graciously placed in me.
VOTES ON ACCOUNT.
The House having resolved itself into
Committee of Supply,
Mr. WATT (Treasurer) movedThat a. ,",urn not exceeding £612,056 be gmnted
to His M:ajesty on account of, or towaros defraying
the following services for the year 1911-1:L,
namely: - Legisla.tive Council-Salaries, £96.
Legislative Assembly-Salaries, £510; Ordinary
Expenditure, £240.
Railways Standing Commlttee--Salaries, £40; Ordinary Expendilure~
£25.
Victorian
Parliamentary
Debates-Salaries, £245; Ordinary Expenditure, 1.175.
The Library-Salaries, £52; Onlinary Expenditure, £20. The Library,' State Parliament Rouse
-Salaries, £59; Ordinary Expenditure, £70.
Refreshment Rooms, £150. Chief Secretary's.
Office-lSalaries, £583; Ordinary Expenditure,
Miscellaneous Items, £1,529; General Items,
£137; Pen:5ions, &c., £2,278; Grants, £250.
Board for Protection of Aborigines-Salaries, £29 ;:
Ordinary
Expenditure,
.;\.329.
Explosives8al~ries, £ 163;
Ordinary Expenditure, £67 •
Inspector of Factories and ~hops-Salaries,
£701; Ordinary Expenditure, £1,165.
GO\'ernment Shorthand Writer-Salaries, £122; Ordinary
Expenditure, £15.
The Governor's OfficeOrdinary Expenditure, £73. Inebriates' Institution-Salaries, £76 ; Ordinary
l1:xpenditure t
£141. Marine Board - Salaries £2~9; Ordinary Expenditure, £92.
Mercantile Marine
-Salaries, £49; Ordinary Expenditure, £18 .
Observatory-Salaries, £205; Ordinary ~~xpendi.
il.lre, General Items, £142. Premier's Office-
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£151; Ordinary Expenditure, £75.
Ship-Salaries, £195; Ordinary Expenditure, £463.
Agent-General
AgentGeneral, Staff, &c., £417.
Audit OfficeSalaries, £909; Ordinary Expenditure, £100.
Government Statist-Salaries, £783; Ordinary
Expenditure, £35.0.
Hospitals for InsaneSalaries, £7,490; Ordinary Expenditure, £7,500.
Neglected
Children,
&c. - 8alaries,
£557 ;
.oruinary . Expenditure, Maintenance, £6,864;
General Items, £440.
Pena.l and GaolsSalaries, £3,028; Ordinary Expenditure, General
Items, £1,158. Police-Salaries, £23,238; Ordinary Expenditure,
£3,6:31.
Public Library,
.&c.-Salaries, £1,037; Ordinary Expenditure,
£860;
Works
und
Buildings,
£2,000.
Public
Service
Commissioner ~ Salaries.
£149 ; Ordinary Expellditure, £160.
Education
-Salaries,
£70,649; Ordinary Bxpenditure,
£6,452 ;
Pensions, &c.,
£94 ; Works and
Buildings, £3,400; Endowments and Grants,
£8,500; l!jxceptional Expenditure, £41. Supreme
Court-Salaries, £263. Law Officers-Salaries,
£642; Ordinary Expenditure, £44.0; Pensions, &c.,
£18. Crown Solicitor-Salaries, .£503; Ordina.ry
Exp~nditure. £59. Prothonotary-Salaries, £132 ;
Qrdlllary Expenditure, £3.
Master-in-Equity,
'&c.-:-Salaries, £247; Ordinary Expenditure, £21.
RegIstrar-General - Salaries, £2,700; Ordinary
Expenditure, £333; Pensions, &c., £12. SheriffSalaries, £331; Ordinary Expenditure, £658
-Comptroller of Stamps, &c.-Salaries, £211;
Qrdinary Expenditure, £168. County Courts,
&e.-·Salaries, £664; Ordinary Expenditure, £1,034.
Police Magistrates, &c.-Salaries, £1,008; Ordinary Expenditure, £271. Clerks of Oourts-Salaries,
£1,819.
Coroners - Salaries, £10; Ordinary
Expenditure. £567. Treasury-Salaries, £2,025;
()rdinary Expenditure, £590; Tran~port, &c.,
£167; Unforeseen Expenditure, £33;~; Allowances to Railway Department, £1,250; Hrants,
Cha.ritable Institutions, &c., £26,000; Pensions,
'&c., £56 j Exceptional Expenditure, £7. Income
Tax - Salaries, £873; Ordinary Expenditure,
£100. Land Tax - Salaries, £365; Ordinary
Expenditure. £1,060. Death Duties Branch~alaries,
£39 ; Ordinary Expenditure, £26.
Curator--Salaries, £192; Ordinary .l!..xpenditure,
£32.
Government Printer- Salaries, £2,851;
()rdinary Expenditure, £491. Survey. &c., Crown
Lands-Salaries, £4,627; Ordinary Expenditure,
£5,547. Public Parks-Salaries, £29; Ordinary
Expenditure, £33 ; Grants, £950. Botanical, &c.,
Galdens - ~ala.ries, £498; Ordinary Expenditure, £204.
Extirpation of Rabbits, &c.Salaries, £48; Ordinary Expenditure, £2,091.
Closer Settlement - Salaries, £355;
Ordinary Expenditure.
£88.
Labour Colonies,
£33.
Works and Buildin~s, £737.
Road
Works, £25.
Exceptional }Jxpenditure, £344.
Public Works - Salaries, £2,106; Ordinary
Expenditure, £1,579; Pensions. &c.,
£1-0.
Ports and Harbors-Salaries, £1,237; Ordiuary
Expenditure, £2,095; Works, &c., £1,908; Ex-ceptional Expenditure, £464.
Public WorksWorks and Buildings, £47,429; Road Works and
Bridges, £774; Exceptional Expenditure, £l!.
Mines-Salaries. £1.653; FUl'therance of Mining
Industry, £2,864; Ordinary Expenditure, £663 ;
Pensions, Compensations, and Gratuities, £3;
Exceptional Expenditure, £34.
Forests-Sa.laries. £682; Ordinary Expenditure, General
Items, £6,934. State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission, £8,043. Agriculture Administrative
~'raining
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-Salaries, £443; Ordinary Expenditure, £180.
Agriculture-Sa.laries, £970; Maffra Beet Sugar
Factory, £3,000; Cool Fruit Stores, £100 ; General
Items, £2,000. Stock and Dairy-Salaries, £1,075;
Ordinary Expenditure, £600. Export Development - Salaries, .£250; Ordinary Expenditure,
£2,500. Fisheries and Game-Salaries. £100 ; Ordinary Expenditure, £100. Public Health-Salaries,
£800 ; Ordinary ]~xpenditure, £2,081. Victorian
Railways-Working Expenses, £265,071 ; PeDsions,
Gratuities, &c., £1,300; Railway~ Construction.
Branch, £412. State Ooal Mines, £26,838. State
Brick Works. £843. Total. £612.056.

He said-Honorable members have in: th.eir
hands a schedule showing the manner in
which it is proposed to spend the amount of
£612,056 on the whole of the Departments in
the State. It is to finance the Public
Service and the activities of Goverllmen t for
the month of December, into which we have
now entered, and in which the mid-monthly
payment takes place as usual on the 15th,
and the second payment earlier than nsual
becau~e of the Christmas holidays.
There
are no new items, and no extraordinary oxpenditure appears ill the list. Thnt is
shown by the fact that whereas ordinarily
we ask for about a million pounds a month,
on this occasion we are asking for only
£612,056.
The motion, when carried,
will be followed by a motion in Committee of
vVays and Means, and subsequently hy a
Supply Hill. The passage of this motion will
not in any way infringe the right of honorable
members to criticise the general Estimates of
the year when they come before us.
This is a dtly that will be noted for its
brevity, and I do not propose to break the
example so worthily set by the honorable
member for PlJlwarth, and the honorable
Therefore,
mem ber for Ballarat West.
without saying more, I ask that this Supply
be granted to the Goyernment.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-In connexion
with the first item-Legislative Council,
salaries £96-1 wish to refer to the
issue of tickets of admission to the ceremony
connected with the opening of Parliament.
Hitherto, tickets have been given to honorable mem bers in order that they may
invite their friends to this function. I
object to restrictions being placed on those
passes which honorable members issue to
their friends, who are not the guests of the
President of the Legislative COllucil. Whenever any ladies aacompany me to the ceremony, I pav any attendant expense out of my
own pocket", and I do not charge the Presidant
with it. Therefore I object to him or any
one else restricting the right of honorable
members to obtain tickets so that their lady
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and gentlemen friends may ~iew the cere·
mony, even if they do not belong to a certain
It may be that to·
cliq ue or coterie.
day was regarded as an opportunity for
certain persons belonging to a particular
class to come and view the results of
their handiwork in the Parliament which
has just been elected; that, however,
will be the subject of debate, long and continuous, no doubt, later on. But why should
restricti0ns be placed on honorable members
in inviting their friends to view the opening
ceremony? We do not desire that they
should partake of the President's hospitality.
'As a matter of fact, the expense of some
of that hospitality, not that which the
President himself dispenses, has been charged
to the State. The unforeseen and accidental
exptmditure included £ 70 for an "at home" at
the opening of the last session of Parliament.
The expense of several other gatherings,
which were regarded as Ministerial functions,
and which should have been met by Ministers
ont of their own salaries, has also been included in that expenditure. It means that
their pay, instead or having been reduced,
is really larger than that of Ministers who
did defray the expense of such functions.
In this connexion I refer honorable members to the unforeseen and accidental
expenditure as set out in the AuditorGeneral's Report. In connexion with the
opening of Parliament to·day, what I want to
know is, whether the President has the right
to exclude anyone from the ceremony. I do
not care to test the question myl:!elf, and risk
persons being refused adtnission, but although
the President may dispense hospitality in
private, he surely has no right to interfere
with the tickets of invitation to view the
function. It seems an opportune time for us
to assert our power, and say that members of
this Assembly should be able to issue invita·
tions, leaving it to the sweet will of the
Council to invite whom they choose. I think
the position as regards to-day's ceremony was
the same on the Ministerial as on the
Opposition side of the House. An invitation to the opening ceremony Rhollid not be
tantamount to a privat.e invitation by the
President of another place. I declined to
use any of the tickets for to-day's ceremony,
because I object to such restrictions
being placed on honorable members.
I do not know of any Committee exceot the
Standing Orders Committee which couid COllsider the relationship of the two Houses on
this matter. Officers of this House should
be able to issue invitations for such functions.
As I pay any expense connected with· the
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attendance of my own friends I will chafe
under any limitation of my right to invita
tions to the ceremony. I direct the attention
of the Premier to the matter, and I hope he
will do something to diseovel' what the exact
position is. I told the officer representing
the President as foroibly as I could, that I
did not want his invitations, and that he
could keep them. All I de~iro is the right
unrestricted to invite my own people without
any limitation by the President, or by officer~
acting under his instruct.ions. I have no
complaint to make respecting those officers
personally. They are courtesy itself in dealing with individual members, but they aot
according to the instructions of the President.
What steps does the Premier intend to take
to protect the rights of honorable members of
thi'3 Chambed
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-I do not
understand exactly what the grievance of
the honorable member is. I do not know
whether there has been any discriminatioDl
between t he two sides of the House in
connexion with the issue of tickets.
An HONORABLE MElIBER.-Between this
Chamber and the other Chamber.
Mr. MURRAY.-It must be obvious tohonorable members that some restriction
must be placed upon the number of persons
a.dmitted to the opening or prorogation ceremony of Parliament. We have no authority
over the space within the Legislative Council
chamber, in which the ceremonial, or themost important part of it, takes place.
Mr. PRRNDERGAST.-Oh, haven't we ?
Mr. MURRAY.-We haye no more right
to go into that chamber than members of
the Legislative Council and their friends haveto come into this chamber.
Mr. LANGDoN.-Why do you put your
officers at the entrance door?
Mr. MURRAY.-That has always been
the practice. I do not even know wbethel'
fewer tickets than usual have been issued
this year.
Mr. HANNAH.-Undoubtedly.
Mr. MURRAY.-I have no authority for
that statement. Tbere is one point which
the leader of the Opposition has apparently
lost sight of-the limitation of the number
of guests whom an individual member may
bring in. 'What that limitation should be is.
a matter for discussion and agreement, to be
arrived at by arrangement. From what I
know of the President, I am perfectly certain
thai he would not do anything to offend
honorable members of this House, or diminish
the privileges which properly belong to this
Chamber. I am prepared to meet the
w
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President on the matter, and learn what the
situation is, and see whether an arrangement,
which will be more satisfactory, cannot be
made.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-I think we could
trust the Speaker in the matter.
Mr. MURRAY.-Yes, anu the ::;peaker
too.
Mr. HANNAH.-I intend to move that
the first item be reduced by £1, to show the
feeling of the House in connexion with this
matter.
The CHAIRMAN.-The honorable member will have to propose a reduction of the
total vote.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If a reduction of
£1 is carried, it will block any other"
discussion.
~lr. HANNAH.-Well, I will moveThat the vote be reduced by £50.

If that is agreed to, honorable members
can propose forty-nine other amendments
to red llce the vote by £ 1 if they so
desire.
Having just returned from the
country, honorable members have the very
latest authority for their presence in
this Honse, yet the gentleman who presides
over the destinies of the Council has seen fit
to make a decided departure, which curtails
rights and privileges which h':morable
members here have hitherto exercised
without any restriction. I will not allow an
individ ual to do that without entering my
earnest protest, which future members can
see recorded in Han8ard. I t cannot be said
that the privilege which an honorable member has possessed in the past has ever
been abused. I would point out that the
Auditor-General's report shows that there
was an expendi cure of £70 fis. Sd. for an "at
home" in connexion with the opelling of the
last session. That was included in unforeseen
and accidental expenditure. A decided
hit has been made at members of this House,
who should protest against the curtailment of their privileges. In conllexion with
a number of functions, the expense of which
would be, it was thought, privately borne,
the Auditor-General's report shows that
that good old milch cow, the State, has, nnknown to the public, and even to meP.1bers,
been milked again. This is not a question
which affects merely members on this
<the Opposition) side of t he House. As a
protest against the action of the President of
the Legislative Conncil in connexion with
the opening ceremony of Parliament., I
move for a reduction of this surn, so that
attention may be directly drawn to what,
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in my opinion, has been a decided slur upon
honorable members of the Legislative Assembly of Victoria.
Mr. LANGDON.-I will not say that I
rise for the p.urpose of supporting the amendment, but I certainly do rise in the interest
of honorable A.lembers of' this House, so that
they may obtain the ordinary supply of
tickets for the opening of Parliament.
Hitherto, whenever 1 have required an extra
ticket or two I have gone to the Usher and
have always been afforded tbem. On the
opening of Parliament on this ocaasion I did
not require an extra ticket. but I have been
informed by other honorable members who
did want tickets that they were refused, and
were not given the concession that has
hitherto been made to them. If, unfortunately, that is the case, no doubt the
President of the Legislati ve Council will be
very pleased to see t,hat everyone is well
served with these tickets.
1 regret very
much that the request of the vari01ls hOllorable members was not acceded to in the
usual manner.
Mr. J. W. HILLSON (Fitzro.1J).-I desire
to su,-)port honorable members in their protest on this subject. I think it is time some
arrangements were made between the two
Chanlbers by which every member of both
Chambers would get his f,lir quantity, and
no more. I do not think any honorable
member of either Chamber desires to have
!:tny privilege. 'V'hat we desire is that
members' rights should be properly Jaid
down, and that everv honorable member who
chooses to avail himself of these rights should
be able to do so. It is obviolls to any
observer of to-day's demonstration, and particularly in view of the fact that many
honorable members returned their tickets-r,
among the number-that some people must
have had quite a number of tickets, or that
people came here without any right aud
without any ticket. One thing or the other
is obvious. I have had friends here on the
occasion ef every opening of Parliament
since I have been a member, aud this is my
sixth return. I have always been able to
obtain as many tickets as I required. I
cannot say that I have required a very large
number, but 1 have been pretty well
able to obtain as many tickets as
I wanted, and othel' honorable members. as
well as myself have been able to do
so. We are placed in this position, and it is
a difficult one, particularly after an election.
If you send members each two tickets to
distribute. and a member has a committee in
the metropolitan area of perhaps fifty people)
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Ilnd he gives out these tickets to two supporters, whi91~ is a reasonable thing to do,
he finds that forty-eight other members of
the committee are in rather an awkward
position. I do not say that every member
should be given fifty tickets, because if he
had them perhaps only a few of his supporters would be able to avail themselves of
them. ,Ve desire no concessions, nOl' do we
desire to put the President of the Legislative
Council to any e~pense, Very often I have not
used the tickets sent to me. When my friellds
come here it is at my expenSE, as in the case
of tbe leader of the Opposition, and not at
the expense of the President, and it is the
sarne with a numoer of other honorable
members. I have never applied for an
additional tea ticket, and when I do apply
] hope I shall be refused. because I do not
desire to be under any compliment or
obligation to that honorable gentleman
or to any other honorable gentleman who
oecnpies that position. But 1 am satisfied.
that we have arrived at the stage when some
agreement should be come to between the
Pramicr and the Speaker and the Legislative
Council, Sl) that honorable members who so
desire lOay be able to demand a cerLain number of tickets, and in the event of country
members not sending in their claims by a
gi ven time their tickets to be made available
to the metropolitan members, whose friends
may come in a much larger number.
It is
obvious that, as country members live a long
distance from town, they woulll not be able
to get their friellds here, on account of the
distance.
Mr. MURRAL-They have lots of friends
here.
1\11'. J. VV. HILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
majority of people who attend belong to the
metropolitan area.
The majority of the
people present to-day were not connected,
directly or indirectly, with the members of
this House. The majority of them were
outsiders altogether, and a very large number
were members of the Women's National
League, and wore the colours of the league in
the I... egislative chambers.
I have a faint
recollection of there being something in conne)..ion with our regulations, or Constitution
or something, making it illegal to wear party
coloul's inside the Legislative halls.
Mr. W ATT.-At an election.
Mr. tT. W. HILLSON (Fitzroy).-If a
party demonstration inside the Legislative
chambers i"l not proscribed, I think it should
be proscribed.
: .Mr. WATT.-Hear, hear.
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Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-To-day,
it was very offensive. I should think that it
would be equally offensive if any party
opposing those who made the demonstration
to-day were to display colours and parade
their victories. I think such a thing is out
of place at the opeuing of Parliameut, and I
hope, if it is not prohibited, it speedily will
be.
Mr. W AT'!' (TreaRurer).-I think the
honorable member for .Fitzroy puts very
trenchantly what appears to be the correct
view on one phase of this question. I think
honorable members would unite in the expression of the opinion that there should be
no concession or pri vilege in connexion with
the opening of Parliament, although it takes
place in the restricted area of another chamber. I think honorable members will unite
in the view that there should be no making
fish of some and flesh of others, but that
all shonkl be treated alike. I think the proposal of the Premier is likely to lead to a
reasonable agreement. If the Premier deals
with this matter with the President and the
leader of the other House I shoulJ say
there will be no difficulty at all about a fair •
arrangement being arrived at. .1 believe the
proposal is likely to lead away from trouble,
and I think nnder the circumstances the
honorable member for Collingwood ought to
feel satisfied and withdraw his amendment.
Mr. COTTER.-I desire to enter my
protest against what has taken place, and I
think there should have been no necessity
for us to draw the attention of the
Government to the matter.
I t.hink
the first duty of the Government i~
to protect .. he rights and privileges of
this Honse, and I think they have failed
lamentably in doing so on this occasion. I
am going to claim the same rights and
privileges as any other honorable member~
and I will raise my voice against any person
withdrawing those rights from me. It came
rather as a shock to me t he other da.y to hear
thnt a cert.ain gentleman should be able to
give orders as to whom we should bring
here. vr e did not ask for that gentleman's
Any people I have brought
hospitality.
here I have taken into our own room, and I
have paid for any refreshment they have had,
and I resent this gentleman'S interference in
the matter of the number of friends I may
bring here.
Mr. 'VATT.-You must remf'mber that he
is ma.ster of the area within which the ceremony takes place.
Mr. COTTER.-He seemed to be master
in the matter of saying who should come into
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Parliament House and through the door.
He restricted the number of tickets of admission into this place, and I say he has no right
to do RO. I, as a member of this House. am
not going to sit idly by and allow any honorable member to take away privileges which I
possess. I am rather disappoint.ed that the
Government did not stand up to their colours
and say that they knew what were the rights
and privileges of the Legi&lative Assembly,
and intended to maintain them. I would
not have distributed many tickets. I did
not use those which were sent to me. I did
not send the tickets back, as I thought that
it was quite as easy for the tickets to be sent
for if they were wanted back as for me to
return them. Whenever we are discussing
matters in reference to another place, 01' the
attitude of anvther place, we are soon roped
in under certain re&trictions. In fact; the
gentlemen of the other place restrict us in
the matter referred to to-day without any
protest at all from the Government. I enter
my protest against any person inside or outside this chamber limiting my rights as a
member of Parliament.
Mr. W ATT.-I think the purpose of the
honorable member for Collingwood has now
been achieved.
Mr. HAN~ AH.-The discussion has certainly brought about what I consider to be a
necessary understanding. Honorable members desire that a promise should be given
by the Ministry that they will safeguard and
secure to honorable members the rights they
possess, and on that understanding I will
accede to the request to withdraw thi8
alnendment for the present. But I want to
point out that this matter was brought
under the ll(~tice of the Minister of 'N ater
Supply, who was acting in the absence of
the Premier and the Treasurer a few days
ago .
. Mr. W.ATT.-I did not hear of it until this
afternoon.
Mr. HANN AI-J.-It was in the Treasurer's absence. The position was placed
very strongly before the Minister, and he
gave me to understand that the position
,,,"ould be the same :1S previously. We found,
however, that. the pOf!ition was dep·l.rted from.
Although we had made certain arrangements, we had to refuse those who made
requests for tickets.
Honorable members
will see the humiliation and the degradation of the position in which we
were placed. I think this is a matter which
the Government, as the custodian of the
rights of tile people'li Chamber at the opening of Parliament, should safeguard, and
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they shOllJd see that members' rights werenot taken a way. I trust the Treasurer will
see that a strong fight is made for these
rights being conserved, not merely because·
of the complaint that has been made on thii.
(the Opposition) side of the House, but in
the interest of the Assembly, which is the
people's House. I will withdraw the amendment.
The amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I should like to·
know from the Treasurer whether it is.
intended to fill up certain vacancies in the·
Chief Secretary's Department. There is the
position of secretary of the Tender Board 1
Mr. W.ATT.-That is in the Treasury.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-These va.cancies
are in the Treasury and the Chief Secretary's
Department. There are also the secretaryship
of the Aborigines Board, a fourth-class position in the Factories Office, and a third -dass.
position in the Audit Office.
There is alsothe important position of Inspector-Genera}
of the Penal Department. There is one:
officer who is called on to manage, the penal
establishment at Pentridge. In connexion
with the management of prisoners to . day,
there is nothing but chaos. It is not this.
officer's fault. He has asked on several
occasions to be relieved of these duties.
There does not seem to be any p~rticular
form of management. \,Vhat is wanted is an
inquiry, by experts probably, as to how the
Department is managed, and how it should
be managed in the future, for the purpose of
obtaining greater success.
Mr. WATT.-The prisons are working
under better conJitions than for ten years
past.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I believe Mr.
Callaway is as good an officer as we could get,
but he is overworked, and can give only onehalf of his time to the Penal Department.
During the rest of his time he has toattend to the management of thirtyfive or thirty-six other Departments. No
man can manage the Penal Department
without doing a consider'ab1e amouut of
special work, and the work requires the
whole of a man's time. I may point ont ill
connexion with this matter that it seems to
me the position of Secretary of the Tender
l~oard is one that should he filled. I do not
believe in acting officers. If a man is q ualified to carry out the duties of ll. position he
should be appointed to that positi6.H1. What
have the Government done about the Police
Promotions Board? The Minister of Mines
promised last session in connexioll with th8
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McKenna case that a Police Promotions
Board would be appointed.
Mr. McBRIDE.-I said I would recommend
it to the Cabil1et.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The honorable
gentleman got the McKenna question disposed of by making that promise, and he also
-said that he would refer the case of Sergeant
:ZVlcKenna to the Board.
Mr. McBRIDE.-When appointed.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-lt was that
'statement that caused the House to dispose
-of the qnestion.
Mr. l\1cBRIDE.-It was not.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-There was much
more confidence reposed in the honorable
.gentleman~s promise than he was aware of.
The statement he made quietened the discus~ion, and enabled the question to go through
the House much more peacefully than would
()therwise have been the case. Is there any
intention to appoint a Police Promotions
Board?
Mr. W ATT.-Not this session.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - That means
that we shall not have it at all. The promise
was only made to get the matter through
the House.
Mr. l\'lcBRIDE.-No.
"Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The Cabinet
will not carry out the honorable gentleman'3
promise. This is the first time we nave
hearcl that the Cabinet are not going to carry
it onto
Mr. \V ATT.- ';Ve have not said that.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Is the intention
()f appointing this Board to be carried out '/
Mr. McBRIDE.-lf it were left to me you
would have the Board to-morrow morning.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I think honorable members will recollect that when the
debate took place on the Sergeant McKenna
case not one word was uttered against Sergeant McKenna personally. Still we find
that at Bendigo, the other day, he referred
to what he called " gutter politicians," and
I think, a public officer should not be guilt;
'Of using such expressions. In the Argu$ of
yesterday a report appears in ccnnexion with
a recent meeting of the Mine .Managers'
Association, and that report contains the
following ; -
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Mr. ROBERTsoN.-That does not necessarily refer to politicians in Parliament.
:Mr. 'tV ATT.-Surely he does not mean
members of Parliament~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-When the discussion took place in the House there was not
olle word said against Sergeant McKenna's
character by any honorable member. I
said that I eliminated Sergeant McKenna
entirely fr~m the question, and now we have
this gentleman using this kind of language.
As a public officer he should have more
sense.
Mr. WATT. -.-:. Surely there are gutter
politicians?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Tt is not right
for a public· officer to be allowed to make
such remarks.
Mr. McLEoD.-He does not say that they
are members of this House.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-All the gutter
politicians are not outside the House. The
point is that this officer made a remark that
he should not have made. 1.'he Chief Secretary should instruct his officers to be careful
in their language. They are supposed to
receive these instructions, ~nd I know that
the great majority of them would not make
sllch remarks. When a man in his position
uses these words we may fairly question his
honesty in dealing with cases that COllie
before him, because he shows evident biM;.
In connexion with the education question 1
should like to know when :Mr. Morrison's
report is to be presented. It has been in the
hands (jf the Government for a considerable
time, and it is a reasonable request t.) ask
that it be circulated.
Mr. MURRAY.-He made inquiries in New
South Wales.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Anu prepared a
report on those inquiries.
Mr. MURRAY.-Part of the information in
that report is of a confidential nature; he
received it as confidential.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - Mr. :Morrison
was sent to New South Wales to make inquiries, and now the Government are going
to make the report confidential.
Mr. MURRAy.-Part of it. It is not a.
report, but information he received.
Mr. PRENDERG AST.-lt deals with
Sergeant McKenna, in a letter which came before
the Association on Saturday night, assured the the question of teachers' salaries in New
members, that, while he was in the district he South 'IN ales and the difference between the
would do his best to bring to justice the ilhcit salaries there and here. He was sent to New
gold-buyer. "The insults of their sympathizers. South Wales to make inquiries for the
.nd the calumny of gutter politicians," continued
purpose of justifying the Government in any
the sergeant, "will only tend to stimulate me as
in my opinion, it is the only way to successfully policy they might adopt towards the teachers
<:omba1i the evil of gold stealing. '
of this State.
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Mr. WATl'.-Not to justify it, but to
guide it.
We told the Com~issioner to
ascertain the state of affairs in New 8011t,h
Wales. The information cannot be published
at this stage, and he has examined only a
phase of the question.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Mr. Morrison's
report was mentioned to prevent further
action being taken by the House. Before the
close of last session the Government sent him
to New South Wales to make inquiries.
Wlut is the result? The Government said
they could do nothing until they got Mr.
Morrison's report. Why cannot we have the
portion of the report dealing with the
teachers' salaries that M·r. Morrison was sent
to New South Wales to inquire into? If we
asked the Government of New South Wales
to supply us wit.h that information they
would gladly do so. I believe the Treasurer
has been lOq uiring into the question of bricks
in New South Wales.
Mr. WAT1'.-Tbere are no documents, but
I discussed the matter with the Minister of
PII blic Works there, and he has promised to
give me full informat.ion regarding it.
Mr. PRENDEl{GAST.-I discussed the
matter with the New South vVales Ministet'
of Public Works a few weeks ago, and he
assured me that they are using about
26,000,000 of bricks a week, and that the
private kilns III ~ew South Wales a.re selling
bricks at 4~s. a thousand. The Government
of ~ew South Wales, after considerable
difficnlty ill gettin,<:~ information-bec::l.Use
tbey were not allowed to inspect the private
kilm;-succeeded, by making use of the
service~ of all officer who proved to be a
mine of wealtb, in erecting kilns, and they
are makitlg bricks for 24s. 2d. a t.housand.
They can deliver them at that
price, wbere the private employer charges
428. a thousand to deliver them. MI"
Griffiths told me more than that. He said
he had two kilns, and when he had one or
two more, instead of 19s a thousand t hat he
expected to man Ilfacture bricks at, they
would be able to turn them out at 17s.
Mr. W ATT.--I do not think he is sure of
that now.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. -Well, he i::; sure
as to the 19s. The Government here are
paying 38s. a thousand, and people who have
to bLly bricks from the brICk combine are
paying mom than that, hecause it costs them
from 46s. to 48s. to get the hl'icks delivered
round about Melbourne.
In New South
Wales they did away with contracting in
connexion with the met::tlling of the roadd,
and they find that they are saving from £200
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to £400 a day on the blue metal used
in the constrnction of the roads. These
are important matters.
In Thornbury
we have as fine brick land as any
ill the world.
We
can make the
best of bricks there, and we have two or
three other places where we can make bricks
of another quality. Now we are paying
through the nose for bricks. The late Sir
Thomas Bent made an arrangement for the
delivery of bricks for the Central Railway
Station at 38s. a thousand, and it is openly
asserted by those supposed to know that the
Government did not get first class bricks for
a good deal of the work, though they paid a
first-class price for them. It will take six
months to get going at Thornbury, but if
the Government do not start works there
they will have to pay many thousands a year to
the combine who are fleecing the Government
and the people. This is purely a business
transaction. We recollect Oile deal in bricks
made by Sir Thomas Bent when he bought
9;000,000 bricks at Ballarat for 15s. a
thousand.
.Mr. WATT.--I know of 1,000,000.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. -- He said
9,000,000 at that time. I know the fact
was that the price charged by the combine
was cut down by 2s. I want to know what
tbe Government ill tend to do in connexion
with this saving of money.
Mr. WATT.-How are you on the Savings
Bank questIOn ~
Mr. PRENDERGAbT.-I am on the
people's side.
Mr. WATT.-SO are we.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I would like to
hear the honorable gentleman on the bricks
question. I acknowledge that it is a very
aw kward position for him.
Mr. W ATT.-Not a bit.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Those who sent
cheques to Blake and Riggall's to support
the Government campaign will not be
pleased if the Government interfere with the
brick industry.
Mr. WATT.-This party will do their duty
to the country regardless of sneers.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It will do its
duty to the country as slowly as it possibly
can. I will admit that the Premier has
shown a little bit more activity lately.
Mr. MURRAY.-Down at Port Fairy.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Although the'
honorable gentleman had a 100-mile motor
car he did not get fu rther a way from
Warrnambool than Port Fairy. I am now
arguillg the question of bricks.
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Mr. GRAy.-Give us your argument on
the manufacture of wire netting by the
Government. That experiment is not the
success you expect the bricks to be.
:Ml'. PRENDERGAST.-The· Government admit that 3tla. is too nluch to charge
for bricks, and that in New South "Vales the
Government can make them at 24s. 2d., or a
difference of 13s. lOd.
Mr. W A'l'T.-J think 24s. 2d. is the kiln
price. That is what I understood.
Mr. "PRENDERGAST.-I want the Government to save money to the public by
making these bricks and placing them upon
the market. The Minister of Mines has
::;tarted making bricks down at Wonthaggi,
but I believe the clay was of a poor quality.
Mr. McBlUDE.- We made beautiful
bricks.
~jr. PRENDERGAST.-The honorable
gentleman succeeded only in making bricks at
:33s. or 34s., which shows that his capacity
for management is not equal to that of
the authorities in New South Wales. On61
honorable member spoke about the manufacture of wire netting at Pentridge. Does
the honorable member know that we (the
Opposition) objected to that?
That wire
netting was made by prison labour, which is
neither cheap nor effective. It was made
under conditions that do not enable it to
compete with other manufacturers of wire
netting in the open market. If the Govern·
ment made the wire netting by means of free
labour outside it could compete just as successfully as it has already done in the construction of engines and other rail way
material at the Newport workshops.
Mr. McB,RIDE.-It was better quality wire
netting than ever came into Victoria.
Mr. PRENDERGA~T.-It was of conSiderably better quality than there was any
call for. The wire used was of too heavy a
gauge, and could not be used profitably.
Apart from that, the labour employed was
not so skilful as it should have been.
Mr. GRA Y.-The machinery cost £20,000.
1\Jr. PRENDERGA~T.- Yes, and the
honorable member supported the scheme.
Mr. GRAY.-No, I did dot.
Mr. vV ATT.-It cost nothing like £20,000.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-l do not like to
see these di8~ensions on the Government side
of the Honse.
Mr. ,VATT.-It is not dissension, but liberal
difference of opinion. "Vhat I want now is
£600,000.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The honorable
gentleman will have to fight for it.
I want
o have an answer from him in regard to the
Second Session 1911.-[2]
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appointment of the officers to whom I referred, and also with regard to securing a
red uction in the price of bricks.
:Mr. WATT (Treasurer).-I can answer
those two questions straight away. When
in Sydney, the other day, we were privileged
to discuss the question of the manufacture of
bricks with the Minister of Public Vlorks
there, who assured us that the Government
were making very cheap bricks. He said
they would be still better when the Hoffman
kilns were in full output, and he was good
enough to say that he would furnish ns wit h
all the costs at the kiln. 'Ve are awaiting
that information with very great interest.
~Jr. McGRATH.-Are they building an
extra kiln?
Mr. vVAT'l\-Yes. I do not believe that
the State should pay 42s. or 43s. per 1,000
for bricks if it can make them itself for £ 1
or 25s.
Mr. MCGRA'l'H.-I do not know what
some of the women organizers will say to
that .
.1\1r. VV ATT.- I do not care what they
say. The other question which the leader
of the Opposition dealt with was wil h l'egard to filling certain offices, the work of
which is at present being done by acting
officers. I do not know anything about those
in the Chief Secretary's Department, but
with regard to one in my Department-the
Tender Board-it is not propc.sed to fill it at
present. The officer who is now· doing the
work has been in the office for fifteen or
twenty years, and is discharging his duties
very satisfactorily.
The Public Service
Commissioner is endeavouring to see what
arrangements can be made for amalgamating
the work of the Tender Board with that of
another Board.
He is now in Sydney
inquiring into these matterR, and in the
meantime, it is not proposed to make any
al tera tion.
Mr. McCuTcHEoN.-])oes any part of
this money provide for the professional fees
of q nalified men to report on the cool
stores ~
Mr. "V A 1'1'.-1 think I am right in
saying that nothing of that kind is in this
schedule.
';\1r. McCuTcHEoN.-It should be provided
for.
Mr. GRAY.-What is the meaning of the
item of £843 for St.ate brickworks ~
Mr. HANNAH.-That is the vVonthaggi
brickworks.
Mr. W A1'T.-1f honorable members
turn to the general Estimates, they will
see that there is an item provided for this
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financial year of £2,612 "towards the construction of bricl\\vorks at Wonthaggi," and
aliSo an item of £7,500 towards working
eXIJenses.
The total for that division is
.£10,112 in connexion with the brickworks at
Wonthllggi, which are at present in the
hands of the Railways CommiiSsioners, having
been transferred to them alollg with the
State coal mine.
The item of £843, to
whiGh the honorable member refers, is a pro- .
portion of that expend.itllre.
Mr. H ANN AH.-The question which has
been bl'"ught forward by the leader of the
Opposition with regard to tite situation in
connexion with the brick industry, and the
attitude of the Government with respect to
it, is a very important one. We have in the
Hnpply Bill before us, an item of £843 for
" State Brickworks." I do not know
whether that £S4:3 is to be applied in COIlnexion with the State Brickworks at
Thornbury.
}lr. l\h:MBREy.-No fear!
Mr. HAN ~AH.-The honorable member
for Jika Jika says, "No fear." I do not
know whether that means that the Premier
a.nd the Government are afraid of the houorable mp,mber for Jika Jika, because this
particular clay deposit happens to be in his
constituency. 1 know, however, that it is a
positive disgrace to this country that we are
permitting the brick combine to have such
a hold on this community, while that Ia.nd
has been lying idle, alld the machinery
which WH.S purchased has been lying idle,
a.nd is earning 'nothing at the present time.
I do not know whether the honorable member for Jika Jika is all powerful in regard to
dictating that t he particular clay deposit in
his constituency is not to be used. 1£ that
be so, then the sooner we know it the better.
If so, then it would appear that this .£843 is
to be expended in addition to what has been
already expended in the district of W onthaggi
in connexion with the supply l:I.ud manufacture of bricks there. I wish to have the ear
of the Premier on this occasion, because only
tbis morning the following information came
into my possession with regard to this subject. 1 find that t.he Government of Victoria has had the price of bricks raised during
the laiSt few weeks to ass. per thousand.
Now, the honorable member fOI' Gippsland
West, and other honorable members \Vho
were associat.ed with him in the then
Government, will remember that that
Government made a compact with the brick
combine that the Government ShOllld be
supplied at 35s. per thousand. Now, however, the combine has raised the price to the
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Government to 38s., and what is more, they
have absolutely limited the Gover'.lment to
only four trucks per day. I have here a statement that the Government of Victoria, including the Hailway Department, is only to
have this number of bricks. Now, four
trucks per day means 8,000 bricks per day
for the Government of Victoria to carryon
all their public works, while at the present
time one work alone, the gravitation yards
at North Melbourne, which is a most important undertaking, can, of itself, absorb more
than that J,1umber. If Liberalism stands for
anythtng-and we heard a good deal about
Liberalism during one of the speeches on the
Address-in· Heply to-day-I think Liberalism
ought to be able to say, anyhow, that the
brick combine is not going to run practically
the whole position as far as the su pply of
bricks is concerned. In my opinion, there is
no more dangerous combine in existence
than the brick combine of this cit.y.
I can assure the Government that the situation is now still worse than it was when the
land at Thornbury was purchased and brickworks established there. However, so powerful was this combine, that they were able to
go behind the Legislature, and up to the
present time nothing has been done by the
Government or the House to break down
their power. That combine has driven out,
as far as Victoria is concerned: numbers of
men who would otherwise have been employed here. When we look round the
suburbs, on every hand, we find wood taking
the place of bricks and mortar, and where
does that timber come from? Not from our
forests in Victoria, but from other States or
countries. The brick industry, in view of
the other industries and trades whioh
are allied with it, is one of the
most iRlportant in Victoria as regards
affurding employment. and yet we find that
this combine has been so powerful that it
can keep out of competition a.ll other parties
who may be desirous of supplying the public
with bricks. We know that in the last Parliament, with the assistance of the honorable
member for Gipp'sland West and others in
the Ministerial corner, we were able to reserve for all time, by resolution of this
House, the particular area of land that has
been referred to 011 many occasions, bnt that
land is lying idle, and, I say, if the Government are not prepared to go" on and develop
the clay deposit that is ill existence in Thornbury-a deposit which will produce as good
bricks as any that can be prod need in the
Commonwealth-it is at least the duty of the
Government to look carefully into this
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matter and see that the public is protected.
I could give numerous instances of how the
supply of bricks is restricted by the combine.
-1 ha.ve communications from the representatives of the Bricklayers' Union saying that
numbers of men will be put off Government
works, because of the lever which the combine is using. It is the obviolls duty of the
Government to look into this matter at once,
and to protect the public from being injured
by one of the most far-reaching combines in
existence.
Mr. MACKEY.-What is the object of
limiting the supply of bricks?
Mr. HANN AH.-One of the ubjects of
the combine is to absolutely control the price
of bricks.
Mr. MURRAY.-If they are making such a
very large profit out of bricks, it is a wonder
they do not try to sell as many as they can.
Mr. HANNAH.-At the present time
there is a great demand for bricks, and the
kilns that are open are being worked
practically to their full capacity, but there
are a number of brick kilns, over which the
combine has control, which are closed. The
combine pays high prices to banks and other
owners, so as to keep the works shut down.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The dividends are
being paid on the shut·down kilns just the
same as on the open ones.
Mr. HANNAH.-Exactly.
In New
South Wales, although the State brickworks
have ouly been working for a few months,
and have had some difficnlties to contend
with, the Governmel1t have demonstrated
that they can make bricks at a co::;,t of
24s. per thousand.
The Government of
this State is a very large user of bricks in
connexion with railways works, State school
works, and works which are carried out for
the Federal Government, and it is the obvious duty of the Government to take some
action in the way [ have indicated. The
honorable member for Ballarat West this
afternoon drew attention to the fact that,
owing to the decrease of population, Victoria
has lost one member of the House of Representatives, and is to ]o~e another. The ioss
of population is to be laid at the door of the
Governmeut. During the last few years
numbers of bricklayers have had to leave this
State. 'l'hey have gone to Western Australia
and New South Wales. The New South
Wales Government have practically forbidden
the erection of wooden strnctures in certain
areas. They are giving encouragement to
the local industry, and the same thing
is being done in South Australia. I believe the Minister of Agriculture is well aware
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of the far-reaching character of the brickmaking combine, and the power it has exercised in the past and is exercising at the present
time. Numbers of men have been driven
out of this State owing to the action of the
combine, and others will be driven out if the
Government does not take some action. In
the last year or flO 1 have known of more than
half-a-dozen men who have been discharged
from works in the Northcote district alone,
and who have had to leave Victoria and
get employment in New South Wales. It is
the clea.r duty of the Government to take a
firm stand. The New South Wale!') Government has taken action which has given satisfaction to the public and the p,·ople who
require bricks. The Verran Ministry in
South Australia is doing the Bame thing as
the New South Wales Government. A certain combination ill South Australia,
although not so complete as the Victorian
and New South "Vales combines, put up the
price of bricks so high that contractors and
builders in that State complained bitterly to
the South Australian Government, with the
result that that Government has purchased
a large area of clay land, and is about to
start manufacturing bricks. If it is a good
thing for our Government to manufacture bricks at Wont.haggi so as
to supply people who do not want to
build ,. . ooden houses, then it is a good thing
for them to embark on the same venture in
l\felbourne. I wish to point out that, while
the public can get fancy bricks for £5 per
thollsar.ld, the combine charges the Gov6rnment £2 lOs. more per tbousand. At the
present time. a number of contractors advise
clients, who desire to build houses, to put up
wooden houses instead of brick houses
rather than to submit to the tyrannical action
of the combine. They point out that there
is no trouble in connexion with the erection
or a wooden house, because the supplies of
wood can be readily and quickly obtained
from the timber merchants. I ha\'e brought
this matter very strongly before the Government, and I want to know whether they are
going to allow the land at Thornbury, which
was purchased for brick-making purposes, to
remain idle? That land cost the country a
large sum of money, and it is eal'Oillg no
interest. If the Guvernment are not desirous
of using that la~ld for brick-rr.aking purposes,
it is their clear duty to make an announcement that they will get another area on
which to start the manufactnre of bricks.
They ou~ht to have some policy with regard
to the land at Thornbury. I wish to refer
to a matter it! connexion with the Education
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Department, but as the Minister of Public
Instruction is not present, I do not know
whether it is worth while doing so.
I
wanted to bring under the not.iee of the
Minister a very serious matter with regard to
female junior teachers. A number of female
teachers who have been assistant s, and
have been doing important work-they have
even been teaching sixth and fourth classes-and who have been in the service for over
ten years, have been told to apply for certain
positions.
These tenchers, who have given
their services to the country for a number of
years for £60 a Jear, are now told to get
out, because those who have been in the
service for three years as junior teachers,
and who have entered throngh the continuation school, are to be given priority in connexion with the appointments which are
i1bout to be made. 1 hope the Premier will
make a note of this matter, because I have a
number of these teachers in my constituency.
Some of these ladies, who are in receipt
of £60 a year, have been doillg work for
whieh male teachers recei ve as much as
£ 180 a year. They are now told that tbey
have to make way for junior teaehers, who
ha"e been taught in the continnation
8chool, and that they will have to get out
because the teachers who have come in from
the continuation school will be given.
priority in connexion "ith the appointments
that are to be made. I do not think that
teachers who entered the service years ago
should be treated in that scurvy way. It
appears that a very serious injustice will be
done to a large number of junior teachers
who have done good service for very low
pay. I trust that the Minister of Public Instruction will see tha t no inj nstice is inflicted
on these teachers.
Mr. J. W. BILLSO\i (FitzToy).-The
Treasurer and honorable members will remember that the Question of the treatment of the
boys on the -training-ship John .A{~tl·?·ay was
discussed here last session, and an inquiry
was promised into the matter.
I understalld that the inqniry has been held, but
as yet no report has been presented tu the
House. \-Vould it he too much to ask when
the report is likely to be ready?
Mr. i,V ATT.--:-J thillk it. was in the Shief
Secretary's hands yesterday, but it can be
laid on the table.
Mr. MURRAY.-It will appear in the public
papers.
Mr .•J. vV.BILLSOS (Fiizl'o,1/).-I have no
word of complaint to make in connexion with
the public paper:';, but I feel that information
to honorable m.embers from the Government
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should come direct to honorable members
and not through the medium of the public
papers. We were called together to-day by
the public papers. That is an insult to
honorabJe members.
Mr. WATT.~vVe publi~hed the usual
Gazette notices.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (FitzToy).--I consider that on the assentbling of Parliament every honorable member should be
personally notified by the Government that
Parliament is to assemble. The notifica.tion
should not be left entirely to the public
papers, which may not publish the information. Public papers are private property.
We call them public papers because the pub- .
lie may purchase them. They are run for
private profit. Information is published in
them which should go direct to honorable
members from the Government of the day.
I do not say the present Government is any
worse than its predecessors in this respect,
but I think they have aU acted wrongly. I
would be very pleased to get the report with
regard to the training-ship John .Murmy.
Mr. WATT.-I will endeavom' to have it
laid 011 the table to·morrow.
Mr. ,T. 'tV. BILLSON (FitzToy).-Is any
statement to be made to the House in connexion with the Agent-Generalship't Various
statements have appeared, in the public
press which mayor may not be correct.
Varions reports hd.ve Cl)me from people
who have visited the old conntry, praising
the manner in which Sir John Taverner
ha'l carried out his duties in London.
\V hen the late':-- ir Thomas Bent went to
England he gave glowing accounts of Sir
John Taverner-s efficiency, and he raised
his salary from £1,000 to £1,ijOO. It was
stated in the public press that the Premier
was likely to retire, and that he would be appointed Agent-GeneraL I do not know
whether that was not merely kite-flying.
Mr. ML'RRAY.-vVas there not a report
that your leader was to retire-two distinguished men at the same time?
Mr. J. W. HILLSON (Fitz1·oy).-The
leader of the Opposition does not hold an
official position recognised by the btate. In
all the papers, metropolitan and country, it
was reported that the leader of the G overnment was to retire, and that the Treasurer was
to take hiS place. It was stated that t.he
Premier was to be made Agent-General, and
that Sir .Tohn Taverner would be recalled.
:Mr "~ARDE.-Did not the Itonorable
members for Toornk and St. Kilda make a
call on the Premier?
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Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy). - It
would be extremely interesting to know what
occurred at that interview-if it did take
place. At any rate, I think some statement
should be made as to the intentiolls of the
Government with regard to the AgentGeneral.
If he is to be recalled, honorable
members should he informed; not that I
have any objection, but if there are to be
changes I should like to know what they are.
I am voicing the opinion of honorable members on this (the Opposition) side of the
'House in saying that before any changes
are made an oppor~unity should be given
to discuss them.
Of course, I know that
the Government have a majority sufficient to
enable them to do what they think fit.
Towards the end of last session we were
promised tha.t the fees of jurymen at coroner's
inquests would be increased.
I would
like to know whether new regulations
have been framed, and whether larger fees
are now being paid.
I
would also
like to know the meaning of the item.
"State Brickworks, £84:~." I am not
blaming the Government for not going on
with those works. I do not expect them to
do anything which will in any way injure
financially the present combine. If I am
rightly informed, the combines through the
State have materially assisted the Liberal
party.
::Mr. .J. CAl\UmON (Gippsland East).Did they pay in Gippsland East?
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (l!itzl'oy).-It is
not difficult for the combines to know their
friends, among whom I include the honor3.ble
member. During the last electoral campaign
the Liberal party was largely assisted by the
various combines. The combines helped the
party to secure a victory.
Mr. MURRAY.-I regret to say none of
the money came my way.
Mr. J. W. HILLSON (FitzToy).-It is not
at all likely that the Liberal party would
hurt their friends. They would be rather
likely to help them.
Mr. 'VAl'T.-Do you not think that
after an assertion of that sort you should
prod uce some proof?
Mr. J. W. BILLSO~ (Fitzroy).-Not only
is it in keeping with the policy of the
Liberal Government to oppose the nationalization of such things as the manufacture of
bricks, but if they did start State works for
the purpose it would not be ill accordance
with the public pron0ullcement during the
the recent campaign that they were out to
fight Socialism and the Labour party.
Therefore, I have no lomplaint as to the
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Government not proceeding with brickworks;
but every session we find a sum of money.
voted for the purpose, and no bricks are
being made.
Mr. \Y ATT.-I have already explained
that that sum is for the works at Wonthaggi.
Mr. J. W. HILLSON (Fitzroy).- Well,
as the honorable member for Collingwood
said, other brickworks constitute a combine.
They have closed down a number of kilns,
and they are paying a percentage on the
capita] iuvested on those closed-down kilns.
They are a combine to keep up the price
of bricks, and not 'only fleece the public, but
rob the Government. 'fhey are also restricting trade in the fashion clearly shown by the
honorable member for Collingwood, and the
Government, in pursuing their liberal polioy,
are assisting them to rob the public and the
State exchequer. The Government should
be the guardian of the public interests, and
should have followed a policy which would
have freed the people from the clutches of
the combine. It was decided by a Liberal
Government to establish State brickworks,
but a portion of the lalld obtained for the
purpose was sold, and the works were
abandoned; the machinery after being
allowed to rust being disposed of at a low
price. That was all in the interest of the
com.bine which supports the present Government. \Ve fully realize what Liberalism as
pursued by the present and past Liberal
Governments means. .I t means that the
interests of the few-of the privileged classes,
of the monopolists-are being conserved at
the expense of the people and the public ex. cheque)', The Government made a contract
with this combine, and as soon as it expired,
up went the price of bricks against the
State. The honorable member for Collingwood said that for a certain type of bricks
the Government were charged over £2 a
thousand more than private builders were
charged. The Government have secured a,
victory, so that the combine hhS ~ecured a
victory too, and may continne to rob the
public and the exchequer as long as the
present party remain in office.
'.
~'Ir. COTTER.-I desire to call attention
to items Nos. 147 and 148-" Agriculture •
Administrative-Salaries, £443; Ordinary
Expenditure, £ 130." A number of men are
still employed as temporary hands at the.
Burnley Gardens, who have been there for a
long stretch of years. There is one man in the
Department who has had twenty-seven years'
experience there, yet to-da.y, he is only a,'
temporary hand.
How long will it be.
before anomalies of that sort are rectified,.
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as the Minister promised, by the Board,
or whoever is dealing with the matter?
It is up to the Government to take some
action. The Minister himself acknowledged
that the man whom I alluded to as having
had twenty·seven years' experience is a very
efficient employe, and one whom he would be
Borry to lose; yet, through some" redtapeism/' that man is still but ~ temporary
hand. There are three other men with
seventeen, nineteen, and twenty-four years'
experience respectively, who are also
temporary hands. The Government shculd
hustle along whoever is attending to this
matter. I may say that there is a general
dissatisfaction in connexion with it. The
gentleman who is dealing with the question
-1 do not know who he is-may be overloaded with work, and if so, the Government
should appoint some one else to give him a
hand.
Mr. WATT (Trea:mrer).- \Vith regard
to the matter referred to hy the honorable
member for Richmond, the promise made by
the Minister still holds good. It is a
matter which must be dealt with by
the Public Service Commissioner, who is reo
classifying the service, and we cannot possibly
hurry him, or divide his work into sections.
His task is a gigantic olle, and it cannot be
performed in a month or two. 'Yhen he sees
the Commissioner's report I think the honorable member will be satisfied that the work
has been done with more expedition than
formerly. A different procedure from that
aJopted by any former Commissioner has
been followed, and I think that the work will
bear fruit much more quickly.
Mr. COTTER.-One man I referred to went
into the service as a boy.
Mr. 'Y ATT.-None of us bdieve that
men who have been employed from seventeen
to twenty-seven years in a Department should
be called temporary hands. In my own Department I have been able to straighten up a
Dumber of these cases, although not all of
them. I do not think that men permanently
employed should be called casuals. That will
be one of the improvements suggested by the
Commissioner. With regard tolthe Shte brickworks, I think the honora bie member for Fitzroy would have been satisfied if he had heard
my explanation of this item, which provides for
the month's proportion of the working expenses
necessary to keep the W onthaggi works ~oing.
Owing to the rush of the last few weeks, I
am not aware whether the regulations have
been amended so as to provide for increased
fees for jurors. I will consult the AttorneyGeneral on the matter. I have promised
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that the result of the i11quiry into the
management of the training ship John,.
JJturray shall be laid on the table, if possible,.
to-morrow.
Mr. SMITH.-There is the vote for the
Maff'ra Beet Sugar Factory.
Mr. WATT.-That is to cover the general
work of the factory under new conditions.
The amount is to meet the expense during:
December.
The motion was agreed to.
The resolution was l'eported to the House,.
and adopted.
Mr. PRI1:NDERGAST.-Th8re has been
a slight omission on the part of the honorable'
gentleman in dealing with one qnestion. I
think I have heard some reference to theposition uf the Agent-General. Will the'
Premier enlighten us about that?
Mr. MURRA Y (Premier).-I understand
it is the rille of the House that we cannot, in
the House, take any cognizance of what has.
occurred in Committee.
::\11'. PRENDluwAsT.-Well we will get it
in Committee directly.
WAYS AND MEANS.
The Honse having resolved it8elf iute>'
Committee of "Vays and Means.
Mr. WATT (Treasurer) movedThat, towards making good the Supply granted
to His Majesty for the service of the year 1911-12,
the sum of £612,056 be granted out of the Consolidated Revenue of Victoria.

:Jlr. PRENDERGAS1'.-The honorablegentleman pushed me off just now on a point
of order. Am I in order now in asking for a
statement in reference to the Agent-·
General?
Mr. W AT'l'.-Take it on the Bill.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-All right. We·
will keep that on the pan a little while longer.
The motion was agreed to, and theresolution was reported to the House.
CONSOLIDA1'ED REVENUE BILL.
The resolution passed in Committee of
Ways and Means WM adopted.
Authority having been given to Mr.
Murray (Premier), and Mr. vVat~ (Treasurer),.
to introduce a Bill to carry ont the resolutioh,
Mr. 'Y AT'!' (Treasurer) brought up a
Bill "To apply out of the Consolidated
Revenue the snm of £612,056 t·o the service
of the year 1911-12." and moved that it be
read a first time.
The motion was agreed to, and the Uilll
was read a first time.
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Mr. \V ATT (Treasurer) moved that the
Bill be read a second time.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time, and
~ommitted.

Clause 1 - (Issue and application of
£612,056).
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I should like to
know from the Premier whether he will enlighten us as to tbe position of the AgentGeneral. It seems to me to be a very
important matter. I notice that during the
time he was absent in Europe he and the
Agent-General had a trip to Paris, and ot,her
places.
I suppose he got the AgentGeneral, as It sort of tourist agency, to
take him llP and conduct him through
Europe, and introduce him to the various
Sovereign~.
I should like the honorable
gentleman to make an explanation why he
refnsed the position of Agent-General.
Mr. MURH,AY (Premier).-lf the leader
<>f the Opposition ever has the good luck to
go to Paris, as I did, he could llot get a
better man to show him round than the present
Agent-General. He knows the ropes in
Paris almost as well as he does in London.
I do not rise for the purpose of answering
.any of the rumours that have been circulated, or any of the statements which
.appeared in the public press. If a Minister
or member of Parliament once begins to do
so, he will find time for very little else.
MI'. PRENDERGASl'.-They were not true
then, I suppose?
Mr. MLlRRAY.-1.'he tree is known by
its fruit. ,\Yhat truth there was in those
1'umolU'S honorable members will be able
very accurately to estimate when I inform them that last week the Cabinet de.cided to offer our present Agent-General,
Sir John Taverner, re-appointment for a
further period of twelve months. I am delighted to be able to say that the other day
I received a cablegram from the AgentGeneral notifying to mo his acceptance of
the offer. There matters rest,. and must
rest. I Rhall be perfectly frank with the
House, and say what passed between Sir.J ohn
Taverner and myself in London, on the matter
·of his re·appointment. He intimated to me
that he had been treated very well by sue.ceeding Victorian Governments, as he had
had a period of eight years as Agent-General,
but that he would be very well satisfied
jf he were re-appointed for a further period
.of twelve months. I told Sir John Taverner
then that I was personally in favour of giving
him that {>xtension, but that I could not
<commit the Government to it. To that pro-
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mise I can assure the honorable member that
ever since I gave it I have been perfectly
loyal.
Mr. PRENDERGAS'l'.-Then there was no
&ruth in the statement made to the press 1
The clause was agre.:!d to, as was also
clause 2.
The Bill was reported without amendment,
and the report was adopted.
On the motion of Mr. VY ATT (Treasurer),
the Bill was then read a third time.
ADJOURNMENT.
Mr. MURRAY (Pre'mier) movedThat the House, at its rising, adjourn until tomorrow at four o'clock p.m.

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-On the question
of the adjournment until four o'clock tomorrow, I may remark that that will give
the party ~:m .the Government side 0f the
House time to hold a caucus as to who
should be appointed to the Railways Standing Committee, so as not to leave the House
to settle this matter.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at twenty-eight
minutes past nine o'clock until the following
day .

LEGISLATIVE
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Wednesday, lJecembe1' 6, 1911.

The SPEAKER took the chair at twentyfive minutes to five o'clock p.m.
MEMBER SWORN.
Mr. Oman' was sworn as member for
Halupden.
BUSH FIRES.
Mr. LANGDON asked the Chief Secretary1. \Vhat action, if any, the Government has
taken for the prevention of bush fires during the
current season?
2. If the Government intends to introduce
during the present session any legislation dealing
with the question of bush fires, espechtlly in the
direction of encouraging the formation of country
bush fire brigades, and giving them such power
as may be deemed necessary in the execution of any
duties they may be called upon to perform?

He said-By leave, I should like to make a
few observations giving my reasons for asking these questions. This is a very important matter. I have lately travelled
through the north-western portion of the
State, and I did not find that any notice had
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been issued by the poliae cautioning people
against the careless use of fire. As to the
second question, I have received several
letters from peorle up country. One unfortunate person has written me the following letter-TheSPEAKER.-Thehonorable member,
by leave of the House, may make a short
observation or two on a question, but he
must not read letters when asking a question.
Mr. LANGDON.-lf I understand the
rules of the Honse, an honorable member is
entitled to offer explanations why he asks a
question.
The SPEAKER. - But not to read
letter~.

Mr. LANGDON.-I think, if you will be
kind enough to get the Clerk to refer to the
Standing Orders, it will be seen that I am
within my rights.
The SPEAKER.-I thank the honorable
member for the snggestion, but I think I
know the Standing Orders myself.
Mr. LANGDON.-lt is all very well for
some of the members to laugh at this
,matter.
The SPEAKER.-Will the honorable
member get to his question?
Mr. L.A~GDON.-This is a very serious
matter, and I desire to obtain an answer from
the Chief Secretary to the questions I haTe
asked.
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).;-The following are the answers to the honorable member's questions : 1. Circulars have been issued by the Police
Department, and a special notice published in
the Police Gazette dil'ecting attention to the
necessity for precautions against bush fires and
the adoption of prompt measures for their
repression.
2. There will not be an opportunity during
the present session of Parliament to introduce
legislation dealing with the question.

Mr. LANGDON.-I am very sorry to hear

it.
Mr. MURRAY.-So am I.
RAILWAY
ROLLING-STOCK TO
-COUNTRY
Mr. LAWSON
Railways-

DEPARTMENT.
SUIT 4 FT. 8~ IN. GAUGE
TRAIN SERVICES. .
asked the Minister of

1. "What width is the gauge of the Victorian
main railway system?
2. Has the rolling-stock been constructed to the
capacity of this gauge?
3. ,Has any rolling. stock been constructed to
8uit a 4 ft. 8~ in. gauge; if so, when was the construction of this stock commenced?

])epartment.

4. By whose authority was such stock (if any}
constructed for a 4 ft. !::Ii in. gauge?
5. If Parliament or the Government of the da.y
was consulted in any way, and did Parliament or
the Government authorize it?
6. If such stock has been constructed, what
was the reason for it ?

)'1r. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister
of Railways).-The following are the answers
to the honorable member's questions : 5 ft. 3 in.
2. The capacity of the gauge in Victoria is
principally limited by conditions such as the
dearances between the rolling-stock and the
briuges, tunnels, platforms, and other fixed strup,tures, and also between parallel lines of way.
The express alld other rolling-stock constructe
since 1903 is fully up to the capacity of the 5 ft. 3 in.
gauge, as limited by the above conditions, with th6}
exception that more powerful locomotives could
probably b3 used, but the weight of such locomotives \vouid be limited by the weight of the
rails and the strfmgth of the bridges.
3. Since 11::99 the following pl'incipltls have been
observed in the construction of rolling-st ock,
viz.: -All carriage and waggon axles have been
designed so that the wheels can be pushed on the
axles to the extent of the difference between the
5 ft. 3 in. and the 4 ft. 8·~ in. gauge.
The fireboxes of the "DD" and "DDE" classes of
locomotives have heen armnged w that the engines
can be altered at a minimum of expense without
interfering with the boilers.
4. This practice was adopted ill accordance
with a re30lution passed by the Commissioners of
the different State~, and which was passed upon a.
recommendation made by the Railways Commissioners of Victoria, New South Wales, and
South Australia in 1897, that in view of the
difference in cost, a uniform gauge of -1 ft.
S~ in. rather than 5 ft. 3 in. should be adopted.
5_ There is no record that -either Parliament 01·
the Government sanctiolled the adoption of this
principle, or that the then Commissioner (Mr.
Mathieson) consulted or made any representations
to the Government on the subject.
6. The object in view was, as shown in the
reply to question (No.3), to minimize the cost
of alteration to the 4- ft. 8! in. gauge in the
event of it being necessary to convert the stock to
that gauge, and the expense so far incurred has
been of an inappreciable character.
1.

(Sd.)

'rY.

FITZPATRICK,

Chairman.

Mr. GRAY asked the Minister of Railways1£ he will inform the House what action the
Government is taking to carry out its expressed
intention of speeding up the country train services?

Mr. A. A. BILLSON (01)ens-Minister
of Railways).-I have been furnished by the
Chairman of the Railways Commissioners.
with the following answer : The question of the speed of country trains is
now being given exhaustive consideration, and a
report will be submitted to the Government as
ea.rly as practicable.
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PETITION.
A petition from oertain electors i~:;-r"th:
State of Victoria, praying that a Bill be
passed providing for a referendum on the
subject of Scriptnre lessons in State schools,
was presented by Mr. OU'l'TRIM.
THE GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
ADDRESS-IN-.R~PLY.

The debate (adjourned from the previous
day) on Mr. Johnstone's motion for the
adoption of an Address-in-Reply to the
Go\'ernor's speech was resumed.
Mr. PRENDERG AST.-I do not intend
to take up very much time in speaking to
the Address-in-Reply. It seems to me that
the Governor's speech is singularly ineffective
after the heavy tiring done by the members
-of the Government. during the recent election
·campaign. Then they found every question
important. They were going to do a great
number of things immediately. The Premier, in speaking at Warrnambool, said that
eonstitutional i'eform was to be one of the
first measure~. He also wall ted a Greater
Melbourne scheme, which, he said, we were
waiting for. He wanted the electrificatiun
of the suburban rail ways, and that was to be
carried out immediately, if not sooner. He
said that the Workers' Accidents Compensation
Bill was one of the measures that would
be taken up at the earliest moment, in order
to do justice to the workers throughout the
.community who do not receive compensation
-ou account of accidents. He also said, to
use his own words, that " a number of effete
bodies" were to be wiped out of existence,
including the Melbourne Harbor Trust, the
Council of Agricultural Education, the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works,
and other bodies of that description. He
said that the Charities Bill would be one of
the first measures introduced, and that the
-construction of roads for the convenience of
pe0ple in remote c01.mtry districts was to be
one of the first questions to be brought
under the consideration of Parliament. We
have an illustration to-day of matters that
should be dealt with, in the question asked by
the honorable member for Korong about bush
fires. That question should be dealt with
now, but the Premier says he regrets that
. there is no time this session. '\Vhy is there
not time 1 Who regulates the time of the
House? This House can sit all the year
round if it chooses. The recess is an invention of Parliament to provide for working
.only half the year. If there are important
measures to be passed for the benefit of the
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community now is the time to do it. "Ve
are here to do the work of the
country, not to take a holiday for
s~x months by ri&ing in
a fortnight's
tIme and commencing again in July
next. That is not doing' the work of the
country. It is not doing what the members of
the Government spoke of in their election
speeches. What is this session to be devoted
to ~ "Ve find the following in the Governor's
speech :---:It is deemed by my advisers desirable that this
of P~rliament sh~:H~ld be principally occupled III makmg full prOVISlOn for the services of
the year. .several other matters of urgency will
also be submitted for your consideration.
~rhe se~sion is .t? be taken lip principally
s~ssi~n

maklllg prOVISIOn for the services of the
year, and several other matters of urgency
are relegated to a secondary position. The
Government should attempt to do something. The Premier gets the reputation in
the comic press, and amongst more serious
people than those who read the comic press
of being very weary in the work he has t~
do.
Mr. LrVINGSTON.-Why don't you give
that a rest?
Mr.
PRENDERGAST.-Surely
the
honorable member does no/; want the Premier
to have allY more rest than he is having at
present. .l.."? matte.vill be one of urgency
to the PremIer so long as he is in his present
frame of mind.
i\1r. MURRAY.-I shall wake up when you
say something original.
M~. PRENDERGA~'l"-I could not hope
to dIsturb the honorable gentleman ill the
long rest he is determined to take, but he is
taking it at the expense of the statements
he made on the public platform. He said
the various matters I have ref~rred to would
be dealt with at the earliest possible time.
Mr. McGRATH.-That was said before
the elections.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes.
Mr. MURRAY.-What did you say beiore
the elections? That you would be Premier
after the elections.
Mr. PRE~DERGAST.-Later on I shall
tell the honor.able gentle~lan what the press
has been saylllg about hlIn durina' the last
for~night. At all events, we 11ave the
Governor's speech before us, showing us
what the busllless of the session is to be and
it is principally to be occupied in m~kil1g
provision fIJI' the services of the yec\.r
whilst sever~l ot,h,er ~at.ters of urgency ar~
to be dealt WIth. I hat IS, If there is time. The
unsophisticated gentleman who comes into
III
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this House from Ballarat West said yesterday that the Goverl\or's speech was an
earnest of what was going to be done. That
is a lovely admission.
Throughout the
. State this Government is known as the
"800ner or later" Government, but the later
period has not yet arrived.
The honorable
member for Ballarat West tells us that the
Governor's speech is an earnest of what is
going to be done. \Ve a.re going to m'lke
provision for the l:!ervices of the year, and
after that we are to deal with other matters
of urgency, if there is time. It is a reflection
on the community that we should sit here to
do about two weeks' work, that has many a
time been got into one week, then take six
months' holiday and return to do that which
could be done now.
Mr. GUAY.- Your party, in the Federal
Parliament, has taken sixteen months' rest
out of eighteen.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-And the honorable member's Premier was at Home, enjoying
himself, when we were here working. He
was going about Paris with I:)ir John
Taverner. vVe have the urgent matter of
the teachers' salaries to deal with. The
Government sent a Commissioner to New
South Wales to make inquiries with regard
to that matter. They made the promise,
before the elections, that they would deal with
the teachers' salaries. There are honorable
mem bel'S on the Ministerial side who are
knocking at the door of the Cabinet. They
sat in caucus this afternoon, and they are
asking when the Governmentare going to deal
with the matter of the teachers' salaries.
If some of them breathe as much fire in this
Honse as they have done to the teachers
outside, there are troublous times ahead for
the Government. If some of the members
do what they have said they will do, t.he
Minister· of . Public Instruction will not
smile so broadly.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I will smile
just the same.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Then the honorable gentleman will smile under the most
depressing circumstances.
The honorable
members to whom I refer say this
matter will have to be dealt with this
session, and that they will not be put off with
promises that it will be dealt with next year.
Parliament will not meet next year
until about July.
Let us see what
the position of the Premier is in connexion
with his rumoured retirement
from the Ministry. We have had some remarkable episodes in this community. There
was a time when a member of the Govern-
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ment of which the honorable member for
Allandale was head, carried about letters of
resignation in his pocket. He went to
England with them. That gentleman was
Mr. Wiiliam McCulloch, and the most effective speech delivered against him after his return was that deli vered by the preselltPremier,
whQ spoke about him going about telling
" cock-and- bull" stories. Noone" laced"
Mr. McCulloch so drastically as the present
Premier did in his speech following that of
Mr. lrvine, on the motion which ousted the
Peacuck Government. In that speech the present Premier all uded to two or three matters
which I will refer to later on. and I will quote
portions of his speech presently for tho purpose
of refre~hing his memory. in the meantime
I will deal with the announcements in relation
to the rumoured retirement of the Premier
from the Government. The Age, like the·
boy who stood on the burning deck, was
alone on this question. It came out on the
morning after th~ elections with an announcement, and the head lines al'e worth louking
at. The announcement was as follows : THE PREMIERSHIP.
PROBABLg RETIREMENT OF MR.

MURRAY.

For some time past l\T r. Murray has had a desire
to retire from the Government, and now that he
has led his party to victory-The Premier did not l~ad his party at all.
He stayed down in the far end of Victl)ria,.
and only got about 4 or [) miles away
from his electorate during the whole period
of the campaign. He had a IO()-mile·anhour motor car so that he could get back to
Warrnambool ~t any time.
Mr. MURRAY.-\Yhere is the geni~l
Jeremiah Vvall 110W ?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-He will be back.
Mr. MURRAY.-Not for three years.
Mr. PHE~DERGAST.-The Age saidFor some time past Mr. Murray has had a desire
to retire from the Government, and now that he
has led his party to victory at the elections it is
likely that he will resign the Premiership.
They did not know him. They did not
think of his nationality.
The matter has been informally di~cussed by the
Cabinec, and, as Sir John Taverner's term of office
expires in February next, a. majority of Ministers
is in favour of appointing him to the vacancy. Mr.
Murray, however, has definitely stated that he has·
no wish to become Agent.Oeneral. He may still
refuse to fall in with the Cabinet's wishes, and remain a private member. In any circumstances, it
is not all probable that Sir John Taverner will be.
re-appointed. In the opinion of Ministers, the
po) icy of immigration and lAnd settlement demands
much more enthusiasm and energy than can be
expected from the London office under present
management. Mr. Watt is named as the successorto Mr. Murray as Premier.
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Mr. GRAY.-You have often wanted to
bring the publisher of the Age to the bar of
the House because you said that statements
made in the Age were not true. .
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The honorable
member will not believe the Age now, but I
'suppose he believed the Age on the occasions
to which he refers, 01' he would have sup·
,ported me. 'l'be Herald, on the 17th Novem·
ber, saidIf an arrangement arrived at before the dissolution of Parliament is now adhered to, Mr. John
Murray will, within a few days, resign the Premiership, and will be succeeded by Mr. Watt, the
Treasurer.

That is quite positive. Then in another
portion of the Herald of the same day the
following appearedSubsequently the members of the Cabinet, other
than Mr. vVatt, held a meeting in the room of the
Minister for Lands, and discussed the situation.
They had an interview with Mr. Murray on the
question of his retirement. This interview was
notable for the tributes paid to Mr. \-Vatt for the
~apable manner in which he had controlled administrative affairs and led in the House, and Mr. Murray
intimated that it was his intention to retire in
favour of Mr. Watt. Still later it was arranged
that no public communication should be made till
after the general election.

Mr. MURRAY.-You hoped that I would
have to retire in favour of you, but it did not
<come off.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-All I wanted
was that the honorable gentleman should
have his long-wished-for rest. The Herald
·continued It was arranged that no public communication
should be made until after the general election, fo1'
the reason that it was not judicious, not to say
unsafe, to swop horses when crossing the
stream. Mr. Watt, it was actually or tacitly
agreed, should be the real leader in the campaign, .
a.nd the public could draw its own conclusions.
Now. that the campaign is over, and the result has
been a. victory for the Government, the intended
~hanges have been allowed to become known. As
to the future of Mr Murray, he has been offered
unofficially, if not officially, the Agent.Oeneralship
by his colleagues, and ha.s it under consideration.

The Herald ah30 saidThe question of Mr. Murray serving under Mr.
Watt as a. Minister was mooted, but that course
was noL deemed agreeable by either.

The Premier did not want to get underneath
at that particular period. Here is another
extract from the Herald on the same dayNow that the election is over, and the Government has come back with a large majority, Mr.
Baillien has, it is understood, decided to resign.

As soon as Mr. Baillieu got on shore he
-promptly put his foot down on that rumour.
He has said, on certain occasions, that office is
distasteful ~o hi~, ~nd that he would rather
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be attending to his own business, and that
stat.ement has evidently beeo taken too
seriously. As soon as he got a chance he
promptly squelched the rumour that he was
going to resign. However, the Premier did
not deny that he was contemplating resigning. The following appeared in the Herald
on the 18t.h November : THE PREMIERSHIP.
MR. MURRAY RETICENT.
FRANK STATEMgNT SOUGHT.
CABINET MEETS ON MONDAY.

As was announced yesterday, Mr. Murray, before
the elections, indicated his readiness to retire from
the Premiership in favour of Mr. VYHtt, the
Treasurer. All arrangement to that effect was
tentatively arrived at, and Mr. Murray's colleagues intimated that if he (the Premier) cared to
accept the Agent-Generalship he could have the
position. This offer Mr. Murray undertook to
consider.

Evidently the reporter has a genial bosom
friend in the Ministry, who tells him every·
thing. The paragraph coutinuesNow, after the campaign. Mr. Murray is of the
same opinion. and he stands asi<Je because he de·
sires to hold the position of head of the Government no longer.

The Age 011 the 18th November had an
announcement with the following headingsTHE PREMIERSHIP.
MR. MURRAY'S RETIREMENT.
RE-ARRANGEMENT OF PORTFOLIOS.

Does not that make the mem bers in the
Ministerial corner smile 7 I can imagina the
honorable member for Hawthorn reading the
paper with great anxiety, and wondering what
the shuffle of cards would give him.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I do not know what
you are talking about. I have just come
in.
Mr.PRENDERGAST.-The Age, on the
18th November, saidThe announcement made in the Aye yesterday of
Murray's pending retiremellt from the Premiership,
occasioned much surprise outside the small circle
within which the event was known to be certa.in.

On the same day the Age saidAlthough Mr. Baillieu has not yet formally
resigned, it is understood that he will do so in a few
days.

Evidently they did not know the Minister
of Public 'Yorks. The Age went on to sayThe change of Premiership will not be a.ttended
with a.ny striking signs or portents. It will be on
the" walk in and walk out" basis.
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On the 20th November the Age published

This is the first time the honorable gentle-

the following : -

man has had anj q nalms (\f conscience in

THE :STATE CABINET.
THE PREMIER'S RETIREMENT.

QUESTION OF RECONSTRUCTION.

In view of the forthcoming resignation, by Mr.
Murray, of the office of Premier, there is a. great
deal of speculation in political circles as to the
extent to which Mr. Watt, who will succeed to the
Premiership, will reconstruct the Ministry.

Some of the Ministers do not like that. They
are looking towards the Treasurer now to
see if they can find out what is going to
happen. The paragraph continues. It is expected that the retirement of Mr. Murray may be deferred until after this session, and
that immediately Mr. Watt will proceed with the
formation of his new Mini'ltry, of which ib is
stated Mr. Mackinnon is likely to be a member.

The honorable member for Prahran says
nothing. He is "oyster." On 22nd November, the following appeared in the Age :STATE CABINET.

that respect.
Mr. \VATT.-You never had ally.
Mr. PRKNDERGAST.-I am reading
merely a statement which appeared in the
press which may be doing the honorable
gentleman an injustice. Then Mr. Baillieu,
the Minister of Public Works, returned from
England. He stated at FremantleI notice that several people have been good
enough to insinua.te that I intend resigning my
portfolio. That is fiction.

That is like the honorable gentleman. He
promptly denied the report. From ~~nd N 0vember to 28th November there was a blank
-they did not know what to do in the Ag~
office. On the latter date, however, the folIQwing appearedo
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No

RECONSTRUCTION.

.AOENT·GENEI,tAL'S TERM EXTENDED.

THE

IMPENDING

CHANGES.

A RESTJ,KSS FEELING.
The atmosphere of State politics yesteriay was
foggy and depressing. Mr. Murray retired early
from his office, but up to the present he has fixed
no date for his withdrawal from the Premiership.
Both inside the Cabinet a.nd amongst Government
supporters outside there are signs of unrest and
dissatisfaction at the postponement of a definite
statement by the Premier as to when he proposes
towithdraw from the Ministry. and what then.
Considerable personal feeling has unfortunately
been brought into the discussion of the situation.
The action of Messrs. McCutcheon and Bayles in
waiting upon the Premier and pointing out to him
point bhmk his unfitness for the office of AgentGeneral was referred to by several Ministers as an
impertinence. Mr. Murray said it was "a coldblooded thing to do"; that it was "caddish," and
he considered he was at least as well qualified for
the position as Sir John Taverner, whose term
expires next February.

The Premier is not telO modes.t, althongh
he may be "lackadaisieal." Fancy those
two candid friends walking in and asking the
honorable gentleman not to take the billet.
Mr. Watt had yesterday sufficiently recovered
from his attack of influenza to attend at his office,
but he declined to speak on the situation.

I am reminded of another attack of influenza
which kept the honorable member absent
froin the House some years ago. It was
thought that he would have voted against a
change of Government, but in his absence,
due to the infl uenza, doubt arose 011 the poin t,
and he was taken into offir.e.
As prospective Premier he evidently realizes that
loquacity at the present stage would be ill-becoming and indiscreet.
.Mr. Prende,rgast.

An official announcement has at last been made
by the Premier, Mr. Murray, concerning the reconstruction of the Ministry. which, with the tacit
assent of Ministers, the public has been allowed to
suppose was immediately impending. For the past
ten days there has been the keenest interest in
political circles in regard to the expected resignation of the Premier, and the appointment of Mr.'
Watt as his successor. At the same t.ime the
action of the Government in dealing with the
office of the Agent.General was the subject of
much speculation. .
Mr. Murray, in giving an a.ccount of the business
done in the Cabinet, said: "There has really been
no foundation in fact for the rumours about reconstruction. The Cabinet remains intact, and
will continue under its present leadership. We
,have dealt with the position of Ap;ent-General, and
have decided to continue Sir John Taverner in
office for another year, on the understanding that
it is to be his last term."

Probably they have postponed the recon-'
struction for twelve months,when the p)sition
becomes vacant again. In a leading article,
published in the Age of 28th November, it is
statedMr. Murray has overcome the temptation to sell
his Premiership for a sinecure, but he has not been
very candid about it. 'When Angelo, the supposedly
incorruptible deput.y 'of the Duke of Vienna,
was asked to search his own heart for the sin he
would have slain in Claudio, he answered, ""ria.
one thing to be tempted, Escalus, another
thing to fall," whereby he was honest. after
his kino. But Mr. Murra,y would have us believe
that he never fo1" one moment dallied with temptation.
There was no foundation, in fact, for the
rumour~ concerning his suggested rHiremellt, he:
declares. All circumstances considered, that is an
extremely cynical assertion. The rumours were
published on authority.
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Does the Minister of Agriculture know anything about that authority ~
~lr. HANNAH.-He wa~ in it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The artiJle goes
on to sayNo statesman can play at cap and hells before t,he body politic with impunity.
'] he
time for a sincere repudiation by Mr. Murray
of the rumours he now condemns passed more
than a week ago.
He emerges from the
incident naked of distinction. . . . We hope
that Mr. Murray will not deny, at least, that
he thought of relinquishing ollice. Too great a
strain should not Le imposed, all at once, upon
credulity. The kindest thing that can be 8aid of
the ., ::lituatioll "now ended is that Mr. Murray
has done better to remain Premier than to succumb
to the temptation which never assailed dm.
. . . . MI'. Murray has deliberately given
hostages to fortune by his recent clowning, and it
is impossible to consider him reinstated by his
mere asseveration (so cynically implied) that he
did not mean it, and was only indulging in a
jest.

That is what the paper which put the
Premier in power says.
Mr. :MuRRAY.-Nothing very serious in
that.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If a man had
any character to lose it wonld be severe.
Mr. MURRAY.-! think that the best thing
you could do would be to lose your
character.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Let me now
make the following quotations from the A 1'gu8
of the same day : The persistent rumours of a different arrangement ought not to ha\'e been left so long uncontradicted. They were not ordinary idle gossip,
bnt had their source within the Cabinet, and they
were renewed so steadily as to make it plain that
some of his colleagues were contemplating the coup.
This would, however, have been a disastrous
beginning for the Ministry's career in the new
Parliament, and an ob'3tacle to the Liberal
party's efiorts to merit increased popular approval. '1 he electors would have described
the business bluntly
as a job, and so
the Ministry would have met Parliament
with a black mark against i t . .
They
have for the most part been returned by
strikingly large majorities in their constituencies.
It is not by turning the cold shoulder to t.hem that
the Ministry will make its way, but by frankly
meeting the wishes of the Liberal party as a whole.
. . . . Now that the question of leadership has
been settled, with no scandal to sully the reputation of the party, the Ministry can go steadily
ahead, confident that legislation which wins the
united approval of the Liberals in Padiament will
command the united approval of the electors also.

That is a statement of the position from the
point of view of the press, including the very
paper which put the honorable gentleman
into power, and which casts very severe reflections on his character-politically, of
course.
I would not like to make any
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reflections on the private character of an
honorable member.
They d€ny that the
honorable gentleman has the capacity; in
other words, he is not truthful in the assertions which he has made.
Mr. MURH,AY.-That is not what they
charge me with. Their trouble is, that J
made no assertion at all. Mr. PRE~DERGAST.-The honorable
gentleman did make a long-delayed statement at the end. They say that be did not
make a truthful statement.
Mr. W ATT.-Will the honorable member
read some articles abont himself ?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I might read
articles dealing with the honorable member
for Essendon.
Mr. MUHRAY.-I realize m~re than ever
that a silent tongue makes a wise heau.
Mr. PRENDERGA::;T.-rrhe honorable
gentleman should not add a silent tongue to
a still body. If he does he will be of no
consequence in this country. He should
aJIow some portion of his anatomy to rellnain
active. According to the press, the honorable
gentleman first of all decided to resign the
Premiership. The papers say that there was
truth in that statement. The Argus said it
came from the Cabinet; t he Herald that it
got the informat;on officially, and the Age
that it knew it was true. A shuftling of the
cards was takir.g place. According to the
papers. members of the Ministry are
trying to get rid of the
honorable
It
gentleman, but they cannot do so.
seems to me that the best thing he can
do would be to get ont, and watch things
from outside. It may be remembered that
the honorable gent.leman got out of a previous
Ministry which he subsequently helped to
wreck in this House. He reminds me very
mUllh of a man in Texas who was a bit the
worse for wear. lIe went into a dance rOOIll
where the floor manager saw him and leu him
out. The man came back and the floor
manager pushed him onto He came back
again, and finally, the floor manager kicked
him out of the room, and he rolled down a
flight of stairs.
At the bottom of
the stairs he considered the matter.
" I know what that means," he said. "They
cannot fool me. The people in there do not
want me to attend the dance." That is the
position of the honorable gentleman. The
Ministry have been doing their best to get
rid of him, and he has been holding like
grim death. After all, he holds the key to
the position. When he goes the whole of
t,he Ministry goes. That is the difficulty.
The honorable gentleman should sit down
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now and calmly consider the matter. If he He told us he early arrived at a. determination not
does he ll1nst come to the conclusion that it to accept the resignations.
is evidently the desire of his party, and of It is wonderful how the whole of the facts
the sponsors of that party, that he should fit the present position!
He had been apprised of the fact that the resigmretire from the position he occupies.
tions had been signed, and were in the hands of
Mr. VV .A.TT.- What about the rumours some one, and tha.t they might be presented at
that were circulated at the election about any moment, but the later history of those resignations, as far as I know it, does not reflect
yourself ?
:Mr. MURRAy.-vVhat about the predic- much credit upon one of the honorahle gentleman's
colleagues, who was very much concerned about
tions of victory for the Labour party and them -the gentleman who has gone off to England.
then its disastrous defeat?
It is no use to tell us that he has gone to re-organize
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The honorable the Agent-General's office.
gelltleman talks abou.t the dis~strous defettt of It is wonderful how this comes up again.
the Labour party. but he will recollect that First of all, he was going home to buy cocks and
but as there were plenty of clicks and bulls
it is not much more than twenty years since bulls.
here already, the trip did not come off. It was too
there was no Labour party at all. and now much of a c0ck-and -bull story. The next thing we
we have llineteen members at all events. heard was that he was going home to re-organize
'Ve have never had more than twenty-one. the Agent-General's office.
Mr. MURRA y.- Whom are you quoting?
In New South vVales they had thirty-seven
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I am quoting
members in tl.e Labour party at one time,
and then they went back to about twenty- the speech of Mr. John Murray, delivered on
five until at the last election they got the 3rd June, 1902, following Mr. Irvine,
when they defeated the Peacock Governback with a majority.
Mr. MURRAy.-I can understand the New ment. The honorable member's speech conSouth Wales Labour party coming to the tinuesfront, but I cannot nnderstand this one The country would like to know how much the
trip is to cost.
doing so.
Mr. PRE~DERGAST.-The honorable We had the same position when the
gentleman should go back a little bit into hOl~orable gentleman came back from
his own history. He should read up the England so late after the return of the
Parliamentary debates in 1902. There is Prime Minister. The honorable gentleman
returned in September, although the House
evidenc~ in addition to the statement~ made
The speech
in the press, to lead the public to believe that commenced sitting in July.
cOlltinllesthe Premier contemplated some action of
the kind that was foreshadowed, and If the Government wanted to send a man Home
that there must have been some under- to re-organize the Agent-General's office. there are
scores of honorable members who would have taken
standing within the Cabinet that the the trip under similar conditions. Nothing would
retirement of the Premier was to take have prevented them taking it if they could have
place immediately after the elections. When got it.
the honorable member for Allandale was in The honorable gentleman ha~ had his hand
power, and when one of his Ministers, the late out ever since for the position. He has been
Mr. William McCulloch, went Home with the tlhamed to-day into an admission that he did
resignations stored away in his pocket, the not want the position. Immediately after
then Premier was placed in considerable this fiery speech, iu which the honorable
difficulty and the result was he lost his office. gentleman talks about improper resignations,
Mr. Irvine led the attack against the Govern- and about these being used to hoodwink the
ment and was supported by the honorable public, and in which he also tells about the
member for Warrnambool. In the course of Agent-General's position. the motion of want
of confidence was put to the vote, and
his speech Mr. Murray said:But to deal with the subject of the resignation the Peacock Government walked out of
of the Premier's colleagues. which was made the office, forty-two votes being recorded for
occasion of this attack, and which the honorable them, and forty-five against. I will give the
gentleman has endeavoured to brush aside, I must honorable gentleman this copy of the Hansard
say that neither in his spee0h at Climes. nor in t.he
House to-night, has he made it absolutely clear to containing the report of this speech, so that
my min'l, nor I think to the minds of honorable he may read up what is really the "present
members generally, a.s to what exactly did occur.
position. It would almost appear from
He himself has certainly not succeeded in statements thai have been made that the
was going away,
Dlakin~ the matter clear on the present honorable gentleman
leaving his resignation, and that it was said,
occasion.
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"Merely fight the elections. Wait until the
trouble is over, and then resign office."
But if the honorable gentleman had resigned
office the others would have had to resign too.
The Premier would have had to place the
resignations of bis colleagues in the hands of
the Governor if he himself had determined
to resign.
Mr. MURRAY.-That is a very bright little
speech the honorable member has been
quoting. I wish the honorable member
could make a speech like that.
~1r. PRENOERGAST.-\iVe have had a
statement from an honorable member of
another place, and it is interestillg to quote
it. That honorable member, ~h. Aikman,
M.L.C., is reported as follows :THE STATE GOVERNMENT.
"SOON TO BE TIPP}<~D OVKH.• "

Speaking on Saturday night at a large gathering
of the residents of Aspendale who attenc.ed the
second annual social of tilE: Aspendale Property
Owners' Association at the Race-course Hall, Mr.
J. G. Aikman, M.L.C , congratulated ,\Ir. Keast,
M.L.A., On his walk-over at the recent election.
Mr. Keast, he said, was a corner man in Parliament. (Laughter.) As such Mr. Keast was
expected to take Ministerial office as s.)on as the
present Government was tipped over. That event,
he thought, was nnw in sight. If Mr. Keast
became Ministerfor Public Works, his constituents
would, he was sure, be very proud of him. Mr.
Keast, M. L.A., in reply, said he was not able to
tell the gathering any secrets, but he might remark that the Government had promised to provide a :State school for A spendale, and if it were
uot built very soon there would be a big row.
(Applause.)

That is the honorable member's position in
connexion with the matter.
Sir ALEX\NDER PI<~AcocK.-The price of
the loyalty of that honorable member to the
Government is a very small one-one State
school.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I want to point
out another and more serious matt.er. It is
in connexion with the administration of the
Department of AgticllltUl'e.
What I am
about to quote is from the Rural WO?'/le1's'
Gazette of November of this year. The
honorable gentlemen on the Treasury bench
will not smile if they cannot refute these
statements.
POTATO EXPO;RT SCANDAL.
Producers will not have forgotten the scandal in
connexion with the butter industry of a few years
ago. M· 'st of the potato growers of this electorate
know the loss sustained through not being able
to export same to "Vestern Australia, and yet,
whilst this was going on the workers of Western
Australia were paying up to £40 a ton for potatoes.
Happily, since the Labour Government have come
into office in Western Austra.lia the embargo has
been removed. It has now transpired that a grave
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scandal has taken place in connexion with the export of potatoes to Westel'll Australia. The facts,
as far as can be obta.ined, are that one firm of
Melbourne potato exporters were permitted to
send any quantity of potatoes ill to Western Australia, to the detrimellt of all ot.her merchants, and
particularly the farmers of this district. It appears tha.t .l£lmhur::;t district-which grows 11 light
soil potato, an I usually sell at a lower rate than
hest red soil-was declared a clean district, so that
potatot::s from there could be tent to Western Aus.
tlalia. The firm who were privileged to eXport,
by reason of tile fact that one of the Government
inspecto'.s was ltlways available to give the necessary ~ertlfic~te, and the methods adopted wl:'re to
buy lIght soIl potatoes from all districts and rebag same, place t he name of fll.rmers who were
recorded as " clean fa.rms " on the bags; fiet it.ious
truck numbers were gi\'en, and the scandal
only leaked out when it was fOlllld that mnre
J?otato~s were exported to \V estern Australia
from Elmhurst than were ever grown at Elmhurst
The facts have been suppressed from the public by
the Agl icultural DepartllJent.

Mr.

GRAHA;\I.

That is not true.

. Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The article con-

tmues-

. But it is generally k~own in the trade that the
lllspector has been .dlsmlssed because it was alleged
tha~ he had receIved £::!OO as hi:; share of th
~~L
e

Is that true?

Mr. GRAHAl\1.-1 know nothing about it.
Mr PR~~~DI~RGAST.-The honorable
gentleman IS not so positive of it now.
One firI~l in W:A: made £10,000 out of t.he
transactIOn, a~d TIt IS alleged that, at least, two
ex· members of W.A. were in the swim.

:1'here is a st.atement that wants inquiring
ll1~o.
"Vhere th.ese people bought light
soIl potatoes outSIde they boug-ht them at
the cll:l'ent rate of £2 lOs. or £3, and sold
them 111 Western Australia at £40 a tOll
They, therefore, did llot ?--'ive allY advantage~
to our farmers, nor. dId tht'y give cheap
P?tato.es to the people 111 Western Australia.
I hat IS the statement of the article in this
paper.
Mr. G.RAHA:U.-A paper, yon ('alI it ?
~r: \\ ATT.-An election circular-that IS
all It IS.
.Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It has been 'in
eXIstence two 01' three years.
J,\u. WATT.-The potato-growers in Bungaree do not believe it
..\.1'. PRENDERG-AST.-We shall see
whether any of them believe in the honorable
gentleman.
Mr CARLISLE - You are quite right ~bout
the potatoes-about that statement.
Mr. GRAB Hr.-He is not quite right ill
saying that the Department is covering it
up.
Mr. PRENDERGAST, -The Department did not do anything.
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Mr. GRAHAM.- You iqquire at the Crown
Law Department, and find out what the Department are doing.
.Mr. CARLISLIll.-I know the potatoes were
bought and sent to Western Australia.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I want to point
out to the Minister of Railways that, ill connexion with the administration of that Department, it seems that the political head of the
Department should be responsible for the
wages paid there, or, in other words, for the
policy of the Dep~lJ'tmellt with regard to
wages, and that the Minister shcmld not >:lend
people away when they wish to interview him
on the subject. 'I he honorable gentleman will
not interview a number of workmen, and the
Commissioners will not see them, as the
Commissioners are only supposed to see
certain workmen. There is, therefore, no
chance of these people recei ving an y redre~s
at all. When they make representations 011
the subject they receive a communication
like thisVictorian Railwaj s,
Melbourne, 21th November, 1011.
Sir, - \Vith reference to your letter of the 31'd
instant, requesting that arrangements be made for
the reception by the Hon. the Minister of Railways
of a deputl1tion in regard to the wages and conditions of men engaged in regrading and similar
work, I am direcr,ed by the Hon. the Minister to
inform you that this is a matter under the control
of the Railways Commissioners, and that does not
come within his province to deal with. Your
request for an interview should be made to the
Railways Commissioners --Yours truly,
(Signed) J. R. PATTJ<;RSON,
Secretary to the Minister.
We in Parliament have nothing to do with
the Ra,il waYd Commissioners, who are merely
administering an Act of Parliament.
If we
have to appeal to anybody it should be to
the political head of the Department. 'fhe
honorable gentleman should have acted in
this matter as the late Sir Thomas Bent
was in the habit of doing while he was
Minister of Railways. When a deputation
waited on him that should have waited on
the Rail ways CClmmissioners, he called the
Rail ways Commissioners in to see the deputation with him.
That is the proper way
to deal with the matter. The present system leads to discontent, as the men have no
possibility of getting a hearing. Again, I
wish to say something on the question of
combines, rings, or trusts. Some people will
say that there are no rings or trusts outside.
We are told that some of the non-unionists
cannot get admi!:ision into the unions. That
statement was made on the platform during
the recent election, and was made for
election uses. Some people have stated that
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who, as I know, knew mnch better, while
others have made that, statement who did not
know any better. But here is an application
from a man who desired to belong to one of
the rings-to a timber ringThe attached refers to an application which was
made to become a member of the Melbourne and
Suburban Timber Merchants' Association. The
applicant was ambitious to extend his business in
the timber industry, and felt that unless he became
a member he was bound to fail, as the Timber
Merchants' Association's members were competing
with him, and he was refused any concession because he was not a member of the association.
The wholesale merchants positively refused to do
business with him on this account, and then they
say tlley are not a combine.
Here is the lettel'The Melbourne and Suburban Timber Merchants
Association.
Colonial Mutual Chambers,
60 ]\Iarket·street, Melbourne,
1st A.ugust, 1911.
Dear Sir,-I beg to ad,riso that your application
for membership to this association came before my
committee on Thursday last, when it was decided
that it could not be entertained.
Yours faithfully,
(Signed) M. B. BOYCE,
Secretary.
That is the exclusion of non-unionists. That
is preference to nnionists, a.nd it is preference
that works amongst their own class. What
I have read is a copy of the letter, signed by
the secretary of the Association.
Mr. MURRAY.-I should like very much
to see the original of the letter.
Mr. PREN OERGAST. - The original
can be obtained all right.
Mr. MURRAY.-I ha'e me doots.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Now, with regard to the press. I do not complain about
the at.titude which the press adopts towards
me or my party in particular, but I do
object to the newspaper of to-day, which is
a party organ, and not a newspaper in the
true sense of the term, masquerading as
a newspaper. A newspaper would give expression to the opinions of every side on a
public question, and would po'port the arguments of every side., and le~ everyone judge
for himself as to what the conclusion should
be. I object, however, to the present
method of repor~ing. I will call attention
to two reports of a speech which was made in
this House, and these reports show how
differently the one honorable member is
reported in the two morning newspapers.
The Argus, on 28th September last, referring to a speech delivered by the honorable member for Flemington, saidA very pleasant after-dinner speeoh was delivered by Mr. Warde. He entered upon his
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.criticism with the greatest gusto, and even those
who did not agree with him enjoyed his a.ddress.

This is from the AgeMr. Warde followed him (Mr. Prendergast) with
loud-voiced and long-winded denunciations of certain acts of omission connected with cool stores
and the Port Melbourne pier.

Those two reports refer to the same speech.
From my experience of their reporting I
would say, althongh I have not received any
<consideration flom the Argus, that I would
sooner trust the Argul? report than the report which appears in the columns of the Age.
It cannot be through want of capacity on the
part of the Aqe reporters, because they are
able to do as good work as the reporters
on the A TgUS. It must be because SOUle
direct and distinct order!:! are given for the
purpose of dealing with public. men. That
kind of newspaper does not gIve a chance
for the growth of an honest public sentiment
in the community. It panders to som~ of
the candidates who put up for electIOn.
Some of them did not follow any of the
party lines, but practically read the pages. of
the Age, as an indication of what theIr pohcy
was.
An HOXORABf.K MEMBER.-Don't the
Labour press do the same thing r
Mr. PRENDEH.GAST.-I do not say
they do not. That is a party press, too.
But the other journals, to which I have been
referri11 cr , claim to be newspapers, and these
papers get great publio adv~~t.ages in respect of train fares, and faCIlItIes for the
carriage of their matter. These ad v~ntages
are being given to people who are usmg the
newspapers for making money for their own
personal interests. Wherever a newspaper
poses as a party organ, no matter to w?at pa~ty
it belongs, it should get no conSIderatIOn
from the public.
~Mr.
LAwsoN.-Did not Mr.
King
O'Malley give Government advertisements
. to the LabouT Call ?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-So did the
Murray Government: and I put my election
advertisements in the Age.
Mr. LAWSON.-You say that. a party
<>rgan should receive no consideration from
the Government.
Mr. PRENl)EH.GAST.-The Arqus and
the Age claim to be newspapers, and if the
Labmu' Call acted as those papers did I
would use the same argument with reference
to it. The honorable member's argument
was that the Labou.,r Call should not get
.ad vertisem en ts.
Mr. LAwsoN.-I did not say that; the
honorable member makes that statement.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-What I said
was that the Age and the Argus are party
organs, and that the Labou1' Call is also a
party organ. I hold that these other papers
shol;ld not get more consideration t han the
Labour Call; but none ,"'ould get allY consideration if the Govel'llment would do its
own work. If the Government were to
popularize the Government (}azette by cut·
ting out the lumps of "wllite," altering the
shape, reducing the size of ad vertisements, and chauging the style of setting out
the information that is required, the whole
of the matter coulJ be fitted into one-tenth
of the space it occupies to-day.
Mr. BA YLEs.-They would not report
your ~peeches.
Mr. PH.ENDEHGAST.-I think that
the speeches of both the honorable member
and myself would be an infliction on thos·e
who do not want to read them. If you
popularized the Governmen~ c,(Jzette in this
way, and included Hansard III It, both these
publications could be produced for one-half
the ruoney they cost tho Government at
present, aud t.hey would be more readable.
I want to point out two or three other
matters. I have no desire to delay the
House, but I wish to refer to the Widows'
Fund Insurance Society. 4- grave scalldal,
it seems to me, has occurred in conllexioll
with that society. There is no doubt in the
world that directors and officers have voted
themselves sums of mOlley, taking advantage
of the positions of trust they hold, in order
to do certain work in connexio11 with
joining that association to another body.
I purpose reading out the names, and
the sums that. were received.
I have
Mr.
spoken of this matter before.
Donaldson, the manager, has £2,000 a
veal' voted to him in money and kind.
Mr.
Graham, an actuary, has 000 shares and also
receives £2,000 a year.
Mr. Thompson
Moore, Senator Fraser, Mr. Alexander Dick,
Dr. Marshall, and Mr. J. M. Pratt rec.eivc
£250 each for life out of the funds.
It 'is
nothing less than a public scandal. I cal~ed
the attention of the Government before the
Honse rose last session to an article on this
matter in the A'ltStralasian Insw'ance (t'lld
Banking Record, and I read the arl,icle.
I
shall read a line or two from it now.
Tha.t the life assurance legislation of Victoria is
practically a failure is a seriollS matter. But
neither the officials nor the members of the Victorian Government have taken any cognisance of
it. Could not other politicians take up the subject? The close regulation of life assurance busi.
ness isof vital importance to the working, as well
as to other classes, of the community.
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Thi~ appeared in the Australasian Insurance
and Banking Record of the 21st September,

1911In another part of this issue will be found a reproduction of a report of a meeting of policyholders of the Australian Widows' Fund Life
Assurance Society held on 9th August under a provision of the Companies Act of Victoria. The
chairman made a speech which was, no doubt,
correct as far ItS it went, but he failed to explain
why the provisions of the old Victoria Life Assurance Act, under which the society was originally
registered, were not complied with, when the
directors, without fully ascertaining whether a
better arrangemellt was possible, decided, at the
instance of the principal officers, to recommend the
transfel' of the society to an industriul-ordillary
company established in Sydney, where no life
insurance law has ever been enacted. The Victorian life assurance legislation was copied from the
English legislation, which had been framed in
consequence of a notorious failure of an English life
office. And, let this be marked! That failure
was the consequence of a series of amalgamations.
The very life and soul of the English and the Victorian Life Assurance Acts consisted in the
sect ions relating to an:.algamation. In ignoring the
Victorian provisions, the directors of the A ustralian Widows' Fuud appeared to decide, on their
own respol1!~ibility, that the Victorian I'arliament
had not int ended to really extend protection to
policy. holders.

This is a thing to tackle. I was promised
before the end of last session that an in~luiry
would be mnde, put there has been no inquiry
yet. The character of this journal is above
8u!'picion. It is run in the insurance and
banking interest, and has the support of the
banking and insurance community. It takes
exception to the methods adopted by this
society, alld points out that Victorian moneys
are at stake. I ask for a public inquiry to
see if the statements in the article are correct
or not.
Mr. MURRAY.-I believe they are correct,
Mr. PRENDEHGA ST.-In the interests
of life assurance consideration should be
given to the question. I am prep}l.red to
hand over the statement made to me by a
gentleman who hal:! dealt with the matter
completely. He makes serious charges. I
said to him, "You khOW the seriousness of
these charges?" He replied, " Yes, and I am
prepared to make an affidavit on them
to-morrow."
Mr. BAYLEs.--vVhy didn't you get him to
make the affidavit to-day?
Mr. PRE~DI~RGAST.-I did not need
to. Sufficient statements are made to go
upon without asking an individual to make a
statement. I have the authority of :L'he
Australasian Insurance and Banking Rec01·d.
Let us have an inquiry on the article in that
journal.
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Mr. BAYLEs.-If a man makes a chargewhy does he not substantiate it?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The Australasian Insurance and Ranlcing Record makes
the charges.
Mr. MURRAY.-They are statements of
fact.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes, they are.
If the statements are true the Victorian law
should be put into operation. I have the
whole of the papers in connexion with the
matter, and I should like the fullest conI now
sideration to be given to it.
come to the question of the Savings.
Banks and onr relationship with the
Federal Government. The Federal authorities are determined to enter into the banking
sphere. They cannot do it piecemeal. It
seems to me that the probable effect of
Federal banking legislation on the States
should be the subject of consideration between the Prime Minister and the Premiers.
of the States, so as to avoid any loss and to
prevent any action being taken that may deprive us of a large amount of revenue. The
Governments of this State have invited this.
disaster all the time. For many years they
have done nothing in connexion with banking:
legislation. Our Savings Bank allows 3!y
per cent. interest on sums up to £100, 3 pei··
cent. between .£100 and £:2.,0, but no interest at all on sums above £250. It is UIllawful for anybody to deposit sums above£ 1,000 in the Savings Bank, and it is unlawful for the State to receive such sums.
~ection 26 of the Savings Bank Act provides
that•
It. shall not be law!ul for the trustees of any
Savmgs Bank to receIve from any depositor any
deposit less than Is. nor more than £1,00(}
unless the Supreme Court or some Judge thereof
shall so order.

This has been varied in connexion with th~
deposits made by friendly societies.
Provided that so long as the balance to the
credit of any such depositor shall (including prin-cipal and interest) exceed £500-

That is now .£250 by law.
no interest shall be allowed paid or payable on
such excess
~ection

27 provides that-

, It shall not be ~awful for any person either in

Ius o.wn name, or 111 the. l~ame of any other person
on hIS behalf, or on Ius account, to deposit, or
hold, at the same time, moneys in more than one
of the said Sayings Banks.

You reuder yourself liable to prosecution if
you deposi~ more than ~£l,OOO. If you
pay money mto two or more of the Savings
Banks you are-liable to prosecnt;on. Whill::lt
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we have made this provision wo drive the
money into the private institutions. Then
we borrow it back for public purposes, and
have to pay higher interest than we would
have to pay if the Savings Banks received
these larger sums and paid interest on them.
There was a snm of £t)50,000 in the Savings
Bank last year on which no interest was pa.id.
That shows that the depositors wanted the
:security of the Government bank. 'rhe
year before there was nearly £1,000,000 that
was not bearing interest. Some of this was
-deposited by the friendly societies, but a large
portion of it was deposited by the pu blic.
WIJy should we not pay a low rate of interest
.on this money? The Royal Bank allows 4
per cent. or 4i per cent. on money deposited
for two years, aud that bank is one of the
most secure in the city, judging by the
llames 011 the directorate. 'rhe other banks
.allow 3~ per cent. on two years' deposits.
If
we did not drive money out
-of our Savings Banks we would not be
fleeced when we found it necessary to borrow.
"We would be able to borrow the money from
·our own institutions. At the time when the
·oredit of the State was depressed, Mr. Irvine
.and Mr. ~hiels floated a loan of £5,000,000
in London, and during the first three months
of its operation it cost us half-a-million of
money to get on to the market.
Snbse,quently, through people coming forward and
taking the debentures at a lower price, the
-cost was reduced by £200,000 or £300,000.
The present rate of i.nterest is about 4 per
.cent. We borrowed £500,000 last year, and
independent of the interest it cost us
£8,000 in expenses. We paid 3~ per cent.
interest and got £98 for every £ 100.
We went to the Federal Government, and
they charged the par rate, but did not
cha.rge any expenses for a million pounds.
The Treasurer said that all the loan cost him
was shoe leather. The honorable member
for Warrenheip, who is chairman of the
Geelong Harbor Trust, knows that if the
Trust. wants money badly it has to pay
through the nose for it. A return which I
-obtained with reference to the Savings Banks
<on the 10th October last will convey a good
-deal to the minds of those who want to
know how far the accounts are of value. In
.all, there are 603,932 depositors, who have at
.credit £ 17 ,525,480, or nearly £29 per head.
There are 441,115 depositors d £20 and
under who have, at credit £ 1,239,898,
or £2 16s. per head. There are 162,817
depositors of over £20, with £16,285,582
.at credit, or about £100 per head. There
.are 148,041 accounts inoperative. Nothing
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can be done with them. They have
been closed by order of tho Commissioners.
The figures I have given show that the
amount of mOI'.ey in the Savings Balik!:! is not
to be relied upon as an evidence of the
wealth of the commuuity. I like to see the
small amounts going up. I do not care much
about the big Olles, but still I would like to
see a system adopted to keep the big
amounts in the Savings Banks so that we
could supply onr own needs. I now wish to
The Portland Obrefer to im migration.
server on the 27th November hst contained
the following paragraph : Amongst the passengers on the homewardbound Dorset there is a number of returning
immigrants, who make no secret of their disapp'limment at the condition of things industrial in
Australia. The roseate pictures drawn by immigration touts in England were not, in their case at
least, realized. They found house rent so high in
the cities that they could not live On the residue
left by the landlord, and when they moved out
into the country they found the conditions of life
too hard for them-or rather we shoul,! say that
they fonnd they were not hard enough for the
conditions.

Mr. CAMPBELL.-Did the honorable member find ::mt whether that statement is true
or not?
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - Surely the
honorable member does not doubt th~
accuracy of his own paper?
Mr. CAMPBI<:LL.-I questioned it before
when it made a, similar statement and proved
that the statement was incorrect.
Mr. PRE~DERGAST.-Does the honorable member deny that immigrants were returning to England?
:Mr. CAl\IPBI<:LL.-The statement of the
Pm"tland Observer was untrue before, and,
therefore, I feel that possibly it is untrue
this time.
Mr. HANNAH.-Possibly.
Mr. CAMPBI<:LL.-I believe it is untrue.
Mr. PRE~DERGAST.-The honorable
member is somewhat in doubt. The question
of rent is all important just now, alld I would
like to know from the Government how they
are going to deal with the rent problem.
Rents are going up all the time, and the
Government will have to start brickworks
and build houses for the purpose of lettir:g
people have decent houses without being bled
as they are at present. I want to ask the
Premier does he not think t.hat it is time the
rent problem was dealt with?
Mr. MURRAY.-The increase of waaes
makes the building of houses cost more, :ud
therefore it makes the rental higher .
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That is the
most original yarn I have heard for a long
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time. How do the increased wages affect
houses that were built some years ago? How
do they affect the huuses already built which
were not built with expensive material?
There is one other matter I wish to refer to,
and that is the removal by the Government
of one of the Commissioners of the Geelong
Harbor Trust. I would have been very
pleased if the Government had adopted a
different course from that which they adopted
in the first instance. The proper thing would
have been to conduct an inquiry before removing .:Mr. Bell from his position on the
Trust.
Mr. HOLDEN.-An inquiry waR held.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I am sorry to
hear the honorable member say that, bec-ause
it shows that something has been done privately. There is quite sufficient evidence
from the statements which have been made
public to show that an inquiry should have
taken place. There should have been an
inquiry before the removal of the Commissioner. The honorable member f0r Warrenheip, who is chairman of the Trust, on
several occasions appealed for the removal of
this Commissioner from the Trust. That
should not have influenced the Government
to remove him when charges had been made.
The Treasurer knew all the charges that
had been made before the end of last
session. It was a very serious bl under to
remove .Mr. Bell from the Commission before an inquiry took place. He should have
been left in his position aR a Commissioner,
so that he might be able to produce certain
evidence which he will now be deprived of
the opportunity of producing. The Government now propose to hold an inquiry, and it
seems to me that Mr. Bell should be reinstated. Charges were made first by him and
then other charges were made by other parties,
and it seems to me that no party should
have been placed in the position of being
able to command evidence from inside the
Trust.
One very awkward thing is
that Mr. Bechervais€:, who has been appointed to the Commission, before being
appointed commenced to defend the Commission against the charges made by Mr.
Bell, about the merits of which he could
have known nothing. That sort of thing is
highly improper, and I do not like it. I
wish to ask the Premier whether he proposes
that the House should sit only for a fortnight, and to delay the work of the House
for another six months, when he knows that
the country is crying out for a number of
measures of great importance?
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Mr. BAYLES.-I must first of all congratulate you, Mr. Speaker, on your re-election to the Chair. Last session vou had
occasion to call me to order severni times,
but I offended through my ignorance, and
not t.hrough any desire to controvert the
authority of the Chair. I trust that you will
not have to have me tossed out at any
time by a pol,iceman.
Mr. WARDE.-I hope you will be tossed
out if you deserve it.
Mr BAYLES.-I wish to say a word or'
two with regard to the position of my seat in
the Honse. One of the daily papers stated
that I had moved my seat as far away from
the Government as possible. That was not
mv intention. I instructed one of the
at"tendants to place my card 011 the second
Ministerial corner bench.
It was placed
there, and it was afterwards removed by
some person-by whom I do llOt know.
That is the reason I am sitting where
I am.
My position with regard to the.
Government is this-What I said I
would support on the hustings, I intend to support, but when the Government propose legislation with which I do not
agree, I intend to oppose it. I am not a
caucus-pledged candidateL I C0me here as
the representative of what I consider the
blue ribbon constituencv of Victoria-the
district of Toorak. N~twithstanding the.
efforts of some of the members of the Government, and one of the great daily organs,
I have been returned with a larger majority
than ever.
I would like to explain the
position in which 1 was placed by one member
of the Government. I had to defend myself
against charges made by that Minister. That
gentleman-I call him a genf'leman advisedly,
because he is a member of another House-(
came into my constituency. My friend the.
"honorable member for Barwon and myself
were discarded as being not fit and proper
persons to support such a Government as,
the Murray-Watt Government. I have had a
good deal of electioneering experience, because,
on three out of the four occasions on which I
have stood, I have had the honour not to be,
selected by that Government. I voted for the,
want of confidence motion moved by the honorable member for VVarrnambool against the
Bent Government, and itmay be news to most.
honorable members to know tha.t after doing,
so my majority decreased from 713 at the
previous election to 177.
After I had,
declared that I would not be an abject,
follower of the Murray-Watt Government
my majority rose from 177 to 4,379. It will
be seen that in the district of Toorak, the..
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support of the Government has not had the
effect which they thought it would have.
We can imagine what occurred among
that coterie of Mini~ters who selected the
Government candidates, and the converThere
sation which was indulged in.
would be the Treasurer, the Minister
of Agriculture, Mr. Hagel thorn, and l\fr.
Edgar present. l"irst of all they hummed
and ha'd about" poor Mr. McLeod." However, he got in all right. Then they talked
about "poor Jim Farrer and Norman
Bayles." The Treasul'er, no doubt, scratched
his head and said, "W eli, if he is re-elected
we will have Norman talking on that wretched
Geelong Harbor Trust before long." He
was quite right, for I will be doing so in
a few minutes. No doubt, the Treasurer
also said, "He is one of those pestilential
chaps with a memory.
He is always
He had the imbringing up things.
pudence to say that this Government
made an alliance with people on the other side
to contest seats in the Legislative Council."
That is one of the things I did remember, and
it is one of my heinous offences. Therefore,
I was not selected as a Government candidate.
The result was that my majority ro&e, as I
have said, from 177 to 4,379.
Mr. McBRIDE.-You advertised that you
were the selected Government candidate.
Mr. BA YLE~5.-The selected Liberal
and Government supporter. Although the
Government have no use for me sitting
behind them, my vote may be of consequence
when times are not so prosperous as they are
at present with the Government. At the
meeting of Ministers to select the Ministerial candidate for Toorak, Friend Graham
probably said, "Here is this beggar Bayles,
he will want me to bring in that Farriers Bill
which I have promised times without number. He will insist on it because he is a
beggar for that sort of thing. Out goes
Norman Bayles." All the same, in came Norman Bayles, and the Government assisted
greatly in my return. I desire to refer in
chronological order to several things which
appeared in the papers. First of all, I wish
to read what appeared in the Age. It was
not printed in a back sheet, and it was
blazoned forth in large type as follows : TOORAK.
MR. CORNWALL'S CANDIDATURE.

At an open air meeting last night in the interests
of Mr. F. O. Cornwall, Liberal candidate for Toorak, Mr.. H~ge1thorn, M.L.C-, Acting Minister of
Health, mtunated that the Government had indorsed the candidature of the retiring members in
every instan~e except those for Toorak and Bar-
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won. Consequently he felt free to speak on behalf
of eitherof the candidates for Toorak. He preferred
to associa.te himself with Mr_ Cornwall whose
claims he recommended to the electors. '

That appeared in the Age on 14th November,
but the next day I was told that not one
Minister knew anything about it. I know,
however, that Mr. Norris, a public officer,
brings in the newspaper cuttings every
morning to the Treasurer. I saw him doing
so one morning.
Mr. W ATT.-I may say t.hat I did know
about it, and reproved the Minister for
doing so, but not in your interests.
Mr. BA YLES.-The Treasurer did not
reprove him in public, or give me an opportunity of knowing what loyal supporters I had
in the Government. I heard that the G 0vernment intended to support Mr. Cornwall,
bnt the Treasurer denied the rumour.
Mr. WATT.- You asked me if Mr. Cornwall had been selected, and I said " no."
Mr. BAYLES.-Although Mr. Hagelthorn is not an elector of Toorak he came
into my electorate. He shoved himself in.
I called it impudence, and I still think it was
cheek on his part. The day the report,
which I have quoted, appeared, and just
before Mr. Hagelthorn came into my electorate, he was closeted with the Treasurer
for some time.
Mr. HANNAH.-Didn't they consult the
Premier?
Mr. BAYLES.-The Premier was not
there.
'Ve can imHgine Mr. Hagelthorn
saying to the Treasurer, " Well, Bill, we will
rake Norman Bayles fore and aft," and the
Treasnrer replying, "That is all right, old
man. You may be merely acting Minister
now, but you may be a real Minister in a
little time." An hour later Mr. Hagelthorn
blows out his chest and delivers one of the
speeches of his life. I will give honorable
members a few extracts from it.
Mr. WAT1'.-I wish you would read the
reply which you delivered in tones of lofty
scorn.
.
Mr. BAYLES.-I am not ashamed of
what I said. I stated that I thought that
you had not an ounce of plnck. I was going
to a meeting at the Malvern Town Hall when
J met Mr. Hagelthorn blowing out his chest
and saying, " I am Acting Minister of Public
Health." J shook him warmly by the hand.
I notice that the Minister of Lands is leaving
the chamber. That honorable gentleman
obtained all his majority at one place.
Mr. HANNAH.-And the Labour party
~aved him.
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Mr. BAYLES.-God help him if the
Labour party saved him. Let me now quote
from the Age report of the speech which Mr.
Hagelthorn mitdeThe Acting Minister of Public Health, Mr.
Hagelthorn, M.L.C., said the Government left to
the Liberal electors of Toorak a free hand in regard
to their choice of the Ministerial candida.te. It
was open for any Ministerialist to mount the pla.tform of either candidate. He (the speaker) had
-elected to speak in support of Councillur Cornwall.
(Cheers). It was a somewhat delicate position for
a. Minister to take up to oppose a candidate who
had sat behind the Government benches. He (Mr.
Hagelthorn) was a member of the sub·committee
<>f the CalJillet which put the stamp of the Government on the selected candidate.

It mny be observed that the supporters of
the Government have all had an indiarubber
stamp on their backs.
Mr. HANNAH.-f do not see any label on
the honorable member for East Melbourne.
Mr. BA YLES.-No, I do not see any
()n the honorable member for Ballarat
West either, but I have no doubt he
has it somewhere about his anatomy. ~ow
ever, .Mr. Hagelthom was a member of that
sub-committee. Of course, it was rather bad
form for him to say what occurred in that
committee, but it was only Hagelthorn.
It was with great reluctance that the committee
had founll it necessary to ignore two old members,
-one of whom was the retiring member for Toorak.
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suppose there is one thing in which
am not a Liberal, and that is,.. do
not. make promises that are not carried out.
When I say I will do a thing I do it.

I

The Cabinet sub-committee, as the men who
advocated Liberal principles, had no other course
open than to leave Mr. Bayles to his fate at the
hands of the electors.

Poor Mr. Bayles; his end was a sad one.
This was the sentence passed upon him the
night before the election, and next day he
was elected by a majority which was only
second to one in the whole of Victoria, and
that was the majority gained by Mr. Swinburne.
He had opposed the chief planks of the Libera.l
platform.
He was opposed to payment of
members. He had opposed woman suffrage.

Well, what about the Government Whip
(Mr.
Livingston)
and the
honorary
Minister (Mr. Thomson)? Both of them
also opposed women's suffrage, yet they are
members of the Government.
Why did
not Mr. Hagelthorn go down to their
electorates and oppose them? The honorable
member for St. Kilda was another Government supporter who opposed women's
suffrage, yet he received the Government
support at the election. They put the
Government brand on him. Mr. HageLthorn
declared earlier in his speech with regard to
myself that "Liberalism had 110 room in its
ranks for such as he." and this is said to have
been received with foud eheers. Later on
Mr. Hagelthorn saidv

I can ahn03t see the salt tears streaming
<lown the face of the Minister of Agriculture.
That honorable gentleman i~ one who never
does to-day wh~t he can put off till to-morrow.
He (Mr. Bayles) was opposed to the reform of
That is the way he has treated two little
Bills which I have asked him time and again the Legislative Council.
·io bring in.
There are about twenty members on tbis
Mr. W AT'f.- What are they ~
(the Government) side who were opposed to
Mr. BA YLES.-The Game Protection the reform of the Legislative Council.
Bill and the Farriers Bill.
Then I am accused of another heinous
Mr. W A'fT_-The Game Bill was intl'o- crime.
·duced this afternoon as the " privilege" Bill.
Mr Bayles had, in regard to the case of Sergeant
Mr. BA YLES.-Both Mr. Hagelthorn and McKenna, moved the adjournment of the Housethe Minister of Agricul ture must have wept salt a motion which nearly involved the life of the
Government.
tears of sorrow when they had to turn down
the honvrable member for Toorak. They must What an awful thing! Is it not a terrible
have felt that they were turning down a thing for an honorable member, who has a.
friend-a candid critic who had never done real grievance to bring forward, to do so by
them any harm. The.y would have liked to means of moving the adjournment of the
be able to say-" Good and fa.ithful servant. House? The late honorable member for
We will pu t a ring in your nose and lead YOll East Melbourne and the honorable member
round like a pet calf." The people of Toorak for Dalhousie supported me on that occasion.
had no use for pet calves or for Hagelthorn Poor Sir Henry Weedon got the Government
either. Now comes the amusing part of the support at the elections, but he is not here
speech. It ought to be published in a daily to-day.
Mr. HANNAH.-That was enough to kill
Hansard and sold as a serialMr. Bayles had no title or, at any rate, a very him.
Mr. BAYLES.-Anotber thing I am
insufficient title, to sa.y he was III Liberal in
accused of is that I opposed preferential
,politics.
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voting. Well, there were no less than fourteen or fifteen men on this (the Ministerial)
side who opposed it also.
Mr. WATT.-Up to a point.
Mr. BAYLES.-Some of them opposed it
right through. They got the nomination of
the Government, and I did not. Mr.
Hagelthorn had nothing to say against
them.
Mr. W ATT.-The difference between you
and .l.'\'1r. Hagelthorn is the difference between
the man who inherits money and the man
who makes it himself.
Mr. BA YLES.-! have Hot inherited my
wealth. 1 have made just as much by my
own exertions as Mr. Hagelthorn.
The
Trel:lsurer is showing very bad form in referring to personal matters of that kind.
Mr. HANNAH.-He is the most abusive
man in Parliamenti.
Mr. BA Y LES.- When I knew him first
he was one of the most insulting and abusive
members I have evet' met. He has a few
years the advantage of me, but if he were
outside 4e would not give me any of his
cheek.
The SPEAKER.-Order !
Mr. BAY LES.-I think the Treasurer is
highly disorderly. He has no more right to
refer to my personal affairs than I would have
in referring to some of his.
Mr. HHfPSON.-How these great Liberal!!
love one auother !
Mr. BAYLES.-I am not loving him.
There are one or two other things I wish
to quote. In addressing the electors, I said
I had thought I had the Government support, but found I was mistaken. That mistake was owing to the statement, which
appeared in the Age, that all those members
who had sat behind the Government would
receive the Government support. I found,
however, that I was not to receive that support, and it was a good job, too. I said on
that occasionIt ill became a free lance like Mr. ·Watt to accuse
anyone of harassing the Government.
Why had
he sent a gentleman like Mr. Hagclthorn to make
a. statement like he had the night before?

On another occasion Mr. Hagelthorn made a
statement about Mr. Prendergast and me
forming a Ministry together. That was said
at· a hilarious gathering, and I put it down
as t.ne result of the surroundings. There is
no use labouring the question further.
Mr. W ATT.-Finish the speech.
Mr. BA YLES.-There is no use in doing
so. It mentions the Treasurer's name, because it says that that honorable gentleman
has not an ounce of pluck. It is stated that
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Mr. Hagelthorn was a single taxer quite recently. It suits the members of the Opposition every time to tax the land for everything.
.
Mr. PUENDERGAST.-'N e are not singler
taxers.
Mr. W ATl' (to Mr. Bayles).-They areyour friends.
:Mr. BA YLES.-They are not my friends.
Mr. MCGUEGOR.-You had no friends.
Mr. BA YLES.-I have now told the
House exactly what my position has been,.
and will be in future, in this Chamber.
I told the elp.ctors of Toomk that I was uot
going to be led like a dog on a string, as such
a conrse was entirely repugnant to me, and the·
electors of Toorak told me that they agreed
with my views on that point by returning me
by a large majority .. I will now leave this.
subject alld deal with another. I am glad
to see that the Premier is plesent, and I hopehe will killdly lend me his ear for a few
moments.
Mr..MuRRAY.-I am listening.
Mr. BA YLES.-I would like the Premiee
to listen, because I am going to deal with
t.he case cf Sergeant McKenna, as it was.
mentioned by Mr. Hagelthorn in his attack
on me two nights before the election. I am
sorry that the late Acting Chief Secretary
(;\:11'. McBride) is not present, because I
would like that honorable gentleman also to>
hear what I am ·aLout to say. As far as the
. case of Sergeant McKenna is concerned, the
position is shortly this. I may state first
that Sergeant McKenna is a man whom J donot know even by sight, and when I moved
the adjournment of the House in cODnexion
with this i:ase-a most heinous offellce
according to Mr. Hagelthorn-l did no;
say anything except that I understood
that Sergeant McKenna was a capable
officer. But what I objected to, and still
object to, and what I intend to refer to again
when the Estimates are under consideration
is Sergeant McKenna's promotion under th~
circumstances of the case. I stated on the
motion for adjournment., and I still hold the
opinion, that as far as promotion by merit is
concerned, if there was a proper body to
carry it out, it would have my ardent snpport. Sergeant :McKenna was recom'nended
for proh1otion by, amongst others, the
Minister of Mines, as is shown by the papers
on the file. But the Premier, who wa~ at
that time alao Chief Secr€)tary, said he did
not think that the pro'moti'1n of Sergeant
McKenna was justified, and marked the
papers accordingly. The promotion, therefore, was not made at that time. rrhe·
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Mr. McBRIDE.-No, 110.
Premier, howe~er, went across the ocean to
Mr. BAY LES.-Excuse me.
That is
interview Hib Gracious Majesty, King
Gef?rge V., and I am sure the honorable what was done. That was told me. The
gentleman did that with credit to Victoria, Government say they did not know what
and honour to himself. 'fhe work which the Mr. Hflgelthorn said.
Mr. WATT.-No Government was entitled
Premier did iG England, I am sure, wi.ll also
be a credit to him when we learn the details to talk that way.
Mr. BA YLES.-I agree with that, but
of it.
:Mr. HANNAH.-The work he did in Eng- that is what this Government did. There is
no st:preme control over the Ministers.
land?
Mr. BAYLES.-V\Te have not yet heard According to the honorable gentleman he
what that work was, but stilll am sure that would not allow Mr. Hagelthorn to go out
whatever it waR, he did it well. I am quite alld speak in that way, but Mr. Hagelthorn
certain that we will commend the Premier did so. Honorable members were told what
when we hear about the work he did in con- I have related. I know several honorable
nexioll with electrification.
members who said, "If you carry this
Mr. MUHRAY.-I will certainly send you against the Government, the Goyernment
will go to the country." I said, "I cannot
(me of my photographs, in uniform.
Mr. BAY LES.- What I wish to point help it if the Government do some malQut is this.
While the Premier was in administration, meaning bad administration.
England the Minister of :vl ines, who then If they go to the country because they have
became Acting Chief Secretary, whilst con- acted wrongfully, as I hold, in promoting
sulting the records with regard to other Sergeant McKenna, I cannot help it. It is
Qtficer::> in the force, some of whose record s their lookout, not mine.;' 1 want to ask the
were j nst as good as thn,t of Sergeant Premier what his opinions are in regard to
~lcKellna, promoted that officer, and he did
the promotion of this officer. 'Ve want to
this in opposition to the recommendation of get the opinion now of the responsible head
the Chief Commissioner of Police. The Chief of the Government, and of the real Chief
Commissioner recommended the promotion Secretary, and not of the man who was acting
of Sergeant Weir. The Minister of Mines in the matter, and was without responsibility.
promoted Rergeant McKenna when the
Mr. McBIUDE.-I had the responsibility
Premier was really on his way back to that time, and took it.
Mr. BAYLES.-I want to know what the
Victoria; in fact, had the Minister of
Minos, as Acting Chief Secretary, de- Chief Secretary thinks about this sergeant
layed the matter a little longer, the who has been promoted. I do not take this
Premier would have been back here. officer's remarks about the gutter politician
I do not want to know what the Premier's as applying to myself, but an officer who
idea is at present, but I think he does not makes that remark of any politician-(}hange his mind easily, and if I got in a quiet
Mr. SWINBURNE.-What is a gutter
corner with him, he would agree with me that politician?
the promotion of Sergeant McKenna was not
Mr. BA YLES.-No man in the Public
l·ight. I do not know this officer. I am Service has a right to make such a statement,
sllrprised that the man should have got such and much less a police inspector just recently
high encomiums frolll the Minister of Mines. promoted from a sergean t.
lVlr. MURHAY.-He is a first-class sergeant.
Mr. McBHIDE.- I did not know him
~ither.
Mr. BA YLES.-It is high time the
Mr. BA YLES.-The honorable gentle- Government took the matter up. Whom this
man wrote about him; he recommended officer referred to as a gutter politician 1 do
not know, as he has not had the pluck to
him.
Mr. McBRIDE.-I have never seen him in give any names. He has not answered that
my life.
question. I trust the Chief Secretary will
Mr. BAYLES.-Neither have I, so why see that this officer is brought to his bearget annoyed?
ings, and that he is made to state explicitly
Mr. McBRIDE.-I am not annoyed. rrhe to whom he refers. He should then be
matter was decided in the House.
dealt with. I think a good way to deal with
Mr. RAYLES.-It was not. How was it him would be to put his promotion backdecided? The whip for the Government the promotion that was gi'len him by the
went round the place saying, "If you Acting Chief Secretary, contrary to the
gentlemen vote for this out goes the wish of the Premier-and that he should
Government."
take his promotion in the ordinary course.
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No officer has the right to refer to the High
Court of Parliament in such a way.
Mr. MURRAY.-It is not clear that he referred to them.
Mr. BA YLES.-He made the statement
calmlyalld deliberately in aletter. I have heard
the leader of Lhe Opposition, carried :1Wl".y
by his tluency, make remarks when he was
speaking that he would perhaps not make in
cold blood.
Mr. HANN AH.- 'What about the Treasurer 1
Mr. BAYLES.-He llsed to do that
thing, but has since arrived at years of discretion. I want to impress on the House
that this conduct should 110t be allowed in
the Public Service, and the officer should be
told that. he has no right to make these remarks about anybody, and that if he has any
complaint to make the propel' way' to do it
would be through his superior officer. The
Premier can now show whether he thinks
the promotion of Sergeant McKenna is right,
by putting him in his right place.
Mr. M URRAY.-Is that the advice you
seriously give ?
Mr. BAYLES.-l should like the Premier
to say whether he thinks the promotion of
Sergeant McKenna was a fit and proper thing
to do. I should 'like him to answer that
question when I sit down. I beHeve the
honorable gentleman would tell us that his
opinion is exactly the same as mine.
Mr. MURRAY.-You and I do not often
disagree, old man.
Mr. BAYLES.-Other honorable members showed that they were of the same
opinion as the honorable gentleman and
myself a short time ago. You, Mr. Speaker,
and the Premier and mysel f and another
member were to be buried, but we are not
buried yet.
Mr. W ARDI<:.-Do you agree with this
appointment of the Agent-General?
.
Mr. BA YLES.-l'here is no mention
by the Ministry of' allY appointment as
Agent-General. The next question I will
refer to is one, I think, which requires very
close attention. I am going to quote from
Ilansard to show the ,"ay in which the
Geelong Harbor 'rrust has been r11l1. The
Geelong Harbor 'l'rust has been in this
position. For some time information haR been
wanted in regard tl) it.
The iuformation
bas not been suppressed, hut the full statement of facts ha.s not been given. Every
person who has had to answer any question
in regard to the matter, from the present
Treasurer and the late Sir Thomas Bent
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down to the honorable member for
Warrenheip, has made statements that
have not been quite borne out by
the facts. The statements may have
been partly
true. I am gomg tQ
quote from Hansard to show how this
Government.-I do not think wilfully-have
misled this House in a most dastardly way.
I am going to quote the words of the
Treasnrer, ap..d show how the House was
misled time after time about the Geelong'
Harbor Trust. As to the quarrel between
the honorable member for Warrellheip anu
Mr. Dell, I am not going to enter into that
qnestiOIi or discuss the charges he makes, a:::>
I think they should he dealt with by H.
proper tribunal. ''In,}ompatibility of disposition" seems to be a poor reason to give for
removing Mr. Bell from th8 Trust. "Ve have
all suffered from incompatibility of temper.
We waut to have some more seriolls charge
brought forward before any Government
will attempt to remove a person fr0111 a
Trust in this way without his having a.
chance of answering the charges. We want
evidence to show the public, who are entitled
to lmow,that the Trust has been carried on according to law. I will take honorable members
seriatim through my dealingR with the Trust.
In 1908 I put a question to the late Sir
Thomas Bent. The q nestion was, of course,
shuffied, as every question on the matter has
been up to the present. I wanted to impress
on t.he H Ollse then that the Trust was not
aeting legally, but the Government at that
time shuffied with the question and answered
it in an ambiguous way. The queetions I
am referring to were asked on the 14th
October, 190t". The financial statement of
the Trust was supposed to have been laid on
the table as soon as possible, and on the 14.th
October no financial statement was produced. I asked the .Premier if the tinancial
year of the Trust closed on the 31 st
December in each year, aud, if not, on what
date.
The next question I asked was
whethel' a copy of accounts had been laid
before Parliament in accordftHce with section
93 of the Geelong Harbor Trust Act. 'l'he
next question was whether the conditions contained in section 7[i of that Act had been
carried out. I then asked about the sale of
the old race-course. The last question I
asked on that occasion wasH the Commissioners have purchased any lands
to work as farms; if so, under the authority of
what section or sections of the said Act were such
purchae,es made?

The answers given by the late Sir Thomas
Bent were rather long. I will only quote the
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Mr. BA YLES.-I apologize for that. The
.answer to the question as to the purchase of
, interjections are so continuous that it puts
the laud. Sir Thomas Bent repliedone off. The Government and Bell, and
The Commissioners have not purchased land to
'Work as farms. Areas have been purchased under the honorable member for Warrenheip, wera
the authority of section 35 of the Act, ill order to then working hand in hand.
earry out the various improvements to ,both the
Mr. ,,y ATT.-I have an article by Bell on
porL and the river Barwon. The surplus lauds are you.
being leased or farmed on the share system.
Mr. BAYLES.-He did not think much
The present Treasurer interjected then, of me then j he thinks more of me now.
"They plead guilty"; and I remarked, I wonder what he would say now about the
"There never was such a glaring ease of Treasurer. I want; to read the statement
driving through an Act of Parliament." made by t.he honorable member for WarrenThat was not contradicted. A little later I heip. I brought these charges before the
asked some more questions, and they were House, and I received no support whatever,
not answered at all satisfactorily. I then but since then things have happened. A lot
moved the adjournment of the House.
of water has run under the bridge. Incompatibility of temper has been displayed in
Mr. WATT.-What year was that?
more places than one. When a gentleman
Mr. BA YLES.-1908. For ovel: two vears says he will not sit on a Trust with others it
the Trust aJted illegally. They theI; got is time 'to inquire into th,e matter. We
an Act of Parliament passed to whitewash should find out who is right and who is
them, because they had no power to do what wrong. I asked the honorable member for
they had done. The honorable member for Warrenheip, "Did you say it was legal or
Warrenhei p stated that he had a letter to illegal 7" and the honora,ble member re.authorize him to do all these things. A little pliedlater I will read that letter, which was from
I ~ay there is no a.mendment required of the Act
the then Acting Premier, Mr. J. M. Davies. at the present time as far as the payment of £2,500
I will read it to show how the deception was is concerned. Without any amendment of the law
.carried on. 'fhe Trust had no powers to do whatever that land ca.n become the property of the
all this. The honorable member for Warren- Trust.
heip every time said they had. The position I presume he consulted the Attorney-General,
whose legal knowledge is so great. The
is this: 'fhe Auditor-General statedhonorable
member further saidSection 25 sub-section (8) of the Geelong Harbor
Trust Act 1905 provides that when the old Geelong
l'ace-course ground shall have been sold at a.n average price of more than £12 pel' acre, the trustees
sha.ll be entitled to a sum of £200 in a.fdition to
<lther sums they are to receive under the Act. The
land has not been sold, and the £200 has been paid.
The payment is therefore illegal.

They can get a elea,r title to it without any
amendment of the la.w, a.nd the only amendment
asked of the Government is to give them the right
to farm on the share system any land ot which they
have control on the Barwon River, and they control
about 10,000 to 11,000 acres. There is a large
area of almost useless land which the Trust are
turning to account, and I think, as I have already
sa.id, they ought to be praised and not blamed.

That is the first charge I made against the
honorable member fot' Warronheip-that he Then I come to the fact that the accounts were
was acting illegally in paying certain moneys delayed, a.nd I had to 'ask qnestions in the
to the tru~tees of the Trnst. 1 would ask House before they were laid on the table.
the honorable member not to interrnpt. He In 1909 the Government had to bring in a
has been writing about fourteenG@lumns to " whitewnshing" Bill to give the Trust power
the newspaper, and I would ask him now to to do things they had already done, sueh as the
let me have my say.
erecting of freezing works. I will now quote
Mr. HOLDEN.-Give us something sensible the sta.tement of the Auditor-General, made
to reply to.
in 1908, to show what has been going on
Mr. BA YLES.-The honorable member down at Geelong. I presume the Governdoes not gi ve me a show. 1£ that was the ment have never rea\! it.
The Auditorincompatibility of temper that was shown to General statedBell, I think tbe boot must have been on the
But it is not this small irregula-rity to which I
()ther leg.
wish to call attention; it is the transa.ction to
Mr. MURRAY.-To whom did they pay which this is a necessary sequel. The Geelong
this money?
Harbor Trust has turned the old race· course into tI.
Mr. BAYLES.-The £200 was paid to farm. and placed thereon permanent pla.nt, and esta.blished extensive irrigation and drainage works.
the trustees of the race-course.
As soon as the trustees of the racing club saw that
Mr. MURRAY.-You said to the trustees it was not intended to sell the l>tnd. they thought
of the Trust.
themsel ves entitled to the £200 a. bo,,'e men tioned, a.nd
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they claimed i~. and. legally, or illegally, it had to
be paid to them. There is some reference on the
Treasury file to a sale of the land by the Government to the Harbor Trust at & price exceeding £12.
But no such sale has been made or can be made.
The Act does not give the Geelong Harbor Trust
power to buy land for farming purposes, and the
Commissioners are aware that they can acquire no
title to the property; they are therefore farming
land vested in the Government, and are no~ legally
entitled to the proceeds, though they may be so
morally, as the purchase-money of the land when
sold, if that should ever happen, belongs to the
Harbor 1'\'Ust Fund. 1 he Harbor Trust say that
they consulted counsel before emba.rking on the
farming enterpril:ie, and were informed that their
action was legal. I believe it to be illegal. It
may be that the Act does not directly forbid
farming by the Harbor Trust, but to enter upon a
business 011 a large scale of a character which has
nothing to do with ports and harbors without the
specific and clearly expresRed sanction of Parliament is, in the broadest sense of the word, illegal
-it is unlawful, improper.

The only thing they got to authorize them in
doing this was a letter from the Hon. tT. :M.
Davie:;; stating that a measure would be
brought in to allow the Trm;t to farm on
the sha.re principle. All the other things
were done without any other authority whatever than the sweet will of the honora.ble
member for vYarrellheip.
We used to
admire his stately form with his arm!) on the
back of the seat sitting beside the late ~ir
Thomas Bent. Now we find him, when anything is required, paying the same attention
to the Treasurer and the Premier. All the
Auditor-Generars reports contain statements with regard to the illegalit.y of the
work carried on by t.he honorable member
for Warrenheip and his colleagues. What
has happened since thp. " whitewashing" Act
was passed? When the honorable member
for Warrenheip was speaking on the Geelong
Harbor Trust Act ~905 Amendment Bill, in
respect to the abattoirs and cool stores, the
honorable member for St. Kilda interjected,
" Was the Trust authorized by the Act to
establish freezing worl{s 1" aud the honorable member for Wal'renheip replied, "I
think so." He showed that he did not know
the law, although he had consulted cOlmsel.
Now, I come to the boarding-house with the
70-guit:Iea carpet. No doubt the honorable
member for Warrenheip disports himself on
this carpet on festive occasions in receiving
the Governor or the Premier.
Mr. W ATT_-J have never seen the carpet.
Mr. BAYLES.-Neither have I.
I
.should like to have it. vVhen the honorable
member for 'Yarrenheip was speaking on the
Bill, 9.S will be seen on page 3332, vol. 123,
of Hansard, he read section 46 of the Act,
and I interjected, "Could you put up a
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public-house under that sectiou 1 " 'ro this.
question the honorable member replied"
" We do not cunsider a public-honse would
be necessary for the trade of the port."
Then I asked," Or a lodging-house?" and
the honorable member said " Nor do we consider that a lodging-house would be necessary." Since then he has cQanged his mind.
Now a l()dgin~-house is necessary, at a cost of
.£7,600. When we disposed of the" whitewashing" Bill we had a" gold-washing" Bill.
The Trust had spent all their money on
various things which, up to 1909, they bad
no authority to spend money upon.
In
1910 the 'I gold-washing" Bill was brought in~
The Trust could not raise any money from
the financiers of the town, and they had toget money somewhere.
A Bill was brought
in to enable the Government to purchase the
debelltures of the Trust. The Treasurer
made a glowing statement in regard to this
measure. He said that the Trust was a
body that carried on its work ill a splendid
manner, and did everything it cOllld do. I
am sorry the honorable member for Daylesford is not here, because I am going to q notefrom his speech. He said this-The Government should haye some control whicb:
would enable them to see tha.t the money by
which Parliament is asked to supplement the
amount alreacly spent is devoted not to experiments not contemplated when the Trust W8Sformed, but purely and simply to port and harbor
improvcmen ts.
Mr_ -VVATT.-I snppose you would not object tomoney for completing the freezing stores, supposing £5,00U or £10,000 was necessary?
Mr. McLEOD.-I have no objection to the
freezing stores. I look upon those stores as a
necessaJ'y factor in connexion with the establishment of a port designed for the service of the
country behind it.
Mr. 'V ATT.-The desire of the Government is
that with the exception of those works the money
should be spent for port improvements, and our
hold on the Commissioner!:! is that they are responsible to us for their office.
Mr. McLEOD.-When the credit of the country
is pledged, the Government should take power tocontrol the expenditure of the money. If we are
to make this new departure, and become responsible for their debentures, we should know
that the money is spent on port improvements, and
necessary adjuncts.
•
Mr. MCCUTCHEON.-How do you propose tosecnre that?
Mr. McLEOD_-If the Ministry have not powerin the Hill they should insert it.
Mr. WATT.-Take the Oriental Timber proPQsition_ In connexion with mn.tters of that kind~
the Trust has to get the consent of the Governor in
Council. ]n this case it was given by the late
Government. Persona.lly I think it is a rattling
good proposition.
Mr_ McLEOD.-A speculation of that sort may
be good business, but I object to them trenching
on funds granted by Parliament for another purpose.
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nexion with the Geelong Harbor' Trust,
innuendoes have been cast about, and you
never know what is meant.
Mr. ,V' ATT.-Hear, hear; and the innuenMr. \V ATT.-Our control is very close a.nd
effective if we exercise it.
does come from poisoned sources every
That £6,000 or £10,000 is the amount that time you speak.
Mr. BAYLES. - I think it is plain to
the Government said was the whole sumout of
the .£ 100,000 that should be spent on any- every honorable member what the Treasurer
thing except port. and harbor improvements. wished the House to understand at the
I asked for a report to be laid on the table of time I have referred to. I think the feeling
the House giving the following informa- of the House is that the Treasurer made a
deliberate attempt to mislead the House into
tion:1. The amount expended by the Geelong Harbor believing that only £5,000 or £10,000 was to
'Trust out of the advance of £100,000 made by the be spent outside of port improvements. Up
Government-(a) OIl the channel; (b) on the t.:> the 14th October, the Trust had spent
wharfs; (c) on the Sparrovale farm; (el) on bther £5,378 on the channel, £9,295 OIl wharfs,
works outside the above-mentioned.
£1,808 on Spll.rrovale farm, and £20,516 on
rfhe debentures purchased by the Govern- other works which were not contemplated
ment amounted to .£37,000, or just a little when the £100,000 was asked for.
over a third of £100,000. The Treasurer
.Mr. \VAl''f.-On what works was the
said the total ftmOunt spent on anything £20,000 spent?
outside the port would be uetween £\000
Mr. BA YLES.-The Geelong Harbor
'and £ 10,000.
Trust never mentioned what the money was
Mr. 'tV ATT.-I did not say' anything of spent on. It may have been spent in buying
the kind. Quote what I said again.
a new carpet for the boarding house or
:31r. HOLDEN.-This is piffle.
putting np a new dining-room, or something
Mr. BAYLES. - That is the way the of that kind. When a member asks H, queschairman of the Geelong Harbor Trust tion about the Geelong Harbor Trust the
addressed 1\11'. ~Tames Bell. r\ 0 wonder there reply he receives is ambiguous. He underwas incompatibility of disposition between stands one thing, and then they wink the
Mr. Bell and the hOllorable member. I ask other eye and say, ""Ve never meant anyyou, MI'. Speaker, is an honorable member thing of the kind." The total amount the
entitiled to refer to the remarks of allother trnst has spent is £437,000. The Trust
honorable member as" piffle."
was formed for the sole purpose Qf imThe SPEAKER.- I did not hear the proving the harbor.
It was to sell whatexpression used.
It could lease
ever lands it had.
Mr. BA YLES.-It is a good job you did them, but it did not do RO. I do not
not, sir.
It is not worth your while say that the honorable member for Warrenlistening to anything the honorable member he"ip, who is chairman of the 'rrust, is any
for \Varrenheip says. The Treasurer wants more to blame than Mr. Lascelles Ot· the
me to read his remarks again. 1 am sorry other Commissioner who was appointed.
he is so dense that he will not listen to They were going to make the Harbor Trust
anything but what he has said himself. The business a glorious success. They wanted
hOIl(m.lble member for Daylesford saidto spend money in Geelong, and they wanted
The Government should have some control which the Sparrovah~ farm turneci to something
would enable them to see that the money by which wonderful. Honorable members will be surParliament is asked to supplement the amount
already spent, i:i devoted not to experiments not prised to leal'll that out of the sum gf
contemplated when the Trust was formed, but £43i,000 which the Trust has spent, the
purely and simply to port and harbor improve- total amount spent un deepening the channel
ment~.
was £2ti,806, and on the dredging plant,
tugs, and floating plant £34,797. That is a
The Treasurer's answer to that wasI suppOfle you would not object to money for total of £63,;')00, which they have spent to
completing the freezing stores, supposing £5,000 or improve the harbor, out of the £4:;7,000
£10,000 was necessar.y ?
granted to them.
Mr. WA'l'l'.-You interpret that to be a
Mr. \VATT.-Do not say" granted." The
13tatement, that not more than £5,000 or £437,000 includes the whole of the revenue.
.£10,000 would be spent except for port imMr. BAYLES.-The capital account is
prnvements?
£314,000. The Trust has had huge endowMr. BA YLES.-That is what all honor- ments from the Government, and has spent
able members thought. All along, in con- £123,000 of revenue as well. Out of the
What guarantee have the Government that the
money paid for these debentures will be devoted
to port and harbor improvements or the freezing
works?
~
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total expenditure of £437,000 less than one'seventh has been spent in improving the harbor. That condemns the Harbor Trust at
once, and it makes one feel that there may
be something more in the "incompatibility
of disposition" than appeanl to the naked
eve. I do not know lVJ r. Bell, and have
n"ot gone into his charges against the
'chairman of the Trust. I know llothing
about him except that there has been "incompatibility of disposition" between him
and the honorable member for Warrenheip,
who is chairman of the Trust.
"Vho is to
blame for the incompatibility of disposition
J do not know, but judging from what I
may call the impudent remarks of the
honorahle member for Warrenheip to-night,
I think that Mr. Bell has had a good deal to
put up with.
Mr. W A'l'T.-Not as
much as the
honorable member for vVarrenbeip has had
to put up with from you.
Mr. BAYLES.-! have 110t made auy
personal remarks, and if the honorable
gentleman were as free from the habit of
making personal remarks as I am, he would
have a more pleasant time.
Mr. \" ATT.-There is no malice in your
criticism.
Mr. BA YLES.-"Ko,] have 110 axe to
grind. I merely want to see justice done. I
have been charged in the precincts of tlJe
HOUSE: and on the floor of the House, by the
honorable nJem ber for \Varrenheip, with
"oicing the opinions of a disappointed
applicant for a Commissionership.
That is
absolutely false.
I have Mr. Bostock's
statement that he was uever an applicant
for a Commissionership, and if anyone
s<tys he was, let him put up £50 and
:Mr. Bostock will do the same, provided that
whoever is wrong will forfeit his money to
charity. I made that offer before outside
the chamber, and al1 the honorable member
for Wal'renheip could reply was i " I thought he
was an applicant; what is his opinion worth~"
I deny that Mr. Bostock has ever beell an applicant for a Commissionership on the Geelong
Harbor Trnst, and the honorable member
for \Varrenheip knows it, aud the Treasurer
'knows it, too. Another honorable member
has said that I am making a statement for
somebody else. If that is so, let the honorable
member get np in his place and say who it is.
I think 1 have shown thM the affairs of the
Geelong Harbor Trust require the closest
investigation.
I think the quesrion of
whether or not the honorable member for
Warrenheip should sit in Parliament should
be referred to some man yersed in the law.
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Let it be referred to the Attorney-General,
who has a large praetice, and who will be
able to give an opinion that will bear weight
with the House. I hold the opinion that
the honorable member for Warrenheip has
no right to be sitting in the House.
Mr. WATT.- Why have you not contested
his right?
Mr. BAY LES.-vVhy does oot the honorable gentleman get the opinion of the
Attorney-General and lay it before the
House ~
The Attorney-General's opinion
would satisfy the Honse.
ATl'.-That is more than YOUl'S
Mr.
does.
Mr. BAY LES.-It is like the honorable
gentleman's-not worth anything.
Mr. 'VATT.-You are no lawyer.
Mr, BA YLES,-And the Treasurer is no
gentleman, so we are both about the same.
If the Government are going to pass over the
affairs of' the Geelong Harbor Trust by referring the matter to the Auditor-Genera!,
they will be taking a very unwise step, and a
step which will not add to their I ustre. As
I said in a letter to the Herald the other
night, they have taken several peculiar
actions. Jf they do what they propose, they
will be taking another peculiar action. They
have removed a man from a public body
withollt one charge being made aga,inst him
which any business man would say is
sufficient to justify his removal. They say
there was incompatibility of di~position between the mem bel'S of the Trust. The
chairman of the rrrust says he would not sit
on the Trllst with Ml'. Bell. The best thing
for the chairman to do is to get off the I'rust.
vVhy should he be able to dictate to the
Government ~
Mr. WATT.---He offered to resign.
Mr. BAYLES.-vVhy did not the honorable gentleman accept his resignation? It
wonld have been a good thillg for Geelong.
Mr.WATT.-\Ve know too much. We
know when we have got an able administrator.
Mr. BAYLES.--"':' vVe know that the honorable member fo'r Warrenheip is a man who,
according to the Auditor-General's reports.
has driven through an A0t of Parliament, and
who has got two Ministries to uphold him in
doing it. The honorable member for \Varrenheip, in his capacity of chairman of the
Trust, went through an Act of Parliament.
He defied Parliament, and I brought the
matter before the House when ~ir Thomas
Bent was Premier.
The Auditor-General
has commented most severely on the way
in which the Geelong Harbor Trust bas
acted. He has already pointed ont to the
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Ministry that the Geelong Harbor Trust is
Dot doing what the Act says it shall do.
Mr. W ATT.-The Auditor-General's duty
is to report to Parliament, not to the
Ministry, and he does it.
Mr'. BAYLE~.-And the Ministry immediately puts his rep~n·t in the waste-paper
basket. The Geelong Harbor Trust, according to the Act, must pay certain sums of
mOlley to the Treasury. That has not been
done.
Mr. WATT.-I am still chasing them for
the mOi.1ey.
Mr. BAYLES.-They mllst pay one-fifth
of their revenue to the Treasury. That has
not been done.
This is what the Crown
Solicitor says1. Oue-fifth of the gross revenue derived from the
farm at Geelong, is, iu my opinion, payable to the
Minister on account of the Consolidated Revenue,
under section 87 of the Geelong Harbor Trnst Act
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legitimate harbor work, it should be paid for by
the Trust. It is true that the Melbourne Harbor
Trust pays nothing for its audit, but the cost of
that may well have been considered when the payment of one· fifth of its gross revenue to the
Government was decided upon. The Geelong
Trust has not. so far. paid any proportion of its
gross receipts from the farming and freezing works
to the Government, and there is no reason why, if it
does not do so, its audit should hi free.
The Act of Parliament says that the Trust
must do a certain thing, and the Trust says
" be hanged to you."
Mr. W ATT.- We get about £3,000 a
year from them.
Mr. BAYLES.-They do not pay on the
freezing and farming. Does the Treasurel·
say that the Auditor-General is right or
wrong?
Mr. "'. . AT'l'.-He is sometimes right and
sometimes wrong.

Mr. BA YLES.- '''hen he differs from
the honorable gentleman he is wrong, 1 supable.
pose.
Let me show the delightful way in
J quite agree with t.he Treasurer that it is all which the accounts of the Trust are kept.
absurd provislOn to make in all Act of Par- I have in my hands the fifth report of the
liament in connexion with tl1e running of a Trust,· up to December, 1910. They isslle
huge industrial concern. However, there what is called a balance-sheet, gi Villg the
the provision is, and why not carry it out? liabilities and assets. Then they give a revenue·
Why should the honorable member for \Var- acconnt that shows that there is a credit
renheip be treated in a different manner from balance of £2,436 on the ~parrovale farm.
the woman who keeps her shop door open later One would. think from tbat that it is a most
than is legal, or the man who drives his profitalJle concern, but no charge is made for
mutor car at an unlawful speed? If they interest on the £3],000 of capital which is
are not going to. insist on the observ- sunk in it.
ance of the law, the Government should
Mr. WATT. - Would you. have debited t()
put another white· washing Bill through receipts and expenditure the interest on the
Parliament.
The Audit Commissioner in money7
.
his last report saysMr. BA YLES.-This is a special balanceThe conducting of farming operations and of
slaughtering and freezing having been legalized, it sheet, and all the charges against the underwill be advisable to make some alteration in regard taking should be made.
to the accounts and auditing.
Mr. \YATT. - But not in a revenue
The Trust gtJts a revenue, and it should be account. That would be done in a profit
speIlt in improving the harbor, and not in and loss account.
improving a boardillg-house by fixing up a
Mr. BA YLES.-In connexion with the
dining-room. 1 am informed that they get Geelong Harbor Trust everything seems to
£33 a half-year for the boarding-house. rrhe be put forward in order to see how they can
Auditor-General goes ')n to saymislead this House. The ordinary business
'The Trust Act requires that an account of the man looking at these accounts would say that
receipts and disbursements of the Trust shall be there was a profit on the farm of £2,436.
audited and furnished to the Governor in (~ouncil
at least once in each year. This a"count of re- In this wonderful balance-sheet not a penny
ceipts and disbursements, whilst it might have been is shown for either interest or depreciation in
sufficient for a Trust doing nothing but collect and connexion with the farm except that they
disburse wharfage and harbor rates, is wholly have charged £367 for renewalEl and repairs.
inadequate ~here extensive trading operations are
The Treasurer stated that the freezing works
being carried on
.
Profit and loss accounts for the farming and would pay 12 per cent. on the capital value.
freezing works are required, and should be fur- They did not pay anything Bear that.
nished annually. Moreover, a more complete audit
Mr. WATT.-I gave the estimates of revethan that laid down in the Act is necessary, and in
nue and expenditure.
50 fa.r as it covers transactions Qther than those of
1905.
2. One-fifth of the gross revenue is also so pay-
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Mr. RAYLES.-The Treasurer is reported
Hamard to have said in December last-

This year they have handled 170,000 sheep and
lambs; and, besides bringing to the p(lrt the extra.
revenue that these conveniences must mean, the
work bas yielded, after paying all expenses, over
12 per cent. on the total capital cost involved in
the provision of cold storage.

Mr. \VATT.-I stand to that statement.
Mr. BA YLES.-vVe want a public inquiry that will show the true position.
Mr. \V ATT.-I have appointed a man who
has unfavora.bly commented on tho Geelong
Harbor Trust all along.
Mr. BA YLES.- What power has he been
given? Has he been empow3red to call
evidence on oath?
Mr. WATT.-That may follow later on.
Mr. BAYLES.-An injustice has been
done, I hold, to a man, and there should be a
proper inquiry. All through, the statem~nts
-of the Geelong Harbor Trust have been
misleading. They have always put the bright
side of everything before the HOllse.
I
have qnoted the statement of the Treasurer
as to the expenditure of the Trust, and he
says that he did not mean what he said.
Now there are honorable members in this
-corner who put the t:\l\me interpretation on his
The honorable
words as I have done.
membttr for ~t ~Glda agrees with me that
the Treasurer led the House to believe
that out of t:le £100,000 only £5,000 or
£ tO,OOO would be spent on anything other
tilan the harbor. Here we have a body
which for years worked in illegality. It theu
got an Act through Parliament to legalize
what it had done. I would point out that
the channel h~s not been widened at all. It
is now 130 feet wide at its narrowest points.
It has been deepened in certain parts.
The depth is 26 feet, which represents ~ feet in six years, and the
eolossal sum of £437,000 has been spent.
Here we have a man removed from the
Trust because of incompatibility of disposition.
No other charge is brought
ugainst him. I S!1y it is high time that the
Government removed the slur that now rests
upon them, and appointed some indepbndent
peraon or board, with power to call evidence,
to inquire into the dealings of this Trust, in
order to see whether the port of Geelong
has been properly managed.
Mr. WATT.-You do not approve of the
G eelong Harbor Trust, apparently.
Mr. BA YLES.-I approve of the Geelong
)Iarhor Trust doing its proper work, but I
do not approve of its going into all sorts of
other things, such as running a boardinghouse. The chairman of the Trust recog-
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nises that running a boarding-house has
nothing to do with the real business of the
Trust, y~t he calmly starts one on the share
principle. I do not want to go into all these
little details, but I say the Government are
not doing right, and are not acting j Llstly in
handing this matter over to a Government
official. Is it t'jght that a Government official
should have to pass a verdict ou a member
of this House ~ Although the AuditorGeneral is appointed under a special Act,
he is still a Government servant.·
Mr. W ATT.-He is quite independent.
Mr. BAYLES.-'The Auditor-General tf.llR
us in his report that the Trust has done
things that it should not have done.
The inquiry should be made by an independent board, or by a person who has
nothing to fear from what any member
of Parliament can dQ to him. Let him
call evidence, and let him see who is
right and who is wrong in regard to
what I consider to be a somewhat smellsome
There are no ot.her matters with
affair.
which I desire to deal, but I would like
to hear what the Premier has to say with reo
gard to Sergeant McKenna. I hope he will
endeavour to find out what this police ufficer
meant by "gutter politicians," and that if he
said such a thing be will be dealt with in a
proper way. A man who will make a statement of that kind proves, by doing so, that
he is not so capable as other officers who have
been passed over.
Mr. HOLDEN.-The watch-dog of the
Geelong Harbor Tl'ust has been rather well
fed lately, and I think it has resulted in a
bilious attack. I do not propose to go into
the whole of the remarks of the honorable
member for Toorak, but I wish very briefly
to deal with the question of incompatibility
of temper, which is said to have been the
cause of the removal of Mr. Bell from the
Trust. So far as I am concerned, it is a very
simple matter. Mr. Bell was appointed
on the 21st July last. I had no ohjection whatever to his appointment, although
I noticed afterwards a statement in the press
that Mr. Bell said I opposed his appointment.
That statement, like many others that were
publisJJed, is not true. After his appointment he was welcomed to the Trust by both
myself and my colleague, Mr. Hill. Matters
went along all right for a few days, until the
27th .J uly, when a dispute arose as to the
amount of salary to be paid to Mr. Bell.
The Act lays it down that the salary of a
Commissioner shall be at the rate of £200
per annum. The Order in Council, appointing Mr. Bell, was passed on July 21. The
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secretary asked me the date of Mr. Bell's
appointmellt, and the date at which Mr.
Lascelles ceased to be a member of the Trnst.
I told him the Order in Council would settle
it. A day or two later Mr. Bell carne.
into my room and appeared very much
annoyed. He spoke very strongly to me,
and said
he would not recei ve the
money which it was proposed tv pay him, and
would oppose the amount being passed. A
few (lc:l.Ys later he thought better of the
matter so far as his own salary wa~ concerned, but disputed the amount that was
due to .Mr. Lascelles. vVhen the Board met
on the ,\Ionday he refused to sign the cheque.
I tried to get over the difficulty as well as I
could, and asked the secretary to pass the
cbeq ue to me and I wonld sign it. 1\1 r. Bell
admitted that the date was correct, but said
he never changed his mind. The only reply
I made was that I often had to change mine.
Matters were gradually smoothed over. I
did my best to work comfortably with the
other Commissioners as 1 have always done.
During the six years the Trust had been in
existence, there had never been the slightest
unpleasantness up to that time. Not only
that, but, I bave been on quite a nnmber
of other Boards of one
kind and
another, and have never experienced any
unpleasantness until now. I think honorable
members will pardon me for referring to
matters of this killd. It is distasteful to me,
but certain charges have been made against
me, and it means that certain matters
must come up to which ot·herwise it
would not have been necessary to refer.
During the whole time Mr. Bell was
conuected wit.h the Trust he took a decided
stand in regard to the employment of workmen. Mr. Bell, I believe, was, or is, a member of the Political Labour League.
. Mr. PLAIN. - I would not bring up those
trifles if 1 were you.
Mr. HOLDEN.-They are only trifles,
but they lead up to other things.
Mr. PRENlJERGAST.-You are a member of
the opposite party.
Mr. HOLDEN.-That is so.
Mr. SOLLY.-Thell why find fault with
Mr. Bell ?
Mr. HOLDEN.-I am not finding fault
with Mr. Bell on that aceount !1.t all, but
w hen he ordered the engineer of the Trust to
employ the president of the Political Labour
League, I pointed out to him that it might
~ead to sume trouble.
]\Ifr. HANNAII.-Are there no good workmen who are members of the Political Labour
League ~
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Mr. HOLDEN.-There are a number,
and when men seek employment by the
Geelong Harbor Trust they are not asked
whether they are union men ~r Hon-union
men, or whether they belong to any political
party. They are engaged by the engilleer
without regard to their politics. In this
case, however, the engineer was asked by a
member of tbe Trust to employ a man who
was aCling as president of the Political
Labour League, and who was then in employment. 1 said I diel not think it a wise thing
to do. I added that I noticed in the
press that morning that the Labour League
at its meeting the night before, with this
man in the chair, had decided that the
·Mayor of Geelollg should toe the carpet and
explain certain actions of his. I said to Mr.
Bell, ,\ It ,,,ould be rather strange if you
had to toe the carpet ill regard to the men
you employ," and I suggested that this partieular mall should not be employed. Mr.
Bell asserted that it was not the same man
as the one wh,) had presided at the meeting,
but I soon found that it was, because everything tha.t I told Mr. Bell was told to that
individual and came back to me in that way.
The engineer found employment for two out
of four men who Wtwe recommended by Mr.
Bell, but the latter took the engineer to tAsk
in regard to a letter which the engineer had
sent to him. Mr Bell wrote to the engineerMemo. for Mr. McKenzie.
I have not yet received the return for last week
showing the names of men placed upon our works,
and where from.
I must have this return each
week.
Would you therefore kindly attend to the
matter.

This referred to a return that was regularly
supplied, and a statement had been made
that Ballarat men were given the preference
over Geelong men.
The engineer (Mr •
McKenzie) stated in hia replyIn reference to your memorandum re the names
of wen who have started t\uring week ending
September 18th, this return has been handed to
the chairman, and I believe is at present with the
papers for the next Board meeting.

Mr. Bell said he thought that letter an insulting one, and he gave Mr. l\lcKenzie a
warm time for abont half-an-hour, and made
unfair statements. Mr. McKenzie complained
to me that the position had become unbearable, and I spoke to Mr. Dell the following
morning, saying that he haa. been rather
rough to Mr. McKenzie. The result was
that I was snbjected to some very abusive
language-stronger language than is usually
used among decent people-and I said I
would not put up with it.
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Mr. HAl\IPSON.-Do you call this gutter
politics?
Mr. HOLDEN.-It is rather low down, I
admit, but. unfortunately, one has to refer
to thtlse things.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFg.-It seems to me
rather a bit of red herring.
Mr. HOLDE~.-I do not think that is
quite fair. The real start of the trouble,
when I had made up my mind that it should
not go on any longer, was in regard to a land
transaction.
I pass over many minor
matters. That transaction was an offer to
sell to the Trust an area of land on the
Barwon River, by a firm of land agents in
Geelong, at a certain price. The offer was
considered, and was turned down as being
too dear.
Se veral messages were interchanged ill regard to the matter, and an
offer was made at a lower figure. The Trust
decided to accept that offer, and asked that
the contract should be sent down right awa,y.
The following day the secretary telephoned
to me. at Parliament House, and said that a
transaction was going on which he thought
was wrong. He said that Mr. Bell had
ordered him to sign a letter to another firm
of agents, W. P. Carr and Sons, accepti~lg
an offer of virtually the same area of land
with regard to which an offer had already
been acoepted from the other firm, McT nt.yre
and Mackay, and that no price was stated.
On my retnrn to Geelong I spoke to 1\11'.
Bell about. it, and said the transaction did llot;
appear to me to be a proper one. Mr. Bell at
once got into a very bad temper about it, and
said he would do as he pleased, that his
voice was as goud as mine, and that all I
objected to was that Carr was getting a
cut at the commission.
I said I did
not mind who got a cut at the commission;
what I was concerned about was that the
transaction should be gone into by the Trust,
and that I thought what had been done
was most improper. From that day to this
1 have not had any peace. The whole cause
of the trouble was that the secretary refused,
in the first instance, to sign a letter whieh
Mr. Bell ordered him to sign, although he
aftel'wa.rds gave way and signed it. I think
I ought to say that the firm who made the
original offer of the land have complained
bitterly about what was done. They said
they were approached by Carr, who said he
knew that their firm had offered the land to
the Tfllst, but that t.hey would not get the
business. He said ho knew that the Trust's
valuation was £40, and that if the price was
fixed at £45 he could get it through all right.
The transaction did go through. I need not
Second Session 1911.-[3J
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enter into any details in connexion with it,
except to sa.y that Mr. Bell gave instructions
to the secretary to sign the letter, which the
secretary at first refused to do, but afterwards the transaction wae carried through.
Of course, it is a very difficult thing for an
officer to refuse to carry out an instruction
from a Commissioner.
Mr. McLIWD.-Do yon allow anyone
Commissioner to tell the secretary to sign a
letter of that kind?
Mr. HOLDI~~N.- We never have lin,d fluch
a thing before in the history of the Trust.
Mr. McLEOD.-lt was a most extraordinary proceeding.
:NIl'. HOLDEN.-The secret.ary, as I have
said, when first instructed by Mr. Bell, refused, but afterwards, under pressnre, signed
the letter, and subsequently he told me
himself that he had done a wrong thing.
Mr. PnENDI£HGAST. -- Surely, it was a
most improper thing for the chairman to
allow the secretary of the Trust to do that
sort of thing.
Mr. HOLDEN.-As I have said already,
there has never been any difficulty of the
kind before. Well, after that trallsactioll
there was no peace, so far as I was concerned.
The lang~age which I had to put· up with
I
was ~omething which I will not specify.
told Mr. Bell that the position was unbearable. I told him that 1 would sooner hand
in my resignation than allow matters to go
on in this way, alld his reply was that he did
not care-I will not say what.
As I have
already said, the position seemed to me to
become unbearable, and I told the Board
that, so far as I was concerned, I could not
remain chairman under such conditions, and
I proposed to inform the Government accordingly. I did inform the (Jovernment,
and Mr. Bell asked for an interview with the
Treasurer.
That interview was obtained,
and I was called in. Mr. Plain was also
present. During the course of that interview Mr. Hell admitted that he had been indiscreet, with other expressions of t hat kind.
I asked Mr. Bell, in the presence of the
Treasurer and of Mr. Plain, what was the
cause of all the difficulty-whether he had any
grievance against me or against the Trust.
He said he had no grievance against myself,
and he had no complaint to make a.gainst the
Trust. I asked him whether he had eVEr
been denied information _. as a question
which was put on the paper by the honorable member for Toorak implied that certain
information had been refused. It appeared,
however,that all he had to complain of was twa
days'delay, and he admitted that he had never
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been refused any information by the Trust.
I also said that the statement had been made
to me that Mr. Bell had the feeling that the
other Commissioners of the Trust were
against. him, and that there was practically
a conspiracy to work him out of the Trust.
I asked him if that was so, and he stated
that he had never made any complaint of the
kind.
.Mr. PRENDERGAST ....:.. Then it would appear
that there was no trouble at all, and the
Treasurer made a mistake in putting him off
the Trust.
Mr. BAYLES (to Mr. Holden).-You know
Mr. Bell denies this.
Mr. HOLDEN.-I am sure that Mr.
Plain, who was present with the Treasurer,
will not deny the correctness of my statement. The resu It of that interview, which
lasted three or four hours, was this-Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Did you say
three or four hours?
Mr. HOLDEN.-I think so.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOC-rr.-A lively time
for the rrreasurer.
Mr. HOLDEN.-At the close of the
interview, the Treasurer said to Mr. Bell
that if the Cabinet had known that this sort
of thing was going on they would not have
allowed it to last for ten minutes. When the
question of asking for Mr. Bell's resignation
arose, Mr. Bell said he was sure that I would
not insist on his sending in his resignation,
because we had been good friends in the past,
and would be EO again, and that bygones
might be bygones. 1 may express my own
opinion, that if Mr. Bell could only have got
baok on the Trust by standing on (;he doormat he would have been quite satisfied to
have adopted even that course. I stated at
that interview that I was sure there was
something behind Mr. Bell's action, alld I
would not agree to have anything further to
do with the matter, so far as I was concerned.
The Treasurer, however, asked me to think
the matter over and let him have a reply, and
I agreed to dt> so. Mr. Bell promiseo, in
the presence of myself and Mr. Plain, that
he would hand in his resignation in twentyfour hours, unless there was a conference
agreed to, ani this I promised to cQl1sider. I
may say that at that time there was not one
word of any of these charges against the
Trust or against myself. That was on the
12th of Ootober, and on the 14th Octobertwo days Jater-Mr. Bell wrote me a letter,
in which he said-

Mr. MURRA y.-How does he address you
at the beginning of that letter? Does he
say "Dear Friend" ?
Mr. HOLDEN.-The letter is addressed,
"Dear Mr. Holden." He further says in
this llommunication-

Would it be of a.ny benefit if I kept awa.y from
the Boa.rd meeting on Monday?

rhat was my last reply to Mr. Bel1. Matters
had now gone beyond any considera.tion by

This course will enable you and Hill to get
through the business. If you desire this, plea:-:e
advise me by letter. If I do not he80r from you I
will take it that you wish me to be present, and I
will be there. We can arrange-if I am absent at
the meeting on Monday-a day to meet and talk
over matters generally. Any day will suit my
con venience.

On receiving this letter I consulted my colleague, Mr. Hill, and he said he would
soouer send in his resignation than allow
things to go on as they were doing. We had
this land transaction in our minds, and we
knew that the work was being disorganized,
and that the offil!e was also disorganized
by the proceedings of Mr. Bell. It is of no
use going into minute details, but if you
have a body of Commissioners, and there is
one of them who acts in the way Mr. Bell
has been doiug, it must be seen that the
business of the Trust cannot be carried on
satisfactorily. Foremen have come to me
complaining of Mr. Bell recommending the
men to strike. Other foremen spoke to me
of his talking about protecting the men, and
I have also been told of his passing money to
a foreman to get a demijohn of liquor. In
fact, the whole work was disorganized, and
complaints that were coming in were such
that the Trust could not continue to exist
under such conditions.
There is not an
honorable member of this House, I believe,
who would have put up with the state of
affairs as long as I did.
Mr. BAYLRs.-How long was that?
Mr. HOLDEN.-About a fortnight. On
a body such as this, to find one of your
own colleagues aJting in such a way is
sufficient to make you lose confidence. In
reply to the letter whioh I received on the
14th of October, I sent a letter to Mr. Bell,
dated t.he 16th of October, in which I
saidDear Sir,-I received yours (undated) Saturday
noon, for which I thank you. It will not be wise
to hold a meeting of the Board under the conditions stated, therefore, no meeting will be held
to-day. In regard to the difficulty concerning
yourself, I have to state tha.t I have consulted
Commissioner Hill, and it is considered that the
matter has gone too far for the settlement
suggested. It is also felt that as the interests of
the Trust have been affected, the acceptance of
such a proposal would not tend to restore confidence in the administration of the Trust.
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the Commissioners, because reports had been
published in the press by Mr. Bell, which
indicated t.hat difficulties existed inside the
Trust, and no further action could be taken
by us to smooth matters down. I may say
that I knew nothing of the letter which was
sent by the Treasurer to Mr. Bell on the 1st
November, asking him to send in his resignation in accordance with his promise, until
within the last two or three weeks, and it
was not until last week that I heard of any
charges that were made against myself or
against the Trust.
Mr. PRENDI£RGAST. - Then you never
read the Auditor-General's report.
Mr. HOLDEN.-I have read that report,
and I did not agree with all of it. No man
has spoken more highly of me than Mr. Bell
·himself.
Mr. BAYLEs.-You spoke very highly of
Mr. Bell, too.
Mr. HOLDEN.--I dare say. I have been
very friendly with him. Mr. Bell is a man
who casts off his friends very quickly. He
even went to law with his father, so that I
can hardly blame him for falling out with
me.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-That is the
strongest thing we haye heard about him
yet.
Mr. HANNAH.-Speaking of fathers, is
there allY truth in the statement that your
father received commission in connexion with
some of theRe transactions 1
Mr. W ATT.-No charge of that kind has
been made.
Mr. HANNAH.-I have seen it stated.
Mr. HOLDEN.-I will come tf) every
charge that has been made. There have
been charges with regard to the purchase
of certain buildings from my father at other
than their true value. Mr. Bell, 9ince he
has been removed from the Trust, has made
statements with regard to the difficulty of
getting any information, and those statements are contrary to the statements which
he himself made at the interview which he
had with the Treasurer, when I was present
and also Mr. Plain. With regard to the
letter which was published by Mr. Bell, I
have cut it out, and have marked every charge
which it contains. There is agood deal of abuse
in the letter, but I will read the reply which I
have here as regards the various charges
which are contained in that commnnication.
I am quoting now from Mr. Bell's letterHere are some of the illegalities, irregularities,
. and misleadings of the House I discovered within
the very limited time at my disposal. Placing on
the table of the House lion inaccurate sta.tement
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relative to the expenditure of the £37,000 received
from the Government. For instance, an item is
given under the head of "Land, head office, and
improvements, £2,500." This is distinctly misleading. The head office premises were not paid
for out of any portion of the £37,000, but were
purchased from Chairman Holden's father and ·paid
for by debentures.
(See Minute of 18th March,
1910.) The numbers of those debentures are 421
and 450. The statement was tabled at the request
of Mr. Bayles. It deceived the House.

The reply tn this is that no such item was
ever included in any statement made to the
House. The letter to the Treasnrer statesMr. Bell is wrong again. No such item as that
referred to by him has ever been shown in any
return placed on the table of. the House. The
question in regard to the £37,000 expenditure was
raised on a motion by Mr. :Bayles, who moved, on
the 5th September, for a return showing]. The amount expended by the Geelong
Harbor Trust out of the advance of
£100,000 made by the Government (a)
OIl the channel; (b) on the wharfs; (c)
on Sparrovale farm; (d) on other works
outside the above mentioned.
2. The width and depth of the Hopetoun
Channel. . . . .
3. The total amount spent in deepening . .
The return asked for wa.s presented to the House
on the 12th September, 1911, and reads as
follows :9th September, 1911.
RETURN.

1.-Debentures pttrcha,sed by the Gov~rnment to dat e,
£37,000.
A.
£5,378 14 1
B.
£9,295 17 6
C.
£1,808 15 5
£20,516 13 0
D.

Those arf> the items. No such statement
has ever been made about £2,500 included
in that amount being paid for the premises
used at the head office. So that is a statement whioh is easily cleared up. The records
of the House are here to show. I can see
how that statement was made by Mr. Bell.
The clerk, in preparing the £37,000 return,
included more than the £37,000. It was
pointed out by me to Mr. Bell that that
item could not be part of the money, as it
was paid for by debentures. I do not think
Mr. Bell had any other way of knowing,
except in that way, and he evidently hung
on to that by mistake. I say that the return
presented to the House is perfectly correct.
Mr. Bell's next st:ttement isGiving to the Royal Insura.nce Company, of
which Mr. G. F. Holden is a director at about
£150 per annum, nearly the whole of the Trust's
fire insurances. Out of a total premiums paid of
£419, the Royal received £344. Cha.irman Holden
deliberates and assists to pass fire· premium cheques
contrary to sub· section (2) of section 9 of the Harbor
Trust Act, which says no one can" act as Commissioner in any matter relating to any contract
entered into between the Trust and such cumpa.ny."
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The reply is that I am a director of the
Royal Insurance Company, but Mr. Bell has
not guessed the rate of remuneration. I
have handed to the Treasurer a complete li~t
of the insurances effected by the Trust. The
particulars are as follows : FIRE INSURANCES,

Nanoe of
Oompany.

1911.

on
Amount P{"emiums
'O:§ Insured.

Agent.

0'0

ZP-I

Royal Insurance
00.
Victorian Insurance Co.
Oommercial
Union Co.
Guardian Assurance Co.
J.,iverpool London and Globe
Liverpool London and Globe
Oolonial Mu Lilal
Co.
Norwich Union
Co.
Sun Insurance
Co.
London Assurance Co.

W. Hill and Son

5

E. R. Sparrow 8
H. B. Brown .. 2
Neil Campbell 1
T. Holden
.. 1
E. J. George .. 11
J. A. Marsha.!
2
Kerley & Young 5
E. Bechervaise 1
E. G Gurr .. 3

8. d.
£
£ 8. d.
34,020 0 0 224 7 10

7,012 7 6

57 14 6

3,775 0 0

617

3,825 0 0

(j

4

1 1

3,300 0 0

8 12 0

2,890 0 0

1018 11

1,100 0 0

6

1,050 0 0

316 0

900 0 0

5 5 9

600 0 0

3 7 6

010

ACCIDENT AND GUARANTEE POLICY-

R~~l

Insurance 1M~lbourne

.. 1 21

13 ,500 0 0

1 39 10 4

Mr. LANGDON.- What do you say is the
total amount you are insured for?
:Mr. HOLD EN.-I have given all the
figures.
'L'he totals are not here. The
principal item is the Royal, £224. That is
for the freezillg worl{s principally. The
names of eertf.lin companies were given to
distribute over.
The other insurances
amonnt, I should say, to £:33,000 or
£24,000. Sparrovale would be t.he next
highest.
There is an accident guarantee
policy, which is in the Hoyal Company. That
was formerly in the Oce,~n Accident, but
owing to the difficulties in reg::trd to the
fidelity portion when the defalcations took
place lasL year, it was decided to olange the
policy. The next charge that is made isThe purchasing of the Trust's offices for £2,500
from Chairman Holden's fa.ther when they were
only valued by two independent valuers, Mesars
Ca.rr alld Sparrow, at £1,730. The annual rental
was £65.

Sir ALExAND!t.R PEAcocK.-That was a
cheap purchase. [have been through that.
Mr. HOLDEN.-When the Trust was
first, formed there was great difficult.y in
obtaining suitable premisee. Commissioner
Lascelles had the matter in hand, with
Commissioner McMillan, and they saw my
father in reference to this property, which
\\'R.S not then let, although the Australitlll
Mortgage Company had it during eaoh

season.

A ddress-in- Repl'!/.
The property was worth £120 to

£ 130. It was agreed to let the Trust have
it for five years at £65 a year, and they were
to have the right to remove any fittings and
throw it up at any time, or sub-let it even.
That was approved.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.- Why was it let so
low if it was worth so much more 1
Mr. HOLDEN.-In answer I would say
that the statement made to me by my fathe"'r
was that he did not want any complaintthat he did not want it to be thought that
he was getting an excessive rent because of
my connexion with the Trust, and it was
done because of my connexion with the
Trust.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-That was generous.
Mr. HOLDEN.-Yes, I think he was
exceedingly generous all through.
The fittings put up in the first year were rather
more than were necessary. I mentioned to
my father that we haa gone further than we
originally intended, and that we had better
get it for ten instead of five years.
Ho said
he was quite agreeable.
I said, "What
about giving t.he right of pllrchase during the
next three or fOllr years?" He said, "All
right; what about price "1 1 suggested what
I thought was fair.
1 said, "I should say
about £2,.500." He stated that he would be
quite satisfied. He remarked that he had
sold it in 1892 for £2,000, and then found
that he could not get another proper! y, and
gave the allctioneer £50 to cancel 1 he sale.
He thought no one could cavil about that,
so that formed part of the agreement.
There was the right of purchase, and the
lease was extended for ten years, without
any extra rental being charged for these concessions.
Mr. SOLLY.-Did you consult the other
members of the Trust when making this arrangement?
Mr. HOLDEN.-I did.
Mr. SOLLY.-And it was done with their
authority 1
Mr. HOLDE.N.-Ye~. with their authority. Three years was t he limit fixed for the
right of purchase, but it was not exercised
for five ye::trs. 'We obtained another year,
and still allother. After about five years we
purchased it for £2,500, for which debentures
were given. But before the purchase was
made we decided that there should be a
proper valuation of the property. Mr. Roadknight was appointed by the Trust as sworn
valuer, and I \Vill give his report and valuation. I would poiut out that Mr. Bell states
that the premises referred to were only
valued by two independent valuers-Messrs.
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than I am giving to the House.
next statement is-

Mr. Bell's

DECEMBER,

Carr and Sparrow. Mr. Sparrow illformE:d
us at this time that that was based on a
rental value. He was doing the whole of the
property of the Trust, the Sparrovale stock
as well, and a lot of properties we had at
North Geelong. The report of the sworn
valuer is as follows :.REPORT AND V AI.U ATION OF PREMISES OCCU PIED
BY THE GEELONG HARBOR TRUST COMMISSIONERS.
Situate adjacent to Messrs. Bannister's hay and
produce stot'es, the Gas Company's offices, the
wool and skin stores (known as Glover's), Messrs.
Pettitt Brothers' timber yards, &c.
I inspected these premises on the 27th August,
1909.
The land has a frontage of 66 ft. 6 in. to
Brougham-place by a through depth to Bayleystreet of 99 feet. The main building is of brick and
stone, with bluestone facings. It extends along
the whole frontage, with a depth of SO feet, with
slate 1'oof.
It is fitted with very convenient offices and intersected by a carriage way 12 feet wide.
The upper floor extends over all, namely the
80 feet by 66 ft. 6 in., and is divided into four compartments, and at one time was used as a floor for
storing grain. The remainder of the space fronting Ba.yley-street is occupied by a two-storied
buildinJl of brick with slate roof, containing three
rooms, occupied by the caretaker, this has a
ft'ontage of 18 feet, depth 19 feet, also ya.rd and two.stalled stable.
The whole premises are thoroughly well built
and perfectly sound, and are, in my opinion, good
value for £3,000 as they stand. If stripped of
office fittings and subdivision, the value would be
reduced to £2,800.
(Signed) ALFRED H. ROADKNIGHT,
Sworn Valuator.
27th August, 1909.

It was on that valuation that the Trust paid
£2,fjOO in debentures for this property. It
is very unfair for Mr. Bell to come along
now aud say that the Trust purchased from
Holden's father when it was only valued by
two valuers. Mr. Bell has replied to my statement that he has omitted to refer to the
valuation made just before the purchase. He
states-" There was no 'only' about my
statement." He claims now that he stated
that the property was valued by Carr and
Sparrow. I have turned up his statement,
and the word" only" is in the original. He
also gives it when quoting his own statement, and Jet he says that I have tried to
deceive, and that I have inserted that word
"only." If the word" only" was not there,
it would still be unfair for Mr. Bell to quote
So valuation made two years before the purchase, and not quote a valuation made at the
time of the purchase. The letter to the
.Treasurer gives very much fuller information

1911.J

Placing before Parlia.ment annual statements
of accounts, &c., which are inaccurate and mislea.ding. Take for instance, on page 8 of the 1910
report, it is stated that the .. Depreciation and
Reserve" fund amOUllt to £2,000. There is no
such sum in existence that can be availed of, and
never was. It is simply arranged in the accounts
by means of cross entries, debited to revenue and
credited to capital. This again is a deception of
the House.

It is true the fund amounts to £2,000. The
sum of £500 per year is debited to Revenue
Account, and transferred to Depreciation and
Reserve :Fund Account. That is the usual
procedure. The money is debited to revenue
and credited to this particular fund, and is
available at any time. It is not a deception
of the House. My reply is that a mere
novice would know the instance referred to is
a perfectly correct statement, and is not misleading, nor a deception of the House. The
amount is made a charge on each year's revenue, and credited to Depreciation and Reserve Fund, and can be availed of at any time.
The next charge is a statement that was
circulated in an anonymous letter that came
from Geelong and was sent to the leader of
the Opposition in 1909. The honorable
member for Geelong kindly mentioned the
matter to me, and I gave him the answer.
I think the honorable member for Toorak
got a copy.
Mr. BAYLKs.-I did not get one.
Mr. PRRNDERGAST (to Mr. Holdeu).-Are
you sure r received it? I do not recollect
it.
Mr. HOLDEN.-I can show the honorable member the envelope addressed to him.
Mr. PRKNDERGAST.-It is not of much
importance.
Mr. HOLDEN.-It is if it were true.
This is the charge made against meGiving to Hornsby and Company, the local
agen.ts for whom are Chairman Holden's father's
firm, a contract for a suction gas plant, contrary
to the advice of the expert, Mr. Coates, C.E., of
Melbourne, and to the recommenda.tion of the
Trust's engineer, Mr. Mackenzie.

This statement is also untrue. It was previously circulated in the year 1909, in an
anonymous letter sent to members of Parliament, and was denied by me in the House on
the 20th December, 1909. Siemens Bros.
Dynamo Works Ltd., of 29 William-street,
Melbourne, were the successful tenderers for
the suction gas plant, and the acceptance of
this tender was not contrary to expert advice.
It was not only the lowest tender, but for
various reasons, and especially economy of
fuel, considered to be the best for the
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purposes of the Trust. There was no tender
from the firm of Hornsby and Sons, but the
provision of an engine by Hornsby was
common to three of the tenders submitted.
The next statement isPlacing in the statement of accounts laid on the
ta.ble of the House untrue information respecting
the £30,000 loan obtained from the Melbourne
Tramway Company; the debentures falling due in
the year, 1914. It is made to appear that this loan
was secured at par le~s! per cent., while it was
truly par less Ii per cent.

Address· zn-Reply.

sibility of cashing a cheque on one signature
and obtaining the second signature later.
The next statement isAdvancing money to Sha.re Partner Baird
without interest, the Trust paying interest for
the money thus loaned. Baird's total debt for
loan money without interest is on the increase
yearly.

This statement must be taken in conjunction
with the statement that" Baird, the partner
with the Trust, is continually in debt to the·
Commissioners, &c." Sparrovale is managed
There is no statement in the accounts of the by Mr. Baird on the share principle, Mr.
Trust that woulU bear this construction. Baird paying all wages. Advsnces against.
The next statement isproduce are made to him from time to time,
Giving to Chairman Holden's father's firm orders the crops and produce (ample to cover adat different times amounting to about £3,000 for
chaff, grain, manure, seed, &c., without tenders vances) being on the Trust's property, and the·
being called, or other firms having a chance of manager is entitled to share the proceeds.
competing.
Mr. BAYLES.-How much doeR the
This statement is also incorrect. Preference manager owe the Trust?
Mr. HOLDEN.-I am not sur3 of the·
is certainly not given to any particular firm.
The ordering of all stores is in the hands of amount, but whatever is owing will be cleared
the engineer to the Trust, and quotations up as soon as the crops are harvested by the
are always obtained from the various firms. 31st December. It is not quite fair to say
I asked the engineer to report on this that the manager is in debt to the
matter, and his report it! as follows:Commissioners when he has his half-share of
the
produce. He cannot be expected to
In reference to the following statement made by
Mr. Bell-" Giving to Chairman Holden's father's finance the whole thing. He has to pay all'
firm orders at different times amounting to the wages. crop the land, and harvest theabout £3,000 for chaff, grain, manure, seed, &c., crops. The next statement iswithout tenders being called or ot,her firms having
a chance of competing."
This statement is incorrect. When seed, fodder,
&c., are required samples and quotations are asked
for from all the firms doing this business, a.nd the
order goes to the firm,," hose sample and quota.tion
is the most advantageous to the Trust.
Any orders that have gone to'!'. Holden have
been obtained in competition with other firms, and
no favours whatever ha.ve been shown. As a matter
of fact, this firm h"s only had a small proportion of
the Trust's business.

Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.- We hardly want any
inquiry after this.
Mr. HOLDEN.-I do not mind what
inquiry is held. I a.sk for the fullest inquiry.
Mr. BAYLEs.-Let us have a Commission.
Mr. HOLDEN.-I ask for the fullest
inquiry regarding myself and the Trust.
The next question isGiving cheques signed by only one Commissioner contrary to the Minute of the Board, dated
8th January, 1906, which says-" Resolved-the
Trust cheques b& signed by the Secretary and any
two Commissioners."

Chairman Holden passing and paying away
through the officers cheques between the 25th
September, 1911, and 21st October, 1911, to the·
value of £6,993 without consulting Commissioner
James Bell, or even submitting the vouchers to
him. The cheques were not authorized by the
Board.

This statement is correct. At the request
of the Government I have continued in
authority.
Wages and urgent payments.
have been made, pending a meeting of the
Board. Cheques in all cases have been
signed by two Commissioners-Commissioner'
Hill and myself.
Mr. J. W. BILl.SON (Fitzroy).-To what
period do you refer?
Mr. HOLDEN.-From the date of thelast meeting of the Trust to the date of my
letter to the Treasurer.
Mr. BAYLEs.-And when no meetings.
were called.
Mr. HOLDEN.-The Commissioners hold
meetings as long as it was possible to conduct
the business, but when it became impossible·
to conduct it, there was no use in holdingmeetings. The Government, who controlled
the position, were informed.
Mr. Bell'
further states----

The bank has written instructions only to
cl.I,sh on thfl signature of the two Commissioners. This determination and course
is departed from. The bank's instructions
I was on the threshold of other irregularities and
are as stated, and it has occurred that in a
illegalities, when I thought it more prudent forvery extreme ca~e, and only for the payment me
to desist from my investigations. Am I to.
of wages, the bank has taken the respon- ~ssume that your GoverDment appoves of such
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irregularities and deceptions upon the House? If
you do not, why should you require me to send in
my resignation?

The threshold appears to be a very convenient point of vantage for hnrling
innuendoes. Prior to the <.'harge of irregularities there were some statemeuts made con·
cerning myself and Mr. Hill. Mr. Bell
statesAt this stage I beg to raise the question-Is
George Frederick Holden, who acts now as Chair·
man of the Geelong Harbor Trust, a Commissioner
at all? And also the further question, did not
his seat become automatically vacant through the
violation of the 9th section of the principal Act of
Incorporation, by a certa.in transaction with Baird
(the manager of the farm) and the Trust. These
questions cannot be lightly passed over, having
been once raised. I am prepared to supply, with
copy of voucher, the full facts for the consideration
of the Crown Solicitor.

The transaction of the 10th February,
1908, referred to was the purchase of the following stock, &c., from Mr. William Baird,
who was working Sparrovale Farm on the
:'Share system : x 1 Bay horse, 5 years, stock
horse...
x 1 Cream mare, 5 years, hack
and buggy mare
1 Pony mare, 3 years, by
Desertborn, mare and
harness mare ...
1 Pony mare(withfoalat foot),
by Young Osterley
l Pony mare, 2 years, by
Young Osterley
x 1 Double·seat Abbot buggy...
1 Set double harness for
buggy
1 Blackwell cooking stove ...

£

s.

17

0

17

0

15 0
15 0
10 0
27 0
6 10
5 0
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having to run his own horses and vehicles for
visitors and others connected with the Trust.
It was decided to relieve Mr. Baird to that
extent, and the Trust took over his light
horses and vehicle, and a stove that he had
also brought from Moe. The voucher referred to gives the full particulars of a perfectly legitimate and proper transaction.
The three items originally purchased by Mr.
Baird from me are marked" x." Mr. Bell's
statement in regard to a difficulty in obtaining
information ef tbe Trust's affairs is untrue.
Every source of information has been at all
times open to him and the fullest possible
information promptly supplied. I asked Mr.
Baird to send me a statement, and this ~is his
statementWith regard to your telephone message of this
morning, the transaction to which you refer is
still clear in my mind, and the circumstances are
as follows : In April, 1907, when I took charge at Sparrovaltl,
the Commissioners arranged that I had to provide
ponies and stock horses for the cattle, and light
vehicles and horses for private use. Amongst
other purchases I bought from you the stock horse
" Lofty" for £17, and the buggy and stock mare
"Creamy" for £17, and an Abbot buggy for £27,
with a new set of double harness for, 1 think, £7.
Sometime afterwards I had sent down from my farm
at Moe three well bred ponies, and these also were
used in the work of the farm. In February, HIOS,
I urged upon the Commissioners the advisability
of the Trust providing stock and buggy horses,
and vehicles, for the use of the farm. I had always
held the opinion that this should be done, and the
financial strain, which was beginniug to tell upon
my resources at that time, added force to my argu·
ment. At a personal interview which I had with
the Commissioners an arrangement was made that
the Trust should provide all stock and plant, and
should purchase my stock, horses, ponies, buggy,
harness, &c. This WfLS done, the voucher setting
forth the claim for the different items being still in
existence at the office of the Trust. That. this
bargain has proved an advantage to the Trust is
proved by the fact that all the items mentioned in
the voucb0r have been in COllstant work for. nearly
five years, a.nd are entered upon our books now at
a considerably higher value than the purchase price
in Februa.ry, 1908. I cannot understand how this
transa.ction can be taken exception to by any sane
man. I purchased the two horses and buggy from
you at the lowest possible price-well below their
market value- but that they have suited our pur·
poses is proved by the fact that they have
scarcely been a day out of work for nearly
five years. When the purcha.se was made. by the
Trust, they were put in at the exact purchase
price, and the ponies were put in at a very low
price indeed. I would like to point out that, when
I made the purchase from you, I was buying for my
own purposes solely, and they were settled for at
the time. Apart from this, no monetary transac·
tion has ever taken place between me and any
Commissioners of the Trust.

"The above were Mr. Baird's private pro:perty and under the arrangement made by
the Trust with him, when he first took over
Sparrovale in 1907, it was decided that be
should provide his own light horses and
buggy for private use. He had these on his
farm at Moe, in Gippsland, which he was
then working, and in the meantime, in order
to get a start at Sparrovale he borrowed a
light horse from me in the month of May,
1907. In the month of November, 1907, he
purchased this horse together with another
one from me for £34, and brought three
.others from his Moe farm.
He sold his
buggy at Moe and purchased a hooded buggy
from me for £27 in November, 1907. In
February, 1908, Sparrovale had grown a
good deal, and Mr. Baird had a difficulty in
financing the work. He waited on the Commissioners in regard to the position and
:amongst other matters tliscllssed was the
Mr. BAYLEs.-You have not dealt with
.~mOl1nt of time taken up, and the cost of . the boardillg·hous~ yet?
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Mr. HOLDEN.-I am coming to that. He says nothing of the £ 12,000 the TreaThe next statement is that Commissioner surer has taken for the railway pier, or the
J as. Hill has also violated the Act. money for the Osborne lands.
Mr. BAYJ,p:s.-Or the boarding-house.
I stated in my reply to the Treasurer that
this was not worth noticing. Mr. Hill is a
Mr. HOLDEN. - What the honorable
purchaser of the Trust's debentures. Mr. member refers to as the boarding-house inBell then deals generally with the various cludes 33 acres of land, which he has forworks of the Trust, and states under the gotten.
heading of " Harbor Trust Sixth Year."
Mr. BAYLEs.-There is a 75-guinea carpet
The Geelong Harbor Trust has reached its there.
sixth year of existence. Although £440,000 of
Mr. HOLDEN .-That statement is exagborrowed money and revenue have been expended, gerated, like every other statement of the
no material benefit has resulted to the port. Our honorable member. Mr. Bell statesshipping has not increased, if anything, decreased.
Our wharfs are in a most delapidated condition,
a.nd the channel, the key to the port, has only been
deepened by about 10 inches, and not widened.

The answer to that is that the shipping has
increased, as each annual report will show.
The wharfs are in a good condition and
have been regularly maintained each year.
It is not right to say the channel has been
deepened by only 10 inches. Mr. Bell
evidently does not understand the difference
between the gazetted navigable depth
and the actual depth, shown in each
year's annual report. When the Trust took
cha.rge the gazetted depth was 23 ft. 6 in.
At the present time the gazetted depth is
24 ft. 6 in. He overlooks the fact that the
gazetted depth does not refer only to the
Hopetoun Channel, but covers the available
depth from POl'tarlington to the Geelong
Pier, and at the present time the depth of
water is limited by that portion of the harbor
whioh lies between the eastern end of the
Hopelolln Channel and "\Vilson's Spit. Up
to the present time no work has been done
there, as the dredging plant has been kept
Oll the deepening and widening of the Hopetoun Channel, which at the present time has
So minimum depth of 26 feet over 3,318 feet of
its length, and has a minimum depth of 27 feet
over3,83lfeet and 29 feetover5,120 feet. The
total amount of widening up to date is
6,000 feet, or one-half the total length, increasing the wid th from 130 feet to 220 feet.
The total number of tons dredged in connexion with the deepening and widening of
the HopetounChannel is 1,018,386 tons. The
dredge has been constantly kept at work ever
since the Trust was appointed.
Mr. BAYLEs.-Only one-seventh of the
expenditure of. the Trust haa been on port
improvement.
Mr. HOLDEN.-The honorable member
has stated the figures very unfairly.
Mr. BAYLEs.-I quoted your figures.
Mr. HULDEN.-The honorable member
did not. He imagines that deepening the
chan,ne] is the only work that has been done.

At one end of the Trust territory we have a row
of buildings erected, when the existing work is
finished at a cost of over £100,000. This year they
will not return one·half of the interest and sinking
fund upon loan moneys expended thereon. ]fully
£20,000 unnecessarilv have been sunk in buildings.
•

He refers to the freezing works. The answer
to that is that the policy of the Trust in providing the port with the conveniences of cool
stores and abattoir arrangements has been
fully justified. The work has returned more
than interest and sinking fund on the whote
amount expended from its commencement,
and has stimulated the export trade by giving better facilities to exporters. It has also
been the means of bringing to the port many
additional steamers, thus increasing quayage
and other returns. The present season is
not concluded, but a sum of over £3,000 has.
been earned during the last eight weeks,
above working expenses.
Mr. LANGDoN.-Have you made arrangements to receive grain in bulk by gmvitation?
Mr. HOLDEN.-We have had a berth
available for shipment by gravitation f01"
over twelve months.
Mr. FARREn.-Has it ever been used for
wheat?
Mr. HOLDEN.-N ot yet, but an arrangement has been made to use it in January.
Not one penny has been unnecessarily spent
in connexion with buildings for the freezing
works. Mr. Bell's criticism with regard to
Sparrovale farm cannot be as a result of his
personal observation, because he has never
been over the property, although he has been
repeatedly invited to go over it. He statesThe capital value of the farm stands iIi the
books at nearly £40,000.

This is also incorrect. 'rhe total expenditure on Sparrovale, including land improvement, clearing, &c., irrigation and drainage,
buildings, fencing, water services, windmills,
tanks, troughs, piping, &0., roads and tramways up to the 3 rst Decem Ler last amounted
to £17,182 Is. 7d.; plant and machinery,
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£2,168 16s. 9d.; stock, £5,140 lIs. 3d.; premiums on Sparrovale, instead of being charged to
farm produce on hand, £1,805 148.; or a revenue, a.re a.dded on to capital.
That is a ridioulous statement. 1'\othing of
total of £26,297 3s. 7d.
Mr. BAYLEs.-The Treasurer made a the kind has ever been done. Fire insurance
1itatement that the farm was going to be premi1lms appear in the accounts of the
Trust a!:l a debit to revenue, and they have
leased. Is that correct?
Mr. HOLDEN.-The Treasurer stated never appeared anywhere as a charge on
that as early as possible the farm would be capital. Mr. Bell also statesBaird, tIlE' manager of the farm, or rather on the
leased, and the promise will be carried out.
Before the property can be leased the works share system, receives, besides his half-share of
t~e gross proceeds, £150 per annum for supervising
will have to be completed, and we are hIS own work, namely, the preparation of the land
endeavouring to complete the works, and get for crops, being 15 per cent. or 16 per cent. of the
the best possible returns from the property in money spent annually. This £150 is not shown in
the meantime, and we are not ashamed of it. the printed statement of accounts,
The Act under which the Trust was origi- Mr. Baird has been paid, when he has had
nally incorporated provides 10,000 acres of charge of construction works at Sparrovale,
land for the endowment of the Trust, and at the rate of £150 per annum, and it has
power is given to the Trust to drain been charged to the capital account of the
and improve all low-lying land. If the Trust, but he has never bee;} paid 6d.
Commissioners had neglected to do that for supervising his own work or the work of
there would have been complaints about it. any of the workmen he employs himself. Mr.
It is simply because we have carried Bell also statesout the Aet, and the intention of the . Upto the present time over £34 per acre has been
Act, that these grievances have been lIterally wasted upon Sparrovale. This is without, be it remembered, considering the origina.l
raised. It was impossible to lease the value ot the land, which was set down by the
land, and carry out the work. Mr. Bell Surveyor-General at £12 per acre. The two sums
added give a book capital value of the Sparrovale
further statesThe stock are much over-valued and the orops
the same, and everything is made to appear in the
balance-sheet under the brightest hue; the cattle
are of a poor description.

Farm of £46 per acre. On the basis of the moet
generous estimn.te those lands would not realize
over £15 per acre on an average in the open
market.

The reply is that neither the crops, nor the
stock, are over-valued. The Auditor-General
sentdown valuers from Melbourne this year. I
have a copy of the valuations made by those
officers and they do not show that the stock
is over-valued. The values differ by some
few pounds, but the numbers are totally different, because Mr. Bell's statement was
made in June and the balance-sheet was
Mr. Bell
made up in December last.
states-

The 720 acres known and worked as Span'ovale have cost, including the original valuation of the land as set down by the SurveyorGeneral, a total of £37 9s. 4d. per acre, and
not £46 per acre, as stated by Mr. Bell.
"Yhen this cost is compared with other irrigatIOn schemes the cost pel' acre is low. Possibly, if Mr. Bell had ever visited the farm,
he would not have made such an absurd
statement as that the land was only worth
£15 per acre. :Mr. Bell also stated-

My investign.tions show me further that the
published accounts as laid before Parliament annually are misleading in a high degree. I find that
the crops of 1909 were over-estimated, over-valued
by no less a sum than £1,007 5s. 5d. Instead of
this over-valuation being debited against Spn.rrovale Farm Accounts for the following year (1910),
the £1,007 5s. 5d. was coolly allowed to drop out
of sight.

Another curious instance in connexion with the
farm is this-it has the use of three commons
throughout the year, upon which a.re depastured
from 200 to 250 head of cattle, for the use and
benefit of the farm.

That is a ridiculous statement.
Nothing of
t!le kind has occurred.
Any over-valuatIon, any under-estimate or over-estimate,
has been carried forward to the following
!ear. Then Mr. Bell makei3 it appear that
If the amount were debited to 1910 a loss
would be showll. There was not, a loss. He
also statesThe more the farm accounts are looked into the
mo:e one is mystified with the peculiar manner in
whIch they are kept. For instance, the fire

That. statement is not true. Any dry
cattle are allowed to be grazed on the spare
lands of the Trast, for which the Trust gets
t~is return: Sparrovale has always proVIded horses, drays, &c., that are required in
connexion with the construction works of
the Trust. Every horse that is owned by the
Trust, is charged to Sparrovale. We have ten
or el~ven. horses, and sometimes many more,
~'orklllg m .the city of Geelong and engaged
m constructIOn and wharf work. Sparrovale
bears the brunt of that expenditure, and has
never been allowed for it. In return for the
supply of horses from Sparrovale, it was
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but that she would not pay any rent for th~
first year because she did not know how
many boarders she would get. We agreed
to let her get boarders, and pay us as a
tenant. She is now absolutely the tenant of
that house, and pays us as rent one-fifth or
what she gets for this year. Instead of the
husband being retained as caretaker, he is,
now employed in connexioo with the Trust.
That is what is called running a boarding.·
house on the share principle. It is really
turning what was a drag on the Trust into>
revenue. They have taken six months before the place is properly started. It will not
be long before the Commissioners will be able
to claim a little credit in connexion with
Osborne House. In addition to the house·
property there are 33~ acres of land
which Mr. Bell and the honorable membel~
for Toorak have ignored. That land is absolutely necessary for port purposes. If the
whole C08t of the place had been paid fot'·
that land it would have been cheap. Under'
the heading, "The parting of the ways," Mr.
Bell attempts to deal with the revenue and
expenditure accounts of the Trust. He
takes the interest and sinking fund forthe whole of the Trust expenditure and'
places against this only t IVO items of
revenue. Out of £43,000 revenue he takesonly £11,000. The real position is shown in
the balance-sheets of the Trust, which are·
absolutely correct in every detail. That is·
the case with the farm accounts as w811 as
the freezing works accounts. Every Eerap of
paper in the office of the Trust has been
checked by the Auditor-Geueral and his
staff, ill fact, an almost continuous audit goes.
on. The accounts which have been presented to Parliament are absolutely complete and correct. Not a siogle statement
has been made in a return or a reply to a
question which has the slightest colour of decarpet~
Mr. HOLDEN.-The carpet came at a ception. The Trust has an accumulated surlater date. The Trust had been handed over pIns of £ 12,750, the depreciation account has
this furnished property, and the carpet had been increased to£2,000, and there is a sinking
to be provided for the dining-room. The fund of £3,342. In all its loan arrangements,
carpet cost £50. The dining.room measures flotation expenses, underwriting charges,_
40ft. x 30ft., and on the second story there are everything has been debited to revenue. We
six bedroom8. The tenant afterwards failed have not capitalized a single shilling, and the
to carry out the contract, and the building loan account shows even money for its loan
fell back into the hands of the Trust. A transactions. I do not know a single public
caretaker was put in charge at a salary of £2 body which has done the same thing. Year'
2s. per week. That in?lude? a man worki~g after year statements have been made in
in the garden and hIS WIfe, who was III this House by one honorable member who
charge of the house property. To make up has been prompted by a certain individual.
Mr. McBRIDE.-Who prompted him ~
the expenditure of the upkeep of the
Mr. dOLDEN.-Bostock; The honorable·
property, if possible, we arranged with
the caretaker's wife to take ill boarders. member does not deny it. Of the questions
She said she could get a number of boarders, which he asked the other day he told me·
agt'eed that Mr. Baird should have the right
to depasture any surplus stock on any spare
land of the Trust. Two hor&es have been
killed at the works, and Sparrovale has had
to bear the cost. I now come to Osborne
Honse.
Mr. W ATT.- We got 6,000 sovereigns for
that house.
Mr. HOLDEN.-This property was taken
0ver by the Government, together with a
large area of land required f(!)r port purposes.
There were 33 acres, in addition to Osborne
House. It was absolutely necessary to have
part of that land, at any rate, for the port
improvement scheme.
The house had
already cost the Government a very large
sum of money, as the Government know.
There was a caretaker in charge of it.
Mr. MURRAY.-lt was costing £400 a
year.
Mr. HOLDEN.-The whole property was
taken over by the Trust, including the 33
acres of land. It would have been worth the
while of the Trust to take it over at £6,000,
and sell the house off, because the land was
worth more than the money, and, as far as
the Treasurer was concerned, no value was
ever put on the stone building. The Trust
advertised for a tenant, and ascert.ained that
a tenant could be obtained to pay £2f)O a
year, provided that a dining-room was added
to the building. Anyone who has been
through the building, which contains fifty
rooms, knows that there was no room suitable for a dining·room. '1'he Trust made an
arrangement with Messrs. Malleson, Stawell,
and Nankivell for a tenant to take over
Osborne House at a rental of £250 per
annum, plus 6 per cent. on any outlay the
Trust was put to beyond providing a diningroom.
Mr. HANNAB.-Did that include the
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that he got two from Bostock, and the third
-came from another source which I will not
Imention now. The same man has sentstatements to financial quarters. I have copies
-of them. It has simply been done to injure
"the credit of the Trust, ar.d he has been suc·
<cessful in doing so. In the year when the'
honorable member for Toorak and Mr. Bell
said the Trust could not borrow money, it
-could have done so, but at too dear a rate,
;and the Treasurer said that the Government
'would come to our assistance, with the result
that, the House unanimously agreed to
provision for the issue of the debentures
being made.
The sum of £37,000 was.
,{)wing to the bank at that time. The Commissioners did not borrow on trust account,
but on their own "joint and several," with
this proviso, that the bank undertook to
take up the debentures of the Trust at par.
We paid the difference in interest out of our
-own pockets: The moneys of the Trust
have never cost more than 4 Fer cent., and
when we were paying the bank 5 per cent.
the differe'1ce came out of our own pockets.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-You did not get; much
.,' screw" that year.
Mr. HOLDEN.- We would not have
bad any "screw" at all if we had not
-changed our bank. The bank which we
made the original arrangement with charged
.us 5 per cent., which it wished to increase to
[)! per cent. at the end of the first half-year.
Then we changed to the Union Bank, which
<charged us [) per cent. When the general
rnanager of that bank found, however, that
we were paying the difference out of OUf
-own pockets, he said it was not fair, and the
bank's rate was altered to 4 per cent.
Sir ALEXANDER Pl!:ACOCK.-The Commonwealth Bank would not· have done
that.
Mr. HOLDE~.-I have told honorctble
members the absolute POSItIon.
That
£37,000, which the Treasurer advanced 011
28th December last year, is the only money
which we have asked him for. Whether we
were being squeezed by financial institutiolls,
-owing to the unfair and untrue statements
circulated-- .
. Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I was told
personally not to buy the bonds. The
influences at work at that time ·were
surprising.
Mr. HOLDEN.-That is quite true. The
Treasurer advanced the £37,000, and that
cleared up the debenture advance account at
the bank, and enabled us to get back our
." joint and several," which we burned in the
presence ()f the three Commissioners:, and
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threw up our hats. Since that time we have
had all the money we required at par.
Our debentures have not realized less than
.£100 lOs., so after paying t per cent.
brokerage we get all the money we wan t at
par. After the statements which have been
circulated broadcast, I anticipated that the
Trust might have to come back to the Treasurer, but I hope it will not be necessary.
At any rate, the position will not justify any
call on the Treasurer.
Mr, McGRlwoR.-Instead of being condemned the Trust should be commended.
Mr. HOLDE~.-I think I have practically covered the whole of the charges
which have been made. I only want to add
that, as far as the Commissioners are concerned, they are very sorry indeed that there
has been any internal dis8ensiOIJ. It has not
been the fault of Mr. Hill and myself. We
were perfectly satisfied to hand our resignations to the Treasurer, and say nothing. In
the letter which I wrote to the Treasurer
I made no charge against Mr. Bell,
but simply s'aid that under present conditions
I could not continue to occupy the position of
chairman of that Trust.
I was quite content to walk off, but the Government asked
me to continue until they had made some
inquiry. That inquiry was made, alJd Mr.
Bell was treated with the greatest kindness.
Henever made a single complaint then against
myself or the Trust. A fortnight afterwards
he was asked to send in his resignation,
which he had agreed with the Treasurer to
do, quite fairly as between man and man.
Then, however, he objected, and asked what
charlles had been made to the Treasurer
about him. No statement was made by me
to the Treasurer except those which Mr. Bell
himself heard, and I think that the honorable
member for Geelong will bear mo out in
that.
Mr. FARRER.--This Trust has been in
operation for some time, and it has been the
subject of a good deal of criticism. Much of
that criticism is, I know, not justified, and I
could not say whether some of it is justified
or not. I do know that amongst those interested there is a feeling that there should
be a proper inqniry.
The public want
to know why that Commissioner was reo
moved.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-They want
·to know why he was appointed.
.
Mr. F ARRER.-I must admit t.hat when
the appointment was made it caused me to
smile. However, this gentleman was put OR
the Trust, and the public feel that some
reaeon other than "incompatibi~it~ C?f teIl?per"
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should be given. Of all the statements made reason I ask tbat is that at the last election
by the honorable member for Warrenheip, a report was brought forward to the effect
the least convincing to me was that about that the Premier had said that the honorable
incompatibility of temper. That was the member for Geelong had made a certain
reason given in the most unjusf case of dis- statement which I had not contradicted,.
missal which ever came under my notice. which would lead the public to conclude that.
Therefore, I do not think that the public are I had backed it up.
Mr. ROBERTSON.- Where was that stateasking too mnch in wanting something
further than that. I have 110 doubt that ment recorded?
Mr. F ARRER.-In Hansard.
I expect
an investigation will show Commisf:!ioner
Holden in a very favorable light in many that justice will be done to me in that rerespects. It may be that the commission gard. The fact that I was not selected as theshould show more energy in certain directions. Government candidate at the election is a
In view of the worry caused to the Commis- matter of indifference to me. The resul t is
sioners, the damage done to the Trust, and all right, so far as I am concerned. My
the conflicting opinions in Geelong and in electors will get as good representation as I
Melbourne, 1 strongly urge the Govern- can give them, and the Government will get
ment to agree to a select committee or a all the fair play I can give them, but on that
Royal Commission to inquire into the one matter, to which I have referred, I feel
working of the 1'rust. We would expect a very strongly. Although the Premier may
full report from the Auditor-General to be have a very strong prejudice against that
handed to any such committee. The honor- particular public house, and certainly did me
able member for 'roorak was a little ahead of a good deal of damage in my electorate by
his time in speaking as he did to-night, the report that was circulated, I can only say
before knowillg whether the Government that I expected that the statement he made
intended to grant an inqlliry or not. to me at the luncheon table, which prevented
At any rate, without saying mnch about the me from bringing the matter before the
pros and cons of the case, I do urge the Go- House on the last day of the session, would
vernment most strongly not to leave it have been put in writing. If that is not done,
simply to the report of the Auditor-General, I will refer t.o the matter again at gre~t
but to appoint a Committee of this House, or length on some subsequent occasion.
a Royal Commission, to inquire into the
Mr. MURRAT.-You need not try towhole matter before the Honse breaks up. frighte.n me, because it will not have the
Personally, I expect the chairman of the slightest effect. I shall quote a few little
'rrust to come out of the inquiry very well. incidents that I think will get through even
There is another matter I have to refer to, your thick skin.
and a very unpleasant one, and that is that up
Mr. FARRER.-If the Premier denies
to the present the Premier has not put in that he stated at the luncheon table that he·
writing what he stated to me at the luncheon did not intend to tell the Houge that I had
table, surrounded by members, with regard deceived it, then I am astounded. If he
to my ntteranoes here on the Lara licence. made that statement before anum bel' 01
I repeat, and I can prove, that I in no way honorable members he should have been predeceived this House by any utterance of pared to put it in writing.
mine. I was down in the city when
Mr. MURRAY.-What was the statement
some one rang me up to tell me that the that I made in the House and that was
Premier was making a statement to the
quoted at the election against you?
House that the honorable member for GeeMr. FARRER.-The statement, as relong and I had deceived honorabJe members.
ported
in Hansard, was that the honorableNothing was further from my mind.
I
resented such a statement to some tune, and member for Geelong had made It certain inI went straight to the Premier as he sat at correct statement, and that I did not contrathe luncheon table, and asked if it was dict it. That was taken by people to mean
correct that he had told the House that I that I had backed up an incorrect statement,.
had misreprest)nted 1he facts, and misled the and that ~ tried to prejudice the case. .All
Chamber ill regard to that matter. He I ask is that the statement made by the'
said-" No, I referred to the member for Premier at the luncheon-table should be put.
Geelong." I said-" The member for Gee- in writing.
Mr. MURR.A.Y.-I have certainly no recollong can look after his own business." I
then asked the Premier to put his denial in lection of any such statement at the luncheon.
writing, but that has not been done. The table.
Mr. Farrer.
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Mr. FAHRER.-Well, I have.
I assure opponents were making an unfair use of whai
the House that the Premier undoubtedly appeared in Hansard on that occasion. When
ma,de tiJat statement, and that it satisfied me 1. knew who his opponents were I could qnite
at the time, so that l made no further refer- understand how they would make unfair use
ence to the matter ill the House. I must say of that or anything else. I told the honorthat the Premier, as a rule, is a 'uroad- able member for Barwon afterwards that I
minded man, and tries to give justice.
thought it would be better not to write a
Mr. MURRAY.- You go the wrong way letter, and that he would he abJe to deal with
about getting anything.
the matter himself. That is rea.lly what
Mr. FARREH.-The Premier, when occurred between the honorable member alld
dealing wil h certain questions, do.s not go myself.
the right way about. things either.
Mr. J. W. BIJ.LSON (Fitzroy) -I think you
Sir AL"EXANDI<:n PEACocK.-~ee how our ought, in justice to the HOllse, to state that
friends opposite are enjoying these proceed- the people who were llsing this report were
ings.
Government nominees.
Mr. FARRER.-I regret that honorable
Mr . .;\lURRAY.-I was also fUl'I1ished
members opposite had to carry sllch a burden
at the last election. Their Federal bret.hren with another little election dodger that wnos
were a heavier burden to carry than ever the used by the party opposed to the election of
caucus was. I was quite sorry for poor Mr. the honorable member for Warrenheip, in
which there was not a si.ngle tittle of truth
Prendergast and his supporters.
either.
Mr. HANN AI-I. -I moveMr. TusNEcun'E.- You should lay it on
That the debate be now adjourned.
the table.
Mr. ~1URl{AY (Premier).-I have no
The motion fOL' the adjonrnment of the
objection to the adjournment of the debate, debate was agreed to, and the debate \Vas adbut I would like to make clear the matter to journed until the following dny.
which the honorable member for Barwon ba~
referred. Tho incident referred to occurred
ADJOURNMl!.;NT.
during an interesting debate which took place
ill this House in the session before last, and
INSPECTION OF POTATOltB.
towards the end of the session, over an
Mr.
MURRAY
(Premier) movedapplication for a licence for an hotel at Lara.
Now I will do the honorable memher the
That the House, at its rising, adjourn until two
justice of saying t.hat I never meant to make o'clock p.m. to-morrow.
any charge against him of having attempted
The motion was agreed to.
to mislead the House, but I possibly referred
to the honorable member for Geelong as the
Mr. MURRAY (Premier) movedhonorable member for Barwon.
That the House do now adjourn.
Mr. F ARRER.-I never read the report in
Mr. GRAHA;\I (Minister of Agriculture)4
Hansard until this election. It reads that I
- I would like to refer to a matter that waa
supported that honorable member.
Mr. MURRA Y.-I never intended to mentioned by the leader of the Opposition in
convey any such charge. It is possible that connexion with some potato scandal in
Western Australia. The honorable member
I misunderstood the honorable member, and
read
an article out of a paper known as The
possibly misunderstood the honorabl~ memR'l('ral lVorkers' Gazette, and there is a lying
ber for Geelong also. It is a question that
staLement in thllt report so far as the DeI, at any rate, do not wish to revive.
partment of Agriculture is concerned.
Mr. TONNEcLIFFE.-That is wher~ the There is an old saying that if you
Government were beaten on a di vision.
give 1\ lie a start it is a hard job to catch it
Mr. MURRA Y.-No. If the honorable up. I have a p'recis here of the whole case
member will recollect, both sides of the so far as the Department is concerned, and I
House were defeated by a somew hat lengthy will leave it to honorable members to sa.y
speech-a very excellent speech in its way- whether the Department has shirked its duty
by the honorable member for Swan Hill. in any way.
On the 9th October, Mr.
During the excitement of the election I re- Meakin reported to the Director of Agriculceived what I confess seemed to me a some- ture that he was suspicious of irregularitiel!!
what incoherent note from the honorable in connexion with the export of agricultura.l
mem ber for Barwon, to the effect that his prodnots to Western Australia. The Director
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oalled upon the inspector concerned for a
report, and he also advised me on the same
day. On the 12th October, the report not
being forthcoming, the Director suspended the
inspector. Then from the lOth of the month
to the 17 th investigations were carried out in
the country districts and also in the city
warehouses, and on the 17th the services of the inspeotor were dispensed with.
It was only on the 9th October that it
was first found out, and on the 17th the
services of that gentleman were dispensed
with. On the 17th we had reports submitted to the Crown Solicitor. From the
17th October to the 2nd November we were
collecting evidence. Further evidence was
collected, and we also awaited replies from
Western Australia in connexion with the
matter. On the 2nd November we had the
Crown Solicitor's opinion, recommending that
the matter should be placed in the hands
of the Commissioner of Police.
From
the 2nd November to the lOth, I was out of
town. As soon as I returned, on the 13th,
the Director of Agriculture reported the
matter to me, and the papers were then
handed to the Commissioner of Police, and
they are in his hands now.
Mr. HANNAH.-When did he get the
pape·ra?
Mr. GRAHAM.-They were handed to
him on the 13th November.
Mr. HANNAH.-And nothing was done?
Mr. GRAHAM.-He is inquiring into
the matter now. As far as we are COllcerned, we have nothing to do with it.
When my attention was drawn to that
article in the Rwral W01'kel'.~' Gazette-it was
being used in the district of Warrenheip,
and in other potato-growing dist.ricts-I
thought it my duty to send out a letter to
all the members, cautioning them against the
slanderous statement, so far as the Department was concerned. That was known all
over the potato districts. I simply sent out
that letter to put members on their guard.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-As far as I
can make out the bonorable gentleman's
statement, the charges made in the paper
have been proved up to the hilt. Tha.t is
all I can say. The Department, at all
events, on the honorable gentlema.n's own
showing, has been doing nothing for three
weeks since it was advised to take action.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at twenty-eight
minutes to eleven o'clock until the following
day.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Th~"rsday,

December 7, 1911.

The SPEAKER took the chair at twenty·
five minutes to three o'clock p.m.

PRIVILEGE.
INVITATIONS TO OPENING OF PARLIAMENT.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-As a matter of
privilege, I wish to direct· attention to a
statement published in the press this
morning in connexion with the issue of
tiGkets for admission to parliamentary functions. It is said that members of the
Labour party ask for a greater number
of tickets of admission than other members.
I do not know whether that is so, but I
have seen members who do not belong to
the Labour party, with a great many
people trailing after them on the occasion
of the opening or closing of Parliament.
I
ha.ve
applied for passes,
not want to issue
and if they do
them, they need not do so. I have not
asked for, nor do I want any invitations to
Mr. Davies' private functions, and when I
want tickets of admission to the ceremony
connected with the opening of Parliament I
am not going to ask him for them, but I
will apply to this Assembly. The matter requires consideration at the hands of the
~tanding Orders Committee.
It is strange
that when these functions take place six
tickets are issued to each member of the
Legislative Council, and only five to a member of the Legislative Assembly. The cere·
mony at the openillg or closing of Parliament
used to be a very exclusive affair, and invitations were always sent to the same people.
Mr. Davies says that he himself paid for the
entertainment provided on Tuesday. I admitted that the other day, but "at homes"
to which the Government has issued invitations have been paid for out of public money.
A sum of £77 6s. 6d. is included in the unforeseen and accidental expenditure for the
function at the opening of the last session.
Whenever people apply to me for cards to
enable themlto come to Parliament House on
the occasion of these ceremonies I will
get as many as I am entitled to.
I do not want to get more.
Some time ago
I was informed that an invitation to a function was for a member and his wife, and I
said that if my daughter could not accompany me, none of us would attend. I was
then told that I would be allowed to bring
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both my daughter and my wife.
Afterwards, I noticed many other members present with their families, but I do not think
they had to go to the same trouble as I had
in order to S8cure invitations for them.
Everybody except a favoured set used to be
If the Preexoluded from these functions.
sident of the Legislative Council does not
issue the invitations, as would appear from
the statement published to-day, then I wonld
like to know who does issue them.
The
oeremonies were made the occasion of a
great fashionable turnout, and when members of the party I represent got into Parliament, our people naturally wanted to
accompany us. We only want our fair share
of passes.
What we wiBh to know is where
that free list comes from, as indicated by the
presence of certain ladies the other day who
were wearing their colours. I do not want
any advice from Mr. Davies as to what I am
to "do in connexion with these ceremonies,
but this Chamber should have some
authori~y over the issue of the' passes, and
official interference in the matter should not
be tolerated at all.
ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS
COMMITTEE.
The SPEAKER laid on the table his
warrant appointing Mr. Argyle, Mr. Beazley,
Mr. Elmslie, Mr. Gray, Mr. Mackinnon, Mr.
McCutcheon, and Mr. Outtrim as a Committeee of .Elections and Qualifications.
TEMPORARY CHAIRMEN OF
COMMITTEES.
The SPEAKER laid on the table his
nominating Mr. Bowser, Mr. Duffus,
Mr. Elmslie, Mr. Gray, and Mr. Outtrim to
act as Temporary Chairmen of Committees.
warran~

THE GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.
The debate (adjourned from the previous
day) . on Mr. Johnstone's motion for the
adoption of an Address·in-Reply to the
Governor's speech was resumed.
Mr. HANNAH.-There is certainly very
little in the Governor's speech for honorable
members sitting on this (the Opposition)
side of the House to criticise. Weare fresh
from the country, and we understood that
the great Liberal party had a mandate from
the people to carry out important and urgent
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works in the interests of the State, hut unfortunately, though we have been called
together, we are faced with the fact that
practically the only business we are to be
asked to do this session, is to pass the
Estimates, which the Government were not
so anxious to pass during the last session of
the dying Parliament. The reason for the
Government proposing to do no work this sesaionis well known to honorable members, but I
hoped that having so strengthened their forces
and having secured so much of the new"
blood, which they were so anxious to Sde in
the Chamber, they would try to put up a
record during the few weeks in which the
House is to sit and put through some of those
measures which they shamelessly abandoned
last session.
I hoped that the Government
would endeavour to put up a record this
session.
Mr. McGREooR.-Hear, hear.
Mr. HANN AH.-The honorable member
for Ballarat East, who says "Hear, hear,"
knows that he and the Government were
traitors to their principles in connexion with
the Workers' Accidents Compensation Bill.
Mr. McGREGOR.-Keep to the truth.
Mr. HANNAH.-I am keeping to the
truth. The Government were traitors to
the promises which they had made, and the
same thing applies to their supporters. I
think you will admit, Mr. Speaker, that
while I have been in the House I have been
able to stick to the truth as well as the
honorable member for Ballarat East.
Mr. McGREGOR.-I rise to a point of
order. The honorable member for Collingwood has said that J, and other members
on this (the Ministerial) side of the House,
were traitors to our principles. That is untrue, uncalled for, and unj ustifiable, and I
ask you, Mr. Speaker, to request the hOllorable member to withdraw his untrue stat~
ment.
The SPEAKER.-I call upon the honorable member for CollingWOOd to withdraw
the words "traitors to their principles."
They are certainly unparliamentary and
objectionable.
Mr. H ANN AH.-I will withdraw the
word "traitors" and substitute the word
"unfaithful." The speech which the Governor
delivered at the opening of last session contained the following reference to the State
coal mine:In order that the advantages of this enterprise
may be more widely distributed amongst manufacturing a.nd domestic consumers, a measure will be
laid before you for the sale of coal to the genera.l
public.
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Nothing was done with regard to that matter.
I suppose the honorable member for Ballarat
East will admit that the question of the sale
of coal from the State coal mine to the general
pnblic was a very important one, and that
iii. measure fOJ that purpose should have been
passed in the interests of the consumers of
coal. I believe the consumertl in Ballarat
East need to be removed from the control of
the coal combine as much as the rest of the
€ommnnity. The Governor's speech at the
beginning of last session contained the following reference to the electrification of the
s.uburban railway and tramway systemsThe Royal Commissions appointed to inquire into,the railway and tramway systems of Greater
~felbourne have been prosecuting their labours
throughout the recess, Their reports, which I expect to receive at an early date, will in due time
be' laid before Pa,riiament, and it is expected that
they will assist in the solution of a question of
great and increasing interest to the travelling
public.

That speech was delivered six months ago,
but the Government did nothing last
session, though they had a majority. The
following measures were also promised by
the Government at the beginning of last
sessionA Bill for the control, maintenance, and organization of Charitable Institutions; a. Bill to
provide for the re-organization of the Melbourne
Harbor Trust; a Bill providing for coinpensation
to workers injured in course of their employment;
a Bill to provine for an effective system of Industrial Apprenticeship; a Bill providing for the
Compulsory Acquisition of Land for Closer Settlement.

All of those measnres were to deal with very
import~nt matters, but the Govel'l1ment did
not show any desire to carry out their promises. No one can say that they were
blocked by this (the Opposition) side of the
House. We showed a very earnest desire to
-place some of those measures on the statllteboole
We were all very pleased with the
breezy style of the honorable member for
Pol warth, who moved the adoption of the
Address-in-Reply, bllt he could not work
hi mseH into raptnres over the promises contained in the Governor)s speech,
because, as he stated, there was Ilothing
there to support.
Hut the honorable member for Ballarat West, who seconded
the motion-one of the young bloods
the Government were so jubilant overtold us that while Liberalism had achieved
great and glorious things it conld not live
upon its past. Last session there was a
Liberal party of about forty-three members,
which had an opportnnity of placing any
measures it chose upon the statute-book.
Mr. Hannah.
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But what happened to the measures that
were placed in the Government programme
six months ago? They were only put in for
bluff, and they were trotted ont again at the
elections to make the people believe that the
Government was really in earnest. I believe
that the new member for Ballarat West will
have a t!'feat deal more intelligence than the
honorable member for Ballarat East. No
doubt he comes into the House imbued with
an ardent desire to pass legislation which he
believes is necessary in the interests of
Liberalism and of the people, but he will ,find,
before his hair gets aB grey as that of the
honorable member for Ballarat East, that
the promises of the Government were made
to catch the unwary and for the purpose of
window-dressing. The honorable member
said that the Government could not live upon
its past, but must be up and doing, and he
then made a m03t serious indictment against
Ministers.
He pointed out that since
federation t.he progressive State of Victoria
has lost two members in the House, of l{epresentatives owing to loss of population.
That is an indiatment against the liberal
legislation of the last ten years, and particularly of the last three years. Will either
the honorable member for Ballarat West, or
the honorable member for Ballarat East,
deny that?
Mr. McGREGoR.-Yes, the decrease of
population is ovdng to the want of efficient
protection.
Mr. HANNAH.-J sllppose that is the
reason the Government are bringing 3,000
artisans out from the old land.
Mr. J. VV. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The present Tariff was brought in by the Liberal party.
Mr. HANNAH.-The honorable member
for Ballarat West said that the loss of population is a most serious matter, and I agree
that it is.
Ml·. MURR!.Y.-And I suppose that is the
reason your party do not want any more
people in the country.
Mr. HANNAH.-I t:eally thought that
after the honorable gentleman's trip to England he would have something original to
say. A leading article appeared in the Age
on the 23rd Oetober, three weeks before
the general elections, and it supplies a.n
effective answer to the gentleman who
said that it was necessary to denl with our
industries OIl progressive lines in order to
retain our population. It says : The last Parliament; was about as feeble and
lack-lustre an institution as could easily be imagined. It was crowded with ancients, men of
Conservative leanings, of torpid minds, and of
indolently reactionary dispositions. . • • •
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Stagnation has been the dominant characteristic
of our political life for the last decade. The
people with one voice have been crying out for
years for a catalogue of great and sorely needed
reforms. The country wants developmental roads
and railwa}s. rfhe metropolis demands cheap
gas and the electrification of its transit services.
The world of industry groans for a decent system
of apprenticeship and adeqnate technical instruction. The workers sigh for accident compensation.
The whole State clamors for an increase of
population. All these things have heen promised
us so often that we are sick unto death of promises.
Yet we know well that we shall never
get anything except more promises of the same
vain kind until our Parliament ceases to be a
honse of refuge for weary political derelicts.

These are the deliberate statements of
the press behind this great Liberal party.
I found in perusing a leading <trticle
yesterday, dea ling with the present situation,
that this paper is not satisfied with the promises, or want of promises, of the present
Government, so far as this short session is
concerned.
They deal most trenchantly
with the way in which it is apparent
that the Government are again going to
decei ve the people.
There may be a
reason; probably there is a very strong
reason why the Government are not anxious
to deal with anything of a very important,
far-reaching, or troublesome nature. I see
in the Government corner a fairly strong
combination, and I recognise that the Government are not going to take any risks.
They want, if possible, to ha.ve their
Christmas dinner in peace. They want to
l'etnill the Treasury bench for a few months
more. If they do respect that organ that
battled so strongly for them, they shouid do
something in retlll'U. 1 suppose the Premier
later on will be able to say whether he is
going to be controlled by that journal, as
the Acting Premier was in his absence in connexion with preferential voting. Although we
were elected but a few weeks ago, is that any
reason that we should not, if work has to be
done, set about it and do it? Is there any
business man in this Honse who, because it
happens to be December, will put off urgent
business to a more convenient season? I
agree with the honorable member for Ballarat
'tV est when he said that these things must
be done if we are going to hold our own with
the other States. A few years ago Victoria
was one of the most prosperolls and -yigorous
States of the Commonwealth, and got away
from New South W ales. Now, f01' eleven
years, since Federation, Victoria is the only
State that has lost a member for the
House of Representatives. Queensland is to
receive the member that should be retained
by us. Is not this an indictment of those
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who are in power to-day, who are not able te
grasp the affairs «>f the State to arrest such
leakage and loss? ';Ve had during the
elections a call by that great democratic
paper that used to be powerful in this
community: but a great deal of its power has
vanished. That journal made very strenuous
efforts. You will remember how, day after
day, its appeals went forth to the young
bloods of the community to come forward
and wrest seats like those of Dayle8ford and
Gippsland West from the retiring members.
We find that they were instrumental in
several of the constituencies in getting men
to come forward. In Hawthorn they had
one of those new bloods and he lost his
deposit. The A.qe interested itself in the
election at Toorak, alld there the Liberal
nominee, who also had the Government
support, that is Mr. Cornwall, was very
much out of the running. At Boroondara
we found a young blood responding to the
call of the Age, a Mr. Wilkinson, who was
also very much out of the running. In
Gippsland West the candidate put forward
narrowly saved his deposit. In Dundas we
had tt Mr. McLellan, but the retiring member succeeded in coming through the ordeal.
Mr. Burchitt was another young blood induced
to come forward for the Morningtol1 seat.
Mr. J. CArtIERON (Gippsland East).-Vi7as
there not a· Mr. Murphy also?
:Mr. HANN AH.-Yes, there was. In
Barwon, a new blood was induced to come
out to wrest the seat from 'Mr. Farrer whose
candidature did not receive the indorsement
of the Ministry. These things show that
the people are beginning to think for
themsel ves regardless of the dictation of the
newspaper that. was so powerful in the past.
One thing st.ood out very prominently; there
was a great call to young Liberals in the
metropolitan area. I am sorry that the
Treasurer is not present, for we know the
great efforts put forth by him to persuade
some of these aspiring young Liberals to come
forward and win their spurs. It is remarkable that there was not a man of any
political standing that was prepared to cross
swords with the members of the Labour
party in the metropolis. Certainly we had
Sol. Bloom in North Melbourne, and we had
Mr. Gardiner, who has been known in
politics before, standing for Carlton. "'~e
had a Joske standing for Albert Park I),nd a
Packer for Williamstown, all indorsed by the
Government.
Mr. M URRAY.-Y ou might add to your
list those indorsed by the Labour party who
did not get in.
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Mr. HAN ~ AH.-A close analysis shows
that the Government have nothing to
boast about. They lost three of their
nominees and three independents were
returned instead of three loyal supporters.
"Vhere is Mr. Cullen? He is supplanted by a
gentleman who sits in the Government
corner prepared to exercise his opinion without referring to the Premier. For the Upper
Goulburn seat we have Mr. Cookson, a loyal
supporter of the Government, replaced by an
independent. Then we have Mr. Farthing
who replaced the Government nominee, Sir
Henry Weedon, for East Melbourne, through
preferential voting. There was a very keen
fight in Rodney where the Minister of Lands
was pressed hotly by the well·known
founder of the Kyabram reform movement.
The Minister of Lands was a~sisted by
the Minister of Water Supply and others.
It was a remarkable fact, and it was told in
the columns of the Argus, that, supported
by the Socialists of the country, Mr.
McKenzie, the Minister of Lands, had his
political life spared, and he was saved to us
for another three years. Personal1y, I would
say quite frankly that I would sooner see Mr.
McKenzie here for the time being-although
I would just as strongly oppose him were r
in that elect:)rate-than have one here who
came out, not in the best interests of the
struggling farmers in that part.icular part of
the country, but in the interests of a large
section of the land-owners, who have benefited by the expenditure of millions of money
by the State, and are now resisting to the
full the application of water to the land in
that district. Therefore, I take it that
during the period of that honorable gentleman's life in this House, seeing that his
seal p was saved by those who are known as
Labourites, and even Socialists, he will have
nothing to say about the principles of the
Labourites when it is a question with them
of choosing bet,ween what they believe to be
the lesser of two evils.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-After all,
the best certificate is the vote given one
in his own town.
Mr. H ANN AH.-If the Labourites had
remained away from the poll and had refused
to vote on that occasion, we should now have
been minus the present Minister of Lands,
but they rose to the occasion, aud they said,
" We shall return the man we believe to be
the lesser of two evils." The Premier was
drawing my attention to certain electoral
trophies that are to be shown by his side of
the Hous€, but the honorable gentleman has
forgotten that at least three of the direot
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followers of the Government in the last Parliament have been supplanted, and that.
three independents have taken their places.
Mr. WARDE.-He knows it all right.
Mr. CARLISLE.-Who were the three supporters that were lost?
Mr. HANNAH.-At East Melbourne
there was Sir Henry Weedon, at GunbowerMr. Cullen, and at Upper Goulburn Mr.
Cookson, who has been replaced by Mr. M. K.
McKenzie. It is a remarkable fact that,.
in the metropolitan area, of the men
carrying the banner of labour who were·
returned, the lowest majority they had was a.
majority of 1,655, while in some of the Gonstituencies there was a majority of over
5,000.
Mr. MURRAY.-What was the largest.
Li beral vote?
Mr. HANNAH.-We know that the
Treasurer had charge of eleatoral matters.
in the absence of the Premier, who was
hiding his head in the cool shades or
Warrnambool for a time. We know that
the Treasurer put for~h very strenuous
efforts. There was a certain gentleman
named O'Brien. He was recommended by·
the Treasurer to go to Port Fairy 80 that he
might rescue that seat from labour. After
strolling around Port Fairy Mr. O'Brien
thought it was not wise to contest that seat..
We next find him upon the sands.
of Al bert Park, trying to find out
what were his chances against the sitting
member. He saw there was not very much.
hope at Albert Park, and later on he was·
advised to take up Fitzroy. After announcing in the press that he would contest
Fitzroy against. the present member, Mr.
J. W. Billson, he found that .it was no gool
trying for that seat. Later he paid his attention to Carlton, and after walking about.
Carlton for three days Mr. O'Brien then·
had to transfer his affections to Richmond,
and he safely landed in Richmond upon the'
recommendation of the Treasurer. Fancy a
combination between Mr. O'Brien, of Essendon, and the Treasurer. The reason is
pretty well knowlJ. We know it, and weknow how the game was played. We see·
the result. I take it that it is one of the·
greatest tributes that was ever paid to the
Labour party that the Government were not
able to secnre men of any standing in the·
metropolitan area to rescue the seats which
we were told the Government were going to·
win. We find that the Government could
not get a man of any standing to com~
forward.
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Mr. WARDE.-They turned every place
inside out trying to get them.
Mr. EUlSLIE.-They tried to make some
funny combinations too.
Mr. HA~NAH.-They tried to make
·some funny combinations. Seeing that they
have come back from the country with the
majority they possess, we really expect that
they will set to work now and accomplish
.something in the interests of the country.
Mr. 1.1 URRA Y.-You have just been trying
to show that the Government have not a
majority.
Mr. HANNAH.-I believe the Government have.
Mr. MURRAY.-You expect to have it a
little later on.
Mr. J. W. HILLSON (Fitz1'oy).-lt is a bit
shaky, but it is there.
Mr. MURRAY.-I never felt more comfortable in my life, and the honorable member
knows it. The uncomfortable feeling is over
there.
The SPEAKER.-Will the honorable
member proceed with his speech.
l\lr. HANNAH.-I will as soon as the
honorable members have finished their interruptions. There are a few other things I
intend to refer to. During the elections the
Treasurer, the equal in all things I believe
'with the present Premier, told the people of
·Collingwood that, as far as the Wages Boards
were concerned, the Labour party were always
.against them. About five or six days after
that, in the Moonee Ponds Town Hall, at a
meeting there, he had to admit that the
Lllbour party had never opposed Wages
Boards, but had always supported them.
The honorable gentleman, therefore, was
speaking with two voices. Then again, when
introducing the Land Tax Bill in this House,
the Treasurer said that his Government had
to impose a State land tax because the
Federal Labour Governmenthad deprived the
State of revenue; yet eighteen months before
the Labour Government came into power, he
said that the Government would have to impose a State land tax because the expenditure was increasing faster than the revenue.
When we have a gentleman speaking with
two voices like that, we must ask ourwe
can
expect
from
selves what
those who
at
present are responflible for the government of the country.
When speaking with regard to the Workers'
Accidents Compensation Bill, the honorable
gentleman said that it was necessary that
the Bill should be carried, but a little later
the Minister for Agriculture, speaking at
:Shepparton, said he would oppose the in-
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elusion of rural workers in the Bill. That is
a most remarkable circumstance. Here we
have the Treasurer and the Minister of
Agriculture, who are supposed to be equal in
all things, the one saying that it was necessary
to include the rural workers, and the other
stating that he was going to oppose strongly
the inclusion of the rural workers. There is
one other matter I desire to refer to. I am
sorry the Treasurer is not preser!t. Honorable members will recollect how the honorable gentleman worked up one . of his
audiences at Moonee Ponds about two nights
prior to the election, and how he pictured
the Federal Government making inroads on
the savings of the people in the State
Savings Banks, and referred to Mr. Fisher
as going to confiscate the people's money in
those banks. You could hear the shouts of
those he was addressing, threatening revolu·
tion if such a thing was attempted. There
was never a greater misrepresentation on the
part of any public man than the action of
the Treasurer at Moonee Ponds on that occasion, in saying that the Federal Government, by the introduction of their legislation,
was going to interfere in any way with thesavings of the people in the State Savings Banks.
But, then, that was part of the game, and no
doubt he played it very well. He went to
the constituencies, and worked up opposition, not by talking politics, but by practically insulting those who came to listen to a
discussion of questions of the day. On
these occasions the press is ever ready to
draw attention to anything ::If that kind.
The Government did not utter a single word
reprimanding the Treasurer for such tactics.
With regard to the Geelong Harbor Trust
dispute, while I am not here to say who is
right and who is wrong, I do consider that it
is the imperative duty of the Government,
having once seen fit to appoint a man to the
position of Commissioner, to retain him in
that position until he has had an opportunity
of demonstrating his capacity or otherwis~,
and until it has been shown that he is unfit
for the position. Before that man is removed there Rhould be a full and free
inquiry, and it should be of the most farreaching character, so far as the affairs of
the Geelong Harbor Trust are concerned.
Mr. LEMMON.-And the chairman of the
Trust should h9.ve no say in the selection of
the memhers of that Inquiry Board.
It
Mr. HANNAH.-Certainly not.
should be an inquiry by independent men,
and the Government should be true to their
own nominee until some charge has been
brought and proved against him.
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Mr. LEMMoN.-Would they believe him in
preference to McGregor's supporters?
Mr. HANN AH.-I do Hot suppose they
would. When the Premier and the Treasurer
were absent in New South Wales, the
Minister of Agriculture made a statement,
which, on the fa.ce of it, was very silly. It
was very much like the statement he made
in the House last night with regard to the
paragraph that appeared in the Rural Workers' Gazette in counexion with the pot.ato
export scandal.
J t seems very strange
that, until the matter was brought up
here by the leader of the Opposition, the
Minister made no attempt to contradict that
article.
It was only when the leader of
the Opposition referred to the matter that
the Minister hurriedly got the particulars,
but no contradiction has been published in
the press with regard to what appears to
have been a grave scandal. The Minister
tried to make out that there was nothing in
thestatemeot of the leader of the Opposition,
but the honorable member for Benalla practically substantiated the statement made by
the Rural W01'kers' Gazette thnt I his scandal
had been perpetrated upon the potato growers of this country. What was the .:\'linister
of Agriculture doing in his desire to protect
the best interests of the potato growers in
the Tolmie district when it was known, for a
considerable period, that potatoes from that
district were being bought for Jess than £4 a
ton, put into bags, and fraudulently sent to
Western A ustralia" and sold there for £40
a ton 1 'Ve
were
told
last night
that immediately the
Minister came
back from the country
the matter
was put into the hands of the Chief Commissioner of Police. That, however, was three
weeks ago. It is a long time for the police
to take before oommencing a prosecution
against those who are responsible for the
fraud.
Mr. MCGRATH.-The worst featnre was
that the Minister denied all about it.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-He
did nothing of the kind.
Mr. HANNAH.-He denied it completely.
Mr. MURRAY.-He denied the truth of the
statement made by your party.
Mr. HANNAH.-The leader of the
Labour party made no accusation. He merely
read the statement which was published in
the Rural Workers' Gazette, and the Minister
of Agriculture denied the truth of that atatemanto
Mr. MURRAY.-The charge that was made
against the Minister of Agriculture was that
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he was trying to cover up some offonce that
had been committed by his Departmellt,
whereas the evidence showed that prompt
steps were taken.
Mr. H A~" A.H.-That was not the charge
at all. The leader of the Opposition only
asked for a reply as to what had been dt.llJe.
The Minister said tbere wa~ 110 truth in the
statement contained in that paragraph.
Mr. SOLLY.-He got a report from Dr.
Cameron, who happened to be in the gallery
at the time.
Mr. HANNAH.-Yes. Hehurriedly~()t
a report to cover np the p@sition. With a.
Minister who is supposed to be a. representative of country interests, something rnore
drastic should have been done to protect Olll'
producers, and before nuw n prosecntion
should ha.ve taken place.
Mr. McGRATH.-And puLlicit.y should
have been given to the matter.
Mr. IIANNAH.-Yes. It should not
have been hushed lip. 'I am not sayillg thnt
the statement is true, but we -know how
many of these things are interwoven. The
individua.ls trading in this busine~:; have
friends at court, and when that is so we know
how things have been covered up in t.he past.
The Premier himself knows it as well as any
one. The fullest publicity should have been
given to what had taken place, and the fra\ld
should have been exposed immediately. rrhe
Minister of Agriculture is prepared to deal
with Mr. Bell, of the Geelong Harbor Trm;t,
on the question of preference to nuionists, but
when this fraud in the potato trade came to
light he was not prepared to do his duty by
exposing it. When it comes to a question 'Jf
preference to those who are closely allied
with them, Ministers are prepared to strain
a point, and to go even so far as to break thelaw in order to cover up the whole affair.
I have seen that occur time after tim e
and I say that itO language is strong enollgh
to condemn such conduct. If report.s be t1'lle
there is great need for an increal'le of energy
in tlie Department of Agriculture. There
is need for a live man there, a man who will
not simply talk and make promises, but ",ho
will carry out those things which are required
in the interests of the producers and also of
the consumers in this community. "Te have
heard a great deal about ~ool storage, and
about protecting the farmers, but the evil
day is put off as long as possible. When it
oomes to a question of dealing with rings and
combines and other great powers that areever ready to help to keep Ministers on the·
Treasury bench, nothing is done. I am
hoping that the new members, such as the:
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honorable member for Ballarat West and the
honorable member for Guubower, will bring a
a little life and new blood into the Liberal dry
bones. I hope that some life and energy will
be infused into those who now occupy seats on
the Treasnry bench, and who are admillistering their departments in the supposed
interests of t.he community. It is claimed
t.hat great things have been done by the
Liberal Administration which has now been
in office for three years. It has had a good
majority behind it, and on occasions has had
the assistance of the Opposition, which has
more than once rescued it.
No Government which has sat on the Treasury bench
has had such a chance.
Mr. CARLTSLE.- You were supporters of
the Government.
Mr. HANNAH.-On occasions we saved
them from their enemies. Can the Governmellt indicate one single action for whieh
they have been responsible, which has had
the effect of increasing our population ~
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland Ea8t).-Immigration.
Mr. HANNA H.-Immigration, my grandmother.
The McKenzie-Mead delegation
went to England to secnre first-class strapping agriculturists and irrigationists from the
centre of Loudon.
Some of the immigrants
have been on the farm managed by the Minister of Agriculture, and others have been sent
to other portions of the State.
During the
last few weeks we find that men who came
here with a few hundred pounds and who went
Oll the land, have had to sell out, because they
have been misled. They have had to go and
earn a living from others. I have been watching the type of men who have been brought
out. Nearly all of them have not been fit
for the land. Compared wi th the type of
men who ~ame out in years gone by, the preseut immigrants are not in it. Owing to the
conditions of industrial life in the leading
cities of Great Britain, they have deteriorated. The G0vernment have signally failed to
secure the class of agriculturists and workers
desired. Men have entered by the front door
of Victoria, and then left by the back door
for New South Wales and Queensland.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-Tell us
about those who come here from other States.
Mr. HANNAH.-I do not think any
number have come to Victoria from the other
States, but certainly a h.rge uumber are
leaving 11S by our back door.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-A very
small percentage of the men who have come
to Victoria from other States or elsewhere,
have left us.
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Mr. W ARDE.-The fact that we are losing
a Federal member shows that the leakage of
population must continue.
Mr. HANNAH.-I would point out that,
in the next di8tribntion of seats for the
Federal Parliament, the country districts
will lose two members, while we in tho
metropolitan area will gain one.
Although
a great portion of Eastern Gippsland and
other parts of Victoria are undeveloped,
the Government have not done anything of a
national character to retain our population.
I honestly say that I would sooner
see a Conservative Government in power,
because I belie,'e they would be up and
doing from the stand-point of self-preser.
vation.
With the present Government it
is a question of the loaves and the fishes, and
of following the line of least resistance. It is
proposed to close this session before Christmas,
and adjourn for six months, although nothing wa.s done in this House during the last
session. I say that the A,qe is entitled toflog the Government for sucb a proposal,
and the honorable members who support it.
When it comes to a question of work, I am
quite prepared to do it, whether it means
sitting in summer or winter. During t.he
elections the honorable member for Jika
.Tika and the Treasurer, and others, stated
that it was because of the innumerable
amendments moved hy the Labour party that
the ·W orkers' Accidents Compensation Bill
was lost. The honorable member for Jika Jika
was going to vot.e with the Labour party
against the Government for introducing the
amendment which really hung up that Bill
last session. I have the report of that honorable member's address to his constituents,
published in a local paper. •
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).Read it out. It will be something freshnot stale stuff.
Mr. HANNAH.-The honorable member
always gives something stalel However, I
understand that his vote on the referendum
next time will be fresh. This is the report.
I allude toThe Workers' Compensa.tion Bill, eaid Mr.
Membrey, was brought in, but it was so overloaded with amendmenls by the Labour party
that it was illlpos~ible to get it through the House.
The measure, however, would eventually become·
the law of the land, and would have his heartiest.
supIXlrt.

Mr. ROBERTSON.-Quite true.
Mr. HANNAH.-The honorable memher
for Bulla knows perfectly well how he was
taken to task by the honorable member for
Flemington for what he did in the interests of
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the down-trodden farmers and squatters. It
was because the numbers were against the
'Government on their amendment that that
Bill was hung up. No one knows that
better than the honorable member for Bulla
~)l1d the honorable member for Jika Jika..
The Age published an article strongly con-demning the Government for its action, and
we know that, as a result of that, most of the
metropolitan members determined to take
.action. The honorable member for Jika
~Tika always has the Conservatives in the
,bag, together with a large section of the
Liberals. As Jika Jika is a working man's
constituency, the honorable member has to
appeal to the workers and to make them
believe that he is ever ready to conserve
their interests. In the Honse he said that
he had voted against the proposal for a
minimum wage of 8s. a day to railway
workers, 'but that the Treasurer had said
that it would mean having to give 8A. a day
to every old man and every boy in the De.partment, whether they were worth it or not.
The honorable member for Bendigo WeRt submitted a proposal providing that every employe
over the age of tweuty-one should receive a
minimum wage of 8s. per day. "'-hen that
proposal went to a division the honorable
member for Jika Jika voted against it. That
was on the 14th December, 1910. On the
hustings he saidI believe in the minimum wage. It is only the
-other day that I vote«;l for a 9s. minimum.
J

'The honorable member said that at the
-opening meeting of his election campaign.
When the honorable member for Carlton
moved his proposal for 9s. per day in connexion
with the Rushworth to Colbinabbin railway,
the Government postponed the consideration
of the Bill. They brought it up again, but
·a bandoned it rather than that the amendment should be carried. No division was
taken on the question of the payment of a
wage of 9s. per day, but the honorable member for Jika Jika stated that he voted for
that proposal. He saidNo doubt, gentlemen, you will say this was done
for electioneering purposes, but I can assure you it
was not.
An untrue statement such as the honorable
member made is most difficult to overtake. I
do not object to being downed in a straightforward manner, but I object to being
downed by anything that is untrue. It was
said that the Labour party was responsible
for the loss of the Workers' Accidents Compensation Bill. That is untrue. S()oner than
that it should be said that they had helped the
Mr. Hannah.
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destruction of that measure they"refrained
from moving any amendments, and we know
what the result was. It was also said that
the Labour party was responsible for the loss
of the Apprenticeship Bill.
One or two
of the members of the Employers' Federation said to me, "We are surprised that
your side of the House was prepared to
see the Bill knocked out." I said, "The
fact is that we kept a House for the
Government during the whole of the
evening sitting. They did not have five
supporters during the whole of the time."
For three hours the Labour party supported
several amendments in that Bill and helped
to put it into shape.
The honorable mem.
bel' for Williamstown, after three hours'
debate, when it was proposed that the House
should adjourn until half.past two o'olock
the following day, urged that the House
~hollid meet again at eleven o'clock, which was
the hour fixed in the Sessional Orders. The
Treasurer said, " If we meet at half-past two
o'olock it will give us plenty of time to do all
that is necessary and we will be able to send
the measure to another place." The House
met at half-past two o'clock, and instead of
going on with the Apprenticeship Bill the
Government brought on the Coroners Bill.
I say that the loss of the Apprenticeship Bill
and other measures has to be laid at the door
of the Government.
The Labour party
numbered ollly twenty-one out of a House of
sixty-five and if what has been said against
the Labour party is true it shows that it is
a very powerful party, and that with twentyone members it can block forty-three members on the other side. In other words,
every member of the Labour party is equal
to two members on the other (the Ministerial) side. I do not think it is necessary
for me to say very much more. Apparently
the Govel'llment, unless they are sure that
the way is clear and the future all right for
them, are not going to bring in any
far-reaching measures. They do not intend
to take any risks. Weare fresh from the
country, ready to do our work, and there is
no reason why, in the next few weeks, some
useful measures should not be placed upon
the statute-book. It is apparent that the
Government are not in earnest, and do not
desire to pass any measures of importance. I
am glad the Minister of Railways is present,
because there is a matter I wish to refer to
in connexion with his Department. We have
had splendid seasons, and the payments to
officials in the Rail way Department have
been inoreased, but there is still a condition
of things operating that is an absolute
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disgrace to the Department. I refer to the
employment of women to do men's work at
rail way stations. Upon the Preston line
there are about nvu stations looked after by
women. The women have been in charge
since the period of retrenchment some years
ago. They were put on by Mr. (now Sir
Thomas) Tait in order to cut down the cost of
running our railways. These women get 3s.
per day. They have to work seven days in
the week in order to make 21s. One
women is responsible for receipts amounting
to £200 per year, and if there is Is. short
she has to make it up cmt of her munificent
wage of 3s. per day. At another station
there are three women. One girl applied
to the Commissioners for increased pay,
and they g:t.Ve her an increase of 6d. per
day, making her wages 3s. 6d. per day.
She is responsible for receipts amonnting to .£700 a year. No Government could
be proud of such a condition of things as
that. The time has arriyerl for these women,
who have been sweated so long, to be paid a
fair and reasonable rate of wages. They
should be paid at least a living wage. From
this morning's papers we find that the immigration agents who have gone to England
are complaining that the wages paid to
women in Victoria are no better than women
are receiving in Great Britain, and that,
therefore, there is no inducement for women
to come out here. When the Railways CommissiontJrs value the services of women at 3s.
per day it is time for Liberalism to wake
up.
Mr. ROGERs.-The Women's National
League agree with that ..
Mr. HANNA H.-We know the object of
the Women's National League. It is to
buttress up the present condition of things.
When an election occurs the members of
the league endeavour to make the wOlking women believe that they are their
friends. I remember about two years ago
the league held a large party at Sir
Robert Best's place. A fier afternoon tea
Mrs. Moss and other women delivered
addresses, and urged the necessity of organizing before the Federal elections came round.
There were two or three ladies present who
were, perhaps, not quite the same as the others
who were there. One of those ladies asked
wha.t Mrs. Moss could give to the women to
induce them to support the candidates
favoured by the league. lUrs. Moss said,
We can offer
" Let us be perfectly frank.
you nothing. All we can do is to get your
votes.'1 We know that the Women's National
League can offer the women nothing. The
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members of the league have not experienced
the same conditions as women of the working
class. I venture to say that if Mrs. Berry
were put in charge of a station on thePreston line, and had to work nine or
ten hours a day and get her food and
clothing on a ,,·age of 3s. per day
she would be one of the first to rebeL
I think I have said sufficient for to-day. I
hope we shall have some practical work done
this session, but if we have not, it will bethe fault of those occupying the Treasury
bench.
Mr. EL~ISLIB.-And they will say it is.
our fault.
Mr. HANNAH.-They can say what
th6Y like. I started off by referring to the
power of the Age and the part it played
in connexion with the elections, especially in
condemning the principle of preference tounionists.
The Age people have been
powerful in the past and thought they were
going to be powerful in regard to shifting
the Premier. They had a leading article in
which they said he was not :fit to occupy the'
position of Agent-General, or of Chairman
of the Charities Board, or the Harbor Trust,
but that he had excellent qualities for theposition of Speaker of the House. He was,
all right for that position, but not for the
others. That is on a par with their position
in condemning preference to unionists. Some
of the statements they used in trying t(»
frighten people in the country, are like thestatements in the document that the honorable member for Dundas, with the People's
party, was responsible for having issued.
They spoke of preference to unionists as.
"The sword of vengeance." This document
was dilStributed broadcast throughout the
State at the ex. pense of the Employers'
Federation, the Women's National League,.
and those who were seeking to misrepresent.
the position.
Mr. THoMsoN.-I had nothing to do with
it.
Mr. HANN AH.-It is most remarkable
that the Age, while condemning preferen.ce tounionists, never said a word in regard to preference to the News Agents Association.
These agents have the right to the· early
newspapers isrmed by the Age, and others.
cannot get the papers until after certain
hours. Those who pay a heavy price are
under a bond to the A.ge to get these newspapers, and no other person is allowed to get
an Age newspaper until an hour or an hour
and a half after the papers have been supplied
to the agents. Would that paper be able tocome out if it did not recognise preference t()
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unionists? There is not a man employed
there or in the Argus office who is not a
unionist, and these papers could not be produced were that not the case.
Mr. THo1\1soN.-Y OU do not like the
farmers to get the early papers.
Mr. HANNAH.-I believe the farmers
are like some of the squatters-they are
always able to get in early, and they get a
good deal sometimes.. The honorable gentleman was able to get in early and unload
before the land tax came in, so as to escape
paying the tax.
Mr. THOMsoN.-Wrong again.
Mr. HANNAH.-I can only say t.hat I
hope, notwithstanding that we have had a
blank presented to us in the shape of the
Governor's speech, which the mover and
seconder of the Address-in-Reply admitted,
we shall have some useful work done during
the present session.
I hope some of the
measures, especially the "Vorkers' Accidents
Compensation Bill, that were promised last
session, will be passed this session.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-I was thinking,
when the honora.ble member who has just
resumed his seat was speaking, that one of
the curses of the country is the bribing
politician-the politician who tries to brihe
the people. When I heard the honorable
member state what had occurred at a meeting of the Women's National Leagne, I
thought that it was to the credit and the
'Straightforwardness vf that body, rather than
a reflection on them, that they would not
attempt to place a fancy picture before the
electors.
Mr. COTTER.-If; the honorable member
in order, Mr. Speaker, in referrillg to the
honorahle member for Collingwood as a
bribing politician?
The SPEAKER.-I (lid not hear the
honorable member for St. Kilda say that. I
would ask him if he made such a statement.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-I did not say that,
but I said the curse of the country was the
bribing politician. I made no allusion to
the hOllorable member for Collingwood. You
will find politicians all over the country
offering this, that, and the other thing to
the electors. I had one in my electorate
during the recent election.
Mr. WARDE.-Did you not make certain
promises to your electors?
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-I made no promise except such as was consistent with good
government based on sound finance. The
promises frequently made by politicians cannot be fulfilled consistently with Bound
nuance and good government.
It is no
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reflection on any league or political body to
say that they have nothing to offer; they
have nothing to offer except what ought to be
offered al ways, and that is good government
consistently with sound finance and the
general welfare of the country. It is not
right for people to get on the platform and
tell the electors that if they return them to
P:trliament they (the electors) will al ways
have a few pounds in their pockets; that is
not consistent with good sound finance. In
my electorate the gentleman who (1)pposed
me put as an item in his printed':programme
the preservation of every man's property against distress up to £2,000. Tbis
man issued a paper stating that he
would endeavour t~ secure the protection of every man's property against disstress up to £2,000. The only meaning
tiJat could be attached to the statement was
that a mall might owe his creditors £2,000,
and that his property could not be touched
by his crediton;.
Mr. LEMMoN.-Nothing of the kind.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-If it has any other
meaning I do not know what it is. It meant
that a man could hold property, and, although
he might owe £2,000 to hiR creditors, tbey
could not touch that property.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-:-Rubbish !
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-I did not rise to
take up the time of the House with matters
like this, but I CQuld not help entering my
protest against this idea, because I think it
is one of the worst things that any politician
or any body of politicians should try to outbid others in a way that is not legitimate nor
consistent with sounu finance. This is a
broad political point, and not a matter of personal feeling. I hope the time will com.e
when we shall have no more of this kind of
thing.
Now, I desire to draw the
attention of the House to the grave
danger that threatens the State through
the attack made on the Savings Bank by
the Federal Government.
This matter is
much more important than some of the
things we had to listen to last night and to·
day. We are in the presence of a grave
national danger. It is absolutely necessary
to exercise great care in finance and for the
rights of the State of Victoria to be re·
tained. Instead of quarrelling amongst ourselves over trifles, I think we should endeavour to strengthen the hands of the
Government in maintaining the rights of this
State and the existence of our Savings
Banks. I shall be prepared, as a member of
this House, tJ give t.he utmost support to
the Government in any legitimate meCLns
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they may take to resist the attack proposed
to be made on this State by the Federal
Government. I never knew of a more
wanton attempt to interfere with a legitimately established business, conducted entirely in the interests of the people and the
Government, than this attack. The remarkable thing about it is that hardly twentyfour bours had elapsed since this proposal
was made before "e had an announcement
by the same authority that Mr. Fisher is prepared to repudiate the bargain made with the
bankers of the State when he induced
them to give gold for the notes issued.
He says that he now wants t.he gold reserve
reduced to 25 per cent. of the money which
he proposes to hold agaillst these notes. I
'draw attention to that, not because 1 want to
bring this Honse into Fr,deral politics, but
because the same authurity which makes the
attack on the State Savings Banks is making
this proposal in regard to the gold which was
got (rom the bankers. The two things
Rhonld be. looked at together .
.\1r. LEMMoN.-They have the const.itutional right to do what they are doing.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-We may have
the constitutional right to do wron~. The hOIlorable member will not sa.y that because he
has the constitutional right he has any moral
right to break a legitimate bargain that he
has made with the bankers of the country.
The Federal Government induced them to
give their gold to the extent of nearly
£ 10,000,000 in return for these notes. It
was handed over under the pledge that,
after £7,000,000 was given to the Government for notes, there would be £ 1 for £ 1 for
any amount of notes issued in excess of that
sum. Now, when the Prime Minister has
got the £7,000,000, ha proposes to repudiate
that bargain, and asks the Commonwealth
Parliament to assist him to reduce the
reserve to 25 per cent. I am drawing the
attention of the House to the necessity of
supporting the State Government in every
legitimate resistance they can make to such
a proposal as that.
Mr.
ARDE.-It is time to talk when
they refuse tID pay gold for notes.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-The honorable
member has the full privilege of addressing
the House. 1 am dealing with this matter
as a broad national question, and not in a personal way, and the honorable member can
get up at the proper time and express his
views on the subject, and I will listen to him
with the utmost attention, as I would to
other honorable members.
J do not know
what course the Government intend to take
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to offer resistance in this matter. There may
be two ways of doing it, and either way
would be legitimate.
One way would be to
sustain our Savings Ranks branches all over
the State.
Mr. MURRAY.-We are going to be "last
ditchers" over the Savings Banks. We will
not let the Commonwealth trample us under
their feet.
Mr. PRENDERGAs'f.-That is where you
are going to-the last ditch.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-Another way
would be to take the opinion of the people
upon the question. I do not propose that,
but it has been suggested by a good many
members of the puhlic. 1t is for the
GovernmC:'nt to say.
But in either case I
should be prepared to give the Government
every support, and I have no doubt that
other honorable members will do the same.
Holding the opinions I do on this matter, I
feel compelled, at this particular stage of our
meeting, to express my own opinions, and ~o
say that, as far as I am concerned, I wIll
give the Government every support.
MI'. PRENDERGAST.- Th'lt is what the
honorable member did over the AgentGeneralship.
Mr. M cCUTCHEO N.-It does not follow
that. I would give the same support on two
different matters.
I have mentioned this
matter in regar:d to State rights. ~ome of
my Liberal friendH used to laugh when the
subject of State rights was mentioned, but
they now find out, as things have developed
in another place, that the State rights question will become, as I think, one of the lmrniug questions in this country, and I believe
it will lead to great changes in politicn.l
affairs, because of the stupid and foolish
action of the Federal Governmen t in regard
to the Savings Banks.
Mr. W A HDE.-You did not say anyt hing
when the Melbourne Savings BankR started
in opposition to the Post Office Savings Bank.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-There are two
more matters I intend to allude to. I have
a good de:ll of information and a good many
pOInts to address the House upon with regard to the position of the police force. I
was in hopes that I should be saved from
doing this if I brought the matter before the
Premier.
Mr. WAHDE.-This is Sir Henry "reedon's
legacy.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-lf the Premier,
after hearing what 1 say, would make a
sta.tement, it would stop me from going on.
I believe that the honorable gentlerran is
sympathetic with the request of the police.
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The request of the police is this. They say
that under present conditions they are
grossly underpaid, that the good men are
leaving the foroe,
that
they
cannot afford to let the men of inferior
quality who are in be shifted, because
.they would be short, and that there
are not the inducements to men to go
into the force and remain in it that there
tlhould be.
I am prepared to gi ve
proof of that, and to elaborate upon the
matter. As the Government have taken
.every care to protect the rights of artisans
by establishing ",rages Boards arrd looking after them in every way, I think
they should take as much care in looking
after the State servants. The Premier might
save nJY going further by stating that he
will consider this matter.
Mr. lvlUlmAY.-Is it a question of payor
pension&, or both 1
Mr. McCU'rCHEON.-Referring strictly
to pensions.
Mr. MuRHAY.-The Government have
had it under consideration. I myself am
friendly disposed towards making provision
€ither by way of pensions or a superannuation
fund. Something must be done in one
,direction or the other.
Mr. McCUl'CHEON.-I am quite satisfied, when the Premier tells me that, to save
my arguments and the time. of the House,
.and will pass on from that question, having
got the pledge that the matter will be taken
into consideration of improviug the position
<>f the police and of bringing it up to that of
the police of adjoining States. Another
thing I want to say a word about is the
Geelong Harbor Trust. I was pained yester<lay and hLSt night at hearing the charges
which took up so much time, and the defence,
which also took upso much time and which was
not satisfactory to me. I would lay before the
House this faet-that there is an illegality
..at present going on. It has been pointed
.out by the Auditor-General repeatedly that
the 20 per cent. of the gross receipts
.of the Trust are 110t being paid to the
Government as they should be according to
the .Act. 'Why are they not paid? Simply
because something has been done at Geelong
which the Act never contemplated when it
stated that 20 per cent. of the gross proceeds
should be handed to the Government. If it
had been contemplated for a moment that
the Trllst would go into the branches it has,
that it would have carried on a farm and have
~stablished freezing works, to the latter of
which personally I do not object, the .Act would
never have said that 20 per cent. of the
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proceeds should have gone to the Government, because everybody knows that the
Trust could not carryon a farm, a boardinghouse, and freezing works, and hand over
20 pel' cent. of the gross proceeds to the
Government. It would be utterly impossible.
What conclusion do we draw from that?
That it was never intended that these
matters should be gone into at all. We
cannot come to any other conclusion. From
that point of view I consider that the
management of the Trust, by the chairman
and t he members, is to blame for going into
matters which the .Act did not allow, anti
for persisting in them after they were shown
to be illegal. Under the conditions which now
exist-a member having recently been appointed to the Trnst, and that man taking the
same view as is held outside, saying that he was
refused information, and giving instances of
what has occurred-it is impOFlsible to resist
the conclusion that there should be a full
and oomplete inquiry into this matter, not
merely by the .Auditor-General into the
acconnts, but an inquiry into the whole
proceedings of the Trust-an inquiry why,
when so large an amount of money
has been received, first from loans, and
then as a further advance from the
Government, as well as something like
.£100,000 of receipts, so little of this
money has been expended upon the legitimate
objects of the Trust, and in carrying out the
intention of the .Act. I urge the Government to rise to the occasion. We ask them
to discharge the functions which a Government should discharge of preserving the
State against illegality in any of its departments, whether semi~official or official, and of
seeing that the good fame of an institution,
for which it has guaranteed money, is not
assailed, first by rnmours outside, then by the
report of the .Auditor-General, and then by
the statements of a member of the Trust
appointed by the Government themselves .
Under these conditions, 1 think the Government will see that it is only a reasonable and
practioal request that is made to them now.
They should not confine the scope of this inquiry to anything whioh the Auditor-General
should inquire into, but there should be an
iuquiry by &.n independent Board, so that
the public mind may be satisfied as to what
is being done. I see the chairman of that
Trust in this chamber, I have not the
slightest desire to convey the imputation that
he has been doing anythin~ but what he
thought was best to be done. I think that
he has been filled with enthusiasm for the
Trust and for Geelong, and that, expecting
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that great things would happen from the Trust,
be has been led into these other matters.
I think he will see that it is necessary in his own
interests, as well as the interests of the public, that the matter should be inquired into as.
I have suggested. If he himself welcomes the
inquiry, then there can be no objection by the
Government to appointing an independent
Board. I listened Jast night to the honorable member's statement, and he informed us
that he himself had done things, and arranged
things, in a way that I think, as chairman of
the Trust, he would have been wiser to have
abstained from. These are only indiscretions,
but still they leave matters in Stich an unsatisfactory position, that unless a full
inquiry is made the pubiic will go on
talking, nrIr. Bell will go on accusing the
chairman, the chairman will go on accusing
Mr. Bell, and there will be no end of it, so
that next session when we meet again we
may find the time of the House taken up
with matters entirely foreign to the purposes
of ft Legisla~ive Chamber. That is the sort
of thing we have descended to, simply because
the Geelong Harbor Trust has been allowed
to go on as it has done, and because the
chairman of the Trust is a member of this
House, which I do not think he ought
to be.
If a man goes outside and
takes a position of that sort he should
be free from the implication of influencing
his fellow members in this Honse, and the
sooner we get rid of members of Parlia·
ment occupying these dual positions the
better it will be for the business of the
country, and for the memberg themselves.
Having made these few remarks, I will llOt
take up the time of the House further, because I know that we have a great deal of
work to do in the very short time at onr disposal.
Mr. HAMPSON. - I have very great
pleasure, Mr. Speaker, in making my bow
once again to you, and so long as I can get
the same justice meted out to me from the
Chair as I got last session, I will have no
complaint to make. I am also pleased to
renew my acquaintance with members of the
House, as well as with the gods above. The
discussion, 80 far as it has gone, appears to
me to indicate that honorable members are
endeavouring' to rub off from the political
s~ate things which occurred during t.he
electivn. The honorable member for Hallarat West, who seconded the motion for the
adoption of the Address-in-Reply, was good
enough to say that his election for that constituency was an evidence of t.he great
.iltrength of Liberalism throughout Victoria:
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If I were to point out, however, that in thesecond city of the State there has been a
drop in population from 49,000 to 44,000, iI,
might be a better indication of the reason
why there were sufficient Conservatives and
Tories left in Ballarat West to account for
the change in the representation of that
electorate. In connexion with the elections
that have just taken place, I certainly think
that the Labour party did not get any
consideration from the metropolitan press,
and I do not suppose they expected it.
There is one gratifying feature, and that isthat the more vicious the newspapers became
towards the Labour party the larger were the
majorities obtained by that party in the
metropolitan area, where the press is supposed to have its greatest influence. In view'
of the fact that this election was conducted
under the new system of preferential voting t
I suppose it is worth while saying a word as tothe change in our elective system, to which
a large number of people outside of this
House take strong exception. The honorable member for St. Kilda is prepared to refel~
another question to a referend urn, bu t I
think that if there is any question that
should be referred to the people at thepresent time it is that of preferential
voting. If that. were done, I am confident
it would be found that a majority of the
people are anxious to wipe that measure ():ff
the statute-book altogether.
III the constituency f(n which I was elected the Hystem
of preferential voting was operative, and the
opinion generally expressed was that, if theqnestion came up again, a majority of the
electors would be anxious to get rid of tha~
system at the earliest opportunity.
Mr. MEMBREy.-That is not the general
opinion of the people of the State.
Mr. HAMPSON.-I venture to say that
the Government are not prepared to give
honorable members an opportunity of expressing their opinion on the subject, becauseI think if they did they would find that 3.
majority of honorable members would refum
to continue the system of preferential voting.
When you have a constituency like East
Melbourne you can see how that system
operates, where there are three candidates
who polled approximately the same number
of votes. In that case you have Mr. Farthing
returned, as the result of the Labour candidate not securing the number of first preferences necessary to put him in the second
pO!'!ition. I believe that if the position, as.
between Mr. Farthing and Mr. Opitz, had
been reversed in that respect, then, instead
of the Government having a supporter
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returned to Parliament, the chances are that
the Labour party would have captured the
seat. Thera is another phase of the question.
A t that election the second preferences of the
lowest man on the poll were counted. The
Illun who was highest on the poll at the first
count had a majority of over one thousand
first preferences, but in t he second coun t the
second preferences of those who voted for him
were not taken into consideration at all.
Mr. MURRAy.-According to you it. would
not have been a bad idea if all three c8.ndidates had been knocked out.
Mr. HAMPSON.-The Government contend that this system gives majority rule,
but that is not FlO in every case. In the
case of the election for East Melbourne, if a
majority of those who voted first of all for
Sir Henry
eedon had given th~il' second
pl'eference~ to Mr. Opitz, t hen ~\l r. Opitz
would have got the seat instead of Mr.
Farthing.
Mr. MURRAY.-I think Mr. Farthing
would have got a still bigger majority.
Mr. HA MP~O~.-Undel' this system of
voting it is merely a matter of chance who
will be elected when there are three candidates in the field, and they poll nearly an
equal unmber of votes on the first count.
r.J.'here has been a great deal of exultatioll on
the part of the great Liberal party over the
victory they have obtained. But when you
(lome to examine the figures, what do you
find? We have now nineteen Labour men
sitting ill opposition, and those nineteen
members represent 239,091 votes. Yon can
take thirty seats on the Ministerial side and
they represent only 230,583 votes. Snrely,
when a man is voting for a candidat.e on this
(the Opposition) side his vote should be
of equal value with the vote of a man who is
supporting the Government. It will be seen
that under this system of voting the Labour
party may actually poll more votes in the
constituencies, and yet we have only nineteen
members here, while about the same number
of voters on th~ other side are able to return
thirty representatives to the Ministerial
bench.
Mr. MURHAy.-They have the same thing
in the Commonwealth , only it works the
other way.
Mr. PRl':NDff,RGAST.-N"O.
Mr. HAMPSON. - The Government
should be prepared to intrcduce into this
House a democratic measure which would'
give a voter in the city the same power as a
voter in the country.
Mr. J. CAl\1"ERON (Gippsland East).-That
is what you would like.

,.y
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Mr. HAMPSON.-If you followed the
principle adopted in the Federal COllstituencies there would be some chance of
getting a fair reflex of public opinion throughout Victoria. No doubt the present system
suits this Government pretty well. You call
yourselves Liberals, but you are upholding
in this system the most conservati ve form of
government. The Premier, in his speech at
Warrnambcol, saidAs a resident in Hawthorn I object to have less
power than a resident in the city.

Now, if that is the Premier's opinion, does
not the same argument apply with regard to
a man voting in the cit.y as compared with a
man voting in t.he country? Why should
t.he vote of a man in the country carry more
weight than the vote of a man in the city ~
Mr. MURRAY.-I was speaking purely of
the metropolitan area.
Mr. HAMPSON.-I am glad the Premier
has said that.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - Why did not the
Premier address the electors in the metropolitan area ~ Is it that he was not allowed
to do so?
Mr. MURRAY.-I was sorry I had not the
time. I might have Illtered the results of
some of the elections.
Mr. HAMPSON.-I desire to point out
that the majorities for the nineteen Labour
men totalled 40,550, while those for the thirty
members returned on the ot.her side on a less
number uf votes was 30,000 odd. In view
of the promised re-distribution of seats, I
want honorable members to consider whether
we cannot fall into line with the Commonwealth) not only as regarus the registration of
voters, but the scheme of representation.
Mr. McBRIDE.-They have not equal
electorates for the Federal Parliament..
Mr. HAMP~ON.-They are approximately equa\. At any rate, they have not
such anomalies as H3.wthorn, with 20,000
electors, and Warrenheip With 5,000 odd.
The Government and their supporters advocated decentralization, and I have no doubt
that it has secured them a large number of
votes. Now, the Government pn)pcse to
spend over £5,000,000 on rail way construction and faciiities, including the electrification of the suburban system. Country
members, especially the honorable member
for Swan Hill, will want the conntry trains
speeded up, and there will also be a cry for
rail way construction in country districts. If
this enormous sum of money is spent in and
around Melbourne it will tend to further
centralization. It is for country members to
justify their statements that they favour
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deoentralization, if they intend to support
proposals which will retard the development
of the country.
Mr. MURRA Y.-How can you say that, if
the alteration more than pays for itself ?
Mr. HAMPSON.-If the suburban railways arA to be electrified immediately the
Government must borrow money. They
have already power to borrow £3,300,000
for construction and other rail way works.
Add to that £2,22:\000, which I suppose
will be required for electrifying the suburban
railways, and you have a total of about
£5,500,000 which will be spent in and
around Melbourne, and which must retard
development in the country.
Mr. W ARDE.-£3,500,000 is for construction in the country.
Mr. HAMPSON. - If the honorable
mem bel' goes through the Estimates he
will find that £800,000 is for the country.
I have been through the items, and it
is proposed to spelld the bulk of the
money in and around Melbourne.
Yet
this Government is largely supported
by country members, who say they
are in favour of decentralization.
The
whcle policy of the Government tencls to
cen tralization.
T he
Govern men t pride
themselves on the fact thaI, they are bringing thousands of immigrants into Victoria.
Last session, when I was bringing under the
notice of members the way in which an
English immigrant was treated, the House
was counted out. I was told that if I
banded
the papers to the Honorary
Minister (Mr.
Thomsoll) the matter
would be attended to.
I gave him
the paperf'. I recently wrute to Dinger,
the English immigrant in question, who
states t hat he has heard nothing from
the G(wernment. He is the man whom the
Government brought out with his "Nife and
ten children, and offered 10 acres of land and
the loan cf a tent. The Government have
brought in 20,000 persons, and it has cost
£40,080. They al e bringing in twenty
immigrants for every Olle who it:! Leil1g placed
on the land. That is an unsound policy.
~othing it:! surer than that, with a slump in
production and slackness of work, the introducticm of these immigrants will lower the
wages paid throughout Victoria. 0111' prosperity is simply due to a few prolific seasons.
The statistics issued by t he Government
Statist I3how that last year we had a record
production in wheat. The total yield was
34,813,019 bushels, or an average of 14'52.
With a few weeks of dry weather the estimate for this year is 26,000,000 bushels, or
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an average of 11'45. A study of the
statistics will show how the wheat production
of Victoria varies with the rainfall.
If loan
money is to be spent in such large ~ums in the
way proposed, I say that the developmflnt of
the country is bound to be retarded. During
the elections much reference was made to the
question of preference to unionists.
The
Government say that they would not be
guilty of preference to anybody. They would
not dream of giving preference to unionists.
When the South African contingents left Victoria. the men were promised that on their
return they would have preference in Government employment. I heard that stated by responsible men in Bendigo. In the Defence Act
of Australia it is provided that ",.. here a man
will carry a gun and put in a certain amount
of drill he shall also have preference in
Gover~lment employment. In speaking on the
Arbitration Bill, lVir. Isaacs (now Justice
Isaacs) said that three pa.rties were responsible
for it. It was found that the Act would
not work unless the unions were recognised,
and Mr. Isaacs said that it would be
unfair to prevent unioniRts taking part in
politics or using their funds for political
purposes when the employers \Vue able to do
what they liked in that regard. Now, if it
is a sound principle to give preference in the
cases 1 have mentioned, why is it such a
crime for t he Federal Government to say
that those who have fought in the forefront
of the industrial war, should also have it,
and that, if two men apply for Goverl1ment
employment, preference should be given to a
unionist over a non-unioni~t? ~npposing
a unionist and a non-ll11ionist. applied to the
Premier for a position, which one would
he appoint, providing other things were
equa.l ~
Mr. M URRA y.-[ would give it to the
better man .
.Mr. HAMPSON.- You might not know
who was the better.
Mr. MURRAY.-I would try to find out.
Mr. I1AMPSON.-Assume that after
making an investigation you find that the
two men are equal.
Mr. MUImAY.-Thell I would say toss up
for it.
Mr. HAMPSON.-We say, when the
conditions are eq naI, preference should be
given to the nnionist.
Mr. MORRAY.-But you make the unionist
the better man every time.
Mr. HAMPSON.-As a rule he is the
better man. Becallse we do that., we have to
submit on the hustings to this sort of
Mr, Cohen, of the Trades Hall
criticism.
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Liberal party speak from the p)atforrn abQut.
the extravagant language which some men
connected with the Labour movement use
they ought to remember that they have men,
within their own ranks who use extravagant
language. I do not suppose this Government holds itself responsible for the utterances of some members of the Liberal party.
Mr. McBRIDE.-No one ever accused Mr~
Abbott of being a Liberal.
Mr. HAMPSON.-He prides himself on
being one. There are no Conservatives in this
country now. There are only one or two other
matters to which I wish to refer. In connexion
with Sergeant McKenna's referenee to "gutter
politicians," I may say I know he did not refer
to anybody in Bendigo, because in Bendigo
we k~ep out of the gutter of politics and get
on the elevated plane of the pavement.
Sergeant McKenna was probably referring t()
some of the politicians down in Essendon. I
will leave it for those to whom he referred to.
deal with his remarks as they please. A
great deal has been said ill reference to.
the trophies of Liberalism, and it may not beamiss if I point out that the great hope of the
Liberal party who was sent down to Gippsland North to capture one of the Labour
If these men who stopped the engines had been scalps was not successful. There are reasons
soldiers or sailors in acti ve service the penalty that will never appeal' in print why thewould ha.ve been very drastic, and would have honorable member for Gippsland North, who
been one that could not be remedied in a.fter
is popularly known down there as "Jimmy,'"
time.
holds that constituency so safe.
He was speaking on the Rail way Service Bill
Mr. WARDE.-It is because of his services
in regard to the restoration of money which to his constituency.
the U-overnment, I always held, illegally kept
Mr. HAMPSON.-I do not know whether
from mfln connected with the rail way strike. honorable members have heard how the
Mr. MURRAY.-There was no illegality honorable member for Gippsland North
about it.
climbed some of the mountain heights and
Mr. HAMPSON.-Supposing the Pre- got drenched with rain. He got to a haven
mier were employing a man, and he of rest, borrowed a pair of lavender trousers
left his employment and went out on strike. that were too tight for him, and a pair of hot
Would the honOlable gentleman be j uHtified socks, filled his shoes with whisky to keep outin saying he would keep the money the man the cold, and then held a meeting, where hohad earned?
dilated for four hours upon Victorian
Mr. MURRAY.-The Government did not politics. It was like a Scotch sermon. His.
keep any money the man had earned.
address was divided into seventeen parts,
Mr. HAMPSON.-Mr. Abbott, M.L.C., and there were refreshments between. I
said, with reference to the strikersthink we may claim that the honorable memThey would have been shot, and they would ber is a hero ill the ranks of the Labour party.
have deserved it too.
The honorable member might paraphrase1 did not hear the Liberals in another place four lines of Macaulay, and sayrepudiate that seutiment. Mr. Manifold, in
Far o'er the crashing forest,
reply to Mr. Abbott's interjection, saidBill Trenwith's arms lie spread;
And the pale Liberals, muttering low,
As these men had not been shot, and as so
Gaze on the bla.sted head.
ma.ny years had elapsed, their offence might
now be forgi ven.
There is one other matter to which I will
I suppose Lhe strikers have to thank some of refer. One member of the Liberal party, in
the Liberal members for the fact, that they whose honour a banquet was held, quoted
were not shot. When members of the great two lines of 1tlacaulay, which are frequently
Council, having made some strong remarks,
this is what we find published with regard to
themDid Mr. Fisher repudiate the bloody gospel? If
so, we have not heard of it. Did Mr. Prendergast
or any other member of the State Labour party
protest? Not a syllable of reproof did any of the~
utter. They were silent one and all, and their
silence was not less dreadful than Mr. Cohen's
awful speech. By their silence they acquiesced and
accepted the new policy of unionism--:" Preference
to unionists; death and destructIOn to non·
unionists." That is what the unionists say.
That is the type of misrepresentation which
the other side, and the press which snpport it, pours on the Labonr party.
In
the Federal Parliament Mr. Glynn asked the
Prime Minister, " Will Government employes
who are not unionists be dismissed ?" and,
according to Hansard, Mr. Fisher said,
"Certainly not." Yet we have to meet
statements such as I have read.
Mr. M URRAY.- What did King O'Malley
say?
Mr. HAMPSON.-Let me tell the Premier what a member of his great Liberal
party said in another place. The Hon. W.
S. Manifold is reported in Hansard as follows : -
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'<luoted by merr. bers of the great Liberal party.
"1.'hey look back on the past, and sayThen none was for a party;
Then all were for the State.

The peculiar thing is that they al waY3 stop
there and do not quote the following lines:Then the great man helped the poor,
And the poor man loved the great;
Then lands were fairly portioned;
Then spoils were fairly sold:
The Romans were like brothers
In the brave days of old.

In Australia when the lands are fairly portioned and the spoils of industry are fairly
divided Australians may be brothe~ like the
Romans were of old. The honorable member
for St. Kilda referred to the Common wealth
Banking Bill. It seems to me that there
has always been an attempt, on the part of
the Victorian Government particularly, to
,oppose practically everything which the
Federal Government has proposed to do, and
that has been particularly the case since the
Government of the Commonwealth has been
,controlled by the Labour party. I think the
State Government ought to endeavour to
'work more harmonionsly wit.h the Federal
Government. It is not a fair thing to
say that the Federal Government are
going to repudiate any agreement ot' bond
which they entered into with the banks
and those who purchased their notes. I
think there must have been sonnd advice
given to the Federal Government with regard to the reserves of gold which they have
at the present time, and if it is found that it
is not necessary for them to hold in
per
cent. of
cash more than 25
the amount of the note issue, what sense
is there in allowing £2,250,000 to lie idle
ill their vaults, when they could use the
money for the benefit of Australi~, and avoid
having to go on the London market or elsewhere for a loan? If the Parliament of
Victoria is so anxious-Mr. ROBERTSON.-You are committed to
a non-borrowing policy.
Mr. W ARDE.-Nothing of the sort.
Mr. HAMPSON.-I have never met a
Liberal yet who could properly interpret the
I . . abour party's policy.
Mr. M(jRRAy.-And you never will. You
do not understand it yourselves.
Mr. HAMPSON.-I think the Federal
'Government can be left to look after their
<own finances. If this Government would
pay the same attention to finance as the
Federal Government do, they would stand in
better credit with the people. This Government. have had the largest revenue of any
Govp-rnment in Victoria. Last year we
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wound up with a miserable f3urplus of £4,000,
and we are spending more loan money than
has been spent for many years past. This
year it is expected that we will wind up with
a small profit of £25,000. Still the Government are going on with a heavy borrowing
policy. I cannot see that this Government
can justly take credit to themselves and
criticise the Federal GoverLIment and their
financial policy.
Mr. RO:OERTSON.-I do not intend in
making a few remarks on the Address-inReply to follow the lines on which the debate
has been proceeding. The honorable member who has just resumed his seat has touched
on two or three controversial subjects, and
the first was in regard to the policy of
centralization, which, as he states, is carried
out by this Government. I must remind
the honorable member that the whole policy
of his party makes for centralization. In
the first place they are in favonr of unification. Have they not advocated the manufacture of all our agricultural implements at
Newport? Was.it not the centralizing of
railway works at Newport that. shut up the
Phoonix foundry at Ballarat and the works
at Maryborough1 This yellr the Government
proposed to spend from £40,000 to £50,000
in order to restore railway works to the
country districts, and thus combat the
centra.lization policy. Nothing is more likely
to stop the railway wheels fronl going rOllnd
than the centralization of all railway work
at Newport. The leaders and followers of
the Labour party have advocated the manufacture of agricultural machinery at the Newport workshops, and they have also advocated
the manufacture of other articles centrally,
and by the State. That party would do
away with all the small traders. They
would not have one in a country town.
They would have emporiums on the lines of
the Civil Service Co-operati ve
Stores.
They would do away with every retailer
in the country. What is the use of the
honorable member for BendigoEast charging
the Government with following a centralization policy when I.e knows full well that Lhe
policy he is pledged to, and is compelled to
obey, is bristling from start to finish with
centralization features in regard to everything? Surely the honorable member for
Bendigo East is not serious in trying to draw
an analogy between preference to unionists
and preference to Ollr soldiers who went to
the war in South Africa.
The man who is
trained as a soldier has to lose a considerable
portion of the time that could otherwise be
dev()ted to industrial work. Are those men
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who went to South Africa and sacrificed
their employment and their promotion to be
denied employment when they return?
Surely it cannot be called preference to
unionists to give such men work to keep
them from Htarving. The honorable member
has quoted from Hansal'd in regard to
preference to unionists. It would be interesting for the honorable member to hear
what was said on that matter by his friend,
Mr. Cohen, at the Tr!l.das Hall, when
seconding a motion congrat.ulating the
Federal Government on its action in regard
to preference to unionists.
Mr. L. Cohen (vice-president), in 8econding the
motion, sa.id that the Minister for Home Affairs
(Mr. O'M::I.Uey) was deserving of the highest com·
mendation of the council The Federal Ministry
was carrying out the platform of the La.bour
party. The members were elected to give pre·
ference to unionists. Non-unionists should be put
off the face of the earth.

He would not even bnry them decently. I
suppose it would be like the fall of Satan,
who was expelled from Heaven and fell fiat.
amongst the brimstone in hell. They would
pnt them off the face of the earth and send
them down a chute to Hades.
Senator Rae had said that any violence done to
non· unionists was justified.
agreed with that
view. If they were shot or put to death it was no
more than they deserved.

He

Mr. PRE:,\DlmGASl'.- Didn't one of your
crowd want to shoot unionists?
Mr. ROBERTSON. - Liberals employ
men, and do not inquire whether they are
Iluiouists or not. They are judged by their
work.
Mr. ~OLLY.--What yon have ren.d is not a
trne report of what Mr. Cohen said, and be
has denied it.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-I must accept the
denial t hell, but this stat·emell t has been
repeated over and over again. It is impossible for me to have all the extracts of Mr.
Cohen's speeches. I believe this report is
true in substance.
Mr. ~OLLY.-H is not true.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-Coming to the
State Bank, and t.he remarks of the honorable
member for Bendigo East in rega.rd to
borrowing, I may say that he has tried to
justify the Federal Government in their proposal to establish a State Bank and to steal
money deposited in our Savings Bank. He
would strangle our Savillgs Bank by closing
the branches at the post·offices and placing
a disability on our citizens who deposit their
money in the Post-effice Savings Banks. If
we are to coutinue the facilities now
gi ven to our artisans and tradesmen to
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deposit their money in the Savings Bank, we
must have a branch of the Savings Bank
wherever there is a posli-office. Honorable
mem bel'S know that the expense involved in
carrying that out would be considerable. It
would really mean strangling our Savings
Bank, because the interest paid would have
to be reduced on account of the extra expenditure.
Mr. "V ARDE. - Did the Commissioners
Savings Bank, when it was started, strangle
the Post-office Savings Bank 1
Mr. ROBERTSON.-The propost\! of the
Federal Government will strangle our Savings
Bank. It is another form of unification.
We want to have our Savings Bank governed
on Home Rule lines. The Labour party are
in favour of Home Rule for other people but
not for our own people. The Savings Bank
money invested in Viotoria amounts to over
£17,000,000, in New South Wales to over
£20,000,000 ; in Queensland it is between
£5,000,000 aud £6,000,000, in South Am;tralia about £7,000,000, in Western Australia
£3,000,000, and in Tasmania between
£1,500,000 and £2,000,000. Altogether
between £50,000,000 and £60,000,000 is to
be appropriated in order to save the faces of
the Labour party, and to keep the Federal
Government from going on the London
market to borrow. The Federal Government
are getting loans from the people here under
cover. They have stolen £10,000,000 of loan
money by their note issue. The Labour party,
who boast about their non-borrowing policy,
are borrowing money by subterfuge. Now,
like a lot of brigands, they are going to appropriate the ~avings Bank moneys. You
must, Mr. Speaker, have seen the picture in
one of the illustrated papers representing
the Labour party going to rob the Savings
Banks, with Mr. O'Malley carrying a gun
that exploded. What is the Labour party
doing in New South Wales to-day? Do
they approve of the Federal Government
stealing the Savings Bank money? Will
the people of Victoria approve of it 1 Will
the people of Victoria approve of their money
being stolen to build a bush capital or a
transcontinental railway? Will they approve of the savings of our workers being
taken to provide employment for the workers
in other States1
Mr. W ARDE.-Are yon afraid that the
depositors will have more confidence in the
Federal than the State Bank 1
Mr. ROBERTSON.-No, I am not. The
State is just as good as the Commonwealth.
I do not think the dismembering of the
States will tend to strengthen the Common-
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wealth. If YOll commence to dismember the
limbs of the body politic YOll will weaken that
body. The hOllorable member for Bendigo
East said it was not the policy of the Labour
party to borrow.
Mr. W ATT.-Except for the pUl'poses of
conversion.
~lr. 'N ARDE.-Our platform does not say
that.
Mr. ROBEr~TSON.-Plank No. 4 of the
State Labour platform says-" Restriction of
public borrowing except for the conversion of
existing loans." What loan or loam:; did the
F~deral Labour party convert when they
raised £ 1O,OuO,OOO by the note issue ~ \V hat
loan are they going to liquidate when they
steal from £50,000,000 to £60,000,000
from the Savings Hanks? Coming to the
Address-in-Reply, I mnst congratulate the
leader of the Opposition on the compliment he paid to the Government. He had no
constrncti ve critici:5m to offer at all, and in
fact we may take it that his silence may be
regarded as approval of the Government.
For little more thau half an-hour he read
newspaper extracts, and thus wasted the
time of the country. Had he offered some
constructive or destructive criticism, he
would have been carrying out his fUllction as leader of the Opposition in
a mucb better way than he did by·
wasting the time of the country in reading
extracts from newspapers, many of which
extracts be had read before. I want to refer
now to two matters of a. non-contentious
nat ure. The first is in regard to the Closer
Settlement Act, which is a very important
matter, and,the secolld is in regard to inigationa i wonld not refer to these mt'l.tters,
only that I know it will be some months
befvre th~ HOllse meets again, and
ml:l.ny acts or administration may be carried
out in the meantime. Many amendments by
way of improvement have been made in the
closer settlement law since its inception in
1904. I feel that when we iiltrorl ueed the
Act of 1909 we really unintentionally repndiated titles that reached back to the Act
of 1904. In :910 you wiil rememher, Mr.
Speaker, that we passed an amendment of
the Closer Settlement Act, section 2 of
which saysNothing in section 79 of the Closer Set tlcment
Act 1909 (1'\0. 2) shall apply to lands di-posed of
prior to the commencement of the said Act.

That did away with the retro'Spective part of
Act ~o. 2229. vVhen a settler nnder the
Act desires to sell after six years or after the
title issues in twelve years, the old leaiSe has
to be surrendered and a new one issued.
Second Session 1911.-[4]
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That debars the purchaser from getting the
same title as the original Dccupiel'.
j.;U. L.UiGIJON.-Do you mean to say that
the holder of the new lease commences de
novo?
Mr. ROBERTSON'.-He does not commence de novo after the six-year perjl)d.
The new occupier would not pay th,e
thirteen half, yearly payments ovel' again.
He would st'trt and pay fifty-two payments
instead of sixty-five. That is the position.
Here is what the old law cOlltains. Glider
~ection 49 sub-section (8) of the 1904 Act
a certain lease is issned, and this is one of
the provisions in the leaseThat at any time after the expirati()ll of the
first twelve years of this demise, pr Ivided the
Board is satisfied that all the covenants and conditions hereof have been complied with. and the
fencing and improvements rrH~inta.illed, and t.hat the
full purchase money for I he lalld and for any improvements has been paid. the Jess e or his repre~
sentatives shall be entit.led to a grant in fee of the
lands herehy demised subject to such covellants,
cunditions. exceptions, and re!:lt!rvations as the
Goverllor in Council may direct.

The point is this: when this man, who has
taken up land under the 1904 Act, desires
to sell in 1911, he finds himself in a.
difficulty.
He may be It workman who
ha~ built a house worth £300 or £400 on
land worth £ 100 If be desires to sell for
£;-)00, and to go abroad and take up a
farm, he firids that the man be sells to mllst
come nuder the 1909 Act, which i~ governed
by section 79 of the other Act. That limits
his market to a mall who can comply wil h
the origmal conditions under which he himself took up the land. ] would put it from
the workman's point of view. A workman
may h3.ve lanrl of the unimproved value of
£ 100. After nille or ten :years he lllay have
erected a house upon it worth £400, and the
land may now be worth .£ 150. The man may
have £5;")0 worth of property.
His desire
may be to sell' this property and take up a
farming block. He is debarred from selling
for £M)O casb, except to any man who would
come under the Act.
He call1lOt sell to a
man possessed of more than £250 of real and
personal property. Y 011, therefore, limit his
market to the poorer class of melle I say
tbat a man should be allowed to sell his land
for what. it is worth, and so be able to pay
his first instalment ,on a f~tl'rn allotment and
commence as a farmer, and not al ways be
kept in the position of a workman. I do not
think Parliament intended that the mali
should be kept as a workman, but merely
that this block shou1d be given him to tide
the man over a certain period.
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Mr. McBRlDE.- What becomes of the
closer settlement block then?
.i\Ir. H,OBERTSON.--The restriction in
the titl8 provides a perfect safeguard llgainst
dummying or abgregatioll.
III the first
place, residcnce is compulsory, and there must
be one mall one block. In my opinion, the
conditions of the 1904 Act are ample to
protect the public.
Mr. MACKEY.- What yon protest against
is the retrospectivll ('.haracter of section 79 ?
Mr. HOBERT.::;ON.-If you maintain
section 79 without altemtion you will have
two sets of titles-those before 1909 aud
those aft.er-and yon will place all those \\' ho
took up land hetween 1904 alld 1909 in the
positioll that they cannot solI to the best advantage to thcmscl ves. Take a farm unller
the old Act, which ~lIowed £ 1.500 worth of
land. Uuder the new Act a man can take
up £2,500 worth. The honorable member.
for Dandenong, the honorable member for
Dundas, and myself fought, iu 1~)04, to
gf't £3,000 as the maximum, as we belie,-ed
that to be a livillg area in the dry wheat·
growinp.: districts. Take the case of a man
who got £ I ,50d worth of land under the 1904
Act. At the end of tell or twelYe years that
land may be worth £2,500, alld yet Jon restrict him from selling to anybody who has
more than £1,500 worth of land, towl1ship
land excepted.
1\[1'. H. McKENZIE (RodneY)'7"It cloe.3 110t
restrict him from selling to a person who
bas £10,000.
1\1)'. HOBEHTSON.--That is so, bnt if a
man had more t.han £ 1':-,00 worth of land the
restriction would apply.
It must have
been obvious, when the Act, was passeu in
1909, that £1 ,f)OO worth of land was not
enough, and so the amonnt was raised to
£2,500. But YOIl are goillg to chain a man
on to land worth £ 1,500, notwithstanding
that his family may baye grown up and may
now be ahle to assist him ill working a larger
place. 1 know of men \\'110 have left Victoria
and gOlle to other States, with two or three
of their sons, because they were alJJe, in the
other States, to take up more laud. We will
assume this case under the old Act.
There
met)' be three neighbours, A, B, and C, 011
three adjoinillg lJlocks, each of £ 1,500 un·
improved value. 'We will suppose that thEy
are three successful men.
At the end of
twol ve years. whell the title issues, why
should not B, with the land in the middle.
be able to subdivide auo sell to A and C, so
that. ho may go to some other part of the
State and obtain land to the value of £2,50.0 It
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When he went into the block worth £ 1,;;00
he may have had a young family, bllt his
children may since have grown up. 'Ve
have admitted the principle that it lrlan may
have £2,500 worth of land, aud yet we h:1\'e
refused to allow these two 111011, A and 0, to
increase their holdings in this way.
Mr. H.McKENZII£( Rodney). -If he selected
£1,500 worth .under the old Act he call select
another £ 1,000 worth under the new Act.
Mr. ROBEl{,T~ON.-Bllt if the man is
planted down in the middle ofWerribee Park
or Staughton Vale or any other estate he
cannot get the additional land near him, and
it is no use his taking up the lana 1.~ 01' 20
miles away from the scene of his operatiolls.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Roclilf>y).-If you allowed a mall with 10,000 acres to come in,
he would ha ve all the area~.
l\h. ROBEI{TSON. -1 am opposed to
dummying, and 1 know that dummying
could take pla0e as \Veli uuder the Closer
Settlement Act with laud at £~ or £9 all acre
as \\·ith tbe land takelllllJ years agoat £1 an
acre, and twenty years to'!: p~.y for it. But you
can safeguard the positioll, as 1 say, by
making residence compnlsory, and having
the condition of one mall on8 block.
:Mr. 11. McKENZIJ<: (Rodnell).~He cOllJd
live on the eloser settlement block :Iud !lot
.cultivate. The man with the big cRtate
outside would simply let the closer settlement block go without uulti\'('ttion.
:Mr. MACKE r.--TlH~ honorable gentleman
has stated that t.he Act!:; ,dlow a man with
£l,fiOO worth of lltud to seled a further
£ I ,0uO worth, and the honora.ble menthor
for Bulla replies that he "'<lIlts the .£1,000
worth of land next door. "Vhat is the
ameudrneut tho honorable member desires
to produce t hat effect ~
Mr. H,OlH~nTSON.--·I have gi\'ell the
case of A, B, alld 8, who are three neightours, with £ 1,500 worth of land each, and
all t bree are supposed to be sllcco::;sfnl.
Mr. II. McKI<.:NZm (Rod11ey).-They can
ha ve land 011 eae h s;de.
~lr. RO HEHTtiON. -But not ill any
quantity, as t.he case is goverlled lJy the
restricti'll) of £2,500 \\'orth. Under the old
Act thesosettlel's would each have £[,500
worth of land. If yon divide B's land in the
centre von would have two blocks each wurth
£7 {)O. ":rhat wonld only give £2,2;")0 \\'orthof
la1ld to each of the neighbour::; (A and C)
alongside. That would not be an aggrega.tion. It would be perfectly safe, ill my
opllllOn. I am :::nro the bonorahle gentleman
and myself wOllld see cj'e to eye on the
matter, if we ,could convey our thoughts to
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each other. I knew perfectly ,."ell thnt the
desire of the Go,'ernment, in settling workmen ill homes anel agricnltllrd,l allotments, is
to give them a ·stepping stone, so that they
may become farmers.
e represent the
working men as well as honorable members
do on t.he Opposition Ride of the IIouse, und
1'.. e want to establil:lh them, first as successful workmen on workmen'::i hOllies, and after
thev have been successful there, and their
SOll~ and daughters have growl} up, and are
able to assist them, we want to enable them
to sell out their workmen's holdings, and
pl1rcbasc a, larger place where they can carry
on prosperous farming.
Mr. HANNAIl.- You want t.hem at 58. a day.
:Mr. HOBEHTSON.-Therc is no better
paid man than the farm worker ill the cereal
growing districts. You will not get a good
stacker uuder lOs. a day and his keep, and a
farm lauollrer will get 78. a day and his keep.
I do not tbit: k the honorable member for
Collingwood is considering the healthiness of
the work in the COlllltrv. No matter how
good the conditions m~y be for workmen
in the honorable member's electorate, a man
will be m nch better ofI as a farm worker in
the country.
Mr. ;\IcG ItATIJ.-Do you think the Rural
Workers' Organization had anything to do
wil h that?
1\11'. ROBE RTSOX.-No. For years the
progressive fam)f-r has always paid the best
wages to his mell. :\ umbers of men have been
squeezed Ollt Hndel' the industrial legislati0i}
from the city of Melbourne, 11l1d I believe
dley would have starved but for the farm
work that was available. A good worker can
alwnys command a good wage in the country,
find will do so for years to come. I congratula,te t he Government on their reducing
t.he rate of interest ill connexioll with closer
IWttJernent repayments to 4 per ('cnt. I do not
desire to cavil with the Board, but I have
ne\""('r been sal isfied with these Boards, and I
tl.m not sn,tisficd with the present one.
They
seem to keep too ~trictly to the fUlIr C8rners
of what they c()l]sider to be their sphere of
operations, and they make no strides forward
on progressive bnsilleHs litlE-s ..1n some matters
I look upon t.he Board as a partial failure still.
:Mattera were ba,d enough when the penal
rates monnledupto14and 15 percent. I
had to brillg some of these matters before
the Board, and get them rectified. I do not
think we shall be sllccessful until we deal
differently with the qnestion of advances. I
do not mean an ad.vance merely in the way
of granting relief from payment. Often the
most successful farmers in Victoria have to
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rlln risks, and they get accommodation from
the Associated lIanks. I ad vocate that these
settlers shonld have decent facilities for
advances, such as has been given b'y the Associated Ball ks in the past. Honorable members know the great work that the Associated
Ba.nks have dOlle for settlemellt in Viotoria.
It is a case of good old private enterprise.
The banks, undoubtedly, have been great
factors in the land set.tlement of this State.
I ask for no more than the same facilities Clnd
on the same husiness lines as are given by' he
Associated Banks. 1 know of cases where, uotwithstandillg that the Board holds all the securities, one of the Associated Banks has
come in and given relief, knowillg the man.
This has enabled the settler to tide over Ilntil
sllch times as he was abie to meet his, engagements, and by this means settlers have
beeu Hble to choose their own time to dispose
of theil' produce in the best market. This
work ill connexion with ad,'ances requires a
great deal of discrimination, whieh has nEwer
been displayed yet by our Board. I went
into thi~ matter some years ago, ana the best
system J saw in force was the Agricllitural
Ban k of Western Australia. It appears to be no
safe ana sound system, advances being made
up to £500, somethiug 011 the lines of the
opel'atiolls of ont' Associated Banks. That
is what, we require. Objection was taken to
this system because it would mean the
creation of allot, her dep!?.rtment, but even if
we have to create another department for
the plll'pose we mllst have efficiency. I know
the Ninister of Lands is sympathetic in these
matters, and I trust hE' will pondel' ovet
these proposals for the imprl)vemelJt of his
Department and its administration, and do
his best to give relief to farmers.
Instead of
Ollr Savings Banks money being collared by
the Federal Government, 1 think we should
extcnd the Credit Fonc!er system more to
the farmer. That might nece~sitate another
dE'partment in the form of an Agricultural
Hank. r believe that OUl· present Saving8
Banks could .be moulded by competent
authorities into a very effective and proper
and safe system of giving adyances to the
men uuder the Closer Settlement. Act.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (li'itzroy).-That was
the proposition of the Lab(Jl1l' party.
Mr. ROHEH.TSON.-Jt has always been a
good Liberal proposal.
1 thillk the Board
should have sufficient confidellce in a man to
do what I sl1gge'3t.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).- 'Ve propose
that.
Mr. ROUERT80~.-The advances have
been very grudgingly given, and a penal rate
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running up to ]4 per cent., bas been imposed. Tilere was no direction to thn,t etJ'ect
in the Act, but the Board chose to impose
it. The Board has not admillistel'ecl it sympathetically.
•
_\Jr. ijAN~AH.-H you arc in earliest about
an agricultuml bank, move for it this
s('ssion.
Mr. HOHERTSOX.--J am asking the
Minister to take the ma.tter up.
I do not
think it is fair to ask a private member to do
so. I kllow that tll(' ~linif:ltcr of Lands has
as much sympat.hy with it as <lIly other
member of the Honse, and if he is given
time he can, with the assistallee of cxperts,
bring down to the Honse matured proposals
ill COllllexion with the matter.
I WLU'; ill~tI'U
mental ill gl~tlillg section (j insert'cll ill the
Act of 190-1. It enahled n. man, provided
the roard approved of thevalllntion,
to buy a. block out of a statioll, or a blo~k
from another f;trmer. (\OW that section \YH,S
black balled bv the Hoare1 for veal'S, J t ~vas
stated that m~re efIect wnnld be given to tile
provision, but in the report is:-iued by the
130ard of itl:! ('peratiolls during t he six
months' absence of the )Iini:ster of Lallds in
England, it is stated that uilletY-ll1le ill(lividual farms were snblHittcd to the Board for
purchase by private arrangement with
settlers, aud the Board only recommended
thirteen for purchase.
'1 hat shows that
there is still n, passive resist',mce to it by that
Board. The Board were llever in favour of
the idea. They thonght that the sl1pervision
of individual farms woulct lead to considerable expense, aud they have not been friendly
to that section of the Act. Therefore,
1 hope that the Minister and other honorable members will take the matter up
and see thn,t ei'fect is gi vell to one of the best
sections in this Closer Settlement Act. :\ow
let me refer to the purchase of land by the
Government. Honorable members will Lc
pleased to hear that in my electorate not. a
mlln who went on 10 the Ovcrllewtoll estate
has complained about the land. Yet I hat
lal.d could scarcely be settled on account of
the way in which it W:1S cOllc1cmued by the
press at the time. Moreover, it Wf-tS purchased under the old Act, which provided
that a man could ouly oLtain £ 1,500 worth
of land. Durillg the last two years Jand
formerly in that esta,te haR produced some of
the beRt crops of grain :1nd hay to be seen in
Victoria. Now that estate was bought a.t a
cost of £7R,OOO, and it was held for eighteen
months before it \vas settled, the result being
that the shire of Keilor received nothing from
i~.
In connexion with the Werribee estate,
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which cost £302,000, the Government have
not yet cut the l,llld up, so that the t:hire in
which it is ~itul;\.ted is also losing. Crown
lands are Hot ratoable property, aBd I tl'llst
the Mini:~ter of Lands will ask tbe Treasurer
to pay to the PnLIic "Vol'ks Department an
amount to compensate t.hose shires for the
losses whiuh they have snstained. 1 tl'lll:)t
that it will not be necessary for me to refer
again to these matters.
After fL lill'ge
amount of departmental work, nne finch;, on
waiting for months, that nothin'g' has becu
done, and he is blamed, ill conseqnence, in
his electorate. In cOlll1exioll witll the Jand
policy, the Govenitllent
get my support
in constructing rail way lines nearer to
settlers' homes.
'Yhen the price of laud
south of the Dividing Hang-e, running up to
;£ 100 per acre, is corn pared with the price of
hlUd in th~ north of Victoria, it will be recognised that it is essential that those who are
growing hay and other crops on i t ~honld be
pI aGed within ;) or 6 miles, at allY ra.te,
of railway commuuication. In the triallgle
between l~allarat, Geelong, alld J\~elLolll'lle
there is an area. of fine cereal-growing
country, n,nd while the Government have
the telescope Oll the !lol'them part of ViGtoria, j would ask them to reduce the focus
and look at tbe crops nearer the seaboard in
the area 1 have mentioned. I would like
the :Millister of Hailways to see that country.
The cutting up of the land contained in the
Stanghton Vale estate bas proved a grE'H,t
sncce~s, and it has resulted in many other
esta.tes beillg cut up.
Mr. IIA NNAH.'- The laud trtX must Le
doing some good.

,,,ill

Mi'. ROBEHTSON.-Ill nulla, 154,000
acres of Ia.nd were cut up by priva.te euter·
prise before the land tax: was im~osed.
I would like honorable members to follow
me from }>arwHll to Bacchus,::\T a1'l3l1 nnd
l\;orth ~hore.
Four or five statiolls ha.ve
been cut np into farms, and a line of
rail way could be takell between A nakie and
the Yon Yanp:s auu North Shore, cOllllecting
with the Ralht~·(.lt system.
Tlmt wonld give
an opportunity to the sett]er~ of getting their
prodnce to the Ilearest aud best markets.
Perhaps it is not wise of me to rdel' to anything contentious, but I Blllst say that tho
leader or the Oppositioll waR exceedingly
modest in not referring to its land tax proposals and land policy.
1. wish, however,
to say, ill connexion with irrigation, that. a
scheme to irrigate Bacchus ;\1 arsh and t.he
best portions of \Verribee Park est!lte wa::l
formulated at a cost. of £130,000. ~ow
it is found at Bacchus JJal'sh, where
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there are two rivers and numerous
,creeks, that there is great objection to the
stock and domestic rate. In section 62 of
the Act it is provided that up to 2s. in the
£ I should be charged on the rateable value of
the land, and these people have to pay an
additional water charge. The proposal now
is .£ 1 per acre fot' 12 inches of water,
besides the stock and domestic rate. I know
that sounds pretty big to men in the
Northern district, who pay fs. or so for an
acre foot. The stock and domestic rate is
applicable to, and I think was intended for,
the northern part. of Victoria, where the
settlers are situated miles a~my from creeks.
The law imposes 011 settlprs there the obligation of eX0av~\ting tanks for stock and
domestic supply. I know the case of a
wan whose stock have to cross the Parwan
Creek in order to get to the water channel.
It is rather hard for a man to have
to pay a rate for stock and domestic
supply when the stock has to cross a
permanently-flowing creek.
The valuations have not altogether given satisfaction.
As nn illustration of that I may say that
reductions have already been made, and I am
pleased that the Commissiollers are meeting
the people in this way.
I mention this
because I wish to draw attention to the
necessity of sending competent men to value
this class of land. The valuation of land of
this class is a very trichy business.
It
real1y takes the local people to value it.
Very often a. fence divides land worth £40 an
acre from land that is worth £70 an acre. I
know the valuer has a difficult task, hut still
I would point (mt that the following reductiuns had to be made : No. 1 from £130 to £105
No. 2 from £255 to £230
No. 3 from £33 to £16
No. 4 from £11 t) £8
No. 5 from £8 to £6.
No. 6 from £:253 to £214
No. 7 from £295 to £260
No. 8 from £400 to £270
No. 9 from £160 to £95
No. 10 from £230 to £165
No. II from £~70 to £210
£2,045 to £1,579.
Tota.l reduction, £466.

Honorable members will see the necessity for
having good valuers to value this class of
land. Nothing causes more dissatisfactioll
and friction fl.t the inception of any irrigation
movement than bad land valuations.
In
reference to irrigfttion, J may say that we all
rec(/gnise that irrigativn must be self-supporting. There must he 110 more writing off of
loans. I believe the people are quite prepared to meet the expenditure on maintenance
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and interest.
In the beginning the sinking
fund should not be made too high. 'rhe
payments should bfl made as light as possible
at first. Much of the land costs £5 to £15
an acre to grade, and irrigators, with large
holdings particularly, require a large amonnt
of capital to make use of the water when
they get it.
The water rate was struck in
July last, and, though they have to p~l..r that
rate, many of the people cannot get the water
yet. I do not think it is fair to charge people
for the water until it can be placed (t!l the land.
I have a complaint to make about another
matter. Holders of areas of 3, '1, and 5
acres, isolated in the midst of large holdinss,
haye been left out of the irrigation scheme
on the score of cost. In one case tho cost of
the channel would be £800, aurl the Commissioners consider that it would lie too mnch
to spend that amonnt to irrigate three holdings of about 12 acres.
I wish to point out
that these men are in the centle flf an irrigable
area. They are part of a wli<)le complete
scheme, and should be considered as part of a
whole. The additional expendi~llre of £800
\vould be infinitesimal if spread over t.he whole
of the 3,000 acres irrigated at Bacchus Marsh.
"Yhen squabbling was going on as to whether
the "'ater should be taken from Pike's Creek
or Simmon's Reef reseryoir I pointed out; and
my contention was successful, that a thing
like that sbould know no boundary, bnt that
every man 011 the watershed should pay his
share. The ne\" Act gives I he holders of
ripnrian lands a guarantee that they will get
their share of the water without having to go
to law. The State becomes the O't\'ller of the
water, and the law provides that a man with
land higher up a. stream shall not be
allowed to leave the man below without
water. I wish to say It word or two with
regard to the position of the \Verri bee 1'ark
estate in connexion with irrigation. That
land is not being taken up, although large
areas are available. There i~ a good portion
of the estate which has not been irrigaten,
but which has been supplied with water for
stock and domestic purposes. }, tank haa
been excavated, which is filled once or twice
a yeflr, and for that there is a rate of from
Is. to 28. in the £1 on the -rateable value of
the property. There is a fear of this rate,
but that fear is without foundation, because
nothing will be more for the ~ood of the
estate than water. When you come to consider that on a £2,500 holding the rate for
the water service only amounts to £6 5s.
a year, it does not appear to be too
much. The land in the poorer parts
of the estate which
I
would
have
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valued at the time it was bought at £7 per
acre is being sold at prices ranging from
£7 16s. per acre up to about £ 12 per acre.
Is there any loading going on the land for
the water? The whole estate has been
hashed up. In the tlrst place, there is a
large area reserved fl)r noxious trades. I t is
not available for settlement. A good portion
of the estate has been made available for
cereal growing. Thaij is the drier portion of
the estate. Of the remaitlder of the estatethe irrigable purtion-I,OOO acres has recently been cut up in blocks of from
5 acres to 30 acres. In my opinion it is
wrong to have f)-acre blocks. I hold that
the 1),000 or 6,000 acres of the best land
should be snbdi vided in 50-acre blocks and
irrigated. In Bacchus Marsh, where the
land is better', a man can make a living
on 20 act'es of land on account of the pecnliar
nature of the soil. With reference to this
land at \Verribee Park, a man sllOuld l?e
given a living area, and in my opinion
that would be, with irrigation, a 50-acre
blook. The Government are making a Lig
mistake in cutting the land up in (I-acre
blocks and 30-acre blocks. I would far
ra.ther see men settled there on 50-aero
blocks than ten times as many men on
5-acre blocks. ] n my opinion, the holdings
are too small. It would be going on right
lines
to have a few 5-acre bloc1<s
for workmen's. homes.
At t.he same
time the Minister must not neglect
the men who were settled ()11 workmen's
homes on the po,lice paddock. They are not
getting water, and they must have a fair
supply of water at a fairly cheap rate if they
are to be successful. The Commissioners
Bay there·i8 no water available at the present
time, but it is just as necessary that those
mon should have water as that otht'r Ulell
should be settled on more favorable terms.
MI'. LANGDON.- vVhere are you going to
get the water?
Mr. ROBERTSON.-Pike's Creek is being utilized, also Bal1anee, which cost the
Government £15,000, and which has bee.n
lying idle.
There are a large number
of sites for reservoirs. I also want to draw
the attention of the Minister for "vVater
Supply to the great possibilities f0r irrigation
on the Saltwater River. About two years
ago the Minister was good enough to put a
Bum of ;£ I ,000 on the Estimates in connexion
with the Saltwater River scheme for preliminary work. He sent up an engineer to
make investigations, and that engineer found
-& number of suitable sites for reservoirs.
What is wanted is a fresh water reservoir to
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send water down to feed the pumping plants
along the Sa.ltwater H.iver aHd on t.he
Jackson Creek.
A number of market
gardeners have been put on' the Arundel
Estate at Keilor. Those men have been
pumping water under great ditTiclllties
because in summer the ereek runs dry
except for the water in the holes. The water
in the tlOles becomes mineralized and is useless for market garden purposes. It is of
use for lucerne and fruit trees, but is no
use for growing tomatoes and other vegetables. A bungle was made in letting thuse
men go to the expense of erecting t heir own
pumping plants. A scheme should bave
been carried ont to enable them to get water
for much less than it is costing thern
now. I am not speaking on behalf of those
men alone, but on behalf of a large number
of private irrigators who leqnire water and
cannot get it. A small seheme 011 the upper
portion of Riddell's Creek, at a cost of
£9,00 0 , would enable the pumps to be
supplied, and the irrigators to get water, and
would give compens~ttion water to E~iddell's
Creek as well as giving an additiollal supply
of water to the Sunbury Asylum, the ra.ilways, and Greenvale Sallatorinm. I may be
pa.rdoned for taking up the time of the Hous"
on these matters as I have been interested in
them for years. There are a good many
other questions I might deal with, but I have
only touched upon those that I consider to
be urgent.
An HONOHABLE J\IEMBER.--- This is to be
a short session.
:1\1r. ROBERTSOX.-Bnt there is administrative work to be done. There will
be a good deal of work in connexion with the
subdivision of the lYerribee Park estate and
. the irrigation blocks there. There will also
be work in connexioll with the constmction
of channels. There ought to be something
done with regard to the Saltwater River or
one of its tributaries so as to give compensation water, and to give a supply to the
pumping plants .I have mentiolled. It is up
to the Minister of Lands to go carefully into
the Closer Settlement A.ct during the recess,
and see how it can be improved. I have
oflered some suggestions in the most friendly
spirit, and crude as they Ulay be, .I hope they
may be of some assistance to the Ministry.
Mr. COTTER.-There is only one thing
that has disturbed me during the debate on
the motion for the adoption of the Addressin-Reply, and that was a remark by the
honorable member for St. Kilda, who is
generally a very fair fighter. Although the
hunorable member for tit. Kilda may differ
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in opinion from other honorable mem ber3 he
generally fights above board. .To-day he
made an unfair statement, and one unworthy
of him. He rose to speak immediately after
an honorable membel' on this (thEl Opposition) side of the House had resumed his
seat, and looking at this side of the House
referred to us as " bribing politicians." I do
not know what the honorable member had in
his miud, but the impression he conveyed to
my mind was that he regarded us on this
aide of the HoU!:!e as bribing politicians. If
that is wha.t he inteuded to convey, I resent
the allegation. 'fhe Governor's speech was
a magnificent one. I remember when Sir
George Reid was Prime Minister, and was
about to be executed politically, the Governor-General delivered the shortest speech on
record. On this occasion the speech of His
Excellency the Governor is a marvellous production. The Government got a sheet of
paper, but they could only fill half of it. It
reminds me of the story of the invalid
who wanted 80mething t.o reacl.
The
doctor said "You must have something
light to read." The patient replied, "Then
give me a postage etamp." If the Governor's
speech had been delivered the patient
might have said" Give me the Governor's
speech." It would be about as interestiug to read a. gas meter or a telephone
book as to read the Governor's speech on this
occasion, and it would be just about as exciting. With the honorable member who moved
the adoption of the Address-in-Reply I sympathize. He realizes what I did some little
time ago when I got into Parliament-the
difficulty of putting ideas in a concrete form
for presentation
to
the
House.
The
honorable
member felt
somewhat nerVOUB in movillg the adoption of
the Address-in-Reply, and I sympathized
with him. I will deal with the honorable
mem ber for Ballarat West, who seconded
the motion, later on.
Mr. ROBERTsON.-He touched you on the
raw,
Mr. COTTER.--I-lis nervousuess vanished
and he played up to a few friends in the
gallery.
'l'he honorable member did not
confine himself to facts. That kiud of
thing may have been all right when he was
standing for Parliament, but now that he is
in a place wh<::re honorable members
have an opportunity of replying to him,
it would be just as well for him to
confine himself to facts.
I will deal
with him later 011.
After the adoption
of the Address-in-Reply had been moved and
seconded, the leader of the Opposition asked
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for the customary adjournment, and while
some haggling was going on, the honorable
member for Allandale interjected, "Put it ;
put it." That was practically sayir..g, "We
ha ve a lot of members on the Ministerial
side, and if you put tile motion we are sure
to win. It is not 9. question of whether we
are right or wrong, Ot' whether the minority
have a right to put their views."
Mr. ROBERTSON.- Y ou are having your
say.
Mr. COTTER.-I am not indebted to the
hl\norable member for Bulla or the
honorable member for Allandale for being
able to have my say. I am indebted to the
good sense of the House.
Mr. THo:\IsoN.-I think you are wrong
about the honorable member for Allandale.
Mr. COTT.ER..-I have never wilfully
made a wrong statement in the House.
If
any honorable member on the Government
side of the House can show that I am wrong
I will withdraw and apologize, but I say I
am right. I would not hit a man below the
belt. The seconder of the motion for the
Address-in-Reply was very pronounced on
the success of Liberalism at the last· elections.
I think he also referred to the fact that. the
J-Iabour party lost two seats on its appeal to
the people, and that the great Liberal party
had gained two seats. While he is a Sll~
porter of the Government, he comes in with
pronounced views, and he sits as far back in
the Government corner as he can.
He
stepped into the corner, but. whether by
accident or design I do not know. I
think it is remarkauly funny that. both
the mover and the seconder should be
seated in the Government corner. The
corner is the place where the reactionaries
always sit, and it struck me as peculiar that
the mover and seconder of the Address-inReply should take up their seats far back
in the corner. I condole with the Premier
'in the bad time he had during the elections.
Mr. BAYLES.-It was Morrison who had
the bad time.
Mr. COTTER.-- The only thing thai
saved the Premier was that he held all the
trumps. He was sent to Warrnambool, and
t.old tu stop there. During the honorable
gentleman's sojourn in Warrnam bool, the
newspapers were tossing up. The 'l'reasurer
and the Age did not care where the Premier
went so long as he got out of the way and
allowed "the Treasurer to take his place as
Premier of the State. I extend my sympathy
to the Premier for the unfortunate position
he was in. It was unfortunate that the
honorable gentleman's friends should play up
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to the daily

newspaper that was pl'epal'ed to
cause hiB downfall ; prepared to make him
Chairman of the Harbor Trust Of AgcutGeneral, or to onst you, Mr. Speaker, ill
order to make him Speaker. They did not
care where be went 1;0 long as he was not
head of the GOTernment. This is the great
Liberal party to which my friend, the honorable member for Ballarat \Vest, is so proud
to belong. The honorable member for
Bulla has made much cf the question of preference to unionists.
I can imagine the
honorable member for Dundas saying, " At
last it has come my way. I have the crucifix
in my hand, and I can cfucify the labour
man to-day."
. ~fr. THOMsoN.-Say that over again, I
cannot grasp it.
.
Mr. C01'TER.-On land taxation and
matters of that kind,the honorable memberfor
Hawthorn, and other members in the Government corner, used to dive into literature from
New Zealand to show what reactionaries we
were in the Labour party, and how the New
Zealand Parliament were making strides hl
advance of the Victorian Parliament. I
will read an extract in regard to preference
to uniouists in New Zealand. It is from the
Worke.,. of the 23rd November last, and gives
a clause drafted by the New Zealand Arbitration Court granting preference to unionists
in the tailor and tailol'esses case:-It f!ha.ll be the duty of every employer when
engaging a. worker to ascertain if he or she is a
member of the union, and if he or she is not a
member of the union the employer shall notify
the secretary of the union accordingly within
seyen days of the date of engaging sueh worker.
It shall be the tInty of every non-unionist
engaged as o,foresnid to join the union within seven
days after receiving from the secretary of the union
& request in writing to do so.
It shall be the duty
of every non-unionist employed in the trnue at the
date of the coming into operation of this award to
become a mcmbel of the union within fourteen
.days froUl snch date. Non-compliance with any
of the above-mentioned proYisiol1s shall constitute
.. breach of the award. No employer shall place
any obstacle in the way of al'y replescntati\'e of
the workers' union in the collection of moneys due,
provided that the collection shallllot. take place in
&ny wo,k-room oftener than once n. fortnight, and
that the representative of the union shall obtain
permission from the employer prior to Yisitillg
Inch work·room.

That is the law in New Zealand to-day. I
have not heard any of my friends on the
Government side of tht! House refer to
thil3.
:Mr. TBOMSON.- What you have read
does not prove anything.
Mr. COTTER.-Y ou cannot prove anything to some people. The honorable gentleman comes from a place where the blacks
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used to be, and thev used to use the nulla
nulla to hit people on the head. J think
nothing but a nulla nulla wonld knock my
point into the honorable member's head. I
listened to the remarks of the honorable
member for Ballarat "Vest about the great
progress the Libera,l party had illade.
Mr. GRAHAM.--EsfJecially in Ballamt.
Mr. COTTER.-I am glad of that inter-'
jection. It is quite possible that our friend
who represents Ballarat \Vest may be only an
accident in politics, and I cast no reflection
on him in saying so. I am a native of
Ballarat, and I can say that within the last
twenty years it has beeu remarkable for tt.enumber of cbauges it has made in its Parliamentary representatives.
Mr. GRAHAM.-It has got back to its old,
good sense.
Mr. COTTER.-It is quite possihle that
the majority obtained by the honorablemember for Ballarat West at the last election
will be converted into a minority next time.
Mr. GRAHAM.-He has come to stay.
Mr. COTTER.-I can understand the
honorable gentleman saying that after theway the honorable member for Ballarat West
buttered up the Ministry.
To my k110Wledge, Ballarat, since the days of the late
Colonel Smith, has never stood to any
particular representative.
The Ballarat,
people have changed their representatives
more often than any othel' provillci,ti town.
Ballarat may send its pretent member into·
oblivion, as it has done before with men
equally as able. I have yet to le,trn that I
am to judge of the snccess of t.he present
Government by the constituency of Ballara.t
'Vest. Had tbe honorable member for Ballarat East adopted the tone of the honorable
member for Ballara.t \Vest, I could have
understood it. The honorable member for
Ballarat West had hardly heen in the House
twenty minutes when he b.~gan to speak of
the great gains of the Liberal party. During
the recent elections the Lubour party lost
two seats, which I openly confess 1 deeply
regret. The honorable member who represented Ballarat \Vest in the last Parliament
would have been an Ol'llament to the House
ha.d he been allowed to remain here. He
was a great student of politics, and paid every
attention to his cOllstituellC).
He was
always in the Honse, and gave every mh.tter
that concel'Ucld his cou:;tituency and the State
as a whole every consideration. The honorable member for T oorak said he represented
the blue ribbon constituency of Victoria. I
think, Mr. Speaker, you should resent that.
At one time I lived in your constituepcy, .and
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beginning of the world?

Had he any voice
in mal{ing it ?
vacant blockl::!, yau, l\Ir. Spea.ker, represent
lvIr. ~fUHRAY.-" The scholar is the COllthe blue ribbon of the Stllte, bec<.tlll'ie yon temporary of all times," \Vas once t;a,id in Vicrepresent the intelligence of the democracy. toria.
The SPEAKER.-OoEs tlte honorable
1\1r. COl'TEH.-I will ::dmit that I have
.mernber ::;ay that, because be was a cOllstitu- syn~p:;,thized wittl the honorable gentleman
ent, it i8 tho blue ribhon cOllstituelwy ?
right through the p:ece for the way in which
Mr. COTTElL-I do. 1 say further that his Government trea.ted him. I belie\'c he
after I left your constituency it com~)lGtely is not a bad fellow.
OthCi: momberr3 of the
deteriorn.ted. I want to prevent my friend Government were hatching a little plot
taking credit to himself, although I know to get rid of him, but the liOuora,ble gelltlehis cOllstituency is coming along. I hc..ve to man held all j'he t.i'lllUpll in his own IH~nd,
be generous, so I will S:l,y that. Suppos- and they could not shake him. J would :.:sk
ing I told my friend in the comer ttmt it. the honomble gcntlemt::.ll to t;.ccept my t;ymwas he who repr'c;~eBted the blue ribbc:1 COll- pathy.
stituency of the Statc. The Government
l\h. MUlU1AY.-! will, exnet~y for what; it
made a direct ollslaught Oll that. What is worth.
happened to tae Govomment? They sent
1\lr. COTTER.-Exactly. WIlen tile hOllIt ma,l) out there to contest tba,t seat, and they
orable gcmtleman rettun(;d from Home he
sent [1. gentleman named Ibgelthorn to spea.k kept within a few miles of 1Val'rnambool.
to the electors. This gel.lrICUl1!,ll ~aid~ " It is After layina; down the policy of bb party at
a toss-up which you \'ote for. .J..\" either is 'Varrnanl~o()l he did not dare to ieave his
mueh good, bnt for c:lOice take Co:nwull." own constituency_
The crowd said) " rr e take Ba,yles." and the
1I1r. TH(}M.So~.-He got far ollough to
other person nen,rly lost his deposit. ~o knock out one of yOUI' side.
mueh for the success of tho great. Liberal
~1r. COTTElL-I'he honorable !jcntleparty. 1 see anOi:her h()norable member sit- man may know all abDut sheep, uut [;c is
ting in the cornel" 118 the repres~lltattVe of not an anthority on everything. I Was exUpper Goulhurn. '}lr :w.. K. McKenzie now tending my sympa.t.hy to the l.ll'emier. I want
represents the electorate.
He replaces a to ask the l>remier aud his supporters
man who s:tt directly behind tlte Govern- wbether the people of the State aro indebted
ment., and who wa.g n, complete slave to them to them for all the privilegci:i :md all the
on every occasion. The Governml'llt ouly sunshine they elljoy.
had to crack the whip. ano he walked behind'
1lr. PnE~DEltGASl'.-The Government
them and voted " Yes" He has been reo issued a circular ill which they ascribed the
placed by Mr. McXenzie y and that is spoken telephones, telegraphs, and mil ways to the
of a.s another Liu6ral gain, and as a victory for gre:t.t Liberal p~lrt.y.
the Government. I see another honorable
.Mr. UOTTER..-~t is only by the whip
memberwhoissittingon a back bench. I do bemg l;~ld up on thlS (tbe Cpposition) side
not. know why he sits there, unless he want,s of the House that we ha.ve got a.ny Jiberal
to get as far away from the Government as or d2moemtic measures passed, It hi the
hn can. He replaces lli goo::! subservient cornel' l'ectctionaries th~tt the Goverumcnt
Government Slip porter, Sir Henry','. cedon, have had t'l fight every time, not t!l(> I.At~lour
who was the member for E:.l.st ~\1el bourne.
party. We heard a little from the leadel' of
~lr. ELlISL1E.-He was pretty perky some- the Opposition on the question of the la.nd
tax. 1 said to one of the Government ~uem
times.
Mr. COTTEH..-He did not kick Oval.' the bel'S who WitS gGin~ to i:ipea.k, " lJon't "Von intraces too often, and he only did so when he tend to say allY thing (l,bout the hmJ hu ?"
got pel'souaI, but the i Ircmier fort!ave him He 8tl.id "No, I will spen.I.. all ilTigr,lion."
and took him under his willg. The late It did u~t snit him to f:lpcn.k on the !and
There is OljC ho~orc.ble member
honorable member was rephwetl, and that is tax.
spoken of as another Government victory in the :i\1inisteritbl eorne~ who made . an
interjectiou htst night W!:Wll t!l.e leader
and as a testimony to tben' popularity.
of the Oppostt:on was RpeQ!{in~ a~)o:!t potaMr. Il>Rl':ND~mGAsT. He Raved the toes, and I notice tlln.t the Ar,</IIS did not
Government over the preferential vote.
put t.hat. iilterjecti~n in. the report. The only
Mr. COT ~'EB..-And los~, hi!::! seat as a mterJectton appearing In the papers tQ-dtly is
rnr.rt.yr to a, good canse. I Ilhould like to :lsk an assertion by a member of the La.bour
the Premier whether he was present a.t the party. A remark was made by an honorable
U
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member who belongs to the Libera.l party.
I do not think there is the least line of

demarcation between one man and another
on the Government side. They all belong
to the great Liberal party so long as they sit
on that side, no matter what their politics
may he. The daily papers and the Premier
claim them as supporters of the great Liberal
pal·ty. Let us 'look a little under the surface.
During the election" that great daily organ,
the Age, made a dead set on, at least, half-adozen honorable members sitting in the
Ministerial corner.
You, yourself, Mr.
Speaker, are a man over whom the newspapers wasted a considerable amount of ink,
and if you had not come back there would
not have been any wet eyes in the Age on
that account. I think I can go farther and
say that there would not have been any wet
eyes on the .Ministerial bench, although you
were granted unanimously the support of the
party, because, whatever had happened, they
would have ta.ken your successor into their
ranks, and would have spoken abont the prinoiples of the great Liberal party. I want to
8.sk the Premier whether the Government
are responsible for all the things that have
happened. Is the great Liberal party to
have the credit for everything that has been
done? At one time the honorable gentleman was a member of the Labour party.
He has been in every party in the House.
My experience here is short, but I will say
that no progl'essive or up-to-date measure
has been placed on the statute-book unless
by the direct forcing power of the Labour
party.
An Ho:\oH.ABLE MEMBER.- What about
the preferential vote?
M-r. COTTER.-I have some returns here
in connexion with the State elections, and
bearing on the snccess achieved by the
great preferential voting of the Liberal party.
The oase of the honorable member for
Dundas is one I could refer to. The honor'I.ble gentleman had a tight squeeze, and he
only got in on the second ballot.
Mr. THOl\ISoN.-He carried the other man
on his back and yet beat you.
Mr. COTTER.-I have been dealing with
the great Liberal party, and with the great
Liberal measures to which they have given
whole-hearted and undivided support. No
great democratic or up-to-date measure has
been passed without the Labour party keeping the Ministerial side up to the collar.
The Premier went away to England in
oonnexiou with the Coronation, and on his
return so little did we hear of him that many
-:people did not know he was back. A friend
1
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of mine asker! me whether the Premier had
returned, and on my saying that he had, he
stated that he had not seen anything about
it in the newspapers.
Mr. THoMsoN.-He mnst have been reading the WOl'kel' only.
Mr. COTTER.-Tltel'e was a difficulty at
one time as to whether the Premier and the
Treasurer should speak with one voice, and
on some mornings there was a little trouble
as to who was to be the boss of the
Ministry.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Things looked bad
until the Treasurer got influenza.
Mr. COTTER.-When I was a young
fellow, I used to read the Argu8. I remember
it stating once that we were going to have a
change of lVlini~try, and there was a close
division, The present Treasurer got sick
and went home. I also remember his comin~
to the House and saying that if he had
bE-en here he would have taken a certain
course. I also remember when the present
Treasurer- he was then plain Mr. 'N attaspired to represent the constItuency of
North Melbourne.
They had had three
years of him, and could not stand him any
more, so turned him to the right about. I
have to say a few words about the way in
which the honorable gentleman conducted
affairs at Richmond. The only regret I lJave
is that, when he came to Richmond, he did
not bring you, :Mr. Speaker, with him, because in this Chamber he can depend on you
to help him out of a tight corner. There he
had to stand on his own.
The SPEAKER.-I do not think the
honorable member should impute motives.
Mr COTTER.-I have no intention of
making any imputation. I am rather glad
you have been re-elected to the Chair. My
point is this. If you had been thel'e you
wonld have been better able to keep him in
order, and would probably have been better
able to get decorum and order at the
meetings. I know that you would not be
more partial to him than to anyone else.
I notice that when the Liberal party, particularly t.hrongh their great organs in the
press, desire to claim credit for anything
that is useful or good, they refer to tho
great Liberal party as the party of progress.
I want to saddle our Liberal friends with
another matter. Tc-day the grea.t Liberal
party of New SOllth \Yales are making them!:leI ves t he disgrace of the con tinent and of the
civilized world. Are my friends on the
Ministerial side prepared to shoulder some
of the responsibility of that disgraoe?
Not much.
Yet, when some member of
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the Labonr party in the State or in the
Commonwealth makes a silly stat,ement or
does something unwise. my Liberal friends
are prepared to saddle it upon the whole of
the Labour party throughont the Commonweal! h. To-day I do ilOt find the Liberals
in this ;::;tate standing up and saying, "Yes, Mr. ""Yade and Mr. Vfood
are members of the great Liberal party to
which we belong." They take credit f(ir
ev~rything that is dOlle of a beneficial
character and say-" That is the work of the
great Liberal party;" and whell a mista.ke i~
made by a Labour man it is pigeon-holed in
the Ar.qus or Age office and held up at the
next election 'as though the whole Labour
party were respunsiLle for it. Now I want
the Liber':\ls in this Honse to take the respollsillility of the blackguard ism which is
being perpetrated in the Parliament of a
neighbour ing State.
Mr. MCRHAy.-By whom?
Mr. COTTER.-By the great Liberal
party. 1£ Labour men were to behave themsel ves in the same way therc would be leading articles and big headings in the daily
papers holding their conduct up to condc:)mnation. I take some little credit for the
fact that no journal ill the Commonwealth
can point to any action on the part of any
member of the Labour party, whether State
or Federal, to which he need look back with
feelillgs of regret. \,y e came into Parliament
from the worlu;hops, and we have conducted
ourselves as well and favorably as any other
body of men who have ever come into the
Honse. We have upheld the traditions of
the Honse on all occasions in all the States.
I say that we are not thankful to the great
Liberal party or the Liberal press for anything we have obtained from them. Anything ',ve have got has been obtained at the
point of the bayonet. The very Factories
and Shops Act, and the Wages Board system,
of which we are all supporters now, were obtailled at the point of the bayonet at the
direct instigation of the Labour party.
Mr. PUENDr<:RGAsT.-Aud the Liberal
pal ty destroyed it in 1903.
~j r. COTT ER -The honorable memb(~r
for Gippsland East declared once t.hat his
mission in Parliamellt was to dest-roy that
Act. At the present moment the man who
should take the~res[Jonsibility of administering the J. actories and Shops Act sits in his
office and does nothing, while the Chief
Inspector declares that the decisions of
certain Wages Boards :-Ire ~"'tra 'l/i"es and is
able to hold them baek long enough to make
a difference of thousands of pounds to the
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employers. It was never intended by Parliament, or by the honorable member who
introduced the Wages Board system, that a
man of .1.\:11'. Murphy's type should be the
judge as to \V hether the decision of a VIi ages
Board is right or not. I say that once a
determination has been arrived at by both
sides on a Wages Board and has rUIl the
gauntlet of the Crown Solicitor etJect should
be given to it.
Mr. MUHHAY.-To what are you referring
now?
Mr. COTTER.-I am referring particularly to the determination of the Tanners
and Curriers Board, which the honorable
gentleman has been too tired to attend to
for the last two months. A determination
was arri ved at hy both sides of the Wages
Board as long ago as September last, but
it has been held over by the Chief Inspector on the ground that it is ultra 'L'ire•.
The .Minister of Labour can look into the
matter in the morning and see whether my
statement is correct.
Mr. MURRAY.-lt is absolutely wrong.
Mr. CO l'TER.-The honorable gentleman
often says that.
Mr, MCGlt:\.TH.-Is there an award in
operation yet?
Mr. COTTER.- "Yell, the employers are
paying the wages stated ill the award, but
there is llO legal authority to compel them to
do so. That is not a fair posit iOIl.
Mr. "MURRAY.-! may inform the honorable rnemb9r that I directed the gazettal of
that determination, notwithstandi lg that
'
there will be some difficulty in carrying it
out.
Mr. COTTEH.. - I congratulate the honorable gen tleman on waking up.
M l' MCGRA TH.-That shows your criticism
of 1\1 r. Nt urph'y is justified.
Mr. COTTER.-Neither Mr. Murphy or
the Chief Secretary bas the right to delay
the gazettal of the decision of a Board.
Whether t.he determination has been gazetted
quickly or slowly, neither of those gentlemen
has any ri~ht to decide whether the determination if:! ultra viTes or not.
Mr. Ml'RRAY. -If the determination is not
ar,cording to the law.
Mr. COTTER.-With all respect, I am
not here to tftke the Premier's definition of
the law. When a determination has been
arrived at, and it is not object.ed to by the
Solicitor· General, it should be gazetted.
N either the Chief Secretary nor the Chief
J nspector of Factories shol114 const.itute
him8elf a high court in the matter.
When
the Premier was away, and the Treasurer
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Mr. COTTER.-That is not worthy of"
was iu charge, we had the case of the
Ca.rters and Drivers, and I saw a lorry the Pr€mier. The men have got as hard
bearing Mr. Murphy's definition of ultm knocks from that Court as from anyone else.
"ires, after which was writteli in big letters, The innuendo is that there is a partial Judge.
"rats." After t.hat there was a change in That is the cheap clap-trap which we have
his attitude.
It was never anticipateu that heard from the press. The mell prefer to be
the political head of a Department should be dealt with under the Factories and Shops
the judge of a determination.
Act, but not by a man in the office.
J\lr. l\1ultRAY.-Deterrniliations have been
Mr. XUnRAy.-If.it wa~ not for a lot of
frequently sent sent back to the Boards, agitators they would be perfectly satisfied.
Mr. COT'fER.-Probably if it were not
which have corrected thelli.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-In the case of the for agitatol'!S the honorable gentleman would
Hay, Corn and Chaff Board, it is acknow- not he in Parlifl.ment. No doubt all agitator
ledged that the determination is legal. But means a man something like myself, who iB
they will not gazette it until it. is altered taking the part of bottom dog all the time. I
remember the time when the honorable gentleto suit the circum:stances.
Mr. COTTER.-I was a member of a man himself would have been proud to be
Board for 8ix years, so I know something classed as an agitator, when be was in the
about it. If the ~olicitor·General underli'nes Labour party for instance. 'Vithin a fortnight
portion of a determination in red as being of the recent elections the great party in power
wrong or illegal, the Board "will amend that could not find candidat.es, but they wp,re
determination. In the case I have been refer- told by the Age that it was their duty to do
ring to, the Solicitor-General does not object so, even if they lost their deposit in certain
to the determination, but it is not put into districts. Richmond and North Melbourne
I leave the
force.
"While tho employer8 are paying were especially mentioned.
under it, it iij not legal until it is gazetted. leader of the Opposition to say how they got
This sort of thing only forces the bauds of on in his electorate. In my constitnency
the men. Some people were very fond at the Government were represented by a
election time of saying how many strikes smart type of young fellow, selected by the
had occnrred. The political head of the Treas1..ll'el'. Until then I thought. I was an
Department has no more right to my that a. unassuming member of the Labour p!lrty,
determination 1:; Ult1·(t vi1'e15 than allY other wh08e f'cu.lp wus not worth bothering about.
man, if the whole Board agrees to it, and it I found, however, that I was worth powder
is approved by the Solicitor-General. The and shot, and several of the great gUllS came
employers and employes take the risk as to to my electorate. The i'tlinister of Publio
whether it is within the four corners of the Instrnction had no time to spare. He had to
fight a new mall, who was only a fortnight in
Jaw.
Mr. MmmAY.-If they come to an illegal his electorate. Still, it took all the in ..
fluence of the 11ono1'9,ble gentleman's friends
determillation you cannot apply it.
to get. him in by 900 votes. Let ruB rea(l to
1\,11'. COTTER.-To-day I met one of the honorable members samples of what was
men an'ected, and they are sick to death of contained in a pamphlet distributed in
being humbugged.
They find that the Beechworth on the honorable gentleman's
Chief Inspeotor of Factories says what they behnlfshall do. It appears to me that we have
for the candidate who champions the dredgarrived at a time \. . hen heads of Departments ingVote
industry, in which we are all interested,
are governing this State.
There was no and by which we all obtain a li\·ing.
intimation from the ).Linister of Labour that Pictureto yourse1veF. the honorable gentleman
the determination was not correct.
'Ve obtaining a living on the dredging industry.
simply have it in black and white from the It is too funny for words.
Chief Inspector of Factories that it will not
Don't vote for the ctludidate who had not the
be O'azetted.
He no d(JUbt knew that the courage to mention this great induotry in hie
poli~ical head of the Department would take address last Wednesday night in the Porepunkah
the responsibility. Men are knocking one hall. The Labour party is strongly opposed to
another over in order to get into the Arbitra- dredging, as instanced by that fnct that only a few
weeks ago Mr. Cotter. the Labour member for
tion Court. They are being driven into that Richmond, asked the Minister of Mines to cancel
Court by our apathy.
a dredging leaRe in this district:Mr. MUln~AY.-It is not to get redress, Now, that is hitting below the belt. ·The
but to appeal to what they believe is a honorable gentleman has no right to assume
that they are opposed to anything without;.'
partial Board.
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ihem saying so.
One of his constitllent8
wrote to me on the matter, and I pnt. a q uestion b the Minister of '}'lines without implicating my party 01' myself.

Mr. :;.uUHRA Y.-I say, honestly, I have
never known the Labour party or its candidates oppotSed to anything that is popnlar ill
a district.
:Mr.
Pm':NDElwAsT.-Becallse we are
al wuys on [he people':) side.
:l.\Ilr. COTl'ER.-That is so.
notwithsta.ndirfg the fa.ct that the dredge is com·
plete and ready for ·work. If you were a. member
of tha.t dredge crew, would you vote for the Labour
candidate? I think not. lJredgemen, be loyal to
your district, yourselves, wives, and children, and
vote thl1s-BillsOIl, 1 ; Bennett, 2.

That is the position the great Liberal party
was redllced to there.
Having obtained
candidates who were prepared to sacrifice
themsel ves Ot} the altar, how did they get
on'l Take the chap wbo contested Hicblllond
- a very smart young fellow. The Tremml'cr
came out there ill his interests, and he
adopted the ~amc attitude as he adofJts on
the Trem;lIl'Y bench when he has H. big
following IJehiud him, lmt that was of no nse
in HichlllOlld. The Treasur~r n~ked how
many present were ill favour or Socialism,
and then, forgetting himseif for a moment,
he cha.lleugec1 any mall to get Oll the platform and defend preference to unionists.
" Very well," said a man, I' 1 will do so,"
but the Treasurer would not allow him on the
platform.
tIe did not intend to allow any
one to put the fairview before the electors.
The Treasurer t.hOllght he could hounce and
bully the people of Richmond as he does the
memuers of this House occasionally, but it
did llot come off. I was sorry the honorable
gentlemall did not pay n.nother visit to Hichmoud. If he had done so my opponent
would have lo!:>t his ueposit.
..As it was I
had a majority of 4,000 odd. The Governnlent seut Ollt Senator St. Ledger, 'Mr.
Deakin, and the 'rl'easurer to Hichmol,d. I
thonght that I. was not worth worrying
about, bat when the Government sent out
their I.!hctUlpion fighter to my electorate and
borrowcd a member from each of the Federal
Hous~s, I thought to myself "This is aU right;
1 H.i}l worth some powder ana shot after all."
1 am t\Ol'ry the Treasurer is not present, but
I told him that I intended to refer to the
matter i am now gOillg to deal with.
It is commonly reported in Richmond that
my opponent was promised, if he took the job
on and was not sllccessfnl, tlmt the Govern·
ment would find him work:lot £6 per week
as a lecturer in connexion with their irriga.
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tion scheme. It is said that he was a great
supporter of the referenda proposuls of the
Commouwealth Government. and that one
}light at Ascot Vale be Pllt 'some questions
to the Treasurer and tied him ill a knot. The
Treasurer then decided that the best thing
he could do was to get .;.\£r. 0' Brien out
of his own eleetorate at election timo. Mr.
0' Brien wen t t.o one place in the coun try
and to four pInCl'S in the metropolis, and then
he came to Richmond. He resellted my
calling him a ,. carpet-bag politiciall," but [
think the description waH a very fair one.
Is there any truth in the :-;tatement that this
man is going to be appointed as a lecturer by
the Governm2nt? '1 he hOllomblc member
for St.. Kilda talked about politicians making
promises.
JUl'. MCGU,\TI!.- That would be preference
to friends.

1\11'. COTTER.-That

is

'.\ orse than

preference to unionists
The Treasurer has
now come in, and 1 alSk him whether it is true,
as is currently reported in Richmond, that
Mr. O'Brien wa& a great supporter of the
referellds. proposals of the Commonwealth Government, and that at a meeting at Al:lcot
Vale he tied the Treasurer in a lmot. It is
said that the Treasurer then decided that the
best thing he could do was 10 get this man
out of his electorate. 1 t is commonly reported in my electomte that 1Ir. 0' Brien was
promi~'\;d that if he stood for Richmond, and
was ullsllccessful, he would be ellg'aged by
the Government as a lecturer in connexion
with the irrigation scheme at a salary of £6
per week.
:Mr. 'VAT'r.-There is no foundation wbatever for t hat statement.
Mr. COTTER -1 he Minister of Agriculture says he will Hot L81ic"e it.
11r. 1\icGHATIl.-lIe only said it to bimself.
MI'. COTTER.-),ly actiuu3 ill Parliament do not justify the Miuister in
making such u remark. When a member on
the i\:1inisterial side of the House makes a
statement, I accept. it. I al:lked the Treasurer
to come iuto the House, s() tha~ he could
deny what 1 was going to say. I did not
take any underhand course.
1 told the
Treasurer that I intended to refer to this
matter.
.
Mr. A. A. 13ILT.Js()~ (OveNs).--Has he not
denied it ?
Mr. COTTER.-Yes, that is all right. I
have already nlllldQd to the shortness of the
Governor's speech.
"\Ve remember the
promises. made by the Government prior to
the electIOns and on the hustings. I do not
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know if one of the promises nlade has yet
heen carried out. During the sojourn of the

PI emier in London, the TrPflf:!Ilrer decided to
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enol1gh money to pay their fares into 1\1elbourne.
Mr. \VATT.-The Prime :Ylinistcl' said he

hold un International Exhibition in this did not ca.re what llioney a man had as long
8tate in about two years' time. I do not see
any reference in the Governor's speech to
that Exhibition. The nlover and seconder of
the Address-in-Heply qnietly ig-l1ored it. I
do )lot know what position the Guvernment
are taking up reglll'di.ng it. I do not kno~
whether they ha.ve found out that the project is dead, and want to drop it like they
have dropped other things.
Mr. NluRRAY.-Are you in favour of an
Ex hi bi tion ?
Mr. COTl'ER.-The honorable gentleman will find out when the pruposal comes
up. rhe Go\'el'llor's speech contains the
following paragraph : ::5everal other matters of urgency will also be
submir.ted for YOul' consideration. Among these
will be a Public \Y orks LOI\Il Application Bill, a.nd
mea.Sllres authorizing the construction of importl:\nt
rail way lines.

Are the Government in earnest about the
Public Works Loan Application Bill, or is it
a piece of humbug? That Bill is to provide
for the erection of Government cool stores.
It was brought forward in 1910, aud was
rejected by another place, and it was brought.
up again last session and was again rejected
by another place. ]s it to be thrown out by
another place again this session, or are tile
Government in eal'lle!:!t ~
The Premier
might have made a, statement to the effect
that another place was in a more reasonable
frame of mind, and would allow the Bill to
go through thi8 session. "Yhat is the u:~e of
us wasting our time with t hat measure if it
is to meet with the samp fate as it met with
last session? As far as I can see, the Government has no intentiun of passing that
Bill j it is jllst hnmbug.
Tlte honorable
member for Ballarat West said tl.lat while
the Government was in favour of immi~ration,
and was filling uptheemptyspaces, the Labour
party was oppos:d to it. All we have done
is to object to the class of immigrants I he
Government are bringing in. First of all,
they sent ont the Minister of Lands and Mr.
"Elwood Mead on a mission to get people to
come into Victoria. They have now five
agents in England who are sending out peorle
to Victoria, and most of the immigrants l:Ient
out are people \\ ho do not want to go outside
the electric light area..
Mr. W ATT.-Some of them are the best
possible Rtamp of men.
Mr. CO'l'TER.-Some of those who were
at the Richmond Coffee Paiace did not have

as he was honest and strong.
Mr. COT'l'EB.-I <1m nil!; l'espollsihlo for
what the IJrime Milli8t,er says. I s the
Treasurer responsiblcfol' Mr. Woodin ~ew
South Wales 1
J\.lr. WATT.-- You mean ::-"11'. \Yillis.
Mr. McG[t,\'fll.-)Ir. Willis belongs to
Y0lll' crowd.
Mr. COTTEH.-VVhat I want tv pointollt
is that the Labour p:uty aro not opposed to
immigration, but to the s,Ystern of immigration which is being foisted on the State by
the Government,
Mr. WATT.-Tbere is nothing ill the
Labour platform ill favour of immigration.
Mr. cO l''l'ER.- The honoraLle gentleman has not got; a platform of any sort. He
will climb in behilld any party. I have no
ohjection to a certain cla.ss of immigrants
cOl1ling tCJ this State
Mr. MGI:RAY.-.Men with Illoney.
You
object to poor men.
Mr. CUTTEH.-Iobject to the Premier
pnttlng those words in my month. My
objection to the immigration policy of the
Government is t hat they are crowding
people illto Melbourne.
1 will now give
some figures from last }' ea1'-8oo1..: tu show
that :\1elboul'lltl has a higher populati')ll in
proportion to the population of the State
than the capital city of a,ny other State in
the Commonwealth, and that Victoria. hns a.
higher percentflge of people over sixty-fi ve
years of age than any other State.
The
popnlation of Sydney is 605,908, or 37 pel'
cent. of the population of New ~onth Wales;
the popnlatiolJ of Brisballe is 1 ·13,0 11, 01' 24
per cent. of the popUlation of Qlleellslalld;
the popula.tion of Adelaide is 18·1,:19:3, or 44per cent, of the popula.tioll of South
Australia.
I now come to Western
Australia.
Honorable members will remember that the grand old Liberal party
of Victoria some Yl'ars ago closed chmll
on the Excheq uer alld wou III not go on
with public works wil h the resnlt that
our mauhood al1l1 womanhood were drivell to
We!:ltern A ustralia.
The populatiou of
Perth is 54·,354,
19 per cent. of the popn·
lation of Western Australia; the pnpnl.ttioll
of Hobart is ~H.~ \f}, 01' 20 per cent., of the
pop Illation of Tasmania; the populatiPI1 of
Melbo1l1'lle is 562,300, or ~13'H per cellI,. of
the population of Viotoria.
MI" W AT'L'.-The percentage is less than
South Australia.
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Mr. COTTER.-It is a fmction less. The
population of the capital cities of the wbole
of the Commonwealth is 1,hS8,~140, or 36'33
per cent. of the populatioll of the Commonwealth.
:Mr. WATT.-Alld yon want to centralize
everything in l\.1elbourne and intensify the
evil.
MI'. COTTER.- vYellington, the capital
of :\ GW Zenlalld, has a population of 7] ,553,
which is equal to 7'28 per cent. of the population of the Dominion.
We have 43
per cent. of the population of Victoria
crowded into MelbollL'lle, and the grand
old Libcral party, supported by the two
paper~,
is increasing
the
Melbourne
Iluulber of
people
who
are
crowdmg
iuto
the
city.
ffhis
is the
Government the honorable member for
Ballarat West is prepared to extend a wholeheurted SIl pporl to. I ha \'c taken the figures
for the capital cities of all the countries
in Europe~ but I do IlOt illtend to weary the
House by giving them. I may say that the
population of Melbourne is higher in pro·
portion to the populatioll of Victoria than is
the poplliation of any eity in Europe
in proportion to the population of the
country d which it i~ the capital. Victoria
has more people oyer the age of G;) years in
proportioll to its populatioll than has any other
State. I would remind hOllornble members
that G5 ycars is the age at which the old-age
pension becomes payable. ruNew South
Wales 3'44 pel' cout. of the popula,tion are
over 65; iu Victoria, f,·.-) per cent. of the
population are over 65 years; in QueellS'land,
2'['9 per cent. of the population are over 6:> ;
in South Australia, 4'11 pel' cent. are
over 65; in 'Vestern Australia, 1'81 per
cent. are over 6:>; and in Tasmania, 4'07
per cent. are over 6[) years of age.
Taking
the whole of the Commonwealth, 4 per
cent. of the people are over 6,) years
of age. Victoria has a greater percentage
of people over 65 years of age than
auy other State in the Commonwealth.
\Ve hn, ve l-~- pel' cent. more than the <l. verage
throughout the Commonwealth of old people.
~ilr. MURHAy.-They die young ill the
other States.
Mr. COTTI!:R.-[t is due to the grand
old Liberal party. r:rhel'e is another matter
I want to refer to, and that is the position in
which the Geelong Harbor 'frnst happens to
be. A good deal has been said about that
matter, but no statement has beer: made by
any member of the Government as to their
attitude. I agree with the honorable member for St. Kilda, I think it is very unfair
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that the chairman of the Trust should be a
member of Parliament; that he shollld be
within the walls of Parliament to voice his
opinions while the other man is outside, and
has been removed from the Trnst. If the
chairman of the Trust has sllch a good case,
why drive Mr. Bell out from the Trust, and
prevent him from having access to the papers
to defend himself?
He should TJOt have
been driven ont until an inquiry had been
held. The G-ovcrnmeut drive the man out
first, nnd then propose to grant him an ir.q niry. The chairman of the Trust is a
member of Parliament sitting behind the
Government. The position is very unfair to
Mr. Bell, whom 1 may say I do not know,
and whom I have never met. Mr. Bell,
or anyone else, ollght to be able to
get fair play, but he has not received
He has been hanged first and
fair play.
now he is to. be tried. [saw something in
the press from the Treasurer, expres~iug
regret that he missed an interview with the
honorable membet· for Toorak in connexion
with this matter. It would have befll niee
to be present at that interview if it had come
off. I think the time for interviews with the
press has gone by, and it is IIp to the Goverument to prove their position. It is the
duty of the chairman of the 'fl'ust to prove
that hil':! position was right, and if he can do
so he will have the House and the public
behind him. It. is unfair to turn a man off
the Board so that he will not have access to
the papers, while the chairman is a member
of this House and has access to tho papers
and the enr of the Ministry. The people outside are expecting the Governmellt to make
some move in this matter, of which, personaliy, I know nothing. All that 1 know is
that I saw in the press that certain trouble
had occurred, and it appeared that the
easiest way to get rid of it was to sack some
oue. The Trllst wanted harmony. I suppose the members were each playing a
different flute. There should be an open
inq uiry, and Mr. Bell and his friends should
have the fullest access to all the papers. If
1\11'. Bell cannot prove his case the public
will be satisfied that he has been barking up
the wrong tree. I am sorry that the Government propose to adjourn so soon. Once
they get the Estimates through the members in the Government corner will not be
any
harm,
and
the
able
to
do
sooner the Government get into recess the
better they will feel.
The people are
looking for the Workers' Acciuents Compensation Bill, the Charities Bill, the Hospital
Bill, and other Bills that were advanced to
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the report sl age last session.
It won't take
long to pass those measures if the Governmellt a.re in earnest about them. The report of the Iuspeetor vf Factories staters th&.t
there were 33l accidents in ftlctories and
work-roums due to mauhinery, burning by
molten metal, &e., in 1910, as com~ared
'With 287 in 1909. The report statesThere were five fatal accidents. In every case
dea-th was purely accidental, and no blame Wrl.S n.ttacl}ed to a.ny olle. ()ne person lost u. hn.nd, two
lost an arm. t-ighly-three lost one or more fingers,
twenty had fractured limbs, One lost an eye, three
reeeived more or less serions injury to the eyes, ten
received cuts to the head or face, aud there were
20G minor accidt:"uts.
The great ma,jority of these accidents were, in
my opinion, due to t.he nature of the Ilmc:linel'Y at
or in cOlluexion \', ith which the injured persons
we' e wOl'king. In this 8ta.l e employes are nllt entitled to corr.pcnsation for injuries recei\'ed unless
DI:lO'ligence on the part of the employer can be
pr~ved.
In Great Britain, emplOyeR injtU'ed
through accidents are compensated.

Still this great Liberal party boast of the
progress they are making! Only last night I
was at a cuncel tat, Hichmond which was
b(:id to raise funds for a widow and five
children. The father of the children had
been btown to pieceR in an accident, and the
famiiy are lefli practically destitute. The
Government can sit back on the Treasury
bench and smile. Instead (If going into recess they should pass the Workers' Accidents
Co:npensation Bill if they are in earnest
a.bout it. Whilst we have all this talk about
going into recess the same old December will
come up again next year, when we will be
told, " Y Oll ca.nnot discuss this, or if you do
it will not reach another place in time."
That is what goes on every year at the end
of the session. Every year when \\'e arrive
at December, half the .Bills required hy the
people are wiped off the list. The Government will not be able to hood wink the
worker much longer, for the time will come
when they will be shifted. If the GovernfiPnt are a.nxious to pass important measures,
what is to prevellt Parliament meeting after
Christmas?
The Government know the
urgency of fiftny measures, and know
that the people arc aiSking for them.
'l'he elections are over now, and for
the next three years there will be no worry
in that direction. The Government will continue on the same old lines.
':\lr. MURRA L-And with' the same old
opposition from that side.
.,\1 r.
COl'TEH.-l have a volllme of
IIallsflrd here in which there is a speech by
the Premier. It is abont the great Liberal
party before the honorable gentleman became
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a Minister. At that time the late Sir
Thomas Bent was at the helm. The extract
is as follows : Mr. ROIllU{,TSON.--Thn.t is why you ga\Te the reco .. stl'llcted l'abinet such a good chance
MI'. MURK,AY.-I amgoinl! to d al with the
reconstruction before I a.m finished. I am not
going to overlook such [L blooming young sprig of
grace as the hOllorable memuer.
He is ~\ bmDch
tha.t the PI emier ha,s snatehed from the ulIrningor, shall I say, a bl'auch that he has brought llltO
the burning.

The present Minister of Lands was not in
the fold then. ~j,1f. ~\lnrra.y, continuing his
speech, saidThe high educational work that benefited
the State was done yea.1 s ago, long before the
establishment of the new Tf!!li-me, and the DetJartIllent is now rUll by a lot of falldists.
.Mr. :\icKE~zn;.-Do you refer to Dookie College
and the CoulJcil of Agticultural Educ·ation ?
,Mr. ~lURRAY.-That is a question that l::light
be put to the Hunorable tieol'ge (Jraham.

They could not agree then, but now thf~y
are in this great Libeml party. Tha.t name
covert:; a lot. Further on the present Premier
saidFor the other new ;\1inister-the Minister of
Public Instmction·-I h1.ve the warmest friendship-almost the loye that Jonathan had for Da.vid.
The three brothers-in-arms, the three musketeers
who were going to bring down the Government,
were Bowser, Downwa.rd and Murray.

The Argus, speaking of the reconstruction of
the Millistry, said that two caucLises haJ been
held in connexion with the MiniRter of
Mines, who was one of the older Conservatives
that the Liberal section would not have. I
do not know whether the Minister of Mines
is still a Conservative, bllt he and the others
are all in the great Liberal party now. I
should like to know when the cOllvcr~ion
took place.
Mr. ,M L'RRA Y. - It has been gradual.
Mr. COTTER.-I think it has. The
works of the .\1inister of .:.v~ines, whether he
is conservative or not, will redound to his
credit later on. He can show more to his
credit than any of his colleagues. He has
established the ~tate coal mine and State
brick works, so that he has left something:
to his credit., notwithstanding his conservativ~
tendencies. The Honorary :Millister, 1\1r.
C:1meron, weut aW3.y to Gippsland alld got
behind a bush. He did not come down to
Melbourne to make himself known. He
came back wit h a. very ~mall n~1Ijority.
I hear there is another gentleman on the
Ministerial bench who has changed too, and
I am waiting to see what the change is.
,Mr. J. CAmmo:'\ (G1pp~lanct Ea"t).- You
will find uo change in me.
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Mr. COTTER.-I am afraid the honor- sands of swall farmers is called to this policy on
.a.ble gentleman will not come back again as the part of 1 he Age. The poorest must be tn.xed is
the ductrine of the Aye.
the member for- Gippsland East.
"1 r. \V A TT.- V\-~ e lm ye heard your prop he- 1 remember thtl Treasurer, wben introducing
the Land Tax Bill, talking a.bout the Federal
~ies before.
Labour party taxiug the laud. The Liberal
Mr. HOBERTSoN.-There is unother chat.lge party, 11Owever, took good care lwt to hit the
Co take place before that.
rich man, while the Labour party have taken
:Mr. COTTER.-I am sorry the honorable good care not to hit the poor mall. The
member for Bulla was not here when I read Treasurer hag never contJ-adict~d that.
what the Premier thOllght ()f him two years
JUl'. W ATT.- You propuse to save the
and nille months ago. 'When did the honor- small farmer by ul:-l.king him a vresGut equal
able member's conversion begin'! When did to t.wo bushels of wheat pCI' yea,r .
he become a I.Jibel'al ~
)1r. CO t'TER.-I went through many
.:'l,lr. ROBER'l'so~.-I have :.tlways been a parts of the country prior to the el\.'ctions,
and I found that, althou~h. the great r.iberal
Liberal.
l\lr. COTTER.-The conyersion must party baJ been prep,tred to impose the hllld
hayc been sudden.
I nndelstand that the tax in t.he HOlHse, not one of its members
].lillister of Mllles admits that his OWll con- was prepared to Stty in the coulltry " '~'his is
Ollr tax." The farmer was led to bolieve it.
version \\' as grad ULt 1.
wa.s the Labour ptl.l'ty's tux. ':'he honora,ble
:;\1 r. :\lcBRID.I£.-Gr,:dual! ="line was very
memher for Bulla, the farmer\; rcpre:sentasudden.
tive~ knows well wha.t the position was.
Mr. COTTER-If the honorable member
Mr. l{oBERTSON.- You knocked out the
for .Dnlin wa::; a Lib8ral b'o years and nine
£300 exemptiou.
months ago, why did ho tight the Liberal
).~1'. CO 1 r.t'ER.-Because we wanted a
Government, and whv did the 'freel-surer Bay
£50() exempti(lu all round.
some of the hardest tilillg~ ag;.dnst him?
.iUr. HOBI<:lnso~.-It was a halfpenny tax
Mr.•J. CA:\IEIW:,\ (G1pp[:./and Ea.'lt).- You
instead of three farthingi:-!.
-cannot create family qnarrels.
Mr. COTTER.-In conclnsion, I desire
Mr. WATT.-l never sl>.id anything bad
to say that, after li:-;tening to what has been
abont the honorable memuer for Bulla..
said about this so-called great Liberal victory,
Mr. COTTE R.-The honoraule mem- I think it is the duty of the l~o\'ernment to
ber for Bulla said that the leader of go on with the work.
the OppofSition skimmed lightly over the
Several HONOHABLR lVIIi:MBlms.-Hear,
Jand t~~x, al.d congratulated him on it. The hear.
honora.ble mell! bel' did not speak on that
)Ir. COT l'ER.-I do not know why so
;mhject at all, but wellt right into irrigation. ma.ny honorable members should say" Hear,
He knows when that little band of fonrteen hear." I take up very little time in the
kept us here all night and tried to obstruct Honse, for since I have been a member I
the Land Tax Bill. He knows that it was ha.ve not done snch a thing as to speak
the Labonr party, and not the great Liberal sev('.nt.y-five times on the Water Bill and
party, the Government then had to thank.
sixty-five times on the Laud Bill. When the
Mr. EL~ISLI1i:.-The Corner party were Lan-d Tax Hilt was before the Honse a numcalled crank:-> then.
ber of honorable members did not spare time
:Mr.. \.CCUl'CHEo~.-vVe helped to save in dealillg with the measure. I tilink it is
the ~tate from a double tax.
the duty of t he Government, if they are
~HI". ('OTTEH.. -1 did not know that the
earnest in their desire to do anything, to get
honorable member for i';t. Kilda was among on no\\' with the work of the 00untry.
the fourteen. I haye here something auout
.:\11'. LANGDO~.--l rise to ma.ke a few
the Age lind the Parliamentobservations in reference to matters which I
The Age said. 011 the 8th November, that it was thillk the Government shonld deal with, und
Dnc of 'the "humour 1m; absurdities" of the not in answer to the oratory we have been
Labour party's land tax t.hat it proposed to take
oli' some of the taxa.tion imposed on the smaller listenil:g to. I want first to deal with the
bnncl'F. by the Murri:!Y !alHl tax, and the Aye gre:.t question of the G eelong '!arbor Trust,
then fJ'ICerillgly s;lid, "The unfortuna.te agricul- for the reason that I was the father of t.hose
turist who (/\vIIS ;£ .75 worth of land bas to pay p1H'ticnlar works. Tn 1902 or 1903 I was
'.lnder it (the ~lurray land lax) that frightful tax
of lOs. 5d. per year, and the owner of. £50J worth chairman of the Commission appointed to
of la.nu is mulcted in the colossal exactlOn of £ lOs. inquire into the handling of wheat, and so
IUd. pel' annum." The attention of many thou- on. Amongst the places we visited was t.he
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North Shore, Geelong.
There is a cliff not follow my ad vice about making the docks
there. I say this for the information of at Port Melbourne they should have started'
younger members, who may not be aware of at the mouth of the river, where the buildthe fact. At Williamstown, when loading ings could have been constrllcted to receive
wheat and other produce, the material ·has our produce in the shape of lambs, wheat,
to be slung up by machinery. But there is wool, and everything else, and so do away
3. splendid site at the North Shore, Geelong,
with the second, third, aud fourth handling
where this operation could be saved, and I which has to be done now in ~lelbourne.
hope the Government will see that the works We find that the great firms. silch as
there are properly carried out., and properly Goldsbrongh, Mort and Co., the New Zeamanaged ineveryrespect. As to the dismissal land Loan and Mercantile Agency, aud so OIlof one of the Harbor Trust Commissioners, have to go into the suburbs and erect large
r do not know anything about that matter. warehouses at, a distance frJm the port.
r do not know :he man or the surroundings, These warehouses should be constructed lleat·
but from the statements we have heard here, the river, or somewhere that would admit of
I think the Government should appoint a the produce being shipped without the d~.lUble
Committee or Commission to thoroughly in- handling that i~ now Ileee~sary. The SOOller
vestigate these matters. r believe the chair- this Government or some other Government
man of that Trust has v.:orked very energetic- set about that work the better for ~lelbourne
ally and has done his level best in managing and the State of Victoria. The Government
the affa.ir. Whethel' he has erred in the talk about the interests of the producer. The
expenditure of money or not is a question producer ha~ to pa.y all these additional
Jf
tha t the Auditor-General should be able to charges for handling and re-l,alldling.
determine. But in any case, these harbor we had these docks constructed the goods
works mu:,t be made a success in the interests could be dealt with as I hope to see
of the producers of the west and north-west them dealt with at Gee/ollg, where they
of the Sta,te, because that port will become a could be placed in the large warehouse and
very important factor in our export trade in slipped into the hold of the vessel at the
I do urge the
the near future. It has cost a large amount cheapest. rate possible.
of money, no doubt, but I feel sure that the Government to take some steps in this
works will pay interest eventually.
I know direction, and in any case to retain these
that myoid friend, the late HiI' Thomas works at the North Shore, Gee10n,;. I do not
Bent, did hi~ level best to help the Trnst want to cloak up or hide anything in con:\long. He gave them a lot of land to help nexion with the orrors the Harbor Trust
them to pay interest 011 the money iilVested may have commit,ted, nor do I wish to reflect
in the works. The Sparrovale farm, although upon the Trust, but from the statements
it m'l.y be a profitable concern, is, I believe, we have heard here it is clear that some
2l. mistake.
It is outside the duties of the decisive step should be taken to investigate
Ti ust to go into farming. The old race- the rnatters set out. by both sides on the
course and other lands were gi ven to the question. With reference to the subject of
Trust in order that it might be made a snc- bush fires, I drew the Premier's attention to
cess. I understand-and if I am not correct the matter yesterday, and r thought the
the chairman of the Trust will correct me- honorable gentlemauJs answer was of a very
that the depth of water ha,8 been increased indifferent character. You, sir, properly-l
do not demur-prevented me from reading a
by dredging to over 32 feet ..
Jetter I received on the question. We know
Mr. HOLDEN.-Twenty-sIx feet.
l\lr. LANGDON.-I am assured that the there have been numerous meetings held in
necessary depth of water can be obtained to various parts of the State. Resolutions have
enable a portion of our produce to be ex- been passed by these meetings and have
ported at a much. cheaper rate than from been sent down to me. Here is one that was
Williamstown. ThIS bnngs nle to the ques- passed at Enroa, moved by 3. farmer from
tion of the port of Melbourne. I am going Taturato speak in a very straightforward way,
That a law be passed to give authority to the
because I have taken a great interest in captain or properly authorized chief officer of a fire
these matters, and know what 1. am talking brigade to make fire breaks where it appears to be
about. The Government are deserving of necessary, or where danger exists.
the greatest censure for not endeavouring to r have given a lot of time to (his question,
make this the greatest port in Australia. and I am sorry that the Government have not
They ought to have started long ago with seen their way clear to get a short Bill drafted
.he construction of docks. If they would and put through. r think it is an urgent
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.matter-fu.r more urgellt than ot her matters
that ha.ve been given llotiee of. Here is a
letter that 1. recei ved yesterda.y from a farmer
in my district, who lIufol'tnna.tely has snffered
sevel'elyPrairie
December :Llld, 1911.
DEAR ~nt,-I beg to inform you as thc early
mOl'lling pa,ssengct' train from l\erang to Bendigo
was pa::lsing VI'. Atkinson's properly, between
Mitiamo and Pmirie railway statiolls, 011 Wednes,.laymornillg ltbont 8 :1.111., No\-~mber 2~ncl, 1911,
a. spark 01' cinder from the .englne set fire~o. Dr.
Atkinson's property, 2 allies south (If .Ml~Jamo
T'ailwav station, on the west of the raIlway
tine. • 1\1 Y In'other was going into 1\.1 itiam?,
and he saw t he fire start immediately the tr~lD
passe,l hilll.
Others close by also saw the fire
start from the train. Willing workers, however,
were immedilt,ely on the st:ene. including some liue
repairers, hut.. despitp- their efforts y? put ont the
.fiallles, they s!·read with grett rapIclIt,y, and were
not put out until about 1,vUO acres were bU~'llt It
weut right through my pl'opert~, destroYllIg 120
~1.Cres of stanu'lIg' whel1t crop, gOlllg over five hags
10 the acre; al .. o 61) aeres of good' grass, and some
fencing l.elongillg to me. I hlt~e proof that a spat:k
or ciudel' froJII the I:'<trly mOl'lung passenger Ham
from Kemng to Bendigu was the ca.use of the outbrea.k.

it if; well known, of conrse, to all those who
trt1\'el thruugh Ihe country tha.t the
luxuriolls growth this year has HOW become
al:! dryas tillder, alld is very liable ~() create
extellsive fires. 1 trust I shall receIve some
H'ympathy from. my fellow members on
this qnest imJ. Yesc.cIC.lay, when I pnt a
.qlleiStion to the J>r~lllier, I fel~ tllU~ th.e
matter did nOli reeeive the cOllsHieratlO11 It
·.should helve done. Therdore, 1 trllst
llonorable members will co-operate wit.h me
in endeavourill!; to induce tile Goverllment
to illtl'oduce a measure which will, at a.ll
.events, encounlge Ibe forma.tion of bu~h fire
brigades, so as to minimize the risl<s tbat
exist at present. 'If.ere is a little. matter to
which I desire to draw the attentIOn of the
.Millister of Public lnstrnction, and that is
with regard to the education of children in
s('a.ttered cOlmtry districts where they are not
living within wIatt is termed th~ ~chool
.distance. 1 have a number of ~ChOOlS In my
district, but unt'oriullately, thl'oll~h the
process of one ft\~mer buying on~ .another,
the population 111 some local~tles has
.declined.
1 have brought t lllS maHer
uuder the I1(Jtice of the i\iillister on
0110
or two previous occasions, alld I
hope he will look into it.
I wish
also 1.0 reffr to the' establishment of
.agricultural high scho?ls.
I ~lldeavoured
8nm,) t.ime ago to obtalll a promIse from the
Minister tllat·a school of that kind \"ould be
.established at Donald. The matter has been
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held in abeyanqe for two years and a ha,)f,
alld now we are told by the Director of Ed \1cation tbat the policy of the preseut Go\'ernment is not to build any mue of these
seho01s
1 regret that this is so, becaurjc,
sillce I have been in communication with
that gelltleman, 1 find that tenders have been
called for t[10 erection of a~ricnltllral colleges at other places.
.1 feel compelled to
refer to the matter 1I0W. I shall certai1l1y
see the :Millister again, and hope eveutnally
to Elllcceeli in what 1 desire,

NIr PLAIN.-I do not wish to take up
much of the time of the House, but 1 desirQ
to make a few remarks on toe cOlltroversy
t.hat has taken place in thits House in COllnexioll with the G eelong Ha.rbor Trust. 1t is
true, and this Howse is well awa.re, t hat ever
since the inception of the Trust a lJulllher of
people, backed up by the GeelOTlg Adve1·tise:r,
have endeavoured, wherever pOl:;sible, to retard the progress of that particular Trui:it.
I have 1.10 sympathy with that clai:is of iudi·
vidual 1101' wit h that partieular jOl1rnal.
DlIl'iog the short time I have represented that
cOllstimellcy 1 have discovered tlmt wllPllever
there is no jJl'ogressive movement for t.he benefit of Geelong the Ad'verti,ler in particula.r has
most tl) say against it.
Therefore 1 am in
no way iufiuenced by tha.t jonrual or by the
people it supports. My nanle happelled to
be lIIentioned in cOlmexion with the interview which took place between two Commissioners of the Trust and t he Treasurer.
J understand t hat it was in cnnnexion with
nfl', Bell'::; retirement. The Treasurer, after
listelling to a long and tedioUf, debate, said
he thought it wonld be wise for the Commissiollers to go back home, and then
meet on the following Monday and discuss matters among themsel ves and, if
possible, come to &ome set.tlemellt. MI'. Bell
sa.id that he was agreeable to the adoptillTl
of that COli 1'8e, and that if it wa!
discover ed that the other Commissioners
and himself could not work sa.tisfactori1J
t.ogether, he would hand ill his resignation
inside of twenty-fonr hours. Instead of the
meeting taking place, however, Mr. Bell
received the following letter from the
chairman of the Trust :~
Dear Sir,-I recei\'eo yours (undated) Saturday
nooll,{orwhichlthankyou. It will not he wise
to hold a meeting of the tloard under the conditions stated, thet'efore no meeting will be held
to·day. In regard to the difficulty concerning
yourself, I have . 0 state t·hat I have comnlted
Comnlissionel' Hill, and it is considered that the
matt er has gone too fiLr for tbe settlelllent
suggested. It is also felt that as the interests of
th~ Trust have been affected, the acceptance of
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regret that the meeting did not take
If it had been held, things might
h!1VC been difIorent today.
But there is one
thing in the chairman's letter that I object
to. I know 'Mr. Hill personally, aud ; do
llot think he is a mall who ought to seal the
fate of any other mall. Accurding to this
letter the word of Mr. Hill sealed the fate of
Mr. Bell on that oceasioll~
Mr. HOLDE~.-That is not so.
lilr. P LAl:\," .-The letter itself would
seem to shrl\V it. Therefore, I feel inclined
to think that the chairman himself was not
in sy'lJpathy with the holding of a conference. The resnlt has been that various
matters have been aired in a maGner that is
neither pleasant llor sati::;factory. I have
Bothing to say regarding the working of the
Geolcmg Harbor Trust, but with regard to
the cool stores, the freezing works, and other
iudustries in thq immeuiatc vicinity of the
Ilew harbor, I say, without hesitation, that
those works and buildings are essential to a
port :meh as Geelong. Rehind that port we
lmvc millions of am'es of the finest agricultural land in the State, "Ve have rail ways
controlling
the whole of the northwestern areas and the vr estern District. 'The produce from those districts
must eventually reach Geelong whon the
Govol'lllllentadopt:t policy of decentralization
and establish tapering rates to the nearest
practicable port of shipment. I trust that
the present controversy will not lead the
Government to interfere in any way with
thol::le undertakings. If anything is done
ju that direction, I am sure the agricul·
tUl'ists of this State will have something to
~ay. The people Df Gee]ong are anxiolls to
have the chanllel deepened as earl'y as
possible, and I am ad vised by the Commi8sioners themselves, that it is desired to
push on with that work.
)1r. HOLD!m.-That work has been going
011 continuously ever siuee the Trust was
el::ltablished.
-:.vIr. PLAIN .-It is certainly ~ very necessa.ry work. It will not be long before the
accommodation of the port of Geelong is
taxed to its fullest capacity, and it will be
necessary, not only to complete the present
WOrlUl, but to enter upon the construction
of more extensive works.
There is a
lot of controversy with regard to the
farm owned by the Trust. I ~ill not ,give
my opinion upon it, but I would call the
chairman's .attention -to 'Some ~vork.s that
have been carried out on the farm by the
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manager, lVIr. Rain].
The chairman mentioned last night that :NIl'. Baird received a
salary of something like £150 to snpervise
works which are carried out with publiC'
money. I have been handed a list of the
names of labourers employed on those works
and the amounts they are paid, and I will
read them out in the hope that this farm
manager, who is well paid for supel'vising the
work, will be req uired to pay reasonable wages
to the men he employs. .Here are some
examples-J. Best, 4s. 4d. pel' day and found.
I think lOs. a week is allowed for board.
Perhaps t he chairman will be able to say
whetber that is correct.
Mr. HOLDE~.--I do not know what the
allr)\vance is.
Mr. PLAIN.-Then the.reare-J. Groves
'/s. 4d., V. Groves !)s. IOd., W. Lewis 413.
4d., H. Hunt 4s. 4d., D. Hoggart 3s. 4d.,
'V. Daws 4s. 4d" A. McCurdJT 3s. 4Ll.,
G. IIow~trd 3s. 4d., J . .iVluleback lS. 6d., and
G. Wilson 813. 4d. I do not know whether
the chairman is aware that those rates arc
being paid on the " Sparrovale" farm. Seeing, however, that it is heavy work I think
tho men should get the same rates as are paid
on other public works.
Mr. PHE~DERGASl'.-·.!.'hat; is llothing short
of sweating.
Mr. HOLDEN.-Does the honorable member for Geelong refer to Mr. Baird 'f; farm
employe~.

Mr. PLAIN.-'l'hey are carrying ou.t
work such as channelling, &c" paid for out
of public funds. I hope the chairman will
put an end to the presellt conditions. The
remark!'; in uirculation about the Trnst at
present are certainly detrimental to it. The
chairmall himself has acknowledged that they
seriom:;ly affect the Trnst.
Therefore, 1
hope that it will be put an end to. l\'h'.
Bell made statements which the chairman
sa.ys are not correct. Que or the other is
wrong, and the sooner this squabbling is
disposed of the bettel· for the Trust. 1 am sure
that it is the wish of every honorable member,
including the chairman of the Trnst, as well
as of everyone in my constituency, that
Geelong should be permitted to continue on
its prosperous path. There is no Clty in
Australia which has the same prospects.
as Geelong has, and i~ is necessary t.hat
we should give every attention to that {>ort.
N oihing should be doue to retard its
progress. Therefore, I trust that the Government will have the matter settled as early as
possible to the satisfaction of the country.
Mr. EL'M SLIE.-I have read somewhere
that a certain gentleman wa::; fiddling whi e
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think that applies very well to the attitude
which is being adopted as far as the dispute
between the Commissioners of the Geelong
Harbor Trust is concemed. There can be
no doubt as to the very important work that
this Trust is called upon to perform.
The
honorable mem bel' for Geelong has j nst said
that there is no town in Anstralia with
prospects brighter than those of that
purticillar city, and I think incalculable
harm will be done, if it has not been done
already, if the dispute between those
intru~ted with the government of that port
is not speedily brought to an end. I know
nothing aLout the dispute except what I
have read in the daily press. I have come
to the conclusion that somebody or other is
wilfully misleading, or attempting to mislead,
the people and the Government of this
State.
The sooner these private feuds
between men occupying responsible positions are firmly grappled with hy the
Government, the better for all concerned.
I have no other interest at stake than the
interests of the country, in urging and do··
manding that the Government shall show
more resoluteness in the future than they
hu\'e in the past in connexion with this
matter. There is more than a screw loose.
There is something radically wrong, and the
pUJlic should know at the earliest possible
moment what it is, and a remedy should be
applied, no matter who has to be sacrificed.
Coming to the Address·in-Heply, and recent
happenings in this State, Olle lives and
learns. Reading the ~norning journals during
the elections, .r often wondered how it was
that mCll, whose word one would take in a
business transaction without any hesitation,
seem to lose their characteristics the moment
they are eng~ged in 8, political fight and ascend
the election platform. I have asked myself if
I am one of those illdiviollals wit.h one voice
for this Honse and my frieRds, and another
voice when I am on the platform. I do
not know whether I would he one of
those, but certainly I have come to the
conclusion that we have gentlemen as
politiciails in this ~~tate who are not as
particular as they shonld be when .attempting
to critiuise th.ose who hold different opinions
from theirs.
Mr. ROBERTsON.-On both sides of the
Honse.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I am not easting any
reflection on an.y side of the Honse, at
the present time. It mo:y have been more
pointedly brought undel' my nobce, but I
havc neyer remembered any <mmpaign where
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so much outside mutter was introduced, and
so much misrepresentation made, as in the
last one.
Mr. BAYLES.-YOU have had so many
walks over.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I have not harl any yet,although I have deserved them. W' e are intrusted with the duties and responsibilities of
government as a Legislature; and those
gentlemen who for the time being are the
leaders of this Chamber ought to recognise
the position which they occupy.
III my
opinion they are are lowering the dignit.y of
Parliament, belittliDg it in the oyes of the
people, and lending colour, to a great extent,
to those sneering remarks which are often
passed upon the LegIslature. I was ver.y
much struck, Mr. Speaker, when you were
retnrnillg thanks for your re-election to the
Chair, which you fill so well, on which I take
the opportunity now of congratulating you.
You stated that you would endeavour to up·
hold the dignity of this Parliament. Now, I
think that is a duty and a responsibility
which rests not only npon you, but upon
every member of this Chamber, and I read
with a very great deal of disgnst and regret,
and considerable indigllation, tbe remurks
that were frequently mude by the Treasurer
during the cnmpaigu.
l\!r. "VATT.- Yon don't like Leino' attacked. Yon don't like the war being ct~rried
into tbe enemy's camp.
l\h. EL:M.SLIE.-I think I can ~tand
criticism of a proper character as well as any
other honorabl3 member.
Mr. W ATT.-Read the speeches of the
ancient fights in which the honorable member
for Maryborough wus engaged.
.Hr. ELMSLIE. - I ha.ve read the
speeches and taken an active interest in
politics for many years. No pflEtici:,ll shonld
be afmid to express the truth, .:ttld every
politician should l)(~ despised w1:o ~eeks to
misrepresent, and does not utter the trath on
the platform 1:1 my opinion, no I'llitll has
more belittleJ Parliament in the position
be hM occupied th!m the present Treasurer.
Mr. \-VATT.-Rubhisb.
~[r. EL::\lSLIE.-I am no:!; eX!)1'esBlug the
honorable geutlem~n'.3 opinion, Lut I am endeavouring to express t:.1y own. \Vere we, on
this (the OppOSItion) side of the House, the
poor uneducated, ignorant, Labour men, to
give expression to such language as the
Treasurer" and some of his phonograph fol.
lowers gave expression to, 've would have·
.been cried shame at throughout the length.
and breadth.of the land.
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Add'l·ess-in-Reply.

Mr. WATT.-':"'Will you give some illustra- honorable member nor myself would be filling the positions we are filling to-clay.
tion of it?
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I do not want to dirty
Mr. ROBl£RTSON.-·That may apply to
my nJouth by doing it.
you.
Mr. WATT.-I called your leader a. " Peter
Mr. ELMSLIE.-It is well for a man to
ha ve a good conceit of himself, because very
Pan " politicil;\,u.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-¥ou called him more often no other person will think very much
than that. Last night when the leader of of him. I think we can all appreciate thQ
the Opposition was criticising the Premier feelings of the honorable member for Ballara~
about his retirement-West when he was makiug his speeeh in
Mr. MUIWAY -He was reading extracts seconding the motion alld advocating the
from t he papers.
virtues and virility of Liberalism. I have
Mr. ELMSLIE.-At any rate he was re- heard so much about Liberalism lately tha'
ferring in some way to the rumoured retire- I am bf'ginuing to wonder what, it really is,
ment of the hOIJorable gentlenlan from tbe and what are its virtues.
What special
position of leader of the Government and the charm ur virtue is there in the wOl:d
rl'reasurer interjected B \'\That, about your own " Liberalism? "
retirement? " As far as I know the l'umOllr
Mr J. CAMERON (G;pp.~land East).-h
was born and bred in the 1'reamrer him- £eems to have won two !-eats.
Mr. ELMSLIK-And the Government
self.
Mr. WATT.-~O, it was not.
have lost two seats,
Mr. ELMSLIE.-At any rate that was
Mr.' ~OI-,LY.-They won two and lost
my opinion, and my assurance had l:ehind it three.
the unanimolls opinion and the express wish
Mr. MURRAY.- We do not seem to be
of the whole of our part,y in Parliament.
aware of the fact that we have lost three
:Mr. WATT.-You said he was held in as seato.
much esteem as ever. That dues not prove
Mr. WATT (to Mr. Elmslie).-Your leader
claimed a great moral victory for the Labour
anything .
.Mr. ELM8L IE.-And I said he was not party.
to be asked to retire, nor would he retire.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I did not hear him
I do not want to proceed in that strain any claim it., but 1 know that when he makes a
further. I felt indignant, and I felt that the claim he can usually justify it.
proper place for me to express my indignaMr. J. CAM~:RON (Gipl,slandEast) - What
tion was in the presence of the man against about the Commonwealth referenda prowhom 1 felt that, indignation.
posals ?
Mr. 'vV ATT.-It was totally unjustifiable.
Mr. ELMSLIE -The referenda proposals
Mr. ELMSLIE.-It was quite justifi- are not done with yet. 'lIe lau~hs best who
able. 'rhere is oue thing that has made laughs la8t. I am wOl\dering what special
this debate different from allY debate on virtue there is in the word "Liberalism,"
the Address-in-Reply to which I have and I am looking at the members who call
listened since I have been in Parliament. themsel ves Li beralf"l. 1 can see men whose
The honorable member who seconded political histories I well know. I have seen
the motion for the Address-in-Reply came them stron~ly fighting each other on q ue~
out boldly and expressed himself as a tions of principle, as they haw:! said, and now
follower of the Government, heart and soul. they are rallged toger her under the banner
There was no reservation of any kind. He ill- of Liberalism. We remember members of
dulged in no hostile criticism. He is a the Ministerial corner fighting against meafollower of the pllre meriuo stamp, and he Rures that were introduced by the present
mu:->t have gladdened the hearts of the Ministry. Those measnres were carried in
1\1 inistry. Never before have I heard a this House, with the assistance of members
member moving or seconding a motion for sitting on this (the (Ipposition) side of the
the adoption of the Address-in-Reply give House.
1 refer more particularly to the
such unqualified support to tlw Government. Land Tax Bill that was introduced a year or
Mr. ROBl£RTsoN.-He took off a good two ago.
Mr. HOBF.RTSON. - A Labour candidate
scalp too.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-Tt is all in the game. denied that.
It may be the' lot of the laOlloral,le member
Mr. ELMSLIE.-If a dog in the remotest
and myself to lose our scalps in the game of part of Queensland or Western Australia,
politics. It does not follow that the best man whose owner may be constrned into a Labouralways wins. If he did perhaps neither the ite, does anything wrong. or if auy misdeeds
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are committed by anyone snpposed to be a
Laboul'ite, then the blame is focusseu on the
members sitting on this (the Opposition)
side of the House.
Mr. ROIH_RfsoN.--The dog I am speaking
of learnt his catechism.
Mr: EL~ISLIE -Evidently the honorable.
member has not. It is the man who has half
learned his lesson who is most conceited.
Mr. '-IV ATT.-After all, the difference is
that we have our fights in' public in the
House and yon mllst have them in caucus.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-According to that
great jourpal, the Argus, a :Ministerial
caucus has been held, and it was de~ided that
no information should be given. It was a
secret cancus. The Government have some·
thing worse than a caucus. They crack the
whip. The Treasurer himself has had to
follow the crack of the whip and vote for
measures after making strong speeches
against them.
1111'. W ATT.-You don't need to crack
your whip, because your followers are in
chains.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-Thev are cot in chains.
We have had enough e~perience of gentlemen calling themselves Liberals to know
that their word is not their bond, and that
their public professions of political pl:inciples
cannot be dep~nded upon. We have had to
adopt a course to keep men up to the
scratch of political honesty, because so many
so-called Liberals have betrayed us in the
past.
Mr. "YVATT.-You will not. trust members
ou your side unless they sign the pledge.
Mr. E LMSLIE.-I would not trust any
honorable member unless he signed our plat.
form. As a politician I have been slipped
up too often, and I do not want to give any
one the opportunity of saying, "There is
some mistake; there has been a misunderstanding; those are not the exact words."
I prefer to have an undertaking down in
black and white, and to have it signed. The
other day the Treasurer, at the opening of
Parliament, had to sign his name when he
took the oat.h.
Mr. \VATT.-"\IVe did not sign a platform
of seventy or eighty planks.
l\Jr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
honorable gentleman made a strong speech
against a measure which he voted for.
Mr. ltV ATT.-I deliberately said I would
do it to save the country from lllen like you.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-The honorable member
for Bulla was responsible for bringing me to
my feet. W hen I heard the word "irrigation," 1 thought that we were going to hear
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something from a practical man.
I must
confess that the word "irrigation" has
al ways had a special charm for me, and I
believe that a very material prosperity will
be brought to Victoria. by carrying out a
proper irrigation seheme in the dry area.
Much to my astonishment and dismay the
vision of the honorable member for Bulla,
with respect to irrigation, went no further
than his own constituency. I thought we
were going to hear something like a decent
speech on a great public question, but the
honorablp, member faded away until be got
down to a 600 gallon tank.
Mr. Rr>BERTSON. - In my constituency
there is the best irrlgation scheme in
Victoria per acre.
Mr. ELMS LIE.-I do not say anything
against the fertility of the land in the
honorable member's district, or the scheme
in oDerMion there. The honorable member
cha;ged the great Liberal party, with which
he is so proud to be assoriatcd, with having'
repudiated titles. 1 could hardly believe my
ears.
I thought that all the charges of
repudiation were hurled against the Labour
party.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-Not a member on this
(the :Millisterial) ~ide of the Honse, 01' the
other side, pointed it out w hen the measure
was going throllgh.
Mr. J\llcGRATH.-Where were you ~
Mr. ROBEltTsoN.-I was here and I will
take my share of the responsibility.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I am quite willing to
take my share of the responsibility.
The
word "repudiation" seems to be always in
the minds of some honorable members. They
can hardly open their mouths without uttering the word" repudiation."
In most cases
they direct it against the Labour party.
lVIr. RUBERTSoN.-The repudiation I spcke
of was corrected by the Act of 1910. I referred to that.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-According to the honorable member the Act of 1910 made the position worse.
I listened with some amusement 10 the honorable member's criticism of
the banking proposals of the Federal Government.
He spoke of confisca.tion and theft.
He said that the Federal Government wanted
to steal the people's money-that they
wanted to lay violent handcs upon it.
He
reprer>ented that the Federar Government
were going to smash up our Savings Banks.
Mr. ROBER'l'SON.- Did you see the picture entitled" The gun went off" ?
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I do not want to see
any picture.
We want no kindergarten
business in thili matter.
The only way the
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Government (;!al1 get the money of
the people is by adopting a better business
policy than the ~tate Government-by
offering indncetnents to the people by way of
better conditions to transfer their 'money
from the ;)ta.te :-'avings Banks to the Federal
Bank.
)11'. ROBfmTsoN'.-Is that what the
Labuur party in Now SOllth \Vales say 7
:Ml'. EL~1.SLIE.-I am not re,..;ponsible
fur the Labour party in .N GW South WaJes,
nor am I respollsib:e fo1' the Labour party
here, but I am responsible for my own
opinions. One would think, after li::;tening
to the crit,icisms levell( d against t.he banking
proposals of the Commonwea.lth Government,
that the whole of the Savings Banh bnsi·
ness was doue through the po'>t vffices. I
am told that, not one-fifth of the money deposited in the Savings B~tllks is deposited
through the post offices.
In every la.rge
towu, and in evel-Y suburb of MelbOl~rne,
. there is a Savings Bank bllildi\l~ working
alto:!ether apart irom the post office.
:\lr. HANNAH.-The Treasurer and the
Premier wanteJ a trip to .New South
Wales.
Mr. EL)IS,LIE.-I do not know whether
they wanted a trip to Ne\v Houth Wales,
but they must have been hald up fnl' something to quarrel with the Federttl Government
about. 1 am not going to otTer a severe critici:.;m on the Government for not proposing
to hold a longer session. I believe that
proper time sbould be r.vel) to the
work of t.he conntry. I tnmk that we
should IJOt rush legislation through, but
should give full consideration to the laws
bv which onr people are to be governed.
(must confess that during last session more
time was deliberately wasted by those
responsl ble for the conduct of the business
thaI! I have known since I have been in the
House. All the olap-trap that was talked
about our party being Icspon:'iibJe for the
delayin(1
of certt\in measures was
.
, \Vorse than
hnmbng. We have had anotner pronouncement, another famous speech, another enunciation or policy at W ltrrnambool. One of
the pranks in the platform ennnci:tted by
the Premier made me smile, and brought up
old recollection::;. TIl<'tt was the reform of
the Legis1u.tive Conncil. Here we have this
Chamber, sCHsion after session, almost from
the time of it s inception, passing measnres,
cb.monred for by the people and pr,)mised by
v::rions Governlnents t.o the people, that
fail to be(~ome law through heiilg rejected by
an()ther phce. It is up to this Chamber, if
it i~ jealous of the privileges and rigb ts of
~
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the people, if it is true to the protestations
and the promises made to the people,
to bring the Constitution more in to
line with the thougLlt of the electors by
curtailing I he powers and privileges of the
second Cha.mber. It is claimed to be a
Houf;e of reviHion and review; a Honse of
reasouable delay and review. ""'hat do they
mean by reasonable delay? I know measures
that we have bt.>en trying to secure the pasHage
of for twenty yetlr~ and we are still askiug for
them. 113 that reasonable delay? In many'
Cl~ses measures are thrown out without. eonsidemtioll, and the ollly excuse I can offer is
that thls HOllse has frequently treated
another place very unfairly by dallying at
the beginning of the session, adjournillg on
every paltr,r excuse, and then at the
end of the session ptl8sing m ea:-.;n res
hurriedly and sending t.hem up to another
place when there is no time to give proper
consideration to them. That is the only
eXCllse. 18 the Government in earnest when
they preach abont the ref~)rm of the Logisltltive t 'OUllllil? It is within our recl)lleution
that thpy had an opportunity of demon~~l'at.
ing their SIncerity a :-.;hort time ago, aud how
did they avail themselves vf it? There was
a pledge given in this Chamber by two
responsible IHinisters that a, constitutional
opportunity would be taken to test whether
the Council was right or wrong. When
vacaneies iu that Chamber t.~ok plaee did
the Government carry out the pledges made
to the people, and the understanding arrived
at with members 011 this (the Opposition)
side of the !louse? No. They tlid not put
forward a Hingle eandidate to test whether
the Council was popular or unr>opnlar.
.Judging by the attempts they have made to
reform the Council in the pa~t I have
comE~ to the conclusion that we only have
another promise that \Vill remain unfulfilled.
Another grievance that I have against the
Government, and that I intended to have
voiced last session had an opportnnity presented itself, IS that on three or four OCC:1sioM a ScafFolding Bill WitS passed by this
Cbamher, and passed unanimollfSly on two
OCCa.SiOllS.
J, together with the honorable
member for Collingwood,. \vns associated with
that measure Oll two occ;tsions. 1 t was sent
up to another place and was hung up there.
It was accepted by the GJvernment in this
Hou:.;e, but when it went to another place
the Government, before a shot was fired,
or any criticism offered, practicaTly remodelled
the Bill. There it has been stuek ever since.
This House unallimoll~ly p:.lssed the measure,
and yet w,e tind accidents happening, men
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}1r. )lURRA..Y.-Then if that is true,
that is all we propose to do this ses!:iion.
The honorable member for Albert Park expresses the hope that we will begin early
next session. I can reply that we will begin
early next sessioll-right at tho beginning of
the session. It will be necessary in order to
get the financial business through to sit on
the days that I propose in this motion, tha.t
is if we are lloing to deb?tte those proposals
at any length and rise before Christmas.
Mr. HANNAH,-What magic is there in
rising before Uhristmas1
::Vir. :;\fURRAY.-I do not know that the
honorable member is such a whale for work
as he professes to be. He is a great orator
and his eloquence almost borders on loquacity
.ometimes, but I do not know any one~
unless it is myself, who more thoroughly
~njoys a good Jong holiday than the honorable member. I should not like to sit
during the Christmas holidays, and I do not
like sitting during the sumlller months.
I do not think we cught to sit in the heat of
summer at all. I do not think honorable
members are in a cOlldition to give their best
services w hen the season of the year is not
the most favorable.
)lr. W AlwE.-;:;tart sooner and finish.
earlier.
:Vlr. MUH.RAY.-We started this session
as soon as possible after tho elections.
The motion \\US agreed to.

DAYS AND HOURS OF MEI<:TING-ORDER OF

APPOINTMENT OF STANDING

being wounded and injured, that might have
been prevented if the Government had made
up their minds to have the measnre passed.
I do not want to detain the House any
longer, and in conclusion I would Sft.y that I
hope, though I am afraid it is only a hope,
that we shall meet early next session, and
that when we do meet the Ministry will
demonstrate their sillcerity and earnestness
in carrying out the promises made to th,e
people at the last electiun. I hope we shall
have n, business-paper that will not be overburdened with Bills. Let the GovernmE'nt
bring down concrete proposals. Half-a.-dozen
important measures would be !:iufficient, and
let the Government show their earnestness
by carrying them through. Let. this Parliament be judged, not by the number of
measures passed, but by the usefulness of the
measures. I hope this new Parliament will
do more and better w~rk than previous
Parliaments hUoYe done. The Government
have now the opportunity; they have a
docile following, und a majority of more
than two to one. They have the opportunity,
let them avail themselves of it.
The motion for the adoption of the
Address-in-Reply was agreed to, and it was
ordered that the Address be presellted to
His Excellency the Governor by the Speaker
and the members of the House.

BUSINESS.

Mr. MURRAY (Premier) moved-

CO~lMITTEES.

Mr. MURRAY (Premier) movcd-

That Tuesdn.y, \-Vednesday, Thursday, and. . That the ftlllowing members form the Libra.ry
Friday in each week during the present session be Committee of the Legislative Asscmbly during the·
the days 011 which this House shall meet for the present session, wi; 11 pOWCl' to confer with the
despatch of business; that fOUL' o'clock be the Committee of the Legislative Council :-~lr.
hour of meeting on Tuesd1ty; thut two o'clock be ~peaker, ;\11'. Beazley, MI'. Hutchinson, Mi".
the hour of meeting on Wednesday and Thursday, La,wson, and Mr. McBride; and that the Coma.nd half-pa.st ten o'clock be the hour of meeting mittee have 1ea\'e to sit on clays Oll which the
on Friday; that GovernmfDt business shall take Rouse does not meet.
precodence of all other business during each sitt,ing
Mr. PflENDEB.GAST:-Ou the last two
day; and that fresh business may be called 011 at occasions thd tLese motions were SUbll~ltted
any hour.

He said-It is the hope that the financial
business that the GoVe1'lllllent proposes to
transact during what ought to be a short
session may be got through within a
reasonable time, so as to tnable the House
to rise before the Christmas holidays begin.
"Whatever criticisms have been made on the
Governor's speech I can say that, at any
rate, there was no sham about that speech.
We did not pnt anything into it that we do
not desire to carry.
MI'. PUENUKRU·AsT.-There is nothing in
it at all.

I ~pok~ abou:-, th", proportion cf t~c repreeeutation of both tsid~g of the Eom:e. On this
Com.mittee there is O!~ly OBe membcL" 0; the
0ppuJ:;ition out of five n:~mhel's.
'i'here
ought to be a ccnsultation between th2 two
parties in the selection of the m3mbertl of
these Committees .
Mr. MUIU{AY.-The tipeaker is one of the
five members, hnt he is .all ex officio lnember.
1\11'. PHE \DERGAST.-Then there are
three members from the Government side of
the House to one from the Opposition. Iu the
case of the' Standing Orders Committee, of
twelve members only fOUT are selected from
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the Opposition, and in the case of the Printing Committee, out of twelve members only
two are from the Opposition. I protest
against this proportion. It is not according to the custom of Parliament
at all: The Opposition should have a
fair voice on each of the Committees.
J spoke in this way to a previous Premier, the
late ~ir Thomas Bent, and he at once said that
he would aft.erwards consult on the subject.
Bubsequently, when the matter again came
forward, I made a protest as to the overbalancing of these Committees. There is too
much party about them, t~o many of the
members being 8elected from one side of the
House. The rule ought to be that the
Committees should be constituted from
each side, in proportion to the numbers on
each side of the Honse, so that each side
may be represented as exactly as possible.
In connexion with the Rail ways Standing
Committee, the law lays down where the
mem bel's are to come from.
Mr. MURRAy.-No,
practice.

it

is

only

the

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The custom
has been that there should be two members
from the Opposition, and the rule with
regard to the selection of that Committee
ought to be the rule with regard to the
selection of other Committees. It is not
bir, and not according to the custom of the
House, to constitute the Committeeu in tl.le
way proposed, and this system has only
crept in lately throngh f he desire of the
party opposite to take as much representation for their own mem bel's as t.hey can, and
to bestow as little as possible on the Opposi.
tion side of the House. It is going too far
when we see twelve members on a Committee, and only two of them from the Opposition. I offer my protest against that, and
say that it is unfair and improper.
If is the preferential vote over again.
There was so much blather al'out wHat was
going to be done about electing people according to numbers. 'fhese Committ.ees may be
deciding questions materitdly affecting the
position of members on the Opposition side
of the House. In connexion with the Sta.nding Orders Committee, for instance, where
the proportion is 12 to 4, the Committee may
have to consider the action of an honorabLe
member 011 t,he Opposition side of the House.
This is one of the things ill wl1ich the
privileges of one side of the House are being
taken away by the majority.
The motion was agreed to.

Standing

Committee.~.

Mr. MURRAY (Premier) moved'Tha.t the following members forn:t the Standing
Orders Committee during the present session:-

Mr. Speaker, Mr. Bayles, Mr. Beazley, Mr. J. W.
Billson, Mr. Craven, Mr. Mackey, Mr. Mackinnon,
Mr. Murra.y, Mr,Outtrim, Sir Alexander Peacock,
Mr. Prendergast, and Mr. Robertson; and tha.t
the Committee have leave to sit on days on which
the House does not meet; five to be the quorum.

He said-I may state that these are the
Committees which have been appointed, and
which have acted during l he last Parliament.
There was such complete harmony on these
Committees, that it would have been a pity
to alter them.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-We allowed them to
go before, owing' to the difficulty in changing
the names in the House. That is what the
late Sir Thomas Bent said.

Mr. l\lURRAY.-While in some of these
Committees, the Opposition is not represented
according to its nnmbers, on' others it has
more representation than its numbers entitle
it to.
Mr. P,{ENDEHGAST-Name one of them.
Mr. MURRAY. - There is
lia,ment Buildings Committee.

the Par-

Mr. PRENDERGAST. - The Parliament
Buildings Oommittee has not much business
to do.
Mr. M URRA Y.-It has as much business
as nny of the other Committes so far as I
know.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. MURRAY (Premier) movedThat the following members fOl:m the Committee
of Public Accounts during the present Session : Mr. Beazley, Mr. Campbell, Mr. McCutcheon, Mr.
Membrey, Mr. Prendergast, Mr. Swinburne, and
Mr. Toutcher; and that the Committee have lea.ve
to sit on days on which the House does not meel;
three to be the quorum.

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-On this Committee there are seven members, and only two
are from the Opposition side of the House.
Mr. 'tV ATT.-Including the chairman.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Thel'e are not
three members.
Mr. WATT.-This has always been the
constitution of the Committp.e .•
Mr. P~ENDERGAST.-This makes me
protest against what is proposed. I recollect
what the late Sir Thomas Bent stated when
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I raised this question previously. He said
that if he had n;)t submitted tlte names to
the House he would have made nn alteration,
as he recognised that the Committees were
loptlided, and that, the next time he would
consult the Opposition so as to be fair to
both sides of the House.
Mr. MurmAY.--This is perfectly fair, so
fa.r as numbers are concerned.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - It is bet.ter
in this r~spect than some of the other
Committees, where we have in one case
two out of twelve, ill another one out of
four, and in another two' out of seven. The
numbers onght, as nearly as possible, give
due weight to the parties. 1 am not asking
for anything nnre':tsonable, but only for what
was promised to me by Sir Thomas Bent.
The motion was agreed to.

Or1 the motion of Mr. MURRAY
(Premier), the following other Standing Commit.tees for the Session were constituted as
follows :--PA RLIAl\UNT
HL'lLDH\GS
Cmil\UTTEE
(JoINT).-l'1r. Speaker, Mr. }i~. H. Cameron,
:Mr. Elmslie, Mr Lemmon, and Mr.
McGregor.
PRINTING COl\lMI'rTF.E.-Mr. Speaker, Mr.
Bowser, Mr. J. Cameroll, :\11'. Gray, Mr.
Holden, :Mr. H ntchinson, 1\1r Keast, Mr.
Langdon. Mr. McCutcheon, ;\11'. McGregor,
MI'. Outtrim, and J\.fr. Prendergast.
RF.FRESH:\rEN1'

ROOMS

CO:\llfl'l'TEE

Carlisle, Mr. Dutru~, l\;fr.
Gray, Mr. Oman, ~llld :Ml'. Warde.

(.JoINT).-:\Ir.
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HAlLWAY LOA:\" APPLICATION
BILL.
lvr r. WATT (TreasUl'C'l') moved for leave
to introduce a. Bill to sallction the isslle and
applicatioll of certain slims of money aV3.ilable nnder Loan Acts for Hail ways.
The motion ,vas agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read a
first tirne.

BENALLA TO TATONG RAILWAY
COXSTRUC1'IO~ BILL.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens -Minister
of Hail ways) moved for leave to introduce a
Bill to authorize t he construction by the
~tate of a. line of l'a.ilway frem Bena.lla to
Tatong.
The motion wa.s agreed to.
The Bill was then brollght in, and read a
first time.
RUSHWORTII TO COLBINABBIN
RAIL\VAY CONSTRUCTIOS BILL.
Mr. A. A. BILLSO~ (Ovens- :\Iinister
of Railways) moved for leave to introduce a
Bill to authorize the construction by the
Sta.te of a line of railway from Hushworth to
Colbinabbin.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brouljht in, alld read a
first timo.

'MILLE\VA LAND BILL.

Mr. GRAHAM (~'lil1ister of Agriculture)
moved for leave to iutrodllee a Bill to revoke
;Ur. 'MURRAY (Premier) moyccl for leavo the permanent reservation as elldowment~
to introQuce a Bill relating to Training Ships .. for State A(Tricultural Colleges and experI'
mental farm; of certain Crown lands in the
The mot.ion was agreed lo.
county of Millewa and for other purposes.
The Bill was then brought in, aud read a
The motion was agreed to.
5rst time.
The Bill was then brought in, and read 1\
first tirne.
PUBLIC \VOHKS LOAN
APPLICATION BILL.
RULING OF THE SPEAKER.
:M r. WATT (Treasurer) moved for leave to
introduce a Bill to sanction t he issue and
QUESTION OF URGENCY.
t\pplication of certain sums of moneyavailMr. pnE~DERG AST moveda.ble under Loan Acts for public works and
otber purposes.
That this House disagrees with the ruling of

TRAINING SHIPS DILL.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read a
first time.

Speaker on the 5th December instant that the
motion to suspend the Standing Orders so as to
allow the Committees of Supply and Ways a.nd
Means to be appointed forthwith was one of
urgency.
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He said-This is in connexion with the
,ruling given the other night. It seems to
me that while, technically, the ruling is in
accordance with the law and the Standing
Orders, it certainly is a,gainst the custom or
the intention of the House so far as these
matters are cOllcerned. Up to 1893 tho
qnestion of urgency had been decided ill a
number of cases. In paragraph 172 of
Speaker's R1tlings it is statedIt is for the House to decide if the member ill
charge has made out a good case for treating the
Bill as one of urgency.

The member in charge of the .Dill on this
occasion did not make out allY CtlSe for
treating the Bill as one of urgency, but only
asked that it should be tleated in that waY.
The next paragraph states"
If the House decides that a Bill is urgent, it can
be passell through its various sta,ges with unusual
expedition, without suspending the Standing
Orders.

t

have only seen tha,t rule applied towards
the end of the sessioll, when there has been
no time probably to get a Bill through, if the
ordinary delay had to take place between
each of the stages. The Speaker has then declared the Bill a matter of nrgency, and the
various st·,ages eould then be taken in the one
day. Paragraph 174. statesThe Speaker is to decide if a Bill is of an urgent
charaCl er, but the House, if it does not agree with
his view, call overrule him.

I have never seen that rule applied except at
the end of the session when the House has
not had time for the consideration of the Bill
ill its va,riou8 stages, unless they were taken
the same day. It has been used in cases
where all amendment has heen mnde, and
where, but for this rule, the Bill could not be
taken an v further if oue honorable member
objected." The Speaker then has power to
to rule the Bill is urgent, and so avoid its
being lost. through want of time to deal
with it in the ordinary way.
Hule 17;)
statesMr. Speaker stated that, as the Governor was
absent from the colony. the Bill could not receive
the Roya'! assent, and could not, therefore, he
urgent.

Then we have this rnling (No. 176)Mr. Spea,ker stated that by the rules of the
II ouse, at the end of tae session, Bills that were
urgent could not be stoppell merely because some
memhers oLjected to allow them to pass their
further stages.

On another occasion we have this ruling
(No. 177)Mr. Speaker stated that as it was. practically
the last lIight of the session: be would rule eyerything urgent.

Mr. Prendergast.

the Speaker.

We all acknowledge that, but it does not hear
upon this case. Another ruling is thatExcept in the case of an urgent Bill only

ODe

stage should be taken at a sitting.

In this case when the Treasurer brought forwa.rd a Supply Bill I objected to its being
taken more than one stage on one day.

:Mr.

MUB,J~AY.- Why ~

~Ir. PRENDERGAST.-Because there
was plenty of time to deal with it in the
ordinary way. If the Treasurer thought it
urgent Parliament should have been called togelher a week earlier. As a. matter of fact
there was no urgency for the Bill to be pas'Sed
before the 15th of the month, yet on flth December, and on the first day of the session,
the measure was dealt with, and was declared
to be urgent. At t.hat time there was still a
period of ten days within which to consider
th8 Bill. I do not in any way impngn your
fairness, Mr. Speaker, and no doubt, you will
give your reasons on the other side directly.
But before that Bill was declared to be
urgent, the Treasurer should hl),ve convinced
the House that snch was the case. If
mensures are to be declared urgent on the
first day of the session, then good-bye to the
protection which honorable members can
claim by means of their right . to prevent
Bills going through more than one stage at a
time, in order that at a subse'luent stage
they may exercise their undoubted right to
debate the provisions of that measure.

1\1r. TU~NECLlI'FE.-It is an application
of the closure if ever there was one.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That is a fact.
vVhile there is no l'8st riction, Mr. Speaker,
on your power to declare a me'aSllre to be
urgent, it; has never been the custom to deal
with a Bill in that way except at the end of a
session, or if it should happen that puhlio
servants have to be paid and the p~lblic
creditor met within the next two or
three days. For instance, on the 13th
of the mrmth it might be justifiable to
declare a Supply Bill to be urgent if it is
necessary that the money should be made
a.vailable before the 15th. In a <k'1.se of that
kind it would not be right for the measure
to be delayed. In the present instance the
Treasurer declared on the 5th of this mouth
'that the public servants had to be paid.
That was not- t.rue at that time, because there
was no Ileed for the money to be available
until the 15th of the month. The Bill was
put through last Tuesday for the convenience
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of another place, and it was passed through
another phce on the same cb,y.
If that
House, however, met agctin next Tuesday, it
would be time enough to pass the Bill in
·order to provide for the mid-monthly payment:'! to the Public Service.
1t is a da.nger0l:1S precedeu t for 11 Bill to be declared
urc!;ent merely to snit the political exi!!encies
of the situat.ion.
The Treasurer had uo
busilles::; to ask that the Bill should
be treated us urgent t but having done
so he should have - given his reaSODS why
it should be so declared.
~o far
as
I can find there is no precedent for that
beiug done without reasons being given,
especially on the first day of the sess}on.
'rimes ont of number quarrels have takeu
place in this Parliament over Bills fOl< the
paymc71t. of the Public Service.
Party
fights may take place in connexioll with sllch
rneasm:es; and if those measur~s cm:!. be declared urgent, it would mean abolishing a
custom that has hitherto prevailed in this
Cha.mber. In the present case, as I hu.ve
pointed out, there would have heen abundant
time in which to' deal with the Bill in the
ol'dina,ry course of prOCGdllre. That is all I
ha.ve to say, except that again the GonJrnment are responsible for calling tlle House
together a. week later than could have been
done by Act of Parliament. That being so,
the question of urgency should not be
pressed by the G overlllnent in an improper way merely to serve their own purposes.
Mr. "V ARDE.- I desire to second the
motioll of the leader of the Opposil iOll, and
I do so, :-j:. r. ~~pca.ker, with all due respect
to yonI' rilling, and because I feel that onr
~tandillg Orders a.r'3 there in order to protect
minorities against Governments that are
particularly strong.
A Governmellt which
to-day has a large number of supporters may
jjnd itself in a few years' time in the same
positioll as the Opposition is to-day. The
Treasurer stated last Tuesday that this Bill
was a matter of urgency, bnt he failed to
give tt single reason why the ordinary procedure should be departed from, fwd why
this particular measure should ue hurried
through in the manner he desired. You,
1\1r. Speaker, ga,ve your rnling that it wa,S:1
matter of urgency. I do lJot know what
evide;:we you had tha.t it was 11 rna,tter
of urgency.
"Then the Bill wars cil'·culated the Treasurer stated distinctly that
it provided fot' nothing but the ordinary
services of the month, and that there
was nothing of an extraordillary character
in it. I fee], M.r. Speaker, that fl, great
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wrong will be done if Jour ruling remains
good.
If it doe~, any Minister wit h a
majority behind bim Cull defeat the Standing
Orders, which are intended for the- protection
of minorities in the HOllsc~ and if that is so,
then good-bye to a proper p,tl'1inmentary
system of government.
If any ~ ~inistl'r 011
his own ipse dixit can rise in his place in this
House when faced with opposition f~'onl this
side of the Chamber, and by a mere ba1d
statement without onG tittle of evidence to
warrant him, claim as a matter of urgency
that a measure should be p~u3sed through
all stages, then it is good-bye to the
fair fame of parliamentary government.
If
there was urgency before yonr ruling was
giV€lll Mr. Speaker, for the immediate
passing of the
Bill,
the
Treasurer
should have stu.ted the reasons for it.
J ndging by the rnlillgs in the book compiled
by ~/lr. Duffy, who was for years a clerk in
this Parliament, and wbo at present occupies
a high and responsiblo pc.;;ition ill the
Federal LegislatnrA, it appears to me that
the intention was to prevent ~Iinisters using
the Government majority to enforce their
0\\,11 particular will
and that the Speaker,
reprcsentillg the Parliament itself, should
act as a buffer between the Government,
with it;.; majority, and the Opposition with
its minority. It passes my comprehension
as to hew it was possible for the Trl:)aSllrer
to get the sanction of the Speaker that a
meaSllre was urgent. when the honora.bIe
gentleman had llot produced one tittle of
evidence to show that it was a matter of
urgency, and that it warranted the suspensIon of 0111' parliamentary procedllre.
j

:Mr. BAYLEs.-It is a good thing you are
not in the Sydney Housel or you would be
thrown out.

Mr. v\r A UDE.-It is right to have some
means of enforcing order, and if the president
of the Motur Ca.r Club, or allY one else, miscOllllucted himself as some members have
done in Sydney, we would be behilHl our
Speaker in ejeetillg allY man who would not
obey the rulillgs of the Chair. If the Bill
really waR ~ llmtter of urgency, the Treasurer should have given some evideHce of it.
The only evidence which he gave was that it
,,'as not a matter of' urgency. From a
]Jolitical staud-point it might have been
regarded as SIICh, becanse the honorable
gentleman desired that the Legislative
t 'oullcil should pa:os the Bill before it
a,ljolll'ned. Surely it is not suffieient toason
. for the suspension of the Sta.nding Orders. Oll
ou the plea of urgency that another HOllse
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intended to aojourn until next week.
The
Treasurer said dist.inctly that the Hill did
n0t contain anything except :"-.I.lpply for
the
ordinary
services
of
December.
That being so, where is the urgency for this
particular m~asure 1 'vVhat 1 want to know
i:s: Ca.n a .}] inistcr rise in his place, and, of
his own volit.ion, merely declare that a
measure is a matter of ul'gellcy, alld can the
Speaker grant that it is a matter of urgency
without one tittle of evidence to warrant that
statement?

the ..%Jealler.

when the olhel' Honse would meet ngain,
because we cannot control its doings. I t is
not a party House, and the Governmellt does
not command a majority on ever.v motion, and
where the payment of the Public Service is
concerned, we ta.ke l1':>ri::;ks. I feel I would ha ve
been lackitlg in my duty as finance Ministerof
this Assembly, merely becallse one honorable
member desired to exercise technical rights,
which are only exercised in cases of Ilreat
importance, if I had llot taken the action
which I did. The leader of t.he Opposition
implied that llever, ill the previous history of
this Parliament. has a motion been rllled
urgent, except at the end of the session. One
cannot pretend that the honorable member
has had time, in the meantime, tu read all
the cases, but, if he will ransack Hansll1'd,
he will find two cases, in 1877 'lnd. I ~80, in
which this waR done by one Speaker. Sir
Charles MacNlahon was then the Speaket" In
1877 Parliament assembled on 22nd May,
and on 28th June the qllestion of dealing
with t he Collection of 'foIls Bill was slthmitted by the Government. A techllical
objection was t,aken by an honorable rnembor,
and when NIl'. Kerferd realized that the
Speaker was about to rille, the following discllssion, as reported in Hansard, took
place:-

1f1'. WATT (Treasnrer).-I tl'llst that the
House will not carry the motion. First of
all, I think that in all delibemtive asaemblies there should be very serious
grounds for disagreeing with a. ruling from
the Chair, whether it be in the open House
()r a Committee of the whole, and that it
should not bo done on what might be described, as in this case it probably would be
described, as a difference of opinion as to the
urgency of a particular matter. I think tlmt
~he Chair is established to promote In.wand
order in our Assembly, and the habit of
Bl'itish Parliaments the world over, fiS far as
my reading goes, is to support the Chairman,
even when a substantial body of the House
may
differ
from
the ruling
given
from that Chair. Tbe honorable member
in charge of this motion ha.s asked for the
Mr. KRRFERD.-Are we to understand that
reasons why the Government took this pro- you, Mr. ~peaker, are the judge whether It Bill is
oedure anti requested the Chair 10 rule the an urgent one or not?
oreation of the Committees of Supply
The SPI~AKER.-(~ertainly not. It depends
and V\T ays and Means a m'.\.tter of on the sense of the House.
urgency. I desire to explain to honorable
Mr. I{E HFERD. - Under any circumstances. the
members why it was dime, and perhaps if sense of tile House requir es to be tl1ken as to the
it had been explained at an earlier stage mis- suspension uf the St.andin:l.' Orders?
conceptio~1 would not have occurred.
I asked
The SPEAKER.·-No. '1 his is the sta~e of the
for that ruling quite without premeditation, cnse. The 257lh :;:tanding ol·det· provides for a.
because 1. did llot anticipate objeetion in class of cases where there i~ urgency. The Speaker
li!uch a sudden fashion.
When Parliament is called upon \ 0 say whether a Bill comes within
the meaning of tha.t standing order, and he promet, there was little to do ill the Upper nOUllces according to his best judgment, hut if the
House. E~pecii;\,lIy in a short session one House does not assent to his interpretation it can
cannot have a number of I;ills ready for overrule him, for his function is to express the
another place to discuss at once. I was not opinion of the House, and not his own opinion. In
all cases of doubt the S,eaker interprets the
acqtlainted with the inr entinns of the other wishes of the House, and his decision is hinding
place, on its assembling for its first meeting unless the House tlissent from him.
on Tuesday, and I felt if this Bill were llOt
carried this week, and the Council, as I had Stauding order No. 257 stands intact to-day,
reason to believe. did not meet again until and I take it thatis what yon did, Mr. ~Fe<.tker,
later next week, then the money necessary on this occasion. You interpreted, as YOIl
to pny the Public :::lervice would not have been thought, the need of the coulltry, judging it as
you best could, and you asked the Housa to
found in time.
assent to the ruling. The House assented
Mr. \VARDE.-They put the Bill through to the ruling by at once passing tile resoluin one night.
tion which you were asked to nlle as urgent.
Mr. W ATT.-As soon as this Bill got It was within the province of the Honse
there they passed it, and they adjourned. at that time to negative the proposition,
over the whole of this week. I did nl)t know and . that would have "been a substantial
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recognition or anlluuneement by the House
that it did not consider the immediate
creation of that Committee a matter of
urgency.

]\f1'. W ARDI£.-On that occasioll did not
the House get the infol'mation as to why it
was necessary to treat the measure as one of
urgency 1

}rh. 'VATT.-~o, neither on that occasion, nor lHl; the occasion to which I
.am about to refer.
On the 29th July,
1879-the House had on]y assembled on the
8th July-Mr. Purves, the member for
Mornington, and :v:r. Bent, the member for
Brighton, took some objection to the procedure adopted. The following is an extract
frum Ifansard:-

the Speaker.
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Mr. TUN:-:ECLIFIt'E.-Apologize for your
mistake in misleading the Spsa.ker.
Mr. VV ATT.-I did not do so. I believe
the best procedure was adopted. By the proeedure that .was adopted the Supply Bill
has been passed so that the services for .. he
month of December can be met witho'lt any
difficulty.
If we had had control over
another place, and could have summolled
it to meet on Friday or Monday, 1 would
not have asked the Speaker to l'llle that
the matter was one of urgency, but, feal'iug
that ~tnother place migl::t rise and not pass
the Supply Bill in time, I felt that it would
he treating the Public Service of the country
improperly if 1 did not ask the ~peaker to
rule it a matter of urgencv.
There was no
desire on the part of th~ Government, because it had a large majority, to act despotically .

Mr. PURVES said he wished to know from the
Sppakel' whether the mere statement of a member
.of the Governn~e~lt that a
was of an urgent
nature was suffiCIent to entitle It to be regarded in
NIr. vV AI{ [)E.-The precedent becomes
that light.
established, tlw.t the Treasurer, without giving
The S.PEAKEJ~.-I think the honorahle awl any
information to the .Honse, may
learned memher for :\1.oruinO'ton olwht when
get
a
measure ruled to be a measure of
.asking for informal ion, to ttpply for it °iu ' a 1110re
·courteous way. I decided that the Bill was of an urgency.
urgent nature, not because a lIlember of the
Mr. \V ATT. - That was established
(;overmnent stated so, hut on my own r1iseretion
guided by the eircnmstallces of the case. Th~ thirty·one yea,rs ago, when Sir Charles
hOll()ra,~)le awl ~ef1l'nel~ melllb(!r is quite wrong in' lVlac:Vlahon, Ol1e of the most able SpelLkers the
snpposlllg tIm!. It reC]mres the unanimous voice of
the House t.o declare a Bill .~o be one o! urgency. ( Honse ever had, ruled in that way. No
30m here to mtel'pret the w111 of th2 House in such injl1sticehn.s crept into the procedure of Parliaa case; and, if I interpret it ineorrectly, the Honse ment in consequence of that
ruliug.
·can, by a vote, override my interpretation'.
The leader of the Opposition did not

:sm.

.on that occaHion the Minister in charge of n,
Bill asked. t.hat it. be treated as all urgent
measnrE:, wlthout submiLting an,)' reasons as
to why it should be l'Pgarded as such. The
Speaker gave his interpretation of the will of
the House, and ruled the Bill to be one of
urgency. There are a llumber of precedents
011 a parallel with that case, and 1 ventnre to
thit?k .that no possible a.bnso of power by a
maJonty, OJ' by the ~peaker, could take place
under t.he t:ltanding order.
The Uoul:le if
it disagrees with the rulin cr lleed not ~ive
notice. It can negative t!J~' motion, andOthe
majority of the House. no matter wbere it
sits, has ample aut hority with respect to t.he
procedure to be adopted, not.withstandinO' the
ruling of the Speaker. We do not wal~t to
labour this question. I feel that the leader
of the Opposition t.as protested :'.gaillst the
ruling of the ~peaker beeanse be feds that a
technical right has been taken from him. No
one disagrees with the honorable member ill
asserting th~ indi vid ua.l rights of every honorable member, but public requirements and
the public necessir,ies are higher than t.he
rights of individual members.

object to the Snpply Bill passing through all
its stages on the 011(' day. Sometimes an
objection of that kind is raised. I lis objection was raised only to the preliminary step,
namely, that the Commit.tees of ~npply and
Ways and Means be appointed forthwitb.
Even after the ruling of the 8peakerit was still
competent for the House to delay the passage
of the nwasnre at any stage, in Committee of
Sllpply, in Committfle of Ways aud .Mean8, in
the House when the Supply Bill was introduced, or in Committee of the whole House.
No objection wag offered by the honorable
member at any of the later cstnges of the
measure.
He merely objected to the appointment of the Uommittee of Supply.
Mr. SOLLy.-If we had fought the Bill we
could have ta]ked t.ill the morning.
Mr. WATT--lt was competent Cor a
member, at allY stage, to object to th~
passage of the Bill, aud the ~peaker would
then probably either have rllled or not
ruled that it was a matter of urgency.
Mr. J. "V. HILLSON (F£tZ1·oy).-That
proves that the leader of the Opposition
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desired to conserve the rights Qf the minority
but not to obstruct.

:Mr. W ATT.-I know of no case in recent
years when the Committees of Supply and
Ways and Means have not been appoint€d
on the first day of the session. I do know of
cases where, notwithstanding the fact that the
Committees have been appointed, the Supply
Bill has not pa,ssed through its final stages 011
the first day of the sesBion. It is the invariable practice to appoint t he Committees -of
Supply and Ways and Means on the first
day of the session, the object being to place
the Assembly in fllll control of its mechanism
for passing 8upp1yas early as possible. I
hope the leadel' of the Opposition will not
persist in his endeavour to secure the COllcurrence of tbe Honse tl) his disagreement
with the Speaker's ruling.
'fhe SPEAKER.-Before I put the question I think it is only right that I should
give a statement to the House as to what
weighed with me on the occasion when I
ruied that the motion to suspend the
Standing Orders, so as to allow the Committees of ~upply and \V ays and Means to be
appointed forthwith, was one of urgency. I
was q nite aware that the session was to be a
short oue, and that it was to be devoted
chiefly to financial Bills. The Treasurer
moved in the usual way for the appointment
of the Committees of burply and Ways and
'Means, and the leader of the Opposition objected, as he had a perfect right to do. The
Treasurer then assured me that the matter
was one of urg!:'ncy, and knowing tbat he had
all mean1'3 of knowledge, and that the leader
of the Opposition had none, I accept8d his
assurance and ruled accordingly, becanse I
was well aware that I was not depriving the
Honse of anything. The House had full power
to delay the Supply Bill at any stage it pleased.
If the learlerof the Opposition was not satisfied
with my ruling be could, wit.hout allY notice
at all J have moved that the debate be adjourued llnd th8 next day, and that would
have protected ~'..ny rights the House bad if
the House had agreed to the motion. However, I am perfectly willing to take all the responsibility of my own ruling, and I say t.hat I
consider now that, on the assu! anee of the
Treasllrer, I did perfectly right ill ruling tbat
the motion was one of urgency.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-B'y leave, I rlesire to say that the whole question hinges on
the point of the urgenc y of the Supply Bill.
I hold that t.here is no proof up to the
present that there was any urgency. We

the Spea1ce1'.

had abundance of t.ime for dealing subsequently with the resolutions to meet the paymont of the public servallts, and J protesb
against the Treasurer making it appear that
if the motion had not been passed the pll blic
servants would not have been paid. I must
insi~t on a divisjon for the purpose of emphasizing my objection to any measure
being treated as a measure of urgency on the
first Jay of the session.
The House divided on the rnotionAyes

16

Noes

25

10

Majority against the motion
AYES.

Mr. J. W. Billson

Mr.
"
"
"
"

~;lmf;lie

"
"
."
"
"

Hampson
Jewell
McLa<!hlan
()uttrim
Prendergast
Rogers

Sangster
Smith
~olly

TUlll1ecliffe
Warde.

r.Pellers

Mr. Hannah
" Plain.
NOES.

Mr. Angus

Bail'd
"
"
"
"
"
"

Barnes
A. A. Hillson
~~ H. Cameron
Campbell
Craven
Duffus
Farthing
Gordon
Graham
Hutchinson
Johnstone

Mr. McBdde
McCutcheon
::McGregor
" H. ltJ cKenzie
M. K. McKenzieMenzies
" Murray
Robertson
Thomson
Watt.
- 'l'f'llers:

Mr. Bayles
" J. Cameron.
PAIRS.

Mr. Beazley
" Cotter.

Mr. Lawson
" Livingston.

PARLIANIENTARY STANDING
COMMITTTEE ON RAILWAYS.
Mr. MURRA Y
eave-

(Premier) moved, by

That the following members be appointed members of the Parliament",ry Stan fling Committee on
Railways:-Mr.J. W. Billson,Mr. E. H.Uameron,
Mr. Hutchinson, and Ml'. \.yarde.

The motion was agreed to.
The House a.djonmed at twenty minutei
to eleven o'clock until the fol1owing day.

Special Wages Boards.
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Friday, Decernber 8, 1911.

The SPEAKlm took the chair at ·ten
minutes past eleven o'clock a.m.
MEMBER SWORN.
Mr. Toutcher was introduced and sworn
as the member for the electoral diRtrict of
btawell and Ararat.
SP~:CIAL

WAGES BOARDS.

ASPHALTRRS AND TAR-PAVI<:~S. 'VHOLESALE HAIWWARE TRADE.

Mr. PRESDERGAST asked the
of Labour-

~1inii)tcr

If it is the intention of the Government to introduce the necessary resolution for the appointment
of a Wages Board for aspha.!ters and tar-pavers;
and, if so, when?

Mr. MURRAY (:\1inister of Labour).The necessary resolution 'wiil be moved next
Tuesday.
Mr. MEM BREY asked the Minister of
J~abour-

If he will inform the House when the Government intends to bring in a Bill to amend thE'
Factories and Shops Acts to give effect to the
petition for the appointment, of a Wages Board for
the wholesale hardware trade?
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NEW WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
MAHKETS.
1\11'. KEAST asked the Minii)ter of
LandsIf it is the intention of the Government to proceed at once with the building of new wholesale
and retail markets for the producers of the State;
if so, on which of the two sites is it proposed to
erect the new markets-South Melbourne, or at the
new site near Prince's-bridge ?

Mr. H. McKE~Z[E (Rodney-Miuisterof
Lands).-The sub·Committee appointed by
the Cabinet to deal with thisquestioll has notso
far reported on the sites inspected, but expects
to do so within a few weeks, at which time it
will be decided by the Cabinet as to when the
eBtablishmellt of the market shall be proceeded with. The Government recognises
the importance o!~ this work, and also the
interest the honorable member for Dandenong has taken in the matter. Success or
failure depends so much on the site that we
have to communicate with the Railway
Department in every case in respect to railway facilities.
PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS.
DUPLICATION OF VOTES.

Mr. ARGYLE asked the Chief SecretaryIf, in view of the fact that many votes were
duplicated at the recent elections, he will introduce a Bill empowering the Chief Electoral Officer
to make a comparat,ive scrutiny of the marked rolls
as sent in by the various returning officers ~nd
deputy returning officers?

He said-I ask this question because I consider that, owing to what has been stated in
He said-I should j lIst like to mention thali several electorates, there has been a very
the retail employes in the hard ware trade marked duplication of votes. I think what I
have already been provided with a Board. suggest in my question can be done without
The wholesale employes understood from the violating the secrecy of the ballot. SomeDepartment that it would be necessary to thing should be done to stop the practice of
have an Enabling Rill passed fOI' the appoint- duplication.
ment of a Board for them. I t is understood
Mr. MURRA Y (Chief Secretary).-I
since that this can be done by a resolution have n.ot had time to consult ,\1.1'. Molloy,
of the House.
the ChIef Electoral Officer, on this question,
Mr. MURRAY (Minister of Labour).- but the matter will be considered by the
That isso. It does not l'eq uire an amendment Government in connexion with any amendof the Act, but it is improbable that the reso- ment of the electoral law. I understand
lution will be introduced this session. I may that the Chief Electoral Officer thinks that
say that the statistics in connexion with the something ought to be done in the direction
wholesale hardware bUi)iness have been pre- indicated by the honora,ble member.
pared, and that, upon the whole, the wages
HUMPHREY INTERNAL
are, what I should say, satisfactory. There
COMBUSTION PUMP.
is not the urgency in a case of this kind
¥r. GORDO~ (in the absence of Mr.
that exists in many others.
BOWSER) asked
the Minister of 'Vater
Mr. W ARDE.-That the average is good Supplydoes not improve the position of those who
If his attention has been called to the reduction
are gettilJg low pay.
in cost of pumping made by the new Humphrey
Second Session 1911.-[5J
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internal combustion pump, now introduced in
England and Get·ma.ny; if so, does he intend to
give it a. trial in Victoria?

Mr. GRAHA~1 (Minister of "Vater Supply).-The development of the Humphrey
pump has been watched by the engineering
officers of the State Ri'vers a.nd W a.ter ~up
ply Commission since the pump began to
attract notice in ] 909.
The principle of
action is that of gas explosions in the pump
chamber, so that they act directly on the
water therein and force it through the delivery pipe. Mr. C. E. Oliver, Chief Ellgineer of the JVTelbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works, has
informed the
Water Commission that he was very
favorably impressed with two of these
pumps which he saw at work during his
visit to El)glalld about six mouths ago.
Other pumps of the kind are being made,
and it is to be expected that within the next
six months considerable further information
as to results will be available. The Water
Commission will closely watch the results of
this experimental work, which will be as in·
formative as if carried out in Victoria, and
will certainly consider the merits of the internal combustion pump in any new plants,
or remodelling of existing ones, where it
would be likely to prove suitable. I have in
my possession a printed descriptivn of the
pump issued by the company holding the
patent rights.
\VATER STOR.\.GE ON GOULBURN
AND M liRHAY RIVERS.
Mr. McGREGOR (in the absence of Mr.
ANGUS) asked
the Minister of Water
SllpplyIf he will inform the House if, in accordance with
the promise made during the debate on the Wa.ter
~upply Loans Application Bill on the 5th October
last, that he would bring before the Cabinet, on
the following Monday, the important question of
immediately undertaking the building of further
water storage on the Goulburn and Murray Rivers,
any determination has been arrived at, as there is
110 more urgent work required by the State, and
the shortest delay will lead to the most disastrous
results in connexion with the State irrigation
works?

Mr. GRAHAM (Minister of Water
Supply).-The Government has had the
question of further water storage on the
Goulburn and M Ilrray Rivers under consideration, and the question is now being
dealt with by the State Ri vers and Water
Supply Commission, who are fully aware of
the necessity for keeping abreast of all the
demands that may be made on the waters of
the rivers named.
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LOADING AND LOCAL RATES-

EMPLOYES' ACCIDENT PAY.

Mr. KEAST asked the Minister of Railways1. ·When the Government proposes to submit a
measure abolishing the loading of land for railway
purposes?
2. If the Government will consider the ad visa.bility of doing away with all Incal rates, which are
a burden to the settlers through having to pay
double rates on all their produce both to and from
their farms?

:Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister
of Hailways.)-It is not propO/:;ed to submit
a measure abolishing land loading for railway
purposes. In the B.ail way Construction Bills
now framed the clauses relating to deficiency
rates are omitted in accordance with the
determination of the Government, as stated
by the Treasurer in delivering his Budget
speech. The Government do not propose to
abolish local rates.
Mr. McGREGOR asked the Minister of
Railways1. The reason for paying half wages only for
accident pay in the Construction Branch of the
Railways, seeing that full wages are paid in other
branches of the service?
2 Will he arrange that full wages for accident
pay shall be paid in all branehes of the Hailway
service?

Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister
of Railways).·--The practice in the Railway
Construction Branch of the Board of Land
and 'Vork~, in the matter of accident pay,
is to pay full wages in cases where the lJepartment can, in any way, be held responsible
or contributory to the accident. In cases
which are purely accidental, and in which
neither the Department nor t.he men COGcerned are responsible for the causes leading
up to the accident, or for contributory
negligence, half wages are paid. This practice is in line with that of the Public Works
De~artment. Employes of the Railway Construction Branch of the Board of Land and
Works have no connexion wi th the Rail ways
Commissioners.
I would point out that
the men receive more liberal treatment
than was proposed in the Workers' Accidents Compensation Bill of last session.
J have only had t,he opportuLlity of
ha.stily glancing at this question, but I
propose to bring the matter under the
consideration of the Cabinet at an early
date.

Education
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TEACHERS' PRO:\IOTION.

Mr. McGREGOR asked the Minister of
Public InstrllctionIf he will inform the House why the long-service
teachers are being passed over in favour of teachers
of short service, in view of what appeared in the
November Education Gazette to the effect that
promotion sh(luld be given to those junior teachers
who have for years been practically performing the
work of assistants and teaching with marked
ability?
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special assistantships under offer there are a
large number of country head teacherships,
promotion to which will involve an immediate
rise in salary from £60 to £ 11 0 per an 11 urn
with back pay dating from 1st January last.
By the filling of the vacancies now under
offer there should be about 280 promotions
made from the employment register next
week. This should result in clearing off
from the 1'011 of junior teachers every junior
tea-::her who has served for at least two years
after the dute of her completing her course
as junior teacher. As a matter of fact, there
are only eighty teachers in the higher
division of the employment register, and
about fifty of these would have been promoted had there been no divisions iu the
register at all but merely a record in order
of seniority. As no doubt many of the
thirty comparatively young teachers in the
higher division are ambitious, and have not
takeu root in cit,y schools, it is anticipated
that a considerable proportion of them will
endeavour to enter the Training College or
will apply for the more lucrative positions in
country schools. The junior teachers \vho
are at present agitating are apparently
labouring under a misapprehension.

Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister
of Public Instruetionj.-The matter of the
nomination of persons to fill the vacancies
alluded to is ill the hands of the Commi ttee
of Classifiers, and they are governed by the
existing Public Service Acts. The Director
consulted with the cla.ssifiel's as to the
method to be employed in calling for applications. It was unanimously oeGided that
applications shonld be restricted to junior
teachers. This, in itself, was a very great
coi1cession, for had the vacancies been
thrown open they would have been largely
applied for by teachers now in charge of
country schools, and the present junior
teachers would have been required, as a condition of promotion, to take up the vacant
CRO\VLAND TO NAVARRE
country positivns. There are, of courRe, a
PHOPOSED HAlLWAY.
number of cases where, for family reasons,
junior teachers have been unable to accept
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister
promotion which took them awn.y from their of Railways) movedhomes. But these reasons do not apply in
That in the opinion of this House, it is expedient
the great majority of cases. The classifiers are to construct a 5 ft. 3 in. railway from Crowland to
bound bv the Pu blic Service Acts to nominate Navarre.
the senior applicants from the employment He said-In connexion with the railway conregister. The employment register is com- struction policy of'this Government we are
piled in divisions, and there i,.; a statutory very anxious to push on with t.he construction
qualification for admission to each division. of the rail ways which have been recommended
Junior teachers who have obtained the by the Railways Standing Committee, and
statutory qualification for a higher division particularly in those districts where they
are sellior to those who have only a lower will serve people who have taken up and
This arrangement of the em- settled npon our lands. 1'he general quesqualification.
ployment register has be(m made· in the tion of railway communication between
interests of education, as it is manifestly Marnoo and the district to the south, with
impossible to develop the highest quaiity of the existing rail way system, was referred to
work if teachers are content to rest upon a the Parliamentary Standing Committee on
very low qualification. The licence to teach Rail ways ill September, 1909. The Comis held by many j llnior teachers, and is the mittee reported in .November, 1910, recomminimum qualification for admission to the mending the construction of a rail way
employment register. In nominating to the starting from Crowland, which is about 13
vacant positions, therefore, the classifiers miles from Ararat on the existing railway
must give precedence to those junior teachers from Ararat to Maryborough, and extending
who are in the highest division. But ther,~ to Navarre, conditionally. In October, 1911,
is so large a number of vacancies under offer the specinc question of constructing the line
at the present time that it wi11 be possible to was referred to the Committee, and in the
promote so many qualified junior teachers same month they recommended the conthat no hardship will be inflicted upon junior struction of a !) ft. 3 in. gauge rail way from
teachers of long service. In addition to the Crowland to Navarra, 21:1 miles in length,
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Proposed Railway.

tern by rail way extensions, and also
aI, a cost of £74,735, with £1,485 added for
linking up the railways leading into
rolling-stock, subject to the condition that
these districts by cross-country lines,
the construction should not be entered upon
and the provision of adequate water
until second-hand rails are available. The
supplies for settlement purposes.
(3) The question of (:onncc~ing the districts
line will pass through a district which is
lying between the "" oomelang to
being rapidly brought under cultivation.
Mildura and Yelta railway and the
The area \.,.hieh will be served by this line
South Australian border with the existincludes about 130,000 acres of arable land,
ing railway system by ra.ilway extensions, and also linking up the railways
on which there is at present some cultivaleading into these districts by crOS8tion, and which, with railwlly communication,
country lines, and the provision of
has every prospect of devel\lping into an
adequate water supplies for settlement
important agricultural district. There is a
purposes.
(4) The question of connecting Skipton and
good rainfall. A considerable output of
the surrounding distri<:t by means of a
firewood and other tim ber is expected. The
5 ft.3 in. gauge railway with the existing
Commissioner!! estimate the ann ual charges
railway system.
for working expenses and interest will be
(5) The question of connecting the district
lying between the railways from Dande£0,366, and that the revellue will be
nong to Morwell and Mirboo, and from
£4,2'i2. The Committee, after reviewing
Dandenong to Leongatha, by means of
the figures, state their opiuion that the
a 5 ft. 3 in. gauge railway with the
annual loss during the first few years will be
ex:isting railway system.
£, 1,752 per aunuUI, and, after considering the
(6) The question of connecting Barmah by
means of a 5 ft. 3 in. gauge railway with
prospects of the line, recommend its conthe existing railway system.
struction.
(7) The question of connecting Gunyah
Mr. ROBERTSON.-I am not going to
Gunyah, Jumbuk, and Bulga by mea.ns
say anything in opposition to this line, but
of a. 5 ft. 3 in. gauge railway with
the existing rail way system.
if we are going to have the immediate con(8) The question of connecting Dedel'ang,
version of the suburban rail ways to elecTawonga, and the Kiewa Va.lley distl'idty, I should like to know what finantrict by means of a 5 ft. 3 in. gauge
cial arrangements the Government pro·
railway with the existing milway
system.
pose to provide money for lines similar to
(9) The question of connecting Loch, Toothi~ in the cOllntry districts.
In my opinion
rongo, and Latrobe Valley by means of
£2,000.000 or £3,000,000 could be well
a railway wlth the existiug railway
spent in the country di::itricts, and we are
system.
(10) The question of connecting the distrir:ts
going to convert these suburbau lilles to
()f Duggan, Fumil1a, Hill End, and
electricity at an expense of £2,000,000 or
'Willow Grove by means of a railway
£3,000,000. I think I he House should know
with the existing mil way s \ stem.
what provision the Governmellt intend to
(11) The question of connecting the districts of
Yan. .Lc a-Yanac and Netherby by means
make to provide money to carry ou the
of a railway with the existing railw~~y
necessary development in connexion with
system.
conn try lined. I trust that the Premier or
He
said-In
moving this motion, I should
the Treasurer will make some pronouncelike to say that it is merely for the purpose
ment at this juncture.
of reviving propositions that have already
The motion was agreed to.
been carried in the House, and upon which
RAILW A Y CONSTRUCTION.
the Committee have done a large amount of
work.
We do' not want to lose the work
PROPOSAl.S REFERRED TO RAILWAYS
that has been done, and this motion will enSTANDING (JOMMITTEK.
able the Committee to complete it.s investi:\Jr. A. A. RIL~_SON (Ovens-Minister
gations into these propositions. They have
of Railways) movedbeen submitted in exactly the same order in
That the following questions be referred to the
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways which they stood prior to the closing of the
last session of Parliament, so that no parfor consideration and report :(1) The question of providing direct railway ticular line is getting an advantage over
communication to the sea-board at 'Port- another.
land from districts between the ~outh
Mr. MACKEY.-Ill reply to the honorAustralian border line and the existing
able member for Dandenong, the Minister of
railway from Murtoa to Hopetoun.
(2) The question of connecting the districts Rail ways stated that it was not intended to
lying between the Vvoomelang to bring ill a Bill to abolish the loading of land
Mildura and Yelta railway and the
Murray River, from Swan Hill down- for rail ways. Honorable members will rewards, with the existing railway sys- member that the Act providing for that was
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passed about the year 1903, in the time of the
Irvine (~overnment. I undel'stood from the
Premier's policy speech that the Government
(}outemplated the introduction of a Bill, but if
the same object can be achieved in another
way, there is no reason why the mere form of
affording the relief should give rise to auy dis(}ussion as long as that relief is effectual. In
the pa.st the Hailways Standing Commit.tee
have gone into the question as to whether a
railway would pay immediately, and if not
immediately, at a future date, the land-owners
to be benefited making up any deficiency in
the meantime. At times the Committee
ha,ve considered that the deficiency required
to be made up would be too great for
the settlers to bear. N ow the Committee,
.as far as the law and the form of the resolutions to be referred to them are cOllcerned,
will proceed in the old way, and they may
recommend t.hat certain ra.ilways be not constructed, hecause the loading will be too
great for the settlers to bear, although th()se
resolutions mav, in certain cases, refer to
what the Gove~nment in their policy declare
to be developlllental areas.
I think the
Government should consider whether it is
necessary to give an instruction to the Hailways Standing Committee, either as to rail ways
:generally, or to specific rail ways in developmental areas, as to whether the Committee
'f:Ihould not take into account the new policy
-of l.he Government in that regard; otherwise
the Committee may have to make a second
investigation of a railway which they will
have inquired into during the next six
months.
Tbe Committee are, to a large
-extent, great sticklers for form, and I do not
know that they are not right. They will
say, " We have to report whether this railway will pay immediately, or in the
future."
Mr. J. v\r. Bn,LsoN (Fitzroy.)-There is
no stickling about th!lt. Weare instructed
to do so, and the instruction is in the motion
of the Minister when the matter is referred
to the Committee.
Mr. MACKEY.- But it is not part of
the motion moved to-day.
Mr. WARDE.-You would nut have the
Committ.ee overriding a motion passed by
Parliament.
Mr. MACKEY.-The honorable member
has misapprehended me. It is because I
believe that the Committee will adhere to
the form of the resolution ~ent to them by this
House tbat I ask the Government to see
that the position is made clear, either now, or
in a subsequent resolution, so that the Committee shall know what the policy of the
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Government and Parliament is in the fllture
with regard to new railway'.;. I am afraid
that the Committee, as I think they will be
bound to do, will, in making t heir report,
conform to the resolution Rent to them.
Mr. WATT.-When a report is made the
next decision has to be given by the Government, and the final decision rests with Parliament as to whether the line is to be built.
Mr. MACKEY.-The Railways Standing
Committee may report. that the line shall
not be built for certain reasons.
Mr. WATT.-They either recommend or
do not recommend; they do not decide it.
Mr. M ACKEY.-}f the Committee kne\v
what the policy of the Government and
Parlialllent was, or was likely to be, they
might recommend certain lines which would
comply with the new policy, but which
under the form of the present resolution
they may feel bound to recommend ")hould
lwt be built.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You want the Committee to do something that the House tells
them to do, and not make an independen t inves tiga tion.
Mr. MACKEY.-I think that the Committee should know the new railway constructien policy as determined by this House;
otherwise their work during the next six
months may to some extent be futile. They
should recommend lines to be built which
comply with that policy, and recommend
that lines should not be built which do noi'
comply with that policy. I would ask the
Government to consider whether they should
not make some addendum to this resolution,
or by some further resolution convey to the
Committee what this House intends as regardfl their new policy in connexion ,vith
rail way constrnction.
Mr. HAMPsoN.-Yeu want to open the
door a little wider, ~o that they can construct non-paying lines.
Mr. MACKl~Y. - Developmental lines,
most certainly.
I understand that the
Government contemplate proposing, in conformity with the resolution passed by the
last Parliament, that the construction of certain railways maybe authorized, although they
may not pay at. the outset, without a levy being
imposed, provided that those lines will
develop the areas through which they pass,
either from an agricultural, or a dairying, or
a timber, or a mining point of view, if 1'>arliamen t is satisfied that they are really
developmental rail ways. I would like to
have it intimated to this House definitely
what the Government policy in regard to
developmental railways really is. Of course
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we have had it outlined by ~inisters, but I
would like the Government to take the
House i,nto its confidence. Are these developmental areas not to pay interest on the
cost of construction of lines? Is that the
alternative, or is the policy to be that, in
certain areas to be approved by this House,
the Railways Standing Committee will recommend that a line be constructed if they
are of opinion that at the end of a certain
period, say seven years, the rail way will pay,
because in the meantime it will lEad to certain settlemeut or development of resources?
Mr. HAl\lPSON.-Don't you think they propose to spend enough on railways already 1
Mr. MACKEY.-The honorable member
has got a £40,000 per mile railway through
his district, and he is quite satisfied to let it
remain. The rest of the State can pay for
it.
Mr. WATT.-He stands alone in this
House as an opponent of railway conveniences.
Mr. MACKEY.-I do think that the
Railways Standing Committee should have
the intention of Parliament fully before them
in a formal way.
Mr. MENZIES.-I am very pleased that
the honorable member for Gippsland West
has introduced this qnestion this morning.
In the eleventh paragraph of the motion,
reference is made to a line connecting the
districts of Yanac-a·Yanac and !'i etherby.
That is a railway extension which really
covers the ground which the honorable
member for Gippsland West has spoken of.
The line has been reported on twice
previously, and the Committee decided to
turn down the proposal because the estimated
deficiency was tf)O great for those who would
benefi t from that extension. I can see
clearly, in view of the new policy, that unless
an instruction is given by this House with
regard to lines of development the Committee must have very great difficulty indeed
in discriminating as to their proper function
in reporting upon lines submitted for their consideration. The line which I have referred to
is a case in point. Having a knowledge of t.he
district concerned I think it would be only a
short time before such a rail way was fully
warranted. If the Committee enter upon
their new duties without an express and clear
instruction from this House as to how they
are to regard such lines it mURt lead to considerable confusion. The new policy enunciated by the Premier was regarded in the
country as an indication that the Government were prepared to take a liberal view of
things in consideration of the splendid
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seasons which we have enjoyed, and to pushthe railway system of Victoria into the
remoter parts of the State; but, unless some
instruction is given to the Railways Stauding
Committee, I can readily see that the effect
will be exactly the opposite, because the
Committee, on the evidence submitted to'.
them, must turn down railways proposed on
the developmental principle.
ln view of
the great and onerous duties which immediately devolve on the Committee I trust
they will be given a clear mandat.e from the
House as to whether it is desired that sllch
extensions should be considered.
.Mr. DUFFUS.-My views on this matter
are very similar to those expressed by
the honorable member for Gippsland West~
I fully understood from the Premier's policy
speech in W arrnam bool that the new pl inciple
would be put into operation in connexion
with proposed lines referred to the Railways.
Standing Committee. We know in the past.
w hat the policy of that Committee has been,.
and it could not be departed from because
it has been laid down by Parliament that
railways should not; be recommended unless.
there was a realionable prospect of their
paying from the commencement.
Mr. VVARDE.-No.
Mr. DGFFU~.-WheJe the deficiency
was expected to be in any way excessive, the
lines were adversely reported on. It was laid
down by the Premier in hisspeechat 'Narrnambool, that in future the policy was to be·
adopted that where propcsed lines would act
as developmental lines and open up new
country, and attract revenue later on,
although they might show a lC'ss at thelcommencement, they were to be constructed. I
think that is the proper policy to adopt.
There are many parts of Victoria, miles
away from railway communication, and it
rail ways were built into those parts they
would open up the country and bring about
a condition of things that would cause the
lines 'to pay in the future. I think it is a
wrong policy for the Railways Standing Committee to say that no railway lines shall be
built unless there is a prospect of ~ considerable amount of revenue being received from
the time of opening. If that has been the'
policy in the past, the time has come for a
change. I would like tho Government to
give a direction to the Railways Standing
Committee that greater consideration is to b~
given to outl,dng districts, which have not
had the benefit of railways in the past, and
that wherever it can be shown that there is
a reasonable prospeot that the building of a
line will open up the country and bring
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about production which, in the future,
would lead to the line paying, that line
,should be constructed.
Mr. WATT.-That was the argument of
the good old octopus rail way days.
Mr. D UFFUS.-I know very well that it
is possible for lines to be built into difi·
tricts where there woulLl be 110 prospect of
their paying.
.
:Mr. :NIAcKI£Y.-Certain principles must be
laid down.
Mr. DUFFUS.-I do not recommend the
building of lines which have no prospect of
paying, but I say that where the construction of a line will luad to land being put
under cultivation and made productive, a
line should be ~onstrllcted. There is firstclass laud in many parts of the State, milef:i
away from any railway. On account of the
distance from a rail way there is nO pro·
spect of settlers being able to get their
produce to market, and the land has to be
kept under grass.
:Mr. W ATT.-I can show large areas of
land through which railways have run for
forty years which are still under grass for
,sheep and cattle.
Mr. D UFFUS.-If it would pay better
to cultivate those lands they would not
remain long under grass. The hOllorable
member for Bulla referred to the proposed
.electrificat.ion of the suburban rail ways.
I suppose that the conversion of our
suburban railway system to an electrical
system would cost two or three million
pounds. If tha,t will delay the development
of our country lines, and prevent the ex penditnre of money on the country railway
systems, I will not support it.
Mr. W ATT.-No wise man has supported
that.
Mr. DUFFUS.-\Ve know that at the
present time the Melbourne suburban system
is one of the best systems operating in Australia, or in almost any part of the world.
]\'[r. WATT.-It cannot handle the traffic.
Mr. DUFFUS.-There is every convenience and facility at the present time.
1\1 r. "V ARD}t~.- Try to get a seat in a
·:suburban train leaving }\{elbourne between
half-past 5 nnd 6 o'clock in the evening.
Mr. DUJniUS.-I have no objection to
the electrification of the rail ways in the
future, when we are able to afford it. But
if it is to be carried out at the expense of
the country districts I am entirely against
it.
Mr. WARDE.-When will we be able to
.afford it if we cannot afford it now?
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Mr. DUFFUS.-We do not seem to be
able to afford money for the construction of
lines into the country districts.
Mr. W ARDE.- Weare constructing lines
into the country districts.
Mr. DUFFUS.-Many country districts
have been asking for railways for a considerable time past, and have not been able
to get them.
Mr. W ARDE.-Surely both the country
and the city want developing.
Mr. DUFFUS.-I have no objection to
the electrification of the suburban railways.
I know it would give great convenience to
the passengers, and be very nice for them,
but at the same time I say it is not necessary.
Mr. MAcK}t~Y.-The electrification of the
Melbourne rail ways is more than a conveniellce. It is one of the biggest developmental propositions placed before the
country.
Mr. DUFFUS.--We are told that if the
electrification of the suburban railways is
carried out, some of the old engines will be
available for the country districts. I hope
when the Government put the proposal for
the electrification of the suburban rail ways
before the House, they will, nt the sa.me time,
propound their policy with regard to the development of the country and the improyement of the railway system throughout the
State.
Mr. W AT'r (Treasul'er).-I hope honorable members will not mind me saying that
some of the speeehes that have been delivered
seem to indicate a misapprehension of some
of the circumstances sunounding the rail way
position, which is scarcely warranted by anything the Government has uttered. I do not
propose, in any way, to endeavour to collide
with honorable members who have expressed
what appeared to them to be the best methods
for the development of the country, but there
are two sets of issues with which I propose to
deal bl·iefly. In the first place, the Government proposes, as has been announced, two
important and fundamental changes with
re&pect to railway construction. The first is
that we propose to abolish deficiency rates
with respect to the construction of new lines.
Out of that annonncement, judging by the
questions which tbe honorable member for
Dandenong has on the notice-paper to-day, a
misconception has arisen with respect to t.wo
other important matters. In the first place,
the honomble member in his €I nestion suggests that we have promised to abolish local
l'ates on new lines. As far as I know, nothing
that the Government has announoed would
indicate that in any way.
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Mr. KEAsT.-They said they would take . mated that a line would result in a
loss of £5UO a year,
the district
Mr. W A l.'T .-That is a different matter. served by the line should enter into some
The honorable member's qnestion suggests form of municipal or trust guarantee to
that a 'Promise was made. The first question make up that deficiency. What the Government has said is that in the future we think
of the honorable member isWhen does the Government propose to submit the general revenue can stand the deficiency,
a measure abolishing the loading of land for rail- and it will rest upon the shoulders of Parliaway purposes?
ment to decide whether a particular line
Then he goes on to asi{ a question about shonld be constructed in view of a prospecdoing away with all local rates, and he im- tive deficiency.
plies, in bot.h questions, that it is only a
Mr .•T. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Is that to
question of time-that the Government has he retrospective?
committed itself to two things-abolishing both
Mr. WATT.-Wesaid that with respect to
local rates, and the provision, by people in a the eleven or twelve propositions, in which the
district, of land for the purposes of railway deficiency rates figured, they should be
construotion. We do not propose to abolish removed, and that the guarantee should be
either of those things. We have not., at any destroyed in respect to all lines fl'om the
stage, indicated that we think it wise to con- start. The deficiency rates have never been
struc.t new railways without charging what operated in one single instance. There was
Parliament has concurred in-local rates, an attempt to operate them in reference to
wherever it is considered necessary to impose the Collingwood line, but no money was paid,
those local rates to make the new lines pay. and the Commissioners have never, in respect
Neither have we said that we will take the to any country line, demanded the fulfilobligation off the people of providing the ment of the promise to make up the deribbon of land along which a new railway is ficiency. rrherefore, if we Itbolish the defito run. But we said that the third ciency rates we will not have to refund any
burden Parliament imposed on the people mOlley. We propose to abolish the defimight now be removed. "Ve said we might ciency rates, and to omit from future railway
free the people from the further responsi- construction Bills the deficiency rate probilityof guaranteeing the exchequer against visions.
Mr. MACKEY.- What principles are to.
any deficiency in interest and working expenses, and, I think, that when that guide the Rail ways Standing Committee in
announcement was made, Parliament, with recGmmending lines?
a.n almost unanimous voice, agreed that the
Mr. W ATT.-I am trying to remove a misprosperity of the country, and the develop- conception whiGh, unfortunately, has arisen
mental work which had been carried out in connexion with our promise to abolish the
during the last eight or ten years, would deficiency rates. I want honorable members
warrant the Government in saying that they to understand that the Government is not
would not ask for guarantees against responsible for the impression that. we also
deficiency.
propose to take away from people, in whose
Mr. CAMPBELL. - Land 10adiIlg and district lines are to be constructed, the
deficiency rates.
obligation of providing land for the lines.
Mr. W ATT.-There is no land loading. Also, I want honorable members to underThe honorable member will recollect that stand that no proposal hali been made that
when the late Government first imposed local or special rat.es shonlcl be abolished in
deficiency rates they called them land load- cases where the Commissioners think it
ing rates, and, recognising that that was an advisable to impose them.
Mr. TOUTCHER.- What did the Premier say
improper description, I moved that they
should be called deficiency rates, and that about diff~rential rates in his policy speech 1
Mr. W AT1'.-Differential rates are difsuggestion was adopted. Since thaI; time
those rates have been described in Bills as ferent, as the honorable member for Glenelg
will appreciate. The system of differential
"deficiency rates."
Mr. MAcKINNoN.-They smell as sweet by rates is founded on what many of ns have
for years past thought to be unhealthy and'
either name.
The system of
Mr WATT.-Deficiency rates and land unjustifiable prineiples.
loading rates were totally different things, differential rates originated in the desire to
and it was to avoid confusion that I help certain districts, but in some instances
suggested the alteration. The idea was the effect has been to concentrate trade in
this- Parliament said that if it was esti- J:articular places.

the matter into consideration.
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Mr. CAMPBELL.-Your Government intends
to remove them, then ~
Mr. W ATT.-lt willl'emove them. That
promise has been given to the country, and
the Government has not departed from any
promise it has made. I make that remark,
not. so much for the information of the
honorable member for Glenelg, as for the
information of h')llorable members on the
Opposition side of the Honse, who, in their
weak moments of mid-summer madness,
recently endeavoured-unsuccessfully, I am
glad to say-to convince the e.lectors otherwise.
Mr. W ARDE.- Your Government lost·
three supporters. ""Ve only lost two.
Mr. W AT'Jl.-It is astonishing how
honorable members on the Opposition side
of the House can take comfort from
small things. I have heard the honorable
member, if I might be permitted to depart
from the consecutive treatment of this subject, describe, as a great moral victory, the
loss of two seats by his party. But we are
not discussing the elections now.
Mr. ~lACKEY. - Before the honorable
gentleman leaves the question of providing
land for railways, does he propose to continue
the policy that the country districts must
provide the land whilst the town districts
have not to do so?
Mr. WATT.-As the honorable member
knows, the Rail ways ~Handing Committee
Act makes a sharp distinction.
Mr. MACKEY.-Do you approve of that?
Mr. 'tV ATT.-I am not prepared to commit myself to that statement now. That
provision existed during the period that the
honorable member was a forceful Minister in
a Government, and he never attempted to
repeal it. For many years before that it was
confirmed by neglect, if not by actual adoption, on the part of Governments that he
and I had the privilege of supporting.
But
that is a side issue.
When the Act
has to be reviewed, that question will, doubtless, be made an issue in this House. The
other question is the one introduced incidetltally by the honorable member for Bulla, and
directly in the remarks of the honorable
member for Gippsland West, as to what the
proposition of the Government amounts to in
respect to n~w lines. I hope I do not misinterpret the remarks of the honorable member for Port Fairy, whom we are glad to see
back in the Hou.:.e, that the questioll of the
-electrification of the rail way~ on the metropolitan system is to be made an issue between
town and country. I think J am safe in
believing that the country representatives
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will not take that narrow and restricted view
of the situation. If the honorable member
had presented the issue correctly; if he had
said that assuming there was only £2,000,000
to spend and the condition was as to who
should get it, town or country, then country
representatives would be justified in objecting to the expenditure of the whole of the
money in the town. If the town and country
had clamant wants, and the whole of the
money was to be diverted to meeting the
wants of one area, the repr€:sentatives of the
neglected area would be justified in protesting.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-How are you going to
finance the country lines?
~\1r. W ATT.·-The honorable member
must not expect any projection now as to how
we propose to finance the loan expenditure
of the next three years. He may rest assnred
that no money will be expended on the .
electrification of the suburban railways without consulting Parliament. The great bulk
of that expenditure will be loan expenditure,
and before that money can be spent, Parliament must be consulted as to the authorization of the loan, and as to the items on which
the money is to be spent, which items will
appear in an application Bill.
Mr. CARLTSLE.-lt ought to be referred to
the Railways Standing Committee.
Mr. WATT.-No. 1£ I were in the position of the honorable member for Benalla,
r would take the same attitude as he does
as to whether a proposition involving an
expenditure of between £2,000,000 and
£3,000,000 sh€mld be embarked upon by the
Executive, withont consulting Parliament.
If that could be done it would be time to
alter the powers of Parliament over the
Executive. The Executive cannot do the
work without consultiug Parliament.
Mr. ROBERTsoN.-We are justified in
thinking that if you are going to electrify
the suburban railways, you have some proposition in regard to the country.
Mr. \VATT.-The honorable member has
no doubt read the demosthenic utterance of
the Premier at Warrnambool. I read somi,J
of the honorable member's election speechE.:3,
and able and comn~anding utterances they
were. [t is difficult to pU 1'sue a connected
line of thought on this question, and I mllst
ask honorable members to lend me their
ears for about five milJutes whilst I df'scribe
the origin of this developmental policy, and
the procedure we propose to adopt. 1 shall
qnote from the Budget speech, delivered on
14th Sept.emoer last, not because it is the
Budget spf'ech, but becanse it contains the'
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first utterance made by a member of the
Government, with the consent of the
Government, as to Ollr developmental policy.
On that occasion I said'Ve are also aware that there is sUll a oonsiderable area of virgin territory which awaits settlement. In the remoter parts of the State, notably
in Gippsland and the Upper Murray, fertile
stn::tches of country are lying almost, waste
through lack of aCcess. 'What, then, Can be done
to open up these agricultural and pastoral areas,
to make available their stores of valuable timber,
to provide an entrance to that extensive belt of
millerals in the east ': That is a problem to which
the Government ha,s given much thoughG, and we
propose to solve it in this way. The deficit in the
Land Sales by Auetion .Fund will disappear during
the next few months, and there will be freed from
pawn a sum of about £40,000 per annum, which
for many a decade has been hypothecated against
the old debt to the fund. '1'his amollnt will be
sufficient to pay interest and sinking fund on
£1,000,000 per annum, and we propose to seek
authority to raise this million pounds for the extension of railways into those parts of the State,
whic 1, without sueh special pro\rision, would be
denied communication for many a year. This can
be done without imposing any extra. burden on the
people or the revenue, and will lead to the early
development of our rich but neglected resources. ,

That was the first statement made with regard to the new policy, and it was developed
by the Premier in his policy speech at Warrnambool. When the Land Sales by Auction
FUlld debt if::! finally removed, as I expect it to
be about the end of February or the beginning
of March next, there will be a sum of £40,UOU
per anuum available. That will, perhaps,
slightly dimmish in the next decade, or the
decade after it, but we can keep in Ollr minds
the fact that this £40,000 per annnm will
be available as the years go on.
~\ e, therefore, say we will be j usl ified in askin~ Parliament to raise £1,000,000, and this
£40,000 per annum will pay the interest and
sinking fnnd until the loan is liquidated. It
is for the purpose of building rail ways which,
under the whole circumstances as applied by
th~ Railways Standing Committee, would
scarcely be sanctioned by the House. That
means that if a line is submitted for report,
and t he Committee say it will m:~all a loss of
£1,500 a year, and that they caUllOt. recommend thtl bllildingof the line on a purely
business basis, it will be for the Government
to decide whether the line shall be recommended to Parliament as a developmental
line, and part of the money required for
the work spent out of this particqlar
'fund to enable the line to be constructed.
That is what is in the minds of most
honorable members.
The main difficulty
will be to say what lines shall be selected as
developmental lines. We may make mistakes,
Mr. WaU.
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and we may meet with disappro\'al in ~his
House or another plnce, but the responsibility
mnst be ours to select the line, and the final
responsibility of building it must rest with'
Parliament.
That is a prOposition that the'
more it is understood the more it will be
appreciated by the people and thei l' representatives in Parliament. For instance, the
honorable member for Lowan might think
that his line shou Id be one of the first. The
Government, in their judgment, might think
it should be only the tenth. 'Ve must takethe responsibility. It would be improper at
this stage to include in the resolution, moved
by the .NJinister, any instruction to the
Rail ways Standing Committee. That body
must analyze every line regardless of any
proposal of changing the policy of the
Government. They are a body of thoughtful business men~ appointed from both sides
of the House, and by both Houses, to
hold up to all the light they can get the
proposals sent to them for investigation. It
is their duty, apart from policy, to say
whether a particular line is likely to Jose
£1,500 or £2,000 a year, n,nd for how long.
In other words, nnhampered or unrestricted
by the policy of the Government, it is their
duty to analyze the business prospects of particular proposals. Surely it would be the
safest thing to keep the Committee in that
position. We still propose to refer lines
in precisely the same way as before. My
own impression is, though I do not speak
for the Government, that it will be wise to
do that in the future. Whatever changes
we desire to make in the policy of rail way
construction, and by way of providing special
money for wbich we do not expect an
immediate return, I think the same analysis
will have to be undertaken by the Committee in respect to every line, as in the past.
They will have to proceed to invel:itigate all
the circumstances connected with the proposal, to consider the traffic that may be engendered by it, the produce that will be
created by increased settlement, and all the
ordinary circumstances that face the Committee in its investigations now. It will
be their duty to follow that line of
thought in respect to every proposal. Then
Parliament will
be ill formed as
to
the prospects of each proposal. The Committee may say that a .certain line is likely
to result in loss for ten. years, and that they
cannot recommend it. They may say, if they
like, that :\8 a developmental line it will
probably jnstify the expenditure involved.
It is a quest,ion whether they should be given.
that power or not. As to the pr~cedllre, I
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.may say that this fund will not start to
.accrue until probably the last; three months
of the present financial year. We would
not be j llstified, therefore, in raising the
.£ 1,OOO,UOO immediately, even if we had all our
measures ready; We propose to submit a
Bill next. session to deal with this new departure-to settle the principles on which
the Committee, the Government, and
the House shall proceed.
If we did
not do that we might, unfortunately, in all
good faith and with the best intentions,
embark on the construction of lines that
could not be described as developmental.
We must apply some hard and fast and sound
tests to the lines to be constructed on the
l1ew principle, and that should be embodied,
I take it, in the legislation to be introduced
next session.
Mr. MACKEY.- Will these tests apply to
the lines now being referred to the Committee !'
Mr. 'V ATT.- Yes. There may be three
recommendations out of these to which we
will apply that principle. Supposing the.
other eight, or some of the other eight,
appeared to be questions which it was thought
proper to he considered from the developmental stand-point, these matters could be
referred aga.in if necessary under the new
Act. If the Act was altered so as to give
power to make developmental recommendations, the alteration could be embodied in
the Bill of next session.
Mr. OUT'l'RDf.-Don't you think the system
-outlined will lead to a lot of lL'g-ro11ing ?
J.\H. W ATT.-ltwill if wearenot careful,and
that is why I suggest that Pa,rliament should
safeguard the matter by stating, in an Act of
Parliament, the principles by which this
developrnen tal q nestion should be decided,
because no sooner is a new proporsition of this
kiud made, than the hope and expectations
of districts, and of their members probably, is
aroused, and the members and the districts
think themselves ill-treated if they do not
get a line which they could ~ not get
under the old system. vVe do not want to
embark, however prosperous and bright
the fn ture may be, on the creation of
lines that are likely to be a drag on
the State, and be of little service to
the district.
We must justify every propositioll from the stand-point of early reproduction or eventual repayment of interest
and sinking fund and working expenses. I
mention this as an intimation that the Government does not consider this the inauguration of a system of wild-cat construction. I
have endeavoured to clear the air of some of
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the misapprehension t.hat may prevail, and I
trust that what has been said will enable
honorable members to come to the c()n~idera
tion of this problem and the more important
problems next session in such a way as to
pNtect the interests of Victoria.
~Ur. CAL{LJ SLE.-I am rather disappointed at the statement of the 'Treasnrer. I
thought we should have some improved
manner of deciding what railways were to be
built. At the present time the reference of
a proposed line to the Railways 8tanding
Committee is nothing else than a farce. J nst
to let honorable members know what I mean,
I should like to give them some acconnt of
what has to be gone through when a proposed
railway line has been sent to the RailwaYi
Standing Committee. First of all, the Government have to be approached and asked
to submit the line to the Committee for
a report.
'When that is done the Committee commences to investigate. The evidence is usually provided by the local railway league, and after this has all been taken
all officer of the Railway Department gives
his estima~e of what the returns from the line
will be. The railway officer really makes a
report on the line, and it is really the
report which the Committee sends in.
In nine cases out of ten, where the
railway report st.ates that the revenue
will not be sufficient, or that it will not be
up to what the local people say it will be,
the line is not recommended by the Committee. One of the instances that I know of
was in connexion with this line, which it is
now proposed to authorize by Bill.
One of
the main considerations we advanced in supporting that line was that a certain amount
of timber from along the line could be sold
to people in the northern parts of Victoria
and in New South 'Vales. The railway
officer's report was to the effect that we cuuld
not sell that much timber, and the ufficer
cut the estimate down by a fair amount.
Then the line was not recommended. Eventually it was referred again to the Committee, and the same old rigmarole had to ba
gone through. This time we thought we
would be safe about the .timber, because we
knew the amount of timber traffic that would
be done, and \Ye got the sawmill-owners to
give us statements showing the amount of
timber they sent to their customers in
northern Victoria and in New ~outh Wales,
and the amount that would be taken in future
when the line was constructed. Each sawmiller set out the amount of timber he estimated, or would under~ake, to take, and each
man signed the d00ument to that effect.
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This information was submitted to the Rail·
ways Standing Committee, showing the
amount of timber that would be taken and
the revenue that would be derived from
the carriage of it. An officer of the Department investigated these statements, and
he reported that a little more than half
of the timber set out would be taken in
New South Wales. We had gone to a Jot
of trouble in the matter in making ourselves
certain' about what we were saying, and we
do not like to see the estimate cut down so
much. The officer was asked how he had
come to cut down the quantity in that way,
but he would. not give any satisfactory reply.
He said he had been about and had seen
some of the people. I asked him if he hn.d
any authority for his statement as to th
amount of timber that would be carried on
the line. He would not give ::tny authority .
He st.ated that he had not. seen all the
people. He would not say that any of them
would not take the full quantity. In fact.
we had overw hel ming evidence t.hat they
would take more than was set down.
The Committee accepted the officer's report,
and on that repurt they based their own recommendation. The officer's report has to
be submitted to the Railways Commissioners,
and if they decide what the report actually is
to be, or upon what evis.ence the report is to
be based, what is the use of having the Railways Standing Committee and this roundabout way of dealing with a proposed line 1
'fhe last agitation in connexion with the line
I refer to has been going on for seven years,
and the line is not authorized yet, and that
is about the history of most of the lines.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (PitzJ·oy).-Do you
complain that the Committee take the
estimate of the Departmental (lfficers instead
of the estimatt'l of irresponsible persons 1
Mr. CA.RLISLE.-I complain that it is
\ the Departmental officer's estimate th.at de·
cides the report of the Committee.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Filzroy).- It is not.
Mr. CARLISLE.-I say it is, uine times
out of ten.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Quite
wrong.
Mr. CARLISLE.-It is upon that report
that the Committee draw up their recommendation.
Mr. J. W. BUJLSON(Fitzroy).--Not3:t all;
we often reject that..
Mr. CARLISLE.-In 11ille times out of
ten the report of the railway officers decides
what the report of the Committee is to be.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON tFitzroy).-You are
~uite wrong.
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Mr. CARLISLE.-I think it is time we
had a different system; and, perhaps, the·
Railways ~tanding Committee should have
their own officers to make these investigations
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).- That is
another quest.ion.
Mr. CARLISLE.-The matter should be
taken from the Hailways CommiSSIoners.
Things are now in such a position that, if a
line is not recommended, yon cannot place
the responsibility anywhere, as the responsibility is divided between the Railways
Commissioners and the Committee. I know
more about this t.han some honorable
members do. I have been on this game for
seven years, and I would not take on
another agitation for a railway, under
present circumstances, if I could possibly
help it. I say that the decision that was
. eventually given ~vas not a proper decision.
It resulted badly in the end. If the
construction f)f the line was justified at
all it was the construction for the full length,.
but the line waH recommended at about the
length which would most likely make it a
non· paying line. In regard to loading a line
in order to meet the deficiellcy, I think that
is a very sma.ll thing to gi ve to the country
when you consider that the people in the
locality have to give the land. The conditions are very different in the city, where
there has been such a heavy loss on the railways for a number of years. We have never
had the report that was promised to the
Honse on the alleged loss of £50,000 a year
on the suburban rail ways, and on the statement made by the CommissionerH subsequently that this loss had been wiped out.
La'3t year r put a question on the notice·
paper asking that the report of the Board
of Accountants, who had gonc into the
matter, and who, it was alleged, had proved
that the statement about the loss of £50,000was wrong, should be circulated ur laid on
the table, but that was never done.
Mr. PRI<~NDERGAs'l'.-There was a Committee of Inquiry appointed by the Government, and the Committee made a report.
~Jr. CARLISLE.-I asked that the report.
should be laid on the table of the Library,
and it has not been done .
.Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-It was printed and
circulated.
Mr. CARLrSLE.-I have never got it.
Mr. McBRIDE.- YOll were so busy electioneering.
Mr. CARLISLE. - If the report wascirculated I should like to see it. 1 know a
Committee was appointed for the purpose 0
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whitewashing the local people, or supporting
the ideas put forward by metropolitan
members.
Mr. PUENDERGAsT.-The Committee was
appointed by yonr own Government.
Mr. CARLI~LE.-l am not claiming
that this is my Government.
I am sitting
in the corner, and if anybody can claim to
have obtained an ad vanta~e at the recent
elections it; is the honorable members in the
Ministerial corner. From every point of
view it is this corner that has gained
strength, and the time may not be far distant
when this corner will endeavour to carry out
the mandate or the country.
The motion was agreed to.

VICTORIAN MANGANESE MINES
IRON AND :-,TEEL COMPA~Y'S
RAILWAY ACT 1911 AMENDMENT
BILL.
:Ml'. H. McKE~Z[E (Rodney-}linisterof
Lands) moved for leave to introduce a Bill to
amend section 1;) of the Victorian M.anaanese
'Mines Iroll aud ~teel Company's U;ilway
Act 1911.
1\11'. PRE:VDERGAST. - I would~>I ask the
Speaker if this is a private Bill.
The SPEAKER.-I have uut seen it,
and I do not know what it is.
The mo . ion was agreed to.
The Bill was thell brought in, and read a
first time.
MELBOURNE LAND EX0HANGE

BILL.
Mr. MUHRA Y (Premier) nioved for leave
to introduce a Bill to provide for the exchange of a certain piece of land vested for
certain purposes in the mayor, aldermen,
councillors, and citizens of the city of Melbourne, for a certain piece or laml of which
the Metropolitan Gas Company is registered
as the proprietors of an estate in fee simple,
and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
l.'he Bill was then brought in, and read a
first time.
SUPPLY.
The House went into Committee of Supply
for the considemticn of the Estimates of
Revenue and Expenditure for the year 191112.
CHIEF SECRETARY'S DEPARTMENT.
Legislative Council, £ 1,185.
The CHAIRMAN.-I would like to explain that I propose to follow the practice
adopted in the House of Commons, and our
usual practice here, that honorable members
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will be allowed great latitude in their remarks
on the fir8t item. A fter that is disposed of,
they ,,,"ill be restricted to tile particular vote
under discllssion.
Mr. PRE~DERGAST.-I wish to intimate on behalf of this (the Opposition)
side of the House that we propose to move
for the reduct10n of various Yotes, in COI1nexion with the payment of higher salaries
to teachers, the raising of the wages on railway construction work, and the adoption of
a minimum of £ 110 for all persons in t.he
~tate service.
I would like to know if the
Estimat.es will be proceeded with ill the order
in which they are printeu.
Mr. MI1H.RAY.-:';O far as possible.
:NIl'. HAN~AH.-I wish to direct attention to the question of impro\'iug the Yarra,
on which 1 would like to oolaill some finality
before the session closes.
Mr. W ATT.-How can YOIl have finality
abont the Yarra between now and Christmas.
:Mr. HA:NNA1-L-It is a m~~t.ter which I
have urged for years. The Iferald has just
published a letter from a representative of
the Hawthorn municipality askillg whcther
the proposals in connexion with the municipal
conference three years ago had gone bung. I
wish to bring under the notiee of the Treasurer
a scheme which should Gommend itself tc
him, particularly in regard to the upper portion of the Yarra. The Treasurer happem to
be the only metropolit:m repl-esentative in
the Government. With a Ministry which
is almost entirely composed of country representatives, it is very ditIicnlt for them to
come to q llarters 011 great national questio1l8
such as these.
Mr. J. CAMERON (G£ppsla'lld East).That is It slander on country members.
Mr. HANN AB.-Unfortunately, it is
too true. They are so engrossed \... ith such
matters as the development of East Gippsland that their attention cannot be as fully
given to big questions such as that to which
1 am referring.
.Mr. ThwaitES. whc
was engineer of the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of \Vorks, was one of
the finest engineers this country has
seen.
He
was
trained
ill
onr
midst and was a true patriot.
If
he had remained with us until now, I be.
lieve that his scheme in regard to the Yarra
would be approa0hing fruition. 1t was because of the magnitude of that scheme that
many were afraid to take it up. I personally gave a great deal of attention to it, aud
I believe that the honortl ble member for
Gippsland "Vest, when he was Minister of
Lands, was convinced that it was a practical
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scheme. Now that the Government are considering the electrification of the tramways,
I hope that Mr. Thwaites' scheme will be
fully gone into. Mr. Thwaites pointed out
that there is an immense power latent in the
Yarra, which could be used for the generation
of electrioity. He thought that there was a
possibility of great reven ue being derived
from the Yarra if its water::) were harnessed
for that purpose. His scheme was supported
by other engineers. I ask the Treasurer
t.o refer it to a oommittee of three experts.
In my opinion, Mr. Thwaites clearly showed
that practioally sufficient money would be
obtained to enable the beautification works
to be oarried Oll t on the Yarra from Princes'bridge to the Falls.
Mr. "'vVATT.-Mr. Thwaitcs was a distinguished engineer, but not a finallcier.
Mr. HA;\; N AH.-'!A.t any rate the scheme
should be considered to see if it is a right
one. The matler has been tinkered with
during the last fi ve years.
Mr. ,V A 1'1'.-1 think so, but I regard
1\11'. Thwaites' scheme as a dream of fifty
years hence.
Mr. .T. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-Dead!
.
Mr. HAXN AH.-If the Honorary Minister says that the scheme was dead
fifty years ago-it had not then been
brought forward-he is a most extraordinary
individual. Does the honorable gentleman
put his opinion against that of ~lr. Thwaites,
who was one of the most capable engineers
Australia ever had? I ask the Treasurer
to have a report prepared by an independent
body during the recess, on t.his scheme. .A
Board consisting of two engineers and one
financial expert might be appointed. It would
not cost very muoh.
Mr. Thwaites sho\\'ed
that sufficient electricity oould be g-enerated
by means of the waters of the Upper Yarra. for
the purpose of operating the Melbourne tramway system, and that in addition eleotrical
power could be supplied to manufacturers at a
cheap rate which would enable them to oompete on even terms with New South 'Vales
manufaoturers, who have the benefit of cheap
ooal. Mr. Thwaites demonstrated ~learly
to many eminent men in the community
that his schem~ was a feasible one, and I
tllink that the Government cannot lose anything by making a complete illq uiry into his
scheme.
11 r. W A 1''1'.- Y ou are talking of the electric~tl phase of his scheme?
Mr. HANNAH. - Yes. I have spent
f3')me hours with one of the most competent
men in the oommunity in going over the

scheme propounded by Mr. rrhwaites, and he
is impressed with its possibilities. I think it
behoves the Government to make an inquiry
into the matter. If an inquiry if:! held, and
it is proved that Mr. Thwaites was wrong,
and his scheme un wor kable, I will be satisfied. I have gi ven a great deal of oonsideration to this matter, alld I have read up what
has been done in Americn. in connexi0n with
the utilization of water power for the purpose
of generating eleotricity, and the improvements that have been effected in the great
cities of that country thereby. It stands
to our discredit that we have l:l.llowed such an'
important matter as this to remain in abeyanoe.
Mr. THOl\ISON.- vVhy don't they use the
water at the Buffalo to gellerate electricity 1
Mr. R.ANNAH.-There is a great difference in using the power at the Buffalo, and
using the power within a couple of miles of
the city. If 1 could take the Treasurer with
me, together with some practical man, and
show him a bird's-eye view of what is
proposed above Dight's Falls, I think'
he would be prepared tv give some
attention to what I have said.
There
are a number of honorable members interested in the scheme for the beautification
of the Yarra. Prahran, Richmond, ~-'itzroy,
Collingwood, and other constituencies are
concerned. We know that it will be necessary to spend a great deal of money to buy
land on both sides of the Yarra so that the
people may have access to the ri vel'. It
mnst be remem!:>ered that the River Yarra
and the Saltwater River are the only rinl's
we haVE: in the metropolitan area. In my
opinion, if the matt.er were properly tal. en
in hand, the Yarra could be made to Melbourne, on a small scale, what the Sydlley
Harbor is to Sydney. I am referring to
the upper reaches of the river I think the
ex-Minister of Lands will agree that what I
am now saying is correct. He was im pressed
with the great potentialities of Mr. Thwaites'
scheme to make a lake from above Dight's
Fa.lls to beyond Heidelberg.
Mr. MACKEY.-I would not bind myself to
Mr. Thwaites' soheme, but the beautification
of the Yarra should be taken in hand at
once. The prcblem becomes mOre diffionlt
every day.
Mr. HANNAI-I.-I am not committing
myself to .'Ir. Thwaites' scheme, and I do not
want the Government to commit themselves
to it, but I want them to inquire into it. The
honorable member, when Minister of Lands,
took some interest in Mr. Thwaites' soheme;
and I think he will agree that Mr. Thwaites
C"
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was a very able man, and a mn.n who had
carried through some very big undertakings.
Seeing that Mr. Thwaites pinned him&elf
down to this Rcheme,and was prepared to
stake his reputation on its snccess, I think it
is worthy of some consideration. I ask the
Treasurer whether, prior to coming to any
definite decision in regard to the beautification
of the River Yarra, he will appoint a couple
of engineers, in addition to a financial expert,
to inquire into the scheme propounded by
Mr. Thwaites? It would probably only take
two or three weeks, because all the plans and
data are still in the hands of the Public
\\ orks Department. The work was done
gratl1itously by .;\11'. Thwaites, 1wd I think
his scheme is worthy of deep consideration.
Mr. W AT'!' (l'reasurer).-I have alway-s
been a sceptic about Mr. Thwaites' 8cheme,
but I do not pretend to ue an expert on it ai;
all. It does not seem feasible to me that so
much electrical power can be transmitted
with snch a small body of water and with
such a low fall. However, we have expert
men ill the service, and I ~\'ill submit the
scheme to them in the recess, and see if the
Government is warranted in going any further
in cOl1nexion with the scheme.
Mr. MACKINNON.-Dnring the debate
on the Address-in- Reply there was a great
deal of talk about the Geelong Harbor
Trust. When the Geelong Harbol' Trust
was created I think there were certain definite
ideas in view. One was that it wag essential
that the :::nanagement of the Geelong harbur
should be in the hands of people who, to
a large extent at any rate, were new to Geelong. I imagine tbat that was a defillite
policy, beeause it is quite obvious that Geelong harbor was in a locality which \Vat:! oot
far removed, at any rate, from vested interests. The development of Geelong was to
take place alollg a portion of Corio Bay,
which was practically unoccupied, and for
that reason it seemed to the Government of
the day desirable that foreign blood should
be brought in. It was undesirable that any
one connected with Geelong should be appointed to that Harbor Trust. The Trust
was constituted, and the honorable member
for Warrellheip, who was a man of recogni~ed ability, and who was interested in what
we may ca'n the back country of Geelong,
was appninted as chairman. The appointment of a Board of that 80rt has apparently never been acceptable to very
considerable intereRts in Geelong. rrhe view
I urge, and J urge it as one who is interested in the development of Geelong. is
tha.t it is important that the Geelong harbor
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should be developed. not only in the
interests of Geelong, but in the interests of
the very fertile country, the trade of which
is, to a very large extent by our railway
policy, being taken to Geelong. It is within
the kllowled~e of everybody that the condition
of affairs in ({eelong, so far as the Ueelong
Harhor Trust is concerned, is entirely unA great many people in
satisfactory.
Geelong, and influential people too, are dissatisfied with the way in which the Harbor
Trust is carrying on its busiuess Whether
t he Trust is right or wrong in the policy it
has adopted is a matter which we can
hardly decide, but it is quite clear to me that
if the Geelong Harbor Trust is to get fair
play, all the criticism and constant opposition
to the operations of the Trust must be dealt
with and stopped.
If the criticisms offered
are sound and have common sense and
reasoll behind tileta, then the pl)licy of theTrust should be altered. But if the Harbor Trust policy is sound-and I am boulld
to say that there are strong arguments in
favour of the line of policy adoptedall
this local
hostility
should
be
stopped in the interests of Geelong itself.
Not only that, bllt it is in the interests of
the wbole of the Western District that this
constant stnqgle, which has been going on
locally at Geelong, should be ended one way
or another. 1 t is not fair that there should
be any interference with the proper development of that part of the ~tate.
It is a
national matter. I t is the obvious policy of
Parliament, though it may not be carried out
immediately, that a number of our other ports
should he developed, and if we have the
spectacle of an important port like Geelong
being developed in such a way as not to give
the best results, it will be extremely discouraging to those who wi~h to secnre the
development of other ports on the coast
of Victoria. It is therefore desirable that
we should have the fullest illquiry with
regard to t.he policy which has been
adopted at Geelong, and that the charges that
have been made should be either proved or
disproved, because it is not fair that matters
should be carried on as at present. Now,
with regard to the policy of this part.:cular
Harbor Tl'llst, it is impossible, of course, for
us to deal with it in all its details. That
will be matter for inquiry, hut I think that
any ('De who has followed what has taken
place at Geelong durillg the last. fonr or five
years can see prett.y well what the difficulties of the situation were.
Pal"liament
created a HHrbor Trust there without giving
it sufficient financial power to carry out the
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work it was expected to perform. The result is that Parliament has had to come to
its assistance with regard to the raising of
money. 'fhe weakness of the position
is that which has been pointed ont
frequently
by the
honorable member
for Hawthorn and others, and that is
that the Trust had no legal power
to offer sufficient security to the lender.
The only power which the lender would have
in case of default was the power to put in a
receiver, and what he would receive was llot
good enough unless things very much improved to j llstify him in accepting the
security. Now he has the Stnte behind him.
I t seems to me that the policy which was
naturally forced upon the Harbor Trllst
Commissioners was one of endeavouring to
create freight in the district in order to raise
revenne forthemselves,and that in establishing
these outside works and developing the land
which the State gave them they were endeavouring to increase the vallie of their
assets. vVhile doing that, they had, of
course, to pay less attenti8n to what some
may cOllsider the more obvious duties of a
Harbor Trust, such as the deepening of
the channel and increasing the shipping
facilities generally. First of all, they must
create local trade, in order to provide freight
for the shipping that was to come to the port.
Jt is no use increasing the facilities for shipping until you have freight for it. From
that point of view I am inclined to think
that the Trnst really began its work in the
right way, but that is not suffieient for
vested interests at Geelong. They want to
see the deep-sea shipping brought to the port
regardless entirely of any consideration as' to
whether it would payor not. The policy
which the Trust seems to adopt is to create
busine3s there, and to endeavour to make
Geelong a live town and a great centre of
trade from the Western District and elsewhere, so as to jmtify ships going to that
port. That seems to me a common-sense
way of tackling the problem. However that
may be, certain charges have been made. I
do not lmow that it concerns ns in Parliament whether those charges are true or llOt.
'\Vhat does COllcern us is that the development of a very important port is being
hampered by thp. constant local disturbance
that is going on.
It certainly is
a concern of ours to know what the
effect of the action of the Trnst is.
If it is
sound we should support it, and if it is ·unsOllnd we should determine the proper lines
on whicu the work should be carried on. We
know perfectly wen that in any business if
M:r. Mackinnon.
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you put certain people in charge, and if yon
are constantly nagging at tbem and wonying
them, you not only disheart.en them but you
damage your own property. In other word~,
if you keep on worrying the managers you
get tLe worst possible results.
In the
interests of tbe wbole of the State 1 think
there should be an inquiry into the work of
the Geelong Harbor Trust. I cannot regard
the inquiry which has taken place up to the
present as being satisfactory to anyone. 1t
does not cover enough gronnd, and it does
not carry enough woight. There is no doubt
that Mr. Bruford is a very able officer, but
I do not think he is in a position to determine the right policy for the port of Geelong.
I have no doubt that he will either criticise
or justify the actions of the Trust that have
heen brought into light recently. I do not
know how it appeara to honorable members,
but the incident appears to me to have arisen
through a personal quarrel. There seems to
be a ('Portain amount of personal antipathv
between certain gentlemen that has resulte~l
in this outburst which has attracted the
attention of Parliament, the press, and of all
who take an interest in public affairs. The
correct way to deal with the situation is to
appcint a Royal Commission to investigate
the whole affair. Itshould 'l)e composed of
three impartial capable business men who
will deal with the matter in an exhaustive
way, anj arrive at 'Some conclusion.
Until there is some finality arrived
at the operations of this very important
harbor-because it is a very important
harbor to a large portion of the State-will
be hampered and interfered with in a mantler
that is not fair to the people. I urge the
Government to deal with the question on the
basis I suggest. There should be an inquiry,
and it need not take long. The shorter the
inquiry the better, so long as it is properly
conducted. Then let Parliament support
the Trust or withdraw support from it. This
sort of thing must have a detrimental effect
on the development of outeide ports, which I
think is a sound policy, and is generally recognised as a sound policy. The failure of
the Gel7.long Harbor Trust is detrimental to
the whole State, and especially to Geelong
itself and the Western District, for the most
fertile portion of which Geelong is the n~tllral
port. [do not wish to criticise anyone, but
it is fair that there should bean inquiry, and
I would urge th'e Government to have an
independent inrtuiry.
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-I quite agree
with the contention of the honorable member
for Prahran that, to satisfy the oublic mind,
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to satisfy Parliament, and in justice to the it in the possession of some person who pays
Commissioners, the fullest inquiry ought to be ~ portion of the proceeds 8.S rent. It is
made. The other night the honorable mem- worth much mere than the Government are
ber for Warrenheip said that he courted the re()eiving for it.
fnllest inq niry into all the actions of the ComMr. MURRAY.-It belongs to the Gee]ong
missioners. An inquiry will cleat· up matters Harbor 'frust, and the GO\Ternment has
that were not made perfectly clear in the nothing whatever to do with it.
debatle in the House. I can assure honorable
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The Governmembers that a proper body will be constituted ment bestowed it on the 'frust, and the
to make an inquiry, and that the inquiry will Trust is not doing anything with it. It is
be a thorough one.
a comfortable habitation for some people,
'rhe vote was agreed to, as were also the but it is not retul.'lling interest on the money
votes to complete the following votes:- expended on it. Instead of Leing a white
Legislative Assembly, £8,749 ; Parliament- elephant. it should be put to good use. We
ary Standing Committee on Railways, £730; have no building for the use of indeterminate
Victorian Parliamentary Debates, £3,5tl8 ; sentence prisoners. There are a great many
the Library, £860 ; the Li'Jrary, State Par- in gaol to-day to whom it was intended t'o
lianlent Honse, £ 1,531 ; refreshment rooms, give special consideration, but they are not
£ 1,300.
receiving that consideration. There is much
Chief Secretary's Office, £52,.197.
talk abou~ the evil of associating prisoners,
Mr. HANNAH.-I sbould like to know anrl a great mouth is made about it when
what is meant by the item, ., Allowance to the matter is before the House, and yet the
visitor at the Cit·y Court and 10ck-up1"
evil goes on, the necessary provision in the
Mr. MU RRA Y (Premier).-For a number way of expenditure not being made by the
of years there has been a visitor to the City Government.
There is the Castlemaine
Court and lock. up. ~ome years ago a good Gaol that might have been altered into an
many complaints were made about the lock- institution for indeterminate sentence priup when the building was in a very unsatis- soners. Beechworth. Gaol might have been
factory state. I do not know what the dealt with. There are two or three places
particular duties of the visitor are, and I do that might have been altered, and that are tonot know who the visitor is, but I shal1 make day merely an eyesore. 1 should like to
inquiries.
know what the honorable gentleman intends
Mr. PRE~DERGAST.-I see here lin to do, or whether he purposes letting things
item giving the expenses of the Indeter- remain as they are, and not carrying out the
minate Sentences Board. No provision has object of the Statute. The present position
been made for indeterminate sentence is simply a disgrace.
prisoners. The Board is in existence, but
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-Ullder the
llOt the slightest provision is made to euable Indeterminate Senlences Act, there are two
them to carry OIl the work for which they classes of prisoners. The class that it is
It is several years now since most important to provide the means of dealwere created.
the Act was passed, and it is impossible to ing with, aC00rding to the intention of the
deal with these indeterminate sentence Act, is those who are not habitual criminals.
prisoners, because no provision has been The habitual criminals can always be looked
made to deal with them. It is absurd to have after in the main gaol. There have been
the Board and to incur expenditure without delays unfortunately. TIle Government in
having the necessary provision to give efi'0ct the first place selected a site at Mont Park
to the Act. Since the Board was constituted, as a p~ace for what. is known as a farm prison.
the Attorney-General has had an Act of That IS to d~al. WIth those who are not by
Parliament passed that gives him power to any means crImmal, and for whom there is a
deal with certain sentences with more facility hope of ref~rm, more. e.specially if they are
than existed previously. The ,-T udges are not brought mto aSsoCIatIOn or coutact with the
iOlpo~ing sentences, but the prisoners canllot
more hardened class of cases. There was a
be dealt with in the manner contemplated. s~ron.gloca~opposition raised in the Heidelberg
The thing is a farce. Osborne Honse at dIstrICt. The Government harl this feeling,
Geelong might have been converted into a and honorable members will quite understand
gaol for these prisoners.
the position. Heidelberg has already had
Mr. MURRAY.-That is not a proper place put. upon it the Austin Hospital for Incurfor them.
u.ble~, and as Heidelberg is an outlying resi.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It would be dentlal suburb, that was something the
better to use it for this purpose than to leave people did not care to have amon~st them.
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They objected to the Consumptive Home
being added to the Austin Hospital for
Incurables. That was during the Jate Sir
Thomas Bent's time. After a great deal of
heated controversy over the subject a compromise was arrived at, and some of the consumptives were housed there.
Then the
land was bought at Mont Park lor the purpose
of building a hospital for the insane.
That
is being carried out.
Honorable members
may recollect that in addition to the original
pnrchase of land, comprising 200 or 300
acres, a farm was bought of 1,200 acres for
the purpose of small improved holdings.
The small improved holdings were not a
success, alld it was deeided that part of this
land should be added to the Mont Park
asylum grounds, and another part be used for
the plll'pose of prisoners who were brough t
under the operation of the Indeterminate
Sentences Act.
Mr. PRENDEHGAST.-It would be an
awful blnnder to put the lunatics and the
prisoners at the same place.
Mr. MURRAY.-I am giving the history
of this matter.
The prisoners and the
patients in the asylum would not have been
brought into association or contact one with
the, other. But the people in the locality
They did
rose unanimously and protested.
not know the class of prisoners that would
have been put there, but they protested
against the whole thing. The Government
yielded to their objections, and looked for a
site elsewhere. With the concurrence of the
members of the Indeterminate Sentences
no~rd, a locality was selected at Werribee,
and we thought all difficulties as to locality
were then overcome, The lana was part of
the Werribee estate, which had been bought
by the Closer Settlement Board, and was
let to tenants for farming purposes. It was
an admirable eituation. There ,vas no population in the vicinity, and there could be no
objeetioll.
However, after a considerable
lapse of time, on my return from England, I
found that it wonld nr:t be advisable to go
on, although the site for the buildings had
been selected. They could obtain no water.
One of the qualifications that it was thought
might make this site a suitable Olle was that
we could start all irrigation farm there to
give profitable employment to these pri:;;oners
who had not yet become confirmed criminals.
:Mr. ME~ZIRS. -That is what you should
aim at.
Mr. MURRA Y,-The modern system is
not to hold them all .toge. her jn great barracklike gaols, but to put them on the land.
You have to carefully select tr.€clas'3 of
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prisoner whom you put there. However, it;
was felt that it would not be snitable unless
the water could be applied to the land, and
an irrigation farm be established. That is.
the last stage. I am to see the Indeterminate·
Sentences Board next week, and try if we
can find another site. Anywhere you go, if
there is popu!ation in the vicinity, you are
bound to receive seriolls objections, Peopledo not care to have snch a class dumped
down in their vicinity.
And honorablemembers can quite understand that objections based on such grounds cannot be disregarded by the Government. Those are the
two reasons of the delay that has occurred in
providing this prison farm. The mistake
that was made was bringing the Act into
operation before this provision was made.
The Act should not ha,·e come into operation
when it was p::tssed by this House, as therewere uo means of administering it, and nuder
any circumstances, no matter how expeditious.
the Governrueut or the Board might have
been, time must have elapsed before provision could be made.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I would point.
out that the original iutention was t()
segregate some of the men sentenced t()
imprisonment, so that they should not
associate with others who are criminals in the
true sense of the term. We desired to try to
convert, them into w~eful citizens, and the
idea was to teach them some occupation
which they could afterwards follow. That
has not been attempted at all. It would
have been better to have kept sueh men by
them~elves, even in a buildiug' which might
not have been altogether suitable, and t()
segregate them.
Mr. MURRAY.-That has been done.
Mr. PRL~NDKRGAST.-To an infini.
tesimal extent. The Indeterminate Sentences Board say that provision has not been
made to enable them to carry out the Act.
Whatever has been done, has been at the wish
of the Attorney-General. I believe that there
is a great deal of truth in the opinion that
the conditions. under which a great many
men live lead to crime.
Drink has a lot to·
do with it. Men who hn,ve offpuded ftS a result.
of their bad surroundings should not be put
into gaol to mix with professional criminals,.
which will result in their becoming arti~ts at
the gRme which they were only tyros at
on en tedng the prison. They should be
given an opportunity of establishing their
status outside. They should be taught a
trade so that they may become decent
and respectable members of society. They
should be given
the opportunity to
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do right, which they did not have
when they committed their offellces. It
.appears that the Government are waitiug ulltil they can adopt an elal;,orate
system all at once.
I want to see the
younger prisoners who are recommended for
such treatment by a Judge, and whose position has beerl inquired into by the Indeterminate Sentences Board, giyen a ::hance to
Ii ve in surronndings different frorn those
which led to their being sent to gaol. All
that has taken place at Pentridge has been
q narrelling among the officers and discussiun
.as to the possibilities of promotion. There
is no permanent officer there, although things
.are better now than they were for some time.
The man who is in charge to-day does not
want the position, although he mn,y be well
suited for it. The work is uncongenial to
him. He was put there temporarily, and he
has too much to do.
It is jeopardizing that
man's character in a way in which it should
not be jeopardized. I want to see OUt· whole
penal system altered. There should be a
permanent head, responsible to Parliament
for the whole system, and not a temporary
Dfficer doing uncongenial work, as at present.
I want the Indeterminate Sentences Act
·carried out, so that offenders may have
an opportunity to reform. Under the present
.system we are simply manufacturing criminals.
The system whic~l we have adopted in regard
to inebriates pel'forrns the same service· for
.drunkards as the system of detention which
1 advocate should render in the case of
criminals. We want to wake the best of the!"ll,
.and put them on the right track, so thctt they
may return to the community eq \lipped with
.a trade and encouraged to act accol'dillg to
the best of their llatures, instead of following
their weakest impulses. Such a long period
has elapsed since the Indeterminatel::ientellces
Act waE passed, that people hardly expect
.anything to be done.
At Mont Park we
want to put lip a lunatic asylum. There
are two or three hundred acres there, and it
was proposed that tha.t, place should also be
used for reforming prisoners. That is an absurdity.
Mr. MUI1RAY.-Tbere are 1,500 or
1,600 acres, and the asylum buildings
would have been a couple of miles away.
Mr. PRENDEUGAST.-I strongly object to any arrangemellt which will place
these two classes anywhere near each other.
In dealing with lunatics more freedom should
be provided for them than in the case of
·crimina.ls, and it is not right that insane
persons, many of them harmless, should
come into contact with even those in the
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initial stages of criminality. Why should
not Osborne House-1'1r. MURRAy.-We have not got it.
}lr. PRENDERGAST.-You had no
right to turn it over to the Geelong Harbor
Trust.
Mr. SOLLY.-The Commonwealth Government are going to have it for a military college.
Mr. PHENDERGAST.-lf it is to be
handed over for nothing it is a.n absurdity.
Places like Osborne House should be properly used.
Mr. MURRAY.- We might leave the Geelong Harbor Trust out of this discussion.
We have heard a lot about it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The Government are responsible for that, because of
their precipitate action in removing a Commi8sioner before making inquiries.
Mr. MURRAy.-It was a perfectly right
action.
Mr. PRENDERGA~T.-·If YOIl enteriuto
an inquiry in such a fra~e of mind, good-bye
to M.r. Bell's hope of getting just ice. Osborne
House could have been used for purposes
akin to those which I have mentioned.
Mr. M l:RHAY.-It is absolutely unsuitable.
Yon will have to erect a suitable building.
1\1r. PRENDERGA8T.-Then it should
1t was known
have been put up long ago.
that it. would be needed years ago, yet nothing has been done. Osborne Honse is idle.
r regard any lmilding as idle which is not
utilized so as to pay interest on its cost. At
present there is no building to enable the Indeterminate Sentences Act to be carried out.
The Goverument have done nothillg, and
they are now speculating at large as to what
shall be done. When the Premier savs that
the Act shonld not have been puUt into
operation llutil a build ing was provided. it
gi ves one the idea that he wonld sllspend
the Act until a building is ready .
Mr. l\1uRUAY.-It could not be put into
operation.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Then it will be
some years' before it come.3 into operation.
When the Act was passed the House was
full of strong sentiment as to how prisoners
should be humanely treated. They are still
being treated under the same old conditions.
1\1r. fo.i UHRA y.-There are some at Castlemaine where the building is very unsuitable.
r think, with the classification that t.hey have
at Pentridge, they should remain there.
Mr. PRE~DERGAST.-]f r wanted to
carry out a work like this I would have
selected a man like Mr. Anderson, who forms
ve~y. decided, but ~ery .!air 'and healthy
opinIOns. In COL~neXIOn wllh the Ine3riates
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Retreat, he has on several occasions done
things in the way in which I should expect
officers to do them. It is years since the
Indeterminate Sentences Act was passed, and
something should be done. The reasons for
its being passed exist to-day in tenfold
strength.
Mr. MURRAy-They are as strong to-day,
but no stronger than they were then.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The further we
progress in our dvilization the greater is the
demand t.hat these people Rhould be deal t
with in a way based on scientific knowledge.
Every year that demand grows stronger, and
the greater becomes the necessity for giving
effect to the Act.
~1r. SOLLY.-One can sympathize with
the remarks of the leader of the Opposition.
It is generally desired that the Indeterminate
Sentences Act should be carried out. Evidence has been collected to show what has
been done in the direction of reforming
offenders in other. parts of the world.
It is the duty of the ~tate to endeavour to
save tr.eEe individuals. It is surprising to me
that the Government have not established
some separate institution where these people
caL be specially treated, because it is only loy
special treatment that we can hope to reclaim
them as decent members of society. I know
of a large number of cases of men who have
lapsed through drink and t.hrough drink only.
They have not committed serious offences,
but, under the inft uence of. drink, they have
committed some petty offences. They have
gradually sunk lower, and eventually they
have become. criminals If individuals of
that kind could be taken hold of after their
first petty offence, and placed in an in'3titution where they could be specially treated, it
would be a splendid thing. We have had
the Act on the statute-book for about five
years, and it is time the Government did
something. The whole of the public would
be in accord with the expenditure of money
in the direction indicated by the leader of the
Opposition. There is another n-iatter I wish
to refer to in reference to the Carlton Police
Court and other Police Courts in the metropolitan area. I have seen young girls of
tender years, who have been locked up at
night and charged with offences before the
Court in the morning, taken from the
Carlton Court in the broad daylight, and escorted along Drummond-street by constables,
in full view of everybody, to the Melbourne
Gaol. It is disgraceful that a young girl,
who has committed some offence, should be
exposed to the public gaze in that way. It
appears to me that treatment of that kind
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would only make a girl more brazen-faced
than ever.
A few weeks ago I could
not help noticing two girls being taken
alollg Drummond-street from the Carlton
Court, with policemen escorting them.
Neither of the girls appeared to be over
eighteen years of age, and people in the street
-women and children, and men too-were
turning round to look at them. rrhis is a
disgrace to the administration of the Police
pepartment. There is another matter to
which I wish to refer.' A nnmber vf the
prisuners in the Melbourne Gaol are regularly
put at work in the garden facing Victoriastreet. They are dressed in the prison garb,
and are exposed to the gaze of the thousands
of people who pass along that street. Is it a
proper thing to treat the prisoners in that
way?
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-They are short
sentellce men, too.
Mr. SOLL Y.-Yes. The Premier should
give his attention to this matter. These
men, dressed in the prison ~arb, are put
at work planting flowers and Rhrubs in the
small reserve on the north side of the gaol.
They are exposed to the gaze of the public.
They are likely to be noticed by the people
who pass there. A man in gaol may have
made up his mind that, after the expiration
of his sentence, he will l'efmm from doing
any.thing wrong again. Perhaps, when he
comes out and applies for a job, he will be
recognised by somebody who saw him aOt
work in the reserve facing Victoria-street,
and he will not be able to get a job. III my
opinion, a separate establishment should
ha ve been buil t some years ago for people
who are sentenced under the Indeterminate
Sentences Act. If it cost the Government
£:'),000, £ 10,000, or £20,000 to carry out a.
scheme on the lines adopted on the Cont.inent, and in many other parts of the
civilized world, the money would be weH
spent.
Mr. B AYLES.-·I wish to refer to a.
mfttter in connexion with neglected children.
There is an item for an allowance to a
visitor at the City Court and lock-up, and
he has to see to the neglected ch ildren who
are brought before the Court, so, perhaps,.
my remarks will be in urder now. I want to
ask the Premier whether the report of Dr.
O'Brien and Dr. Robertson has been laid~
on the table of the House.
Mr. MURRAY.-Wait till we come to theEstimates for the Neglected Children's Department.
Mr. BA YLES.-Very well. I will ask thequestion later 011.
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Mr. MEMBREY.-I want to say one or
two words in connexion with the I ndetermiuate Sentences Act. 1 think there is a
good deal of force in what the leader of the
Opposition has said in reference to the carrying ('ut of that measnre being so long delayed.
~lr. MURRAY.-That comes nicely from
you.
Mr. MEMBREY.-I had to oppose a certain site sU5gested by the Government for
the erection of a prison, because 1 thought it
a most uIlsuitable site, and I still think so,
but at the same time that is no reason why a
suitable site should not be chosen by t.he
GoVeft1mellt. The Indetertuinate Sentences
Act has been so long 011 the statute-book
that it behoves the Government to do something in the way that has been indicated. I
have felt for a considerable time that something should be done to keep first offenders
away from the ordinary criminals. We put
them in Pentridge or some other gaol and
make life-Ioug criminals of them, by herding
them with criminals of the very worst
character.
Mr. MURRAY.-That is not so.
Mr. MEMBREY.-There Rhould be a
separate prison, so that these people would
have every facility for reforming.
Mr. MURRAy.-·Why did you oppose the
building of the prison at Mont Park? You
never urged that it was an unsuitable site.
Mr. MEMBREY.-I would not advocate
putting a pris0n alongside a large population.
There was a growing population in that
district.
'
Mr. MURRAY. - l'here was only one
hOllse.
Mr. MEMBREY.-The area is one of the
finest sites in the metropolis for residential
purposes. Although the people raised no
objection to the Government building a
hospital for the insane there they strongly
objected to a prison being erected. Surely
there are sites some distance away from the
metropolis where a prison could be erected?
There is no reason why you should come
within 8 or 10 miles of the city.
Mr. MURRAY.-You must be within easy
distance.
Mr. MEMBREY.-I quite agree that it
is time the Indeterminate Sentences Act was
put into force. If that is not done it will be
better to wipe that measure off the statutebook altogether. At the same time, if we
cannot bring such an Act into operation it
dues not reflect very m'lch credit on llS.
Mr. MURRAY.- Your attitude is very unbiro
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Mr. MI,:MBREY.-I do not see that. I
believe that we should have an indet.erminate
sentence prison erected as early as possible.
The Premier himself has often expreseed
himself to be of the same opinion. As a
supporter of the Government I would urge
that they should take the matter seriously
in hand.
Mr. .MuRRAY.-The honorable member
was not in his place when 1 explained the
reasons for the delay.
The vote was agreed to.
Grants, £13,620.
Mr. TV ~ NECLIFFE.-I wa.nt to draw
the attention of the Chief Secretary to the
grant to free libraries for books, &c., £4,000.
It is specifically laid down that the whole of
this amount must be expended in the purchase of books. It is well known that while
many of these country free libraries masquerade under that name, t.heir thief object
is to serve as an assemhly hall and a place
where various social functions can be conducted. I think some modification should
be made in the regulations, so as to devote
some of this money which is now spent in
books, many of which arc seldom read, to the
special purposesforwhich mechanics' institutes
were originally designed in the ()Id country.
If that were done, the committees of these
institutions would be able to conduct classes~
or engage lect.urers, or undertake the work of
University extension centres. III that way
the usefullless of these country institutions
w~uld be gl eatl y increased.
Mr. SOLLY.-In connexion with the vote
for free libraries, I would like to draw the.
Premier's attention to the club which has
been formed by the stevedores at Port;
Melbourne. It is true that the ordinary
public are not admitted, but I attended at..
the club a few weeks ago, and found it frequented by men who obtain casual employment on the wharfs, and who are glad of a
place of that kind in which to spend their
leisure time while waiting for ships. These
men were reaJing a number of books, and
endeavouring to edncate themselves. I saw
that their literature was rather limited, and
I think the Premier might help them in a.
practical way by voting a few poundR for the·
purchase of books.
·Mr. MURRAY.-If it were a free library
that could be done very easily.
Mr. SOLLY.-It is free to a very large
extent, because outsiders are often invited.
.Mr. BAYI.JEs.-Is i~ a" dry" club ~
Mr. SOLLY.-lt is strictly a "dry'"
club. No one who is under the infiuellce of
drink is allowed on the premises.
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::Mr. 11 URRA Y . - Then it is very different
'from some of the clubs to which the honorable mem ber for Toorak belongs.
Mr. SOLL Y.-The honorable member for
Port Melbourne, who is not well this afternoon, has asked me to mention this matter,
and 1 also do so on my own behalf, because
of my knowledge of the usefulness of the
.club. Can the Premier not see his way clear
to help them ~
Mr. MURRAY.-We cannot give them anything out of this vote.
.
Mr. SOLLY.-Then it might be done out
-of some other vote. In England it is a constant practice for well-t.o-do people to help
working men to establish clubs of this kind.
The practice is not so well recognised in
Australia, but I think if the same thing were
·done in Victoria, excellent results would
follow. If the Government eould afford to
give .£2,OvO to erect a clubroom for the Uni'Versity students, surely they could afford to
give a few pounds to the Stevedores' Club.
Mr. MURRAY.-The Students' Club is an
excellent thing.
Mr. SOLLY.-I admit that, but that club
is designed for the assistance of people who
can well afford to help themselves.
Mr. MURRAY.-I am thankful to say that
some of the poorest young men in the
~ountry attend at the University.
It is not
a rich man's club.
:Mr. SOLL Y.-I have no objection to
giving that assi'5tance so long as the Premier
is prepared to hand out even-handed justice
all round. I trust that the Premier wiI! give
the matter his best attention.
Mr. KE.~~ST.-In my opinion the money
that is voted for free libraries is being admirably spent. The only trouble is that the
amount is felr too small.
There are quite a
number of new settlement8 arising in ditferent
parts of th8 State.
Mr. TU;\NECLIFFE.-I suppose you know
-that one-third of this money goes to one
particu lar d istrict ~
Mr. KEAST.-I do lJot know about that,
but 1 know that since the Premier has been
Chief Secretary he has been very fail' indeed
in the distribution of this grant. I hope
that next year the amount will be increase::!.
As the honorable member for Eaglehawk has
said, there are quite a number of districts in
which halls have been built by the committees of these free libraries. There is
nothing more educational for the young
people than to have places of this kind,
where they can read the most up-to-date
books.
Mr. MURRAY.-Hansard, fo\' instance.
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Mr. KEAST.-I do not know about that,
but in many parts of Victoria, if it were not
for these libraries and balls, the young people
would have very little recreation at all.
Mr. 'l'UNNECLU'FE.-It is the best spent
money in the State.
Mr. KEAST.-I c011sider it is, and that
is why I rose to urge that the grant should
be increased. The sum of £8,000-.£4,000
for books, and £4,000 for buildings-is very
little when we consider the number of libraries and halls that are required throughout
a State like Victoria. The Government,
themselves, are establishing many new settlements, and it will be necessary to provide
free libraries at those places.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-!t must be remembered that the building grant is only given
on the condition that the local committee
spends £ I for £ 1.
Mr. KEAST.-I do not think they do
that in all cases.
Mr. MURRAY.-Nothing like it.
Mr. KEAST.-In some cases the
public contribute .£3 for every .£1
grallted by the Government
The Premier
has made a very fair distribution of the
grant. I contend that you cannot spend
money better than on the education of the
people. I should like the Premier to see if
it is not possible to increase the grant.
Mr. McGRATH.-I am sorry to see the
grant remaining at £4,000. I am told that
one Minister gets about one-third of the
amount for his district.
Mr. MURRAY.-Who is he?
Mr. lVICGRATH.-I have been told that,
but I have not made any inquiries.
Mr. MURRAY.-Then why make the statement at all ?
Mr. McGRATH.-I suppose the honorable member who gave me the informaticm is
prepared to substantiate it.
Mr. MUH.HA Y.-I challenge anyone to
show th3.t it is so. There are ~ great inany
more free libraries in some districts than in
others.
Mr. McGRATH.-Somo members have
to fight very hard to get the grant allocated
fairly.
Mr. McBRIDE.-I distributed it last time,
auel there was no fight about it. No member
oame to me.
Mr. McGRATH.-I know an instance
where the grant was made, although the
library was closed up for two years.
Mr. KEAsT.-What became of the grant 1
Mr. McGHATH.-I do not know.
Mr. MURRAY.-If you will give me the
name of the library I shall make inquiries.
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Mr. McGRATH.-The money should
not be allocated in a haphazard manner.
Mr. MURRAY.-Every library that gets a
grant has made an application.
Mr. McGRATH.-In the case I have
mentioned, no application was made.
Mr. M UHRA Y . - Then no grant was made.
Mr. McGRATH.-This library got £10.
I am sorry the Premier cannot agree to increase the amount. I have made strong representations to him on behalf of the
Mechanics' Institute at Sebastopol We have
had the building renovated, and we propose
to spend about £3,000 on it. I have put ill
an application for a grant of ,£200.
Mr. MURRAY.-·You have not the slightest
show of getting it.
)1r McGRATH.-I have always been
treated very favorably in connexion with
my own district. The honorable member for
Dandenong mentioned the fact that new
settlements were springing up. That is the
case in all the country districts. If the
Government wonld assist the people with
£ I for £1 it wohld induce them to establish
free libraries.
Mr. MtmRAY.-On that basis my own district would mop up the whole grant. They
have built several halls that cost about
£1,000 each.
Mr. McGRATH.-I have had a grant on
the £ l for £1 basis for halls for two
years running.
Mr. McBnIDK-You were fortunate then.
Mr. McGRATH.-I recognise that there
is no money better spent than the grant for
building libraries and purchasing books. J do
not agree altogether with the honorable
member for Eaglehawk that much of the
money is spent on books that are thrown in
the back room. That is not my experience.
I hope th·e Premier will" take notice of the
remarks of honorable members, and that
there will be an increase in the amount on
next year's Estimates.
The vote was agreed to.
Board for the Protection of Aborigines)
£4,287.
Mr. BA YLES.-The . appointment of
secretary to the Board has been held over,
and the gentleman doing the work is the
acting secretary. ""Vby has not a secretary
been appointed?
Alr. 1\1 URHAY (Premier).-The present
acting secretary, who has held that position
for a number of years, would not be likely to
receive the appointment if a permanent appointment were m&de. He is familar with
the work, and does it in a satisfaotory
mauner. It has been more out of kindness
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to him than anything else that a. permanent
has not been made.
Mr. G RA Y.-The blacks are a small
section of the community who have 110 votes
and who do not read Hansard. I see that
the vote has been reduced as compared with
last year, and I suppose it is on account of
the deaths that have taken place. I know the
Premier is sympathetic with these unfortunate people, and I .do not see why the halfcastes should be precluded from having rations
throughout the year like the full-blooded
blacks on the stations. At Coranderrk, and
the other stations, I believe all the blacks
get rations all the year round. From the
30th September up to the beginning of the
winter the Board refuRes to allow rations to
the half-castes. I think these men should be
treated liberally, and I would ask the
Premier to see that they are fairly treated.
Mr. MURRAY (Premier). - In the
session before last we amended the Act
to enable the Board to pl"ovkle food
for the half-castes who had been excluded from the benefits for n. number of
years previously. I have always found the
Board, and especially the l'ecretary, ready to
make provision for allY thing required when
their attention was directed to it. I suppose
the honorable men~ bel' fot' Swan Hill: yonrself, Mr. Chairman, and I know more about
the habits and characteristics of the
aborigines than any other member present.
I have always had a most I.;indly feeling for
them. I think the happiest days of my life
were spent with the blackfellows when I
had not to listen to the awful infliotions I
have to listen to nowadays. A good many
people make a mist·ake about the character of
the half-caste. He is really more of a blackfellow than the full-blooded aborigillal. The
infusion of blood does not make him more
capable than the fnll-blooded aboriginal to
compete with the whiteman in the hattIe of life.
We must treat him with the fullest measure
of charity. He must not be allowed to
starve. Sorne of the half-castes, at periods
of the year, do not require assistance fcom
the stations, but when they do apply they
should get it, and so far as J am concerned
I will see that they do get it.
The vote was agreed to.
Explosives. £2,738.
Mr. HAMPSON.-Vnder the heading of
ordinary expenditure, there is all item.af £HlO
for allowances to keepers of powder magazines. I do not Imow whether this item applies to a powder magazine in Bendigo.
Pract.ical1y this building is unused for the
present, and there has been an agitation to
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have it utilized as a State school. Will the
Chief Secretary make inquiries to ascertain
whether there is any Heed to keep that building as at present?
Mr. MURRAY.-Is it not used as a powder
magazine?
Mr. HAMPSON.-It is in some small'
way. It is a good substantial building, and
it is a pity it is not put to some better use.
I think the Mines Department has no need
for it.
Mr. BAYLES.-It is better to keep tbe
bombs there than to explode them outside, as
at Los Angeles.
Mr. HAMPSO~.-I think it would be
more beneficial to the State if the building
was used for ed ucational purposes than kept
practical1y idle as at present.
Mr. 80 LL Y.-I notice an item here of
£275 for travelling expenses, and on the next
page an item of £350 for the same purpose.
I have worked out. the cost of t.ravelling ex-,
penses in the various Departments, and I find
that the total amount is no less than £52,000.
This is an ever.increasing amount. I should
like to know frol11 the Premier whether the
whole of these amounts are justified, and if
a proper check is kept on the public Departments to prevent abuses in this respect.
I
know t·hat in some of the Defart.ments a
good deal of travelling must take place, and
we cannot expect a man to pay his own
travelling expenses to various parts of the
State in connexion with his official work.
But, seeing the enormous amount of money
that is spent by the DepartmentH in this way,
I think it is a matter for the Pren~ier or the
Treasurer to look into, to ascertain whether all
the expendit.ure is jU!:ltifiable, or whether
there is not a good deal of waste or overlapping or unnecel:isary expense. On looking
through the Estimates for a number of years
past I observe that this iteln is increasing.
There ma.y be some j llstification for it, but
we shonld have all explanation from the
Government. l.'he Premier may not be able
to answer my inquiry offhand, and if he cannot I hope he will look into the matter and
ascertaiu whether there is any waste.
Mr. MURRAY (Pl'emier).-Allowances
for travelling are upon a fixed scale.
If an
officer visits a district he has to make out a
detailed statement for the time he is absent,
and he is only paid in accordance with the
scale of allowances. The whole thing was
put upon a sound basis a few years ago. While
the total sum for travelliug expenses appears
to be a very large one, honorable members
will recognise that it must necessarily be so.
r should like to see it cut down if possible,
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but r do not think it is possible to do that
to any material ex1;ent.
Mr. SOLLY.-Does it mean so much a day
for hotel expenses?
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-And train and
coach fare?
Mr. MURRAY.-Yes,aIl that is included.
An officer pays for his ticket, and he gives
the return showing the cost of the ticket, or
it may be buggy hire, and for this he has to
give vouchers. He is made an allowance out
of which he has to pay for his own keep.
y o'u could not expect men to go away on
public duties and pay their own expenses.
There i0:3 a great deal of inspectorial work
doue. It may be too much, but I do not
think it is.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-I think the whole
question of allowances and travelling expenses wants investigation by some officer,
because, in many cases, superintendents and
heads of Departments get lOs. or 15s. up. to
.£1 Is. a d.:ty when they areaway. It will be
found on inq lliry that 15s. a day is an ordinary travelling allowance, and that some of
the heads of Departments get more. An
allowance (\f lOs. or 15s. a day may be all
right if a man has to pay for ca.bs.
Nlr. MURRAy.-Cabs are not included in
the daily allowance.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-That only makes
matters worse. Police constables have the
extravagant allowance of Is. or Is. 6d. per
day to cover the cost of their meals. That,
unfortunately, is the position of the
whole of the police constables throughout.
the State.
A constable is given a large district, and he is frequently away from his
centre at a sports meeting' or some other
event, and he may have to stay over the
night. I believe that if he stays away for
the night he has an allowance for his bed,
but fur the day he receives only Is. 6d.
AEI
he must have two meals he will be out of
pocket. We should not permit an officer to
be out of pocket as the result of expenditure
incurred in the performance of his duties.
He should, at any rate, have an a.llowance
sufficient to cover the cost of his meals and
bed.
The vote was agreed to.
Inspectionof Factories and Shops, £19,361.
Mr. BA YLES.-In connexion with the
Factories and Shops Department, there is a
matter I want to bring uuder the notice of
the Chief Secretary. I brought the matter up
previously on the 12th October. The leader
of the Opposition mentioned it a few days
before I did. It is the question of the appointment of a fifth·class officer to a position
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in the Department. The Chief Inspector of
Factories believes that the person appointed
req uires some special legal knowledge, and
therefore wishes to appoint an officer wha
has passed the Clerk of Courts examination.
Mr. TUNNECLIFI<'E.--Perhaps, it is an old
"pal" of his. He belongs to the same profession.
Mr. BA YLES.-I do not want to bring
in personal matters. J do not think that, in
making this appointment, an officer who is
certified to as a capable man should be passed
over.
Mr. MURRAY.-It is a fourth-class position.
Mr. BA YLES.--I am referring to a
~
fifth-class officer.
Mr. MURRAY.-He is at the head of the
fifth class.
.
Mr. BA YLES.-Yes, and therefore he is
the one entitled to the position. He is a
thoroughly capable, competent officer, and
has been performing similar duties to those
he would have to perform if he was appointed
to this position. I understand that he is
now secretary of the Miners Wages Board,
one of the largf>8t and most important
Wages Boards in the Stat.e. As to legal
training being necessary, I know what legal
training does for a man.
Mr. MURRAy.-It has spoilt many a good
man.
Mr. BA YLES.-I know the training that
a lawyer has had has resulted in spoiling
many a man in cross·examinaLion, and has
spoilt many a good man on the floor of this
House. I do not see any drawback to that.
Mr. MURltAY.-To put it shortl'y, you
might be better wit-hout your legal training?
Mr. BAYLES.-I might be better without some members of Parliament, but not
Is it absolutely
without legal training.
necessary that a man should have legal training to draw up the determination of a
Wages Board? Take, for instance, the
Attorney-General, whose practice I presume
is large and lucrative or he would Hot get a
position oi that kind. Is he more capable of
drawing up the determination of a Wages
Board than, say, the Chief Secretary, or than
the late Mr. Ord, who had no legal training?
The officer on ,,:hose behalf I am speaking
has had a large amount of experience; and it
seems pecnliar that. he should be put aside in
favour of a man who has passed an examination as Clerk of Courts. It is not a heavy
legal examination, and I think that the Chief
Secretary should. look into the case. An
excellent officer has been passed over because he did not try to pass a certain
examination.
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Mr. ·PRENDERGAST.-Tn this case a
particular officer has been pro.moted over the
heads of hundreds of others. If Mr. Murphy
had been treated in the same way, and had
been retained in the Depal'tment in which he
had experience, he would still have been a
police magistrate, and it would have been a
good thing for the Factories Department. I
have no hesitation in saying that, as the
result of many things whieh Mr. Murphy
has done. We do not want a bush
lawyer introduced into the Factories
Department, because the Crown Law
officers should supply all
the legal
opinions required. It wonld be extremely
dangerous to allow the Factories Department
to continue making legal decisions. ~ orne
extraordinary decisions h3.ve already been
given there. This appointment has been
hanging over for a considerable time, and I
hope the Chief Secretary will not allow the
Chief Inspector of Factories to dictate to him
in connexian with it. It would be disastrous
if the legal administration of the Factories
Department were not in the hand::; of the
Crown Law officers. Only the ordinary administration of the Acts should be left to the
Factories Department. The formation of
legal opinions, which may lead to considerable
litigation, should be left to the Law officers
who are experienced in that direction.
Mr. McCuTcHEoN.-I always thoughtthey
would come from them.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Tbey have not
lately. We have had a lot of bush lawyers~
opinions given under the Factories Acts.
Mr. BAYLEs.-I thought you were down
on lawyers.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - We
want
lawyers, not imitations. I regret that the
chief administration of the Factories Department was ever taken away from the
Onller-Secretary, who originally had control
of all these Departments, including the Police.
The Factories Department, however, escaped
from his contl'o1. The present Chief Officer
has just got into t,he Departmell t, and he is
asking for an increase. Some of the increases that are continually made in the
salaries of high officers are a disgrace.
There is nothing in the administration of the
Factories ;Department to justify an increase.
The late Mr. Harrison Ord administered the
Department with a minimum of discontent.
The discontent is at a maximum now. Al
the legal opinions required by that Department should be obtained from the Crown
Law officers, and to put this young fcHow
thel'e simply because he has passed an
examination for Clerk of Courts, or anything
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like that, is perfectly farcical, as far as
the giving of legal advice is concerned.
The Minister of Labour has only to look
round to see the immense amount of discontent which exists in connexion with the
Department.
.Mr. McGRATH.-I wish to refer to the
Minel'~' ~Vages Board.
It is a matter of
urgency, and I want to get some expression
of opinion from the Chief Secretary. 1-1 e
may not know what those living in mining
districts to-day know, that the miners are
practically 011 the verge of a strike.
The position is serious. The miners are not
satisfied with the manner in which the
deliberatiolls of the Wages Board fire being
conducted. Months have elapsed and the
Board has not come to any determination.
The miners struggled for years to get a
'Vages Board granted to them. Time and
again this Chanlber refused to give them the
benefits of industrial legislation.
Mr. TUNNIWLIFFE.-Tbe Liberal party
l·efnsed.
Mr. McGRATH.-It was only with the
advent of ~ strollg Labour party that the
millers secured a Wages Board.
Mr. BAYLEs.--They are no~ as strong now
as they were last session.
MI'. MqGRATH.-If the Liberal party
had gone to tbe co~ntry, with all the newspapers opposed to them, they would not have
come back as strong as the Labour party
ha ve.
The miners had a Wages Board
granted to them, and it has been meeting
(lllCe a . week, and sitting two or three
hours. Apparently no progress was being
made. Then, when we were hoping that
finality would be reached, we heard that
ill:'ltrnctions had been given to the chairman of the Board to take up his usual work
as a police magistrate and to forego the
meetings of the Wages Board, I have seen
it stated in the newspaper that Mr. Harris,
the chairman of the Board, has not had to
act in the capacity of police magistrate on
many occasions, but, nevertheless, the
\Vages Board has not been meeting, because
(If the inability of the chairman to preside,
and I take it thnt it must be because he has
to do other work for the Government. No
.class of men deserves an increase of wages
more than the miners. They are given a
pHltry 7s. 6d. per day. They have been believiug that the Wages Board would
ameliorate their conditions. They were told
.during the referenda campaign by the
Premier how much more beneficial the
Wages Board system was than t.he Arbitration Court system, and yet the Govern-
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ment are practically driving these people t~
the Federal Arbitration Court. They cannot get a deterrnination from the Wages
Board. Two years ago I moved an amendment to provide that a Board should be compelled to come to a determination within
three months of the time when it was
gazetted, and if it failed to do so that the determination should be made retrospective to
within three months of the time of the
Board being gazetted. If the amendment
had been carried "Vages Boards would
arrive at determinations milch more speedily.
The \IV ages Board system is on the point of
breaking down, not only in connexion with
the milling industry, but in connexion with a
number of other trades.
Mr . .MuRHAy.-The policy of tlte unificationist is to try and break it down.
Mr. NlcGRATH.-The policy of the
Government is one of pretence and makebelieve. The Government take credit for giving theminersa Wages Board. The Board was
appointed twelve months ago, but the miners
have not received any increased pay. Last
session the House agreed to the appointment
of a Wages Board for tram wny em ployes,
but the Government have not gazetted that
Board yet. They are driving the workers t·o
the Federal Arbitration Conrt. What are
the men to do ~ Are they to wait until the
Government in its wisdom decides that the
'Vages Board should be gazet.ted.
Mr. MURRAY.-The Arbitration Court is
taking a good deal of time to do some of its
work.
Mr. McGRATH.-If the Premier were to
expedite the appointment of Wages Boards,
and to see when they were appointed that
they did the bllSilleSF) for which they were
Cl'eated, there would not be a de~ire on the
part of the workers to go to the Federal
Arbitration Court. 1t is simply because
they cannot get awards from the Wages
Boards that the agitation to go to the Federal
Arbitration Court is springing up.
Mr. TouTcHER.-Is there much expedition in the Arbitration Court?
Mr. McGRATH.-Unfol'tunately, there
is delay there too.
Mr. BA YLEs.-The Fed~ral Arbitration
Court has taken eight months over the
shearers' case.
Mr. McGRATH.-The Miners Wages
Board has taken twelve months, and has not
come to a determination yet.
Unfortunately, there is deJay in the Federal Arbitration Court. A good deal of that delay could
be avoided if anoth~r Judge were appointed,
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but that is a matter for the Federal Government to deal with. Because there are evils
in the Federal Arbitratiun Court is no
rp.ason why we should not endeavour to cure
some of the evi·ls in the 'Wages Board
system. When we point to some vf the
wrongs in the Wages Hoard system honorable
members on the Ministerial side of the
House retort by pointing out some of the
wrongs in the Federal Arbitration Court.
Mr. BAYLEs.-¥ou were praising the
Federal Arbitration Court.
Mr. McGRATH~-I was not; I prefer to
see the workers under the Wages Board
system. I am fJointing out that the Government is driving the workers to the Federal
Arbitration Court. Parliament agreed last
session to the appointment of a Wages Board
for tramway men, but the Buard has
not been gazetted yet.
The tramway
men in Ballarat have been working for
328. and 33s. per week. I am secretary
of their union, and we will certainly go to
the Federal Arbitration Court, because the
Government will not expedite the appointment of that Wages Board.
Mr. BAYLEs.-Will you get a decision
from the Federal Arbitration Court sooner
than you will get one from the Wages
Board '/
l\1r. McGRATH.-'Ve believe we will·
The trouble of the Wages Board system is
that it is to the interests of the employer to
delay coming to a determination. Every
week the Board delays coming to a determination means increased profits for the employer. The employers are now boasting
about beiug advocates of the Wages Board
system. We know that in the past they
were its bitter opponents. In connexion
with the Miners Wages Board the employers
are not anxious for a determination to be
arrived at. Where there is unreasonable
delay in ::i. Board coming to a determination
it ought to be the duty of the Chief ~ecre
tary to direct t.hat the Board shall meet
much more frequently.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-He would do that if
he were in earnest.
:;VII'. MURRAY.--You never could be, but
you might try to be a gentleman sometimes
Mr. PRENDERGAST (to Mr. Ml.lrray).You havo no right to make a remJ.l'k like
that. For three parts of your life you were
not fit to be in respectable society.
Mr. MURRAY.-Ypu are a nice man to be
in Parliament.
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Mr. McGRATH.-The miners' representatives on the Wages Board come from Ballarat and Bendigo to meet the representatives of the employers. The Board sits two
or three hours one day in the week and then
disperses, and then nothing is done for a
week or a fortnight. The Board has not met
for some time. Under those circumstances it
is impossible for an early agreement to be
arrived at. I think the Chief Secretary has
power to call on the Board to meet i'nuch
more frequently than it does. If he has not
that power, the session should not be al10wed
to close without a short Bill being introduced to give that power. It is to the interests of the employers to prevent the
Board coming to a determina.tion. The
matter is most serious. The Amalgamated
Mir.ers' Association are closing up their
ranks. The men are not going to submit to
the sweating wage that is being paid to them.
The miner who is getting £2 5s. a week
finds that his wages ,,,ill not buy what 35s.
wou Id buy a few years ago. No man will
say that 78. 6d. a day is an excessively high
wage for men who have to go 2,000
feet down
into the
bowels of the
earth.
They have
~o
undergo all
sorts of risks and to chance meeting with an
early death. A man who goes to work in a
mine knows with absolute certainty that he
is shortening his life by fifteen to twenty
years. Every miner knows that when he
arrives at hetween forty and fDrty-five years
of age he will almost certainly be a victim of
miners' complaint. A~ain and again I have
brought up this question in the H0use, and
have been met with evasive replies. If the
Premitlr represented a miners' constituency,
and knew how miners' wives have to struggle
to make ends meet, he would not talk about.
~tlosing up the House because Christmas was
coming. He would try to make Christmas a.
little brighter for the miners' wi ves and their
children. 1 hope the Premier will cause the
1\1 illers 'Wages Board to meet more frequently and to come to a decision within a.
reasonahle time.
Mr. HAMPSON.-I support the remarks.
of the honorable member for Grenvillf'. He
bas stated that the temper of the miners at
present is such that. if they are not carefully
handled, there will be a strike. I am convinced of that. Their temper is sl1ch that I
am satisfied they will not hold out much:
longer. It is th'~'ee years since t.hey were
promised a Wages Board. The late Sir
Thomas Bent promised that one of the first
items to be dealt with by Parliament three
yearB ago would be the granting of a Wages.
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to miners. Over two years elapsed
the appointment of the Board.
McBRIDE.-ft was appointed shortly
took office.

Mr. HAMP~O:N. - I am
referring
to a promise made by the late Sir
Thomas Bent. The honor,lble gentleman
was not It member of the Bent Ministry.
I said that was not done. When I first
entered this House the first question I asked
was in reference to endeavouring to get the
Wages Board fnr miners to arrive at a determination, and I was promised that the matter
would be hurried 011. The miners were
promised a Board for many years, and the
Board now in existence is taking a long time
to arrive at its determination. Up to the
present time, miners have derived HO benefit
fron~ the creati<;m of the Board, and they
attnbute that fact to the inflllence brought to
bear outside. They see the reports ~tating
that the mine·owners look upon the industry
as a primary illdustry which cannot pass increases in wages on to the consumer. The
report of the Chamber of Mines shows that
the mille-owners think they will be justified
i? asking for a reduction ill the wages.
Such statemenls as these are disappointing
to the men, and make them sick at heart.
They fear that the promise that they are
going to get relief will not be fulfilled.
Therefore, they are tumina their attention
to the ~rbitration Court, a~ld llOW they are
demandmg wages very much higher than
they cOllld expect to receive under a deterThe
mination of the Wages Board.
honorablo member for Toorak said that
you could qot make men work.
Let
me refer hin) to the opinion of the President of the United States of America,
lVlr. Taft, as to the rights that. men have
when it C0mes to. leaving their employment.
He saysIn order to induce their employer into a com.
pliance with their requests for changed terms of
employment, workmen have the right to strike ill
a .body.' to USf; such persuasion as they may, pro·
Vld~d It does not reach the point of duress, to lead
the~r re}uctant fellow employes to join them in
theIr Ulllons against their employer; to accumulate
funds to suppo~t those engaged in tht! strike; to
delegate to arbiters the power to direct the action
of the union, ano to withdraw themselves and
their associates from dealings with or giving
custom to those with whom they are in contro·
versy. . . . . . . . These principles have
for a great many years been settlej by the courts
of this country.

The position with regard to the minera has
arrived at such an acute stage that if something is not done for their relief very soon
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we shall have an industria] upheaval. Taey
have found that this Liberal Government
would not give them any relief in reference
to miner':!' phthisis, and they know that the
miners in New Zealand have that relief.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I support honorable
members who have preceded me in regard to
having more expedition in obtaining a determination of the Wages Board for mir.ers.
If the determination were t.o date from the
gazettal of the Board it would be a good
thing.
There is a good deal of unrest
amongst the miners. They do not think
they are being treated fairly, and the
Wages Board bas been held out to them for
a long time.
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-I do not know
why the Miners Vvages Board is taking so
long to arrive at a determination. I do not
know whether the representat1.ves of the
employers or of the men are to tlame, or
whether blame is attachable to both. I have
no authority over the Board. Every honorable
member who knows anything about the work
of the Boards would resent Ministerial
ill terference.
Mr. J. "V. HILLSON (.F'I:tz1·ol/).-Have yon
never exercised Ministerial interference with
the Boards?
Mr. MURRAY.-No. We have informed
Boards that we expected them to arrive at a
determination as soon as possible. I did llOt
know that this Board was taking so long.
I met some of the members in town one day,
and they said they found the work very
arduous. They had been sitting for two or
three days that week. It is very difficult to
arrive at a determination. I can commllnicat.6 with the chairman to ascertain how the
matter stands, asking when they are likely
to arri ve nt a determination, and the l'e[l60nS
for the long delay. The chairman, T understand, will soon be engaged on licenf:;ing
business. There was a difficulty in getting
a chairman aeceptable to both sides. The
leader of the Opposition made some reflections on the Chief Inspector of Factories.
The honorable member spoke about the way
the late Mr. Ord had done the work. Mr.
Ord was an excellent officer, but since his
time the work of the Department has
donbl~d.
The number of Wages Boards has
nearly doubled; the number of men working
under determinations has nearly doubled, and
recent legislation has given more complexity
to the law than it previously had. The
present Chief Inspector is a very much
harder-worked individual than hi!:! predecessor
was at any time. As to the fourth clasB.
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position that has been created, and that the
Chief Inspector desires to see filled, I may
!:jay that certain legal qualifications were
prescribed for that position.
1 do not
know whether they are necessary or
uot, but I do not think they are. There
the Chief Inspector and I differ.
But,
at any rate, this man is a very capable officer
in the Chief Secretary's Department, who
has done work of a similar kind on many
oL:casions, alld has performed it satisfactorily. I thought, as he was not nomi·
llated to the position when an applicant,
that there \vould be some personal disqualification about the man.
For my own ~atis
faction I had an intervie'iI/ with him, alJd I
arrived at the conclusi,m that he was a man
possessing more than the ordinary intelligence
of the. average public servallt of the higher
class-and they are not deficient in intelligence.
He is more than twenty years
senior to the officer who is in the Law DeJ-llutment in one of the conntry Courts.
Ol1e, I think, has eight and a half years' serviee, and the other twenty-eight and a half
years' service. That disparit.y in the length
of service, and the excellent character and
efficiency of the fifth-class officer, led me to
decline to sanction the appointment of the
other man, who was nominated by the Public
Service Commissioner. I am not saying allyt hiug against t he man who was nominated.
There the matte!' st.ands. t had an interview with the Public Service Commissioner
on this subject, and I could not agree with
him that the appoilltment recommended
wonld be a fair one. As to whether cert.ain
legal education is required, that is a matter on
"'hiGh opinions may differ. Then t.he leader
of the Opposition stated that, in his opinion.
ill matters of law, the Factories and
Shops Department should be guided by
t.he Crown Law Department.
That has
.al ways been the practice, and is still the
practice.
Whenever any doubt arises
f1bollt a legal matter the question is referred.
to the Crown ~olicitor, who is not infallible,
~ny more than any other lawyer.
The Chief
] ll~pector has had a long experience in work
of a. legal kind. He and the Crown Rolicitor
.are not always quite in agreement, but there
have been no legal blunders made in the administration of the Factories and Shops Acts,
or singularly few, except those that might
~rise through honest difference of opinion.
The Depart ment has always been efJ'ecti\'ely
.administered, and the work of the Department has been discharged at a very low cost.
If we can cont.rast the cost with the expenditure in similar work in the other States, the
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House ought to be satisfied with the way ill
which tbe Department performs its duties.
These duties are increasing. Every session
of Parliament lately has added work to the
Department, and the cost must· go up. There
is a proposed increase in the salary of the
Chief Inspector, and I think he is fairly
entitled to it, in consequence of the very great
increase in his work and duties. When he
\ras appointed to the Department he did not
receive the amount tllat had been paid to his
predecessor.
Mr. McGRA'l'H.-Don't you think it is an
immense increase-.£226.
Mr. MURRAY.'-:"'He relinquished a very
much easier positioll, and the emoluments of
his pr(;vious position were greater, everything
considered.
Mr. PIU:N.r.,I<:RGAST.-If he had kept the
billet he had it would have been more satisfactory.
:;\1r. J. w~. BILLSO~ (Fitz?'oy).-I think
. the Premier might agree now to adjourn.
Progress was then reported.
ASSENT TO BILL.
Mr. l\lURRA Y (Premier) presented a
message from the Governor, intimat.illg that,
at the Government Ottices, on December ti,
His Excellency gave his assent to the Consolida,ted Hevenue Bill.
ADJOURNMENT.
OLD-AG~

P(<::\'SIO~S.

Mr. MUIULI\..Y (Premier) movedThat the House do now adjourn.

Mr. J. W. BU.. LSON (Fitzroy.)-There
is a matter I should like to bring under the
ncti'Je of tlJe Premier, as I think it is of
some urgency. I have already mentioned it
to the honnmble gentleman. Jt is in connexion with some old·age pensioners who
are placed in a rather unfortunate position.
I have some of them in my district. One
case will illustrate what I mean. This man's
father, J think, was a Frenchman who came
out here over sixty years ago, bringing his
children, amongst them being the man whose
case I am now referring to. The father
became naturalized, but that did not
naturalize his son. The son thought that
his father havmg been naturalized, he also
was natnralized, and when he became old
and feeble he applied for an old-age pension.
It appears now that he cannot get an old age
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pension because the naturalization of the
fa.ther did not cover the family.

An HONORABLE MEMBER.-It covered the

Assent to Bill.
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wife.
Mr.•J. \V. BILLSO.N" (Fitzroy).- Yes. In
The PRESIDENT took the chair at ten
New ~outh Wales the naturalization of the
father does cover the family. rl~herefore, if minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read the
the father had gone to New South Wales prayer.
with his family, the latter would have been
ASSENT TO BILL.
eligible for pensions. Under the Victorian
The
Hon.
W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of
law, which is being administered in C011nexion with the Act passed by the Federal Public Works) presented a message from the
Parliament, this man is denied an old-age Governor, intimating that, at the Governpension. All that is required is a slight ment Offices, on December 8, His Excel.
amendment in our Act to bring it into con- lency gave his assent to the Consolidated
formity with the Act of New South \Vales. Revenue Bill.
It would not take very long. I think the
STATE SCHOOL HOI.JIDAYS AT
mere mention of the case ought to excite
MILDURA.
ilympathy and ind uce the Premier to remedy
The Hon. R. B. REES called the attenthe matter so as to place our people in the
same position. as those of neighbouring tion of the House to a petition signed by the
States.
I mention this with a view of chairmen and secretaries of the five School
getting the Premier to promise to look into Committees in the Mildura district, requestthe matter, and providing a remedy. I do ing the Minister of Public Instruction to
not think it is difficult to do so. If he def5ires revert to a former method of allotting the
information, I am sure the officer acting as school holidays for those schools, and asked
Deputy Commissioner would gi ve it, because the Minister of Public Works if the
he is administering the Act, not only in regard Government would reconsider the petitioll,
to this State, but in regard to other States. and grant the request contained therein.
The pension is being allowed to those who are He said he thought it very desirable that he
similarly situated in other States, but it is shuuld read the petition of these gentlemen
being denied 'under these circumstances to from the Mildura district, aBd explain briefly
people in this State, for the legal reason I the position now. Having a knowledge of
have mentioned. It will not take many what the answer of the Minister to this.
question was to be, he hoped he would be
minutes to effect the necessary remedy.
supported in a motion for the adjournment
Mr. MUl~RA Y (Premier). - When the of the House to enable honorable members.
honorable member privately acquainted me
to debate the question fully.
with thil:3 case, I told him I would make the
The PRESIDENT.-Of course the honorinquiries he desired. I have made a note able member can read the petition, and he
of the matter, and will see how it stands. I can also state such facts as will elucidate the
cannot promise to introduce the legislation he question, but he cannot go iuto particulars.
asks for. 1 thought that if a man was
at the present moment.
naturalized under the Commonwealth laws
The Hon. R. B. REES said the following
he would he entirled to the pension. How- was a copy of the petition sent to the Mil1Ister
ever, I will see what is the position of this of Public Instruction : unfortunate old gentleman.

Mr. J. 'tV. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Will you
amend the Act ~
Mr. )lURRA Y.-I could not promise
that straight off. I have introduced many
Bills, expecting that there would be no O}lP~
sition, but have found it impossible to carry
them.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjonrned at twenty-one
minutes past· four o'clock, until Tuesday,
December 12.

The undersigned chairmen and correspondents
of the Sta.te School committees of Mildura district,
viz., Trymple, Nichols Point, The Lake and Merbein State Schools, acting on behalf of ollr various
committees, herehy beg to petition that you will
be pleased to review the holidays granted to the
children of the schools in this settlement. We ask
that, in lieu of the holidays observedin our schools.
at present, the following may be substituted :One day for the State School picnic;
One day for the local agricultural show;
One day for combined Sunday School picnics.
(These dates to be fixed by the local
committees) ;
One week during the Christmas, in lieu of on6
week for the Melbourne Show; and
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Fonr weeks, beginning on the nearest Monday
to February 15th of each year, in lieu
of present extended Christmas holidays.
Weare asking for these alterations on the following grounds:(1.) That the busiest of the fruit season, upon
which the existence of the whole settlement depends, falls within the dates :February 15th to
March 15th.
(2.) That, under the present arrangement of
holidays, it is found impossible to maintain a high
averuge attendance if the schools are kept open
during this period, as the following percentages
will show:Year.

School.

Mildura, Holidays
given during February and March
Jrymple

Nichols Point ...

These
greatly
-schools
·schools
picking

I

%

f

1908
1909

J
l

1908
1909
1910
l!Hl
1909
1910
19l1

{

Av. Feb., Av. rest
Mar.
Year.

%

71

82

80
43
66

85

70

81
85
81

68

83

55

80

65

75

~1

88

figures showed conclusively how
the average attendance at the State
in that district declined when the
were kept open during the fruitseason.

The holidays during the fruit harvestillg is
favoured by the children as a poll taken in 1905
by the Board of Advice, clearly indicated when
233 children voted in favour of the FebruaryMarch holidays, as against 64 advocates of January
llOlidays.
The parents then voted as follows : For February
and :l\Iarch.

For January.

108
30
Mildura
...
24
14
Irymple
.,.
17
6
Nichols Poiut ...
The Mildura Board of Advice, as shown by the
minutes of their meetings, were strongly in favour
.of the Fehruary-March holidays, with bllt one ex.ception, these minutes extending from December,
18!)1, over frequent int,ervals, to September, 1909.
We would further submit thd.t the low averages
appertaining to the months of February and
March adversely affects, not only the absent
children, but also delays the progress of those that
attend re~nla.rly, and for this rea.son, the teaching
st!Lff favour these proposals.
\Ve trust that in the best interests of the
children attending the schools we "epresent, tha.t
you will consider this matter favorably, a.nd agree
to our request.
Yours faithfully
E. T. HENDERSON
}
Mildura
ARTHUR W. PEARCE S. S. Committee.
J. RAINBOW
}
lrymple
W. 13. LLOYD
S. S. Committee.
} Nichols Point
F. C. RAWLINGS
L. H. IREDAL&
S. ·S. Committee.
H. F. PAUL
}
The Lake
O. C. SELFORD
S. S. Committee.
E. W. BURBJ<~RY
}
Merbeil1
S. S. Committee.
A. BRACHER

1911.J
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The position was that for a number of years
at the settlement of Mildura the children
were allowed during a portion of the months
of February and March to help their parents
in fruit-picking. The settlement was largely
built up on that position.
The Hon .•T. P. JONEs.-On child labour.
The Hon. R. B. REES said he thought
the honorable member wonld interject that
gag. It was far better that children should
be allowed to help their parents.
,.The PRESIDE.NT.-I think the honorable member is going away from the subject.
The Hon. R. B. REE8 said the po~ition
was that these children were allowed to join
their parents in fruit-picking, and they led a
healthy life during a most oppressive period
of the I-leason in the North. It was very
mnch more healthy-The PRESIDE.NT.-Will the honorable
gentleman pardon me 1 I will read the
standing orderIn putting any such question no argument or
opinion shall be offered, nor any facts sta.ted except
so far as may be necessary to expla.in such
question.

The Hon. R. B. REES said he would try
to keep within the Standing Orders if
possible. Under an alteration in the Education Act in 1906 the children were compelled
to attenu school for eight half-days each
week, so that debarred. them from being
absent from school in the fruit-picking seasoll
without the lia.bilit,y of being prosecuted.
Ever since that period the children had been
to a great extent debarred from beiug i!l the
orchards fruit-picking. In 1908, when Mr.
Sachse was in office, the Department granted
the rec}uest of the people thd,t the holiday
should be kept a week at Christmas and a
month during the :February-March period .
'l'hat was in vogue for two years until Mr.
Billson, t.he present Minister, came into
power, and he gave an order that the schools
in Mild nra shuuld close at the same time as
the schools in the rest of Victoria.
Tho Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-At the instigation of the Labour pa.rty.
ThB Hon. R. B. RE ES said he was not
allowed to express an opiuion. Anyhow,
the fact was that 4UO summonses bad been
issued at the time to compel children' to
attend school under this new provision. Now
the whole settlement apparently, with cerf aiu
exceptions, were asking the Minister of Public
Instruction to revert to the same position as
formerly, and allow the schools to be closed
during this oppressive period, and the
children to join in fruit-picking and other
work.
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The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of
Public Works).-The answer of the Minister
of Public Instruction to the honorable
mem ber's question is as follows:The question of holidays for the Mildura district
was considered by the Minister in 1909, and the
following is a copy of the decision arrived at. I
am not prepared to depart from that decision : EXEMPTIONS FROM SCHOOL ATTENDANCES DURING
TH.I<J FRUIT, MAIZE, AND HOP'PICKING SEASONS.

The Honorable the Minister of Public Instruction
has approved of the following arrangements in
respect to school attendance during the fruit,
maize, and hop picking seasons:1. In schools situated in fruit, maize, and hopgrowing districts the holidays as provided for in the Regulations must be
observed from 1st March, 1909. The
special·arrangement made with regard
to the Mildura, schools will, however, be
adhered to for this season only.
2. General exemptions from school attendance
will not he granted.
3. Applications for temporary exemptions, the
refusal of which would result in hardship to the parents, will receive consideration where the following conditions exist:(a) That the parent does not enjoy
a m·t annual income of more
than £125
(b) That the child has attained the
age of twelve years
(c) That the child usually attends
regularly.
(d) That the period for which any
exemption is granted is not to
exceed five (5) weeks.
(e) That applications ou the prescribed form be made through
the head teacher.

The I-Ion. R. B. REES stated that he desired to move the adjournment of the House
for the purpose of discussing the answer
given by the Minister to his qll~stion.
Six honorable members having risen in
their places (as required by the standing
order) to support the motioll,
The.Hon. H.. B. H.EESstated thattheanswer
given by the 1\1 inister was, he consid~red,
a very harsh, hard, and ullsatisfactory one for
the settlement of Mildura, and for some other
districts in Victoria in which other honorable members were interested. He (Mr.
Rees) was more particularly illterp.sted in
the continued existellce of the great ind nstry
of fruit-growing in lVIildura. We had it upon
indubitable evidence that the industry
could not be carried on in Victoria unless
parents were allowed to reasonably use the
labour of their children.
He put that
down aA inco!ltrovertible.
It was the
experience of farming, fruit culture, and
certain other industries, that industries in
competition with the rest of the world could
not be carried on s:lccessfully unless a cert.ain
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amount-he would sny t.his with a great deal
of guardedness-of child laLour, as it was
called, could be used. He would take one
ip.dustry that was now langnishing in
Victoria owing to this restriction-the production of olive oil. Yeal's ago, when people
were allowed to get children to pick th~ir
olives, a considerable amount of olive oil was
produced in Victoria.
To-day very little
mdeed was produced in the State. The
industry had practically been crushed ont
by the abolition of what was called
child labour.
The time was approaching when t.he whole of the products of
Mildufa would have overtaken the consumption of Australia. Therefore Mildura was
practically being put on the same footing as
the wheat-growing districts, where people
were producing in competition with the rest
of the world. It did not matter what the
wages of the Indian, or the South Americall,
or the Russian engaged in wheat-growing
might he, wheat-growers in Victol'ia had
to compete with them in the markets of
the world at the world'ti prices. If one grew
a bushel of wheat which was sold in the Old
Country at 4s. 6d. or 5s., the grower would
not get that for it here. The consumer in
Victoria got wheat, and consequently bread,
at the price in London less the cost 0E
taking it there. Therefore the whea.t-grower
here was paid 3s. 6d. or 3s. 7d. for his
wheat. The same position was fast obtaining with regard to the produce of Mildura..
The people there were growing products like
those raised in the south of France and
southern EI~rope', where people were paid a.
wage of Is. a day, and were considered well
paid at that.
ln those cOllntries there
was no restriction on the labour of children
and families. Even the men's wives there
worked in the field.. The only t.hing which
saved Mildura was the duty placed on the
dried fruits which were the products of that
settlement.
But the moment the currants,
raisins, and sultanas produced in Victoria
were in excess of the demand of Australia
the duty became inoperative, exactly as the
duty of 2s. per cental on grain was inoperative in Victoria. We then had to export in
competition with the rest ofthe world. Thanks,
however, to a certain organization by which
the local prices of these products were kept
up, the producers were able to pay the high
wa~e demanded by the Rural Worktrs'
Union and the operatives there. But t.he
time was coming when there would be a burst
up ill this process, and t.hen the intemive
products of Victoria would have to be sold
in competition with the rest of the world, alld
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at prices which would undoubtedly be un- friendly tree. He (Mr. Rees) contended,
remunerative in Victoria at the present, that, not only industrially, but fvr the healt.h
wage standard. We must, therefore, look of the children, the Miui,:ster of Public Invery fully into this question of allowing our struction had done wrong to these Mildura
industries to get along somehow, and we people. Was it not a great wrong to the
must not crush them out by restric- rising generation, and was the ~l inister's
tions under the Education Act and other action helping along in the least the educe\,restrictions placed on the growers. There tion of our children, which we, after aU,
was another point.
Were we doing desired to be accomplished? No honorable
right with the children in the hot districts members believed in child labour, whatever
of Victoria by compelling them to remain in that might mean, as some people iflferred.
these small stuffy dog-boxes of schools we had Did anyone mean to say that these wellin some parts of Victoria when the tempera- educated, and well-circumstanced, people at
tnre~probably was ov.er 100 deg. in the shade? Mildura were going to exploit the labour of
He had been to some of these schools, and their little children?
The Hon. W. J. EVAN-s.-They do it in
he would venture to say that under these
conditions they were very detrimentl:! I to the Western "'Jistrict to-day.
The HOll. R. B. REES said the honorable
the health of the children. It was little
wonder tuat the children seemed to be member might talk about exploitation, bewashed out with the intense heat. What cause perhaps he was an exploiter. People
kind of work could they do in the schools who were not exploiters did .not see so much
during those times? We had the repurts exploitation as one heard mooted by some
of teachers on the subject, and the evi- people. He (Mr. Hees) knew Mildura well,
dence of inspectors wa~ that it would be and he felt strongly that the children there
very much better for the children to be out would be very much better off going just
in the open air, employed in fruit picking along practically in their own way, sitting
or in some other light occnpation, than down beside a vine or a fruit tree, picking the
fruit, or not picking the fruit. They
closed up in the stuffy schools.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-Does any in-:- would be better off in the gardens
than they would be if crowded in the
spector of schools say that?
The Hon. R. B. REES said this was schools during these hot mouths. There
what Inspector R. F. Russell stated with was another matter. What were we educating ollr children for? In :\1ildura, as elseregard to this matter- .
where, there was constantly a pressure on
I have purposely refrained from inspecting schools the children's brain to learn the three R's.
during the very trying hot days of our summer in
the first two months of the year. And when we, But there was another thing they d id ~ot
in Melbourne, suffer so acutely, notwithstanding learn, and that was the work that would face
our fine solid-walled, substantially-roofed build- them in after-life. The children were kept
ings, what must bl; the lot ot those "way back " up to the ageof fourteen years rightuway from
Mallee and northern people in those little miserable
wooden-walled, iron·roofed buildings, mto which the vocations they were intended in after-life
country teachers and children are obliged to go to follow, and one had the sad spectacle to-day
for their daily routine? I strongly recommend of seeing fine children brought up for farming
that there be at least six weeks' vacation at kept at the pen and desk frum the time they
Christmas.
were six years old until they were sixteen or
He (Ml'. Rees) was tt'avelling with another seventeen years old. They were then abinspector last week, and discussed this solutely untitted to go and do the farm work
matter with him. This was Inspector Sax- that their fathers were doing. They drifted
ton, probably one of the best of the in- away to try and find desk work round the
spectors, and a man with a very large cities or towns. The country W'lS being deexperience of northern schools. This officer pleted by this very process uf education. He
distinctly told him that he had reported was sure that nothing could be more
more than once, 'and that the reports were conducive to the well· being of the chpd fell
in the records of the Department, that the than to be given a certain amount of light
schools should be closed up during these hot work during their early life, so that they
months, and that the school vacation should would get into the habit of the work as they
be considerably longer, so that the children grew up. If they were going to be fruitmight be liberated to go and do whatever growers in Mildura why not educate them ill
their parents thought reasonable for them to fruit-growing, in the working part of the
do, such as roaming about the fields and industry, and that education would be _
spending tbeir days under the shadt: of a health-giving process during those mos~
Second Se8Bion 19U.-[6]
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oppressive ml;nths in the north- of Victoria 1
He felt very strongly that the Minister was
doing a wrong; he had been perpetuating
this wrong for two years, and apparently, at
first, wa.s going to continue the wrong this
year. He was doing it against the interests
of the district; and the almost unanimous
desire of the people, and, he ("Mr. Hees)
ventured to say, contrary to the opinion held
by members of this Chamber. He had intended moving a motion, and he hoped it
might be done before the discussion closed,
to the effect that the Miuister was doing
wrong.
The PRESIDENT.-I think the honorable
member will have to give notice.
The Hon. R. B. REES said he thonght the
Government should reconsiuer the decision
of the Minister in that matter and allow the
schools to be closed during the mont.h of
February, as the people were requesting.
The Hon. W. H. EMB LING seconded the
motion. .ije said a great deal was talked by
a certain section of the people regarding child
labour and the awful effects of children doing
light work. He himself was not very many
years old when he started shepherding. From
that he took the position of junior. clerk
and worked with men, and ever since
then he had held his own. The people
of that generatiol) would be perfectly
astonished that any body of men in Victoria should consider that children should
110t help their parents to earn tbeir living.
He repreaented the district of Harcourt and
had known the people of that district for
many years. If honorable members could go
to Harcourt and look at the children they
'would see the healthiest boking children in
If honorable members went
Victoria.
through the Harcourt orchards they would
see the fathers, the mothers and children all
workillg there and healthy and halJpy.
'There was one orchard there whlch was
·neglected.and very different fl'om the others.
:He said to one of his constituents, "That
'is not in so good a condition as the others.
'What is the reason of that ~" His friend replied, " The poor fellow is a bachelor. He has
'to employ hired labour, and that is no good."
He asked the man how many children he' had
himself, and he said he had a dozen.
He (Dr. Embling) did not know of the
people in any constituency in Victoria who
were so happy as those at Harcourt. There
was not a public-honse for miles. The
people there lived on what they produced,
with the exception of tea and sugar, and they
lived together in a patriarchal fashion. If
'one went into the house of a Harcourt resi-
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dent, he would see the father at the head of
the table and one or two of the women who
were helping on the farm all sitting down
togetber in the old fashion. There was 110
talk of polities. If youllg people were COIIfined in a hot room inste3d of helping
their parents, it would ultimately result
The cry
in more harm than good.
was raised by _ those who opposed child.
labour that it simply meant that tbe family
was doing work for wLich grown men and
women should be employed and paid good
wages, but if that were done, they would not
get as good work. Only that week, he had
been in a fruit district, and he saw a lot of
disreputable individuals coming OlLt of a
public-hOlise.
What were they?
They
were the chel'ry-pickers. He would rather
have bis children pick the cherries for him
tnan those men. He would ral her not buy
fruit knowing that it had been picked by the
men he saw. They were the cherry-pickers
who were the favorites of his friend
Mr. Evans. He had been to Mildura several
times with Mr. Melville and knew the district well. It seemed most ludicrous that
we should establish industries which could
only be carried on by family labour and then
seek to stanlp them out by forcing the
families of the farmer to remain idle.
As Mr. Rees had said, what was the
use of educating the country children at
the schools from six years old - to fonrteen or sixteen years old and thell
_expecting them not to do the work. The
-present cry in the cotllltry was t.hat all the
.young people were leaving there and going
to ~\lelbonrne, and that they could not obtain any experience except ill the great
cities. He thought if the children were
allowed to help their parents in the hot
-season it would be a good thing both for the
children and' the country.
The cry was
al ways raised by those who, wished to
spoil the child labour, that the poor children
were milking cows, attending separators, and
then having to go to schGol, where they were
wearied to death. He did not think any two
honorable mem bers had been more through the
-country districts of Victoria than Mr. Melville and he. He had been going through the
country distl'icts -for the pa6t eight year.s,
and he had seen the children doing what was
called work. It was a libel on the fathers
and mothers of the children to say t.hey were
exploiting their children. As a rule, the
children were happy and enjoyed the work,
and were all healthy. The fathers and
-mothers worked with the children, and as
they grew up the children took their places
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on the farms. In Harcourt as soon as the
sons grew up the fathers prepared an
orchard for them.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-I can point to
men from Harcourt who are in the city at
the present time.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLTNG.-That was
very likely. At Harcourt the one aim of the
fathers was to settle their children on the
land.
The Hon. A. BICKs,-They are a splendid
lot of men there.
The Bon. W. H. EMBLING.-They were,
and the same remark applied to the people at
Mildnra. The family life was expanded. It
was a very much better way tt) encourage
these men to grow fruit, and those products
which could only be grown on small blocks of
land, rather than have them wandering about
the city. Mr. EV9.ns was quite right when
he said they could not keep all the boys and
girls there, but the majority were very well
there and
settle
satisfied
to stay
down.
He considered that Mr. Rees
had established a very good case. All
that was asked was that dnring the hot
weather a re-arrangement of the school hours
should be made so that the fathers and
mothers would not be penali~ed, and the
children could help them and learn the
business.
The Hon. W. S. :MANIFOLD said he
thought the reply of the :Minister, to a very
reasonable req llest on the part of the people
in the ."" ildnra district, was most nnsatisfactory. He did not think he had ever heard a
more autocratic and despotic reply to a
question. The Minister did not advance a
single reason why this very reasonable request should not be granted. The petition
made no req nest for extra holidays; they
were left the same as before. The Minister
merely said, " I will Int agree to it, and if
there is any exemption to be allowed at all,
it must be only to parents who have a less
income than £125 per annum."
\-"hat a
dictatorial reply that was! That was simply
to placate the Trades Hall Council. The
matter mllst come to an end. The producers
would not pllt up with that sort of thing for
very long. The tide had already taken a
turn. Take the industry of olive picking;
there was 110 hard work about that. It was an
absurd thing to put on adults to pick olives,
and Mr. Rees was perfectly right in say~ng
tha.t in regard t,o those industries which the
Government. were supposed to he fostering,
they were doing that with the one hand and
preventing them from growing with the other.
The bolstering up. of wages was utterly
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wrong. Anyone who thought it of value
to force an industry to pay additional wages
IDust realize tbat those who received the
additional wages had to pay a higher price
ior each individual arti('le they had to buy
than they did when the wages were lower.
The whole thing was being brought to an
artificial state of inflation that must come
dowll. He thought the .Minister was very
unwise, to say the least of it, to return such
an autocratic aud despotic reply as he had
done, and it would llOt tend to make honorable members favorable to any more powers
being placed in the hands of the Director. If
he had given any reason for refusing to adjust
these holidays they might ha.ve regarded it
differently, but with one stroke of the pen he
wanted to subject children to the same regulation whether they lived in cool or hot
districts. Every Olle was to be jammed
into the 8ame mould. Personally, he (Mr.
Manifold) sympathized entirely with the
desires of the peti tioners.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he would
not have spoken had it not beeu that, from
the remarks of Mr. Hees, it might be inferred that the attitude which that honorable member had adopted corresponded with
the wishes of all other members of the
House. He (Ml·. Evans) thought that the
Minister had done the right thing, although
he might not have done it in the right way.
It would have teen possible to have given a
reply which was not merely a repetition of
that given some time ago. The whole of
the facts had previously been laid before the
Minister by residents of Mildura. Conse·
quently the matter had been thoronghly
thrashed out then. :Mr. Hees had stated
that we had certain indllstries which could
not stand without the assistance of child
labour.
The honorable mem ber also referred to the report of an inspector, who
thought that a longer vacation was in the
interests of the children. He said that
'during the vacation the services of the
children should be utilized in fruit picking.
He (Mr. Evans) should imagine that the
inspector was advocating the introduction
of garden schools, where the children were
more in the open air, than in the small
school buildings.
The Hon. H.. H. S. ABBoTT.-[Ie said
that they should 'have more Q,olida,ys.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said that it
was no holiday for a child to be in a cherry
or apricot tree.
An HONORABLE MEl\IBER.-Oh, isn't it ?
Did you never gu up your neighbour's
trees?
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At any rate, M to.
The Hon. W .•T. EVANS.-Yes, and he as Mr. Hees suggested.
had to show hiR heels too on some occasions. Hees would have to give notice of motioll,
He supposed most boys living along side and it was very doubtful whether it would be
gardens had dOlle the same. Anyone who passed this session. It should not go forth
ha.d picked fruit knew perfectly well that it to the world that the Council was prepared
was no child's work in a climate like that of to support industries which could not exist
Mi!dura. It. might be in the interests of except by exploiting child labour.
parents to save money, by getting their
The HOll. R. H. S. ABBOTT said that
children to do the w~rk. The Minister, the discussion had shown the disad va.ntage of
however, had to take into consideration the bureaucratic methods of dealing not mere1y
welfare of the children. K 0 doubt the sa.me with education, but wit.h many industrial
old cry as had been raised now was heard questions from one centre.
The honorable
when woman and girls were sent down member who had initiated the debate
iuto the mines.
As far as be (Mr. bad shown that certain portions of
Evans) could understand, no objection The ~tate were not governed to the
had been raised to child ren assisting best
advantage
by
uniform
regulatheir parents
in
the
morning and tions, such as were applied by the
evening, and 110 doubt a gGod penny worth Education Department. A gentleman sitwaS taken out of them t~en. 'l'he state- ting ill his office ill Melbourne thought the
ment that perllons living on the land regulations which he drew up were applicexploited child labour had been de- able to every portion of Victoria, irrespective
scribed as a Jibel. An inspector whose of climatic or industrial conditions.
A
duties had kept him ill the \Vestern District serious problem would arise in the northern
for some time had iuformed him that the areas if more consideration was not given to
condition of affairs there in connexion with the actual requirements of the district.
dairyiIlg was something disgraceful, and it had Something like £7,000,000 had been sunk iu
b8en brought about in order to enable very COllnexion with irrigation in the northern
Jarge rentals to be paid for the land. That areas. To make this expenditure remunerastatement could be proved up to the hilt. tive, the Chairman of the State Rivers and
Nothing of the kind should be allowed in "Tater SUPFly Commission said that we must
connexion with the fruit industry. Refer- settle at least 40,000 people there. Now, if
ence had been made to Harcourt, but the those people were to get a living, they must
residents of that locality had 1I0t asked for go in for intense culture, including fruit proany alteration, although there were as fine a duction.
It therefore seemed that ot,her
Jot of people conuected with the fruit districts would be in the same position as
industry there as in any other part of Mildufa if cultivation and closer settlement
Australia.
in the north were to be made a success. In
'1 he Hon. W. L. BAILuEu.-What about 1909, the Government, it would be rememthe bachelor?
bered, had a particularly strong leaning to
The Hon. W. J. EV AKS said the illus- Radical, not to say Labour politics.
Anytration which Dr. Embling had given as to thing which the Bent Government had dOBe
the difficult position in which a bachelor was had to be criticised and upset. To·day, the
J)laced would apply right through the State. Govemment were, in an ent,irely different
It did not seem that the gardens of bachelors position. 'l'hey were in absolute opposition
had been allowed to go to ruin. At Ardmona to the party which they were endeavouring
a large portion of the fruit picking was dont3 to placate or assist at that time. In 1909,
by adult labour. Tn districts within 25 miles they knew that the Government laid themof Melbourne adults were preferred to boys sel ves out to attack the Council part,icufor the work. As far as the lightness of the larly--The PRESIDENT.-I think the honorlabour was concerned he would like to see
I )r. Embling picking fruit for about six able. member is going rather outside the
hours 011 a hot day. The honorable member question.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said he
would soon wish himself back with the RailWilyS Stl-Illding Committee. Those who had would not pursue that aspect of the matter,
done fruit-picking would be quite satisfied although it was important in regard to the
"ith two hours at. it. It was not long ago reply which the Minister had given, which
that Mr. Rees had referred to the enthusiasm was practically a repetition of what he suid
of thp, Director in connexion with the educa- in 1909. Thatattitude had notbeendue toauy
tIOU of children. It would be a great mis- desire to particularly benefit the children or
take if the Council passed a resolution such protect them from any detriment through
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assist-ing their parents in harvesting fruit,
which was suitable and congenial employment. If children were to be prevented
from developing habits of industry and doing
useful work the chances were that their
moral fibre would be sapped as regarded their
:application to any industry in later years.
The honorable member who had introduced
this subject was entitled to the support of
the House. The Governmen t should see
that there was no attempt to make the
.education and industrial efforts of the community absolutely uniform in every portion
()f the ~tate. 1'0 insist on' children in the
snow areas lioing to school during certain
parts of tho winter might be just as dangerous as insisting 0n the attendance of children
at school in snmmer in very hot districts.
Consequently it seemed to him that there
ought t.o be some discretion under these regulations to allow the natural conditions to be
complied witb as well as the requirements OT
education, which all honorable members were
agreed must be complied with. Children
must not be interfered with in connexion with
their attendance at school and the necessity
-of being educated. These were reasons that
might quite well be taken into cOllsideration
by the Government in connexion w.ith this
matter and the reconsideration of the reply
of the Minister. The alteration of the Act,
so as to bring into operation so many school
committees to assist the Governm.ent, must
forJe the Government to give consideration
to the requests of these committees when on
reasona1:>le and safe lines.
The motion for the adjournment of the
House was negatived.
SPECIAL WAGES BOARDS.
ASPHALTERs

ANI)

TAR-PAVERS-COUNTRY
SHOP ASS1STANTS.

A message waR received from the Legislative Assembly intimating that they had
agreed to the following resolntion, in which
they desired the concurrence of the Legislative Council .That it is expedient to appoint a Special Board
to determine the lowest prices or rates which may
be paid to any person or per sons, or classes of per4Sons, employed in the process, trade, or business of
asphalting or tar-paving.

The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public Works) movedThat the message be ta.ken into consideration on
the next day of meeting.

The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said it had
always been the custom of the House to give
a. fortnight's notice in connexion with thesQ
resolutions, except in certain special cases,
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where a week's notice only had been given.
For theMinisterto ask that such an important
matter should be taken into consideration on
the next day of meeting was going too far.
No notioe would really be given to the pnblic
at all.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of
Public Works) said it was not his desire to
ask the HOllse to deal finally with the resolution on the next day of meeting.
He
understood that one of the two resolutions
that were to come before the House had
already been before the Chamber, but he did
not know which one it was. He recognised
that due notice must be given of the one
that had not been before the Chamber.
T he motion was agreed to.
A message was received from the Legislative Assembly intimating that they had
agreed to the following resolution, in which
they desired the conCllrrence of the Legis1).:-

Tha.t it is expedient to appoint a Special Country
Board to determine the lowest prices or rates
which may be paid to any person or persons, or
classes of persons, employed in or in connexion with
a shop (other than a fourth schedule shop) as a shop
assistant, packer, storeman, or carter.

The HOll. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of
Public Works) movedThat the message be taken into consideration on
the next day of meeting.

He said he desired to inform honorable
members that the resolution would not be
taken into consideration finally on the nexi
day of meeting unless the circumstances
warranted it.
The motion was agreed to.
DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE.
ApPOINTl\IENT OF DR. CAlIERON.

Tho Hon. W. J. EVANS asked the
Minister of Public V\T orksWith reference to the proposed appointment of
Dr. Cameron to the office of Director of Agriculture, will he lay upon the table of the Honse all
papers relating to the qualifications and departmental record of tha.t officer, giving date of fir81;
appointment to the Public Service, and subsequent
promotions, together with amount of salary for
each period up to the present time, in order that
members may be fully seised of the merits of the
proposal to make him Director of Agriculture?

The Hon. W. L. BAILLIJ(U (Minister
of Public 'tV orks)-The answer is.
The papers asked for have been laid on the
Library table for the information of members_
The Department of Public Health has furnished
the file relating to the first appointment of Dr.
CtLmeron to the position of Veterinary Inspector in
the Health Department in June, 1896, a.nd to the
period up to January, 1906, when he was transferred to the Department of Agriculture. These
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papers show that Dr. Cameton was first a.ppointed
at a salary of £400 per annum, which was the
maximum of the class to which he was a.ppointed.
The records of the Department of Agriculture
IiIhow(1) That on transfer from the Health Dep:l.rtment to the Agricultural Department
(January, 1906), Dr. Cameron was appointed. as Uhief Veterinary Inspector
under the Milk and Dairy Supervision
Act, to Class B. Professional Division.Salary, £53'i minimum to £600 maximum.-(Gazette 8,2.1906);
(2) that this appointment was for a trial
period, and was confirmed by Order in
Council on 9.8.1906;
(3) subdivisional promotion on 1. 7.1907, with
increase of salary to £558 per annum;
(4) on the amalgamation of the Stock Diseases
Branch with the Dairy Supervision
Branch in February, 19u8, Dr. Cameron
was made head of the Branch, and was
promoted to Class A, Professional
Division, minimum salary, £650; maximum, £700;
(5) subdivisional promotion 1st July, 1909increase of salary to £675 ;
(6) subdivisional promotion, ] st July, 1910increase of salary to £700; and
(7) 13th January, 1911. Appointed by Order
in Council as Acting Secretary for
Agriculture, vice E. G. Duffus, retired;
and as Director of Agriculture from
10.1.11 at a salary of £850, inclus-ive of
£700 paid as Uhief Veterinary Officer.
EPITOME 0.1<' CARl<JER WITH QUALIFICATIO~S_

Born-1866; son of John Cameron, tenant
farmer, of Tortola gate farm, Cumberland, and
Rampside farm, North Lancashire,
Educated at Commercial School, Barrow-inFurness, England, and passed Cambridge Local
Senior Examination at sixteen years.
Pupil in veterinary practice of J. Kendall at
Barrow-in-Furness for three years.
Entered new Veteriuary College, Edinburgh,
1885, and throughout course was either 1st, 2nd,
or 3rd in the class lists in every subject, gaining
the Uhemistry, Botany, and Physiology medals, and
the £20 bursary for best results in tirst and second
professional examinations.
In 1885 gained a £15 bursary from the Highland
and Agricultural Society of Scotland, and took the
first year's course at Edinburgh University for the
B. Sc in Agricuh ure.
In 1888, on qualifying M. R.e. V.S., was selected
with two others to represent the new college in the
Fitzwygram Prize Competition, open to graduates
from all British Colleges, and gained fourth place.
In 1888 acted as Deputy Inspector of Abattoirs
at Edinburgh, and was in practice at Haddington,
Scotland, and Ulverston, England, till 1899.
In l899 was appointed lecturer· on Veterinary
Anatomy, and hospital surgeon at the Melbuurne
Veterinary College.
In 1902 was offend and refused appoil'ltment to
the New South Wales Depar[mellt of Public
Health (see file).
In 1905 was appointed, frum amongst twentythree qualified applicants, to the position of the
Dunedin Public Abattoirs, and Veterinary Inspector of Dairies to the Dunedin City Council.
In "1906 appointed Veterinary Inspector to the
Victorian Department of Public Health (see tile.)
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The selection for this appoint.ment. was made by
a joint Committee, consisting of Professor Allen,
Dr. Shields, Government Medical Officer, and pro
Gresswell, Chairman of the Board of Health.
The candidates included two officers within the
Service (Dr. A. A. Brown and Mr. W. J'. Oothpr,
V. S.) and ele\'en oth ers, and the Board of Health
in forwarding the Selection Committee's recommendation to the Public Service Board statedHe (Mr. Cameron) has numerous and excellent
testimonia.ls. He was, requested to
apply for the post by the Veterinary
Surgeons Society of Victoria. He h30S.
written able and valuable papers, showing clearly his grasp of the questions,
which he would nE:ed to deal with as.
Veterinary Inspector.
'l~here is no
doubt whatever in our minds, or in the
minos of Professur Allen, Dr. Shields,
and Dr. Gresswell, that he is far and
away the most suitable of the applicantS'for the post.
MAJOR DEPARTMENTAL WORK.

During his connexion with the Victorian Government Stlrvice, Dr. Camerun's major work includes :Drafting-in conjunction with Dr. Gresswellthe Meat tlupervision Act 1900, and the Milk and
Dairy Supervision Act 1905;
The administration of the Meat Supervision Act
from 1900 to 1906 ;
The administration of the Milk and Dairy
Supervision Act from 1906 to 1911 ;
The administration of the Stock Diseases Act
and the Federal Quarantine Act (animals from
1908 to 1911) ;
The initiation [j,nd administration of the stallion
inspection scheme, which has been adopted in all
the other States;
The organization of the staff and work of the
Stock and Dairy Supervision Branch of the Departmen t of Agriculture ;
Acting association in the establishment of the
University Veterinary Sc1:001 and Research' Institute.

WYUNA STATE FARM.
The Hon. "V. J. EVANS called the
attention of the Honorable the Commissioner·
of Public Works to the following letter in
the Argus of November 29th:WYUNA STATE FARM.
Wyuna State Farm.
November 27.
To the Editor of the A1·gus.
Sir,-In t.he Argus of Friday it was stated that,.
"Dr. Cameron said that he had been unable tOo
obtain books showing the revenue from the farm,
though two accountants had been sent up with the
object of producing a statement." As clerk at the
farm, I wouhllike to state that the bookkeeping
is dune, not here, but by the Department in Melbourne, we sending them, fortnightly, a complete
list of al1 moneys received. For our own convenience we keep a record of the date, particulars, and
amount of all receipts issued, and had the accountants, who knew the books were kf,pt in tOWll, asked
us if we had any record of the receipts, it would
have only been a question of adding up, and they
could have had the returns for the whole or anT
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period since May 29, 1906, i,e" for the whole time
Mr. Tolley was the manager.-Yours etc.
BASIL

R.

DAVIES.

and askedWhether it is a fact that the writer has been
,dismissed the service? If so, at whose instigation,
and for what reason?
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister
-of Public Works).-The reply isIn connexion with the changes of staff incidental
to the placing of the Wyuna Irrigation Farm under
new management, it was found that Basil Davies'
services were redundant. lJavies acted as groom
and clerk. The manager now in charge intimated
that he could well undertake the small amount of
-clerical work to be done, and that on the appointment of a head ploughman resident on the farm,
Davies' services were not required.
On recdving this informa~ion, the ~1inister
-directed that Davies' services should be dispensed
with, as was just previously done in the case of
another employe, and as one of the steps towards
economy in management.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-And it was
done by telegraph.
SESSIONAL ARRANGEMENTS.
DAYS AND HOURS OF MEETING-ORDER
OF BUSINESS.
The HOll. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public Works) movedThat Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday in
each week be the days on which the Council shall
meet for the despatch of business during the pre·
sent Session, and that half· past four o'clock be the
hour of meeting on each day; that on Tuesday and
Thursday in each week the transaction of Govern.
ment business shall take precedence of all other
business; and that on Wednesday in each week
private members' business shall take precedence
.of Government business.
The motion was agreed to.
APPOINTMENT OF STANDING
COMMITTEES.
On the motion of the Bon. W. L.
BAILLIEU (Minister of Public Works),
the following Standing Committees for the
:session were constituted as under : STANDING ORDEHS COMl\fITTEE.-The
Honorables the PresidE;ut, J. Balfour, J. D.
Browll, E. J. Crooke, F. Hagelthorn, T. C.
Harwood, "Valter S. Manifold, D. E.
McBryde, E. Miller, and T. H. Payne.
PARLIAMENT
BUILDINGS COr.IlIITTEE
(J OIN'f). -The Honorables the President,
J. G. Aikrnan, W. L. Baillieu, A. McLellan,
. .and W. Pearson.
LIBRARY
COl\DIITTEE
(JOINT). - The
. Honorables the President, W. A. Adamson,
Dr. ,W. H. Embling, D. Melville, and A. O.
·achse.
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REFRESHMENT
Roo:us
COMMITTEE
(JOINT).-The Honorables W. J. Evans, A.
Hicks, J. Y. McDonald, R. B. Rees, and J.
Sternberg.
PRINTING COMMITTEE.-The Honorables
the President, R. H. S. Abbott, T. Beggs,
F. W. Brawn, W. L. R. Clarke, W. H.
Edgar, J. P. Jones, W. Little, J. McWhae~
and J. Sternberg.
PETITIONS.
Two petitions from certain electors in the
Sta.te of Victoria, praying that a Bill be
passed providing for a referendum on the
subject of Scripture lessons in State schools,
were preseu ted by the HOll. T. C. HARWOOD.
THE GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.
The debate (adjourned from the 4th inst.)
on the Hon. H. I;kinner's motion for the
adoption of an Address in-Reply to the
Governor's speech, was resumed.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-\Vhen the
debate was adjourned the other evening, I
think I was just touchiug upon the subject
of immigration.
1. regret that the
. Governor's speech, although of course
necessarily short, did not contain any reference whatsoever to immigration, which
appears to have begun successfully in this
State. If there is one thing that we
require more than anything else in Lhis
community, it is labour. "Ve, certainly require suitable labour' for fruit growing,
and at present we have not !rot that
~
suitable labour. The whole tendency in the
past has been for people to come from the
country districts in very great numbbrs, and
locate themselves in the city. Th~y are
found in the city filling it up, while the
country is being. neglected. The Government is to be commended for what it has
done in th,e way of ii:nmigratio~ ; Lut I cannot
commend it for the great work it has left
undone. It is well known that people are
ellligrat,ing from' England, and going to the
sister f:;tates to a larger degree than they are
coming to Victoria. This points to some
serious defect ill the Government programme
as regards immigration. It stands to reason..
that if we want Victoria to progress, we must
have more people than we have at present.
The Government should quicken their steps
in that direction· if Victoria is not to be
lagging behind the o.ther States. We know
that New South Wales has a largely inoreasing population by means of immigration. In
. Viotoria that.is not true to t~e sam~ <;lxten~.
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Of all the States in Australia where iipmigration can be more properly carried on, and in
a climate mOdt suitable for people coming
from cold climates, Victoria is not rec'3i ving
the number of immigrants it should. The
Government have not approached the subject
with that degree of importance it demands.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN.-Do you think
Mr. Murray would do any better as AgentGeneral?
The Hon. A. O. SACHS E.-No. I think
it is a different system that is required.
There is too much antagonism going on in
England in the way of counter attractions.
Tho whole object of the Government in the
past has been to get immigrants from England. It seems to be a mistaken policy to
take away people from the Old Country and
bring them here without being able to place
them.
The Hon. W. L. BAILUEu.-They are
going away by hundreds of thousands to
Canada, and we might get some of them.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-If we could
only get them.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-We are
trying to get them. .
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-I think
those people are better than what we get
here.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLlEu.-The authorities are against you.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.~I cannot
agree with the honorable gentleman. He is
fresh' from the scene.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I am not
speaking from that experience, but from t.he
~orrespondence here.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-The people
coming out here are not the farm folk
we require. I think the Danes ac.d Finns
would make our finest settlers. We cannot
expect many Germans to come out, as they
are experiencing great prosperity in their
own country.
The Fren(;h are a nonemigrating race, and they would certainly
not leave La Belle France in allY great
numbers. But we can go to Finland. If the
Government would attract the attention of'
:Finland, I think they would get a class of
most docile people who at present are
working under a "egimq they utterly dislike.
They are ground down nnder a despotic rule.
They would come out here and make themselves quite happy. I have .had a little
experience, as a visitor to that country,
and, I think, Finns would make the most
excellent immigrants Victoria could get.
We cannot· expect to get immigrants from
Norway in any large numbers, as they are a
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very busy people, and they are not an a~ri
cultural people. The Norwegians are prillcipally water traffic men, whi 1st the Swede is
going as much as possible into manufacturing
in his own country. Manufacturing there is
goil1g ahead in such a way that it cannot be
expected that a large population will leave
there and come here. The next matter I
would like to speak about is the electrification of the railways. I presume that was included in the "cover·all" statement tha.t
there would be a Public Works Loan ApplicatiGll Hi11, and the authorization of the construction of important railway lines. I think
there is a certain amount of mixed feeling in
connexion with the duplication of the railways. I do not know whether I personally
have any mixed feeling on the subject of electrification, but I
cannot..
help
saying
that
I
consider
the
au bnrhan lines should be electrified
without duplication being made at the same
time. That should be put over for a certain
number of years. With electrification, far
more trains than at present could be run.
We might electrify the lines first. and then
see whether duplication of the lines is reo
quired. I am rather of the opinion that
duplication will not be required for a great
many years. I t is said that a sum or
£2,500,000 or £3,000,000 is to be spent on
the elect.rification of the railways in the State.
One does not like to keep back progress~
but rather to see the State go forward as
much as possible, but there are country interests to be considered. I do not know
whether we are treating the country
people, in regard to their railways, with
a sufficient amount of consideration. It
is very easy to say, "Electrify all the
State railways and borrow £3,000,000 to
do it with." That is aU right for the city
people, and I do not complain about that-it
is just as well to have it. In many respects
it is a great improvement on the old system
of steam-engines; but I do say at the same
time that the public in the country do not
look with satisfaction on the expenditure or
£3,000,000 in the city, which they consider
is already crammed with conveuiences. I
had occasion to travel down by rail
from my own province, and if some members
will try the same experience they will know
what inconvenien0e means, and what tremendous delay is incurred ill reaching a spot
so close to Melbourne as Macedon. It is no
wonder that the people in the country would
look askance at an expenditure of £3,000,000
sterling down here. The Government wants
to put its countrY'house in order as well as its
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city mansions. Assuming that a loan is to
be floated, and that a certain amount is for
-country districts, better passenger accommodation, better engines, lower freights, and
certainly better cattle and sheep trucks
should be provided. The way in which
truckage goes on in regard to cattle and
sheep amounts almost to a disgrace.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-They require
a quicker service.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-~ome people
13hould see the way in which the live animals
are treated before being brought down to the
abattoirs. The animals are packed in trucks,
and exposed and jammed together in all
weathers.
I think there is something
degrading to the human mind to see how
the dumb animals are treated in transit.
I will touch on this a little later, when I come
to the question of refrigerating chambers in
the city. In the meantime, I think we
-certainly should give more attention to the
-collvenience of the country than we have
given lately. As I said before-and I want
to be emphatic-I do not want to put the
slightest obstruction in the way of this
matter. I would rather help the Government. But, hand in hand with that expenditure, we want an equivalent amount of
{lonvenience and commercial facilities to go
to the country districts which are without
them today. There is another item in the
speech-in fact, I think it is the only item in
the speech-referrillg to the Public Works
Loan Application Bill. I presume that that
will carry with it our friend of the last
session-the refrigeratillg works to be put
up here. I do not know whether it is tiine
to let a sleeping dog lie, or whether we
should not now get together the evidence
that was spoken of the last time the House
discussed this question.
There is an
enormrus amount of contradiction going on
in this matter. I have taken the trouble,
·during the !::Ihort recess, to go amongst the
people in the butter trade and the meat
trade, and I find that the statements
which have been mane to this House on the
part of the Government are !lot borne ont by
the statements made by the people interested
largely in these trades.
They say, for
instance, that the Government, in making
the statement to the House at the time that
they paid the City Council a lal:ge sum of
money as rent for their works, omitted to
state that included in that price or payment
was the whole of the service for the management of these works.
The Hon. J. D. BRowN.-I explained that
fully.
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The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-I have
looked in vain for the explanation.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD.-I think
every honorable member understood that.'
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.- I did not
understand so at the time, and I listened
carefully_ That quite discounts the statement as to the cost going on at the present
time, and the justification for putting up
opposition works to compete with these
works. Another statement made by the
trade is that the existing works are more
than ample, and that they are not properly
occupied dliring the hot season. With these
facts before them, it will be well for the
House to ruminate on this position, and to
consider whether it does not require the
appointment of a ~elect Committee of this
House, or, better still, a Royal Commission,
to make an inqniry so that t.he mRtter might
be dealt with in the light of full information
next session.
The Hon. R. B. R EES.-If that statement
about the space not being occupied is correct,
why send lambs to Geelong?
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-I will come
to that. A large section of those interested
in the trade point out, and people in the
country point out, that these works should
not all be crammed in Melboume.
The Hon. W. 1';. MANIFOLD.-'\iVe must
have a depot
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.- We already
have an enormous depot down here.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Where?
The Hon. A. O. S.ACHSE.-The honor:..
able member will not have to go very far to
find what I say, because there are already
the works established in Melbourne by the
City Council, and AnE-liss and Company
also have enormOllS works. But I need not
go into details. If the honorable member
makes inq uiries-The Hon. R. B. REEs.-I have been at it
for three months.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-I can see no
benefit in having the whole of these works
crammed in Melbourne.
We have the
Harbor Trust at Geelong to-day canying on
refrigerating works, and sllcceeding in this
business.
Why should we not also have
works at \Vesternport Bay and in the northeast, and up in the country district.s ?
The Hon. J. D. llRowN.- \Vill you assist
the Government to put them there?
'rhe Hon. A. O. SACHSE. - )lost
distinctly, but to bring the animals in trucks
to Melbol1rne in the manner described is a
different matter to driving the animals
quietly to works in the vicinity, and so
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producing the carcases in the finest condItion.
There is another point. I am told by the
tanning people in the country that they have
to get a large quantity of their skins from
Melbourne.
That is to say, the animals
from their districts have to be brought to
Melbourne and the skins have to be sent
back, with the freight added.
The Hon. R. B. R}t~}t:s.-Mr. Abbott had
to close up on that account.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-Mr. Abbott
can speak very well for himself. I fail to
see why we should not have the works near
where the animals are raised, and the rarcases brought down in a frozen condition to
the seaboard.
There would then be less
handling, and there wonld be a saving in expense, and by that means we should at once
arrive at a condition of decentralization so far
as this industry is concerned. The next thing
I will refer to is a matter that has some connexion with the elections which have just
taken place. Honorable members will recognise that the women's votes have played
a very important part for the first time
in Victoria. I must own that I had misgivings at one time as to what the
women's vote would produce, and I honestly
opposed womanhood franchise for a long
time because I did not think that the duty
involved in voting should be imposed on
women, who had other duties in the other
walks of life. The result of the women's
vote to me is an absolute surprise, and I
think it has justified this extension of the
franchise.
The Hon. 'V .•T. EVANs.-They have still
'the same duties to perform.
The Hon. A. O. 8ACHSE.-I know that,
but, 'as with everything else in life, thrllgs
have settled down, duties are arranged in
ot.her ways, and what appeared to be an
incubus has come to be a mere matter of
daily duty. The election appears to have
fallen into good hands with the women.
Th0 Hon. R. B. REEs.-Mr. EvanB has a
different opinion.
The Hon. A. O. SA CHSE.-There is
something paradoxical in the fact that the
Labour party, who were strong supporters of
the women's vote, are the party who have
not benefited by it. Of course, it is the
Liberals who really brought in the women's
franchise, but the Labour party were very
strong supporters of it, and I think I could say
that they have altered their opinion as much
from their point of view as I have changed
mine from my original point of view. The
result of the elections clearly shows that the
women oan think for themselyes, t.hat they do
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not necessarily follow their husbands in
voting, and that the women's vote has really
not resulted in giving the husbands a doublevote.,

The Hon. R. R. RKEs.-The honorable·
member will alter his opinion about the proposed Government cool stores direetly.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-If Mr. Hees
can alter my opinion on that subject I shaH
be very glad indeed.
His logic in the past
has not succeeded in doing that. The question of the cost of living comes up, and I
think that consideration of that question
must be mixed up with the women's franchise. The women have to stand the brunt.
of the high cost of living. They feel the
household pinch much more than the
men do. ::;ixpence to the wife is afar more important matter than sixpence is to the husband. As a rule
the man spends the money pretty freely on
inconsequential things, while the woman
exercises great care in this matter, and makes
her expellditure generally with a great deal of
consideration. When you come to the cost
of living there iR no doubt that there must.
be some serious result. As .Mr. Mallifold
stated, there must be an end to it. It stands
as an actual corollary that if you raise the
cost of labour-and our friends over in the
Curner say that labour produces all thlllgSall things required for living must be enhanced in cost. We have this particular
position in trade. Supposing a baker's assistant demands an increase eq ui valent to a.
farthing a loaf.
The ~mployer says "I
cannot give it, as there are fifty of you." The
assistant replies "Stick it on the goods."
That sounds very pretty. It is stuck on the
goods. The baker does not put a fart.hing
on the goods. No man can sell a thing for
precisely what he is paying for it, so instead
of putting on a farthing he puts on a halfpenny. The journeyman's wife says she does.
not care, because her husband will be receiving 3B. a week more, and as the increased
CORt of the bread is only a Is. or Is. 6d. she
is still Is. 6d. to the good. But the butcher
comes along, and his charges amount to an
extra Is. Then the firewood man and the·
other tradesmen add on somet hing. Everything that has to be bought for a woman'shousehold has something added on to the
price, until, in a few vcry weeks, she is payin(~
away more than the 3s. that was added to herhusband's wages, and she now finds she is.
worse off than before he got this magnificent.
rise.
The Hon. A. HICKS.-Do yon mean tCt
say that the business man is not better off r
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'The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-He is not.
The HOll. A. HICKS.- You said he put on
1\ halfpenny to make up the farthing.
The Hon, A. O. SACH~E.-No man can
pay an extra farthing and only charge a
farthing more. Where you put on a farthing
,you must charge a halfpenny.
.
The Hon. A. HICKs,-He must be better
off t.hen.
The Hon, A. O. SACHSE.-There is the
added expense and the increased cost of
living to himself, and also the extra cost of
.labour and the shorter hours, as well as the
interference arising from Labour legislation,
which may be good, but which does interfere
in the q nestion of the cost of liviug. If the
·cost of living is to go on increasing, and we
have to pay more and more for our goods,
we shall necessarily have to add it on to the
price of what we produce.
We will take
the case of the men engaged in the rabbiting industry, which depends absolutely on
the selling price of the skins in the Old
Country. It would be possible to sacrifice
that industry which, I am tuld, is a very large
<me. I have been informed at the Railway
Department that it gives a more magnific~nt
contribution to the freightage on our railways
than most people realize. Are we to have the
cost of living go up until we wipe out that
indus~ry, or other rural industries in the
State? In the case of people engaged in producing wheat and other primal'y industries,
the prices cannot be raised in the local
market, as they depend absolutely on the
prices in the world's market.
As :;\:11'.
Manifold stated, there must be an end to this
kind of thing, and it would be well for us to
look at the matter in this way to see if there
is not some better method of dealing with
the position. I will do all that I can, because
I believe that it must be the desire of any
'Christian man to try to raise those who may
be down-trodden, but, you must not do that in
such a way' as to produce poverty for other
people, or keep the country hack. I believe
that the surest way would be to keep down
the cost of living, and not to raise wages.
The working man in Great Brita.in has al ways
recoglli~ed that principle.
He has never
cared what his wages were if' he could live
more cheaply and better on those wages th9.n
people could on higher wages in other parts
of the world. He also recognises that if he
has a low wage his employer can compete
successfully with other nations.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-He has lately
been going on strike.
The I-Ion. A. O. ~ACHSE.-Much as I
<cherish the Old Country, and much as I
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would help her, I cannot but feel anxious
about the future of the Old Country, if she
gets into the turmoil that appears to be COIlling over her. I do not know what the
future will be if strife continues to be stirred
up in the Old Country, as we have seen
lately to be the case by reports in newspapers. I think that, so far as we are concerned in Australia, .we shall have to be
guarded in our labour legislation, and particularly on the question of cutting down the
hours of work, because that seems to. open up
the worst feature of all. We should be more
careful on the question of a proper and
moderate, but full, amount of work being
done, than on the question of wages that
are being paid, because, unless the industries are prosperous, good wages can·
not be paid to the men engaged ill them.
If we do not observe that principle, and if we
make the conditions such that the industry
cannot stand, we shall have a smash up in our
indnstriallife. Mr. Manifuld's words, I think,
were pregnant with meaning, and had much
~oresignificancethan appeared 011 the surface.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-I congratulate
the Government on having taken up a position in defence of the State. I have nO.tired that
Ministers have sincerely defended t.he rights
of the ~tate wherever they have gone. More
than one member of the Government has been
travelling in Great Britain. It is a pity that
more members cannot afford to travel. After
the speech of Mr. Sachse on eleotrification,
I would be very glad if he could go to the
Old Country to consider how things are done
there. Notwithstanding that two good men
have been to the Old Country recently, I am
sorry that, while Mr. Sachse to-night indicated that this great electrifiJation that is to
take place here, absorbmg £3,000,000 of
money, is approved by him, he finished
up by recommending the Government to consider the country interests.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-N'O; I said,
" As well." Hand-in ·hand I meant.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-I am glad
you put that construction on it, then.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSI<:.-Yes, I was
very careful to say it. Hansard will prove
what I sa,id.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-The expenditure of £3,000,000 seems to me utterly
ridiculous. I have come to the conclusion
that this kind of dilly-dallying with electricity
is very absurd. Electricity is having a.
tremendous effect in every country in the
world except our own.
Our ordinary
mechanical a,ppliances are standing still
to-day because of the want of electricity.
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The Hon. W. L. BAIJ.L1KU.-You would
not say that, industrially, we are going back
in consequence of that?
The Hon. D. MELVILLE. - I say
without any hesitation that, industrially, we
are going backward for the want of the
newer machinery, and by reason of what is
going on ill England and other parts of the
world. 1 would like to quote what is being
done in Berlin, in order to show what they can
do there in generating electricity, and surely
the same could be done in our little
:Melbourne. What is being done in Berlin
in that direotion, is shown in the latest
edition of the En.qinee1·. The electric
locomotive is taking the place of an ordinary
locomotive, by which process there is a
tremendous saving. I consider what is
possible with electrioity in Berlin should be
possible here.
r t is 3dmitted that in
Victoria we can develop electricity with our
brown coal, charcoal, and waste timber
from our forests, at a cost of between a
farthing and a halfpenny pet· unit.. In
a city of the size of Melbourne it is surprising that more machinery is not worked
by electrical power. It can be worl~ed in
tbat way more cheaply, and more cleallly.
Is there any city in the world of the pretentions and the size of Melbourne so destitute of proper means of transportation for
the workers? At Leith, they are establishing a railless railway f0r the purpose. Here
we have thousands of workers who are not
provided with proper means of ge~ting to
their work. In 1898 this House took up the
question of electrification, and to-day we have
only arrived at the stage when the Government are considering the matter, and calling
for tenders. A t least another two years
must elapse before the necessary plant can
be provided. Representatives of the Government saw what has been done at Aberdeen,
" Bradford, Leeds, and Glasgow. There the
workers can travel at from ~d. to ld. a mile.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLlEu.-They probably travel here at a penny per mile.
The Hon. D. MEL VILLE.-In France
one can travel 8 miles for a penny. In
somo part!'; of Leeds a return ticket over 5
miles can be got for a penny. What a
different state of things exists in Melbourne.
This morning, I came along in a cab drawn
by one horse. Owing to it being such a wet
morning, there were fourteen in the vehicle.
That shows the necessity for providing
mechanical traction. People went t.o the
outer suburbs, and took up workers' homes,
understanding that the Government would
provide railwa.y facilities, but that has not
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been done, Il.nd they have to travel a mile
and a half to cat~h a tram, on which they
contend that proper
are charged 2d.
means of transportation to the outer suburbs
should be provided. In that way the congestion in the city would be relieved, and
slums done away with.
Macaulay-road is
only 8 feet above the level of the sea, and
in 2 miles the train gets 500 feet above the
sea level. Let honorable members think of
the il1nmense power required to stop
those 20-ton carriages at various stations.
as
they proceed down that incline.
Now, in Germany, where they wanted all
their money to build Dreadnoug-hts, the engineers have found it far better to use an electric locomotive instead of tbe ordinarv steamengine, the other rolling-stock rem~ining as
it is. The electric locomotive has sufficient
power to get up pace at once, whereas a steamengine has to travel a quarter of a mile before it attains full speed. The condition o·t
many of our industries is involved in these
matters. Reference was made to-night to
the employment of children in fruit-picking.
Now, that is very different from the employ
ment of children in factories in the city.
Children thirteen years of age have been thus
engaged. I would like to point out that a
revolution has taken place in educational
methods. The very thing which has been
condemned by some honorable members tonight is the very thing which is being taught
under the new education. Children are instructed to perform the work of their fathers.
and others in the garden.
The Hon. J. p, JONI<:s.-Not to be exploited.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-I have a
grave suspicion that the Labour party in
discussing this question were not altogetheF
actuated by sympat.hy for the children.
Immediately the employment of children was
restricted the 'rrades Hall battalions appeared in M ildura, and struck for higher
wages. Is it not rather a matter for more
pay, than of sympathy with the children 1
Is it supposed that parents will work their
children to an injurious extent? '1'here may
be exceptions, but that is not generally the
case. The men who went to M ildura
originally did so because they thought it
was a place where their children could be
employed and taught an industry I kne
a collector on the rail ways who had lost
hilS wife, leaving him with the care of six
children. He asked me about Mildura,
He afterwards, I
and he went there.
believe, married a woman with other
children. At any rate, when the col-
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lector died, the children saved their block.
They are in Mildura yet, and they are block
owners to-da.y. If l he father and mother do
their work properly, they will take care of
the children, and nothing pleases pare 1 ts
better than to get their sons or daughters to
follow them in their industry or business.
I know in Scotland I noticed that the
father was always careful that his boy and
girl were taught to work at an early age. It
is the same with children as with horses. If
a horse is not broken-in at an early age, It is
difficult to break him in at all. .No man who
has reared a family would talk the nonsense
that the Labour party talk. I am proud to
see children going into the orcha.rds and
helping with the work. The education that
the children get in the schools up to 14 years
of age is not an that they require.
They
must be taught some industry, and their
habits must be formed. I am glad that Dr.
Embling took the questioll up.
The HOIl. W. H. E:MBLI~G.-You have
improved on iL immellsely.
The Hon. D. ]\IELVILLE.-Every one is
in favonr of a fair wage being paid.
The Hon. W .•r. EVANs.-What is a fair
wage '1
The Hon.
O.
ME LVILLE.-That
depends on the man: 1 want to see the
man before I answer that question. I am
sorry for the Labour pctrt.y becanse now and
again they have to rattle otf this sort of
thing. There is not hil.lg to complain of in
the Governor's speech. It is a short one.
The Government ha,ve not put a whole lot of
stun: in it, seeing that the session is to last
only a few weeks. The Government must
stand by the State in regard to the Savings
Bank. We mnst have 0111' Savings Bank
that was originated 200 years ago by private
enterprise. We must not have our Savings
Bank raided, but in that respect 1 have no
fear that the present G0vern~ent will not do
what is right.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR.-I was very
glad indeed that Mr. Rees called attention
to the unusual way in which the Govemor's
speech concludes.
I do not intend to
elaborate the matter, as Mr. Hees has done
it for me. I t is most unusual for the
Governor to say, "I beg to express the
earne\3t hope that your labours may tend to
the welfare and happiness of the people,"
without a reference to the ble!:!sing of Divine
Providenc3, which ~as always, as far as I
can recollect, beeu in the Governor's speech.
It is well that this has been called attention.
to, and I hope we shall not have such an
omission again. I rose chiefly to refer to
1
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what I think a very important mat.ter. Today we have had an alllSwer from the Education Department that Mr. Alanifold spoke
of as being ver'y autocratic. and almo!';t
despotic.
1 wish now to refer to an
answer by another Department to a question put by.M 1'. Evans, and this' answer l
say is much more autocratic, and indeed
I might use a stronger expression. I at once
acquit the Minister of Public Works of allY
blame in the matte.r. Hfl gave us exactly
what was given to him, but I say it was a
very inaccurate representation of the fact ..;.
I have in my hand what Mr. Evans asked.
His question was in regard to the dismissal
of Mr. Basil R. Davies, who had written a
letter to the Arg~ts, which appeared in it, I
think, on the 29th November. HOllorable
members hl;l.\'e probably all read the letler,
which is reproduced on the notice-paper
to day. It was a letter written by Mr.
Davies, who was engaged on the Wyuna
I rrigatioll Farm. He wrote it as a man
would who felt that his chief was being misrepresented. Whether he was wise ill doillg
it was another matter. Whether any blame
was attachable to him because he was in
receipt of Govemment pay is another
matter, but as to the form of the lotter, alld
the matter in it, I say it is greatly to his
credit that he said what he did. There
seemed to Le a very strong dispositioll to
atbwk the management of the farm .. Things
were said, aft.er Mr. Tolley had left the
farm, I hat were extremely unsatisfactory,
so much so that I was misled into the
belief that the state of affairs was very
bad.
There was one thing a farming
man spoke to me about, and I felt inclined to agree with him. One thing said
was that there was machinery there lying
idle; there was a machiue for chaifcutting, a
fine big machine lying there rustillg, and yet
they engaged by contract to cut the chaff to
send to Melbourne. 1 thought that was a
serious charg8. I new find, on further inquiry, that this was a machine that had been
lying there a long time, that was useless, ana
would not cut mere than 5 tons of chaff in
a day, whilst they wanted 50 tOllS a day cut.
It was cheaper to do the work by cOlltract.
This machine was not sent up at the request
of Mr. 1'01ley, but was really sent against
his will.
'Ve are told that agricnl ture was
negleGted,. but, on inquiry, I find that they
had only two draught mares, both in foal,
that they did all the work they could with
them until they foaled, and that they could
not get draught horses to do the work.
Since Mr. 1'olley went away, or just when
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he was leaving, there were eight draught
Then 40 tons of manure
WaS sent up, and he could not get mallure

horses sent up.

Honorable members
when he was there.
have seen Mr. Tolley's letter, which appeared
in the Argu~.
It waS written on the 28th
November, and appeared in the Arg'u,s on the
30th.
He points out that he could not
get what he wanted to work the farm, and
that that was one reason for it if the farm
did not pay. Another reason was that
he did not think he was sent there to
make it pay, but rather to teach those who
He was further
were sent up to him.
told to employ any immigrants about,
::l,nd oftentirrJes he would rather not have
had them. Perhaps, some honorable memhers will be somewhat amused at th~ bright
jntelligence of some of these immigrants.
One of them went to the manager to ask for
the loan of a horse and trap to bring in some
cows that had been bought, and the manager
s:\,id, " Yes, certainly." A covple of men ~ot
the horse and trap and went away to bring
in the cows, but before going they asked, "Is
it a quiet horse," and the reply was, " It is a
very quiet horse, but take care the rein does
not get under its tail." As they were coming
back with the cows a heavy shower came on,
and down jumped one of the men, and, taking
off his coat, covered the horse's tail with it
lest the rain should get nnder the tail. This
was the sort of men Mr. Tolley was obliged to
put on. It is scarcely fair to expect any
man to make a farm pay under such circumstances. In the letter that Mr. Tolley wrote
tQ the Argus, he gi ves his reasons for saying
that he was unfairly dealt with in regard to
the farm, and finishes up by sayingI 00 not intend being drawn into a newspaper
controversy, but court the very fullest inquiry necessary. All I as!l is that, in any contributions to the
press, the rule may be observed of "playing the
game."
,

That rule ha.s llot been observed.
He also
says that the accounts were kept in Melbourne
One complaint made was
against his will.
tha.t, thollgh Dr. Cameron went up to look at
the farm, he was unable to obtain the books
and could get no information. Mr. Tolley
says," This is obviously a slip, as I showed
the books to Dr. Cameron;" and now comes
the great crime that led to the instant dismiss~l of 1\1 1'. Basil Davies. 11r. Davies saw
this complaiut about the accouuts, and, knowing the facts, he wrote to the editor of the
ATgU.<; in this formSIR,-In the Argus of Friday it was stated that
"Dr. Cameron said that he had been unable to obtain books showing the revenue from the farm,
ihough two accollntants ha.d been sent up with the
Hon. J. BalfO'Ur.
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object. of producing a statement." As clerk at the
farm, I (would like to state that the bookkeeping
is done, not here, but by the Department in Melbourne, we sending them, fortnightly, a complete
list of all moneys recei\'ed. For our own COllvenience we keep a record of the date, particulars,
and amount of all receipts issued, ann had the
account}lnts, who knew the books wel'e kept in
town, asked us if we had any record of the receipts,
it would ha.ve only been a question of addillg up,
and they could have had the returns for the whole
or any period since May 29, 1906, i.e., for the
whole time Mr. Tolley was manager.-Yours, &c.,
BASIL

R.

DAVIES.

That was dated the 27th November. It
appeared on the 29th, and· on the 30th the
following telegram reached the farm, after Mr.
Tolley had left : D. 'Vhite, Wyuna.-Minister directs that Basil
Davies be dismissed at once, with a week's pay
in lieu of notice.-Signed, CAMERON, Agricultural
Department.-30/11/11.

I am prepared to say that Mr. White was
utterly astonished when he received that telegram. Instead of expecting that the man
would be dismissed, he was expecting Davies
to be continued on.
What was Davies' history? Basil Davies has a brother older than
himself. The family is exceedingly well known
to me. The father, who lately died, was
The
one of my most intimate friends.
elder brother first went up to Wyuna and
paid to be received as a student on the farm.
He was not there long before .Mr. Tolley
found Iiim so good that he took him on and
paid him a regular wage. Davies was kept
there until he had learnt the business, and
then he got a position in New South Wales
as overseer, I think, on a station. Then
the younger brother, Basil Davies, thought
that he also would like to learn a.griculture,
and to benefit, like his brother, from Mr.
rrolley's teaching. Mr. Tolley was eleven
years at Mildura doing irrigation work, and
five years and a half at Wyuna. He wa::;
told to produce a good irrigation farm there ..
He is now employed at a very much higher
salary by the Government of New bouth
""Vales, Hnd that was not the only offer he
received. The younger brother Davies went
to Wyuna, but not as a student, as his
brother had done.
Mr. Tolley was so
satisfied with the ability that had been
displayed by the elder brother that he
invited Basil Davies to go there at the
small salary of 5s. per week, just as
many young men accept situations on
stations at a small wage in order to learn the
business. Basil Dayies got on very well,
and he did the work satisfactorily, until he
was ultimately receiving the amazing salary
of 25s. per week-the salary which the
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Minister now says must be economized. He
had been in the employment of the Department
for thirteen months, when it was said that
his services were no 10llger required.
The Hon. "~V. J. EVANs.-That he was
redundant.
The Hon. J. BALFO UR. -As a matter
of fact, instead of their being a redundancy
of labour, Basil Davies was required to milk
cows, atLend to horses, do ploughing, and
other work about the farm, and he showed
himself quite competent in every way. At
the time of his dismissal, he was actually
asked to go back and feed the pigs and milk
the cows, bel~ause the staff was short-hcUlded.
He had to get up at half-past four in the morning, and work until half-past six at night,
with two hours' rest during the day. In
addition to that, he was occupied at night in
keeping the accounts. In spite of these
facts he is described in this statement as
being employed as a groom and clerk. He
went up there to get personal experience,
and he was getting it, yet !l.e did not despise
going back when the staff was short-handed
and assisting in feeding the pigs and milking
the cows. The result is that Mr. Tolley is
quite prepared to give him a good billet at the
place wherehe hasg-one in New South Wales.
That is so far as Basil Davies is concerned.
Can anyone imagine that there is any likelihood of my statement, and of the statement
contained in the answer gi ven by the Millister
of Public Works this afternoon, being reconciled? It is said that Basil Davies' ser·
vices were found to be redundant, and
that the manager intimated that he himself could undertake the small amount of
clerical work that had to be done.
H the manager really said so, I can guess that
it was only stated after Davies went away,
because the manager was hoping to keep
Davies on, and was very much astonished
when he got the telegra.m that I have read.
It is now stu,ted that, owing to the appointment of a head ploughman, resident on the
farm, 1\1 r. Davies' services were no longer
required.
The Hon. A. O. SAcHsE.-People in the
district Ray that this is one of the most disgraceful things ever done by t~e Department..
The Han. J. BALFOUR.-The reply of
the Departmen t statesThe Minister directed thrt.t Davies' services
should he dispensed with, as was just previously
done in the case of another employe, and as one of
~he steps towards economy in managemeut.

All I can say is that we cannot fiud out who
was the other employe who was dismissed.
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We do find that another employe in the
dairy left a few weeks before Mr. Davies was
dismissed, but we also find that the day after
Mr. 1lavies' letter appeared in the At'fluS
the telegram was sent, at the direction of the
Minister, dismissing BaFil Davies with a
week's pay in lieu of notice. If Davies had
been in the Public Service he could not have
been dismissed in that way. He would have
had to be suspended nrst of all, and wonld
have been entitled to have his case dealt
with by a Board.
The Hon. A. O. SAcHsE.-W"hat was the
necessity for a telegram 1 'vVould not a
letter have done 1
The Hon. J. BALFOUR.-I leave the
honorable member to ans wer that question fo1"
himself. I said just now that I knew of'
another student who went up to the"
Wynna farm. That student is a SOll of"
a friend of mine in Melbourne, and he
also got on exceedingly well under
Mr. Toliey, and afterwards went, like the
others, to ~ ew ~outh Wales. He found that
Mr. Tolley was 3 good teaeher, so that that
ma,kes three students who are of the same
opinion in that respect. 1n my opinion, there
f'lhould be a thorough examina.f".ion mto tho
whole q uestiolJ with regard to the D1.I.nagement of the farm, and especially into the
circumstallces under which ".1'. Davies was
sosllmmarilydismissed. On the2nd December,
two days after the Mini:-tel"s teJegram was
despatched, Mr. Davies wrote to the ~linister.
and asked, very reasonahly, to be informed of
the reaSOll for his dismissal, but up to this
day that Jetter remains unanswered.
"
The Hon. W." H. KMBLING.-I think
that what we have heard from "Mr. Ealfuur
ought not to be allowed to rest where it is. I
do not know in what way \Ye can get t.hat case.
inquired into in the short session we have be~
fore us. I t is one of tho:-;e cases which
demand that samet hing should be done"
to protect men who happen to otTend a
Minister of the Crown. It is a very rare
thing in Victoria for sllch a thing to happeq,
and I am quite sure that in this case the
Minister of Agricuh nre mllst have SOllie explanation to offer. This House is entitled to
some explanation as to why this WrOllg was
done to Mr. Davies. 1 think tho Government themsel ves should take the matter in
hand, and see th:tt I he wrong is righted. It
is the most. serious case of the kilhl I have
heard during the twenty years I have been ill
this House.
The Han. R.. H. S. ABBdTT.-I thillk the
Minister of Agricnlture ought to resjgn.
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The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-I do not
say that, but a wrong has been done, anu it
should be righted.
Au HONORABLE MEMBER.-We have only
heard one side.
The Hon. ·W. H. EMBLING. - The
matter should be sifted thoroughly, so that
we might know tlle whole facts of the
tase.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.- Whl1t are YOll
going to do?
The Hon. VV. H. EMBLING.-It is not.
for me to take upon myself to say what
should be done, but if Mr. Balfour will take
action in the matter I shall be pleased to
Sll pport him.
I wish now to say a few words
ill connexion wit it the debate on the Addressin-Reply, chiefly in conllexion with one
suhject that has not yet been mentioned.
We know that this is a fbancial session, and
I want the Ministry to take note that this
Hou3e asks for a little consideration at their
hands. We have au unofficial leader of the
Council who has a great deal of work to uo.
He is almost an esselltial part of the House.
because he undertakes the examination of
all Bills that are brought forward by the
Government, and points out necessary
amendmeuts. If the Ministry could place a
small sum of money on the Estimates to provideonrullofficialleader with the means necessH.ry to enable him to do his work it would
be a very good thing for this Honse and
for the country. We have too long had an
unofficial leader doing very har.i work with·
out proper facilities. Our present unofficial
leader, like his predece:,sors, Mr. Harwood
and Mr. Davies, has to elevote a considerable
amount of time to the duties of that office.
Coming here in the morning, in connexion
with my duties as a member of the Hailways
Stancling Committee, I have fonnel Mr.
Manifulel in a little room at the Lack poring
@ver law books and Acts of Parliament in
vrder to obtain information that will help him
in his duty. It would be a very good thing
if a snm of 'mon'3Y were placed on the
Estimates to help him in his work.
The Hon. B.. B. HEI<;S. - \,Yhat sum would
you suggest? Would you make it £400 a
year?
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-It is not
a salary that I am spertking of.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-How would
payment of members go ?
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING -This is
llot payment of members. I am very sorry
if honorable mem bel's think that this is a joke.
The gentleman who occupies the position of
unofficial leader requires to have some legal
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knowledge. Every honorable member knows
how useful Mr. Davies was in that capacity,
and how extremely useful Mr. Harwood was.
I do not propose to touch on any other subject, but hope that these two questions-a
wrong being righted and help being provided
-will receive attention.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I also
desire to refer to what .lv.lr. Rees and Mr.
Balfour have alluded to, namely, the im·
portant omission or alteration in the
Governor's speech, with regard to the assistance of Divine Providence. Napoleon had
said that Providence fought I)U the side of
the big battalions. It appear to me that
the Government, in the amplitude of their
victory and the general downfall of the
Labour party, considered that they did not require any more assistance from Providencethat they could deal with this sEssion, at any
rate, without any expression of a reference to
Providence. So doubt there was a great
deal more than that in 'connexion with that
mat.ter. The Mother of Parliaments always
makes reference to Divine Providence, and r
hope this id an omission t.hat will not be
made a matter of rule ill the future. The
speech we have to COli sider is probably a
I'ecord one in its dimensions, and iul:I. paucity
of reference to important matters that are to
be dealt with. This, perhaps, is more to be
wondered at, seeing the elaborate programme
with which the Government went to the
country, and also in view of the insinuations
that were made with reference to important
changl:!s that were likely to take place in the
leadership of the Government, the personnel
of the Cabinet, and the retirement of the
Premier to assume the office, as appeared at
the time, of the Agent-General. Now it would
appear that some of his fellow Ministers,
as well af:! a good many of the membera
sllpporting the Government in the other
House, were desirous of allowing the
Premier to retire on the laurels which
he had achieved by arduous service in
the interests of the conntry, and I, for one,
would not be at all sorry to see him prepal'(~
a soft place to fall on, just as Mr. Kidston
and other prominent politicians in the other
States have done. Oue honorable member, in
dealing with the Address-in-Reply, made
particnlar referen~e to irrigation and the
necessity of the Government spending
largely in connexion with irrigation work, 1
want to strike a q.ote of warning and draw
attention to two or three paragraphs in the
report of the Stnte Rivers and Water Supply
Commissioners, which seem to me to point
most conspicuonsly to the necessity of caution
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being observed in connexion with an elaborate
expenditure en irrigation until we have
taken up and dealt with the posItIOn as we
find it with regard .to the expenditure
that has already been incurred. The first
paragraph of that report saysAlthough the revenue from the Irrigation and
Water ~upply Districts is £14,531 more than the
amount for last year, the aggregate revenue deficit
of the districts-i. e., the excess of disbursements,
interest.s, and depreciation over receIpts-is now
£3S,919, as against £28,973 in 1909-10. This is
caused largely by the increase in interest on capital
in rei'lpect of new works from which no return can
be received for' a few years.

N otwithstaurling that the screw had been
put on to these districts in a mest severe
fashion, depreciation is still going on. Jt has
increased this last year to the extent of
£10,000. As regards expenditure the report
saysThe expenditure for the year from annual votes
was £75,804, an increase of £2,674 over that of
the previous year.

Another paragraph shows that, notwithstanding the efforts that are being m~,de by the
Commission to overtake this shortage and
depreciation, they have got an absolutely
impossible task. It saysArrangements have been made to commence payments to Redemption and Depreciation Funds in a
number of districts. The Commission was not,
under the principal Act, authorized to establish
these funds, but, as both were necessary to place
the districts on a sound financial basis, it secured
the inclusion of the enabling provisions in the
Amending Water Act, which became law in 1910.

The Commission obtained that power, and, in
some of those districts, in addition, put on
compulsory charges, which are most severe.
They are inaisting that the people in those
districts shall provide a sinking fund of 2 per
cent. in connexion with the enormous
expenditure tha.t has taken place. It seems
to me that to charge this 2 per cent. sinkin~
fund is an enormous load to impose, especially
on land-owners in those areas where expenditure has taken place practically without the
knowledge, consent, or control of the people
who own the land, and who are ma.de
primarily responsible for the whole thing.
Reading further from the report of the Commission, it saysThe est.imated sum available to apply towards
meeting the interest to be paid by the 8tate on its
loan expenditur6 for works of water supply is
£45,300, to which should he added £51, 'l00,
estimated to be received by the State from other
authorities, making a total of £96,500. The total
interest oharges on loans for the year amount to
£24-3,621; of this amount ~~92,857 is debitable
against free headworks, amounts written off, and
unexpended balances, while £150,764 is debitable
against the Commission and other authorities.
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That is a charge against the Consolidated
Revenue for ever in connexion with irrigation, and which never can be recouped by
any sale ot land in that particular area.
Those are figures that, I think, justify me as
a representative of this district, and as the
representative of land-owners who are beginning to feel, most seriollsly, the burden
of this tax, in urging t.he Government to
consider seriously whether any very great
additional expenditure in connexion with irrigation should be made until the present
matter has been entirely cleared up.
We know that all the water available for irrigation is not being taken
ad vantage of.
The problem of closer settlement is one that the GO\Jernment is attacking, and attacking properly, but it is one
t.hat presents a great amount of difficulty ..
Mr. Balfour presented a laughable incident
of the inexperience of men brought out here,
put on the land, and practically a&ked to
work out the salvation of irrigation. I could
give half a-dozen similar instances of the
amazing shortcomings of men in what we
ordinarily call colonial experience. It is not
to be expected that these men in such a short
period will be able to stand up against the
taxation that may be necessary to make these
works payable. 1 will j Hst give the House
one specimen of the way in which taxation
is likely to operate in connexion with some
of these districts, not on large landowners, but on the small land-owners.
There is a tax from 2s. up to 4s. 6rl. in the
£1 on the annual value of the whole of the
land improved. That is the value as assessed
by the municipalities, and on which it strikes
a rate. Not only that, but the ~tate Rivers
and Water Supply Commission have struck
a special rate on a valuation of their own,
and valued all this land which the'y say
should have come under irrigation. Consequently the rate, by reason of the valuation,
is r8ally a donble rate on what would be the
ordinary municipal mte on a municipal
valuation.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-Is there no
appeal?
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-There is
an appeal. but it would not be successful, as
it would be argued that the land had increased in value by the water being brought
to it. I' would 1ik.e to show the position of a
laud-owner in Koondrook. He has 320 acres,
valued at £8 an acre, totalling £2,560. The.
annual value of his property on a 5 per cent.
basis is £125.
The water trust· annual
rate is 4s. 6d. in the £1 on that
£125, which is taxation to the extent
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per annum of £28 2s. 6d.
Then there is
the shire rate of Is. in the £1, amounting
to £6 5s. per annum.
Then comes the
compulsory charge on half the area (160
acres" at 5s., totalling £40 per annum. Then
the State laud tax on the unimproved value
(£1,280) at ~d. amounts to £2 138. 4d.,
making a total taxation of £77 Os. 10d. per
annum. Some of these areas have got to be
charged according to their capacity and situation up to the full acreage the man owns.
In this partioular case the acreage is about
half. Is it reasonable that men should be
asked to stand up to taxation of this sort? I
think honorable members will say that such a
posItion is fraught with very great danger to
the State which has undertaken this respon&ibility, and that the Government should endeavour to do what can be done to remedy
the position brought about by ihis legislation.
These are experienced mell who ha ve been on
the land for twenty-five or thirty years, and
who have worried through disasters and all
kinds of things.
The immigrants are beillg
put to take their places. ':tnd is it to be expected that they will realize what is anticipated of them? I do not think it is possible.
In this little area of Koondrook there are
4,867 aeres. There are only 152 acres in
lucerne, 109 acres in sorghum, ami 12 acres
in orchard, or a total of 273 acres under intense culture, and yet this 4,867 acres have
to stand up to charges like this in connexion
with the "Vater Act. The consideration of
the water question, of course, brings us in
very close touch with the question of immigration.
The Government are to be
eminently commended for their endeavours
to tackle this problem, and to assist in bringing population here, yet for I':lome reason or
other a very serious check has taken place in
connexion with the immigration to Victoria from the Old Country. What is the
reason? The reason is not apparent. In
the .Ar,q~ts to.day we have the following
article from its London correspondent : 'The emigration troubles, consequent upon the
lack of ships, are increasing week by week. On
Wednesday, Sir George Reid received a private
deputation of emigration agents, who Et.sked that the
Commonwealth should cease all advertising and,
for \ he time being, abandon further efforts to fill
the empty spaces of Australia. In the caSe of Victoria, the congestion has become so serious that
Mr. McLeod has been compelled to circularize the
State emigration a.gents, aclyisin~ them that no
further applications for assisted passages can be
consiclered until after Christmas. . .
But,
so far as fClrm labourers are concerned, the Victorian Emigmtion I lepartment is practically closed
until the New Year. In spite of ali efforts, it has
has not been possible to secure another special
steamer.
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It is manifest there must be some want:
of forethought, or some disorganization
in connexion with our efforts in lingland,
when we find that New South Wales, without any special commissioner being sent
there to deal with immigration, aud without
special officers being sent to arrange for thedeparture of artisans, is apparently able t<>
bring out immigrants, while we in Victoria
are blocked because there are no shippillg
facilities. This article goes on to say. The seriousness of the decision forced upon thethree Australian States cannot be exaggeraLed. It.
comes at a time when the Commonwealth and the
States are securing the benefits of a long, carefullyplanned, and expensive ad vertisiug campaign. It
threatens the disorganization of a scheme which.
emplo) s some thousands of people.
Emigrants.
who have applied for assisted passages and ha\-e
been accepted are placed in a most painful posi.
tion, as in many cases they sold up their homes
and got ready to start for Australia immediately.
The disappointment and suffering caused by a.
delay of several months can be imagined.
The
unfairness is accentuated by the fact that many of
those now awaiting berths have paid instalments.
upon their passage money. ~uch a position should
not have arisen in coullexion with a grea.t Government emigration scheme. ~teps should have been
taken to insure sufficient accommodation when the
McKenzie-Mead mission was decided upou.
Those responsible for Victoria's emigration policy
had too little faith.

That seems to be a most seriolls indictment.
of the management by the Government and
the authorities in London in reference to the
immigration which we hoped was going t()
be attraeied to these shores, and which
particularly was going to assist the 'Vater
Commission, and resnlt in the utilization of the water, and the occupatiun
of these areas which the Government are
endeavouring to closely settle. There isno reference to any of theRe m~tters in the
Governor's speech, and it seems to me that.
attention should be very prominently drawn
to that fact, so that steps could be taken t()
deal with such a state of affairs. It does not
seem to me to be impossible for the Government to obtain, by charter or in other ways,.
the nece~sary shipi:i to bring out immigrants
in connexion with their scheme. As this
session is to be particularly one relating to
finance, some reference should have been
made in the Governor's speech to a mat tel'
agitating the minds of the Government and
its officials, and permeating, I believe, the·
whole commercial community. I refer to the·
attitude of the Federal Government in reference to the financial affairs of t.he ~tate:
"Ve
know that in conllexion with the currency
the Federal Government have interfered
with the institutions that have been
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providing the currency, and which pmctieally
guarautl3ed t he public an efficient mediu m of
exchange-a currency that was absolutely
safe as regards the provision of a reserve
in gold. This currency has been replaced
by one which is only partly protected. The
legislation establishing the Federal currency
was introduced and carried after a conference
between the Federal Government and the
financial associations which were going to be
despoiled, but which were willillg to assist
the Federal Government in connexioll with
what lhey supposed to be a forward and
prugressive movemeut in connexion WIth the
-currency question, and an agreement was
.entered into between the Federal Government and those institutions as to the basis on
which the currency was to be established.
There was to be an issue of notes to the
-extent of £7,000,000, for which there was to
be a reserve of 25 per cent. in gold, but
.above that £7,000,000 every note issued was
to be represented by a sovereign. It seems
that there is practically an attempt at
repudiation ill conllexiol1 with this ma,tter.
The Federal Government are proposing to
vary this currency Act, in such a way that
notes can be issued to an unlimited extent,
and that there shall be no special pro·
VISIon for there being .£, 1 for £ I in
.gold for notes issued uver £7,000,000,
but that only 25 per cent. in gold shall
be held against an issue of any nmollnt. It
looks as if, when a Government is dominated
by labour, all politICal honesty, aU honour,
.and the keeping of bargains are matters of
litlle or no consideration. VVe find that the
Federal Government breaks faith with the
banks, just as the :New South Wales Government breaks faith with the gentleman who
has occupied the position of Speaker in compliance with the arrangement that caused
him to desert his party and take up that
position. We must be prepared to expect
that, while the Labonr party are dominating
<our affairs, either in the Federal Parliament
<{)t' in the ~tates, no reliance at all CJ1n be
placed on any proposals they maka, statements they issl1e, or definite contracts which
they commit themselves and the count.ry to.
It is a condition of affairs that we have not
been accllstomed to in connexion with the
States or the legislation of the States. I
think it behuveR the Government to take up
the strongest position they can to protect the
81 ate from the effect of an unlimited issue of
paper notes not backed up bya. sufficiency
-of coin reserve. But for the arrangement
with the banks, the public could not have
been got to take up more than £3,000,000
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or £4,000,000 of the Federal notes issued,
and the notes could not have been kept in
circulation, because, when the notes were
paid into the banks, they would have been
taken to the Federal Treasury and gold
obtained for them. But the banks themselves took up £6,000,000 of these notes, for
which they handed gold to the Federal
authorities in good faith, believing that these
notes would be absolutely protected by a
sufficiently good reserve. I think that
the Htates should endeavour by legislation, if they have the power, to protect
the gold currency as far as they possibly can.
If they cannot do it by legislation, I think
they should endeavour, with the assistance of
the flnancial institutions and their OWll
~avings Banks, and by any other methods
they call devise, to maintain the circulation
of gold instead of the circulation of notes.
Instead of holdillg their reserves in the
Savings Banks in notes, they should hold the
resenes in gold, and they should refuse to
circulate the notes in payment of wages or in
any of the operations that the State has to
carry out. If the State Governments took
up that position, the people would soon take
up the same position, and we should then get
back to the absolute gold currency and to the
condition we al ways have maintained of being absolutely solvent and safe in connexion
with our operations. In addition to this, we
know that the :Federal Government are introducing legislation with a view of establishing a National Bank, and in the establishment of that bank they are going to
attack the Savings Banks of the States,
which have been of great and valuable assistance to the State in connexion with loan
operations, and with the advanl.!ement of the
Slate and the carrying out of public works,
The association of the State and the Savings
Banks has been of a most valuable and desirable character, and I am certain that, if
that association is interfered with by Federal
legislation, it cannot but bring disaster
to the finances of the State, and, perhaps, to the people whose savings alld
deposits are aggregated and utilized
in a proper way by the State Government.
It must never be forgotten that the savings
in the Savings Bank are simply the reserve
fund of the people who are not in vestors in
the ordinary sense of the word.
They
simply place their money there to have it
safe if they want to use it, and it mnst be in
a liquid condition to enable them to get it
when they require it. Ordina.rily, t·he man who
takes up bonds and securities is a man of a
different class altogether, and his attitude is
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an entirely different one from the position of
the small depositor, who must be protected
at all hazards. I am very much inclined to
think that, under the conditions of banking,
it is quite possible that the note issue of the
Federal Government may become inconvertible, and as soon as this takes place we
shall be up against a positioll of which, I
think, we had an experience once before. When
the difficulties obtained with our financial
institutions, and the panic took place, causing some of them to close their doors, the
State, by standing bellind the Savings Bank
and the note issue of the banks, wns able
to allay that panic; but when the Commonwealth does as it pleases, and jeopardizes
the not~ circulation, it could not possibly
come in and restore confidence and establish
credit.
There is no reserve power left.
The position must be one of absolute
destruction to financial interests, and to
the financial stability of the State, when
there is no one to come in and restore
confidence.
We must never forget that
when notes are issued for gold, gold can be
demanded. The Government, having :taken
up the position by legislation of becoming
a ~llaralltor for these nutes, and of making
provision of g@ld for the Hotes, accepts a responsibility that should be safeguar.ded.
The action of the Federal Government in
breaking faith wit.h the financial institutions
in conllexion with the I'lote iesue seems
to me to presage disaster, and the matter
requires close attention and intelligent intervention by the State Government in every
way possible, either to prevent the passage of
the Act or of the circulation of this currency
to an extent that might be deatructive to our
interests in the course of any stringent finanoial position that may arise. While I am
dea.lillg with this matter, I would like to say
that Gresham's law in connexion with the
note ourrency mUllt prevail with the Government as with a financial institution. That
law, which is 300 years old, says that" Bad
money drives out good money, and good
money cannot drive out bad money." Professor Jevons, in his book on Money, says~
In the case of inconvertible notes this has always
been most obvious. As the quantity of such notes
issued progressively increases, as almost always
happens, coin must be exported, otherwise the
currency would become excessive. But when
most of the coin is gone, need of it begins to be
felt for making foreign payments. and then the
va.lue of the paper falls below that of the coin
which it is supposed to correspond to. . . . .
This effect of paper in driving coin out of use
has been manifested over and over again, as in the
time of the a.ssignats of the French lievolution, the
suspension of specie pa.yments at the Bank Of
Hon. R. H. S. Abbott.
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England between 1797 and 1819, and the late
American war.
There is also a tendency and a danger when
a Government takes up a matter of currency in this way, that if there were a
pressure it would cause them to interfere in.
a way that might be most disastrous. Ollr
own history shows that Charles the First
seized all the money he could find in the
Tower of Londou.
In regard to our currency, we have a certain amount of publicity
as to what we are doing with it. It is quite
assured that there is 25 pel' cent. reserve
of gold on an unlimited issue of paper.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-A very unsafe
margin.
The Ron. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-It must
go against our financial operations.
1 see
from the newspapers that the Premier and
his colleagues are going to fight to the last
ditch to protect the Savings Bank. I do not
think a Government should allow themselveF>
to be driven into the last. ditch while they
can assume the offellsive.
They should
oarry the war into the enemy's camp, and
attack the Fedetal proposals in every way.
The Ron. R. B. H.E,,:s.~How can you.
attack the caucus? The caucus is on top.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-The
Government can take action, at any rate, to
prevent this Currency Bill beillg passed, and
the financial institutions would be justified
in limiting the circulation of the notes,
because of the manifest attempt of the
Federal Government to break a contract,
and to repudiate an understanding or an obligation they have entered into. As this
session if; going to be a financial one, I
would like to say that, in my opinion, the
Governmellt are inclined to finance on an
insecure basis. I t is announced that it is
the intention to spend a million of money on
railways which are not financially soundrailways that, from the evidence of
the Railways Standing Committee, are
not likely to be remunerative. It is
expected that a sum of about £40,000 will
be obtained from the Land Sales by Auction
I?ulld with which to pay interest on this
£1,000,000, but that is not a secure asset on
which to base any financial proposit.ion. 'IV e
all remember the boom budget of Mr.
Gillies which anticipated that fund, and
which took us something like twenty years
to recover from. 1£ the Government think
it is necessary to construct these rai I ways, [
see no reason why they should not be constructed, but 1 do not think they should
put before the public of this State what
would appear to be a warranty or guarantee
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in connexioll with the interest on this particular item of expenditure. The ~enel'al
revellue of this State will have to stand up to
any deficiency. I do not think the Land
Sales by Auction Fund is any more stable
than many other items of income that
the Government have. I believe tWO members
of this House have already stated that
owing to the interference of the Federal Governmentwith the finances of the Sta.te we are
rapidly arriving at a positioll distinctly
inferior to that which we used to occupy in
connexion with the possibility of Lorrowing
for all our works. Anyone who sees the
encroachment of the Federal Government on
the finances of the State canuot regard with
equanimity the question whether lhe States
will be able to stand up to their ouligat.ions
as they have been able t.o do in years past,
and also whether they wonld be justified in
incurring further obligations of loans unless
the projects into which the money is going
are scrutinized with the greatest possible
care.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS.-The programme of the Government has caused very
little discussion. I desire to congratulate
Mr. Balfour on the way in which he put
that case of Mr. Basil n. Davies. "Vhen.1
put the llotice of question on the paper I
but
had never seen that gen~leman,
as I considered that he had not been
fairly treated, I thought it was right
and proper for me to endeavour to ascertain
the truth in connexion with it. The information given by Mr. Balfour to the House is
almost exactly the same as was given to me,
and I feel confident that every word is
accurate. I do not think the matter should
stand there. Whether the Minister is to
blame or the Director of AgricllI,ture, justice
should be done, and full inquiry should be
made into the management of the farm
generally. If the Minister of Agriculture had
replied that he had dismissed Mr. Davies for
writing that letter to the press, I suppose
many would have said that it was practically
a punishment, and that the Minister was
within his rights. I would like to take the
whole of the circumstances into consideration. Certain statements were made
Two
with regard to the bookkeeping.
skilled examiners were sent up to that
particular farm to investigate accounts that
were not, there. The Director of the Department should know where the accounts were,
and, therefore, it seems to me that we must
look a little below the surface. In a certain
way the Director, or the Minister of Agriculture, is responsible for furnishing a mislead-
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ing reply to the question on the notice-paper,
I feel certain that the matter will not rest
there. Members are generally seiFed with
the injustice to the Minister, to the Director,
and to Mr. Basil Davies. The matter should
be further inquired into, and the true facts
connected with it ascertained. While I am
on that subject I desire to refer to the statement of the Minister of Public Works that
the papers relating to the Director of Agriculture which I desired to peruse during the
dinner-hour were not in the Library. 1 do not
say that that was designedly done. I believe
they were in the chamber, but I was unable
to make myself acquainted with their contents.
In justice to honorable members, and in the
face of the facts produced by Mr. Balfour, in
regard to another matter connected with the
Department, we should have ample opportunity of aeeing those papers before the Bill
is proceeded with. I am sorry that Dr.
Embling thought that some honorable members regarded as a joke his suggestion that
some consideration should be gi veu to the
unofficial leader of the House. As far as I
am concerned, I have much pleasure in supporting it. We all know the amount of
work which the unofficial leader of the
House has to do. He has done that work
conscientiously, and as well as it has been
done before. I am sure that t he idea
was not that a salary should be paid him. but
that the honorable member should be supplied with the necessary clerical assistance to
enable him to carry ont his duties with satisfaction to this I-louse, and to himself. I
would be very pleased if the Government
would take notice of the matter. From his
reference to the currency question, one
would think that, in the opinion of Mr.
Abbott, the banks would be justified in
virtually tying the Commonwealth in a
knot. I hope the States will never play it
low down in that way.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABB01"f.-The Commonwealth is playing it low down.
The Hon. "V. J. EV ANS.-The honorable member pointed out a way in which the
Federal Government could be brought to book
in connexion with their banking proposals.
In the Age a few days ago, I read a letter
from an expert, pointing out the danger of
the procedure to be followed by the Federal
Government.
On reading the letter. it
appeared to me that, if the banks combined
and especially if the State Government went
with them, as Mr. Abbott suggested, the
Federal Government could actually be
brought to their knees. I hope that the
State Government will not take that advice.
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I do not for one moment think that the to ascertain the truth. If we look at the sucpeople would support any action of that cess which has attended cool stores in South
kind. Reference is made in t.he Governor's Australia, and the benefits derived from them
'speech to the construction of important rail- by the producers, we can take it, I think, that
way lines. Now, the greatest care will have the Government figures are correct. Twice
to be exercised, or it will mean the re- the Government have sent to this Chamber
introduction of the log-rolling system. The a proposal to establish cool stores in MelGovernment have said that developmental bourne, and on each occasion it has been
lines will be constructed. Once the safeguard thrown out. I am anxiously awaiting to see
Df the L~ailways Standing Committee is put the Government bring it up again, and to
aside it will be a serious thing for the find out what amount of fight there is in
-country. 'While certain lines may deserve them over it. We are told that this Chamber
special treatment, we must be careful that is to be reformed. I suppose it will be somesomething worse is not brought into thing like the reform proposed a little while
vogue.
Mr. Austin attributed the success agn, when the Government were goin!! to
-of Government supporters at the elections contest various members' seats. The only
not to the Ministerial policy, but to the abo Minister who took the stump was the Attorject fear of tlle people of Socialism.
Some ney-General, who has had to bear a certain
Df the greatest rubbish was printed with amonnt of odium ever since as a result.
reference to Socialism duriug the recent cam- He embarked on active work, and found
paign.
The Melbourne electorate is princi- himself left. I am pleased that Mr. Austin
pally composed of commercial men, so that it referred to the necessity of a proper inquiry
may be regarded liS one of the intelligent in connexion with the relations of Mr. Bell
constituencies of the State. Let me give and the Geelong Harbur Trust. I am glad
honorable members a sample of what the that the Government proposes that after the
<Ellectors were expected by the People's Labour Auditor-G-eneral has dealt with the matter,
party to swallow in regard to Socialism. a Committee will be appointed. I trust
Probably, in some electorates, voters may the Committee will be converted into
have been influenced by trash similar to a Royal Cum mission as soon as the
House rises. It if:) only fair to Mr. Bell, and
thisIn this machine every atom of individualism will the other members of the Trust, that a full
inquiry should be made It seems extrabe ruthlessly suppressed.
Every man and woman in the community would ordinary t,hat a man should be removed from
be allotted a certain task and would have to do his position without being afforded a fair •
that task whether liking it or not.
And there
trial and an 'opportunity of refuting the
would be equal pay for everyl)ody.
The genius would get exactly the same wages as charges made against him. The Minister of
the imbecile.
Public W €>rks was not here last session when
The pace of the community's march would be the Director of Agriculture Bill was brought
the pace of the slowest uuit in the ranks. The
'Skilful surgeon would get the I"ame pay for bis on. I raised the question then as to who
difficult life-saving operation a,s the guard punch- was to fill the position that Dr. Cameron
ing tickets on a. tram.
vacated. I am informed that· he is not
The Prime Minister's remuneration for managing qualified to be called" doctor."
the affairs of the natinl1 would. not exceed the wa,ges
An BONO HABL R MEMBER.- He is thorof the rail-splitter in "Vestpl"ll Gippsland.
The Admiral of the Australian fleet would re- oughly qualified.
(}eive the same salary as the youngest powderThe Hon. W. J. EVAXS.-I atn told
monkey.
that he did not undergo any examination,
If electors could be found to swal~ow ·that as and that it is a courtesy title. I complained
gospel, and to regard that kiud of Socialism as of the practice adopted in this Department
the policy of the Labour party, I can quite of men being brought in from outside, and
understand the Government having a mag'- raised to positions which should have been
nificent victory. The Socialism ad vocated by occupied by the permanent men. I knew
the Labour party' was the Socialism which those men as little as 1 knew Mr. Basil
the late Sir Thomas Bent described as safe Davies.
However, I am aware how ,easy it
Socialism, such as this House will be asked is for men who have worked honestly
to embark on in connexion with cool stores. to be passed over, so I took up the
At \Varrnambool the Premier said the position that those who have done good
country was losing £5,000' a year through service in the Department should be
not having Government cool stores. Yet we given a chance of filling the position
-are tol::l that there is ample accommodation of Chief V eteri nary 1 nspector, which
in the pri vate stores. It is a difficult matter will be vacated by Dr. Cameron.
Bon. W. J. Ev~n8.
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I do not wish the usual departmental nexion with my position as unofficial leader.
answer, that it will be filled aecording to the What he said with regard to providing
Public Service Act. We know that it is clerical assistance or an honorarium was
only recen tly that gross inj llstice has been entirely without my knowledge, and if he
perpetrated in another Department, and that had consulted me I should certain Iy not have
it has been given out that the position was agreed to it. I am sure the honorable memNo head ber spoke out of the kindness of his heart,
filled according to that Ant.
of a Department should be permitted but at the same time I can only look upon
to bring in men from outsid8, and the idea of oflering me assistance as an
exercise what is practically patronage. intimation. that honorable members do not
I hope the Minister will take some notice consider me capable of doing the work, and
of that and be in a position to tell the HOllse that it might. be a means of getting it better
what the intention of the Government is in done. If such a proposal were made to me
dealing with the vacancy created by filling I should certainly request h01\orable members
that position. I am pleased to know that to get some one else to fill the position. I
the Government now recognises that the could not in any circumstances accept ~uch
only way to deal with the frozen export assiatance.
trade, and especially the fruit industry, is to
The mot.ion for the adoption of the
have a full inquiry by a Royal Commission Address- -Reply waf:! agreed to, and it was
appointed by the Federal Government. I ordered that the Address be presented 'to His
had the pleasure of being on a depntation Excellency the Governor by the President
with the .Minister of Agriculture and others and the members of the House.
to the Miuister of Customs, and he promised
LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
to give this matter with rfgard to the fruit
industry serious condition. I cannot underThe Hon. ·"V. S. MA~IFOLD moved, by
stand how jt is that while this ~tate did good leavework in connexion with the butter industry
That leave of absence be granted to the Hon.
they have not taken up the question of the E. J. White for the remainder of the session, on
fruit industry in the same manner. I know account of urgent pri\-ate business.
that from an Australian point of view it is
The motion was agreed to.
absolutely necessary that a Royal Commission
The Honse adjourned at eight minutes to
should be appointed by the Fedt;)ral Govern- ten o'clock p.m.
ment to go into the question. If it is to be
effective the Commission must have ample
powers to take evidence from the other side
of the water. 1 am satisfied that one of the
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
large exporters who, as stated recently in the
Tuesday, ])ecember 12, 1911.
press, was prepared to lay his books before the
Customs Department, \\ ould be quite safe in
doing so. When the whole question is probed I
The SPEAKER took the chair at twentybelieve we shall have a somewhat similar five minutes to five o'clock p.m.
state of affairs to that disclosed in connexion
with the butter inqiliry. I am glad to know ELECTRIFICATION OF SUBURBAN
that the Minister of Agriculture recognises
RAIL"VAYS.
that it is necessary to have a thorough
Mr.
SWINBURNE
asked the Premierinquiry. Last session the question was fut
1. What definite steps have been taken by the
to him in another place about cool stor~ge
spape (In the ships, and he said that he was Government in connexion with the electrification of
suburban railways?
unable to obtain space for a solitary case of the2. Melbourne
Is it a fact, as stated by the press, that the
fruit either this season or next. But. two Government is arranging with Mr. l\1erz for the
days afterwards a gentleman walked into my preparation of specifications of work for two sepaoffice and told me that he would get me rate systems of electrifying the suburban railways,
ealling for tenders for same, and what is the
space for 500 cases in a few minutes. I, and
nature of such arrangement?
therefore, canllot understand the Minister's
3. 'Will he at once, before making aLY commitstatement.
Ulents for the expenditure of loan moneys, make a
The Hon. 'IN. S. NIANIFOLD.-I have complete statement to the House as to the proposed
never yet, since I have been in this House, policy of the Government?
spoken on the Address-in-Reply, and I would
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-My reply to
not do so now if it had not been for some- question No. 2 will also answer question No.
thing that fell from Dr. Embling in con- 1. 1t is a fact, as stated by the press, that.
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the Government has directed Mr. Merz to
prepare specifications of work for two separate
systems of electrifying the suburban railways. An officer of the Railways Department-Mr. Stone-is going to Europe via
America. He is to satisfy himself by making
inquiries in America, and also in the older
countries.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Satisfy himself as to
what?
Mr. M"CRRA Y.-Satisfy himself as to
the specifications that are prepared by .\h.
Merz.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-He is to check Mr.
Merz?
Mr. MURRA Y.-He is to consult with
Mr. Merz. I do, 1l0t know whether honorable members have noticed that during the
last few days a considHable amount of in·
formation has been given in the columns of
the press with regard to the two systems of
electrification, and it shows how widely
experts differ. Our instructions to Mr. Merz
are, in the meantime, to prepare specifications for the alternative systems. In reply to
the last question, I may say that we will not
be committed to the expenditure of any
money witbout asking the authority of Par.
liament. The Government itself will take.
the responsibility of deciding which system
is to be adopted.
Mr. ,V ARDI<~.- 'Vhy don't you select your
expert and let him decide?
Mr. MURRAY.-We must act upon the
advice of ex pArts.
Mr. Swn~BuRNE.-This is a very irregular
course of action.
Mr. MURRAY.-We are acting now
upon the best. advice that it is possible to
obtain, and only after the very fullest inquiry
and investigation. The articles which have
appeared in the Times, a.nd which have been
published in
the Melbourne paper!'!,
show 1he uncertain attitude of the public
mind upon this question, and how difficult
it is for laymen, at any rate, to arrive at a
definite conclusion.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Yon mnst take the
advice of one expert.
GOVER~MENT SCHOLARSHIPS.
Mr. SWINBURNE asked the Milli!:lter of
Public Instructioll1. If the Government has completed arrangements to raise the number of Government Scholarships to 200, in accorda.nce with sectio.n 2~ of the
Education Act 1910, and what proportiOn IS to be
allotted to private schools?

Scholarships.

2. If the Government is now paying the sum of
£12 as scholarship fee for Sta.te school students

attending approved secondary schools, in accordance
with section 24 of the Education Act 1910 ?

Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister of
Public Instruction).-The answers to the honorable member's questions are as follows:-

lao

No. 1. No. Provision is now made for
scholarships, namely, fifty general scholarships, forty
agricultural and mining scholarships, and forty
high school scholarships for admission to the teach·
ing service. Of these fifty general schol,Lrships, tel).
are restricted to competition by pupils who do not
attend State schools.

That number was arrived at by inqmrmg as
to the number of children enrolled on lill the
registers, and giving exactly oue-fifth of the
scholarships, which was the due proportion, to
children attending schools other than State
schools.
Of the forty agricultural and mining scholar.
ships, six are available for pupils of other schools:
and the forty high school scholarships for admission to the teacLing service are open to all candidates. Fifty-six of the total number are, therefore, available for competition by pupils outside
of State schools. In addition to these scholarships, free places are awarded in agricultural high
schools by the councils of these schools. The
number of "free places" may amount to 10 per
cent. of the enrolment of fee:paying pupils.
A further provision exists in connexion with all
high schools and continuation school work that the
Minister may grant pupils free admission in the
e\'ent of the parents being unable to pay fees.
Again, in ()onnexion with the technical schools
there is a generous system of scholarships. For
every £100 of Government grant a scholarship of
the annual value of £5 must be awarded. In this
way 200 technical school scholuships are annually
given.
2. The Government is not now paying the sum
of £12 as scholarship fee. In connexion with the
new organization of schools into elementary
schools, higher elementary schools, and district
high schools, it is felt that it will be necessary to
change radically and completely the existing
scholarship system. Consideration is now being
given to this, and the proposals of the Government
will be placed before the House early in the new
ses~ion.

NEGLECTED CHILDREN'S
DEPARTMENT.
DRS. O'BRIEN
ROBERTSON.

RI<:PORT OF

AND

Mr. McCUTCHEON (in the absence of
Mr. BAYLES) asked the PremierIf he will lay upon the table of the Library the
report of Drs. O'Brien and Robertson on the Department for Neglected Children?

is

Mr. MURRAY (Premier). -The answer
II Yes."
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FROZEN PRODUCE EXPORTED
FROM VICTORIA.
Mr. McCUTCHEON movedTha.t there be laid before this House a return
~howing-

1. The quantities of frozen meat, rabbits,
poultry, and dairy produce exported
from Victoria during the year ended
30th June, 1911.
2. The quantities which were frozen at the
Government Cod gtores.
3. Similar informa.tion for the period from 1st
.July, 1911, to the present time.
4. The receipts and expenditure by the
Government in connexion with the
freezing and export of such produce for
the years ended 30th June, 1910. and
1911.
5. The quantities of meat, rabbits, poultry,
and dairy produce which were frozen at,
and shipped from, the Geelong Harbor
Trust stores for the year 1910, and for
the period from 1st January, 1911, to
the present time.
6. The quantities of meat frozen at the Wim·
mera. Inland Freezing Compa.ny's works
at Murtoa and shipped through the
Government Cool Stores from the
starting of the works to the present
time.

The motion was agreed to.
WAGES BOARDS.
COUN'PRY . Snop

ASSTSTANTS-AsPHALTERS

AND PAVERS.

Mr. MURRAY (Minister of Labour)
movedThat it is expedient to appoint a Special Country
Board to determine the lowest price or rates which
may be paid to any person or persons, or classes of
persons, employed in or in connexion with a shop
(other than a fourth schedule shop) as a shop
assistant,packer, storeman, or carter.

He said - Under the provisions of the
.Factories and Shops Act which came into
force early this year, it, for the first time,
became possible to appoint a Special Board
for country shop assistants.
Numerous
requests have been received for the application of the determinations of the various
Boards affecting shop employes to country
districts, on the grounds that low wages were
being paid, long hours were being worked,
and that an und ue use was being made of
boy labour. Instead of the piecemeal application of the determinations of Boards
affecting shops now in force, it has been
decided that steps shall be taken to appoint
a Board which shall apply to all country
shop employes, other than those working
in fourth schedule shops. The approximate
num ber of shops to be affected in ,. . hich
labour is employed is 2,800. The number of
employes in these shops, according to the
latest figures published by the Government

1911.J
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Statist, is 8,139. Special records have been
collected, and these show the wages to be as
follow:Number. Average wage

Employes for whom statistics
6,227
have been obta.ined
Males under 21 (,years of age
and over
...
... 3,102
Males under 21 years of age 1,739
Females of 21 years of age
and over
.,.
...
781
Females under 21 years of
age .
605

..

30s. 5d.
43s. 2d.
17s. 8d.
248. 3d.
lOs. 3d.

The number of hours wor~ecl varies from
forty-fi ve to seventy-two per week.
The
appointment of this Board is asked for
by the Victorian Storekeepers and Traders
Association, which has 1,500 to 1.600 members, and embra.ces the majority of general
storekeeepers who are employers of labour.
The reasons given for the appli(lation are
that in cuuntry stores the assistants work in
all departments, and that one Board for all
classes of employes should be appointed. One
objection to the appointment of this Board
has been received. The following figures indicate the wages paid to adults:-~V.Iales-20s.
and under, 135 ; 2ls. t025s., 122 j 26:3. to 30s.,
316; 3ls. to 35s., 316; 36s.t040s., 620;
4 hi. to 45s., 464 ; 46s. to 50s., 550 ; 51s. to
55s., 143 j 56s. to 60s., 256 ; 61s. and over,
180 ; total 3,102. Females-lOs. and under,
94 ; lIs. to 15s., 137 j 16s. to 2(1s., 157 ;
21s. to 25s., 116 ; 26s. to 30s., 92; 318. to
35s., 59 ; 36s. to 40s., 50 ; 41 s. to 458., 22 ;
46s. to 50s, 41 j 51 s. and over, 13 ; total 78 I.
The following comparison shows the difference between the wages paid in thearea in which
the Butcherd, Drapers, Grocers, and Bay,
Chaff, Wood and Coal Boards' determinations
apply, and those paid in the part of Viotori!l>
outside that area :-Average wage of 7,727
persons working under the above determinations, 37s. 6d. ; average wage of 6,227
persons working in country districts, 30s. 5d.
This comparison shows that the average
earnings of each country shop employ(~ are
7s. Id. less than those of persons working
nnder the determinations mentioned. Since
the compilation of these figures the determination of the Hay, Chaff, Wood. and Coal Board
has been applied to the whole of Victoria.
This differs somewhat from the proposals for
Wages Boards which I have previously
placed before the House, because it is the
great majority of employers who are asking
to have the resolution adopted, so that a.
Board may be created, the determinations of
which will apply to country districts.
Mr. COTTER.-The proposed new Bill
will apply to persons employed as carters.
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~ow there is already a determination in
force as far as carters and drivers are CO/l-cerned.
If the proposed Board fixes
different rates from those contained in the
€xisting determination, will the two not
clash? There is no guarantee tbat the new
Board will not fix lower rat(:'ls.
~\1r. ROBERT~ON.-r would like to
know whether this resolution includes
butchers' assistants in the country who are
not slaughtermen. In the country a butcher's
assistant may deliver meat as well as Cllt i~
up in the shop, besides performing other
duties connected with the business. Therefore,
I want the Premier to say whether butchers'
assistants, who are not slaughtermen, will be
included.
Mr . .\lURRA Y (Minister of Labour).No; butchers'assistants who are notslaughtermen are not iucluded. There is already an
award of the Butchers Board which may be
applied to any of these places at the present
time. In reply to the honorable member for
Richmond, I may say that there are certain
districts where the determinations of the
Carters and Drivers Hoard apply, but they
a,re llot ill force all over the State. Supposing the proposed new Board fixed different
rates for an area to which the determinations
()f the Carters and Drivers Board applied,
the MiniHtel' has power by an order of the
Governor in Coullf,lil to transfer the carters
from one determination to another. That i8
a power 'which he has under the existing Jaw,
'aud a very proper power it, is.
Mr. PRENDEI{GAST.-I would remind
the House' that a deputation waited on the
Acting Premier, and pointed out how the
determinations of the' proposed new Board
and the Carters and Drivers Board might
-clash. I think it was then decided that
there should be no chshing. 'fhe power
certainly does exist enabling the Governor
in Council to transfer the employes from one
determination to another', so as to avoid any
clashing. If the new Board, however,
fixes lower rates than those contained in the
award of the Carters and Drivers Board,
trouble. may aris<:l between the employes
affected and the i r employers. 1 n that way
evil would result. All the same, I think it
would be better to adopt this resolution now,
aud await developments, than to risk losing
it.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr .. MORRAY (Minister of Labour)
moved-

That it is expedient to appoint a Special Board
110 determine the lowest prices or rates which may

be paid to any person or persons, or classes of per-

Boards.

sons, employed in the process, trade, or business
of asphalting or tar-paving.

He said-This is an application for a Special
Board by those eng'aged as workers in this
indnstry. The number of regular employers
is approximately twenty-eight, but in addition
there are others who occasionally employ
labour in the trade. To anyone moving about
the city and suburbs, it must have ber,n
apparent that there has been a large increase in this kind of labour during tho last
year or two. I do not think that the return which I have gives anything like the
number who are actually engaged ill it, ~ nd
it does not agree with the return furnished
by the represen tati ves of the men. I shall
point out the wide discrepancy there is be-.
tween the two. It is stated here that the
number of employes varies from 100 in the
slack season to 250 in the busy season. The
secretary of the union says there are from
500 to 600 men engaged in this work, and I
think at the busy time of the year there
mllst be something like that flllmber.
It is very hard to get absolutely aecurate
statistics in any of these industriel:!. However, the other figures which I give may
be relied upon as approximately correct.
Special records have been obtained regarding
They receive an average
119 employea.
wage of 42s. 10d. There are 116 males,
twenty-one years and over who get an
average wage of 43s. 3d., and three m~les
under tweuty-one years, 288. 4d. The usual
number of hours worked varies from fOl'tyfour to fifty-eight. The Board is ':lsked for
by tbe Victorian Asphalters and Tar Pavers'
Union, and a deputation from the Trades
Hall Council waited on the Minister on the
23rd August, and asked that the Board be
granted. The'reasonsgiven for the application
are-(l) the low rate of wages at present paid;
(2) the insufficient rates paid for overtime;
and (3), which is probably the strongest
rel-tson, that uniform c:)nditions may be
obtained for aU employes. The employers
are said to be favorable to the appointment
of the Board, and no objection has been
received to -the proposal. They knew
that deputations had waited 011 the Minister,
and that the matter was under consideration.
I may mention that in the present short
session we are not ahle to adopt olir usual
practice of allowing two weeks to' elapse·
after these resolutions are placed on the
notice-paper in order to afford an opportunity
for objections to be lodged. The following
figures indicate thfl wages paid to adults35s. and under, 2; 36s. to 4os., 30.
There are 57 .receiving from 41s. to 458. ; 16
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receiving from 469. to 50s. ; 9 receiving from the Boards, and never have interfered with
When. the h<9norable gentleman
51s. to 55s. ; and 2 receiving 56s. and over, them."
making a total of 116. We take two groups made that statement I said it was Bot
of employers in order to show the difference true. I do not know whether the honorable
in the rates of wages paid. Take group No. gentleman heard me or not, and I do not
1 of 10 employers, with 52 employes, and we know whether it appears in Hansard or not_
find that the average wage paid is 45s. lId., I looked up the official report of last week's
while there is one employe under twenty-one proceedings, but Friday's work does not apyears of age. In the second group of 10 pear in it. It is just as well that I should
employers, with 5? employes, the average prove my statements. I shall now read a
wage is 38s. 9d , and there are two employes letter dated the 1 ~th October. It is from
under the age of twenty-one. These figures the Minister of Labour.
indicate that employers in group 2 pay to
I have the honour, by direction of the Minister of
each employe on an average 7s. 2d. per week Labour, to refer the Hay, Uhaff, Wood, and Coal
less than labour is held to be worth by the determination back to the Board, wi~h a request
that they will take into comlideration the question
employers in group 1. If a Special Board of amending it so that, where more than one shift
were appointed, a uniform minimum wage has to be worked in the trade, more particularly
would have to be paid.
The usual results with regard to compressed fodder factories, an
would follow-that certain employes would extra shift or shifts be not treated as overtime, as
in the present determination, but that special pro·
benefit and that all the employers would be vision be made for payment for work done on the
put 011 the same footing.
extra shifts as overtime. The Minister asks the
Board to do this, as it has been pointed out to him
The motion was agreed to.
that, in certain compressed fodder factories, the
. A message was ordered to be sent to the overtime rates fixed by this Board work in such a
Legislative Council, requesting their con- way as to be unfair to the owners. In the meantime it is the .Minister'~ intention to extend· the
currence in the resolutions.
SUPPLY.
The Honse went into Committee of
Supply for the further consideration of the
Estimates of Expenditure for the financial year
1911-12.

CHIEF SECRETARY'S DEPARTMENT.
Consideration was resumed of the vote of
£1,936 for the Inspection of Factories and
Shops.
:Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-When
we last met the Chief Secretary made a
certain statement durin~ a speech of the
honorable member for Grenville, who asked
the Chief Secretary if it were possible for
him to intimate to the Boards that it would
be ad visable for some of them to meet a little
oftener, alld when they did meet to sit a little
longer, and to try to expedite the work of the
Boards. I might also urge that that should
be done if possible. The delay, not only ill
the appointment of the Boards, but between
the time of appointment and the time of
arri \7ing at their determinations, is sometimes very lengthy and very disheartening;
and, as the honorable member for Grenville
said at the time, very discouraging. and eve~
forces employes into the A rbitration Court,
wllen. in reality, they prefer to be dealt with
by the "Yages Boards, if they can be dealt
with expeditiously. The Chief Secretary,
when the honorable member for Grenville
was speaking, said, " I do not interfere with

operation of your determination so as to cover the
whole of Victoria. If your Board can see its way
to so amend the determina.tion as to make the
rates fair all round, be will proceed no further, but~
if not, he will then consider the question of appointing a country Board.
(Signed) H. M. MURPHY,
Chief Inspector of Ifactories.

This letter was addressed to the chairman of
the Hay, Chaff, Woud and Coal Board. It
speaks for itself.
Mr. MVRRA.Y.-It does not disprove what
I said.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
honorable gentleman said he did not interfere with the. Boards.
Mr. MURRAY.-I say so again.
Mr. J. W. BILL~ON (Filzro,1J).-The
letter I have read did not corne from the
honorable gentleman, but from the Minister of La.bour.
Mr. lYl URRA. Y.- Yes. It was five m' six
days after my return, and before I was sworn
in as Minister of Labour. Jt was one of the
things that my colleague had to finish up.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (FitZ1·o.1J).-I take
it that. the honor:i.ble gentleman was speaking
on behalf of the .l.\iinistl·y, and that the Department, while under his jllrisdintion, did
not interfere with the "~ages Boards.
Mr. MURRAy.-"There they do something
that is inconsistent with the law, I point it
out to them. I meant that I never interfered with the int~rnal, working of the
Boards.
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Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-This
letter is written on behalf of the Minister of
Labour. The honorable gentleman said it
was done by the Acting Minister.
Mr. MURRAY.-He was not Acting Minister, but Minister of Labour.
Mr. J. "'-. BI.LLSON (Fitzroy).-The
Minister of Labour does two things. First
of all, he offers this Board a bribe to do
what he wants, or an inducement, if the
honorable gentleman does not like the word
bribe; and; secondly, he puts forth. in this
letter to the chairman of the Board, a threat
that if the Board will not do something, he
will cause something to be done, that, in his
opinion, is a punishment, in the opinion of
the operatives of the Board is a pnuishment,
and in the opinion of the Labour party is a
punishment. He offers, as an inducement,
that he will extend the operation of their
determination if they bring in a determination that suits him, but if they will not, he
says, "I will create a separate country
Board." This is an interfereuce, and I do
not thillk the House·will acquit the Minister
of impartiality. Every honorable member
who carefully reads the letter must come to
the conclusion that the Minister has been
induced by the employers to bring his power
so to work as to canse the Board, under
dnress, to bring in a finding that snits him.
The employers saw the Minister by deputation, and he says it has been pointed ont to
him by a deputation of employers.
Mr. MURRAy.-They have just as much
right as the other side have to iuterview the
Minister, and the other side come often
€nough.
Mr .•1. VV. HI LLSON (Fitzroy).-But not
during the sitting of the Board.
Mr. MURRAY.-I dare sayfreqnently.
Mr. J. VV. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-l\:o;
not until such time as the determination has
been tried, and th~y want a change.
Sir AT.EXANDlm PEACOCK.--Yes.
Mr .J.
BILLSON (Fitzroy).-They
have always said, "Give it a trial." The
hOllorable member, wheu Chief Secretary,
did something, at the ins~igation of the employers, that he has been a!)hamed of ever since.
They proposed a 30s. minimum, but they
were defeated, and the determination was
£2 5s. The employers asked the Government to reduce it to 30s. The honorable
member for Allandale, who ,vas then Chief
Sepretary, referred the determination back to
the Board. He had a very pliable chairman,
who knew the arguments of the employers
and lent towards' them. The detel'mination
came again before the Board, and it was
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reduced from £2 5s. to 36s. without a trial
being given. The employers said that it was
impossible, under the 'fariff, to pay that
amount. To-day we have a lower Tariff, and
the minimum is £2 5s., and under that Tariff
it was raised from 308. to £2 ;)s., £2 7s. 6d.,
and £2 lOs. The honorable member can
see that he made a great mistake.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-No, but the
honorable member himself made a great
mibtake on that occasion. He was a member
of the Board, and he came as a deputation
with the secretary of the union.
Mr .•J. \IV. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Probably the honorable member is right in regard
to tha t. He was asked to prosecute me for
making certain statements concerning the
chairman.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I do not
recollect it.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Does
not the honorable nlember recollect my making a statement that the case was prejudged
by the chairman, and I wanted to prove it,
because he had it written Gut before he w~nt
to the Board meeting? My complaint in
connexion with "this matter is that the
Minister of Labour has asked the chairmen
of the Boards, and the chairman has the
casting vote, to so arrange their deterrninations fI.S to suit the Minister of Labour. If
the Minister of Labour is to have that
power-if tho chairmen of the HOH.rds
are to be the servants of the Minister
of Labour-theI! it is good-bye to the
efficient working of the Wages Boards.
When the proposal for the appointment of
country Wages Boards was brought before the House we on this (the Opposition) side strongly of posed it.
We
believed that the creation of these Boards
would be injurious to the operatives both in
the count.ry and in the towns. In the first
place, we believed that if the country Boards
arrived at the same determinations as the
town Boards they would be unnecesbary; and,
in the second place, we believed that if they
arrived at different determinations the result
would be to produce unfair competition
between the towns and country. At the
instigation of the employers, the Minister of
Labour sought to control the Hay, Chaff,
Wood, and Coal Board, and has made the
statement in writing to the Board: "J f you
will not amend your determination to suit
men-Sir ALEXANDKR PEAcocK.-I do not
think YOll conld read t.hat into the letter.
Mr. ;J. W. IHLLSON (Fitzroy) -It is as
clear as daylight. In the letter which was
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sent on behalf of the Treasurer as Minister
of Labour to the Board, the following ap:
pea red : It has been pointed out to me that, in certa.in
compressed fodder factories, the. overtime rates
fixed by this Board work in such a. way as to be
unfair to the owners. In the meantime, it is the
Minister's intention to extend the operation of your
determination so as to cover the whole of Victoria.
If 'your Board can see its way to so amend the
determination as to make the rates fair all
round--

That means fair all round in the opinion of
the Miuister.
he will proceed 110 further, but if not he will
then consider the question of appointing a country
130ard.

Sir ALEXANDER PEAcoCK.-Does that
appear in the letter?
.vIr.•1. W. B1LLSOX (Fitzl'oy).-Yes,
1 will hand it to the honorable member
If
the Minister did not consider it a penalty to
appoint a country Board, why did he make
that threat?
He stated in the House that
country Hoards would be helpful and not
inj nrious.
Mr . .NluRRAy.-Snpposing the Minister
fe-I t that if the Board adhered to the rates it
would work unfairly and disastrously to the
country districts, he would have to appoint a
conntry Board.
Mr. J. 'vY. HILLSON (Fitzroy).-In that
caRe it would have been the duty of the
]\finister to hear both sides, but he did not
do so, The position is this: the representatives of both sides arrived at a determination
which he did not agree with. He did not
know the part.iculars of the matter, but he
acted purely on the advice given to him by
one side. Tbe position is that tbe Government is attempting to so control Boards
that they will bring in determinations to suit
q he employers.
Mr. MURRAy.-My colleague has a special
knowledge of that trade.
Mr. J. V'Il. BILLSO~ (Fitzroy).-Has he
more knowledge than the representatives on
the Board ~
Mr. M URRAY.-He has aR much.
1\Ifr. J. W. HILL~ON (Fitzroy).-Has he
greater knowledge than the men representing
the operatives on the Board? Does the fact
that he bas special knowledge give bim the
t·ig-ht. to supersede the determinations of the
Board? ~hould the fact that he has special
knowledge give him the power and the right
because he happens to be a Minister, to exercise the functions of the Government in such
H way as will operate entirely in the interests
of the employers ~
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Mr. MURRAY.- He has the right and
puwer to prevent an unfair thing.
Mr. J. \V. BILL~O.N (Fitzroy).-lt appears to me that if the late Minister
of Labour is an employer in tbe business
concerned, and an interested party, .he acted
in a fashion that stamps him as one who is
very indiscreet. Being in that business, he
should have carefully avoided taking any
action whatever, beoause he might be accused
of serving his own personal interests. When
the Premier affirms that he. cannot even
suggest to tbe vVages Board that they might
act more speedily, 'because he cannot interfere with them, I say that the actions of the
Department and of the late Minist.er of
Labour show tbat to be absolutely untrue.
1\'11'. MUHRAY.-Boards have been asked
oUell enough to speed up a bit.
Mr. J. W. HI LLSON (Fitzroy). -- Tbe
honorable gentleman said, in answer 'to the
honorable member for Gn.mvil1e, that he
could not ask the Miners Wages Board to
speed up. My opinion is that the interference of the Government with Wages
Boards is helpillf!: to destroy tbe efficiency of
the vVages Board system, and is driving the
workers to the Federal Arbitration Court.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I am
sorry I was not able to follow closely the letter
read by the honorable member tor Fitzroy,
nor did I read the correspondence published
in the press; but I venture to differ
from the view put forward by the honorable
member. Perhaps I am a bit prejudiced,
being the originator of the Wages Board
system; but, to nly mind, the beauty of tbe
system, as compared with any other system
of regulating wages and hours thut has been
devised, is that it is full of elasticity. The
honorable member fot' Fitzroy, who has had a
great deal of experience of the working of
Wages Boards since the inceptIOn of the
system, will, I think, a~ree thnt the very
safety of the system lies in itt! elasticity.
Whu,t is the position? A Wages Board is
created, consisting of an equal number of
representatives of both employers and
employ(.s, and thp,y meet together and select
a chairman; or should they disagree with
regard to the ~election of a chairman, a
chairman is appointEd by the Governor in
Council.
The employers' and employes'
represen tati ves have expert know ledge
of the trade with which tbey are dealing, and after taking necessary evidence
the
Board prepares a log or determination which is presented to the Minister.
Surely the honorable member for Fitzroy
will not argue that the Minister is only to
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Under the Act the

Minister bas to take the full responsibility of
gazettin~ tbe determination
of a Board.

After a Board has come to a determination
a certain period is always allowed to elapse
before it is gazetted, and, until the Minister
approves of the determination and gazettes
it, it has not the force of law. That
system was adopted so that after a Board
came to its determination, and it was received by the Minist.er, either side should be
able to make representations to the Minister
with regard to any features that deserved
further consideration.
Speaking from my
own experience, 1 may say that years ago we
had to move very carefully and slowly in
connexion with the determinations of Boards
in the interests of the very persons who were
supposed to be benefited by the Wages Board
system. It was necessary to make sure of
the ground. When J was Chief becretary
deputations waited on me, as they have
waited on other Ministers a.dministering the
Act, in connexion with the determinations
of some Boards, to point out that there were
some aspects that required further consideration at the bands of the Boards. 'When that
is done the Minister has the responsibilit'y of
deciding whether sufficient new light has
been brought to bear to warrant him reo
mitting the determination to the Board for
further consideratIOn. That is what seems to
have been done in the case brought forward
by the member for Fitzroy. Parliament has
al ways held the view that people should have
an opportunity of briugillg forward fresh
matter before the gazetting of a Board's
determination. The responsiuility of gazetting r.he determination, or referring it back
to the Board, rests with the Minister. The
letter written by the direction of the Minister
of Labour in connexion with the case mentioned by the honorable member for 1- itzroy
was as follows : I have the honour, by direction of the Minister
of Labour, to refer the HILY, Chaff, 'Vood, and Coal
determination back to the Board, with a request
that they will take into consideration the question
of amending it, so that, where more than one shift
has to be worked in the trade, more particularly
with regard to compressed fodder factories, an
extra shift or shifts be not treated as overtime, as
in the present determinatio'1, but that special provision be made for payment for work done on the
ex',ra, shifts as overtime. The Minister asked the
BOlLrd to do this, as it has heen poinl ed out to him
that, in certain compressed fodder factories, the
overtime rates fixed by this Board work in such a.
way as to be unfair to the owners. In the mean·
time, it is the Minister's intention to extend the
operation of your determination so as to cover the
wholE' of V ictoria. If your Board can see it~ way
to so amend the determination, as 1:.0 make the

Sir Alexander Peacock.
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rates fair all round he will proceed no further"
but, if not, he will then consider the question of
appointing a country Board.
(~jgned)
H. M. MURPHY,

Chief Inspector of Factories.
That latt.er can be read in the way the honorable members for Jntzroy conveyed it to
the House, but I do not think that was the
idea of the Minister at all.
Mr. J. W. RILJ.SON (Fitz1'0Y,)- You are
not the custodian of the Ministel's mind.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Certainly not. Has not the honorable member
known of cases in the earlier history of the
Wages Board system where the rates of
wages were fixed very low, and does he not
know t.hat representations were made to the
Minister of the day on behalf of t he operatives to the effect that it would be an unfair
thing to gazette those determinations? In
cases of that killd have not Ministers, ill view
of the new light brought to bear, asked the
Boards to reconsider the new points brought
forward?
Mr. ELl\fSLIE.-Was there any threat made
when those determinations were referred back
to the Boards?
~ir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-l do
not see any threat in the letter which 1 have,
just read.
l\fr J. 'N. Bn.LsoN (Fitzroy).-l lave ),011
known any inducement to be beld out to a.
Board to alter its determination?
'
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-~o. I
take it that it is the duty of the Minister, if
he considprs the representations made to him
to be of sufficient importance, to ask a Board
to reconsider its determination. How call a
request of that, kind be cl>llsidered to be a
threat? The members of the Hay, Chaff,.
vVood, and Coal Board will, lam confident,take
into considel'at,ion the representations made as
to why the determination should be altered.
We should endeavour to preserve the elasticity of the system in the interests of the
people whom it is snpposed to benefit. I
cannot agree on this matter with the honorable member for Fitzroy, who, 1 admit, has
given a ~reat deal of consideration to the
Wages Board system. He brought up
allciellt history this afternoon, an~ saia I
ought to be ashamed of my action in a certain
case. I am proud of the the action I took
in that ~ase. He was referring to the first
Board created - the Bootmakers Board.
That was 'at the time when the W"gelSBoard system was being got into working
order. On the Bootmakers Board the determinatiol) ':was arrived a,t' 'on the castillg
vote of the 'chairman.
W hen the deter-
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mination came to me I thought that, in
the best interests of the trade, and in the best
interests of the operatives, it was advisable that the Hoard should reconsider
its determination, because it proposed
such large increases of wages that I
f-elt the effect would be to completely dis-organize the trade_
I was condemned
roundly by the Trades Hall Council for my
action, anlt it did seem a strange thing that
the originator of the system would not
gazette the determination of the Board. It
.seemed to me that the representations made
.to me warranted me in sending the determination back to the Board for further COllsideration.
~ubsequent
events, in my
-opinion, proved that I was right. I felt that
if the great increases in wages recommended
.by the Board were made the trade wouJd be
injured. Honorable mem bers must remember
that at that time things were remarkably
dull. The extraordinary increases recommended by the Board would have discrganized trade and thrown numbers of
people ont of ,vork.
After I sent the
determination back to the Board' the
minimum wage of 36s, .\vas fixed, and
grad nally the wages were raised and no
'injury was done. An immense amount of
benefit resulted immediately on account of the
inerease of the wages from the old sweating
rates to 36s. per week. I hardly think the
honorable membet' for Fitzroy, who was a
:mem bel' of that Board, is fair in charging the
chairman of the Board with 'being pliable.
Mr. TUNXECr... IFFE.-Is it, not Significant
that in both cases where the determinations
, were sent back to the Boards it' was done so
, {ts to get a reduction of wages?
Sir ALEXANDER l'EACOCK.-~o.
The honora,ble member is usually fair, but
he i'? implying that some of llS on thi8 (the
, Ministerial) side of the House are in favour
of lower wages. The work done by honorable members on this side of the House is a
complete answer to an in~inuation of that
kind. In connexion with the determination
of a Board all the aspects of the trade have
to be considered in the interests of the
persons whom it is desired to benefit. I
. think that if the honorable member for
}~itzl'Oy again reads the letter whICh was
"written by direction of the }Vfinister he will
see that there is no threat contained in it.
Certain facts had been placed before him,
. and he considered it his duty to send
them fOl' the consideration of the Board.
, There wa~ nothing in the way of a threat.
The vote was agreed to, as were als') the
votes for Government Shorthand W,ri ter
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(£1,633)" the Governor's Office (£450). Inebria.tes Institution (£2,700), Marine Board
(£3,850), Mercantile Marine (£795), Observatory (£4,359), and Premier's Otlice
(£2,407).
Training Ship, .£7,895.
Mr. J. W. BILLSO~ (Pitzroy).-Last
week I inquired whether the Board which
had been appointed to make inquiries into
the alleged otl'ences on the training ship had
returned a report or not. I was informed
that the report was not yet in.
This morning the report arri ved .
l\1r. MURRAY.-lt was sent over to the
Government Printing Office at once. It is
not usual to lay these reports on the table,
but I directed that every honorable member
should be supplied with a copy .
Mr. fJ. W. BILLSON (ll'itZ1'OY).- We
have the report to hand
it is a very
strange verdict. Having just received the
report, I nave not had sufEcient t.ime to go
fully into the matter. Certain charges were
wade by the leader of the Opposition, by the
honorable member for Brighton, T think, and
by myself. The cbarges were regarded as
fri volous and wild cat statements. and were
not taken seriously. Until they were dis·
cussed, I believe, a second time, the House
,and the Government took very little Ilotice
of them.
The report to hand is a vcry
queer composition. It is as followf:; : The inquiry in cOIJnexion with the training ship
John Murray was held by me on the 21st and 22nd
in st. I find that an instructor named Somerville
(since dismissed), and of good record up to then,
was, on or about the middle of January last, wheu
under the influence of liquor, guilty of gr08sly indecent ~Lssanlts on three of the b"yson board the
training 8hip, and in the presence of other boys.
On the evidence there is nothing to justify a. prosecution for. a more serious offence. On the day in
question Somerville came on h0ard in the morning
at 10 o'clock, and had evidently been drinking the
night before. He brought drink with him, and ~s
the day advanced his condition became worse.
The misconduct. took place about 2 o'clock in the
afternoon, and was repeated ahout 5 o'clock.
:::luch a condition of affairs, of course, shows a la.ck
of proper supervision. Apart from the oft'ences on
the day in question, I am satisfied that no loose or
immora.l conduct has taken place.
I personally
visited t he ship after the inquiry, and, from my
own' observation and the evidence of the HOll. J •
A. Boyd, Chairman of the Commit tee of Ma.nagement, and the officers of the ship, I am able to say
t.hat every possible ca.re is now taken as to the
training and supervision of the boys, and that an
ofience of the nature mentioned cannot occur again.

The striking part of t his is t hat when the
cha'rgeR were first maje they were not treated
with that seriousness with which, ill my
opinion. they should have been. Afterwards
au inquiry was held, and we get a report to-uay
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that this man was guilty of " grossly indecent
assaults on three of the boys on board the
training ship, and in the pr~sence of other
boys."
I want to know why a proserution
has not taken place.
Mr. MURRAY.- Will you read on?
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-It says
hereOn the evidence there is nothing to justify a.
prosecution for a more serious oifE'nce.
Why should he not have been prosecuted for
this offence?
The report says that he not
only was guilty of indecent assaults on three
of th~ boys, but" grossly indecent assaults."
Why not prosecute him for this?
What
particular reasons are thtre or can there be
for protecting this man, or dismissing him
and allowing him to go away with a good
record?
Mr. lVluRRAY.-He does not get a good
record from the ship. but no record.
Mr. J. W. BILLSOX (Fitz?'oy).-He is
simply permitted to leave.
He committed
an assault for which in all probability an
ordinary person outside would have beell
imprisoned for a very long time, and he
does this, not on one occasion, but on more
than one occasion. He commits this offence
on three boys in the presence of other boys,
on two separate occasions, the report states.
l!i is extremely difficult to prove these cases.
It is impossible to tell how long this was
going on. It is impossible to tell the number of boys intel fered with hy this man,
simply because the boys would be reluctant to
give evidence. The man would not give
evidence against him. rrhe boys would all be
ashamed of the position. ~ufficient evidence,
however, was got 011 the inquiry to prove
that three of the boy!:! were grossly and
indecently assaulted on more than one
occasion.
Mr. MURRAY.-How do you make it out
that it was on more than one occasion?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I t was at 2 o'clock
and 5 o'clock.
Mr. fJ. W. BILLSON (FiIZl'oy).-The
report readsThe misconduct took place about 2 o'clock
in the afternoon, and was repeated about 5
o'clock.

. 1\1 r. .M unRA y.-They were all on one
day.
Mr. J VV. HILLSOX (Fitzroy).-If you
commit theft and murder on one day, then it
would be only olle offen~e~
Mr. MURRAY.-!t. is not as if it had been
habitual.
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Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I
believe it has.
Mr. MURRAY.-There is no statement
that it occurred on any other occasion.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitz1'oy).-Vt>ry
likely, because of the extreme difficulty of
obtaining proof. No one conuected with the
affair would desire publi.::ity. The parents
of the boys, for the most part, would rather
that the whole thing was hushed up than
their children should appear in the pnhlic
press as having been subjected to this kind
of treatment on the training ship. But the
report itself disproves the statement of the
chairman of the Board. 1f the boys were
gros!:!ly indecently assa.ulted, there was sufficient evidence to have led to a charge on
that ground. A report of this character
should not have been presented. The parents
of these children came to me repeR,tedly.
They were very much distressed about the condit-ion of the children, and they asked
me whether they could be legally de·
tained.
I told them that, from information
obtained from the Departlnent., 1 believed
there was no legal authority to keep them on
the ship. The parents attempted to get
them from the ship, and were unsuccessful.
They were ordered- off the shi p. The parent s,
in une case, were told that their boy was
playing somewhere about. They discovered
a grating. The boy wa.s behind there, in
prison. He had been beaten by officers
of the ship, and the reason why he was not
permitted to see his parents was that he had
certain marks upon him as the result of the
ill·treatment by officers of the ship. That
gave rise to this inquiry. 1 am not here to
praise or blame anyone, and I witSh the
thing, from beginning to end, was satisfactory
to all parties. But on the report presented
to honorable members we must conclude that
there is sufficient disclosed to disprove the
statement that there is not sufficient evidence
to go before a Court, or that the offences are
not serious enouP'h.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-He says that there was
a grossly indec~nt assault committed, but
nothing more serious.
Mr. J. W. HILLSON (Fitzroy).-If there
had been anything more serio.us-Mr. SNOWBALL.-That would be a capital
0flence.
Mr. J. W. BILLS UN (Fitzroy}.-Are we
to understand that attempts at a capital
offence can be proved and are to be condoned
by the Government because there is not
sufficient evidence to prove that a cal>ital
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Is· that it?

The

On th~ evidence there. is nothing to j llstify a
prosecutIOn for flo more serlOUS oifellce.

Because. they htl. ve not got evidence to justify
prosecutIOn on another charge, is that any
reason why they should allow the man to
escape fOl> tho offence he has committed ?
That is what I want to know. I think it is
the duty of the Government to explain the
position to the Committee, and if it is not
satisfied a further inquiry should be held.
Mr. MURRA Y (Premier).-I am very
sorry I hav~ not .got the evidence taken by
Mr. Dwyer In thIS case. As soon as I saw
the report, it struck me as very pe0uliar.
In the first place he 8ays that grossly indecent assaults have taken place.
So
far as I can see from the evidence, there
might have been a suggestion of an
attempt to do something of the kind,
but there is nothing more in the evidence. On the evidence, I think no one would
have convicted the man of attempting to
2'rossly ur. inde?ently assault any of the boys.
At the tIme It occurred the chairman, Mr.
Boyd, told me of the circumstances, and of
how they dealt witb the man. I should like
to disabuse honorable members' minus of
any r:nisapprehension t.hat., on any previous
occaSIOn, or subsequent occasion, anything of
an indecent character ha.d occurred on board
the ship. That is where the other side is
not fair. A man, an officer of the ship, who
had been ashore, came aboard half drunk
bringing liquor with him. The captain wa~
not on the ship, as he ought to have been,
and, apparently, there was not that supervision at the moment that there should be
exercised on a training ship. The committee, howevp.r, dealt very summarily with
the man. They at once bundled him overboard, and when Mr. Boyd came to me on
the following day,· and told me of what took
place, I spoke about prosecuting the man,
and asked why he should not be handed over
to the rolice. If he had attempted anything
of the kind he. ought to have been prosecutect'.
But I was told that the evidence was of such
a character that the committee felt that no
con viction .could follow. The man appeared to
have been III a state of maudlin drunkenness.
If the ~onorable member will carefully peruse
the eVidence, as I have dOlle, he will see the
position. I regret I have not the evidence
here, but I shan have it here to-morrow.
I would like to l.ave the evidence printed
and put into the hands of honorabl; members.
Second Ses.~ion 1911.-l7]
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Mr. SNOWBALL.-I would not endeavour
to qualify the finding of a police magistrate•.
He found that the man was guilty.
Mr. MURRA Y.-He finds that the man
was guilty of grossly indecent assault. I
am at a loss to understand what constitutes
a grossly indecent assault in the opinion of
the m~gistrate. Althollgh he uses thesevery strong words he says he does not think
it was an offence of a very seriolls nature.
J"'Ir. J. W. BILLSUN (Fitzroy). -:- He
says-Mr. jlURRAY.-Will honorable members be quiet for a moment? God knows I
listened attentively enough to the atrabilious
lecture delivered by the honorable member
for Fitzroy. The police magistrate says that
there was a grossly il~decent assault. Then
he say~, "There is nothing to justify a
prosecution for a more serious o1fence." I
do not know what could be a more serious
offence, but it seems that, although the
police magistrate characterizes what the man
did as grossly indecent, he could not have
thought it of a very serious character.
~hat. the committee felt after they had
mvestlgated the conduct of this officer was
that there was not sufficient evidence to sus~
tain any charge, either upon the one count or
the other, that might be brought aO'ainst the
man. They felt t.hat the sooner th~y got rid
of the man the better. They did so.
I
would not like the impression to get aboutit is one that might have been conveyed by
the remarks of honorable members-that this
kind of thing habitually occurred upon
the ship. It had never occurred before. It
was never alleged that it had occurred before.
What happened was simply that a drunken
officer came aboard and misconducted himself. If the t.=ommittee had thought they
could have got a conviction, it would have
been their duty to prosecute the man.
Mr. SNowBALL.-The poliee said they
were prevent~d from prosecuting.
Mr. MURRAY.-80 far as the comnlittee
from its investig:l.tion could gather no charge
would have been sustained. They got rid of
the man. I have stated the case as it stands.
I cannot understand the report of the police
magistrate, but the two expressions used by
him appear to me to contradict each other.
Mr. SNO"VBALL.-I think this matter
should not be allowed t<9 pass wit.hout honorable members knowing something more about
the facts.
Mr. MURRAY.-I am going to put the
evidence into the hands of honorable members, and let them judge for themselves.
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Mr. SNOWBALL.-The finding of the
police magistrate is perfectly clear.
It
leaves no room f')r doubt.
It is well
known that an indecent
assault
is
a penal offence.
1 t is punishable in
a certain way under the Critlles Act.
There are other serious offences of this nature
-capital offences. The police magistrate
says in his reportof

I fbel that an instructor. . . . . . . was guilty
gro~sly indecent assaults on three of the hoys-

HOlJOrable members want to know why the
man was not prosecuted. 'Vhen the leader
of tRe Opposition brought the matter before
the House last session, he had a statement
from the father of oue of t.he boys who said
that he had gone to the police and asked t,hem
to prosecute, and that the police had indicated
their intention of prosl~cuting and had visited
the ship and made inquiries.
That man
stated that before a sllmmons was issued the
police were instructed to stop proceedings.
Those were the facts laid before the House
by the leader of the Opp()sition la8t session.
The police magistrate says that he finds the
person, whose conduct is in quel'tioll, guilty
of indecent assault. That. offence is punishable
in a certain way under the law, and we ought
to be told why the man was not prosecute.i.
The, mere fact that the magistrate says
that the man was not guilty of a IUore,
serious offence - of murder. or some
capital offence-does not affect t.he matter ..
I sylrnpatlllze with the Chief Secretary in the
matter.
Apparently. he is puzzled, but I
think it will be quite evident to a legal mind
that the police magistrate, whose duty it is
to deal with offeuces of this kil1d, finds that
the person named was guilty of grossly indecent assault on three boys twice on one day.
No other construction can be placed on the
rep'ort of the police magistrate,.
I do not
know what meall!:) honorable members have
of finding out the facts and seeing that the
Jaw is enforced. but I would ask the
Premier to allow the matter to stand over
unt,il we get t he facts.
. Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-I will tell
honorable mem bel'S w hat I am prepared to do.
I cannot. quite understand the report of the
police magistrate, but the course might be
pursued of sending the evidence taken at the
inrJllir.y to the Crown t\olicitor and, asking
him for his advice as to whether a prosecution even now should not be undertaken.
Mr. J. \V. R!LL~O~ (F,tz·o:I/).-I think
the man is a t the other end of I he world.
. Mr. MURRA Y.-I am prepared to g'et
the opinion of the Crown Solicitor.
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Mr. ELMSLIE.-While the course suggested by the Premier might be followed, I would point out that t he honorable
member for Brighton has raised
a very important question, which should
be inquired into. He said that the leader
of the Oppositiol1, in making a charge
last session, stated that the parents of a boy
on the John Afurray weut to the police statioll,
made a comphl.illt and asked that the offender
should be punished for \vhat he had done, and
that the police were making inquirie?, bnt
that, previous to a summons beillg issued,
some olle stepped in and stopped a prosecution. I think that feature of the case should
be inquired into. It seenlS to be no matter of
very great importance. Weare told t.hat
the mall who offended is on the other side of
the wodd. He bas been given every opportunity to get away, so as to be able to avoid
being punished for his wrong-doing. It is a
very serious tbillg that, after a charge of the
kind in question had been made by the
parents of a boyan whom all assault. was
committed, any olle should step in and prevent justice taking itR course. That is what
I complain of. There should be an inqlliry as
to \\'ho prevented the preseclltion taking place,
and why. It seems to me t hat a power of that
kind is too great to be placed in any officer's
hands. I look 011 that aspect of the case as a
very serious one.
I am quite sure the
Premier wants to see all the facts laid bare,
and I ask him, while making the other inquiries, to also make an inquiry in the direction I have indicated.
Mr MURRAY.-l will give full particnlafl!l
to the Honse.
Mr. RA YLES.-I do not want to go into
the question that has been diseussed, but I
want to bring before the Committee the
broad question as to whether the John ...If'l{;1·ray
should be in existence at all. It is a most t'X·
pensive, and, from what I can gather, a not
altogether Ratisfactory plaything. A large
sum of money is being, not squandered, but
spent on som"ething which I think is not a
very great success .
:Mr. HANNAII.-It would be better to have
a decent farm ou which to put the boys.
Mr. BA YLES.-The honorable member
took the words out of my mOllt h. I rose to
ask whether it would not be well to consider
the advisability of doing away with the
training ship, and of seeing whether we cannot get some of the money spent on the ship
back so as to illvest it in a farm where we
could teach boys to become producers.
We have large areas of land which we want
to place our boys on, so that they may become
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producers and make the land profitable. I
do Hot know how many boys will ue turned
out by the J()hn Mur1°ay in the next four or
five years a~ seamen, but the cost per head
l't'ill be heavy. The expenditure of the
John M'lurray has gone up by nearly
.£600 as comlJared with last year. 1 do not
know the reason for tbe increase, but it
Beems. to me that the John Jl1urroY,has not
been the success anticipated. In the first
pla.ce, the capital C05t was very much higher
than was anticipated, and the cost of maintaining the boat seems to be growin~ year
by year. It would be well for the Ministry
to consider the advisability of doillg away
with tbe .John Jlf71Jrray and pla.cing the boys
on a farm.
:Mr. HAN~AH.-I would remind honorIlhle members of what occurred whell the
charges in reference to the tmining ship
John Jllu,rray were brought before the House
last ::lession. The Premier was in England
at the time, and Ihe Acting Chief Secretary
pra.ctically dellied that there wa.s anything in
the charges made. A day or two afterwards
the Treasurer, who was Acting Premier,
saiJ that the charges were, founded on
idle rurnours. The honorable member for
Brighton had to put certain facts very
strongly before the Treasurer could be persuaded that there was anything in the
charges that were made. vVe know the
difliculty there \vas in forcing the Government to grallt an inquiry. Statenlents wero
made by myself, the honorable member for
l,'itzroy, and other honorable members, arid
it was only after a good deal of pressure that
.the Acting Premier would consell t to an inquiry b.eing held. We have never been able
to get anything like a definite statement as
to the methods adopted on the John. Mwray
by which the committee of management expect to bring about the great chan:!e that
they said would lake place in the conduct of
the boys intrusted to their cn,re. Honorable
members had no opportunity of di~cllssing
the advisability of the Govel'llment purchasing the John M'lIJrray for a, training ship,
or of a laying down a line of policy that was
to be followed, and we now find it most
difficult to effect those chn.nges that are
necessary.
Honorable members were not
fairly treated.
I have al ways held, find I
remember expressing the view in the House
about seven years ago, that the Government
should have farms on which to place
lads like those who have been phteed
on the John Murroy, so that they might
get a practical training ill agriculture.
Some of them should be located within a few
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.miles of Melbourne, while the wors~ cases
should be sent further afield. The training
ship John J.l/uuay does not meet the case . ,
lvJr. SNOWBALL.-It is costing £500 'per
month.
Mr. HANNAH.--Yes, ».ud if the boys
were placed on a decent farm, it would cost
very little at the outset, and become a great
asset in years to come.
There is great
difficulty in dealing with boys of this class on
a training ship.
I went over the Sohraon
in ~ydney, and I realized that Ihen.
rrhere
are boys who would be cOllverted into firstclass citizens if t.hey were given a couple of
years on the land under proper discipline.
lnstead of incurriug useless expenditure in
connexion with a training ship, the Govern.
meut should turn their attention to something
mure practical, especially as such It strong
desire €.xists at present to have our lauds
properly settled. Many lads, with no serious
intention of driftillg into crime, become lIseless through contamination with others. The
Government should deal with such lads on
the land. r t would cost nothing to oht.ain
land fot' the purpose. The State already
possesses suitable land.
Some of the
land of the agricultural colleges could
be utilized.
U uder proper supervIslOll,
boys could be put to work fencing, or
building on it. While thus engaged they
would be receiving a practical training.
Hundreds of boys might, if they were thllP.!
dealt with, be converted into useful membel's
of society, iustead of developing into
criminals. Years ago I impressed upon .t.he
Beut Minist.ry, when the Premier was
Minister of Lands, the necessity of something
of this sort beiug done.
I hope it is not too
late to urge that action should be taken in
this direction.
In connexion with t.he trai1l7
ing ship .fuhn Murray, I would like to refer
to the death of Ernest Hutton.
I tried
to get him off the boat some weeks
ago, but lVIr. Boyd would not COllsent
to his discharge.
Ii il:i mol her, who is
great strnggle
a widow, has had a
in bringing up her family of sevell young
children. I, therefore, suggest that the
Premier should see whether some assistance
canllot be given her.
The vote was agreed to, as was also the
vote-Agent-General, £5,000.
Audit Office, £) 2,869.
Mr. BAY Ll~S.-The Government; are
now going in ~ for some large industrial
.ventures. They have taken on the Maffr.a
Sugar Factory, and there are many other
trading concerns. such as the Geelong
Harbor Trust, and the Wonthaggi mine .. I
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want the Premier to ask the Treasurer to
see that all the balance-sheets of these trading

-concerns are presented to this House in
tproper form. The Geelong Harbor Trust
·has become a large industrial concern, and we
-have no conception whatever of the position
·of its accounts.
Mr. HANNA H.-They prepare a proper
balance-sheet in connexion with the coal
mine.
Mr. BAYLES.~A proper Government
balance· sheet, bnt not a balance-sheet that
would satisfy the shareholders of nny institu·
tion. The capital value should be stated,
and everything should be included in the
balance-sheet. The people of Victoria are
shareholders in these undertakings, and they
are entitled to know how the money is
spent.
Mr. MURRAy.-Didn't you see the handsome Elut'plus from the ""Yonthaggi mine?
Mr. BA YLES.-I know exactly the
position of affairs, as far as that mine is concerned. If it had not been for the loss sustained by the rail ways that handsome
surplus would have been a heavy loss. The
statement made by the honorable member
for Hawthorn and myself, that the railways
had to pay for that profit, has not yet been
denied. The Railways Commissioners said
'that on the thermal unit of the W onthaggi coal they were nlaking a loss of about
£43,000, on the price at the pit's mouth.
The taxpayers of this country did not know
the position of affairs. The Government
now propose to go in for cool storage.
Mr. MURHAY.-That will only take the
place of what we have.
Mr. BAYLES.-I on]yask that a fair
business balance-sheet should be brough t
before the House.
Mr. MURRAY.-And I agree that your
proposal is a fair one.
Mr. BA YLES.-The balance-sheet of the
Stale coal mine was very unsatisfactory. I
-complained when a sum of money was
writ.ten off in respect to Wonthaggi. If that
had been a company the capital would have
had to have been written down.
Mr. MURRAY.-If it had been a private
enterprise it would have shown the enormous
value of the capital that the concern possessed. I am not speaking 0 f t.he coal.
Mr. BA YLES.-I do not think the Government wish to hoodwink the public in
any way. The taxpayers should be informed
whether an industry which the State has
gone ill for is paying- or not. The whole of
the expenditure in co[,nexion with Stich an
nud.ertaking should appear on the balance-
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sheet. The State coal mine was rushed
into existence on account of the st.rike in
New South Wales. This House does not
know yet how certain moneys were passed.
I hold that in connexion with an industrial
concern run by th~ Government there should
be a separate banking account. The money
should not be paid into the Treasury. The
out.goings and incomings should be ~hown.
Proper allowance should be made for depreciar.ion, and all the information should
be afforded which an ordinary company gives
to its shareholders. At present the balancesheets produced in connexion with these trading concerns are not clear enough. They do
not give any indication as to where we 'are.
It should be shown whether the Brighton-St.
Kilda tram way, for instance, is being run at a
profit or a loss. The municipalities have to
produce a baiance-sheet in connexion with
their tramways, and why should not the Government do the same 1 I think that what I
suggest is a fair thing.
Mr. MURRAY (Premiel').-I stated at
Warruambool what the intention of the Government was-tC'> establish a branch or department dealing with all these industrial
concerns. The people of this country. who fire
the owners of these ooncerns, have the right
to the fullest information, whether in the
form of a balance-sheet 01' any other way they
desire. It would only be a pr0}Jer businesslike thing to do to give that to those who
ought to get it, and to th:s House in the
first place.
It is only on the Jines that the
Government have determined upon-that the
fullest publicity shall be given to these
undertakings.
They should be asked to
show their actnal receipts and expenditure,
their position at the end of the year, their
assets and liabiJities, and, if need be, their
prospects. I am in agreement with the
suggestions of the honorable member, and, on
the part of the Government, I promise their
fulfilment as far as possible.
Mr. HAMPSON .-As the Premier has
promised that a proper balance-sheet will be
submitted with reference t.o these trading
concerns, I may say that' the impression is
left on my mind, from criticisms I have heard
on these ventures, that some members do not
1ike to see these concerns successful.
Mr. BAYLEs.-""Vhat?
Mr. HAMPSON. - You sneer, and say
that the £20,000 profit on the Wonthaggi
mine is not a fact.
Mr. BAYLES. -- The Railways Commissioners said it was not a fact.
Mr. HAMPSON.-lf the mine were not
there, I suppose we would not be able to buy
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Newcastle coal at the present prices. If the
Government are going to present a balance'Sheet of the mine on the model followed by
private trading concerns, I think it is a fair
thing to credit the mine with the value that
at has added to the land at Wonthaggi.
Mr. MURRAY.-We gave £10 or £i2 an
.acre for the land and sold it for £28.
Mr. HAMPSON. - The balance-sheet
:should give the mine credit for the increased
land value. If it is correct that £9~OOO per
-annum is being received from the rental of
the land, surely the mine should get some
<credit for that.
Mr. MURRAY.-Yes, some of the credit, at
.any rate.
]\Ifr. BAYLEs.-That would be like putting
the increased price of land at Warrnambool
<>n to the steamers that run there.
Mr. HAMPSON.-The mine should be
.credited with all the advantages that have
.accrued from the discovery of coal there.
The vote was agreed to.
Government Statist, £19,321.
Mr. BA YLES.-I want to go into the
-question that the leader of the Opposition
raised on the 6th instant concerning a life
insurance company, and I think it comes
under this item. The honorable member
<]uvted from the .A~tstrala8ian inS'nrance and
Banking Reco1'dregarding the late Australian
Widows' Fund. A charge was made that
-certain officers and the directors received
.certain sums for life from the policyholders.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-~urely this has Bothing
to do wit.h the Government Statist 7
Mr. BAYLES.-I think it is quite in
<order to discuss the matter on this item, because the Government Statist deals with the
f'eturns from the insurance companies. All
this information appears in the Year· Book.
The leader of the Opposition said that the
matter was one that should be inquired
into.
The CHAIRMAN.-I do not want to
.o.eprive the honorable member of an opportunity of dealing with this question, but I
·cannot see any analogy between the matter
:he·wishes to deal with and this item.
Mr. BA YLES.-'rhe Year-Book contains
l'eturns from life insurance companies, and it
,has to be edited by the Government Statist.
Mr. MVRRAY.-Then your view is that
you can discuss anything in the Year-Rook
'Under this item ~
The CHAIRMAN.-The editor of the
Year-Book is not responsible for these returns.
Mr. BAYLES.-The editor of the YearBook is responsible for the statements that
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appear in it dealing ~with life insurance
companies.. Do you ruld that I am out of'
order, Mr. Chairman 1
The CHAIRMAN.-I cannot see that
the honorable member's statement is exact]y
ill order, and I rea.lly think it: is out of
order.
Mr. MURRA Y (Premier).-'rhere is an
item" Editor of Yea 1'-l1ook," and if the honorable member desires to say that the Government Stat.ist did not properly perform his
duties, or was incompetent, it would be in
order to say St), but to say that he can take
up any subject in the Year-Book would give
him such an extraordinari1y wide range tha.t
it would be absurd. The honorable member
takes up an insurance matter, and unless he
is ruled out of order by you, Mr. Chairman,
he can discuss any other matter dealt with
in the Yeal'·Book.
.
The CHAIRMAN.-Thfl honorable mem··
ber for 'foorak is out of order in proceeding
on these Jines.
The vote was:agreed to.
Hospitals for the Insane, £181,081.
Mr. MEMBREY.-I am glad that during
the past year a number of concessions have
been made by the Government to the attendants and to a number of the nurses in
connexion witn our Hospitals for the Insane.
Those concessions have been very much appreciated indeed. It was some time before
honorable members could bring these reforms about.
Those of us who were
interested in the asylums met together from
time to time, and waited upon the Government with regard to these concessions. The
Chief Secretary lent a very sympathetic ear
to the appeals that were made. I would like
to ask the Chief Secretary, however, what
is intended to be done with regard to the
position of the artisans employed in the
asylums. I think the honorable gentleman
that
he
promised some time
ago
would endeavour to give increases to
these artisans. It was pointed out that
they were recei ving considerably less remuneration than similar artisans were
receiving outside the Public Service. Not
only that, but I understand that artisans
employed ill other Government instituticm
are receiving a higher rate of pay than thol:le
engaged in asylums. I do not want to take
up the time of the House, but I would like to
know that the Chief Secretary intends to:
give an increase of wages to the artisane,
because I am quite sure his own desire 1s
that they should be better remunerated.
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Mr. ROBERTSON.-I would like to
support the remarks o{ the honorable member for Jika .J ika, and say to the Chief
Secretary that the concessions the Governmellt have given to the staff of the
Hospitals for the Insane since July, 1909ooncessions which are very considerableare very much appreciated: They amount
at the prt-'sent time, in round numbers, to
a.bout £9,000 per annum, but they will
amount to over £11,000 per annllm when
they have all been given effect to. "With
regard to the artisans to whom the honorable
member for Jika Jika has referred, I
would like to draw the attention of the
Chief Secretary especially to the case of the
painters,shoemakers, and tailors. Iknow that
the honorable gentleman has already, to some
extent. inveJtigated their case. vVe do not
want to create any surprises to day, but we
would like to obtain some information from
the Chief Secretary in regard to the concessions that are to be made to these artiRans.
It would be very nice, indeed, if he could
make an announcement on the subject
before the Christmas holidays.
)-1 r. HANNAH.- Why before the Christmas
holidays?
. Mr. ROBERTSO~.-It will be better to
have it before· the holidays than after. I
hope some euch announcement will be made
before the session closes. Perhaps the most
important matter that requires att.ention is
the disability under which some of the officers
in the general division in the lunatic asylums
labour with regard to credit being given for
quartersandrations. I donotwantto go into
the whole case again. These men in the general
division are allowed about £16 a year for
rations and £9 for quarters, or, altogether,
about £25 a year. ~ome time ago, at the
request of myself and other honorable members, the Chief Secretary took the matter up,
and recognised the justice of giving these
men credit f0r quarters and rations as part
of their salary. That regulation has been
given effect to, so far as the Hospit.als for the
Insane themselves are concerned, but the
Public Service Commissioner still declines to
give effect to it in connexion with applica-.
tions by men in the general division for
t.rallsfer to other departments of the Public
Service.
I know that t his is a difficult
matter to deal with, but, during the past two
or three years, the Chief ~ecretary has
8hown clearly that he, himself, sees the
justice of giving full effect to this important
concession.
Mr. MURRAY.-What are you speaking of
DOW?
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Mr. ROB ERTSON.-I am speaking of
credit not being given for the quarters and
rations of attendants in the general divisiOTh
employed in the Lunacy Depart.ment when.
they apply for transfer. Credit is given for·
board and rations within the Lunacy Department itself, and these allowances are'
reckoned as part of their salary, but when,
they apply for transfer to other Departments,.
the Public Service Commissioner refuRes torecognise the regulation framed by the Inspector-General of the Insane. I would like toask this question-Can the Premier, or can thethe Cabinet, veto the action of t he Pn blic ServiceCommissioner,and so compel him to give effect
to the honorable gentleman's own desire, and
the de8ire of this House, that full credit
should be given to these officers for quarters.
and rations when they apply for transfer to-.
other Departments?
Mr. HANNAH.- Why should not thehonorable gentleman, as Premier, give effect
to his wishes as Chief Secretary ~
Mr. ROBERTSON.-That is what I want·
him to do. Secondly, he might think fit to·
take it to Cabinet. The Cabinet might have
the power to give effect to his desires and toour desires.
If not, will the honorablegentleman undertake, next session, to bring
down an amendment to the Public Service-.
Commissioners' Act so af:l to· have effect
given to this regulation of Dr. Jones', which
takes effect within the Lunacy Department
but not without. The unfairness rests in
this: If a man in the general diviRion of
the Lunacy Department receiving £121)
per annum, with an allowance of £25 for
quarters and rations, making in all the equivalent of £150 per annum, were to apply to
become a truant inspector in the Education
Department, the Public Service Commissioner, in compiling the transfer list, would
take into consideration the cash salary
only, and put him down at £125 perannum. A man in the Penal Department
who gets no allowance, but whose salary is
£130 per year, would be pbced above the attendant in the Lunacy Department. ""'hat
governs t he Public ~ervice Commissioner,.
in compiling the transfer list, is the cash
salary recei ved by a man, and. therefore, a
man receiving a cash salary of £130 in thePenal Department would be placed abovean attendant in the Lunacy Department,
receiving £125 cash, and an allowanceequal to another £25, or £150 per year. The
injustice of it is that the man in the Lunacy
Department is compelled, in order to carry
out his duties, to take the al10wance for'
quarters and rations. Many years ago, a.
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"POstal official named Fisher contested the
point and won.
Mr. MURRAY.-Then the regulation was
;altered.
Mr. ROBERTSO.N.-The ff)llowing is an
·extract with regard to the Fisher case:Hflld, that the Government was not entitled to
for rent from his salary of £540, and it
made no difference that the Appropriation Acts
.annually provided only £468 to meet it.
~educt £7~

That man was getting £468 per annum, and
It
had an allowance of £7"2. for rent.
was held that, as he had to reside Oll the
premises to carry out his duties efficiently,
the allowance for rent shonld count as an
addition to his salary. The point was contested again in the case of Colonel Bull in
the Penal Department, and it was decided in
bis favour. 'fhe Premier has expressed in
this House his entire concurrence that the
<lase I have presented is a just one, and
the House also desires, I believe, that what
I have requested should be given effect to.
The men in the Lunacy Department
-suffer disability when they apply for
promotion. as compared with officers in
the general division of the Penal Department and other Departments. I
think the importance of thi!:! matter is
sufficient to warrant me bringing it forward,
.even in this short session. I hope that the
Government will go fully into the question
in the recess, aud that if they have power,
.even before next session they will gi ve effect
to the desire of the men in the general
division of the Lunacy Department as a
matter of justice.
I would like some
-expression of opinion from the Chief
Secretary with regard to the matter.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I desire to support
the remarks of the two honorable members
who have preceded me. I think the request
made on behalf of the artisans in the
Lunacy Departmen t is a moderate and
reasonable one.
Their pay is not at all
-<lommensurate with the pay of men outside who are doing the same class of
work. I concede that the Government has
been very fair in its treatment of the officers
in the Asylums.
Sir ALI<~xANDER P":ACOCK.-As a matter
~f fact, the 'ease of the artisans i~ under consideration now.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-That is so. The only
..case in whicb justice has not been done is with
regard to the artisans. I have no desire to
repeat what has been said by the two honor.able members who preceded me, but I trust
that the matt.er of computation of salaries
will also be given consideration. by the
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Government during the recess.
I trust
that the Premier will be good enough to
say that the artisans deserve better treatment than they are receiving at the present
time.
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-I have discussed the question of making an increase in
the artisans' wages, and I may say there are
good grounds for their claim. I do not say
that on account of the disparity between
their wages and the wages pairl to artisans
outside, but on account of the disparity
between their wages and the wages of artisans
in other departments of the Public Service.
However, that is a matter for the Cabinet to
deal with. The Estimates were prepared
before this matter was brought under my
notice. I know the Inspector-General recommends tbat the increases should be made.
With regard to the allowances paid to certain attendants, and the question of promotion, there are two sides to the question.
ere the allowances to be counted as part
of the attendants' salaries, they would. undoubtedly, give them seniority over a great
many men in other branches of the service,
who; at the present time, are senior to them.
So far as it could be done in the Department
itself, that has been rectified. I think the
Government have been rather liberal in their
treatment of the attendants in the Hospital
for the Insane. I feel that their work is
never of a very pleasant character, and that
they are entitled to more consideration thaI).
other people. The Government have done a
great deal to satisfy the demands of the attendants generally. We took action with re~
gard to the abolition of reserve duty, whicn
for years was a great grievance. We have
whittled the grievances down to the two items
which have been mentioned, and there is a
possibility of some adjustment being made
with regard to those items. I have never
been able to understand exactly what the
legal powers of the Public Service Commissioner are, but we must not forget the
reasons for the creation of the posi'tion of
Public Service Commissioner. The Public
Service Commissioner was appointed in order
to prevent t.he ll11due exercise of powers by
the political head of a Departmellt in the
way of promotion. The Public Service
Commissioner is really the watchdog of the
in tel'ests of every indi vidual who serves the
State in any capacity. He is strongly in:'
trenched in a legal position, and I do not
know whether any regulation that might be
made by the Governor in Council with re~
gard to the matter mentioned might not be
ultra vires.
' .;
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.- You would
have to pass an Amending Act.
Mr. MURRAY.-Yes; and the question
arises whether that would be a proper thing
to do in order to rectify what is complained
of.

Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-- You might
create more anomalies.
Mr. MURRAY.--It might be an action
that we could not justify to ourselves, much
less to the people inside and outside the
service, who watch the doings of Parliament.
There is another side to the question. The
warders in the Penal Department do not
receive any allowanees such as the attendants
in lunatic asylums get. They are, perhaps,
If it
paid somewhat higher salaries.
were possible in any way to remove an injustice from them, if they are suffering from
one, without creating injustices or grievances
in other q narters, I wou Id be prepared to do
it. There are difficulties, as the Public
Service Commissioner has pointed out, in
doing what some hOIlor'able members desire
do.
me
The vote was agreed to.
tialaries, Department for :Neglected
Children and. Reformatory Schools, £6,653.
Mr. MEMBREY. - Some time ago I
brought before the House the difficulty that
some widows have in getting their children
boarded out to them by the State. The
views of mltgistrates differ in connexion with
these cases. At that time the Chief Secretary was very sympathetic, and he promised
to look into the matter and see if some
alteration could not be made, or some instructions sent Ollt to magistrates.
If a
woman wants to have her children boarded
out to her, she has to bring them before the
Court, and if they are dressed tidily, and
look well, in some cases a magistrate
will say at ODce, "These children are
not neglected," and will refuse to commit
them to the care of the Department.
This is a great shame. The mothers go to a
great deal of trouble to make their children
look tidy when they bring them before the
Court, and then magistrates refnse to commit
them. In other cases the magistrates carry
out the spirit of the Act. Really, tht::se
ohildren are not neglected childreu. I am
quite prepared to admit thltt, but they have
to be dealt with under the heading of
neglected children. I would like to see an
alteration ma.de, so that it would be unnecessary for the children to be brought
before the Court at all. It is a very painful
thing for any mother to have to bring her
chilrlren before the Court. An amendment

to
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of the Aot should be effected in the direction
I have indicated, and unless something is·

dOlle by the Government in the matter j
shall be compelled next session to move foran amendment.
I sincerely trust the Chief
Secretary will look into the matter.
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-I do not
know that any of the duties discharged by our
benches are discharged in a more sympatheticmanner than those relating to the commitment of children as wards of the State. If
any alteration is to be made, it must be in a
different direction from that indicated by the
honorable member for Jika Jika.
The
children must be brought under Cl different
heading altogether, and not be treated as
neglected children. 1£ we are going to extend
our operations any further in this direction it
must "be done as ~ matter of charity. Now,.
the law has not been strictly complied with,
but the House, when the matter was brought
up before, very clearly showed that in its
opinion the bench should continue to deal
with these questions in the same sympathetic
manner as they had done for -a number of
years. I think there are very, few cases
throughout the country where the benches
have not dealt with them sympathetically,.
and where they have not stretched the law
to give relief to the mothers.
Mr. MEMBREy.-Generally that is so, but
there are exceptions.
Mr. MURRAY.-A great deal of goocl
has been done by the money spent
in this direction, by enabling unfortunatewidows, or women whose husbands have leftthem, to maintain their children in a respectable manner.
We look upon thechildren as an asset of some value to theState.
Mr.OUTTRIM.-·I should like to draw
the attention of the Premier to the very
small amount that is allowed to the mothers.
of these boarded-out children.
I think the
sum is 5s. a week. If you make a calculation you will see that it is between 2d. and
3d. a meal. The mothers are very hard up,
and do not know where to turn to find the
necessary food for their children.
Theyhave to remain at home, and they therefore·
cannot do any other work. I would fisk the
Chief Secretary if he cannot see his way
clear to increase the amount paid to these-·
unfortunate people. He must be aware that
provisions have increased in cost. The 5s.
which is paid for the boarded-out children is.
a very small amount, and I think the Statecan very well afford to increase it.
Mr. HANNAH.-I recognise that themoney spent under this heading is of great.
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importance and goes a long way to assist
mothers who are left with children on their
hands. But there is one thing that I advo(lated on the bustings a few weeks ago, and
if there had been an opportunity of dealing
with private members' business this session I
-should have given notice of a measure to
provide a pension for widows. I believe
when the time comes' we shall be able to
:show that such a provision would meat very
many of these casel:! that are simply appalling. I know the position probably better
than honorable members from country districts, as they do not come in close contact
with these extreme cases that are to be met
with in some of the large industrial centres.
I join to a large extent with the honorable
member for Jika Jika in regard to the
difficulties placed in the way of some in
13ecuring the amount, and agree with him
·as to the assistance this provision is
to women who are left with children to
'Support. I want to take this opportunity
<>f again drawing the attention of the Premier
to what I referred to earlier this evening,
.and that is the qnestion of making some
provision for the CillSS of boys ill the community such as are dealt with by the John
.Jlurray. We had no pronollncement fro~
the Premier in regard to this matter. I
think this is a very fitting time to
get a statement from the honorable gentleman as to the intention of the Government
·on this subject. It is necessary that the community should make provision for the large
number of onr lads who become obstreperons,
.and are at times difficult to handle. When
widows Bre left with lads it is sometimes
-difficult for them to give the boys the necessary training, and the Government might
say whether they are prepared to do something in connexion with this matter. 1 t has
been taken up in some of the other States
and in other conntries, and the work has been
"Successfnl.
One of the weaknesses of our
.city life is that we have no provision what-ever for training lads who are, perhaps, only
"Sowing a few wild oats, and who, if not properly taken in hand, may become unworthy
members of the community.
After the
large experience the Premier has had in
-every walk of life, and after his visit to the
·Old Country, he must have Gome hack with
a fund of information as to what is being
'<lone in Great Britain and other parts of the
world in this matter.
Mr. J. ·W. BILLSOX (Fitzl'oy).-In connexion with neglectej children, I think the
State is doing a very wise thing in
,boarding out children to parents. My own
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opinion is that the proper home for the
child, when the breadwinner is taken away,
is with the mother in the home, and [ think
that in iuaugurating this system the State did
what was the prolJer thing to do. But it is
a question whether we provide sufficient for
the children. If they are committed to a reformatory or to any of the homes, which are
doing splendid work, the cost to the "tate is
lOs. a week.
Mr. MUHRAY.--That is not correct.
Mr. J. \"1. BILL~O~ (fi'itzl'oy).- It
averages about 1Us.
Mr. MURRAY.-I do not think so.
~ir ALEXANDER PEAcoCK.-I think it
averages about 8s.
Mr. MURRAY.-I doubt if it averages
that.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fdzroy).-I am
not sure what it averages in institutions, but
in private homes I think it must be less
than 5s. I t is more in the reformatories
and less in the homes of the mothers.
:--.ir ALEXANDER PEACuCK. - That is
right.
Mr. J. ~Y. BILLSON (Fitzroy).Everyone knows that it will cost more for
everything purchased in the home than for
supplIes purchased for an ind ustrial institution, which will buy in large quantities. An
industrial institution also houses its inmates
in large establishments. I have always been
of the opinion that we should give to the
mother as much as we give to the institutions. Tha4; may increase the amount by 28.
or 3s. a week at least, or probably more, but
I think the Chamber would be sympat.hetic
were the Government to make the necessary
increase. As the honorable member for Maryborough pointed out, the price of provisions
has gone up enormously, and during the
last eighteen months rent also has increased.
Mothers have to pay the increased price
for provisions and this increased rent, and
they have no increased amonnts for the
maintelll:tllce of the children. In order to
give the Committee an opportunity of indicating its opinion that this amount. should be
increased, and not with any intention of
showing hostility to the Government, I propose to move that the vote be reduced by £ l.
'rhe CHA1RMAN.-It will be better to
allow this vote to ~o, and to move the amendment on the next item.
l1r. J. W. HILLSON (Fitzro,1J).-I am
quite willing to do that.
It is not by any
means a party question.
It is n matter
which will appeal to the sympathy and
humanity of every man in the House.
It is
a step which should be taken in consideration
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of the circumstances under which these
people. are placed, and that it is our duty to
provide for the children being maintained in
such a manner as not to bring about their
physical o~ mental deterioration.
The vote \':as agreed to.
Ordinary expenditnre, Department for
N eglectec.l Children and Reformatory ~chool,

£87,770.
Mr. J.

W.

BILLSO~

(Fitzroy).-I

moveThat this item be reduced by £1, as an indication
to the Government that the Uommittee desires tbat
children boar led out to parents should be paid for
a.t an increased rate.

Sir ALEXA:\,DER PEACOCK.-The
discussion which has taken place on this Department has been an interesting one. I agree
with the Premier concerning the remarks of
the honorable member for Jika Jika. The
administration of this Department has been
most sympathetic, and generally throllghont
the State it has been a pleasure for me to
observe that the police, in dealing with these
cases, bring them under the notice of the
magistrates separately from the ord inary
business of the courts, and the Government
are to be congratulated for having given the
necessary instructiolls in that direction. As
l'epresentative of a mining district, [ know
that cases are more common in snch districts
than in other parts of the State, on account of
the many unfortunate instances of men being
killed at their employment. or carried off
by death in other ways before their ordinary
time. 'tVe know full well that the magistrates and the police are very sympathetic
with these mothers and children, and
usually bring the cases on during an off
day, 80 as not to obtrude the poverty of the
unfortunate mothers upon the public more
than is necessary. But we must remember
another aspect of the question. I could not
join with the honorable member for Jika
Jika in urging an amendment of the law,
because the law is considerably stretched as
it is. If we had a strict interpretation of
the la w, a number of cases that are now provided for could not be dealt with at all, and
the public interest must he considered
equally with the cases of these unfortunate
people. I would ask the honorable member
for Fitzroy not to press his amendment at
this stage. I would join wit,h him and other
honorable members in saying that there is
no money which t.he State spends to
better ad vantage than this money.. I
was delighted to hear expressions from
the Opposition side of the House concerning
the spleJldid work t.hat is being done by the
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State. It may be well for honorable members to be reminded, as I reminded my constituency, that this Act was given t<>Victoria by the old Liberals, and it
was a great gratification to me, \V hen
I was in offico some years ago, to
hear the expres'lion of opinion of one of
the heads of the ~alvation Army, who had
travelled in diJf'erent parts of the British
Empire, with regard to the operat.ion of this.
Act. He told me that he was pleased indeed
to find in Victoria better and more sympathetic provision for- orphan children than.
was made in other parts of the world be had
been in, and that what we bad done was.
greatly to our credit. That was told me
fifteen or sixteen years ago, and the Act.
was passed bebre the majority of honorable
members now here were in Parliament~
It is just as well to remind ourselves of tha,to
In saying that the Government might fairly
look into the matter and see whether, in
some cases, a little increase could not be
given, I dQ nOI say that we should increase
the allowance by Is. or 2s. per week pel' head.
Within the last two months, the Minister of
Mines, when acting as Chief Secretary, had
brought undel" his notice a case in Ballarat~
A poor unfortunate miner had be~ll taker)
off with miners' complaint. His wife was.
ill and not likely to live very long, and
there were two children boarded out to her~
The Acting Chief Secretary increa.sed the
allowance for these children as a matter of
aJn::inil:'-ltration.
I would sU/lgest to the
Chief Secretary that he go into the matter
with the head of the Department and see.
where illcreases could be fairly nlade. It
would not do to grant increases indiscriminately. In some cases it would not be neces~
sary to grant an increase. In my own district I know of cases where an allowance
of 5s. per week per head if:! sufficient,.
because the people have ther own little
home and the cost of living is cheaper.
In other cases rent has t·o be paid. An
the cases cannot be dealt with in the
same ,yay, but every case must be reviewed. There is the point that the cost
of living has gone up. ~o money has evet·
been better spent by the State than the
llJOney Flpent in boarding-out these children
to their mothers. During the election campaign I was sorry to see that one of the
mett:opolitan journals called attention tothe increased v()te for this purpose. That
journal IJointed ont tha.t the vote had
increased considerably despite the prosperous
times, and practically objected to it. Nothing during the whole election campaign
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:annoyed me more than that, and r directed
attention to it at my meetings. I pointed
out that the writer of' the article appa.rently
-ilid not know what wa~ really being done .
.All the expenditure is carefully supervised.
'There is continuous inspection to see that
¢he money is properly spent. I think it
'Would be sufficient if the ChIef Secretary
would promise that in cases where increases
'should be given they will be given. We
-cannot expect a di~tinct statement now from
the Government without full inquiries being
made from t he responsible officers. I do not
-care whether it will cost a few thousand
pounds' more to grant inf!reases in cases
where it is necessary to do so.
The
"Nomen who have their children boarded-out to them should not feel that they are
pinched. They are fighting the noblest
battle of all the people in the community,
and they deserve every encouragement. We
are bringing people here from abroad so as
to increase our population, and, as the honor.able member for Fitzroy has stated, these
.children are the very best asset we could
have.
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-I would point
·out to the Committee that in very many
-cases the payment by the Government for
<€ach child supplements something that the
mother is able to earn, and [think it would
be a very (Jitiful day for this country if we
took away erery illcentive to effort, even
from the widowed mothers of children. The
honorable memher for Allandale has pointed
·out what is actually done. ''''hile the orJin.ary payment is 5s. per week per child, in
<€xceptional cases a little more is allowed. Jn
some cases a women has four or fi ve children
boarded Ollt to her.
:Mr. W AHDE.- What is the maximum
.amount. paid? Is it 1~s. pel' week?
Mr. MU RRA Y.-As high as 12s. per
week has been paid for a. child. The honor.able member for Collingwood asked me what
I had noticed in my travels abuut the care
of children. The countries where the parents
were lIlost alive to their parental duties,
.and did not look to the State for assistance
so /IIuch as parents in some other countries,
were the countries which were lJreedillg and
rearing the best type of children-those who
were calcuillted to make the best men and
women
What would the proposal of the
honorable member for Fitzroy invol ve if it
were carried out by the Government? It.
'would mean an increase of nearly £16,000
per annum.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-At what
rate is that?
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Mr. MU RRAY.-That is an increase of 18.
per child per week. Let us assume that
5s. per week is paid for each child. The
amount now paid is nearly £80,000,
and an increase of I s. per week per
child would mean an increaRe by one-fifth of
that amount, namely, £16,000.
That is.a
considerat.ion that ought to weigh with the
Committee. Our present financial position
makes it impossible for the Government to
accept the proposal of the honorable member for Fitzroy.
The ('ases are al ways
very carefully dealt with. \V hen children
have been committed by a Bench, which perhaps does not inquire very closAly as to the
circumstances of the parent., the fullest inq niry is made by the Department.
I think
we can claim that on the whole the State
has not dealt in an illiberal or unsympathetil3
fa.shil)l1 with tllese boarded-ollt chIldren, and
we will continue to administer this branch 01
the Department on the same lines as in the
past.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I think
the Premier has fallen into an error. The
following are the items in the Estimates for
this yeRr with reference to the maintenance
of children : MAINTENANCE OF CHILDREN.

For children ill Private Industrial Schools,
at a rate llOt flxceeding 6s. per week for
each child under 14 years of age, and
not exceeding 5s. per week for each
child 14 years of age and over '"
£850
For children in l'rivate F.eformatol'Y
Schools, at a rate not exceeding lOs. per
week for each child
:l,700
Expenses of boarding out children
7i,OOO
Expenses of boarding out children whose
periods of commitment have expired,
but who, by reason of affliction, cannot
be sen t to service ...
82()

The estimate of what the increase would
amount to, which the Premier has furnished,
inclndes the childreh who are at. present in
the reformatory schools.
Mr. MURRA Y.-Ko. I too'k the amount
for boarded-out children. It is £77,OuOnearly £80,000.
Mr. J. 'V. RILLSO~ (Fitzroy). - I
thought the honoral,le gentleman said the
amount was £8u,OOO odd.
Mr. MURRAy.--Nearly £80,000.
Mr. J. Vi. BILLSON (Fitzl·oy).--Assuming that the honorable gentleman's estimate is
correct, I would point out that the money is
urgently needed, and, considering the
flourisbing condition of the finances, it might
well be granted. I would not take that as a.
reason alone. We know that there has been
an increase in the cost of provisiollS~ ::l.ud that
rents have gone up. To snm the matter up,
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it means that the mothers who have children
boarded out to them are not able to. buy
sufficient food to maintain their children as
they ought to be maintained, but they
would rather half·starve their children than
pal't with them to some public home
or school.
We can easily understand
the feelings of the mothers, and I can
appreciate them. J f I were a youngster, I
would much rather be living at home with
my own people, perhaps getting poor food,
and perhaps not enough, than see the home
disbanded and live in comfort in a. public
institution. That is the independent feeling
the mothers of these children have. "Ye
should provide an ample amount for these
children to live on-I do not say luxuriollsly.
I say that at present the allowance made by
the Government is not sufficient to maintain"
the children. Although it would increase
the vote to provide a suffiaient amount for
the maintenance of these children in a proper
way, I think it is our duty to do it.
Mr. SOLL Y.-I would like to draw the
Premier's attention to the fact that a widow
who is left with five or six children is only
allowed 158. a week by the Department.
The Department allows 5s. each for three
ohildren, but there is no provision for any
more children than three.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcoCK.-I know of
cases where women have four and five
children boarded out to them.
Mr. SOLL Y.-Cases have been brought
under my notice of widows who are left with
five uhildren, !lnd who only get 15s. per week.
That is 5s. per week for each of three children.
We ought to recognise the fact that when
the widowed mot·her of children is unable to
provide the necessaries of life for them, it is
the duty of the State to do so. If a widow
is left with five or six children, how is it
possible for her to take advantage of any
work that may be offered her? If she were
to do a day's washing, the pay would only
amount to 2s. 6d. or 3s., and the children
would have to be left for the whole day. If
au expenditure of £16,000 would be sufficient
to provide adequate amounts in these cases,
the money would be well spent, and the
people would not find fault with the Government for spending it. Where a decent,
respectable woman is d,)ing her best to look
after her children, and care for them, it is
the duty of the State to help that mother to
look after them until they are able to look
after themselves. The Premier says that if
we were t<J help the mothers of these children
in the way suggested by the honorable memo
ber for Fitzroy, the chances are that some
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evil would creep in, and that the mothers
would not strive for their children as .they
should. We have heard the same old Conservative talk for years and years. Thequestion is, " What is the dut.y of the ~tate
towards the children ~" "Yhell a l'rlan dies, and
leaves his wife and children nnprovided for,.
it is the duty of the State to take his·
place, and to see that the children do not want
until they are old enough to look after'
themselves. The Premier is not taking any
notice of what is being said by honorable
members on this (the Opposition) side of theHouse. I would like to get his attention for
a few minutes.
In my own electorate r
know of cases of hardship where widows have
been left with five children, and only receive
15s. from the State. They have to pay lOs.
per week rent to start with, and that l~aves
58. to keep the mother and the children in
food and clothing.
The Premier will recognise that it is impossible for a mother to
provide for her children on such a paltry
pittance.
Some consideration should be
given to women and children who are left ill
unfortunat.e circumstances, and I trust honorable members will sUJ=.port the amendment.
of the honorable member for Fitzroy, as a
direction to the n-overnment that they must
look in a more humanitarian fashion afterthe interests of the little ones.
:Mr. PLAIN.-I desire to support the
remarks of the honorable member for Fitzroy
and the honorable member for Carlton.
During the last fPow llnonths I have come
across several ladies who have children
I find that 5s. per
boarded out to them.
week is quite inadequate to provide a child
with the necessities of life. Every honorable mE:,mber must reeognise that on account
of the increased cost of commodities, and theincreased house rents, it is impossible to bring
up a child 011 a pittance of 5s. per week.
It seen:s to me a foolish policy for any
Government to spend £40,000 or £50,OO(}
in bringing immigrants to this country
while they le'lve our own children unfed,.
uncherished, and un cared for.
I think
it is a blot on our history to pay thewoman who looks after a child only 5s. perweek for feeding, clothing, and caring for it ..
I do not care what party is in power,.
sufficient should be provided to properly
clothe and feed these children who are left
fatherless and motherlef:ls. Children from
four to ten years of age require the attention.
of a mother.· and proper nourishment and
clothing. You can spend 5s. as you chooseso much in clothes, so much in boots, and so
much in food-but, however you spend it.,
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it is not Rufficient. I wish to impress upon
the Premier the necessity of giving these
people more, if it is only Is. per head per
week. That extra Is. would be the means
of buying a little food some days when the
child is more hungry than usual. To talk of
a trip out of 5s. a week is nothing short of
mockery.
Mr. GRAY.-Don·t you think the fathers
should do something?
Mr. PLAI N.- In most instances the
fathers are gone.
Mr. GRAY.-There are some in the .Melbourne gaol.
Mr. PLAIN.-Does the honorable member mean that the father is in gaol because
he is a blackguard? Surely he will recognise that it is no fault of the child that the
f;ther has been put into prison, because he
has carried on in some way detrimental to t.he
community. The honorable member for
Swan Hill practically says that the children
should starve.
Mr. GRAY. -·Certainly not. I say that
the fathers shonld have some sympathy with
the children as well as this House.
Mr. PLAI~. - It is recognised by the
authorities that these men are better out of
the sight of the children. After the way in
which advertisements have been sown broadcast throughout the old land~ inviting immigr!tl1ts by lihe million, at an expense of over
£40,000, it is deplorable that we should have
here some of the best children ever fondled
on a mother's breast depri ved of proper food.
Surely those little ones deserve some consideration from the Premier of this country.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.·-I regret very
very much to have heArd one statement which
the Premier made. He said that, in other
parts of the world, the best types of children
he had seen were in places where they give the
least of this kind of assistance. Let me ask
the honorable gentleman where such a place is.
There is n0 country in the world outside of
Norway where the infantile mortality is les8
than it is in New Zealand and the Commonwealth. In New Zealand the number of
deaths under one year per 1,000 births registered is 62. In Norway it is 67, and in the
Commonwealth it is 72. With the. exception
of Swedan, where it is 77, and Ireland,
where it is 97, the rate in other
countries is over 100. Here are the figuresDenmark, 106; ~cotland, 1l0; Finlaw!,
112 ; United Kingdom, 114; England anu
Wales, 120; Switzerland, 121; Netherlands, 125; Belgium, 13i!; and France,
143. Where is the country to which the
Premier's remark applies 1 His argument is
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that of the survival of the fittest.
Tn tile
Commonwealth, if a child is all invalid, lOs.
a week is gi ven for his keep. If he is not an
invalid, and still unable to earn a living, he
only gets 5s. a week, and a good deal depends on the reports of the lJhilanthropic
ladies who attend to this work, and who 1"e-·
port in different ways.
Mr. MENZIEs.-An invalid sixteen years,
of age.
MI'. PREND [(RGAST.-I will accept the
honorable member's statement.
Anvhow,.
the ~tate says that a younger child sh~ll be,
kept at school and shall llOt enter service; ,
yet you will not give sufficient to keep it·,
there. A woman who has to go out to work,.
has to neglect her children. In the case of a.
boy or girl up to fi \Te or six years of age, she~
aan place the child in the creche-..
In the case of a child ten or eleven years
old she cannot do so, although it is more
dangerous to leave children at that age than
any other period of their existence.
Yet
many mothers have to go out washing, and
leave their children unp,·otectecl. This is
not a question whieh should be regarded from
the point of view of expense. 1 t is a
question of how far your humanitarian
instinctF) will allow you tu protect the childlife of the State. At the outset, children
could be provided for in the easiest way, but
since then, things have chan~ed, through the
remarks of the unpaid magistracy, about
children getting money from the ~t.ate fOT
their keep.
e say that it is a necessity
imposed on us by onr civilization, that the
weaker portion of humanity shall not starv.e,
or shall not exist under such cunditioDs
as will produce immoral persons OF
criminals. Therefore, it is necessary for the
Government to provide for these children"
and protect them until they can look a.fter
and pro\'ide for themselves. I challenge the
Premier to instance a solitary country in the
world to support the statement which hehas made. If he can, I will not say anotherword on this question. I know, however,
that he cannot do so. Humanitarian legislation has, as I have shown, brought the deathrate of infants down to 72 per thousa!ld
in the Commonwealth. While in a country
like France, it is 148. That is the kind of
legislation that the honorable member for
Fitzn'y and myself wish to foster, when asking the Government to increase the allowance to these children to·day.
Are the
Government going to dismiss the request
merely because it will in vol ve the ~tate
in an additional expenditure of £20,000?
They never seized the full extent of the evil;
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they never wanted that side present.ed to
them. It int.erfered with their digestion.
The honorahle member for ~wall Hill talks
about gaol-birds having children. What has
that to do with the question? A few men
are sent to gaol because they are hopeless
drunkards.
Mr. GRAY.-For not supporting their
children
Mr. PHENDERGAST.-"We had a return showmg that there were only about
twelve in our population of about Olle million
and a third. The honorable member uses
this as a lever to prevent the money beiug
increased for the relief of these children who
have no fed.hers. There are a dozen fathers
in the Slate who are drunkards and neglect
their children, and for that reason the honorable member would cut these children out,
and allow them to beg for their liviug. He
would allow them to run about the street up
to 11 o'clock at night selling Heralds, when
they onght to be in bed. It is a marvel how
thesA I".'hildren are allowed to go about at
night, for. judging by their appearance, they
should necessarily be at scho::>l next day, but
it would seem that they would be physically
untit to attend school when out so late
at night.
I have in my own district
frequently seen little mites coming home from
the city late at night, after selling paper.s.
On one occasion I asked one of them how
mn0h he made, and he told me that he made
Is. ld. that day by SAlling papers. He 8aid
he had no father, and that his mother went
ont working. I should think he was about
ten years of age. The State should have
charge of that b(1)Y, and should place
him in such a condition that his mother
would be able to keep him away from the
streets, and send him to school. Surely the
hOllorable member for :::iwan Hill is not
goillg to refuse his support to this proposal
because there are a few men in gaol, and
surely he would not leave these children out
of consideration because their fnthers neglect
them. If he would abandon them, j nst as
their fathers have done, he would be just as
heartless. The proposition of the honorable
mem ber for Fitzroy is a sound logical one.
All these cases should receive consideration
011 their merits. and the question should be
opened up, so that we may be able to deal
with the whole of it.
Mr. 8~OWBALL.-Honorable members
are not familiar wlth the practice of the Department in administering this Act. The
Chief Secretary has told us that the allowance for children ranges from 58. to 7s. 6d.
a week. I was surprised to hear that,
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because my experience is tha.t 5s. is the
limit.
Mr. HANNAH.-Theydo not avera~e 5s.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-We have to thank
the honorable member for Carlton for drawing attention to the fact that som~ of the
magistrates are of opinion that not more than
three children in one family C<ln Le boarded
out. I know that is the practice of the
majority of the benches in the metropolis,
and I know cases in which the magistrates
have refused to grant relief to more
than three children in a family; The
Chief Secretary says he bas allowed, where
the circumstances justified it, up to 7s. 6d.
for childreu, and that there is no authority
for the magistrates making the limitation as
to three children. That being made public,
I think a more generous 'admini~tration of
the Act, and of the relief granted, will be
our experience in the future. Many objectiolls that honorable members have had
to the way the fund is distributed will disappear when it is realized that these restrictions are to be withdrawn.
Mr. WARDE.-We have no intimation to
that effect.
Mr. ~NOvVBALL.-'-I understood the
Chief Secretary to say what I have mentioned. Every honorable member knows
cases where great relief has been given
through these allowances, and instances of
children now holding good positions who
were supported by the provisions uf this Act.
It is the best money we ever spend, as the
honorable member for Allandale has said.
I would be the first to urge an extension of
the relief' were it not that a mistaken
impression is abrtmd.
Mr. 1\1uRRAY.-We do far more in this
direction than any other State of the Commonwealth.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-That is a fact.
Mr HANNAH.-I had hoped that after
the honorable member for Fitzroy had spoken,
and the honorahle member for Allandale had
very forcibly placed before the Committee
the necessity for something beillg done in a
practical direction, we would have had a.
favorable reply from the Chief ~ecretary,
particularly as the honorable member for
Allandale said that this was one of the
triumphs of Liberalism in the past.
Mr. W ARDIt.-Isn't it resting on its past
ent.irely ~
Mr. MUllRAY.-Better than a party that
has no past, and will never have a future.
Mr. HANNAH.-I cannot understand the
temperament of the Premier since he came
back from the old land. We ought to put up
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fight in keeping with what is trawspiring
throughout the length and breadth of the
Commonwealth.
It is now recognised
throughont Australia that the old man and
the old woman are entitled to a pellsion, and
not unly the old, but the invalids.
\\' e have
expended a great amount of money in
that direction, and who will saJ that
the mOlley is not the best expenditure iucnrred by the Common weal th ?
Those who have had experience must say that
nothing could be better th!tn the exten:-;ioll of
this priuciple, where judiciolls.
1 would
curtail many other votes for the sake of this
vote, kuowing the great ad vantage it. has betm
to many women-widows who have had to
bring up fi ve or six children 011 practically
15s. a week, aud the little money they may
have eal'lled at the washtub. 1 know some
Tery hard cases. I know one woman, in a
delicate stateof he'11th, who has been left with
four young children, and. has to fight the
battle of lile. All she has to live upon is
about lOs. a week received from the State.
We are now enj,)ying a great. period of
prosperity, alld there is no reason why the
Premier should stiffen his back alld say that
he will not listen to thfl appeals made to him
on this matter. We find ill creases in other
direci ions. The Chief 1nspector of Factories,
who was recently appoiuted, is to get an
increase of £200. There is an increase of
£1.5ClO for the officers on the training-ship
Jolin M'ltrray. We have five .Judges and a
Governor drawing £:W,OOO between theIn,
and last year £±O,OOO was provided for
bringing immigrants here.
I f the Government are prepared to spend money
lavishly like this, surely they cannot. l:lay
that an increase of £ 16,000 per annum
is too much to spend ill tbis direction. I do
not, think it would amollnt to more than
£10,000, but if it amounted to £16,uOO this
cc-untry would be the richer for it, and t.he
House would know that it was being expen·
ded to help the most deserving people in the
community.
I appeal to the Premier to
make a rn0re definite promise
Yesterday
the Premier visited my own district and
saw the Collingwood creche, where the children of those who have to go ont to work
are left to the tender mercies of the kind
women who look after them.
I hope we
shall have a definite IJl"omise from the Premier that the vote will be increasfld.
Mr. G RA Y .-This is a vote that always
appeals to the heart as against the wiRdom of
the head. Althollgh I hn.ve reason to sllggest that the Premier should Hlick to his
Estimate8, and t.hat honorable members
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should be satisfied with the promise he has
made that the vote will al ways be dealt with
in a sympathetic manner, my reaSOll for rising on this paniculal' ilem is not to prevent
assistance being given to the parellts of
children deserving of it, but for the purpose
of tryin~ to eradicate the idea abroad that
there is an unlimited amonnt of money. to
spend, w ben it should not be forgotten that
it comes out of the pockets of the people.
One way of putting the question on no propel'
basis would he t.o get all the ~tates to pass a
similar measure.
Mr. MUitHAy.-They have all agreed to do
so.
Mr. GRA Y.-That is a stf'P in the right
dirp.ction. For allY honorable me III bel' to
make (Jut that it is desired that childron
should starve because their fat.bers are
criminals is a mistake, but the State should
not take up the resp()l1sibiJity that should
fall 011 fathers who desert their childrell.
There should be power to hring back
deserting fathers and compel them to
carry out their duties
Hut what I wilih to
call attention to is the fact that, although
this sum of £ 15,000 is only a small amount,
there are one or two other propositions in the
air just now which, if adopted, will meau that
many more thousands of pounds will have to
be found. \Vhen the Trea.~mrer hrought in
the Land Tax Bill la8t year, he told us that
the mOhey was absolutely required to square
our finances, yet we fiud now that the expendi t,ure is gVoing 11 p by leaps and bounds,
and if we have one or two lean years, there
is no doubt that retrenchment will again have
to be resorted to. If that comes about we
wi!! hear some sql1ealillg in the Public Service.
Mr. HAN~AH.-There will never be such
bad timef; agHin.
Mr G RA Yo-Let the honorabJe member
make no mistake about that. Durin I he
last two or three years, iucreases have"" been
made repeatedly in the pay of Sta.te school
tel~chers.
Last. session the expenditure in
that direction was increased by £43,000, and
there is now a prorosition to add anuthel'
£30,000 01' £40,00~).
Mr. PLAIN.-You are only giving tbe
teachers what was taken from them.
:nIl'. GH.A Y.-I am simply showing the
increases that have heen made d min o' the
last two or three years in our expenditlll'c,
and the increases t hat are likely to take plnce
in the near future, if the Government give
way to the pressure brought to bear UPOll
them.
.1~Lr. I-IAN:'>AH.-The increases we have
made in the. teachers' salarifls are nothing
l '
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compared with the increases in New South
Wa.les.
Mr. GRAY.-The honorable member
speaks in that way because he does not contribute anything to the taxation of the
.country. He only draws his salary.
Mr. HA~NAH.-I rise to a point of
1>rder. Usually I do not take much notice
,of what the honorable member says; but on
this occa.E;ion I ask him to withdraw the statement he has just made, because I do pay
something towards the ta.xation of this
.couutry.
'fhe CHAIRMAN. - What were the
words of which the honorable member
complains?
Mr. HANN AH.-That I do not pay anything to the taxation of this country-that I
only draw a salary. It is not only most
offellsive, but it is untrue.
The CHAIRMAN.-I am sure the honorable member for Swan Hill will withdraw
anything that is offensive to the honorable
member.
Mr.,G RA Y.-Everything that is offensive
I will withdi·aw.
Mr. PREND~RGAsT.-Then the honorable
member will have to withdraw everything
that he has said,and apologize for his existence.
Mr. GRA Y.-A statement may be true,
and may still be offensive.
I said that the
honorable member for Collingwood drew his
sa.lary, arld now he wants me to withdraw
that.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Oh, no! He
does not want that.
Mr. GH,AY.-My argument is that this
is only one of many increases that are likely
to be proposed, and I am urging that if the
Government does not do something to stem
·these propositIOns for increased expenditure
we will filld ourselves shortly in such a position that the Treasurer will be obliged to illcrease the taxation on the people of Victoria.
There is a proposition to increase the expenditure by providing pensions for the police.
It is true that the late honorable member for
East Melbourne has disappeared from this
Chamber, but I snppose that Ids mantle has
fallen on his Sllccessor, and that the new
member f01' East Melbourne will hring
the q ~le&tion forward once more. 1\'1 y object
in rising was to urge the Government to
stick
T,O
their
Estimates,
and not
allow
increases
to
be
made
from
time to time. For instance, propositions are
being made for an increase in rail way
expendi !jllre which will involve the addition
of abuUT. £310,000 to the Rail way Estimates.
The :llflnudment now before the Chair is, no
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douht, a sympathetic one. There can be no
question that an increase in the amount
allowed for these boarded-out children would
be a boon to a great many poor people; but,
at the same time, honorable members should
set their faces against all such increa1es of
expenditure at the present time, and support
the Government in keeping to their
Estimates.
Mr. ROGERS,-I rise for the purpose of
asking the Chief Secretary to give more consideration to the cases of children who are
boarded-out with their mothers. These cases
do not get the same consideration as those of
children who are boarded-out with strangers.
I know dozens of hard cases that have
come before the Court, where women
who have been left with a number
of children dependent upon them, have
applied for relief. It is very rarely that
a woman with five children gets more than
three of them boarded out to her. and in
nearly every case 4s. a week per child is the
amount paid to the mother. I know of a
number of cases where mothers with five or
six children have been able to throw the
whole of them on to the St.ate on condition
that they part witli them and allow them to
be boarded out with other people. In those
cases the Government have to pay not less
than 5s. per week for every child, and if it is
a baby in arms the Government pays as
much as 15s. per week. What I object to is
that, while the Government would pay as
much as 15s. per week to some one else to
look after that child, it refuses to give the
mother more than 4s. or 5s. I say that that
is unfair, and I trust the Chief Secretary
will give consideration to the matter. The
police state that they have no power to
board-out children with their own mothers,
but that it is a question for the Department.
They simply send these children to the N eglected Children's Department, and the Deparrment rarely allows more than 4s. per week
if the children are boarded out with the mother.
I trust the Chief Secretary will give instructions that mothers to whom the children are
boarded out shall receive the same consideration as strangers.
Sir AL}1~XANDER PEACOCK,- I do
not like to speak a second time upon a subject of t.his kind, but as honorable memhers
opposite are probably determined to take a.
vote, and I intend to vote against them if
the amendment,is pressed in its present form,
I would like to i,mpress upon the Chief Secretary-and I think I am voicing the opinions of honorable members generally--that
this is not the proper way of dealing with the
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If the vote that is to be taken
would be binding as a direction to I,he Government, the effect would be to add .£15,400 to
the Estimates; butifby any chancetheamendment is carried, the Goverument could ignore
the vote altogether, so that we would not be
<loing any good whatever by carrying the
amendment. This question particularly
.affects some of the mining districts, wher!3,
unfortunately, a great many poor women are
left with children dependent upon them,
-owing to their husbands having lost their
Jives at an early age. These mothers are
very grateful indeed for the 5s. per head
which is allowed to them, but I know that
t.he case is very different in the metropolitan
.area, where living is ,dearer, and where rent
is a heavy burden. In the country districts
.a womun will very oft.en live rent free, and
be able to grow something for herself in a
~arden, but in the city a poor woman
possesses none of these advantages. Very
often she has to leave her children at a
.creche or in the care of some neighbour
while she goes out to work. From my own
,experience in the Department, I know that
the administration of the Neglected Chil·dren's Act is very complete. First of all
there is an investigation at the Court,
then there is an
inq uiry
by the
police, then there is an inquiry by the
Ladies' Committee, and, last of all, there is
-continuous inspection by the officers. Only
last week I saw one of these officers driving
round my district, and no one knew that he
was coming. We have a capable staff, and,
I think, all the requirements of the case will
be met if the Chief Secretary will promise
now to confer with the officers administering
that branch of his Department, because they
<can get all the information that is required.
It wonld not do to raise the allowance indiscriminately all round, becanse, in many
,cases, an increase is not necessary. "Ve
have no right to see any of these children
·suffel·, but I believe that an extra expenditure of £2,000 or £;),000 would meet all the
hard cases that are deserving of consideration. There must be some cases where,
·owing to the increased cost of living
and particularly the increase in rent, the
payments at present made to these parents
are not sufficient.
But I think that a
comparatively small amount would suffice
to do justice in all deserving cases.
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).- J t may lead to
a better understanding by the Committee if
I add a little more to what I have already
·said, showing what is done by the Department. All these cases are very carefully
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investiga~ed.
The first slep is to get the
children committed. I may say that that is
not a very difficult matter.
Then it is the
duty of t.he Department to make inquiries as
to the position of the mother. While many
mothers have three children boarded out to
them, we have gone as high as six children
in some cases .
Sir ALEXANDER PEr\cflcK.-I know of a
woman with five children boarded out to her.
Mr. WARDI<:.-About three is the limit.
Mr. MURRAY.-Of late any number of
women have had four children boarded out to
them.
Mr. HANNAH.-I suppose I have brought
over twenty cases myself, and I do not knuw
of one wo'nan who has had more than three
children boarded out to her.
Mr. MURRA Y .-The honorable member
has no right to bring cases. Does he mean
he brought them be:'ore the Conrt ?
MI'. HANNAH -1 have ~een that they were
brought before the Court.
Mr. MURRA Y.-No wonder the numbers
are increasin~. In the ease of a YOllng
weakly child requiring nourishment, we go
as high as 128. reI' week.
Mr. ROGEItS.- Yuu do llot give the
mother that much.
MI'. MURRAY.-We do. The honorable member for Allalldale has mentionou
that l'ellt is lower in the country than in
the city. In old mining town8hirs houses
are obtainable at a very cheap rate, but
against that 1 wonld point out that, in Melbourne and suburbs, a woman has more
opportunities to supplement what she gets
from the Stat.e by her own efforts than a
woman in the countrv has.
Mr. WARDE.-A \~oman in that position
is far better off in a country tOWIl.
Mr. MURRA Y.-On the whole, she is
much better off in the city. A woman in
the country may have her house and garden,
but she Cl:lllnot earn auything substantial to
add to what she receives from the Government. We do not want to take away from
these mothers all incenti ve to ruake an effort
of their own. :Many of these mothers in Melbourne very subutantially add to \V hat they
get from the ~overnmellt. I venture to say
that the majority of women receiving this
State aid earn SLi bstantial sums.
Mr.1'ouTcHI<:R.-Can women with little
children go out to work?
Mr. MURRAY.-Many of them get assistance from their friends. I venture to
say there is n~ State in the Commonwealth
or in the world, where these poor motber~
who require assistance get so much aid from
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the State as they do in Victoria. There is
no ot her State in which this work is" done to
anything like the same extent.. "lYe do far
more in this way than any country I know of.
r agree with the honorable member for
Allalldale that from no State expenditure will
the State get a better return than from its
expenditure in this directioll-t hat is, if the
children whom we are assisting to bring up
remain in the State. I wish to say a wOl'll
about the children who go into foster home~.
The affection that grows up between the
child alld the foster mother is rcraarkuble,
and I say, with very great confidence, that
the child in a foster home, as a rule, on the
same payment, is better looked after than
the child with its own mother. The work
done by the ladies' committees is entirely
honorary, and Lhey do their work well. 1£
any hard case occurs the ladies' committees
are the very first to give tbe particulare to
the Department, and to ask for an increased
allowance to be made to the motiler. I
venture to say, further, that iu no case,
when the representations of a ladies' committee have been substantiated by inquiries,
has the Department refused to gi ve an additional Fmm.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
Premier has stated that in no State of the
Commonwe1-tlth are the children as well
looked after as in Victoria, and that no State
grants as much for t.he purpose as'Victoria.
Mr. MURRAy.-I am certain of that.
Mr. J. W. BlLLSON (Fitzroy}.-During
"the last few minute~ I have been trying to
get the statistics. The figures for 1909 are
the latest I can get. They are gi ven in the
Commonwealth Vear-Book for 1910.
Jn
New South Wales the number of neglected
children to whom State relief was given was
4,39U; in Victoria the number was 6,312.
We have a larger nnmber of neglected
children than New South Wales.
I f we
looked aft.er them bet.ter, a.nd gave them
more, our expenses would naturally be higher
than those of New South "Vales.
Mr. TOUTCHER.- The cost of adminiHtration wight be higher in New South "Vales.
"Mr. J. W. BILLsON (Fitzroy). --The
honomble member says it might be more
expensive to look after 4,Ol)0 children than
to look after 6,000 children.
Mr. McGRlwoR. - Are the children" in
Sew South Wales in institutions, or are they
boarded out?
Mr. J. YV. BILLSO~ (Fitzroy).-Both.
The cost to New South Wales in 1909 was
.£93,543, and to Victoria, £79, 18~.
Mr MORRAY.-Those figures are incorrect.
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Mr. W ARDE.-Becal1se they do not suit
your argument.
Mr. J. W. BlLLSO:'lJ" (Fitzmy).-In New
~o\lth
Wales collections from parents.
amounted to £3,419, and in Victoria to
£~2,725.
The net cost to New South
Wales for 4,390 children was £90,124, and
the llet cost to Victoria for 6,221 children.
was .£76,4~)7.
Mr. WARDE. - W~hat becomes of the·
Pre!llier's state:ment?
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy)-I have
been trying to find out the cost per head to •
the Government of those children boarded
out to their parellts, but I cannot find it in.
the statistics of New South Wale" or Vi<;toria. I dare say the cost could be ascertained,
bnt I cannot find it now. So far as I am
able to judge, not only was the Premier incorrect in stating that Victoria. looks after
these children better than allY ot her State,
but New South Wales lJas 2,000 lesR children under the heading of neglected children,
and pays away considerably more thall we
do.
Mr. TOUTCHER.- We do a lot of work for
nothing.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Pitzroy).-The
honorable member knows that the work that
is done for nothing is not illcluded in the
figures I have given for New ~onth \-"ales.
or Victoria. '1 he hcnorable member does
lIoe know the amount of work done for nothing in X ew South Wales, or the amount
done for nothing in Victoria, but even if he
did, tha.t has nothing to do with the question.
The statement of the Premier was tbat it
cost Victoria more, and that Victoria was
doing more for children who are committed
to the care of their parents than any
other State, and I have proved that ic
i"l not so, but that on the contrary our
exrenditllre in this direction is ver'y
much below t hat of the sister State of
New South 'Vales. I would have been very
pleased if the Premier had made a definite
statement to the House. I listened very
carefully to find within the statement he
made any promise of inereased allowance or
further consideration, but, as 1 failed to find
it, I will go to a division on my amendment.
~1r . .MURRAY (Premier).-Of course,
the figures quoted by the honorable mernbet·
for Fitzroy are absolntely valudess, unless
he gives the details. We spend the greater
portion of the money up·Jll boarding out
children to their mothers. We know the
enormous co::.t of administration in New
South "Yales.
Mr. HANNAH.-Tell us what it is.
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Mr. MURRAY.-I could not find it just
now, but I venture to say that. administration mops up a great deal of the total expen<liture of £90,OUO per aIlnum in New Sonth
Wales.
Mr. TOGTCHER.-Wollld you defer the
~onsiderati()n of this matter?
Mr. MURRAY. - ~o.
In jnstice to
-everyone we cannot accept the proposal of
the honorable member for Fitzroy.
Sir ALE~ANDER PEACOCK.-Could you not
review the cases in the way I ~uggested ?
Mr. MUIU{,AY. - We do. Wherever
there is a case of hardship we treat it
generously and tenderly. There are many
()thcr reasons, other than those I have urged,
whyth~ Committee should notcommititselfon
the proposition of the honorable member for
Fitzroy to increase, to such a large extent,
the expenditure upon this Department. 1 can
give an assurance to the Committee that no
hardships do occur in the administration of
the Department.
Mr. HANNAH.-We know differently.
Mr. ]\fU l{,RA Y.-The honorable member
knows that all cases have been dealt with
sympathetically.
The Committee divided on the amendment that the vote be reduced by £1Ayes
14
Noes
39
Majority against the amendment

2;)

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
."
"

"

J. W. Billson
Cotter
Hampson
Jewell
McLachlan
C luttrim
Plain
Prtmdergast

Mr.
"
"
"

Rogers
Smith
Solly
Warde .

Tellers:
Mr. Elmslie
" Hannah.
NOES.

Mr. Angus
" Argyle
Baird
Barnes
." Bayles
A. A. Billson
." Bowser
." J. Cameron
" Campbell
Carlisle
." Duffus
Farrer
" Fardling
" Gordon
" Graham
Gray
Hutchinson
". Johnstone
." Langdon
" Mackey

Mr. Mackinnon
McBride
McCutcheon
" McGregor
" H. McKenzie
" M. K. McKenzie
" McLeod
" Membrey
Menzies
" Murray
Sir AIHander Peacock
Mr. Robertson
" Snowball
" Swinburne
" Thomson
" Toutcher
Watt.
Tellers:
Mr. Lawson
" Livingston.
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Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-I would like
to show the Committee the value of the
figures quoted by the honorable member for
:Fitzroy. The correct figures appear to me
to convict him of suppresstO veri. He quoted
to the Conlmittee that there were 4,300
children in New South Wales under their
State Belief and Neglected Children's Department, buthedid not takethislittle paragraphThe following table summarizes the nUlllher of
neglected children under ::itate Departments.
In New South Wales a number of cl,iltlren are
boarded out with. their mothers. The inclu"ion
of these would make the total numLer of such
children in the State 8,487.

I think that comment upon that is quite unnecessary. The h0norable member mllst have
had his tongue in his cheek when referring
to the matter.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-No, I do no~
think the honorable member would do that.
Mr. MURRAY.-I should not like the
Committee for one moment to thillk that I
do not seriously regard the views expresl:led
by honorable members, and share them.
There appears to be some misapprehension
that I did not make matters definite enough,
and that I relied on the ladies' committees
for information of cases that needed t he notice
of the Departmellt. But I am perfectly prepared to make fnll inquiry, to the extent of
advising the local committees to give the
Department information about cases that
they think ought to receive consideration.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-A circular
letter would do that.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzl·oy).-I am
sorry I did not note the paragraph that the
Premier has called attention to. Honorable
members will recollect that 1 stated I
had looked through the wbole of the notes
for Victoria, but conld find nothing satisfactory; and then for New South Wales, as
the Premier correctly states, 1 simply read
the table, and not the note above it, which I
did not see. If I had seen it I would not
have misled the Commiltee by making a
statement that J did not prove. 'l'bose
figures will alter the conclusiOlls of the statements made bv me. I said at tbe time that
there might be details which I had not
found in briefly looking at the figures.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK,- You did.
Mr. J. "v. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-If I
had noted that paragraph I would not have
given the Committee the figures that I did,
and, if lleCeSf:sary, I will publicly apologize t.o
the Pramier for my mistake. I may be
strong in t.he expression of my opinion on
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occasions, but I never knowingly say anything incorrect or unfair.
Mr.. PH.ENDERGAS'r.-I have the report of the Neglected Children's Department here, and it does not give anybody any
satisfactory evidence as to the cost of the
different branches.of the Departmellt, while
it limits the whole of the cost of administration to two or thre.e Acts, such as the
Negl~cted Children's Act, the Crimes Act,
and the Infant Life Protection Act. The
returns in connexion with those are lumped
together, and we cannot find out what is
voted in different directions.
Mr. LANGDON.- What is the date of that
report ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-This is the last
report-the one for 1911.. There has been
one step taken in New South Wales which
the Victorian Department quotes with
approval. The Ciovernment of New South
Wales has established a cottage home, with
accommodation for twelve cases, alld the
Secretary of the Board there states that it
has been very successful. The Victorian
Department remarks that no doubt if a
cottage home was established here it would
be utilized with great advantage. The
amount of expenditure connected with the
neglected children is given at £78,00u, but
we get no analysis to show how much is
expended in connexion with reforma~ories.
What are neglected children? They are
not those who are brought under the control
of the State. They are those who are
boarded out with their own mothers. That
was the idea the honorable member had
when he mQved his amendment. Near the
end of the report you find another important
statement, to the effect that the money
received from the parents of the children
under this system was £7/> 14. 128. fd.
The Government take credit for distributing that amount of money. That is
another means of lessening the expenditure.
The point of the whole matter is that
the honorable gentleman in charge of
this Department is totally unprepared to
give the Committee the information that is
required. I acknowledge that in connexioll
with the Chiaf Secretary's Department there
are a great number of branch departments,
and it is therefore difficult for any one to
The
master the whole of the detail~.
Minister in charge of these departments,
however, should come as carefully prepared
with the information about them as the
Treasurer is in regard to matters on which
the House may require information when
delivering his Budget speech. As there is a
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reduction in t!1e death rate throughout the
Commonwealth, there must be a considerable reduction . in the money expended in
dealing with the children. Some of the supporten; behind the Government say that if
we do what is proposed it will mean the imposition of fresh taxation. Another section~
including the honorable member for Al1an~
dale, state that sufficient information is not
given. One sectioll fear too much taxation~
and another section express dissatisfaction
with the humanitarian instincts of the Government. But we'have to act in a humanitarian way in dealing with these children.
'l'here is a proposition before the Federal
Parliament which I, think, will deal with this
matter before very long. It is a proposal
to provide pensions for such chilt.lren.
Mr. B.A'·LEs.-Pensions for members of
Parliament would not be a bad thing.
Mr. PRE~DERGAST.-The honorable
member is in a different position from that of
a number of ot.her honorable members, who,
while in the Honse, get nothing but their
salary for the work they do as members of
Parliament. 'rhe honorable member ha.s 3l
large income from other sources, and the gibe.
he uttered should not be thrown at honorable
members.
Mr. BAYLES.-You want pensions for
everything.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I do not.
I
want to deal justly with people. The honorable member does not need a pension, because
he is a large landed proprietor.
Mr. BAYLEs.-·No. I have not a foot of
land.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The honorable
member got a lot of wool off it. Alli
tha.t we ask fol' is justice. The Government go three parts of the way, but they d()
not go the whole way. We want to enable
these people to live in reasonable comfort,
and to increase the allowances so that women.
may bring up the:r children in a way that
will be a credit to them and to the State.
Mr. BA YLES.-I want to deal with a
difterellt matter with regard (,0 neglected
children from that which has already been
under discussion. I refer to the question of
the management of the Department for :\ eglected Children. Unfortunately, the reports
of Drs. O'Brien and Robertson, which I have·
asked for, will Hot be laid on the table of the
Library until to-morrow. My idea is-and I
think the Premier is sympathetically d1sposed
towards it-that we should have a committee·
of women to manage the Department. That
is done in New South Wales, and, I believe,
in South Australia. The management of
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of money available under Loan Acts for public
works and other purposes, by which Bill it is proposed to authorize the expenditure of a sum of
£84,000 in buildings, plant, purchase of land,.
&c., in connexion with cool storage at Melbourne
and elsewhere.
2. That your petitioners understand that of such
sum it is proposed to expend a sum of £75,000 in
the erection of cool stores on land vested in the
Melbourne Harbor Trust Commissioners, and
situated on the north side of Victoria Dock in the
city of Melbourne.
3. That a Bill to authorize this expenditure, and
for other purposes, was submitted to your honorable
House in December, 1910, but that on a suggestion
from the Legislative Council, the item referred
to was omitted from the schedule to the Bill.
4. That in the year 1899, a proposal t·hat the Government should erect cold stores in the city at
a cost of £50,000 was referred to a Royal Commission for oonsideration and report.
5. That such Royal Commission, of which the
chairman was the Honorable John Murray, M. L. A.,
reported as follows : " The proposal of the Government is to erect
refrigerating stores of its own at the
port of shipment, or at some other site
more convenient 'to the shipper.
" Your Commissioners have held fourteen
meetings, and examined forty-three
witnesses on this branch of their inquiry, and the evidence taken is almost
unanimous as to the inadvisability of
the Government erecting its own freezing stores.
" Our inquires elicited the fact that not only
PUBLIC
WORKS
LOAN
IS a considerable amount of private
APPLICATION BILL.
capital embarked in the business of exporting frozen produce from Geelong.
On the Order of the Day for the second
Warrnambool, Port Fairy, Hamilton~
reading of this Bill,
t1nd Portland, but that private euterprise will enlarge the scope of its operMr. McCUTCHEO~ presented a petition
'ations in this direction, if not unduly
from certain proprietors of cool stores praying'
interfered with by ~tate competition.
that the Bi1l might be referred to a Royal
" Your Commissioners do not wish to see the
Commission, and that the petitioners might
Government conducting this business
and carrying it on to the detriment
be allowed to appear and be heard before
of private enterprise.
the Commission.
"Ultimately the State will have to be reThe petition was received, and ordered to
lieved of the whole of the responsibibe read.
lity of the frozen export trade othel~
The CLERK read the petition as follows:than maintaining the supervision (i.e.,
inspection of produce exported). .
To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of
" Your Commissioners consider that it would
the Le!?islative Assembly of Victoria in
be inadvisable for the Government to
Parliament assembled.
undertake the building of its own
The humble petition of J. P. Sennitt and Son
freezing works, as the evidence of
Proprietary Limited; W. Angliss and
witnesses is almost unanimous against
Company Proprietary Limited; the Victhe Government proposal."
torian Butter Factories Co-operative
6. That subsequent to the presentation of such
Company Limited; the Melbourne Ice
Skating and Refrigerating Company report two succeeding Governments affirmed a
Limited; the Melbourne Ice and Re- policy adverse to the ercction of Government
frigerating Works; the Metropolitan cold stores, and encouraging the development of
Ice and Cold Storage "Vorks ; the Mayor, the industry by private enterprise.
Aldermen, Councillors, and Citizens of
7. That since the date of such report your petitre city of Melbourne; W. and R. tioners and others engaged in the frozen produce
Fletcher Limited; and T. Borthwick export trade. or as owners of cold stores in the
and Sons (Austrahtsia) Limited.
metropolis, have expended large sums in the
Shewetherection of cold stores and plant; and the sum in1. That a Bill has been presented to your honor- vested by private and municipal enterprise at the
able House intituled a Bill intituled an Act to present time amounts to ahout three quarters
sanction the issue and application of certain sums of a million pounds.

children is women's w.ork. Some people
think that women ought not to do certain
things, but no person ever objects to
having w~mell to attend to children.
J understand that a depntation is to
wait on the Premier to-morrow in regard to
this matter, and I ask him to sympathetically
consider the claims that will be put forward
by that deputation. It seemB to be a quaint
thing to take away a man from the 'ritles
Office, where he has been dealing with parchments, and put him in charge of a Department where he has to deal with the management of children.
To manage children well
it is necessary to have some grip of the subject, and if the head of the Department is
not versed in the ways and management of
children the Departmen t will not be run on
proper lines. I hope that the Premier will
give a favorable answer to the requests that
will be made by the deputation to-morrow,
and ,-"ill have women to manage this. Department, as is done in New South Wales and, I
think, in South Australia.
The vote was agreed to, as was also the
vote (£50,216) for Penal Establishments and
Gaols.
Progress was then reported.
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8. That the enlargement of the scope of operations by privabe enterprise anticipated in the
report of the Royal Commission, as quoted above,
has been realized to the extent following ;Year.

No. of Firms.

Area of
Chambers erected.

1900
ti
47,046 sq. ft.
1905
9
94,178
1911.
13*
207,058 "
C· This includes the Geelong Harbor Trust.)
In addition to the above, the stores erected by
the City Conncil, which in 1892 contained an
area of on Iy 12,717 square feet, have been enlarged
by the Council from time to. time to meet the
requirements of the export llldustry, B:n~l now
.consist of forty-seven chambers, compnsIng an
area. of 45,077 square feet.
9. That the accommodation now provided in the
metropolis is more than sufficient for the export
trade; even during the present meat export season
.a large portion of the space provide~ at the col.d
stores in the metropolIs has been Idle, aud It
is believed that space has been and is also avail.able at the Geelong Harbor Trust Works.
10. That since the 1910 session of Parliament
.considurable expenditure has been incurred in improvements o,nd extensions of the metropolitan
.stores, and extensi ve slaughter~ng alld fl'e~zing
accommodaLlOn has been prOVIded by pnvate
enterprise at Murtoa.
11. That the increased accommodation now provided is ample to meet all the present requirements of the export trade, and a c'msiderable
increase therein if proper and regular shipping
facilitie3 are pro\rided for the export of the meat
.and produce.
12. That when the Bill was before your honorable
House in the 1910 session it was indlCated that the
subsequent erection of abattoirs for the export
trade Oll the site was part of the scheme, and an
.assurance was given that n, report from disinterested experts would be obtained .as to the questions of site, cost, ::md the coupling up of the
.stol·es with abattoirs, and that such reporbs would
be furnished for the inforrm1tion of your honorable
House.
13. In October last, the Government appointed a.
Royal Commission to inquire into and ~eport
upon the questions of meat .supply, the locatIOn of
.abattoirs in the metropolItan area, the future
system of management of the abattoirs, and other
matters connected therewith, and the Commission
has preRented its rep~rt, da~ed 11 th Sep~ember
last, which contains, 'mter aba, the follOWIng re.commenda.tions ;1. That the whole of the sale-yards, abattoirs,

and noxious tl'ades be removed to, and
(with minor exceptions hereinafter
mentioned) be concentrated on some
special area situate not less than 10
miles distant ina northerly or westerly
direction from the city.
2. That there be established a Metropolitan
Stock-yards and Abattoirs Commission, in which shall be forthwith
vested the control of the markets for
live stock, the n,bEtttoirs, and the
noxious trades within the metropolitan
and suburban areas and the im-
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mediately surrounding district, whos.
boundaties should be defined.
.
The Board, therefore,
for these and other reasons,
recommends that the CommisElion
be a permanent body consisting of
three or more persons appointed by
the Governor in Council, the Commissioners to receive salaries or
fees, the limits of which shall be
prescribed, and render such service
(not necessiLrily occupYll1g their
whole time) as may be required in
tht> control of the existing saleyards, abattoirs, freezing, and
noxious trades works, &c., in
selecting a site for new stockyards, &c., designing yards. buildings, &c., managing and controlling the operations therein,
uirecting all business and financial
affairs, and in carrying out the
other recommendfltions of this
report, and all duties incidental
to the management of the new saleyards, abattoirs, freezillg works,
and the tl'eatment of wa.ste products .
6. "That the CommiRsioners be given power
to acquire suitable laud" for carrying
out the recommendations in the report
which include the erection of abattoirs
and freezing works.
'
to. That havillg made ample provision tOt'
railway facilities, receiving, drafting,
sale, l'e'3ting, and deliver'y yards, and
abattoirs capable of handling all meats
for local consumption, in addition to
such export killing and freezing
accommodation as may be required for
their own operation, the CommiRsioners
should similarly mark off' a certa.in area
and divide same into allotment!'! to be
let on long building leases for the
erection by the lessees of export meat
works approved by the Commissioners,
to be conducted under such conditions
as to forfeiture of the lease a.s the Commissioners may determine.
11. That the Commissioners should be empowered to erect and conduct suitable
works for killing, freezing, tinning and
preparing for export only all stock
intrusted to them by the owners for
that purpose, and. on owner's account
to arrange directly or through agents
for shipment of the meats to, and their
sale in, the oversea markets; aud also
to treat the by-products and dispose of
same as instructed by the owner.
14. That should the recommendations of the
Royal Commission be given effect to the works of
certain of your petitioners carrying on the
slaughter and freezing- of lamhs for export will be
abolished or have to be transferred to the special
area. referred to in the report.
15. That under these conditions it would be
unfair to those of your petitioners that the Government stores for the freezing of meat should be
erected within the area. prohibited by recommendatiolls in the Commission's report.
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which has been collected in its favour, with
the necessity for the erection of stores of this.
kind. The '~ool storage business conducted
by the Government in the past bas had its.
largest beneficial influellce 011 the dairyillg
industry.
The proportion of bns;ness ill
butter, as compared with meat, which the
State has handled is 16 to 1. The whole
of the frozen export butter this season has.
been treated at the Government cool stores.
Of the 18H,439 tons of butter exported
duriug the last eighteen years, 157,815 tons,.
or 84 per cent., has beeu frozell at the Government cool stores. Three-fifths of the
export butter business of the Stat:.e is conducted th, oi.lgh two co-operative companiesthe Western
District and Gippsiand
Rutter Faetories
Companies-and
the
managers of these two important enterprises strongly urge the cOlJtilluance of
Government freezing. I \rant, as rapidly
as may be, in consee; uence of I,he cOllfl iet
of testimony-if testimony it ca.n be calledaR produced by the petition which we have
just listened to, and produced hy pleading
snch as we have heard before another place
during the last two sessions, to give the
views of various people, who may be said t<>
be interested, but interested in a healthy and
beneficial sense, in the extellsion of our
export business. Hp,re is a copy of a letter
addressed to the Minister of Agriculture by
Mr. Wilson, the manager of the Gippslalld
and Northem Co-operative Selling Co.,.
Mr. 'vVATT (Treasnrer) moved the second dated 11th October, 1911reading of the Bill. He said-This is a. Bill
Dear Sir,-I notice by the daily papers that the
to sanction the issue and application of loan I. . egislative Council ha.~ deferred cOllsidemtion of
money, amounting to .£ 114,000, for certain the matter of the proposed new Government cool
publie works.
These works embrac~ cool stores for a week.
The object of these lines is to impress upon you
storage in the city of Melbourne for the
the growing need that exists for your Departnll'nt
treatment of butter and other frozen pro- to see that the producers of the State are provided
duce, at a cost of £75,000, and cool stores at with ample cold stomge accommodation at a reaDiamond Creek and Tallyho, each involving sonable cost.
The great increase in the export of butter,
.£4,50ll, making a total for cool storage purmnt.ton, and lambs, during the past two seasons,.
poses of £84,000. Provision is also made must be apparent to all who have given any
for .£30,000 for the establishment of a thought to the question, but, great as the illcrease
ship-building yard at the Dock yard, has been, it bids fa.ir to be much great. r in the
Williamstown, including equipment and next few years, if we get average good seasons.
~rhe State (j overnment, in cut! ing up large
housing.
This Bill is the same in all
resoects as that which we oas5ed last estates, developing irrigation, and importing new
settlers iuto I he State. is doillg much to illcreaseproses~ion, and which was, unfort~matel'y, re- duction of butter; bnt, in addition to this, I would
jected by another place. The chief con- like to point out that even in the Western District
troversy centred around the question of pro- and Gippflland, where dairying has been carried on
viding cool storage in the city of Nlelbonrne for a good many yeal s, a very marked increase in the
production of butter has taken place, and as an
for the treatmellt of the State's ex- evidence of this I would also point out that 1 he
portable produce, and it is more particularly increase in the yearly turnover in the butter sales"
with regard to this item that I intend from our shareholding factories in Gippsland, has
to deal at this late hour of the evening. increased during the past two years by £250 000.
Then again, the extension of the railway from
First, of all I propose to deal as conoisely as Bairnsdale
to Orbost will open up a large area of
1 can, in view of the vast amount of evidence excellent dairying Cowltry. The Irish blight in

16. That the locality of the site on which your
petitioners understand it is proposed to erect such
atures is unsuitable on the following grounds :UlJsoundness of foundations;
Closeness of proximity to the Victoria Dock
in which vessels are lying for long
periods of time, and the foul refuse
from which is necessarily discharging
into the dock;
Closeness of proximity to about 800 acres of
swamp land which has beell, oris being,
reclaimed by the deposit of silt from
the river;
The long crtrtage by road (nearly two miles)
of all the butter for export which is
manufactured in or carted from the
city, and which is believed to be about
25 per cent. to 30 per cent. of the total
export;
And for other reasons.
17. That your petitioners believe that the
-c&pacity of the proposed stores will be less than
the space at present leased by the Government
from the City Corporation.
18. That the estimates of the cost of the, proposed works, and of working same, do not include
provision for the acquirement of the land on which
they are proposed to be erected, and which is of
considerable value, or of any sum for the allnual
rent of such land.
19. Your petitioners respectfully submit that
before the Bill authorizing the erection of the stores
be passed, the proposal should be referred to some
independent body to inquire fully into the merits
of th ~ proposal, and to report the result of their
inquiries to your honorable House.
20. Your petitioners, therefore, humbly pray
that the Bill may be referred to a Royal Commission, and that your petitioners may be allowerl
to appear and be heard before such Commission.
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the potato districts of Victoria and Tasmania is
also going to drive many of the potato growers
into dairying.
A few weeks ago I visited for the first time the
following places :-Kerang, Swan Hill, Cohuna,
Gunbower, and Appin, and was greatly surprised
to see the progress that had been made in dairying,
and was much impressed with the great possibilities
for dairying that exist in these }',orthern areas,
where water can be applied to the land.
This all tends to show that the present freezing
accommodation which, for a part of last season
was taxed to its utmost limit, and is again this
year already up to its capacity, will be totally inadequate to cope with the increased production of
butter and lambs during the next few years.
Another factor that is going to play an important
part in the development of our butter industry
during the next deeade, is the high prices that we
are sure to get on the London and Continental
markets.
A few weeks ago I had the opportuuity of Jis~USSillg this question with one of the most experi.encP,(i butter salef:men in London, and that genLleman assured me that there will be a great growth
in the delliand from the Continent for Australian
butter and that no matter how fast our production
grows 'the demand will be equal to it.
My directors are very desirous that the Government should carryon the freezing business as a
protection to the producers, but they do not ask
that it should be run at a loss.
The question of continuing to lease the cool
stores frOlll the City Council, or building new Government cool stores, is one on which they are not
well enough infonned to express an opinion. That
is a question that no doubt you and the officers of
the Department have looked into, and have satisfied yourselves that more up-to-date freezing works
~an be made to show a profit as against a loss of
about £5,000 annually under the existing arrangements.
If this be correct, then, undoubtedly, it is a safe
bUf:iness proposition for the State to take on, and,
in addition to this, there is the urgent need for in-creased cool storage accommodation.

Mr. SWINBURNF..-Is it his own opinion?
Mr. WATT. -He sigrls as manager, and
the letter is from the Company's office,
Flinders-street.
Here is another letter,
written by Mr. Osborne, the manager of the
IN estern District Factories Co-operative
l)roduce CompanyThe Hon G. Graham, M.L.A.,
Minister of Agriculture, Melbourne.
Dear Sir, -I have the honour to inform you that,
in my opinion, the site selected by the Governme?t
for the erection of cool stores would be most SUltable for exporters of butter. A recommenda.tion
has I understand, been made in favtmr of building
the' works several mil ... s from the city, in close
proximity to the abattoir!:!, where.sheep, lambs, and
cattle are slaughtered.
If this be done,. the
quantity of butter fvrwarded to such wo:ks WIll be
small in proportion to tJ~e outpu:, owmg t.o the
additional expense and themconvemence occaslOned
therebv. Butter manufactured in city factories
can be' carted to centrally situated freezing works
at a small cost. The same applies to a large
quantity of butter which is delivered at the
se\Teral sale-rooms in the city, and is, subsequently,
'Shipped to London. Very little of this butter
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would be forwarded to cool stores situated lO miles
from Melbourne, owing to extra cost involved. It.
is frequently found necessary to withdraw butter
from the cool stores for sale on the local market.
Delivery must be prompt, and this would be impract.icable if the butter had to be railed several
miles and then carted to the sale-rooms.
Our
company-and other large exporters do likewise-employs an expert to examine all butter
consigned to us for export.
Under existing
conditions, be can perform this work and also
attend to other duties, but if the bu'.tel' were
delivered at cool stores at a distance from the city,
he would be compelled to remain there for several
hours daily. The additional cost to this company
would be i.Lt least £200 per annum. Our company
also has between 500 and 600 cases frozen weekly
for shIpment to other States - chiefly West
Australia. This butter must be placed in the
steamers' freezing chambers at night or in the
early morning. Consequently, it must be stored
in works situated in close proximity to the river.
The loss of revenue to the Government if the
works be erected some distance from the city
would be at least £400 per annum on this ·trade
alone. Briefly summarized, the position is that
the butter exporters must utilize the cool stores,
which are erected on a central site near the city,
within close proximity to their distributing houses
and to the port of shipment. Our compi:tny exports
between 2,000 and 3,000 tons of butter per anuum,
and for the purposes of business, and snpervision,
as well as from the economical stand-point, I consider the cool stores should be erected by the
Government on a central site within the city.
I have the honour to be, Sir,
Yours faithfully,
W. II. OSBORNE, Manager.

That is a letter dealing mostly with the site,
but also incidentally, as this company has
often done, expressing approval of the
proposal of the 'Government to embark upon
its own building.
Mr. BAYLEs.-·Were those letters written
at your request, or were they voluntary?
Mr. W ATT.-I do not think there was
any request for letters. I think these people
have been longing for this accommodation
for a considerable time, and they have expressed their approval independently and at
public meetings. My colleague, the Minister
of Agriculture, informs me that the council
of the Dairymen's Association recently
passed this resolutionThe Council of this Association strongly approves
of the Government's action in placing a snm of
money on the Estimates to provide for the building of Government freezing works, and urges the
Govel'llment t'o persevere in its determiuation to
proceed with this project.

An HONORABLE MIOIBER.-That was reported in the press.
Mr. W AT1'.-It deals with the proposal
for the erection of these stores from the
buttermen's point of view.
I come now'
to deal with the effect of the wJrks
on the storage and freezing of meat.
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As stated, the volume of business in meat
is only one-sixteenth of that in butter.
Nevertheless, approximately 25 per cent. of
the meat exported during the last eighteen
years has gone through the Government
Cool Stores.
The total exports were
8,000,000 carcases, of which the numbel' frozen by the Government was
2,000,000 carcases. Ever since the Government had stores, meat has been treated for
sundry exporters, whose operations have
not been large enough to warrant them
ereeting stores of their own. An element
of competition was thus insured, and producers were always afforded facilities for
exporting on their OW11 account The Government Cool Stores have beeH used in
their initial export business by Messrs. J.
Bartram and ~Oll, White and Co., ,V. An..
gliss and Co., and T. Borthwick and Sons.
'Vhen the businesses of th~se firms assumed
sufficiently large dimensions they provided
freezing works of their own. Last season
1,350,121 carcases were shipped from the
State, and 137,018-or only one-tenth--:
were treated at the Government Cool Stores,
in cOllsequence of the growth of the butter
business restricting the space that could be
made available for meat, and of large exporters providing their own freezing works.
It is incumbent upon the Government to
maiutain an open channel for the treatment
of meat, so that competition may contiuue, and prod ncers' interests be safeguarded. Perhaps in no country in the
world are the elements for a meat export combine so convenient as in Victoria.
Facilities for c~llecting,
handling, and
inspecting fruit for export are urgently
needed. Shipping Companies, Frnit-growers'
As~ociations, the Railway Department, and
the Department of Agriculture have pressed
the need for such conveniences being afforded.
The old shed which did duty at Port Melbourne has to be demolished, and, instead of
building separate Rheds at Port Melbourne
and Williamstown, it is expected that the
shed, ra.ilway, and platform accommodation,
provided at the proposed Government Cool
Stores, will serve all requirements of the
trade. The whole of the pre-cooling of fruit
for export that has been done up to the
present has been done at the GovernnHmt
Cool Stores. Those interested are becomillg
more unanimous on the advantages of precooling, and the proposed stores will be
available during the fruit season, which
alternates with butter and meat. Butter
and meat are flush during the months Octobel' to January, whilst fruit exports extelld
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from mid-February to the end of April. The
chambers are also to be utilized for storing
fruit for growers in districts where special
fruit cool stores would not be warranted.
I think honorable members will appreciate
the fact that I am endeavouring to present the arguments in favour of this
item in the schedule to the Bill in
the order of their importance, and in the
order in which controversy has attacked the
proposition of the Government. Uur contentiOll is that the present stores are obsolete.
The Government has already paid the City
Council over £200,000 for services and
premises inconveniently and expensively
situated. and badly arranged-that is, there
should be no occasion to waste time in hauling goods into the city for freezing and out
again, as to do so involves loss of time and
.considerable expense, both of which will be
avoided in the interests of producers with
the proposed stores. The chambers are
badly grouped aud served.
On some brine
tanks both freezing and storing chambers are
connected, restricting the turnover and making it very laborious and most expellsive.
The machInes themselves are not taken ex_ ception to. It is the service to chambers and
their arrangements which are obsolete.
Needless to say, a suction gas plant would be
much more economical than one steamdriven.
As to finallce, I explained at
great length last session the figures on which
are based the estimates of cost or
working, and the comparative results under
the old system and under this proposal.
The rent paid to the City Council last year
totalled over £16,000, and the Government,
with new works, can see its way clear to
acquire more accommodation by 10,000 cubicfeet, with a better equipped and served
chamber, and to turn the present 108sof £5,000
per annum into a profit. With an up-to-date
freezing works great economy in the handling
of produce can be effected, so what is now acertain loss of about £5,000 per annum can
be turned into a gain, with better service, OA'
even cheaper service, to the producers. Now,
as to the site, honorable members will reoollect that in that monumental petition presen ted by the honorable member for St. Kilda,
mneh stress was laid upon the statement
that the site is unhealthy, and affords 11(}
proper foundation for a buildillg of the kind
proposerl. I llliuk honorable members will
recollect tlmt the question of the suitability
of the site, together with the plans and other
questions of importance, was referred to certain experts laRt year, and the Government
based, to a large extent, their conclusions

~18
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respecting these matters on the strong re<:ommendations of Mr. McKenzie, the ellgineer of the Geelong Harbor Trust, who has
-erected what are admitted to be the best
,stores of their kind on the mainland of Australia. Professor Gilruth also reported on the
game question. Mr. McKellzie's report shows
that as butter IS the chief product handled,aud
~t reaches Melbourne by mixed trains, the
~pellcer-street station is its main destination, and its proper one. He then proceeds-
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the return through the "bottle neck" at
Flinders-street Ships carrying butter for
East Asian ports leave the Victoria Dock and
river berths. Professor Gilruth, in a report
which I will also make available, recognises
the particular business the Governmenthandles, and approves of the Victoria Dock
site as the most convenient and suitable.
One point of great importance to whieh the
petition referred, was the question of the
lSanitation of tbe site. We have referred
that matter to our chief ad viser on such
matters, Dr. Ham, and in a report addressed
to the Minister o~ Agricultnre, on the 4th
Dectmber last, he savs-

For the treatment of butter t.he Victoria Dock is
very suitaule, owing to its proximity to the Railway
produce sheds at Spencer-street, and on account of
"essels drawing up to 26 feet of water being able to
berth alongside the cool stores.
In accord1tnl!e with your instructions I, on the
Stores ~ituated elsewhere would be at a dis·
advantage in regard to handling butter, owing to 1st December, personally inspected the proposed
the additional time occupied in re-consigning butter site selected at the Victorian Dock for the
Government Cool Stores. I am of the opinion that
from the Spencer-street yards.
the site selected is suitable from a sanitary and
All goods from country stations have to be re- healtn point of view. In fOl'ming th:tt conclusion
{lei ved in the Spencer. street yards before they are" the character and composition of the soil upon
finally delivered to a station on one of the suburban which the proposed building is to be erected were
lines
carefully considered, and in view of the fact tha.t
If cool stores were erected, say. at Rpotswoo.f, . the healthfulness or otherwise of such site will be
butter forwarded for export from Lhe Western Dis- conditioned by the na.ture of the soil covering, I
trict would be delivered at :-ipencer-street, owing to strongly urge that the whole extent of the building
the goods train by which it was travelling not site be covered with a layer of gool} comoo$
having sufficient time to allow of shunting at a concrete.
:suburban sta ion. The trucks of butter would,
therefore. ha.ve to be returneo from ~pencer-street That was part of the original plan, as
to Spotswood, which would take a great deal more honorable members who have followed this
time than delivering it at the Victoria Dock from
the ~pencer-street yards.
AI'! o.e-third of the matter will recognise. That report from the
butter is for local consumption, and as export and Chairman of the Board of Public Health I
local butter are consigned from country factories in take to be a suffil'ient testimony from the
the ~ame trucks, it is necessctry that butter intended sanitary point of view as to the site selected.
f~r local c.,nsumption should arrive at Spencer·
Mr. BAYLEs--Is there Hny remark in Dr.
:street with as little delay as possible. The shunting of trucks at a suburhan stat ion, for the purpose Ham's report about the proximity of the Vic-of removing that portion intended for export, would toria Dock?
-cause a. considerable amount of delay to the third
Mr. W ATT.- Dr. Ham i'lspected t he site.
intended for local consumption.

He saw that it was in proximity to the
That reduces to a very small compass the Victoria Dock, and he recommends it from
part of Mr. Ml'Ken~ie's report which deals the sanitary point of view. Perhaps hon ..
more particularly with the question of site. orable mem bers will not lleed to be bothered
Our own expert, Mr. Crowe, the Super- with the remarks of Mr. McKenzie with
intendeut of Exports, has dealt with the reference to t he site, because they were before
same question. Mr. Crowe points out that honorable members last session, but there is
the peri~hable goods shed at ~pencer-street OIle report which is new, and which doals
is the destination of all butter from the wit.h the question of the carrying capacity of
country, ·two-thirds of which is for export, the land by a gentleman wbo, I think, will
and a third fur local sale, and the haulage be acknowledged to be as expert as allY man
()f goods direct to freezing works situated at who could be obtain~d. The report is by
a distance would mean bringing back a Mr. Monash. He was requested to repor,
good share of it again. As regards meat, on the suitability of the ~ite, and on the
half the meat exported from the Government 27th November last he fnrni:shed the folDool Stores last year was shipped at Williams- lowing report : town, and the other half at Port Melbourne
In pursuance of instructions frern the Honorable
with, of conrse, sundry shipments per the Minister of Agriculture, I have the honour to
ilteamers in the dock and river.
If the submit my opinion upon 1 he project of the erection
cool stores were situated at either of these of extensive Government Cool Stores upon a site
between Dudley-street west, and the Victoria
places, the meat that had to go by ship from Dock;
to this end I have made an inspection of
the other of the two places would have a the proposed site, and have closely examined the
'('ail way journey of over 12 miles, including drawings and designs of the proposed structures,
Mr. Watt.
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ha.ving particular regard to the loadings-both of
the buildings and the merchandise to be stored and
handled wilhin same-and to the proposals of the
prindpal architect for carrying these loads upon a
reinforced C4'nCrtlte raft ioundatioll. I am informed that it has been contended that such buildings cannot be safely constructed at this site, because of the inferi"r carrying capacity of t.he gronnd,
and that as evidence of such a contention, examples
have been cited of existing buildings such as the
city of Melhourne Cool Stores, 1< linders-street
west, which have suffered severely throngh irregu·
larsubsidenc6. I may say, at once, that such contentions are quite unteul!.ble, because they entirely
fa.il to take into account three important considera~ons:-

(a) That the' buildings quotl'o as examples of

failure owe their injuries to the inappropriate and inefficient methods adopted
in the construction of their foundations.
(b) That there are now available up.to.date.
efficit'nt and economic methods of
foundation construction on inferior
ground, by means of a process of
•• tlotation."
(e) That many examples, la.rge alld small,
already exist. in close proximity to the
proposed cool stores, of buildings and
heavy machinery structures which have
been dealt with by these modern
methods with complete success.
Certain other probable misapprehensions should
also be cleared away. The buildings in contemplation, although very cOllsidemble in extent, are
of the lightest possible type of construction,
single.storied, and of a nature which facilitates the
prevention of any cOllcentratiOll of loading at single
points. Thus, compared with an ordinary city
building, with heavy brick walls, and of beveral
stories, where the resultillg pressures upon the
soil would be measurable in several tons per square
foot, the actual effect of the huilding here proposed
upon the foundations is measurable only in a small
fmction of one ton per square foot. Again, in
regard to the merchandise within t he building,
which is, generally speaking, lighter in character
than within ordinary.warehouse construction, only
in some portions of the building, such as the but tel'
storage chamber!' (which aggregate only about onethird of the whole), need this loading be seriously
considered; and even in these ex~reme cases, the
densest possible loading of eight hutter boxes in a
vertical pile, amounts to ouly 450 pounds per
square foot. It will thus be seen thaI the concli·
tions to be dealt wit.h are of a moderate character
indeed, and tha,t although the buildings, c4wering as
they do nearly two acres, are very extensive in plan
dimensions, it would be quite erroneous to assume
that they inyolve, on that account. serious founaation difficulties. Turning now to ground at the
prop~se~ site, i.t 1l1~ISt, ot course, be recognised
that It IS of an mferlOr character as a foundation,
and that due cODsideratilJn D1l1 ibe given to the
adoption of appropriMe meta ods for carrying
buildings upon it. But inferior as it is, it is by
no means as bad as many other sites in the immediate vicinity upon which heavy struCl ures have in
recent times been successfully ereCted. It is not
water-logged, it is not subject to inundation. it is
highly uniform in character over the whole area,
and is capable of being efficiently drained. All
these characteristics take 1his site out of the
aategory of extreme unsuitability or difficulty, and
.Z'cduce the problem to one in which only ordinary
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care and prudence in considering the proper distribution of loading will fully meet all requirements;
The fundamental principles of modern foundation
construction on inferior soil are twofold:.
(a) To avoid concentration of loading at singlepoints, by so designing the buildings as,
to secure distribution of loading in every
dire(~tion :
(b) To enla.rge or "spread" the foundations
so that the resultant pressure upon thesoil falls below s, me definite maximum
carrying value assigned to it.
The application of these PI inciples has been
greatly facilitated in recent years by the introduction of reillforced concrete, which is eminently
suitable, by reason of its physical character, as tt
material for foundation work. Such' a reinforced
concrete foundation takes, in a case such as theone under consideration, the form known technically as a "raft," and in the design of snch a raft
it is only necessary, for complete saf.ety, to illsure~
firstly, that the base ar4·a of the raft is sufficient toredqcp. the resultant pressure upon the soil below
the nlaximum determined upon, and, secondly,
that the raft shall be reinforced in such a wa,y. and
to a sufficient extent, to avoid any tendtlncy to
deformation from a planer, which may arise under
various conditions ot loading. Both I hese objects
can be achieved hy proper calculation and design
by anyone skilled in this fOI m of construction. It
will be seen, therefore. that it, ouly r~maillS to
make a judicious choice of a staudard nla}.innnD
loading to represellt the safe unit carrying capacity
of the soil. Fortunately, to aid in this, t.here are
numerous examples in the locality, and on similarground, to guide us.

I will ask hOllorable members to particularly
bear this in mind. I have some interesting
photographs to show them.
In eonnexion with thf) works of the Metropolitan Gas Company, which lie within half3,·mile of this locality, and where the soil is
palpably inferior ill qnality, there have beeu constructed during the last five or six years, und there
are now under construction, numer(lus foundations,.
of the type and character lll1c1er discussion for all
kinds of F<tructures, such as brick chimlley stacks,
brick huildings, el)gin~ sand IJoilers, heavy moving
machinery, and finally, the new heavy installation
of vertical retorts for gas manufacture. In all
these cases. the design and construction of which
were carried out by the writer, the carrying:
capacity I f the soil was taken as rangin)! l)etween
70u and 1,000 pounds per square foot (according to
locality, and vital cha.racter of the structure t" be·
carried). In no single instance has the slightest
injury to, or dislocat ion of any of these structures.
been obsen·ed. At the present jnncture the chief
engineer to the Gas Company has just completed a
full sized test of one of such rafts, by placing a solid
loading of pig. iron and briek" to the extent of over
I ,400 tons, concentra 1 ed upon an area of about 80
feet by 20 feet, which by the medium of such a
reinforced concrete raft of complex design, was
spread upon the soil so as to give a reaction of
about. 900 pounds per square foot. The honorable
the Minister (of Agriculture), viewell thi!; test, an
a photograph of same is forwarded herewith for
information.

It seems rather significant that one of the·
to the petition tha.t deals so.
trellchantly with the question of site and the
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capacity of soil was the Town Clerk of the
-city of Melbourne, whose case is now to be
referred to.
Another striking case is tha.t of Ghe city of
Melbourne abattoirs and hanging rooms on
the Flemington Flats, on the banks of
the ~altwater River. This ground is yery
inferior, and subject to inundation whenever
the river overflows. The whole of these extensive structures are carried upon reinforced
concrete spread footings, the rp.action upon the
soil being about 600 to 700 lbs. per square foot.
Upon all these grounds I consider that it wonld be
a most moderate and conservative determination to
adopt a reaction of say 500 lbs. per square foot at
the site of the proposed cool stores. Such a stftlldard
is so low that, in the light of existing examples,
complete assnrance may be felt that neit,her subsidence nor distortion of the new buildings can
possibly ensue.

Then Mr. MOIl ash goes 011, but I do 110t
think honorable members desire me to go
into the more technical details. A more
able report than this could scarcely have·
been supplied by any expert.
Mr. ROBERTSON.- You had better embody
the whole report in Ilansanl.
Mr. W ATT.-I would take an opportunity
of doing that, but I want this measure
passed before Hans((,rd appears. This report deals with the main question in as
small a space as anyone could desire. This Bill
was passed by the House last session practically
unanimously. There were one or two honorable members who would have liked a little
more time to consider it. I know of flO
measure embodying' an important policy
submitted by the Government which has
been received with greater aeclaim by Parliament and by the eountry than this measure.
I am sure that the more hOlJorable members
analyze the question the more they will say
that prej udiceor vested interests, or both,
are the only opposing forces to this important
departure. I will leave that part of the
question with confidence in the hands of
honorable members.
Mr. MCCUTCHEO~.-1f you had given us
this report before, you might have got the
Bill passed.
Mr. W ATT.-I think the temporary resiRtance of another place would still have'
been applied. I think the honorable member with the most exacting mind-and the
honorable mem bel' for St. I\ Uda, belollgs to
that type-will be satisfied if he sits
beside this file of p3.pers, alld realizes the
trouble the Minister and Department have
been put to, to assure hOllorable members of
·this House and members of another place of
the data on which the Government based
theit calculations. I hope to make these data
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available for honorable members to-morrow,
and they will be made available for another
place wben the Bill reaches that place. I
do not know that it will be necessary to
explain the second item. It met its fate
through being linked with the cool storage
proposition. 1 am not aware of any objection to the proposition that we should get
ready to build Ollr own dredges and whatever
ships we need for naval or mel'cantile purposes in our own harbor, so as to make this
State as self-contained as its itnportant
prospects and its rich past demand. Out of'
the £30,000, mentioned in the schedule, contracts have already been let for £20,163.
The Government have taken the responsibility of letting these contract~, in view of
the concurrence with which the item met in
both Houses, in order to keep the works
going. The sum of £20,163 stands to the
debit of the Treasurer's advance awaiting
redemption by the passage of this measure.
There are further items for m<:l.chinery
and engineering
shops
and
buildings, required to complete the equipment, amounting roughly to £9,OOll.
The barges, which are to be launched im.
mediately this work can be undertaken and
completed, are two 700-ton steam hopper
barges, which are estimated to cost £14,000
each.
It is estimated that within nIne
months from starting the work of construction
these new barges will be completed in the
new yards. I am not aware, Mr Speaker,
that I have missed any important point il) the
Bill. I therefore submit the measure for
mature consideration and despatch at the
hands of honorable members.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.- I do llot"intend to
delay the House at this time of the night
with any lengthy remarks with regard to
this Bill, but there were one or two points to
which I previously drew attention, and
those are the very point.s on which assurances have now been given to the House, and
which are admitted by Dr. Ham and ~r.
Monash to require especial care. Therefore,
I do not wonder if objections were raised to
these cool stores on those grounds, and it is
most satisfactory that· the Government can
bring forward information on these points,
which I thinl~ will make the minds of honorable members, and of the public generally,
very much easier than was possible before.
Had tha promise made by the Government
last year been performed, and had such substantial information as has been given tonight been produced during last session, I
think that. very probably, the Hill would have
become law before now.
However, it is
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better late than never, and I am extremely
pleased to hear such evidence as has been
'produced to-night on the points I have referred to.
I have not the slightest bias one
way or the other, but on being asked by substantial people, like t.he c:nvners of these
pri vate freezing works, 3.nd also by the City
CouneiJ, to bring their argnments and statements before the House, I felt bound,
as any honorable member would be,
to comply with that request, and to
allow honorable members to weigh for
themselves the arguments pro and con.
After hearing both sides, honorable members
will be able to come to a decision, but it is
very desirable that the whole matter should
be fully investigated. I hope that. the Bill
will now be passed by another place.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time, alld
committed.
Clause 1-(Short title).
Mr. ELMSLI K-I think the Treasurer
might agree to postpone the further consideration of the Bill.
Ml' WATT (Tl'easurer).- The reason I
am anxious to pass the Bill, now the objections to the procedure have been withdrawn,
is that I may give as early as possible to
roem bers of another place the information I
have given to.night to the HOllse. There is
flO
vital principle' involved.
Honorable
roem bers last session were all alneed on the
schedule, and I will be glad to have the
Bill passel to-night, so that honorable members in another place will not feel that they
are asked to swallow the measure too quickly.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I have no desire to
place any· obstruction in the way of the
Government getting the Bill through, more
-especially in view of the statemellt just made
by the Trea.surer that he is anxious to give
this information as soon as possible to another
place. I am glad that he has adopted that
course, and I withdraw any objection to proceeding with the Bill.
The clause was agreed to, as were also
clauses 2 and 3.
Schedule.
Mr. SOLL Y.-I see that the schedule
provides for an expenditure of £80,000 for
the" Establishment of Shipbuilding Yard at
the Dockyard, Williamstown, including
-equipment and housing." I would like to
know whether the Treasurer will insist on
trades union rateR of pay being paid to the
mell doing this particular work.
Mr. WATT (Treasurer).-I am not aware
-of the rates that are heing paid. I undert3tand that one dIfficulty in regard to
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travelling allowances to the men has been
settled.
Mr. SOLLY.-Will the honorable gentleman see that trades union rates are paid 1
Mr. WATT.-We always pay those rates
to artisans and artificers.
Mr. ELM~LIE.-Over and over again
complaints have been made that the Railway
Department has been extremely slow, to say
the least of it, in paying trades union rates,
and I believe that in some cases those rates
are not being paid yet.
I think the
Treasurer might very well give an undertaking that trades union rates will be paid in
connexion with these works. I believe the
Government themselves will admit that it is
desirable th~li.t those rates should be paid.
Mr. WATT (Treasurer).-I appreciate
the remarks of the two honorable members
who have raised the question of wages.
So far as the Public Works Department are concerned I am not aware
that there is any trouble in connexlon
with contracts ill regard to the non-payment
~f union rates.
I t is true that there is an
objection on the part of the Railway Department to pay permanent emploYEs at trades
union rates, but I have 'no hesitation in
saying that the payment of such rates will be
adopted in connexion with the expenditure
under this Bill.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK-Will the Free
\\T orkers' Union have a show?
Mr. W A~eT.- Yes-come one, come all.
Mr. PRgNDERGAHT.-It appears to
me that those who have charge of cool
storage at the present time, and especially
the City Council, have saClly failed to appreciate their duty to the commnllity. Notwithstanding thE: statement of Dr. Ham that the
site proposed for the new freezing worl{s is
a suitable one, I do not believe that it is
suitable at all. In my opinion, a low-lying
site of that kind is not a suitable place
for the handling of perishable products.
I know tha.t it is a very common saying
amongst butchers who make use of the
abattoirs that meat that is Idl1ed and kept
on low-lying ground does not keep so well as
meat that is killed on higher territory, such
as the plains of Bray brook. It is pointed
out that the meat· is harder, kills better, and
is better fitted f(!)r consumption when
it is treated upon higher-lying ground than
would be the case if it is treated at
the site upon which it is proposed to erect
these cool stores. Dr. Ham proposes to put
in a concrete foundation over the whole of
the site upon which the stores are to be
built, but the only effect of that will be to
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Iprevent any contamination coming through from civilization and away from the ship..
ping. We have twice passed this amoun~
the earth.
,
of money. Are we going to be treated it»
Mr. W ATT.-That is one effect.
Mr. PRENDERGA~T.-It could not the same way again ?
have much effect otherwise, beca~se the
Mr. GRAHAM.- We will give them another
building itself will not be so heavy as to chance.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - The Governrequire concrete foundations. I am confident, notwithstanding all the precautions ment went to the country hand-m·hand with
,that may be taken, that the site will not be people in another place, who will probably
so sui.table as if the works were erected on adopt the same attitude on this proposal
higher grollnd, as, for instance, on the plains again. After it had been thrown out. once
of llraybrook. It was stated that the meat the Government should have tacked it on to
was not in the s:-tme condition when killed in the Estimates, and forced it through at the
the low-lying territory as that killed at Bray- risk of othe rejection of the Appropriatioll
brook. 1f we are going to establish these Bill. Twice this proposal has been thrown
,stores it should be done on higher land, aside, and the Governmeut have takE=u it
where t he ground is not as rotten as it is at lying down. They breathed fire and slaugh.victoria Dock. For 300 or 400 feet there ter for a.bout ten min'ltes. The Treasurer
,you will get nothing but silt, mud, and filth, made a fiery speech about the action of the
which has been accumulating from the Yarra, COil neil in mutilating a Government Bill.
generation after generation. The immense
Mr. WATT.-Not this Bill. We are heapexpense of maintaining a building t here will ing coals of fire on them.
be seen from what the City Council have had
Mr. PRENDEH,GAST.-They are,coals
to pay in connexion with the fish market.
which are not alight. They wili commence
Mr. GRAHA~r.-They had no foundations throwing bricks at you directly, and YO,l win
there.
be in precisely the same positioll as before.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-They put. in The (30vernment went to the country anq
piles which went right through. They also talked about what they would do in forcing
put down bl-ds of concrete. Even now the the proposal through.
Unless they show
building is slipping away from its founda- more earnestness now, they might just as well
tions. Of course, I do not believe that the abandon the measure at the present stage.
,new building will be as heavy on top. With- They brought forward some evidence to
out any desire to help those at present contravert the evidence of interested parties
engaged in this industry, it seems to me that who sent in a petition present.ed by the
the location of the Government Cool Stores honorable member for St. Kilda. If there
should be considered.
is going to be any delay, and the Government
Mr. l\'h:Nzms.- We have had a mass of are going to back down, we should consider
evidence bearing on the question t.o-night.
how far this site is snit'lble for the purpose.
Mr. PHENDERGAST.-The only evi- Let me read out the signatures .to th~
dence I care about is that of Dr. Ham.
He petition. They are as follows ;; says I here m nst be a bed of concrete.
For Thomas Borthwick and Sons (Anstrab!,ia)
, Mr. \V ATT.-He says it is desirable. Ltd. -Algernon Borthwick, Director.
. Professor Gilruth has examined that.
J. P. Sennitt and Sons Prpty. Ltd.
Mr. PRI~NDERGAST.-l-Je is a veteriGeelong Freezing Works.
W. Angliss and Vo. Propty. Ltd.
nary surgeon, although I admit that he is
Melbourne Refrige:-ating Works.
probably the best man in the State for the
Metropolitan Ice and Cold Storage Works, 1\ ortb.
work be has to do. We do not want to find Melbourne.
out in later years that the Government Cool
The Lord Mayor and TowIl Clerk.
Stores have been put in the wrong place.
It
is very interestillg to read the signatui:es to
,Angliss and Co. could have gone there, but
this
document. Are the Government going
they preferred higher ter~itory near Brayon wi.th thi8 Bill? I want to know the inbrook.
Mr. GRAHAl\1:.-The City Council propose tention of the Government on the question.
Mr. VVAT1'.- All these people you refer to
50 build another cha:mber as large as we do
near the abattoirs, and they want us to go will be very glad of your speech. It is delay-delay.
there.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I 11,e ieve we
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-,\Ve do not care
what they want us to do. I do not believe want this cool storage for the pur J f
that low-lying territory is suitable for providing accommodation for our export;
,ireezing; moreover, it should be done away trade. At the same time, we want to under..
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stand fully a part of the business that is not
explained. We want to know whether this site
is suitable, because if we build on the site, and
tind afterwards it is not suitable, we sha-1l
have to incur a large expenditure to provide
works in a suitable place. J, myself, do not
believe that the site is suitable. "tVe have it
,on evidence that meat killed on the high
levels is much healthier and firmer than meat
killed on low-lying territory. I should like
to hear what hOllorable members have to say
in connexion with this matter.
Mr. BA Y LE~.-It would almost seem
from the Government point of view as if we
should shift from the salubrious heights of
'l'oorak down to Victoria Dock in order to
get pure air. I have been told by two
captains, who had their ships at Victoria
Dock, that the stink there WI:lS abominable
ill the summer evenings. I am not an expert,
like Professor Gilruth, as to the effect of
smells on meat, but it is evidently thought
proper to have the storage works where the
smell is abominable.
, Mr. 'VVATT.-The petitioners believe that
the freezing works should be erected against
the abattoirs.
, Mr..BA Y LES.-I am not holding a brief
for anybody, and I am not interested in any
(If the existing freezing works. 1 hardly
know any of the freezing people, and I am
not acquainted with Mr. Angliss, the largest
(Iwner, even by sight. The proposal is to
sink £70,000 in erecting fl'eeziug works for
l:neat and butter beside a stagul:lnt area of
water, in regard to which we are told b'y
(}aptaills, who are unfortunate enough to
live on their ships there, that the sm~ll on
summer night.s is appal1ing. I suppose I
have to be guided by Professor Gilruth and
Dr. Ham.
Mr. 'fUNNKCLIFFE -Dr. Bam did not
analyze the smell, but only the s9.nd.
, '\lr. BA Y LES.-I give my opinion as a
business man engaged in the city. Food
products are required to be kept clean and
untainted f. om smells.
Butter would
become tainted at once.
Mr. GRAHAl\f.-It could not be worse than
the city cool stores at present.
, Mr. BA YLES.-Because the City Council
bave committ~d an error of judgment in connexion with the site the Government want to
perpetuate it.
The honorable gentleman
rushes into print, giving his opinion on
everything from cool etores to kilts.
J3ecanse the City Council have built their
works there why should we want to
build much closer to the smells that
arise from Victoria Dock? Our butter will
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have to be placed by the dock for the reason,
it is said. that we are going to get ships into
the dock. But how many steamers with
accommodation for butter will go into the
dock?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ot,ens).-'Vere you
down at the dock yesterday ~
Mr. BA YLES.-No.
Mr. A. A. HII.LSON (O'I:ells).-Yoll wUIlld
have found it full of ships yesterday.
1\11'. BAYLES.-That may be so, but you
are not going to get 16,ouO tonners in there.
H yon have butter storage works at Victoria
Dock you will have to take the butter by
rail to Port Melbourne to get it shipped.
Mr. WATT.-The House concurred in the
idea of insulated barges for that.
Mr. BAYLES.- You will want I'LUother
cool store at Port Melbourne.
Mr. ,V ATT.-YOU will want a depOt, but
not another freezing works like these.
Mr. BA Y LES.-lf the honorable geutJeman says there are no smells from t he river
aud the stagnant dock, I do not agree with
him.
Mr. ELMSLlE-They should have the
freezing works at Port Melbourne.
Mr. W ATT.-There would have heen the
same arguments about smells. I would
point out to the honorable membertbat those
captair.s he quoted know little or nothing
a1::out our cit:y, or they would not assnme t~ai
the smells arise from the dock.
They arIse
from the noxious trades on the river, which
this Government is going to cleanse.
Mr. BAY LES.-I do not know where the
smells come from. The smells at present are
there.
"Yaili uhtil we get a nice '~;ul~ry
evening.
Mr. 'WATT.-I often go down there.
Mr. BAYLEs. - I am glad, to, hea~
it,
and
I hope that the honorable
gentleman t.horoughly appreciates the
smell thaI', arises from that dock. All
I say is, {hat if the Government want to
build cool,.;tores where there are smells, the
site they have selected is the one they want.
I do not want to block the passage of the
measure. Dr. Ham makes no reference
whatever to the smells that arise from the
river.
Mr. W A'l'T.--I will reprove him for that.
Mr. BA YLES.-The honorable gentleman
reproves people, but his reproofs are not
worth much. I do not wish to' block the
Bill, but I want the Government to. know
that I protest against wbat they are doing. .
Mr. SOLL Y.-There have been difficul~
ties in the.Railway Department ,and iD..
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the Public Works Department with regard
to the trades union rate of wages.

Mr. WATT.-I answered the hOllol:'able
gentleman abuut the matter.
Mr. SOLLY.-The honorable gentleman
sheltered l::ehind the Public Works Department. I want an assurance from him-Mr. "VATT.-I cannot give you any other
assurance.
Mr. SOLL Y.-I want to know whether
the Government are prepared to pay the
ruling rate of wages in connexion with the
buildillg of cool stores, and ill c(mnexion with
any other work which will be carried out
under this Bill.
:Mr. WA'I'f.- Yes.
Mr. SOLL Y.--lf that is done I will be
quite satisfied.
The schedule was agreed to.
The Bill was reported without amendment,
and the report was adopted.
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Address-in-Reply to His Excellency's speech
on the opening of Parliament, and that His
Excellency had !:leen pleased to make the
follow ing reply :MR. Pl<.ESIDENT AND HONORABLE GENTLEMEN OF'
THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL:

In the name of and on behalf of His Maje~ty
the King, I thank you for your expressions of
loya.lty to Our ~10st Gracious ~overeign contained
in the Address which you have btlen good enougll
to presenb to me.
I fully rely on your wisdom in deliberating upon
the important measures to be brought under your
consideration, and I earnestly hope that the results.
of your labours will be conducive to the advancement and prosperity of thi~ State.

PUBLIC WOH,IrS LOAN
APPLlCATION BILL.
This Bill was received from the LegiR.la·
tive Assembly, and, 0n the motion of the
Hon. "V. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of Public
Works), was n:ad a first time.

On the motion of Mr. W A. TT (Treasurer),
the Bill was then read a third time.

The Hon. W .. L. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public Works) said he would, by leave,
move-

PRESENTATION OF
ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.
The SPEAKER.-I have to announce
that the Address-in-Reply will be presented
to His Excellency the Governor, at the Old
Treasury Buildings, to-morrow.
I will be
glad if honorable members who can attend will
either meet me here at twenty minutes past
twelve o'clock, or at the step!'! of the Old
Treasury Buildings at twenty-five minutes
to one o'clock.
The House adjourned at fifteen minutes
past eleven o'clock p.m.

That the second reading of the Bill be made all
Order of the Day for later in the evening.

J-oJEGISLATIVE

COUNCIL.

Wednesday, December 13, 1911.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at ten
minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read the
prayer.
PRE~ENTATION OF
ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.
The PRESI DENT informed the House
that, accompanied by several honorable members, he had this day waited on His Excellency the Governor and presented the

The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said he
thought that as it was towards the end of
the session, the motion of the Minister
should be supported. He understood that
the Minister only proposed to make his
second-reading speech on the BilJ, and that
the second-reading debate would be taken
next week.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said he did not.
think that the second reading should come on
later in the day, as there was a good deal of
information that he wanted to get.
The Hon. "V. L. BA1LLlEU.-I do nof)
propose to go any further to-day than to
make my second-readiug speech.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said he
thought Mr. Aikman fnlly understood that
the Minister of Public Works only propused
to give his second-reading address and then
consent to an adjournment of the debate.
That would give honorable members !.til
opportunity of making themselves t.horoughly
acquaint~d with the facts laid before them.
They were near the elld of the session, and
that arrangement would allow honorablemembers time to consider the facts put
before them.
The Hon .•J. G. AIKMAN said he would
insist upon the matter being postponed.
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The PRESIDENT.-I do not know
exactly what day is to be the last day of
the session. If next Tuesday is to be the last
day of the session, and the House meets tomorrow, it will be my duty to rule urgency
in this matter.
The Hon. "V. L. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public Works) said that, by leave, he would
withdraw bis motion, and move it later in the
day. He did not think the House would
meet tocmOITOW.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said he would
like to point out that information had been
asked for in regard to the Bill in another
place. The Government had ignored that
request, and until be had got t.hat information he was at a loss how to deal with the
Bill. 1'he information had alreadv been
asked for three times, and it had be"en suppressed, and if this Bill was coming on tonight, honorable members would not have
that information placed before them.
The Hon.l~. B. REI<:s.-vVe do not know
information the lVlinister has.

w hat

The Hon. J. G. A tKMAN said that if the
Minister wOllld say that he was not going on
with the matter until 1'llesday he (MI'.
Aikman) would be satisfied. Information
that they should have had was kept back.
On one night the gallery was full of interested people, and it was not until the
House was adjourning that information was
given to honorable members, which the
Minister had in his hand the whole time.
The PRESIDEKT.-T would point out
that the Minister would be perfectly in order
in moving that the second readiug be made
an Order of the Day for to-morrow. All
that the Minister is asking now is that he
be allowed to make his second .. reading
speech to day intitead of to-morrow.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said he wanted
an adjournment. until Tuesday.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public Works) said that would require
the House meeting to-morro\\'.
Several HONORABLE MEMBERS.-:\"O!
No!
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said that
what he desired to do was strictly in the
:Interests 'of members. However, as Mr.
Aikman obje~t~d to leave being given,
he .(Mr. Hallheu) would withdraw the
motion.
The motion was withdrawn.
Second Session 1911.-[8]
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STATE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS AT
MILDURA.
The Hon. R. B. REES movedThat, in the opinion of this House, the Government should taktl immediate steps to re-arrange
the school vacations in the Mildura nnd Merbein
irrigation districts, as requested by petition from
the School Committees.

He said he did not think it was necessary to
go into the matter in detail, because it had
been fully debated the previous afternoon.
He would like, however, to briefly restate the position. Prior to the amendment
of the Education Act in 190), children
were
allowed
to
be
absent
from
school for a certain number of days
during a quarter. In 1906, however, the
A.ct was amended so as to provide that
if school were held on foul' days a week
children must attend on six half-days, and if
school were held on five days a week an attendanee of eight half-days was necpssary.
If they missed more than one day. a week,
they were liable to be dealt with under the
truancy provisions. Children at Mildura and
elsewhere were thus prevented from joining
in any work in the gardens. That had
operated harshly in many places.
More
particularly, it was a great inconvenience to
the holders of small areas at Mildura. Since
the previous day he had been informed that
it had played havoc with the hop industry in
Victor~a.
That industry was positively
languishing beoause the price of hops was not
sufficiently high to enable growers to pay the
high wages demanded by the workers. Hops
were imported into Yictoriu. from countries
where the restrictions obtaining here did not
exist. The olive oil illdustry had practically
been erushed for the same reason. It was
almost impo~sible to pay a fully-grown man 8s.
a day to pick the fruit. Moreuver, the class
of labour available in these districts during
the picking season was so inferior that it was
almost impossible to proceed with the industry under present conditions. For two
years the ex,Minister of Public Instruction
(Mr. Sachse) allowed a re·arrangement of th~
school holidays. Was ,it not absurd that
schools at Mildura, and other places in the
country, should be closed for a week at the
time of the Melbourne show. The first
week of Septem ber was about the best week
in the whole year for school work at Mildura, becaus~ the temperature was equable,
and the chIldren could attend t.o their
scholastic duties without discomfort. Now
the Mildura people asked that that week's
holiday in September should be abolished
a.nd added to the vacation in the hot portio
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of the year. That was quite in consonance the strong demand that existed for the closing
with the reports of the inspectors, wilo of the schools at such a time. He had tried
thought that there should be a longer vaca- to discover, from the departmental file, what
tion during the very hot. weather. He had induced the Minister of Public Instrucbelieved that everyone of the school teachers tion to go' back on the former custom in
ill ~1 ildura had reported strongly against Mildura. There was no record of any rethe holidays as at present arranged. The quest to revert to the long Christmas vacation
teachers said that in February, when the in preference to the February holidays.
parents almost demanded that the children He had gone carefully through the recnrds,
should give a hand with the fruit picking, and had been und.ble to Dud any reason
the scholars, who, perhaps, had done a little for the Minister's action outside of what. apwork in the gardens in the morning, . peared in the newspaper cnttings. In addicame to the school overburdened with tion to the long screed which appeared in the
the heat. The inclinatioll and the de- lJerald, there was the Age to be considered.
sire of the children was to help their That paper had published the report of the
parents. The teachers asserted that dur- previolls day's discllssion, under headings to
ing that period the school work was the effect that the Council was in favour of
inefficieut, and it would be better for all con- child labour. As a mutter of fact, a vote
concerned if the schools were 010sed in was not taken on the question on Tuesday.
February for the fruit-picking. No doubt He felt that the common sense of the House
the ;\linister would quote extracts from what W\lS in favour, not of tbe exploitation of
had appeared on the subject ill the metro- child labour, but of children being allnwed
polita.n press. One article had been pub- to help their parents with certain necessary
It was better
lished in tbe HeTald. He would like to work of a light character.
know wbat the Ifemld knew about the con- that they should be doing that in the
ditions in Mildul'a. ~ome scribe, sitting in orchard and field, than that they should be
a comfortable office, had penned a screed shut up in stuffy, ill-ventilated rooms during
about the exploitatioll of child labour in hot weather.
On Tuesday he h:id read
Mild ura. The Minister might read that a portion of the report of ] nspecwonderful screej to honorable members. tor Russell as to what should be done.
What did the men, or rather the boys, who Here was allother statement. It waf; hy
wrote those articles in the papers know about Inspector Saxton, who wrote in this fashionsllch matters? It wafl curious that the less
I am fully ofthe opinion t·hat the advent of slleh
a person lmew the more he scribbled on this subjects as gardening and agriculture means a ne~
question
:Mr. Jones, who did not work era for the primary school, t,hat is, on the undereight hours him3elf, but who advocated standing that they <1,re dealt with in a compreand from an educational view-point. The
eight hours' work for other people, had hensive
school day appears to me already far too long for
talked about the exploitation of child labour. children in classes I, II., and III.
What did that honorable member know about That meftnt that in the country class III.
the conditions prevailing in :M:ildura or the would contain a very much larger number of
back coun try? He was the sort of man \\. ho
ohildren up to twelve years of age, as the
would instruct people in the back country . children in the back countrv as a rule' were
how ro bring up their children.
On the de- not so forward as they we{:e in the town.
partmental file there was abundant evidence Proceeding, Mr. Saxton saidthat it would be much better tG allow
I believe that increased attention given to the
the children to do light work in the outdoor
subjects. including organized physical drill
open air, during the hot part of the and games, as part of the curriculum, would result
year, than that they should be cribbed in a. vivifying of the work done inside, and, in the
up in these wretched little schools. long run, would mean an intellectual and moral
He believed that the return showed that the gain to the community,
attendance then ranged from 60 to 75 per He (Mr. Rees) did not think honorable
cent., as against a very much higher percent- memb6rs wanted to read anything more
age during the rest of the ye!!.r. It was not comprehensive than that statement by
stated whether the falling off was uue to this first-classl educationist. .·M r. Saxton
illness, or the detention of the children at was an expert in that busineRs, and
home to do necessary work. In 1908 or he said our children would be very
1909, 400 summonses were issued by the much better off in gardening-gardening
truant inspector at Mildura ag~,inst parents round the· schools. \Vell, supposing those
for keeping their cbildren away from school ehildren were sent out to use their little
during the fruit-picking season. That showed spades and forks digging in the school
Non. R. B. Rees.
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gl'onnd, was it any better or worse if the
parents took these very same children into
their own gardells Hnd asked them to do
a little light work, to do weeding or,
as was asked here, to pick fruit?
He was sure it was not heavy work, as Mr.
Evans has insinuated.
The HOIl. \V. J. EVANS.-It is heavy work
in the sunshine.
The Hon. R. B. REES said it would be
light work picking grapes. The vines in
Mildura were very close to the ground, the
grapes were cut by a small pair of scissors,
and the bunches were simply put into a
kerosene tin or some vessel and taken away
to the dipping place. The work the children
were put to was merely to cut the grapes off
the ville and put them into the tins, and then
the parents, 01' the men employed in the vine..
yard, took these kerosene tins and carried
the fruit to the place where the grapes were
dipped for drying purposes. Therefore, the
work the children were asked to do was light
and easy, and it was work dOlle under most
f~1Vomble conditions for health and mental
development. That being so, he could not
see t.hat there was anything harsh or
They
wrong in what parents were asking.
were simply asking that instead of their
children being confined in stuff,}, illventilated school rooms during thcl hottest
time of the year, and pressed to do mental
work with their poor little brain'l, which were
fagged by physical strain owing to the
weather and other things, these children
should be at liberty to develop their bodies
and their physique under the most natural
conditions that it was possible for them to
have in that hot climate. He hoped the
House would carry the motion, and that the
~linistl'y would take the matter into serious
consideration, ill order to prevent the degradation of our children and making them
weak and anoomic.
The Hon. W. S. MA~[FOLD said
he thought Mr. Rees had made out
an extremely good case in favour of
the motion. The only reason he (Mr.
Manifold) could imagine for a Government Department acting as the Education
Department had done in this matter was
that Government Departments had gr::tdually
come to think that the public existed for
them, and not they for the public. It
would be quite difierE'nt if the 1\'1 ildllra
people were asking for an unreasonable
aOlount of holiday, whicn would interfere
with the education of the children. ~othing
of the sort was asked for. They were
merely saying that it was bad for the
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children and inconvenient for the parents for
the children to have to attend the whole
day dtiring a certain period of the year. He
had much pleasure in supporting t he motion.
rrhe Hon. J. P. JONES said Mr. Rees
had drawn a very harrowing picture of the
children having to spend their time hanging
over the desks in the close atmosphere of the
Mildlll'a schools, but he had lIOt convinced
him (Mr. Jones) t.hat the condition of the
children in having to st.ay in the school-room
was worse .than having to work iq the fields
in probably 160 degrees or more in the sun.
Re had no objection to the children being
allowed off from school in these particularly
hot climates, but he did object to the reason
that underlay the proposal. He objected to
the children being allowed off from school
fol' the special purpose of being utilized in
the fields, in order to assist their parents in
connexion with th~il' industries. Honorable
mem bers lmew that for very many years the
same old cry had been uttered, whenever the
reformers had attempted to. restrict the
ntilization of child labour.
They knew
that in England, years ago, children worked
under the most awful conditions it was possible to imagine. They knew that when
efforts were made to suppress those conditions, the same arguments were prodl'ced there as were brought fOl'ward on this
occasion, to the effect. that these industries
could not be continued unless they had the
assistance of child labour. The people of the
world were taking a much greater interest
than formerly in the (~uestioll of child labour.
Children were regarded as of very much more
import-ance than was the case years ago. It
was regarded to-day as the duty of the
State to see that the children were protected
against' the avariciousness of the parents.
Selfish peorle were prepared to use child
labour against the interests of the children,
in order to secure some of the prizes
attached to industrial life. He thought
it was a very retrograde step, and he hoped
that the Chamber would not consent to the
motion, bnt would keep in the very front of
their minds the necessity of securing to the
child t.he benefit to their physical and
mental powers of not being put to
work in the field. Honorable members discussed this matter previously, and said that
this industry cou1d not be carried on without
\-Vith regard to the Ali1dura
child labour.
industry, they should rememher that it had
the benefit of n. high }Jrotection, and lhe
community had a right to expect that those
engaged in the industry should be adequately
paid for their work, and not that it should
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be kept up by child Jabour. Mr. Rees declared it to be a fact that, if child labour was
not available, the industry could not be kept
up. He (Mr. Jones) did nut think that was
so. He believed that it would be possible,
under proper conditions and management, for
this industry to be made successful without . the assistance of child labour,
and when they remembered that, with
perhaps a few exceptions, the opinion of the
people of this /:::)tate was entirely with the
Minister in connexion with the regulations
he had introduced with regard to these
districts, he thought the House ought to
support the Government.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.--How long have
yon had to ascertain the opinion of this
State?
The Hon. J. P. JONES said he took
the opinion of the State because he believed
that it had beeu proved in times past. that
the restriction8 that had been introduced
with regard to child labour, had had the
confirmation of the people of Victoria. 1'be
honorable member might dp,ny that.
Mention
had
been
made
of
the
report of
the inspectors, \vho had
recommended that the children should
be provided with an opportunity of
utiliziug pieces of hnd in connexion with
gardenillg. Of conrse, honorable members
knew that the educational authori~ies were
very strong on the point that the children
should have opportunities to spend a large
He was
portion of their time in gardening.
a firm believer in to.e adoption of gardening
and fruit-growing by the children.
The Hon. R. B. REES.- With the heat
160 degrees in the sun ?
The Hon. J. P. JONES said the honorable member was evidently taking the~report
of the inspectors as meaning that the
chilJren should be utiliz;ed in helping their
parents. He (Mr. Jones) did not consider it
was the desire of the inspectors that their
report should be interpreted in that fashion.
He believed we had reached a stage in our
history when it was reall.y not necessary, ill
an advanced State like ViJtoria, to dictate in
resolutions that we would continue to employ
children in the field or anywhere else.
'When honorable
members
came
to
compare Ollr positIOn with the situation
in Europe, they had to remember that
it was a different thing altogether.
In Australia we had certain ideals in regard
to humanity. We had decided that we
would endeavour to make Australia a nation
we should all be proud of, and which
other parts of the world would look to in
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connexion with advanced legislation. He
found recently, when travelling in Europe,
and particularly in Austria and Russia, that
leaders of thought there were greatly illterested in the movement going on in Australia in this direction, and were exceedingly
anxious to copy us in many of the princi pIes
we had adopt.ed. Education and child labour
generally were questions on which they were
anxious to see what we were doing. He
hoped, therefore, the House would nut carry
the motion, and that we should be able to
coutinue our efforts for reform, so thai the
children of the State would have every
opportunity we poss:.bly conld give them for
the development of their intellect and
physique without their being forced to assist
their parents in the development of industries.
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE remarked that
a great deal was made of the question of
child labour. So far as he understood the
matter he could not see where child labour
came ill at all, for the simple reason that all
that" was asked for was simply all altelation
of the date of the holiday to a little later
in the season. It appeared to him infinitely better that these childrcln should
light work, such as
be empl0yed in
picking fruit, than be allowed to run wild
about the streets. He would much rather
see the children working out in the open air
than compelled during the extremely hot
weather to remain in a school that was not
fit for. them to stay in under such conditions.
He approved of the motion, and would vote
for it.
The Hon. A. HICKS stated that, like Mr.
McBryde, he could not see where child labour
flame in. The people asked, not for more
holidays, but that the holidays should be
given at a different time of the year. They
were asking that the holiday at ~how week
should be done away with, and personally he
could not see what Mildura had to do with
the Show week in Melbourne. The people
were asking that these holidays should be
transferred to some time ill February. If
they were asking for more holidays he would
be against it, as he thought there were too
many holidays in Victoria now. He did not
see how he could vote again!;t this proposal.
Take for instance the case of the children
leaving school for the Christmas holidays
within the next week or so. It would be
harvest time, and the gathering in of
the grain would be going on in the
wheat areas.
Many parents would . be
glad of th~ help of their children during the harvest. Surely Mr. Jones would
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not prevent children from assititing ill the
harvest aud gathel;ing in the fruits of t.he
<€arth. It would be harvest time at Mildura
during February, and surely the people
there ought to be allowed to have the school
holidays when the children could assist in the
.gardens. If the indnstry at Mildura could
not be kept up without child labour he would
·oppose the motion.
The Hon.
J. EVANs.-That is what
the mover said.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-Perhaps the
mover is fallible.
The Hon. A. HICKS said if Mildura
·could not be kE'pt up without ~hild labour it
would be a great pity. The people, however,
were asking that the holidays should take
place during .February, instead of there being
so many holidays at Christmas. It would be
better for the children and the parents if
this were dorie, and personally he could see
no ohjectiJn.
The Hon. J. D. BRO WN (AttorneyGeneral) fltated that the Government could
not accept Mr. Rees' proposition. He was
afraid, from observations which had fallen
from honorable members, that the position
was not clearly realized. This was an
.application for a special dispelJsatiol1 for
Mildura, not for the children of farmers and
fruit-growers only, but that all the children
in the district should be kept out of schooi
during the harvest time. What was urged
was t.hat farmers and fruit growers might be
allowed during these months to employ their
-children, and have them exempt from school
attendance.
If this motion was carried it
would exempt every child in the district, and
then undoubtedly the question of child
labour would come in. During the period
when the schools were closed, as it was now
~sked they should be closed, many chiidren
were ont earning money. They were paid
2s. 6d. or 3s. aday for fruit· picking. They were
not the children of the farmer or fruit-grower,
but the children of the labourer and other
people who desired to make money out of
their children. He did not think honorable
members would justify, in these days, any
resolution of Parliament that would enable
.(}hildren to be employed at wages in that
way. Every child which had reached the
-age of twelve or thirteen, and had obtained
a certificate, could leave school.
This
House, only last year or the year before,
would not allow any child under fourteen to
be employed in a factory.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-A vcry
different thing.
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The Hon. J. D. HROvV~ said he knew it
was a very different thing, but were honorable members going to say that, in every
part of the State where there was fruit
culture. the schools shOUld be closed at this
particular time, in order that all the children
in these districts might be used for labouring
purposes?
I t would be impossible, he
thought, to argue in favour of a special exemption for Mildura. Why should not the
alteration apply to Rutherglen, Doncaster,
Ringwood, Cohuna, and .Murchison ?
An HONOHA8LE MEMBER.-A different
climate.
The Hon. S. D. BROvlN sad he could
not conceive that anything that had been
stated justified special treatment being
meted out to Mildura. The order of the
Minister of Public Instruction seemed to be
perfectly just. ;rhe Minister had no objection to issue permits, on n.pplication being
made on a prescribed form to the teacher,
that children of twelve or over might assist
their parents-·not go out and work for wages
for other people-provided the parents' in·
comes did not exceed £125.
An HONOJ~AI:lLE MEMBER. - Why that
limit?
The Hon . •T. D. BRO \V X said he could
not eay. Perhaps that was a weakness,
because the person receiving, say, £120 a
year would desi.re to gi ve his child the benefit
of the education that was provided. The
average parent did desire that his child
should avail himself of all the opportunities
of being educated-the great opportunities
now given in t.his State for that purpose.
There was nothing to show that there was
any desire for the alteration that was asked
for. There had been no appeal made to the
Minister, except a request, he thought, from
the Progress Association, the Mildura Shire
Council, and the School Committees. Mr.
Rees was generally up-to-date, but his own
people did not want what he wanted.
Already an agitation had sprung up in the
district that the House should not pass thi3
motion.
Yesterday two telegrams were
received urging the Government not to
accede to this.
The Hon. R. B. RREs.-Those are from
the Labour U Ilion up there.
The Hon. J. D. BHOWN said one of the
telegrams was d~l.ted the 11 th December, and
was from the Koorlong Committee, stating that
it was unanimously against this alteration of
holidays, and the Lake Committee stated that
they cOllsidered the alteration of the holidays
detrimental to the children. The people up
there had only got news of this motion sinoe
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it appeared in the newspapers, and apparently
there was a change of public opinion in the
district, and he supposed letters would be
received from the committees stating that,
having considered the matter, they did not
now desire the change to be made. The
telegrams he had quoted were addressed to
the Minister of Public Instruction.
The I-loll. R. B. REEs.-Olle is from the
Labour Union.
The Hon. J. D. BROW~ "aid he was not
quoting any telegram from the Labour
Union. The telegrams were from the two
school committees he had mentioned.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-Is the one from
the Lake signed?
The Hon. J. D. BRO'NN.-Does the
honorable member say it is not sent by
them 1
The Hon. R. B. REES.-Yes. I saw the
telegram, and ii: is not signed.
1,'he Hon. J. D. BROW~ said it had come
from the Lake Committee.
The Hon. A. O. SAcHsE.--Tell us who
signed it.
The Hon. J. D. BHOvVN.-I cannot tell
you who signed it.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-Ts it not
signed?
"
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said it was not,
but surely honorable members did not believe that it was a faked telegram. As a
matter of fact, this was the request of these
committees. \Vhat would be said if the
Government allowed the state of affairs Mr.
Rees asked for
to exist at Mild ura,
and did not allow the same state of affairs
to exist in similar districts elsewhere?
If the progress of our fruit-growing industry
was going to be up to our anticipations, and
he believed it was increasillg in volume every
day and every year, it would be necessary to
entirely alter our education system if Mr.
Rees' proposal were to be followed out in all
parts of the State. We would have to say
that there was no objection to children being
employed at work before they had left school.
His opinion was that if the people were appealed to they would absolutely fI~fu£e to sanction any such doctrine. Let honorable members recollect the demand of late years for
increased scho()l facilities.
Last year there
were a grer.t many applications for the
establishment of secondary schools, and for
schools all over the State.
The Hon. A. HIOKS.- 'Vould Mr. Rees'
proposal take the children away from school?
The Hon- J. D. BROWN said of course it
would.
It would permit children being
employed before they had passed the schoo]
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age. Parliament would not sanction that_.
It would be preposterous to suggest to the
people of this State that the door should be·
opened to children being employed at manual
labour while they were of school age. There
was another point which he thought Mr.
Rees had not considered. Honorable members.
all knew that at the commencement of the
fruit-picking season there was a rush or
labourers of all kinds' to the fruit-growing
district.s. Truckers, and people of that kind,.
left the mines to go and pick fruit. They
looked upon it as a holiday. Was that the
class of people Mr. Rees wished t.o assist the
M ildura farmers to let their children mix
with? The following was a report of a school
inspector with regal d to the matter : I am of the opinion that no laxity in the enforcement of the compulsory clauses should be
sanctioned. until arrangements are made for preventing children mixing with the casual Ift~oureI's
(male and female) who come to Mildura during the
fruit season, and sanitary arrangements be provided for both sexes. At present no such accommodation is provided, and a lack of modesty is.
noticeable among the girls who go out grape
picking.

The Hon. H. B. REEs.-I think that is 3,.
slander on the people of Mildura.
The HOll. J. D. BRO'VN said he would
urge honorable members to get it out of
their minds that they were only dealing with
the children of the fruit-growers. To a cer-·
taill extent the children of the fruit-growers
were dealt with by the Minister. If they
gave effect to the proposal of Mr. Rees
during the fruit-growing months they would
compel the children of every other class in
the community, except the fmit-growers, to·
run about the st.reets. Mr. Rees practically
asked the House to legalize the employment
of children, at small wages, to do work which·
was now being done by boys over the school
age. It could not be suggested that it was
absolutely necessary for the safety of the
fruit-growing industry to employ children
under twelve years of age. As he had
pointed out, every boy and girl over twelve
years of age who bad a certificate was able l'
to leave school. He did not think honerable·
members desired that facility should be
given to people to employ children under
twelve years of ~ge.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said he.would not have spoken to the motion but for
the speech of the Attorney-General. To
begin with, Mr. Rees produced a paper signed
by the president and secretary of a certain'
school committee asking for certain concessions. The Attorney-General produced a.
. telegram, without a signature, from som~'
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unknown person, and put that against the
()fficial document which had been presented
to the House.
The Hon. J. D. BRowN.-I appealed to the
common sense of honorable members.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said the
eommon sense of honorable members would
.say that a man should put his name to a
,document of the kind reau out by the
Attorney-General, and that they should
know where it came from. The A ttorneyGeneral said that if the motion were given
effect to the result would be to prevent the
children goitlg to school, to prevent them improving t hemsel ves, and to illj nre their
mental condition. All that was asked for
was that the holidays should be re-adjusted.
There would be the same amount of school
work, the same number of school hours, and
the same number of holidays, but wh~tt was
desired was that the children should not
attend school in the hottest months of the
year.
The Attorney-General said that to
give effect to the motion would mean the
destruction of the mental calibre of the
children.
It would be much better for the
children to have their school lessons during
the cool months of the year than for them to
attend school during the hot months.
The
Attorney-General also said that the Minister
had promised, under certain conditions, to
allow exemptions.
The HON J. D. BROwN.-The regulations
proviJe for that
The Hon.
H. EMBLING said any
,one who had asked for exemptions from any
Department knew how difficult it was to get
them. The A ttorney-General also said that
the children of the fruit-growers were all right,
but that the children of labourers got paid a
small sunt per day to pick fruit. He (Dr.
Embling) had been to Mildura and other
fruit-growing districts several times, and he
could tell the honorable gentleman that
there were very few labourers' families in
those districts. Nearly every man who
lived in Mildura, and other fruitgrowing
,districts, had land of his own. The first
object 9. man had when he went to one of
these places was to get a bit of land which he
,could cultivate for himself.
The Hon J. D. BROwN.-For every man
,on the land there are two in the town.
The Hon W. H. EMBLING said the
Attorney-General talked as though Mildura
was a city. There was only olle street alongside
the river. The honorable gentleman talked
,about children working in the fields. There
were no fields in Mildura, but beautiful
.gardens. The people picking the fruit were
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not in the sun, but in the shade of the treer':!.
Mr. Jones talked about introducing child
labour, and said that if the children in
the country were allowed to pick fruit,
the result would be to reintroduce the awful
conditions of child labour in Great Britain.
If Mr. Jones were to go to Collingwood,
Richmond, and North Melbourne, he would
find that the children had to work w hen they
went home after school, and t.hey had to do
work which was not 80 healthy as children in
the coun~ry had to do.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-Two wrongs do
not make a right.
.
The Hon. VV. H. EMBLTNG.-Would
the honorabl~ member abolish all help being
given by children to their mothers?
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-As usual, you
are going to extremes.
The Hon. "Y'. H. EM BLIN G said he was
pointing ont what the conditions actually
were. The present conditiolls in Victoria were
such that no man was rich en::H1gh to allow his
children to be idle. Every girl in Victoria
had to learn to work, because there was no
telling what might happen. If ~.ir. Jone~
were to go to the Mildura district., and observe
the conditions of the work there, he would
find that what he hud stated~ and what the
Attorney-General had stated, about children
being paid for their work was the exception
and not the rule. The rule was for the
family to work for the family. The labouring
men, if they were married and settled down,
had land of their own. It might only be a
small block, but _they hoped to increase it,
and the children and their fathers and
mothers worked together. All that was
asked for in the motion was are-arrangement
of the holidays. To say that children in
cities did not work was ridiculous. He was a
lodge doctor for a great many years, and
knew more abont the conditions of the working classes than a great many honorable
members. There was not a family where
the children did not help their parents.
When a boy went home from school he had
to cut the wood.
The Hon. A. HICKs.-Quite right.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said it was
a good thing that these children should help
their parents. Mr. Evans and Mr. Jones
went back to the condition of things in England fifty years ago, when children were
working in mines and doing the work of
adults. \Vhat Mr. Rees "ranted was the old
condition of things that existed hundreds of
years ago, when children and parents worked
together, and the nation thrived. There wa.s
nothing of the wages system in c.onnexion
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with these small fruit-growing settlements. out of fifty-two weeks, was what could be
The father, mother, and children worked used.
together, and were glad to work together, for
The HOll. J. D. BROWN.- Why did YOIl
the common good. The children did not get want three weeks?
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said it had
paid wages for what they did. In the old days
children would not have thought of refusing to more to do with the odd days. He might
help their parents. All that was asked for in mention that the school building would be
the motion was a re-arrangement of holidays. very close 011 hot days. It was a fine sight
There would be the same number vf school to see the children playing there underhours, but it was desired that the holidays healthy conditions. Even in the hot weathershould be altered so that, instead of children the chIldren were out playing.
There must
having to attend school in the hot months, be a fortnight ill which the fruit ripened,
they could attend school in the cool months. and then could be picked. The.M inistel~
There were no large holdings at Mildura_ said, in a light manner, that he would grant
The land was cut up into small irrigated permits to those parents who had fruit to·
gardens; there were beautiful trees, and pick. The Attorney-General knew that the·
everything was pleasing to the eye. He children who were granted permits must gowould not hR.ve risen to speak had it not back in their schooling. J t was not fair to·
been for the remarks of the Attorney- tbe children to grant permit s while the·
General.
school was at work.
The HOll. A. O. SACHSE said he had a
The HOll. J. D. BRowN.-A large numberlittle diffidence in speaking on this subject, are to suffer for the sake of the few.
because it was on his order that the previous
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said that was·
state of things, whereby the children were not the case. Under this particular arrangeallowed to have their holidays altered, so as ment none of them would suffer, a.s they
to enable them to pick fruit in the different were ordinary holidays. If it was to go furdistricts-not merely Mildura-was brought ther, and meant additional holidays, he would
about. The Attorney-General a~ked why - probably come in with a different argument.
only the Mildul'a district was spoken of. The
The Hon. W. J. EVANS.- \Vhat are yon
order he (Mr. Sachse) made, as Minister of asking five weeks for? They do not get fivePublic Instruction, enabled children of other weeks' holiday.
fruit-growing districts, such as Hlltherglen
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said it wus.
and Bright, to have their holidays altered so altered to suit the climate at a time when.
that they might pick fruit. Very. shortly the children ought not to be in school..
a.fter the Bent Government left office there When not at school they would be playing
was a great strike at Broken Hill, and some out in the open, and he had yet to learn that
hundreds of striking miners found their way the picking of a few plnms, oranges, or grapes.
over to .\'lildura. Complaints came down to was detrimental to the children's health.
the Minister, through the Labour party, from
The Hon. J. D. BRowN.-The' statement
those men who had left their work at Broken was th<'l.t men came over from Broken lIill t<>Hill that they could not get work at fruit- Mildura.
picking, because the children were picking
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said that was
the fruit, and the present Minister of Public stated about three years ago. It was overInstruction altered the rule which pe (Mr. two years ago.
Sachse I had made. The Attorney-General
The Hon. J. D. BRowN.-Is my statement.
had evidently not studied the subject.
to the House to be contradicted?
The Hon. rJ. D. BROWN.-! have.
The Hon. A_ O. SACHSE said the Broken
The Hun. A. O. SACHSE.-An altera- Hill strike occurred a long time before thetion was made, and in a few weeks it was men came over to Mildllra.
altered again, and for one year only.
The Hon. J. D. BlwwN.-The Broken
He agreed with what Mr_ Jones had Hill strike had nothing to do wit.h this.
said on the general principle of the
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said it had.
exploitation of child labour, and he The Broken Hill strike took place, and thewas heart and soul with him in the men were kept out of work for two years.
desire to prevent it in any shape or form if The Attorney-General, perhaps, knew that·
it was used ior making money for the parents during that period a large uumber of men·
to the neglect of the children's education. came over to Mildura.
It would beBut it was rank nonsense to say that one possible to find accounts of it in the Bel'al(!"
week out of fifty-two meant the exploitation and other newspapers. As far as he could
of ~hild labour. Seven days at the most, see, Mr. Rees was on solid ground in this.
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matter. He knew that the feeling of the
people of Mildura was behind the honorable
.gentleman. So far as the children who did
not pick fruit were concerned, they were
baving their ordinary holidays-it was just
.as good to them. Then came the question
«)f the immorality that the Attorney-General
referred to. The honorable gentleman read
.a report purporting to be from some schoolmaster.
The Hon. J. D. BRowN.-I did not say
.anything about immorality.
The Hon. ·W. So MANIFoLD.-The Attorney-General said that t.he morality was
falling off'.
The Hon. W. H. E.M:BLING.-That the
morality was weakening.
The Hon. A. 0. SACHSE said the whole
House heard the Attorney-General read the
report. It was no good for the honorable
.gentleman to read telegrams not signed by
anybody, and then contradict them.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN (AttorneyGeneral) said he rose to a point of order.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE s~lid he was
,going to sit down to ellltble the A ttorneyGeneral to read what he had read before.
The Hon. tT. D. BRO'V'N ~ A ttorneyGenera,l) said the honorable member was
<[uite astray.
What be understood that
honorable rllember to say WHS, that he (Mr.
Brown) had made some statement about
the immorality of the people of Mildnra.
He did not think he did so. ~omething was
said about the lowering of morality, "hich
was a totally different thing from speaking
of immorality. He said the inspEctor I::ltated
that, in his opinion, tile system of holidays
did not tend to the morality of these
children. That was a different thing from
saying anything about the immorality of the
people at Mildura.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said the
Attorney· General had not read out the
paper he had read before. The honorable
gentleman had it in his hand at that
moment. That paper distinctly tou~hed on
the question of the morality of the children
being affected by the people going there,
and suggested that the fruit-pickers, who
were employed there at high wages, were
not of a good moral standard.
The Hon. J. D BROWN.-Oh, no !
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said it was
urged that the reas(m why this class of
pickers should be kept away from the district
was that they would tend to lower the scale of
morality. He claimed that was a fine argument in favour of the children being USE'd by
their own families. Then there was the
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point as to whether the parents wanted to
exploit and overwork their children. If
they did, they need not do so in the
holidays. If the parents were prepared.
to descend to that, he was ready to
legislate as far as possible to prevent them
employing the children before school ·in the
morning and after school in the night-time,
but the mere fact of people using the
children for a few hours in the year was not
a matter for protest. He (Mr. Sachse)
though t the House would be wise to follow
Mr. Rees in this matter, as he could not see
how it would do any harm. It helped forward an industry that could not pay high
wages. ThE) price of fruit had to be kept
down. Any man who had had much to do
with the gathering and casing up of fruit
knew that very of tell the fruit would hardly
pay for the cost of packing. \Vhen there was
a glut it hardly paid to pick the fruit, and if
they had to add the wages fixed 'by unions,
which tended to keep up the cost,
he considered the fruit industry would
not f'tand the added
expense.
He
hoped they would be able to see the
children picking the fruit in preference to the
men the Minister mentioned.
The I-Ion. "V. J. EVA~S said he was ~I.
bit surprised to notice the way the debate
had turned round. Yesterday, Mr. Rees
distinctly stated that the fruit industry could
not possibly pay high wages, that it was
absolutely necessary for the fruit industry, if
it was to continue, to have the benefit and
assistance of ehild labour. Now they were
told that this motion was not moved for the
purpose of exploiting child labour but to
enable the chi:dren to have a holiday. The
motion on the notice-paper was to the effect
that the proposal of the school committee
shall be given effect to. What was the
school commit.tee asking for? Why were
they asking fQr the holidays to be altered ~
For the express purpose, if the honorable
gentleman was to be believed, of enabling
the parel1t!:! to utilize their children for the
picking of the fruit. It. was said by some
honorable members that it was a pleasure to
pick fruit. He had had a little experience of
that, and would sooner do a day's hard
manual labour than pick frllit.
The lion. R. B. HEEs.-The Age said you
stated differentiy last night. Did you read
the Age about it?
'rhe Hon. W. J. EVAN S said he did not
know what the Aqe had to do with the
question. Mr. Sa~hse, on the othet hand,
told them that the cause of the introduction
of the present system was owing to the
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strikers at Broken Hill comiug over and
getting employment at Mildura at that
particular period when the parents utilized
the labour of their children to pick the fruit.
Did not that show that the work was done
by the children and afterwards by adult
labour? This was put forward for the purpose of kllooking out the' efforts of the rural
agitators, who have agitated for the purpose
of obtaining reasonable wages for the rural
workers. N ow it had come to that stage
when honorable members Camf! there and advocated child labour. It was no use Dr.
Embling or any other member standing up
and stating that the object was n@t to
exploit the children, when they had to
admit that the holidays were given for
the opportunity of picking the grapes.
. They might all agree that children were
better in the open air than in stuffy
schools. However, the present Government
had spent more than any of their predecessors in improving the buildings.
A school committee should work in thp, interestFiof the children, and deal with matters
~f administration,
It was not appointed to
formulate the policy of the Government. Jt
was all very well to say that he (Mr. Evans)
wanted to prevent the fair utilization of the
services or" the children. Any child properIy brought up was only too willing to
assist its parents and do what it was told.
'l'here were, however, parents who were pre·
pared to work the life out of the poor little
things. That had been shown in connexion
with the dairying industry. If the House
passed this resolution he did not think the
Government of the day would take any notice
They would say that if they
of it.
once opened the door in the case of
Mildura it would have to be done for
other places, and gradually the protection
which was afforded children at present would
be broken down. Although it was said that
children were only wanted in the gardens for
seven days, he noticed that a five weeks'
holiday was asked for. If the children had
a solid week's work their health would suffer'
more from t'he strain of trying to keep pace
with one another than if they were engaged
in the ordinary school routine, which \vas
quite severe enough without burdening them
with other work. The resolution would be
nothing short of the thin end of the wedge
for the exoloitation of child labour, although
it was contended that it WuS merely a matter
of a holiday.
The Hon. E. MILLER said he did not
think the House should refuse the request of
the petitioners, although certain honorable
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members thought there was something sinister
behind it. 'VVe wanted to raise a robust
population, and it was better to have the
children picking fruit than t.o have them
confined in a stuffy school-house in the hot
weather.
They read in the pr(1ss that
children brought up in factories were fit for
nothing in after life. He quite agreed that
too many children were sent to factories.
Children were also crowded into small sohoolhomes where they had to breathe vitiated
air, and he thought their health should be·
considered. He would go as far as saying
that in a place with such a climate as M ildura,.
where the shade temperature ran up to 115or 116 degrees, the committee should be
empowered to regulate the school hOllrs as.
occasion required according to the weather .
The Hon .•J. D. BRowN.- Weare building palaces for schools now.
The Hon. E. MILLER said that was·
certainly not the case in the Mallee, and the·
health of the children should be considered.
He would support the motion.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN (.-\ttorneyGeneral) said Mr. Sachse had apparently
not paid much attention to what he (\1r.
Brown) had read, because neither the word
" immorality" nor" morality" occurred in it.
That Mr, Sachse was mistaken was evident
from the extract.
The Hon. R. B. REES said the AttorneyGeneral bad read two telegrams, and he had.
a shrewd idea as to the source of olle of them.
He (Mr. Hees) had been urged by several
correspondents in the Mildu1'a C'ltltivator to
take action in the direction in which he had
moved, and the Labour union there were
up in arms against it. One of the telegrams
which Mr. ]3rol\,n had read purported to
come froOl the Koprlong School Committee.
Now, the Koorlong School was only just built.
He did not think it was opened yet, although
it might be opened this week. At any rate
it would be opened at the beginning of next
year. Anyhow, he doubted very much
whether a committee was in existence in connexion with the Koorlong School. The other
telegram was untrue on the face of it, because
the Chairman and Secretary of the Lake
School Committee had signed this petition.
Honorable members could see their actual
signat.ures. The two telegrams which the
Minister had were undoubtedly faked telegrams.
The Hon. ~L D. BROWN (AttorneyGeneral) said, by leave, he would like to state
that the telegram from the Koorlong School
Committee was signed "J. R. Adams,
correspondent." Mr. Rees had stated that
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the telegrams were faked. He pir. Brown)
promise that he would find out the facts.
The House divided on the lllotionAyes
15
~O~
10

~onld

Majority for the motion

5

AYES.

:Mr.
"
Dr.
.Mr,
"
"

Brawn
Crooke
Bmbling
Hicks
Little
Manifold
McBryde
Melville

Mr. Miller
" Payne
Pearson
Skinner
,. Sternberg.
'Tellers,'
Mr. Rees.
Sachse.
NOES.

Mr. Aikman
" Baillieu
" Brown
Edgar
" Hagelthorn
Harwood

Mr. Jones
McLellan.
Tellers,'
Mr. Adamson
" Evans.

[The 11ouse adjourned for refreshments at .
half-past six o'clock, and the President re~umed the chair at a quarter to eight o'clock.]
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Hettlememt Act then in force; part of it was
alienated as a State Farm to instruct those
who were likely to go in for agricultural education. Matters had gone on smoothly for
some time, and t hey heard little about the
farm until 2nd December, when some very
grave statenllP,nts about, the management
were made in the Leader. The article was
headed" The W yuna Farm-How not to do
it-A costly fail ure." Certain photographs
were also published showing the homestead
and the silos. He would like to draw the
attention of honorable mernbero to the photograph of the heap in the middle of the yard,
which was called a scrap heap of iron, being
parts of machinery which was bought at a
high priee, and not used. Another photograph
showed th!lt the grass was growing much
higher than the crop, all going to show that
the farm had been greatly mismanaged. The
writer of the article went on to sayThe failure of the Wyuna Irrigation Farm, and
Mr. Tolley'S grievances were features that ha.d
reached an acute stage, and on Thnrsday of last
week, the Minister of Agriculture (Mr. Graham),
and the Director of Agriculture (Dr. Cameron),
visited the farm with the object of planning a new
scheme for the future management of the property.
Mr. "V. Hutchinson, M. L.A., accompanied the
party, and the best part of the day was taken up
in inspecting all departments of this costly failure.
There is no question as to the costliness of the
venture. The land, homestead, aud old station
stables purchased from the Closer ~ettlement
Board COBt £3,790; improvements, £2,016; implements and equipmE'llt, £2,421; live stock, £1,681 ;
and furni.ture, £306. Thus £11,303 had been expended up till June of the present year.

PUBLIC WORKS LOAN
APPLICATION BILL.
The Hon. .J. G. AIKMAN said that
before the House rose for dinner, he
.objected to the second reading of the Publie
Works Loan Application Bill being moved
by the Minister of Public Works to-day.
He now wished to withdraw that objection,
so that the second reading might be The whole project was greatly mismanaged.
taken.
In the mea.ntime a gentleman, who was in
The Hon. "Y. L. BAILLIEU (Minister the Department and gave satisfaction, had
()f Public \Vorks) moved, by leaveresigned and gone to another good position
That the second reading of. the Public 'Yorks under the New South Wttbs Government.
Loan A pplication Bill be made an Order of the In the Ar,qu,s of 24th November, a stateDay for later in the day.
ment was made as to what had been done
The motion was agreed to.
wrong and what it was intended to do right.
It was 8hown that settlers outside the farm
·WYU"NA STATE FARM.
had taken up land and done exceedingly
well.
They \"{ ere then about to move
The lIon. J. G. AIKMAN movedplace.
They
That a Select Committee be appointed to inquire and get into a larger
into the working of the W"una State Farm; the could not get any better land in the distriot.
appointment and dismissal of members of the staff The land in t\:wt district was supposed to be
{)onnected therewith; also the system. of bookkeep- some of the best under the coutrol of the
ing adopted in connexion with the receipts and
disbursements on the farm. Such Committee to Department of Agricnlture. The inferenc(:
consist of seven members, with power to send for was tha.t. where these men had done well on
persons, papers, and records, and to move from small farms, the Department of Agriculture
place to place; three to be the quorum.
had dOlle badly. Everything had been put
He said honorable members were aware to a loss, and nothing had been done. There
that the Wyuna State Farm had been in ex- was a Btring of horses, mares, and foals, and
istence for abont six years. It was pnrchased different cattle on the Wyuna farm. At n.
by the Closer Settlement Board, and part of later date, in the same journal, there was
it was let of!: to settlers un::le.r the Closer a letter from Mr. Tolley in which all
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those statements were flatly contradicted,
and certain reasons were advanced why
the farm was not 11 snccess-different
reasons al together from those already given.
This was a quotation from Mr. Tolley's

letter-

.

On the authority of Dr. Cameron he (the Minister) says he was "unable to obtain some books
showing revenue from the farm." This is obTiously a slip, as I showed the books to Dr.
Cameron, and duplicate records are at the head
office, which, much against my will, did <tIl the
bookkeeping. As regards "capital lying idle,"
including a traction engine costing £800, I invite
Mr. Graham to publish the reply I received when
I suggested, at the instance of Mr. McKenzie, how
it should be utilized.

Everything that could be said against these
He concluded in this
people was said.
wayI do not intend being dra,wn into a newspaper
controversy, but court the very fulkst inquiry if
necessary.

That inquiry had never been given. He
asked for the fullest inquil'y,and that was
what the motion meallt. The clerk occupied
a position as a learner, and was doing work
~tll over the farm.
He was most highly
thought of throughout the district. When this
officer saw a great untru~h and libel on his
previous manager, he wrote down a short
letter pointing out the facts, stating that the
bookkeeping was done in Melbourne, and
that they had the records, but that they
were never asked for. Instead of having a
letter sent to him stating, perhaps, that this
was not his business, a telegram was forwarded
stating that he was to be instantly dismissed
and paid a week's salary instead of receiving
notice. This officer was receiving the magnificent salary of 25s. a week. No person in
that position should have been treatedinsucha
manner by the .N.I inister. Had the officer been
in the Public Service, he could have demanded
a Board and have had his case investigated, but instead of that course being taken,
the man was dismissed, and he would be under
a. Btigma to that extent. He would have to
combat the assertion that he had been dismissed by the Minister. Of course, he (Mr.
Aikman) recognised that if a Committee was
appointed, it would cease with the conclusion
of the session, and if the Government could
not see their way to appointing a Royal
Commission, the House would be able to
appoint a Committee the followin~ session.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIElJ (Minister
of PulJlic "Vorks) said that he gathered
from the discussion in the House the previous
night that honorable members might feel
somewhat in the mood to agree to this

motion. It was quite true that the management of the farm had been far from
satisfactory, and he thought the Government
had not tried to hide that fact. It was.
true that Mr. Tolley resigned, but it was
also true that for twelve months that
gentleman was given an absolutely free hand,
in order that he might make a success of the·
institution. He (Mr. Baillieu) did not propose to offer any observations at all on thematter of the dismissal of Basil Davies.
"rhat he read to the House was the information given to him, and honorable members.
had heard what other honorable members had
to flay on the matter, upon information which,.
they were told, was absolutely reliable.
He imagined the House desired to deal with
the question of the Wyuna farm and its..
managemer..t. It was well known that the
Department of Agriculture for a long timewas in a very unsatisfactory position, and it
was a considerable time before the present
head was appointed.
Much investigation
and inquiry was made by three members of
the Cabinet, specially selected as the most
competent to look into t.he matter. They
recommended that Dr. Cameron should be
appointed, and upon that recommendation
the Cabinet acted. Tolley was in charge of
the farm at that time, and he was allowed
the control which he considered necessary to>
make it a success. It was considered by the
Department that he did not make a success.
of it. He (Mr. Baillien) would give the
Honse the assurance that a full departmental
inquiry was to be held, with a view of discovering whether certain statements were true,
and in what direction the management of the
farm could be itllproved. Steps ha.d already
If the House
been taken to that end.
thought it incumbent upon itself to pass this
motion, he did not know that he was called
upon to tell the House that it should not_
As Mr. Aikman pointed out, the House
would rise shortly, and honorable members.
knew that an ordinary Committee would die
when the session terminated. The statement
had been given him that Tolley had had a
free hand and that the results were not
satisfactory, and those were facts which the
Committee WOUld discover.
The Hon .•l. STERNBERG observed
that he was rather pleased to hear the
Minister of Public Works announce that the
Government proposed to appoint a. departmental committee of inquiry to ventilate
this matter, which required ventilation. He
thought that at thiB j llnctnre it would be
!:letter, in the interests of all concerned, if
the Government would take the matter up
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and fight. it out to its logical conclu!:!ion.
The course proposed by the Government was
preferable to the appointment of a Committee by the Honse at this time of the session,
when the Committee must shortly die,
whereas with a departmental inquiry there
were hopes tila,t the wh01e question would be
properly investigated and that better results
would follow.
Mr. 'rolley did not, in the
opinion of some people, carryon the working
of the farm in the most economical way. It
was an experimental farm, cnrried on fur the
purpose of educating people who went on the
land, and he would venture to say that we
did not get the best results out of tr.e farm.
He knew the loeality and the surroundings,
and, UIlder the circnmstllnces, he thought it
would be better to adopt the Minister's
suggestion.
The Hon. "V. H. EMBLI~G said
not
understand
the
prohe could
posal to hold a departmental inquiry.
Mr. Sternberg had
talked u.bout the
working of the farm, alld the doings of
Tolley, and about the farm not being a success. The question honorable members had
to discuss to-night, and the reason why the
appointment of the Committee was proposed,
was the dil!missal of that young mall, the
object ueil1g to find why that was done.
The Hon. 'V. J. EVANs.-That is one of
the rea~ons.
The HOll. \Y. H. EMBLING said that
was the q nestion, so far as he was concerned.
The Hon .•J. bTEltNBIUW.-[ am more interested in the q llestioll of earrying on the
farm.
The Hon. W. H. E:\lBLING said here
was a young man who had been working
well, and against Ivhom no complaint was
made, yet without any reason being alleged,
a telegram was sent to the farm dismissing
him. and giving him a week's wages. What
would have been the position of any honorable member if, in his early youth, after
doing his best work night and day, he had been
disn1issecl without any reason being alleged?
Let any honorable member put himself in
that position.
Without anything being
alleged against Mr. Davies, the Minister of
Agriculture :sent a telegram directing that
he should be dismissed. It was a thiug that
would remain agu.inst that young man for very
many years, and he (Dr. Embling) did not
think honorable members ought to allow it
"to pass. If the Sl1me thing occurred to the
poorest man in the land, without a friend, it
was the duty of the House to see tbat justice
was done to him. If the Minister had sent
a telegram saying, "I dismiss this man for
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neglecting his work," he (Dr. Embling)
could understand it, but no reason was
given at. all. He could not understand how
any House of Parliament could allow such a
thing to pass. If it was allowed to pass in
the present instu.nce the same thing might
ha,ppen to any man employed in a Governmeut Department. ~Jr. Davies had no more
to do with the administration of the farm
than he (Dr. Embling) had. He was simply
a serval1lt employed to do as he was told, and
the ad.ministration of the fl1rm did not
concern him
Mr. Aikman's motion proposed an inquiry into the whole administration of the farm.
An HO~ORABLE MEl\IBER.-That is the
object of the inquiry.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said he took
it that the object of the inquiryshould be to see
that young Mr. Davies got justice. The only
thing that troubled him was that a Seleat
Committee mllst die when Parliament was
prorogued, but the mere fact of a Committee
beillg Ilppointed would show the public tbat
the HOlJse considered an inquiry was necessary, alld it would have the effect of making
those cunducting the departmental illquiry
n10re careful. Although it might have happened before, he had never" known vf a case
where, \\ ithout any rhyme or reason, a man
working for the State got a telegram saying
he was dismissed.
An HONORABLE 1\1 El\lBER.- "Vas the telc
gram sent by the Miuister of Agriculture?
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-Yes. H,'
hoped that a Select Committee would be
appointed for the I.JUrp()se of letting the
public know that whenever a m~n was un·
jnstly attacked the Council was prepared to
defend him.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said he
thought it would be very undesirable to
intrust a case, in which such allegations had
been made, to a departmental Board.
It
would not be an impartial tribunal. No
matter how honorable a man might be, if he
knew his bread and butter depended on
keeping in with the Minister or the Government, he could not help being influenced to
some extent. The telldency was for officers
of all Departments to whitewash each other,
and he thought it \vould be much better
if an absolutely independent Committee was
appointed.
The Hon. 'V. J. EVANS said he agreed
with the unofficial leader of the I-Iouse that
it would be most undesirable to have a
departmental inquiry if it was desired to get
at the truth, and he thought that was what
all honorable members wanted in conllexion
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with this case.

The public, as well as rnem-

bers of the Council, were desirolls of k Bowing
the true facts in connexion with the WyllUa.
farm. Was it likely tha.t allY member of

the Public Service would run the risk of
being treHted in the same way as young Mr.
Davies if he cOllld hel p it? It could Hot be
expected that any member (If t he Public
Service would give evidence, or do anything more than he could help, that
would be to the detriment of the permanent head of the Department, or the
Mini!:!tel' of Agriculture. If honorable members desired to get n t the truth they
should appoint a Committee. Even though
the Committee would die whell ParlialIlent :.vas prorogued, the Government, if
they were desirou::: of getting at the truth of
the matter, could appoint the rnembers of
the Committee as a Royal Commission. If
the Government declined to do that, and
depended upon their departmental inquiry,
which he eupposed in the end would mean a
whitewashing piece of business, it would be
quite competeut for the Honse to. appoint
another Select Committee 'at the be~illning
of next session, and to point out that the
Government were evidently not desirous of
obtaining the full facts. There was no doubt
t hat if a Committee were appointed at the
beginning of next session it would be abJe to
obtain all the facts in connexion with the
lJ!tse.
Honorable members had been told
that the Department of Agriculture had been
re-organized, and that everything was going
on sweetly, and then there was the
exposure which w~s reported in the pre~s.
While he agreed with the remarks of Dr.
Embling in connexion with the treatment
meted out to Mr. Davies, he thought the
inquiry should have a much wider scope thttn
Dr. Embling had suggested. He tbought
the whole facts in connexiun with the farm
should be gone into in justice to the Minister,
to Mr. Tolley, who had left the farm, and to
the officers of the Department. After finding
t hat a reply signed by the Mini8ter of Agriculture-he presumed that it was drafted by
the officers of the Department-waR grossl'y
incorrect, honorable members should hesitate
in accepting the proposal of the MiniRter of
PuLlic 'Yorks that there should be a departmental inquiry.
The Hon. E. MILLER said he thought
the disp.ussion had opened the eyes of the
Government as to what had been going on.
l\fr. Aikman had asked that an inquiry be
yuna farm and
held with reference to the
the dismissal of members of the staff;
and well might he ask it, but at the same

"T
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time he ('Mr. Miller) thought the Honse
t::;hould be perfectly sati:'3fied with the statement of the Minister of Public Works, The
Minister had stated that he was fully seised
of the importance of making a full iuquiry.
The public demanded it, and members of
Parliament demanded it.
If the inquiry
which the Minister had promised was not
satisfactory, then a Committee of the House
might Le appointed to nJake further inquiry.
Mr. Skinner said the other da.y that if one
or two members of each House met together
and illquired into matters of this kind it
wonld save a lot of trouble. . He thought if
Mr. Aikman and :Mr. Evans, with some
other members, met together they would soon
settle this business. No dOllbt a wrol1g was
done to the young gelltleman who had been
di~missed. The country had lost a good mall,
but it was a blessing in disguise to him,
because he had obtained a much better position ill New South \Vales Taking e\'erything into consideration, it seemed to him
that the House should be satisfied with the
promise given by the Minister of Public
WOl'&s. Honorable members all had confidence iu the Minister of Public 'Yorks, and
they might be sure that he would see that a
full illquiry was made into what had been
going 011.
He (Mr. Mj].}er) thought that t1
departmental inquiry wonld be satisfactory·.
He could not see his way to vote for the
motion.
The Hon. H. H. S. ABBOTT said the
Wyuua farm was sitlHtted in the provill~e
which he representeti, and he was glad the
Minister of Public vYorks had approached
the matter in the way he had done, and
had not found it necessary to oppose what
might appear on the surface to be a
motion hostile to the Government and the
Miuister of AgriC'ullul'e.
The Minister
of Agriculture and he (Mr. Abbott) did
not see things through the same spectacles,
and at times he had been strongly opposed
to things the Minister of Agriculture
had said and done; but he would give t.he
honorable gentleman credit for his desire to
re-organize the DEpartment of Agriculture in
the best interests of the agricultnral community. ~o one ill either House had ~t
greater desire than the Minister that everything in the Departmellt should be placed on
the best posf:.ible footiug. He (Mr. Abbott)
knew that the vVyuna farm had been most
woefully rnismanaged, llOt a t all by reason of
any neglect or want of understanding on the
part of the gen.tlernan who had been
managing it, but on aCflount of t he divided
control and the utterly absurd methods by
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which the farm had been directed.
He
thought the Minister of Agriculture had
The .Minister
been well aware of this.
knew that the f:irm Wel.S being carried on at a
loss gf £1,000 a year. It was a beautiful
property that ought to be more than selfsupporting even if used as an educational
establishment. As he said the other night,
the future of the north, and the commitments or tbe Government in Gonnexiol1 with
irrigation, demanded that the educational
aspect of irrigation must be made a pmminent feature.
The Wyuna farm was to be
the edncational establishment in ("onnexion
with irrigation ill the north. Th,~t it had
not done what it should have done was
apparent to everyone. He thought thar if
a Select Committee were appointed it would
be of great assistance to the Department,
and would thoroughly vindicate the effort-.s
of the Minister of Agriculture to re-organize
that Department and to make it of value to
the community.
The House di vided on the motion-
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'fhe CLERK read the petition as follows : -

To the Honorable the President and Members of
the Legislative Coullcil of Victoria. in'
l'arliament assembled.
The humble petition of J. P. ~enllitt and Son
Proprieta.ry Limited; 'rY. Angliss and
Company Proprietal"Y Limited; the
Victorian Butter ~'actorie8 Co.opemti ve
Comp::I.llY Limited; the Melbourne Ice
Skating and Kefrigerating Company
Limited; the Melbourne Ice and Re·
. frigemting Works; the Metropolitan
lee and Cold Storage orks; the .\1ayor,
Aldermen, Councillors. and Citizens of
the city of Melbourne; ,Yo and R.
Fletcher Limited; and T. Borthwick
and Sons (Australasia) Limited.
Sheweth1. That a Bill has been presented to your honorable House intituled a Bill intituled an Act to
sanctioll the issue and application of certain sums
of money available under Loan Acts for public
works and other purposes, by which Bill it is pro·
posed to authorize the expenditure of It SUlll of
£84,000 in buildings, phmt, purchase of land, &c.,
in connexion with cool storagtl at r~Ielbourne and
elsewhere.
2. That your petitioners understand that of
such sum it i8 proposed to expend a sum of £75,OO()
in the erection of cool stores on land vested in the
Ayes
12
:Melbourne Harbor Trust Commissioners, and
Noes
14
situated on the north side of VictorilL Dock in the
city of Melbourne.
Majority against the motion
2
3. That a Bill to a,uthorize this expenditure, anci
for other purposes. was submitted to your honorable House in December, 1910, but that on a sugAYES.
gestion from your honora ble House to the honorable
Mr. McDonald
Mr. Abbott
the Legislative Assembly, the item referred to was
" Adamson
" Rees
omitted from the schedule to the Bill.
Dr. Embling
" ~achse.
4. That a similar Bill was submitted to your
Mr. Evans
honorable House last session, but ,vas not passed
Tellers:
Harwood
into law, a. suggestion made by your honorable
Mr. Aikman
" Jones
House that the provision of £75,000 for the erection
" McLellan.
" Manifold
of the proposed stores not having been agreed to by
the honorable Legislative As>:embly.
NOES.
5. That in the year 1899, a proposal tha.t the
Government should erect cold stores in the city at
Mr. Miller
Mr. Baillieu
a cost of £50,000 was referred to a Royal CommisBmwn
" Payne
sion for consideration and report.
Brown
" Skinner
6. That such Royal Commission, of which tht:!
H!tgelthorn
" Sternberg.
chairman was the Honorable John Murray, M. L.A.,
Hicks
I
Tellers:
Little
reported as follows: .
Mr. Crooke
" McBryde
"The proposa'l of the Government is to erect
M;elviile
I "
Pearson.
refrigerating stores of its own at the
port of shipment, or at some other site
more convenient to the shipper.
PE'rITION.
"Your Commissioners have held fourteen
meetings, and examined forty-three
A petition was presented by the Hon. W.
witcesses on this branch of their inA. ADAMSO:'ll' from persons engaged in the
quiry, and the e,·iclence taken is almost
business of cool storage in Melbourne,
unanimous as to the inadvisability of
praying that the Public Works Loan Applithe trovel'llment erecting its own freezing stores.
cation Bill, so far as it related to cool
" Our ~nquirics ~licited the fact that not only
storage, ulight be referred to a Select ComIS a conSIderable amount of private
mittee of this Honse, and that the petitioners
capd;a,l ('mbarked in the business of exmight apppar before sllch CommitteE', or
portillg frozen produce from Geelong.
might be afforded an opportunity of being'
Warrnambool, Port Fairy, Hamilton
and Portland, but that priva.te enter:
heard at the Bar of the House.
prise will enlarge the scope of its open~
The petition was received, and ordered to
~ions in thi~ direc~ion, if not unduly
be read.
mterfered WIth by SLate competition.

I
I

I

I

I
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" Your Commissioners do not wish to see the
Government conducting this business,
and carrying it on to the detrimen t of
private enterprise.
"Ultimately the St·ate will have to be relie\Ted of the whole of the responsibility of the frozen Clxport trade other
than maintaining the supervision ( i. e.,
inspection of produce exported).
" Your Commissioners consider that it would
be inadvisable for the Ciovernment to
undertake the building of its own
freezing works, as the evidence of witnesses is almost unanimous against the
Government proposal."
7. That subsequent to the presentation of such
eport two succeeding Governments affirmed a
policy adverse to the erection of Goverument cold
'1tores, and encouraging the development of the
ndustry by private enterprise.
8. That since the date of such report your petitioners and others engaged in the frozen produce
export trade, or as owners of cold stores in the
metropolis, have expended large sums in the
erection of cold stores a,nd plant; and the sum invested by private and municipal enterprise at the
present time amounts to about three quarters
of a million pounds.
9. That the accommodation now provided in the
metropolis is more than sufficient for the export
trade, even at the present time, which is the
busiest portion of the meat export season-a large
portion of the space provided at the cold stores in
the metropolis is at the present time idle, and it
is believed that space is also available at the
Geelong Harbor Trust Works.
10. That the enlargement of the scope of operations by private enterprise anticipated in the
report of the Royal Commission, as quoted above,
has been realized to the extent following:Year.

No. of
Firms.

Area of C'hambers
Erected.

1900
6
47.<»6 sq. ft.
1905
9
94,178
1911
13*
207,058
* This includes the Gcelong Harbor Trust. "
In addition to the above the stores erected by the
City Council, which, in 1892, contained an area, of
only 12,717 square feet, have been enlarged by the
council from time to time to mef't the requirements
of the export industry, and now consists of fortyseven chambers, comprising a.n area of 45,077 square
feet.
II. That since the 1910 session of Parliament
considerable expenditure has been incurred in improvements and extensions of the metropolitan
stores, and extensive slaughtering and freezing
accommodation has been provided by private enterprise at. Murtoa.
12. That the increac:;ed accommodation now provided is ample to meet all the present requirements of the export trade, and a considerable
increase therein if proper and regular shipping
facilities are provided for the export of the meat
and produce.
13. That when the Bill was before your honorable
Rouse in the session of 1910 it was indicated that
the subsequent erection of abattoirs for the export
trade on the site was part of the scheme, and an
assurance ,vas given that a report---
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The PRESIDENT.-I do not think that
is in order.
Standing order ~.')5 saysNo reference shall be made in a petition to any
debate in Parliament.

The Clerk will omit the reading 6f that
paragraph altogether.
The CL1WK continued the reading of the
petition liS follows:14. In October, 1910, the Government appointed
a Royal Commission to inquire into and repor~
upon the questions of meat supply, the location of
abattoirs in the metropolitan area, the future
system of management of the abattoirs, and other
matters connected therewith, and the Commission
has presented its report, dated llth September
last, which contains, inter alia, the following recommendations : I. That the whole of the sale-yards, abattoirs,
and noxious trades be removed to, and
(with minor exceptions hereinafter
mentioned) be concentrated on some
special area situate not less than 10
miles distant in a northerly or westerly
direction from the city.
2. That there be established a Metropolitan
Stock-yards and Abattoirs Commission, in which shall be forthwith
vested the control of the markets for
live stock, the abattoirs, and the
noxious trades within the metropolitan
and suburban areas and the immediately
surrounding district, whose boundaries
should be defined.
The Board, therefore, for
these and other reasons, recommends
that the Commission be a permanent
body consisting of three or more
persons appointed by the Governor
in Council, the Commissioners to
receive salaries or fees, the limits of
which shall be prescribed, and render
such service (not necessarily occupying their whole time) as may be
required in the control of the existing
sale-yards, abattoirs, freezing, and
noxious trades works, &c., in selecting
a site for new stock-yards, &c., designing yards, buildings, &c., managing and controlling the operations
therein, directing all business and
financial affairs, and in carrying out
the other recommendations of this
report, and all duties incidental to the
management of the new sale-yards,
abattoirs, freezing works, and the
treatment of waste products.
6. "That the Commissioners be given power
to acquire suitable land" for carrying
out the recommendation in the report
which include the erection of abattoirs
and freezing works.
10. That having made ample provision for
railway facilities, receiving, drafting,
sale, resting, and delivery yards, and
abattoirs capable of handling all meats
for local consumption, in addition to
such export killing and freezing
accommodation as may be required for
their own operation, the Commissioners
should similarly mark 'off a certain area
and divide same into allotments to be
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let on long building leases for the
erection by the lessees of export meat
works approved by the Commissioners,
to be conducted under such conditions
as to forfeiture of the lease as the Commissioners may determine.
11. That the Commissioners should be empowered to erect and conduct suitable
works for killing, freezing, tinning, and
preparing for export only all stock
intrusted to them by the owners for
that purpose, and on owner's account
to arrange directly or through agents
for shipment of the meats to, and their
sale in, the oversea markets; and also
to treat the by-products and dispose of
same as instruct{)d by the owner.
15. That should the recommendations of the
Royal Commission be given effect to the works of
<lertain of your petitioners carrying on the slaughter
and freezing of lambs for export will be abolished or
have to be transferred to the special area referred
to in the report.
16. That under these conditions it would be unfair
to those of your petitioners that the Government
:stores for the freezing of meat should be erected
within the H,rea prohibited by recommendations
in the Commission's report.
17. That your petitioners believe that the capa-city of the proposed stores will be less than the space
at present leased by the Government from the
·City Corporation.
18. That the estimates of the cost of the proposed works, and of working same, do not include
provision for the acquirement of the land on which
they are proposed to be erected, and which is of
<considerable value, or of any sum for the annual
rent of sllch land.
19. That from practical personal experience we
.are convinced that the amount proposed to be provided will only be sufficient for stores of a limited
.area, much less than will be necessary to carryon
the export trade at present carried on at the Government Stores, more especially in view of the necessity
·of providing refrigerated barges for the transport
-of the produce to the Port Melbourne and Williamstown piers.
20. Your petitioners respectfully submit that before the Bill authorizing the erection of the stores be
passed, the proposal should be referred to some
independent body t.o inquire fully into the merits
-of the proposal, and to report the result of their
inquiries to your honorable House.
21. Your petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that
the Bill may be referred to a Select Committee of
'your honorable House, and that your petitioners
may be allowed to appear and be heard before
'Buch Committee, or that your petitioners may be
afforded an opportunity of being heard before the
.bar of your honorable House.

DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE BILL.
The 1l011. F. HAGELTHOR~ (HonoTary Minister) moved the second reading of
this Bill. He said he would read a mamol'and urn sett ing forth the objects of the
measure. I t. was as follows : This Bill is intended to give effect to the decision
<>f the Government that the system of dual control,
which has hitherto operated in connexion with the
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headship of the Department, shall be done away
with.
An extended and very filII consideration was
given by the Government to the matter of the
control of the Department, and it was decided to
have a technical'head in place of a clerical head.
Hence the necessity for the abolition of the present
clerical position of Secretary for Agriculture, and
the creation in. place therefore of a professional
position.
Complying with the requirement of the PubHc
Service Commissioner, and following the precedent,
which has worked satisfactorily in connexion with
the Education Department, it has been decided to
create the position of Director as a First Division
position. This is really no new position, as, for
the past nine years, the position of Director has been
in existence, but as an exempt position under
section 3 of the Public Service Act, the holders of
the position during that period not having been
under the Public Service Act. The likelihood is
that the person appointed to the position which
this Bill creates will be an officer already engaged
under the Publie Service Act, and, in the interests
of good administration and discipline, it is desirable
that the Head of a Department should himself be
an officer subject to the provisions of the Public
Service Act.
The PubHc Service Commissioner has signified
his intention of proceeding with the reclassification
of the Agricultural Department immediately on
the passing of this Bill, so that any anomalies that
may have' been left. unadjusted in the recent
re-organization, and indeed any that happen to
have been created thereby, will be dealt with by
the Public Service Commissioner in the course of
his inquiry.

Honorable members knew that the Public
Service Commissioner was at rresent engaged ill the reclassification of all the Departments, and the Uepartment of Agriculture was one that was hung up 011 account
of this B~l1 being in view.
The lIoll. W. J. EVANS.-Will the Public
Rervice Commissioner appoint a person to
the position under the Public Service Act ~
The Han. F . HAGELTHORN said the
Pu blic Service Commissioner would make
any appointment, promotion or alteration, in
accordance with the Public Service Act,
which guirled him in doing that work.
Honorable members had heard some criticism, first of all with regard to re-organization
that had been effected in the Department of
Agriculture; alld, sec(;mdly, with regard to
the gentleman who had been appointed
by the Government to act as Director of
Agriculture. The facts were tha.t a subCommittee of the Cabinet was appointed
some time ago, when it was understood that
Dr. Cherry was about to retire from the
position of head of the Department. He
(·Mr. Hagelthorn) ha(l the honour of being
a member of that Committee, which consisted of three members of the Cabin~t. That
Committee w('nt most thoroughly into the
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question of the re-organization of that De- motions and appointments would be dealt.
partment. It obtained evidence from almost with ill the same way as in oLher Departments.
all the available witnesses that could One honorable member had referred to Dr.
guide it in mctking ~he reconln:endations .that Cameron's educational q nalifications. :": ow,
it ultimately remItted to the Cabll1et. the Melbourne University was noted for the
\Vith regard to the position of Director of conservatism which it displayed in recognising'
the Department, they could find no man eduoational qualificatiolls generally. He
either in the Publie Service or out of it, in thought it could be said that no one had
Victoria, who would fill the position so well obtained any degree there, honorary or otheras a gentleman who was already a prominent wise, who did not deserve it. Before a person
officer of that Department. Personally, he could obtain a degree from the U lliversity
(Mr. Hagelthorn), had had a good deal to do as Bachelor or Doctor of Veterinary Science,
with the permanent heads of the State De- he had to have educational qualificatiolls of a
partments in Victoria, and he thought he high order. Dr. Cameron was a member of'
could say that he knew of no pu blic officer the Royal College of Veterinary ~urgeons,
who had done his work so conscientiously and which was the highest qualification a veteriwell as the gentleman who had been so long nary surgeon could have in the British
associated with the Department of Agricul- Empire, anel which required a four years'
ture, and whmn it was now proposed to course of study. He grad nated from the
appoint as Director. The chief qualification new Veterinary College, Edinburgh, in 1888.
the sub-Committee thought necessary for the In 1908 the University of Melbourne esposition was that the gentleman selected tablished degrees in veterillary science, and
should be a good organizer and a good Dr. Cameron was the first to qualify as·
dit)ciplinariall.
The q llestion whether he Bachelor and Doctor of Veterinarv Science.
The Hon. R. H. S. A BllO'I.'T.-:4d f!undem,.
should
be
a
clerical
head
or an
expert
head
did
not
enter
into of course.
The Hon. F. HAGELTHORX said that
their consideration very much.
""Vhat
they wanted was a man who could did not matter. Dr. Cameron had done thethe
Department
satisfactorily, work necessary to obtain thp. degree.
work
The HOll. W. J. EVANs.-Without examiand who could keep himst·lf in touch with
his men with regard to the requirements of nation.
The Hon. F. HAGELTHORN said it was.
the agricultural industry t.hroughout the
after an examination of a most exhaust.ive
~tate.
The Hon. J. P. JONEs.-Is there not a kind.
The I-Ion. R. H. S. ABBo'rT.-All the
lot of dissatisfaction in the Department
inspectors of stock made themsel vel:! doctors
now?
The Hon. F. HAGELTHORN said no under tbis new Chair at the University.
The Hon. F. HAGELTHOR:\T said that
doubt there was more or less dissatisfaction
in every Department. The Department of there were four Doctors of Veterinary Science
Agriculture had worked much more smoothly in Victoria, and Dr. Cameron was the first.
because these Jhanges had been inade. The The requirt~ments for qualification were the·
new Director (Dr. Cameron) had many other possession of the degree previously held by
qualifications besides ability in organization him (M.R.C.V.S.), together with 8xamination
and discipline. For one thing, he was an of thesis on original research work connected
expert in the stock and dairy branch, which with live stock by the Board of Examiners
was quite as important as the other branches. appointed by the Council of the Melbourne
The Government did not regard those other University (Professor Allen, Dr. J. W.
qualifications as essential, bnt they were Barrett, and Dr. Cherry). The subjects of
valuable when combined with the quali- examination which Dr. Cameron presented
ties of an organizer and a disciplinarian. by thesis were :-(1) The hereditary characcertain pathological conditions
In Dr. Cameron they had a mall who was ter of
almost cut out for the work. He had a constitutilJg unsoundness in. horses, principally ossification of the lateral cartilages
splendid record.
The Hon. J. P. JONEs.-Does this Bill (sidebone), furnished by tho examinaempower the Director to ~ppoint officers tion of 2,636 cases; (2) all investigawithont reference to the Public Service tion concerning epizootic blindness (toxin
amblyopia) in horses; (3) observations on
Commissioner?
The HOll. F. HAGELTHORN. - No. the measnres required for the control of
This Bill is simply to appoint a director with pleuro-pneumonia contagiosa of bovines, with
certain duties to perform. All matters of pro- notes on the pathology amI inoculability
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of the disease j (4) early observation on
the transmission of tuberculosis by feeding;
with a paper on the intel'commuuicability
and prevalence of human animal tuberculosis. The examination of these theses was
conducted throughout October and November, and the degree was conferred in forma
propria on 23rd December, 1909. A theSIS
by Dr. Cameron was of so much value
that it was copied into almost every stock
journal of any importance throughout the
l:hitish Empire.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-That is not
what you appointed him for.
The Hon. F. HAGELTHORN said the
.honorable member had raised the question of
the right of Dr. Cameron to call himself doc10r. He (Mr. Hagelthorn) was endeavollring
to show that Dr. Cameron had fulfilleu every
condition to obtain his degree by the splendid
-original work which he did.
The Hon. 'V. J. EVANs.-Except the examinations which others had to pass.
The Hon. F. HAGELTHORN said that,
throughout the British Empire, graduates of
coortain universities had the right to obtain
-degrees from universities of equal standing.
The Hon. n. I-I. S. ABBo'l'T.-He was not
a doctor of an Engli~h university.
The I-Ion. F. HAGELTHORN said that
Dr. Cameron had left England at too young
.:an age for that. Dr. Cameron had educa.tional qualifications which he lleed not be
-ashamed of, and which did not detract from
his a,bility to perform the other duties connected with the post to which he had been
.appointed. Mr. Evans had sa,id that the
1\-1 inister in charge of the Bill should pro:mise that certain promotions should take
.place when ])1'. Cameron was made Director
·of Agricultllre by law. He (Mr. Hngelthorn) con Id make no snch promise. The
Public Service Commissioner was appointed
to make a11 promotiolls, and the Government would be interferillg with his functions
:if they gave a promise of that kind. It was
'impossible to re-organize a big Department
like this without creating dissatisfaction
among some of the officers.
'],1he HOll. W. J. EVANs.-Some are shot
out to make room for favorites.
'1'he Hon. F. HAGELTHORN said some
.ought to be shot out.
I f he had had the
.opportunity of shooting a few others out, he
would have been pleased to do it.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-I can under·stand Dr. Ca,meron taking his cue from that
:stf1temeut.
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The Hon. F. HAGELTHORN said t.he
officers could have no more upright man to
deal with than Dr. Cameron. When his
degree was conferred upon him almost every
prominent officer in the Department sub/Scribed to make him a handsome presentation.
On the motion of the Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU CMinister of Public Works), the debate was adjourned until Tuesday, December

19.
PUBLIC VVORKS LOAN
APPLICATION BILL.
The Hon "V. 1... BAlLLIEU (Minister
of Publie Works) moved the second reading
of this Bill. He said t.hat it was a familiar
measure, and, he hoped, a friend of honorable
members. Its object was to appropriate
£114,000 of the money which the Government had already been authorized to obtain.
The sum of £84,000 would be spent 011 cool
stores. Of that amount £4,5()0 would be
spent 011 a cool store at Diamond Creel<;
another £4,500 on a cool store at Tallyho;
and £70,000 on a cool store a,t Melbourne.
In addition, £30,000 Wl:lS to be expended
on a ship-huilding yard at Williamstown.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-Good old
Melbourne!
The HOll. W. L. BAILLJEU said that
tha,t was a very valuable interjection, and
allowed a man in charge of a Bill to get on
to a better track. Good old Melbourne!
It was very sad, perhaps, tha.t we could not
put the port of Melbou'rne in every country
town. Melbourne wus the port, and that
was why it was proposed to put this cool
store there in the interests entirely of the
producers. He had the honour to represent
a, country constituency, and he had no hesitation in asking for this money to he spent
in Melbourne on this cool store. It would
be entirely in the interests of the country
people. A man would not be much of J.
citizen if he did not know that Melbourne
depelJded entirely upon the prosperity of
the country as a whole.
1'he cool' store
in Melbourne was for the purpose of
shipping our produce to all parts of the
globe in prime condition. That was the
primary consideration at the bottom of this
project. lIe had no desire to mislead honorable members. 01' present a ca.se which was
not in accordance with the facts, as he
understuod them, and if any of hiR figures or
his statements were not right honorable
members would have ample opportunity to
say so, and put him right. There was one
aspect of this proposition that he did not
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believe honorable members, as a bojy, quite
realize~, and that was that this was not a
new proposal that; the State should enter
upon the business of carrying on freezing
works. It had been carrying them on since
about 1892-he was not certain of that date.
The only new element was that the Government proposed to give up the present rented
buildings and erect their OWlJ. rrhat was the
crux of the whole position, and that was why
this opposition hnd sprung up. It was never
suggested that the Government should cease
carrying Oil these operatiolls.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-Certainly
not.
The Hon. "Y. L. BAILLIEU.-vYould
honorable members say that the ~tate waS to
carryon the business in unsuitable premises,
so that it might remain a tenant of the City
Counci11
The Hon. W. J. EVANS.-At a loss of
£5,000 per annum?
The Hon. VY. L. BA ILLIEU.-Yes, at
a loss of £5,000, unless the people interested
in that matter had given him a wrong set of
The Government were going
figures.
to do their duty and to see that
these works were erected upon a site
most suitable to the advancement of the
producing interests. According to the information he had in his possession, the Government had leased the cool stores from the
City Council during the last seven years,
from 1902 to 1908, at a rental of £ 15,000
per annum.
That included the cost of insulating. It was said in the Chamber that
that information was omitted when his
colleague, the Attorney-General, placed the
matter before the House on a previous
occasion, but if honorable members looked at
llansard they would see that the honorable
gentleman had made it as clear as he (Mr.
Baillieu) was now trying to do.
Since 1908
there had been no loss whatever.
A draft
agreement was submitted about December,
1908, by the Town Clerk, but as it did not
embody an arrangement made by the then
Minister of Agriculture (Mr. Swinburne), it
was withdrawn. The average annual loss at
that time was £3,979, or in round figures
£4,000. It might be asked what just.ification there was for the State carrying on this
undertaking. In reply, he wonlq ask what
would be the position of the butter industry
to-day if the State had not taken action a
few years ago, when it gave a bounty for the
export of butter. There was hardly anyone
in the community who did not realize tLle
extent to which the butter industry in Victoria had ad vanced. The export business in
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connexion with lamb, mutton, and rabbits.
was very much more profitable than butter.
It might be said that the State could not
afford to run the business at a loss, but the·
business was coming on. By erecting its own
freezing works the State would save money,
and the works wonld be much more to the
advantage of the producer. For 1908-9 an
agreement was come to with the City Council
as follows :-That the rent per annum was.
£ 12,000 plus 75 per cent. of the increased
rates.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBO'l'T.-What does.
that mean?
The Hon. VV. L. BAILLIEU said the rate
for butter was iuereased by ~d. per box"
rabbits by 3d. per crate, lamh by 2~d. percarcass, and mutton by about 5d. per carcass. The City Council was also to receive
75 per cent. of the storage on all goods after
the first charge, 2d. per hox on all butterover 15,000 tons, 5id. per carcass on all
lam bs over 165,000 carcases, and 6d. per crateon all rabbits over 75,000 crates, until
a snm of £4,000 waS reached, afterwhich the City Council and the Depart.
ment were to participate in the above
increased charges, storage charges, and stated_
sums on certain goods in equal proportion.
The amount paid under this arrangementfor 1908-9 was £14,76J. For 1909-10, as it
was found impossible to work under theabove arrangement, a fresh underatallding
was come to, and had subsisted to the Dtesent time as an understanding only, 'and
without agreement or lease. This was, that.
£15,000 was to be paid and 30 per cent. on
all receipts over £ 16,000. Thus, of the£16.045 paid to the City Council last year(11)10-11), £1,045 represented 30 per cent.
of the revenue over £16,000. The amount
paid for 1909-10 was £15,788, and for
1910-11, £10,045. The City Council provided insulated. chambers having a capacity
of 310,000 cubic feet, together with the service of the machinery to maintain the
chambers at the required temperatures.
In addition, the Government had theuse of platforms, railway lines, rabbit
and butter grading space, also storage spacefor rabbit crates, meat wraps, and cheese.
The new accommodation would be 320,000
cu bic feet, practically the sa me as the present,
but provision was made to increase it by
another unit, adding 100,000 cubic feet. As
honorable members must easily realize, that
addition would be at a proportionately less
cost. Takillg the figures for 1909-10, which
was the year when the loss was stated as
being £3,979, and taking the new stores as if
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they were built, it was e~timat.ed by the experts that the profit, if all the charges were
based on the same rates, would be £8,104.
These estimates had been submitted to Mr.
McKenzie, the chief engineer at. the freezing
works at Geelong, and they had also been
submitted to .Mr. Pope, at the freezing works
at Adelaide, who agreed with them, except
that Mr. Pope thought that the charges
against wages under the new conditions were
too high. Taking Mr. Pope's estimate on
that point, the position would be £ 1,QOO
better. He (Mr. Baillieu) would say at this
stage that no provision was made for the
purchase of land. No charge was made for
the value of the laud at all. The Government got that advantage.
The Hon. H. SKINNKR.--Have you got to
buy that land from the Harbor Trnst ?
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said he was
not certain on that point, but would inquire.
Honorable members must be guided by what
was set before him. There Wc1 S the further
advantage of a sa.ving of £2,:)r)O at what
he would call the terminal elJd, where the
handling of the produce took place wben
going into the ship. In other words, many
of those who used the cool stores, paid
to the Railway Department in freight an
amount that would be saved when the Hew
stores were established on this new site.
It was a very short freight, and honorable
members knew the disadvantage of the short
freight. It was the long freight that paid.
Would anyone say thai if the abattoirs or
noxious trades had to be. carried on 10 miles
out of Melbourne, it would not be sound
policy to send the carcases from there to
these cool stores?
The Hon. H. SKINNEH.-'Would it uot be
better for the stores to be near the abattoirs 1
rrhe Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said he
doubted it.
The Hon. H. SKINNER.-The carcases
would not cool much between the two.
The Hon.
L. BAILLIEU said they
would cool more than in the abattoirs. The
stores would be on one of the best shipping
sites, from which goods could be barged to
Port Melbourne or Williamstown at I s. a
ton, and from which they could be
placed with the greatest convenience in the
train. In addition to that, a ship could go
into the dock and take the produce direct
from the stores.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.- Whose estimate is this Is. per ton?
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said the
statement was based upon accurate informa-
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tion.
He thought honorable members
might ta,ke it that the plans of these build-·
ings would be 011 the best lines. 1'hey had.
been referred to Mr. McKenzie, who had had
so much experience in cOllllexion with the·
Geelong Harbor Trust. Whatever recommendations he had made, the engineers of
the Public ,V' orks Department had had to.
confer with him upon them, and, as far as
possible, come to an agreement with him
abou t them. One could not get anything
perfect. Whatever one did, it would be
afterwards found that something might havebeen di)no better, and one had to do the
best one could nnder the circnmstallces. An
honorable member asked what about the
foundation. He would hand in particull;U's.
wit.h regard to that, as well as the balancesheets of the Doncaster and Ringwood cool
stores.
A n HOl'-ORABJ,l<~ ME:~IBER-And of the
Geelong Freezing ,V'orks.
The Hon. \iV. L. BA [LLIEU said the
Geelonl~ Freezing \r orks were not a Governmeut a1tair. The Doneastel' works were in
charge of the Public 'V'orks Department
when be first took that Department over,
and he knew that they had been canied on
without loss, after proper provision was..
made for amortization of machinery and
buildings. . Honorable members kne\" what
those works had dOlle for the fruit-growing
industry at Doncaster. It might be said
that the Government. shou!d never have
erected t.hose cool stores.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-It is a pity
they have not done more.
1'he Hon. ,.y. L. HAILLIEU said it was
surprising t hat even to the most sceptical
there was something which seemed to be
right, and if Mr. Abbott examined the
present proposal, he would find it on all fours
with the one just mentioned.
The HOll. A. HlCKs.-'What about the
City Council?
The HOll. W. 1. BAILLIEU said the
City Council were a worthy body, and he
was not detracting from them ill any way.
But no honorable member of this House or
the other Bouse would say that our
freezing works would be better in the
hands of the City Council than in the hands
of Parliamen.t.
T~e peopl~ of the ~ountry
could speak to ParlIament WIth l'egard to the
conduct of its business, but they could not
do so in the case of the City Council.
The Hon. W. J. EYANS.=-No hope in the
world.
.
The Hon. J. G. AIKl\JA.N.-The City
Coulleil have their mtepayers.
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The Hon. "V. L. BAILLIEU said the
-City Council had a worthy position to fill in
·dealing with the city of Melbourne.
The
·council had built these works, and if it had
been a question of taking them over it would
have been quite another proposition.
He
'was now talking of the Government bllilding
.up-to·date freezing works that must form a
unity with many more pieces. It was a
.question of Gove'coment control. He believed
the small grower must, as time went onv be
"kept in the position of gettin!;! all the
.advantages that were to be derived from
having access to Governmellt cool stores.
"Ve could not no all this at once, but we
c(.')uld have the policy shaped out on those
lines.
The Hon. R. H. S. A.BBOTT.- We have to
.ship our produce by private enterprise.
The Hon. W. J.J. BA1LLIEU said the
.cool stores :it M urtoa had been built quite
recently, and he was informed that this
season 115,029 carcases had been sent out
for export, and of that quantity 53,717 had had
to go to Geelong and be held in the Harbor
'Trust's works pending shipment. What did
that tell honorable members ~ It indicated
that no matter where you had the country
works you must also have works at the
shipping end.
'1'he HOIl. A. HlcKs.-That is it.
The Hon W. L. BAILLIEU said that was
as inevitable as the rising of the sun. Were
honorable membe.rs evpr going to alter the
fact that Melbourne must be a big shipping
port, and that works must be erected there?
The Hon. W. J. EVAKs.-"Vhat about
Williamstown?
The HOll. \'1. L. BAILLIEU sfl.id the
'question was where was the most convenient
place at. present. He could assure honorable
.roem bel'S that he had no axe to grind in
putting the works where it was proposed.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN.-You have to
.support what is given you.
The Hon. A. O. ~ACHSK.-No one sug.gested that you had any interest.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said the Government were trying to do the best for the
public weal a'ccording to their judgment.
'They might be wrong, but they gave the
1ignr~s, which were the basis of the proposal.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN.-You have to
llse the figures that are supplied to you.
The Hon. W. L. BAILI.JIEU said that
'was the case with all figures furnished to men
engaged in a big business.
The Hon. J. G. AUOIAN.-You have
never checked one of I;hem; they are only
'w bat the officers have gi ven you.
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The Hon. "V. L. BAILLIEU said it
would be a happy position if he had to sit
down and check all his engineer's figures.
The Hon. H. SKINNER.-Even if these
works were twice the size, would not the people
yon mention have to ship at Geelong?
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said he
wonld like to know whether honorable members could fix the dates for the ships.
"
The Hon. H. SKI~NER.- You could leal'e
the meat there till the ships came.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said if Murto~
had to send to Melbourne, beoause it was the
natural port, what was going to happen to
the North-Eastern and the Gippsland producers ~ He would agree with Mr. Skinner
that if you could put meat into freezing
works where it was killed it would be in
l)erfect condition. The country butcher who
had 10 or 20 acres of land near his
slaughteryard got his meat in better condition than butchers in the metropolis, but if we
could not secure a similar condition to that
we should get the next best thing.
The Hon. I-I. SKINNER.-The next best
thing would be to l1).ve the works in the
country.
The HOll. W. L. BAILLIEU said that
even then there would have to be cool stores
in the city.
The HOll. R. H. S. AnBoTT.-It is butter
you are providing for, not meat.
The HOll. W. L. BAILLIEU said that at
Shepparton they were now building an
exact duplicate of what had been done at
Murtoa. Shepparton would have to use
these works for the intermediatFJ shipping
stages.
Honorable members were asked
that we should be kept in the bottle·necked
position we were in now with these works of
the City Council.
The Hon. R. H. S. A.BBOTT.-You do
not want to store here for private exporters.
They want the meat put straight into the
ship if possible .
The Hon. "V. L. BAILLIEU said that
even an Act of Parliament by this Mtate
would not bring ships to the cool stores immediately they were wanted. Of C()Ul'se the
Commonwealth might manage that. Speaking of butter, the volume of business conducted by the Government in the rast had
been most beneficial to the dairyillg interest. The volume of business ill meat was
only one-sixteenth of that in butter. Threefifths of the butter business was r:onducted
through the co-operative companies in the
Westrict District and the Gippsland District. The managers of these companies
were strongly urging the continuance of
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Government freezing. He had their letters,
which appeared to be written in good faith.
Approximately, 25 per cent. of the meat
exported during the last eighteen years had
gone through the Government cool stor~.
Ever since the Government had stores, meat
had been treated for sundry exporters, whose
operations had not been large enough to
warrant them erecting stores of their own.
An element of competition was thus insured, and producers always afforded
facilities for exporting on their own account.
The following information was very interestingThe Government Cool Stores have been used in
their initial export business by Messrs. J. Bartram
and SOli, White and Co., \V. Angliss and Co., and
T. Borthwick and Sons.
When the business of
these firms assumed sufficiently large dimensions
they provided freezing works of their own.

Notwithstanding that those firms in the initial
stages were doing business at the Government works, they came along now and said to
the Government, "You mllst not have an
up-to·date equipment." When the Govern. ment now said, "We al'e going to do the
right thing," these firms said, ,. You must
not build stores of your own; it is socialistic."
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-The Government wanted to promote the industry,
and did so.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said the Government were going t.o hold it in such a safe
position as not to allow the roots of any
moncpoly to get down, to the injury of the
producer.
He doubted if there was any
country in the world where the monopolist
could get a better opportunity than here.
An HONORABLE MEMBI£H.-Never mind
about the monopolist.
The PRESIDENT.-I really cannot
allow these interruptions. It is getting very
late in the evening, and nenrly one-half of
the Minister's speech is produced by answering interiections.
The Hon. "\V. L. BAJLLTEU said the
notes c;;upplied to him continuedLast season 1,350,121 ca.rcases were shipped from
tht:: State, and 137,018-01' only one-tenth-were
trea.ted at the Government Cool Stores, in consequence of the growth of the butter business
restricting the space that could he made ava.ila.ble
for meat, and to large ()xporters providing their
own freezing works. It is incumbent upon the
Govecnment· to maintain a.n Opl'll channel for the
treatment of meat, so that competition may continue, and producen;' interests be safeguarded.
Perhaps ill no country in the world are the
elements for a mea,t export comuine so convenient
as in Victoria.
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He would now give some information with
regard to fruitFacilities for collec.ting, handling, Mld in-.
specting fruit for export are urgelttly needed ..
Shipping Companies, Fruit-growers' Associations
the J:{ailway Department, and the Department
Agriculture 11a\"e pressed the need for such conveniences being afforded. The old shed, which did
duty at Port Melbourne, has to be demolished
and, instead of building separate sheds at Port.
Melbourne and \Villiamstown. it is expected that
the shed. railway, and platform accommodation
provided at the proposed Government Cool ~tores
will sel've all requirements of t.he trade. The whole
of the pre-cooling of fruit for export that
has been done up to the present has been
done at the Guvernment Cool Stores. Those
interested are becoming more unanimous on the
advantages of pre-cooling. and the proposed stores
will be available during the fruit season
which altrrnates with butter and meat. Butte;
and meat are flush eluring the months October to
January, whilst fruit exports extend fl'om inidFebl'llMY to the end of April. The chambers are
also to be utili.zocl for storing fruit for growers in
districts where special fruit cool stores would
not be warranted.

oi'

There were many districts where the output·
was not large enough to warrant the erection
of cool stores .
The present stores are obsolete. The Government
has already paid the City Council over £200,000 for
s~rvices . and premises inconveniently and expenSIvely sItuated, and badly arranged, i.e., there
should. be no oc?asion to wa~te time ill hauling the
goods mto ~he CIty for freezl~g, and out again, as
to do so mvolves loss of tune and considerable
expense, both of which will be avoided, in the
interests of producers, with the proposed stores.
The chambers ~Lre badly grouped and sen"eel. On
some brine tnnks both freezing and storing
chall1ber~ ar~ connected, ~·est.ricting the turnover,
nnd makll~g It very laborIOUS and mos;' expensive.
The mach.lUes thems~lves are not taken exc~eption
to. It IS the serVlCe to chambers, and their
arrangements, which are obsolete.
Needless to
sa.y, suction gas plant would be much more
economical than one steam· driven.

Doubtless, Mr. .Melville would agree that
a suction gas plant could be much more
economically driven than a steam plant.
He now came to the question of the site.
The suitability of the Victoria Dock site for
the class of trade to be catered for was
dealt with fully in the reports by the exports
superintendenti and Mr. McKenzie, engineer
to the Geelong Harbor Trust, and by Professor Gilruth. Mr .. ~: cKenzie showed that,
as butter was the chIef product handled, and
it reached Melbourne by mixed trains,
the Spencer-street station was its main
destination. His report proceededFor the treatment of butter the Victoria Dock is
very suitable, owing to its proximity to the railway
produce sheds at Spencer-street, amI on account of
\Tessels drawing lip to 26 feet of water being able to
berth alongside the cool stores.
Stores situated elsewhere would be at a disadvantage in regard to handling bntter, owing to
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the additional time occupied in re-consigning butter
from the Spencer-street yards.
.All goods from country stations have to be re·ceived in the Spencer-street yards before they are
finally delivered to a station on one of the suburban
lines.
If cool stores were erected, say, fit Spotswood,
butter forwarded for export from the Western District would be delivered at Spencer-street, owing to
the goods train by which it was travell~ng not
having sufficient time to allow lIf shuntlllg at a
:suburban station. The trucks of Lutter wonld,
therefore, have to be returned frotn ~pencer-street
"to Spotswood, which .would tak~ a g:eat deal more
time than delivering It at the VlCtOl'llt Docks from
the Spencer-street yards. . As one-third of the
butter is for local consumptlOn, and as export and
local butter are consigned from country factories in
the same trucks, it is necessary that butter intended
for local consumption should a,rrive at Spencer~treet with as little delay as possible. The shunting of trucks at a sub~uh~n station, for the purpose
-of removing that portIOll mtended for export, wO\lld
~ause a considerable amount of delay to the tlurd
jntended for local comurnption.

He had also a report by Mr. Crowe, which he
would Jay npon the table. The following
was an epit(Jrne of that report : Mr. Crowe points out that the perishable goods.shed at Spencer street is the destination of all
butter from the country, two-thirds of which is for
~xport and a third for lo~al sale, and .the haulage
-of goods direct to fre~zlI~g works sItuated at a
·distance would mean brlllgmg back a good shale of
it again. As regards meat last year, half the
meat exported from the Government Cool Stores
last year was shipped at 'Williamstown and the
other half a,t Port Melbourne, with, of course,
sundry shi pments per steamer~ in the (lo.ck and
river. If t.he cool stores were sItuated at eIther of
these places the meat that had to go hy "hip. from
the other of the two places would have a raIlway
journey of over 12 miles. including the return
through the "bottle neck" <~t Flinders-street.
Ships carr) ing butter for East Asian ports leave
Victoria Dock and river berths.

Then he had a report by Professor Gilruth, who recognised the particular business
-the Government handled, and approved of
the Victoria Dock site as the most cOllvenient
and suitable. The following was a report
addressed by Dr. Ham, chairman of the
130ard of Health, to the Minister of Agri·culture . In accordance with your instructions I, on the
1st Decemher, persoll&.lly inspectetl the proposed
site selected at the Victoria Dock for the Government cool stores. I am of the opinion that the site
selected is suiL,tble from a sanih~r'y and health
point of view. In f.o~·ming that c?nclusion ~he
character and composltlOh of the SOlI upon whICh
the proposed building is to he erected were care·
fully considered, and in view of the fact that the
heaithfulness or othe.rwise of such site will be COllditioned by the nature of the soil covel·jng, I
strongly urge that the whole extent of the building
site be covered with a layer of good cement con<{!rete.

Hon W. L.
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The following was a note with regard to
the report of l\fr. McKenzie:The conclusion of Mr. McKenzie is that the land,
with suitablf foundations, will safely carry a brick
building, and he consequently recommends brick
walls as providing more effecti ,·e insulation,
although the Government plans provide only for
the lighter iron and wood structure. Mr. McKenzie
has no misgiyings about the ground being good
enough to carryall the weight intended.

He thought that Mr. Monash would be
accepted by honorable members as one of the
highest authorities ill this State. He had
been furnished with the following note with
regard to Mr. MOlla8h's report, whieh would
also be laid 011 the t'l.ble:Mr. Monash's report is emphatic that the Victorian Dock site is suitable. Be points out that the
" ground is not waterlogged; is not subject to inundation; is highly uniform in character over the
whole area, and is capable of being efficiently
drained. "
He states that witbin half-a-mile of the site, the
Melbourne Gas Company, on land palpably inferior
as a site, has constructed and is pr~ceeding with
the construction of foundation to carry ,. brick
chimney stacks, brick buildings, engines and
boilers, heavy moving machinery, and, finally, the
llew installation of vertical retorts for gas manufacture."
A test recently carried out showed that
foundations on this site
carried, without
any deviat ion of surface or alignment, a
weight of 900 pounds per square foot (1,400
tons of pig iron and bricks on an area of reinforced
concrete foundation 80 feet by 20 feet), whereas
the Go\ernment plans show that only 500 Ibs.
per square foot has to be carried on ground much
superior in character.
Mr Monash concludes :-" I have no hesitation,
therefore, ill reporting that the whole project is
an eminently practical and safe one from the
constructional point of view, and that no apprehension need be felt as to any engineering or
architectural difficulties connected with the scheme,
so far as the foundation question is involved."

He would 1& y all the reports on the table and
they could be read by honorable members.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Can you put
them in llansard?
The HOll. "V. L. BAILLIEU said he did
not know whether he could get the reportl{
into Ilal1sciru without reading them.
The PRESIDENT.-I should say not.
The Hon VV'. L. BAlLLIEU said he was
informed that it had been done.
The PRESIDENT.-I suppose they could
be put in as information-if the Minister can
get them in.
The Hon. 'rV. L. BAILLIEG said the
following lettf.:r was from. Mr. Osborne~
manager of the 'rVestern District Company :-The Hon. G. Graham •.M.L.A.,
Minister of Agriculture, Melbourne.
DeftI' Sir,-Ihave the honour to inform you that,
in my opinion, the site selected by the Government
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for the erection of cool stores would be most suit·
a.ble for exporters of butter. A recommendation
has, I understand, been made hl favour of building
the works several miles from the cit}, in close
proximity to the abattoirs where sheep, lambs, and
ca.ttle are sla.ughtered. If this be done, the
quantit,y of butter forwarded to such works will be
small ill proportion to the output, owing to the
additional expenseaud the inconvenience occasioned
thereLy. Butter manufactured in city factories
can be (!arted to centrally situated fleezing works
at a small cost. The same applies to a large
quantity of butter, which is (telivered at the
several sale-rooms in the city, anLI is, subsequently,
shipped to London.
Very little of this but·~el'
would be forwarded to cool stores sitnated 10 miles
from Melbourne, owing to extm cost involved. It
is frequently found necessary to WIthdraw butter
from the cool stores for sale on the local market.
Delivery mnst be prompt, and this would be impracticable if the butter' had to be railed several
miles a,lld then carted to the sale-rooms.
Our
company-and other large exporters do likewise -employs an exped to examine all Lutter
consigned to us for export.
Under existing
conditions, he can perform this work and also
attend to other duties, but if the butter were delivel'ed at cool stores at a distance from the city,
he would be compelled to remain there for several
hours daily. The additional cost to this company
would be at least £200 per annum. Our company
also has between 500 and 600 cases frozen weekly
for shipment to other States - chiefly \Vest
Australia.
This butter must be placed in the
steamers' freezing chambers at night or in the
early morning. Consequently it mus[, be stored in
works situated in close proximity to the river.
The loss of revenue to the- Government if the
works be erected some distance from the city
would be at least £400 per annum on this trade
o.lone. Briefly summarized, the position is that the
butter exporters must utilize the cool stores,
which are erected on a. central site near the city,
within close proximity to their distributing
houses and to the port of shipment. Our company
exports bet\veen 2,000 and 3,000 tons of butter per
annum, and for the purposes of business, and
supervision, as well as from the economical standpoint, I consider the cool stores should be erected
by the Goyernment on a central site within the
city.
I have the honour to be, Sil',
Yours faithfully,
'"V. H. OSBOR~E, Manager.

He did not know what value was to be
p1a.ced on Mr. Osborne's testimony, except
that he was interested in seeing that the site
selected by the Government was the best site
in his interests.
The fact that this
gentleman might be interested ill the matter
did not conflict in any way with his t.esti.
mony.
The HOll. W. J. EVANs.-Are you going
to make these freezing works pay?
The Hon. "Y. L. BAILLIEU said that
that was the hope entertained by the Government, The manager of the Gippsland
and Northern Co-operative Selling Company
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wrote as follows, under date 11 th October
last : Gippsland and Northern Co-operative Selling Co.,.
Fliuders- street,
Melbourne, 11th October, 1911.
The Hon, Geo, Graham,
Minister of Agriculture and Water Supply,
Department of Agriculture, Melbourne,
Dear Sir,I notice by the daily papers that the Legislative
Council has deferred consideration of the nlU.tter of
the proposed new Government cool stores for a.
week.
.
The object of these lines·is to impress npon you
the growing need that exists for your Depa,rtment
to see that the producers of the State are provided
with ample cold storage accommoclation at reasonable cost.
The great increase in the exports of butter,.
mutton, and lambs during the past two sea,sons
must be apparent to all who have ;;iven allY
thought to the question; but, great as this increase
has been, it bids fair to be much greater in thenext few years, if we get average good seasons.
The State Government, in cutting up large
estates, developing irrigation, and importing new
settlers into the State, is doing much to increa~e
production of butter, but, in lIoddition to this, I
would like to point out that, even in the Western
District and Gippsland, where dairying has heen
carried on for a good many years, a very marked
increase in the production of but tel' has taken
place, and, as an evidence of this, I would a,lsc>
point out that the increase in the yearly turnover
in the butter sales froll1 our share holding fa,ctories
in Gippsland has increased during the past twc>
years by £250,000.
Then, aga.in, the extension (f the railway from
Bairnsdale to Orbost will open up a large Mea of
excellent dairying country. The Irish blight in
the potato districts of Victoria and TasmanIa is
also going to drive many of the potato-growers.
into dairying.
A few weeks ago, I visited, for the first time,
the following places :-Kerang, Swan Hill, Cohuna,
Gunbowe1', and Appin, and was greatly sllrprised
to see the progress that had been made in dairying,
and was much impressed with the great p)ssibilities for dairying that exist in those northern areas,
where water can be applied to the land.
This all tends to show that the prCf'ellt freezing
accommodation, which for a part of last season
was taxed to its utmost limit, and is again this.
year (),lready up to its capacity, will be totally inadequate to cope with the increased production of
but tel' and lambs during the next few ycars
Another factor that is going to play an important part in the development of our butter industry during the next decade is the high prices
that we are sure to get on the London and Continentalmarkets.
A few weeks ago. I had the opportunity of
discussing this question with one of the most
experienced butter salermlf'n in London, and that
gentleman assured me that there will be a grea.t
growth in the demand from the Continent for
Australian butter, and. no matter how fast ourproduction grows, the demand will be equal to it.
My directors are very desirous that the Government should carryon the freezing business as a
protection to the producers, but thfY do not ask.
that it should be run at a loss.
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The question of continuing to lease t.he cool
stores from the City Councilor huilding new
GO\rerllment cool stores is one on which they are
not well enough informed to express an opiuion.
That is a question that, no doubt, you and the
officers of the Department have looked into, and
have satisfieu yourselves that more up· to·date
freezing works can be made to show a profit as
against a loss of about £5,000 annually under the
existing arrangements.
1£ this be correct. then, undoubtedly, it is a safe
business proposition for the State to take on, amI
in addition to this, there is the urgent need for
increased cool storage accommodation.
I sincerely trust that the Legislati re Council
will be fully seised of the necessity of the cool
stores, and that they will pass the amount of
money required for the erectioll of them.
Yours faithfully,
(Signed) A. W. \VILSOX, :\fanager.
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ment showing the increase of price that was
realized for fruit after being kept for a time
in cool storage. For instance, cherries that
were worth 5s. 9d. when put in the store,
subsequently realized lIs. 6d., and the
storage charges arl10unted to only 3d. Even
greater increases were shown ill other lines.
If honorable members would visit those stores
they would get ample testimony with regard
to their value" to the producer. All these
places had been originated by the Government. The Government did not want to
carry them on for a profit, but they wanted
to encourage in every possible way the
establishment of cool storage.
The Hon. J. G. AIK:\fAN.-One objection
At the annual meeting of the Co-operative to the pre~ent proposal is with regard to the
Butter and Cheese Factories Association of site.
The [JOll. W". L. BAJLLIEU said if the
Victoria, held in Uctober last, it was unaniGovernment
had to wait until everybody was
mously resolved to urge the Government to
erect new cool stores at t,he earliest possible agreed as to the site, the cool stores would
moment. The following resolntion was pre- never be erected at all. The statement had
sented to the Minister of Agriculture by the heen made that the site 'was situated upon
Coun(:il of this Association immediately after polluted land, but that wa~ an absolute
fallacy. ]t was built upon virgin soil that
their meeting : had been lifted from the bottom of the VioThe Council of this Association strongly approves of the Government's actiou in placing a sum toria Dock. A foot or two of the soil at the"
of money upon the Estimates to provid(} for the t.op might have cunsisted of silt, but the rest
building of Government freezing work., and urges was solid ground.
the Government to pPTsevere in its determina.tion
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN.-Experts say
to proceed with this project.
that it will be impossible to get a firm
This association was not a company run for foundation.
profit in the usual sense, but an as~ociation
The Hon.W. L. BAILLIEU said he
that simply acted in the interest of the thought the opinion of the experts was the
-dairying industry. The project for the erec- other way. He wanted to emphasize again,
tion of the cool stores was placed before the even at the expense of wearying honorable
-coulltry by the Government in the forefront members, the fact that the Government were
~f its programme.
This House rejected the already carrying on the busine~s of cool
proposal in the first place nearly two years storage. From the opposition now raised to
ago. The Government accepted that rejec. the proposal, it would be thought that it
tion, in order that it might make fuller was an entirely new undertaking.
inqniries into the matter, and place fuller
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-The opposition is
information before t.his Chamber.
After only captious.
making those inquiries the Government
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said he
were still of opinion. that the project was a might add that the llew store would have a
sound oue. While it was the duty of this mixed capacity for 724 tons of butter, 20,000
House to delete from a Bill any item of lambs for chilling, and 25,000 freezing
which it did not approve, it did not have an lambs. At present the Government could
unlimited right of doing that for all time. not provide the space that was required for
The theory of the Constitution was that the the trade. A statement was made definitely
Council had a right to hold the matter over by Mr. Crowe, the Superintendent of Exports,
until they were satisfied that the com- on the 28th September la.st to the effect that
munity had expressed its will with regard to owing to the congestion of space that week
it. Even if some honorable members believed. he was obliged to refuse 1,300 carcases per
that the Government should oot go on with day. Nevertheless, it was not chiefly on
"this project, he doubted very much whether these grounds that the Government proposed
those honorable memhers would be actrng to build the new store. Other and better
strictly within their conslitutional rights in reasons were its suitability, and its central
.continuing to vote against it. ]n connexion position. The letter he had read from Mr .
with cool stores, he had an interesting state- Osborne with regard to the butter business
Hon. W. L. Baillieu.
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filhowed conclusively that if this store was
placed 10 miles out of Melbourne it would be
of little practical val ue.
The Hon. R. H. ~. ABBOTT.- There is no
doubt that it must be placed as close to
the ships as possible.
The HOll. W. L. BAILLTEU said he
would repeat that the Government did not
want a monopoly of the business. They
wanted only to guard against a misuse of the
power that mi1Sht be exercised by private individuals in regard to one of the most vn,luable adj nncts to the prosperity of the
country, if the industry was not cont.rolled
to some extent by the Htate. He did not
propose t.o deal now with the ql~estion of the
ship· building yards
'1'he Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-! think that
proposal should be brought up in a separate
Bill, showing exactly what the Government
desire to do.
The Hon. "vV. L. BAILLIEU said he
would prefer to give the details of that proposal
when the Bill got into Committee, as he
hoped it would do. Speaking briefly, it was
proposed to spend £9,OOlJ on the ship·
building yards, in addition to :;be sum of
£20,000 which had already been taken from
the Treasurer's advance. He thought he had
touched upon all the more salient points
with regard t.o the cool stores. If any of
those points had been omitted he would be
able to deal with them in Committee. He
trusted that the HO\;8e would see the wisdom
on this occasion of passing the Bill into law.
The reasons he had given in its favour '''ere,
he thought, ample, and the measure was
now placed fairly and squarely befor.e the
Chamber.
On the motion of the Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD, the debate was adjourned until· the
next day of meeting.
The House adjourned at a quarter past
ten o'clock p.m., until Tuesday, December 19.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, ])ecembeT 13, 1911.

The SPEAKER took the chair at twentyfive minute~ to three o'clock p.m.
PRESENTATION OF
ADDRESS-IN-REPL Y.
The S P EA'K}1~ -.As directed by the
House., I this day waited on His Excellency
the Governor, and presented the Address of

Addre.~s-in-Repl'V.
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the Legislative Assembly, agreed to on
the 7th December instant, ill reply to thespeech of His Excellency 011 the opening of
Parliament, and His Excellency was pleased
to make the following reply:MR. SPEAKER A:,:\,D GK~TLF.MEN O}' THE LEGISLATIVE ·ASSEMIILY :

In the name n.nd on behalf of His Majesty the
King, I thank you for your expressi.ons of loyalty
to Our J\:fost G rae ions Sovereign, contained in the
Address which you have been good enough topresent 1;0 me. I fully rely on your wisdom in
delibcra1;ing upon the importn.nt measures to bebrought under your consideration, and I ea.rnestly
hope that the results of your labours will be conducive to the adv&ncement and prosperity of this.
State.

RAILvVAY DEPART.lvIENT.
REDlJCTION OF FREIGHTS AND FARES.
:Mr. LANGDON asked the Minister of
HailwaysIf he will infurm the House when the longpromise.l reduction of freights and fares on theVictoria.n Railways will be made?

lVIr. A. A. BILLSON (Oven8-~iinister
of Hailways).-I should like t.o say in connexion with this question tha.t it is not very
lemg since the promise was made.

Mr. LANGDON.-About six months ago.
lVIr. A. A. BI LLSON (Ovens).-No, it
was made by the Treasurer in the Budget
statement. The matter' has received close
consideration, and the regulations which
have been drafted will become operative on
the 1st January next.
:MELBOURNE TRAM WAY AND
OMXIBUS CO:\1PANY.
PURCHASE

OF COMPANY'S INTERIf.ST
THE GOVERNl\IElS'l'.

BY

Mr. COTTER asked the Premier1. I:f he has given cOllsiljeration to the recommenda,tions of the Tramway Fares Revision Commission in connexion with the reduction of fares,
and the purchase of the Tramway Company's.
iuterent .?
2. If he will take steps in the near future tocarry out the recommendations?

MI'. MURRAY (Premier).-There were·
!Some negotiations conducted between the·
Treasurer and the Tramway Company with
a view to the purchnse by the Government
of the company's intere~t. These negotia-.
tions, however, fell through. To the second
question, my reply is that the whole matte~
will .receive immediate consideration.
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DEPART~\1ENT.

AGRICULTURAl, H1GH SCHOOL AT DONALD.-

TEACHERS

AT

Ml'l'CIU:\l AND

SOUTH

MELllOUB.N E STATE SCHOOLS.

Mr. LA~GDON asked the )linister of
Public Instruction1. If he remembers visiting Donald in April,
1909, and having an interview there with representatives of the following public bodies, viz. :-Tlle
Donald Shire Council, the local Agricultural
Society, and the Donald Progress Associittion, in
regard to an application for the establishment of
an agricultural high school neat· that town, and
that after an assurance had been given by tllf'.
representatives of the bodies mentioned that the
necessary land and local contributions towctrds the
cost of the building would be provided, he assured
the deputation that their proposal had his sympathy and would receive due attention.
2. Why dicl the Director of Education take two
and a haH yea.rs to visit and report 011 the abovel'I::ferred-to application.
3. If he is aware that when the Director of
Education visited Donald, on or about the II th
October last, after visiting the site of the proposed
school and hearing the representations then made,
he is reported to have stated, amongst other things,
" That, judging by the departmental experience in
-other centres, some difficulty would be found in
-obtaining the necessary number of pupils, as the
high schools were not availed of by the fctrming
commuuityas they should be. l~nildillgs were now
going on at Mildura, Warragul, and Leongatha,
but the Minister of Public Instruction was yery
-cautious about taking on new propositions;" if so,
is the ahove statement to be considered ~tS an
-opinion of the Education Department that agri-cultural high schools are failures?
4. As tenders are now being invited for the
erection of an agricultural high school at Leongatha, does he consider that locality a larger and
more importCtnt agdcultural centre than Donald?
5. If he i!'l aware that it is known that the
Director of Education has expressed an 0pullon
that an agricultural high school will not be
granted to Dona.ld ?

Mr. A. A. B lL LSON (Ovens-::\,linister of
Public Instruction}.-:vIy replies to the hon<>rable member's questions are1. Yes.
2. I cannot say.
3. I am not aware of what the Director said on
the occasion of his visit to Donaid. The schools
now in course of erection at Mildura, Warragul.
.and Leongatha were authorized by the previous
Government, and respect was paid to such
authorization. Nothing has been said, either by
the Director or myself, which would convey the
impression that the Education Department con:siders that agricultural high schools are failures.
4. I am not in a position to express an opinion
as to whether the district around Leongatha is a.
larger or more impol'tant agricultural centre than
Donald.
5. I am not aware that the Director of Education has expressed the opinion that au agricultural
high school will not be gra.nted to Donald.

])epm·tment.

Mr. HAMPSO~
SlIUTH)
asked the

(in the absence of Mr·

Minister of Public
Instrnction1. If the transfer of teachers between State
Schools No. 2904, Mitcham, and No. 1253, South
Melbourne, gazetted on the 2Hh October, 1911,
was approved of by the Board of Classifiers; if not,
by whom was it approved, by what authority, and
for what reason?
2. If it is a fact that by this transfer country
teachers in the first sub·class of the fourth c1<tSS,
who have applied for the Mitcham school, have
been unjustly passed over in favour of a second subclass teacher?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Ylillister of

Public Illstruction).-The answer is1. There was no vacancy at Mit·cham to submit to the· Committee of Classifiers. '1:he hea.d
teacher at Mitcham and the senior male assistant
at South Melhourne mutually arranged to exchange
their po.sitiolls, subject to the approval of. the
Director and the Minister. This approval waR
given.
2. No teacher was passed over, as there was n0
vacancy at Mitcham.

GRANTS TO
:MUNICIPALITIES.
. NIl'. McLEOD (in the absence of Mr.
SPECIAL

MACKEY) asked the Premier, for the Minister
of Public WorksIf he will inform the House when it is intended
to allocate the special grants to municipalities?

Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-The Minister
of Public ·Works states that it is expected
that the allocation win be made within the
next week or two.

CROWLAND TO NAVARRE
RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION BILL.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister of
Hailways) moved for leave to introduce a
Bill to authorize the construction by the
State of a line of railway from. Crowland to
Navarre.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read a
first time.

SUPPLY.
The House went into Cummittee of Supply
for the further consideration of the Estimates
of Expenditure for the year 1911-12 .

CHIEF SECRETARY'S
DEPARTMENT.
Police, £3li,411.
:\11'. HANNAH.-I want to deal with the
question of police, and include the attendants
in asylums and the warders in gaols. The
Chief Hecl'etary will recollect that, w~en we
were dealing with the Estimates twelve
months ago, an appeal was made, on behalf

S~tppl,!!:
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<of those engaged in our public institutions,
for a little more Sunday rest than they had
been enjoying. A promise was made by the
Chief Secretary th:tt, as far as possible, the
Government were going to try to give to
these men an opportunity t.o have a little
more rest than they were usually getting on
Sundays. Before the last Parliament terminated, prior to tho rOtJent elections, I gave
110tice that I was going to get a voto on the
subject. Thore has been no chance since
then of getting a vote, but 110W I want to see
something done. 'vVe know the great efforts
tbat had to be made for the men on the
tramways so that they might have every
second Sunday. It was impossible to obtain that untd public opinion was aroused
and compelled the employers to give the men
about oue Sunda.y in every three.
Mr.J. W. BrLLsoN (Fitzro!/}.-Public
opinion and the mon's union.
Mr. II AN~;AH. -vVhel1 the men got an
organizat.ion backed up by public opinion it
was fOllnd possible to harmonize things.
Mr. MurmAY.-What men are yon 1'eferriug to now 1
.
Mr. HANNAH.-The police and the
warders in the gaols.
The CHAIHMAN.-1'he honorable member cannot deal now with the wa.rders in thl'
gaols.
Mr. HANNAH.-I am goiug to get a vote
·on the subject I have mentioned, and I want
it to include the wardors engaged in the
gaols as well as the police.
I wanted to
save the time by dealing with the Whole
matter in one division of the Estimates, and
have only one resolution, and I tbought that
that could bost be done on the vote for the
It is a principle we are fighting for,
police.
and it is as well to t.ake a vote. What I
am Rsking for is done in other States.
I wrote to the present Chief Secretary of New South vVales, the Premier
·of that S tate, and in a communi·cation I received a few days ago it is
stated that there has been no increase in the
staff in order to provide relief on Sundays,
and ~hat as nearly as practicable 50 per cent.of
the mell are relieved from Sundav duty. This
applies to men working under the same con,ditions as the attendants in our hospitals for
the insane and the warders in 01.11' gaols. The
·()ommunication went on to say that HO doubt
it would be necessary in time to increase the
staff, but to what extent was not known. Up
to the present, howover, in New South Wa.les
these people had every second Sunday with·'Out any increase in the staff. I am desirous
4)f making it possible for the police and the
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others I have mentioned to enjoy at least
every other Sunday. I am sure all of us will
agree that to be without Sunday as a day of
rest is a great loss. The men get no extra
time allowed for their Sunday work. 'VVe are the
custodians of the dghts of the mell employed
in these institutions and of the police. For
the purpose of getting something definite I
purpose, reluctantly, but as the only way to
attain my object, to move for a reduction in
this vote. I do not know llOw far the Chief
~ecretary has g'one into the matter; since the
Estimates were last dealt with, to comply with
the req nest that was placed before the
Goverl1lllent.
.
Mr. MUlmAY.-I have no recollect.ion of the
police ever bringing this matter under my
notice.
Mr. HANSAH.-The honorable gentleman will recollect my bringing it under his
notice on the Estimates. \-Ve were told that,
as the result of an inquiry that took place at
the Stock-Ide, somet.hing was going to be dOlle.
The CHAIH,MAN .-It is not in connexion
with this item.
The honorable member
cannot discuss a matter which is not included
in the item.
Mr. J IANNAH.-Then I have probably
missed my opr;ortunity, and should have
dealt with this question, so far as the warders
are concerned. on a previous item. I said
then that I would take the whole question
on the police vote ill order to save time.
Thll.t shows what we get by tryillg to SRye
the time of the House. If I had dealt. with
the matter of the warders as a separate class
the discllssion would have been in order.
The CHAIRMAN.-The honorable l11ember would have been in order in dealing with
the warders, but not in dealing with the
poiice. They' are two separate questions.
Mr. ITA~NAH.-By yonI' ruling, then .•
I shall only be in order in dealing with the
police.
.
The CHAIR.MA~.-Yes, and the hospital
·warders.
Mr. HANXAH.-The warders come later
on.
Mr. Rom:R'1 SON.- '\\~ e have passed it.
Mr. SOLLY.-Do I Ullderstalld, Mr.
Chairman, that you decide t hat this question
must be dealt with separately on each item?
If the honorable member for Collingwood
had brollght on the question when the vote
for the warders wal:! under consideration
there cvuld not have been a general' discussion sneh as he desires, and he decided to
let the matter stand in abeyance until the
vote for the police came on, so that the police
might be inoluded.
The object was to save
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the time of the House by dealing simultaneously with questions that are interwoven.
The CHAIRMAN.-I have no power in
the matter.
The two divisions are distinct.
Last night we dealt with penal establish·
ments and ~aols, and nr,w we are dealing
with the police.
Mr. SOLL Y.-In what way can we get
power to do what is desired?
Mr. M U Rl{AY.-lt would be a departure,
and I do not think a right departure, from
the course laid down.
Mr. SOLL Y.-I& there any other way of
dealing with it ~
Mr. MUHRAY.-It might be bl'onght up on
the report.
Mr. J. \,y. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I am
under the impression that, in discussing the
vote for ordinary expenditure, we can discuss
any question. we like.
Mr. MUltRAY.-Police questions.
The
honorable member for Collingwood can deal
with matters affecting the police, but not the
warders in the gaols.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy). - I
thought we could deal either with the
police force, or iustitutiollS with which the
force is closely associated, and which come
under the purview of the Chief Secretary,
including Pent ridge and Melbourne gaol.
The CHAIRMAN.-That would be in
Qrder in connexion with the vote for penal
establishments and gaols.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I think your ruling, Mr.
Chairman, is strictly correct. A t the same
time, the honorable member for Collingwood
is Imdea.vourin g to geta sympathetic expression
of opinion as regards the treatment of the
police and othpr public servants who have to
work on Sunday. His idea is' to try to induce the Government to abolish Sunday
labonr, or in some way give relief to the
police. He says t hat there are other public
servants who have to work every Sunday.
Therefore, the Chief Secretary might allow
honorable members, when discussiug the
matter, to refer to all public servants engaged
on the Sabbath. Of c:>urse, we recognise
that discussion must be confined to the votes
before the Chait·, or we would never get
through the Estimates. A 11 the same, I do
not think the honorable member for Co!lingwood would have travelled far out of
order. If the Premier will agree to the
course suggested, I think it will save the
time of the Committee.
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-Of course,
in the previous division, we dealt with
warders in pellal establishments.
Now
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the conditions of warders are entirely
different from those of the police. Arguments which apply to one class wi\1
not apply to the other. As far as the police
are concerned, I have received no objections.
to Sunday labour, or allY requests forlessening it. It is recognised that with the
police, at any rate, some work on Sunday is·
absolutely indispensable.
I do not know
what- the honorable member for Collingwood
is driving nt, and I do not know how he can
connect the warders and th8 police in the·
matter.
N either can I understand why he
wishes to discuss, nuder the heading of
police, the conditions of the warders, who
ure ill an elltirely different branch of the service
As far as the police are concerned, I
had have no complaint from them about Sunday work. I do not know that a.IlY discontent.
exists in the force on t he question.
:NIl'. HAXNAH.-That is not the question now.
I\1 y idea was that, instead or
having separate discnssions, we might allllde
to various branches of the sen-ice whose positions are very much akin.
I refer to.
men who are all in the Depart.ment administered by the Chief Secretary. Their p~siti{Jns
may not be strictly on all fours; but wbat is
the difference between the position, as regards.
Sunday work of warden; in the asylums and
penal institutions, and the police? The
police here are off duty only Ol1e Sunday in
five, six, or seven. In New South Wales
50 per cent. of the police are off duty every
Sunday. On previous occasions a test vote
has been taken on "ordinar.Y expenditure,"
which did not specifically include all those:
concerned. However, I understand from the
Chairman that I cannot now refer to public
servants other than the police, although they
may be in the same Department. My desire
is that these public servants should have
every second Sunday off.
Mr. LANGDoN.-Haven't they got that
now i'
Mr. HANNAH.-Most of the police get.
only one Sunday in five. I understand that
Mr. Morrison has been inquiring into the
subj\!ct in New South "Vales, and I had
hoped that we would have had his report.
He is a public servant intrusted with important duties, and when discussing these·
Estimates, I thought we would have had the·
adva11t~ge of the information which he has
gathered. I think the Acting Premier told
us that that would be done. Jn order tosecure for the Victorian police at least every'
second Sunday off, I moveThat the vote be reduced by £5.
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Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-I would point
-out to the Committee that the honorable
member for Collingwood has given llS no
estimate as to what it would cost to carry
-out his views, and I am not clear as to
whether there is any possibility of carrying
out what he desires or Bot.
I may say that
the police have made no complaint whatever
to me in regard to this matter; they have laid
no grievance on the subject before me, either
before r went away or since my return. I
do not know whether Mr ..~\iorrison, the
PUbli.c Service Commissioner, iuqllired into
these matters in New South Wales or not,
but his object in gathering information and
getting evidenr,e was to enable him to prepare
a report. The retJort has not yet been
furnished.
The honorable member for
Collillgwood appears to be somewhat indignant because it. has not been presented
to the House. Jt would be a most unusual
procedure to ask the Public Service Com·
missioner, who has been intrusted with
the very important task of looking into
.grievances aDd anomalies in the Public
~ervice, and of embodying his recommendations as to how they should be dealt wit h in a
report, to lay before the House the evidence
upon which the report will be based, before
the report itself has been drafted or submitted. I do not know whether the police
in New Sonth Wales are better off as
regards Sunday leisure than the police
in Victoria. It is a matter upon whieh .I
have no information whatever, but J think
that if the police had felt they were suffering
under a grievance in connexion with this
• matter they would have taken the ordinary
step of making the Chief Commissioner and
the political head of the Department aware
-of their grievance.
Not one syllable of
·complaint has been uttered by the police.
Mr. HANNAH.-Several have mentioned
the matter to me repeatedly.
Mr. MURRAY.-They may have mentioned it to the honorable member, but they
·certainly have not mentioned it to me, and I
.ask the Commi ttee not to agree to the
amendment. \V e do not know what it will
commit us to or what it will really involve.
Mr. SOLL Y.-I rise to support the rem!lrks of the honorable member for Collingwood. It appears to me that it is time the
House recognised the circumstances of the
poliee force in this State. The men are only
getting one Sunday off in every five weeks, and
,it is unreasonable for the Government to say
that that state of affairs should continue.
We should treat our public servants the
,~ame as the public servants in the other
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States of the Commonwealth are treated.
"Ve all recognise the valuable services
which are rendered to the community by the
police force, and surely we ought to carry
the proposition of the honorable member
as a direction to the Government that the
men should be allowed a holiday every
fortnight. To my mind it is essential to their'
well-being that they should have a bunday off
once a fortnight. Why should the men have
to be on duty continually, with just enough
time off to get food and to sleep? They
go for five weeks without having a.
Sunday off. As the honorable member for
Collingwood has pointed out, in New South
'Vales the members of the police force are
allowed a day off for recreation and rest
every fortnight. J t seems to me necessary
that the men should have olle day in every
two weeks away from the worries and
troubles of the force.
There is no reason
why the Victorian Guvernment should not
do what is done in New South Wales, except
that the Governm.ent insists on the publie
servants of this State doing more than the
public servants of .other ~tates are expeeted
to do. The Public Service Commissioner
was sent to New SOllth Wales to find out the
exact state of affairs obtaining there in the
penal e8tablishments and the police force.
He was to prepare a report, so that we might
have a hetter knowledge of what is really the
differenee between what is done in the two
States. That report has never been published. It is a private document in the
hands of the Chief Secretary's Department,
and honorable members cannot see it. There
is a vast difference between the treatment
that is given to the police ill New South.
"Vales and the treatment which the
nolice in Victoria receive. The police in
New South Wales are in a much more advantageous position. I will give some figures
with regard to the salaries paid in the Chief
Secretary's' Department in New South Wales
and in Victoria. In New South Wales the
Comptroller-General gets £900 a year, amI,
in Victoria~, the officer in a similar position
gets .£800 a year; in New South Wales the
Deputy Inspector of Prisons gets £645 per
annum; the Governor of Parramatta Gaol
gets .£470 per annum; the Governor of
Darlinllhurst Gaol !!ets £425 per annum;
the G;'vernor of Bathurst Gaol gets £360
per annum, and the Governor of the
Goulburn Gaol £400 per annum. The
salaries f)f Deputy Governors in New South
Wales gaols range from £226 to £250 a year.
In the smaller gaols governors receive from
£220 to .£300 a yen.r, with an allowance for
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qnarters, light, fuel, &c. In Victoria the
Inspector-General of Penal Establishments
gets .£500 per aUllum; the Governor of
Pentridge Gaol gets £5U4 per annum; the
Governor of the Melbourne Gaotgets £360
per annum, and the Governor of the
Geelong Gaol .£240 per annum. V\ e find
right through that the police and other
public servants in Victoria are treatec with
less consideration than those ill :'\' ew South
Wales. We can only get the best men to
enter Ollr police force by paying t hem good
salaries and gi "ing them reasonable condit ions. The Premier stated that the
honorable member for Collingwood has not
informed the House what will be the
additional cost of giving the memhers of the
police force one Sunday off every fortllight.
The Premier himself shollid be prepared to
say what would be the additiollal cost. 1 t is
the duty uf the Governmeut to improve the
conditions of the police force. V ictoria has
practically the same population as New ~outh
Wale8~ alld the people there have the same
feelings as the people in the State of Victoria.
In New Sont.h Wales the members of the police
force have one Sunday off d nty every fortnight, but, in Victoria, the men are on duty
for five weeks without a Sunday off. 'i"hey
have no time off for recreation, no time to
spend with theirfamilies, and no time in which
to educate themselves.
The Government
says that that state of affairs is to
The Government should be
continue.
prepared to place our police force upon the
same footing as the police force of N ew ~ol.lth
Wales. Whenever the Opposition asks for
any reform in connexion wit h the Public
~ervice, and particularly in connexion wit.h
the police force, the Government want to
know what is going to be the additional cost.
Cannot the people of Victoria bear the cost
of treating their public servants properly as
well as the people of New South Wales? I
claim that we cau. 'Ve are as great wealth
producers in this State as the IJeolJle in
New South 'Vales, and if they can afford
to give their public servants proper treatment, we can do the same. I am sure
that the people in this State would be prepared to meet the cost of doing the right
thing. :.. trust honorable members will carry
the amendment and show to the Government
that they are very auxions indeed to place
our police force on tlH' same footing as the
force in New South Wales.
Mr. HAMPSON.- While the Premier
says that no complaints have been made to
him personally by the police, I may say that
numbers of complaints have come to me,
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especially from the younger men, a.nd they
say that there is a good deal of dissatisfaction
in the ranks arising from varions causes.
The Premier said that no evidence was
brought forward by the honorable member'
for Collingwood as to why the concession.
he asks for should be given to the
police. The followillg is an extract from
a letter written by the direction of the·
Premier of Xew South 'Vales as recently as
t.he 4th December last:I am directed by the Premier and Chief Secretary
t.o inform you that as yet there has been noincrease-I take that to mean no illcr~ase in cost.
and as nearly a~ practicable 50 per cent. of the
men are relieved from duty on Sundays.
That is e\'id~!nce from a reliable source that,
up to the present the conct~SSiOll which has.
been made to the force there has resulted in
no additional cost. I do not think it is a
fair thing for the Premier to ask the honor·
able member for Collingwood to bring forward
a statement as to "hat ext.ra expenditure the
carrying out of his proposal woulcl involve.
But when there is evidence that in an adjoining State the police get one Sunday
off every fortnight, whilst in this State
the police get only one Sunday in fi Vet
snrely it is reasonable to suppose that
we could give the members of our police
force consideration equal to that \V hich
is received by the police in New South
"rales. It is for these reasons, and with the
idea of minimizing Sunday labour as mnch
as possible in the police force, as well as elsewhere, that I support the honorable memberfor Collingwood.
•
Mr. COT fER..-There are t .vo things.
that strike me with regard to Sunday labour in
the police force. The first is the statement of
the Minister, that when the honorable memo
bel' for Collingwood made this proposal he
did not say what it would cost.
I think it
a very unfair position in which to place an
honomble member when he makes a proposal of this kind to ask him what the
ext.ra cost will be.
For my own part,
I cannot see where the extra cost.
in this case will come in. In the metl'apolitan area there are a large number of
police who are engaged during the week on
special duty, on which they are not employed
on Sundays. Therefore, there must be a
large number of police who are available forSunday duty. Further, I do not think thequestion of cost should be seriously considered. The time must come when it will
be recognised that these men are entitled t()have at least one Sunday off every fortnight_
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It is ridiculous to say that, because when
a man joined the police forca one of the conditions was that he should have all this Suuday
work, he is to go on for all time doing that
work. We have the example of the tramway
men, and men in many other callings, absolutely declining to do so much ~unday
work, and yet here, as a Parliament, we are
perpetuating the same evil in the police foree
year after year, simply because it has
'rhe police
been the custom previously.
artl a fine, steady uody of men, and,
I think, they are fully entitled to some
consideration in this respect. The employment of a polir.eman is not continuous, and
he probably has less time at home than
almost any other employe. The Minister
stated that, so far as he was aware, the police
had not asked for this concession, and that
there was no dissatisfaction in the force with
regard to this point. It is only a short time,
however, since a meeting of the police was
hdd, and one of the reqnests made at that
meeting was that they should have every
other Sunday off.
If that is asking too
much the Minister sl!ould make some reasonable proposal.
Mr. MURRAY.-I will endeavour to do that.
Mr. COTTER -There must be hundreds
of police in Melbourne who can easily be
allowed off every second Sunday. 1 trust
the Chief Secretary will give the matter the
consideration it deserves, and I will ask
honorable members on the Ministerial side of
the Honse to treat the matter fairly in the
interests of a very deserving body of men ..
Mr. McGREGOR.-I would urge the
Chief Secretary to take into consineration
the question that has been raised by the
honorable member for Collingwood.
We
have no kl~owledge as to the cost which
would be involved in making the concession
asked for, and it has been pointed out that
the Chief Secretary ought tv have been able
to supply that information. I suppose,
however, that he was unawartl that the
matter would be brought forward in this
sudden fa.shion. A distinction apJ!leanl to
have been made in this matter as between
the COlllltl'y and the city, and it has been
said that the police in the provincial centres
have not; made any complaint in regard to
Sunday duty. I think, however, that there
have been complaints from time to time by
the police in those centres about having
to work seven days a week. At the same
time, I do not agree with this method of
It is hardly
dealing with the qllestion.
fair to members sitting gahind the Government.
Second Session 1911.-[9]
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Mr. HANNAH.-How else can we deal
with it ~
Mr. McGREGOR.-I know it is very
difficult to get a matter of this kind
discussed on its merits. However, I would
urge the Premier to make a promise that he
will look into the facts, find out the probahle
cost, and determine what he is prepared to
do in the direction of minimizing, at any
rate, this Sunday labour.
Mr. H:\OWBALL.- Hefore the Chief
Secretary replies to the debate, I would like
to express my hearty sympathy with the
amendment that hus been moved, and to
say that it i8 allied with another question,
which has been frequently brought under the
notice of the Government, and that is the
urgent necessity that has existed for some
time past of increasing our police force.
Deputations have waited upon thp, Cllief
Commissioner of Police, and have asked for
additional police supervision in the metropolis and elsewhere.
The Chief Commissioner has stated that he has from
time to time rpalized and expressed thEl
want of additional men to meet the requirements of the publ!c. 1n connexion with
my district freqnent complaints have been
made of the want of additional police. Considerable increase has taken place in settlement in Brighton and the di,striot beyond,
and we have a great many visitors from
other suburbs. The residents in the district find that the peace is frequently broken,
but when they have applied to the Chief
Commissioner of Police he has stated that it
is impossible to provide additional men,
owing to the claims from other parts of the
State. :No material increase in the police
force, I understand, has taken place for a
long time, and I hope the Chief ~ecretary
will make up his mind, not only to comply
with the reqnest of honorable members in
the matter now under discussion, but also to
I,
deal with police supervision generally.
personally, have had to interview the Chief
Secretary, and also the Acting Chief Secre-.
tary while the Premier was away, and 1 have
interviewed the Chief Com/llissioner of
1)0Iice. That gentleman has not hesitated to
declare the urgent want of additional police.
I believe the Department is prepared to give
the police every second Sunday off, but it
cannot do that unless it has additional
men. It all turns on the num ber of officers.
Mr. J. W. HILLSON (Fitzroy).-Did the
Chief .om missioner put that in writing ~
Mr. SNOW BALL.-No. it was stated to
me in conversation. I hop~ honorable members will take thi!) opportunity of urging
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upon the Chief t;ecretary the absolute neces·
sity that has existed for a long time of increasing our police force.
Sir ALEXANOER PEACOCK.-As the
honorable member for Ballarat East has
stl:\.ted ,it isa rather difficult matter todeal with
a proposition of this kind on a motion which
virtually proposes to take the control of the
finances out of the hands of the Government.
That is not a satisfactory method of
dealing with the matter, and I might
venture respectfully to suggest to honorable members on the Opl-'osition side
that it is hardly f(:lir to the Minister
that a proposition of this killd should
be sprung upon him without notice.
If the Chief ~ecretary had known that
the matter was to be brought up he cOllld
have consulted the Chief Commissioner of
Police and have ascertained what the probable
cost of the conces~ion wonld be.
It is
un wise to vote upon a proposition of tlJis
kind without knowing what it would mean in
pounds, shillings, and pence.
Everyone
recognises that the motive underlying the
proposition is right.
Mr. MUBRAY.-We are all agreed on that.
Sir
ALEXANDER
PEACOCK.Whetber the work of the police is laborious
or not, it hecomes irksome if it is continued
day after day and week after week Without
intermission. About twelve months ago a
similar question arose ill cOllnexion with the
Lunacy Department, and the Chief t-;ecretary
then t'alled together those honorable memo
bel's who were chiefly interested in the question, with the result that we got a grievance
remedied by going abuut it in what I consider
a proper way. On that occasion, we SllC'
ceeded in absolutely removing what had been
a standing disgra'ce in connexion with what
'was known as reserve duty ill the asylums.
What I would suggest now to the honorable mem bel' for Coli ingwood is that
he shou~d
withdraw
his amendment.
I
am sure
the
Premier will
promise
to
go
into
the matter with
. the Chief Commissioner of Police to see
if th~ concession can be granted to the men.
In some parts of the State it would be absolutely unworkable. I can understand in
the metropolitan area that, where men are
continuously working day after day and on
Sundays, the dut.y becomes irksome. You
get better work by giving occa~ional relief
from work. Despite all that is said, the poliee
force is evidently an attractive occupation. I
call give an illustration in the case of a constilUent of mine who wrote to me saying
that if police were wanted he thought it
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wonld be a very good thing for him to seek a .
position.
Mr. TUNNKCLIFFE.-He had had no experience.
Sir ALEXANDER P.EACOCK. - He
must have been watching it pretty closely.
He said that, if he did not get a job in the
force, he sa w nothing but hal d work before
him for the rest of his life. The Chief
Secreta,ry has It difficult task in cOllllexion
with the police question. The honorable
member for Brighton has pointed ont that
the force should be increased. One of the
most difficult questions to deal with is that
of the police. 1n districts where the populatiun has decreased or crime is nor. rife, any attempt to remove the local policeman brings a
storm abont the Chief Commissioner's ears.
Mr. TUSNIWLIFFI<:.- Yon might as well
remove the mayor of the town.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - Yes.
r think the Chief s.ecretary might well
promise to go into this matter with the Chief
Commissioner, to see if he cannot meet a fail'
and reasonable request as far as continuous
work on Sundays is concerned.
Mr. J. W. BILL~ON (Fitzroy). - My
opinion is that this concessi'on may not require any additional expenditure whatever.
According to the letter from the Chief Secretary of ~ ew South Wales, it has been
largely a question of administration there.
At present they are allowed 50 per cent.,
that is every alternate ~unday, alld as yet no
increases have been made in the staff. It is
llot a question whether we can afford it, but
whether the Department call control the
force so as to euaLle the men to ha.ve every
alternate Sunday off. 1 t is a fact that it has
been done in New South W::tles without any
additional cost up to the pre&ent.
A let tel'
from N ew ~outh Wales states that increases
will have to be made. New South \Vales is
adding largely to her population, alld an
increase must be made on that account.
Increases must be made ill this State
also, irrespective of whether this prorosal is carried or not.
Although
the
honorable
mem bel' for
Allandale
mentioned the case of one of his constituents
desiring to enter the force, it is an absolute
fact, as shown by the reports, that the Chief
Commisi:5ioner is experiencing some difficulty
in getting suitable men to join the force.
It is ::tlso a fact that quite a number of men
have left the force for the neif!hbouring
Htates.
The improved cOlJditions in the
neigh bouring States are too attracti ve for
our men to remain here. 1f we wish to
retain the best and the youngest men in the
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force, we must make the conditions suffiC'iently attractive to indnce them to stay
here. It is the young and vigorous men
who will leave, and not thosc who have
spent their best days in the service, and who
by leaving will sacrifice rights that have
accrued. But, apart entirely from the force,
I do not believe in ·:tny morc SUlld!ty labour
than is absolutely necessary.
On that
ground alone, I think the- honorable member
has done well in bringing this matter before
the Committee. As to whether it is the
wisest method of procedure I do not know.
I have had experience of nearly every
method since I entered the House, and I
cannot say that any. one of them has been very
sllc·cessful. You may go to the Department,
make a request, and get a refusal, whilst
another member comes along and gets what
you have been refused. I have come to the
conclusion t.hat it is best to moye in a matter
like this whenever the opportunity present!'!
itself. There is no doubt that we should make
our public service as attractive as it is
possible for us to make it within reasonable
bounds. We have no right to go beyond the
hounds of reason. The Government DepartmentR ought to be managed in a businesslike way. and the Government, as employers,
ought to be equal to the best private employers,
if not superior to them. Where we call, purely
by administration, make a conces~ion, I think
it is the duty of every honorabll' member to
advocate the granting of it. 'rhe police are
placed in a very peculiar position. Their
responsibilities are great, and their duties,
already numerous, are increasing. It is difficult to say what really are the duties of the
police in some of the country centre~. The
duties are being constantly increased, but the
pay is not al ways increased. There are no men
in the communit.y who are 8.ppealed to with
t.he same sense of confidence by strangers
who come here. They go to the police for
imformation, and place implicit reliance on
the information they receive. We are in th~
hands of the police in the mattl~r of the compilat-i.on of the electoral rolls, and Ollr homes
are practically in the custody of the police. I
know complaints have been made in my constituency because there are not enough poliee
there, and because a large number of burglaries have taken place. We are relying on
the police, who have not only to risk their
health, but often their lives and limbs,
in protecting our properties. To keep
them at' work week in and week
out on Sundays and other days is a
condition I should be pleased to see
changed. If this is not the best way to pro-
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ceed it appears to be the only possible
way at present.
Mr. J EWELL.-I also am opposed to
Sunday labour where it can be avoided.
Sunday is usnally a quiet day, and 1 think
we could do with about half the police 011
duty that we have on week days. Although
my district contains a large population it io
very quiet on Sundays.
Mr. H,BIPSON.-It is a labour centre.
Mr. JEWELL.-And no doubt that explains it. In the street I Ii ve in you
frequently see no one on Sundays but the
pol iceman. They could be given every other
Sunday off with very little expense to the
Department.. It used t~ be said in connexioll
with the I fades that shorter hours were
impossible. It was said in connexion with
my own trade, but we find that all the
difficulties have been overcome, and 1 believe
this d:fficnlty in connexion with the police
force can also be overcome.
Mr. McLEOD.-This is one of thof'\e
matters that one scarcely knows how to
approach. Every honorable member and
every right thinking man must fully realizE'
the vast importance to the State of having
a well-drilled, well-disciplined, and contented
body of police. We must recognise that
they are entitled to Sunday rest. When a
proposal of thi~ sort is sprung upon the
Committee without any previous consultation with the head of the D('partlnent, and
without any authoritative information as to
whether the proposal can be carried ou t,
honorable memhers are placed. in a difficult
position, because they have to vote on a
crude proposal, the outcome of which they
cannot foresee. It acceatuates what I said
last session, namely, the unwisdom of dealin~
with the Public Service in a piecemeal
fashion. There should be an inquiry into
the whole service in order to put it on a
proper footing. Then honorable members
would know that they were dealing with the
whole.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (F/tZ1·OY).-You are
quite right, but the difficulty is to know how
to proceed.
Mr. McLEOD.-I agree with the honorable member that it iR very difficult
to know how to bring up a matter
like this. I join with other honorable
members in asking the Chief Secretary·
to take the matter into his consideration.
We do not know exactly, without consulting
t.hose who have the control of affairs in
t.heir hands, what the result of a motion of
this sort will be.
I think the Chief
Secretary, knowing the temper of the House,
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should agree to inquire into the matter, and
see what can be done. "Vhat is asked for
may perhaps he done by a re-arrangement of
duties, so as to let the men off every other
Sunday. If this illvol ves the employment of
more men, I am slIre the House will do all it
can to provide these privileges, which the
police in common with other public servants
should enjoy, ~nd so prevent dissatisfaction
obtaining in the force. This matter appeals
to all of llS, and I t.rust the Chief Secretary
will take up the question seriously, and give
the Commit.tee an assurance that he will
deal with it, and that he will brill~ down
proposals for any change that may be
necessary for the purpose of bringing into
effect what is desireci.
:Mr. McCUTCHEO~.-My entire sympathy is with the sentiments expressed by
the honorable member fOl' Dayh·sford, and
honorable members on the Opp ;sition side of
the Chamber. Due I would narrow the
matter to this: The honorable member for
Daylesfnrd spoke of the whole Public
Service being taken into account.
We
heard from the Premier that he is going to
take into consideration the de~irability of
restoring pensions to the police force. Why
should we separate theRe two questions?
Let the Premier take the whole matter
into consideration as representin~ this
particular branch. Let him consider the
question of the pensiolls, and any conditions in the police force which require
amendment, including Sunday duty, instead
of dealing sepctratt'ly with earh of these. I
have prepared for the Chief Secretary a statement of the reasons why these pensions should
be restored, and I will place it typed in his
hands to· morrow, so that he will Ilave before
him the desires of the force. He may then
consider these matters as a w hole, and put
this Department on such a fuoting as the
honorable member for Daylesford mentioned,
so that it rnay be a contented force, which
will remail'l in a time of emergency in the
service of the State.
Mr, TUNNECLIFFE.-I desire to add
my indorsement to what has already been
said as to the necessity of these alterations in
connexion, notonly with the metropohtan, but
with conutrydistricts as well, where the work
of the police is particularly ard nous. As the
honorable member for Fitzroy pointed ont,
we are continually increasing the number of
ci uties impo,.ed on the police force, until today the average constable in tbe country is
a Pon Bah in his district, having to perform
the wh(Jle of the functions of government in
the a.rea o"er which his rule obtains. He is
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called away, day after day, and Sunday after
Sunday. His work commences, perhaps,
from the arrival of t he first train in the
morning, and continues until Hfter the last
train has gone out, extending over ten, or
twelve, or fifteen hours 1'\. day. Nominally,
he has only eight hours on duty, but he is
actually on dnty throughout the whole of his
time, and, barring the official hohday that
he receives dll1'ing the yeal', he has httle
time to himself at all.
Under these
circumstances .£ think it desirable that
some rearrangement in connexion \\ ith the
administratian should be made in order to
provide specific bolidays for these men, on
~unday for preference.
I think it could be
done without any increased cost at the present
time, but if increased expenditure was necessary, I believe it is a direction ill which expenditnre might be undertaken with perfect
confidence that the people would indorse it.
This would give relief to a number of men in
the country districts whose duties are of an
ard IlOllS and contin \lOllS nature.
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-I quite agree
with the expressions of sympat.hy that we
have had from all round the Chamber. I
had no knowledge, before this question was
introduced bv the honorable member for
Collingwood, that it would be raised to-night.
It would appear to me that not neRrly so
many police should be required for the
various duties that have to be performed on
Snud(LY as are needed on an ordinary weekday.
Sir ALEXANDJ<:R PEACOCK.-Especially in
connexion with the licensing question .
.Mr. MURH,A Y.-If we had some little
alterations in the licensing laws the duties
might be made even easier. I bad 110 idea
that policemen got only one Sunday off in
five.
An HONORABLE MI£l\IBER.-They do not
get that in the country.
Mr. MURRA Y.-The country men have
not complained in this respect. The oneman station is all right, because the policeman there remains at home on Sunday.
Some honorable members on the Opposition
side of the Chamber are fond of citing what
has been done in Qther ~tates. I will take
an illllstration from I::lonth Australia, an
alteration having been made there which I
have no doubt lessens the police duties on
Sunday.
Thtlt is the abolition of the
privileges for drinking which were given to
the bona fide traveller. That, perhaps, has
lessened the duties of the police.
Mr. J. W. BILI.SON (Fitzroy).-Why do
you point to this side in that connexion? Do
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.you think we are all bC!na ]ide drinkers on
Sundays?
1\11'. MUR RA Y.-The bona fide traveller
-does f;ive the police a little more to do on
Suuda.vs.
}lr. vJ. "Y. HILLSON (Fz"tzroy).-But why
did the honorable gentleman point to this
side?
Mr. SNOWllALI..-Becuuse the .Labour
party brought in that reform ill South Australia.
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Mr. MURRAY.-In the old days some
policemen were no bigger than the honorable
member.
Mr. J. W. HILLSON (Fitzroy).-They
were very hard up for men then.
Mr. MURRAY-In time I dare slty the
honorable member would be able to do the
work in just as easy and unenergetio a fashion
as even I could. But, no matter how one talks,
it is wearisome work, day or night. I agree
that we must endea vour to give the police their
~\] 1'. J. W. BIT~LSON (Fitzroy).- VVe will
Sundays off, on as many ~undays as we posdo the same thing. Why not get out and sibly can during the year, not so much for
gi ve llS a chance?
rest as for recreation, and for the change that
Mr. MlJRRA Y.-There is a great deal, I is so essential in order to keep a man in good
think, in the suggestion that has been made condition of body and mind.
from both sides. of the House, and an imMr. VY ARDE.- Without Sunday trains, the
prOV€mellt might be effected, perlmps, by a men cannot go anywhere.
different disposition of the duties of the force
Mr. MURRAY.-The honorable member
on Sunday.
I speak especially for the thinks of the policemen who is going into the
m8tropolitan district, where the duties of the crowded Suuday trains, but he overlooks the
police are much more ardnous and continuous ]abOll1' eutltiled on men in the railway serthan in any country district. The honorable vice.
member for Allandale and myself know what
Mr. "VARDl<J.-No ; I do not.
are the duties of policemen in a countJry
Mr. McLEoD.-It is a most tiresome way
tOWIl. \tVe have always been on the best of of plltting in a Sunday-travelling in a
terms with the local policemen. It is wise train.
that we should be. We bave been the
Mr. MURRA Y.--I wonder what enjoyrepository of his confidences on many ment anyone can see in it.
()ccasions, and country policemen speak to
Mr. W ARDl<J.- Yon would not wonder if
me quite frankly about their grievances. you were locked up in a factory aU the
Many of them are my own personal friends. week.
I yield to n01.le ill a desire foJ' the proper
Mr. MURBAY.-People are not locked
<>bservance of t he Sabbath within every up in factorieR. rfhe conditions in. the facbranch of the Public Service. At any rate, tories are very excellent. and much more
there ought to be conserved to the police wholesome than the condit.ions in an ove!'some Sundays as rlays upon which they could crowded train on Sunday. The polictlmen
have complete rest. I cannot think of any- are as much entitled to a day off us any
thing that would be mure tiresome and other branch of the Public Service. It is
monotonous, or more disagreeable than con- essential that some police work should be
tinnolls work. I do not care what kind of done 011 Sunday. If we could only persuade
work it may be. While we sometimes look the wicked in our midst-and there are not
upon a policeman's life as a kind of lazy one, very many-to cease from troubling on
I venture to say that anyone who had to Sunday, the police then might have the day
walk their rounds for a few days would oii.
entertain a very different opinion. The beat
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - Then the
dut.y in Melbourne and suburbs is from nine weary would be at rest.
<>'clock at night until five o'clock in the
Mr. MURRA Y.-I am prepared to go
morning, and six days ill the week of that into this matter, and do my best to give the
should be enough.
police such relief a.s is possible in the direc)Jr. J. W. HILLSON (Fitzlroy).--I cannot thn indicated, and to discuss it wiLh the
imagine the honorable gentleman ill that Chief Commissioner of Police; and, more
(lapacity.
than that, particularly in connexion with the
Mr. MURRAY.-The honorable member warders, to discuss the q'lestion with those
thinks I would be too energetic, too nctive, hOllorable members who are taking such a
.and too lively. From what I know of the lively, active, and praiseworthy interest in it.
Jtonorable member for Fitzroy, he would do
Mr. I~ANNAH. - After hearing the
:very well.
Premier's reply, for which I thank him,
. Mr J. W. BILLSON (Fitz1·Oy).-Not· big I think that the discussion has produced
enough.
what we require as regards the police.
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Hansard will show that twelve months
I also dealt with the q ues tiOll of
the Sunday duty of warders in various
institutions.
I would like the same conditions apr.>lied to them as to the police -in
respect to Sunday labour.
In view of the
Premier's statement, I will ask leave to
withdraw my amendment.
The amendment was withdmwll.
Mr. COTTE H..-I desire to refer to the
treatment of those who wish to join the
police force. On a certaiu Tuesday, some
time ago, 500 men presented themselves as
recruits.
That number was reduced to
twenty-three, and eventually seven got into
the force. I am speaking from memory, but
I believe that those fignres are correct.
Among the applicants were men of as fine a
stamp as one could clap his eyes on. Surely
there mnst be something wrong with the
examinations to which recruits are subjected. Within the last twelve months, three
men have resigned from the force in my district ill order to better themselves. I believe
that they had from five to seven years' service to their credit. With a shortage of
police, it seems to me that there must be
something wrong with the procedure connected with the admission of recruits.
Mr. HAMPSON.-Fonr months ago a
promise was made that a Board wonld be
appointed to inquire into the promotion of
Sergeant -McKenna.
That promise, no
doubt, influenced a number of honorable
members who wonld have otherwise voted
against the Government. The Premier was
away when the discussion took place, but
the honorable gentleman who had turned
down a recommendation for Sergeant
McKenna's promotion probably knows all
about it. The following appears ill Han.'fard:a~o,

Mr. McBRIDE.-I am recommending to the
Cabinet that in the future merit should receive
consideration, ano. I think a Board should be appointed, consi8ting of the Inspecting Superintendent and the three next superintendents, and that
they should report to the Commissioner as to
who E-hould be promoted. If I have made any
mistake in regard to McKenna's promotion, I am
agreeable to let it be considered by that Board
when appointed. If I have done wrong, then the
matter can be dealt with.
Mr. ARGYI..E.-Will that Board deal with your
action?
Ivlr. McBRIDE.-I am willing to submit my
action to the Board.

That shows that the promise was made that
a Board would be appointed to consider whether such promotions should be
recommended to the Chief Commissioner.
In the case of Sergeant .McKenna, the Chief
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Commissioner would not recommend thepromotion, and the Acting Chief Secretary
forced the position, and compelled him tt)
do so. Is it intended to appoint the Board!
as promised?
Mr. TOUTCHER.-When this malter
was brough t up I had nothing to S!l.y on thequestion, bllt Sll bseqllently 1 had some
correspondence with the Acting Chief
Secretary, and the Acting Premier on thematter. In my opinion, and in the opinionof other honorable members, the promotion
of Sergeant McKenna was improper, becausehe was placed over men senior to him. \Vhilehonorable mem bers voted with the Government they perceived that an injustice had
been done. I suggested the appointment of
another sub-inspector, so that those men whohad been unjustly treated might receive the·
consideration they were entitled to. Thereare seventeell sub-inspectors provided fol' on:
the Estimates, and provision could t::asily
be made for eighteen. That would provide a
way out of the difficulty, and it would involve
an expense of only about .£255. It would
open the avenue of promotion to those who had
been denied it. Those who are climbing theladder should l'ecei ve every encouragement.
We were told how the Public Service Commissioner has been entrenched to guard
against influence being exerted by political
heads, and to insure every man in theserviGe getting fair and just treatment. If
the Premier was of an opinion when ~ergeant
McKenna's claims were brought before him,
that it was unjust to promote him over the
heads of other men, it was equally unj ust to
do that during the honorable gentleman'sabsence.
Mr. MTRRAY (Premier).-With regard;
to candidates for t he police force, the com-plaint has been made that the Ulen offeringthemselves are not of the same type as
those who used to present themselves forentrance into the force.
N ow there is a.
clerical or literary examination which aU
policemen have to pass, and which is
not very severe. There is also a physical
examination.
I do not know whetherthat physical examination is too severe 0rnot.. The other examination is what I regard
as a fair one, nowadays, with the multifariousduties which a policeman has to perform._
He has to draft an intelligible report, write a.
fail' hand, and his spelling is somewhat of &
consideration.
However, I shall see theChief Commissioner on the matter. I cannot
understand how it is that out of DOO men, such
a large proportion were rejected. Whetherthey prescribe too high a standard physically-
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not I do not know. If they do not, it is
unintelligible to me how so many failed to
pass. On the other hand, if the exalllination
is a fair one, it indicates that the men who
present themselves are of poor physique. As
far a::! the case of Sergeant McKenna goes,
I was not here w hert the very important dis·cus::;ion on that promotion took place in the
House. My collea.gue, who acteCl as Chief
"Secretary during my absence, has brought
the q llestion of a Promotion Board before
'Cabinet as he promised 'Ye have not dealt
with the question yet. As far as I can
understand the proposition, 1 am Dot in
favour of a Board to deal with promotions. They propose to make merit the test.
If the determination of the merits of re13pective men is left in the hands of two or
three individuals .who are created a
Board, or in the hands of one individual, it opens wide the door to
the old abuse that used to exist.
The old official had very peculiar way::; of
discovering merit in certain individuals.
The system of promotion by merit gave rise
to favoritism. Men were not promoted on
acco~l:lt of real merit, but becanse they st.ood
wel1 with the highor authorities. So far as
my experience goes, nncler the late Chief Commissioner of Police (MI'. Chomley) and under
the present Chief Commissioner, th0 men
have been fairly dealt with. In no great
f.?enice employing a large body of men can
seniority be disregarded. If merit is to
be allowed to supersede seniority in connexion with promotions I am afraid abuses
will creep in. In all promotions, for safety's
sake, seniority must be most seriously regarded. I think the proposition of the
honorable member for Htawell is worthy of
·consideration. I thought the. question of
Sergeant McKenna's promotion had been
finally dealt with when it was last before the
House, and that a1though honorable members
thought a mistake had been made they
-accepted the situation, and saw no way at
that time of reetifying it. I will give consideration to the sug~estion that has been
made by the honorable member for Stawell,
and if what honorable members think is an
injustice to a large body of deserving men
·can be removed without creating another injustice I shall be only too pleased to remove

it.

.

Mr. ELMSLIE.-It seems to me a pity
that the Chief Secretary was not here when
the question of Sergeant McKenna's promo"tion was brought before the House on a
:previous occasion.
On that occasion the
Government got itself out of an awkward
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position, in which the majority of the House
was against it, by promising that a Board
would be brought into existence to deal with
promotions, and that the McKenna case
would be dealt with.
The Acting Chief
Secretary said he was quite willing to allow
his action in the McKeuna case to be judged
by that Board. What etruck me while the
Chief Secretary was speaking was that he
was advancing altogether different arguments
from those put for1vard by other Ministers
when they were dealing with the McKenna
case during his absence. Judging from their
remarks, merit was to be a great test and
seniority was to be of no value at all.
Mr. MURRAY.-Don't yon see the dangers of the merit system 1
Mr. EL~] SLIE.-Of course I do. I think
the honorable gentleman's contention this
afternoon is a proper one l but nnfortunately
Ministers put forward the opposite view when
the case of Sergeant McKenna WaS under
consideration. 'j'he Ministry wal"! in a tight
comer. The whole thing was smonthed over
by the A.c.ting Chief Secretary promising to
appoint a Board. Now, we find that the
Premier is opposed to the appointment of the
Board which the Acting Chief Secretary promised. The majority of honorable members
find that they have to practically ag~ee to a
posit jon now which they did not agree with
when the McKenna case was last brought
before the House. Honorable members on
the Ministerial side of the Honse remained
loyal to the Government, aud, on a.ccount of
the promise which was made by the Acting
Chief Secretary, allowed the matter to pa~s
over. It seems to me the position is now as
bad as ever it was.
Mr. Too'rcHER.-This is a llew Parliament.
Mr. ELMS LIE.- Yes, but it is the same
Ministry) and the changes which have taken
place ill the personnel of the Bouse are so
few as to make hardly any difference. I
think everyone who heard the discussion on the last occasion must agree
that the majority of the House did
not indorse the action of the Acting Chief
Secretary in promoting Serge~nt McKenna.
I presume honorable members hold the
same opinions now as they did at that time.
To my mind, there can be no question that
the Acting Chief Secretary promoted SerglSant McKenna improperly-that he placed
Sergeant McKenna over the heads of men
who were Emtitled to promotion before him.
The position is that for all time this man, who
was promoted in an improper way, will have
:naterial advantages over the men who
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should have been promoter! before him. We
were promised that a Board was to be brough t
into operation to deal with promotions, and
that the McKenna oase would be properly
sifted and inquired into, but, from the
statement of the Chief Secretary to-day, he
is not going to appoint a Board. He does
not believe in promotion by merit, and he
holds widely different opinions from the
Minister who was acting in his stead a
couple of months ago. I will now come from
broader matters of administratioll in oonnexion
with the Department to something of a
parochial nature. I want to bring under
the notice of the House the urgent need for
more police acoommodation in various
districts. I am going to refer to my own
district particularly, and to relate the circumstances as they exist. .For .some considerable
time in a portion of my district, where the
population has largely increased, there have
been strong demands,and jus~ifiable demands,
for the erection of a police station. It is safe
to say that if you inquire from almost any
person ill that district where the police
station is you will not, be able to find out.
The situation of the police station is continually being changed from one private
residence to another.
A short time ago,
during the absence of the Chief Secretary in
England, a deputation from the South Melbourne Council, introduced by myself, waited
on the Acting Chief Secretary with a request
that he would erect in the district of Middle
Park a police station. Before the speakers
were finiAhed the Minister interposed and
said, " I have all the papers before me: there
is no need, gentlemen. to waste your time
and to take up my time. I am so convinced
of the urgent necessity for complying with
the request of the deputation that I will
recommelld to the Treasurer t hat a sum of
£1,000 be placed upon the Estimates for
the erection of this police station." I find
that, while it was recommended to the
Tleasurel· that the sum should be placed on
the Estimates, the Treasurer crossed i~ out,
and we are sLill lamenting that we have no
proper police station in the M idf.lle Park district. There is 110 place near Melbourne
where building has gone on more rapidly,
and population has increased more quickly,
than in Middle Park. It is altogether a
different place from what it was a few years
ago. A splendid class of houses has been
erected, and the district is densely populated.
The district i'3 practically without police
supervision. The police rent a house for
police station, and then the landlord raise
the rent and they go somewhere else, and so
Mr. Elmslie.
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on. If I were to be asked where theMiddle Park police sLation is I could not
say. I know where it has been at tw(}or three different timeS'. The Department
recognises that we should have a proper
police station in Middle Park, and the
Acting Chief Secretary, on examining the
papers, was convinced that it was necessary,
but the Treasurer wiped out practicaIJy the
whole of the money that was asked for. As·
far as I can see there is only a sum of about
£6,000 on the Estimates for the erection of
police stations. It is altogether insufficient.
Mr. MURRAy.-It is altogether insufficient
for the requirements.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-The population of the·
metropolis is rapidly increasing, and in
thickly populated districts there should bepolice stations where people can go in the
hour of their need. It 'would save money if
the (,overnment were to erect police stations.
Villas are rented for use as police stations,.
and high rents have to be paid.
Mr. TUNNIWL1Fl!'J<;.-Somet.imes it is 6 or
7 per cent. of the capital cost.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I am told that in Middle
Park the rent is equal to 8 per cent. of the
capital value. The Government could borrow the money at half that rate and erect
police stations.
Mr. MURHAy.-·I quite agree that it would'
be more economical.
Mr. ELM~LIE.-I urge the Chief Secretary not to losa sight of the necessity of
erecting police stations, not in my district
alone, but in many other districts.
Mr. HANN AH.-Some considerable timeago I brought under the notice of the
Chief Secretary a request of a similar
nature to that which has been advanced
by the honorable member for Albert
Park.
That was with regard to the·
provision of a police station at Clifton
Hill.
There is a large and growing
population there, but unfortunately thepolice station !s outside the district.
It is in the district of North Fitzroy, and is
fully a mile away from the population it is
intended to accommodate.
The population
on the other side of the line has increased
so much that the present arraugement is
absolutely insufficient to meet the requirements of the district.
I snppose it is.
eighteen montbs or two years since attention
was called to the matter by the Clifton Hill
Progress Association.
Negotiations were
opened up with the Department, and the
Department. said, "If you can 'secure a.
suitable piece of land we will remove th&
station."
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, Mr. MURHAY.-That matter was fixed up
:yesterday, and the land is to be purchased.
Mr. HANN AH.-That is very satisfactory. It saves me thp. necessity of saying
,any more on the subject.
Mr. HOBERTSO~.- While we are discussing the question of police protection, I
"Would like the Chief Secretary to take iuto
consideration the necessity of providing some
or~ of protection, now that the holidays are
-{loming OIl, for the outlying country districts
,around Melbourne. I had a letter from the
Bulla Shire Council-1\1r. MURRAY.-I saw the Chief Com mis'sioner of Police with regard to that letter.
It deals with the matter of appointing special
-constables, and if the right men can be got
he sees no objection to their appointment.
}lr. ROBERTSO~.-I am very glad to
have that assurance. We know Lhat it is
1l10t men in holiday mood that we have to
provide against, but there are a good many
anen who go out to Deep Creek, the Saltwater River, Jackson's Creek, and other
places, not alone for the purpose of sport, but
also for what they can pick up. They can
very conveniently get back into Melhourne
with their' spoils under cover of night. The
proposal of the shire conncil was that fI. number of special constables should be sworn in,
:and that the local residents should undertake to equip them.
Mr. MURRAY.-As the Jocal people are
prepared to take all responsibility and to
bear all the cost; there is absolutely no
<objection.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-I do not know about
the responsibility. I can appreciate some of
the difficulties that may arise. The young
men who would be appointed for this purpose are not trained for the police force, but
1 think if they are carefully selected and are
given fair warning as to the responsibility of
the position, and the dangel" of exceeding
their powers, the system is worth a trial
under proper supervision. It would be no
l'eflection on the local police. The officers
we have are most vigilant, but in a wide district like that it is impossible for two COll:s~ables to cope with this work in addition to
their ordinary duties. I am glad the Chief
Secretary has given an indication that he
will do something in the matter,
Mr. MURRAY.-I am quite prepared to do
what your council proposes.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-I thank the honor.able gentlema.n for that. statement.
Mr. HAMPSON'.-I am very sorry to
hear the Chief Secretary say that he proposes to swear in special constables. I think
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the councillors down at Bulla must have the
" jumps." It is a very dangerous power.
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-I will tell the
honorable member what it is for. It is for
a special purpose. During the holidays we
know that young men from town, who are
out in the country, are very c9.reless ahout
the use of fire. It it; really to exercise some
supervision in that respect that these special
constables are required.
Mr. ROBERTSoN.-For the protection of
property.
Mr. MURRA Y.-It is chiefly to prevent
pe:>ple from lighting fires, and perhaps starting a general conflagration which might do
incalculable damage. I quite s)'mpathize
with the fears of the shire council in that
respect. I have often seen picnickers in the
vicinity of M,elbourne leaving fires unguarded
insueh a way as to menace the surrounding
property. These proposed special constables
are to go round as inspectors rather than
have the authority of ordinary policemen.
The vote was agreed to.
Public Library, Museums, and the .National Gallery of Victoria, £47,894.
Mr. SOLLY.-I desire to bring under
the notice of the Chief Secretary a ma,ttel'
with rega.rd to the Public Library. It is the
case of a gentleman in Class C of the professional division of the service who has been
degraded and reduced to Class E without any
justification, so far as I can gather.
Mr. MUItRAY.-What is the gentleman's
name?
Mr. SOLL Y.-Mr. Brazier.
Mr. MurmAY.-A very difficult man, I am
sorry to say, to deal with.
Mr. SOLLY. -That may be so, but that
is no reason why the law of the country
should Le broken in dealing with him. In
the first place, 1\1r. Brazier is an officer under
the Public Service Act, and should be dealt
with under that Act. If he is insubordinate
or neglects his duty, or does anything wrong
in bis employment, he should be dealt with
by a Board under the law. The trustees of
the Library have no power to deal with
him.
Mr. MC'RRAy.-N"0, they have none.
Mr. SOLLY.-My cont.ention is that,
according to the evidence, this gentleman
has not been fairly dealt with, and 1 desire
that the Chief Secretary should reconsider
any decision that he may have arrived at
previously wi~h regard to the matter. I may
be wrong in bringing the matter under the
notice of the Chief Secretary without having
notified him that I intended to bring it
forward when the Estimates were being
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having then been submitted to Mr. Callaway by
discussed, but I knew that he was so well con- Mr.
Armstrong, the correspondence was further
versant with the whole facts of the case that minuted by Mr. Callaway as follows : there was no need for me to do that. When
" These pa.pers have been submitted to the
the Public Library was established in the
Chief Secretary, who agrees with my
opinion as to the impropriety of the
first instance a number of public servants
action proposed."
were handed over to that institution, and the
It is to be noticed that, at this stage, the
trustees have since been dealing with those Honorable the Chief Secretary (Mr. Murray) reofficers in a manner which, I believe, is con· garded. "the action proposed" as an "impropriety." Then tIle Trustees and ML" Armstrong (sotrary to the law.
Mr.BrazierwasinformedlaterbyMr. Murray)went'
Mr. MURRA Yo-They do not deal with behind
the permanent head of the Department (Mr.
them.
Callaway) to Mr. Murray; and, knowing the pre·
Mr. SOLLY.-They have 110 power to do . vious decision of the Under·Secretary and its in·
so. They have bp,en interfering with these dorsement by the Chief Secretary, they made
ex pa?'te allegations, and were permitted togentlemen without any authority whatever. serious
do so, against Mr. Brazier as a public officer, which
That is the contention of a large number of (assuming the correctness of the information that
men who are working in the Library. Mr. Mr. Murray was kind enough to afford Mr. Brazier
Brazier has appealed to the Chief Secretary, la~er on) were not only disingenuous but deliberbut has had no redress. Therefore, having ap- . ately untrue. The result was that, without ~tny
inquiry whatever, Mr. Brazier then received direcpealed to Cresar, he thinks his next appeal tions forthwith. in a memorandum, dated the 14th
must be made to Parliament, in order that March, 1911, from Mr. Armstrong in these words:.
"The Sub· Librarian is informed that his
his case may be thoroughly considered, and
letters" (that is lettel's of appeal to the
that he may get fair play. I crave the inUnder-Secretary) " na.ve now been dealt
dulgenc~ of the Committee while I read the
with by the Chief Secretary, and the
followiug statement of Mr. Brazier's case :.Under·Secl'etary has directed me to
On the 4th October, 1910, Mr. Brazier (the sub·
librarian of the Public Library) received a
memorandum frol11 the Chief Librarian (Mr.
Armstrong), in which it was directed. as from
the trustees, that Mr. Brazier be "transferred from
his present position in the Reference Library
to take charge of the Lending Branch" (that is,
from a position in Class C of the Professional
Division to a position in Class E, that is, two
grades lower; the positions being so graded
respectively under the provisions of an Act of
Parliament, namp.ly, the Public Service Act).
As the trustees have nothing whatever to do
with the administration of the Public Service, Mr.
Brazier declined to be so transferred, and appealed
to the Permanent Hea.d of the Department (the
Under-Secretary, Mr. Ca.llaway) ; and Mr. Callaway ruled as follows :"I shall be glad to know if there is any justification for the direction given to Mr.
Brazier on the 4th instant, '" hich
appears to me to he subversive of a
fundamental principle of the classification of the Public Service-that officers
shall discharge the duties of the rank
they occupv. Were it admitted Lhatan
officer in charge has the right to vary
the duties of his staff at discretion,
subordination would be a dead letter,
and a high. grade professiona~ officer
might be instructed to exchange positions with a junior messenger. I am not
awat'e of any request for reclassification
of the duties of sub· librarian and officer
in charge of the Lending Library."
It is to be noticed (i). that. ~1r. Calla,way lloes not recognise the
trustees in the m~1.tte[·, which is pl1rely
ofiicial j
(ii). that Mr. Calln.\\'ay ho'ds :Mr. Armstrollg
"espol1sible f·r "Ya,ryillg the duties of
his staff."
A furtlier memorandum, containil1g very di8'
genuolls statements (if llOt actually un true),

instruct Mr. Bl'azier to take char~e of
tIle Lending Library on and after Monday next, the 20th instant."
Mr. Brazier at once called upon the Public ServiceCommissioner (Mr. Morrison), and asked for his
official protection; and Mr. Morrison was kind
enough to go somewhat fully into the matter; but
he declared fina.lly that it was "purely a departmental matter, not within the scope of his jurisdiction "; and he suggested that Mr. Brazier
should "tell Mr. Callaway" (the UnderSecretary) "so," as from him (Mr. Morrison),
Mr.
Brazier
did so ;
and
asked
Mr. Callaway for his official protection; but he
(very naturally indeed) "declined to have anything more to do with the matter as it is now
entirely in the hands of Mr. Mmray, the Ministerial
Head."
It may be pointed out here that not only had
Mr. Murray. the Chief Secretary, perpetrated
what he had previousty (see above) characteri?ed
as "impropriety"; but he had ordered Mr. Cal·
laway (the Permanent Head, a well·informed,
highly. trained, and officially· responsible administrator) to stultify himself by reversing his previous decision, which was the proper legal deci·
sion in the light of the Act of l'arliament (the
Public Service Act).
Being quite unable, therefore, to get protection
and redre;s from t.he proper official sources, Mr.
Brazier then called upon MI'. Murray him,;elf, who
kindly granted an illterview. To him Mr. Brazier
pl'otestetl strongly a 'ainst the whole procedure as·
being clltircly illegal, and directly opposed, not
only to the ~pil'it, but to the It.tter of the Public
Service Act as regards the protection of officers
feam injustice. The only satisfaction that Mr.
Brazier gnt from Mr Murray WltS that he was·
kil1ll enongh to say that he "thought afterwards
that Mr. Brazier ought to have been present with
the trustees."
~\~r MUR1!AY.-It was not the order of
the trustees but of the libraria.n.
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, 1\1 r. ROLLY . -Was he not influenced by
-the trustees 1
Mr. MURRA y.-Certainiy.
Mr. SOLLY. - What right had the
-trustees to influence Mr. Armstrong or any
·one else to interfere with Mr. Brazier? The
-trustees are merely the custodians of the
building and of the property within. All the
public servants in tl'le Library are under the
Public Service Aot, and no one has a right
to interfere with t.hem except under the provisions of the Act. If Mr. Brazier has done
.anything wrong, the proper course is fol' t.he
Chief tiecretary to place him before the
Public Service Commissioner and ha,ve an
inquiry, but Hot to allow the trustees or ProfesRor Spencer, who is at the bottom of the
whole thing, to interfere with 1\1 r. Brazier at
.all.
Mr. SWINBURsE.-He is a very bad man
to deal with~
Mr. SOLL Y.-Let it be proved that he
is.
Mr. SWINBUHNE.-It has been proved.
You are giving only one Ride of the question.
Mr. SOLLY.-I am not. I am endeavouring to place the question before honorable members so th:tt they may deal with it
properly. Mr. Braziel' is a constituent of
mine, and I consider he has been unjl)stly
·-dealt witb by the Government. Under these
-circumstances I am justified in bringing the
matter before the House. If Mr. Brazier
has done wrong he should be puniRhed for it,
but we should not take the word of the
trustees.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Is the word of the
trustees not as honest as his?
Mr. SOLLY. -It may be, but Mr. Brazier
is under the Public Service Act.
Mr. ISWINBURNE.-And declines to do anything but what he thinks fit. He is a law
unto himself.
Mr. SOLLY.-What is t.he use of the
honorable member talking such nonsense 1
He may he speaking the trut.h, but he doe!
not know what he is saying.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I had to do with him
for six months, and I know a lot about
him.
Mr. SOLLY.-TheIe is a lawful way of
<1ealing with the man. If the honorable
member knocked some one down in the
street he could lJe arrested and dealt with by
the law.
The same thing applies to Mr.
Brazier. He it'. engaged under the Pnblic
Service Act, and if he does something wrong
he should be reported and dealt with by the
Public Service Commissioner. That is an
I am asking for.
He is reported for in-
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subordination, and he refuses to recognise
the charge unless it comes from the proper
quarter. He refnses to recognise any authority
outside the Public Service Act, and t,hat is
proper, I think. I am only stating the case
on his behalf in that direction.
Mr. Murray quite overlooked the fac4:. that the
trustees ha,<.1 no official right to make allegations
to him, as Minister, about a public officer employed
under the provisions of the Public Service Act;
and that it was improper for him to act responsibly
forthwith on such irresponsible information.
When, however, Mr. Brazier asked, indeed
almost begged, Mr. Murray to suspend the order
(issued on his authority as a Minist.er of the
Crown) pending an appeal against it, he declined to
do so; and said that Mr. Brazier should " obey the
order of t.he trustees," though the trustees had
no legal right to make the order.

That is to say, Mr. Murray, the Chief
::-'ecretary, tells 1\1 r. H razier that he should
obey the order of the trustees.
The honorable gentleman knows that the trustees
have no right to give Mr. Brazier any orders.
Surely the honorable gentleman will not take
up that position ~
Mr. MURRAY.-[ am going to back up the
trustees in this catle, and I do not think the
law has been broken.
Mr. SOLLY.-The honorable gentleman
should be the first to uphold the la\v. If he
allows the trustees of the Public Library to
interfere with the Public Service Act he is
breaking the law of this country.
Mr. MURRA Y.-Do you think the trustees
would do a wrong to anyone 1
Mr. SOLL Y.-[ a.m not here to argue
that. Sometimes people get a little authority
and use it to the extreme.
Mr. MUHRAy.-They have been accustomed
to exercise authority.
Mr. SOLLY.-I know, and sometimes
they ha\'e used it in the wrong direction.
The trustees of the Public Library have no
right to interfere with any public serva.nt.
Mr. :MURRAY. - Has the librarian no
authority?
Mr. SOLLY.-I would ask the honorable
gentleman to listen to what I am about to
read.Mr. Brazier then appealed (though from Cresar
to Cresar) to Mr. Murray as Premier and Chief
Secretary, in writing, on many groun:ls1. Tha.t "the charge of the lending lihrary "
is two grades lower in classification
than the duties of the rank he occupies;
and, that, consequently, he is in the
very false position of being paid, out of
public funds,' to do work two grades
higher than the work he is now doing by
direction.
2. That the direction is " subversive of a fundamental principle of the classification of
the Public Service-that officers shall
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discharge the duties of the rank they
occupy" (as affirmed by the UnderSecretary on the previous appeal by him
against the same direction); and that,
if the direction holds good, "a highprofessional officer might be instructed to
exchange positions with a junior messenger" (as affirmed, fnrther, by the
Under·Secretary).
That the direction is an "impropriety" (as
affirmed by the Chief Secretary himself
in indorsing thtl previous decision of the
U uder-Secretary).
That, as a fact, an appeal had then already
been made by him against the same
direction, and had been upheld, both by
the Chief Secretary and the U nderSecretary, in unmistakable terms.
That the direction is illegal, subverting, as
it does, the integrity of the Public Service Acts and Regulations; and rendering, as it does, the position of every
officer employed under their provisions,
insecure.
That it is a punishment.
That the punishment does not reveal an
offence within thp. term of the Public
Service Acts and Regulations.
That the humiliation involved in the
punishment is aggrav(1,ted by the facts
of(i.) the previous decision of both the
Chief Secretary and the UnderSecretary;
(ii.) a threat by the trustees that, if
he " refused" to be transferred
to the lending library at their
bidding, they would "request
that his services be dispensed
with under section )31 of the
Public Service Act, 1890" ('''ith
which they have nothing whatever to do).
That the trustees' threat . . . . means
that they would (if they could) have
had him dismissed from the Public
Service withou t even a trial, and de'
prived of the pension that has accrued
to him for thirty years.

This is a very serious matter, because this
gentleman has been in the service for thirty
years, and has reached the position he holds
to-day by sheer force of character, good
behaviour, and ahility. To say that the
trustees shoulll be allowed to interfere with
him is uncalled for and illegal.
10. l'hat he has been persistently and unwarrantahly persecuted by the trusteesand on two other grounds consequent upon the
foregoing.
But it was all ineffectual; there was not even
one word of inquiry.
M.r. Brazier was informed
in a memorandum received from the Chief
Librarian, dated the 29th April (a few days after
Mr. :Murray had left for Europe), that his" letter
of the 24th ultimo
was submitted to
Mr. Murray, who declined to vary his decision
in the case. "
Mr. Brazier can appeal now only to the High
Court of Parliament that passed the Public Service
Act, the only court to which the Honorable the
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Chief Secretary (Mr. Murray) is responsible iD
this matter.
. It may be stated here that Mr. Braziel' obeyed
Mr. Murray's order "to take charge of the lend·
ing library"; but he did so" under unqualified.
protest" (in writing), knowing that he has an appeal
tp Parliament through his representative.
Mr. Murray cannot be cited, in his Ministerial
capacity, before the ordinary law courts by a public
. officer; and, on taking lega) adviee, Mr. Brazier
found that there is not sufficient direct evidence te>
prosecute the trustees for undue and improper
and illegal influence used against him in the lawful
pursuit of his callillg as a public servant under
the Public Service Act. His legal advisers are of
opinion that the methods adopted were so " underhand" that there is "nothinl.! to catch hold of,"
and that the procedure was "outrageous"; these
are their words. They advise that any remedy now
lies with the High Court of Parliament.
A further development has taken place withill
the last few weeks. The lowering of Mr. Bra:r,ier's
rank and status has been definitely consummated,
as though he had been found guilty of some offence
which is punishable under the provisions of the
Public Service Act. He has.!lOt only been ordered
by the honorable the Chief Secreta.ry "to take charge
of the.Lending Library" (au order he obeyed under
protest), but he has been expressly directed and
ordered to perform "personally" duties, duly
classified as Class E (t.wo grades lower than the
rank he occupies, namely, Class C), the duties and
positions respectively being so gazetted eYery year
under the provisions of the Public Service Act.
Against being compelled to perform such duties
"personally," Mr. Brazier objected and appealed,
pointing out that it implies that he has been properly and duly and legally charged with some
offence uncler the terms of the Public Service Act,
and duly tried, and found guilty of some offence
for which an officer may "be reduced to a lower
rank in the Public Service." These are the very
words of the terms in which punishment is provided
for by P~trliament, for an offence charged, tried,
and found. Mr. Brazier has never been charged
with any offence, but he has, in writing and otherwise, asked for an inquiry; he hitS e\'en, in desperation, challenged inquiry.

He has been degraded and reduced in classification without justification whatever.
When the honorable gentleman says he is a
hard man to deal with, it is no answer at
all.
:Mr. SWINBURNE.-He is g-etting the same
salary. He cannot be reduced in classification.
Mr. SOLL Y.-The honorable member
recognises that money is not the only thing.
He will admit that there are dignity and
honour, apart from money considerations.
Mr. M URRAY.-IIe has not lost ally
qualification.
Mr. ·SOLL Y.-He has been reduced from
his right position in Class C to Class E. I
admit that he is receiving the same money,
but this man, if he has any conscience and
dignity of manhood at all-Mr. MURRAY.-He has not.
Mr. SOLL Y.-Do you say that?
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Mr. MURRAY.-J do.
Mr. SOLL Y.-Do you say that he has no
dignity as a man? If the honorable gentleman persists in saying that I will use very
strong words.
Mr. MUKHAy.~I do persist.
Mr. SOLLY.-The honorable genlleman
is not' jllstilied in saying that he is llot a
man. He is as good a mall as the honorable
gentleman.
Mr. MURRAY.-He is about as big a crll.nk
as yon are yourself.
Mr. SOLL Y.--l ask, Mr. Chairman, that
those words be withdrawn. The honorable
gentleman says that Mr. Brazier is as big a
crank as I am.
Mr. MURRAY.-I withdraw it.
Mr. SOLL Y.-J should like to ask the
honorable gentleman whether he thinks he
is justified in nsing his po:"ition as Premier
to insult honorable members when bringing
matters before Parliament.
Mr. MURRA Y.-I did not intend to insult
you.
Mr. SOLL Y.-The honorable gentleman
is using his position to insult me as best he
can. It may be my turn to get ho!d of t.he
honora ble gen tleman some day, and 1 will
warm him up for what he said to-day.
Calling me a crank! The honorable gentleman ought to be the last one in the world to
call anyone a crank.
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but Mr. Murray himself used his position as a.
Minister of 1,.he Crown, under such influence, to
subvert the whole spirit and the very letter vf an
Act Dassed by Parliament for the government of
the Public Service. Which is supreille-Parliament or the Minister?
Not only is this an important constitutional
qnestion, but upon it hangs the question as to
whether the worst features of the influenM against
which the Public Service Act of 1S83 (and every
later Act) was specially directed shall be
re·introduced, by admitting social influence. a form
of influence that carries nil responsihility whatever,
a.s political influence (which Was expressly done
away with by the Act) certainly does carry.
Such influence is, and must necessarily be, by the
very nature of it, incalculably more pernicious than
political influence at its worst.
Mr. Brazier, therefore, respectfully appeals
to Parliament for the protection that has been
denied to him elsewhere in consequence of
what. he respectfully Fubmits, if, an illegal act
on the pad of the Chief Secretary in very aggravated circumstances, and for justice.
1. Mr. Brazier !Jas been perl;listently and Ullwarrantably persecuted as a publi{,
officer, employed under the provisions
of the Public Service Act, by per~ons
irresponsible ullder that Act nsing illegal means to effect an illegal end;
2. He has been ordered by the Honorable the
Chief :::iecl'etary to occnpy a position
two grades lower than the rank he duly
occupies in the PulJlic Service Und'3l'
the Public Service Act;
3. He has been reduced to perform" personally" duties" in a lower rank in the
Public Service" Lhan the mnk he
legally occupies (and this is a punish·
ment as set ont in I he ,'ery terms of
section 124 of the Public Service Act

The decision (as to performing such duties
"personally") was given agaiul:!t Mr. Brazier,
1890) ;
seeing thaG he is now actually in the positIOn
4. He has been authoritatively ordered and
" of officer in the charge of the Lending Library,"
compelled, on appeal, to do work that
by order of the Chief Secretary. So everything
is duly valued, by proper legal process,
still depends upon the statute legality of the act
at much less than the work he is actu·
of the Chief Secretary in the light of the
ally paid, OUI of public funds, to do ;
A.::t of Parliament.
The main question still
5. H.is status in the ,'ublic Service has Lee')
stand~, and carries the weight of the consequent
seriously affected after thirty yea.rs of
questions,
honorable service;
6. His whole future prospects have been hope;\'ir. Bra7.iet', uuder afhice and "under pro·
lessly prejudiced by methods and by
test" (in writing) IIg1.ill submitteLl, still knowing
influence that Parliament has actua.lly
that he h"s an appeal to I'arliament.
condemned and expressly provided
'ow, t he whole of thiS difficulty arisps from the
against.
fact that the tmstees-gentlemen ill high positions
socially, but. as a corporati'Jl1 under an Act of
But there is another aspect of the question (for
Parliament, merely a prorerty Trust (custo- the institution, established and maintained wholly
dians of property for the people), and expressly out of puhlic funds, is in a hopeless state of de·
flO by the Act incorporating them ; but quite
moralization throngh incompetent administration,
,vithont power or responsibility uudel' the Puhlic and positive mal-administration) that is it much
Hel'vice Act, and ('xpress'y so by the Act .- more serious question, than Mr. Brazier's personal
governing lhe officers of the institutiOl~, who are one, in the light of public interests at large. 1'\olr.
puu ic officers under this latter Act (and, indeed, Brazier's case doe .. not stand alone. Other officers
1 he institution is entirely a public oue: it, is not
also su tfer grievously from the effect of malit priv!Lte corporation, as a banking house, 1101' a
admini8tration to the great disadvantage of the
pri vate propnety, as <t warehouse) - the trustees, institut.ion.
The position might he fleseriued
then, exerted and used improper influence shortly as a regrettable conflict between po,ver
upon the Hon. the Chief :-Iecretary, Mr' and proficiency.
.
Murray, to effect a purpose in which they had no
The reference to power will be obvious frol11
right to a(:t at all (and they knew that, and their what has already been stated. The proficiency
action proves thctt they knew it) ; and the Chief is represented' by officers highly trained in
Secret... , y not only permitted them to use him and librarianship, which t hey regard as a profes"ioll
his high 1tnd responsible position for their illegal of some importance in the educational trend of the
(and, it is submitted, quite mistaken), purposes, times: these men ha,e given their lives to it;
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and have, at great expense of time, and effort,
and money, becllme graduates of the Universityearning their living and studying for their degrees in their own spare time.
The library staff contains, proportionately, a
larger number of highly educated men than any
other branch of the Public Service. There are,
on the staff of thirty· four men-all told, nine graduates and three under-graduates, besides others
who have acquired some qualifications in a
lesser
degree
at
the
University;
but,
through the absence
of able generalship
that knows its men and how to dillpose
them to the best ad vantage of the institution, the
libmry might just as well be staffecl with so many
fairly educated school buy!', or clerks with a
smattering of two or three languages, at a cost of
£100 a year each, instead of the hundreds a year
that the members of the staff recehTe fur their
services.
They are as so many junior clerks
labelling books in different ways; hut anything
like original research in lil~rarianship, or natural
or acquired ability, or enthusiasm to ,. take the
library outside the walls" (as they do in America
and elsewherfl) is repressed as being quite illdirected energy, if not actually disloyal to the
institution. Even if a book seems to suggest a
living soul at the back of it, the book is instantly
killed with labels and buried alive forthwith. Few
people have any adequate idea of all the living
,-alue that lies buried there; even some members
of the staff (so busily engaged are they with labels
and making marl-s outside t.he books a.nd inside
the books) have little knowledge of that.
Good administration wonld get the best possible
out of the whole staff for the sake of the il1'ltitution aUfI its real objects (especially ",uch a highly
educated staff), and encourage enthusiasm; but
just the contrary is the case.
There is one fact that must be mentioned, though
with great regret, as the position cannot be properly
understood without it. It is this-" The chief
librarian is innately and constitutionally not well
equipped for seeing for himself, and, consequently,
not for ind~pendent judgment ill admini-;tration
and Iibrarianship; and so his want of self-reliance
throws the responsibility he should himself carry
officially on to the trustees (who are officially
irresponsible), and so renders it Yery difficult for
him to command the confidence of his subordinates."
Fairness needs very great strength to maintain it,
and Mr. Armstrong is under the domination of a
subordinate who exerciseg a malign influence
against fairness and for fa\'oritism.
It does not matter how well-meaning Mr.
Armstrong may be, and perhaps is, the result is
the same as if he were not; and he is certainly
the responsible official head of this branch of the
Chief Secretary's Department.
But the important point here is that the public
pays; the efficiency of the lihrary is reduoed to
the calibre of a subordinate who trades heartily,
to his own ad vantage, upon the situa.tion. The
only channel of communication wil h the trustees
is MI' Armstrong, and they act as has been already
stated at length: they go to the Chief Secretary,
and the permanent head is ignored, and. the staff
of public offIcers is deprived of his protection. The
trustees cannot inquire (they are wholly dependent
on Mr. Armstrong for information), and Mr.
Murnty does not inquire; the way is open for all
manner of intrigue, for those who care for such
things, and the way is hken advantage of to the
full.
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Not ouly is there no attempt to get t he best
out of all officers for the sake of the institution, but
some of the most proficient officers are repressed
in order that certain other officers may benefit on ,~
basis of the favoritism of a subordinate.
This
costs money directly (by paying for services tha.t
are not the best for the money laid out) and indireutly, by the institution suffering in efficiency.
The institution is, or ratber shouhl be, a very
active and important factor in the educational
development of the State. It is really part and
parcel of the educational policy of the State, of
which the University and the Education Department are also factors; but, viewed in the light of
the efficiency of these la.tter, the Public Library
has lost its significance, and is bereft of meaning.
Should it not, as a mere matter of stat.esmanship,
be administered as a branch of the Education Department? That would~ at least, give it some
meaning, and, perhaps, some efficiency.

I think that is a very wise suggestion, with
which no honorable member would disagree.
The institution, as a whole, has already cost the
taxpayers (in annual grants and special grants)
something like a million and a half of money; and
yet it is regarded officially as a sort of hot-bed for
the intense culture of petty favorites.

.

.

.

.

But there is also great wa.ste of public money ini. Expenditure consequent upon inefficient
librarianship) fol' which the responsibility is purely official.
ii. Expenditure on the purchase of books (for
which the responsibility rests with the
trustees).
Tn t.his latter respect one case. in which there
was a large expenditure, has becomequite a scandal
amongst the staff. There is no seet'et ahout it.
The attention of Mr. Brazier, as sub-librarian, was
called to it by several members of the Rtaff, and
he felt compelled to say something about it to
some one,'and he did so to the trustees themselves.
At the very time it was happening (about twelve
months ago), Mr_ Brazier was 'vriting a circular
letter to the trnstees, in which, with a view to
conciliation, he was explaining to them certain of
his actions (which had altogether been misinterpreted by them), and why he so acted, namely,
hecause he had the legal right so to act, and was
forced by them to act so in self-defence. He mentioned this purchf1se to the trustees, by the way,
in that letter, of which a copy was posted to every
trustee; but the only effect was that, about a week
later, Mr. Brazier was informed in a memorandum,
at their direction, that if he "refused" to submit to
their illegal order; and would not he transferred to
the Lending Library, they could ., see no a,lternati "e
to l'flluctantly requesting t hat his services be dispensed with undel' section 131 of the Public Service
Act 1890" (wit.h which they have nothing whatever to do). That .section of the Act, it may be
stFLted, provides for dispensing with the services of
officers of the Pu ~1ic Service on the ground of incapacity. The trnstees would do well to consider
their own, before they make unworthy insinua.tions
about a public officer, uncleI' cover of their official
irresponsi bilit y.

No charge has been made against Mr.
Brazier of incapacity.
Mr. MURRAy.-More than incapacity can
be dealt with under that section.
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Mr. SOLLY.-Has Mr. Brazier been
charged with any offence 1 If he has been
cbarged, has he been ~ried ?
Mr. MUHRA Y.-There is no question about
him being disobedient.
Mr. ~ULLY.-There is a way to deal
with him if that i'3 so.
;\1 r. MURHAY.-He has au antipathy to
the librarian and, apparently, also to the
trustees.
Mr. ~OLL Y.-If this gentleman is disobedient there is a lawful way to deal with
him. 1 am asking that he be dealt with in
~urely the Chief Secretary
a .lawful \V~y.
wIll recoglllse that if a public officer has
been illegally dealt with-Mr. MUHHAY.--He has been very leniently
dealt with all along.
Mr. ::;OLL Y.-For all I know that may
be so.
The honorable gentleman knows
that Mr. Brazier was engaged under a
carr ain Act.
If he was insubordinate, he
should be dealt with under that Act.
.Mr. MURRAY.-In what way has the law
been broken?
Mr ~OLLY.-If Mr. Brazier has heen
charged he has never been tried, and according
to the Act he must be tried by the Public
Service Board.
1\11'. MURRAY.-,N'o, not by the Public
Service Board.
Mr. SOLLY.-In what other way can he
be c h.1fged ?
Mr..\1 URHA Y.- When an officer is charged,
he is suspended and tried by a Board.
1"11'.
~OLL Y.-Has l\H. Brazier been
charged in any way ~
Mr. MURRAY.--No charge has been made
ag'iinst him.
Mr. ~OLL Y.- The honorable gentleman
says no charge has been made against him,
and yet he has been degraded.
Mr. MURRA 'f.-No, hili classification h,IS
not been altered, but he has been doing work
below the class in which he is classified.
:Mr. SOLLY.-No matter wbat Mr.
Brazier has done. he should be tried under
the l- ublic Service .Act. The honorable
gentleman can argup frorn now till doomsday,
but he call1lot get away from that point. Jf
MI'. Braziel' has shown incapacity, or has
done allY thing in coutravention to the Public
S~l'viee Act, he should be tried in the way
lald d~Wll by that Act, and found guilty or
not gUIlty, as the case may be. The statement continuesIf Mr. Brazif'r! a high-grade professional officer,
really. IS, profeSSIOnally and officially, what it hilS
been Improperly attempted to make him appear,
there ought to have been an inquiry long ago; but,
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there was .none, only because the, persons who'
were p~r.mltted to make allegatiOl\S against hIm'
surrcp~1l1011sly (a~d upon whIch Mr. ,M';1rray acted
forthwIth I'espons~bly) knew that theit statements
were not true. '
. ,
'
It is suhmittedthat' the 'conflict, 'generally is
rca:ll.y one of power agaiA,.;t,proficle'l'lcy ; and, i~ a.
.Hl'ltls~ community, such a' c 'nflict.~ust ultimately
?ome, III so~ne shape 01' form, before the power that
IS supreme III the State, the High Court of Parlia.
ment; and to that trihunal Mr. Brazier very
respectfully appeals (through his representative)
for right and for justice.
It ma,y, perhaps, be a.dmitted that he has done
~~ll he ?ould to avoi.d the extraordinary
nece:!slty of appealIng to Parliament;
but that has been rendered iollpossible
for him.

I have taken up a great de9.l of time in p&esenting this case to Parliament, but I have a perfect right to do so. Some warm remarks have
passed bet ween the Premier and myself, and
I do not like that sort of thing. Since 1 have
been n. member of the House I have endeavoured at all times to deal with facts. No
honorable member can eharge me with being
abusive or with doing allytbing unhecoming
to a m,ember of the HOllse. I have endeavoured to deal with the case of :Mr.
Brazier in a fair way.
I think I
have shown that the treatment he has
received is un-British, r.nd not the kind
?f thing that we like. In the first place,
If Mr. Brazier has done allythiug wrong
he should be reported to the authorities.
He should be dealt with under the Pnblic
Hervic€: Act, and, if found gi.lilty, should be
punished. But if, after fnll inquiry, he is
fouIld to be innocent, then the people who
are pulling the political strings behind the
screen should be exposed to the public gaze.
This matter should not be allowed to rest
until t~c guilty are exposed. That is my
contentIOn, and my only reason for brinO'ing
the question before t he House. I trust the
Government alld the Honse will do justice to
a gentleman who has done his duty as a
public servant.
. Mr .. 1\1 URllA Y (Premiel').-It is a long
tlIne smce the troubles of this officer in the
Public: Library first began. He hHS got on
badly in every position in the Librarv that
he has been placed in. The tenor "of the
letter that has heen read will show yon what
his feelings town.rds the trustees of the
Library are, I do not third\. t he man hats
'been harshly dealt with. '1 he trustees are
well known to most honorable members.
Sir Henry Wl'ixon, Mr. Giles Turner, Mr.
Swinburne, Professor Spencer, and Mr.
Muckey are not men \\' ho would do an
injustice 01' submit silently to an injulStice
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being done to anyone. rJlhe action I took
'Vas not technically correct. I approved of
the memorandum of the Under-Secretary.
This was the Gulmination of a long series
of unpleasant incidents witb this officer.
It is a somewhat lengthy epistle that has
been read to us, but it is not a long one for'
the officer in question.
He is a most excellent, almost a bril1ia~lt letter-writer.
Some
of the letters he has written on this and
other questions are really literary mast8rpieces. He is u. man with a great deal of
ability, but he has always resented the
authority of the librarian. He has declined
to carry out orders given to him. As to the
difficulty in question, the trustees had determined that certain work should be done
in a cert.ain fashion, but Mr. Brazier criticised their proposal, saying it should llOt be
done, that it was wrong, useless, and valueless. After that he claimed that he was an
officer who ought to be appointed to carry
out the work. He is al ways very ready to
point out what he considers to be mistakes,
and apparently in his eyes neither the
librarian nor the tmstees can do anything
that is right. Every action of theirs has
been wrong. I had seen Mr. Brazier before.
This is not the first friction, for there has
been a series. He is about the most refractory man, as far as I am able to j lldge, that
anyone has been called upon to deal
with.
He is a mcLn of great ability,
and
would be s?ecially valuable in
many positions in the Public Library.
The trustees came to see me, and I agreed
with them that he would not be the proper
person to cclrry out the work I have referred
to. I saw Mr. Brazier, and I told him I
could not understand how he was a1 ways in
hot water. I asked him if he could not endeavour to get on with the trustees. I saw
that there was no other course.
The
trustees put the matter very kindly before
me.
They had no feeling against Mr.
Brazier, and their regret was th:tt he would
not try to work pleasantly with them. They
really have no power, as the honorable member for Carlton contends, to deal with him.
After going fnlly into all the facts. I tald Mr.
Brazier t,hat he 8honld go and do the work
that they had directed him to do in the
J~ellr:ling Library.
It is work inferior to his
classification. I do not dispute that, alth()ugh I think ~htl honorable member for·
Carlton mi:3lmderstands the situation. Mr.
Bt'azier is doing work that is not up to his
classification, but there has been 110 redl1etioll
ill his salary, and it appeared to me that no
injustice would be done to him by putting
Mr. Murray.
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him in that position. He had become very
mnch dissatisfied, and he wanted to retire ou
a pellsion, but I felt it was not fl'l.ir to the
State that. he should be permitted to retire,
as he was a man in the prime of life, with
extraordinary idiosyncrasies, but with very
great ability,as shown by the way he states his
case. That summarizes the position. I
would at:!k the Committee to keep in mind the
character of the men who are in a responsible
position without proper authority to deal
with the staff. Honorable members may
recollect that I introduced the clause to make
the chairman of the trustees for the time
being the permanen t head of the bral'lch, so
that he would have the same legal authority
as other permanent heads. There was some
opposition to the measure.
Mr. SOLLY.-And quite right, too.
Mr . .MURRA Y.-The authority ought to
be "ested in some one.
Mr. SOLLY.-The Chief Secretary ought
to have it.
Mr. MURRA Y.-Nu, I have no authority. Xo Minister can chn.rge a public servant.
An HONORABLE ME)IBEH.-The Public
Service Commissioner can char2'e him.
Mr. :\1.URRAY.-No, hecallnot; he can
only deal with a public servant who has been
charged and suspended. The legal course
that some might contend should have been
followed was to charge Mr. Brazier and suspend him.
~fr. WARDE.- Why does not the librarian
charge him?
.'dr. MURRAY.-That is th~ point. He
did not charge him.
Mr. WARDE.-Because he was not sure of
the charge.
Mr. MURRA Y.-It is very often the
man who brillgs the charge that is on his
trial, and not the man who is charged. It is
very difficult to prove a.nything against a
man under the Public Service Act. There
has been no real injustice done to Mr. Brazier,
though his dignity may have heen hurt.
If he has suffered in any way, whatever he
has suffered, r call conscientiously say, has
been entirely brought UpOll himself by his
perverse conduct in positions he has held in
the Librarv. New trnstees come in and
find him th~ same impracticable man. Their
desire is to get on peacefully with him.
After seeing Mr. Brazier, and after talking
to him, I began to realize the type of man
he iR.
I said to him, "''''hy are yon not
amenable to the pl'Opcr authority ~ vVhy
are you always kicking against the pricks ?"
I said, " I canl10t underst,and a man desiring
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for ever to be in hot water." He hints at
charges, and makes insinuations, always
feeling that he has he en unjustly treated,
and that others are al ways doing not the
right thing, but the wrong thing.
Mr. SNO WBALL.-It is very regrettable
that a splendid institution like the Public
Library and j:':atioll:ll Art Gallery should be
ill the condition it appears to be in,as indicated
by the facts brought before the House.
The anomalous position that the trustees
are in, as mentioned by the Chief Secretary,
suggests that it is necessary for t.he Government to take the future management of the
institution in hand, and deal with it properly, by legislation or otherwise. J t seems
to me, from the admission of the Chief Secretary, that the librarian should have laid a
charge, and should have had this man dealt
with by the Public ~ervice Commissioner.
It would almost lead to the conclusion that
there was no reason why Mr. Brazier should
not have been dealt with as a public servant,
and have his rights preserved to him. We
all know what splendid men the trustees
are-men who have rendered great service
to the State in many eapacities, and it is a
pity that the honorable member for Hawthorn, and the honorable member for Gippsland vV' est, are not present to give us the
benefit of their side of this apparently unsavory difference between the trustees and
one of the employes. It is possible, as indicated by the appeal of this employ{> to the
House, that the trustees, outside of any powtlr
vested in them by the Act, have been interfering with the actual management and
control of the Library and the employes. It
is not unnatural that these men, feeling that
they are public servants working nnder the
librarian, whose authority alone they are
expected to recognise, may resent interference by honorary tl'llstees, one of whom
may give one direction and another another.
Mr. MURRAY. - It is
through
the
librarial1 that the orders were given.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I understand that it
was not. It is stated, in the applO'al read by
the honorable member for Carlton, that Professor Spellcer gave certain directions.
Mr. ~OLLY.-The complaint agail1':lt. Mr.
Braziel' was this: The Governor had been
invited to the Library, and oel:allse Professor
Spencer had not been notified of that fact,
he started to kick up a row with Mr.
Brazier.
Professor Spencer was afler a
knighthood.
~fr. SNOvVBALL.-The present condition
of affairs is bound to lead to trouble. It is
not right to have the trustees, without re-
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strictioll or distinction, interfering with the
employes in the Library, and giving them
directions.
Mr. MURRAY. - The librarian dces not
complain that they do.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-If the librarian is
not the only person who hns the right to
direct and control the employeR, the sooner
we know who is the better. Why did he not
lay a complaint against this rebellious officer
before the Public Service Commissioner? It
is suggested by Mr. Brazier that the trusteel:l
improperly ignored the Public l-iervice Commissioner, to whom t.he Public Service look
for protection, went to the Chief ~ecre
tary, and brought about th~ degmuation of
this man.
~1 r. SWINBUR~E.-The trnstees have no
right. except through the Minister.
Mr. SNO"VBALL.-They have no right
to go to thp. Minister. The librJ.l'ian is the
man to direct the employes to do certain
work.
Mr. MURRAY.-The librarian did direct
him to do the work.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-If the work were
not done to the satisfactIOn of the libra.rian
he would be justified in laying a complaint
against this man, and he should have taken
the responsibility of doing 80. The Act is
framed to protect the public servants, and to
bring about their punishment if they neglect
to do their work. 1 t is anomalous that the
Library is managed as it is by a Department
that seems to be the Depart.ment into whose
hauds every work is thrown that cannot find
a responsible Minister elsewhere. OUI.' police
are managed by the same Department as the
Public Library is managed.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The Chief
Secretary'S Department has to administer
forty-two Acts of Parliament.
Mr. SNO W BALL.-The Public Lihrary
should be taken out of the hands of the
Chief Secretary and handed over to the
Education Department.
An HONORABLE NlEM:BER.- IVY ould you
wipe out the trustees?
Mr. W ARDE.- What right have the trus·
tees to go behind t.he scenes and interfere?
Mr. SWINBURNE. - That is what Mr.
Brazier has done.
He is the biggest wirepuller in the Library.
:'\lr. SNO"VBALL.-I think this is a
proper time to deal wit h the matter, because
we have just voted a. large sum of money to
erect a public library worthy of Melbourn€
- I believe it will be the finest library in
Australia.
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Mr. MACKINNON.-Are you speaking of
it architecturally?
Mr. HNOWHALL.-No, but as far as its
praetical value for storing alld making available its books and treasures is concerned.
The Chief becretary hns realized the difficult
position. Two sesf:lions ago he brought iu a
Bill to deal with this trouble. 1 understand that not only Mr. Brazier, but the
whole of the employes are in a state of
unrest and dissatisfaction with the conditions
under which they are working. The Chief
Secretary should say that the matter will be
effectually dealt with.
We know that
honorary trustees working in the way in which
they are expected to work, cal)not satisfactorily meet the requirements of the
position. They are gentlemen with individual
ideas with regard to the management of
the institution, and no doubt t.hey give
directions to an employe, who perhaps does
not know where he is.
Sir ALI<:XANDER PEACOCK.-Too many
bosses.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Exactly. It was
never intended that the trustees should fuss
about the Public Library, and give directions
to the employes. It seems that a trustee has
got at cross purposes with an employe. I
believe that it was intellded that the
trustees should decide matters of general
policy, and give their instructions to the
Chief Librarian, who would c{Jntrol the staff.
Mr. SWIN I3URNI<:.-That is the rule.
Mr. MURRAY.-It has never been departed
from.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I understand that
according to the statement which has been
read, the trustees go about and give directions to the employes.
Mr. SW1NBUl{NE.-That is not .correct.
It is an ex parte statemen t.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I think that it is
pllblic property that the Library has been in
a state of disorganization. 1 believe that the
whole staff is dissatisfied, and not merely one
man. Therefore, I hope the Chief Secretary
will not push the matter on one side, and say
there is nothing in it. The whole value of
the institution depends on the hearty cooperation of the staff in rendering available
for the public the splendid store house of
literature and art which we have there. We
are greatly indebted to the trustees for their
work, but there is no reason why the employf.s,
on whom the burden of the work falls, should
not be considered. As I say, the employes
are in a state of great unrest.
Mr. SWINBURNE.--It is the sama in the
Education and all other Departments.
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Mr. S~OWBALL.-Honorary board$
and conncils, and committees of this kind
very "!eldom work smoothly. I really beJicv&
that this institution should be handed O\'Ct..
to the newly constituted Council of Education, thell we would have proper control underone head, and the employe/:! would know
whom they are responsi ble to.
Mr. TOUTCHEH. - I suppose everyhOllorable member has received communications from the gentleman who bas supplied
the honorable member for Carlton with that
statemeut.
Mr. SNI>WBALIJ.-I h:we not.
Mr. TOUTCRER.-I know very little
about the iuner working of the Library, but
it appears to me that there is a great deal of
discontent among the employes. The honorable member for Carlton has given us all ex
pm·te statement, and I would like to hear
some explanation on the other side from the·
honorable member for Hawthorn, who is one·
of the trustee1:l.
Mr. MACKINNON. - I do not. know
anything about this case, but I have been
made aquainteci with the existence of a great
deal of discontent in that part of our
Public Service.
What the cause of it may
be is very hard to say, but it must be
obvious to anyone who has watched th&
Library.
It blazes out occasionally, and
is constantly smouldering Such a state of
things would make any ordinary business
man think. There must be surely something
in the management which is not at all satisfactory. "Ve kno\. .· it is hard to get a gentleman who will be a great librarian, and a
successful organizer and manager of men.
We have known of cases where men, eminent
in special branches of the Pu blic Service
were not good organ izers. \tVe know that
one gentleman who for many years held an
important position in the Slate, and who retired not very long ago, undoubtedly bad·
not the way of working men so as to get the
best l'esults and gi ve satisfaction to them. 1
do not know whether there is any need to
have the matter inquired into by the Public
Service Commissioner. Whether it is due
to the dual control or the existence of
meddlesome trustees, as alleged, or whether
it is due to the inabilitv of the excellent
librarian, who is responsIble to the Department for carrying out the many-sided dut.ies
connected with his otJiee, or not, we cannot
say. The fact remains that discontent 0f
a marked kind is smouldering among' t.he·
employes, and it blazes out every time the
Estimates come up. There must snrely be
some personal cause fot' this. I think we
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should ascertnin whether any illjust ice is
being done, perhaps unwittiugly, which Parliament or the Department. can remedy.
Mr. SWINBUltXE,-I am the only representative of the trustees who happens to
be presellt in the IIonse. Tho smouldering
discontent at the Library is on the part of the
trustees, who have got no powers The
honorable member for Cariton has treated
the nouse to a long rigmarole from Mr.
Brazier. It has been circulated for the last
.eighteen months amongst the trustees, and
€very Olle Mr. Brazier has come across. He
has written reams of letters, and if he paid
as much attention to his business at the
Library as to letter writing it would be
very much better for him, because he
spends so much time in connexion
with his own little complaillt~.
He certainly has got a maggot in his head.
"Vhen I had the honour to be appointed a
trustee one of the first things I received by
post was several reams of paper from him,
putting forth the position he had been put
in and all his grievances for several years
with the librarian, Professor Spencer, the
trustees generally, Mr. Callaway, the Chief
Secretary, and everyone. In fact, he has
grievances all round. I cn-refully read all
the papers sent to me, and I came to the
.conclusion that ~Ir. Brazier was a perennial
agitator and grievance man.
1\11'. SOLLY.-You do not like the agitator;
he upsets you a bit.
Mr. SWINBUH.NE.·--Oh, no. I am only
too glad to look into every grievance, but
depend upon it, ~lr. Brazier has done everything he can to work against Mr. Armstrong. He has worked A,gaiost him deliberatelv.
Mr. SUor.. Lv.-'fhat is absolutely incorrect.
.Mr. S WINB UH.~ E.-I do not know
that the honorable member is acquainted
with the whole of the circumsta.nces. I
have been into the whole matter with the
trustees and with l\1r~ Armstrong, and J
have read everything Mr. Brazier has
written.
Sir ALExANDlm Pl!:AcocK.-And you are
:Rti1l alive?
Mr. S WINBURNE.-Yes, J am still
alive. 1 ought to have the sympathy of the
House for doing so. I have tried to get the
matter properly settled. Mr. Brazier has
had the entree to the Millister and the UnderSecretary. and the Uuder Secretary has considered all his grievances, and, I think, has
treated him with sympathy. "Vhat powers
have the trustees? The Cbief Secretary
tried to get a small Bill throngh the House
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to ~ive them powers. They have no 'power
but t·o recommend.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Why Rhould thry have
power to do anything more than the \\'ork
for which they are appointed?
Mr. SWIN BUR:\TE.-They are appointed
to manage the institution.
Mr. SNOWIIALL. - They are assuming
power.
Mr. SWJNBURNE.-They are not.
Mr. SOLLY.-And assuming it hy backdoor inflnence .
Mr. ~ WINBUH.NE.-No. The trustees
should not be blamed when they have no
power. Special meetings are being called to
consider the whole position of the management, because it is most undesirable for allY
body of gentlemen to be criticised by Parliament, by their employes, and by the outside
public, seeing the position they are in. I
should not be surpriFted if the whole ofthem resigned. HOllomble members have no ideaofthe
difficulties of the position, not only with reference tothe employes, but with reference to the
Libl'ary,the Natural HistoryMuseulH and the
Picture Gallery. There are multifariollS and
difficult duties to perform, and some of the
trustees give an immense amount of time to
the work. Professor Spencer is one of the
ornaments of the Board, one of the cleverest
men we have. and every ~aturday morning
he spends scverai hours in the Natural
History Museum for the benefit of the
State. No man devotes himself more to the
interest s of the institution than Professor
Spencer. The honorable member for Carlton
has heard only one side of the qnestion. It
has been said that a seething mass of discolltent ex.ists in the institution. I do not. suppose that there are more than thirty employes
there .
Mr. MAcKTNNoN.-Thirty-nine, according
to the Estimates.
Mr. SWI~BURNE.-The attendants
and others have put in applications for increased salaries. The applications came before the trustees, and they recommended them
and sent them on to the Chief Secretary.
The Chief Secretary has not approved of
them, but t he trustees are not to blame.
'Ve have simply the money given to us by
the Treasnrer, which is all too small, and if it
were not for the Felton bequest our picture
gallery would not be much.
Mr. W ARDE.- You wonld not have the Bent
Tree but for him.
Mr. SWINBUH.NE.-N'o,and it will bring
twice as m nch as "as paid for it.
MI'. TOUTCHER-There must be some foolti
knocking about
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Mr. SWINBURNE - I agree with the
honorable member for Brighton that the
management of the Library should be put in
a d'itferent position, so that it would be
more satisfactory to the employes and the
trustees. I am sure it would be impossible to get a· better body of men
as trustees-men more wrn.pped up in
art, literature, natural history, and all
the requirements of a large institution such
as this. Ther~ is no use blaming the trustees
if there is dissatisfaction because their reo
commendations have not been carried out.
The ultimate decision rests with the
Chief Secretary for everything that has to
he done. Misunderstandings and difficulties
will arise in connexon with the employes in every institution. Mr Braziel' is
one of t.hose gentlemen that will never be
satisfied. Even the good humoured member
for Carlton, who would go out of his way to
do anything or to please anyone, will find
a snag in Mr. Braziel' that he cannot get
over.
Mr. HANNAH.-I am glad we have had
a speech from one of the trustees, who has
mentioned the fact that they recommended
that the attendants should get an incl'ease
in their salaries. Two years ago that matter
WHS brought up in this House, and the Treasurer gave the very emphatic promise that
the request would be conceded. Last year
the honorable member for Melbourne, and
one or two others spoke abont it, and
we were told that the increases would be
attended to without fail.
Now we learn
that the trustees have recommended the
increases, hut the attendants are still in the
same position, and cannot get a living wage.
I should like to have the assistance of the
honorable mem bel' for Allandale. who
believes in establishing VVages Boards for men
outside. Here we have a body of men who
were reduced when the finances of the Sta,te
were not in a good position. I hope the
Chief Secretary will inform the Committee
whether the Goyernment have agreed to give
effect to the recommendation of the trustees
in regard to the attendants by granting an
inorease from £130 to £144:, which was
promised before. These men WEre reduced
very considerably ten OJ' twelve years
ago, and they have been hoping t.o be
restored to the old position at least. They
are receiving only 713. 6d. a day, and
they have to do arduous work. They have
to pass an examination, and have to have a
fair amount of education. Then out of their
wage they have to pay about 3s. a week as
That is not a
compulsory insurance.
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magnificent wage for lIJen engaged in sllch.
work, many of whom h!!.ve been in tIleservice for twenty years. I think thetrustees ought to have. rnore power, and the·
late Mr. Bromley informed us years ago that
they had not sufficient power. 1 hope the
honorable member for Hawthorn will put in
a strong plea far the increases for these meu.
Mr. SWINBURNR.-I strongly indorse it.
Mr. HAN NAH.--Seeillg that th~ increased salaries are unanimously supported by
the trustees, there should be no doubt that
the req llest is a fair one. I know the very
difficult lJosition some of these men with,
families are in, and how hard it is for them
to live decently under the circum~tances. I
hope, therefore, we shall have a definite
promise t't'om the Chief Secretary. I hope
this will produce an increase so that they
may be able to have It better Christmas than
last yea~
•
Sir ALEXA~DER PEACOCK.-Ithink
the general impression is that the honorable·
ll1embers who have been taking part in the·
discussion were completely dissatisfied with
the state in which the matter rests. Aft-er
listening to the honorable member for
Carlton, and bearing what has been presented on the other side by the honorable'
member for Hawthorn on behalf of the
trustees, it does seem that the whole thingrequires complete investigation on the part
of the Government. 1 have received letters,.
as other honorable members have, but knowing nbthing about. the question, I have not
attempted to take part ill it. But we have·
had public statements this afternoon concernitlg the troubles there, and after the
strong speech that has been delivered,.
virtually Oll behalf of his co· trustees, by the
honorable member for Hawthorn, it is clear
that there must be some one put in authority
so that this big public property may be controlled. It is stated that certain officers
have been guilty of conduct which would not
be tolerated in a private business, and the
Chief Secretary admitted this afternoon,
practically, that. nothing could be done.
From the statement made by the honora.ble
member for Hawthorn. it would f'eem that
some one should be giv'en power to denl with
the whole matter. J remember when the
Bill was brought before the House about two
years ago, to give the trustees power in this
direction.
Mr. MURRAY.-To make the Chairman
t.he permanent head.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.- That
is a different matter, a·nd 1 do not think
Parliament would view that too favorably
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at all. It seems that what is wanted is tha.t
some one should be in charge to report a.ny
case of failure of dut.y, and then for the
Public f-;ervice Commissioner to deal with it
in a suitable manner. The gentlemen who
are in the position of trustees are in an
honorary capacity, and we have the admission
that they are a bsollltcly powerless, being really
only a iloaTd of Ad vice. like the Boards under
the old Ed ucation - Act. 1 t seems to me
that we ca:mot allow thillgS to remain in
that stage any longer, and that the Government should consider the m:ltter during the
receFlS, and come forward with some proposition for iinality next session.
I feel that
some strong measures will have to be taken ill
cOllnexion with this matter, and it would be
deplurable if the trustees, feeli1ig that, they
have no power whatsover, should teuder their
resignations. :O;ol1lethiug ::;hould be done to
lind out w hat is wrong, and to ascertain
whether the cau~e of the trouble is that
certaiu undesirable people, from the public
point of view, are em[>loyed there who should
not continue to be employed any longer.
Mr. TOUTOI-IEl{.--l am mther surprised
that we have not had a statement from the
Chief Hecretary. this branch being ill his
Department.
Mr. MURRAY.-I have made a statement.
Mr. 'rOUTCHEll.-I beg the honorable
gentlernan'R pardon.
I was not in at the
moment the statement was made. Very
s€'rious allegations have been made by tne
honurable member for Hawthorn ill regard
to the looseness, if I may use the word, that
has prevailed in connexion with this institution.
I think the honorable member's
statement d il'cl08c8 a very serious condition
ill connexion with au' important pnblic
Department. If we are having this dissatisfaction amongst officers, and this want of
loyalty one to the other, and especially from
subordinates to the head, and from that
gentleman to the trnstees, the trustees should
be fortified with the powers that are necessary in the circumstances, or they should
resign and throw the responsibilit.y on to the
political or permanent head of the Department. vYhat has been said discloses a very
serious position, and I do not think any
State institut10n can be carried on in such a
ma,nner. When such statements are made
about want of loyalty, and about there being
nothing but discontent, I think it wants
scme vigorons action 011 the part of the
political head, aml I trust that what has been
said will result in vigorous action heing
taken. It must not be said that allY public
servant can hold up the affairs of the country
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by contu'llelious behaviour or want of loyalty
to his chief, or to those who are acting ill
the respol1Bible position of custodians for the
public. I trust that- the Minister will seethat something is done, and done quickly, toend the serious state of affairs that has.
developed.
Mr. SOLLY.-In view of the unsatisfactory reply of the Chief Secretary, I
moveThat the item be reduced by £1.

Mr. McGRATH.-I heard the speech of
the honorable member for Hawthorn, but,.
judging by the remarks of t.be honorablemember for Stawell, t.he question which was
brought forward by the honorable memberfor Hawthorn could not have been replied to
by the Chief Secretary previously.
[thInk
it would be better if we had a vote on this
question.
Mr. MURRAY.- \Vhat is the question ~
Mr. McGRATH.-The question of insubordination and the power of the trustees.
Nlr. MumuY.-There is 110 power to SUBpend.
ARDE.-The trustees want to usurp
Mr.
that power.
Mr. McGRATH.-I do not think the
hGnorable member for Hawthorn would mislead us.
Mr. SWI~BURNE.- We have 110 power over
the service.
Mr. SOJ,LY.-The librarian has power.
Mr. SWINBURN ..~.-It is no use blaming thetrustees.
Mr. McGRATH.-The matter was discussed last; session, and we were promised
that inquiries would be made and some of the
grievallces redressed. In eommon with lither
bonorable members_ T want w know what
t·he Chief Secretary intends to do in regard
to the charges which were made this afternoon.
Mr. Mumv.y.--Onlyone charge was made.
Mr. i\1 cLEOD.-If there is one institution in the State of which we are proud it is
the I'ublir Jjbraryand the Industrial and
Technological MLl~enm, and if there is any
one institution that shonld consider the
pnblic good and be working steadily for the
one end of increasing its nsc and efficiency
to the
public, it
is
the
several
branches that nre gronped nnder fhe head
of the Pu bJic Library.
It. seems that there
is insubordi.nation 01' want of amity betweenemployes, and at the earliest stage a Bill
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Secretary's Department.

:should be introduced to bring the thing into deal of hostility from the other side.
-one harmoniolls whole, or, as a want of lJower If YOll put respollsibility on the trustees yon
is alleged, the matter should be dealt with ought to give them some executive authority
tentatively.
It is not a ma.tter for divided over the staff. Wha,t is the use of trustee~
-counsels. This is one of the iustitutions of if they caunot control t.he staff in Plome wny
which we are all proud, and there should or other, so that the work which they direct
be no shilly-shallying nOl' insuhordillation to be done shall be unciertaken? That is the
:amongst the officials to detract from its value point of difference at present. They deterto the State For that reaSOIl, I t,hiuk the milled that certain work should be carried
-difficulty should be grappled with as speedily Oil t, and the cataloguer said that what was
..as possible, and if the power does not already asked to be done was out of da.te. and the
€xist an Act shonld be passed to give the ordl!r was created with contumely; but
oControl to some individual or individuals. now this officer is cryi.1g out because
The trustees are men of high stallding in the work was not intrusted to him,
business and in scientific knowledge, and they It was impossible llow could you expect
.are giviug their time to perfecLin~ the loyal service from a man of that kind?
Mr. COTTI<:lt.- You would not expect it
-efficiency of the institution, a. work in which
they should not only Le encollraged but with eighteen bosse~ .
Mr. MURRA Y.-There were not eighteen
.assisted in every way by this Chamber.
Therefore, I trust the Chief Secretary will bosses. The honorable member is following
tell us that he will take the matter into the nsual line of exaggeration adopted by so
:seriou,", consideration, aud that this im- many people. No one could have dealt more
portant public institution will riot be allowed considerately with this individual than the
,to languish and fall behind for want of trustees have done. They tried to reason
harmolJY amongst its officers.
They should with him.
Mr. ~oLJ,Y.-They had no right to dea.l
be tauO'ht to serve the public good, and
they ~ust all work to that end. The with him at all.
'sooner the Government get; some indiviJllal,
~h. MURRAY.-They were long sufferor body of men, to deal with the situation, ing. I agree with the honorable member for
:ann secure efficiency and harmony, the better. Daylesford that the Public Library ought to
I trust; t.he Chief Seeretary will promise an be put ou a proper basis. The steps that
inquiry, and assnre us that whatever has onght to be taken are, I think, on the lines
oCit\;sed the disturbance will be removed by of the measure I introduced here. The
aegislation or administration.
Government must give consideration to the
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-The cause of matter. I must ask honorable members to
disturbance would really be removed by the disabuse their minds of the idea that there is
removal of one man. I realized some time seething discontent amongst the staff of the
ago that certain authority ought to be vested Public Library. As far as I have been able
in the trustees. The t,rustees are supposed to ascertain, there is l1vthing of the kind.
tu be responsible for the whole control and I will inquire about the recommendation of
management of that business, and they are the trustees with regard to increases of
to some extent; but, so far as taking a0tion salaries. The matter was referred to the
dealing with a recalcitrant officer, there is no Cabinet, and will be dealt with by the Public
-difference of opinion whatever. The trustees Service Cummissioner in due course. The
.are unanimous that, his conduct all along policy of the Government in regard to the
has been reprehensible.
One honorable increase of sa 'a.ries is to deal with them in
member has used extravagant language whole and not in part. The whole matter
about, there being discontent in the service. will be out of the hands of the Public SerThere is alwavs discontent to be fonnd in vice Commissioner in a few months, Pro.a.ny branch ,;ith the remuneration that is bably there will be plenty of time for provision
being given, officers thinking they .al'~ I~Ot to be made ill next year's Estimates to carry
paid high enough; bllt so far as dISCiplIne ou t his recommendations.
is concerned there is not much discuntent.
The Committee divided on the amendThere are only three individuals ill this
mentposition-Brazier, an officer who .would ~IOt
AY9
10
IDe satisfied, no matter what you did for hlll1,
Noes
40
and two others. Any Bill that was cal-culated to put matters on a proper footing, if
Majority against the amendit met with a favorable reception on this (the
ment ...
~O
Ministerial) side wonld meet with a great
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.\YES.

Mr. J. W. Billson
Cotter
" Jewell
" Outtrim
" Plain
" Solly

Mr. TUI111ecliffe
" 'Varde.
Mr.

Tellers:
McGrath
Smith.

NOES.

Mr. Angus
Baird
Bf~rnes

"
"

"

A. A. BillsOll
Bowser
E. H. C[,meron
J. Cameron
Carlisle
Downward
Duffus
Farrer
Farthing
Gordon
Graham
Gray
Hannah
Hutchinson
;Johnstone
Langdon
Lawson
Livingston

I Mr. Mackey
Mackinllon
McBride
~1cGregor

H. McKenzie
.1\1. K. McKenzie

McLeod
Menzies
., Mlll'my
" Oman
Sir Alexander Peacock
Mr. Robertson
" Snowball
Swinburne
Thomson
" Toutcher
Watt.

Tellers:
Mr. Argyle
" Bayles.

The vote was agreed to, as was also the
vote to complete the vote (£2,4tl2) for the
Public Service Commissioner.
Mr. M URRA Y (Premier).-l would like
to return my thanks to honorable members
for the expedition with whieh they have
passed the Estimates for t he Chief Secretary's
Department.
Progress was then reported.

RAIL"VAY LOAN APPLICATION
BILL.
Mr. WATT (Treasurer) moved the second
reading of this Bill. He sa,id-Honorable
members will recoIled that last· session we
passed the usual Loan Applica.tion Bill for
the Hail way Departlnent--Iarger than usual
on that occasion-involving an expenditure
of £3,358,000. In it were certain items
for additiol·al rolling-stock, equipment,
trucks, and locomotives, involving an expenditure of £1,107,000. This Hill is to supplement the amount provided by Parliament
last session for additional rolling-stock,
chiefly locomotives and trucks. The Bill
is for £300,000, and probably the shortest
method of explaining it will be for me
to read the memorandum UpOll which the
Bill is framed, as supplied to the Government by the Railways Commissiouers. I
will get through it as quickly as pos~ible, but
it is essential that honorable members should
heal' it in order that they may understand
the situation. It is but fair to acknowledge
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that the introduction of a second Application
Bill at this stage is a rather unusual
proceeding.
In the ordina.ry conrse of
events, it is found advisable to provide all
the money that is nec~ssary for the Railway
Department in one A pplicatioll Bill. This
memorandum will explain why the Commissioners desire more money than was voted
by Parliament in October last. They report
as follows ;ADDITIONAL RAILWAY LOANS
APPLICATION ACT .
MEl\roRANDu~r.

In view of the continued development of traffio'
the Commissioners have for some time past been
reviewing the question of the provision of additional locomotives for immediate requirements,
and up till 30th June, 1915-this extended period
being taken because of the circumstances surrounding the construction of locomotives-and the
investigations have also necessitated a 1'econsideration 01 the whole policy in connexion with the manufacture of engines, and the Commissioners have
the honour to embody their conclusions in the.
following report : The expansion of business during the past six
years has resulted in an increase in the train mileage
as indic~Lted hereunder : Year ending June.

Percentage increase in
train mileage over
proyious year's figures...

1906
4'08
1907
6'85
1908
3'46
1909
8'73
1910
3'67
1911
10'82
and the position in respect of the different descrip-.
tions of traffic may be illustrated by the development which has been shown in the last three years,.
viz. : Description of Traffic.

Percentage increase in
train mileage in 1910-11
as compared with
1907-8.

Coun try passenger ..
12'83
Suburban passenger
10'04
:Mixed
5'85
Goods
71'56
The increase for the three years in the total train·
mileage was 24'93 per cent., and the increase in
respect; of all traffic other than the suburban
passenger traffic amounted to 31'43 per cent.,
and having regard to the general prosperity and to
the enhanced production which is arising as a..
result of improved methods of cultivation and
the Closer Settlement policy of the State, and also
to the vigorous policy of railway construction, it
would not be prudent to ignore the advisability of
providing for a continued development of business,
especially as there a,ppears to be no good reason
to anticipate other than a sati.,factory progression
in all respects for, at any rate, a few years to come;
and this fact has been borne in mind, and the Commissioners have based their requirements on the
assure ptions(a) That the electrification of the snburban
passenger train services will be proceeded with in the near future;
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(b) That in the meantime the suburban train
mileage under steam conditions will
not increase at a greater rate than
5 per cent. per annum, or a total increase
for the three years of about 16 per cent.,
seeing that in the three years ending
30th June last, the aggregate increase
was 10·04 per cent. ;
(c) That the train mileage in all other services
will increase at the average rate of
about 6 per cent., giving for the ensuing three years an aggregate increase
of 20 per cent. as compared with the
actual increase of 31·43 per cent.
during the past three years;
(d) That it is essential to construct a sufficiel'lt
number of locomotives annually to
,provide for the ultima,te replacement
of the older locomotives as it becomes
necessary or economical to withdraw
them from service.
In respect to the suburban passenger service,
there is now a total of 122 locomotives engaged,
<lomprising 33 of the" DDE "class, 67 of the" E "
<llass, and 22 of the ":ME" class, n,nd the engines
of the two latter classes are approaching a stage
.at which in normal conditions it would be obligatory to consider extensive renewals in some cases,
:and actual replacements in other cases; but in
view of the probable electrification of the suburban
-passenger train services the Commissioners propose
to effect only such repairs and renewals as may
be necessary to retain these locomotives in effec_
tive service for a few years. The existing number

:Mr. LAXGDoN.-When are they to be
bere?
Mr. WATT.-Some are in the Bay now,
-and others are on the water, but I cannot say
that they are all on the water.
-of suburban locomotives is just adequate for the
present demands, and as five engines of the" DDE "
dass are now being delivered and the construction
of fifteen others is authorized (or equivalent to
.about 16 per cent. of the present number of locomotives in suburban running), it is anticipated
that this provision will enable the services to be
efficiently conducted pending their conversion to
-electric traction.
In respect of the country passenger, mixed, and
goods train services, however, it is essential that
steps be immediately taken to increase the number
of locomotives, and it may be explained that at
present there are 425 effective locomotives for
these services, and when the 40 ordered from Engand and America are to hand and the construction at Newport of the 45 engines already authorized
is completed, 510 locomotives will be available for
all purposes other than suburban passenger
services.
The anticipated increase of not less than 6 per
cent. per annum in the train mileage will involve
the supply of 37 or 38 additional engines per annum,
or a total of 112 during the three years, whilst a
further provision is necessary in respect of replacements, and in this connexion 1:t may be observed that
for some time past a Oommittee of Departmental
.officers has been engaged in the investigation of the
whole q~te8tion of the replacement of rolling-stock,
including engines, cars, and trucks, and it has been
so far advanced that the Commissioners anticipate
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being able in a few days to submit a report to the
Honorable the Minister in which the whole matter
will be exhaustively dealt with. It is sufficient
for the present to intimate that in the opinion of
the Commissioners the time has arrived when the
policy which has hitherto been followed in respect
of replacements should be substituted by a system
under which the depreciation will be recognised
by a proper proportion of stock being built each
year in anticipation of replacements becoming due,
thereby avoiding an accumulation of liability for
replacements and enabling a steady output of
stock to be maintained, and on this basis the
number of locomotives which should be constructed
for replacement purposes (for some years to come)
should be 24 per annum.
In addition it is essential to make a liberal
allowance to provide for engines out of running
for overhaul and repair, and the estimated requirements in respect of locomot.ives for the next
three years may thus be summarized:To provide for increased train mileage
for all traffic other than suburban
passenger traffic, 37 or 38 per annum
112
To provide for replacements, 24 per
annum..
72
To provide for engines out of running for
overhaul and repairs
26
Total
210
which is equivalent to an average per annum for
the next three years of 70 locomotives, and the
number indicated should be constructed each
year commencing not later than 1st March next.
It is almost super.fl.uous to 0 bserve that the Commissioners appreciate the necessity of having the
additional locomotives constructed in Victoria,
if at all possible, and certainly within the Commonwealth, but they realize the impracticability
of Victorian firms being in a position to undertake
the complete construction of the 20 locomotives
required for the first year, and that the locomotive
works in the other States must always necessarily
be called upon; and they therefore propose the
following programme of locomotive construction
for the next three years, which, while not overloading the Newport shops, will enable Victorian
manufacturers to at once cater for the requirements in respect of locomotive parts, and also
afford them an opportunity of entering on complete
locomotive construction if not for the first year, at
any rate for subsequent years, viz. : (a) That thirty locomotives be constructed at

Newport during each of the three years
commencing,· say, 1st March next;
(b) That tenders be invited in Victoria for the
supply of sixty sets of parts, including
boilers, tenders, and engine bogies, to be
delivered at the rate of twenty sets per
annum, from the date of signing the
contract, say, 1st March next;
(c) That tenders be invited in the Commonwealth for the supply of twenty locomotives, in lots of five, to be delivered
in twelve months from the date of signing
the contract, say, 1st March next;
(d) That tenders be invited in Victoria for the
supply of twenty locomotives, in lots of
five, to be delivered within two years
fI'om the date of signing the contract,
say, 1st March next, and for the supply of
a further twenty locomotives in lots of
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five, to be delivered within three years
from the date of signing the contract.
The Commissioners propose that the total of 210
locomotives to be provided within the next three
years shall comprise 120 of the" DD" class, which
are suitable for all classes of traffic on light lines;
85 of the "A2" class, which are suitable for
heavy passenger and goods traffic; and five of the
narrow-gauge class, and that the 120 " DD " class
locomotives be obtained either in parts or complete from private contractors, and the remaining
ninety engines constructed at Newport.
The estimated. cost of the locomotives is as
under120 of the" DD " class, constructed.
either in parts or wholly by
private contractors
£503,280
85 of the "A2" class, and ;) of
the narrow-gauge class, constructed at Newport ..
375,800
18,900
Speed recorders and boiler cleaners
Total

£897,980

It should be understood that thi'> estimate, which
makes allowance for the increased rates of wages
and the higher price of materials, comprises provision for all the locomotives which it is contemplated will be required during the three years
ending 30th J'une, 1915, and that it consequently
includes provision for the programme of construction at the rate of forty locomotives per annum,
which was some time ago regarded as sufficient
for the requirements.
It is regretted that the foregoing programme of
locomotive construction was not sufficiently
developed to permit of portion of the necessary
provision being made in the last Loan Application
Act, and therefore so much of the expenditure as
will be incurred, prior to the passage of the next,
Loan Application Act, will require to be advanced
by the Honorable the Treasurer from funds at his
disposal.

Wheu this request was made for what might
be one·third of the .£897,000 for locomotive
purposes to be advanced from the Treasurer's
Advance between now and July or August
next, it was impossible for me to comply
with it. The Treasurer's advance amuunts
to .£200,000, and has to carry many other
things heside8 railway requirements, so that
this request would flood the advance. Tha.t
is why I have presented this Bill for the
consideration of honorable members. The
Treasurer's advance will Bot stand the
expenditure, and, therefore, we are boldly
asking Parliament to supplement the amollnt
voted two months ago.
The Commissioners desire to at once order the
requisite material for the locomotives that can be
constructed during the next twelve months, as a
considerable delay is always involved in importincr
the material, and matters will be much facilitated
by proceeding in this way, and they will, at a later
date, advise the Honorable the Minister of the
advances that will be required, both in respect of
material and the construction of the locomotives;
and in conclusion, the Commissioners beg to ask"
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in view of its mportance and urgency, that thewhole matter may receive the early consideration
of the Government.

That is a memorandum relatiug to locomotives, and I think honorable members will
agree, whatever may be said of the proposals of the Commissioners to divide this.
work for part or for whole construction
amongst the private firms of V ictoria orNew South Wales, that the Governmtmt
would n01j be justified in refusing to accede
to such an important and urgent demand in
view of the experience of the last eighteen
months.
Mr. MCGRATH.- vVhy have the Commissioners left it so late?

MI'. W ATT.-It has been explained
that only recently they have, by a committee'
of officers, thoroughly overhauled the question
of additional traiu mileage and replacements.
of rOlling-stock.
:Mr. EUlS1,lE.-l understood fro1H the
honorable gentleman that the officers' report
has not been pres en ted.
Mr. \V ATT.-The final report promised!
in this document to the Minister is not yet,
to hand, but the Commissioners say that it is.
sufficient to ask for these amouuts based on
this programme for the next three yeal's~
There may be additional information to come'
from the Minister, but it is not vital at.
present.
Mr. ,J. W. BILI.SON (Fitz1·oy).-Is this.
money illdependent (If the present Estimates?
Mr. VV ATT.- The Estimates do not bear
on this question. This is a supplement to
the Loan A pplication Bill passed last session~
I wish to be quite frank with hoilOrable
members.
In consequence of the Budget
being presented somewhat earlier than formerly, and in consequence of the Government determining on an early election if possible, we had necessarily to hurry on the
material for the Loan Applications Bills for
railwaYB, public works and water supply. In
the ordinary course of events the Loan Applications Bills would scarcely have reached
Parliament until the first week in December~
Mr. MAcKEY.-Have you any estimate of
the cost of locomotives supplied by private
fi rms as against N ewport ~
Mr. W ATT.-The Commissioners cannot
make a comparison with the tenders for complete locomotives, but they are in a position
to compare sume of the parts.
Mr. McLEoD.-The manufacturelT will
simply have to .create workshops.
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Mr. \V ATT.-The manufacturers will
have to be encouraged to embark on this
business and create llew branches ~.nd engineering shops. The tenders have been well
-considered, and it is the Government's desire
that wherever there are construction factories
able to cope with this work they should
receive a fair share of it if the prices are
-comparable.
Honorahle members will see
,that of this £300,000 asked for, £] 50,000 is
for locomotives, the balance beillg for cattle
.?-nd sheep trucks and ol'diuary goods carrymg trucks. The Commissioners have furnished the following memorandllm with re.gard to the trucks:TRUCKS.

It wi.ll be remembered that, owing to the mpid
.expansIOn of the goods traffic, and to the establish·
ment of the State coal mine, and the consequent
necessity to utilize a large number of trucks for
-the haulage of coal between Wonthaggi and Melbourne, it was found towards the close of the last
calendar year that it would be impracticable to
manufactu~e ~ufficient trucks at the Newport
workshops ill tIme to properly cater for the requirements of the traffic, and that tenders were accordingly invited for the manufacture of steel 15-ton
medium trucks, and contracts were let to Messrs.
Gray Brothers and to Cowley'S Eureka' Ironwork
Proprietary Limited, for the construction of 400
~nd 100 trucks respectively, whilst in May last
It was deemed advisable to further supplement
the departmental output, and contracts were
accordingly let to Victorian firms for the manufac.
ture of additional medium trucks as follows;Gray Brothers
Cowley'S Eureka Ironworks Proprietary Limited
A. Challingsworth
G. W. Kelly and Lewis
H. Davis

350
200
100
100
50

making a grand total of 1,300 trucks contracted
for by private manufacturers, in addition to the
number to be constructed at Newport.
The cOlistruction of trucks has been proceeded
with as rapidly as possible, and since 1st January
last no less than 1,343 trucks have been manufactured, as shown hereunderNumber
man ufactured.

Class.

Description.

~ul

~.2
Cl>J.l

~11

z ..

8~
>,oS

<~

"I"
"L"
"NQR"
"'NUU"
"QN"

"T"

15-ton steel medium ~ruck
Sheep truck
..
..
Narrow-gauge truck
..
Narrow-gauge louvre truck
Ballast hopper truck
Refrigerator truck
Total

..

P=lb

486
100
10
3
44
13
656

687

I

687

&nd the balance provided for in the Railway Loan
Application Act is as follows ; To be manufactured.

Class.

E-l

1,173
100
10
3
44
13

It

escription.

~~ I "g~1

~Zl

... ='"

763
50
15
3

613
..

"'~oS

•

.... ~ ~~!1 ~~!1 i
~I>
d'~ § P~Q~
=2 0
_~_
..._PCl>Q

_____
" I "
15-ton steel medium
truck
..
..
" L" Sheep truck
..
" NQR " Narrow-gauge truck. •
"NUU" Narrow-gauge louvre
truck
..
..
" QB" Boiler and engine truck
" QN" Ballast hopper truck. .
" QR" Open goods truck (26
tons)
..
" T" Refrigerator truck
.. U" Louvre truck
Water trucks

Total ..

§I

I
I

250 1,626
60
15
3

I

10
40
70
50
101

70
50
101

-" ~

"I~-"
613 I

.. 1,122

250 11 ,985

Owing, however, to the great development of
the general business throughout the State, and the
satisfactory prospects of its continuance, and to
the mileage of new lines which are now either under
construction or authorized, the Commissioners,
after an exhaustive reconsideration of the question
of the truck supply (which was not concluded
prior to the preparation of the last Loan Application Act), are of opinion that, in addition to those
for which funds have already been provided, it
will be advisable to arrange for the construction,
as early as practicable, of a further 570 '.' I " trucks,
in order to admit of more satisfactory provision
being made for the requirements of the traffic.
In view of the heavy programme now being
carried out at the Newport workshops, it is proposed to invite tenders for the construction of
these trucks, and also for 250 of the "I" trucks
for which provision has been made in the Railway
Loan Application Act; and this proposition will
afford private manufacturers an opportunity of
again securing an appreciable quantity of work
which they are desirous of obtaining, and thus
enable a continued., utilization of the men and
machinery now employed in the construction of
trucks.
The development of traffic also renders it advisable to make provision for the construction of an
additional number of goods vehicles of other
classes, the. manufacture of which can be undertaken at the Newport workshops; and as some of
these can be turned out next year, particulars of
the vehicles concerned are submitted hereunder;Class of
vehicle.

~0
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"L"
"M"

"Q"

Description.

Sheep truck ..
Cattle truck ..
Flat goods truck

Additional
number
required.

50
50
25

It is not possible at the present juncture to
indicate the amount of money which will require
to be expended on the additional stock prior to
the passage of the Railway Loan Application Ac~
1,343 next year, but it is desirable to issue the necessary
. advertisements without delay in connexion with
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'he trucks which it is proposed to have constructed
by contract, and the Commissioners will be glad
of the assent of the Honorable the Minister to this
procedure, and a notification of the amount of
money which will require to be provided from
the Treasure1" 8 advance pending the passing of the
authorizing Act will then be forwarded as soon ail
possible.

The
ful of
which
upon

Commissioners were probably forget·
the size of the Treasurer's advance,
could not, of course, bear such a strain
it.

To summarize, the present Bill provides for-

==
~
.E!
S
oS

~

81
84

87

'O.-S
•. sa

Description.

til.:
,gel>

Q>

---------

..;
el>

.c
S
::;

Amount.

Z

£
Sheep truck ..
50
Cattle truck
50 20,500
Express and passenger
locomotive (also used
15
for goods traffic)
DD Passenger, mixed and
goods locomotive .. 20 150,000
I
15-ton steel medium
truck
570
Q
Flat goods truck
25 129,500

L
M
A2

Total

300,000

That is the whole of the matter which the Commissioners have submitted for the ccnsideration of the Government. I have no doubt
th:lt Parliament will agree that it is a wise
procedure fOt' the Commissioller3 to project a
programme of construction likely to meet
requirements for several years ahead. It
may be said that it should have been done
before. It seems to be an ordinary bllsiuess
proposition. I am glad to say that, after
consultation with the Government, the Commissioners take this view, so that we may be
able to say to the country that the probable
developments of traffic will be duly met by the
authorizati(lns which Pat;liament has made to
the Commis~ioners. If Parliament does t.hat,
then the responsibility rests with the Government and the Commissioners j but Parliament
will have listened not to the alarm but to the
warning, which 1 think deserves the ear of the
Legislature in connexion with the goods and
passengers services which we are undertaking.
J recommend the Bill to honorable members,
feeling Lhat we would not be justified in
declining to yield to the wishes of the Commissioners that they should be f'upplied with
sufficient money to thoroughly equip our
railways.
Mr. LA NGDON.- Which is the greater of
the two, the haulage power, or the number
of trucks?
.
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Mr. W ATT.-The Commissioners will not
ask Parliament to judge in that way. It
would be imprudent, for example, to order a
great number of trucks, and not to create the
cngines to haul them. One is counterpart of
the other. In any wisely conducted railway
service there must be sufficient tractive
power.
Mr. LANGDON.-That is what I wanted to
know.
:\lr. W ATT.-It cannot besaid that we are
giving money for locomotives and refusing it
for trucks; neither can the reverse be said.
Mr. LANGDON.-It is of no use making a
lot of trucks if there are no engines to hau1
them.
Mr. W ATT.-The desire of the Commissioner!': is to have sufficient trucks and
sufficient engines. This programme which
they contemplate is supposed to provide for
that adequately, and the Government desiring to assist the Commissioners, bring
down this meaRure to Parliament. I think
the Bill will recommend itself to honorable
members as a wise precaution, and make'
assurance doubly sure that we will not havelosses arising through lack of locomotives 01"
rolling-stock on onr rail ways.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I would ask dIe Treasurer to give the House time to consider this
Bill. J-Ie himself has admitted that it is
somew hat of a departure from the usual
methods and the safe conrse. The Househas already passed a Rail way Loan AplJlica-·
tion Bill, and an additional snm is now beillg
asked for. Certainly, we have had a glowingstalement from the Commissioners as to thegreat increase in the railway traffic. They
also look to the future with a great deal of
optimism. The docnment read by the Treasurer is so important that it requires locking
into. Honorable members on-this (the Opposition) side of the Honse are as anxious as
anybody that the railways should be properly
equipped, but the Treasurer has fOI'eshadowed
a very important departure in policy. TheBill has been brollgh t forward practically
without any notice, and it is a great surprise.
Mr. W AT'!'. - What does the honorablemem ber mean by that?
Mr. ELMSLIE.-It is a second edition,.
so to speak. It is a request for £300,OO(}
more, ~n.d it is very dangerous to rush such
matters through. No doubt this is a short.
session, but even if we have to sit a few days
longeI', proper time should he giv-en to theconsideration of this Bill. It is too much·to
expect that honorable members can have:
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-digested the statement which has been read
to us to-night.
Mr. \VATT.-The Government do not
-desire to rush an important ma.tter of this
kind. I am anxious that honorable members, country mem bers as well as town mem.bers, should appreciate ita true significance.
I know this cannot be regarded as It party
..question.
I would like to advance this Bill
to a certain stage, and if the second reading
be carried now, .[ will postpone the l"neasure
then uutil to-morro\\'.

Mr. J. W. BILLSON (li'itz1'oy).--I object to the second reading of the Bill being
taken now.
It was impossible for me to
grasp and retain all the matter read by the
Treasurer. It is important that every honorable member shol]~d be seisel\ of the facts
connected with the mn.t.ter.
If an adjournment of the debate is not granted we will
have to taik on the Bill now, although it is
rather difficult in the circumstances.
Mr. \VATT.-I think I made a fair propo-sitinn to the acting leader of the Opposition.
I have not withheld anything. I placed all
the cards on the table.

"V.

Mr. J.
BILLSON (Fitz1·oy).-The
adjournment should not be condit.ional on
the second reading being passed. It appears
to me, drawing on my memory a little, that
after we had the statement from the Trea::;urer,
and the House had given permission for forty
engines to be ordered from abroad, he stated
tlUl.t that was ample for all the necessities of
the Hailway Department for a cOlJsiderable
time to come.
The SPEAKER.-The hono1'8 ble member
is addressing himself to the Bill uow.
:Mr. ,J. W. HILLSON (Fitz1'oy},-As we
cannot get an adjournment, I think I shall
have to speak on the Bill. I should be
pleased if the Government would agree to
the adjournment., because it would probably
lead to much better feeling, and the Bill
would have a speedier passage. It will go
through, even though hy t he force of
numbers always available to the Governmeut.
Mr. W ATT.-We are not bullocking this
Bill. I t.hought the honorable member
wOllld jump at the second reading.
Mr. t1. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I think
-thE: Government should agree to the adjournment and make available to honorable
members the matter that has been given by
the Treasurer to .night. Were we not so
near the end of the session we ought to ad-
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journ the debate until next week, because we
would then be able to read the honorable
gentleman's statement in Hansard.

Mr . .Mr.GRATH

(to Mr. Watt).-Can
get the information circulated tomorrow?
Mr. WATT.-I shall try to have it done
to-morrow or the following day.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (llitzroy).-Do I
understand that the Governmellt are agreeable to the adjournment?
Mr. W A'rT. - "Vhat advantage do you gain
at this stage when full opportunities will be
given later ~
Mr. J. W. HILLSON (Filzro.1J).- Very
much from my point of view, though not.
from the honorable gentlenlau'so point of
view. I do not wan t to gi ve a vote until I
fully comprehend the effect not only of the
order'l, but the policy of giving them. If I
sit down, and tbe Governlllent agrees to the
adjournment, I 8U ppose 1 shall not lose my
opportunity of speaking on the second
reading.
The SPEAKER.-I am afraid'the honorable member has lost it, e1\cept by leave of
the House.
I warned the honorable
member.
~lr. 'WATT (Tl'easurer}.-By leave, Mr.
Speaker, if 1 may be allowed to intervene, [
may say that the Government will enc-eavour to prot.ect the hOllorable member's
rights. I do not expect honorable members
to mop up the figures and the information I
gave, and I realize that it is a matter that
should be digested. On the other hand,
honorable members will recognise that this is
a short-lived session. The ordinary conrse
would be to adjouru the debate until next
week. I have no objection whatever, in
order that honorable mem bers may understa.nd the Bill thoroughly, to have the matter
circulated for honol able members to-morrow;
but I must strongly express the desire of the
Government that. the Bill should be passed
to-morrow by this Hottse, because I am not
acquainted v7ith the movements of another
place, and we consider it essentia1 to have
the Bill passed this session. Under these
circumstances t.he Government are prepared
to grant an adjournment until to-morrow,
with a right to the honorable member to re~
sume his speech if the House desires.
YOll

On the motion of Mr. ,T. W. BILLSON
(Fitzroy), the debate was adjourned until the
fo]]owing day, leave being given to Mr.
Billson to continne his speech on the resumption cf the debate.
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13EXALLA AND TATONG HAlLWAY
CONSTRUI ~TION BILL.
Mr. A. A. BILLSO.N (Ovens-Minister of
Railways) ~llOved the second reauing of this
Bill. He said-This is a Bill to authorize
the construction by the State of It line of
!railway from Henalla to Tarong.
The Bill
is based upon a re::lommendation furnished by
the Railways Stand:ng Committee in It
specific report of the 30th September last.
The measure is framed on the lines of previous Rail way Construction Bills.
Iil order
that the land reqnired for the line lllay be
handed over free of cost, the necessary railway construction trust will have to be constituted, and that. is provided for in clause 3.
A misconception appears to exist in the
minds of a number of honorable members in
respect t.o a statement made by the Treasurer
when delivering his Budget speech, as to the
unloading of the land. The Government
never intended then, and does not intend
now, to unload lands in respect of the provision for the land req uired for railway construction purposes. It would be a monstrous
thing to revert to the old practice when the
Government had to step in and purchase lund
for railway construction at exorbitant prices.
Any olle acquainted with the history of rail·
way construction in this State would hesitate
to go back to the bact practic~ of the past.
Therefore, we intend to continue the practice that has been in existence now for a
good mallY years, and to throw on the people
to be benefited the obligation of handing
over the land required. Sub-clanse (3) of
.clause 3 provides that the construction trust
shall consist of the members of the municipal
council of Benalla. I t has been found from
experience in the constitution of construction
trusts that, where we In.ve to call upon
members from a number of shires, a great
deal of difficulty frequently arises. In this
case, seeing thet one shire is almoKt wholly
interested. namely, that of Benalla, it is
deemed desirable to make it the trust, and
not to call upon any of the adjoining shires
to send members to it. The length of the
line is 181 miles, and its cost is limited, in
.accordance with the I{ailways Standing Committee's recommendation, to£61,78S, includill!; £8,630 for rolling-stock. The standard
rate of wage provided for in the Bill, as in
pre\'ious RaIl way COllstrnction Bms handled
lny me, is that of 8s. a day of eight hours. A
provision has been inserted in clause 14 in
accordance with the recommendation of the
Railways Standing Committee to provide
that, if the Railways Commissioners decide
,not to charge local freight rates on sawn
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timber, a special rate of Gd. per ton shall be
added to the ordinary through mileage rate.
SpecLl.l reference has been made to the
freight on timber in connexion with this
proposed line, because it will tap what is
regarded as one of the finest forests in the
State. I have had a number of consultations
with men who have heen dealing in timber
most of their lives, and they have assured
me that there is no finer f~rest of timber
to be found than the forest that will be
tapped by this line.
I believe the sawmillers in the locality, in conjunction with
the ~hire Council, are prepared, when the
railway i8 constructed, to build tramways for
themselves through the forest to bring the
timber in. It is estimated, therefore, that
the timber traffic on the line will be of very
large dimensions. The timber is of very fiile
quality for building purposes, and there is a
large demand for it across the river into
Riverina and extending; as far as 'Vagga
"Vagga on the main line to Sydney.
I
believe the estimate of the traffic ill regard
to timber will be largely exceeded. An
annual loss of £520 pel' annum is estimated
by the Rail ways Commissioners, but I he
Standing Committee reports that, with the
special rate on saw-milltimberpl'ovided for, the
yearly loss will be rednced to a litt.le over£200.
It is interesting to remark that the estimates
which are framed ill conncxiou with these
propositions, particularly by the Hailways
Commissioners, a.re always on the most conservative side, and our experience has been
that in the greater Ilumber of eases there hai
been no deficiellcy at all on the lines, and
the Commissioners have not fonnd it neces. sary to collect any money from the persons
who are liable. A lternati ve ron tes were
proposed for this line, but t.he combined
rail way leagues of the district have stated
that they are now satisfied with the route
adopted. The line will serve fiat. country
in the valley of the Broken H.iver about
Lima, Swanpool, and Taton~, which has
been principally used for grazing, but will
grow oats for grain, hay, and potatoes. It
will tap the rich volcanic soil at Toombllllup,
where settlement has been stagnating for
want of improved railway communication,
and large traffic is expected frorrJ the val nable
timber supplies of the State forests of
Toorollr and Tallangalook to the south- west,
and Dneran and 1\,ombullup to the southeast. There is an ever-increasing demand
for timber in the districts to the north, ex.tending to the .lY1 urray and into Riveri'lla.
The estimated traffic over the line includes
2,000 Lons per annum of potatoes, and 750
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tons of agricultural produce. The total that 8s. as an average wage is altogether too
reveuue is estimated by the Commis- small. I movesioners at £2/199 per annum, and the
That" 8s." be omitted with tt view of inserting
profi t on the existing
lines, arising " 9s."
out of the new traffio that will be Since this class of work has been under the
brought to them, is estimated at £2,157. control of the Department, and the cOlltractol~
I think this is all the infotmation I am able h!:t.s been abolished. the saving which has
to supply to the House to-night. I recom- been made will warrant Ihe Government in.
mend the line to the House, and hope it will giving greater consideration to :he na \'vy.
be speedily 3.uthorized, as It is our special CO,ntractors made enorm0US profits ou t of
desire to get on with works of this chamcter, these works in the past, but that is not the·
in order to render assistance to people who case to-day.
There is no body of men who
have taken up land in that localit.y and ·deserve the kinder consideration of the House
are making homes. for themsel veR.
than those who are doing this lauorions.
navvying work on our railway lines.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. A. A. BILL~O.N (Ovens- MinisterThe Bill was then read a second time, and of Raihva\'s ).- W e can all understand the
committed.
feelings and motives by which the honorable·
member for Carlton is animated. Of course,.
'Clauses J to 4 were agreed to.
we know that he has a very sympa t hic heart,
Clause 5·and is always looking out for the means of
(1) The expentliture for the construction of the improving the conditions, as he describes it,
said line of railway shall not exceed .£61,788, in- of the workers generally. But with respect.
cluding £8,630 for rolling-slock.
to this m'ltter, I feel as I felt when the Hill
(2) ln order to secure that the said line be COllstructed within the said limit of expenditure, was introduced last session, and the GO\'ernserviceable second-hand rails may be used.
ment feel, that whn.t we have incorporated in
(3) The prices to be paid to workmen in the this Bill-that is a provision for 8s. for eight.
construction of the line shall, upon the average, be hours work-is a fair remulleration for the·
equal to a wage of 8s. per day of eight hours.
labour we obtain, and we are not disposed to.
Mr. SOLL Y.- We have ha:l some very make an alteration in the Bill, and it is.
able discussions on this important qlles- therefore my duty to ask tht: Committee totion of rail way cOllstruction, and last session carry the clause as it is. The honorable
considerable time was devoted to pointing member stated that a large numbel' of theout to the Government the necessity of pay. men were receiving less than 8s. I chaling a Ii ving wage to the men engaged lenged that st~tement when it was made on
in thi51 work.
The average wage, of 8s. the last occasion. I obtained a report by
per day provided for in this clause does not Mr. Kernot, which shows that out of 1,100'
ean that men are to receive 8s. a day for men engaged Oil the railway constructiOlb
eIght hours work.
It is quite true that a only nineteen received less than 8s.
number of men receive more, bnt a number
Mr. HANNAu.-While working.
receive very much less. The question of the
Mr. A. A. BILL~ON (Ovens).- The·
~asllal employment these men are engaged honorable member means that when there is.
1Il, the enormous amount of lost time and the
broken time they do not receive that. Rut.
importance of the work, are matters wbich t.hat applies to bricklayers, carpenters, and
have been pretty well thrashed out before. painters, and other men who work outside~
The honorable member for Flemington made and we cannot control that eondition.
out an excellent case fol' raising the average
Mr. SMITH.-Their average is higher.
wage to 9s. per day.
The Government,
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-And
when the matter was previonsly discussed, t'heir work of a more skilled eharacter than,
could not meet the wishes of this (the the work of these men.
Opposition) side of the Chamber. I should
Mr. McGRATH.-That is questionable.
like the Government now to re-consider the
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I. am not
position. I think it is a reasonable reqnest, going to enter into a discussion of that kind.
seeing that about ~o per cent. of the men I pointed out previously that·the average is.
have to be keeping up two homes.
They 8s. 2 .~d., and that certain men doing piecewill have to pay for their tent and living work- were making 8s. 7d. Il day.
accommodation in the camp, and. those who
Mr. b~I1'l'H.-Alld doing lOs. worth of
have wives and children will have to provide work.
for their families in the localities they come
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Me~
from. Under these circumstances we .say who did lOs.. or lIs. worth of work wera,
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'Paid lOs. or lIs. a day. \'Vhat amuses me,
when I hear these interjections, is that 1 do
not see any meetings of indignation when the
Verrall Government in ~odtb Australia propose to carry out rail way works by contract.
If that was proposed here there would be a
,how 1 of indigna.tion.
Mr. HANNAH.-No, because they pay a
-higher rate.
Mr. A. A. BILLSO~ (Ol)ens).-I do not
know, but I know that the South Australian
Government propose to do that in cOllnexion
with the const.ruction of a line in th'e vicinity
cf Tailem Bend.
Mr. MCGRATH.- You do not think that
is the whole polwy 1
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I am
,quoting what I have noticed. I stated when
discussing the Bill before that the proposal
of hOllorable members on the Opposition side
of the House meant a good deal more than an
increase ill the cost of this rail way, and that
it would a'fl'ect also railways which had been
authorized by Parliament.
I have obtained
nn estimate showing that this would amount
.to £, It 0,000.
] t does not stop there.
If
,you once sta,rt to raise t he rate in this way,
the increase mu::;t apply to every employe
of the Railwa.ys Commissior.ers, and there
would be an agitation for the nplifting of the
men that would involve a very large sum of
money. But we can leave all these issues
out of the discussion, a.nd concern ourselves
cnly with those ill t he Bill. I fail to see
that this amendment is a fair proposal for
the class of work, and I have to ask the
Committee to support the clause as it is.
Mr ELMSLIK-The Minister prefaced
.his remarks by stating that he thoroughly
understood the motives of the honorable
member for Carlton. J am sorry I cannot
. return the compEment, and say that I can
thoroughly ullderstand the motives actuating
the Government on this occasion. The
Minister has llsed some of t.he arguments
but not all, that, were used when ~ simila~
motion was previously before the Chamber.
He then trotted out the argument that he had
. called for a return from the officers of
the Department, and that it showed that a
very small llumber of men were receiving
. less than 8s. a day. We do not dispute that,
-and to a very large extent it is beside the
-question. It is not altogeth.er what a man gets
per day; it is the amount he takes home
-at the end of the week with which to keep
his family. "Ve know that, in' this work
'men have a great deal of broken time, and it
js a poor consolation for the wife, when
Jooking towards the end of the week for her
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husband's wage:-'l to provide the necessaries
of life, if the husband says that he
has earned 8s. a day, but has only
worked two days, and that the wage
he is bringing- home amounts to only 16s.
TlIe Minister introduced the cases of the
carpenter and the bricklayer, stating that
they lose a great deal t.hrough broken time.
They do, bnt here there is a difference bet:ween
the work in the town, and work in the
country.
These railway men have to go
from their homes to the country, and to keep
two homes, and if a carpenter and brick layer
do have some broken time, they have to keep
only one home. On these lines YOll see very
faw men with their wives and families, and
those who have their families are living, as a
rule, under conditions t.hat no people ill
- Au~tralia should be asked to put up with.
They are living in hovels and teuts, and
strnctures made of bags. Why ~ Because the
Minister will not agree to pay a decent remuneration. The matter has gone past the
argument stage, The cost of the necessities
of life has increased to all enormous extent,
ancI yet we have to fight again and again to
get the Government to recognise their r'3sponsibilities to those they employ. The
State, instead of being one of the best employers, so far as wages go, is one of the
worst.
PL'i vate employers all ron nd the
country. side are paying higher wages than
the Government. Surely it is not asking
too much-it is not asking enough-when
we ask that the Government should pay as
much as the general employer outside. If
anything, the Uoverument should be paying
more than the private employer. I am sure
the taxpayers of this State do not
want the Govern'ment to pay the employ,: s less than other employers are paying .
The ~1 inister spoke of the enormously in·
creased cost that would be involved if the
proposition were agreed to. He said that if
an additivlIal ls. per day were given to the
labourers in the construction of this rail way
the increase would amount to something
over £100,000 .
Mr. MCGRATH.-No, that is for all lines
which have been authorized and are being
constructed .
:Mr. ELMSLIE - I f an additional Is. per.
day were given to each labourer engaged in
constructing the line\\ith which we are
dealing the total increase would not be a
very considerable snm. Roughly speaking,
about one-third of the whole cost of a railway
is for labour, and an increase of Is. pel' man
per day in connexion with the construction of
this line would only amount to a few
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thousand pounds. When this matter was
nnder consideration last session, judging by
the speeches delivered by honorable members,
there was a majority in favour of the amendmeut moved by the honorable member for
Carlton.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-That is a
question.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.--You were nol ga me
to put it to the test.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-The honorable member
has taken the words out of my mouth. The
Ministry dropped the Bill.
Mr. A. A. HILLSON (Ovens).-'Ne wanted
to see what the country had to say.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I am certain that upon
reflection the Miuister will not claim that
this question was submitted to the country
for its consideratioll.
Mr. A. A. B1LLSO~ (Ovens).-It was
brought up.
Mr. EL\1SLTE.-I know of one electorate
where it was sublllitted to the people. An
endeavo\ll' was made to defeat the honorable
member for Eaglehawk by saying- that he
was blocking the cOllstruction of the line to
Colbillabbin. As far as they had an opportunity of doing so, the people in the electorate expressed themselves in favour of 9s.
per day beillg paid.
Mr. CARLISLE.- What ahout the Benalla
electorate 1
Mr. ELMSL1E.-I do not know whether
the question was considered there.
Mr. CARLISLE.-It was.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I will take the honorable member's assurance that it was considered in the Denalla electorate, hecause I
am not in a position to contradict him, but
J am surprised at the honorable member for
BenaUa being in favour of a reduction of
wages, because, after all, that is what the
provision in the Bill means.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-No.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-The cost oflivillg is continually going HP, and the Government are
not paying their employes higher wages in
proportioJ. to the increase in the cost of living, so it really means a reduction in wages.
I am quite convinced that the man whose
path in life is somewhat easy, altogether fails
to understand the straits that these men engaged in rail way construction works are
sometimes in. J am well within the mark in
saying that men who are compelled to follow
rail way construction work in order to earn a
living do not earn very mnch more on an
average than 30s. per' week. These are
times of prosperity and high prices, and it is
unworthy of the Government to say that the
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men who are compelled to work on the contruction of railway lines which will pay
handsomely in the near fllture, and which I
hope will pay dividends to the ~t.ate for all
time, shall continue to recei,ve such low
wages.
Mr. FARRER.-I am glad to hear that:
the M.inistry intend to staud by the provision
in the Bill. We are getting very had value
for the m~ney we are payillg men to COIlstruct line!'! at the presen t time. I t is
common talk thronghou-t the State that the
men are getting every shilling they are
worth, and a bit more. 1f the taxpayers,
who have to find the money, had allY say in
the matter the men. would not get as much
as they are getting now. \Ve have got to
stop this continual raising of wages. r am
as much in favour of fair wages HS anybody.
Mr. HANN.AH.-You have never ShOWll it
in the House.
Mr. FARRER - I have always shown it~
but the honorable member is always wanting
to put on an extra shilling, no matter what is'
proposed. I represent a good many people
who cannot get as high wages as the men
who are engaged in construoting railway lineRnow get. The people to whom I refer
cannot get any higher wages than they arenow getting, because they are engaged in
the producing industry, and we cannot put
up the price of produce. If you keep Ol)
making 11. disparity between the wDges.
paid to people engaged in the prodl~cing
ind ustry, and the wages paid to people in
other industries, yOll will not get the peopleto stay on the land. You cannot increase·
the price of primary products. The prices
being paid now to men engaged ill theagriclll tural induslry are as high as theindustry will stand. I noticed t he other day
tha.t a Wages Board raised the wages of
barhers to lOs. per dHY. That means..
that a barber will hn ve to shave forty
men before the employer gets any return
at all, and the employer has to takethe risk of the man being idle for hours.
The Opposition have nothing to complain
about, so I suppose they want to make a
good show by proposing to put up wages.
The proposal which is now before us is absolutely ridieulous. The honorable me~nber forAlbert Park has stated that the men engaged
in rail way construction work do not earn
more than 30s. per week. What is to prevent
them from working full time in a fine week? I
do not Sll ppose they want to work on wet days.
Mr. CU'L'TER.-They eat on wet days and!.
so do their families, and the rent goes on just,
the same.
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Mr. F ARRER.-They have not all got
-families. In such times as these, when men
~re wanted in all directions, they are not
compelled to go up to Benalla to construct
~ railway line.
We cannot absolutely spoonfeed and baby-nurse these people. We expect them to have a little grit like th~ people
had in the old days. It il'l impossible to pro-vide against eVQry possible circumstance
·that may arise in connexion with labour.
'The State is not getting value for the wages
'which are being paid now. High wages are
being paid, and the labour given is of second-class quality. Any of the engineers employed in (!onnexion with mil way construction work will say that we are not getting a
,good return for the money expended in connexion with labour. Let the honorable
member fo), Albert Park bring sworn statements by men who are worth good wages
that they are only getting 30s. per week.
Let him show that first-class men engaged on
rail way construction work are only getting
.30s. per week. I am quite sure that what
the honorable member has stated is not in
~ccordance with the facts.
It may be true
that in certain wet weeks the men only make
.30s. per week, but on the average they get
more. We have to think of far more people
than the people engaged in constructing
these lines, We cannot increase the price of
~gricultural products, and if this agitation
keeps on, very shortly we will have fewer
people in the conn/iry districts.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.- I would be very
sorry indeed to see such a proposition as that
.contained in the dause go through without
,adequate discussion. Wha.t has struck me is
the absolute silence of honorable members on
the other (the Ministerial) siele of the Honse,
whQ, prior to the general elections, were
.clamorous in their demand that 9s. per day
'Should be paid in connexion with the construction of the Rushworth to Colbinabbin
railway. The Government, feeling that the
temper of the House was in favour of the
increase proposed, decided to drop the measure
until aft.er the general elections, so t.hat they
would have a party that would btl more
placid.
Mr. McGRATB.-Didn't you hear the
110norable member for Barwon opposing the
increase?
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-I heard the
honorable member for Barwon opposing it,
but I was not referring so much to him as
to what honorable members opposite said
prior to the elections, and the complete
~ilence which there is on that side of the
House at the present moment. The unforSecond Session 1911.-[10J
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tunate thing is that they have a reasonably
secure tenure of office for three years.
The CHAIRMAN.-That has nothing to
do with the amendment.
:NIr. TUNNECLIFFE.-It has a close
bearing nn the amendment because the continuity of their occupancy of seats in Parliament at all times determines the votes which
honorable members cast on questions of this
kind. The Minister of Railways said the
country has spoken very definitely on this
matter, and I am perfectly satisfied that
my constituency, which was one primarily
affected by the proposed rail way constl'UCtion, did speak most emphatically in favour
of the payment of 9s. per day. The Rushworth to Colbinabbin Hailway Construction
Bill was under discussion by this House
prior to Lhe last election, and when an
amendment for the payment of 9s. pe:- day
was moved in the House I received several
telegrams from my district, one of which
was couched in most vigorous language. It
was from an opponent of mine, and he said I
had made a serious tactical blunder in supporting the payment of 9s. per day, and that
as a consequence, I would lose hundreds of
votes. I was natnrally cowed by that, bu t the
result of the elections provE:d that my friend
knew not.hing of the circumstances, and in one
part of the electorate where I had only received a small proportion of votes previously,
I increased my majority by 1,000 pel' cent.
That. shows that it was the unanimous wish
of the people in that district that the wages
paid in connexion with the construction of
the line should be 9s. instead of 8s. per day .
An inereased majority of 1,000 per cent. is
one th:lt anyone would be proud of.
Mr. CARI~lSLE.-What was your majority?
Mr. TU.N~ECLIF.FE,-I will not tell
honorable members. 1t is sufficient for them
to know that I got an increased majority of
1,000 per cent.
Mr. CARLISLE.-That must have been a
small division.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-It was the
stronghold of my opponent. Because I advocated the payment of 9s. per day, the
people rose and said that J was the man who
would have their undivided support. In
consequence of that I have come back
strengthened in my determination, though it
was always very strong, to see that the men
engaged on this work are paid a wage that will
enable them to get a decent and wholesome
living. As the acting leader of the Opposit.ion
has pointed out, the actual sum earned by
these men is very often only 30s. or 35s. per
week. It is all very well for the honorable
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member for Barwon to ridicule a statement
of that kind, but the honorable member has
never done anything like hard work.
Mr. FARRl<:R.-That shows all you know
about it.
Mr. TGNNECLIFFE. - I have never
had the pleasure of seeing the honorable
member work.
I believe the member for
Albert Park is perfectly correct in saying
that the average wage does not exceed 30s.
or 35s. per week.
There are lengthy
periods during the wet Reason when it is
impossible to carryon work in the open air,
but, notwithstanding that, the men have to
live and maintain their wives and families,
and pay rent. There are certain fixed payments that have to be made out of the
earnings of the worker, even whell those
earnings are very scanty indeed. \Ye say
that when the men have an opportunity of
working they should be paid sufficient to tide
them over seasons when they callnot work.
Mr. FARRER.-They do not work a5 hard
as permanent way men.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-The honorable
member knows nothing about railway construction work or he would know that no
one works harder than those engaged in
that work.
They are generally a very
superior type of men, physically, and inured
to all sorts of hardships, and in these particular districts, where the temperatures are
high, they have to work in the open under
the blazing sun, and to put up with insanitary surronndings, sleepiug in tents and
working under very great difficulties indeed.
But if the difficulties were even less than we
know them to Le to-day, we slill contend that
any Act of Parliament which makes it impossible for a man to earn a sufficiency to
lllaintain himself and his wife and family in
reasonable decency and comfort, with all the
necessaries of life, aud some of its conyeniences and luxuries, is unwholesome and
iniquitous. Consequently, we, in the Labour
party, are united in our determination to see
that reasonahle remuneration is secured to the
men engaged in this and similar occupations.
It is not, after all, a question of the arduous
natnre of the work. Unfortunately, owing
to the constitution of society, the less arduolls
the task a man performs the higher is the
remuneration he receives. Honorable members, of course, representing all shades of
public opinion, receive a reasonably generous
return for the services they render to the
country.
Mr. DOWNWAlw.-Does that apply to the
Federal Parliament, and the increase of salary
from £400 to £600 ?
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Mr. TUN~ECLIFFE.-It applies everywhere, but applies particularly to some honorable members on the other (the Ministerial)
side of the Chamber, who do very little to
earn the emolument they receive.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-Anu get great support
in their constituencies.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE. - Yes, unfortunately. Owing to adventitious circumstances
some honorable members got support that
they did not merit. Tll.'tt, of course, will
not cont.inue, but we are in that strange condition of political transition - The CHAIRMAN.-'l'he honorable member must know that he is getting away from
the question before the Chair.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-If that is so, it is
only because honorable members opposite
draw me off the line. I trust, Mr. Chairman, you will attempt to keep them· in order,
anJ prevellt them from introducing irrelevant
matter into the discussion, becanse what we
really want to do is to impress honorable
members opposite, who came in professing
liberal principles-.
The CHAIRMA~.-Tbat. has nothing to
do with the questioll.
Mr. TUN NECLIFFE.-I think that the
professions which honorable members make
on the public platform have a great deal to do
with the question.
The CHAIRMAN.-We are dealing now
with the amendment.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-J am willing to
bow to your ruling, but I certainly think
that the professions of a politician have some
relation to the votes he gives in Parliament.
Unfortunately, it looks as though honorable
members opposite are going to vote on this
occasion in direct opposition to the pledges.
they gave to their constituents.
I would
like to remilld honorable members that the
mere mouthing of phrases is not sufficient to
capture permanent snpport in the constituencies. I would like to remind them tha.t the
'mere viva voce indorsement of sentiments is
not sntEcient to secure for them any iJe1'manent recognition on the part of the great
body of the people, who are affected, after all,
by votes, and not by promises. It is unfortunate that the Minister of Railways, who·
does profess liberal principles, and who, I
believe, in some rernotc: corner of his heart
has a sympathetic regard for the men whose
claims I am advocating, should be associated
with a Go,ernment that will not allow him to
do the thing that his heart knows to
be right, alld which his inclina.tions lead him
to desire. I am always sorry when I see a
progressive man-a man of high ideals--
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The CHAIR:\IAN.-That has nothing to
do with the amendment, and I will not allow
the honorable member to continue.
.Mr. TUNKECLIFFE.-I bow to your
rulicg, Mr. Chairman, but I was only expresRing re~ret on finding the Minister of
Hail ways in charge of a measure with which,
I am sure, he is not in sympathy. It is unfortunate that the Government have impo:sed thia very unpleasant and iniquitous
task upon him. However, let me pass on to
a consideration of the qnestion whether 8s.
is a sufficient wage f01' a man to-day, when
we know that a sovereign has depreciated iu
val ue by 3s. 4d. or 3s. 6d., as compared with its
value a few years ago .
•ilr. MENZIES.- VVill the honorable member tell us some of the factors which have
brought that about?
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE. - One 6f the
factors undoubtedly consists in the fact that
a Liberal Governmellt, having had the
control of the destiuies of this State for
many years past, have not interfered to
prevent the establishment of eombiues and
trusts, which have forced np prioes artificially, but, on the other halld, have used
their pi lWeI' to prevent legislation for that purpose being introduced in the Commonwealth
Parliament.
Mr, HOBERTSON.- What" tomrny-rot 1"
~"Ir. TUS~ECLI.F.FE.-I certainly think
that the honorable member for Bulla should
be (aIled to order for using such an nnparliamentary exrression. It is most mldesirable that this Chamber should be reduced
to the eondition of a bear-garden by vulgar
interruptions of that kind. The Minister
of Hail ways is practically declaring to-day
that 6s. 4d. or 6s. tid. is considered by the
great Liberal party as sufficient remuneration for a man after performing eight
hours' work in the broiling SUllo If
t.his Ministry, and the party behind it,
many of whom were sent in pledgecl to secure
decent cOllditions of life for the people they
refJresent l are prepared to support a propo:-;ition whieh affirms that the equivalent of
6s. 6d. is sutlicient remuneration for these
workmen, then I say woe betide the future of
Liberalism in this community. 1t is no
wonder that the Liberal party is in a state
of decadellce, and tha.t the Labour party is
growin!! in strength. It only shows the
narrow outlook of honorable members opposite. It only shows their purblind ViS:Oll
that they III ugh becaul'le they have captured,
by the accidents of mere political chance, two
seats in Parliament, and then they think
that the Labour party is annihilated.
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The CH AIRMAN.-All this is quite
irrelevant.
:Mr. TUN:NECLIFFE.-Surely it is
relevant to sbow that the laugh of honorable
members opposite is irrelevant.
I have
to reply, unfortunately, to the asinine
volubility that comes from the other side
of the Chamber. "1'11e equivalent of 6s. 6d.
a day IS good ellough for these men," say the
Government, " '1'he equivalent of 6s, 6d. is
not gOlld enough," say honorable members
on this (the Opposition) side, Of conrse,
I might elllarge at great length upon what
was the purchai'.ling power of 6s. tid. a few
years ago, as compared with what it is today. I 'might elaborate on the rise in prices
of bread, groceries, and so on, and show how
it wIll affect men engaged in the work of
railway construction. I might also point out
that jU8t in propurtion as this community
has prospered, so also has the revenue from
the new railway lineR increased. If we were
paying a lower rate of wages a few years ago,
onr railways were aLso earning le~s reveuue
per train mile than they are earning
to-day. Under these cil'cumf:ltances it seems
to us a VAry ordinary proposition that th.e
men who are engaged on rail way construction work shou 1d share ill the geneml prosperi ty and progress that has taken place.
1 t is sir:'lply because we realize that there is
a general impl'oy€ment in the condition of
life ill this communit.y, that the men who
are at the "ery base of society, and upon
whom the whole fabric tlnd superstructure of
society is built, should receive a more subslantial reward for the labour and energy
they p~t forth. You, Mr, Chairman, as a
student of political science, know t.hat these
are tho mell who really make a nation.
These are the men who go out and dig
'trenches and lay the lines of railway to enable ci \'ilizatioll to be extended.
Th8 CB AIRMAN.-The honorable member is ,vandering away from the question.
:"11', TUNN ECLIFFE.-I am dealing
very sp0.cifical1y with the advance of civilization, and the part that these sappel's aud
miners play in that ad vance. These men
who makecivi1iz~Ltion possible should be
bet! er remunerated.
Yon yourself, Mr.
Chairman, mllst see the unfairne'ls of giving
them the paltry remuneration which this
Rill proposes. You would never, in your
pri vate affairs, thill k of offering men such a
low rumnneration as that,
The C HAII{' AN .-That has nothing to
do with the question, and I will not allow the
honora.ble member to contiu lle.
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Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-I will bow to
your decision, Mr. Chairman, but. it appears
to me that the position yon occupy is directly
determined by the fact that at some previous
period of our history-The CHAIRMAN,-I tell the houoruble
member that he must desist from that line of
argument.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-I entirely agree
Let us get back
with you, Mr. Chairman.
to the question. There is no doubt that
these nlen have done much to make our
oi vilization possi hIe, and honorable mem bers
are here as a JesuIt of that civilizatiou.' That
being so, we should be prepared to pa,y these
men a fair wage for the work they do
in the construction of our railways,
and to pay them in proportion to the
value of their services to the community.
If we take up any other attitude, we take up
the dog-in-the-manger attitude, condemned by
every civilized man in the world; we say we
have got the good things for ourselves, and
we do not care what happens to the men who
I am
have made Ollr progress possible.
sure honorable members will agree with me
that the payment of 8s. a day to men engaged in this arduous work is not reasonable
remuneration; it is not a reasonable proposition coming from the Government, and it is
only because the Government are too
cowardly to carry out their own promise,
that this proposition is embodied In the Bill.
W-e all know that in connexion with the
Colbinabbin propos9J, the Treasurer saia he
would inq'llire into the financial aspect, and
see how far he could meet the proposal to
pay increased wages. Now, after the elections, when all is quiet and peaceful, they
come down with the same old proposition for
8s,,/in defiance of the understanding arrived
at by honorable mem bers on both sides of the
House last session. Throughout the metropolitan area, men are earning 9s. a day.
On the Dandenong road tramway the
average wage paid is 9s. 2d. a day. In a
congested district like Melbourne, it is
considered necessary to pay 9s. 2d. a day
in order to get skilled labour.
But
t.hese men engaged on railway lines like this
have to go into the country districts, have to
work under uncomfortable and insanitary
conditions, and have to establish two homes,
folO that it is only reasonable to pay them 9s.
We all know that when a Minister travels
abroad on public bnsiness he receives some
slight addition to his emolument Oll account
f t.he necessity of disturbing his ordinary
routine of life. We kuow that every public
officer, that th,a. Rail ways Commissioners and
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others receive an allowance for work done
away from their offices or homes. If it is a
reasonable proposition in connexion with the
more high1y paid members of the service, who
are always generous1y defended by the
Liberal party, it comes with ill grace from the
Government or their supporters to grudge
the palt.ry extra Is. a day, amounting to only
68. a week, to men who have to go away
perhaps 100 or 200 miles from their homes,
and to be planted on a hillside subject to all
sorts of dangers from disease. It comes with
il,! grace from a Government that mout,hs
liberal platitudes on the platform to refuse to
pay these men an extra shilling a day.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-In the previous
Parliament I believe many honorable memo
bers on this (the Government) side of the
House expressed themselves in favour of this
proposition of paying 9s a day. I do not
want to repeat the arguments previously
used in regard to the extra cost of living,
and the hardships endured by these men.
Some of the poorer mnnicipalities are paying
88. a day where the men have all the ordinary
In some cases men
comforts of living.
receive from 7s. to 8s. a day, and they have
constant work. They have the advantage
of having their homes close by. The men
who go out on these railway constrllction
works have to travel 60 or 70 miles in some
cases, and pay' their railway fares. They
have to keep up two homes, and it necessarily
follow!:) that they have to pay freight on
t heir provisions. Seeing that there has been
a general increase in house rent and in
the price of provisions, I do not think an
average wnge of 9s. a day is too much to pay
these men. The Minister said he had an
investigation made, and that only 19 men out
of those engaged on rail way construction
works received less than 9s. a dav. If this
is so, these 19 men were receiving less than
they ought to receive.
Mr. S:lIITH.-And some of them are
working piece-work.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Yes, aud they have a
lot of broken time-much more than men
who work about the cities. If a man working in the cit.y has broken time he
has not far to go to his home which,
as a rule, is in an adjoining suburb.
Thore is a rail way to be constructed
in
my district. and the probability
is that I will be told that if this proposal is
carried the people will lose the line. HonorHble members are entitled to say what they
believe to be a fair wage. J have al ways
taken the view, and always will, that the
man who goes out like these men, faces the ele-
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ments, and works in the burning sun, deserves
to be paid something more than the man who
gets oonstant employment and can return to
his home at ni!!ht. If the Minister will not
agree to 9s., p~rhaps he will agree to 8s. 6d.
Honorable members on the Opposition side of
the House may be content with 8s. 6d., and
not force the matter to a division. There
are many honorable members away to-night
attending a certain function, who have expressed themselves in favour of 9s. a day for
this work. It is nonsense to tell me that if
these men are paid 9s. there wil1 ha\'e to be
increases all round. In some cases 8s., or
even less, is sufficient. The work must be
judged on its merits. The men who receive
this money spend it in our midst, and it is
IV)t like the money spent by absentee landlords.
Although I take the risk of endangering the rail way going in to my electorate, still J bplieve in standing for justice.
People should not get a rail way by doing an
injustice to the workmen engaged upon it.
Mr. ROGERS.-I was surprised to hear
the Minister say that out of 1, I 00 men
engaged on railway construction works
only nineteen received less than 9s.
In
my district, for the last six months, there
have been 100 men engaged on construction works receiving 7s. 6d. a day, and for
a period of the time they received only 7s.
I am referring to the work in progress at
North Melbourne.
Mr. A. A. HILLSON (Ovens-Minister of
Railways).-I rise to a point of order. The
honorable member for Melbourne is wandering away from the question.
We are discussing whether we I::Iha11 pay 8s. on the
construction work provided for in the Bill.
Mr. WARDE.-I contend that the hone
orable member for Melbourne is in order in
introducing any comparison he chooses in
connexion with his .argument that these men
should receive a higher rate than that proposed in the Bill.
If he used the Metropolitan Board of Works as an illustration, it
would not be out of order, surely.
Mr. ROGERS.-I maintain that the
work I refer to is construction work.
Mr. J. \Y. BILLSON (Fitzr(Jy).-A point of
order was raised, and the Chairman has not
ruled.
The CHAIRMAN.-I have not ruled the
honorable member out of order, and I will
stop him when he is out of order.
Mr. ROGERS.-A very large construction
work has been going on at l\ orth Melbourne
for a considerable period, and the men have
been getting 7s. 6d. a day, and, as I said
Lefore, for a period of the time they received
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only 7s. The wages paid are based on the
work of the best men. and that a~counts for the
fact that a number of men are not receiving
8s. a day, whilst the highest wage is something 1ike 8s. 7d. The conditions to· day are
different from what they were a few years ago.
It now costs these men at least 5s. a week
more to live in and around Melbourne than
it cost then. I think this request for 9s. a
day is a reasonable one. The time will come
when the Government mu~t give some consideration to the men engaged on rail way
construction works.
Mr. FAlmER.-They will have to get
better valu€' for their money then.
Mr. ROGERS.-We are getting good
value. Some 700 or 800 men were rejected by
the Railway Department in connexion with
work at North Melbourne, where 100 men
are employed, showing that the Department
would have none but the best. A large
number of the municipalities are paying 9s.
a day to drivers, and the City Council the
other day decided to give its drivers and
sca vengers 813. 6d. a day, on account of the
increased cost of living. I should have
thon~ht that, after the discussion last session, the Minister wonld have come down
with a proposal to pay 9s. I intend to support the honorable member for Carlton in
his proposal.
Mr. HAMPSON.-I wish to say a few
words 'in support of the amendment. We
are aHking that this increase be confined to
this particular rail way. J t does not follow
that, because we agree to this, it will be the
standard wage for all time.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (O'vens).-That is too
thin altogether.
Mr. HA11PSON.-It may in~rease or
fall.
Mr, A. A. HILLSON (Ovens).-Do you
propose to also raise the rate on lines which
are being constructed now?
Mr. HAMPSON.-If the Minister takes
the stand that the increased rate must be
paid to men engaged on lines now under
construction-too many, I think-it is his
look out.
The amendment proposes to
apply the increased rate to the J 8~
miles of rail way proposed in this Bill.
When this question was brought before the
Housl3 last session no division was taken.
A pparently the Government were not prepared to take a vote before the elections, so
that honorable members could be questioned
on the matter by their constitutents. Now
it is said that the country has approved of
8s. average wage. I contend that it has
done nothing of the sort. The honorable
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member for Hawthorn stated that the casual
hands of the Mel bourne Gas Company are paid
88. a day. If that is so, how can men be
expected to go to Benal1a, and work in high
temperatures and suffer all the disabilities
connected with being away from home, when
they can get the same wage in Melbourne?
Mr. CAB.LISLE.-Tbey need not go up there
'at all. There are plenty up there already. .Mr. HA:'vlPSO:\f. - We have heard it
cornpbined that you can olll'y get secolJdclass labour for tbis work. The hOllorable
member who used that argument said that
the State was not getting value for the money
which it spent. If that honorable member
worked with a pick and shovel and barrow
under fl, Government boss, he wonld think
he had fully earned the money which we
prop"se should be paid. The honorable
member for Barwon says we mUKt not br1bynurse these men. I do not think the honorable ll18mber knows anything about nnrsiug babies.
I hope that hOLlorable mem bel's
who were prepared to support this proposal
Jast session will not turn it down now that
the elections are over.
Mr. COTTER.-I snpport the :;tmendment. One reason for my doing so is that
the Minister in charge of the Bill has given
fig-nres showing that there are only nineteen
men who averaged under 8s. a day. It was
not stated that the men got so much per
week. The honorable gentleman must kuow
that it was a ridiculous return to expect tho
House· to swallow. If the Commissioners
stated that, during the cOllstrnction of the
whole of a railway line, the men earned so
much per week, we would have sometbing to
go on.
Mr. A. A. BILLS0N (Ovens}.-It has
nothing to do with tbe Commissioners.
Mr. COTTER.-"Vell, it is the Railway
Construction Branch.
Another reason
why I support the amendment is that COllstant delays occur throllgh the neglect of the
Department, and the shortage of material, &c.
If this amendment is carried, it does not
mean that the men will get 98. every day.
Where men have to leave their bomes, and
then have to stand by because the Department is sbort of sleepers or rails, I would
hold the Department responsible.
The
honorable member for Barwon has made a
reflection on men who go into the country to
do this cladS of work. It is easy for an honorable member to shelter himself in a farming
constituency, and throw a brick at men
living in the crowded 9ity.
If the
hOllontble member had to take off his COltt
arid do the work himself, the boss would soon
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find that he was not worth a quarter of what
the man he criticises earns. And, if the best
class of workers are not being obtained,
is it surprising when men, working nearer
home under congenial conditions, receive
9s. a day when employed by the Commonwealth Government, the :Melbourne and
;\'etropolitan Board of Works, and private
contractors. In such circumstances, can you
expect men to leave the city and work for 8s.
ill the country? The honorable member for
Mel bcurI,e referred to the mell employed at
North Melbourne. Hundreds are turned
down.
They are told by the gallger,
after they have worked for a lit-tIe while,
tiiaL they are not suitable. That shows' that
those in charge of the rail ways are getting the
beSt; returns possible for the Department.
Fauey men going to wild, mountainous
COUll try, and working for only 98. a day under
such conditions.
Mr. CARLISLE.- You are surprised at
their moderation.
Mr. corrTER.--I have beard no fair opposition to the amendmellt. The honorable member for Barwon spoke in opposition to Ollr
party, but he did not show how a man working
on t his particular line would be as well off as a
man working nearer home. Personally, I wonId
be illcliner1, if I were in the. position of those
men, not to touch a pick or shovel until the
money they asked for was given. The sooner
the .\.iinister recognises. the position the
better. If the great Liberal Government
a.re not prepared to pay t he men this wage,
they will have to try to obtain it t.hrough
other channels.
Mr. CAI.~LISLE.-I have listened very
carefully and interestedly to remarks made
b'y members on the Opposition side of the
House. There has been a great ex pression
of sympathy with one particnl1:l.r claRs of
people. The Railways Standing Comm:ttee
recommended that this line should be constructed at not exceeding a certain cost.
Everything had to be Cllt. down to bring the
expenditure within the amonnt stipula.ted by
the Commit-tee.
If the increased wages
proposed have to be paid, the cost of the
lineR may be br::mght above the amount
.fixed by the Committee. In that case;
would mean, that instead of 9s. a day being
paid. no work would be provided in connexion with that line at all. Vivid word
pictures have been drawn by honorable members on the Oppositioll side of the House,
especially by the honorable member for
Eaglehawk, as to the difficulties which men
have to face whell going- into the wilderness. One would think that they were going
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up to Cooper's Creek. The honorable member talked of the !:Iappers and miners vf
~ivilization, and the words rolled off his
tongue like water over the :\,iagara Falls.
This district has been settled for something
like forty years, and many families living
there have been strugglir,g against ad verse
circumstances. The members who are asking for this increase have no sympathy with
these people.
A 11 their sympathy is with
the man who is going to construct the railway in that district where butter and meat
and everything is cheaper than in the
metropolis. Whilst it is argucd tha't the
cost of living is gre:lter now than it was
some years' ago, tbe }Jrice of the produce of
these people is not greater than it was. All
the increased cost goes to the workmen who
prepare the product for consumption. The
primary producer is getting no greater
benefit now than he did then. 'Yhat. sympat hy do honorable members on the Opposition side iJf the House show for these men?
None at alL
Mr. J. W. HILLSON (FitZTO!I).- Yon are
quite wrong .
.Mr. CARLI~LE.-It is obvious that I
am not. If the amendment is carried, it may
have the effect of preventin~ these people
from gettin~ their line.
The honorable
member who interjected knows the trouble
these people have to face-in fact, the impossibility of gettiIlg their produce to market
in the winter time, and that is the time
when tbey have to send their produce
to market.
He knows, too, that if a
line iR not built a good deal of this country
mnst return to its driginal state of a wilderness. He is olle of the men who limited the
cost of the line, I1nd if the cost is increased
the line is not likely to be built. 1 know
there are mUlly men in that country who
will jump at 8s. a day, for they cannot eal'll
as much as that. when working for themselves. It is only tIne men who go to
these works from M.elbourne who have to
be considered, out in this case they can
be left out of the question altogether.'
Men Gan be found in the (listrict to
build the lille, and men living ill the
metropolis will not be }Jut to the hardship of
going out into the wilderness. There will
be no necessity of imposing the hardship on
them of keeping up two homes. The climate
in the district is cool, so that the
men will not have to be working in the burning sun. One would think that the line watj
to be constructed somewhere near the
equator I feel certain thfl.t the Committee,
,exercising its common sense, will not support
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the amendment. If the amendment were
carried, it would mean that, instead of 8s. a
day, the men wonld get nothing.
Mr. HANN AH.-One of the reasons given
by the ;\1 inister was that this increase would
mean that others in the service would expect
a rise. No more unfair argument could be
used. 1 take a very decided stand in this
matter. Tbere are many men living in my
constituency who have earned their living in
constructing rail ways, but I suppose that,
ill the district of the honorable member
who has just resumed his seat, there are not
half-a-dozen men who have been accustomed
to railway construction work. If the Minister were free to admit it, I am satisfied that
he would say that 9s. a day is not too much
for these' men. J can say that we haye
sa ved t:'lousands of pounds by bre::tking away
from the old contmet system, and constructing Olll.· railways by day labour. At the
time when the honora.ble member for '\laryborough \Va~ Minister of Hailways we saved
thousands of pounds in connexion with two
or three lines as the result of day labour,
compared with the contract system. The
men engaged on t.hese works have broken
time, iu the summer they very often have
to drink bad water, they have to keep up
two homes, and I contend that au average
wage of 98. a day is not too much.
To
hear the honorable member for Benalla
speak, one would think that the work on
these ra.il ways was a lovely picnic, a.nd that
the men had to labom under congenial skies.
Mr. CARLISr..I<:.-So they have.
~Ir. HAN N AH.-There are periods in'
the year, such as when the temperature is
over 100 degrees in the shade, \\' hen the
honorable member would 1l0t care to work
out in the open for 9s. a day.
He would be
the fin:;tma.ll to say "Well, boys, itis up to
us to go for all increase in wages." It
is remarkable to heal' the arguments used
to-night by some hunorable members when
we know that they would not use those
arguments on the public platform when
seeking the suffrages of the electors.
Mr. ROBERTSON.- Yon are not serious.
Mr. HANNAH.-I am as serious on this
matter as ever I was on anything.
The
honorable member is never serious on allY
question that affects the worker.
He is
serious enough on questions afief!ting the
well-to do farmers in his ('onstituency-the
men who have gained by the expenditure of
milliolls of money by the State.
1'hey are
the men whose interests the honorable member for Bulla. and the honorable member for
Benalla are prepared to safeguard. Our
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party are in a minority to·day. It .was said
pI'ior to the elections that we were going for
this increased wage to catch votes, but I am
as serious in asking for it now as I was before
the elections. Why did the Ministry of the day
refrain from going to a lest on that occasion?
J t was because many of their snpporters were
prepared to vote for the increase, bl1 t they
will be absent tn-night, or else they will
refrain from voting for the amendment.
That shows the hypocriRy, the cant, and the
humbug that still lJermeates this Chamher.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-I rise to a point of
order. Is the honorable member in order in
accusing honorable members of hypoCl'isy,
eant, and humbug?
Mr. W ARDE.-I contend that the honorable member for Collingwood did not refer to
members of the present Parliament. He
was speaking of members of the last Parliament, and as some of them have disappeared
he may have referred to them as humbugs.
Mr. CAHLISLI<~.-There is 110 doubt as to
whom he referred.
Mr. WARDE.-The honorable member
for Collingwood distinctly referred to the
last Parliament when a similar proposal to
this was under Clonsideration, and when a
number of members on the Government
side of the House had declared that they
intended to vote for the increase. He said
that those honorable members were prepared
to do certain things before the elections.
As he was referring to members of the last
Parliament he cannot be ruled out of order
ill describing them as humbugs, if he thought
they were humbugs.
The CHAIRMAN .-1 think the honor~ble member for Collingwood said more than
that, and that he was referring to honorable
members in this Parliament. I would ask
the honorable member for Buna to state
exactly t.he words he takes exception to.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-It is hard to say
now what the exact words were. The honorable member for Flemington has given his
own argument away. He tried to show
t.hat the member for Collingwood was referring to honorable mem bel's in the last
Parlia.ment, whereas the honorable member,
in reierring to what took place in the last
Parliament, said that honorahle members
who were t.hen in favour of the proposal,
were going to absent themselves to-night. 1
would ask you, 1\1 r. Chairman, tn call upon
the honorable member for Collingwood to
,,,,ithdraw the words he used.
The CHAIRMAN.-I ask the honorable
member for Collingwood if he meant that any
honorable members present were humbugs?
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Mr. HANN AH.-I q.id not refer to honorable members present as humbugs.
Mr. ROBERTSON.--That is a back-down.
Mr. HANN AH.-It is not a back down ..
I wi1l not back-down on anything. I will
never back-down for the honorable memberfor Bulla or anyone else.
The CHAIR MAN .-Order! I must ask
the hOllorable member to proceed.
Mr. HANNA H.-And I will aRk you,_
Mr. Chairman, to keep unruly interjectors in,
order. I am surprised that you do not keep'
them in order.
The CHAIR~IAN.-The honorable member has no right to take notice of interjec-·
tiona. He must procetd with his speech.
Mr. ROBERTt-;ON.-With all respect, I
submit that the honorable member used offensive words to certain honorable members.
The CHAIRMAN.- But the honorable·
member has dellied having used those words,
and the honorable member for Bulla llimsel£"
c~l.llnotstatetome any definite words that wereoffensive. The honorable member for Collingwood says that he did not intend anything he said to apply in an offensive way.
Mr. HANN AH.-I am prepared to repeat
exactly what I said before.
The CHAIRMAN.-\Ve do not want it
l'elJeated.
Mr. HANNAH.-I can please myself. I
am not going to ask the Chairman.
l' he CHAIRMAN .-The honorable membel' must go on now with the debate on the
amendment.
Mr. HANNAfI.-I submit that I am in.
order in repeating the statement if I desire~
I contend that I was not out of order, and
yon, Mr. Chairman, have not ruled me out of
order. Therefore I am now apparently proceeding upon right lines. I am contending
for a principle that I fought for upon thehustings.
Mr. CARLISI,E.-He was a humbug, then.
Mr. HANN AH.-If ever a man was a
humbug I would ask to be saved from.
such as the honorable member.
The CHAIRMAN.-I would ask honor-·
able members to stop these interjections.
~lr. CARLISLI<~.-It is a little bit of his,
own sauce.
Mr. HANNAH.-On the previous occasion
the only reasons addUCEd why 9s. should not
be paid was that the farmers to be benefited
by this line would have their produce·
loaded with the extra cost. A stronger
argument than that is required. Let us look.
at the matter from the stand-point of equity
and justice. I have never yet gone for a.
question which means increased wages unless..
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J am prepared to give legitimate and good
reasons for the increase, There is no body
of men I know of who have benefited more
than the farmers during the last ten years as
the result of the increased purchasing power
of thousands of people. Every time there is
an increase in wages you will find that the
men in the metropolis spend it in such a way
as to confer a direct benefit on the men who
produce butter, wool, meat, or anything else.
I am going to give flO me facts in connexion
with the construction of railways, and will
go back to the bad days when rll.ilways were
constructed nnder contract. You will see
that, when large lines were constructed by
contract, the contractors got from the State
thousands of ponnds as extras, and after
large costs were paid in litigation and arbitration the contractors were still able to pile
up fortunes. By the adoption of the daylabour '3ystem thousands of pounds have been
saved to the community.
I think the
honorable membet· for Gippsland East will
support that view, because I heard him say
" Hear, hear."
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-No,
I said "humbug."
Mr. HANN AH.- I will ask you, Mr.
Chairman, if the honorable member is in
order in making such a statement.
The CHAIRMAN.- What did the honorable gentleman say?
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland Ea3t).-I
merely said "humbug." I withdraw that,
however.
Mr. HANNAH.-I think the honorable
gentleman would have shown a lit.tle better
manners if he had stood up to do it. What
I contend is that, ~ince we have adopted
day-labour as against contract, we have
saved hundreds of thousands of pounds to
the community. Let the MinistH, if he has
any brains at all, get up and deny it. I
know it is impossible to drive anything into
the hen,ds of some people, particularly the
men like the honorable member for Benalla.
It wants a pick-axe to do it.
Mr. ROBERTSoN.-The honorable member
for Collingwood was a contractor himself.
Mr. HANNAH.-No. I told the people
of Collingwood that I was going to fight
this question every inch of the way. I am
going to take every legitimato opportunity
of testing the :Ministry and honorable
members upon this question.
The CHAIRMAN.-The honorable member is getting away from his subject.
Mr. HANNAH.-I am coming right to
the point.
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The CHAIRMAN. - If the honorablemem ber does not discuss the question before
the Chair I cannot allow him to continue.
Mr. HANNAH.-Will the Chairman say
where I am out of order ~
The
CHAIH.MAN. - The honorablemember will proceed.
Mr. HANNAH.-I am not going to beruled out of order like this. I am rather
too much experienced to be ruled out of
order on a trumpery pOSItion like that.
The CHAIRMAN.-The honorable member will (lontinue his speech.
Mr. HANN AH.-I am going to test the
question every time with regard to the attitnde of the Ministry. Is that out of order?
Mr. ROBERTSON.-It is repetition.
Mr. HANNAH .-It is not.
The CHAIRMAN.-'Vill the honorable·
member go on with his speech?
Mr. HANNAH.-I am going on with it,.
and am going to continue my speech on these
lines, because I am not defying the Chair,.
nor am lout of order.
Mr.
ATl'.-Have you ever heard of
·Willis?
Mr. HANNAH.-Yes, [ have heard of"
'Villis, and of some of the Liberal members
in New South \Vales.
The CHAIRMAN.-The honorable member is not speaking to the amendment.
Mr. HANN AH.-·The Treasurer asked
me if I knew Mr. "Villi!:!.
The CHAIHMAX.-The honorable mem-·
bel' knows that the interjection was ont of
order, and he has no righL to take any llotioe
of it.
Mr. HANNA H.-Why did you JlOt caU
the Treasurer to order as soon as he made·
the interjection?
Mr. ,VATT.-l beg the honorable member's·
pardon. I should not have done it.
Mr. HANN AR.-It is all right. I was
saying that since we have had day labonr we
have saved this country a very large sum of
money. Now that we are enjoying prosperous times, and receiving a large revenue
as the result of our railways, are we going
to deny to men who are constructing the
railways a living rate of wage? It is not
perma.uent work. The Minister stated that
if the inorease was given ill connexion with
this line it would mean a general increase inthe Depa.rtment to the extent of hundreds of
thousands of pounds. Will Ministt::rs show
how an added oost of Is. per day for labour
in the construct.ion of rail way lines will add
anything like the sum he has meutioned?'
A man who is permanently employed at
6s. 6d. or 7s. a day is in a better position, if·
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,he is paid for the holidays, than a mau who is
.on the a verage paid ~s., bu t is not on permanent work. 1 \"Hut to kuow whether the
man who does this work in all seasons, and
has to keep up two homes, and is not paid for
holidays. Ahould not be recognised in preference to the man who is in permal-Jent work,
aIld who is recognised as worth is. 6el. and
,does not work so hard.
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The CHAIRMAN.-I rule the honorable
member ont of order .
Mr. H. McKENZII<; (Rodney -to )11'.
Hannah)-The .Labour man in my district
would vote for me any time in preference to
voting for you.
Mr. II AN NAB. -l\' ow that the ll'Iinister
has interjected, and the Chairman has not
called him to order, let me tell him that if
he had not gone down pretty low on his knees
Mr. FARHER.- "Vorks harder.
he would not be in the House now.
Mr. HANNAH.-The honorable member
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodne,,,).-That is
is no judge. I have worked upon railway rubbish.
lines. 1. think the amendment of the honorMr. lIA~N AH.-'l'he honorable gentleable member for Carlton shollld appeal to any man knows it is perfec~ly true. Only for
impartial member 011 the Ministerial side of the workers he would have been beaten by
the Home. I f they were free from the crack his opponent IYho supports Tory principles
of tLe whip they would \'ote for the amend- every time.
.
ment.
A
number of members on the
The CHAIRMAN.-That has nothing to
Ministeri:II side, when this' propo:3itioll was d0 with the amendment.
last brought forward, supported it, and said
Mr. HANNAH.-I am on the amelldthey would vote for it if it weut to a division. ment, and I am going to stick to it closely.
After the Bill had been up for consideration I am going to show that we have hud a great
on two occasions the Government dropped it, deal of hypocrisy ill conncxion with this busiand the amendment of the honorable member ness. Last sessioll the GO\'crnmcnt dropped
for Carlton never got to a division. Will the Rnshworth to Colbillabbin Hail way Conthe l\1inister of Lands say he Clall go back to strllction Bill, and honorable membcrs did not
those who returned him-have an 0pp0rtulJity of voting 011 the proposal
The CHAIR~1AN.--That has nothing to of the hOllorable member for Carlton. No
do with the amendment.
,
doubt, :J1r. Chairman, yon would have voted
Mr. HANN AH.-Will the Minister of for it. If the I;overnment are not prepared
Lands-to pay a livmg wage to the workers who conThe CHAIRMAN.-Order. ] ask the strllct our rail ways, then 1 am not prepared
honorable member to speak to the amend- to give a single vote for any future railway
ment.
construction proposal, because I do not
Mr. IIAN:\,AH.-I will show you, J\fr. believe that rail ways should be constructed
Chairma.n, that what I am saying has every- by sweated, men.
thing to do with the amendl'l1ent. I have
Mr. CARLISLE.-I thought yon were
got the floor, and I am a judge of what is against the construction of the line.
right and what is wrong under Ollr Standing
-Mr. HANNAH.-J am not.
Ol'der,':l. When I depart from the Stand ing
Mr. CARLISLE.-You said jnst now you
Order.:; I will obey the Chair, but until I were going to oppose it.
de}Jart from them no power on earth is going
Mr. HANNA H.-Until the Government
to stop me.
are prepared to pay a fair wage. 1 am
1\1r. HOBEH.TSOX.-I rise to a point of legitimately entitled to use the forms of the
-order. Is the honorable member for Colling- House, and will llse them to the full, to block
wood delivering a lecture to the Chair, or is any constructioll IJroposal until the Goveruhe addressing himself to the amendment?
ment are prepared to pay a fair rate of wages.
NIl' . .iVluRHAY.-"We cannot f3tand that.
The CHAIRMAN.-I told the honorable
member to speak to the amendment.
Mr. HANNAH.-I do llOt care whether
::\fr. HAN ~ AH.-I am doing so. The the honorable gentleman stands or sits.
Minister of Lands could not go to his conMr. MUHRAy',-The honorable member IS
stitnents and justify voting against a payment making a threat.
of 9s. per day. Tf a vote had been taken on
Mr. HANN AH.-I am not making a
this I.} uestion prior to t.he elections, I am threat. I am justified in using the form of
quite satisfied-the House to battle-Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-You said
The CHAIRMAN.-That has nothing to
"block. ')
do with the amendment.
Mr. HAN~AH.-I did not say" block."
Mr. HANNAH.-It has everything to do
with the amendment.
I said I am going to use the forms of the
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House to try and con vince men on the
Ministerial side to vote far a payment of 9s.
per day.
Mr. WARD E.-The honorable member is
in order in nsing the forms of the House.
MI'. HANN AlI. - Very often the Premier
has uRed the forms of the House in order to
gain a point. lIe used the forms of the
House to tum Ollt the late Ministry, and [
am going to use the forms of the HOlll:le ill
the interests of the worker.
)11'. ~VIURRAY
(Premier).-Will the
J:lOnorable member permit me to interrupt him
for a moment? He has talked about using the
forms of the House. If he endeavonrs to
persi~t in his threat to block the business of
the Honse, here is one form of' the House
which the Government will be prepared to
put in force.
Mr. II A N ~ AH. - 'rhe Premier has
backed down so shamefully on many occasions that he is cc\'pable of doiug auything.
Atlr. MlJImAY.-I am lJot going to backdown on this occasion.
.Ur. 11 ANN A Il.-Do what YOll have
threatened now.
Mr. EL:\ISLll<:.-The Premier c,niplains of
.a'threat and then mah:es one him::;clf.
1111'. HANNAH.-He has made a threat
Ull worthy of the Premier of this State.
1\11' . :NluH.HAL-I only gave ~:he honorab1e
member fair warning.
:\rr. IlAN~AH.-The·warnillg will 1I0t
affect me a hit. I have had too much to do
with geutlernell who are the honorable gen:
tiemllll's superiors.
Mr. MURRAy.-That was when you were
in the chl1rch building line.
Mr. HAXNAH.-lf the honorable gentleman had attempted to build a church he
wonld probably ha.ve been killed.
The CHAIRMA.N.-Will the honorable
member keep t.o the amendment?
Mr. HAN~ AH.-Tho· Premier should be
kept iu order.
He should show a good
.example to the Hl)l1se.
!\Ir. CARLISJJI<~.-The Premier would have
been killed if he had beell in the church you
built.
.Mr. HANNAH.--The community would
not have been mnch the poorer if the honor·
able member had gone. I am pledged to my
constituents with regard tl) the proposal for
the payment of 9s. per day. Honorable memo
bel'S on the Ministerial side of the I-louse are
legitimately entitled to battle for the construction of rail ways, and 'ye on the Opposition side are j Ilst as much bntitled to fight
for a Ii ving wage to .be paid to men !3n:gaged in the construction of lines. Th~
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honorable member for Benalla has been
successful. The reason why this line is to
be built is well known.
The CHAIR HAN.--:-That has nothing to
no with t.he amf'udment.
Mr. HANS AH.-I t has everythillg to do
with it.
The CHAIRMA~.-It has not. I cannot
allow thiil to go on. I ask the Government
to suppo:·t rne.
Mr. HAN.,N AII.-- Y0U have not hoa,rd
nly arguments, sir.
You do not know what
I was go~ng to say. You did not let me
finish my sentence.
Mr iOUTCIU~R.-It was a bit involvetl.
Mr. HANN AH.-That may be. I preSllme tbe honorable mem ber w~\'s not interrupted when he spoke in support of a
minimum wage of 9s. per day, but I have
heen interrupted on so many occasions that
I have not been able to adduce my arguments as perfectly as I would desire. The
Minister tried to make out that if the amendment were carried it would probably mean t.hat
9s. per day would be the minimum wage. I
admit that probably it; would while the men
were at work, bnt we have to recognise th~Lt the
men are sometimes. wait.ing for material.
I am going to show that the Government can
afford to pay 9s. a day in the construction of
'this railway. Most of the men engaged on
t his kind of work do not averHge more than
four aud a h':llf day::; a week, particularl'y in
winter. \,~ e were never ill:1 worse position
than we are to day ill regard to the supply of
rail way material. Very often the men lose
time on this account. Whon these facts are
taken into consideration, it must be evident
that the men eugagtcl 011 these rail way constl'ltCtion works should receive more consideration at the hands of the Government.
In connexion with the cOllstruction of the
Collingwood line, tellders were called for
under the ~lqLean Government, and the
:\-linister of Agriculture was a Miuister in
that Gcvernlllent. The line was constructed
by day work, and it resulted in the savin~ of
£56,000, as compared with the contract pt·ice.
During the last twelve months the Minister
of Railways called for tenders twice for the
subway at Victoria Pnrk 1 and the COli tract
prices were so high that the Government did
not proceed with the work. It was about to
be hung np, when r saw the engineer.
Subsequently the work was carried ont
by day labour. The COl1trac~ prices on
the two
occasions
on which tenders
were invited were £720 and £~ 15 respectively. The .[)epartment decided to carry
out the work by day labour, finding the
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material, arId the work was done for £578,
exclusive of the cost of supervision. Under
the Peacock administration the butty-gang
principle was introduced, and ever since then
we have nut let any of our rail way constructiOll works to contractor~ .. I say, therefore,
that we should be prep'l.red to pay a decent
wage, for we are saving t.housands of pounds
by doing the work by day labour instead of
by contract. I was never more surprised
thau when I heard the M'inister of Railways
say that the Government could not recognise
the demand for 9s. I know these men, I know
they have to keep two homes, and that they
have to pay high prices for their provis:ons,
and I say that 9s. a day is not only not too
much, but it is not enough. I would even
give them IUs. a day. In New South
Wales they have cli"lcarded the contractor"
and they are determined to carry ont their
rail way constrnction by day labour. I hope
I am appealing to the reason of honomble
members who were prepared last ses3ion to
vote for this proposal. Can those honorable
mem bel'S gi ve any reason for not su pportiug
this amendment? J should like to ask
some of the new members that questionthe honorable member for Pol warth and the
honorable member for Lowan, for instance.
I would als~ like to put the sa.me question to
the honorable member for East Melbourne.
Then there is that budding young liberal
representing the workers of Ballarat.
he go back to them and say that he cannot
support ~s. a day, because it is too much for
the worker who has practically to keep two
homes going? Because of mining having
gone down, many men have to go on railway
construction works from that district. No
man can conscientiously oppose 9s. a day as
being too much for the worker. J nformation, which I have got from workers on railway construction works in Victoria, show that
these men have not been able to s&.ve anything. They are kept up to the collar by the
bosses. The ganger wat.ches them at every
turn. Moreover, they are on piece-work,
and if they are to earn wages such as the
Minister stated they have to work hard.
I
am desirous of redeeming my pledge to my
constituents.
I said I was in favour of
98. a da.y being paid on rail way con·
stmction works, and I will fight for
that at every opportunity. I hope the
Premier will listen to the legitimate appeal
for justice which we are making on behalf
of men who have spent fifteen or twenty
years of the best portion of their lives on
sueh work. When they are no longer fit for
such employment they have to depend on old-
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age pensions.
1t is a disgrace that the
claims of these men should be overlooked.
They spend their mOI1€y in the community,.
benefiting the shopkeepers aud the producers.
I suppose no words, however
eloquent, from the Oppositiun, will anect the
attitude of the Ministn of Hailways. It is
the first time I have seen him adaruant. Probably he is acting under instrnctions. If so,
I do not blame him. Any how, I would ask
the Premier to adjourn this discussion unt.il
to·rllorrow, 80 that he may see whether he
can pay a legitimate wage to these mell, who
spend all they earn in Victoria, and whose
pay is not commensurate with the work
which thev do.
If the Premier had been
questioned when on the hustings at "Varrnambool, he would have said that he believed
that tis. a day was not sufficient.
I am
sorry the honorable member for J ika
,Jika is not present. He stated to his constituents that he had actually voted for 9s. a
day. If our best men are driven to New
South Wales and other ~tates, where they
can get better conditions, Victoria suffers a
humiliating loss of population. It is demoralizing for a State to know that it is
losing p~pllla.tion, especially sturdy meIl>
between the ages of twenty·one and forty. I
wish to save the honour of this fair ~tate.
What an advertisement it will be tothe Government if the news is flashed:
to the old land that they are re-COglllS1l1g 9s. a day instead of ~8.
That will be an inducement to men
to come to Victoria. If it is tele-·
graphed that the Gov8rnment wiiI not
recognise a living wage, it will deter meTh
from coming here. Is the Govel'llment prepared to do anything in this matter; are·
they prepared to make even a compromise t
'Vhen the expense these men are put to in
keeping two homes is con~idered, 1 do not:
see how the increase can legitimately be
refused.
The wages of these men wasincreased from 7s. to 7s. 6d. and then,
to 88. a day.
Now, while 8s. a day
may have been a fair thing three years
ago, rent has increased very much since·
t.hen.
The honorable member for Hawthorn, "ho I am glad to know is an'
advocate 'of a living wage, told us a we~k
ago that the Gas Company had recognised
a minimum wage of Hs. and 88. 6d. a day.
For simply filling coke they are paid 8s_
a day, and it is work that does not require·
the physical strength that these men need.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-It is 8s. 4d.
Mr. HANNAH.-I reinember now that·
86. 4d. is the minimum wage. Can anyone·
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say that that is too much for men who do
this class of work, and who have to keep up
two homes? I therefore make an earnest
.appeal to the Government to recognise
that the amendment is a fair and reasonable
thing.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-Iwould not have risen
'had not honorable members been forced to sit
hour after hour listening to torrents of
.abuse. The honorable member for Collingwood went very far out of his way to
'show that he was the great guardian of all
workmen.
.
Mr. HANNAH.-No.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-The honorable member's party can no longer be the guardians
of all workmen, because they have to give
preference to a certain portion-to about
one in eleven. The honorable member
went on to show that there was a great
saving in the cost of railway construction,
-owing to our having the direct system of
·employment instead of the contract system.
He forgets, however, that the day-labour
system was brought in by the Liberal party,
not by the Labour party.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-Would you mind saying
who brought it in, and then we can judge?
Mr. ROBERTSON.-This Government
.and the Liberal party believe in paying
craftsmen according to the value of their
toil. The man who shifts 11 yards should
be paid for 11 yards, and the man who shifts
7 yards should be paid for 7. If the
Labour party's policy was put into effect,
what would it mean? They moved last
session for a 9s. average as distinct from a
'¥hat right has that
9s. minimum.
party to depart from its own platform
without consulting the conference ?
Mr. HANNAH.-I thought that the honorable member had a little intelligence.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-If they are sincere,
why do they not move for a minimum wage
of 9s., instead of raising the average?
It is because they recognise that the
Liberal principle of paying men on the
average wage system is better than their
platform. In the terms of their constitution they should not depart from their
platform. If they were sincere in carrying
out the planks of their party, to which they
are pledged as members of their branches,
and as members of the House, they would
not have moved this amendment. Platform
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16, on page 15 of their constitution, is as
follows :,T~e

legalization of the eight-hours system, and a
wage for all workers.

mInImUm

Mr. HANNAH.-Will you support that?
Mr. ROBERTSON.-I am showing that
the average wage is superior to the labour
plank, and I am asking honorable members
on the Opposition side of the Chamber why
they do not keep to their own platform, and
move for a minimum of 9s.
Mr. HANNAH.-If I move a minimum of
lOs., will you support it ?
Mr. ROBERTSON.-The honorable member is too dull to follow the argument.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr. Outtrim).
--If the honorable member would be good
enough not to take notice of interjections
I should be very much obliged to him. I
would also ask the honorable member not
to get away from the point of the discussion.
Mr. ROBE:RTSON,-I was pointing out
tha t this is a better proposal than the one
which the honorable members opposite are
pledged to in their constitution, and I was
twitting them with insincerity in not
moving that to which they are pledged.
But I do not intend to dwell on that,
although, after the cricitism, amounting
almost to abuse, to which we have been
s~bjected,
we are justified in pointtmg
out
matters
of
this
sort.
The honorable member for Collingwood
spoke of t~e decrea sed purchasing power
of a sovereIgn, and the good condition of
affairs enjoyed by the farmers. The honorabL~member said that the farmer gets a higher
price for what he produces. Of course, honorable members know perfectly well that
that is not so. The price of the farmer's
products is ruled by the London market, and
we cannot, by any stretch of imagination,
say that the farmers share in the increase of
wages t~ t~e wor~ers. All the farmer gets
out of It IS havmg to pay more for his
w,ea:ring apparel and everything he uses in
hIS house. Honorable members on the Opposition side of the House would benefit the
farmer by putting an export duty on his
wh~at, and prevent him getting the opportumty of the London market.
Mr. McGRATH.-That is another of your
lying statements.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-That has been proposed by the Labour party. Honorable
members on the Opposition side of the House
have said nothing to-night about the fixing
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of prices, which is another proposal of the
Labour party. How do the members of the
La bour party propose to increase the purchasing power of a sovereign by the fixing of
prices? There are a number of questions
of this kind which we might well discuss'if
the hour were not so late, but I ask the
honorable member for Carlton in all sincerity
why he did not adhere to the planks' of the
platform to which he is pledged, and move
for the payment of a minimum wage of 9s.
per day, instead of recognising the principle
of the average wage as contained in the
Bill '~

Mr. McGRATH.-The honorable member
for Bulla has twitted honorable members on
this (the Opposition) side of the House with
being afraid to vote for their own programme.
Mr. ROBERTsoN.-No, with not adhering
to their programme.
Mr. McGRATH.-The honorable member
must have a short memory, or he would
recollect that for many years we moved
amendments to have a minimum wage provision inserted in Railway Construction Bills,
but it was always rejected by another place.
A compromise was effected by inserting the
words "average wage," and another pl:::.ce
accepted them. It is not that honorable members on this (the Opposition) side
ha ve not been game to stick to their principles, but we have no control over the
members of another place.
Mr. ELMSLlE.-Nor have 'lye a majority
here.
Mr. McGRATH.-A majority in this House
voted for the insertion of a provision fOl: a
minimum wage of 7s. per day. Another
place altered the word "minimum" to the
word "average." I feel very strongly on
this question. No honorable member has
had more to do with men engaged in railway
construction work than I have had. The
Minister of Railways showed that the
a verage wage was something like 8s. 2~-d.
per day. I do not dispute that, but we
must take into consideration the fact that
the employment is not continuous. It is
no usc saying that men earn 8s. and 9s. per
day when we know that the conditions
pr~~ent them working more than four or
four and a half days per week. I challenge
the Mu,ister of Railways to produce a report
showing that the men have averaged £2 per
week. If the Minister tells the truth, we
will see that the men do not average £2 per
week.
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Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I did not
ask for a report as to that.
Mr. McGRATH.-The honorable gentleman' only asked for something suitable to
his own purposes.
'
Mr. A. A. BILLS ON (Ovens).-I cannot
stand that, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. McGRATH.-I withdraw. When we
'were dealing with the question of raising the
average rate from 7s. to 8s. per day, I read
a report, which honorable members can see
in Hansard, showing that on the average
the men engaged in railway construction
were not earning 35s. per week. Last
session, when dealing with this question,
the honorable member for Allandale made
the best speech I have ever heard him make.
He had come directly in contact with the
men. Mining in his district was declining,
and the miners had to go to work on the
Maroona line. The honorable member had
been associating with the relatives of those
men, and meeting the men when they came
back from working on the line. He stated
that the men were not getting more than
35s. per week, and in many cases less.
I ask the Government whether they want
the railways to be built by denying little
children' the necessaries of life. Are we
going to let it be said that in the twentieth
century, when we are producing so much
wealth, our railways are to be built by not
giving a sufficiency of the necessaries of life
to those who build them and their depend
ents '? I have travelled on my bicycle
hundreds of miles along raihvay lines that
were in the course of construction. I know
the conditions under which the men work.
It is all very well for the honorable member
for Barwon to talk about the men not giving
value for their pay. They cannot set a pace
to suit themselves. The butty-gang system
is in operation. The men are paid so much
per yard, and they have to get through a
certain number of yards in a day, or they
are dismissed. Men who are not capable Oi
earning 8s. per day are not kept on, and the
8s. has to be earned in accordance with what
is fixed by the engineers. Railway construction to-day is no lazy man's work.
Mr. FARRER.-I have heard the permanent
way men complain of what they have to do.
Mr. McGRATH.-Evidence has been
given by honorable members showing the
great savings that have been effected since
the day-labour system has been in operation.
The figures show that the men must be giving
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a fair return for the money they are paid.
I feel that the Ministry will not .be influenced
much by what I have to say, but I ask
honorable members on the Ministerial side
of the House to remember how earnest they
were prior to the elections in supporting a
proposal for the payment of 9s. per day.
The proposal was no sooner put forward
than honorable members all over the
Ministerial side of the House stood up to
strongly support the proposal. They were
so strong in their support that the Ministry
did not dare to go to a division on the amendment moved by the honorable member for
Carlton. I urge those honorable members
to again rise in their places and to support
the amendment. They can bring influence
to bear on the Ministry. If the amendment.
is carried will it prevent railwa y construction?
At the very most it will increase the cost
of the line now under consideration by
£6,000. That would mean an extra interest bill of £240 per annum. Surely the
line can pay an additional £240 per annum.
If the proposal for the payment of a wage of
9s. per day is carried out, it will virtually
mean no increased taxation on anybody.
I hope the Minister will recognise that 9s.
per day is not too much to pay the men
engaged in railway construction. We must
remember that they will not get 9s. every
day. 1'hey have to keep two homes going.
Has the honorable gentleman ever gone along
lines in the course of construction? Did
he see the men working on the Maroona line,
where they were put out on a plain and
refused firewood for weaks by the engineer ?
Those men, after doing hard work for eight
hours, had no wood to boil their billy or
cook their food. In the hot weather not
even ,Yater ia obtainable for these men.
We all know the hard conditions under
which they work, and yet Ministers begrudge
giving them a wage that will enable them
and their wives and children to live
decently .. I trust honorable members will
give the amendment that cordial support
which they gave it prior to the elections,
and I trust that, if they do so, the Ministry
will accede to the very moderate request
,,-hich has been made.
lVIr. SWINBURNE.-Since a debate took
place on this question previously I have
been seriously thinking out the whole matter,
with regard to including a clause of this
character in Bills of this description. It
has become the custom to propose what is
prl'lctical1y a minimum wage clause in raU-
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way construction Bms. I think it is quite
a mistake. The honorable member for Grenvme says that that a {erage wagJ is 35s. a
week, taking brokcn time into account. If
the average wage is raised by Is. per dav the
wage, including broken time, would ll~t be
more than 39~. or 39s. 6d.
Mr. McGRATH.-About £2.
Mr. SvVINBURNE.-Th8.t is too little
for a man if he has to keep himself and a
family.. In. my ?pinion, ~t is wrong to put
a cast-Iron mftexlble rnle lJl a Bill,. derlarina
that the wage to be paid for the constructio~
of a railway line is to be "so-and-so on the
average." Would it not be far better to
refrain from passing piecemenllegisbtion of
lhis kind? Why is it necessary to put. any
reference to wages in a Bill of tIl is character ?
I intend to move that sub-claus!: (3) of chuse
5 be struck out. altogether, and to make
th~ Government responsi1:>le for the wages
paId to men engaged on raIlway constrllction
work or any other public wo~ks.
~Ir. TUNxEcLIFFE.-'l'hen thev will get
6s. a day.
J

Mr. SvVINBURNE.- \Vc can bril~g the
Government to book quite easily jf we find
that they are paying a less wag~ than 8s. a
day. I agree that 8s. a day is too little
for men on railway construction work, bnt
the whole method of constructing railwavs
f'hould be altered. The Governmer" t shouid
take the matter in hand, and look aftrr the
wants of the men. It should provide tents
and a cook, and supply all the provisions,.
as well as look after the wants of the men
in every way. If that were done, the
average eost to the men would not be more
than 7s. a week.
Mr. I\ICGRATH.-It ·would be much better
for the men.
Mr. THoMsoN.-It would be a nice job to
have to feed them.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Contractors all over
the world do it. I remember that when I
was a young man of 22 years of age I was in
charge of a big contract in Vienna. ""Ve took
English workmen there with us, and we had
a joint account for everything. The men
lived like fighting cocks at a cost of only
about 6E.. 6d. a week each.
.
Mr. McLEOD.-Were you the contractor?
Mr. S'VINBURNE.-I was the representative of the contractor.
Mr. lVlcLEoD.-Under our law you could
not supply your men with goods.
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Mr. SWINBURNE.-Are we to be tied deal justly with the workmen. I understand
-down to conventional ideas in carrying out that they are now paying 8s. a day. In
public works? ·Should we not alter our the same way the Government may be
ideas to fit the necessities of the situation? - trusted by Parliament and the people to
A wage of 8s. a day would be all right if the pay a fair wage, according to the conditions
work were nearer town, but if you land a: that exist in each particular case. I think
man in the Mallee or in the middle of Croa- it a great mistake to pursue this policy of
jingolong, 8s. per day will not suffice if he nagging each time these Bills come up,
has to keep a family. If all reference to instead of adopting a straight-out system
wages were omitted from these Bills, we of dealing with wages. Honorable members
-could soon find out what wages were being would have much more weight with the
paid by the Government, and could demand Government if they dealt with the general
that not less than a certain sum should be question of wages, instead of adopting
clauses of this kind, which really lead
gIven.
Mr. McGRATH.-If we adopt the honorable nowhere.
member's suggestion, God help the men.
The Committee divided on the question
Mr. OUTTRIM.-What would the honorable that the words proposed to be omitted
member do during the six months of the stand part of the clause:recess?
Ayes
32
Mr. SWINBDRNE.-I would trust the
Noes
19
Government. The circumstances change
-from place to place and from week to week.
Majority against the amendThe men might have to be paid more at one
ment
13
-time than another.
Mr. A. A. BILLS ON (Ovens}.-Does not the
AYES.
honorable member realize that we may pay
Mr.
Angus
Mr. Johnstone
a higher rate in some of these outlying
" Argyle
" Mackey
localities than the rate. stated in the Act?
Baird
" McBride
"
Barnes
" McCutcheon
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The Government
, , A. A. Billson
" McGregor
may do so, but this clause does not provide " Bowser
H. McKenzie
.anything of the kind.
" E. H. Cameron
" M. K. McKenzie
" McLeod
Mr. A. A. BILLS ON (Ovens}.-It says, " the " J. Cameron
." Camp bell
" Menzies
average wage shall be equal to so much,"
" Ca.rlisle
" Murray
" Downward
but we might pay more.
" Robertson
" Thomson
Mr. S\VINBURNE.-You might pay less " Duffus
Fa.rrer
" Watt.
in some cases.
" Gordon
Teller8:
"
Graham
Mr. A. A. BILLS ON (Ovens).-The honorMr. Lawson
" Gray
.able member is prepared to trust the Go-. " Hutchinson
" Li vingston.
V'ernment in a wholesale fashion, but in this
small matter he will not trust it at all.
NOES.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I think the Go- Mr. J. W. Billson
Sir Alexander Peacock
vernment will do its duty to this House and
Mr. Plain
" Cotter
to the country by paying a fair wage right
" Elmslie
" Rogers
" Smith
through. But if the circumstances in any " Farthing
" Swinburne
particular case are such that the men should "" Hampson
Hannah
" Tunnecliffe
be paid more, I would trust the Government " Jewell
" Warde.
Tellers:
to do so. I was charged on the platform by " Mackinnon
Mr. McGrath
my opponent with having voted against " McLachlan
" Outtrim
" Solly.
7s. a day three years ago .. I sai~, "Yes,.I
did so and I would do It agam. I WIll
PAIR.
vote ~gainst any clause in a Loan Bill
Mr.
Oman.
I Mr. Toutcher.
providing for a minimum wage." The Bill
referred to at that time was one relating
Progress was then reported.
to the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
The House adjourned at twent.y-four
Works. I said the Board was composed of
honorable men, who might be expected to minutes past eleven o'clock.
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Thatamendment was defeated by66 to 19vot.es.
There is an impression abroad, and perhaps
Thursday, ])ecMnbe1'11,., 1911.
the impressioll prevails amongst some honorThe SPEAKKR took the p-hair at. twenty- a.ble members who were not in the House at
tha.t :ime, that I was compelled to resign my
five minutes to three o'clock p.m.
POSItIOll from the House. 1 was not compelled.
I resigned voluntarily, intending to
PERSO~AL EXPLANATION. '
Mr. M. K. McKI~NZIE (Upper Goul- go before my COlllStituents and explain the
burn ).-1 rise to make a !J6rsolJal explana- matter flllly, bllt, unfortunately, 1 had to
tion. I think it is due to myself and many ulJdergo a serious operation, wf1ich, to a very
honorable members of the House not fully great extent, had been rendered llecessary
seised with the facts of the case, that I Flhould by the mental strain placed on me at
I was thereby debarred from
take this early opportunity to explain my the time.
?onduct, or what appeared to be my conduct, going before my COlllStituents. In order
that no person should be able to say that I
III regard to land business when I was Minister
of Lands. It will be within the recollectioll profited in any way by my action I resigued
of some honorable members that I was then from the Government, from the I-louse, and
charged with having applied for certain the Executive Council. Since then 1 have
leases. I was charged by the present lfader of been before my const.ituents, that is my
the Opposition. I did not take excr.ptioll to the present constituency, at various times. An
honorable member's action at that time. alteration was made in the boundaries of the
because it was evident that I had committed constituency at that time, leaving o'nt the
a breach of t,rust. Whether that was inad- shire in which I live, and where 1 spent my
vertent or not was beside the case, He was life, and bringing in a great deal of fresh
quite within his rights in taking the action t.erritory. But, nl)twithstanding that, I was
he d.id. A Board, consisting of members reject~d on two CCCItSiOllS by majorities only
of thIS Honse, was appointed to inqnire into of thIrty-two and seventeen respectively.
the charge. They took evidence and brought Af~er~vards I was defeated by a larger
up their report and findings. The then maJonty by Mr. Hunt, and that was largely
Premier, Mr. Irvine, in submitting that report a sympathetic vote. On this occasion when
and the findillgs to the House, said, in effect, I went before the electors I was returned to
that he had endeavoured, and believed suc- the House with a m!ljority that. speaks for
cessfully, to put aside any personal con- itself, and shows that those people who have
sideration, and that having done so he had an opportunity of knowing what my character
no hesitation in saying that he did not is h':we full confidence in me. Jn doing as I
believe, and never did believe, t hat I did no oue was inj nred, and I said at the
had been consciously guilty of having time that I did not realize that I was
done
anything
that
would
reflect debarred from tbe action I took through
on my honour as a man or as a being a. Minister. The Board found exactly
Minister. H~ explained my havillg applied tht;} same. The first finding was to thi~
for these licences on the ground that I was effect -- " We acq ui t Mr. M c Kenzie of
carrying on my ordinary business, and that I having acquired land for himself or any
did not recognise that, as a Minister, I was relative at less than its proper value." Tha't
debarred from doing what I c1id as a man was a clear acquittal of any charge of
and a member of Parliament.
That ex- corruption. The next finding was " He has
planati?n was p~rfectly correct. I now say, failed to realize his true posit.ion as a trustee of
as I saId at the tIme, that 1 was not conscions the public lands of the State." That was
It has been
of an:r wrong-doing, and that I wns merely precisely wbat 1 said myself.
carryll1g on n~y o~dinary business as a grazier, said by some opposed to me that they
as I had carrIed It on for many years before. thought I was too astute to fall into such a
Mr. Irvine submitted the report to the Honse mistake. 'VeIl Mr. M acGibbon, the chief clerk
of the Lands Department. stated that his
and movedattention was drawn to the fact that it was
Tha~ this House adopts the report of the Select
CommIttee, and expresses its entire concurrence the Minister who was applying for the Janel.
with the conclusions arrived at therein.
He said, "In my opinion the Minister has as
To this the leader of the then Labour party good a right to apply for t he land as any oue
(the late Mr. Bromley) moved as all amend- else.'" He did not know 1 was debarred fl::l a
trustee.
I have other evidence.
The
mentAnd, further, that Mr. McKenzie's conduct leader of the 0ppoFlilion, in bringing this
matter forward, said very fairly to the Board
deserves the censure of this House.
Second Session 1911.-L 11 J
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that he was not going to act as prosecutor,
that he believed that I had committed a
·breach of trust, and he left it to the Board.
He a.lso stated that on September 8, he
observed in the Government Gazette that 1
had applied for land, or t.hat the land
bad been granted to me. Now I do not
think he would have allowed the matter
to remain for over three months, from
.september nntil .January, if he had known
:that I had committed a breach of trust.
I am confident that he did not know
any more than I did myself.
No one was
injured by myaction, and, as was stated by Mr.
MacGibbon, .l had paid full value for the land
I got. It has been suggested that Mr. Hoss
was injured, again that Mr. Findlay was
injured, and also that Mr. Sawers was
injured. Now I have letters from all those
gentlemen proving conclusively that they did
not think I had injured them. One of them,
Mr. ~awers, rode 80 miles to record his vote
in my favour at the last election. That is
pretty good evidence that he did not think I
had injured him. Moreover, as I have
said, the State was not injured, because
I paid full value for the land which
I got. I desire to thank the Government
and members of the House for the attention
which they have given me. I thought it
right to make this explanation in order that
thoee who wish to be acquainted with the
real facts of the case might have them
placed before them.
ME /'ROPOLIT.A.N TH.A.FFIC
COMMISSIO~.

Mr. MURRAY (Premier) movedThat a further sum of £1,850, being the maximum
expenditure likely to be incurred in connexion with
the Metropolitan Traffic Commission, be approved.
He said-I will read to honorable members
the various items, which are as follows : Typewriting and shorthand assistance, £~7 13s.
6d.; salary of Secretary, £320; travelling expenses, including the hire of motor cars, &c., on
visits of inspection, £327 14s. 7d.
I may say that the item for travelling expenses is pretty large, but the members of
the Commission went on visits to adjoining
~tates-

Plans, books, stationery, postage, &c., £101 Os.
Id. ; petty expenses of members lIot receiving reo
muneration, £40; Parliamentary refreshment
room, £98 13s. 6d.
During the sittings of the Commission the
members had lunch at the Parliamentary
refreshment rooms.
J now come to some
really heavy itemsFees to experts--Expenses of witneses- W. S.
T. Goodman, £39; R. P. Wilson, £250.

Commission.

Mr. Wilson is an electrical expert, who, I
believe, gave valuable evidence before the
Commission. He is connected with an influential firm in England.
Mr. HANNAH.-How many days did his
evidence take?
Mr. MURRAY.--I knQw it took several
days, but he had to make iuquiries and do
preliminary work before he felt in a position
to give evidence of value to the Commission.
Perhaps, consirieJing his status as an electrical
expert, the fee may not be a high one. We
may not be accustomed to pay such high fees
for the services of such an expert as is dons
England.
Members of the Commission, £55s. per sitting;
H. V. Champion, £550 4s.; D. H. Dureau, £551
His.

It was felt necessary that we should have
some professional men on the Commission.
Incidental expenditure, £13 19s. 4d. ; unforeseen
expenditure, £llO.
That makes a total of £2,f>OO. The amount
already authorized is £650, which leaves
£1,~50 for which authority is now required
from Parliament. It has been a somewhat
costly Commission, but I think it did its
work thoroughly and well. .A.t ~ny rate this
expenditure has been incuned, and it will
have to be paid.
Mr. H.A.NN.A.H.-The amou~t paid to
Mr. Cha:Ilpion and Councillor Dureau seems
very large. I do not know that Councillor
Dureau possessed any more q uali6cations
than either of the members appointed from
this House. I believe he was an ordinary
layman with no special qualifications. The
Premier said ~hat it was necessary' to have
an expert on the Commission. I have known
Mr. Champion for s'Jme time, and I believe
that in some respects he is a very able mao,
but even when he w9,s appointed, I failed to
recognise that he had any special qualifications in this particular direction. ..::~s to
Councillor Dureau, I do not think there is
anything special as far as his knowledge is
concerned. There is an impression outside
that members of Parliament when acting
on Commissions usually get a fair sum for
doing so. Of course, that is not correct.
Mr. TouTcIIER.-They should be paid if
they are worth anything.
~Vlr. HANN Al-I.-l was going to refer to
that. I know two members of this I-louse,
who devoted a great deal of time to the work
of the Commission, and I do not think they
have got very much thanks for it. I do not
know that the Government have yet recogniged their services. I believe the Commission
would have been able to supply just as good
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a.nd as up-to-date a report if its mem bers had
been selected entirely from this House. I
enter my protest against an individual, who
does not seem to possess any special qualifications, being paid so large a sum as Councillor·
Dureau was.
Mr. SOLLY.-I do not think it would
be right for me to allow the statement made
by the honorable member for Collingwood to
go withont comment. I held the same opinion
originally with regard to Mr. Champion and
Councillor Dureau as the honorable member
does.
After sitting with them a little time,
however, I discovered that they were lUen of
great experience, and they did special work
in the interests of the Commission. I think
the country is indebted to them for the
valuable service which they rendered.
Mr.
Champion is a civil engineer, and he has
Dlade a big study of electrical q llestioIJs.
Councillor Dureau made a study of traffic in
all parts of the world, and the knowledge
which he was able to bring to bear was
decidedly advantageous to the Commission.
I do not think that two gentlemen could
have been secured in Victoria who could
bave done moxe effective and more honest
work than Mr. Champion and Councillor
Dureau did.
Mr. MEMBREY.-I would like to indorse the remarks of the honorable member
for Carlton with reference to Mr. Champion
and Councillor Dureau. . Certainly they
were men with special qualifications for this
particular work, and both devoted considerable time to the work of the Commission.
The outside public have no idea of the
amount of time which the inquiry involved.
I do not t.hink two gentlemen could have
been found who would have done the work
better.
As a member of the Commission I
wish to emphasize the fact that they both
possessed special qualifications.
The motion was agreed to.
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made shortly before the termination of last
session that the Government would give
serious consideration to the provision of
further remuneration for certain classes of
our teachers who had not received any improvement in their position, either under the
Act of 1909 or the Act of 1911. No matter
has received closer or more sympathetic consideration at the hands of the Government
than the question of the remuneration of the
teachers in our schools. We fully realized
from the time we ca.me into office t.hat 110
body of public servants discharged duties
of greater importance, or of greater value
to the State than the teachers. We
realized that they were not only engaged in
imparting instruction to the boys and girls
attending t.he schools, but they were engaged
in what may be regarded as a a much more
important work-the work of laying the
foundation of the character of our children.
From this point of view, we realized that the
teachers exercised a very far-reaelling influence upon the future of this State. Bearing this in mind, and knowing that considerable agitation had been going on for a very
long time with respect to the low remuneration provided for the teachers, we felt it
incumbent upon us to deal with the matter
as expeditiously as we could, and honorable
members will remember that shortly after
coming into office we introduced 3. Bill under
which provision was made for an addition to
the remuneration of the teachers to the ex-_
tent of £77,000. That gave considerable
improvement to a large body of our teachers.
Later on it was recognised that some special
provision should be made with respect to
women teachers, and last session it was my
pleasure again to ask Parliament to considera Bill providing for an additional expenditure
of £43,000 per annum, nearly the whole of
which was for women teachers. Those two
Bills made provision for an addition of
.£1 '20,000 to the salaries of onr teaching stall,
SUPPLY.
and it might be interesting if I were to inform
honorable members to what extent the two
~rhe House went into Committee of Supply
for t.he further consideration of the Estimates measures have operated. I will deal first
with male teachers. In class 1 there were 50
of Expenditure for t.he year 1911-12.
teachers, and the number of tho:'ie promoted
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT.
since the 2nd March, 1909, is 2U,
Minister of Public Instruction, £892,87.8. and the number who were granted long
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister service increments was 22, leaving only eight
of Public Instruction).-I think this is a who have not received any improvement up
fitting opportunity for me to make a short to the present t.ime, but who mlty be C011statement concerning the salary question. sidel'ed for long service increments. In class
Honorable members know that during the 2 there were 50 teachers, 38 of whom have
past three years considenble attention has been promoted since the 2nd March, 1909 ;.
been given to the question of the salaries paid 2 have been granted loug service incre·
to our teaching staff, and a promise was ments, leaving 10 without improvement
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fn class 3 there were 12,) teachers. Of those
teachers 70 have been promoted since the
2ud .\Iarch. 1909; 18 have received long
service increments, and 30 will be con·
sidered a.t future ciate~. In class 4 there
were 2()0 teachers. One hundred aud thirtyfour have been promoted since the 2nd
March, 1909, and r)5 have received long
service increments, leaving 23 to be considered for long service increments.
In
cIa.s::; 5 there were 632 teachers. Of that
number 209 have been promoted si11ce
the 2nd March, ) 909, and 91 have received long service incremellts, leaving 332
to be considered.
In clalSs 6 there were
349 teachers, of whom 18'~ have been
promoted !Since 2nd March, 1909, In class
l' thpre were 176 teachers, of whom 146
have been promoted since 2nd March, 1909.
I now come to tl:.e female teachers. In
class 2 there were 49' female teaohers, .
of
whom
23
have
been
promoted
since 2nd March, 1909, 16 have received
long service increments, and the conditions
of 10 have been improved nnder the Act of
19 i I-that is, the Act passed last session. In
class 3 there were 50 female teachers; 37
have received promotion, 3 have been granted
long service increments, and 10 will be promoted, or have theil' salaries illJreased, Ilnder
thtl last Act. In class 4 there were 96 female
teachers, ~eventy-five have been promoted
since the 2nd March, ] 909, 8 have been
granted long service increments, and 1;j
get an improvement under the last Act.
In class 5 there were 343 female teachers
One hundred and sixty-three have he en promoted since the 2nd March, 1909, 24 have
been granted long service increments, and 156
recei ve improvements in their positions under
the la::>t Act. In class 6 there were 368 female
teachers. Two hundred and seventy-one have
been promoted since the 2ud March, 1909,
and 12 will receive long service increments,
a.nd 85 have had their positions improved
l:lllder the la::>t Act. In class 7 there were
539 teachers Four hundt'ed and forty-seven
ha ve been promoted since 2nd :March, 1909,
and 92
had theit·
positions improved
under the 1s.st Act. From the figures I have
given it will be seen that all male teachers,
with tbe exception of 7 in the 3rd clas's, and
48 in the 4th class, who are in receipt of
salaries a bove the maximum now allowed in
those classes, have already benefited by the
Act of 1909, or will benefit under the Act of
1911.
All female teachers have benefitetl
under the Act of 1909, or will eventually do
so 11 nder the Act of 1911. 0 n t of the total
number of ~,UOO teachers, including junior
Mr. A. A. Btll,on.
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teachers, it is fonnd t hat only 458 have
not yet benefited in consequence of the
passing of Acts of 1909 and 1911. There
are 403 teachers who may, under the provi'sions of the 1909 Act, l'ecei ve long service
increments when they have served the
necessary period.
Of the remaining 55
teachers, 7 are in receipt of a salary not
exceeding £285 per annum, and 48 are
receiving over £245 per annum. I have
made this stat ement for the purpose of
showing honorable members that the allegat.ion, which has been freely made, that a very
large body of the teachers hu ve received n()
improvement in their cOllditions and 110
increase ill their salaries, is very wide vf the
mark, Notwithstanding that these improve·
ment~ had been effected with respect to such
a large body of our teachers, we reoognised
fully that there was still the grievance that
the t0achers were not. receiving remuneration
at the same rate as was paid nnder .~ct No.
1,133, and that as a result of that there was
still a feeling of dissatisfaction and discontent
which could only be remedied by a general
and comprehellsive survey being made of
the salaries of the whole of our' teachers, We
felt that the proper thing to do was to reo
mit the whole matter to the Public Service
Comrnissionl3r. He was cc>mmissiolled to enter
exhaustively intot he question of the remuneration of our teachers, a.nd, if Ilecessary, to
make a comparison betweeu the salaries paid
to them, and the salaries paid to teachers in
the other States of the Commonwealth, and
in the light of the value of the services
rendered by the teachers, to say what, in his
opinion, should be the remuneration provided
for them. "Ve felt that the Puhlic Service
Commissioner was a man eminently qualified
in every way to deal with snch an important
matter as this, and we asked him to do R0,
and to furnish a report, not only with respect
to the teachers, but with respect to the whole
of the Public Sp.rvice. The Public Service
Commissioner, with the Chief Inspector, Mt'.
Hamilton, paid a visit to New :O-:outh \Vales,
where he was able to obtain some very valu~
able iniormation. I may say at this stage
that he has presented an advance report-a
report which the Government intends to act
upon. That report with respect to the teaching staff is one that has met with the approval of the Government, and to which the
Government. intends to give effect as speedily
as possible. That is in accordance with the
announcement which the Premier made at
Warrnambool during the election campaign,
and I'myself repeated it from the platform,
as Minister of Public Instruction, throughout
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my electorate. Thi8 is the Commissioner's
!.report. I think that the action the Governmenthave taken inconnexion with this matter
will find favour with honorable members.
We felt it was the proper way to proceed,
rather than to start out by taking up the re<commendations that might he made by t,he
Female Teacher8' Union, or the .Male
Teachers' Union, or by the combined body,
and fixing the rate of salary oursel ves· The
.report furnished to us by the Public Service
Commissioner is of a confidential character.
Therefore, I am not in a position to give all
the details of that report to honorable
members. I can only say that the report
has been received, and that we have paid
:respect to it, and are going to give it effect.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-As from when?
Mr. A. A. BILLSO~ (Ovens).--I ani not
!prepared to say. That is a matter upon
which the Treasurer will have to speak. Uur
Estimates for t·he year have been framed, and
it is going to involve, not a few pounds, but a
-considerable amount of money. In the
absence of the Treasurer, I am not pl:epared
to say whether it will start from January
next or from the beginning of the next
nnancial year.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-You can nut say how
much it will involve?

:Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Onens).-Not at
this stage. To show how thoroughly and
-exhaustively the Public Service Commissioner
went into this matteI', I may state that when
be went to :x ew South Wales he was furnished there with reports, statistics, and
<lata by the heads of the Department in
that State, and he got similar reports,
statistics, and data from the heads of the Departments in New Zealand and all the States
()f the Commonwealth. He also con·
sidered the question from the stand-point
·of the qualification requisite for the admission of persons to the teaching staff, and
the qualification required for the admission
lntu the Federal Public Service, comparing
()ne with the other so as to arrive at a just
-determination as to the scale of remuneration. We recognise that a person taking up
the profcs~ion of teaching should necessarily
have a higher qualification than a person
-entering the Commonwealth or State Public
Service a.s an ordinary clerk, and in that
1ight the Public Service Commissioner has
made a valuable report.
Mr. SWINBUR~E.-Could the Minister,
without breaking any confidence, say roughly
what the Commi8sioner's report. is ?
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Mr. A. A. BILLSO~ (Ovens).-·I do not
know whether I should be able to make it any
clearer than I have done.
Mr ..J. W. HILLSON (Fitz1'oy).-It ought to
be given to the House.
Mr. A. A. BILLsON (Ovens).-~o, it is
a confidential report to the Government.
Mr. ELl\lSLlE.-Upon which the Government base their policy to a large extent in
dealing with this matter?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-It certainly was a most valuable guide to the
Government.
Mr. J. W. HILLSON (Fitzroy).-A powerful factor.
Mr. A.. A. RILLSl):N (Ovens).-It was
most im.portant and valuable information,
which could only be gathered in that way,
and it ,,:as gathered by the Commissioner and
pla.ced in a better light than would have been
the case if the matter had been dealt with
differently.
Mr. EL::\lsLIE.-Does not the Minister
think this information should be in the bands
of honorable members?
Mr. .A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-We do
not think so at this stage.
.
Mr. TUNNIWLIFFE.-lt is something to be
kept from us?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Sometimes it is a good thing that honorable members do not know everything.
Mr .•J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-For the
Government.
Mr. A. A.. BILLSON (Ovens).-For honorable members toe. The Commissioner, in considering this matter, not only had the reports
and st.atistics furnished to him by the heads
of Departments in Sydney; but he also
conferred with the r>nblic Serviae Commissioner and the Director of Education of
South Australia, who fortunately happened
to be in New South Wales. All that I can
say, at this stage, is that the recommendations
which the Commissioner has embodied in his
report will, I am quite satisfied, when placed
before the public, give eminent satisfaction
to the whole of the teaching staff, and they
will provide a rate of remuneration as high, if
not higher, than that being paid in any other
State.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-If the Government ap
prove of the recommendations why cannot
the Chamber have the benefit of the re
port ~
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-For good
and sufficient reasons the Government does
not make available a confidential report.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-But the report has been
approved?
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::\Ir. A. A. BILLSOX (Ovens).-Yes.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-It has to be published.
Mr. A. A. BILL30N (Ovens).-Not
necessarily.
Mr. SWINBURNB.-The teachers have to
get the salaries.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-But the
financial arrangements are not yet made by
the Treasurer.
Mr. TUNNECLIFlI'E.-It is intended to go
to the full extent of the report?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-To the
full extent. It contains recommendations
for a rate of pay for the staff equal, if not
superior, to the conditions in the rest of the
, Commonwealth.
Mr. MACKINNON.-Are you going to proTide Elysian fields such as the honorable
member for Eaglehawk is always looking
forward to?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I felt
that this was the proper stage at which to
make this general statement, because I am
aware that honorable members have been
Tery anxious to know what the Government
are prepared to do in connexion with improving the position of the teachers. I
. think that when the details in connexion
with the matter are placed before the House
they will give general satisfaction.
I
have no doubt, of course, that no matter what
ioale is proposed, some objection would be
found by some section of the teachers or by
IIOme honorable members.
Mr. TUNNECLlFFE.-Weare not to get
the information until we pass the Estimates 1
Mr. A. A. BILLSOK (Ovens).-No ; I
will not say any more at this stage.
Mr. McLEOD. - Could the honorable
gentleman not give an idea how the general
status in regard to promotion and position,
as well as the amount of salaries, will be
affected 1
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (01Jens).-Those are
details with which I am not acquainted at
present.
Mr. FARTHING. - I desire to Bay a
word or two on the matter of teachers'
salaries and allowances. When I became a
roem ber I was given certain ad vice by
members within the House and by some
people outside. It was to speak seldom, and
not at all unless one could add something to
the deliberative wisdom of the HOllse.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Good advice.
Mr. F ARTHING.-I propose following
that ad vioe on this particular matter in reference to teachers' salaries and allowances. Hav-
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ing been a teacher in the Department for som~
thing like eighteen years, I cannot allow theoccasion to pass, nor do I think I should bedoing my duty to the great number of teachers·
within my electorate, nor be fulfilling th~
promises I made during the campaigll, wereI to remain silent upon such an important
question. In any remarks I have to make I
am not going to criticise our present system
of primary ed~1Cation, nor the permanent
head of the Department.. vVe have in
that gentleman a ~nan of ripe experience~.
whom the whole service - and I am
speaking as an ex·teacher who has not.
very long left the service-is disposed to·
honour and respect as being eminently fitted
for the position he now holds. With regard
to our educational system, I would just
briefly say that it is defective, inasmuch as it.
does not provide for a fully correlated system
of technical education. To use what are, I.
think, the present Director's own words, an)
system worthy of being termed a national system must be one that consists of one great
la:lder, the foot of which is iu the gutter and
the top-most rung in the University, so that
every boy and girl, if he or she has themental strength, may climb to the position
in life which nature intended they should
occupy. Those are my sentiments exactly.
The system should be one which consists of
that ladder-the primary course first, then
the high school, then the technical
sohool, and then the University, so that nO'
rungs are left out, and that every boy and
girl may climb to the position in life forwhich they are suited. With every respect
to the Minister, there is no public question
in this State at present of such import.
ance to the State, and none which
more deserves the attention of honorable members, than the question of teachers' salaries.
During the past few weeks, and as late even·
as yesterday, we have heard those words
"seething discontent" used continually.
Having due regard to the meaning of thosewords, and using them very carefully, I .cal)
say that J am not using extravagant
language at all, when I say that theyare applicable at the present time to the
whole of the teachers of this State. That is
almost a calamity, because our teachers are·
doing a noble work. They are the nation
builders; they are the cha.racter formers.
"Then we have due regard to the importance
of their work, I say it is the duty of honorable members of this House to see that they
are well treated., and for this reason:
that you cannot expect men t/o perform this· work as they should do unleR.
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\1;hey are thoroughly satisfied, and in order
·to make them satisfied you must pay them
well.
Weare told that the finest asset of a
·nation is the developed intelligellce of its
€itizens.
Weare told that the best asset of
a nation is the brain-power of its people. In
support of that, and to show how important
is the work of our tea.chers, I would like to
·quote the words of an English educationist,
Mr. Holman. He saysNot wealth, but the power to prodllce wealth,
is the true measure of the commercial prosperity of
the country
Not men, but minds, are the first
requisites for superiority in production. Not
handcraft, but braincraft, is the prime source of
productive excelleuce. Not a worker, but an intelligent worker, is the mainstay of the industrial
world Not a machine, but the creative and guiding intelligence, is the greatest economizer. Mind
is the great parent machine, the great master
ma.chine, and therefore, I say that the greatest asset
-of the nation is the developed intelligence of its
people.

Mr. HANNA H.-That writer is an intelligent
laboudte.
Mr. FARTHING.-Now, our teachers
-are giving us this developed intelligence. It
.is to our teuchers we are looking to produce
this finest asset of the nalion.
The present
()ccupa.nts of our schools are the future merchant princes, the captains of industry and
leaders of men. Within the next decade or
two, some of them will sit in this very
Chamber and dispense the laws of the
·country. The teachers are producing and
moulding into shape the characters of our
future citizens, and, therefore, I say they
should be treated well at the present time.
They are our children's educators, and in
using the word education, I would differentiate between mere instruction a.nd learning
and true ed uca:ion. I am using the word
education in the broadest sense. By education, r mean the leading out of the faculties
of the mind-the training of the brain.
If we expect teachers to do this work properly,
it can only be accomplished by having
a thoroughly contented and loyal service, and
.YOIl will get contentment and loyalty only by
paying them well, and removing the sense of
inj ustice under which they are labouring
at the present time. I will ask honorable
members if they have. ever contemplated
the life of the teacher. The teacher is dependel1t upon the ~tate as perhaps no other
clnss of public servant is. He goes to school as
a school-boy. He goes through the pupil
teacher's course, and then through training.
Finally he is sent out to the country and
takes charge ofa school. He never mixes up
with business men, or with the outside world.
'The outside world is a teua incognita into
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which he dare not venture. The result isI do nut Hay it with any disrespect, because
it is the result of his environmentthat he becomes nothing else but an adult
school-boy. He never gets a true perspective
of things as a man of the world. Therefore,
I say that the Department must treat him
well. I eould give honorable members my
own personal experienr.e, bu t I will not weary
the House. I well remember when I firs;
took charge of a school at W·onthaggi nearly
twenty years ago. I remember how we had
to ride our horses to school with the
horses sometimes up to their girths in
muu. I remember how something likt:
twenty-five children would ride to schoo
cm five ponies, and I wondered ho\\
t11ey managed it. [remember the dreari
ness of my existence at that time. The
life of a young fellow who is sent to the
country in tha.t way becomes dreary in the
extreme. He has no congenial company,
very little amusement, and little to take
away from the monotony of life. After a few
years he is driven to marry in very selfdefence to get a way from the loneliness and
monotony, and then in a year or two there
come a couple of children, with perhaps
more to follow, and he has to keep up a
home. He has to meet the thousand and
one expenseB that arise, and he has to do it
on a salary of probably from 50s. to 60s. a
week. It. is not a bappy prospect for any
boy or girl to have to face. In a Western
State of America, it is a common practice
for the parents in the district to assist the
teacher by sending a little present of, say, a
loaf of home-made bread or a pot of jam, or
any other home-made delicacy.
On one
occasion a littie boy went· to his teacher
and said, "Please, teacher, father is
going to send you a sucking pig." The
teacher, of course, was very profuse in
his thanks, but as the week wore on the
teacher's fac 3 became less and less expectant,
and the boy's face became more desponding.
At last the teacher said, "'Nell, Tommy,I have
not seen that sucking pig yet." 'l'ommyreplied,
"Please teacher, that sucking pig is not
coming to you. It got better." In Victoria
a teacher's hopes are never flattered in that
way. In Victoria the pig never gets sick.
:More than that, in Victoria the people look
upon tl;le teacher as a well paid and w611 fed
aristocrat in his own particular district and
make him pay through the nose for everything be gets. They look upon him as a
man who can pay good prices, and if he wants
a cow or a horse he has to pay a good price
for it. N ow, there are a large number of
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honorable members on this (the Ministerial)
side of the House who have adopted Liberalism as their political creed.
Throughout
my election campaign I frequently quoted Professor Hobhouse to the effect that it was not
for the State to feed an::l clothe anu house a
man and his family, but that it was for the
State to see that every man who suffered
from no physical impediment was allowed the opportunity under pr0per economic conditions of earning sufficient by
honest labour to feed and clothe and house
himself and his family. Now, are our teachers
not giving us honest labour?
] say they
are giving excellent servif)e to this State, and
if we subscribe to that principle of Liberalism, is it Liberalism which acceots that
labour, and yet will not give those 'teachers
an adequate return in the way of Ralary for
the work they do?
Mr. EU1SLl1<J.-It looks like it.
Mr. F ARTH1NG.-lt is not a pleasant
prospect for the people of the State and for
honorable members to contemplate when
they, see the number of young teachers who
are leaving our Department or who have left
it during the past few years. I have been
in a position to watch these teaO'hers, and
everyone of th~m has bettered his position
to a very great extent since leaving the
Education Department. In no case that I
know of has one of them failed to improve
his position financially by at least 100 per
cent., and some have improved it by up to
1,200 per cent.
I say that when these
teachers are leaving the Department-and
generally they are the pick of the teachers,
because they are the only ones who have
pluck enough to gn outside-and when we
find thein dOIng so well for themselves,
then unless the teachers are treated well,
and given some inducement to remain in the
Department, more and more of them will
leave. In times of depression, which is the
first Department to which the prnning.knife
is applied? I remember when, in 18S12, the
late Sir James Patterson stated that the
pruning-knife would be applied to the Education Department, and that it would cut to
the bone. That remark was applied in the
nature almost of a tIll eat. The Education
Department, at that particular time, was retrenched, and retrenched to the bone, and
the teachers have never yet been restored to
the position they occupied previously. I do
not want to weary the House wHih a lot of
figures, but I would like to draw attention
to a comparison between the years 1888-9
and 1909-10.
In 1888-9 the teachers,
omitting pupil teachers, monitors, and
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sewing' mistres<;es, were
receiving
an
average of £27 more than i!l 1909-10'_
There are 17,000 more children enrolled in
the State schools now than there were then.
Durin~ the latter part of that period Victoria,
has enjoyed seasons of unexampled prosperity.,
Nearly all classes of tradesmen have had!
their wages increased, and professional men
have had their salaries raised, but Oul·
teachers are now receiving £27 each less than
in 1883-9. This is ullfail', and it is a matterthat honorable members should give their
attention to at the earliest possible moment.
J'ust lately we have hea.rd a good deal said
about the cost of living, and the reasons for
the increased cost. One particular cause of
the increased cost is to be found in the
amonnt of gold circulating throughout theworld. If you take the quinquennial period,
188 L to 1885, compared with the period
1906 to 1910, you will find that in theformer period 246,000,000 sovereigns were
circulated throughout the world! .whilst dul'ing the latter period the number was.
716,000,000, or nearly three times as many.
That means that thirty years ago 246,OOO,OO()
sovereigns had relatively the purchasing power
of 71~,000,000 sovereigns at the present time.
I say relatively, because the new methods of
production
and
the improvements in
machinery have a good deal to do with
the cost of living. In 1892, when we
were suffering from a severe depression,
the teachers remained loyal to the State.
They have given loyal and noble service ever
since. Has the State been loyal to them in
times of prosperity r No.
This theu is a
matter deserving- the attention of the
Minister of Public Instruction, and honorable members generally. I can see the
Minister wrinkling up his brows a little, a.~
if to say" What does this new chum
politician know about these things?"
- Mr. A. A. BILLSO!'i (Ovens).- I am appreciating your remarks.
Mr. FARTHING. - I am malmlg an
appeal on behalf of men who, I know, are
dissatisfied. Occasionally out of the mouths.
of babes and sucklings come words of
wisdom, and people at a distance sometimes.
ha ve clearer vision than those near by. W care told that the State should be a model
employer. Is the State in this particularmatter a model employer? No. ]u this.
instance it is showing an example to the
people-and I am not using the expression i.lll
an extravagant manner -that is next door to
sweating.
This matter does not resolveitself into the question as to whether theState can afford the extra money required to.
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place the teachers on a -fair basis. The
matter of educating the people is of such
grea.t importance that the State cannot
afford to neglect it. If the State cuts down
the tea,chers and neglects education, it
cannot be anything but a penny wise and
p01.I11d foolish p(\licy. The simple dictates
of common justice demand that the teachers
shall be tl'eated fairly and justly, and that
their salaries shall be restored to what they
were some thirty years ago. Until full
justice is dl;)lle in this matter I say to the
Minister of Public Instruction and the
Treasurer, that they should pay, pay, pay.
Mr. F ARRER.-[ desire to draw attention Rpecially to the extension of practical
education. The Direct(H' of Educatioll, who
has the highest respect of honorable members. altered the system of teaching to a
very large extent when he took charge of
the Depart.ment. The. old system of teaching' was largely a matter of training the
children by making them commit certain
things to memory. The present Director
has been very largely responsible for instituting a method of teaching the children
better calculated to draw out their natural
qualitieH, and develop their brain power. I
want the Minister to see that the Director,
hi8 staff, and the newly appointed Council,
shall expand in the most effective manner
the possibilities of a practical education. I
am referring more particularly to agricultural and pastoral education.
We, as a
community, have in the past shamefully
ll,eglected that sphere of education, and
even to-day we are not getting good value
for the money thar, we are spending
on practical education, for it is not
nearly as good
as
it
could
be.
We have seen the development in this
country of dry farming, due to an influx of
dry farmers from South Australia, assisted by
the Department of Agricult.ure.
We have
seen great development in agriculture, due to
the energies of the travellers that sell artificial manures. Many of these gentlemen impart very useful knowledge whilst selling
their manures, and are re~ponsible for a great
improvement in our farming met hods.
We
have seen a development in wheat-growing,
due to the effi)rts of .\1 r. Pye and of' a name-·
sake of my own in the prod udion of rllstresisting wheat. We hav!:) seen the possibilities of wheat-growing extended by l\1 r.
McKay, who made a machine tha.t rendered
it possible to harvest It greater quantity of
\'Ve often hear statements abollt a
grain.
free university. This Government has done
more than the last Government in the mat-
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ter of education, which was a weak spot with
the last Ministry. The present Government
has established a Chair of Agriculture at
the University, and that may stimulate other
growths.
Of conrse, the last Government
did something. They were excellent administrators, but they did not do as much as this
Government in the matter of education. We
hear a good deal about a free university,
secondary ::;chools and higher elementary
classes.
Weare still encouraging the very
best of our young men to take up professional and other pnrsuits instead of going on
the land. If we have to wait until every
district gets a higb school we 'shall have to
wait a long time for that extension of agricultural educ&.tion that we should get now
with the present expenditure. There are
three items in different places on the ":stimates, and the amount is pretty cOllsiderable
A good many of the State school
teacherg bave taken IlP agriculture, gardening, and variolls practical suhjects without
arJY extra payment. I would certainly suggest that a circular should be sent to country
teachers, informing them that when they are
qualified to teach any practical subject and
can get a certain number of pupils to iustruct
in it at an existing school, they should be
given a satisfactory bonus.
] t would be
better to do that than wait for high schools to
be established ill all districts.
Mr. A. A. BUJLSON (Ovens).-\'Ve have a
regulation to that effect.
M.r. F AR.REH,.-~0 case has come under
my notice of a teacher getting a bonus
worthy of the name for teaching agriculture
or any branehes of that subject. Although
there has been bad management on the part
of the Government, and itR officers in connexion wit hit, irrig-ation has failed very often
through the want of knowledge of the
settler as to how to irrigate and treat the
soil. I do not want all the best brains of
the rising generation encouraged to go to the
Universil y. The energies and brain power
of the young !:!hould, as far as possible,
be directed into practical avennes. The
resollrcesofthiscountry areso tremendollS that
we should use our best endeavonrs to gnide
the efforts of our children in that, direction.
Young- men who left country pursnits to go
illto offices twenty years ago wouid have been
far better off if they had been ind nced t hen to
go 011 the land. Of course it is not as easy to
start on the land as to enter upon other
vocations, becanse a settler has to ma.ke hif
way. As fn1' a::; I can see, the preHcnt I>irectol
of Education does not fill the bill in extending
practieal education. We cannot expect him to
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do e\'erything, but, with the approval of the tunity of becoming interested and qualified)
Government, he should have the co-operation in agriculture. I do not want inducements-.
of the Department of Agriculture in pro- to be held out by the provision of too many
ducing suitable text-books on all subjects secondary classes to draw the interest of the
connected with the soil and productiou. Dr. children away from agriculture at the very
Cherry advised people, wherever he went, to time when they ought to be picking up a lot
studv a certain American series. I have of lmowledge about it. I feel certain that
looked through them, and there is no doubt the extension of technical education will be·
that some are excellent productions. If carried out. A guod deal is being done now.
my suggestions respecting text· books and The extension of technical education will he'
bonuses to teachers be adopted, it would do a carried out because the people in the big
large amount of good. Everyone must cities are interested in it, and when they
admit that great difficulty is being experienced 'want anything they soon make that want
in the country in getting a sufficient number known. They never leave the Government,
of capable men who take an interest in their alone until they @:et what that want.
work. 1n the town there has been a shortage Directly there was a shortage of artisans in
of artisans during the last six months, the city, the Govemment, the Labour party,.
but in many parts of the country and the Trades Hall, all said, "Bring somewe have been short of efficient farm hands in !" But we could be short of competent
during the last five years. The wages of hands on the land for ever, and it would beworkers in the town are being continually a crime to bring a man in from abro~d. I
raised, and in the country we will have to believe that the extension of technical educa-·
pay more money to some hands if we want tion, with regard to trades and manufactures,.
will receive full attention, but if there is
them to work at all.
not some very much more definite action
Mr. PLAIN.-Give less to the landlords.
Mr. FARRER.-The landlords are having taken to encourage the teachers throughout
a pretty bad time, because of the honorable the State to use the present ~tate schools.
member's party. We cannot too soon direct to impart practical education, so that thethe intelligence and interest of children in children may have the fullest opportunity or
the direction which it is desired they shall becoming interested and qualified in agricultake in after-life. I have again and again ture at an early age, some very strong steps.
pointed out the results of wealthy people ~hould be taken by honorable members next
sending their sons to colleges until they are session. I am tired of promises being madeabout twenty years of age. When those sons in connexion with this matter. I do not
return, it is found that their interest has approve of waiting until every district has a..
been divert.ed from the pnrsuits which their high school. High schools are good institu-·
fathers followed, and they are practically tlOns, but I see that they are going to cost a
useless at home. When they come into great deal per child, and, if the same sum of
their parents' property it soon slips money were spent in the way I advocate, it·
through their fingers, becau!3e they have no would give a very much greater num ber of
interest or capacity to manage it. I have children the education they require. They
nothing but the highest commendation for would be able to receive the education rightthe Director's system of education-at their homes, and the country in a few years.
Mr. HANNAH.-What has the Education would materially benefit.
Departrr,ent to do
with agricultural
Mr. MENZIES.- Wha.t about the State·
school agricultural classes?
labourers?
Mr. FARRER.-The Department will
Mr. FARRE H,,- They are very good. A
have a great deal to do with the skill or other· little while ago I complained that some
wise of the agricultural labourer some years teachers are doing a great deal in that way,
hence. I should like to see the suggestions and getting nothing for it. I have seen
which I have made carried out before next some splendid garden plots at Btate schools,
session, especially that with regard to the text- and some teachers are doing splendid work
books, which should be drawn up in a suitable without getting anything for it.
This
form for aU the classes. The children can brings me to the d~sputed question of
also be \ppealed to by showing how money can whether teachers are getting fair salaries or
be made out of the soil if one possesses the not. We all know that when the salaries
necessary knowledge and intelligence fo apply of public servants generally were retrenched,
it. The Department of Agriculture has been the salaries of the teachers were cut down
educating older people in these subjects. to the same extent, but it is very often CODI want the children to be given every oppor- veniently forgotten that the opportunities
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"Which the teachers had of largely inMr. McGRATH.-Nothing of the sod.
l:creasing their salarie'3 by teaching outside
Mr. FARHER.-He gets £2 per week.
The CHAIRMAN.-That has nothing to
the Department were abolished at the same
-time. III the old days a State school do with the question before the Chair.
teacher could have a matriculation clasR,
Mr. FARRER.-I am making a com:and perhaps add £30 or £40 a year to his parison. I say that the rail way servants are
income. In Bome cases teachers added some paid much more for what they have to do
Ihundred pounds to their incomes in that way. than the teachers are paid for what they have
I know a teacher who had about eighty pupils to do. 'Phe rail way men learn their work
in his matriculation class. He was making about while they work for the Government. Take
..£400 per annum in addition to the salary he the engine-drivers.
The men who get 14s.
received from the Department. That man is a day in the Rail way Departmen~ learnt
·dead now. All the inspectors and teachers their calling while working for the Governhad the greatest respect for him. The ment, but the teachers have come in equipped
',teachers were also paid for teaching singing, for their work. The teachers are a most imdrawing, and other subjects. Those addi- portant body, and' the districts which respect
. tions to their salaries were swept away, and their teachers, and aid their teachers, will get
they were forbidden to compete in any way a good reward. In most districts the people
with private schools, so that in some cases, respect the teachers.
The majority of the
instead of a teacher's income being cut down teachers have their souls in their work, and
by 5 per cent. or 10 per cent., it was cut they are undoubtedly the most loyal body of
·down by 30 per cent. I was promised 1ast public servants in the State. All the time
.session that the regulations under the last Act that the State was making up leeway there
'Would be made use of so as to enable teaehers were no strikes by teachers.
There was no
to receive bonuses for teaching practical sub· stoppage of the work of the teachers like the
jects. No effort has been made to oarry stoppage of the work in the Railway Departthat promise out. If the Government do ment. We should know what is in the renot do anything in that direction, honorable port of the Public Service Commissioner.
members ought to take some very definite
Mr. MEMBREY.-The teachers seem to
.:aotion.
It is not a fair thing to say know.
Mr. FARRER.-Justice ought to be done
,because teachers have been promoted, and
have had their salaries increased in conse- to the teachers. Although I was a good snp'<}uence of those promotions, that the porter of the late Government t knew that
-old salaries they were receiving have certain members of that Government were
been restored to them. If the teachers blocking increases being made in the salaries
had had their
old salaries restored of the teachers, and I am afraid that there
to them like the railway servants and other are some members of the present Ministry
public servants, most of them would also who are determined that the teachers shall
have got promotion. Surely, in view of the not get the same reward as other public
,prosperity of the State, and the increasing servants.
Mr. LIVINGSTON.- You don't know what
~number of children attending the Htate
schools, there would have been promotion for you are talking about.
most of those teachers, even if they had had
Mr. FARRER-I did not say that the
their old salaries restored to them years ago. honorable member was doing it, but I am
I am repeatedly told by certain teachers sure there are some members of the Ministry
·-that they are not getting now quite as much who are opposing the payment of increased
:as they were getting t \\' en ty years ago, and salaries to the teachers.
that is a shame.
Mr. A. A. BILTJSON (Ovens).-Not one.
Mr. MCGRATH.-You did not say that
Mr. F ARHER -This afternoon the
about the rail way men last;' night.
Minister made a statement in connexion w(th
Mr. FARRER.-From what r have seen promotions, and endeavoured to show' that the
I consider that the permanent·way men work teachers were getting the ~ame salaries as
much harder than men engaged on rail way they got before the retrenchment period.
constru':ltion work. If we increase the wages
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Nothing of
,of the men engaged on rail way construction the kind.
Mr. 'FA RRE R.-The honorable gentleman
work we must increase the wages of the
permanent·way men too. I consider that the showed that certain teachers had been
rail way servants are pa.id much better than promoted, and argued that therefore they
the teachers. A man starts on the railways had nothing to complain about. If their
salaries bad been restored to what they were
'with a pick and shovel and gets 8s. per day.
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before the retrenchment period, their promotionI'! would still have been due to them.
Mr. A. A. HILLSON (Ovens).-They
would not have been promoted at all except
for the Act passed by this Government.
Mr. F ARRER.-The Government have
no right to find fault with honorable
members for commenting upon the salaries
paid to teachers. A snm of £100,000 was
given to the railway men withont any
consideration at all, and a lot of them are
not worth the extra money which is being
paid to them. I think we are q llite withm
our rights in putting forward the case of
the teachers.
I want the Minister to
remember that on some future occasion
I for one, and I hope other honorable
members will support me, will expect that
with the money we are now spending, or with
very little more, we shall get a greater
extension of practical ednc~tion throughout
the whole State, with the use of the teachers
and schools that we have at present. Under
the heading of high schools several items
will be found. There is one of £20,000, and
it is llot clearly stated whether that includes
the whole of the salaries in connexion with
high schools. There is another item· of
£1,700 and another of £3,500. For all the
practical farming education we get at present
from the Department that is a pretty considerable sum, and represents a very large
amount per head of the children attending
these high schools.
There is another
matter I want to refer to. There are old
teachers in the Department, probably 'within
ten years of the end of t.heir term, and although they are really good teachers, and are
training the children well, and taking a keen
interest in them, they have passed the stage
at which they can study. I am afraid that
they are being put aside to a great ext.ent. I
have had complaints privately from some of
the old teachers, and it would seem that they
are not being treated very cOlll'teously by the
Department.
Mr. ELMSLIE.- YOH are about right.
Mr. FARRER.-That is not a fair thing.
Officers of other Departments become
slightly deaf or blind, and are not disrated because they have become 8. little
senile.
Mr. MCGRATH. - They are in the rail ways
if they become colour blind.
Mr. F'ARRER.-They would be a danger
to the community, but even in t.he Railway
Department I do not know that Hey should
not receive fair consideration.
Of course,
we could not have persons who are colour·
blind in certain positions en the railways,
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because they might bring about accidents. .1
am glao the Director of Education is present.
There is no man in the State for whom I
have a higher appreciation. but I do 1I0t expect all things from one man, and it is not
possible to tind one man who can give YOlll
all yon desire. 1 think the Government
should authorize the Director to confer with
the agricultural officers.
There is allother
matter I should like to hd,ve the Director's
attention drawn to.
Teachers are supposed
to be promoted only under certain conditions, .
but some get from some parIs of the country
to other parts, and no one seems to understand
how it is done.
There ought to be some
sa!;isfaotion obtainable on that score.
Mr. ELl\ISLH~.-How is it done ~
Mr. FARRElL-I do not know, and I
cannot find out.
A young man happens tobe in a certain football team) and eventually
he geb3 to another school or becomes a junior
in a high school or continuatioh school.
Some get up the ladder very quickly. I donot want to stop the Director or the Council
of Education from promoting some of the
very best of 0111' young teachers for certain
pnrposes, but I am not satisfied that teachers.
are not sometimes chnnged without any great
demand, and without regard to circumstances.
I think some one has infl uence which members of Parliament have not. I am not so Sllre
that departmental influellce is not as bad as.
the influence of members of Parliament.
Mr. TouTcHER.-Worse.
Mr. FARREIl.-Since I have been in the
Housp I have not found that honorable
members will recommend anything and
everything. They are as conscientious as.
any officer in the Department. There is a
great deal of talk outside about political
inft.uence, but I am sure that departmental
inft.uence has done equally as much harm.
There are other questions I should like to
refer to, bnt AS the session will soon be at an
end I will leave a good deal until next
session. I have asked the House time and
again to take the cllucation question intomore complete consideration, and I do not
want to be frnstrated for ever without making
a very strong kick. I have found the Director willing to do this and that, but in the
direction in which I have been speaking I
have not fUllnd the teacher offered :;t.nyLhing
reasonable to do the work. I shall expect
some action to be taken before next session.
or 1 shall have more.to say on the subject.
Teachers should be invited to take up practical subjects, and the Department should
give them n. substantial bonns, and, if
necessary, stop the bnilding of high
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schools. The
cost of one of
the
high school~ would pay bonuses to thirty or
forty teachers. The Department should get
the simplest and best text-books that can be
ohtained.
If the Department took those
steps they would be doing something in
the direction of extenclin~ such practical
education throughout the t;tate aR the people
require, and such as they should ,get.
Mr. McLEUD.-I mllst confess that I
listened to the Minister of Public Tnstrllction with a feE-ling of very great disappointment when he made his statement with
regard to the teachers. So far this (the
Ministerial) side of the Chamber has not
harassed the Minister, nor has it endeavoured
to secure ad vantages for partieu lar classes.
We have asked persistently that the teachers
should be dealt with as a whole, and that
there should be a uniform system of promotions and salaries in accordance with the
recommendations that are made. I recognise
that certain portions of the report the
Minister has referred to may be confidential,
but I think, in view of the fact that there
was 80 much dissatisfaction last ses/iion and
previously ill connexion with this subject,
the Minister might have given a fuller statement than he did, so that honorable members
may have a greater insight into what it is
proposed to do. A fuller statement would
also have given greater satisfaction to the
teachers. All that we got is a vague announcement that the Government were
going
to
adopt the report, and we
were not gi',en any information
as
to
how the report would affect the
status and promotion of the teachers.
"ve were merely told that the salaries were
going to be' increased, but we were not informed whether these proposed additions
to salary would tak e effect from the 1st
of tl anuary or be deferred untilnElxt July. I
should have liked to have had a general statement of the policy which is laid down in the
report and which, as the Minister admitted,
has received the approval of the Government.
We should have had a statement as to how
far the teachers would be benefited, not
only by additional salary, but by all improvement in their position. The lVlinistel'
intimated that he was not going to gi ve any
further information, and I mnst express my
dissatisfaction.
Mr. MURltAY.-It goes as far as the
teachers demand.
~lr. McLEOD.--We
have not been
vouchsafed information on that matter. 1
asked the Minister how far it goes in the
direction of policy and financial position,
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and the honorable gent.leman said it is not.
opportune to n1a,ke u. statemant on those
points. I think that, without the disclosure
of confidential matters, the Chamber is
entitled to see how hl' the report goes as to
policy' aud from the linancial point of view.
rfhere is another matter on which I require information.
I t is in regard to
the technical schools that are being taken
over for the est3.blishment of elementary
high schools. Provisi.m is made for the taking over of certain technical schools and for
the establishment of ccntillnation or elemeutary high schools. The House approved of
that, beeause it meant condensing the work
and making one school do the work that
was being done before by two 01' three
sehools.
The coancils of the schools
which have been in communication with
the Department have gone to a great
deal of trouble.
Hero is the end of
the year, and they do not Imow what
arrangements have been made by t,he staffs,
which have beeu unsettled by the statemf.nts
about their being taken over. A t the elld
of the ye:u changes are made throughout a.1l
the schools, and teachers have opportunities
of taking up fresh situation!:;. These schools
may have nn illtimation from a number of
their teachers that they are not going en
with them next year. I know the prop(l~al
is that the Government should take these
tflachers over, but I know also that some of
the teachers do not wish to be taken 0\ er,
but would prefer to go alone on their 0" 11.
Some of the schools may receive an intinla.tion that their present staffs are looluug
after themselves, while the Department has
not given the councils of these schools any
indication of what they are going· to do.
The whole thing is left in a chaotic state..,
and long before now something should have
been done to bring about finality. At present
neither the committees of management nor
the staffs of these schools know whether :the
Government will take the schools over at
the be~inning of the year 01" not. Both the
teachers and the scholars are unsettled. I
think we should have a definite statement
whether the Governtnent intends to take over
these 13chools. Clo>:ely allied with this question is that of establishing night schools, and
this depends to n large extent npon f he
decision whieh the Government comes to
with regard to taking ove1' these other
schools. The mattet· should not have been
left in abeyance for twelve months, and
we ought no\~ to understand exactly
what course IS to be adopted next
year. 1 myself am connected wit hone
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of these schoo18, and we do not know how we
stand, lIor do the teachers know what to expect. The mfltter should have been dealt
with before now in a business-like way. Then
there is another matter which the Miuister
promised to look into, and which might have
been dealt with before now, and that is the
q nestion of con veying children free of charge
to high schools, higher elementary schools,
and trade classes in the countrv centres. As
I said before, if something is n"ot done in this
direction a cry will be raised, and very j Ilstly
too, that you are benefiting children in the
towns at the expense of children in the
GOlll1try, and there will be a clamour for the
establishment of a ml.lch greater number of
.high schools in country districts. If, on the
·other hand, these schools are established only
in the principal centres, and children from
·outlying districts are conveyed free to the
.schools, one high school will cover as much
ground as two would do under other conditions.
I think the country districts
have a right to expect that, when
a large sum of money is being expended on higher education, they will
have an opportunity of sharing in the benefits of the expenditure, because it is recognised that technical inst.ruction is essential
for Ollr young people. This question of free
travelliug for children attending country
high schools can be dealt with with very
little trouble. About nine months ago the
Minist.er stated that he was inquiring into
the system adopted in other States. I know
that in some of those States some such system is adopted. I see no reason why the
change in our educat.ion system, which was
heralded with such a flourish of trumpets,
should be left so long before being brought
into practical touch with the community.
Therefore I hope that something will soon
be done ill the dil'ection I ha ve indicated.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I am
sorry that the Estimates of the Education
Department have been brought on this aftern0011, and all:!o that I was absent when the
Miuister made his statement to the Committee. I understand he stated that he had
received the report of the Public Service
Commissioner with regard to increases in the
salaried of teachers, that that report was
favorable, and that the Government intends
to take it into consideration. But no detinite statement has been made a~ to the propos,ds that are to be brought forward. The
Mil1lster of .Public Instruction says that the
matter rests with the Treasurer. I do not
think the House has been fairly treated. r
ihink we are being led into a cut de sac in
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connexion with the matter. Last session the
whole question of teachers' salaries was discllssed at great length in this Chamber. The
Government came down with a proposition
to provide certain: increases for certain
grades of teachers. The House at that time
found itself tied by the Governor's message.
Honorable members on this (the Ministerial)
side accepted those increases as a modicum
of reform. Honorable members were anxious
to get those increases for lot large section
of the teachers, and recognised that
unlAss they accepted thflt modicum of
reform there was a chance of losing
even that which was proposed by the
Government. We were then promised definitely that the Public Service Commissioner
would be sent to the sister States to make
inquiries, and compare the rates of pay recei ved by teachers in those States with those
paid in Victoria, and that when his report
had been received, a definite statement would
be made. We are now meeting in a new
Parliament, and we have still no definite
stfltement of the policy of the Government in
regard ~o this important matter.
Mr. SWINBUR:-lE.-l'he late Parliament
was pledged to support the reform.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Yes,
and there has been very little change in the
personnel of the House. Not only that, but
1 have found, in discussing the matter on the
platform, that t.he electors generally are most
sympathetic in the matter. Therefore, we
will be failing in our duty unless we insist on
having a distinet statement from the Government. At Warrnambool, the Premier stated
that the report of the Public Service
Commissioner was available, but that the
Government had not had time to go into it.
Seven or eight weeks have elapsed since then,
but no announcement has been made as to
the intentions of the Government.
It is
generally known t.hat honorable mem.bers on
this (the Ministerial) side lllet the other
afternoon to discuss certain matters. Subsequently I intimated to the Government
that it was my intention, on these Estimates,
to call attention to the necessity of getting a
definite and clear statement as to the intentions of the Government with regard to the
question of teachers' salari.es.
I t seems to
me that if we allow the doors of Parliament
to be closed once more without securing that
statement, we will be fa.iling in our duty.
Mr. SOLLY.-Do not fail in your duty,
whatever you do !
Sir ALEXANDI~R PEACOCK.-If we
~o back to our constituents without anything
having been determined on this point we
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will fin(l a great deal of dissatisfaction.

1f
the Government came dowll.and told us that
the Estimates for the year had been prepared, and that the finance~ would not
permit of these increases at the present time,
it would be something.
.
Mr. l\-lCGRATH.-Would that satisfy you?
Sir ALEXANDEH. PEACOCK.-No ;
but one could understand a statement of
that kind.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-You know
that the Estimates for the year have been
prepared.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Yes;
but I know also that the Government will
have t'l come down with Suppleluentary
Estimates, or, if necessary, these increases
could be provided for out of the Treasurer's
ad vallce. I could understand the Government saying, "There is a prospect of a
falling-off in revenue, and we cannot
see our way clear to make these increases
now." Some months ago a big deputation
of teachers waited on the Minister and
pressed their dem~nds.
Subsequently a
number of honorable members endeavoured
to obtain from the Government a statement
as to what those concessions would mea.n in
We asked repounds, shillings, and pence.
peatedly.for that information, but could not
get it. We were simply told that the Public
Hervice Commissioner was making inquiries.
Then came the dissolution, and now we are
told that the report. has been supplied, but
that the Government have not had time to
consider it. ~urel'y the Honse is entitled to
the fullest iuformation in regard to the
matler. The Government have had plenty
of titue to consider it and to ascertain
exactly what the financial pOSItIOn is.
Speaking in the most friendly spirit, I must
say that I am greatly disappointed.
I have
told the Minister and his c1,lleagues privately that honorable members expected a
definite and clear statement as to what the
policy of the Government is going to be.
It is unfortunate that the Treasurer is absent
from t he chamber at the moment.
Mr. WA HDE. -Perhap:; it is rather fortunate for the Government.
Sir ALEXA~DER PEACOCK. - It
seems to be somewhar of a coincidence. I do
not like to stick up the Estimates. but if the
Government are not prepared to make a
statement. as to their pulicy, I think the Estim~ttes of the Educati'Hl Department should
be post.poned, and that we should go on to
the other Estimates. '1'he Public Service
Commis:-:ioner, Mr. Morrison, has been to
New South Wales, and has also been fortunat.e
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enough to meet the Chief Inspector of Schools
from Sou th Australia. and to obtain a full report
of what is done in Queensland. He has now
furnished his report to the Government, and it
is time that some action was taken with regard
to it. I do not say that a new schedule of
salaries could be adopted straight away, but I
do consider that we should have a clear
announcement as to the intentions of
the Government.
Therefore, I think
honorable members should support the
request made by the honorable member for
Daylesford. I told my own constituents that
the people of this country should be prepared
to find more money to carryon our education system, and, from the response I
received, I am quite satisfied that the people
are prepared to do it. They are proud of what.
has been done in the past with regard to·
education, and are ready to do more in the
future. 'Vhat is the use of talking about
decentralization if, after all the talk about
higher education, children in the country
districts are obliged to travel to the'
larger centres of population at the
expense of their parents in order to
obtain the benefit of that education?
There are people in the country who make
sacrifices, and remove to the larger oentres ill
order to get the higher ed Ilcation for their
children. Although the Act of 1910 was'
passed, here we are in the country districts
stuck up. The Minister will recollect that I
introduced a. deputation to him from my
Jistrict and a portion of that of the
honorable member for Daylesford. I found
that some of my con~tituents, and the
constituents of the honorable member for
Daylesford, had studied the Act, had acquired
all the necessary information, and asked: an.
inspector to attend at a place called Dean-..
The illspectior attended, as well as the
honorable member for Daylesford and
myself. They had not the necessary number
of children, although the teacher is qualified,
and the land for the school is available. In
other parts of my constituency, meetings.
have been held in connexion with this matter.
I cannot get any satisfaction as to whelli
the policy is going to be initiated.
.Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Did we nOll
meet your wishes?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Yes,
but you have done not.hing. We have got
nothing but promises. Of course I knoW"
that financial problems have to be considered,
but seeing that twelve months have elapsed
sinr.e the Act was passed, I think that some
policy Rhould have been worked out by the
Director and the Minister to prevent the-
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Act from being a. dead letter. It is no good
to make promises, for the people want performallces. At t.he meeting held in my honour
last Saturday night I learned that not,ices
had been sent to the t0achel' 1 have referred
to, who was io initiate t,he system and was
perfectly qualified, that he was to be transfen·ed. We are being humbugged. The
oase I have mentioned is a typical case of
what is going to OCCllr m the conntry districts. MallY people in my district cannot
afford to send their children to Ballarat.
The roads are not sufficiently good, for one
i·eason.
The Department should be abfe to
send the children to the higher schools by
rail where there are railways.
It is dOlle in
New Zealand.
:Mr. HANNAH.-And in New South Wales.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - I did
not know it was dOlle in New South Wales.
We require a real, active policy. I have requests from ot.her parts of my constituency
w here they have school bu ildings for the
higher elem81ltary classes. One looks foolish
ill the eyes of his constituents because he
eannot get these things done.
Mr. SOLLY.-That is because you support
this Government.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I cannot support a Government from the other
side.
I am between the devil and the
deep blue sea, or the P. L.C. We have
the legislation and I want to see it made
a live, active thing. The honorable members
representing the metropolitan area have all
these facilities.
Mr. WARDE.-Come over here and we will
help you.
~il' ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I can\lot joi~ the Political Labour Council. I
, know the Education Department is a difficult one to administer. The Minister is
always drawing upon the Treasury; his requests are for expeuditure, but he does not
prodnce any revenue. I want to strengthen
the Minister's hands, and impress upon him
the necessity of getting a definite statement
from his colleagues in regard to thiR matter.
He is the father of t his system, and it is 011 r
duty to support him in impressing on his colleagues that the mouey should be found.
The people will be disappointed °if we close
this sesion without a detinite promise being
given that this matter will he attended to.
0..:.... Minister call do nothing in the Cabinet
unless he has the support of the Honse. I
know the honorable gentleman is thoroughly
sympathetic in the nHuter, \i\~ e were promised
last session that this Parliament would h~vle
a summary of the Public Service Commis-
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sioner's report in regard to the teachers'
salaries. We ought to have an announcement as to what the report means. Honorable members went to the country, and the
people who read the debates anticipated that
when the new Parliament assemhled they
would be made aware of the intentions of
the Government, in this matter. I would
urge the Minister to consult his colleagues, for
we are not going to allow the Estimates to go
through without knowing definitely what the
policy is. "Ve must have a declaration of
policy on these important matters.
Mr. A. A. BILLSOS (Ovens-\Iinister
of i ublic Illstruction).-I did not think I
should be called upon to speak again, as I
spoke at the bdginning, but after the strong
speeches made by the honorable member for
Daylesford~ and the honorable member for
Allandale, I feel it incumbent on me to SIW
something more. I do not know in wha"'t
sense they use the term policy. V\l e did not
send the Public Hervice Commissioner to
New Sonth Wales to furnish us with a
report as to policy,
Mr. McLEOD,- Yon are basing a policy
on bis report.
Mr. A. A. BILLSO..N (avens).-We are
doing nothing of the kind. Weare not
basing any policy on his report. We asked
him to furnish us with a report in respect to
the remuneration to be paid to the varions
classes of teachers in our State schools.
The policy is very well understood by every
one. We passed a measure in l!:llO.
Mr. MCGRATH.-It is a dead letter.
Mr. A. A. BILLSO~ (Ovens).-lt is not.
The honorable lhember is under the impression that within twentyofonr hours of
the passing of the Bill we shou'ld by means
of some extraordinary magical wand bring
all these schools into existence. The Education OepartmeIJt, more than any other, demands very careful consideration. In the first
place, provision was made in the A ct of
19 to by which regull:ltions were to be
framed in connexion with the various
types of schools, A.nd the Director and
the Inspector of Technical Schools were
authorized to go into the matter thoroughly,
and furnish us with a report. bome
honorable members seem to think that
these gentlemen can rllsh over the country
and furnish a report within twenty-four
hours. It took these two gentlemen a. considerable time to visit all the technical
schools and schools of mines, nnd bring np a
repcrt. That report is dated the 2nd October
last. Honorable members are assumiug that
nothing is being done by the Department,
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and that we are allowing the Act to be a
dead letter.
.Mr. ~WINBURNE.- "'-hat did you say was
dated the 2nd October?
Mr. A. A. BILLSO~ (Ovens).-The
report I have referred 1.0. I am referring to
the remarks of the honorable member for
Dayl('sford, who said he would like to have
information in regard to the higher elementary schoob and technical schools. Honorable members know that when the Act of
1910 was passed, we had schools of mines,
art schouls, and other schools in existence.
There were, for instance, schools at Mary:t>orough, NIHil, and Horsham. The Department was under the imprestlioll that most
of these schools were not doing good work,
and provision was made under the Act of
1910, by which tbeycould be brought under
direct control. The first thing to do was t.o
get a report on these schools, h nd, as I said
before, the Director and the Inspector of
Technical Schools were ordered by me
to visit these schools throughout the country,
and furnish a. report. This is the report : In accordance with your request we visited the
various provincial centres where techuical schools
are established, with a view of ascertaining what
is the best methon of carrying on this work in the
future.
Weare both strongly of opinion that under
existing conditions efficiency cannot be secured
in these technical schools. They can, undouhtedly,
go on as heretofore and supply instruction more or
less of the nature of higher elementary education,
combined with some advanced science training and
some technical art training, but thf'y cannot be
developt'd as real technical schools.
Some means must be devised for bridging over
the gap between the elementary school and the
technical school, and this is to be found in tbe
higher elementary school 01' the district high school.
. These schools may be in reality preparatory
technical schools.
In each of the centres we viRited we found the
councils of the schools prepa.red to meet us, and
we also fOllnd great interest displayed by leading
puhlic men in the proposal to further develop the
higher educational work of the town. During our
visits we met upwards of ~OO public men in various
eentres, men who were acting as members of the
-councils of the technical schools or as members of
the municipal councils. '\-'hen the programme
outlineil in the Education Act 1910 was put before them it was unanimonsly approved in every
one of the centres we visited, except one. where
two members, out of a council of twenty-four,
expressed dissent.
It is recommended that the technical schools at
Stawell, Horsham, Nhlll. Castlemaine, Kynetoll.
Maryborough, Rchuca, Sale, Bairnsdale, and
Daylesforcl be taken over and managed dir('ctly
by the Department as from the 1st January. 1912,
and that the following arrangements should he
made for carrying on higher education in these
centres.
(I). At Nhill, Echuctt.. and Daylesford a higher
elementary school should be established, and a com-
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posite staff should be appointed, capable of doing
the higher elementary work during the day, and
of continuing during the eveninJ buch technical
classes as :tre necessary.
.
(2). At Maryborough, Stawell, Horsham, and
Kyneton we recommend that district high schools
should be established, and that a composite staff
should be appomted, capable of carrying on district.
high school work, and necessary techuical classes
during the evening.
There are already high
schools established at Castlemaine and ~ale
To establish - higher elementary schools as above,
will. we estimate, cost for salaries and Illaintenance
£1, l60 for the three schools. This will be in addition to the amonnt already granted.
To estf~blish high schools m the five centres
recommended will, we estimate, cost £3,285 addi.
tional for salaries and maintenance, but as against
this there should be returned. £1,750 in fees.
As we propose that these schools shall be opened
from the 1st Jannary next, the amount iIwolved
will be half the ahove, namely, £580 for higher
elementary s(;hools, and £ l,642 for high schools.
With regn.rd to buildings, a beginlling can be
made in each of these centres with existiug buildings, hut for the additions necessary in the near
future about £5,000 will be necessary some time in
the next financial year.
As showing the readiness of settlers to help
themselves in obtaining these educationa.l facilities,
we mention the following facts ; The council of the technical school at Nhill is
prepared to band over unencumbered buildings of
the va] ue of £7l7. Of this amount the Government contributed £235.
In order to free the
buildings from encumbrance £400 was rail:'ed, and
£200 in addition has heen forwarded to the Department to provide an additiona.l room for technical
work.
The money was contributed by the three
shire councils immediately interested in the Nhill
school.
At Horsham the Technical School Council llas
agreed to h .. nd over to the Department unencumhered property to the value of £2,050, to which
the Government has in the past subscribed £782.
In order to free it of encumbrance they have
raised :£400, which will payoff the oveL'llraf~ of
£200 ar..d provide £200 for an additional room for
technical purposes.
At Kyneton the Technical School Council has
agreed to hand over buildings and land to the
value of £1,462, to which the Govel'l1ment has in
the pa8t suhscribed £603. The \'1 unicipal f!ouncil
has also offered to convey to the Dtlpal'tment a
block of land, adj(.ining the t.echnical s,hool, and
the existing market buildings in order that they
may be converted into school property
At Stawell, Maryborough, and Bail'l1sdale, the
land lLnd buildings will be com'eyed to the
Minis1 er. In each of these ca~es the Government
has cOlltributed largely to the buildings, but the
buildings are of greater value than the Government
contribution.
If Cahillet gives approval to the establishment
of these schools a desirable impetus will be given to
development work under the new Education Act.
The position may be shortly put that under
existing conditions schools cannot do work of
satisfa,ctory efficiency. The staffs of teachers
employed are not the employes of the Education
Department. and it is doubtful in some instances
whether they are fully and profitably f'mployed.
Under the proposals the extra expenditure will
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undoubtedly result in n. much better return being
given for the money now expended.
,
The number of pupils t·) be benefited by making
these insti~utions composite schools should be more
than trebled, and in the near future we should be
able to look forward to pupils being able to enter
upon technical work in these centres with a satisfaclory foundation of preparatory education.
If these proposals are agreed to further proposals
will be put forward dealing with the larger
technical schools at Bendigo, Ballarat, Ueelong,
and Melbourne. These can be taken o\'er without
any additional expenditure, but there must be
below them a development of the work of higher
elementary schools and district high schools.
That is a comprehensive report. There
is one thing with which I think honorable members are not thoroughly familiar,
and that is that the provision
for
higher elementary schools should be more
availed of by the people who are clamouring
for high schools. I would like to read, s~
that they can be phced in Hansard, t,he
subjects of the various courses in higher
elementary schools. They are as follows : (A) First a.nd second

years. -- (I) Bnglish
la.nguage and literature. (2) Mathematics-Practical mathematics. (3) (Optional) a second
language (a) Latin, (b) French, or (c) German.
(4) History and civics. (5) neography (including
(6) Elementary phY8icai
simple field work).
science. . (7) Drawing. (8) Manua.l work-Approved courses, e.g., wood work, metal work,
practical agriculture; or (for girls) needlework,
cookery, or laundry work. (9) Physical training
and hygiene (including elemental'y physiology),
swimming (where practicable) ; orgamzed games.
(10) Class singing.
(B) Third and Fourth Years.-At the beginning
of the third year the course of study in the subjects for the first and second years as set out in
(A) above shall be developed into special courses
in-{a) Preparatory professional training. e.g., lead·
ing to the profession of teaching, or to University
courses, or to the appointment in the Public Service. (b) Commercial training j (c) Training in
domestic arts j (d) Training for technical and
trade pursuits; (e) Training in agriculture.
(A) Preparatory Pro.fes.~io"al Training (sP,condary
COU1·se).-(I) English language and literature;
(2) a second language (French, German or Latin) ;
(3) Mathematics.
(1) Arithmetic (third year
only j (2) Algebra; (3) Geometry; (4) Trigonometry (4th year only; (41 ElementaiY science.
Two of the following subjects to be taken:(I) Physics; (2) Chemi~try; (3) Physiology;
(4) Botany; (5) Geography (third year only), and
geology (fourth year only) ; (6) History and civics j
(7) Drawing and manual work; (8) Physical training.
(B) Ovmmercial Oonrse.-(I) English language
and literature; (2) French or German; (3) Business arithmetic and bookkeeping; (4) History
(with special reference to the development of industry and commerce); (5) Commercial geography ; (6) Commercial correspondence, business
practice, tl ade !l.ud commerce; (7) Shorthand and
typewriting; (8) Physical training and hygiene.
(c) Domestic Arts OOllrse.-(l) English language and literature; (2) History and civics;
(3) Household management and household acMr. A. A. BiUson.
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counts; (4) Element~ry experimental scienceapplied to household work; (5) Physiology;_
(6)
Sanitation and . domestic h)giene
(including first aid and ambulance wllrk); '(7)
Cookery and laundry work; (8) Drawing, desigr.,
and art work; (7) Textiles, needlework, dressma.king, and millinery-alternative courses to be
allowed; (10) l:'hysical training; (It) Music.
(n) Oourse of 1'Taining for Tr:.chniclIl and
Trade Pursuits.-(I) English langu,.ge and literature; (2) A second tan!.!uage (optional)-French or
German; (3) Pradical mathematics for technical
students; (4) Elemelltary physics and chemistry;_
(5) Mechanical, freehand a.nd model drawing; (6)
Wood and metal work; (7) History-industry,
economics, government, citizens tip ; (8) Physical
training
(E) Course of Training in Agriwltul'e.-(l) English language and literature; (2) Practical mathematics for farm students; (3) History and civics;
(4) Geography and physiography; (5) Drawing;
(6)
Manual work-(a) Farm carpentry, (b)
Forge work; (7) Agricultural science, including
a treatmeut of elementary physics, llature'l:ltudy
(plants and animals) in their relation to agricultural pursuits; (8) Agricnlture-{a) Principles,.
(b) Practical work on the school farm.
Those are courses of Sl udy which are wide·
enough for the education of children in all
parts of the Stale.
Mr. LA W:;ON.-Are those courses taught
anywhere now?
Has a
sing-Ie higher
elementary school been established since the:Act was passed?
Mr. A. A. HILLSON (Ovens).-r\o.
Mr. LAWSoN.-Then all that is on paper.

Mr. A. A. BILLSUN

(Oven,~).--l

am.

showing what we have made provision for.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAf1oCK.-I cannot get'.
those papers signed to carry out the alterations.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I do not
understand what the honorable member for
Allandale means. If he refers to structural
alterations in the ~chool, theI'l, if 1 have lJot
signed the requisition, I will do so tomorrow j but the honorable member knows·
as well as I do that it is the Public "Vorks
Department which does the work. If thehonorable member occupied the pOSItIOn
which I do, he knows that be would beno more able to force that Department than
I am. When the Treasurer made his financial statement, he pointed out that £60,000
had been provided out of revenlle for school
buildings. He I hen said that he expected to·
receive £ 170,000 from the Federal Treasurer
as interest on State properties transferred to·
the Commonwealth, and that ont of that
amount ample provision would be made for'
school buildings. Up to the present moment
the Federal Treasurer has given no intimation as to the payment of that monev. Thesum of £60.00U provided by the Estimates
has been exhausted. The Treasurer has had.
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interviews with the Federal Treasurer, who
expressed himself favorable tJ our proposal
that he should pay over to the State
£100,000 of the amount said to be due
pending the settlement of the dispute as to
the rate of iuterest ()n which the payment is
to be based.
Mr. ",T ARDE.-Why don't you apply for a
distress warrant?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-We do
'llOt want to treat this serious matter in a
:spirit of levity. I do not think it becomes a
question of this State serving the Federal
Government with a distress warrant. Certain
moneys are due'to the people of this State,
.and leaving out the question of the rate. of
interest, we thought they might hand over
.£100,000 to enable us to ca.rry out our policy
in reRpect to schools. In the absence of that
"£lOO,O()O, I make the open and frank statement that we have no money available
for the purpose. Further dem.ands have 'geen
,made on the Treasurer's ad vance by the
Rail ways Commissioners, and by other
Departmen ts, and he has got as much as he
~an bear there.
I can assure honorable
members that the Premier and the Treasurer, '
:and every member of the Cabinet feel deeply
<concerned at the position which we occupy at
present. "Ve lack, not the desire, but the
means to carry it out.
Mr. :McGRA'l'H.-The Act is a dead letter
:after all.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-We have
'not the mea,ns at the present moment to
.carry it out, but we intend to do so. In
.:addition to the schools mentioned, I may say
that we intend to take over vari0us schools
.:all over the I'Hat.e, and the Direct.or of
Education has been closely engaged in
:selecting the places where he thinks high
schools should be established.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACoCK.-Deal with the
.applications you have got in, and concerning
which all the information has been supplied.
Mr. McGHATH.-They have made no provision for the money.
Mr. McLEOD (to Mr. A. A. Billson).There is no difficulty about the schools you
bn ve agreed to take over.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ol,'ens-),-They
will be dealt with as froD;l 1st January.
MI'. M CLEoD.-Has that report been
.:adopted ~
Mr. A. A. RILLSON (Ovens).-It has
been approved.
Mr. McLlwD.-Neither our staff nor
committee know anything about it.
Mr. A. A. BILLSO.~ (Ovells).- They
will be notified in due time. With respect to
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continuation schools I have signed, I do not
know how mallY, authorizations for night
schools
over the ~tate.
An HONORABLE MEl'tIBER.-Where ~

an

Ml'. A. A. HILLSON (Ovens).-Wherever
they have been applied for.
Sir ALExANDlm PEACOCK.-I want information as to how to start.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens)-I do not
know what else I aan say to satisfy honorable
members. We desire to get on with the work,
but I think honorable members appreciate
my position, in the absence of sufficient
money to give effect to our wishes. All we
can say is that we are prepared to go on with
the work, but we have not the money to enable us to do so.
Mr. SNO"'~BALL.-I desire to express
profound disappointment at the further statement made by the Minister. He should
realize the I!!erious determinatiou of the
Committee not to allow the Estimates to go
further until we have a stateruent on a subject which he has not touched uponteachers' salaries. I feel that whatever is
done with regard to them should date from
the beginning of the year. The Committee
should be informed the terms of t he recommendations made by the Public Service
Commissioner which the Minister of Public
Instruction tells us that the Ministry have
actually approved.
Sir ALEXANDEK PEACOcK.-The Government know what. it will cost, alJd we should
be told.
Mr. SXOWBALL.-,The honorable member for Allandale has clearly indicated the
feeiing of honorable members generally, in
saying that these Estimates should not be
passed until the Committee has the information which it desires.
Mr. McGRATH.-Move to report progress.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-We are not anxious
to embarrass the Government. That should
come from the Minister himself.
Sir Ar41<:xANDER PEACOCK. --.:: W hen a big
matter liKe this is being discusRPC1. the
Minister should have more support tha.a his
two honorary colleagues.
Mr. SN 0 W BALL.-It was stated that the
increase asked for would not involve more
than £24,000 for twelve months, and'when we
realize the facility with WhICh a S'..l~l of that
kind would be provided by the country, I do
not think the 1\Jinister is treating us fairly in
holding hack the information.
The honorable gentleman has told us that the Public
Service Commissioner has furnished a report.
He did not merely say that the
Government was considering the matter, but
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that it had actually approved of the recommendations of the Public Service Coalmissioner, and would give effect to them.
Mr. A. A. BILLSUN (Ovens).-Wonld it
interest you to know that the Puhlic Service Commissioner's recommendations go
much beyond the amount you have stated?
Mr. ~~OWBALL.-l am delighted to
hear it, but we want something more than
vague statements.
Why are IlOt the figures
given to the Committee?
Ml·. A.
A. BIf.LSI)N (Ovens).-Beeause
they are ill a confidential communication to
the Government.
Mr. SNO WBALL.-That is simply trifling
with honol'able members.
We have been
fooled long enough in connexioll with this
matter. J could quite understand the Minister saying that the report itself contains
confidential information which cannot be
At the same time, there is
disclosed.
nothing to prevent tho figures being given.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (li'itzroy).-Don't you
think it is rank heresy for you to c')ndemn
a Liberal Goverument ?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-[ care nothing for
Governments. Vf e have come here to carry
out a cortain policy. I do not believe in
being tied to any Govel'llment. The connt.ry
will no longer allow the Government to
deny justice to the teachers. The matter
has got beyond the point of confidential
information. The Minister told us that
the Public Service Commissioner has
furnished a report containing certain recommenda.tions, and he attempts to cheer us
with a statement that the carrying out of
those recommendations will involvE' even a
greater expenditure than would the restoration of the salaries of the teachers to what they
were under Act No 1133. Bllt the honorable gentleman will not give the House
the figures. I would like some honorable
member to move that progress be reported
so as to enable proper information to be
brought down. I feel that honorable members are not going to allow this question of
salari(;s to proceetl any further until we have
the information furnished to llS.
Mr. HANNAH.- Why not report progress
and a.llow the Government to bring these
Estimates on later this evening 1
Mr. S~OWBALL.-"Vith reg:l.l'd to the
complaints made as to the inaction of the
Department in carrying out the provisions of
the splendid Act which was passed in. HH 0,
it seems to me that the whole trouble is that
WE' did not, in the Act, insist on Ollr primary,
F.lecondary, and technical systems of education being placed under separate heads, as is
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done in other countries.
Germany, and every other conn try, there is
a separate head for each of those Lranches of
educatioll! and they are made to work in
together by a council which snpervises the
whole of them. We know that the Director
of Education has his heart in the work, bllt
it is impossible for one man to carry out the
requirements which the Act contemplates.
Mr. TOUTCHI<:R.-It is practically impossi LIe for one Minister to do it.
Mr. ~NOWBALL.-The whole of the
bnrden is on the shoulders of the Director.
Sir ALI~XANDEH PEACOCK.-How can
the Direotor do it unless he is supported?
Mr. SNO\VBALL.-Thell 1 will move
" That progress be reported."
Sir ALEXANDIU~ Pl<:ACOCK.-N'o, don't d,)
that.
.Mr. SNOWBALL.-Lct the Miuister
come forward with a statement, so that we
will know where we are. He has stated
that it is impossible, having regard to the
financial sta.tements that have been made to
the Honse, to bring in a Bill to provide
supplementary sumsto meet the requirements
of the Education Department.
Yesterday
the ,Millistel' of Railways asked the House to·
provide additional sums required for the
Railway Department.
Why c.)uld not the
same course be pnrsned in cOllnexion with
the Education Department ~ It would take
only a trifling sum to llleet th~ claims of the
teachers.
Every time this question of salaries has been brought before the HOllse there
has been one dogged policy followed, of
resisting the claims of the teachers. 'v'~ e are
told that the matter is one for the PublicService Commissioner to deal with in connexion with the reclassification of the Public'
Service. That is not the case. There is no
analogy between the reclassification of the
Public Service and the question of the salaries
of these teachers. Act after Act was passed.,
red Ilcing the salaries of the teachers, and
they have nevel' yet been restored to what
they were originally. In all the attempts
that have been made at restoration certain
classes of the teachers have practically never.
been touched, but we have been met with a.
hostile attitude by the Gov~rnment every
time this matter has been brought forward.·
Mr. A. A. HILLSON (Ovens).-That is not
true.
Mr. SNOWBA.LL.-It is an absolute·
fact.
1'11'. A. A. BILLSON (OveJls).-It is 1I0t
trne.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-ln my opinion no
other conclusion can be drawn. On one
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occasion the Minister placed figures before
the House which honorable members proved
to be unreliable and which the Millister afterwards ~dmitted were unreliable.
They h~d to be withdr~wn. Last sessio.n
we asked for informatIOn as to wh,at It
would cost to restore the teachers' salaries
to what they were before the retrenchment
period, and information, certified as correct
by an officer of the Department, was br~ught
down. When honorable members got mformation to check the figures given they were
proved to be unrt:'liable. I trust, without any
further delay, the Minister will make a statement as to the intention of the Government.
Mr. MACKL\NON rose to speak.
Mr. HANNAH.-Do you second the motion
to report progress?
The CHAIRMA~.-There is no motion
to report progress.
1\lr. HANNAH.-Yes, it was moved by the
honorable member for Brighton.
Mr. ~~OWBA..bL.-I did not move it.
Mr. W ARDE.-I am snre the honorable
member fur Brighton is under a misapprehension. He distinctly moved that progress
be reported.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.--He suggested
it.
Mr. WARD E.-The honorable· member
for Brighton distinctly moved that progress
be reported, and I am not aware that sllch a
motion requires any seconder. The honorable member concluded his speech, and sat
down, and I claim that the Chairman must
put the motion to report progress.
Mr. SNOWBALL.---l did not actually
move that progress be reported. I said I
was prepared, if necessary, to move that progress be reported.
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).--I would point
out that if the honorable member did move
that progress be 'reported-and I th~nk he
did-the motion was not taken serIously,
because he was permitted by the Chairman
to conclude his speech.
Mr. W ARDE.-A member does not conclude his speech until he sits down.
Mr. MURRAY.-The Standing Orders
provide that when a member moves that progress be reported he cannot continue his
If the hono~able. melnber for
speech.
Brighton used words wh~ch mIght have been
construed into a motlOn to report progress-.
Mr. WARDE.-He distinctly moved It.
Mr. MURRAY.-"Vhen it was pointed
out what the effect of the motion woulLi. be
the honorable member went on with his
speech, and \vhat he had said was not
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accepted by the Chairman as a motion to
report progress, or he would not h~ve permitted the honorable member to contmue.
The CHAIRMAN.-I may point out that
if the honorable member for Brighton
had moved that progress be reported, the
motion would have been put at onoe and
no further debate would have been allowed.
Mr. MACKINNON.-I wa~ about to
point out that the natural history books
tell us that when the cuttle fish is pursued it emits a very black fluid, in which
it hopes to conceal itself from its pursuers, and I could not help thinking, when
I heard the Minister's statement, that he
presented a considerable resemblance to
that fish. It is no use getting away from the
points. What a good many honorable memo
bers want to know is when the teacher..; are
going to get theil' money, and how much it
is going to cost the people of the country.
Those are two simple questions. The cryptic
utterances that were made ill Warrnamb(!)ol,
and, perhaps, in the neighbourhood of Beechworth, and in the neighbourhood of Essendon,
filled HB with hope, and those who read those
utterances in the light of what had been said
here during the last session of the last
Parliament, assumed. and were entitled to
assume, a certain condition of facts as
beillO' a. portion of the Government's policy.
No",,:=' we want to know all about it. It is
no nse saying that the information as to how
nll.:ch raising the teachers' salaries will cost,
is confidential. It is no more confidential
to the people 'of this conn try and to their
representati ves than is the information to a
man as to how much his bill is at the hotel
where he stayed the night before. The Minister may say that we should. be ~atisfi~d with a
statement that things WIll be as mce as, or
even better than, what the teachers
have been asking for. The teachers will not
accept that statement. They have heard that
sort of thing before. They want to know
how much the increases in solid cash will
amount to-there or thereabouts-and when
the increased ~ayl1lents are going to beginthere or thereabouts.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-And who is included in
the increased payments?
Mr. MACKINNON.-Yes. Those are
three questions that might be answered wlthout any great delay. Although the delay is
very gratifying to the enemies of the Govel'llment, it is causing the supporters of the
Government an uneasy feeling, because
thinw! which have been said put them in a
false position bef(we their .constituents. I
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think it is due to Ministerial supporters that
the Minister should give us some definite
information on this particular question.
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-Information
;is specifically asked for on two or three
pobts involved in the question of increased
·remuneration to the teachers.
We are
:asked what is the amount of money
it will cost.
Now, if it is a considerable sum, honorable members will
see the impossibility of providing it this
year, when the Estimates have been framed
.and have been some time before honorable
members. Information is also asked for as
to the class of teachers who will be affected,
as to their Humber~, and so on. Now, I have
.never pretended that there was anything
<confidential about the recommendations of
the Public ~ervice Commissioner. What
must be regarded as confidential is information which he received in New South 'Vales
~from officials, with the authority of the Mini:sters of the State. W hen confidential iniormation is received in that way it would
be highly improper for the Government to
;reveal it to the House, or to anybody else.
'There is, however, the result of the Commissioner's investigation.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcoCK.-That is the
point.
Mr. MURRAY.-That information the
Honse is fairly entitled to. That information
may satisfy t.he H~l1se. The w~ole scheme
of increase of salanes and of adJustme::!t of
the classification of the :teachers is the
matt.er which has been Jealt with by the
Pu blic Service Commissioner. Some hunorable members speak of these things as a
matter of policy. There is no policy about
that. The policy of the Education Depart:mellt is contained in the Education Acts
which are on the statute-book. I have no
-desire to keep back any information that the
Hons(~ is entitled to. I unly hope that when
the Chamber gets it it will be perfectly
·sat.isfied with it. Honorable members appear
to think the Minister of Public Instruction has
been somewhat eni~matieal in the explanation he furnished the House with. To those
-who know all the facts. it appeared to be
perfectly satisfactory. On m~ny occasions,
-on equally important subjects, I have
known the House to be Ratisfied with a
smaller amount of information, and to express its satisfaction. To enable us to determine how to present these facts we should
require a little time. [therefore a.sk that
-,we report progress for the tIme being.
Progress was reported.

Works Department.

SUPPLY.
The House went into Committee of Supply
for the further consideration of the Estimates
of Expenditure for the year 1911-12.
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT.
Commissioner of Public Works, £499,077.
Mr. FARRER.-There is a matter I wish
to draw attention to, and I referred to it
when the Estimates were being considered
last year. I do not think any body of private
persons would attempt to spend the amount
of money the Public ·W orks Department
spent last year with the same amount of
talent to direct and supervise what was being
done. Work was kept back in many cases
because the Department had not sufficient
officers to plan and prepare the work. Work
is also held back pending its inspection by
some officer who has many other works to
inspect. There is a great loss of money
in carrying out public works without
sufficien t direction aIfti inspection. We
are now considering the item of salaries
in this Department. If the money devoted
to pu~1ic works is to he spent properly, there should be sufficient experts to
draw out the work and direct it white it is
being carried out. The need of this is very
apparent in connexion with irrigation works,
school bnildings, and other undertakings
carried out by the Department. \V e are told
that we are to have a Main Roads Board.
When it was first proposed t.o establish a
Main Roads Boald, r was rather against it
unles~ the local councils had some interest
in it. There appear to me as yet to be
rather insufficient grounds for a Main
Roads Board. The existing councils have
done very good work, and could do better with
better arrangement. If the Government
passed legislation enabling some of the small
horoughs and shires to be done a\\ay wit4
altogether and absorbed into other boroughs
and shires, that would be one step towards
making more roads. If legislation was also
passed, enabling shires with a contingent interest in main roads running through them
to form a Main Roads Board for the di.~trict,
constituted by the presidents of the shires,
and if these Main Roads Boards had the
services of the best engineers and were given
a certain subsidy by the Government,
whether from capital or revenue, I think
some good would be done. As to the contribution, I think a contribution from the
revenue would be a (~orrect. way in which to
orovide it.
We should also have to
~tate definitely what is the public's
burden in connexioll with main roads. The
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State has a burden and should shoulder
its proport.io~. The whole responsibility
of mamtammg main roads does not
lie 011 the shires or boroughs through which
the roads happen to pass. A Government
composed of COtllltry members, such as the
present Government, ought to be able to
settle thar. question satisfactorily.
.
The CHAIHMAN.-I should like to remind the honorable member that, if he is
goiug to speak on the subject of the Main
Roads Board, he should defer his remarks
until we are dealing with the division relating
to road works and bridges.
Mr. ~'ARRKR.-The question I am dealing with is the policy of the Oepartment.
The CHAIR.~lAN.-I am doing my best
to allow a fair opportunity to the honorable
member in regard to discussing the different
Hometimes it is very difficult to
items.
decide exa.ctly as to ~he scope of discussion
that should be allowed on an item, but in
this case there is 110 difficulty whatAver.
Mr ..FARREL{.-'1he salarip.d men of the
Department will be the men dealing with the
subjects J am referring to.
1'he CHAIR.~lAN.-The honorable member will see that, in regard to roads, he must
deal with them in connexion with the division
for road works and bridges.
Mr ..FARRER.-I presume that in connexion with the Main Roads Board the
Government will be appointing engineers.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-Not
necessarily.
Mr. F ARRER.-I have pointed out that
there are not enollgh expert officers in the
Depart m~nt to carry out the work of the
Department properly. People outside, when
spending money. find it an advantnge to
spend it under the Rupervision of cl.mpetent
wen. We have not the ins.{Jection we should
have in connexion with the public works,
nor are there sufficient expert men to get the
work ready. The Public Works DepartmeDt
has neither the variety nor the quantity of intellect that such a big Department should
have to carry out the work efficiently and
economically. Look at the work carried out
by the Department in connexion with irrigation. Look at the wilful waste of money.
L00k at some of the State schools it has put
up. They are falling down from dry rot owing
to want of proper vantilat i011 under the floors.
Look at the waste of money through schools
having be.-n built with inElufficient and improper lighting. I am sure that, in connexion with irrigation works alone, we have
lost a tremendous amount of money through
their not being carried out in a proper
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manner. I know that, if the 11 inister
now in charge of the Estimates was free t()
express his opinion, he could point to \yorks
that had cost Is. 6d. a yard which could
have been better done for 5d. if they had
been gone about. ill the proper way.
Mr. ~r. CAMl<:RON (Gippsland East.That is because they were started at the'
wrong end. We should have brought experts-.
from other countries.
Mr. FARRER.-I think you should ha.ve
sent some of our young men away to be
trained. That was the conrse adopted by an
enlightened people like the Japanese. "Vhen.
they were preparing to fight Russia they
picked out some of their best men, and sent
them away to places where the information
and instjruction that was required could begot. It would be a good thing for thA Stateif we sent away some capable young officers.
to obtain knowledge. That is how the'
Japanese traine(l their army, and eventually.
beat a great nation like Russia. The prill-'
cipal officers of the Japanese army wereeducated abroad, and we can do the samething. The Minister, I am Emre, will admit
that it is possible to have bet.ter direction of
the work in the Department of Agriculture
with a few more capable officers. The
Government call110t say they have all the
brains in the Depa.rtment that are required~
:LVIr. WA'fT.-None to spare.
Mr. S WINBUHNE.-l see the maximum
salary set down for lift attendants is £72.
The Wages Board minimum is £2 a week forlift attendants. The private employer is.
bound to pay £2 a week, whilst the Government pays only about" 28s. It seems to be an
anomaly.
Mr. BAYLES.-There is only one small
matter I wish to bring under the notice of
the Minister of Public Works. I do not
know what state the improvement of the
Yarra has arrived at.
The CHAIRMAN. - We are on the
item" Salaries."
Mr. BAYLES. - As Mr. Catani is the
officer who deals with the Yarra improvement works, I suppose I can speak on the·
subject. in connexion with his salary.
The. CHAIRMAN. - I do not think the
honorable member would be in order in discussing Yarra improvement works on Mr.
Catani's salary.
Mr. BAYLES.-All I want is that the·
Minister will give attention to the improvement of the Yarra as soon as pos&ible, because land along the banks of the river is
being sold and the longer the matter is delayed the more the Government will have t(),
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pay for any land that it is necessary to resnme.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East). -The
matter is being thoroughly dealt with.
Mr. J<:LMSLIE.-[t is quite trne, as
stated by the honorable member for Bar·
won, that a great deal of delay in the erection of schools and other buildings is attributed to the officers of the Public Works
Department. If yon go to the Education
Department they will tell you that your
school is on the list, but that they cannot
get the plans from the Public Works
Department.
Then you go to that Department and you are told that the plans are lJot
there, but in the Education Department or
somewhere else.
Between the two Departments the people who want schools cannot
get them for a considerable time. If we have
not sufficient architects in the Public WOl:,ks
Department we should get more. When
plans are prepared and tenders called we
find very freq uen tly that the tenders are
very much higher than the officers' e::)timates.
That happens so often that it makes one
seer tical concerning the estimates. Contractors have told me that they do not care
to tender for works under the Public Works
Department, because the supervision is of
such an extraordinary character.
I am
aware that many contractord want watching,
but I know that there are many others who
do the fair thing. If it is a fact that the
wide discrepancy between the tenders and
the estimates is due to the supervision, the
matter should be inquired into. One reason
why so much money is spent on our school
buildings, is because of the very costly
designs, and that particularly applies to
the cities. There are hshioml in architecture as in dress, and just now the f!:tshion in
architecture is in favallr of the Queen Anne
style. There are too many breaks, too
many gables and angles. A plain building
would be good enough. We do not req \lire
fancy exteriors ; all we want is a plain building
properly lighted and ventilated. and built on
sanitary lines. I think a good deal of money
is wasted in the erection of fanciful structures.
The small details of breaks and
an~les add considerably to the eost.
The
money set aprU't for school buildillgs would
go much further than it d, les if this matter
were attended to. Or course it is very nice
to have beautiful buildings if we can afl'ord
it, bnt when there is such a dema.nd for
scho~l accommodation it should be pr.ovided
of a plain character. I hope the Minister
will dmw the attention of the officers to this
subject.

Works Department.

Mr. BOWSER.-I want to' call attention
to the great disparity between the estimates
of the Public W ()rks Department for school
buildings and the am()unt of bond fide
tenders. This results in delay and inconvenience.
Tenders have to be called for
over and over again, and the erection of the
buildings is postponed for months, and sometimes for years. In the meantime, school
committees, members of Parliament, and
deputations are constantly on the move.
Meanwhile, owing to the increase of population, children are left again and again in
schools that are quite insanitary, and unfit
to accommodate so many pupils. In consequence of the over-crowding of one school, the
health officer reports that six children had to
Tenders have been
be taken home ill.
called on three occasions for that school, and
there has been a great difference between the
estimate of the Pnblic Works Department
and t he tenders put in for the work. It
seems to me that the officers of t.hat Depftrtmerit do not recognise the rise in the cost or
material and labour during the last few
years. Until they do so, honorable members, school committees, and ot.hers interested will be subjected to this constant
irritation and loss of time. 1 hope
that the Minister will give some attention to the matter, and endeavour to
have 1;he estimates of the Public Works
Department brought up to the conditions
under which the works must be carried out
to-day. I am quite sure that great loss and
delay are caused throughout the State because
of the disparity between the est;imates of the
Department and the actual building cost· of
such works.
Mr. II.ANN AH.-I quite agree with the
honorable member for Wangaratta. The
Treasurer will remember that I snggested
'the adoption by the Public Works Department of a different system from that hitherto
followed in connexion with small works at
s4:hool buildings. If n practi~al man were
intrusted with snfficient power, he could
have such works earried out
much
more quickly and much more cheaply
than at present. In the case of small
jobs, costing perhaps £ 1 or 30s., the
expense of inspection and reporting, and calling for tenders rllns into much more than the
cost of the work. The Treasurer said my
suggestion was a pract.ical one, and that he
wonlel look into it. If a sum of money were
placed on the estimates for the purpose, such
works could be carried out directly on the
day labour principle.
The Department
should have a 'competent officer who should
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Works Department.

be able to say that certain repairs should he under it--at Fairfield-we saved £1,600, and
effected to public buildings if they did not produced a bett.er building.
Mr. HA:\NAH.-I want that policy exinvolve an expense of say more than £20.
If that system were carried ont repairs could tended.
be executed in a third of the time now t.aken,
:M r. .r. CAMERON (Gippsland. Ea8t).and they could be done more cheaply, and What we aim at, is ulliformity ill school
buildings and school residences, sn that one
more batisfactorily.
does not cost £850 and another £6[)O. We
Mr. CO'l'TEP. -At half the cost?
are standardising the work.
Mr. HANNA~1.-Yes.
Mr. J'. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-The
Mr. HANNAH.-In mallY instances
inspectors now prepare speci fications for all schools arl-j poor and badly lit, while others
small works.
are very costly. The honorable member ior
Mr. HANNAH.-Whynotgo further and Albert Park, pointed out that too much
get a contractor 01' a builder with an all-round money was devoted to the external appearknowledge to assist the Department, and ance of I3chools, and that iL would be better
authorize him to carry ont a job at ollce to spend it on providing better sanitation
lf one has nve or ~ix
without reporting to the head of the and ventilation.
Department, and without calling for ten- hundred pounds to spend he is not going to
ders, which results in a great loss cf spend a third of it in ~how, lUIless he wants
time and monev to the State, I want a doll's house.
a practical mal; in the Department who
Mr. J'. CAMI<:RON (G1ppslr/.1ld East).- We
would have the authority to do a job straight have prevented timber from beillg imported
away when it does not cost more than a from Western Australia for t he schools.
certain sum.
Mr. HAN~AH.-At the opening of the
Mr. WATT.-We have done a good deal of 'Valhalla line I pointed ont that we had
t!lat during the last year or so. The expe- splendid. timber available, but that we still
di tion wi th which small works are carried imported jarrah from 'V ~stern Australia. ] f
out is much greater than in former years.
that has been checked, it is about. time. I
Mr. HANNAH.-It is not done to the do not often agree with the Honorary
extent it shuuld be.
Minister, but I agree. with him ahout timber.
Mr. WATT.-We cannot allow a hundred I am gla.d that the question pllt to the honorofficers to have such powers.
able gentleman has drawn forth the stateMr. H ANNAH.-lf tenders have to be ment that we are to have a little more sane
called for, and a contractor has to get in, and bllsiness-like methods in connexion with
perhaps, a bricklayer, a carpenter, and
the utilization of some of Oll!' own timber. I
other tradesmen, it must add to the
am glad preference is not going to be given
cost, because the contractor will make a
to timber from abroad. If there is to be
certain charge for supervision.
III nine
any preference itshonld be ~iven to our own
cases out of ten tellders are called for such
products. I wish to impress upon the Goworks.
vernment the necessity of carrying ont the
Mr. J. CAMFRON (Gippsland East).works in the wav I have mentioned.
The inspectors send in a report with specifiMr. ELMSLIE.-Ill cOllnexion with lhe
cations for the work they want, alld they can
vote for Ports and Harbors, I wish to draw
be given authority to carry it out at once.
attention to the following ad vertisement,
Mr. HANNAH.-Is it necessary that
which appeared in the daily papers and also
there should be so much circumlocution in
in the Government Gazette : conllexioll with these matters as exists at
present?
ENGINEER, GOVERNVlENT STEi\MER
Mr. J. CAMERON (GippsZ(J'n(l Eflst).LADY LOCH.
The specifications go to the head architect,
POB,TS AND HARBORS BRANCH, DEPARTMENT O~~
PUBLIC vV ORKS.
and he gives instructions to have the work
carried ont by that man.
Applications will be received by the Public Ser.Mr. HA'NNA.H.-lf that is being done it vice Commissioner (Victoria), from persons who are
qualified, for appointment to the position of
is going part of the way which I ad vocate, Engineer,
Government 'steamer Lady Loch, Class
hut it is three years since I drew attention to "Gl," Professional Division. Ports and Harbors
the matter.
Branch, Department of Public \Vorks.
Yearly salary: £216 minimum; £252 maximum~
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East) -The
whole of that part of the service is to be re- with ra,tions.
An applicant should possess a First-class Certifiorganized under one head under a totally cate of" Competency, rec(,gnised by the Board of
different system. On the first school built Trade, as Marine Engineer, and have had at least
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three years' experience as Chief Engineer on a
.foreign going steamer. The person appointed will
be required to commence duty on the 1st ,January,
1912.
Applications (which must be accompanied by
evidence of qualifications, experience. and good
moral character, and statement of date of birth)
·are required to be lodged at the office of the OOIHmissioner. Geological Museum Buildings, Gishornestreet, Melbourne, not later than Ifriday, 15th
December, 1911.
By order,

J. D.

~IERSON,

Secretary.
Office of the Public Service Commissioner (Vic.),
Melbourne, 4th December, 1911.

'This is another instance of the policy of
fixing lower rates of pay in Govel'l1ment Departments th~n the rates that ·are paid out:side. I cannot ullderstand what has actuated
the Public Service Commissioner, who is re:sponsible for this kind of thillg~ At pre!'!ent
the salary for the position of engineer 011 the
Lady Loch is £288 per annum, and the
.position is in the general division of the
Public Service. Now it is proposed to raise
the staLus of the position-to make it a professional position-anel to reduce the salary.
Engineers on vessels of the same tonnage as
the Lady Lo~h, trading in this port, receive
from £20 to £24 per month.
Mr. J. CA!\IERON (Gippsland East).--The
position on the Lady Loch is better than a
;position in private employment.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-We generally judge a
position first of all by the rate of remuneration.
Mr. J. CAl\IRRON (Gippsland East).-The
position is permanent.
Mr. ELMS LIE.-That is the excuse
:always offered by the Government.
When
the Government pay a low rate it is an
example to those people, who do not give
men permanent positions, to pay low rates.
The chief engineer on the pilot steamer gets
£25 per month. The engineer on the Lady
.I.och must have certain qualifications. It is
laid down that he must have a first-class
~ertificate as a marine engineer, and have
had at least three years' experience as chief
engineer of a foreign-going steamer. At the
same time the Goverllment propose to pay a
considerably lower salary than is being paid
at the present time.
Another poiNt is that
there is a danger of doing Australian
engineers an injustice_ There are many
AustralIan engineers with first-class certificates who a.re well qualified for the position
of engineer Oll the Lad.1J Loch, but who have
not had three years' experience in a foreigngoing steamer.
They are Australians in
sentiment--their home is here-and yet
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this extraordinary stipulation. is put in
to disqualify them. Engineers who have been
taxpayers in this State for a number of years
will not be eligible for the position. We have
found it necessary to make safeguards in
connexion with the purchase of material
required for Government Departments so
that goods will not be imported when they
can be made here, and it is equally e~sent-.ial
that we should safeguard the iuterests of
Australian citizens and give them the firsc
opportunity of obtaining positiol1s of this
kind. I rose principally to object to the
reduction of the salary for the position of
engineer on the I.ady Loch. The position is
being changed from the general division
to the professional division, and yet the
salary offered is lower.
The Hail way
Department is a very bad offender in
this connexion. Almost every Department
has offended in the same way.
For
the first time, as far as I know, the policy of
offering lower pay than is paid outside is
being introduced in the Department of Ports
and Harbors.
Mr. J. CA1IERON (Gippsland Ea,st.)-The
Secretary of the Department says the alteration was recommended by Mr. :Ylaclean, who
is in charge of Ports and Harbo~s.
Mr. ELMS LIE.- The fact that the
alteration was recommended by a certain
individual is no guarantee that it is the right
thing to make it. We will not get the best class
of men by redncin~ salaries. The position of
engineer on the Lady Loch is an important
one. A man has to undergo a lot of training
to get a first· class marine engineer's certifi~
cate. He has to be a good mechanic. No
fool can get a certificate of that kind.
A ·salary of £ 18 per month is altogether too
small for a man with the qualifiations required. \-Ve want to get the best men ill
our service. Some stronger reason ought to
be advanced for the reduction of the salary
than the mere ff.-ct that ,Mr. Maclean has recommended it. \Ve should certainly be told
the reasons for his recommendation, so thab
we may know whether they are sufficient or
not.
Mr. FARRER --I wish to ask a qnestion about the appoilltment of a Royal Commission to inquire into the affairs of the
Geelong Harbor Trust.
The AuditorGeneral's report shonld have been presented
a day or two ago. There is no need for any
further delay. Honorable members and the
public expect an inquiry into the working of
the Geelong Harbllr Trust. Many of us
have a high opinion of the Chairman of the
Trust, but we think that a certain part of
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the policy of the Trust should be inquired
into. I think the House expects a statement from the Government with regard to
this matter. I can back up the honorable
member for Albert Park in what he has said
with regal'd to the reduction of the salary
for the position of engineer on the Lady
Loeb. The other day a Wages Roard fixed
the wages of barbers at lOs. per da.y, which
is equal to £150 a year, yet the Government
offer a qualified marine engineer only £216 per
annum.
That is the height of absurdity.
Surely a wage of £2 5s. per week is enough
for any barber. According to the determination of the Wages Board, whether a barber
shaves one man a day or forty men a day,
his em plover will have to pay him £150 a
year. A barber will have to shave forty
men a day, before he earus his wages. The
engineer of the Lady Loch, who will have to
be a thoroughly qualified mall, is only to get
£66 a year more than a journeyman barber.
This is an absolute absurdity. The whole
question of salaries should be looked into from
a proper point of view. I agree with raising the wages that were fixed when living was
much cheaper than it is at the present time.
1 wish to ask the Minister in cbarge (l)f the
estimates for the IJublio "Vorks Department,
whether the Government have appointed -an
assistant marine surveyor? If they have not,
it is time they did so.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-He
was appointed six months ago.
Mr. FARHER.-That is a good thing.
It is absurd to expect one marine surveyor to
look after the work of deepening the channel
at the Heads, and all the other work in the
Bay, and to go to East Gippsland, or anywhere else at the behe~t of the Government.
We have had only one marine snrveyor, and
he has had to do all the work. The Government promised that they would give consideration to the scheme for the establishment of a
dock at Williamstown.
Mr. J. CAMlmoN (Gippsland East) -Who
made the recommendation 1
Mr. FAH.RER_-Mr. Smith, an engineer
in the Department, is the man who is given all
the credit for it. I understand the Government promised to give him an opportunity of
taking proper soundings, and of doing other
things, so that his scheme might be properly
judged. It seems to me that it will be
nectssary to carry out the scheme in the
future. The Government might well look
into the matter and get all the plans Feadj.
Then in future, if there were any unemployed,
there would be profitable work at the dock
to employ them at.
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Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-l
don't think the Department has any official
information about what you suggest.
Mr. FARRER.-The honorable gentlemanl
told me that the Cabinet would givEl every
opportunity for furt,her investigation in connexion with the scheme.
Mr. ROBERTSoN.-What about \Vestern-port Bay?
Mr. FARRER.-That might be all right,
but I am not dealing wit.h it now. A certain
officer in the Department had a very good
scheme, which many people think a great deal
of. It was to have the dock at the entrance to·
channel. Evidently the Government recognise that in this man they have a very good
officer, as I see they have raised his salary a
bit, and gi ven him some necessary assistance.
Mr. COTTER.-In connexion with t.heitem for dredging operations, snagging, and
other harbor and river improvements, I should
like to drltw the attention of the Minister t(»
matters in connexion with the River Yarra.
I am quite sure I shall have the honorable
gentlema.n's sympathy, because he has doneas much as he possibly could with the money
available. During the last twelve months
the Government have bought property
known as Atkins', on the river. There is a.
very dangerous part in that neighbourhood,.
two children having been drowned thereduring the summer.
I should like theMinister to look into this matter, and seewhether something cannot be done. To-dny,
wha.t is known as the old river bed on theRichmond side of the Botanical Gardens.
bridge, is a mass of stagnant matter that iaa menace to health. I understand that the
earth from under" Atkins' oil works is to bedeposited in the old river bed.
Childrenplay about there, and thousands of people
cross at that point to go into the gardens.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland .Ea~t).
Could it: not be netted-in in the meantime ~
Mr. COTTER.-The dead-end might,..
but the place where it is proposed to deposit
the soil is a danger to the health of t.he
people in the southern end of Richmond, and
to the thousands of people who pass there
into the gardens. I should like the Minister,
as a professional man, to come aud give me
his opinion 011 that place. It is a disgrace tothe city.
Owing 10 the quantity of silt.
there, if a child once got in it would not get out
ali ve. 'l his mass of stutl has been covered over
on severa] occasions with lime. The summer
is right; on us DOW, and the mass of slime
and silt taken out of the river and deposited
in the old river bed without allY top-dressing:
constitutes a great danger from a sanitary
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Mr .•T. CAl\IERON (Gippsland East).-The
Oll the list to be
carried out.
there were certain obstacles to this being
Mr. HANNAH.-~I do not want to be
done, bllt that these obstacles had now been compelled t') keep on drawing attention to
removed.
this.
Mr. J. CAl\OmON (Gippsland East).- I exMr. MURRAY.- You mean between Richpect to see Mr. Drake, the Secretary fot' mond and Hawthorn?
Public Works, down there to· morrow mornMr. HANNAH.-Yes.
ing.
Mr. MURRAY.-That is provided for; it is
.Mr. COTTER.--I remember taking the to be carried out at Ollce.
Premier and the Honorary Minister up the
Mr. HANNAH.-If we are assured that
river. The honorable member for Colling- that work is included in this item it is no USE"
wood was with us.
my tfl.king up any more time. It is time it
.Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-We was done, and it would be better to do it
are going to take those n«.sty roeks out in during. the summer, when the water is
the meantime.
shallow, as it can then be carrieLi out at half
Mr. COTTER.--The Govemment have the cost. I am glad the honorable gentleman
spent a lot of money in blowing up rock, but has stated definitely that the work is to be
have left the rock where it was. I 11m not so done this year.
much concerned about the motor boat traffic.,
Mr. COTTER.-I had no assurance that
because in case of an accident to a motor the ri ver work I a~ked for would recei ve
hoat the people in it are able t.o look after attention. It is a matter of urgency, as
themselves. 1 am anxiolls more about the tl{e present condition is a danger to health.
dangeronsly insanitary condition of the old
Mr. J. CAl\IERON (Gippsland East).-I
river bed, and I hope the Minister will push will bring that under the notice of the
on with the Ilext section of the work, and Minister m.yselt
make the river a thing of beauty.
Mr. COTTER.-There is an item here of
Mr. HAXKAH.-Will the Minister tell £145 for the removal of the hull of H.M.S.
me whether this vote covers the question of .Australia from the entrance to Port Phillip
dealing with the river from about Richmond, Heads. I think it is ridiculous for the
or a bit further up. opposite Hawthorn, and country to have to pay for the removal of a
will the work be done this year? I am not so hull which was bought by a syndicate, and
much interested in the mowr·boat traffic.
out of which the syndicate made a profit of
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).- What some t"Ol.~sands of pounds. If a motor car
I referred to as dangerous was brought under broke down in Collins street, the City Council
the notice of the Minister this week, and he would compel the owners to remove it.
agreed to work wi t.h ihe Melbourne and I think it very unfair that the people of this
Metropolitan Board of Works, and take out State should be called upon to bear the
the rocks.
expense of removing thii'l vessel from the
Mr. HANNAH. - I intended to refer fairway after a syndicate of gentlemen have
more pllrticularly to the bars of mud and bought the vessel and hav!) made probably
sand that are dangerolls to boats going up as thousands of pounds out of the cargo, tu,king
far as the bridge. Opposite Hawthorn the away everything that was portable. I do
condition is very bad. W hen the Premier not know whether it is compulsory for the
\Vent up on the occasion mentioned by the Government to step in and remove the
honorable member for Richmond, the honor- vessel, but I think it is a scandal that the
able gentleman said he had no idea t.hat there owners of the hull were not compelled to do
were so many beauty spots ill the short the work. Of course, I do not know what
distance we travelled. On that o~casion position the Government are in.
Mr. J. CAM~RON (Gippsland East).there was great difficulty in getting over the
bars, which are very dangerous.
The Government are in this position, that
Mr. .J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).- legal ad vice was taken, and we found we
I understand that the whole of the obstacles were compellecl. to do the work-that we
.are to be cleared away, induding one that is could not force the owners to do it .
.an immediate danger.
Mr. COTTER.-I think that is a pity.
Mr HANN AB.-We went there with the
:Mr. J. CAl\lERON lGippsland .East).-It
.
Minister of Public Works and Mr. Catani is a pity.
Mr. COTTEH.-I understand that one of
about twelve months ago, and the Minister
promised that something was going to be done. the reason~ for the Government having to
point of view.

I should like the honorable

gentleman to cut the next corner, and then.
we should have a nice stream. I understand

Secretary says that it is
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remove the vessel was the danger of leaving
Mr. J. W. BILL~ON (FitZl·O;l/).--lf that
it in the fairway. If it was necessary fqr is the sta.te of the law, why does not the
the Government to carry out the work I honorable gentleman propose to alter it ?
think the syndicate who bought the hull and
Mr. DUFFUS.-Undel' the heading of
made so much money ont of it should come "Works and Buildings" I notice an item
to the rescue and pay the cost.
for harbol' works at Port Fairy, but the
Mr. F Al~HER.-I desire to say that the amount set down, £670, is merely the snm
work of removing the wreck of the Australia ordinarily provided for maintenance. The
was undertaken by the Government at the people in the Western District hoped
req \lest of the fishermen at Queenscli if. It that some provision would be made for
is stated that one boat was lost through the permanen t ri ver. and harb~r im pr?Vemel~ ts.
presence of the wreck in the fairway.
In connexion WIth the poltey vf Improvmg
Mr. J. W. BILLSO~ (Fitzl'oy).-The the outports of the State, put ~efore t?e
facts with regard to the steam-ship Australia country by the Government a hi..tle ~vhtle
appeal' to be tllat the vessel was wrecked and ago, I think that :\1 r. Maclean, the Engmeer
then sold, and the whole of the profitable of Ports and Harbors, was instructed to rematerial in the wreck was takell away by a port upon the condition of t.he. outports and
syud icate, who, J understalld, realize~ a to prepare a scheme for theIr Improvement.
considerable profi t out of the transactIOn. I have not. heard that that report has been
They then left the hull ill the fairway anel Bent in, and we, in the \<" estern District, are
forced the Government, by the very circnm- anxiollslyawaiting it. The people of Port
stances 6f the case, to remove it. In my Fairy are greatly handicapped by the conopinion, they should have been called upon to dition of their harbor. Only recently the
remove it themselves.
,
loca.l shipping company imported a very nice
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-They vessel from the Old Country, and they find
were, but they refused to do it. The that it ca.nnot euter the harbor on account of
Government. then undertook the work, but the insufficient depth of water, although the
were ad vised that they could llOt recover vessel is of shallow draught. Not ollly the
the cost from the owners of the hull.
people of Port Fairy, but all those along the
Mr. J. W. RILLSON (Fitzl'oy).-lt Westefll coast, would like to have some
seems to me a very wrong thing that people pronouncement ~rom th:- Gove.rnme.lIt as ~o
should have the right of leaving a ship in the their intention 111 the ImmedIate future 111
fairway, and that they cannot afterwards be regard to the ports. I am pleased to see
called upon to remove it.
that, in connexion with aSl::listing the outMr. J. CAMIllIWN (Gippsland East).-It lying ports, the G overnmellt have referred
all depends on circumstances. In this case to the Railways Standing Committee a -prowe are advised that we cannot recover.
posg,l for the linking-up of ~he Mal1ee hnes
Mr. J. \Y. BILLSON (Fitll'oy).-Then it with Portland. 1 should like to see that
would appear that the law requires amending carried out., and also the extension of the
in that respect.
MOllnt Gambier line to Portland. I hope
~1r. l\h.:nRAY.-""Ve canllot legislate for
the Government will not too lung delay some
territory outside Ollr own jurisdiction.
work in connexion with the outports, and we
Mr. J. 'V. HILLSON (Fitzroy.)-Is this shall be pleased to see Mr. M~lClean's report
wr~ek so far from the shore as to be outside
as soon as it can be made available.
Qur jurisdiction?
Mr. EL\1SLIE.-I see fin item of £5,000
Mr. MURHAY.-·It is.
Mr. J. 'V. BILLSON (Fitzro:,/).-It. was on the Estimates for the construction of a
certainly under our control, or we would not sand pumping dredge for Port P?il.lip,
have had power to remove it. 1 fail to see This is not the first time that a SImilar
how the presence of the wreck at that spot amount has appeared for a siP:lilar purpose.
.could interfere with the fishermen from I do not know whether the dredge is being
Queenscliff. As a matter of fact, I do nOI constructed or purchased abroad.
Mr. .J. CA)mRON (Gippsland East).think the Government shollld have removed
the wreck at all. They should have called Plans are being prepared.
upon the owners to do so.
Mr. ELMSLIK-Where do the GovernMr. J. CAMlmoN (Gippslflnd East).- ment propose to have it built?
\Ve did, and they declined. The case was
Mr. ~T. CAMERON (G;JlP.~lan" F.ast).-I
-submitted to the Crown Law Department, suppose. at the llew ship-building yard.
and they said we could IlOt compel them to
Mr. MUlmAY.-At the llew ship-building
do it.
yard.
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Mr. ELMSL IE.- We do not want a repetition of what occurred in connexion with the
dredge Piolleer. . We were told that it was
to be imported as a model for the construction of future dredges. I am very glad to
hear that plans are being prepared for the
construction of the dredge here, for if ever
there was a failure the dredge Pionee7' is a
failure. I should be sorry to see our own
people constructing dredges on the lines of
that.
Mr. MACKEY. - It was a model to be
avoided.
Mr. ELYISLIE.-Certainly. I was afraid
that this dredge was to he constructed in Denmark, and I believe there is a dredge to be constructed there for this port. I am glad to
have this assurance that the days of importing
these works are past, and that we are going
to build them in our own yards. Whilst the
Government are apparently coming into line
with the proper policy, there are some semiGovernment institutions that are flouting the
expressed will of the people. We have had to
ariticise the Geelong Harbor Trust for importing work that could be done here, and I
am now informed, in spite of the protests
made on a previous occasion, that that Trust
is proposing to buy another second-hand
dredge, and this time in New Ze'tlalld. We
recollect·the unfortunate surroundings of the
purchase in South Africa, and the disaster
that occurred in trying to bring the dredge
here. Those who govern these trusts are
apparently satisfied that the work necessary
to pDt our harbors in the condition they
should be in can be carried ont by secondhand dredges. I protest against these bodies
purchasing worn out and useless dredges for
the work here. It was only a short time ago
that a complaint was made that we had to
go abroad for certa.in goods, because our
engineering works were shut up. They will
be shut up if these harbor trusts continue to
import such articles as dredges. Now, however, we find that the Government are
making a departure.
There would be no
neceFlsity to send abroad for goods if the
work our manufacturers are legitimately entitled to were done here. I am glad to bave
an assurance fr.om the Honorary Minister,
and from the Premier, that this dredge is
going to be made here by our own work.
men.
Mr. F ARRER.-The Minister on a visit
to Geelong promiseu some consideration to
a reqnest for straightening the course of t.he
Barwon River where it is used for boatracing. Hegattas are held there, and thousande of people find enjoyment in visiting

Works Department.

the place. I think the Government might
give consideration to the request in the·
coming year, if not now. The course should
be straightened between Prince's-bridge and
the Barwon-bridge.
In reference to the
erection of the new court house in the
metropolis, I may say that when I brought
a sample of the stone of which it is now
bein~ built under 'the notice of the Public
Works Departmell t, the offi~ers said it was nogood. I think the building is going to be·
one of the most beautiful in Melbourne. It
is Barrabool stone, and when I brought the
first sample down it was said tb be toC)
hard.
Mr. J. CAMERON (G1'ppsland East).- The·
Government, at an additions.! cost of £9,000,.
took that stone in preference to the oLherstone submitted.
Mr. FARRER.-It is worth it, for it is a
stone of very good quality. I hope the
Government have a fairly good idea that.
they are going to get from the Commonwealth
the interest that they are demanding on the
transferred properties.
Since then they
have grabbed £400,000 in direct taxation,..
which, morally, belongs to the State. Therefore, they might easily return something in
the way of interest on transferred buildings if
they are honest. Weare told that the sum of
£60,000 has already been spent on school
buildings. That has been disposed of very
early. Somebody must have got the first.
running. We know that new schools are
required, so I hope that the Government.
are fairly sure that they will get the·
money from the Commonwealth in respect
to transferred buildings.
There is nomoney better spent than that in connexion with the tourists' bureau, and r hope
the Government will continue to take an.
interest in it. I notice that there is a sum
set aside for snagging at Lang Lang Creek.
There is 110 traffic there.
Mr. KEAST.-If it is not done the placewill be flooded.
Mr. FARRER.-I know more about Lang
Lang than the honorable member.
Mr. KEAST.-If I don't know more than
you, I don't know much.
Mr. FARRER.-The honorable member
may have been very lucky in getting in with
a lot of squatters, and obtaiuing a few sale~
of land, but I know what I am talking·
about. I also hope that the Governmenb
will go in more for the seasoning of our hard
woods as they become very valuable.
.Mr. SOLLY.-When we were discussing
the Estimates last year, attention was drawn
to the desirability of establishing a home for
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'female inebriates, and the Government, particularly the Premier, were sympatheti0
with the proposal. We spend a considerable
amcunt of money trying to reform males
addicted to drink, bllt we entirely neglect
women who have the same craving. Now,
,I believe there is a desire in the community
to help them. Meetings have been held by
ladies and gentlemen anxious to see a retreat
·€stablished for women addicted to drink. I
believe that if many of them were taken ill
.hand f.hey could be reformed. At any rate,
I do not see why the State should look after
-the m~tles and neglect the females. There
is no more pitiable :1 sight in our
streets than a woman who has become
.addicted to drink. She gets from bad to
worse and comes to a very 'Sorrowful end.
'There are a number of ladies in Melbourne
who would be prepared to render gratuitous
.'Service in the reformation of these women.
Last year, honorable members on all sides of
the Honse expressed deep sympathy with the
idea. If the Government would put aside a
:sum of money, and establish a home similar
to that at Lara, many women, particularly
.young women, who are victims to drink,
;could be reformed. In many cases women
have not got the force of character to resist
the temptation, and when they have become
addicted to drink we should try to bring
them back to the folds of citizenship.
Mr. J. CAMBRON (Gippsland Ea~t
"Honorary Minister).-The Premier has come
to an arrangement with the Salvation Army
to take charge of these women, so that the
matter is not only been looked into, but
being dealt with.
Mr. J. W. HILLSON (Fitzroy).-I think
it is time some change was made in connexion
with the erection and alteration of school
buildings. Whenever anything of that sort
is neoessary, and an appeal is made to the
Education Department, it, takes a consider;able time to get the Department to consent
to the expense, and when it does, the
matter is referred to the Public "Vorks
Department. Now the Public \-Vorks De'parlment very often holds the matter over
for a considerable time; on occ!1sions, I am
not stretching the hcts, as long as two years.
"'The Minister of Pnblic Instruction and the
Director of Education will say, "What can
we do. We have approved of t he payment
alid the matter is in the hands of the Public
Works Departmen t." They assume the
position that the Public Works Department
is separate and distinct from the Governrnellt
-of this State. Now it must be recognised
"that every Department is responsible to t.he
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State. Where expenditure on buildings has
been approved the Public Works Department
mnst not be permitted to stand in the way.
I dQ not know whether that Department is
undermanned or whether it is snffering
from a.pathy, or whet her it is due to inc3pacity, b'lt, certainly, there is no Departmeut ill the State that needs thorougb overhauling so much as the Public Works Departmenjj,
Not only are public works
essential to this State being held over, but it
is hringing into disrepute other Departments
which are dependent on it carrying oui
works which have been sanctioned. 1 notice
that the sum of .£5,000 is provided for the
payment of rent. I suppose that applies to
places where the Public Works Department
has not been active enough to erect school
accommodation, and that it had to rent
building-I:! ill the meant.ime.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippslflnd East).-I do
not. think so. I t is ordinary rent for various
th!ngs.
1\1r. J. W. BILLSON (Fihl'oy).-I thank
the Minister for the information, but I do
not under~tand what "various things"
means.
Mr. ,1. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-Ill
my own district I suppose about twenty
schools are rented at .£6 or £ l2 per year.
That applies all over the State.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I think
that the policy of renting buildings for
"
schools i.s a bad one.
Mr .•J. C.A:\lERON (Gippsland E(~st).-I
agree with you.
Mr. H. McKENZiE (Rodney).-Is not a
rented sehool better than no school?
Mr. ~r. \-V. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Alld
probably this Governmen t is better than no
Government, but neither is giving satisfaction.
Mr. H. McKENzlE (Rodney). - You
would rather Ree a district go without ~
school than rent one ~
Mr .•J. W. BILLSO:N (Fitz1·oy).-Certainly not, but I would rather see schools
owned by· the Government than that it
should be necessary to rent buildings, often
unsuitable and sometimes insanitary, for the
purpose. 'Vhen the honorable gentleman
says I would rather see no school than a.
temporary school, he knows he is doing me
an inj ustice.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-That is
what' it would mean in the country if they
did not rent buildings.
Mr. J". W. HILLSON (Fitzroy).-No, it
would not. I will accept the honorable
gentleman's statement.
That is what it
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would mean in the country under the administration of this Government.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney),-When you
are a Minister no doubt you will put things
right, but I am sayin~ what has been the
case during the whole of my experience in
the country.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Ji'itz··oy).-I am
not speaking of the honorable gentleman's
experience in t.he country. I am speaking
purely of my experience of the Government
and their doings in connexion with school
buildings. The conditions in the country
have nothing whatever to do with the case.
If a school is necessary, and we provide the
money for it to be built, there is no earthly
reason why we should rent private property
for school purposes, except to supply a
temporary necessity.
Mr. J. CAMERON (GippslandEast).-That
is the very reason for the sum being placed
on the Estimates.
Mr. J. W HILLSON (Fitzroy).-Tt is
not. In my own district, for a long time,
premises have been rented for school purposes, instead of a proper school being
erected. The honorable gentleman must
understand that some premises have been
ren ted for veal's.
Mr. J. C~MERON (Gippsland East).-Very
likely there is a'good reason for it.
Mr. (1. \V. BILLSON (fi'itzroy).-It is not
necessary for the honorable gentleman to
knuw the circumstances to arrive at a conelusion; he is bound to be. right. At the
same time, it would be just as well for him,
before arriving at a conclusion, to know the
circumstances.
Every honorable member
should do tha.t, and particularly a Minister,
becallse if he does not he may slip into inaccuracies. I desire to protest very strongly
against the continued renting of buildings for
school purpose!:! by the Department, when an
active and energetic policy of erecting school
buildings t,hat would accommodate the whole of
the children whom it is now necessary to accommodate, and the children who are likely
to req u ire accommodation, should be followed
out.
I n my own district there is not
sufficient accommodation for the chiloren.
One of the best schools of its size in
Victoria has been built in my district.
Everyone is very proud of it. I know of
only one fault in connexiun with that school;
it was pointed out by me prior to its er€)ction.
The fault is that it does not afford sufficient
accommodation for the children. ]n every
other' respect it is a splendid school. It is
like a fellow getting a good pair or boots that
he cannot put on. The same thing ol>tains
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in connexion with one of the schools in the
northern part of my electorate. Additions
and alterations were made that were suitable
in every way, except that they do not afford
sufficient accommodation for the children. I
feel that the Public "Vorks Department is
not doing justice to the Educatioll Department in connexion with the erection of
schools. There is continuolls delay. After
the Education Department has urged the
Public "Vorks Department to accomplish its
orders there is delay year after year. I do
not knuw how we can get thi8 state of affairs
altered, but I cer~aillly feel that any action
on the part of the Honse would be justified if
it resulted in causing the Pnblic Works Department to be more expeditious in carrying
out the work of .€recting State schools. I
will now pass on to another subject. It has
been the desire of honorable members-of
members on this (the Opt=-0sitioll) side of the
House, at all events-to make au alteration
in cOllnexion with the State Governor. I
notice the following item in the Estimates : Maintenance of cottage and grounds, Governor's
residence, Macedon, including fencing and other
work, £1,275,

On several occasions the honorable member
for Stawell has moved for the abolition of
the office of St.ate Governor, bllt the Government always have made some st.atement of
t.his kind-" You had better withdraw the
motion and wait until t.he expiration of the
term of the present Governor. We do not
want to say anything that. will hurt. his feelings."
I do not desire to hurt the feelings
of any Governor, or of any .man. So long as
there is a Governor here we ought to treat
him with that respect and honour which his
merits and his representative position warrant,
but it appears to me that in voting money in
this way year after year we are making provision for a permanency. It looks as if it is
not intended to have any change at all.
When the referendum on the question of the
federation of the Australian States was before the people, we were promised drastic
changes in this connexion. ~r e were t01d
that there was to be only one Governor-the
Governor-General-for the wh0le of Australia. Members on the other (the Ministerial) side of the House, who preached t()
that effect, do not desire to give effect to their
previous promises, but now want to make it
impossible for a change to be effected by spending large sums of money in building, improving, felicing, and buying furniture for theVice-regal establishments. There is an itemof
.£3,000 for landing and depositing silt for the
reclamation of the West Melbourne Swamp.
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That is a considerable snm of money, and I
think it is just as well that we should
know what the Government intend to do
with this reclaimed land. I suppose they
have some policy. I have had explanations
from the Government wit h regard to this
matter on previous occasions. They have certainly varied a little, but I 'Would l;ke to
know what is the intention of the Ministry
in connexion with the expenditure of this
£3,O(}0 in connexion with the reclamation of
West Melbourne Swamp.
The next item I
come to is as follows : Purchase of machines and expenses in connexion
with manufacture and supply of wire netting,
£10,000.

Some years ago the late Sir Thomas Bent
conceived the idea of having wire netting
made in Pentridge, and a large plant was
bought. Wire netting was to be made there
and sold to settlers in all parts of the I:;tate
on the time-payment system. That has been
The Governdone to a very large extent.
ment now ask for another £ 10,000 fOl.· the
purchase of machines and expenses in connexion with the manufacture and sale of wire
netting.
I want to know the extent of the
business we are now doing.
Is it the
intention of the Government to erect a
wire·netting factory?
If so, w hat do they
intend to do with additional wire netting
turned out? If they propose to erect a
factory where is it to be? Are not the
machinery and the prisoners at Pentridge
turning Odt wire netting fast enough?
Are we' not
able to purchase wire
netting from private employers?
Do
the Government intend to compete with
Is their condemnapeople outside?
tion of Socialism upon the platform
mere "clap- t.rap "; and are they going
to do what they have previously condemned ~
Is the idea of Socialism good in this HOllse,
but extremely bad when they get outside ~
Is the public money to be llsed for the
purpose of
serving
the interests of
the Government's particular friends - the
farmers-so that they may get cbeap
wire netting 7 I can easily understand
this Government conserving the best
interests of the country people, but what
about the people in the citi3s? Do not the
people in the cities lleed protection from t.he
brick-making combine ~
.
.
Mr. J. CAl\lImON (Gippsland East).-I
think it would he a capital idea to put the
prisoners at making bricks.
Mr. J. W. HILLSON (Fitzroy).-Then
why does the honorable gentleman not do id
Second Sesiion 1911.-[12J
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Is it because he does not believe in putting
a 'capital inea in operation?
Mr. J. CAl\lImON (Gippslond Eosl).-We
are doing it in connexioll with wire
netting.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-What
are the Government doing 1 !\o explanation
has Leen given to the Committee. 'J.'he
Government simply :18k for £ lO,OOO. They
do not say what is to be done with the wire
netting tumed onto We are given no illformation as to what machines will he
necessary. Weare not told whet her the
Government intend to buy. the machines
abroad or whether Ollr own people are to
make them Surely it is due to the Committee that fuller information should be
given.
Mr. FA TIRER.-Does the honorable member believe in employing prisoners?
Mr. J. W. HILLSON (If'itZ7·OY).· ·--1 wonld
be very pleased to reply to the ilOoorable
member, but I would be cu.lled to order by the
Chairman, as t here is llothing ahout that in
these Estimates. Am:mgst othel' items I
notice the following : Improvement of Elwood
from sale of land) £600.

SW:tlllP

(to be recouped

I have no ide:.t what amount of money has
been spent in the improvement of the Elwood
Swamp. I do not think hOtlorable members,
or the Government themselves, know the
amonnt of money that has been sunk there.
The El wood Swamp appears to me like a
purse without a bottom. How much more
money will it require? We have been told
on four separate occasions that t.he sums of
money in the Estimates would complete the
business, but there is a sum pnt down every
year. Weare told that after the works are
completed the land will be sold in allotments,
and that we will be recouped for the expenditure. Of course, the sum in this year's
Estimates~ for this purpose, is the last payment-·just as the previous payments were..
I think we should have some progress reports
in connexion with the Elwood Swamp. How
many sales have been held? How milch.
land has been sold?
Mr. J. CAMRIWN (Gippslan,j, East).-If
you had given notice of the qnestions I would
give the answers.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
honorable gentleman should be prepared to
give the information hfore asking the f10use
to pass these items.
I think we should
know whether the amount of £600 down on
the Estimates will complete the works at the
Elwood :-;wamp. If not, we should pass 3lump sum to complete the wJrks.
It must
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be disappointing to honorable members to be
told year after year, " This will be the last
;fIum required," and then each succeeding
year to see further amounts down on the
Estimates. Thousands and thousan,ls of
pounds have been spent on the Elwood
::;wamp. It was alleged that men were employed there who were not paid out of the
amounts put down for the works on that
swamp. Charges to that elIect were made a
,year or two ago. I see an item of £3,000
501' the hospice at Mount Buffalo, including
furniture, fittings, and other work~. 'rhis
was to be a very valuable asset to the
State.
Mr. J. CA!\U<~RON (Gippsland East}.-It is
most valuable.
Mr. J. W. BlLLSON (Fitzroy).-Not
having seen it I have not the slightest idea
about that. I am not dissatisfied with the
expenditure of Ihis money. I think that
when the Minister of Rail ways moved the
resolution for t,he expenditure of money at
Monnt Buffalo, in order to popularize the
place, and to bring tourists from all parts of
Australia, he wa!:! doing a good work, and if it
can be made a payable thing 1 shall be
doubly delighted. But I should like to know
particu larly the financial position of this
undertaking up to d3.te, and what this additional .t3,OOO is required for, and what
changes are proposed to be made under the
heading of furniture and fittings and other
work. I had a few nice photos of Mount
Buffalo sent to me, and they made me feel
that I should very much like to visit the
place. At the same time 1 desire to know
t.he financial position of the undertaking. I
think there is one thing the honorary
Minister could do very well. 1 do not know
anything he could do better. The mem.bers
of the Federal Parliament are going up to
Bee the Northern Territory. While they are
there I do not think the Minister could do
better than invite the honorable members of
. this House to visit Mount Buffalo. I am
sure the honorable gentleman would be more
comfortable in taking a party about Mount
Buffalo than in sitting at the table in charge
of the Estimates.
Mr. J. CAMERON (G?'ppsland East).-I am
quite comfortable with the Estimates.
Mr. ,J, W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Because
the honorable gentleman does not realize his
position.
We also have an item of £1,500
for seasoning kilns for Victorian hardwood
at r\ ewport, with railway track and siding.
Sir AU~XANDER PEAcocK.-That is the
honorable member for Collingwood's little
pet.
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Mr. J. W. BlLLSON (Fitzroy).-I did
not know it was olle of his subjects. In the
meantime I want to ask a question. I want
to know whether we are seasoning timber
there for the outside public. Trucks are
being made for the Railway Department by
pri vate firms. Are they made from timber
seasoned at the Newport works?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-They are
all steel trucks.
Mr. J. 'V. B [LLSO N (li'-itzroy).-Are we
selling 'lny of the tim ber that we are seasoning at Newport ~ From what fund does this
money come for the erection of the kilns?
How will it be capitalized? Who is to be
responsible for it? Does it go into the Railway Account? If it belongs to the Railway
Account it occurs improperly here, because it
shonld be in the Railway Estimates. There
is also an item of £~,592 for the labour
colony.
How many people are there at the
labour colony, and what are they doing
there·?
Mr. t1. CAMERON (Gippsland Eas~).-We
are merely getting the place ready for
people.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fl,tz r oy).--:There
was a lahour colony at Leongatha for about
twenty years. During the depressed times
they got a lot of hard-ups and inefficients
and unemployables there. But in these
times extreme difficulty would be experienced
in get.ting anyone to a labour colony at alL
I want to know what work is being done
there. If it is being carried on in the fashion
of the old labour colony at Leongatha, I am
strongly opposed to voting any money for it.
With the cheap labour the old ·labl)ur colony
had-it was paying the men little more
than tucker, which was not on a liberal scale
-1 think the thing should have been selfsupporting. I should like to get a reply
from the Minister in reference to the few
items I have mentigned.
Mr. HAMPSON.-In connexion with
the item for State school buildings, I should
like to say that this is a matter on w hieh 1
agree with the honorable member for Barwon. It is not often that I agree with him,
although I know he wa,s a hero in South
Africa.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzro1/).-You mns'
be both wrong if you agree with him.
Mr. HAMPSON.-T am told they kept him
in the malingerers' camp, and sent him home
the first opportunity. There is a sum of
£60,000 provided tor State school buildings.
At present the mat.ter of improvements at
the schools is hung up, and it was stated this
afternoon that it is on account of the diffel'-
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ence between the State Government and the
Federal Government to the extent of 1- or -hper cent. in connexion with an amount
the Federal Government should pay. I
think thp, Government want an advance
of £100,000 to continue the work in
connexion with State schools.
There
is a good deal of this work hung IIp in my
district, and the people there are getting
very anxious about it.
Some of the i~ems
are not very large, but this summer, in one
case, there is a deficiency of water for the
children. If the Government do not come
to any agreement with the Federal Government, and the latter are not disposed to pay
this £100,000, what is going to happen in
connexion with the work at the State schools?
I think honorable members are entitled to
know what is going to be done in this
direction.
I am satisfied that honorable
members generally will not rest i:lOntent
if the work is to be hung up indefinitely.
What makes me anxious is that in roy
district we are charged by the Liberal preRs
with getting nothing from the Government
for Bendigo, because the three members from
that part sit in opposition to the Government, and cannot get a fair expenditure of
public money for our distTict. 'fhA remarks
of some of the Ministers lend colour to those
statements. Here is a report in the Ballarat Courier of the 12th December, in which
Mr. Edgar, M.L.C., Honorary Minister, was
represented as making this statement at a
banquet in h6nour of the honorable member
for Warrenheip:He had been speaking to the Minister of Mines,
who was interested in a battery there. He did not
believe all the gold there was exhausted. (Hear,
hear). If a battery could be purchased for a
certain sum, or perhaps a little more, he would find
the money. (Hear, hear). That was through the
advocacy of Mr. Holden. (Hear, hear). And if the
battery c~uld not be purcb'1sed at a satisfactory
price, the Minister was prepared to put up a public
battery.

That is not an isolated case of a statement
that would lAad people to believe that
the Government favour those who support
them as against those in opposition in connexion with the expenditure of public
money.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Look at the
schools at Footscray.
Mr. HAMPSON.-The honorable member lleed not growl. He has £5,000 for a
hospital at Creswick.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-And they
have £17,000 worth of property.
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Mr. HAMPSO~.-I notice that Mr.
Edgar, in the course of a lipeech at Brighton,
saidThe Government recognised the desirability of
improving the Brighton foreshore by extending the
Esplanade from Elwood, and the necessity of providing more electric communication in Brighton
and the surrounding districts, particularly in the
south.

Attention was drawn to this matter before
by the leader of the Opposition, and it was
strenuously denied that any favour was
shown to the Government supporters, but it
is promises of this sort that give rise to the
belief in the public mind that there is
favoritism shown in the expenditure of
public money. I think some statement
ought to be made that it is not the intention
of the Government to use the public funds in
this way.
Mr. McLEoD.-The spoils to the victors.
Mr. HAMPSON.-If that is the policy
of the Government, it is well it should be
known.
Mr. McLEO D.- That is the principle laid
down by your own party.
Mr. HAMPSON.-I hope there is 110
such intention in the Government mind,
noth withstanding what may be stated by the
Honorary ~linister, who apparently has a
free hand in making promises of this description. As to the matter between the
State and the Federal authorities ill
reference to the payment of money, it is time
a settlement was arrived at. It has been hung
up too long, and before the House rises
some assurance should be given that an
arrangement between the parties is an accomplished fact.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister or
Public Instruction).-After the very pleasant
references made by the honorable member
for Fitzroy to Mount Buffalo, r feel that, as
the representative of that district, I might be
permitted to say a word or two on the subject. ,]~he honorable member, and other
honorable members, will be pleased to learn
that, so far, the direct and the indirect returll
from the expenditure at Mount Buffalo is
of a highly satisfactory character. 1 think
1 am within the mark in ~aying ~hat the
expenditure un the Chalet at :Mount
Buffalo is returning to the Governmen t
between 4 per cent. and 5 per cent., and the
terJant has agreed to pay 6 per cellt. ior the
extra accommodation to be provided for by
the sum in these Estimates. Fourteen or
fifteen rooms are now being added, which is
a number below what the tenant requires,
but this was as much apparently as the·
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Government could afford
dlll'ing the
present year.
Since the place was
erected it has attract.ed visitors not only
from
all
parts
of
Australia,
but
fl'om other parts of the world, and the accommodation provided so far is al toget her too
small for the demand upon it. The indirect
return is derived from the tremelldous increase in the passenger traffic on the Bright
litle. 1 think Sir Thomas Tait told me that
the increase on t.he Bright line was ()ver 100
per cent., showing that the indireet return
mnst be considerable. When I submitted
the resolntion to this House, drawing attention to the desirability of paying increalSed .
attention to tourists' resorts, I
felt
that in our mountain scenery we had
an asset of immense value to the
State, and one which the Govel'lllnent
should develop to the fnlLest extent.
In New Zealand it is estimat.ed that, allowing
only £ 1 per head, there is an expenditure
of £500,000 a year by the tourists who visit
that ~tate. When we are told by visitors
who have seen many (,ther parts of the world
that onr mountain scenery will compare very
favorably with what can be found elsewhere,
I am sat,isfied . that the rilOney expended in
developing our mountain reSllrts is money
wisely spent. I therefore hope that this
Government, and future Governments, will
continue to develop our mOllntain scenery so
far as our means will allow, because, by
doing so, we will be able to attract, at all
times of the year, a large number of people,
not only from the other States of A ustraliu.,
but from other parts of the world.
Mr. SOLLY.-I cannot complaiu with
regard to the amount of money that has bp.en
spent in my district in school equipment, bllt
I do complain of the way in which it is distributed. 1n the first place, I will draw the
attention of the Committee and of the
~iinister to the ~ tate school !.It Lee·street,
Garlton, where, I was iuformed by the head
master, there are 1.000 children on the roll
and an average att~ndance of 900, although,
according to t he Department's own regulation,
there is accommodation for only r;30. It
follows that there are nearly 300 children at
that school in excess of the limit which is
sl,pposed to be set I have dl'<.twn the
attention of the Goverumeut to this matter
repeatedly during the last three years, yet
nothing has been done.
The people of
Carlton are greatly annoyed alld dissatisfied
with regard to the matter. Let us now turn
t.o the University of Melbourne. It receives
from the Government an annllal grant of
£20,000. It gels £7,500 f01' the building
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and eq Ilipment of an engineering Rohool.
It gets £750 for a Chair of Agriclliture.
It also gets various sums fot' miscellaneous purposes, amounting to £1,500. In
addition to all this, I see on these Estimates
a grant of £2,000 for a clnb-room for the
stlldents. Altogether. I estimate that something like £60,OUO is being given to the
Melbourne University. That institution is
in my district, certainly, but I st.rongly protest against the Government spending the
public money to that extent on a wealthy
man's institntion, and neglecting our primary
schools and the accommodation of the children of the poor people at Carlton. Are the
Government warranted in doing this? The
Treasurer went up to the University the
other day t.o open a new wing, or lay a
fOllndation-sLone, or something of that sort.
He was pleased the Government were able
to give £20,000 or £30,000 to the institution, and he promised that if it wanted
another £30,000 it could get it; yet. the
people at large have to pay the piver, including the people of Carlton, who cannot
get school accommodation for their children.
Where are the Liberal instincts of the
G3VGI nment if they will spend £60,000
upon a wealthy man's institution, while
allowing the primary schools to fall into
decay?
:\j r. MURRAy.-Are you objecting to the
£2,000 for t he club room?
Mr. SOLLY.-I do object to it. The
honorable gentlemar. said the other night that.
t.he University students included many P,)Ol'
farmers' sons.
.
Mr. MURRA Y.-I did not say poor farmers'
sons. I said poor students.
Mr. SOLL Y.-If the Premier said he did
not say it I must accept his denial, but
there are no poor students attending the
University.
MI'. GORDON.-Oh, yes.
Mr. SOLLY.-Does the honorable member agree with the action of the Government in s!lending £2,000 on a students' clubroom at the University when other schools
cann~t get accommodation for the pOOl'
children in the metropolis and in the
country centres? Perhaps that is the reason
the honorable member is sitting behind
the Government. I ask the Government
whether they are warranted in spendin~
public money in that direction, and at the
same time cramming 300 children into a
school without accommodation fot' them?
:Mr. W AIW[i:.- What is the st.udents' clubroom fo1'7
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Mr. SOLL Y.-It is very hard to say. I
:suppose it will be liberally furnished
.at the public expense for the convenience of the sons of gentlemen. The
,1:)ons of gentlemen must be accommodated,
.and 80 they are to be made comfortable at
the expense of thA public. If those students
want a club· room there can be no objection
to their having one, but I say it is the duty
of their parents, who can very well afford
it, to pay for that club-room.
I do not
:say for one moment that the University
is 110t doing excellent work.
I have no
-objection to the University getting something from the State, provided that the money
is spent in the right direction,and that facili·
ties are given to enable the child of a poor
man to attend that institution, and obt!1in the
-education he requires. Not only have I to
-complain about the lack of accommodation at
the Lee-street school, but I have to complain
.also wi th regard to the cleansing of the schools.
J again draw the attention of the Committee to,the fact that there are schools in my
district that have not been renovated for the
last ten years-not a bit of paint or whitewash has been put on the walls. There are
-caretakers' premises which should be condemned by the lloard of Public Health, lock,
stock, and barrel.
In Rathdown-street, a
few yards from where I am standing, there
is a Mchool caretaker, and the car<ttaker himself and his wife and three children are
(lrammed into two little rooms that are 110t
fit to house a pig, alLhough attention
has been drawn
to the matter repeatedly. Those people are working for
the State for a pittance of 30s. a week.
Here we have a live 1\finister of Public Instruction who is reforming' our whole education system. What interest has he taken in
()ur poor people, or in their children? He
is particularly interested, along with his
<lolleagues in the Ministry, in the wealthy
man's institution in my electorate, which can
well afford to look after itself. I am not
speaking on behalf of the University. In
fact, I might point ont a slur that is cast
on honorable members by that institution.
When a deputation from any other district
waits upou a Minister it has been an almost
invariable practice that thr..t deputation shall
be introduced by the member for the dis.trict.
.Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-A rule lately more
boncured in the breach than in the observance.
Mr. SOLLY. - Deputations from the
University are received time after time without the member for the district being recog-
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nised at all. It is a direet insult, not so
much to me, a.s to mv constituents. It is
the d u(;y of the Govirnment to uphold the
dignity of honorable members, and if they
fail to do so they are belittling~ not only the
particular mem ber concerned at the time
hein~, but every member of the House.
Mr. ROBERTsoN.-'l'waddle 1
Mr. SOLLY.-Twaddle it would be if it
came from the honorable member, because
he never talks anything else. No intelligent
man would take any notice of him. I can
see a silly grin on his face every time I look
ronnd. He has a grin on his face like a
Cheshire cat. J am entering my protest
very quietly and calmly in the interests of
my constituents. I mentioned these facts
when J W!l.S before my electors, who
raised their voice in protest against the
Goverument, and I promised that I would
bring them again under the notice of Parli!1ment. For three years I have agitated on
behalf of the poor people of Carlton to get
proper accommodation for their children, but
I can get nothing done. As one honorabie
mem be:r has suggested, it would appear that
the Government have their favorites in regard to the disbursement of public funds. I
am beginning to think that that is a fact.
Mr. II. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-That is so.
r can get no money for my district.
:M:r. SOLL Y.-I cannot, either.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFlll.-It is said in the
Bendigo district that the same thing applies
there.
Mr. ;r. CAMERON (Gippsland East).- Yet
the honorable member for Carl ton says the
Government is spending £60,000 on the
University.
Mr. SOLLY.-That shows that wealthy
men can influence the Governmeut, but the
poor eiectord of Carlton, and other parts of
the metropolis, as wen as those in country
districts, can get no redress from the Government. THey call themselves the "good old
Liberal Government." A beautiful lot!
They never should have been intrusted
with the government of this country.
A
worse Government I have never seen in the
~tate of Victoria.
They are not fit to have
the confidence of the people.
Their very
action in regard to the University would
warrant a vote of no confidence beinp, tahlerJ
and carried.
.
Mr. JEWELL,-I wish to bring under
the notice of the Minister of Public Instruction the condition of some of the State
schools in Hr~n8wick.
The honorable
gentleman prl)mised last session that the
schools at South Brunswick would be
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renovated and sewered during this year, but
up to the present nothing has been rione. I
waited on the Depnrtment two or three days
ago, at the request of the Brunswick City
Council, with the view of arranging for a
deputation to the Minister, but in the reply I
received, it was stated that-

Works Department.

Estimates over and over again. Dissatisfa.C'~
l.ion exists because, whilst the Education
Department are asked to carry out certain
works, and agree to expend the money, theworks are sent on to the Public Works De
partment and are hung up for years, sifliply
because that Department finds that there is·
One would have
I beg to point out that this matter is one that is no money available.
dealt with by the Public Works Depa.rtment.
thought, in view of all the alterations to be
Nevertheless, the Minister of Public In- effected to the school buildings, seeing that
struction pI omised me six mon ths ago that th is during the past few years particularly so
school would be sewered and renovated this much atteution has been given to remodelyear. I would like to know whether it is his ling many of the obsolete structures, that
intention to have the work done during the there would be an ever-increasing amount
coming Christmas vacation. The houses in placed on the Estimates for this purpose~
the locality have been sewered. for the last A little while ago the Minister vf Publ C'
five or six years, and it is a disgrace that the Instruction expressed himself as favorable to>
school buildings in a city like Brunswick a loan of half-a-million, so that he might behave not been sewered also. I would also able tl) go in for a complete scheme of reremind the Minister of the promise made to modelling the schools requiring it, but theme at the end of last sf-ssion with regard to Treasurer, I believe, put his foot down very
thetemporaryschool building at Albert-street. heavily t declaring that he would consent to>
It is well known as King's boot factory, and nothing of the kind, and that the works.
the Minister promised to renovate it. I have would have to be provided for out of revenue ..
been given to understand that it has been I fiud on looking at these Estimates that therepurchased by the Department. It certainly is a reduction of about £35,000 in this item
needs renovation, for it is one of the worst alone, or a reduction of nearly 50 per cent.
buildings imaginable for a school, being close compared with last year's Estimates, on.
and unhealthy. I have been informed that which the amount was £95,000. It would
many of the parents are taking their children appear that the Government are less in
from the school, owing to the unhealthy con- earnest than they were twelve months ag(}ditions of the buildmg. The police station in providing up-to-date school accommodation.
at Brunswick is also in a very bad state: and The necessities are becoming more Dnd moreprobably gives the worst !:).ccommodation of apparent, as is evidenced by the fact that on
any police station within the metropolis. the school committees we find a number ot
There are fifteen police at the central men and women taking a lively interest in
station, and a room 16 feet by ] 4 feet is the the schools and school buildings. Conseonly accommodation they have. There are quently many defects passed over years ago·
only two cells there, but I do not think any attract the notice of the school committees,
more are wanted. The police court abuts and, I suppose, most. h011or8 ble members, likeon the road, and nnless the doors are kept myself, receive letters like the one I intend
closed it is impossible for the magistrates to to read. It is a sample of numbers received,.
showing that promises made are not fulfil1ed.
hear the wituesses or the prisoners.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East)-The This letter is from a school committee at a.
place called Big Hill, outside Bendigo, in
position is a bad one.
.
Mr. JE WELL.- I hope the Minister will regard to School No. 1551look into the matter, and see if something
Dear Sit',-In July last, the above (that is, the.cannot be done to improve this accom modation. school committee) was informed that the EducaMr. ~MITH.-ln connexion with the item tion Department had decided on effecting nece~sary
that has been the bone of contention this repairs and alterations to the school premises..
Since then we have heard no IDor€: about the ma.tevening, I may say that one thing that has ter. At a meeting of my committee last night, it
been heralded forth in regard to the present was decided to ask you, as the member for the
Government is that they are a Liberal Go- dil:ltrict, to try to get the promised work done
vernment. We naturally expect a Liberal during the Christmas holidays.
Government to act in a liberal manner, and The amount is about £70 for the purpose of
perhaps there is no better test of their putting in new windows and effecting minor
liberalism than the manner in which they alterations. On inqniry at the Department,..
treat the State school buildings. Ever since I was informed that they had no money, and
I have been a member of the House this par- therefore could do nothing. The result is
ticular question has been discussed on the that we shall be pestered with letters like-:
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-:this from time to time, and we can only tell the
people that the cry of the Dep<:l.rtment is that
there is no money available. I have seven
or eight schools in my district in a similar
position. The honorable memher for Carltpn
mentioned a school in his dist.rict af> being
overcrowded. There is one school in mv
distr iet that was built only about two yea;s
ago, bnt no provision appears to have been
made for any increase in the population. On
visiting the school, I noticed that the teacher
had a class of fourteen or fifteen chilciren in
the porch. When I remembered that the
Board of Public Health requires that there
shall be certain means of egress and ingress
in a publio building in the case ofa stampede,
I could quite understand what would happen
in the case of a stampede in this school,
,because the whole outlet was blocked by this
·class. We made application for increased
accommodation, and, as in other instances,
we were toW the Department had no money
to carry out this necessary work. This is
not an i'3olated instance. There are eight or
nine instances in my own district. Only
last Saturday a member of a school committee waited on me in regard to a matter
that I brought under the notice of the
Department long enough ago, and that
was the matter of renovating the floor at his
~chool. He said that during the week a child
had put his foot through the floorand narrowly
escaped breaking his leg. That was a serious
thing. 'rhe floor had been planed down
twice, and when the knots are planed down
level with the soft wood there is very little
su bstance in the boards. We are not likely
to get any redress judging by the manner in
which the Estimates are framed. It reflects
·anything but credit on a Government that
professes to be Liberal to cut down the
Estimates as this Government have done.
Whilst we are teaching our children and trying to create in them by means of gymnastics
and physical exercises the bodily conditions
that make for good health, we at the same
time allow them to be placed in stuffy
school· rooms, where t;hey are breathing
vitiated air, and so the work done by means
of the physical exercises is practicaI1y undone. Weare burning the candle at one
-end and trying to save it at the other. As
the Minister said, about £500,000 is requtred
for expenditure within three or four years to
bring the buildings up-to-date, and it is
about time the Government took a bold step
in this direction. Honorable members will
be wit.h them if they do so in the interests of
~he children of the State, whose rights and
privileges we should protect.
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Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland EastHonorary Minister). - The Public Works
Department h::ts been adversely criticL'led in
regard to the carrying out of certain works
in connexion with the schools. I may say
th9.t the item of £60,000 set down on the
Estimates for State school buildings was
spent withiu the first four months of the
financial year, so that the Department is not
1.,0 blame at ·all.
As to the difference
betwelm the amount set down this year,
namely, £60,000, and the amount of £95,000
set down on the last Estimates I may say
that the Treasurer is going to make up the
difference.
As to the question of the
depositing of silt in the West Melbourne
swamp I have to say that the item set down,
namely, £3,000, is for the completion of the
contract. We have had a valuation made
of the land at Elwood, and some of it has
been sold, and sold very well indeed.
It
brought more than the reserve placed upon
it. There is no reason why the £600 . put
down should not be spent at EI wood for the
improvement of the land. :Nloney has to be
put on the Estimat.es year after yel1r for this
purpose. The valuation we have had of the
land and the sales effected have been
entirely satisfactory. In reply to the honorable member for Collingwood, I may say that
we built the hospice at Mount Buffalo from
the timber on the Monnt. It has met the
purpose splendidly, and the whole work is
entirely satisfactory. The revenue of the
Rail way Department shows that we were
justified in carrying out that work. Coming
to the item of the instalments of purchase
money and interest on lands purchased hy
the Closer Settlement Board for a reformatory farm at Werribee-Mr. ROBERTSON -How much of the Werribee Estate is going to be taken up for &
labout: eolony ~
Mr . .T. CAMERON (Gippsland .East).Some :WO or 400 acres. The amount set
down is for the purchase of land for a labour
farm when it is required. We want to havE' a.
labour farm within reasonable distance of the
city, so that when a man comes along who
oannot get work, we can send him to the
Werribee farm, where he may find something
to do to keep his wife and family from
starvin2'.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-A kind of
re1ief work ?
Mr. S CAMERON (Gippsland East).Yes. That is the idea. With regard
to the seasoning works at Newport, the
Treasurer has set aside £ 1,000 to buy
one particular class of wood, which will
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be seasoned down there. He has the right
to buy from a saw-mill company un
the Omeo-road, or anywhere else he likes.
We have tested the timber in connexion
with the butter trade, and we want to
be quite sure that it will be seasoned before it
goes to the Railway Department or the
public.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-ls this
a trading concern, or is it meJ'ely for the
convenience of the Railway Department?
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).As far as we know it is br the Rail way
Departmen t.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitz1·uy).-Then
why talk about the public ~
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).We may find it to the advantage of agricul-'
turi8ts, and sell it to those who are sending
bntter away from the State.
Mr. J. W. HILLSON (Fitzroy).-You intend
it as a trading concern ?
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).Yes.
Mr. J. "V. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Yet you
cOlJdemn Socialism.
Mr. J. CA~IIERON (Gippsland East).It was the Liberals who placed the railways
and post and telegraphs under public departments. With regard to the school referred to by the honorahle member foJ.'
Brunswick, I have to say that tenders were
returnable to·dav. Not. one tender came in
for the work. "
Mr. ROBERrrSO~.-I wish to refer to
item No. 10-Maintenance and new works
in connexion with entranee to the port of
Gippsland Lakes, £7,000. Is this a national
work? Do the ships pay anything?
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-Yes;
wharfage duel').
Mr. ROBERTSON.-I am pleased to
hear that. Then there is the item-Works
at Greenvale and other sanatoria, including
fittings, furniture, and fencing, £2,000. I
desire to draw attention to t.he fact that the
Greenvale Sanatorium has never had the
water laid on, and it suffers much on that
account. I believe that there is s~m1e difficulty in getting water from the Yan Yean.
I think it could be done by an extension
from the Sunbury Waterworks.
Mr. J CAMERON (Gippsland East).-Are
the levels all right?
Mr. ROBERTSON.-Yes, I think Sl).
The only difficul~y is the insufficiency of the
water supply. When the Sunbury 'Water
Trust was formed they were to take a certain
amount of water from a particular creek.
It is HuW iound that there is not sufficient
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water in the creek to supply the asylum and
the town as well, and provide the necessary
amount of compensation water, so that theriparian rights of owners along Hiddell's
Creek may not be totally destroyed. At a.
cost of £9,000 for a reservoir, t he extension.
to the Greenvale Sanatorium could be made,
and the riparian rights of land-owners along
Riddell's Creek would be conserved. This
matter goes back to the time when Mr.
Burton was Minister of 'vVater ~upply He
promised that a reservoir would be conThen Mr. Swinburne, when
structed.
Minister, admitted the necessity for a reservoir, but took up the attitude that the
Sunbury Trust would have to pay. Tho
result has been that the riparian rights of
land·owners along Riddell's Creek have
suffered for a considerable number of years.
Mr. Graham, the present Minister of \Vater
Supply, has stated that something mnst be
done, an:! that the question of cost would be an
after consideration. That after consideration
still exists. I can point out a way to please
all parties, and at the same time it wonld not
be a national work but a self·supporting work.
The scheme which I advocate on Riddell's
Creek would cost £9,000.
It could be
used to supply twenty or' thirty pumps Oll:
the Saltwater Hiver lower down for irrigation
purposes. A si te has been selected and
surveys have been made.
Therefore, I a.3k
the Government to consider the necessity of
snpplyingthe Green vale Sanatorium from this
particular source. It would be the most
effective, the most feasible, and the cheapest
way of doing it. By constructing storage
works on Riddell's Creek you will not only
supply Government infltitlltions, but preserve
the undoubted rights of men who have had
their rights interfered with. I commend the
Governmeut for its action in supplying wirenetting to the farmers.
Their policy has a.
double·barrelled effect-besides bein~ or
benefit to the settlers, it provides men in our
prisons with employment. I also deRire t(}
refer to the following item:For instalments of purchase money and interest
on . lands purchased from the Clost;r Settlement
Board as under:£
Reformatory Farm, Werribee
874
Labour Colony
... 2,592
Noxious Trade Sites...
'" 2,400
Total

'" £5,866

There were similar items on the Estimates
last vear. It is due to this Committee and
to u{e, as member for the district, that we
should be told something about the labour
colony. The Minister has been in the district and I have never been notified. I am in
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as much ignorance as to what will happen as
;any other member of the House. The
€state was purchased abou t five years ago,
and it is still unsettled by farmers. There
werE sixty-two tenants when the estate was
purchased.
Mr. THol\1soN.-That was when you were
Ministet·.
Mr. ROBERTSO~.-It was long before.
I had a good chase to Wenibee, because r
thought the late Sir Thomas Bent was about
to sell the race-course. That was the day
they met a man trimming hedges. l'he
Government should not hang this estate up
and make it a white elephant. The estate
should be put to the best use. No man,
who has been leasing that gTonnd, knew the
year on which his tenancy would cease, and
he has not been able to carry 011 farming
operations properly. The Board have been
leasing the land at much less than they
would have received if t.hey had leased it
for a number of years.
There are
.5 ,000 or 6,000 acres set aside for irrigation
purposes. I give the Government credit in
conneXlOn with that, but if the old Government had been ill power, the dry port.ion of the
estate suitable for cereal .. growing would have
been settled long ago. \-Vhat area has been
set 'lside for the labour colony 1 is it wise
to use I and costing £ 13 an acre for that
purpose? Would not unskilled labour, such
as mnch of this labour will be, be better
employed clearing land at Croajingolong ~ It
would be better tha~ men with more power
to destroy than crell.te should be put to
b'.lfning scrub than that they should be
placed on good land costing £ 1;) per acre.
I think that the labour colony will be a
frost. It wil! be established on good lalld,
which could be put to far better use.
Why
caunot the Governmen t give llS some information with regard to it.
Mr. J .. CAMERON (Gippsland Eflst).-The
only informal ion I can give you is that the
Government are merely securing the land.
Mr. HOBERTSON.-It has been secured
fo1' three years.
The estate was bought
in 1906, and the l\1inistr\' have been in
power three years.
\\ hy have they not
phteed a scheme before this House in regard
to this labour colony? 1£ snch a colony is
to be created it mllst be on some model.
Mr. J. CAmmoN (Gippsla'nrl East).-I
thollght you were opposed to a labour COIOllY
.(lown there altogether.
MI'. HOBERTSON.-f am asking for
'information. I want to know if you have a
proper scheme and can cOlJvince me that you
.are right. Is it proposed to put the same
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class of men on the Werribee farm as at
Leougatha?
:Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-It
is not the same scheme as at Leongatha.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-Will the Minister
give a concise statement as to what the
scheme is 1 I would also like to know what
tbe reformatory farm is for. Is it intended
to do away with the training ship John
iJlurra,lJ ? What is the skeleton of that
scheme ~ When you set aside snms of money
like this, and keep good land out, of occupation surely yon have some model of a scheme
to present to t·he Comulittee. I notice that
the N OXiOllS Trades Board has come to
a finding. There is no doubt that noxious
trades should be removed from the Saltwater River, which could be converted into
one of the prettiest bouleva.rds in Vict.oria.
I do not think even the banks of the Yarra
would surpass·it.
The noxious trades must
be removed sooner or later, and the sooner
they go the better. They may be removed
to Werribee. (believe a good many other
works will be established at Wert'ibee, particularly abattoirs and meat freeziug works.
I consider that the cool stores which the
Government are going to erect at the Victoria Dock will eventually be used only for
butter and perishable products. It is my
opinion that our meat trade will go to the
other side of Melbourne and that frozen meat
will be either shipped from Williamstown or
Geelong. In my opinion the meat will be
shipped from \Villianlstown. There we have a
It would
connexion with the Bendigo line.
be convenient to shift these works out beyond
Williamstown and to shift the cattle yards
from Xewmarket out where they ought to
be. You would have the Sydney line, the
Bendigo line, the Adelaide line and the
"Vestern line and the cattle ya.rds out on the
"Tilliamstowl1 side, where there is any
amount of room.
Mr .I. CAlfERON (Gippsland East).- rou
require 'Iand to do that.
1\1r ROBERTSON.-There are thousands
of acres of land available. It is a most healthy
place.
It is well wind-swept, and a splendid
place to grow sugar-gum trees. Look how the
trees are growing at Sunshine ~ullshine will
not have the noxious trades or the cattle yards
now. Her aspirations are far hig-her than
that. She aspires to be the Toorak of the
mannfacturing subnrbs. I think SUllshine is
goillg to be a big nuinufacturillg centre. All
the iron-working establishments are going to
the west side of Melbourne, aud Snnshine i~
certaillly going to be t.he Birmillgham of
Victoria. Further out we couJd have the
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noxious trades. I have waited for two or
three years, and I now ask for information
with regard to these matters. It is due to
the Committee and to rne, as member for the
• district, to be told whar, the Government
scheme is.
.
Mr. MURRAY.-You have said that at
least six times, but you will Dot give the
Honorary Minister a chance of replying.
l\'lr. ROBERTSON.-I am thankful to
.the Premier for his reminder, 'Lut the Honorary Minister does not. seem very anxious to
reply. I want to know what the Government propose with regard to the reformatory
farm at Werribee, the labour farm at
Werribee, and the noxious trades site. How
mnch of the Werribee Estate will those propositions take up 1
Mr. J. CAMERON (G1:ppsland Bast)..About one thousand acres.
Mr !{OBERTHON.-The land that is
being subdivided on the Werribee Estate for
settlement purposes is valued at from £7
16s. to £ 12 or £ 13 per acre. I am speaking
of the land thrown open for settlement, bllt
which has not been taken up. What is
feared is a charge for water under section 62
of the Water Act. There are 5,000 or 6,000
acres of first class land in the estate valued
at from £20 to £25 per acre. There is
some middle class land valued at from £10
to £ 17 per acre, and the land out Laverton
way is not worth more than £7 or £8 per
acre. How is it that. the cheapest land in
the estate is now being offered to the public
at prices ranging from £7 16s. per acre to
.£ 12 or .£ 13 per acre? Is it because the
Governn1Pnt are taking a lot of it for noxious
trades, or a labour colony, or is it because
any loading is going on_ this land for anything connected with waterworks?
Mr. J. CAMI<:RON.-( G1'ppsland East).You should ask that on the vote for the
Closer Settlement Board.
Mr. R{)BERT~ON.-I want to get that
information. I will leave that matter for
the present, but I hope the Honorary
~\1inister will give me what information he
has. Jf no information is given to-night I
hope that the information will be made
available early in the recess, or before the
House meets next year.
I suppose the
House will meet early next year.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).Would you be sat:isfied if you got all the
information before then?
Mr. ROBERTSON.-I would like the
information to·night if I can get it, but I
have some reasonableness in me, and I do
not expect ~;he honorable gentleman to know
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everything right off the reel. I have beem
waiting fflr Rome considerab,le time for this·
information, and I have been very patient.
Mr MURKAY.-\-Vhat are the points you
desire information on?
Mr. ROBERTSON.-.J want to have theskeletun of the Government schemes; the'
area of the land; the price paid for it, and
how the price of the land on which the-·
farmers are to ce settled on will be affected ..
I want to know how much land is going to.·
be irrigated, and so on.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-It is
not fair to ask t.hose questions on theseEetimat.es.
Mr. HOBERTSOX.-It is fair to ask for
a skeleton of the three schemes.
Mr. :\1UHRAY.- You will not give anyonea chance to reply to you.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-I cannot reason con-;
secntively if 1 am continually interrupted ..
I wapt a reply from the Minister in .respect,
to the items for 'the reformatory farm at
Werribee, the labour colony, and the no~ious
trades site.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland EastHonorary Minister).-"'~ith reference to thelabour colony, I may say that the Minister of
Public Works and Mr. Whitehead went over
to New South Wales and inquired into the
matter thoroughly. They decided that within reasonable distance of Melbourne weshould have a labour colony. The intention.
is to send men out of work there, to give
them a certain rate of pay, and to give their
wives and children something to enable them
to keep going. It is proposed to carry
on the colony on lines similar to those~
adopted in New South Wales, wherethere are two - one close to Sydney,
and the other 36 miles away.
The reformatory farm is a matter for the Chief
Secretary to deal with. With regard to the'
noxious trades, in view of the report of the
Board that ;vas appuinted, I think it was a
wise thing to secure land as a site for the
noxious trades, and the only way to get the
land was to buy it from the Closer Settlement Board. In reference to the item of
£7,uUO in connexion with the entrance to·
the port of the Gippsland Lakes, I may say
that the work has been going on for the last
twenty years. The western pier was completed-it. is a concrete pier. It was then
found that the worms had destroyed the piles.
of the eastern pier. The Govi3rnmt.nt was
approached to m'::1ke provision for the eastern
pier. A contract was let for £2:1,OUO odd.
The work will take a number of years to
complete, and it is estimated that £7,OUO is.
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rthe amount that will be spent in the present
,financial year.
Mr. KEAST.-I would not have spoken,
but for the remarks of the honorable mem·ber for Barwon. He asked the Government
to do something in connexion with cutting off the bend of a river, and took ex<ception to the item for the snagging of
the Lang Lang River. The Lang Lang
River is not in my electorate, but I can tell
honorable members that it is absolutely im'perative that the work should be done. The
.river is in the electorate of the honorable
'member for Mornington, but there are so
'many logs in the ri vel' that, unless they are
taken out at once, the whole of the
:settlement in my electorate will be
flooded out.
Only last year the logs
in the river hlocked the flow of the water,
with the result that there was a flood extending over fj miles. I t will cost many
thousand pounds to snag the river, and take
()ut the logs. How the honorable member
for Bal'won can say that the item should not
be on the h.stimates, I do not know, con-.sider-ing that he does not know the circumstances of the case.
I think he ought
to learn something about the circum-stances before making a statement of that
.kind. I will not take any notice of what he
said about me, because no one would take any
notice of what he said. One thing is certain,
and that is that no squatter, either in Parliament or outside, will ever employ the honor.able member. The Government ought to
have provided at least £4,000 for the snagging
, ·of the Lang Lang River. That river should
be snagged, and a drain cut from the river
right through the land held by t.he Council
{)f Agricultural Education. That land is an
asset. worth from £80,000 to £ 100,OUO.
'There are 4,000 or 5,000 acres of land there,
,.equal to any land within 20 miles of
Melbourne. The Government will have to
-do the drainage work at the Koo-wee-rup
Swamp. The poor unfortunate settlers there
have been waiting fOt' the scheme to go
·through for some time, and the Premier, with
the Minister of Public Works, i~ maki.ng a
start on the works. The Gcvernment have
.spent so much money on the scheme at
Koo-Wee-l'llp that they are absolutely
bound to go on with it, I can tell the
Premier that if the land belonging to
the Council of Agricultural Educlltion is
'sold it will realize almost twice what the
works will cost_ I feel very much for the
settlers on the swamp. I wonld not like to
see a recurrence of the floods that have
<()ccurred year after year. I sincerely hope
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the Cabinet will give consideration to this
matter on the first opportunity. The provision on this year's Estimates for snagging
the Lang Lang River is only sufficient for
about half-a-mile of the river. The snagging
of the other portions, so as to take the witter
away from the drains, will have to be done
or there will be a recurrence of the floods
that created such a devastation last year.
Some of the houses were 5 feet uDder
water. I sincerely trust that the Government will, at the first opportunity, take the
whole of the scheme into consideration. The
remarks of the honorable member for Barwon
were not in accordance with the facts. He
has never been down in that part of the
country to my knowledge.
Mr. ROBlmTsoN.-He said he had been
there.
Mr. KEAST.--He said he knew people
who had been there twelve years ago.
Mr. J. CAMIl:RON (Gippsland East).-He
said he knew the place before you were
born.
Mr. KE A S T. -- Successive Ministers have
promised that the work would be done, and I
am glad that the Government has put an
item on the Estimates to make a commencement with the important work of tal. ing the
water from the areas liable to be flooded.
Mr. McLA.CHLAN.-I desire to draw
the attention of the Honorary Minister to
the destruction of the river banks that is
going on in my electorate and in his own electorate. This is a very serious matter,
which should have been attended to years
ago. I maintain that it is the duty of every
Government to adopt a policy of cooservation
as well as of developmellt. In connexion
with several of our ri vel's close to Sale and
Stratford, as well as in Eastern Gippsland,
erosion is constantly going on. Hundreds of
acres of fertile soil are baing washed into the
rivers, and that means a considerable loss.
I t will take a good df,al of money to carry
out toe work tbat is necessary, especially as
it has been neglected so long, put it is the
duty of the Government to do something in
this direction. The following was written
by a man who has taken a keen interest in
this matter for several years :The Avon Rivet' from Stratford to Valencia.
Creek (12 miles). which was at one time a small
river. has now widened out to 20 chains in places
and it. is estimated not less than 500 acres-a lo~
estima,te-has been lost, which is worth up to £30
per a.~re The ha.voc around Stratford appears
mcrechLle to anyone but an eye witness. 1 he
ri ver runs its zig-zag cou:se, ~trjking one bank,
then across to the opposite SIde, gonging away
acres at every flood. .For nearly this whole
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distance the banks are precipitous, and about 20
feet high. The soil being of an alluvial character
melts with the water and tumbles in the stream.
Area.s have been lost along Its course, and
one case may be taken as a fair criterion of
the rest. This paddock, parish of Wa-de-lock,
which originally contained 315 acres. to-day
only measures ~14 acres, and it is still going.
The tributaries of the Avon River, Valencia, and
Freestone Creeks are suffering in the same way,
the former, at one time only a sma.ll stream, has
widened to 10 or 15 chains, while Freestone Ct'eek,
of an average width of 100 feet, has cut a new
course, and is from 5 to 12 chains wide. Only at
points along its COUL'se, where the banks have t\.
nEt.tural slope, have they stood the test, and this at
once presents an object-lesson to be followed, by
sloping the whole of the banks for several chains
back. In some places the banks have been preserved by sloping and planting willows, but
although some of the owners have spent goodly
sums in bank protection, others will do nothing.
The whole question should be taken up as a
national work.

The writer says that this qnestion should be
taken up as a national work. I think that
this Government, which has always professed
to be interested, at any rate, ill the affairs of
the country, should pay particular attention
to countrv needs. Yet this destruction is
going on" from year to year. "Ye do not
blame this Ministry for what is occurring at
present. It is due to the neglect of past
Ministries, but now that the Sll bject haE! been
brought under the present Ministry's not.ice,
it is their duty to give it careful attention.
The Lerderderg River, at Bacchus Marsh, is the
same. Efforts have been made there to cope with
the destruction, but· the effort has been in. sufficient. Land there is worth £100 per acre, and it
has to go with the stream. "Vhtle the Government and the people sit down and do nothing.
The evil spreads, but if the thing was gt'appled
with intelligently,with money behind it, the
situation could be saved, and these fertile flats
preserved for posterity.
The banks of the
Macalister, the l\Htchell, the Tambo, alJd the
Snowy, are all eroding to ft greater or lesser extent.

Possibly the Minister will have something to
say as to what has been done in his district.
Mr. ROBfi~RTWN.- "Vho is the writer of
that letter?
Mr. McLACHLAN.-A gentleman in
my constituency who has taken 1'\, great
interest in this subject for some years, and he
thinks that steps should be taken by the Government to prevent.thi8 dest.ruction. There
is another matter to which I wish to direct
attention, and that is t.he claims of the people
i~ the mountainous portions of my con·
stituency to a road. ~ome of these people
have lived there for nearly fifty years, and
it is high time the Government took some
steps to give them assistance. Many of
them, of course, have passed out in the
struggle for existence, and in mnny instances

their families, finding that Governm"ents;
'were Hot prepared to gi ve them the road
they needed, have left these localities and

founded homes elsewhere.

The~e

people·

have not a railway, as the people who aresubject to bad roads in some parts of Gippsland have. They have neither road nor
railway. It is practically climbing a mOlllltain after leaving a place called Stockdale and
going into that district. \Vith grades in someplaces of 1 in 12, 1 in 9, 1 in 6, and 1 in 4,.
it, is like climbing the side of a hOllSt:. Theseare 'facts, and the people living there are entitled to consideration from Governments. J t
may be said that they are few in number;
but we are never likely to increase that
number until we give them proper facilities.
These people are handicapped from the
stand-point of production. In this mountainous district, although there is much poorls.nd, t.here are rich fiat!:!, as fertile as those at
Orbost or Lindenow, but production in the
shape of anything that can be carted out is
practically out of the question. It costs thepeople in some of these places from £6 to £8
a ton to get goods from the nearest railway
station. I maintain that the policy of the
country .,honld be to establish homes for the
people. There is another side besides the
monetary side of their Ii ves. Some of these
people may be making money, even under these
difficulties, but there is the social side of theil·
lives, and that is not catered for, and until it
is people will be prevented from going into
these localit ies. The settlers have been denied
facilities for getting their produce away, and
they are compelled todeal with produce that
can walk out, 8uch as pigs, sheep, and cat.tle.
These people went there to establish homes.
They founded homes and families, and
they have looked in vain to Governments and to their Parliamentary representatives to give them the assistance
they so much needed. I have endeavoured,.
since J became the repl'eeeutative of those
parts, to induce Ministers to pay a visit to
the locality, to see for themselves the way in
which these men and women are battling life
out there. I have had promi::;es, but, up to
the present, no Minister has come and seen
for himself.
Mr. J. CA:M:RRON (Gippsland East).-The
ex-Minister of Mines went right through
that district about five years ago.
Mr. McLACHLAN.--I am speaking of
present Minist e1's. I do not know that the
ex-Minister of Mines made any effort towards
giving the people a l'oad in the district I
speak of. They are llsing the same road as
they did years ago, and, to get anything in,
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they have to attach six horses to a waggon, Premier through 011e part in that district, and
and then travel at a slow pa(;e. Call any suggested plans for a road, which have becn
country develop under circllmstauces of that carried out since. The Government have dekind?
During this evening the. Minister of cided to put £1,000,000 to the credit of a
Hailway:;, speaking of Home of the tonrist B09l'd, which is to be ~stablished sooner or
resorts, stated that if facilities were provided later, to carry out that class of work, so
these moulltainons portions would be visited that the present Government are alive to the
by large number3 of people. I claim that question of roads in Gippsland.
the same thing would occur in the localities I
Mr. McLACHLAN.-I should iike to get
am spea.king of if a road were made into the some statement from the Minister as to
mountains.
The engineers in the past whether he is prepared to take a trip into
simply went straight ahead, without looking this constituency of mine to see for himself
for a grade. They had no regard for t.he the reql1irements of its people.
future, or they would have looked for grades
.Mr. J. CAlImRoN (Gippsland East).- I
which would have enabled people riding should be delighted to go through with the
through that country to trot theil' horses all honorable member if he filJds a good horse,
the way. A good grade can be obtained. It and I will report to the Government as t.o
will, of course, cost BOHle thousands of pounds the requirements of that part of his
to make this road, but I maintain that it is electorate.
worth while. 1 have incessantly, inside ParliaMr. McLACHLA~.-I can assure the
ment and out, drawn attention to the needs of Minister that if he, or any other hOlli>rable
this district. Some time a,5'o there was a gentleman representing the office he is acting
conference at one of the Gippsland tow liS, for to·night, will visit that portion of the condrawing attention to Gippsland needs. I am stitllellcy, the inhabitauts ill the localit.y will
gettiug tired of drawing attention to the be only too pleased to place all their COllneeds of this part of Gippsland. If any veniences at his disposal.
The people at
people in. this ~tate are deserving of COll- Talbotville have a narrow track, 4 ft. wide,
sideration, they certainly are those who are for pack horses, and they have beell enbattling against odds ill the localities I have deavourillg for many years to get a vehicle
mentioned. 1 tru::.t that my words will not track.
These people have been made a
have been spoken in vain, and that this small grallt, which they greatly appreciate.
:Ministry, that professes to pay some little and they are looking forward to getting the
attention now to Gippsland, will give this balance. The people at.'l'albotville will tllrn
subject more consideration than they have out in a body to welcome the Minister.
Mr. J. UAlIIERO:'tl (Gippsland East).-I
done in the past. The people of the Mallee
have been supplied with railways, and the shall be delighted to go on behalf of my
people of the Goulburn Valley have had" colleague, the Minister of Public "Yurks.
millions of money spent for them in con·
Mr. HO BERTSON.-There is an item of
nexion with water. It is high time Govern- £41,000 to assist in constructing main and
ments directed attention to Gippsland. I other road works and bridges, drainage and
claim that no portion :>f the State is more other works, and repairing damages cltused
entitled to consideration than the locality I by floods. I should like to know if thi.s
represent, and I trust that this Ministry at money will be available early for the shire
no distant date will give to these people what councils, so that it mlly be spent to advanthey have so long been asking for.
tage.
Mr. J CAMERON (Gippsland EastMr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-1lhat
Honorary Minister).- With regard to the is the intention.
river frontage questiou, I think that the
Mr. ROBERTSON.- As au old shiTe
whole of the revenue from river frontages cOllncillor, the ]'~ini8ter will know thA,t it is
should be handed over to t.he State Rivers mnch betttH' if tbe cOllllcils get these
and Watel' Supply Commission, so that they amounts early.
might appoint specialists to deal with the
MI'.•J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-The
river frontages. The subject will have to Secretary has maue arrallgement:::; so that,
be dealt with, because I know one piece of a week after the Estimates are thr;)lIgh, the
land. on a river-and the honorable member money will be distrlbuteu.
knows it too - land worth £50 or £60 an
The vote was a.greed 10.
acre, which is being wa8hed away. This should
~"lr. J. CA MERO~ (GippslftMl .Eflsr:-not be allowed, and the only way to deal with Honorary Millister). _. I beg to thallk tilf'
the matter woul.l be to hand it over to some Committee for the expeditious way in WlllCh
body who should be supplied with enongh they have put through the Public \YOI ks
money to deal with it.
1 took the present Estimate~.
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EDUCATIO,," DEPARTMENT.
Miuister of Public Instruction, £892,878.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-l\1inister of
Public lnst.ruction).-lt is specially desired
by sevel'al honorable members, who spoke with
a good deal of warmth; that they should be
placed in possession of the contents of the
report fumished by the Public 8ervice Commissioner. The Premier intimated that. after
having looked iuto the matter, we would place
before the Committee information that we
felt we were justly entitled to place before
them. I now propose to do that, and I hope
it will give satisfaction to honorable members.
'The report statesThe general features of the scheme are that a
young man of 19 or 20 can earn a salary of £120
'Per annum. and can proceed by annual increments
to £200 per annum.
He will be receiving £160 at 24, £180 at 26, and
£200 at 2R; that is, without promotion from the
,6th class, he will be able to proceed to the highest
salary now paid to a 5th class teacher. It will
thus be possible for a young man to marry at any
time after 24.
It is proposed to pay 5th class teachers the
sa.laries now paid to 4th class teachers, viz., £210 to
£230 per annum. This is equivalent to promoting
the whole 5th class (650 men) into the 4th class.
The 4th class will receive the salary now paid to
the 3rd, which is equivalent to promoting the whole
4th class (260 men).
The 3rd class will receive the salaries of the 2nd,
which is equivalent to promoting the whole 3rd class
(130 men).
The 2nd class will receive the salary now paid to
the 1st class, which is equivalent to promoting the
2nd class (50 men).
The salary of the 1st class will commence at £405
and advance to £500. This is equivalent to
promoting the whole 1st class (50 men).
The scheme provides that each teacher shall be
paid at once' the increased salary provided for his
subdivision in the class. This practically means
the promotion of 1,266 male teachers from their
present class to the next higher class and to their
respective subdivisions in such class without the
imposition of a single restriction.

Sir ALIi:XANDER PEAcuCK.-What is meant
by " paid at once" ?
:Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-That is
from the commencement of the new scheme
on the 1st of January or July.
The immediate effect of the scheme is shown as
underClass VI. 126 teachers receive
£10 pel' annum
addition of
£30
V. 467
£15
181
£30
IV. 183
£13
78
£40
III. 107
£25
23
£60
48
II.
£45
2
£60
19
I.
£40
13
£15
6
£20
13
lAo

"

Education Department.

REMOTE OR MOUNTAIN ALLOWANOE.

The efficient staffing of remote rural schools is
one of the problems which face every Education
Department.
This problem presents special difficulties in the
case of scattered populations such as are found in
the United States of America, Canada, and Australia., and up to the present it has not been
solved.
Educationists consider that the difficulties of the
problem will rather increase than diminish with the
higher standard of culture and attainments demanded from young teachers trained in accordance
with modern ideals and methods.
Apart from the natural aversion which young
people, especially girls, have to cutting themselves
off from their family, friends, and acquaintancespeople of kindred aims and pursuits-and facing
the difficulties of an isolated situation, there is the
very real question of expense and the ,vital question of keeping a home together.
Two or three years ago the Education Department instituted an inquiry, with the view of ascertaining why junior teachers, who could readily have
obtained promotion, preferred to remain at home
on a much smaller salary than they could have
obtained in the country.
It was found that the c~aims of widowed mothers
and the care and support of younger brothers and
sisters were among the chief causes.

A scheme of allowances (Schedule '.' E") has been
drawn up. which aims at securing a percentage of
the most efficient teachers for remote country
schools.
In the past, these schools have often been supplied
by temporary and uncertificated teachers, and
consequently the children who stood most in need
of the best education the State could provide had
to take what was left after the wants of central and
desirable localities had been met.
This scheme makes up for the added cost of living
in remote places, and it enables any young teacher,
male or female, to keep the home together.
Teachers may be paid at rates varying from £18
to £30 per annum. In addition, provision is made
in the scheme for allowances ranging from £2 to
£4 for each child (under 14) of a married teacher,
and for the brothers and sisters (un·der 14) of an
unmarried teacher.
The cost of the above proposals, as estimated by
the Accountant of the Department of Publio
Instruction, is as follows:£34,134 in tho year 1912
£37,924
1913
£41,344
1914
£44,714
1915
£47,774
1916
£50,444
1917
The present cost of educating each child by the
State is £4 lIs. 6d.
Under proposed scheme the additional cost would
be 4s. 8d. per child.
The present cost per head of the population is
lOs. 3d.; the additional cost would be 6d. per
hea.d of the population.
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SCHEDULE " A."
ApPROXIMATE AGE OF ENTRANTS TO ALL THESE
SERVICES-16 YEARS.
t State School
Teachers.

• Commonwealth and State
Public Service.
Proposed
Rate.

1st year :.
..
2nd year (mcrement £12)
8rd year (increment £12)
~th year (increment £12)
5th year (increment £18)
6th year (increment £18)
7th year (increment £18)
8th year (increment £12)
9th yel\r (i~crement £12)
10th year (mcrement £10)
11th year (increment £10)
12th year ..

£
60
72
84
102
120
138
156
168
180
190
200
200

Rates as
they exist.

- -£ - - -£ ....
.."
..
....
..
..
..

£1,670

40
50
60
120
180
140
150
160
170
180
190
200

-£1,590
--

40
50
60
120
180
140
150
160
170
170
170
170

£340 to £395.
J n the 3rd class, under
Act No. 1133, the possible salary was £312
and the average £295. The recommendation
of the Public ::;ervice Commissioner is for
In class 4 the pos.from £280 to £320.
sible salary under the old Act was £252 and
the average £240.
The recommendation
]n class 5 the posis £240 to £270.
si ble under the old Act was £204 and the
average £190.
The recommendation is
£210 to £230. In class 6, which did
not exist under the old system, it is proposed by the Commissioner that the
sa.laries shall range from £120 to £iOO .
SCHEDULE " D."
PROPOSED REMUNERATION OF VICTORIAN MALJI
TEACHERS .

£1,580
Number
of

• It is possible for these to get out of the 5th class before
12 years.
t It is possible for these to get out of the 6th class before
12 years.

Schools
in Class.

SCHEDULE " B" 1.
VICTORIA.
8cale showing Classes, Subdivisions, and Rates 01
Annual Salary oj State School Teacher8, Victoria.

50{
50
130
260
650

Number
of Schools

..

--1,140

Subdivlsionq.
Class.

2 _1_8_'_4_1_5_'_6_
_in_Clas_S·_ _ _ _ _ _ 1_ _ _
1
I
Hales.
50
50
180
260
650

I.
II.

III.
IV..
V.

VI.

£
845
280
240
210
180
120

£
860
200
250
220
190
130

£
875
805
260
230
200
140
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£
895
820
270

£
415
a85

£

150

160

170

Temporary Teachers.
Number in Service, 165 males-£96 to £116.

--lAo
I.
II.
III. •
IV.
V.
VI.

'I' ~ol,~o -;:1-;:-;:
3145\67

8

9 Years.

£ £
£ £
460470
405420 435455 ., . . . .
340350 365380396 "" ""
280290 300310320 .. ..
240250 260270 ., .. ..
210220 230 .. ., 1 .. ..
120130 14° 150 l60 17 8O 190 200

I
I

T

1

1

t

S;
8
4
4
S
2
8

27

NOTE.-The salaries under IA. will be paid only
to teachers in charge of schools with an average
attendance of 1,000 children or over.
In New South Wales-6 only can go to £500 ;
7 only can go to £460; 47 only can go to £432.
* In this class teachers who are assistants will
proceed to £300 and no further until they become
head teachers.
Temporary male teachers to be paid £110 per
annu~, or, if possessing the literary qualifications
preSCrIbed by the Teachers Acts, to be paid not less
than the minimum salary of the 6th class.

Junior Teachers.
Number in Service, 372 males-£30, £40, £50, £60.

It is interesting at this stage to look at the
rates of pay received uudel' the old Act !\o.
1,] 33, aud to compare them with the proposal submitted by the Public Service Commissioner, and which we intend to adopt. The
teachers have always bet'n asking to be restored to the rates of pay under the uld Act.
Under t pat kct in the 1st clal:)s the possible
salary was £495. That is ;,he fixed salary,
plus the pt>rceutage results. The average
salary WIlS £48ll. Under the new proposal
snbmitted the rates in the] st class run from
£405 to £500. In ti,e 2url class, under
Act No. 1133, the possible sHlary was £4 15
and the average £:s9\).
Under the recommendation now submitted the salary is frum

Subdivisions.
Class.

(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

SCHEDULE " E."
REMOTE OR MOUNTAIN ALLOWANCE.
Inspector's Report.
(a) Name and number of school(b) Postal address(c) DistrictDistance of school from nearest railway
stationDistance of nearest railway station from
MelbourneMode of conveyance to nearest railway station,
i.e., coach, or conveyance specially hiredCost of conveyance to nearest railway
stationRail"ray roturn to MelbourneHoliday excursion fare, 1st classHoliday excursion fare, 2nd classDistance of school from nearest country
storeDistance of school from nearest country
tOWT'.-
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(9) By what percentage (approximately) do local
prices of household necessaries exceed Melbourne prices? Quote a few instances.
(.10) Cost per week of board an~ residence to unmarried teacherMaleFemale(H) Is the school one to which a female teacher
may be sent?
(12) Is there a school residence to which an unmarried teacher could bring. a mother,
brother, or sister to live?
(13) Is there a suitable house which could be leased
by the teacher ?
(J4) 'Jharacter of surrounding country-mountainous or flat(15) Character of population-mining, agricultural,
grazing, &c.(16) Mean summer temperature(17) On what scale should the allowance be paid?
(18) Give briefly the reasons for your ~ecommendation(19) Further remarksSignature of inspectorNorE 1.-£30-£15.ScaleMarried. ' £30 per annum;
(a) Single, £15
"
{ + £4 per child in family;
Married, £24 per annum;
(b) Single, £12
"
{ + £3 per child in family;
Married, £18 per annum.
(c) Single,
£9
"
{
+ £2 per child in family.
NOTE 2.-A single teacher or widower who is supporting and residing with a widowed motvr
brother, or siRter, or children (under fourteen) in
the seh(';ol residence, or in a rented house near the
school, will be paid at the same rate as a married
teacher.
NOTE 3.-Female teacher with mother, or male
teacher with mother, will be paid at married rate
+ child rate for everv other member of the
family (under fourteen years of age) who resides
with them.
NOTE 4.-Female teacher with adult sister will be
paid at married rate.

All the cases can be dealt with on their
merits, and so full information will be
brought before us. VVhat I have read em
b:)dies the scneme proposed by the Public
f;;g.rvice Commissioner, to which the Government has given its assent, and to which it
will give effect as speedily as possible.
Honorable members may want to know, and
I am not in a position to say, whether it will
date from 1st .Jannary or 1st .July.
I
underst.and that the Treasnrel' is of opinion
that it should start from 1st July. The
Treasurer ha.s framed his Estimates for this
year, and the increa,ses come to a very large
sum. It is a slim infinitely greater than was
asked for.
Jt[r. TouTcHER.-They want justice as
speedily as possible.
Mr. A. A. BILLSO~ (O,;ens).-I am not
going to assume the responsibility of the
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Treasurer. No one will be more delighted
than myself if the Treasurer says it can be
paid from 1st January. He has the respollsibility, and I am quite sat.isfied that at a
later stage he will say whether it will date
from 1st .January or 1st .July.
Mr. ~OLLY.-Does that include female
teachers?
Mr. A. A. HILLSON (Ovens).-This relates to male teachers. \V e dealt with female
teachers in the last Act.
Mr. SOLl,Y. - There is dissatisfaction
among them.
Mr: A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I suppose
there will al ways be a certain amount of dissatisfaction. Having placed the Committee
in possession of the information desired, I
hope honorable members will allow the Estimates for the Department to go through.
Mr. McLEoD.-'What about the conveyance of children to high schools?
MI'. A. A. BILL~ON (Ovens).-That is a
matter the honorable membei· for Daylesford
haspreviously referred to. I have had one or two
interviews with the Railways Commissioners
and I have also discussed the matter wit h
the Director of Education. I think the
honorable member will realize that there are
considerable difficulties ill the way of what he
proposes. If we give hee rail way carriage
in eonntry districts what about people in the
city who will want free tramways for their
children? Howeyer, I have not arrived yet
at any determination in connexiou with the
matter. "Ve find that there are difficulties
in the way, and we are not prepared now to
say what we can do.
Mr. MURRA Y (Premier).-That is the
scheme which has been recommended by the
Public Service Commissioner, who carefully
investigated the whole matter, alld it wiii
place 0111' teachers in as satisfactory R position
as the teachers in nuy of the nei~hbouring
States. The next question is: When will
the scheme be brought into operation ~ Now
the Government are desirons of doing this
measure of j Ilstice, for so they regard it, as
soon HS posRible. Of course, it is a financial
question. \Ve do not want to disturb the
finances unnecessarily at any rate. There
has been uncertainty about the harvest, but
if we ascertain, and we will find out as soon as
possible, that the revenue will permit us todo
so, we will date the operation of the scheme
from 1st J·anuary. I may as well inform the
Committee of what has been done respecting
the payment of interedt In transferred
properties. The Prime Minister, who is the
Treasurer cf the Commonwealth, has placed a
sum 011 the Feueral Estimates which will allow
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him to pay us interest on the tntnsf'erred pro- will be in a satisfactory condition. I do not
perti.es at the rate of 3 per cent. I saw the think we can press the Government any
Prime Minister today. We are t.o be paid that further, because the finances must be a great
t:!um without prejudice to our claim to a consideration when dealing with the matter ..
higher rate of interest, and out of the a.mount. I desire to express my obligation to the
which we 'willl'eceive we will devote £40,000 Premier and his colleagues, and although
to the erection of Hew school buildings,and the this has been done ill the closing hours of the
:I."epair of existing schools. That will be in ses:;ion, J am sure it will give satisfaction to
adqition to the £60,000 already provided on the teachers and the public generally.
our Estimates.
Mr. McLEOU.-I am pleased that the
~it' ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Per- announcement
vf the Government has
sonally, 1 mu~t say that I am satisfied with been made, as the position of many of
the statement made by the Minister of us has
been
a very difficult one.
Public Illstructioll, supported by the Premier. The statement made by ~the Premier last
The Miuister and I have al wa.ys been on session was critieised throughout our elecfriendly terms, and I hope he will pardon me torates, and we were constantly asked what
if I waf:> warm this afternoon. I felt, how- the teachers had to expect, and w hen they
ever, that the House Hnd the Gnverument might· expect it. We gathered from the
would occupy an anomalous position if we Premier that we wonld be fully informed on
did lIot have some definite alln(lUllCement on the matter thi~ session. That was why the
the subject before ,we went into recess. I honorable member for Allandale and mYS8lf
am confident from the report which the thought we were not being fairly dealt with
.Minister has read that the scheme will give unless a statement was made. I mnst say
satisfaction not only to the teachers but to the that I think the Government are acting
public gellerally. There is n growing disposi- fairly, and that their proposals should make
tion on the part of the people of Victoria to the teaching service what it should be- a
recognise the great work which is being done service which will attract young men and
by the teachers, and the sacritices which they women from outside. I am in earnest with
have to make. The Premier t.old me as a regard to the 01 her matter, becallse it puts
result of his inquiries, as well as those of the us in a difficult position with regard to our
Minister of Public .Instruction, that there staffs. The staffs ask whether they are to
was a tendency on the part of onr teachers leave at the I~lld of tbe year. I understand
to go into the Common wealth service.
that the taking over of these schools from the
l\1r. MURRAy·--And to go into the other beginning of the year is practically settled.
States, because we are ahead of them in the I trust that the Government will earnestly
training of onr teachers.
consider the question of afford ing rail way
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.- Yes, facilities for childreu in country Jistricts
we are spending more upon it, and it wlmld desirous of attendillg high schools
If
be a peculiar position, if after training our children are within a reasonable distance of
teachers in that way, that the other States sllch schools as they are in the city there
should get the henefit of it.
Generally is no justification for asking for sucb facilispeaking, the scheme as it strnck me, ties. Four or five people in my district
provides for the lifting of all the different have to send their children to Ballarat.. I
classes of teachers. For instance, those in trust that the Government will accede to my
the 5th claes will be promoted to the 4th request.
class, and those in the 4th class will be
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I have no desire to
traui:lferred to the 3rd class Except as strike a discordallt note in this matter, hut I
regards the 2nd class, I think the rates of thiuk I am speaking for the majority of
pa,y are Rlightly better than those paid now. memhers on this (the Opposition) side of
I thank the Premier for the trouble which the House when I say that we are not
he has taken in this matter. I told the altogether satisfied. I consider a reasonable
Minii:lter during the last few days, that claim has been made to place the teachers of
unless a satisfactory st.atement were made this Slate 011 the old footing. Suffiflient has
on this question, the Estimates for the been said about the loyalty displayed by
Educa'ion Dep:trtment would provoke more the teachers to the "tate, the splendid
discussion than those for any other Depart· serviee they are giving, and the important
ment. The head of the Government has part they play in developing the characters
assured liS that the increase wiil date from of the yOllllg.
Whilfl we call congratulate
IstJalluary,if the stateof the finances warrant teachers in some cases on substantial init. Weare all hopeful that the fiuunces creases under the new scheme, I do not
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think that their requirements will be met
until they have been placed in their old
position.
Mr. TouTcHER.-They claim that this
is better.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-It is a long way from
that.
Mr. MACKEY.-It is better.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-It will be seen that it
does not bring them back to their old
position. However, it is a substantial increase, and an increase ill the right direction.
Our teachers should be paid as well aA any
other pellple working for the State. According to the compamtive table read by the
Minister, teachers do not receive the same
remuneration as others in the Federal or
State service.
Mr. MURRAy.-They are getting training,
you see.
Mr. ELMSLIE. - I understand that.
These increases have been wrung from the
Government. They have not been given
with that ft'eedom and readiness which the
justice of the ease demanded. It seems to
me that the Government have not given
these concessions as speedily and readily as
they should have done. I join with honorable members in urging that the increased
payments should be given as quickly as
possible. I was glad to hear the Premier
say that there was a possibility of t.heir
coming into operation on the 1st January.
If the spirit which has recently been displayed by the Government is displayed a
little later on, that will be done. There is
110 doubt, in my mind, that the teachers can
be paid the increased salaries from the beginning of the new year.
Mr. S W INBURNE.-I do not wani to
say anything further on the question of
salaries, except to express my gratification
that something has been done. Perhaps I
may enforce one point, and that is, if the
Government commence paying the increased
salaries from the 1st January, they will have
the country behind them.
During my
fllectioneering campaign, I found that whole
audiences acquiesced in the most hearty
way in this extra money being given
If there is any
to the teachers.
delay in paying the increases after
the 1st January, I think there will be
an expression of dissatisfaction by the people.
It is not a question of the members of the
House, but. of the electorates behind the
whole of the members of the House. There
is one point I wish to mention. No provision
is made in the Estimates for one of the great
objects which I know the Director of Educa-
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tion has very sincerely at heart. "Vhere is themoney coming from to establish, in a satisfactory way, the preparatory trade schools in·
the various centres ~ It has been said to-uight
that there have not been many applications.
for those schools. I am. quite certain that
there are a great many applications already
in the Department. In connexion with every
technical school one of the greatest troubles.
is that the students who go there have not
received a proper preparatory training to·
enable them to take advantage of the teehnicd
schooe The result is that the time of the·
teachers is wasted. Owing to the preparatory stage not being properly seen to by the·
Department a large proportion of the ad vantage of technical schools is being lost. I
know the Minister understands exactly what.
I am driving at. A school is being established down at West Melbourne in connexion
with the Working .Nlen's College, hut it is.
said that it may not be in operation by th~
commencement of the next school session. I
am told that the preparations for starting itare very far behind.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-We haveappointed the full staff.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I am told that 0..
lot of other preparations are very far behind •.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-They will
be completed.
Mr. SOLLY.-The Department has taken:
that school away from the Working Men's.
College.
Mr. SWINBUR~E. - In other places".
where there are technical colleges, there are·
no preparatory schools at all. Honorablemembers have asked the Minister to-night
to let them know what is the policy of the·
Government with regard to the co-ordination
of all the different classes of education, and
to what extent the Government will go,
straight away, to get these preparatory trade·
schools established. I quite recognise tbat
the Minister has a very ardent and sinceredesire to establish preparatory trade schools.
He has expressed that desire on many occasions. 'vVe want to get something more
than the expression of that desire.
W'awant to get into realities and facts.
1 can assure the honorable gentleman
that honorable members will be greatly gratified if he will give them some idea of
what preparatory trade schools will be
actually established during the next two or'
three months, before the sessions of the·
technical schools commence.
If the·
Minister were to make a definite statement with regard to the establishmen&
of these schools it would give great gratifi-
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'Cation to numbers of the people connected with
technical schools, and to parents who want
.to give their children a proper foundation
before sending them to technical schools.
Every man and woman connected with the.
councils of technical schools feels the
want of preparatory t:ade schools greatly.
A large proportion of the money that has
:been spent on techl1ical education has been
'wasted owing to the students not having 1'e-ceived a proper foundation. Mr. Clarke, the
·Chief Inspector of Technical Schools, will tell
the Minister that. Unless an immediat.e
.effort is made to get these intermediate or
preparatory schools started, our technical
.education system will still drag and be in.effective to a considerable Dextent. I hope
the Minister will give the House some indi..cation of what is likely to be done.
Mr. McGRATH.-I am yery pleased in·deed that the Minister has at last made a
-definite stat.ement with regard to the salaries
.question. I was very pleased to notice the
.attention he pays to honorable members «;litting in t he Ministerial corner. We on this
(the Opposition) side of the House made repeated requests for a definite statement
without avail, but when the honorable mem,ber for Allandale, and other members in the
:Ministerial corner, stated that the Estimates
'for the Educlttion Department should not be
passed the Minister recognised the power behind the throne, and progress was reported.
Then later on the Minister came down and
,gave the information that was desired.
Sir ALI<:XANDER PEACOCK.-lt is only
-fair to say that the leader of the Opposition
.and I consulted together with regard to this
.matter last week, and he supported me in the
'View I took.
Mr. lVIcGRA TH.-·For years the members of the Opposition have heen urging that
better treatment should be meted out to the
teachers. One thing worth pointing out is
that tonight there has been another victory
for unionism. The teachers have formed a
:union, and have had their organizer abroad.
Mr. ROB 1<: RTSON .'- It is not the teachers
;8,t all, but the people.
Mr. McGRATH.-The teachers have
stated their case, and have had sufficient
influence to score a. viotory. ",. e see the
result of nnionism. The Teachers' Union
lIas not long been formed, but the teachers
have gained considerable increases in their
salaries.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens ).-That has
nothing to do with the union whatever.
Mr. NlcGRATH.-If the teachers had
. still been a disorganized body, they would
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not have received the treatment they have
recei ved to-night.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Do you
mean to say they influenced the Publio
Service Commissioner?
Mr. McGRATH.-I venture to say they
influenced the Ministry very considerably.
Mr. ROBERTsoN.-They influenced your
side to t.ry and get their votes.
Mr. McG RA'l'H.--lt was not a question
of votes with honorable members on this
(the Opposition) side of the House, but a
question of justice. "'e believed that the
teachers had been unjustly treated. It is
pleasant to hear honorable members, who
were members of a Ministrv which suffered
these injustices to go Oil for many years
without doing anything to remove them,
asking that the teachers' salaries be increa.sed. The teachers are now organized.
It may not be due to the fact that they are
organized that the increases have been
granted, but, at any rate, it is very peculiar
that the increases should be grant.ed so soon
after they have become organized. J hope
they will persist in their organizing
efforts, and see that better conditions are
given to the female teachers. The Minister
stated to-night that higher salaries are to be
paid in the country districts. The argumellt has always been put forward by the
Government. that it is cheaper to live in the
country than in the city, and that, therefore,
lower wages may be paid in the country.
To-night the Minister has admitted that in the
remote country districts, living is dearer than
in the towns. I am ~lad he has recognised
that f,lOt, and that those teachers who go
into 1.he remote districts of Victoria are to
have higher salaries than teachers who remain in the cities.
Mr. SWINBunNE.-Teachers in the country
have a lot of travelling expenses.
Mr. McGRATH.-Workmen in remote
districts incur travelling expenses. Sometimes they travel in a train and sometimes
they have to ride in a vehicle to the train.
The Minister says that these things are to
be taken into consideration when illcreasing
the salaries of the teachers. Th6 honorable
member for Paylesford asked that children
in the count.ry should be conveyed free by the
Railway Department to towns where there are
continuation schools so that they may attend
those schools.
Throughout my election
campaign I met at least half-a-dozen mothers
who had noticed that the question had been
discussed, and wanted to know when the
system of allowing children to travel free to
continuation schools would be brought into
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operation. It would not be }I, very costly
matter to the Department, and it seems to
me a crying shame that any child in the
country, who has showlI the necessary
ability by taking his merit certificate, should
be debarred, on account of the poverty of his
parents, from getting higher education. The
parents may be receiving only £2 or £2 5s.
per week.
Sir AU:XANDEH PEACOCK.-Alld the
train may pass thei r door.
Mr. McGRATH.-In one case the
mother of a child said that the t.rain went
within half·a-mile of her placp, but that it
was impossible fur her to pay the train fare.
Many parents, not only in the country but
in the cities as well, make great saerifices
in order that their children may go to
continuation schools. In mallY case!:! the
father alld mother of a child wonld do their
best to keep that chilo in food and clothing,
but they cOllld not alford to pay the railway
fare.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcucK.-I know of a
widow, receiving a compassionn,te allowance of 9s. a week, who has t.o pay the rail·
way fare for her child to go to the continuation school in Ballarat.
'
Mr. McGRATH.-The Government
have had a lung time to consider this
question.
It has been bronght up very
freqnently, and I think that honorable
members were entitled to a more sympathetic
answer thau the Mini!:!ter gave. The reply
the honorable gentleman made to the honorable member for Daylesford was most
unsatisfactory. He talked about having to
offer these pri vileges to scholars in a cit.y.
Honorable members representing metropolitan constituencies will understand that the
conditions are altogether different in the
country.
In the first place, it costs the
same to travel three or four miles ill the
suburban area, a!:! it cloes to t.ravel one mile
in the country. I join with honorable memo
bers on the Ministerial side of the House in
asking the Minister to promise that no child
who has shown ability by passing the necessary examinations, and whose parents are
willing to make a sacrifice, so that the child
may attend a continuation school, will be de·
prived of the opportunity of getting higher
education, because the parents cannot nfford
the rail way fare.
Sir ALEXANDI<~H PRACOCK.-Ask the
Minister of Public Instruction to confer with
the Minister of Hail ways on the su bject.
understood the
Mr. McGRATH.-r
:Mini8ter said he had been conferring with
the Hail ways Commissioners, 1 do not see
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what it has to do with the Railways Commissioners,
Sir ALEXANDElt P~ACOCK.-It is ollly a
cross entry.
Mr. McGRATH.-That is all. It means
that if the Education Department pay over
£1,000 for the conveyance of the children
this year, it goes to the Rail way Department
as a book entry, and will increase the railway surplus by £l,O()O.
But it does not
cost a shilling heyond the clerical expense itl
making the. entry. It will, however, save
money in other directions.
HiI' ALEXANDKH PEACOCK,-!t will save
the establishment of a lot of elementary high
schools.
Mr. McGRATH -Unless this is done,
these facilitiei:! will have to be given aG Creswick, Berringa, and Smythesdale in the
Ballarat area, at some cost to the Education
Department.
The Minister, as a coulltry
member, will recognise that, with a school at
Beech\\'orth, many children from the districts
around would come there if this arrangement
were made, though at present they cannot
afford to pay their own fare.
1 would ask
the honorable gentleman to give the matter a
little more eonsideJ'ution.
He looks as if he
was adamant at present, but he had the sa,me
look a few hours ago in reference to the
teachers, but, he aflerwnrds gave way.
I
hope that the honorable member for Allandale and the honorable member for Oaylesford will continue to press this matter, and
bring their influence ~o bear. so that we may
have a favorable answer to this request.
l\1'r. ROBERTSON.-I concur in what
the honorable member for Allandale and the
honorable member for Daylesford have put
before the Committee about the conveyance
of these children to the secondary schools,
especially in the initiatory stages. Where
you have a gcod secondary school at' a big
centre, f nd it is well equipped with a teaching Rtaff, it seems that it woulel he cheaper,
and conduce more to efficiency at the
early stages, if the children were con veyed
free of cost from a big radius. We all desire
the primary system to be brought as near the
home of the child as possible. For many
years we cannot expect any number of these
secondary schools to be established, and it is
no use providing a secondary school at great
expense to teach I:t few pupils. From the
point of view of efiiciency and economy it is
my opilllon that, if the thin!.;' was properly
investigated, the advice of the honorable
membe'r for Daylesford and the honorable
member for Allandale, and other honorable'
members, would be found to be a good
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line to follow. Nothing could be wider of
the facts than to say that the union of the
teachers had anything to do \vith drawing the
statement as to the increase of sa1a.ries. It, is
the voice of the people. For three l'ears I
have been speaking on the public platform
on this snbject, and the matter only had to
be mentioned (Q get the electors to agree
to it as oue of primary justice.
The
teachers were reduced in 189;), and the
rednctions were not restored to them, while a
restoration was made in the case of nearly all
the other Departments. This fact had only
to be pointed out to the electors to get them
at once to fall in with the view that has been
ad vocated.
I -think that the way the
Teachers' Union of Ballarat was being led
had rather a detrimental effect in bringing
this about. It has resulted from the expression of the will of the people. I feel
that I have redeemed my pledges to the
electors that I wonld not be satisfied
until the Government had ref::ltored the
reductions that were taken away from
the teachers some years ::1 go. I feel that
the scheme put before ns to· night does more
than that in some instances. There is only
one installce in which it appears to me at
present that the scheme falls short of what
was expected. I favoured the restoration 6f
the position the teachers had under Act 1133.
I fiud that in first class schools, from the
rough note I took of the figures, that the
maximum was £495, and the average £480.
Under the Minister's proposals these will run
from £405 to £500. That is a little better
than the position enjoyed by the teachers
nnder Act 1133. Hut in the second class,
under Act 1133, the teachers' salaries ranged
up to £405, withan average of £390. Under
the Minister's proposals the salaries will run
from £340 only up to £395, or £ 10 less.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens)-But no one
ever got the possible 100 per cent. That was
payment by results.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-That is the only
weak poin t I see in the Minister's scheme.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Tbe great
body of the fourth and fifth class teachers
benefit by this.
Mr. l{OBERTSON. - It is only the
second class that appeared to me not to have
gained, but the Minister has given some
explanation. On the whole, I think the
Government are to be commended. J t is
about the best work they have done during
the past twelve months, and I feel that I can
give them my support upon it. I believe
the scheme will bear investigatioll, and that
it will do justice to deserving public officers.
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lVIr. BOWSER.-While the State schools
are under consideration I should like to call
attention to the working of farms under the
schools, and to the Ileed of some change in
the method by which they are controlled.
The schools will ]ose their effectiveness.
throughout our State if the farm managers
are not allowed more control in the management of the fa.rms. In three different C3.ses
out of the five farms it has been impossible
for the farm manager to get along without
friction, mainly, I think, because he is controlled from this centre and has not that
power to manage his farm which a practical
man ought to be allowed to have.
He is
also under the oontrol of the head teacher,
who receives instructions from gentlemen
down here who have no practical experience of farming, but whose will must he
obeyed upon the farm. The farm committees
throughout the State, appointed from the
school conncils, have given a great deal of
attention to the initiation of these farms, in
connexion with obtaining machinery, laying
out the farms, providing a water supply, and so
on, and they find that there is no practical
authority to whom their requests can be sent.
These requests are in the meantime, I
believe, dealt with by the officers in Melbourne. It will be necessary for the Education Department, by conference with the
Department of Agriculture, to establish some
authority to which the councils can send
their requests, in the hope of having them
properly considered. The councils, I think,
have been of a great deal of assistanee, not
only in offering these practical su~gestions,
but also in creating amongst the people an
enthusiasm in the school, and I hope that
the Minister and the Director will find a
means by which the authority of the farm
manager can be so increased as to gi ve him
some encouragement and power of initiative,
and that his proposals will not be revised
and altered, seeing that they are the prac,
tical proposals of a man who has experience
in the management of agricultural farms. I
notice that the Shepparton council has
found the same difficulty, and only the
other day it passed a resolution asking the
Department to give the fann managers
greater control. I think that we shall -not
get efficient and practical management of
these farms unless the Minister adopts
some snch suggestion, so that the farms
may be an illustration of the theory that
is taught in the schools. With regard to
carrying children over the rail ways, I
cannot understand why the Minister does not
agree to what is proposed. There is no
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rea.son why parents who need assistance
in this way should not receive it., and I hope
the honorable gentleman will find himself
.able to make this concession in connexion
with our high schools. With regard to the
o(}hange in the policy of the Ministry, so far
..as salaries are concerned, I am sure that it
will be welcomed throughout the whole of the
State, not only by the teachers, but by the
'people generally. As already explained, the
:situation was a peculiar one, created by the
.attention honorable members gave to the
:subject in the constituencies during the
recent elections, and by the evident determination of the people that at as early
a date as possible the teachers should be restored to the position they occupied in 1903.
It must be remembered that during the in·tervening years, when our teachers had much
heavier duties to perform, not only from the
increase in the number of children, but also
from the increased duties imposed by the
Department, they showed a steady loyalty to
the Government in their work, although the
Government and the· people all that time were
putting hundreds of thousands of pounds into
their pockets at the expense of the teachers.
I am glad to know that at last the justice of
;their claim has been recognised.
Mr. SOLLY.-I desire to point out that
'the discussion this evening has been a great
'Victory for uniolllsm. When the teachers
'Were disorganized and ventilated their
grievances individually they were like so
mallY voices crying in the wilderness, and
.never received what they were asking for.
Quite recently they formed themRelves into
a union, and by unity of effort have forced
the Government of the day to gi ve them that
justice they have been asking for for years.
An HONORABLE ME~lBER.-Some of it.
Mr. SOLLY.-A great portion of it. Ko
·doubt in the future the same union will force
.a still further recognition of the services of
those teachers who have been so long
neglected.
I rise to congratulate the
teachers on the splendid victory they
have obtained by the new organization, and
to point out to the Minister that there are
-other matters to be considered besides t.he
-€lementary schools. There are night schools
to be established, and, in my opinion, every
.effort. should he made to establish them in
Mel bourn~. If the honorable gentleman
thinks for a moment that the school committees in the metropolis can do all this work,
I can assnre him that it will not be done.
The school committees find it impossible,
with the money at their disposal, to draw the
;attention of parents, and of the boys and girls
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particularly, to the value of the instruction
that can be gained at these night schools.
An effort was made ill Carlton a few months
ago to induce some of t he youths and girls
to attend night schools, but those efforts
utterly failed. At the first meeting I
attended as a member of the school committee, only about four parents were present.
in response to our invitation, and no good result followed. We know that there are at
least between 60,000 and 70,000 boys and
girls in Melbourne to-day who receive no
further instruction after they lea ve the
primary schools. I trust the Government
will help the school committees in doillg this
work. Very few of the public appear to understand the facilities offered by the Education Act of last session for the establishment of
night schools, or, in fact, the pl'inciples nnder-·
lying that Act. At presen t a large n urn ber of
girls go to work in the factories without
having any instruction whatever in domestic
economy. We spend a certain amount of
money upon the Collf!geof Domestic Ecollomy
in Lonsdale·street. We also have classes of
that character in connexion with some of
the State schools, bnt sufficient attention
is not given to teaching girls this useful
domestic work, which must evel1tually be
necessary for them. I trust the Government
will give some consideration, at all events, to
the necessity of disseminating information
with regard to night schools. I know that
the schools committ.ees which are no\v
established are very anxious to do their
work. They are more alive and alert than
the old boards of advice used to be.
Mr. McLlwD.-Hear, hear.
Mr. SOLL Y.-The school committee in
Carlton, with which I am associated, are
very anxious-and I think the same may be
gaid for the school committees all over the
State-to help the Government to carry
out the new Act in its 6ntirety, and if they
get the assistance from the Department that
they are looking for I am sure that excellent
results must follow.
Sir ALEXAND li:R PEACOCK.-I am
sorry to intrude myself again into the discussion, bllt I hope the Minister will he able
to reply satisfactorily to the pointR that have
been mentioned by several honorable members. With regard to the question of the
free conveyance of pupils to the higher
schools in country centres, I am confident;
that if the Minister will go into the matter
carefully with some of his officers a scheme
can be evolvod which will cost the State very
little, and will save large Bums in other
directions. In most of the large centres
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where these schools are established the trains
from the surroUllding districtl:! run very COI1venienl.ly and afford a ready means of enabling pupils from outlyin~ localities to
attend.
It is obvious that it will be
much cheaper to send the children by
rail to a high school in a large centre
than to establish a number of such
schools all over the country. .N ot only that,
but the pupils will be enabled to obtain the
advantage of tuition by a more competent
staff than would otherwise be possible. I am
sure the Minister will look into the matter
sympathetically. I remember that a few
years ago, when demands were made for
schnoll:! in every direction, the Dep':l.rtment
laid down the principle that where there were
only eight or ten children to be taught in one
locality they cshould be conveyed free to the
nearest State schou I. In many cases paymeuts for this work were made direct by the
State to the parents themselves.
In the
same way it seems to me that, as the honorable member for Bulla suggested, it would be
very easy for the officers of the Department
to map out higher schools to which children
from outlying districts might be conveyed
free of charge. Every afternoon, at Ballarat,
you may see thirty or forty children who
come in by train from the surrounding districts to attend the continuation school, and,
in that way, they receive an education which
otherwise they would never be able to secure.
I admit that, in some cases, the parents of
those children are well able to pay the ordinary fees) but in other cases the syste.n now
a.dopted is a great boon. I have, in my
mind, the case of a woman whose husband
died of miners' complaint, leaving her with
one daughter. This woman gets an allowance of 9s. a week from the ~tate, yet by
making sacrifices, she has been able to send
her daughter to the continnation school,· with
the result that the daughter is now able to
start out as '8, teacher. The Minister himself has been most sympathetic in such cases.
If he is satisfied that the parents are unable
to pay the fees at the contiuuation school, he
may remit the fees. Why not go a step
further, and allow the pupils to travel free
on the raih"ays? The cost of doing so will be
only a cross-entry after all, and 1 am quite
sure that the actual expense involved will be
ID'lCh less than is anticipated. I heartily
support the remarks of the honorable member
for Carlton with regard to the establishment
of night schools. We will save in every
direction by the extension of such schools,
because a great many boys will be kept from
getting into trouble. We know that educa-
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tion ia really the cheapest policeman we can
have. I have seen a clear illustration of the
advantages of t.hese schools in my own
district. Some time ago the Department
sent a sloyd teacher up to our towll, and this.
gentleman offered, if the school committeewould pay for the gas, to give up his nights.
to the teaching of sloyd work to any young
lads who chuse to attend. It is a real
pleasure to see these oboys attending the·
class, and they are very thankful to the
teacher for the work he does. The same·
kind of thing can be done all round, and it will
pay the State handsomely. 'rhe honorable·
memberforCarlton said that in his district the·
parents made a very poor response to the invi·
tation with regard to night 8chools, but the experience in my district has beeu very ditl'erent ..
At a meeting that was called to consider thematter, there was an audience of 100 people'
anxious to learn all about it, and the names.
of children living within a radius of 10 miles~
whose parents were willing that they should
attend a night school, were handed in, together with an undertaking that theparents were prepared to see that, where necessary, the children were driven to the school.
I know the difficulty in which the Minister
finds himself in regard to all these matters~
It is one of finance. 'rhe honorable gentleman could not make a statement with
regard to the teachers' salaries until he had
received an assurance from the Treasurer that.
the extr':l. sum of £l7,000 could be obtailled
from next January. I am confident that
every advantage offered by Parliament under
the Act of 1910 will nowbe6iven to children
in all parts of the :O;tate, with the result that.
they will be very much better educated in the:
future than they have been in the past.
l\'lr. Ji'ARR}1~R.-I am glad that the
Minister of Public Instruction has been able
to make snch a satisfactory statement with
regard to teachers' salaries.
The report of
the Public Service 00mmissioner shows the·
truth of I he statements made from time to-time that those salaries have not yet been
restored to their former level. The question
raised by the honorable member for DayleRford in regard to the fl'ee con veyance of
children to the high SChIIO)S is one of great
interest in country districts, but it has been
dealt with at S0me len~th by other speakers.
I am sorry !:hat the Minister of Agriculture·
is not here, because we want more definite·
steps takell in connexion with agricnltural
education.
A.s I said before, I do not think
that the management of our high schools.
at the present time it:! absolutp.ly satisfactory.
I much prefer the lines on which the ~outh
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Australian Government is working. Inst.ead
of putting these schools in the big
towns they put a school between two
centres, so that the,)' are rea.lly country
schllols, each serving two or three districts equally well.
Another policy that
is very ad visable is pursued in that State.
The Education Department finds out
farmers and other agriculturists who are
competent and wiJling to train young
boys in varions branches of the agricultural
industry, and who have the accommodation
necessary for them.
These farms are
then used to take the place, to some
extent, of agricultural colleges. I do not
know any better agricultural high school that
a boy can be sent to than a suitable farm.
I want the :Vlinister to make some stat8ment
as to the preparation of intere~tillg and
simple text-books, in regard to onr primary
industries.
If the agricultural lecturing
staff were withdrawn from that work for
three months, find directed to assist compe·
tent officers in the Education Department to
draw up suitable text· books on these subj2cts
for children I)f different ages, it would
not cost a great deal, and there would be a
considerable demand for the books in many
educational quarters. Dr. Cherry, who I am
glad has gone to the Cniversity, recom·
mended very strongly a certain Heries of
American books on the care I)f animals
and on agricultural subjects which contained the result, of 50 years' extensive
experiments ill the United States.
From
these boob, and the knowledge in our own
Department of Agriculture, and with the
ability we have in the Education Department, we should be able t.o get out a series
of valuable text-books suitable fot' children
of different ages, and dealing with each of
our primary industries-dealing with fruitgrowing, dairying, grain-growing, irrigation
and stock-raising. It. is astonishing to me
that this House is not nearly as emphatic in
adding to the intelligence of onr young farming community as it is in advocating technical edllcation for the trades and manufactnres. Our trades and manufactures are
very important and find occupation for a
large numher of people, bnt our primary producing interests are llI;arly three times as
valuable and provide occupatiolls for a great
many more people. Surely the most up-todate methods of education cannot be better
applied to anything than t.he training of our
young people for these pursuits.
They
should be given that information that would
make them more valuable both 'as workers
for themsel ves and for 01 hers.
If we do not
Mr. Farrer.
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get more effective agricultural education for
the people at a reasonl:l ble cost there may be
a great deal more fuss made next session than
has been made in cOllnexion with the
teachers'salaries to-night. This is agreat producing country, and we should make the
best possible effort "to equip as many of onr
young people as possible with the most upto·date information, and as soon al') possible.
Mr. ~IcLACHLAN. - I want to say a
few words on behalf of the children conveyed
to the primnry schools.
Those who c01fvey
them receive 4d. or 6d. a head. It may happen in some localities that the person who
conveys the children has from twelve to
twenty of them, and that number will pay
him. Circumstances arise, however, when the
number of children in a district may be reduced to something like four or five. I have
a case of that kind in my district, and the
person who conveys the children has requested the Department to allow a little
more than the amonnt fixed.
I should like
the Department to try to make an effort, in
the diI'ection of I:!upplying a little more money
to convey the poorer children to the primary
schools.
In the matter of agt'icultural
education, I recognise that the agricult ural
schools are designed for the benefit of the
people, bnt,. I think, as I said befi)re, that
th8Y are lacking ill one mat.erial point, and
that is that no provision is made to link
them up with the Department of Agriculture.
The boys who attend the ag' icnltllral
colleges or schools are mostly the sons of
well· to-do men. If some ind llCement were
offered to the poorer parents they would send
their sons to these colleges, and after they
had passed a preliminary examination in the
theory of agriculture, they could be placed
on farms fo,' a couple of years to gain experience. Then t hey ShOll Id be provided
with land on the easiest possible terms, and
that would result in a large increase in
attendance at the agricultural colleges or
schools.
Mr .•J. W. BILLSON (Fitz7'oy).-Like
other honorable members, I desire to congratulate the Government on the mattet of
the teachers' salaries. l~and in my district
is becoming very scarce, and [ thiuk I have
the most thickly populat.ed electorate in Victoria. The school accommodation is very
inferior. There is an area of land of, I
thiuk, about 3 acres in my district t.hat was
grl1nted, I believe, to the Licensed Victuallers' Associa.tion. They have two cottages
on it. It is a very valuable site, bllt it is
no~ put to very good nse hy the association.
Some time ago the secretary of the associa-
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tion, after having a chat with me, and getting
a regal ution from the associatiop. or the COllsent of the trustees, accompanied me to the
late ::-iiI' Thomas Bent, with the view of
getting him to permit them to sell the land.
It was also proposed that they might excha11ge the land for a piece of land in the
country adjacent to a railway station,
where the assoeit~tion mi!!ht place some of
their members who were old and indigent, so
that they wonld receive not only the amount
that the association allows old people, but be
able to earn somethillg by theif own la,bollr,
in keeping poultry, for instance. If the
Government could make an exchange of that
kind, whilst giving satisfaction to the association or the trustees, it wOltld make available for educational purposes one of the best
pieces of land in the metropulitan district.
It would be especially suitable for all elementary high school. The opportunity exists now,
but it may not exist for very long, and I hope
the Government will endeavour to make the
exchange.
There is considerable discontent
amongst the State school teachers in Cl)nnexion with the method of compiling the list
for promotion.
The register, when it
came out, appeared to some teachers to be
extremely unfair. There are t.wo teachers
who have been fOllrteeu years in the service.
One appears as 106Lh, and the other as 96th,
on the promotion list.
Then there is Olle
with eleven years' service numbered 115.
There are two sisters, one of whom has been
three years in the service and is numbered
71, whilst the other sister, with seven years'
service, is llumbered 138. The explanation
is that the one with three veal's' service has
been through the ContinnatiZm School. There
is another teacher with eleven years' service,
one with twelve years' service, and three with
two years' service. One of those with two
years' service is numbered 17 or 19 011 the
list, the one with eleven years' service
is numbered 111, and the one with twelve
years' service is
numbered 154.
In
this case again the explanation is that the
teachers with two years' service went through
the Continuation School. I t appears to the
teachers to be very unfair t hat all the prizes
should go to those who bave been through the
Continnation S..:hool, notwithstanding that
the other teachers have longer service, and
have to instruct ill the art ot teaching those
who Lave been through the Continuation
School. There was really no Contiuuatioll
::;chool in existence for the senior teachers to
go through. I do not thmk they are alto·
gEther blameless in the matter; wI have all
idea th&.t, as they have been teaching for
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many years, they should have better qualificatiolls. I believe that they were told that
the certi ficates they hold are useles:s so far
as promotion is concerned. At any rate
there is a lot of discolltent, and I bope the
Minister will make inquirip.s and provide a
remedy if possible. Teachers ill my district
also complain in connexion with the remuneration for taking trainees. "Ve were told that
only t.he schools that were registered for the
work could be recognirsed for remuneration.
We find that at the Hathdown-street school,
Carlton, extra has been paid. In connexion
with the trainiug col1ege, there is another
gentlem&n named Kirby, whose school is not
registered, who received this remuneration.
Mr. A. A. Bll.LSO~ (O'vms).-I was looking into these mat tel's, and I found that
there is sonlC misapprehensioll.
I doubt
whether it was paid in either casco
Mr. J. W. HILLSON (FitzToy).-Pel'haps
the Minister will look into the Illatter. At
any rate, if he can secure the piece (If land
which I have alluded to, he will be couferl'ing
a great benefit, not only on the district, but
011 the Htate.
There are only two cottageR
on the land, ancl when I went. to the late ~ir
Thomas Bent about it he could have got it
for a mere song. Perhaps all arrallg0ment
could be made to give in exchallge some
Crown lands in the country, Which \\ ould be
more suitable.
Mr. SOLLY.-Provision is made on the
Estimates for the payment of one gentleman
and two lady doctors to medically examine
school children. I think the Department
has adopted a very wise policy, btl t I wOllld
like to know how it is that honorable members have not received any report from the
doctors as to the l'e~nlts of their work, in
which 1 know they are enthusiastic.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-It was presented to Parliament last year in the annual
report of the Department.
Mr. SOLLY.-Well, I have not seen it.
A copy of it could not have been sent to me,
because it is a matter in which 1 take a
keen interest. The report upon the physical
condition of children attending lJublic
schools in New Houth Wales is most interesting. It contains the following comments-In Sydney there are not the same clearly-defined
class distinctions as are found in larger and more
crowded centres in the Old World. We have~
fortunately, 110 slums such as exist in Londoll and
Glasgow, wlwre families reside in one room, and
where the child's early environment i-l one of
squalor and intense poverty
Social grades
exisL,
however, among us, although they
are not so sharply defined as in the big
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(lities mentioned.
In the schools in our pO'lrer
a.reas, for example, are occasionally to be found
-children of the well-to-do classes, while a number
-of children of very poor parents attend schools
situated in well-to-do districts. -But. speaking
broadly, we can refer t,o 'schools such as Fort-street,
Petersham, seaside schools. schools at \Voollahra,
and the Eastern suburbs, as being attended by
children of the well-to do classes. just as, on the
other hand, we can refer to schools in snch districts
as Sussex-street, Plunkett-street, and ot hers, as
being attended mainly by children of the poorer
<:lasses of the city. In Balmaill and in West
Sydney (including such schools as Newtown,
Leichharctt, and Annandale), the population is
(Jomposed, to a large extent, of the industrial
classes, while schools at West Hedfern, Waterloo, and Bot[tny, may be taken as t,ypical of the
poorer su burLan areas.
The analysis of the
physical measurements of pupils attending metropolItan schools shows us ,h[tt in t.he well-to-do
-iistricts the children are distinctly taller and
heavier than in the industrial centres, and
that the latter children are of better physique
than those of the poorest areas. We also observe that, as a rule, the superiority of
the child of well-to-do parents is shown, not
so much at the earliest age-groups, as at
.the higher ages. Am0ng the children from indutrial suburbs and from the poorer city and suburban areas, the decline in physique from about the
·eleventh year onward is very noticeable.
In a recently published work The Health of
thp School U,.ild, Dr. W. Leslie McKenzie, of
Edinburgh, refers to somewhat I'imilar conclusions
.ar~iv~d at as a result of investigations made in
Bntam and elsewhere, and expresses an opinion as
to the causes of "he differcnct:s in physique. He
jStates"The relation of growth to work is very
complex, because the children that
, work' (in the ordinary economic
sense of work for a living) are the poorer
childt'en; their nurture in every respect
is less adequate than the children of the
richer classes enjoy, and it is consequently difficult to disentangle how
much of their defective growth is due to
lahom, and how much to deficient or
incorrect food, or bad housing, or want
of sleep. Broadly, the causes of the
difference may be summed up in thisthat the children of 1 he poorer cla'3ses
do more work, and the children of
richer classes have longer play. Perhaps
it would be nearer the truth to say that
both the parents and children of the
richer cl<l.sses have more play, they
ha.ve better houses, they can arrange
that their children shall have better
food, more sleep, a longer period of
irresponsibility. "

.Now, we want to give all children an equal
in life, and for that reason the
medical inspection of children attending our
primary schools is essentia!. We want to
know whether our race is progressing, not
·only from a mental, but from a physical,
point of view. It is shown that the hoy
-or ~irl in New South "Yales is superior ill
.height and weight to the boy or girl in
·~hanc~

Mr. Solly.
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Great Britain, America, Germany, or any
other pat:t of the world. That is very satisfactory.
There is a difference between
childr(-'n living in the residential centres alld
the industrial centres of New South \Y ales.
The general physique of the latter is not
as good a~ the physique of those whose environment is better.
Mr. THoMsoN.-The boy in the country
is bigger than the boy in the town?
Mr. SOLLY.-Not necessarily the boy in
the eountry. The boy with the better environment has the better physique. We
want to give children in the industrial
suburbs the same opportunities as those in
the residential suburbs. Unsuitable hou!:iing
accommodation tends to the deterioration of
the race, wbill3 proper fO(Jd and clothing are
essential for the proper development of the
young. I have not had time to go through
the report of Drs. Sutton, Greig, and Booth,
which the Minister says has been presented
to Parliament, but I think the work they
are doing is well worth the money set
aside for the purpose. Their report is not as
ell:',borate as that issued in New South Wales,
but medical inspection of the children has
been in operation 'there longer than here .
Proper reports should Le presen ted to
honorahle members, so that we can understand the ditferences between the children of
the poorer and wealthier classes, and so
regulate things that every boy a.nd girl in
the community will have an equal chance in
life.
In connexion with the swimming
classes, I will point out that lv1r. Beaurepaire,
who has received an appointment in the Department, is one of the best swimmers in
the world.
I wnnt to know what he is
doing. We have had 110 reports from him.
No statement has ever been made with regard to the appointment of Mr. Beaurepaire.
If Mr. Beaurepaire has been appointed for
the p'..upose of teaching the youth of this State
the impOl taut art of swimming, it will be a
good thing. But if he is doing nothing for his
salary, it is tirLe the Minist.er got to work
and found him something to do. During
the hot months of the year yOllllg boys and
girls frequently go bathing, and how ofteu
are homes left sorrowful because the children
have not been taught the useful art of swimming~ If Mr. Beaurepaire has been appointed
to teach the children how to swim, why has
he not started to do so? I do not remember
hearing of him instructing any swimming
classes.
Mr. SMITH.-The press has been full of i,
his week .
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Mr. G RAHAl\1.-He was at Shepparton
the other day.
Mr. SOLLY.-Honorable members are
kept in ignorance of all these thin~s. A
journal is issued by the Department of Agriculture, which gives full details of wha.t the
Department is doing, and why can we not get
reports from the Education Department as to
what Mr. Beallrepaire is doing? There is a
wide scope of operation for him.
I have no
objection to the appointment, because I
believe it is very necessary to have a swimming instructor. I wish to know what the
Government intend to do in connexion with
putting Mr. Beaurepaire's ability into operation, 80 that the youth of this State may be
taught to swim. I do not know whether it
would be a good thing to have him to teach
the girls. but, perhaps, a woman could be
engaged by the Department for that purpose.
In Richmond, baths were established, alld in
one year 1,800 girls were taught swimming.
A large number of boys were also taught.
That was done mainly at the expense of the
Richmond City Council. If the Government
were to co· operate with :l. llumber of the
municipal councils in connexion with t.his
matter, it would be a good thing.
Mr A. A. BILL~ON (Ovens-Minister
of Public Instruction).-I would like first
to say that I have already replied to the
honorable member for Daylesford with
respect to the very important suggestion he
has made on more than one occasion with
reference to providing for the free carriage of
our children attending school. The reply [
gave to-night must not be regarded as
unsympat hetic, but I was not in the position to-night to make a definite promise.
I call promise that I will give the matter
the closest consideration, with a view
to seeing if I cannot evolve something of
a satisfactory character.
The honorable
member for Wangaratta. made special reference to agricultural high. school farms,
and I am glad he did so, because it
enables me to mention that only this week
a conference was held by the Minister of
Agriculture, the Director of Agriculture, the
Director of Education, and myself. It was
felt that as agricultural high schools were
supposed t() be under the direction and
the control of t.he two Ministers and Directors, it wac:; advisable th~t we should have a
conference for the purpose of discussing
several qnestions with respect to the relative
positiollS of farm managers and head teachers
of schools. "V (:; knew very well from the
reports which came to hand that there was a
conflict at Shepparton between the head
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teacher and the farm manager.
We
deemed it advisable to clear the matter up,.
so as to place one man in charge. I was·
also anxious to ascertain whether the·
work done on school farms was satisfactory
from an agricultural point of view. I wanted
to know wh9ther we were getting any value
from it. After discussing the several questions very thoroughly, we decided that 3..
newly-appointed officer of the Department
of .igriculture, a man highly qualified in.
every respect-I refer to Mr. Richardsonshould be instructed to visit every school
farm in the State and furnish a report as a
guide for the future. It iR our desire t.o put
these sehools in an effective position. We
desire to achieve what the honorable member for Barwon has been pointing out
to-night. We want to show that the work
being done on the farms in connexion with
these 8choolo3 i'3 on right and proper lille&
from an agricultural stand'point. The honorable member for Carlton made reference tothe necessity for further attention being.
paid. to the teaching of domestic economy.
The honorable member knows that we have
a College of Domestic Economy in Lonsdale-·
street.
I do not kllOw whether he is aware·
of the fact that quite recently we established
a domestic arts course.
At the present.
time thirty teachers are undergoing instruction in that course, so that they may be able
to impart instruction to teachers wherever
they are sent. They form the nucleus or a
body of trained teachers which we hope to·
have at no distant date. At the time we had
only accommodation for thirty teachers.
They were selet;ted from the various centres
in the State. They are being trained undera competent. snperintendent, and we believe
that we will be a.ble to build up a body of
teachers who will .be of great value to the
State.
Mr. SOLLY.-Can the honorable gentleman
tell me how many students attend the·
College of Domestic Economy in Lonsdalestreet?
Mr. A. A. HILLSON (Ovens).-I have
not got the figures here, "but I will obtain
them for the honorable member.
Mr. SOLLY.-Are you satisfied that the·
money being spent there is well spent?
.Mr. A. A. )HLL~ON (Ovens).-I bp,1ieve·
so. I know that the accommoda.tion is not
sufficient, and requests have been made to us
with the object of having that place considerably enlarged. We have had that mat! erunder consideration, and very shortly an
estimate will be prepared. The honorablemember for Carlton, as a member of the-
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Council of the Working Men's College, Inspeetor, are not doing satisfactory work at
waited on me recent.ly with a view to having all, will be brought up to a standard which
preparatory trade classes established in con- will suit him, and which, I venture
nexion with baking, and the question arose to say, will suit the Department and honoras to whether t.hey would be placed under able members generally. What we propose
the College Council, or nnder the College of to do is to take possession of technical
Domestic Economy. A determination on schools throughout the State, with the exthat point has not been arrived at, but we ception of large technical schools, and place
are giving attention to the matter. I was them under Government control. We propleased to hear the honorable member for pose to staff them efficiently, so that they
Fitzroy refer to that block of land in Fitzroy. will be able t.o do good and efficient work in
I was aware of that block of land being there, the way of leading·up to technical education.
and [nay say that we have been in commllni~ The scho')ls are already in existence, and
cation with the trnstees of the Licensed after we have them properly staffed and
Victuallers' Association to see if we could not equipped we will probably reach out into
become possessed of that block of laud, as we other parts of the State. I do not know
realize that it would be a suitable site for a if I have omitted to reply to any honorschool.
I cannot commit myself at this able member.
stage, but I believe that the school that will
Mr. McLAcHLAN.-What about. making
be erected will be a school of the higher ele- some concession in connexion with the conmentary type. and that that school will draw veyance of children to school?
off children from the other schools in the
Mr. A. A. BILLS9N (Ovens).-The
district, and thus more accommodation will be· honorable member asked that a larger allowavailable in the elementary schools The hon- ance than i~ made at the present t.ime
orable member for Hawthorn and the honor- should be made in connexion with the conable memberforAllandale asked that I should veyance of children to school. At present
outline the general policy of the Govel'llment the cost is about £4,000 per annum. The
in connexion with the preparatory trade q nestion the honorable member raised is
schools. I was attempting to-night, in a whether we pay a sufficient amount of money.
somewhat feeble manner, to place before tile I am prepareci to take that matter into conCommittee the outlille of bhe policy adopted sideration. We have never hau any requests
by the Department in connexioll with those dllring the time I have been in office for a
schools, and I regret the ineffectiveness of higher payment than is provided for in the
my rf,lmarks, because it certainly bt'ought down regulations.
Mr. McLAcHLAN.-I remembet· bringing
OIl my head the derision of my friends, who
thought t.hat I was doing something to avoid forward one case.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-There
giving to the Committee the information that
honorable m0mbers asked for with respect to may be isolated cases, such as that mentioned
the remuneration of teachers. The recom- by the honorable member. However, I am
mendation we have received from the Chief quite prepared to take the question into COI1Inspector of Technical Schools is that, before sideration, and if the amount be not large
we proceed with the establishment of a enongh, to ·see that a larger sum be granted.
Mr. l\IcLAcHLAN.-What about my other
larger number of higher elementary schools
or higher schools, we should deal with the proposal, with regard to linking t.he agriculso-called technical schools or schools of tural colleges w,ith the Department of Agrimines at such places as Daylesford and culture?
Mr. A. A. RILLSON (O'vens).-They are
Echnca. The recommendation of the inspector is that the Department should take linked now.
Mr. McLAcHLAN.-What about offering
over these schools and make them absolutely
-effective.
He has pointed out, as the some inducement to the sons of poor men to
Director has pointed out, that we cannot attend the agricultural c01.leges ?
Mr. A. A. HILLSON (Ovens).-I do not
have successful technical edncatioll unless we
have pre>per preparatory classes leading up to know what can be done in that direction. I
our technical schools, and therefore we will am quite prepared to give consideration to
take over those technical schools or schools of that proposal, bllt we hope sons of farmers
mines and establish such classes as are essen- will see the desirability of attending these
tial.
By that means we will haye a propel' colleges for the purpo~e of getting the necesstaging erecterl. These technical schools and . sary scient.ific knowledge of agriculture withschools of mines in the country, some out being offered a bonns for attending
of w~ich, in the opinion of the Chief them.
Mr. A. A. Billson.
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1\fr. McLAcHLAN.-Getting a piece of
land is the objective.
Mr. A. A. ]~ILLSON (O'vens).-I know
the scheme the honvrable member outlined last session, bilt it is one which involves a considerabl~ amount of consideration.
:Mr. SOLLY.- What are you doing to
make provision for the 300 children in the
Lee-street school who have no accommodation?
Mr. A. A. BILLSO~ (Ovens).-The honOl'able member is asking a very specific
q llestion in regard to Lee-street school, which
1 know is an overcrowded school. But it is
not the olJly one in the metropolis.
J\'11'. SOLLY.-It is accommodating onethird more childrell than it should.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ouns).-The
honorable member knows, as I have repeated it so many times, that we have spent
£350,000 during the last three years and are
spending £100,000 this year. but we cannot do all the schools at the same time.
Mr. SOLLY.-It was pointed out to you
three years ago, and there is nothing for
Carlton ill the £60,000 on the EstilJlates.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Uvens).-We do
llOt specifically mention that school.
Ml'. SOLLY.-It is not included in the
£60,000.
.Mr. A. A. BILLSO~ (O'vdns).-The
honorable member does not know that.
I
can tell the honorable member that authori'7.ation is lying in the Public Works Department for £ 170,000 worth of work. and that
the £60,000 has been long exceeded, so far as
authorization is concerned, and the 'Premier
stated to-night that £40,(JOO more will be
provided.
Mr; TUNNECLIFFI<~.-It would take another
£iiOO,OOO to put the schools in order.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-And if
we had it we should not be able to effect aU
the work in twel ve months.
Mr. I';OLLY.- Will you get the information?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (O/:en.• ).-Yes,
to-morrow. In connexion with the question
the honorable memper asks about swimming,
I may say that we appointed 1\1 r. Beaurepaire, who is supposed to be highly qualiUed
in that particular thillg.
'rhese are the
matters to which he is to give attention DUTIES

OF

THE ORGANIZER OF
SWIMMING.
Organize and instruct swimming and life-saving
classes in :State schools.
Organize teachers' classes and instruct the
teachers in swimming and life saving.
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Encourage, by advice and visits, the formation
of country clubs, and the provision of baths in
localities at present without thelIl.
Inspect and advise upon river and other sites for
bathing.
Examine children for the junior and senior
certificates, and teachers for certificute of competency, issued by the Department.
Attend to correspondence dealing with swimming
and life saving, and issue certificates granted.
The issue of certificates for the season 1910-11
was 971 (boys 726, girls 245). 6lJO candidates were
personally examined by the organizer of swimming,
and over 5uO passed. Since the opening of the
present !:leason, lIew clnbs have been formed at
.Echuca,
Whitfield,
Cosgrove,
Castlemaine,
Chewton, \-Vinchelsea, Seymour, Warrnambool,
Shepparton, Oolac, Terang, Penshurst, Coleraine.
Ararat, Stawell, Dimboola, Horsham, Broa.dford,
Kyneton, Clifton Hill, Greendale, Murchison,
Wangrabell, Quambatook, and many other places.
The majority of these towns have been visited, and
in most of them local interest has been aroused to
the extent of providing safe bathing places, dressing sheds, a,nd otr.er con \'eniences free of cost to
the Department. In Castlem~~ine and Bendigo,
~tate School Swimming Associations have been
formed, with all the district schools as members.

That is a report of the work dOlle, and I
think it is of a highly satisfactory character.
MI'. ~OLLY.-There are a number of swimming baths under the control of municipalities. 1£ the Minister will enter into cooperation with them, Mr. Beanrepaire could
go to these places and teach large numbers of
young people .
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-r shall
be happy to put myself in comnlllnication
with them.
Mr. FAI1RER.-I would ask the Minister
what he will do about, getting out the textbooks I mentioned.
The Depat·tment of
Agriculture lias experts who go about leoturing to young fellows and grown-up people.
Why not use these experts to prepare textbooks on such subjects as fruit-growing,
dairying, stock raising, and so on, the books
to be snitahle for young people 1 Surely the
Minister of A griculture will assist ill that
matter. Even if these experts had to be
withdrawn from their ordinary duties fot
three months while prepal'in:,r suitable textbooks whicb could be used ill schools, private
or ~tate, it would be a I::!lep in the right
direction.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I will put
the proposal before the Director.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-The Minister has had a
a pretty rough time, and I therefore let one
or two things go by, preferring to wait upon
him in the recess. But there is one item
upon which I should like to have information. It is a sum of £2,OO() under the
heading of Endowments and Grants for
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the University of :Melbourne, towards the
('ost of conversion into a students' club house
of the old museum building at the Pniversity. I should like tu know why this very
hanrlsome present is being made to the
University.
We are continually finding
money for the erection of schools. This
museum is a very fine old builuing, and it
might or might not have been useful for
some of the educational branches which are
working there. To hand onr this building,
and £2,000 in addition, appears to be something that needs inquiring into. The U niversity fares very well at the hands of the
taxpayers, and possibly gives us full value in
return.
Mr. A. A. BILLSO~ (Ovens-Minister
of Public Im;truction).-There is a large
number of students at the University who
are not associated with any of the colleges,
and have no place into which they can
go to get their meals during wet w"lather.
Provision is being made here to enable
them to have a place where they can
go for their meals at the lowest cost. This
provision is for the poorest class of students.
The students in the colleges have all
the necessary equipment, bnt the poarer
class of students have no place to go to.
This will provide conveniences for the class
which well deserve consideration at the hands
of the Government.
Mr SOLLY.-The explanation is a very
feasible and reasonable one-that a number
of the poorer students cannot afford to board
on the premises or pay a high price for dinller.
I have asked that the same concessions be
given to State school children, and nothing
is being done. The little toddlers in our
State schools, in numbers of cases, have no
accommodation, and have to sit uown outside
and take their meals where they can. They
are tipped out of the school, and many of
them have to walk through the broiling snn
in the summer and through the rain iu the
winter because there is no place at the school
where they can eat their hmch, and their
mothers prefer their going home to their
being compelled to sit ont in the yard during
the luuch hour. They deserve much more
consideration than grown·up persons attending the University. We should look after
the children before the men. If the students
have any manliness, instead of taking this
.£2,000 for this purpose, they would say that
it should be given to the little children, who
need. it more than they do. I move-
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Mr. SNOWBALL.-The school committees
are providing shelter. sheds at many of the
schools.
Mr. ~OLLY.- "Vhere are the school committees getting the money ~ There is no
money provided, and the people have to put
their hands in their own pockets for the purpose of finding a number of things for the
schools. In the country districts there is a..
difficulty in providing prize money for the
schools.
Mr. LrVINGSToN.-In some places ill
Gippsland we have 110 schools, let aloll6
shelter sheds.
Mr. SOLL Y.-A difficulty is experiencecl
in getting mouey to do such work as mending gates, and keeping the buildings toget her.
The honorable member for Brighton says.
that the people find money for the purpose of
providing these little dining rooms at theschools.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-They
have done it in hundreds of cases.
Mr. SOLL Y.-They can do it in thehonorable member's district and at places like·
Toorak, where the people. are wealthy.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It is not the wealthy
people who do these things j it is generally
the poorer people.
Mr SOLLY.-How can you expect a maIl!
to put his hand in his pocket for all thesethings ~ Why should not the Government
find the necessary amount of money for this.
purpose? Does anyone consider that boys,
at col lege, poor though they may be. should
be considered before the little children attending the State school?
Mr. SKOWBALL.-I think the honorablemember for Carlton is somewhat unfair in his.
criticism of what the Department is doing
in providing shelter-sheds and conveniences.
of this kind. The practice is to" allow £1
for £1 to help all local effort.
In my own
district five or six schools have been provided with shelter-sheds by the committees
getting up concerts and other amusements,.
and the Government have found £1 for£1.
Mr. ELMsLIE.-Is there any £1 for £1 in
this vote?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-No. But it is to
provide a shelter-shed. It is an urgent ne.ed.,
It is the practice of teachers to allow clllldThat the vote be reduced by £2,000, the amount
of the gra.nt to the UnhTersity of Melbourne ren in rough weather to have their meals in
towards the cost of conversion into a students' schools. It is pitiable to see children getting
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-their lunch in all sorts of \veather, withont
.any protection.
Mr. SOLLY.-It is bad for the children to
remain in the schools for meals, because they
are breat.hing the same air all the time.
:Mr. SNOWBALL.-There are already
works recommended and specifications prepared for works of this sort, which will
,-occnpy the Department for two years in
carrying them out. It seems impossible for
the Department to provide at once for the
:immense requirements of the schools throughout the State. Local effort is doing a great
deal, and I hope it will not be retarded by the
idea that the Department is going to do
e,~ery thin g.
Mr. SOLLY.-There is £60,000 on the
. Estimates for school buildings. and the
Government are giving £60,000 to the U oi"Versity.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I hope the people
will be urged to assist, because it gives them
:an interest in the schools that they would
not otherwise have.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I object strongly to the
handing over to the Ulliversity of a valuable
property and £2,000 to equip it, so as to
·convert it into a club for University students,
whilst there are State schools in a very bad
state of repair in and around Melbourne.
There is a wooden buildiug used as' a school
:at 1\'1 iddle Park. I brought it under the
. notice of the Premier on a previous occasion
It was portion of the old model school, and is
nearly half a century old, It is absolutely
insanitary, and: would be condemned by the
Board of Public Health if it did its duty.
More than one case of serious illllesa has
neen brought about through children attending that school. If we have ::my money to
1!pare, let us use it in providing proper
.accommodation for the children attending
the primary schools. We should not hand
-over to the University a building that must
be worth £14,000 or £15,000, and was not
built for that sum.
Then £2,000 is also to
be handed over.
Mr. MUR]~AY.-It could not be used for a
better purpose.
.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-No doubt it is a good
purpose, but we cannot afford to hand it
o()ver
Seeing that the taxpayers are told
that there is not sufficient money to provide
proper school accommodation, I think it
'Would be a mistake to vote t.his £2,000 to
'the University.
The amendment was negatived, and the
"ote was ~greed to.
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Mr. HANN AH.-In connexion with the
item for pellsions and gratuities in this
Department, I will take the opport.unity to
refer to a matter on which 1 hold strong
opinions. I think the time has arrived
when we could very well provide pensionR
for others besides those for whom provision
is made here. I am anxious to see if the
Government cannot do something in the
direction of providillg pensions for widows.
I intend, i~ I live until next session, to try
to place a law on the statute~book allowing
pensions to widows who are left without
means of support. We have made provision in
this respect for the old and infirm, and I can
honestly state that tbeJlecessity has arisen a
long time since in Victoria for the granting
of pelJsions to widows under the circumstances I mention. While a llumber of
widows get certain relief by having their
own children boarded out to them, there is
still a large numher of widows for whom
something should be done, and I trllst the
Treasurer during the recess will take this
matter into consideration. I do not know
how the hOllorable genlleman feels personally
on the matter.
Mr. WAT.T.-Very sleepy.
Mr. HANN AH.-I think this is a matter
which would appeal to the honorable
g.entleman. We provide a large amount of
money for pensions for people ill high positions. 'While I admit that this may be a
fair thing, I think the time has arrived when
this other provisioll I ba ve men tiolled should
be made.
Mr. WATl'.- vYe have not thought ont the
widow problem-it is quite fair to s::t.y that.
Mr. HA~N AH.-I may be Hble to bring
before the honorable gentleman a good many
facts which will induce him to consider the
question seriously during the recess.
Mr. VV AT'r.-I should be glad to hear
arguments. I think we have pensioned quite
enough people at the present timf'.
An HONOHABLE Mm-IBHR.-What about a
tax on bachelors ~
.Mr. HANNAH,-It would be difficult to
apply that. I may give one or two instances
which have come under my notice of the
necessity for this provision. A man who had
given, I suppose, twenty years of the best
time of his life as a worker in a boot factory
got in a very low state. He felt that as he had
a wife and familydependentoll him hecould not
take a "pull out," as some of his friends
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recommended him to do, that he might fit
Mr. THOl\lSON.-H llsbands die in all elechimself to Ii ve a little longer. He said, "No, torates.
I feel my responsibilities are too great; there
Mr. HANNAH.-People in those constiare my wife and children, and I must work tuencies ar(:J not, as a rule, subjected to such
for them." That man, although he was hardships.
warned that he should take" a pull out" and
Mr. WATT -In other words, in some
get a few months' rest, continued at his work, walks of life they are better provided for.
sticking to it until the last, and dying within
Mr. HAN N AH.- Y us.
I hope this
a fortnight of leaving it. 'rhe widow was matter will receive sympathetic consideraleft unprovided for, n.lthough the husband tion from the Government, and that somehad been a steady, hard-working man, and thing will be done on behalf of what I
the wife was a respectable, good-living woman. believe tc be a very deserving class in the
Mr. SNOWBALL.-How old was she?
community.
Mr. HA.NNAH.-About forty-one or
Mr. TUNN.ECLIFFE.-I desire to
forty-two.
She had to support four young indorse t he remarks of the honorable memchildren, the oldest being ten or eleven. She ber for Collingwood with regard to the procertainly got two of them boarded out, but posal that when the question of gratuities
her struggle was very ~reat, for she had no and pensions is being considered by the
friends who could possibly assist her. There Government in the future they will t.ake
are n um LeI'S of cases*like that to be found into serious cOllsideration the proviamongst the people engaged in industrial sion of pensions upon an adtlquate
pursuits, particularly in mining. I know scale for those women who have been left,
another case, where the husband waR a strong, unfortunately, with families in their care.
young man.
The honorable metl1ber for Perhaps there is not a more pitiful condition
Bendigo East will know whom I am referring that can occur in any society than that which
to. This man went to the electorate of the takes place when a woman is bereft of her
honorable m'~mber for Wangaratta, in charge husband, who is the sole bread winner for a
of a mine, but he had the complaint ,,-hich large and young family. Of course, at
so many miners in Bendigo suffer from. present, such relief can be obtained ill some
He died a fort.night ago, and his widow, wllo degree by the back·door process of appealing
is about fotty years of age, is left with eight to the court, and getting the police to present
children. If the provision I suggest were made, the children as neglected children. Very
it would gu a long way in helping many of often a sympat.hetic Bench commits these
these widows dnring the most trying periud. I children to their mother's care, and she
do not thillk an'ything appeals to a man more receives a modicum of assistance, amounting
than the case of a widowed woman struggling to about 5s. each per week. In no case that
to provide for her children, when the bread· I have known has more than 5s. eaeh been
willner has been taken away. I am quite paid in such cases for three children in the
certain that, when the full facts are brought one family.
Thus a woman who is left
home to honorable member:;, they will agree destitute with a large and young family, is
th<tt this provision could be made. It. would compelled to provide for all of them on 15s.
not run into a large amonnt. J could .give !1 week. Of course, it may be sad that in
the case of another young widow, who bas such a case the woman might ~o out and get
been left with several young children. The a living at the wash-tub, or at some
father committed suicide, certainly. He was other occupation, but if a woman is to
engaged in one of the large manufactories. devote proper attention to the rearing of her
The widow has two young children, and family, she is not able to do a.ny work which
another is expected very soon. She cannot will bring in remuneration to help to eke out
earn anything in her present condition, and an existence. While we have provided oldI know the struggle that is going on among age and invalid pensions, I feel that a large
some very poor relati ves to try to keep her section of _the community-a sectioll which
from want. 'J he struggle of many of these requires assistance far more t.han those
widows has been brought under my notice alreaJy provided for-has been totally dissince I have represented a f<tidy poor COll- regarded by the Govel'llment .of this ~ta,te.
stitnency such as Collingwood. In Brighton, Of course, we recognise that to make adequate
or in the district represented by the provisioll in this direction will necessitate
Treasurer, rhere may not be s') many of these large demand~ on the resources of the community, but, on the other hRnd, this comcases.
munity is qnite wealthy enough to meet such
Mr. SNowBALL.-They are everywhere.
demands.
All that is necessary is symMr. HAN ~AH.-Not ev~rywhere.
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pathetic a.ction on the part of the Govern- pass out, leaving behind them families who
ment and a determination to deal with each are often in a very hal pless condition.
case on its merits, with a guarantee that no
Mr. WATT (Treasurer). - J hope those
case of real necessity will be turned away. I honorable members who have spoken on the
hope, from a humanitarian point of view, that question of the pensioning of widows will
this will appeal to the sympathies of the recognise that they open up a very wide vista
Treasurer, as it appeals to everyone who comes of obligation, and I am sure they will not
into close contact with cases such as those expect a specific announcement fr~m me on
that have been mentioned by the honorable such short notice. The honorable member for
member for Collingwood It mllst. be re- Eaglehawk has been perfectly fa.ir in his statemembered that people who make specific ment of the position, but the whole quest.ion
appeals for relief are very often those who do as to how far the community is ell titled to
not require assistance most. It is those whf) put burdens upon its own shoulders in order
hug their poverty in retirement away from to assist those who are less able to assist
the world who most need assistanoe, and themselves than the avemge member of
they should be able to obtain it without un- the community, must be reviewed at. no
The load is growing in a
I am con- distant date.
necessary pnblicity or exposure.
vinced that the Treasurer is a mall who, if community like ours. 1 doubt if there is
he had the opportunity, would be prepared any com~unity in the world that has so
to undertake work of this kind at the bands cheerfully shouldered its burdel.s in this
of the Htate. I recognise the restmining direction as the communities of Australia.
Mr HANNAH.-And there is no burden
influences that are al ways at work in the con.
trol of a large Department of the State. more willingly borne.
Mr. W A.rl'T.-Probably ; but if you overdo
I recognise the difficulty of overcoming what
scientists have called the vis inel'ti~-the anything of that kind there come:5 a certain
resistance to movement of any kind. But resistance ff(~m the commullity which, I
I believe the Treamrer has already wisely trust, will not be und uly provoked in this
adopted a method, on lines laid down by the case. I am quite prepared to hear, at more
late Sir Thomas Bent, of giving assistance to leisure than we have BOW, the arguments for
those who are afflicted, but who do not come a step of this kind, but I am certain we are
within the scope of old-age or invalid pensions. not prepared to cClmmit the Government or
A system of gratuities has been introduced myself to any specific pr090sal at the present
by the Treasurer, and a considerable sum has moment .
. An HONOItABL E M RMB EU. - \-Vhat abou t
been expended by the Government in relieving distress in that way. I believe an the compassionate allowance?
attempt should be made by the Treasurer to
Mr. "vV A1'l'.-After great labour, and
deal with cases which are brought under considerable thought, I have found it neceshis notice, and which are proved to be sary to discard the kind of patronage which
deservillg. 1£ the Treasurer has sufficient springs cut of the compassiollate allowance to
initiative to take a step of that kind, I which the honorable member refers. I have
believe a system of pensioning widows, and found it necessary to refuse direct relief in
those who cannot look after themselves, some cases which primO, facie appeal for
would grow up in this community with very assistance, but the ladies' benevolent societies
beneficial results. If I were Treasurer in deal with cases of sudden and urgent. dehis place I would be proud to be associated mands, such as those to which t.he houorable
with the beginning of such a system.
member for Collingwood has referred. It is
Mr. SMITH.-I wish to indorse what has true that we have no direct pension for
been so well said by previous speakers with widows, but, indirectly, we cQme to their
regard to relief afforded to mothers who have assistance with large slims of money, in the
children of their own boarded out to them. I ·case of women who are bereft of the breadthink enough has been said to impress the winner, and are left. with children of a tender
Treasnrer with the importance of the subject. age. The system of boarding-out children
Nowhere else, perhaps, is the necessity of with their mothers amounts, in some
some such relief greater than in mining dis- respects, to the payment of a pensioll.
tricts, such as the one I have the honour to There may be arguments against its conrepresent.
Men are often stricken down at tinuance in its present form, but still it i~ a
an early age by millel'~' eomplfl.int, and any system of relief which costs this country an
little savings, hE:y may have got together enormous amount of money. I have listened
are dissipated in the attempt to regain their t.o several debates in different sessions as to
health, usually without success. Then they the increase of this vote for the Department
Second Se~8ion 1911.-[13J
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for Neglected Children. I remember that a
few years ago the cost of the Department
was only from £28,000 to £30,000 a year.
The general theory then hehi by parliamentarians was that in times of depression
it might be expeeted that this vote wonld
increase, and that when things were prosperous it would tend to decrease, but experience
has shown that it has grown through
goo.:! and bad seasons alike. It stands to,day at ab.out £80,000. )f the demands made recently were acceded to,
it might easily jump ill the next financial year
to .£ lOl),OdO. That is on top of the hllge
sums we spend in the assistance of ~haritable
institutions, and of unfortunate mental
defectives, aud it is also in addition to the
vast payments of the Commonwealth for oldage and in valid pensions. I would ask
honorable members not to allow their
sympt\thies to run away with them, but to
make a balance-sheet one of these days of
what Australia is doing in this direction. I
do not think that this is a time when either
honorable members or Ministers should commit themselves to any policy of pensions,
either fo\· children or for \\'idows.
Mr. HANNA B.-I would urge this
aspect on the Treasurer. I, think he could
very wdl deal with cases, such as have come
under my notice lately, out of the compassionate allowance. I do not think tbese
women would approach the women's committees. 1 have not troubled the Treasurer much, for I try to meet these cases in
other ways, and in some instances we have
had to appeal to the local mayors and others
for assIstance. Unless some one exercises
charity in their behalf these people are
likely to suffer. The money paid to the
old-age pensioners goes into circulation immediately, and is well spent.
.iVlr. W ATT.- Since the Commonwealth
took over the old~age pensions there has
been a good deal of prodigality in the spending of the money .
.Mr. HANN AH.-I have gone sometimes
to Fitzroy, Collingwood, Brunswick, Richmond, and once to St. IGlda, just
to see those who draw the old-age
pensions. r have chatted with them and
become acquainted with their circumstances,
and I can assure honorable members that
they are a class of men and women about
whom there is not much prodigality. I have
known three or four in Brnnswirk who, as
so un as they received their money, sett led
up for their meat and provided for their
groceries a month ahead. The honorable
l.:1umber for Brunswick knows perfectly well
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that before the old-age pensions came into
operation these people had to depend on
benevolence, but as soon as they ~ot the
pension they showed the greate::>t delight in
the world in putting down their mOIleyand
paying for the goods they wanted. It is
during the period of the greatest stress that
I want some provision made, so that the
women referred to will get assistance as a
right. It should not be necessary to go and
almost beg of the Treasurer and others for
temporary assistance for these people. If
the Treasnrer will give 301118 undertaking
that he will favorably consider such ap·
peals-Mr. \V ATT.- Without any undertaking,
these remarks will bring a large crop of
applications, some deserving immediate
attention and others not. That is my experience.
Mr. HANN AH.-I have had to put off
several by telling them tllat there was no
provision made. There is no use in my
going to the Treasurer. and one cannot
always help these people himself. We have
made provision for our hospitals throughout
the country, and I think we might curtail
some of the expenditure to meet such cas<::s
as I am referring to, and to which attention
has been drawn by the honorable member
for Eaglehawk and others. If these cases
do not receive favorable consideration, I shall
come along with a motion next session, and
I shall submit a number of cases that I
hope will rivet the attention of honorable
members. I think our legislators are benevolent enough to make provision for these
women, who have to go through great
troubles.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I have had occasion to
see the Attorney-General on several occasions
in connexion with the conviotion of a young
man for n. capital offence Oll a woma,n in
South 'Melbourne. He was convicted, and
it is generally recognised by the public and
by authorities that the evidence given
against him was very insufficient, and
wonder has been expressed how a jury could
convict him. I am referring to a young
man named Bertie Prentice. I brought the
matter under the notice of the AttorneyGeneral about twelve months ago, and I
thought I had the assurance of the Premier
that Prentice would be liberated.
Mr. 'tV ATT.-He does not give assurances
like that.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-He gave me that impression. I felt from the tenor of the
conversation I had with him that Prentice
would have been liberated twelve months ago.
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Since then I discussed the matter with the
Attorney-General, and he has admitted that
the evidence was not at all sufficient, and that
if he had been one of the juryman he would
not have convicted.
Mr. WATT -It is a very extraordinary.
case, but it is not easy to pronounce judgment
upon it.
Mr. ELMS LIE. - There is a grave
doubt in the matter. VVe have often read in
Judges' ch:trges to juries that the prisoner
should receive the benefit of the doubt. It
is admitted by all who have had the case
under comideration that there is very grave
doubt. He was sentenced to death.
1\1r. "V ATT.-Sentence of death was reeorded.
Mr. ELMSLIE. - Yes, and he is now
confined in gaol during His .;\1 ajesty's
pleasure.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-How long has he been
ill ~aol ~
M.r. EL1lSLIE.-About two years.
Mr. V\T ATT.-\Ve would llot be justified,
on the evidence produced, in letting him out
before that.
.Mr. ELMSLIE.-The jury found him
guilty when everyone expected that they
would not tind him guilt.y. I do not know
what inquiries the Cabinet have made.
Mr. GRAHAM.- Very full inqniries.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I am convinced that the
inquiries made have not strengthened any
opinion as to his guilt. I have no desire t·o
cast any reflection upon the unfortunate girl
who was undoubtedly assaulted and treated
in a bl'tltal manner, but at the same time a
woman in that position is not the best
person
to identify her assailant, and
we know the hysterical nature of women.
Many men would hesitate to take woman's
word without corroboration in cases of that
kind.
Mr. SNOWRALL.-.J uries are careful, as a
rule, in such cases.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-But they are only
human and liable to make mistakes.
Sometimes it is possible to get a number of
emotion::tl men together.
Mr. WAT'l'.-'l'his case occurred when
these crimes were prevalent, and that exeites
juries.
Mr. EL~fSLIE.-It does, and rightly so,
too. We do not want such crimes committ.ed
and we want to plln~sh those who commit
them when found guil ty. "Ve also desire to
be as fair and just as possible. It is more
than possible that in th!s case an innocent
man is suffering. All the inquiries made
have not in any way strengthened the case
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put by the Crown before the j llry. I am
given to understand that these inquiries have
to some extent weakened the case against
him.
Mr. WATT.-That is not so, for we
investigated it carefully.
1dr. ELMSLIE.-I believe you did.
I
would be the last to ask that a man guilty
of such a crime should have any leniency
8hown to him. I believe that this young
fellow is innocent.
He has suffered tw
years' imprisonment, and I think the ends)
justice would be fully met if the Cabinet
exercised a little clemency towards him.
There must have been something in the case
when it led to an alteration of the sentence of
death to imprisonment during His 1\1 ajesty's
pleasure.
Mr. ''IV ATT.- It is purely a question of
identification. The assault was committed in
a street in South Melbourne in broad daylight.
Mr. ELMSL1E.-She described him as
wearing a certain cut of coat, a shirt of a certain colour, and a certain style of boots.
It has been clearly established that he nevet'
had a coat of that cut.
Mr. WATT.-It has not been clearly established. The evidence of witnesses conflicted
with regard to the clothing of the accused.
:;\·lr. ELMSLIE.-None of those garments
has been prod uced.
Mr. WATT.-YOU could not produce the
clot.hing of the accused if he wished to do
away with it. 'Ve are not trying the case.
The jury did so.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I am prepared to admit that the jury tried the case, and that
the sentence of death was recorded. It is
recognised as a serious crime, and usually
after the sentence of death hafs been passed it
is commuted to imprisonment for seven, ten,
or some other term of vears. But what
followed? He ,vas not seu"tenced to a term of
imprisonment; the doubt was so great that
he was sentenced to be imprisoned during
His Excellency's pleasure.
Mr. WATT.-That has been done with·
very young crimin.als.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I am gIven to understand that during the time he has been imprisoned he has condncted himself extremely
well. Taking that into consideration, and the
fact that he was early left without parental
control, and alse} all the circumstances
surrounding the affair, I think it is one·
of those cases where the Government could
recommend His Excellency to exercise his
clemency. I can understand the care and
hesitation which have been displayed by th~·
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Government ill cOllsidering the lllestioll. I
feel confident, from the demeanour of the
various gentlemen with whom I have been
discussing the matter, that they would be
pleased to give the youth his liberty.
Mr. TUNNJ<:CLI FFE.--How old is he ?
Mr. ,ELMSLIE. - Sineteen or twenty
years of age. His brothers are fine young
fellows. The woman who acted as his fostermother has approached me, and I received a
letter from her this morning. She said that
at the time he was supposed to commit this
offence he was present ttt her home at Port
Melbourne.
Mr. W A'l'T.-The behaviour of the accllsed
when he was finally identified led everyone
to think he was guilty.
Mr. SNOWBALI, -Didn't the foster mother
gi ve evidence before the Court?
1\11' WATT.-No fresh evidence has been
produced at all.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-She said that she believed he was at her home at the time,
bnt somehow she could not fix it. After
the lapse of a month it ',vould be very
difficult for anyone to say definitely who was
in his house or where he was at a particular
hour on any afternoon. The Treasurer said
thn,t this youllg man's conduct whell he was
identified or about to be arrested lent colour
to the opininn that he was guilty.
We
admit straight away that he was then
supposed to be in the custody of the Sal vadon Army.
Mr. 'tV ATT.-He had escaped.
Mr. ELMSL[E.- Yes; but the Salvation
Army knew where he was, and how he was
employed. They were keeping an eye on
hll\u, and they found he was conducting
himself as he should do.
They tbougbt
while he was conducting himself properly it
would he as well to allow him to fight his
battles himself as that he should be arrested
and taken away to their home. His explanation as to why he ran away was that he
thought that the fSal vation authorities wer6
going to arrest him and take him back to that
institution. When he saw the p0liceman he
naturally, as I think most would under like
circulnstances, ran away. That has been
taken as indicating t hat he was guilty. I
think I have given a reasonable explallation
of that.
I have not yet heard the view
taken by the Judge who tried the case.
Mr. W ATT.-We discuss~d it with His
Honour.
Mr. ELMSLIK - If he expressed an
opinion in any decided way, it would weigh
with me in arrivin~ at a decision. 1 am led
to the hope and belief that tbe Judge could
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not have expressed himself very strongly, if he
did at all, in the direction of the youth being
guilty. If he had thought tha,t 1 think the
sentellce would have beell very different from
what it was. I appeal to the Treasurer to
ask the A+-torney-General to once again bring
tbis matter before h is colleagues. I wi II gi ve
him privately the name and address of the
lady, and they can hear her version of the
affair. After hearing her, and the brothers,
and friends, I have come to the conclusion
th!1t there is grave douut in the matter. I
have nothing to gain in connexion with it,
and I have no syrr.pathy of any kind with
anyone who commits a crime of this sort.
As there is doubt I think that this young
fAllow should be given the benefit of it, and
be afforded an opportunity of making a fresh
start. I am led to make this appeal, because
in a similar case in which a young fellow
in Gippsland comolitted a crime of a like
character, he was liberated after the present
Attomey-General had gone into it.
Mr. W ATT.-How long ago?
Mr. ELMSLIE.-Within the last twelve
months. 1 think the honorable member for
Gippsland South presented a petition on
behalf of the youn~ fellow. There was no
question of his guilt, but his conduct had
been such during his imprisonment as to
favorably impress the officers, and he was
released.
1\1 r. WATT. - 'tV as ita capital charge on
which he was found guilty?
Mr. ELMSLIE.-Yes; but he was younger
-only fifteen or sixteen years of age.
Mr. \VAT'l.'.-That would not make any
difference.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I am stating what I
believe to be a fact. In some measure 1 was
instrumental in obtaining his release.
I
met him after he came ont of prison,
and was milch shocked at the way he was
treated. They only gave him the clothes
which be wore when he went into gaol, so
that he looked a perfect guy, because he
had outgrown them.
However, we got
him wme others, and sent him to
Western Australia, where he is doing
well. Therefore, there is a precedent for
wbat I ask in a case with circumstances
more unfavorable than those which surround
the case to which I am special1.y alluding. I
honestly believe that a mistake has been
made, and certainly there is grave doubt in
the matter. After two years' imprisonment,
I urge that the prisoner should receive the
benefit of that doubt. I know how careful
men in responsible positions should be ill
dealing with cases of such a kind, but I believ
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this to be an instanc(' in which the Goverll·
ment can wisely exercise their power of re-commendation. I would like an assurance
from the Treasurer that the matter will be
.reconsidered. The lady who was the lad's
fOEter-mother is willing to come forward and
state all she knows. He had been associating
with her boys and girls. A mother, even more
thll;n a father, would exercise the greatest
care in introducing into her family circle a
m.an who had been found guilty of a crime
-of this sort if she thought that there was
-any danger to her children because of his
presence. She is willing to bring him among
,her own children again.
Mr. W ATT.-She would be a poor mother
if she would not.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-She is only his fostermother. A woman will not make the sacrifices for another's children which she will
make for her OW11. This boy was ft, waif and
a stray, and she brought him up. I hope the
Treasurer will promise to do what I ask.
Mr. WATT (Treasurer).-rrlle case of
Bertie Prentice is one that caused the
Attorne,y-General and the Cabinet consirler-able anxiety for eighteen months. When
the sentence of death was recorded, the
-officiating Judge was asked to consult with
the Cabinet, and we carefully read all the
depositions, and sought all the light we
could. We thought we were justified, as it
was merely a recorded sentence, in not
carrying the law into execution. Then arose
the question of what to do with this unfortunate young man. There was the conflict of testimony which apparently the jury
brushed aside, which might lead a sympathetic mind to consider that he was improperly cOllvicted. The ordinary inquirer
after truth, and I think every member of the
Cabinet was that, remained in a state of
suspended doubt as to whether the jury had
found as we would have found with such
~vidence in front of us.
In addition the
Attorney-General has on many occasions
sought indirect information that might lead
him on to the track of knowledge. He
traced the antecedents of this un~appy boy,
and he found that he had been in the care
{)f the Sal vation Army authorities for some
time. It is not fair to say that the boy had
a past upon which one could pronounce
judgment of a harsh kind, but there were
juvenile delinquencies of a somewhat serious
character in his past, and we were not able
to resolve any doubts that were formerly felt
.evel'l' from the testimony of the Salvation
Army authorities. This was a serious case. A
gjrl who had been visiting her mother in the
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hospital when walking through the streets of
~outh Melbourne was sl:l.va~ely and criminally attacked-and successfully attacked. At
this particular time the press was ringing with
complaints of attacks upon unprotecled girls.
That, in its own true British way, whether
we like it or not has its lIlental or moral
effect on juries and judges who try these
cases.
Mr.. TUNNEcLu'FE.-Was tae verdict a.
unanimous one?
Mr. ,,y ATT.-Yes.
Mr. "Y ARDE.-If the jury had not been
unanimous, there would not ha,ve been a.
verdict.
Mr. "Y ATT.-J am not sure whether the
jury found the lad guilty of rape or of
criminal assault. The Cabinet holds the
view, and the Attorney·General strongly
supports it, that there are two grounds,
and two only, on which the Government is
entitled to interfere with the course of
criminal justice when cases have been
tried by judges and juries. We hold that
the Government is entitled to interfere on
the ground of sufficient punishment having
been inflicted, which may perhaps be indicated by the ill-health or breakdown
of the criminal. We also hold that the
Government is entitled to interfere when
new fact.s are elicted after the jury
has pronounced its verdict. On neither of
these grounds are we justified at the
present time in liberating or shortening the
sentence of this lad. 1 cannot gi ve the honorable member for Albert Park the assnrance
he desires, though his speech was couched in
quite proper termJ. I do not think I am entitled to promise on behalf of the A ttorneyGeneral, who holds a position differfnt from
that of any other Minister, that the matter
will be considered by the Cabiuet.
However, I will draw the attention of the
Attol'lley·General to the remarks of the
honorable member, and if he in t.he exercise
of his judgment feels it ad visable to communicate with the lady referred to and possibly
to track up fresh evidence he will do so.
I
do not think we are entitled to say to the
Minister who is responsible for the administration of the criminal law, "Come along
with this case to Cabinet and we will deal
with it."
Mr. ELMSLIE.- I recognise the force of
the remarks of the Treasurer. There is just
one point I forgot to mention in connexion
with this case.
When the girl was asked to
say who it was who had assaulted her she
distinctly blamed a different man from the
young man who was convicted.
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Mr. W A~.'T.-That was the first time.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-Yes, she g:we the name
of a young man, and said he had assaulted her.
It was'afterwards that the young man who
That throws a
was cOllvicted was arrested.
certain amount of doubt on the value of the
girl's subsequent identification of the young
man who is now in gaol.
Mr. LA. WSON.-There is just one little
matter I would like to bring under the notice
of the Treasurer. He will remember that
when the Duties Collection Bill was under
consideration-a measure which removed
from t.he administration of t.he Law Department
and
the
Master-in-Equity's
Office the collection of probate duties
down to the building in Flinders-streetit was anticipated that inconvenience
would be caused to those having business
in connexion with administration and probate, and it was pointed out that that inconvenience would to a large extent be minimized if the ),laster-in-Equity and the
Probate Branch of the taxation office could
be housed in the same building or could be
placed somewhat adjacent to one anoth€r.
The matter was to be considered by the
Cabinet. I think it is generally admitted
amongst those who have bu~iness with the
Master-in- Equity's Office and in connexion
with probate and administration that a good
deal of delay, inconvenience, and inattention is caused by the transfer. It may,
from a departmental point of view, be an
advantage to have a.ll the taxation business
dealt with in the one place~ but it has
delayed the issue of probates and of letters
of administration, and has made a large
amount of extra work in connexion with the
business.
Mr. W ATT.-I have not heard oue complaint.
Mr. LA WSON.-The honorable gentleman is not in the way of hearing complaints.
Mr. WAT'l'.-I am in constant touch with'
the officers doing the work.
Mr. LAWSON.-I hear a good deal of
complaint, and I can testify as to the inconvenierwe causf:\d. A good deal of that inconvenience could be obviated if the scheme
suggested when the Duties Collection Bill
was under consideration were carried ou t. I
want to know whether the scheme has been
considered by the Government, and whether
anything is likely to be done in the near
future.
Mr. WATT (Treasurer).-As the honorable member for Castlemaine has stated when
the Duties Collection Bill was before the
House the honorable member for Brighton
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and himself strongly represented the inconvenience that "Would result to the legal profession by the removal of the collection of
probate duties from the Master-ill-Eyuity's
office to the office in Flinders street. 1 said
at the time that the GovernMent contemplated placing under one roof the whole of the
Inland Hevenue Offices, and that although it
might mean a slight amount of ill convenience
to the legal profession, the general convenience of the taxpayer, who would
know that all inland revenue would be dealt
with in the one office, must be considered.
He would know that income tax, land tax\>,
stamps-·Mr. SNOWBALL.-It would be very inconvenient to transfer the issue of stamps to
Flinders-street.
1vir. 'rY ATT.--I hope it will be done
shortly. In every other State one Commissioner presides over the collection of all
inland revenue.
Mr. LAWSON.-You will have to provide
for the impressing of duty stamps at the
Titles Office.
'Vhat is your answer to the
question I asked ~
Mr. W ATT.- We do not contemplate any
removal of the office at the present time.
Mr_ SOLLY .-In some cases the law
seems to act very harshly. I wish t.o refer to
a matter in the Department of the Master-inLunacy. A case occurred in Carlton of a.
man going mad and being taken to the
Asylum. He had land worth about £100.
His wife had a hard strujrgle to bring np a
family of five children; she was a very respectable, hard-working
woman.
Herhusband was in the asylum for a numberof years, and the title to the land was held
by the Master-in-Lunacy. The woman was·
written to on various occasions by the town
clerk of Northcote, and asked to pay the
municipal rates.
She was continually
worried about them. Eventually the husband
died, and the property was sold for about
£100. All the woman got out of that was
£3().
Mr. 'WAT·r.- What became of the rest of
the money?
Mr. SOLLY.-It was rfltained by the
State. That was a very great hardship tothe woman. I think that a small property
of that kind could very well have been
handed over to the woman to help her to
maintain the children. I rose to urge that
the law should be amended, so that no hardship would be inflicted in cases of that kind.
Mr. S~OWBALL.-I think it must be
recognised by all honorable members, who
have had anythin~ to do with the Master-in-
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Lunacy, that if pure sympathy is exercised
by any administrative officer it is exercised
by that gentleman. Mr. Webb is an admirable officer, a,nd the State will only realize
his valne when be relinquishes the various
-offices which he holds. I have had agood deal to
do with the Lunacy Department, and if the
circumstances of the case which the honorable member for Carlton brought up had
been mentioned to :Mr. \Vebb, I do not think
any charge would bave been made on the
property for the maintenance of the man.
Many lunatics are kept without any payments being made.
Mr. SOLLY.-I luade representations, but
..£.36 was as much as I could get for the
widow.
Mr. SNOvYBALL.-That. is vel'y strange.
The case may have been dealt with by some
other officer. I do not think iL would be
right to let a Gase pass, whieh might, on the
face of it, give the impression that the
Department had been harshly administered.
A very large number of patients are being
maintained in the asylums, without any
payments being' made by theil' relatives,
even in cases where there is property.
The policy of the Master-in-Lunacy is
never to interfere with a man's small means,
when there is a family to be maintained.
I think that is the in variable practice. I
have had two or three cases where that
course has been adopted by the Master-inLunacy.
)11'. LA WSON.-Having received such a
satisfactory reply to my other little request,
I am encouraged to seek further information. I notice that structural alterations
are taking place at the Titles Office. I do
nOG know who is responsible for themwhether they are the result of the expert
.advice of officers of the Department, or
whether the responsibility is with the Public
Works Department. 1 understand that still
fnrther alterations are contemplated. With
reference to the alterations that have been
made, I do not know exactly why they were
carried out. I believe that there is some
pressure on space there, a.nd they may have
been undertaken for the purpose of facilitating public dealings with the office. I
think, however, that before more alterations
are made they should be thoroughly inquired
into. The alterations that have been carried
out are no improvement whatever, and do
not facilitate the public dealings with the
office in any way.
Mr. WATT.-Where are they?
.~\lr. LA VV'SON.-In the main thoroughiare.
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Mr. WATT.-There has been a lot of light
let in on the first fioor, but is it also bcing
done on the ground floor Z
Mr. 'MACKINNON.-It is some Sydney idea.
Mr. LA WSON.-The general impression
is that the convenience of the public is not
being studied in regard to the matter, because
the public, who have dealings with tile omee,
have to sta.nd in the corridor. I hope that
the other alterations which are contemplated
will be thoroughly considered by expert
advisers of the Government before they are
carried out. Then I wnnt to know what the
Government intend to do to facilitate and
expedite the work ofthedraughtsmen's branch.
The officers of the Titles Office are most
courteous, able, and obliging, and as'list the
public in every possible way. My complaint
cannot be ma.de against them, but certain
dealings with the Titles Office are taking
a very long time to get througfi. Ordinary
dealings or transfers by indorsement go
through very expeditiously, but where a
matter has to go to the draughtsmen's branch,
as in connexion with su bdi visions and surveys, inevitable delay arises, and it must CO.1tinne until additional draughtsmen are appointed. Mr. Blandford, the Chief Draughtsman, is a capable officer, and is doing the
best he possibly can with the officers at his
disposal. I ask that the matter of the
appointment of additional draughtsmen should
be early, thoroughly, and carefully considered.
Mr. McGRATH.-Did they not appoinl
some a little time ago?
Mr. LA "YSON.-They called for applications, and it is said that some persons applied
nnd were appointed, one of them giving
up another position for the purpose.
~\jr. WATT.-That isquite correct. There
were four in nnmber. The Attorney-General
altered his mind.
Mr. LA WSOK.-The Attorney-General
may have altered his mind, but faith should
be kept with the gentlemen who were
appointed, and the only way to relieve the
pressure of the work there is by appointing
additional officers. The men in that particular branch are overworked. I do not
know what the Attorney-General's idea is in
regard to the matter, but the complaints are
fairly general. I do not want to make any
charges. I like to see things go along
smoothly myself, but I know that there is
cause for complaint at the position in
the Titles Office, and I should like to see
the matter thoroughly considered, and
learn from the Treasurer when it is intended
to appoint additional draughtsmen so that th
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work of the public may be done expeditiously
and satisfactorily.
Mr. SNOWBALL. - Of C0urse the
Treasurer is at a great disadvantage in
dealing with this department in the absence
of the Attorney-General.
Mr. WATT.-I know nothing of the legal
part of the business
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It is quite true, as
stated by the honorable member for Castlemaine, that the Registrar-General's office is
in a. really deplorable ,condition.
The
Attorney-General has been approached in the
matter-and lawyers do not Jike criticising
oue another-but there has been no answer
to the criticism of that department. He
has been spoken to frequently. I have
spoken to him myself, and he has replied
that he was going to have the business so
expedited t.hat the dealings should go through
the office in a certain time, and that his
hopes aud expectation and emphatic demand
were never realized.
Mr. MACKINNO~.-Things have been
speeded up during the last few months.
Mr. SNOWBALG.-The honorable member for Prahran knows nothing about it, as
he never has :0 go to the office.
Mr. MACKINNON.--I have seen two or
three large transactions put through during
the last few months, and it struck me that
they went through rather rapidly.
Mr. S:\OVVBALL.-In the case of many
transactions that do not go through the
draughtsmen's branch there is no delay.
This is an old-btanding t.rouble. Complaints
have been made by deputations and by the
Law Institute, who have asked that something
should be done to relieve the pressure. The
dealings in the offiee have increased enormously, owing to the numerous Sll bdivisions
of laud and dealings in real estate. The
Attorney-General said he would consider
what could be done.
A committee was
appointed, consisting of the Surveyor-General
and two other officers, and they were asked
to go into the wh()le mat tel' and make an
expert investigation of the circumstances.
The Surveyor-General and Mr. Cole and
Mr. Blandford, after examining closely
the conditions that prevail there, and
going into the question of the increa~e
iIi business, reported that four additional
men should be appointed.
I
uuderstand that authority was given
for the employment; of these men, and then,
as the Treasurer tells us, the AttorneyGeneral changed his mind. I spoke to the
Attorney-General about it, and he said,
" Never mind, [ am going to have the work
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done by these mell." The Attorney General
desires to have these grievances removed, but
he has never accomplished it, and the delays
are serious and numerollS
Mr. HANNAH.-h takes a long time t(}
move him.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-He may realize in
time that unless he follows the ad vice of"
experienced and practical men the grievances
cannot be remedied. The time is coming
when he should realize that it is impossible
for the men to do the work. I am not
making these remarks merely for the sake of
criticising the Attorney·General, but I can
assure the Government that this is a genuine
grievance that should be dealt with, and it is
a serious one. The Surveyor~General, wh()
is a careful, cautious, and valuable OffiCel\
went ioto the matter with two other practical
Instead of relying on the expert
men.
advice he received, the Attorney-General
believed that the eyesight of some of
the draughtsmen was failing, and h&
seut them before a doctor to ascertain
if their eyesight was sufficiently strong
I
suppose he would like to have men with Cu.stiron eyesight that would not break down.
The Attorney-General has not had practical experience of the work of the office,.
and ha.s endeavoured to enforce his
own ideas, which have not been a.
success, and the public are suffering.
In regard to the alterations, they have can sed
a good deal of comment and an enormons
amount of inconvenience. I do not know
that there could not have been some change
for the better, but it has not been accomplished, because the change that has
taken place has not expedited business nor
added to the convenience of the public.. I
trust that the Treasurer will see that gentle
pressure is brought to bear on the AttorneyGeneral to have these additional men employed. Everything indicates that additional
men are required. The expert Board which
was cal1ed in reported that the difficul ty would
never be met, nor the work overtaken, without the employment of additional hands.
A pplications were called for and were received
and dealt with, and the men were informed
that they were practically appointed.
Mr. MACKINNON.-How long ago?
Mr. SNOWBALL.·-Several months ago.
:Mr. MACKI~NON.-Things have improved
receutly.
Mr. ~NO'VBALL.-In the draughtsmen's
branch things have not improved. I trust.
that what has been said will not be taken as
in any way hypercritical, because it is not so.
From the experience I have had in a large
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number of dealings with the Titles Office I
know that the public are seriously inconvenienced and delayed.
Mr. W A.TT (Treasurer).-I thought this
small non-contentious Department would have
taken no time at all, and yet we have only
dealt with two or three pages. I thought
that every part of the E~timates except
the railways would have been got through by
two or three o'clock. I would ask honorable
members to show that capacity for condensing their remarks which they displayed
in the constituendes, and enn ble Ministers
to pu t the Estimates through in the next
hour or two.
.
Mr. McGRATH.-I will follow the advice of the Treasurer.
I can say all that [
want to say in two minutes, as I do not know
Some six
much about the Department.
months ago I brought the question of the
appointment of addit.ional draughtsmen before
the HOllse. A peculiar method was adopted
in connexion with the appointment of the
four additional draughtsmen. One of the men
threw up a fairly good position in order to
come to Melbourne, and then he was told that
the Attorney-Geneml had altered his mind.
Mr. HANNAH.-After being appoint.ed ?
Mr. McGRATH.-Yes.
Mr. vV ATT.-I think that is so.
Mr. McGRATH.-It is remarkable. I
can understand that the appointm6nt was
made in error. I do a good deal of work in
connexion with the Tir,\es Office. I never
send any of my constitutents to the lawyers
if 1 can help it.
Mr. ~NOWBALL.-You come to me frequently.
Mr. McGRATH.-And I get free advice
then. I do not think any of our public servants work as hard as the clerks who receive the applications for tran8fers at the
Titles Office. You have always to wait
half-an hour for your turn. I can understand
the men breaking down. I admit that the
statement of the honorable member for
Pru.hran is true regarding transfers. There
is no doubt tha.t a good deal of delay takes
place w hen the matter has to go to the
draughtsmen. The Treasurer should giveus a
promit:!e that he will have more than a few
quiet words with the Attorney-General.
Mr. W ATT.-That is more than my life is
worth.
Mr. McGRATH.--I \Vigh we could get
the Attorney-GelJeral in this House, to deal
with him on the questioll of appointillg
.draughtsmen and then dismissing them.
Mr. 'VATT (Treasllrer).-The honorable
.member for Brighton has asked me to
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exercise a little gentle pressure on the
Attorney-General. I feel as much inclined
to monkey with a corked volcano. When he
makes up his mind about a thing, he makes
it up.
He has strong views as to the
administration of his office. I know they
confliet with the views of some members of
his profession, and the honorable member for
Brighton ha.s intimated that he does not
appl.'ove of the reforms made. I will take an
opportunity of informing the AttorneyGeueral of the discussion that has taken
place. I can tell him tbat it pursued its
way in a charit.able Christian spirit, without
malice or malevolence, and that honorable
member!:!' wishes are that draughtsmen should
be appointed ill the public interest.
I\lr. HAMPSON.-A lot of dissatisfaction
is caused by the fact that the jurors' fee is
only 7s. a day. In a time of financial
depression tbe fee was cut down from lOs. to
7s:, and since then bas never been increased.
If the Treasurer will agree to increase the
fees I will say no more.
Mr. vV ATT.-The price is too high.
Mr. HAMPSO~.-When I have acted as
a juror, I have heard strong comments made
about the fee. When men are taken away
from their business, 7s. is not a fair thing.
If the fee were increased to ) Cs., the
increased expenditure would not amount to
very much, especially now that we have a
flourishillg revenue of over £9,000,000.
Mr. ~VATT.-And we want every penny of
it. Surely, you do not contend tbat the
services of jurors should be paid for at trade
rates ~ Formerly they were not paid at all,
and it was made a sooialobligation to serve.
Mr. HAMPSUN. - William Jennings
Bryan, who ran as a candidate for the
Presidency of the United States, has stated
that " The right of trial by jury is so sacred
that it cannot be taken away from the meanest
criminal." He regards it as a sacred duty.
Mr. \V ATT.-A duty-that is right.
Mr. HAMPSON.-You take a man
away from his business and penalize him by
paying him only 7s. a day.
.Mr. ,V ATT.-The Attomey-GeneraJ was a
strong advocate for increasing the jurors' and
witnesses' fees, and I have promised that
when we have enough money we will talk it
over.
Mr. HAMPSON.-CouJd not the Treasurer be a little more specific on that point
and say that he will grant the increase 1
Mr .. W ATT.-I cannot d) so this year, but
next tIme we mtet to discllss the question I
am hopeful that we shall be able to afford an
increase .
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Mr. HAMPSON.-Does not the honorable gentleman think that jurors are entitled
to sometbing more than 78. ?
:Mr. WATT.-That is why I am going to
consider it.
Mr. J. W. BILLSO~ (Fitzroy). - I
strongly support the honorable member for
Bendigo East in endeavouring to get jurors'
fees raised. V'v'" e do not call it wages, but it
is remnneration for services rendered. The
fact that mell are compelled to serve on
juries jeopardizes their ch1:l.nce of continuous
employment. A man working in a factory
may be receiving very mnch more than the
juror's fee, and he may lose his employment
through having to serve as a juror.
Mr MACKlNNON. - That would apply
whether he got lOs. or 7s.
Mr. J W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-He does
not want it at any price. A man who getil
l2s. a day, and has to serve on a jury, is 5s.
out of pocket for every day he serves. That
is a penalty on him. I know the old idea
that every man ought to be ready to serve
his country, but I cannot understand the
patriotism of the country that permits him
to be out of pocket in serving his country
whell the difference to the count.ry is such a
small matter We do not want to have a
number of men b'ying a case in whicb the
lives, the liberty, or the property of
the people may be at stake, feeling discontented because a parsimoniouB Government
will not pay them reasonable remuneration.
In these circumstances, I feel that the
Trea!:lUrar will be doing right if he promises to restore the fees of jurors to what they
were before adversity overtook this State.
Times have changed, and now that. prosperity
reigns I think the titate should restore
those who serve on juries to their former
position. It app8ars that the AttorneyGeneral desires to increase the fees, and
spoke to the Treasurer with regard to it. The
Treasurer said when he had plenty of money
he would consider it. I support the request
of the honorable member for Bendigo East.
Reveral people have spoken to me on the
matter, and I said I would do my best with
regard to it. I think the raising of the fees
would be highly appreciated.
Mr. SOLL Y.-Abou t , t.hrpe months ago a
deputation waitp.d on thf'! Attorney-General
and pointed out t he grievances of jurors.
I am not sure whether the Treasurer is
aware that the A r t0rney-General promIsed
that he would increase.the Jurors' fees.
Mr. W ATT.-That is not so. He has no
power to do so.
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Mr. SOLLY.-He promised the depnta":'
Lion that, and I thought the matter would
have been dealt with by the Cabinet.
:Mr. WATT.-The Attorney-General is an
advocate of increased fees.
Mr. SOLLY.-I was a member of the
deputation, and he seemed to agree with our
request. If that is so, the only one stnnding
in the way is the Treasurer himself. If the
Treasurer is as sympathetic as the AttorneyGeneral the fees will be increased.
Mr. HA~N AH.- The Treasurer will
remember that at the end of last session this
matter was discu~sed in connexion with the
Coroners Law Consolidation and Amendment
Bill. After an amendment had been moved
and discussed for ·a long time the Premier
made a nroll1ise. and I would like to know
whf.therL the Treasurer intends to lightly
brush it aside.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It requires an Act of
Parliament.
.Mr. HANNAH.-Well, will the Government introduce a Bill for the purpose? The
Coroners Law Consolidation aud Amendment.
Bill went bung last session. Parliament
suddenly went to the country, and that
Bill did not become law. Therefore I hope
that the promise which was made by the
Premier as a sort of compromise will be
redeemed.
Mr. W ATT.-The Bill you discuss is now
the law of the land.
Mr. HANN AH.-I did not think it
reached another place.
Mr. WATT.-It came from the other plar.e.
Mr. HAN~ AH.-I recollect now that
what the Treasurer says is correct. I brought
before my electors the question of increased
fees for jurors, and t hey thoroughly agreed
with me. Are we going to have any promise
from the Treasurer with regard to it?
:Mr. W ATT.-No more than I gave the
honorable member for Bendigo East. It
goes as far as I will go.
MI'. TUNNEcLllfFE.-That is not nearly
far enough.
Mr. \l\TATT.-These Estimates usually
take ten minutes, and we have been on them
two hOllrs.
Mr. HANNAH.-I did not intend to say
anything on the Estimates for the AttorneyGeneral or the ~olicitor-General. I was·
going to keep quiet till I came to the
Treasurer's
Department.
Surely
the
Treasurer should be able to give us some'
better assurance than he has done already ..
V, e discussed thi~ question in the last two
sessions of Parliament, and also upon the·
Corollers Bill. The Treasurer should en-
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deaVO\lf to redeem the promise made by the
Premier.
When the Treasurer was a
private member, sitting in the Millisterial
~orlJer, and he ha.d been promised any~hing
by the head of the Government, he
,used to use every endeavour to get
that promise fulfilled. The reply of the
Treasurer to the honorable member for
Bendigo East does not go far enough. I
thou~ht that all that would be necessary
would be for the honorable member for
Bendigo East to draw th~ Treasurer's attention to the promises that had been made to
have them carried out. We spent a couple
of hours in dealing with the question of
jurors' fees on the Coroners Bill, and we
thought that we had got to finality, and that
when the Estimates came up what we desired
would be accomplished.
Mr. W ATT.-The honorable member
knows that as a matter of fact the Estimates
were up before the promise he refers to was
made.
Mr. IIANNAH -They had n')t been
discllssed.
~\ir. W ATT.-Item 1 was passed before
the COlOners Bill was discussed.
The
Budget was affirmed, and you cannot alter
your figures after that.
Mr. HA~N AH.-Individual cases had
not been dealt with. The Government
changed their ground to-night in connexion
with teachers' salaries. They determined a
few hours a~o to back down because of the
insurrection ill the Ministerial cornel'.
Mr. TUNNEcLH'FE.-There was a revolution in tho fVlinisterial corner.
:Mr. I-JA~ N AH.- Yes, and it gave the
Government:::. fright.
Mr. W AT'!' (Treasurer).-I moveThat the question be now put.

Mr. HAN ~ A II .-Can that be moved
while I Rrl1 on my feet?
'l'he ACTIN G CHAIRMA ~
(~fr.
DUFFvs).-It is my duty to put the question.
'The questiun is "That the question be now

put."
\Vhile the bells were ringing for a
division,
Mr. HAXNAH said-I ask that the new
standing order be read.
Standing order 78c. (a) was read by the
Clerk as follows : 78e. (a) Aft»r any question has been proposed
either in the House or in any Committee
of the whole, a motion may be made hy any
menlber, rising in his place, and without notice,
and whether any other member is adrlressing the
Chair Ot· not" That the q nestion be now put," and
unless it shall appear to the ~pectker or Chairman
that such motion is an abuse of the rules and forms
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of the House, an infringement of the rights of the
minority, or is moved for the purpose of obstructing business, the motion, "That the question be
now put" shall be put forthwith and decided
without amendment or debate, and no other
motion sha.ll be made or question of order raised
until such motion has beeu disposed of.

Mr. HANNAH.-I ask the Acting
Chairman
whether he thinks it was
neces~ary under the circumstances to apply
the closure?
The
ACTING CHAIRMAN Pir.
DUFFUS). - The bells are ringing fOI' a
division.
.lVIr...HcGl~ATH.-I think the standing
order is quite distinct upon the point that
the Chairman has to give a ruling as to
whether there has been any unnecessary
discussion.
:i\ir. MURHAY.-YOll are disobeying the
Chair.
Mr. McGRATH.-We are not going to be
intimidated. There has been no unnecessary
di:icussion.
The ACTING
CHAIRMAN (Mr.
DUFlws). - The question is" Th~t the
question be now put." The Committee will
now divide. I call on ~Hr. Warde and Mr.
Smith to tell for the noes.
After a pause,
The
ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
DUlfFUS).-As there are no tellers for the
noes, according to the Stalldiug Orders I
declare the motion carried.
,Mr . .ELMt:)LIE.-Under what standing
order (
The ACTING
CHAIRMAN (:'\:lr.
DUFFus).-l called on two tellers to act for
the noes and they refused to act. 1 therefore declare the motion carried.
The
question HOW is " That this sum be granted
to His Majesty."
The vote for the Sheriff's Office was agreed
to.
Mr. EI:MSLI~.-I think I am acting
well wlthm my fights as a member of this
House. I have asked you, Mr. Chairman to
read the sta~ldillg order upon which you
ga ve ) our rulmg. You state that, accord inn
to the t:)ta.lldiug Orders, t.he tellers appointed
having refursed to act, you dtclared the
division in a certain way. In order to protect my rights, as well as the rights of other
hOllorable members, l ask yon mOKt respectfully to favour the Committee with the
standing order under which you gave th&.t
ruling.
The ACTING
CHAIRMAN
(Mr.
Dt:FFus/.-As Chairman I was askea for a
division.
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Mr. SOLLY.-You must give us the standing order.
Mr. HANNAH.-We are not going to be
bullied by the Treasurer. "~e want order
from the Chair.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.- "Ve are governed by
the standing order, certainly.
Mr. McGRATH.-I recognise that we,
last session, adopted a certain standing order
whiJh gives the majority powp.r to close the
debate, provided that course meets with the
approval of the Chairman, and if the Chair·
man thinks there has been an unnecessary
waste of time. You have not given a decision
on that matter.
Mr. WATT (Treasurer).-I rise to order.
The question is division No. 82 of the
Attorney-General's Estimates, and lll)t the
ruling of the Chairman, which cannot be reo
viewed without notice.
Mr. McGRA1'H.-The honorable gentleman has quoted some other rule. I was dealing with a new standing order, 78c, which
is as follows :After any question has been proposed either in
the House or in any Committee of the whole, a
motion may be made by any member, rising in his
place. and without notice, and whether any other
member is addressing the Chair or not-'· That the
question be now put," and unless it shall appear
to the Speaker or Chairman that such motion is an
abuse of the rules and forms of the House, an in·
fringement of the righti'l of the minority, or is
moved for the purpose of obstructing business, the
motion-" That the question be now put" shall be
put forthwith and decided without amendment or
debate, and no other motion shall be ma.de or
question of order raised until such motion has been
disposed of.

Do you honestly believe, Mr. Chairman,
that there has been an unnecessary waste of
time in connexion with the Solicitor·Gene·
ra.l's Estimates?
Mr. MUHHAY.-Put the question.
Mr. McG RATH.-I am asking the Chairman for information. The standing order
saysAnd, unless it shall appear to the Speaker or
Chairman that such motion is an abuse of the
rules and forms of the House, an infringement of
the rights of the minority.

Although we were beaten at t.he polls we are
here in our representative capacity, and
surely we have a right to criticise these
Est.imates. I do not think any hOllorablemem
ber on the Ministerial side of the chamber will
say that there has been any unnecessary
waste of time.
Mr. GRAHAl\1,-'l'WO hours.
Mr. HANNAH.- What does the Minister 0
.Agriculture know about it? He has been
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asleep all the time, and is now ready to support the gag.
Mr. McG RAT H.-The discllssion on the
Est.imates of the Minister of Public Instruction came £1'010 the Ministerial corner, and it
was a most legitimate discul:)sion, and of great
importance to t.he peeple of this country.
The Go\'"ernment are taking this action
.because they think that they have a solid
support behind them. \tVhat would theMinisterial corner think if, when fighting
that certain promises which were given before
the election should be carried· out, theMinistry used. another section of the Committee to still discussion?
The ACTING
CHAIRMAN
(Ml'.
DUl!'Fus).-I do not think this discussion is
in oruer. I was satisfied, otherwise I would
not have put the motion. As to why I gave
my decision, this is from lbayIf two tellers cannot be found for one of the
parties, the division cannot take place, and the
Speaker forthwith announces the decision of the:
House.

Mr. HANNAII.-That is not the point.
MI'. W ATT.-The ruling is given.
Mr. McGRATH.-I understand that,
and I do not want to dispute any ruling theChairman has given.
Mr. WATT.-But it cannot be discussed
after it is given.
Mr. McGRATH.-The Chairman believed that there had been unnecessary discussion. I admit that the standing order
is there, but I promise the Treasurer that he
is not going to be a gainer by what has been
done.
Mr. WATT.-We shall see.
Mr. McGRATH.-We shall see what weshall see.
Mr. COTTER.- We will divide the House
every five minutes.
Mr. McGRATH.-It proves how un·
fair the Treasurer can be to his opponents.
Mr. WATT.-The honorable member did
not hear any of the discussion.
Mr. McGRATH - I have been here the
whole of the day and the whole of the night.
The honorable member for Collingwood has
not been in the House this last two or three
hours. He only came in a few minutes
before the honorable gentleman applied thegag to him, and it is contemptible in the
extreme.·
Mr. SOLLy.-Only four members spoke.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN
(Mr.
DUFFus).- We are dealing with division 82.
The question is that this sum be granted toHis Majesty.
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ask two tellers to act. and whether any
punishment is laid do\~n ill case the two
members asked refuse to act.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
DUFFus).-I have given my ruling.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I move that the Chairman's ruling be disagreed with.
Mr. WAT'l'.- Which ruling?
Mr. ELMSLIE.-The Chairman's ruling
in declaring th;~t the Ayes have it.
Mr. W ATT.-Very well, let the Clerk take
your notice of motion, and then we will go 01'.1
with the business.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-No.
Mr. WATT.- You 'cannot move it now.
Mr. ELM~LIE.-\Vhy?
Mr. W ATT.- You have to give notice of
it.
Mr. ELMSLIE -Show me the procedure.
Mr. WATT.-I am not going to educate the
honorable member on procedure. I am not
the Chairman.
·~11r. ELM~LIE.-I am justly ent.itled to
ask under wha.t sta.ndillg order the Chairman gives his ruling.
I will move th'll.t the
Chairriuan's ruling be dil:Jagreed with, and the
Chairman can rule the motion out of order or
not.
The ACTING
CHAIRMAN (Mr.
DUFFUS).--'rhe practice is that an honora.ble
member shonU give llotice.
Mr. McGRA l'1I.-I would suggest, with
all due deference to you, Mr. Chairman, that
the Chairman of Comm'ittees, Mr. Cra.ven,
should take the chair, and then we will discuss with him the question of your ruling as
If any sudden disorder shall arise in Commit· to the method in which vou dealt with the
tee, Mr. Speaker shall resume the chair, without last division. ] would point out that standany question being put.
ing order 114 states-Mr. WATT.-There is no disorder; it is
In case there should not be two tellers for
only that the question before the Chair is one of the parties, Mr. Speaker, or the Chairman of the Committee, shall forthwith declare
not being put.
the resolution of the House.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (FitzToy).-ltaly tells
Turkey there is no trouble now that she has That is where there are not two tellers.
Actually no division has been taken, and
got what she wants.
I
would
Mr. ELMSL[E.-One of the Standing disorder has been created.
suggest that the Chairman himself (Mr.
Orders statesCraven) take the chair, and that we
In case there should not be two tellers for one
of the parties, Mr. Speaker, or the Chairman, shall submit the question to bim, so that we
may know how to act in a like emergeucy in
forthwith decla.re the resolution of the HOllse.
There were certainly more than two honorable the future. No one is clear as to whether
members on this (the Opposition) side of the the procedure adopted by the Acting Chairchamber, and the Chairman asked two who man on thi:s occasion is correct. He dec1ared-" The Ayes have it," without even
were sitting hare to act as tellers.
The ACTING
CHAIRM.A.~
(Mr. looking round to see whether they had a
. DUFFUS).-I nominated two after the Clerk majority .
had asked all that side of the House.
Mr. W ATT.- The records of t he House of
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I want to find out what Com mOllS are full of exam r1es of such prostallding order gives the Chairman po\rer to cedure. They are all in JJla,y.
Mr. McGRATH.-Will the Treasurer
get up and apologize for moving the gag?
Mr. W ATT.-I did not move any gag.
;\1]1'. ELMSLIE.-Two
posit.ions have
arisen. As to the first one I admit that you ..
Mr. Chairman, ruled <quite within your rights
aceording to the Standing Orders in ruling
that the qnestion "That the qnestion be
now put" should be put. You considered
that., under the standing order, you were
entitled to put. it. But another question
has arisen, which alters the complexion
of matters altogether, and that is that a
division was claimed, the bells were rung, and
the Committee divided. Members had taken
up their positions on each side of the chamber.
Following the usual custom, as far as I know
it, the Clerk asked two. honorable members
on this (the Opposition) side of the chamber
to act as tellers. Those two hOllorable
members refused to act as tellers. You did
not exhaust the membert:! on this side.
Sir ALKXANDER PEACOCK.-You can't
exhaust them-that is the trouble.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-You, Mr. Chairman,
did not ask any other honorable members
on this side whether they would !lct as
tellers, but shortly afterwards declared that,
as thflre were no tellers for this side, the
Ayes have it. In my opinion, the Chairman
assumed a right that he has no authority
for under any standing order, or any
ruling or direction given by Muy, or
Todd, or anybody else. Personally, I think
the proper way to get out of this tangle is to
resort to standing order 136, which is as
follows : -
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The
ACTING
CHAIRMAN (Mr.
DOFFus).-1 have given my ruling.
If
any honorable member disagrees with it, he
can gi ve notice to move to that effect.
Mr. EUlSLIE.-I will certainly give
notice .
.Au. J. ""V. BILLSON (Fitzro.y).-I would
like to ask you, Mr. Chairman, whether, in
the event of a division being taken, say, on
the next item, and the majority being on the
Government side, and in the event of your
nominating as tellers two members on the
other side who are not capable-:Mr. VV AT'l'.-That is not a question; it is
a con undru m.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Filzroy).-Have
. you the power, Mr. Chairman, to declare
that, although the majority sits on the other
::;ide, and each and all of them are willin;s to
act as tellers, yet because members on this
f:.ide refuse to act in that capacity you can
declare the vote against us ?
The
ACTING
CHAIRMAN
(1\fr.
DUF.lWS ).-That matter has been disposed
of.
Mr. J. W. BILLS ON (Fitz,t'oy).-If you
cannot deal with it, had you not better leave
the chair?
The
ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
DUFFUS). The honorable member for
Albert Park said he would give notice of a
motion di~agreeillg with my ruling.
"\ir .•J. W. BILLSON (~lj'itZ1·oy).-That
has Bothing to do with the question I
asked.
;'Jr. VVATT.-Nor has the question you
asked anything to do with the question before
the Chair.
Mr .•J. W. B[LLSON (F~tzroy).--I do
not say it has.
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-I think I
have a personal grievance that all this
noise and confusion has taken place. I was
sOHnd a::;lcep when it began. These little
breezes do occur, and our actions are sometimes hasty.
}lr. HANNAB.-It is the most dastardly
thing I have ever seen in Parliament.
:'\11'. :MURRAY.-vVe have got on together very well in this Parliament. It hitS
been opr boast that we set an example to
all the other Parliaments in Australia.
Mr. lIANNAH.-We are not to besmoodged
over like that.
J\fr. MURRAY.-The Acting Chairman
hlS complied with the Htanding Orders, but
now 1 think the best thing is to forget aU
about it and get on with the business.
Mr. TUNNJ<:CLIFFE.- We cannot forget an
iron hand of that kind.
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Mr. MURRAY.-There is nothing of that
kind. There is no attempt to use tyrannical
force. The author of such a standing
order as that might be pardoned for pntting
it in motion just once, if only out of cUliosity to see how it would work. I think the
effect it has had will make us very careful
about putting it into operation again. No
one likes to do a thing of that kind.
~ir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Hear, hearpeace, perfect peace.
Mr. MURRA Y.-Yes. Christmas time
is at hand, a period of "Peace on earth,
good will to men." Let t.here be peace on
both sides of the Chamber. We know the
wise advice which was given by such an old
parliamentarian as Mr. Gladstone. He said
that no man in the House of Commons ever
lost his temper without regretting it ten
minutes afterwards.
:\11'. J. W. BIr~L80N (Fitzl'oy).-I don't
believe Gladstone said that. I must ask
Brother Stead to inquire about it.
Mr. MURRAY.-H we do not regret it
we ought to do so.
Now, have I not put a
little oil on the troubled waters, and restored
ourselves t.o that equanimity which we should
alwRYs display in debate that judicial frame
of mind without which no qnestion can be
fairly dealt with in Parliament?
Mr. HANNAH.-There is 110 question
about the temper that has prevailed in the
Chamber within the last few minutes. I was
simply trying to remind the Committee of the
promise made to me by the Premier in regard
to the question of jurors' fees, when the
iron haud was applied.
I had not. occupied
the attention of the Committee for more
than ten minutes.
Mr. ::\lcBRIDE.-It seemed longer.
Mr. HANS" AH. - Yes, becanse the
honDrable gentleman was asleep. I have
not forgiven the Treasurer. I am prepared
to overlook a good many things, but as a
menlber of this House, 1 am not going to be
bulldozed when I am on my feet flgbting for
a principle or a right. I remember that the
honorable member for Allandale was not too
swed on tho standing order that has just
been put into operation. There was no
justification whatever for bringing it into
force on thi8 occasion, and I hope it will be
the last time of doing so, so fa.r as this
Parliament is concerned.
l\h. TVNNEnLIFFE.-The tone of the
Chamber has been considerably raised, I
think, as the result of the little breeze that
has just taken place. I think we might now
proceed to discuss these Estimates in detail,
and in such a manner as will enable the
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Treasurer to calm down a bit, instead of
endeavouring to bring his brutal mel hods
into (lperation. Of course, it is quite (JoslSible
to " bullock" these b:stimates through.
Mr. MUHRAY.-Now, if Willis were in the
chair you would be put out in the corridor.
Mr. TUN ~ECLIFFE.-Fortunately, we
are preserved from the dominance of the
Labour party. I desire to refer now to the
Department of the. Comptruller of Stamps
and Collector of Imposts. I notice that this
gentleman receives a salary of £50U, which
is the maximum of his class. I t seems unfortunate that any officer should be recei ving
the maximum salary of his class. Surely, It
is high time that this maximllm should be
raised in the interests of the Public ServICe,
and I hen, perhaps, we might be able toshift up
this officer uutil he reaches a salary of £ 1,l,00
or £2,OUO a year. Then of cour~e, owing to his
grea.ter purchasing pow~r, the general public
would share in his pros perI ty. Of cou rse,
£500 does not seem a very elaborate sum
for an officer to receive who is the Comptroller of ~tamps and Collector of I mpolSts.
No doubt large sums of mllnt>y pa~s through
his hands, and it seems to me t hat the salary
is hardly commensurato with the value of his
services to the community.
The honorable
member for Fitzroy points out that this
gentleman is classified in "L." I do not
know exactly what that means. It is one of
those occasions when yon are permitted to
leave out the aspirate without in any
way disfiguring the English language.
There are four clerks who receive £4073, but
last year received £.-): 3. It looks like
a considerable reduction. I cannot understand why one gentleman should receive the
maximum and another l't·ceive an increase.
It is a matter that the Treasurer might
explain for the information of honorable
members. The next item I come to-five
clerks are to receive £7· 0 this year, whereas
on last year's Estimates the amollnt was
£859. The sum total makes out 1:1. reduction
in the estimated expenditure for the present
financial year as compared with the previous
one. J n these times of generous prosperity,
when we have been adding to the teachers'
salaries, and as we !-,ropose to make illcreases
in nearly every branch of the service, it is
unfortullate 1.0 find, in this Department,
in which the liberties of the citizelJs are
controlled, and which comes into intimate
contact with the life of the people, this
cheeseparing policy on the part of the titate,
but it seems to be characterisl ic of the attitude of the Treasurer. It is unfortunate
that he should have his name associated with
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the reduction of salaries in this Department.
l\'lr. W ATT.-There is no reduction at all.
Mr. TUNNEGLIFFE. - 1 am merely
going by the figures, amI I have no doubo
that the Treasurer will be prepared to make
an explana,t ion at considerable length. 1 will
sit down if he will undertake to make an
elaborate explanation that' will occupy our
~ ttention till 8 o'clock in the morning.
I can
assure the Committee
that honorable
members 011 this (the Opposition) side of the
House arE' elljoying themselves thuronghly.
The hOllorable member for Fitzl'OY was called
out of his hath ill a state of great excite\Ueno
to take part in the discussion.
Mr. tT. W. BILLSON (Pitzroy).-I wasa bit
wet.
Mr. TUNNE:CLI.FFE -We all feel con.
siderably cooler now alld in an attil ude that
will enable us to enjoy ourse! ves for the rest
of the mortling. Jf tile Government would
act generously to honoraLle mem bel'S who'
have kept a quorum, and have not slumbered:
on the benches like the Premier, they would'
invite us to breakfast and then we could go
home to return to work again at II o'clock.
I t is certain that no Olle is in the mood for
doing serious work after the episode that has
just occurred. Jf the Treasurer would entertaiu us with an enlightening disquisition on
COnstitll tional goverunlent, or on the
branches of the Dep'Utment that J am discussing-Mr. WATT - I should like to give you a
les-.;on 011 wiud bags.
Mr. TO N ~ ECLIFFE.-The honorable
gentleman knows something about that,
because he ha~ the reputation of being one
of the great~st windbags that ever belonged
to the A.N.A. I have shown some of the
anomalies that exist. in the salaries paid in:
this Department. "Vben I come 10 subdivision .No.3 1 find a machine man whose
maximum salary is £16~, and who receives
that amount. It seems that he never receivl'd anything but the maximum salary.
It is here in black type and 1 snppose we
have to take it for granted. I should like
to leal'll from t he Treasurer, who is a perfect
mine of inf,)rmation, what a machine man is.
Mr W ATT.- You ought to kuow.
~Jr. TUNNECLIFFE.--The honorable
gentleman ought to kllow some' hing about
their politicR, because he has been controllinO'
the machine that has worked his will durin~
b
the last year oJ;' two. If he would ex!-,Iaill
what a machine man is and why he is entitled to £ 1ti8 per annum I am snre honorable memLers on this (lhe Opposition) side-
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of the House would be pleased and gratified
with the information. VVe are hungering
and thirsting for knowledge as some people
in the ancient days hungered and thirsted
8.fter righteousness. We think it is the
duty of the gentleman who is such an expert
on constitutional matters to give us all the
information he has.
Mr. WATT.-Did you ever read standing
order 78D ?
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-I have not read
it, but I am in the humour for having
standing orders applied to me. It is an
interesting experience in a man's life. The
application of 780 might be a pleasing
diversion. I am going over the items seriatim, and I have not yet had !1n opportunity
of repeating myself, but I might have to go
back on some of the items. The next item
is "Machine man's assistant and packer,"
and this gentleman received £ 114 last tinancial year. Perhaps he is associated with the
man who contested the seat at Williamstown
at t.be la.st elections, and as the Tnasurer
had something to do in determining whom
the Government would support in that contest, he ought to give us some information.
I take it for granted that the packer referred
to here is the gen tleman who took some part
in recent political events. While he is intitled to a maximum of £132, he is receiving
only £ 126, which is not a very generous
wage to pay to a gentleman with the comprehensive title of "machine man's assistant and packer." Now I come to a messenger
who started at £6 S. Then the Treasurer had a
fit of generosity, or the Government mllst
have been swayed by the wave of public
opinion, because in the following year they
raised the messenger's salary to £ I02, thus
almost doubling it. Then they regretted
their generosity and docked £2 for the sake
of uniformity, so that for this year he is to
When the Treasurer
receive only £100.
indulges in such parsimony he ought
to explain it. It does not seem fair
that the honorable gentleman should go round
with a red pencil alld duck £2 off the messenger's sala;'y whilst he allows the collector
of imposts to reeeive £500. Then I find embossers-boys-and there are two of them
who received £90 last fina!lcial year and are
to receive £9! this year, whilst the lIIaximum
salary is £72.
The Estimates are compiled
in such a perspicuous manner that yon
can grasp almost at a glance the exact
position of the finances of the State. They
show the big economies t.hat have been
practised by this great Libe:'al Government,
under the regis of the National League, in
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straightening the finances of the country.
No doubt, if a Labour Government came
into power, it would be said that ruin would
stare the country in the face. But with
the present Treasurer in power controlling
the finances so carefully, even to the extent
of docking a messenger's salary by £2, we
can understand that the country is perfectly
safe. ;\ 0 doubt some other honorable members would like to discuss interesting items
that follow in the Estimates until my throat
recovers.
The vote was agreed to.
LANDS DEPARTME~T.
Corr.missioner of Crown Lands and Survey,
£187,437.
Mr HANN AH.-I understand that the
Secretary for Lallds has arrived at the
retiring age, and that he intends to retire
at the end of the year. Is that so?
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-Yes.
Mr. HANNAH.-I want to ascertain
why special favours are bestowed on certain
individuals. If Mr. Skene, who has acted
as Secretary for Lands very worthily and
with greac success, has to retire, and if
other members of the service have to retire
when they reach a certain age, why does the
Ministry keep the present Commissioner of
Police in office?
Mr. McBRIDE.-He is under a different
Act.
Mr. HANNA H.-The Government have
extended his time beyond the retiring age.
Mr. )1CBRIDI<~.-I do not think the retiring age applies t,) him.
Mr. HANNAH.-Then why was his
time extended?
:Mr. H. McKI~NZIE (Rodney).-There was
no extension.
Mr. HANNAH.-If the retiring age does
not apply to tha,t office, I suppose Mr. O'eallag han will remain there. ~eeing that the
Sccretary for Lands has to retire, I rose to
ascert.ain why fish is made of one and flesh of
another.
Mr. H. McKENZIF. (Rodney).-"Ylr. Skene
is two years over the age, as a matter of
fact.
Mr. HANN AH.-It is most important
that we should have uniformity in this
matter. I fail to recognise that there is any
special qualification in any individual, particularly the gentleman I have llamed, that
he shuuld be retained to the detriment of
others in the service. It i~ the policy of the
Government to keep him there.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I take it that, in connexion with this Department, there will be
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.an interesting discussion, because I notice
that it includes the following item :-" Overseas advertising, assisting desirable persons
to Victoria, £40,000." During this brief
-sessio11, and in previons Pariialllents, as well
!;l·S upon the hustings, wherever almost a
canaidate stood in opposition to the Labour
party, the statement was made, over and
.over again, that our party is opposed to
immigration.
Even the. young member
representing Ballarat 'Vest made that charge
.against the Labour party when seconding the
motion for the adoption of the Addresl'3-inReply. At the present time we are supposed
to be filling Victoria with desirable citizens
We have been told that the loss of
abroad.
-our population, t he drift of citizens from Victorian shores, has been stopped by t.he great
Liberal. Government.. A delegatioll, headed
by the Minister of Lands himself and Mr.
Mead, was sent abroad, and we have had
Mr. Whitehead and agenls innumerable in
Enrope.
Weare told that, as a result, the
.drift .has stopped
Ever since I can
l'emember, we have had controlling the
destinies of the State, and rnaldng its laws,
either Liberals or Conservatives. Whenever any piece of legislation is referred
to, we are told by members on the
Ministerial side of t.he House, that the good
old Liberal party gave us that 1egislat.ion.
It is hardly wort.h while discussing whether
the assertions made are true, but if we stndy
· the political history of our country, we find
that some of the most beneficent Acts under
which we are living to-day were llot passed
by the Liberal party at all. Some of the
most democratic Acts on the statute-book
were given to us by what is known
as the Conservative party.
If we look
through English history, we find that some
of the most beneficent Acts were carried by
· the Conservatives. In England to-day there
are many working men who are prononnced
Conservatives. At any rate it does not matter
· much who gave us the legislation on the
.statute-book. .Let me direct the attention of
· honorable members who see so much virtue
in the word "Liberalism," and who are so
proud to have beeu returned under the
banner of Liberalism, to the proud hoast now
made, that the drift of population from Victoria haR been stopped by the Liberals. The
Liberals have been in power practically all the
time we have had responsible government
in this ~tate.
The Labour party has never
been in power in the Victorian Parliament.
The conditions which have arisen through
(jerI ain legislation have not arisen through
· Jabour legislation, but through liberal legis-
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lation. It has been freely admitted that for
years this State has been falling st.eadily
behind so far as population is . concerned.
During the la-st fifteen or twenty years
this I':itate, which is called t.he garden
of Australia, has failed to retain within the confines of its borders those who
If we
first saw the light in this State.
were to turn up the stat.istics we would find
that for many years, nuder Liberal Governments, Victoria was losing her population at
an enormous rate. We cannot· get away
from the fact that under the sDlendid
Liberal pr.~l'ty, Victoria has lost so~e hundreds of thousands of her citizens. 1£ we
take the figures for twenty years ago, we nnd
that our pop Illation is less now than it would
have been if we had retained the natural
increase. I think we will find that if, for
ten years, we had retained Ollr llatural increase of population-that is, the excess of
births over deaths-our population would
have been more than it wa::; by 160,000.
The figures show that the sons and
daughters of Victorians fonnd the conditions created by the legislation of Victoria to be mch that they could not
earn a livelihood in the country in which
they first saw the ,light of day. The chtim
is not made that under a Liberal Governn~ent we :-tre increa8ing our population by
attracting people to our shores owing
to altered conditions, bnt the claim is
made that the great Liberal pa.rty, owing
to its immigration policy, is increasing the
population.
I do not propose to argue
whether that is correct or not, but I
propose to deal with the reasons that were
given for sending a delegation to Europe and
America for the purpmle of attracting desirable people to our shores. The claIm was
put forward hy the Ministry, and by responsible officers, that in order to make the
new irrigation system about to be inil iated
by, and caaied out under the directivll of
Mr. Elwood Mead a success, it was the duty
of the Ministry to send abroad men who
would be able to find expert irrigationists.
I am bonnd to admit that I thoughL that
was a good idea, and I say now that our
irrigation scheme is in grave danger of proving a failure, because we have not. experts to
teach the people what to dc. It would be
a good thing if some real experts were
brought out t.o Victoria and placed upon
some of the irrigation settlements. Great
man as Mr. Mea.d is, it is too much to expect
that he can administer the great Water Supply Department, and also have time at his
disposal to go to the irrigation settlements
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and to teach the people, whom we are bring- went to those particular places where there
ing ont frum the slums and cities of the old is no irrigation at all.
world, how to make a living upon the land
:Nl r. SNOWBALL. -The best irrigationists
by means of irrigation. Su much depends are in Derry.
upon the success of our irrigation scheme,
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I did not know they
and so great will be our loss if it is a failure, went to Derry, They went to Londonderry~
that the Minister can afford to run no risks,
Mr. ~NOWBALL.-That is Derry.
and he ought to see immediately that real
Mr. ELM~LIK-The people who were
experts are placed on the irrigation settle- induced to come here by the honorable
ments to assist the men who have taken up gentlemen and the agents scattered through-·
the blocks. I said j nst now that the reason out the length and breadth of the United
put forward for sending a delegation to Kingdom, with some in Denmark who artt
Europe and America was that we must have paid £1 per head, are not irrigation experts.
at all. r notice that the Minister said theexpert irrigators.
Mr. McGRATH.-We got experts from other day that there are bound to be some
wasters among the people we bring out.
London.
Mr. ELMSLTE.-It is true that the 'Ve sent home two able men, filled with.
Minister of Lands a'ld Mr. EI wood Mead enthusiasm, and with the strongest desire
went to Italy. but they were told that t.hey to bring out people· who would teach.
were not wanted there-that the aut.horities the ignorant Australians all about ir·
would not allow the men whom they were rigation, and so make the irrigation experiafter to leave the country. I suppose they ment a pronounced success, ann yet.
were too valuable an asset. .Mr. Elwood we find in a few months' time that they have'
Mead and the ~1 inister of Lands then went to brought out some wasters, and they say that.
Eng!alld for expert irrigationists. I want to we are bound to have some failures. Thereby
let honorable members knew the places hangs another tale, which ] do not propose.
where these expert irrigationists were sought to deal with just now; but if there be many
for. The delegation was looking for men failures on these irrigation blocks they will
who were going to teach Victorians how to not be amongst the men who are striving to.>
become successful irrigatorR. On page 3089 earn a living on the blocks. I think most
of Hansard for 1910, honorable members of the wasters will be found in other direcwill find the programme of the Victorian tions, and not amongst the men settled _on
delegation. On Monday, the 11th July, the the soil. The gentlemen who went homee
delegation went to Tunbridge Wells from 3 were to bring out thousands of settlers, a..
to 6 o'clock p.m. Fancy going to Tunbridge splendid type of men, and the lands that thtt
Wells to look for expert irrigators to teach Victorians would not look at were to bemen in the arid portions of Victoria how to rushed. Of the thousands of people who·
carry out irrigation! The next items in the have been induced to come here there are non
many settlers, expert. or otherwise, who·
prograrl1me were as follows : Tuesday, 12th July-Ashford, 3 to 6 p.m. have gone on the land. We find in the
Wednesday, 13th July-Canterbury, 10 a.m. to A1'gUS this morning a significant statement
1 p.m ; Rochester, 3 to 5 p.m. ; London, 6 p.m. ; that there is a dead-lock so far as applicants.
Thursda.y. 14th July-Rea.ding, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. ; for land under closer settlement are conBath, 3 to 6 p.m. Frida.y, 15th July-Bristol, 11
a. m. to 5 pm.
Saturday, 16th July-Taunton, cerned. That shows beyond the shadow of'
II a.m. to I p.m.; Exeter, 3 to 7 p.m. Monday, a doubt that the Commission which pro18th July-Plymouth, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. ; Exeter, mised so mnch has failed absolut.ely in carry5 to 8 p.m.
ing out the promises that were made. Talk
Un the 18th August we find them about the splendid type of men that were·
landing in Londonderry.
What does the being brought here-take the last consignhonorable member for Brighton think of ment by the Gothic. 'What did the Age'
that? But what I want to call attention to n~wspapel' say when describing the class of
is the fact that we ltnd the people have been men and women that were coming out? It
humbugged so far as the settlers supposed to said that 80 per cent. were desirables;
have been brought out are concerned. rIhe 20 per cent. then were undesirables. If
excuse was, " We don't want to bring people that be true, greater care should beout in a wholesale fashion; we don't want to exercised in t~'e selection of these immi··
bring out artisans or tradesmen, bllt what grants who are being brought out a'
we' desire as absolutely essential to secure our expense. We have room here, and,
success in our irrigation policy is that we I believe, the opportunity, for any number
should get eXl'erts in irrigation."
They of men of the right sort, but we have not a.
I
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:single inch of room for wasters of any deseri ptiOll, whether bred here or imported.
Mr. J. CA:\IERON (Gippsland East).-All
the Gothic people were snapped up in a
week.
1\h. EL~1~LIE.-It is easy to make a
statemellt of that kind. Go down the streets
and you will Ree plenty of them looking
about-whether they are looking for work 01'
not I do not know.
Mr
HANNAH.-Hundreds have taken
houses in the suburbs.
~!r. EL.\i::-;LIE.-Good luck to them now
they are here, I say.
'Vhat I want to complain abollt is the want of supervision
on the other side of the world. :Mauy
(}f the people we have brought out at
the public expelJse are not desirables in any
shape or form.
Mr. J. CAlIIEIW:S- (Gippsland East).-You
overlook the fact that we are getting a.
number of nominated people.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-l am not overlooking
the fact.
I think the syst.em of nomination
is mueh the better method of obtaining immi:gl'ation.
Mr .•J. CA:mmo:s- (Gippsland 1?ast).-We
have no control over that.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-In my opinion we have
the best of cont.rol. In the first place,
the friends of nominateJ immigrants have
to advance the money, and be responlSible
for them, and there is a guarantee that when
the Hew arrivals come here there will
be somebody to offer them the haud
of welcome and friendship and assist them
to obtain employment. We can be absolutely
~ertain that no person here will ad vance
mouey and bring people from the other side
of the world who are going to be a source of
annoyance to him.
I believe that every
honorable member is desirous uf settling
upon the land men who are likely to be suc-cesflflll.
I believe that our system of closer
settlement under irrigation is in such a
-critical position that the greatest care will
have to be exercised in the selection of men
who take up the blocks. If we wa.nt to
insure success we n1ust IJave at once experts
from somewhere in order to prevent men who
are working hard from making mistakes that
will bring about their ruin.
~ome men are
working from 5 o'clock in the moming until
10 o'e!ock at night when it is moonlight, and
there is a danger of their making a failure
because their energies are to a large extent
misdirected.
There is a danger, if there
should be failures, that it will btl said that
these men have not been triers. and that they
have been wasters; and the responsipility fO'r
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the mistakes ,,,,hieh may be made will not be
thrown on the right shoulders, but. on the
shoulders of men who have put up a brave
fight. Men who have been struggling for
months are now leaving these settlements
every week, not because they are wasters, but
because they have been brought here under
a misapprehension, or false promises have
1 am not
been held out to them.
making that charge against the Minister,
because some of these people will tell you
that they knew absolutely what they were
coming to, and that they find things were
not overstated, while other men iyill tell you
a different story altogether.
The reason
they are compelled to leave is because they
are not experts, but men, possibly, who have
spent most of their Ii ves in the cities of the
old world. If that kind of thing is going on,
failure is writ large over onr irrigation effort
in Victoria, and we cannot afford t.o ha va
that. Irrigation means prosperity or otherwise in this ~tate. I would urge the Minister to see at once if somethillg cannot be
done to save many of these immigrants who
are on the land to-day from being driven
off the land. 1 believe t hat leSt) attention
should be paid to tile hollow cries in lllany
directions about a great seal'city of artisans,
and that lllore attention should be pa.id
to the introduction of men who are acquainted with the methods of irrigation.
Further, I believe that Ministers themselvcs
recognise that their efforts in this direction
ha ve not been a success.
If we are to
believe what appenrs in the daily papers, the
Government have now arranged for an excursion of lalld-seek~rs from A merica. They
have chartered a steamer to bring men ont
from the irrigation districts in the United
Statee, in order to see what illducement ',ve
have to offer them to settle bere.
Mr. IlANNAH.-It will run into a bit of
money all right.
Mr. ELMS LIE. - 'Ulere is no doubt
about that. I am inclined to think that,
owing to the class of immigrants we are
settling on these irrigation bloc:'i::!, it
will run into a lot of money yet, before
the ~tate reaches the end of its financial
rpspon"ibilities in this direetion.
The 1\1 inister of I.Jands, 111 a speech
he
made on
his return from the
mission
abroad,
gave an interesting
aC\!Oullt of what he had seen in passing
through America, and we were led to believe
that experts were to be obtained from the
irrigation centres there in order to iustruct
our own people in the best methods to pursue.
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We now find that that is not the case.
one, except Mr. Mead, has

No

been brought

from America.
We have brought immigrants only from the crowued illdustrial
centres of the Old World, and these I),re the
men who are to show us how to irrigate. In
that aspect of the matter I consider the
House has been misled-nay, I would go
further and say it has been absolutely beThere would have been more
trayed.
criticism respecting the expenditure of
money in this direction had we known when
that mission went· abroad that it was going
to confine its efforts to a very great ext.ent
to the congested centres of the Old World.
Then we were told that we were going to get
some of the best experts from among the dairy
farmers of Denmark. I do not know that
we have any snch immigrants as yet settled
in any part of Victoria. I think that immigration of the kind that is taking place is
brought about very largely by false pretences,
and that it should be ulocked in t,he future. If
we are to bring men out here the greatest
care must be taken that they are men who
will be of some use to us after the public
have paid the piper Wo must recognise that
we cannot control the future of this country,
so far as the climate is concerned. ] n
Australia the seasons have probably more
rapid effect 011 the economic conditions of
the country than in any other part of the
world. The present contmuance of good
seasons cannot go 011 for ever. If the sea':!ons
would continue as they have been for the
last few years I believe we could mop up
these immigrants and find employment for
them. But if bad seasons come there are
troublous times ahead in connexion with onr
irrigation policy. Let me quote what Mr.
Mead said about Dellmark in the report he
presented on returning from the mission to
Europe and A merica. He saidWhile in Denmark. a study was made of the
Small Holdings Act, which is doing so much for the
fa.rmers of Denmark' and for the devolopmellt of
the country. Under this Act large estates, includ ..
ing church lands and private estates, have been
subdivided into holdings varying from 4 to
20 acres, which are being sold to farmers on
long time. This subdiv'sion and closer settlement
has had a marked success.
Nowhere did the
delegation find a more content.ed population or
greater enthusiasm and confidence as to the
future. The small farms make for industry, independence, and education, Families live better,
have larger incomes and more interest in their
\\-ork than when men worked for wa.ges on large
holdings. Ownership of land has stimulated study
of how to increase the fertility of the soil, to better
the quality of products and lessen the cost of
marketing. Some of the methods and r~sults have
heen described in the Victorian press by the
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special commissioner of the Times and Herald, who
accompanied the delegation.
They are full of
suggestions and encoura.gement to this State.

There is no more ardent believer ill irrigation,
when couducted on proper lines, than 1 am
myself.
Further titan that, I believe
we have in Mr. Mead one of the ablest
men who could be placed at the head
of that Department. Let me say that,
in my opinion, we are not treating Mr.
Mead fairly by any ineans. Weare expecting too much of him.
1t is impos8ible for one man
to have the
control of a. Department like that, with
the responsibility of thinking out its
schemes and also attending to every
little detail of administration.
If we place
too much reliance upon the efforts of one
man we shall, ere long, be up against a bad
time, so far as irrigatiolJ is concerned, and
the blame will rest, not upon our engineer,
Mr. Mead, but upon the Go\'ernmellt, who
professed their desire to bring out irrigation
experts, and have failed-miserably and
absolutely failed-to carry out their promise.
I am 1I0t vain enough to think that Australians need no training 01' teaching from out.·
side. If we had a few expert irrigutiOllists.
scattered about our irrigation settlements I
believe that the word· picture painted by Mr.
Mead wonld be quickly realized in Victoria ;.
but the Government have gi\'en 0111' closer
settlement scheme a bad send-off. It is now
in a dangerous and precarious position, and
it will need great wisdom and foresight to
prevent greater failures than we have hitherto
experienced.
Mr. HANNAH.-I think the Ministry
must admit that the speech jnst delivered by
the honorable member for Albert Park was a
very able and f:tr-reachin).! one
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).--A good
croaking speech.
Mr. HANN AH.-I do not see anything of
a croaking nature in it.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-The honorable member for Albert Park has been very
fair in some things, bnt in others he has been
absolutely wrong
Mr. HANNAH.-I do not think' so. I
agree to a very large extent with the honorable member for Albert Park in the attitude
he takes U:,J. I am strongly of opinion that
we are paying too big a price for the immigrants who have been brought here up to
the present time, and that they are HOt the'
right cla.ss of men to fill the bilL Theamonnt which is being spent a;ready on our'
immigration policy-£40,OOO a year-is a
very large sum. Surely the Minister of
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is a much better thing to encourage
our own men, who have bnt little
capital, to settle 011 these lands.
If
yon want the men who quickly adapt themssl ves to their surroundings and. build up
homes for themselves and families, you will
find them in Victoria. The Government
can afford to be liberal to our own people.
Mr. H. McKESZIE (Rodney).-'l hey have
the same opportunities as others.
Mr. HANNAH.-But we must Ilot forget
the enormous cost to the co~ntry of bringing
these people here.
If the Government
offered inducements to our own people, a
number of artisans from our cities would
settle on the land. The man with a trained
mind, the man who has been trained in his
craft, is the man, if you give him the opportunity, who will make a home for himself in
an irrigation district, and will after a year or
two prove to be a very capable man in turning the land to account. This is the direction in which the Govern~ent ought to be
more liberal. They should make it possible
for our artisans to get access to these lands.
The Government are spending money in
attracting people from abroad who have had
no experience whatever and who will take
If I were asked" Are you going to get any of the years to get the necessary experir.nce. Does
men who are already settled on the land in America"? any honorable member think that a wise
I should say " No, we are not. I think those men policy? I do not.
are alr~dy doing wonderfully well. They are in
:M:r. H. McKENZ[(~ (Rodney).-We would
a good climate and the conditions of life are as
good as we can give them. Every1thing about them not bring them from abroad if our people
is satisfactory, and I do not think you will get would go on to the land.
many men of that class. The man we are going to
Mr. HANNAH.-During the last ten
get is the man who cannot get on the land in the
United States, because of the very high price of it. years we have lost thousands of men who
I think we will get a good class of men of that have gone to vVestern Australia, Queensland,
character from America."
New Sout.h Wales, and elsewhere. as t,he
Mr J. CAMERON (Gippsland Eust). -Men with
result of our policy. We have not been
large experience?
Mr. McKI~NZIE.-Yes; and men who have making an effort to hold onr own. .
sa.ved a little money, but whose capital i:l not
:J1r. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-We have
sufficient to enable them to buy land at the
enormous prices that are now ruling throughout the most liberal land policy in the Commonwealth.
America.
.
Mr. HANNAH. - We are no doubt doing
Mr. H. MoKENzn:: (Rodney).-That is
something now in the right direction. The
what I say now.
Government of Western Australia has been
Mr. HANN AH.-It is very difficult for inducing men without capital to settle there.
men with very little capital to get on the The Agricultural Bank in Western Australia
land in America, and they have to remain makes advances to the settlers up to 75 per
as wage-earners. I am as much interested cent. for work done in improving the land,
in seeing our irrigation scheme a success as whether in sinking dams, ring- barking the
anyone. I know that many of those holding trees, or erecting houses.
land in the irrigation districts are against
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-They are
the policy of the present Government. They
resisted it so strongly that we saw the result developing Crown lands.
Mr. HANN AH.-I recognise that they
a few weeks ago by the way in which they
fought against the Minister's return. If it are able to give greater facilities. They are
is a good thing to encourage the man with getting some of the best of our young men.
Mr. H. MoKENZIE (ll.odney).-They have
small capital to come here from abroad-and,
I may say, that I welcome these men-it attracted the men who made a great deal or

I.,ands must admit that if portion of that
money had been spent in assisting set.tlers in
his oWn district who are without capEal, but
ha vel th e necessary experience, mUJh
better results would be quickly achieved.
If the Government wants to make that question a success the responsibility devolves
upon them of adopting a much more progl'essi ve policy and Olle that will enable men
without capital to settle on the laud. vVhen
Mr. Mead and the late Mr. Garson were
travelling through the irrigation district of
Rodney I had occasion to introduce to them
three or four men I knew at. Shepparton, and
these men clearly proved to the Commissioners one evening in a discussion that if they
could make sure that the Government would.
stand by them for three year::! they would
take up land in the irrigation areas. We see
large sums ot money expended in brillging
here people from abroad who are not successful irrigationists. I do not suppose that the
Minister will say that one out of a hundred
who have come here have any knowledge of
irrigation.
When the .M inister returned
from America and was asked what chance
there was of getting irrigators from America
he said-
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money here, a.nd sold out to get bigger areas
there.
Mr. HANN AH.-I know the sort of
men who went there, because I was
in Western Australia when they started to
go there. The men from Victoria were not
after large tracts of land, and numhers of
them settled on 16:) acres and upwards, and
have been very successful. A brother-in-law
'·of mine, who has just returned from VVe::;tern
Australia, informs me, after going through a
large portion of it, that in some places
hundreds of men are settled, who, previollsly,
were only poor men, and had nothing but
their labour.
If Victorians, without capital
.and means, can be successfully settled in
Western Australia with the assistance given
them by the Government, we can afford to
be still more liberal to reta\n ollr own population. As we are making an effort to get
people from abroad, atlLi spending money for
that purpose, we can afford to be much more
liberal in dealing with our own men who
desire to get on the land. I believe that the
Minister of Lands is q nite honest, and desires
to do the best he can in this direction, but I
do not think that the policy this Government
are pursuing is likely to be very successful.
I dea'lt with this matter of land settlement on
two or three occasions in my constituency,
and nnm bel'S of people told me that if they
could make sure of getting lOO acres of
'land, with or without water, and of making
a home for themselves on it under the policy
our party put before the electors, they would
gladly do so. We strongly advocated the
idea of an agricuhnral bank coming to the
assistance of those who have only t.heir labour
to sell. I remember twenty-eight or thirty
years a.go that relatives of mine went to the
Benalla district, masoll"!, bricklayers, and the
like, and some of them ha.ve proved to be the
most sllcce~~ful settlers in tha.t di~ltrict. I hope
the Government will endeavour to strike ont
on more progre..;sive lines and try to stop tile
loss. of population that is going on. During
the la..;t year or two \""e have not been keeping
our nat· ural increase. If we look at the
statistics of the last cenSHS we find that
in tbe metropolitan area. in ten yell's there
was an increase of over 90~O()O people, whil::,t
the total increa':le for thfl :-';tate amounted to
only 103. It is bad for the State that there
should be such a large increase in the metropolis. The increase in population has
not
taken
place
in
the country.
Would it not be a good thing to enable men
to :,!et from the metropolis on to the land.
If we study the statistiGls, we find that
men have not been leaving the city to settle
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on the land in Victoria, but a large
number have gone to Western Australia,
New South Wales, and Queensland. Recently, through the instrumentality of one
mall, no fewer than five artisans went to Western Australia. There they have' settled on the
land and their families have followed them.
\Vhile we continue under present conditions
we are not likely to arrest the exodus from
our shores. I thoroughly agree with the
remarks of the honorable member for Albert
Park with regard to the expenditure of
£!O,OOO on immigration. If it is true that
the Government h!l.ve indorsed the policy of
bringing excursionists from America to Viotorra, it will entail a heavy expenditure. I am
not against irrigation experts being brought
here. In connexion with the Beet Sugar
Factory at Maffra, I think it would pay the
Government to bring ont ten or twel ve families
experienced in the prod uctiun of beet, who could
intermingle with our own settlers ~vho have
taken up land for the plll'pose of beet growing·. It has been shown that the Labour
party welcomes the right classes of people
being placed on our lands. The honorable
member for Albert Park has shown, however, that the men who are corning t.o Victoria from abroad have no experience in
irrrigatioll or the eultivation of the land.
SOtl1e of those who are going on the land are
cutting a sorry figure. [wa,s told of the
case of one immigrant who went to the S ,\'an
Hill district, and who was employed by a
gentleman well known in another branch of
the Legislature. The immigrant was driving
a team of horses which stopped ill a p001 of
water 18 inches deep. He was unable to get
them out of it. He had to leave the horses
and go for his employer, who with one etfort
got them ou t.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-I have
known a colonial put a collar on a horse the
reverse wav.
Ml'. HA"N:\,AH.-I think the majority of
colonials know not only how to haruess and
drive a hor:-;e, but h()w to get out of a difficulty. It does not matter where you go to
in Victoria - Mr. ~luRRAy.-Now do not say anything
against my country; I am a Victorian.
Mr. HAN NAH.-The son of a worthy
pioneer, and I ask thllt the same opportunities should be afforded people now
to get on the land, as our early
settlers had.
I hope the remarks which
have been made on this subje0t will
bear fruit, and t hat we will be able to arrest
the loss of population by our Stat.e. J t is a
question of the head getting too big for the
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body. The city of Melbourne is becoming
too large, and our popnlation is not suffi(liently distributed throughout the country.
Some say that metropolitan representatives
are always in favourofcentralizatiol1. l'ow,
one has only to look at the class of men
which is being produced in the congested
industrial centres of England, to realize the
difference between them and tliose who came
to Victoria in the early days. Look at the
returns recently presented by two doctor.s in
New South Wales, comparing those working
in the factories with people on the land. I
am a strong ad vocate of getting men in the
city to settle in the country. The la.te Sir
James Patterson and the late Sir John
McIntyre paid me a compliment in this COllnexion. They adopted a most practical
scheme v..t Kardella.
Mr. MURRAY.-I would not be afraid to
put a few like a friend of ours on all irrigation area.
Mr. HANNAH.-Most of the men went
from the building trade. I selected twenty
from the trade, and sixteen went on the
land. Some of them are still there. Others
are on larger areas.
Mr. MURRAY.-You and I want to get
down to Kennedy's Creek before it is too
late.
Mr. HANN AH.-No doubt some of the
men have gone from Kennedy's Creek, but
their sons are coming on.
If their sons
eannot get on the land, they may come to
ihe metropolitan area and work in trades
and callings, or go to other States. If we
adopted a progressive policy, we could
retain
in Victoria men
who
will
otherwise go to other States. As I
say, we are up against a big proposition.
Success is not going to come by introducing
from abroad people who have no experience
in agriculture, horticulture, or viticulture.
Men of that kind will not be so successful
as some of our own men who have had some
knowledge of work in the country. I hope
the discussion will have some influence upon
the future policy of the Minister with regard
to this matter. The criticism of the honorable member for Albert Park was tendered
in the very best spirit, and my criticism
has been tendered in the same spirit. I am
a native of Rodney, which is in the electorate of the Minister of Lands, and I regret
that in that el~ctorate there are men who
are opposed to irrigation. They have large
holdings, and though the State has spent
a huge sum of money on head works and
chahnels, those men still resist the application of the water to the land. I hope tha
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Government wiJl put their back to the wall~
and carry out a most progressive irrigation
policy. With regard to the men who havebeen brought out from the Old Country I
may say that I know some of them.
I have been up to one of the irrigation
settlements, and I
hope during the
Christmas holidays to be able to go there
again.
At the beginning of the year
I introduced to the i.ands Department
a young man who was anxious to
get an irrigated block. He was a capat)le·
young man and, I believe, would have
beC0l'11e an expert. He spent about two or
three weeks in trying to get a suitable block,.
with the result that he got discouraged, and
he is still living in Collingwood.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-He'
must have a faint heart.
Mr. HANNAH.-No, be has not. He
went round the country looking fo), a block,.
and spent a week or two in the city trying t()
get one. 1 introduced him to the Lands Department, and I may sny that Mr. Mead was.
anxious to get him on an irrigated holding,.
but the Closer Settlement Board, while they
were prepared to make concessions to peoplecoming over seas, were not prepared to give
the same opportunities to our own people.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-That is not
correct.
Mr. HANN AH.-I will give the honorable gentleman the name of the applicant.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodne.'1).-There is
not one law for over-sea applicants and one for
Victorian applicc\.l1ts. ,
Mr. HANN AH.-In this instance there
was, and the mau from over· seas got the
block.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-That was
not the only block.
Mr. HANNAH.-It was the block which
the applica~lt considered to be suitable. He
was prepared to take the adjoining block,.
but he could not get it. He was told that
the Hoard had partly promised the blocks to
people eomlIlg from over-sea. Mr. Mead was.
anxiolls to have a Victoriau settler to as:::;ociate
with the others.
Mr. J. CAlIERON (Gi/JPsland Ea.r~t).- That
young man had a weakness for Collingwood.
Mr. HANN AB.-He was prepared to go
on an irrigated block with his family, and to
put up a fair Rum of mouey- £400 or £500.
I believe he w:)uld have been a most sucuessfnl
settler. I would recommend to the Ministerthat Victorians shonld be gi ven the same
opportunity of acquiring land as people from
abroad.
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Mr. HA~lPSON.-It would be a pity to
miss this opportunity of saying something on
such a great question as the land question.

I am a man of peace.

Perhaps the honor-

able member for Collingwood, who has put
up a bat,tIe, is actuated by different motives
from those actuating me. The honorabie
member for Collingwood is not the only man
who likes n. fight. According to the Herald
this week Mr. Murray, the Premier of Vic·
toria, in a letter to Mr. Hugh D. McIntosh,
of the Sydney Stadium, expressed regret that
an engagement would prevent him seeing the
Mc Vea-La.ngford boxing match on Boxing
Day.
Mr. MURRA r.-I would like you to clearly
understand that I do not lIke engaging in
tho::;e things.
Mr. HA \1PSO~.-Last session I brought
up a question with reference to the pnrchase
of the Oak lands Estate by the Lands Purchase and Management Board. The report
of the Department, which has been published, shows that the price asked per acre
was £;~ 5~. The Minister knows that the
land was offered at £2 1:IS. per acre a short
time before it was purchased by the Board.
Mr. H. McKl<:NZlE ~Rodlley ).-I-Iow long
before?
Mr. H AMPSON.-I suppose about three
months at the outside.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodne.y).-I think it
must have been longer than that. The Board
which purch'lsed it was different from the
Board to which it had been previously
offered.
Mr. HAMPSO~.- "What is the URe of
saying that the land was offered at £3 5s.
per acre when it was offered a.t £2 15s. per
acre previously?
Mr. H. l.VlcKl<~NZm (Rorlney).--..Do YOll say
that we gave £ 1 pel' acre mor~ than was
asked for 1
Mr. HAMPSON.-The Board paid lOs.
per acre more than it should have got the
land for.
Mr. H. McKJ<~NZIl~ (Rodne.IJ).-AreJou sure
of that statement?
Mr. HAMPbO~.-Yes; I had the papers
in cOlluexion with the matter placed on the
table of the Li brary.
Mr.
H. McKENZIE (Rodnpy),-The
papers showed that the land was offered at a
certa.in price. It was suhsequently offered
at another price, and was purchased by the
Board.
Mr. HAMPSQN.-The Government were
offered the estate at £2 I fs. pel' acre by
Wallis and Company, of Bendigo.
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Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-Not to the
purchasing authority,
It was offered to the
old Board at that price.
Mr. HAMPSON.-It was offered to theGovernment at £2 15s. per acre. That
offer was turned down. The question was
investigated by three experts, who reported
against .£2 158. per acre being paid.
Theil' valuatiolls ranged from £2 lOs. per
acre to £2 14s. per acre.
The Government paid £15 15s, for the l:)ervicesof those
experts.
The land was then offered to
the State Rivers and "'Tater Supply Commission, but the Commission turned it down
as it was unsuitable for irrigation purposes.
The Government were then ad vised to buy
the est.ate by anction, and they refused to do
so. 1t was then submitted once mere, and
the Government purchased it for lOs. per
acre more than it was originally offered
for.
Mr. H. ~1cKENzm (Rodney).-That is not
au uncommon thing.
Mr. HAMPSON.-If the estate has been
turned down because it is unsuitable for
closer settlement, and has been turned down.
for irrigation purposes, surely the purchase by
the Government at a price of lOs. per "acre
more than was originally asked, requires
some explanation.
Mr. H . .MCKENZIE. (Roane.v)-The explanation is that the estate was purchased by
a different Board from that to which the
first offer was made.
Mr, HA,vlPt;ON.-When the last offer was
submitted, it came Oll the ilJitiative of the
Chairman of the Board (Mr. Kennedy), and he
made a recommendation to the Board that
the Board should have aut,hority to inspect
the estate and purchase it.
There are only
three member!:) of the Board, of w'hich Mr.
Kennedy is the Chairma.n.
He was appointed within a day or two, to inspect the
Oaklunds estate.
He went up almost
immediately. He said there was a fog over
the laud, but he went over it and valued it
in one day.
Mr. THOMSoN.-\Vas Mr. Kennedy a
memher of the Board that refused the estate
on a former occasion ?
Mr. HA MPSON-The proposal for the
purchase vf the estate was turned down by
the ex-Miuister of Lands.
Mr. TROMBON.-It was a different Board
altogether
Mr. HAMPSON.-Three expert valuers
Raid that the estate was unsuitable.
The
State R.ivers and Wattlr Supply Commissioners said it was unsuitable for irrigation
purposes, and the Government paid lOs. per
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-acre more tor it than it was offered to them
for a few months previously. After twelve
months there are three settlers on the estate.
I think that shows that the matter was dealt
with in an uubusiness-like way. There is
another matter which I brought under the
notice of the House last sessiOlI, and whiuh
the Government promised to deal with. I
am glad the Honorary Minister (Mr. Thomson) is at the table~ because I all! about 10
refer to an immigrant named Dinger.
He
came out here as an approved British immigrallt. He sold up his home and busine::ls in
England, and while in London a definite
promise was made to him that he would get
40 acres of land on an irrigation settlement at Cohuna.
The immigrants were
given to understand that when they arrived
here they would have from seven days to
thirteen days time to inspect the lalld, and
that the Government would pay for their
board in the meantime. That was not done
in the case of Mr. Dinger and his family.
He had a wife and ten children, and he had
to pay 25s. per day at the first place he was
sent 10 in South Yarra. After that he was
put to considerable trouble. He could not
get the land that was promised to him in
London.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-No specific
block of land was promised to any man in
London.
Mr. HAMPSON.-I do not say that t.his
man was offered a specific block, but he was
distinctly offered 40 acres of land in an
irrigation settlement, and he understood that
it was at Cohuna. He was prepared to pay
on the deferred payment system for a house.
When he was in England the Government
officials showed him the plans of the house
and everything else.
When he came ont
here he was offered 10 acres of lalld and a
tent. He had never been used to that kind
of thing. The winter was coming on and it
was impossible for him to entertain the proHe went
posal made to him for a moment.
down to Gippsland West, and after consider"
able difficulty he started to earn a crust for
his family by mending boots.
He had
£50 when he landed in Victoria and he
was an intelligen t, industrious, sober man.
When I brought this matter before the House
the Government had not time to listen to it.
and the Honorary Minister ph. Thomson)
. promised thfl.t if I gave him the papers he
would inquire into it. I was satisfied with
that promise, but I wrote to Mr. Dinger a
short time ago, and he says in a letter written
on the 24th November that he has not had any
communication on the matter. The Honorary
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Minister,"therefore, did nothing in reference
to his promise that this mau's case would be
inquired into, because this man has heard
nothing whatever from the Minister. I
think that is an unjust way to treat a man
of this description.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-No man
was ever told he could get an irrigation block
bere with £:')0 of capital.
Mr. HAMP~ON -He says he was asked
certain questions whc,n in London, and that
when he came here, so he was given to understand, he woulLl get 40 acre::; of land in an
irrigation area,
Mr. H. McKI(NZIE (Rodney).-'Vith land
at £9 or £ lOan acre, what could be done
wit:) £.50?
Mr. I-IAMPSO~.-I do lJot know what
inducement the honorable gentleman was
offering to people to come here.
1'1 r. H. McK I<:NZLE t Rodney ).-,TIl e would
not wiltully mislead a. man in that way.
Mr, HAMP~O~.-You say you do llOt
so much want people wit.h money. If a man
lands in this country with £50, I tnke it that
you would be able to give him a chance. This
Government, to be fair, should assist this
man to get a block 0f land in an irrigated
area. lie was given to nnderstand he would
get it.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-He was
never gi ven to understand that by the delegation.
Mr. McGRATH.-The Minister :1oes lIot
know, because he did not iuquire. Did the
Minister make any inquiries?
Mr. THOl\JSoN.-Yes, I did.
Mr. HA.JilP:::;ON.-! took the man's word
for it that. he was promised. I do not think
1:1. man of that description would be induced
to sell up his home where he was not t.oo
badly off, and come out with his wife and
ten children, unless he had a definite promise
from the Government that he would get
land on easy t.erms in an irrigation area.
I read in a publication-l', P's. fVedc1y, I
think-something which shows that this
idea prevails with regard to the term~ and
conditions under which men would get land
here. 1 t is, therefore, no wonder t,hat there
should be erroneons notions as to the mannel'
in which the Government will treat them.
But this man did not accept sl'atements
of that kind. He was careful nbout it .
Mr. H. McK":NZIE (Rodney).-That man
should earn sufficient to live.
Mr. HAMPSO~.-He came here as the
result of the Minister's mission, ttllcl I say
it is up to the Government, even if they
have to stretch a point beyond what they
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would do in an ordinary way, to get in communication with this man, and settle him
upon the lu.nd, if possible.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-'vVe cannot; he has not enotigh capital.
Mr. IIA JIPSON.-It is a pity the Government cannot stretch a point.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-W·ecannot
.give money. away. All.that land is bought
with public money.
Mr. HAMPSON.-He has sons, and, no
<ionbt, he thought tbat if he got a block of
land his sons could work for somebody else
until his own land was in order. How many
people out here have made a success of it
under like circnmstances when they got a
<chance? Immigrants think they can go on a
block of laud and that the Govel'nment will
assist them while they are wait.ing to get
returns. 1 have seen statement,s as to what a
short time immigrants have to wait until they
get retul'llS from the land.
This is a case I
think the Government should take in hand.
My complaints agai1l8t the immigration policy
the Government are adopting is not that we
have not plenty of land, because in Tasmania,
Victoria, and l{iverina we have an area the
size of the United Kingdom with a popula·
tion of 1,500,000, while in the Old Country
there is a population of 44,0()(),000. It is
not that we have not sufficient land. .My
complaint is this: By the statistics you
will lind that there are nearly 600,0:)0 people
in the city of Melbourne. The balance
of the people, over 700,000, are distributed
over the rest of Victoria That is an unbealt hy position, and of the immigrants who
.are being brought in, very few are being
settled on the land. Of the 1,4:00 or 1,nOO
people who come by the Gothic there were
sixty·two who intended to go ou the laud,
or only aboll t a dozen heads of families. If
we ad0p t ed the policy that Canada adopted,
and assisted thIS immigrants who would go on
the laud, the artisan and the ordinary
employe would naturally follow as prosperity
followed. But under the Government policy
there is only one being put on the land for
every twenty ordinary workers, artisans, and
servants that are corning out.
Mr'l H. McKENZIE (Rodne.if).-Canada is
.getting lOO to everyone we are getting.
Mr. HAMPSON.-I am laying down a
sound policy, in my opinion, in regard' to
bringing immigrants into this country.
What will be the result if you only get one
in twenty of the immigrants that are being
brought here placed upon the land ~ "Ve are
~xperiencing a certain prosperity at present
which everybody hopes, but nobody balie\TeR,

will continue.
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The Minister of Lands, as a

man with a good deal of experience, knows

that this prosperity is not likely to contiuue
for ever. If you st.rike a bad season, as
we were within mea~urable distance ot doing
this year, we shall have such a number of
people crowded into Melbourue that soup
kitchens will be reqnired, and we shall have
people clamonring at the door of Parliament,
and dist.ress throughout the country, which
will result in lowering the wage mte throughout Victoria. The .Minister may say that I
am a pessimistic prophet, but I have llot the
slightest d.oubt that that will follow. The
Treasurer said callously, on the fioor of the
House the other day, that we were so prosperous that we (~ollld stan:! a drought. I do
not think we could stand it. We get articles
in the newspaper~ like those written by :\'11'.
Huut, the Government Meteorologist. Ii
occupied a column and a quarter
of
the Age, and in my opinion it is not worth
the room it took up.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsla.,nd East).·-Of
course he has not the experience you have.
Mr. HAMPSON.-I was born here and
have lived here for forty years, and surely I
am as much entitled to an &pinion on this
question as Mr. Hunt is. The fact of his
being a Government official does not give
him more right to express an opinion Oll this
suhject than the Minister or myself has.
Surely one has a right of independent j udgment in regard to a matter about which we
can read and observe. He takes up the
stand that for the future we are not going to
have any droughts, and that the prosperity
of the country is going to be continuous.
Mr. J. CA:\IERON (Gippsland East).-He
does not take up that attitude.
Mr. HAYIPSON.-Here is what he
saysFrom the year 1903 to date Australia has had a.
period of unpa,ralleled prosperity, due almost
solely in the populct.r mind to seasons of exceptional
rainfall. This impression has been repeated so
frequently and glibly as to be accepted as fact, and
having enjoyed these seasons of wealth, due, it
is said, to good rains, the pessimists are looking
forward to a succession of droughty years to follow.
But have we been having these unusual rainy years
since the great drought year of 1902, the worst in
the climatic history of Australia?

Through the whole of that article he endeavours to prove that in the future Australia is not going to have bad seasons, and
in support of that be says that the rainfall
during the last few years has been lower than
for the previolls seven years. That is a
fallacious ground to go upou, as the Minister
will know. If you do not get the rain at the
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proper time it affects the results very materi311y, and it is not within the province of Mr.
Hunt or anybody else to :predict whether we
are likely to get the rains or not. K 0
matter what scientific attainments he has
he cannot state in cold print that we are
going to get the rains at the time we need
them. Take the Dast season. 'Ye had a
critical period rluri~g a spell of dry weather.
Although we have the same area under
wheat as last ye~lr, when we had a record
harvest, the yield this season has dropped
8,000,000 bushels through the rain not
coming at the right time. That is a loss of
.£1,500,000 in wheat alone. If tbat dry
period had been a little more extensive
and a little more severe our wheat· yield
might have gone down to what iI, was five
years ng-o.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).--That
is only £ 1 per head of the pJpulatioll of
Victoria.
MI'. HAMPSON.-That is a wrong statement to make. I only took the Ol1e prodllct,
wheat, as a typical case. The same thing
applies to all production from the land.
Last year we had a record yielrl of wheat to
to the extent of 14'52 bushels to the acre.
This yea.r it ha.s dropped to 11'4:'). In the
drought year the yield was only 1'25. You
see, therefore, that it is no use leaving
the impression on the publi0 mind that
history is not going to repeat itself and that
we shall not get these bad seasons in the
future that we have had in the past.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-He
points o~t that we have better methods of
oultivation than eig'ht years ago.
Mr. HA MPSON.-I grant that.
Mr. J. CAMERON (G1',ppsland East).-But
you did not tell us that.
Mr. HAMPSON.-The farmers do a bit
more fallowing, and they have a droughtrcsistiug wheat like Federation, and they
make more use of manures, and all this will
do something in that direction; bllt that will
not prevent a great fall in the yield if we do
not get the rain when it is required. I disagree with the immigration policy of the
Government, because they are going into it
with their boom ideas, as if present conditions could not change for tbe worse.
My complaint is that while we have spent
'£43,000,000 on railways, and propose to
spend some millions more on rail ways and
roads, we ha'Ve only spent £3,000,000 altogether on water conservation for irrigation
purposes. I do not think it is in the interests
of a country like Victoria that we should go
in that direction.
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Mr. J. CAMERON (G'ippslana Ea,~t).
What direction?
Mr. HAl\fP~ON.-In the directioll of
spending so much more otl railways than on
water conservation. North of the Dividing
Range we need to conserve every drop of
water we can for irrigation purposes. 1 admit that south of the ranges railways a.nd
roads are the chief necessity. Taking the
State as a whole we should spend quite as
much upon the conservation of water as upon
rail ways. I n the last Loan Bill only
£431,000 was provided for the conservation
of water for irrigation purposes. I am certain that the Government are acting wrongly
in devoting so much money to railway extension and equipment.
JVIr. J. CAl\fERIlN (Gippsland East).-Our
railways returned nearly half-a.-million of
profit last year.
Mr. HAMPSON.-That is simply because
we have had good seasons. Dnring the last
ten years the area of land under cultivation
for wheat in Victoria has not materially increased. The land policy of Victoria is one
of the most interesting lJroblems we hfwe to
deal with. When the Government buy land
which has increased so enormously in" value
as the land at Wonthaggi they should stick
to it.
Mr .•J. CAl\IERO~ (Gippsland East).-The
petition from \Vonthaggi settled that point.
Mr. HAMPSON.-The honorable member for Mornington last session put up a.
great fight in support of the sale of the freehold of that land to the miner, and a.lso to>
busiuess people, instead of allowing the
property to fall back into the hands of the
Crown after the expiration of twenty-one
years, according to the agreement that was
entered into.
The CH AIRMAN.-I cannot see how we
can discuss t,bat subject on this vote.
Mr. HAMPSON.-There is an item for
" commissions on sales of land." I suppose
it would come under. that?
The CHAIR;\-.1AN.-I do not see how the
honorable member can deal with 'Vonthaggi
under thai; item.
:Mr. HANNA II called flttention to the
fact that there was not a quorum of members present.
A quorum was formed.
:Mr. HAMPSON.-Surely I can disCllSS
the question T was dealing with on this item~
Weare dealing with immigration.
The CHAIR:\lAN.--Bl1t the honorable
member was getting on to a discussioll of theW onthaggi land question.
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Mr. HAMPSON.-Thel'e is a great principle involved as to the best way of popu~at
ing Victoria, and the best manner of holdmg
land whether by fref'hold or leasehold. That
question was one of the most important. we
had to deal with dllring the recent campaIgn.
I know that these land questions were burning ones in the district of the Minister of
Lands.
The question of retaining. the
Wonthaggi land is so important that dISCUSsion on it should not be burked. It was my
desire that the Millister should not bring in
a Bill to part with the Wonthaggi land,
but should retain it. under the leasehold
tenure. We could experiment at \Vonthaggi
as to the best system of holding land from
the public stand-point.
The CHAIHMAN.-The honorable llIomber is now going directly on to the question
of the "Vonthaggi land.
Mr. SO LL Y.- When the Estimates ofthe
Education Department were being discusse.d,
YOll, Mr. Chairman, allo\\'e~ a general dIscllssion to take place on salal'les on the Brst
item, which had nothing to do with saJaries.
The CHAIR .VIAlS" .-Salaries were mentioned, but [ am not going to discuss that
matter now. My ruling is that the honorable member for Bendigo East is out of order.
MI'. H AMPSON.-Do you rule me out
of order, Mr. Chairman?
'nJe CHAIRMAN.-I have allowed the
honorable member every latitude.
lie must
be fair to the Chair, and it is not fair to push
me into allowing what is not right.
Mr. HA~IP~ON.~I do not want to do
anythin o. unfair, nor to run contrary to your
ruling. 0 1 am endeavouring to show that a
great principle is involved in holding the
land at Wouthaggi in the interests of the
State, aud surely I am not out of order in
dealir:g with that matter?
The CHAIRMAN .-1 cannot see where
it comes in.
Mr. HAMPSON. - You allowed the
honorable member for Collingwood to deal
with the matter of immigration.
.Mr H. McKJ.:NZ£E (Rodney).-Immigl'ation is one of the items,
Mr. HA'\IPSO~.-Surely I can discuss
this under "Land settle:nellt and laud surveys"? It is snch an important qllestio.n
that I think I should be allowed to submit
some reasons to the Commit.tee why the
Government should not part with the land at
W onthaggi.
I suppose there is between
£30,000 and £40,000 worth of valuabl.e 'property on this land. I think the :Mllllster
ought to state thaL he is going to retain the
land.
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:Ml'. McGRATH.-l wish to say a few
words on the immigration question. I
llloveThat the vote be reduced by £1.
I take this aetioH by way of entering my
protEst against this expenditure of public
money. 1 listened to one or tW? ver,f ab~e
speeches on this question of asslsted IlllWlgration. Some of the new members who
have come into the House, and have been
led to believe that the Labour party were
against any form of immigration, .should
have a little light thrown on the questIOn.
Mr. F ARRER.-Are you against immigration ?
Mr. McGRATH.-We are not.
Mr. FARRER.-You are practically against
it.
Mr. Mc(} RAT H.-The honorable member told the electors that we wanted to make
Victoria a clvse preserve for the people here,
and that we did not want any increase of
population. Looking over the past history
of Victoria we find that once before
a similar policy was pursued. During 1881
to 1891 we had a similar policy, and we ha:!
an increase in population by arri vals over
departures of 160,000 in .ten years. Then
the boom burst. and durmg the next ten
years we had an excess of departures over
arri vals of 140,000. We ha ve had further
losses since, and we have not yet succeeded
ill retaining our natural increase. The
honorable member for Ballarat. West, in
speaking on the Address-in-Reply, boasted
about the great work that the great Liheral
party had dOlle. The best of t~e yo:mg ~~en
h~ve been driven out of Vlctona.
I he
legislation has been of such a character
that our young men have had to go to the
other States a.nd to other parts (If the world
to earn a livelihood.
Mr. BAIRD.--It is the Labour party that is
doing it.
Mr. McGRATH.-Our party have never
had more than t.went.y-one members in the
Assembly, and that is not a majority. The
Government are encouraging immigrants, but
they are not farmers. The Goverlll;nent do
not want farmers; all they want IS cheap
labour. They want to have two or three
men at the factories looking for one man's
job.
Mr. H. McKENZlK (Rodney).·-That is a
wild cat statement.
Mr. McGRAl'H.-lf the motive of the
Government is t.o increase our population,
why did they not bring about legislati~n to
retain our natural increase? There IS no
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immigrant better than the immigrant in the
cradle. The Australian is the best immigrant
we can have. People are being driven from
the country districts. The "Minister of Lal1ds
himself deplored the loss of population in
country districts when he first entered this
House. There may be a slight increase of
population in Some of the country districts,
but, generally l:lpeaking, they are becoming
depopulated. The Minister admitted that
six years ago.
MI'. H. McKE\'ZIE (Rodney).-There are
1,000 m.ore people in my district than when
I entered Parliament.
.Mr. McGHAl'H.-That is because of the
attention directed to irrigation.
Mr. H. McKI~NZlE (Nodney).-Is that not
an honest endeavour to recover what we are
losing.
Mr. McGRATH.-You are committed to a
policy of compulsory resumption, but yon have
not. been game enough to go on with it. It
is all talk and sham. You went to the cities
of Great Bri tian for skilled irrigationists.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-Did you
think that every man who came out would be
a skilled irrigationist. There was no such
absurd statement made. What rnbbish.
Mr. McGRATH.-Mr. Elwood Mead
assured the Committee appointed by our party
that w hat the delegation was going Home for
was to get skilled irrigationistR. We have
that in writin~. As the hOllomble member
fur Albert Park said, we had no objection to
~killed irrigationists coming here.
Mr. SOLLY.-Mr. Mead cleplores the fact
irrigationists are not coming here
:Mr. McGRATH -And a ship is being
~hartered to get t.hem from America. Because we are enjoying a time of prosprrity,
and it may be easier for a m2 n to get a job
than it was ,.five years ago, the Government
waut to swamp this country from abroad--Mr. MURRAY: (Premier).-I desire to
draw attention to the presence of strangers
in the House. I think it is time the Hansard
men had a rest.
Strangers were immediately ordered to
withdraw; and from that time, 25 minutes
to 7 o'clock a.m. (Friday) until 10 o'clock
a.m., the proceedings were cond1.lcted in
private.
Strangers were then re-admitted.
Mr. FARRER.- The Ministry should
-examine the work of the Closer Settlement
Board.
The chairman (Mr Kennedy) is
rather inclilJed to stop at every gap, and the
business of the Board is delayed.
I do not
know how the Water Supply Commissioners
have got on with the Board, for those Com-
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miSSIOners have had to depend on the Board
in connexion with the acquisition of la.lld for
the irrigation settlements. The red-tape connected with many of the valuations and the
Board's pig-headedness in buying must have
caused the Commission considerable trouble.
A man can set about getting a valuation at
any time. Valuations sprend over three or
fonr months are most unsatisfactory. A new
system is required in this respect. A highlypaid Board like this sbould subdivide its
estates properly. The land has not al ways
been valued well according to its quality, and
people are complaining of the way the blocks
are valued. For instance, a 'l)lock worth £5
an acre is sometimes put in at £7.
That is
not a good thing, and one sett.ler gets an
advantage over another. A Hoard like this,
the members of which receive high salaries,
should be able to judge as to the suitability
of the settlers. If the Board decides that a
certain applicant is a suitable persoll to go on
a block and has sufficient means to work it, I
do not think he should be called upon to
make any payments the first year, and in the
discretion of the Board he should not be asked
to make any payments the second year, or
even perhaps in the third year.
Mr. H. McKENZiE (Rodney).-- \Yould
you give a man your land for three years
without any payment ~
Mr. FARHER.-Not, in every case. A
man wants considerable strength in horses
and machiuery when going on a block. I
would empower the Board to remove a man
from his bloek at any time after six months,
if they were satisfied that he was not shaping
properly.
Mr. H. MC:<:ENZI]<} (Rodney).-I should
not like to be t he judge.
l\J r. FARI:{KR.-The Board can deal with
the applicants for blocks, and surely they
should be aHo'Ned to deal with settlers at
any time after a period of six months That
is if they accept the condition that the
settler need not make any payment in the
first, or even in the second or third. years.
Unless a man has enough money to work a
block properly, he had bet.ter work a few more
years for others to save enough. He ~hould
have sufficient money to buy what is necessary
to work his place for the first twelve months.
I hope we shall have some alterations such as
I hl1ve indicated. The Board seems to he
very slow in dealing with transfers from
owners to purchasers. The section in the
Act relating to this matter wonld be very
useful if the Board were active in t.heir
inq uiries out~,;ide. The settlers should be
charged the lowest possible rate of interest,
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and I understand the Government have
promised to reduce the late.
~tatements
have been made throughout the country that
the Board pass over estn.tes that they
should purchase, and purchase estates that
they should not purchase. I do Hot say that
they do so of my own knowledge, but I have
heard the complaint often. If it is true, the
Board ought to be able to do better, and the
Government will have great difficulty in getting rid of some of the properties. 1 do not
believe that the Board have paid so much
above the value of the land as some have
said.
Mr. HANNAII.-Do you see what is stated
this morning-a slump in the applications?
Mr. F ARRER.-There is a disposition to
bit the land-owner, and I do not wonder at
people not being too anxious to goin for land.
They were told that there was to be an exemption undertheLand Taxof £5,UOO. If you
reduce the price of land by putting too much
land on the market, and lower the land-owner's
credit, he will feel the pinch when he has to
renew his mortgage. Under the circumstances I do not wonder at some people being
shy at tha present time, bnt I am sure
values wil1 recover. If estates are put up in
the ~out hern districts, where there are not
people to go in for them, you will find the
price lower than it was a couple of years
ago. I know places bought at £80 an acre
that would not bring £50 now. I know a
place that was sold at £ 12 an acre some
tinle ago, and was sold recently for £6 lOs.,
which was a low price.
1\1 r. HNOWBALL. What about the
Werribee estate?
Mr. FARRER. - It might turn out a
success, bnt 1 was never mu~h in favour of
that purchase. It is a wind-blown place,
and the land is not &.s good as some made
out. When t.he valuations are so far apart,
and the bargaining goes on for so long a
time, .the sellers get the best of it by
putting on a high valuation, and leaving
the valuers to beat them down. It is a
stupid thing from the Board's point of view.
Then there is the manner in which the
estates are handled between the time they
are purchased and the time they are settled.
I heard of one case in whic!1 a grazier was
allowed to run his sheep on the. land to eat
off the grass before the new sett.lers went on
to it. One man who was looking at the place
just before he moved there was evidently
not €xpe~tcd to put in an appearance so
eoon because he found that the mob of sheep
there on the land were in charge of a man.
That was scandalous if it is true. The case
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occurred under the old Board, and it seems a
a little over the odds. It is strange policy
also that the rabbits and Scotch thistles
should be allowed to accumulate on estates
for tbe settlers to clear off.
When it was
agreed to pay its members tip-top salaries'
the House was as'sured that we would get the
best Board possible. I do not think we have
the best Board possible.
Areas purchased
for irrigation settlement might prove as
valuable in the future as Mr. Elwood Mtlad
anticipates, but I have my doubts.
It
appears to me that irrigation has its limits
according to the population of the dry
(listricts of Australia.
Mildura has shown
that fruit grown by irrigation has distinct
limits, and the same remark applies to
lucerne, unless a market is found for it.'
Those who go in for dairying in irrigated districts will also be at a considerable disad vantage compared with those engaged in the
industry in districts where no water has tobe, paid for, where no lucerne has to be cut,
and no hand-feeding has to be done.
Mr. I-I. McKENZIE (Rodney).-I thought
you were a humane man. J have been in
this chair for seven hom's now.
Mr. FARRER.-I will not detain the
Committee much longer. Unless some of our
irrigated land is given a spell from cultivation
it may be~ome sour, because it has no depth.
The Chinaman has proved that putting
water on land is not everything. I am glad,
however, that the Government ani their'
officers are placing information in the way of
settlers, and doing their best to wake in'igation bloel,s a success.
The Australian
farmer has shown that he has grown accus-.
tomed to dry farming, and if he cannot get
sufficient land here he will go to the Riverina.
We may not lose much by his crossing the
::\lurray. It will be very difficult to induce
him to go in for a system of farming wh~ch
he does not understand. The Labour party
talk as if every Victorian should be leg-roped
to this ~tate, and as if when anybody is
going out of it nobody should COllle ip. As
the Government is composed almost f'ntirely
of country members, ,ve may fairly expect
good country legislation.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-Reference WitS made
by the honorable member for Brunswick to
the Thomastown Estate. which was settled
about 1905 or 1906, when the building and
other trades was very depressed indeed. At
the out~et 56 men were placed on that estate~
and there are now 34 there-not necessarily aU
original settlers. The Governmeut ga.ve
them the land, built honses, and placed a
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10reman over them, but. still the settlement
was a failure.
Mr. SOLLY.-Call you, as a practical
farmer, tell us the cause ~
Mr. H.OBEH:rSO~.-You have only to
read the report of the Select Committee, of
which the honorable members for Dundas and
Gippsland South were, I believe, membe.rs.
The Ministe-c of "Lands and myself visited
the estate in U:J09. He offered to give the
settlers water at lOs. per stand-pipe, but
they were too poor to pay that. About all
that is wanted bv the men there now is water,
'which must b; eventually supplied them.
The people on these small holdings will never
be successful unless stand-pipes are placed on
their holdings. It does seem hard that,
though the Yan Yean mains run past them,
they cannot get water pipes on their holdjngs. The Government would not place
water on the holdings simply because they
had given the men everything else. The
'Water is the property of the Melbourne and
:Metropolitan Board of Works. The Government have no power to take the water unless
they buy it from the Board. There has
been money expended on the roads there to
the tune of £3;)0. That amount was given
in unconditional grants. The whole of that
money, with the exception of a small
.amount that was spent on a bridge, has been
given to these men as wages to keep them
going. Under the Act these men get £ I,
15s., or lOs. per week to keep them going.
They were taken over by the Closer ~e·ttle
ment Board in 1909, but since t.hen they
have had £850 in unconditional grants. A
further Sllm of £200 is
available for
roads if the Epping ~hire will provide £2uO.
I woul,c! direct the attention of honorable
members to the portiol~ of the Closer Settlement Board's report dealing with the amalgama.tion of holdings. III the first place
there were 56 allotments at Thomastown,
~nd now there are 34, so there has been
amalgama.tion.
The holdings are' bigger
now tha.n they were in the beginning. The
holdings were too small. We planted the
men there, and we will have to keep them
there. I do not thiuk they will require very
much more assistance. The :\'linistry have
been very sympathetic.
Not only the
Premier, but the Minister of Puhlic Works
was out to see (;he holdings with me. rrhere
is all item of £350 included in the Estimates
for the Public Works Departmflllt for roads
in the Thomastowll Estate. That is a fair
amonnt fer one year, considering that a
further £200 is to be granted on condition
that the Epping Shire also spends £200.
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. i'\ ext year these roads ought to be, and I
dare say will be, completed with the aid of
an additional grant.
The men on small
holdings of from 7 acres to 15 acres,
who desire to water their plants and fruit
trees, should each have a stand· pipe p' ovided
on his holding. The best way to make these
men successful is to nrovide them with a
water supply as quickly as possible.
Mr. SNO VVBALL.-I wish to say a few
words with regard to a serious matter which
seems to be prejudicing the success of closer
settlement in many places.
Under the
Closer Settlement Act, section 79, the holder
of a closer settlement biock is prohibited
from transferring his block to any person
who is the holder of land to the value of more
t.han £2,500, or who, by means of the transfer, would become the owner of more than
£2,500 worth of hnd. A very large number
of the blocks in these settlements are right
up to the full limit of their value. If a
person takes up Olle of those blocks, it is
impossible for him to find a purchaser should
he want to sell out. He is also prevented
from raising money on his block, because a
mortgagee win not lend money on a title
that is unduly restricted. It seems to me
that a great mistake has been made in
making the blocks of the full value of
£2,500 .
Mr. ROllER'l'soN.-rrhe average block is
worth£I,500.
)11'. SNOWBALL.-It does not matter
what the average is. There are flOO blocks
available for settlement, and each of those
blocks is valued at £2,5<'0. If it is a fact
that the price of the vVerriLee laud is too
high to offer an inducement to people to
take it up. as business men the Government
should reduce the price. Weare losing
interest on the money paid for lhe property.
A private owner would immerliately try to
make the price meet the market. 'Ve have
had that land on hand for years, and no one
will touch it.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-It hus only been
open for settlemen t for three months.
Mr. S~OWBALL.- vVerribee Park has
been available for settlement for a long time.
r hope that the Government wit! consider
the wisdom of reducing the values of the
larger closer settlement blocks.
In New
South 'Vales the limit is £3,000, but very
few blocks, if any, exceed £2,5()0 in value.
'.Fhat has the effect of increasing the number
of eligible purchasers for a block which is
pllt up for sale by the original holder.
I know from my own experience that
section 79 of the Act places a serious
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difficulty in the way of obtaining advances on closer settlement blocks, because
mortgagees will not lend their money when
they find that the value of a block is right
up to the limit which may be held by a
person. No owner of land could become
the purchaser of a block valued at £2,!)()0.
Mr. KEAsT.·-If he owned £100 worth of
land he could buy £2,400 worth.
Mr. SNOWBALL.- Fully 500 of the
blocks available for closer settlement are
right up to the full limit of value.
Mr. ROBERTsoN.-That is because in
those cases £2,500 worth means a living
area.
Mr. J. ~T. BILLSON (Fitzrny).-'rhat
capital would keep a man if it were properly
invested.
Mr. ~NO W B ALL.-A man requires a
considerable sum of money to tackle one
of these blocks. They are not small properties. The honorable member for Dandenong will tell honorable members that the
fact of mUllY holdings being of the full' value
which one man is allowed to hold is a serious
handicap on the people who have taken up
those blocks. Weare told that the areas
given are the smallest on which men can
make a living. If that is the case, we ought
to increase the size of the holdings and increase the value which may be held, so as to
allow some reasonable margin beyond the
value of the blocks taken up. I feel that the
matter 1 have mentioned is of very serious
importance.
Mr. KI<:As'l'.-The Minister might well
look into what you have said.

Mr. H.

McKE~Zl.E

(Rodney-Ministet'

of Lallds).-I think there is somc misapprehension in the minds of honorable members.
·.··,'he Act, as the honor~ble member for
Brighton has pointed out, restricts a man
from bnying a closer settlement block if he
already possesses £2,500 w0rth of laud.
That is the only restriction there is. A man
with a capital of £20,000 cash can bny one
of these blocks, and can give any amount of
money he chooses for it.. There is no restriction on the holder of a block to sell at the
price he paid.
1\.'r. KEAsT.-The point is that if a man
has £100 worth of land he is preveu ted from
buying a closer settlement block valued at

£2,500.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-He is
prevented from taking the whole of the block,
but the owner can subdivide it.
Mr. HNOWBALL.-We are told by the
Government that £2,500 buys a living
area.
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Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-No;
£2,500 is the maximum yalne of a holding.
There are many cases where the blocks are
much lower in value. I do not want to
discuss this matter now, because the proper
time to discuss it will be when the Closer
Set.tlement Act Amendment BilJ is under
consideration. I think I have in my district
more rloser sett lement people than any other
honorable member has.
Mr. KEAsT.-No.
Mr. H. McKEXZIE (Rodney).-Perhaps
not, bu t I have three very la.rge closer settlement estates in my district.
The
people there were under t he impression
that they could not sell ou t to a man
who had more than £2,500 of capital. The
amount of capital a man has has nothing to
do with the ma,tter. No matter how much
cash a man possesses he may purchase one of
these blocks. The object of not letting a
man who already has a good amount of land
to bny a block is this. He could reside on the
block and comply with the conditions of the
Closer Settlement Act, and at the same time
he could absolutely let the land go out of pro·
duction altogether and use it as a sheepwalle Honorable members know why section 79 wa~ put in the Act. The land sold
ullder the Closer Settlement Act is not sold
to people for speculative purposes. The
" restricl ion" in their titles, as the settlers.
call it, does not make the land one iota less.
productive.
We want to establish the
people on t.he land and to keep them
on the land if we can.
If the man
who has taken up a closet' set,tlement block ~oes away, we walJt a man
of the same character to take it up. If we
do not follow ont that policy our expenditure
on rail way construction and water works will,
to a certain extent, be lost. There are other
reasons which I could urge against the reg uest
of the honorable menlber for Brighton, bnt I
do not wish to bring them forward just now.
Mr. KEAST.-Will you go into the
matter.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-l will.
I have asked the Board to furnish me with
their objections to the repeal of section 79 of
the Act. I will be better prepared to deal
with the question when the amending Bill
comes before the Honse.
Mr. KEAs'l'.- You have to sell your land.
You cannot hold a lot of land.
Mr. H. McKENZn: (Rodney).-We are
not holding land. We are makillg it available for ~election as fast as we can.
Mr. SNowBALL.-.Applicants are not avail~
able.
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Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney) -There is now on it. We want to find out why the
a lull now, but at this period of the year there twenty-six others were failures, and to asceris al ways less demand for land than there will tain if we can render failure practically imbe in a l~ouple of months: time. Not only that, possible in future.
but there has been a, great demand for mallee
Mr. ANGus.-The man himself may be a
land by the class of men who in the pa~t went failure. He may be incompetent.
in for closer settlement land. A young man
Mr. SOLLY. -'Yhen these men are being
with a little capita.l which would ellable him placed on the land a selection should be
to buy a closer settlement block, thinks to made.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).,-It may not
himself that if he could get a mallee block
and get a good crop off it for two seasons, it be the men's fault, They may not have had
would he a splendid thing. Wait till there is sufficient land to make a living on, or there
a dry year. There will then be as great a may not; have been sufficient employment
demand for closer settlement blocks as eV6l' for them in the district.
Mr. K KA~rl',-It was not suitable for
there has been. It will also make a greater
demand in the areas in the irrigated dis- intense culture. It was too dry.
Mr. SOLLY .-J understand it was utterl v
tricts.
Mr. HANNAH.- What is your opinion impossible for the men to make a living o~
That
about the way the land is selling at Werri- that land under the circumstance::;,
was the failit of the Departmeut. or the
hee?
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-I could Minister who selected, the land. 1f a man
not ahswer that except by sa.ying that the struggles unsuccessfully on the Jand in that
price paid for the land was pretty consider- way for three or four years, his wasted time
able, and that the hay crop for the last two is a loss to himself and the State. When
or three years has been sold at low prices, drafting new legislation to deal with closer
and I dare say the people there have been settlement, I trust the Minister will giYe
more inclined to go for the cheaper areas.
grave consideration to the callse of failure in
Mr. SNowBALL.-People say it is not those instances, and ende~\Voul' if pos::;ible to
worth the money_
obviate failure in future. There is an item
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-Perhaps of £400 for labour colonies. I should like
to know what is being done at present at the
llot.
Mr. SOLL Y.-Important and interesting labour colonies, what progress has been
points have been raised during this dis- made, if any, and what is the prospect for
ClIssion. The fact cannot be disguised that the future. These colonies have cost an
a number of the settlements have been abso- immense amount of money, and th.: question
lute failures.
We should endeavour to find has been raised whether we should abolish
out the cause of failure and remove the cause them, and try some other system.
of it in future.
Mr. H. J\fcKENZIE (Rodney-Minister
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-What do 'of Lands).-This amonnt is an annllal subsidy
you mean by failur'3 ?
to the labour colony at Leongatha, which is
Mr. SOLL Y.-Take Bellarine.
There under the control of a Committee, and is partly
were originally about twenty-four settlers self-supporting. 1 have visited the place
placed there, and buildings were put up for only once. .I found that the men there were
them.
I do not believe that there are now men who had passed their best days, so ft~r
more than four. The men have left that as labour was concerned, and were not likely
land poorer than when they went on, and the to receive full employment outside.
same thing applies to Thomastown.
Mr. SOLL Y.-A sort of refuge?
Mr. H. NlcKENZIE (Rodney).-Those were
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-It is
Dot agricllltural propositions.
1'11' SOLL Y.-I admit that, but we have to a certain extent for that cla~s of a
to cater for all classes of the community. man, and I believe it does a good
Where we see failure we want to find out the work. They have reclaimed this land, which
cause and 10 make an effort to insure that, was formerly a wilderness, but is now worth
in future, failure will not occur in the case of £30 an acre, perhaps more.
Mr.HANNAH.-We have ~la~'ge number
At
a man holding Olle of these allotments
Thomastown sixty settlers were placed on of items in reference to Wont haggi in the
the land. The buildings were put up at the estimates of varifllls Depa.rtments, a.nd it is
cost of the ~ta.te. Everything, 1 understand, difficult to find out what the different votes
was done to give the settlement a fail' chance, are for.
I t is a pity they are not Ilimped
but it failed, and only thirty-follr men are together.
Second Session 1911.-[ 14]
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Mr. HANNA H.-That is quite true. I
can speak on this matter with some knowledge, because I know the value of the
springs at Drysdale, and the Hepburn
sprillgs are still more valuable and better
known. I would like to know the reason of
Mr. Dunn granting this lease to the
Frenchman's Reef Company, when the
people had protested so strongly against it.
I certainly think it wrong that a sum of
£.500 should be voted to that company,
seeing that before many months are over
they will have to snrrender the lease altogether, because they are just about at the
end of their resources.
Mr. McBRlDE (Minister of Mines.)What the hOllorable member for Collingwood
says is quite true, but I do not think the
Mines Department is at all to blame. The
original reservation around this mineral
spring was less than 1 acre. Wher.. the honorable member for Daylesford was Minist6l' of
Mines he made the reservation 80 acres.
Since I have been in office I have increased
it to 121 acres. The lease that was granted
to the Frenchman's Beef Company was only
granted after considerable trouble, and after
a large portion of the area they applied for
had been excised, so that the shaft is some
75.0 feet from the spring, and in such a
situation that there was thought to be no
likelihood of the spring being affected. But
when the shaft was sunk, and the drives put
out, the company came across a fault that
runs diagonally across the country, and when
that fault was cut the sprin~ ceased to run.
However, I do not think the damage is so
great as honorable members appear to think,
because it is found that, on ~attlr
days and Sundays, when mining opera.
tIOns are suspended, the spring fllftS agait1.
The people in the neigh bourhood believe
t.ion in connexion with the Hepburn springs thR.t once the shaft. is closed the spring will
at Daylesford. J understand, as the result of run as freelv as ever.
the workillg of the North Frenchman's mine,
.J!M r. H ANNAH.- W it1lOut anything else
the spring has been absolutely destroyed. A being done ~
move has been made to secure a vote of
Mr. McBRIDE.-Yes. Of course, there
£500 to compensate the mine for closing up is an element of doubt in the matter. ~omi
the. part of ~he workin~s which a~ects the people say that. the drive has cut the spring
spflng.
It IS a great pIty that thiS mining itself but I do not think that will be found
lease
was granted
A large
number of people' to be' so. As regard::: compensatIon,
.
.
.
"
I d~ not
1Il the locaht~ have pald conSIderable sums
know that I have any power, under the C011for.property III order to ben~fit by. the trade ditions of the lease, to take over the mine.
WhICh IS. ~o be done at hohday tImes, when There is one clause in the lease which gives
people VISIt the p~ace f~r the sake of the power to the Minister to take the lease over
w~ter.s and the alr~ WhICh, are very bene· for public purposes, but the Crown Solicitor
fic~alIll some complamts.
These people are has some doubt as to whether we can do it
gomg to have a severe knock.
under the present circumstances.
The
Mr. SOLLY.-H undreds of tourists and owners d t.he Frenchman's Heef lease did
invalids will be affected.
ask for compensation to the amount of £500.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-They mu~t
come in the 'Vater Supply Department as
well as the Land.s Department.
Mr. HAN.NAH.-They are in the Mines
Department and the Public Wor.ks Depart.
ment, and I think there was one in the
Chief Secretary's. What is being done at
that t.ownship as far as drainage is concerned ~
I have heard a great many complaints
.about the insanitary condition of the place.
People went into the place believing the
:State was going to put it in something like
decent order when the township was handed
over. Are the Government doing anything
-in that matter, 01' is it left to the local
council? Is this amount for the cOllncil to
spend?
:Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodne.ij-Minister
of Lands).-This amonnt of £5,900 is for
the purposes set out in the item, £.700 being
for draillage, £5,000 for roads, and £200 for
tree-planting. It is in connexion with the
cottages the Government have built there.
Some of the cottages are in rather a flat part
of the town, ~)lld after heavy rain they are in
a state almost of submersion. It was represell ted to the Government that before disposing of the cottages they should put them
in proper order.
1'he vote was agreed to.
Mr. H. McKE~ZlE (Rodney-Minister
of Lalllls).-I have to thank the Committee
for the way ill which my Estimates have
gone through.
Mr. HANNAH.-He has had eight hours.
He has had to atone for other people's
sins.
:MINES DEPARTMENT.
Mines Department, £.62,808.
Mr. HAN ~ AH.-I desire some informa-
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] told them that I considered that to be
altogether too much, and that the Cabinet
would have to decide the amount. That is
how the matter stands at present, but I
would repeat that, from the advice I have
had, I do not think the spring is irremedially
damaged as yet.
}dr.
McGRATH.-I have carefully
watched the discussion with regard to the
Hepburn mineral springs, and I was very
much surprised at the action of the head of
the Geologi.cal Department in sanctioning
the issue of this lease.
Mr. McBRIDE.-It is a long way away
from the spring.
Mr. McGRATH.-The local people
strongly protested against it
Mr. McBRIDE.-They sent in a letter
agreeing to it.
Mr ..McGRATH.-I have letters saying
that they protested against it.
Mr. McBRIDE.-That was against the
first application, and that application was
refused.
Mr. McGRATH.-It shows how little the
G-eological Department knows abont these
mineral springs. It seems to me that sufficient precautions were not taken. It appears to be very doubtful whether the spring
will ever run again.
For the sake,
not only of t.he people of Daylesford, but of
visitors to that place, I hope that with the
cessat.ion of operations on the Frenchman's
Reef lease we will have the spring running
as freely as ever. I cannot see that the
Frenchm3.n's Heef Company has any just
claim to compensation. I do not know that
they have discovered anything of any value
on the lease, and the shares are only fetching
2d. in the open market. I hope the Minister will give serious consideration to the
matter before he pays £50U as compensation
to the company.
Mr. McBRIDE.-I am in a very awkward
position. I want to get the spring going
again before Christmas.
Mr. McGRATH.-This should be a lesson
to the Geological Department to be very
careful before granting a mining lease in the
vicinity of valuable mineral springs. We
know that Day lesford is booming now, and
people are a\lxious to take up gronnd anywhere along the line of lode. Whatever
method may be adopted in sealing up the
drive, let us hope that the result will be to
make the spring flow freely again. Thou.. ands of people in Victoria visit these springs
and derive a great deal of benefit frolll them.
In connexion with the Estimates generally, I
regret, as I have no doubt the Minister him-
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self regrets, that the mining industry is
languishing, and that the gold yield is not
on the increase. In my opinion, thid is
largely due to the want of certain remedial
legislation. I do not think it is due to the
poorness of the ore, or ann vial wash. It is
owing, ratiJer, to the absence of stringent
legislation amending the Companies Act
to prevent men from exploiting the mining
industry and ruining the confidence of the
investing public. A previons Minister of
Mines promised to bring in such a measure.
Mr. McBRlDE.-lt. is already drafted, and
will be brought in at the first opportunity.
Mr. McGRATH.-There is the quest.ion
of having Government auditors to audit the
beoks of all mining companies and see thab
everything is conducted in a fair and proper
manner. There should also be an alteration
of the law with regard to mining managers
supplying information as to developme.nts in
a mine. It is a well-known fact that in the
Daylesford district you will often find that
the shares of a particular mine go up on the
Stock Exchange by several shillings. The
reason for the increase is unaccountable, but
a week or so afterwards a paragraph will
appear in the press stating that the company
has cut the reef in another level and that the
reef is showing gold freely. Some one must
get hold of this information. I believe that
the mining managers in som3 of these
mines send information direct to the
directors. These directors are often only
dummy directors, and do not hold any of the·
shares. It should be made a penal offence
for a mine manager to send any informatioll
3;hout a new development to the legal
manager, or anyone else, without, at the same·
time, sending it to the Stock Exchange and
to a newspaper in the district. If such a
provision were adopted, I am sure it would
restore the confidence of those who haye
money to invest in the industry.
Mr. SOLLT.-Do von think it wonld be
carried 011 t ?
"
Mr. McG RAT H. - I admit that the
whole industry i8 surrounded with difficulties, and that much of the legislation that
we pass with regard to it will be inoperative,
but still that should not hinder us from
trying to prevent it.
Then there is the·
question of
the
flotation.
of mines.
Large sums of money are often taken
out of a mining proposition
bi men
who never put a shilling into the venture •
All this money is debited to the cost of the
production of gold. \Y c have heard people
declaring that it costs £6 to produce each
ounce of gold that is obtained. It is very
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doubtful if snch a statement is COl'1'eet. It unknown to. the pnblic, obtained fresh leases
is assumed that every call that is made is for fifteen years. It is a pity that we have to
paid in full, but we know that that is Bot wait for six years. The Ballarat gold-field
true.
You may make a call 011 30,()()O is languishing, but if mines, like the North
~hares, and ollly IO,IX)O of those shares may
'rVoah Hoap were paying dividends, it would
be tal{cn up. There are many abuses and be such an ad vertisernent for Ballarat that
evils existing in connexion with tho minillJ investors would flock there to put their
industry. '1 here is the fact that machinery money int.o the fields.
merchants and ~Hock Exchange brokers find
Mr . .McRIUDI<:.-We cannot repudiate.
sea ts on the directorates. I think that is
Mr. MeGRATH.-It would be restituharmflll to the industry, and these people tion. These people have confiscated that
shonld be debarred from accepting the which does not belong to them, and on lands
position of a director. Then there is the belonging to the !'tate. They cry out that
Stock Exchange itself. That is a <!}ueRtion the ind llstry cannot pay a living wage to
that requires to be dealt with most the miner, but they Hever say a word about
seriously.
I heard a man on the public the charges that the ind llstry has to bear;
pb.tform declaiming agaillst the Labour RegardlE.ss of the fact as to whether the
party and the secret methods of the mines are paying dividends or not, these
(!aucus system. Well, if there is one people draw their royalty. There is Hllother
body of men who should not talk about qnestion that will have to be dealt with,
caucus meetings it is the members of the namely, the combine in timber required
.-;tock Exchange. Four times a day they by mining ~ompanies. The honorable memlock their doors and hold secret meetings, ber foJ' Allandale and other members made
a.nd then traffic in the Hhares of the general eloquent speeches in advocating the conpublic. You have to take their word as to struction of the line from Newtown to Beeae,
what the shares are bought and sold for. If and pointed out how it would cheapen timber
an estate agent sells yonr house, he gives for the mining compauies. That rail way
you a ticket showing the price and the has reduced the freight, but st ill, where the
buyer, and you can confirnl that information. charge used to be 6s. for J 00 superficial
The Stock Excbl:lllge has a complete " feet of timber, it is now 8s. Rd.
monopoly of the buying and selling of shares.
Mr. NleBluDE.-There has been a general
.
I think that we should at least compel the rise in all timber.
Mr. l\1eGRATH.-These things are injurmem berR of that body to open their doors so
that the public may know exactly what ing the industry very much.
The timber
transactions take place, and who are buying cutters are gett.ing but a very slight increase
1'here has really been
or selling shares. Then there is the q ues- in their wages.
tion of royalty. Deputations from the no increase in the cost of production,
Ballarat district are contiuua.lly asking for but the price of timber has gone up.
The
grants to assist them in developing th~ constrnl'ltion of the N ewtowll to Beeae railmining industry. If the MiniHter conld, by way musthavereduced the distance over which
a stroke of the pen, wipe out the royalty the timber was conveyed by 70 or 80 lrjles.
mongers of Ballarat., it would not be
Mr. Me BR1DIi~.-There has been a rise of
necessary for thpse interested iu the 28. all ronnd in the price of timber.
Mr. MeGRATH.-It is astonishing that
h'ld llstry to come to the Departmen t for
assistance. That district has been, and I the mine-owners have not given some
bolieve s'till is, one of the richest milling fields publicity to this matter. They only tal<e
in Australia, but the very fact th~t the action on the question of the wages of the
people who hold the leases on Crown lands employes. ]f some of' the evils, such as
are able to extort royalty, and compel those the payment of royalty, the combine in conwho work the ground to cart their stuff to nexion with timber, and the price paid for
a battery a mile or two away, are sufficient materials, were removed, there would be a
cha,nee of the mining industry thriving again.
to prevent the progress of the industry.
Mr. HANNAH.-I thought that was all Then the reports on the development of the
mines should be furnished to the investing
knocked out.
Mr. .MeGRATH.-Oh, no, it exi~ts to- public, aud not only to those who take care
of the interests of the shareholders, and who
day.
Mr. MeBRIDE.-AIl the leases nm out seem to think that they own the whole
in fifteen years.
of the mines. I hope the Minister will give
NIr MeG HATH -'I hey surrendered the a promise to bring in legislation to deal with.
leases two years berore their expiry, and, some of the evils I have referred to.
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Mr. McBluDE.-It would have to be an
amendment of the Companies Act. I wrote
to the Attorney-General, giving him my
views, and I sent him a copy of Hansard
·containing your views.
Mr. McGRATH.-We shall have to deal
with this Attorney-General. The industry
is declining, not so much on account of a
:scarcity of gold, as on account of the methods
adopted by those who traffic in mining shares.
Yet we can get no legislation to deal with
'such evils, because the Attorney-General is
,obstinate. I cannot understand that, be-cause when connected with certain English
mining companies, he was very fail'; in fact,
,he was one of the fairest men interested in
the industry, and I know many things that
he did tnat will stand for ever to his credit.
He knows that these evils exist, and I cani}1ot understand his attitude. I think if the
Cabinet bring their persuasive powers to bear
-on him, we shall have the long-promised
amendment of the Act. It is an extraordinary t,hing that in connexion with the
:auditing of the books sometimes the
brothers of directors certify to the ac-counts being correct. These accounts are
public accounts. The shares of no-liability
-companies change hands from day to day, and
proper auditors should be appointed. I believe·
the Chamber of Mines sent a deputation to
the Minister, and, included amongst other
things, a resolution in regard to this matter.
I could point out many other evils. There
is, for instance, the question of collecting
proxies. They are always issued ill the
name of the legal manager when a company
as floated, and it is surprising how few people'
who purchase shares have them transferred.
Whilst they are in the name' of the legal
manager they can be used by him to the
disadvantage of t.he general shareholders.
The shareholders are simply in the hands of
the directors, owing to the manner in which
the proxies are issued. There should be a
Jimit to the number of proxies that any man
-can llse. Then there is the question of
inspecting the mines by investors. The
directors ill the Ballarat aud Daylesford district have intimated to' the investing public
that they can only visit any mine once a
month. That will not inspire confidence in
the investors, and it will do a serious injury
to the industry. I do not know what the
-officers of t.he Mines Department are thinking
.about. If they have the interest of the in.dustry at heart, they must see how these
things are militating against its progress.
Mr. McBRIDE.-I am trying to do the
~eBt I can.
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Mr. McGRA1'H.-I believe the honorable
gentleman is s),llipathetic. \\" e shall have to
get the Attorney-General down here, and
have a talk with him. I am not satisfied in
regard to the inspection of the mines in the
interest of the miners. If the statements
made to me are correct, they show that the
Inspector of Mines is not worthy of his position. I made inquiries from a man working
on the No. 8 level of a certain mine in my
district, and he assured me that the conditions
are intolerable. Yet the inspector says that
things are all right. I was told that when
he went to illspect this mine, there was no
air in the stopes, but ,,,hen the inspector
went into the stopes the air was turned into
them by the manager. I can get my informant to make a declaration as to this, and
if I do so, I hope the Cbief Inspector w,ill be
sent up to report on this mine.
Mr. HAMPSON.-I wish to say a few
words on these Estimates, because the mining
industry is a very important one to my
district. The amount th1tt is to be expended
this year on gold mining is not very large.
Mr. McBRIDE.-There is £15,000 under
another Act.
Mr. HAMPSON .-That will make the
amount more than it was last year. It was
stated in the Budget speech that the hope of
the industry was in deep sinking.
Mr ..McBRlDE.-I think Mr. Dunn made
that statement.
Mr. H AMPSON.-I think it is stated in
the Budget speech that a revival in mining
is expected to come from deep sinking. The
experience in Bendigo shows that attention
should be tnrned to some of the side lines.
Mr. McBRIDI.~.-They get their share of
the expenditure.
Mr. HAMPSON.-Between £6,000 and
£7,000 has been spent by the Department
on the New Home mine.
Mr. :McBRlDE.-On the Victoria Quartz.
Mr. HAMPSON.-I think the depth of
that-mine is about 4,700 feet. There are over
fifty mines in Bendigo more than 2,000 feet
deep. The most successful mine there at
present is in very shallow ground. and that is
the Ren, White, and Blue. I think if money
is to be spent in Bendigo it should be spent
on some of the side liues in the shallower
ground.
Mr. McBRIDE.- We give t.hem both.
Mr. HAMPSON.-I think it more Drobable that a revival will come from th.!
tributers as it has done in the past. There
was a discussioll last week as to the Miners
Wages Board, and when the men were likely
to get the benefit of its determination
4
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What makes the men anxious is not only the
delay, but the fear that the influence behind

the Government is greater than that which
they exercise.
Mr. l\fcBRIDE.-If you notice the corre~
. epondence with the Chamber of Mines you
will see that I am always the subject of
abuse.
Mr. HAMPSON.-It is stft~ed in their
report that a \Vages Board is unsuitable for
gold mining, because the standard vahle of
gold does not fluctuate, and they say that
they would be justitied in asking for the
reduction of miners' wages. I claim that gold
is the best protected article in the world.
They also ask for special constables in con.naxion with gold stealing. When a report of
that sort is signed by men like the Honorable
W. L. Baillieu, M.L.C., and the Honorable
J. Sternberg, M.L.C., it makes the men fear
that the influence behind the Government
is stronger than any which they can exercise.
Mr. McBRIDE.-Neit.herof those gentlemen
has approa(!hed me.
Mr. HAMPSON.-It may be that they
h8.ve not undue influence with the Government, but they cannot delay the Miners
Wages Boctrd very much longer.
Mr. McBRlDE.-I wrote the Minister of
Labour some time ago with regard to it.
Mr. HAMPSON. - The Minister himself recognises that the position has become acute. Had I been a miner I would
not have waited for the State Wages Board
or the Federal Arbitration Court. I would
have thrown down my tools and appealed
to the sense of justice of the people of Austru.lia. With regard to the inclusion of
miners in the Workers' Accidents Compensation Bill next session, I would remind the
Minister that the men were included in the
New Zealand Act at the outset and afterwards excluded from it. I wrot.e a letter to
Mr. Paul, a member of the Legislative
Council in New Zealand, and on 18th November he sent a reply, which contained
the following statement : Regarding your second query as to miners'
phthisis: Miners' phthisis was included in the list
of industrial diseases covered by the Act of 1908.
Ma.ny difficulties were encountered in putting it ip
operation.
The miners objected to a medical
examination. '1 he insurance companies refused to
ta.ke the risk without such examination. The
Government Insurance Department then took all
the risks, but no claim was ma,de uUller this head.
In 1909 miners' phthisis (pneumoconiosis) was
struck out of the list of industrial diseases. No
protest was made against deletion by any miners'
nnions, though one or two of the Labour men in
the Legislative Council protested.

Mines Department.

In the session just closed several amendments
were made to the Milling Act, clauRe 10 of which,
reads10. (1) It shall be lawful for the public trustee,.
in accordance with regulations in that behalf, to·
apply any part of the Gold Miners' Heliaf Fund
for the relief of miners who, either before or after
the commencement of this Act, have been or are
incapacitated for work owing to pneumoconiosis.,
contracted while working in a gold mine in New
Zealand, or for the relief of the family of any sucn
miner who has died, or who dies, either before orafter the commencement of this Act.
(2) "Minp.r " in this section means any person
employed in or about a gold mine, and including
persons employed in batteries.

Mr. McBRIDE.- When was that passed?
Mr. HAMPsON.-In the session just
closed-immediately before the election. If
the (}overnment cannot see their way clearto give these men consideration when theWorkers' Accidents Compensation Bill is
re-introduced, why C9.nnot they do something:
under a special fund for their relief, as is done
in New Zealand.
Mr. SMITH.-I deplore the fact that theindustry seems to be on the down grade.
It
has been so for a number of years. Whetherthl:Lt if! wholly attributable to the facts related by the honorable member for GrenvilleI anl not in a pOAition to say. I do know
that the attitude I:Ldopted by certain mining
speculatort! is not in the best interests of mining, as I regard them. I have expressed that
opinion on the floor of the House on moreoccasions than one. But it appears that the
Department does not think that sllch ideas.
are worthy of any recognition.
These Estimates include oertain
items for thefurtherance of the mining industry. Forinstance, £6,000 is put down for geological
and underground surveys.
That money is.
certainly to be devoted to very desirable· .
work, because it is laying out the re~f
bearing strata of the country, so that thosewho undertake their exploitation may kuow
where togo. We have a geological staffoi
professional men to whom we pay salaries
amounting to over £6,000. We have at the
hea.d of that professional staff a gentleman
who is sanguine I1S to mining and its future
in t.his State. I do not know that he has
impressed his sanguine views on mining investors. At Bendigo he said that there was
room for 10u,OOO miners on the Bendigo>.
field alone. He explained that the reefs
marked out there by the geological staff'
are so extensive that if they were worked
with any .thing like the expedition which
they deserved, there would be that largenumber of men engaged on the gold-field.
That is a strong statement. At no time III
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'the history of quartz-mining at Bendigo have just as likely to come on to something good
- 10,000 men been engaged. To say that ten in connexion with its investments as a,
,times that number could be employed solely private investor. The Government would
on the Bendigu gold-field, shows that there have this advantnge ()ver the plivate investor.
must be something radICally wrong for the They would have the opinion of the head of
Department not to have exploited these au- the Geological Branch.
.Mr. Mc13RIDE.-The Inspector of :Mines
riferous deposit.;: on behalf of the people. The
developmental policy of the Government has also to report favorably before allY
does not appeal to me as fnlly as it money is advanced.
l\fr. SMITH.-There is a double safeshould. A plan has been prepared of
the Bendigo fields hy Mr. Dunn and his guard. If you are guided by two men well
staff. It covers 20 miles of country. Very versed ill mining, one by local knowledge
scanty work has been done on various lines of and one by geological knowledge, you are
rp.ef. 1:1e claims that these areas are as scarcely likely to go astray. However, failing
likely to be auriferous as those already the adoption of the system which I have recomworked. Now we have frittered away about mended, we have to wait for private people
£4.00,000 and received in return only about to come along and put up the capital required
.£40,OOll or £50,00U.
to develop these mines. We have intrusted
l\lr. McBRlDE.-That is the direct return; the Mines Department during the last few
there is a larger indirect return.
years with a fairly large amount·of moneyMr. S.MITH.-~o doubt. Some of the perhaps not so large as it should have beencompanies which have been assisted have which has been advanced to mining companies
been put. on to gold-bearing strata by the llse in sums ranging from £ lOO to £1,000.
-of this money, and the result has been that There have not been many instances of sums
some of these mines have paid dividends. of £1,000 being advanced. Instead of spend-One of them-either the New Moon or the ing the whole of that money in that way the
South ~ ew Moon-has paid close on half·a- Minister should say to the hend of the Geo- million in dividends. It has practically re- logical Branch, "I am prepared to find you
turned to the community the whole of the a sufficient sum of money to sink a shaft a
given depth on any spot you select, with a
money which the ~tate advanced.
1\11'. McBRIDI<~.-Besides that. there was view to testing the nature of the country
which you declare is likely to be auriferous."
- the money paid in wages.
Mr. 8MITH.-I have merely mentioned If the Government showed faith in the min.the dividends paid to 'show the actual surplus ing resources of the State in that way,
over the expenditure. I have always held private enterprise would speedily follow them.
the opinion that when the Mines Department I know the objection which the Minister of
:ad vances money to a mining company, instead Mines had some time ago to that proposition,
of taking a lien over the property, it should but his line of conduct has entirely changed
hold all interest in the mine in proportion to since then. One dav when I made that
the amount advanaed. If the Mines Depart· suggestion to him h~ said, " What if you
ment had done that in the case 1 have men- struck gold?"
I said, " We would have a
tioned, the Government would have partici- State gold mine." The honorable gentleman
pated in the £400,000 di videnc1. That is tt shook his head, because at that time he was
proposition that ought to be considered. a great anti-socialist. Now, the honorable
When the Government advance money to a gentleman is a great socialist. WE' a.ll know
mining company, they take a lien over the what happened at Wonthaggi Gn account of
property. The amount advanced is so small the honorable gentleman's persistency.
No
that if it were entirely lost the State would step would encourage the mining industry,
be very little the poorer. On the other hand, if which is languishing to-day, more than the
the Government took up an interest in the expenditure of a sum of money in order to
-company according to the tlmount ad vanoed find out whether the assertions of the Geoand the val ue of the shares at the time, they logical expert, that there are lines of reef
would probahly beable to create a fund for the just as likely to be auriferous as any disclosed
assislallce of t.he mining industry out of the in t.he Bendigo district up to the present, are
dividellds received. They would be able, correct.
I now wish to say a word
without any expenditure in addition to the or two about the ventilation of mines.
amounts originally advanced, to expelld larger A big improvement has been made in the
sums of money in the furtherance of the min- last four or flvo years in the ventilation of
ing ind ustry than they spend at the present . mines, but there is one thing I had to com-time. I believe the Government would be plain of before, and I complain of it again.
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That is, while we have made provision for
the sinking of sl~afts with four compartments
-one special compartment for ventilation-it
is nothing nnusual in the Bendigo district to
find that the ventilation compartment is battened down immediately below the surface.
I do not know why the mining inspectors
allow this state of affairs to continue. I do
not know whetber they have the power to
order tbe battens to be taken off. If they
have that power, why do they neglect their
duty in that respect,? The other evening I
was talking to some men in Bendigo at
"crib " time. They had been sinking a
shaft, and had come up to have "crib."
They all said-" It is hot down there."
They were working at a depth of only about
200 feet. There was a fOllr·comDartment
sbaft, but I found that the ladder:way was
battened down, and the ventilating shaft
was also battened down. On that account,
the men working at t.hat shallow level
complained of the heat. I !'laid, ""~hy
don't you open. these things up and
let the smoke and dust get away?"
They had just fired.
They opened the
ladder-way and allowed the smoke to get
away while they were having their "crib."
A word from the mining inspector to the
manager of a mine would suggest to him the
wisdom of keeping these shafts open. It
was intended that the fourth compartment of
a shaft should be used for ventilation purThere is another matter to
poses only.
which I wish to refer. The other day I had
occasion to make inquiries in respect to a
certain lease in the Bendigo district. That
lease was held by a company, and they
wished to transfer it to a new company
which they were forming. The transfer was
applied for, I believe, in the fin~t month of
this year. The Mines Department flogged and
flogged this company to register the transfer,
but it was not done until last montheleven months after the application was
made.
There is a seam of gold in that
mine which tribnters conld hltve worked to
advantage during that time. These tributers, when working for the old company,
received returns over and above wages, and
paid a fair percentage to the did company.
Practically the same people as were in the
old company i1ave formed a new company.
Instead of registering the transfer of the
old company from the new company within
a reasonable tirne-Mr. McBRlDE.-Is this the "McDuff case?
Mr. SMITH.-I do not want to mention
the name of the company here because other
things may arise out of it. I will tell the
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Minister the name privately.
The 'peopte
controlling the mine refused to register the
transfer of the lease from the old company tothe new com}Jany, even though the Department sent thell1 letter after letter calling on
them to do it, until the end of last
month, or nearly eleven months since theoriginal step was taken. It lR time the·
Department put a foot down on fooling of
that kind. The people controllillg it kept.
the tributers out of the mine during those·
eleven months. The mine is not deep and
the tributers could hl;we worked it without
machinery.
These men made repeated
applications to work on tribute, and wrote to.
the Department stating their case. All the
Department did was to say that it was
powerless to give permission for tributers to·
enter the mine until the transfer of the lease
was registered. I say that is not a fair thing.
Perhaps the Department do not want toharass the mine-owners, but tLt the same'
time, when there is evidence that men are·
anxious to go into a mine in order to earn a
living, the Department should certainly spu~
on those responsible for the delay in
registering the transfer.
If they arenot willing to do what is required
of them,
within a reasonable time,.
their lease should be forfeited. 1 hope next
session the long promised Mines Bill will be
introduced. No doubt, when the measure ~s·
before us, we will endeavour to have introduced many reforms which will be beneficial, not only to tbe miners: but to the
• mine-owners as well. I cannot say that I
have any bones to pick with the Miues Department. There has been a big Improvement in the manner in which it is conducted. I have found the Chief Inspector of
Ventilation to be a very efficient, zealous, and
painstaking oflicer, and I think that shortly,
with his assistance, mining will be robbed or
some of the terrible features which have cha1'acterized it for some time past. It has been as
a ghoul hovering about the mining districts
because of the prey which it has gathered into.
its maw from time to time through the dread
miners' complaint. I hope the Minister will
take a note of the few suggestions I have
made, and that, if he thinks thete is anyt.hing
in them, they will be carried out properly.
Mr. 'I'U ~ NECLI FFE.-I have very little
to add to what has already been said, but it
appears to me that what the mining diBtricts, and particularly t.he Bendigo district t
are suffering from, is a kind of lax administration of the Department at head-quarters.
I admit that there is an insufficiency of
mining inspectors in the Bendigo district.
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()he of the officers is past his prime, and is
.not as etfiuient as he was. That gentleman
will reI ire shortly, or has retired, and a
,younger man will be appointed in his
stead. But even with a younger mall the
district will be nndermauned, and the work
cannot be carried out efficiently while there
are so few inspectors in the district. We
are face tu f/lOe with the fact that the mining
inspectors have practically not iuitiated any
attack on the mining cumpanies which are
found guilt.y of a dereliction of duty. 'Ve
are re(Jeatedly told that we are to bring
any specific cases of wrong-doing under
the lIotice of the Departmen t, an2 that the
Department will immediately take action
and see that anything wrong is remedied.
Certainly, I may say that when the cases
are brought under the uotice of the Department, an inspector is immediately sent to
the mine, or the particular place indicated,
and some sort of remedy is provided. Hut
this is throwing the whole OllllS of inspection
upon the miners themselves, whicc is hardly
a tenable position. J had a case quite
recently before the Department in which I
drew attention to the insauitary condition of
a mine and the lack of sallitary arrangements. Immediately Mr. Merrin wellt up.
He found things as reported, and ordered that
an alteration should be made. How long
the faulty coudition had existed before attention was drawn to it, 1 cannot say. If there
were sufficient inspectors to make periodical
visits around the mines, it would not be
necessary fur the miners themselves to report
these nlatters. There is anotl1er serious aspect which requires consideration. When a
breach of the regulations take!!. place the Department does not prosecute the mine-owners, bu t gi ves orders to them to pn t ill
the necessary appliances or make the
requ.isite
alteratiolls,
and
the
rnine-owners delay doing these things until
attention is drawn to the fact by some
-of the mPH or by the Miners' Association, and then the inspector is sent down
.and the work haR to be carril d out I COiltend that in these cases, wben it is found
that the owners have not complied with the
regulations-l believe that there is not a
large number who do not comply with them
-one or two prosecutions would Ihlve the
efiElet of quickening those who are inclined to
make default. There is anot.her matter to
which I wish to direct attentjol1. The miners
·()f Ballarat, Bendij!o, and elsewhere, have
freqllePJ.tly drawn the Minister's attention
to the pressing necessity for some under-_
:stauding being come tu
between the
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Mines Department, the Forests Department,
and the Lands Department in connexion
with the utiliza~ion of the waste lands in
the mining districts.
We corne to the
Minister of Lands, a!:iking that certain areas
be made available for cultivation.
The
application goes to the Mines Department,
and comes back with an objection from Mr.
Dunn, the Geological Director, who, as he
ad vances in years, tlecomes more rigid in his
determination to effectively proted, as he
says, the interests of mining industry in
Victoria. The conseqllenee of tbi8 i'3 that
there are large areas which, so far as the
ordinary layman can see - lVIr. McHlnDI<~.-That is the trouble.
Mr. TU '\NE(]LIFFE.-~o far as the
ordinary layman can see, these nreas are of no
use for mining purposes, and have never
been mined in tbt\past, and are only thought
by the GeologicafDirector to be wanted for
minillg purposes.
An area in the centre
of other areas in respect of which milling
objections have been removed was placed
under an em vargo by the Ueological
Director. It would appear that if there was
a reef running through the centre area, that
reef DlURt be dipping on one side or the
other, alld' that, therefore, Mr. Dunn IflUSt
either have ma.de a mistake in letting
the other land go or
ha ve become
unnecessarily rigid.
This matter could
be set.t1ed if the Ministers of t he Departments I na.med and the various officers
met to discuss the question, so that
alternative areas migllt be made available for
mining and the remaining land made available for cultivation. I trust the Mini::;ter
will give these matters consideration, and try
to bring about some remedy in counexion
with the two qnestions I have mentioned.
Mr. LANGDO.N. - I rf'~ret that the
honorable member for I Jaylesfol'd was lIot in
his plar.e when the question of the mineral
spring at Daylesford was under discllssion,
becuuse t he honorable memLer could have
given valnable information on the sut'ject,
Ilot only to t he Committee, but to the
Minister as well. I llnderstood that he consulted the :Millister' and that he was told
that tIJere was no necessity for llirn to
remain.
Mr. McBnmE_-He has been in close
touch wit h me over t he springs case.
Mr. LA~H-~DO~. - There is another
matter to which 1 desire to direct attention.
It is in connexioll with the, undeveloped portions of olltlyin~ Ilold-fields in my electorate.
Some assistan~ shonld be given to the goldfield at ~\. edderburn. I s}?ent a lot of money
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there and never got allY assistance.
There
are six or seven well-known lines of reef, and
the previous Minister of Mines agreed to
put down a shaft ] ,000 feet to prove
whether the l'ed formation was the same as
at Bendigo. I notice the Minister has only
put down £5,000 for prospecting purposes.
"Mr. McBRIDE.-But £15,000 I made
available last year, and that money is now
available.
Mr. LANGDON.-Is it unexpended?
Mr. McBRIDE.-A /!ood portion of it is.
Mr. LANGDON.-The honorable gentleman should have set aside £20,000.
.
Mr. J.\lcBRIDE. - I could only get
£15,000.
Mr. LANGDON.-Th~n there is the
case of the old field at Glengower. Of
course, Inglewood is looking after itself very
well.
Then there are B1lrke's Flat, and
other places. I think some \'ssistance should
be rendered to the few miners who are left
there, so that these fields may be developed.
I endeavoured the other day to get capital
to develop Wedderburn, and I was told that
I could get a report on the gold-field, but on
making inquiries at the Department, I was
informed that t'o.ere was no report available.
I could not get it, although I applied several
times.
MI'. McBRIDE.-Give me the lifl.me of it.
Mr. LAKGDON.-I forget the name of
the officer, but the Department will know
the report I require. I desire to get that
report, and a plan of the gold-field, because I
feel sure that 1 shall be able to get outside
capital to help in developing the field.
Mr. McBRIDE.-Is that (;lengower?
Mr. LANGDON.-Glengower and Wedderburn.
Mr. McBRIDE (Minister of :Mines).-I
agree with those honorable members who
stated that gold. mining in Victoria seems to
be on the down grade, but. 1 should like to
draw attention to the fact that the same
condition prevails on every gold-field in Australia, and on nearly every gold-field in
the world. The only gold-field that is
showing an inoreased
yield is the
famous one in the Transvaal, and the development in South Africa is taking place
in consequence of the deep sinking that hon- .
orable members from Bendigo are opposed
to. The great yields from tbose mines are
obtained at a depth of from 4,000 to 5,000
feet. Of course, they work unJer better
conditions. They do not have the no-liability
system, but they deposit up to £500,000 for
each concession rIght away, Jtid they are
able to prove by boring to a depth of 3,000
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feet. .They then put down an immense:shaft, by which the difficulties of venl ilation'
are entirely overcome, and the mine is able·
to work practically from the commencement.
While the shaft is going down, t.he plant and
other things are being got rell.dy, so that the·
mine is quickly able to become a profitmaking r.oncern.
With our no liability'
system, undf'r which 6d. is paid on application and 6d. on allotmeut, no big scheme can
be carried out. rrhe first call you make is.
probably not responded to, m:lIess the company is fortunate enollgh to get on to the"
gold. If it does not it dies, and the result of
this system is that we have never been ableto do anything great in the way of development, except on one or two of 0111' fields.
Mr. Dunn, the Geological Director, is accused of taking an extravagant view of the'
Bendigo field. I am inclineu to think, as he
does, that in Bendigo we have got the richest
gold-fi('ld in Australia, and probably 'one of
the richest in the world. We have there·
400 miles of reef, and of those nut more·
than 32 miles have been developed.
At Bendigo we have that peculiar formation
known as the saddle reef, one reef being
under the other, so that the 4UO mile~ of reef
must be multiplied by every sadelle forlllatiOI:.
Even if Mr. Dunn's views do not come tru~
in our own generation, I think they will be
proved to be right subsequently, and that if
we alter the system of no·liability, Bendigowill become a much more prosperous place
than it is now, or than it has ever been.
Mr. SmTH.- You would n;ake your nameif you spent a good bit of money to determin~
that.
Mr. McBRIDE--Tn regard to the suggestion of the honorable member for BendigoWest, and the honorable member for Korong,.
that the Government should sink a shaft, I
would point out that the moment yon began
to siuk a shaft on one mine you wonld haveany number of applications for shafts ~m
other milles. If the Minister of Mines
was a permanency - and I have never
felt that I was going to be in the 1\1 illes
Department more than six
or eight.
years-work such as this might be undert!iken. At Bendigo it would take some
years to sink on a sufficiently large scale.
I have given this matter very great consideration, and although I was in favour of'
sinking a State shaft on the coal-fields, yet I
am not in favour of doing it on the gold fields,.
because of the uncertainty of minillg for
gold. There was never any doubt about
getting coal on the. fields, because the ground
was thoroughly bored before we began to!
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:sink the shaft, but when we come to gold.mining we know that although the reefs may
. continue the shoots of gold occur only in short
lengths, and that when you work out one
.shoot you may work along the line of the
reef for a considerable di~tanee before yon
.come to another shoot. The probability is
that we may go to considemble expense in
,sinking a shaft and never land on a
.shoot of gold. Of course, if the i\]inister of
Mines did succeed in getting gold he
would get great kudos, but the risk is too
great. A }Jrevious Minister of Mines did
.attempt to sink such a shaft at Fost erville,
bnt the work was extremely expensive and
yielded no result. As to the necessity of
.amendillg that part of the Companies Act
relating to mining companies. I admIt that
there is very milch in the contention of
bonorable members, that mining would
prosper to a much greater extent if people
had more confidence in the management
-of onr mines. There are many things that
.occur to shake the confidence of the mining
world. It used to be noticed that when
the agricultural population i~ prosperous
more money is available for the development
of our mining fields. But though we have
ha.d a most prosperolls time during the last
.five years it has been nuted that we have
had very little assistance in gold-mining
·during that periofl. The agriculturists have
not Come to the assistance of the mining industry as they used to do, and their surplns
money has not been going into mining.
Mr. LANGDON.-'lhat it rather a strange
:argument. Olle would think it would be the
{)ther way about.
Mr. ~lcBRIDE.-However that may he,
there have been many glaring scandals in
(!onnexion with the management of mines
in Victoria. With regard to the Miners
Wages Board, and the scarcity of miners, I
believe that one of the reasons fOl' the
scarcity of miners, apart from the establishmeut of a ~tate coal mine and the better
wages paid there, is the fact that althuugh
the miner carries on one of the most
-dangerous and nuhealthy of all occnpations,
he is, under the present scale of wages, one
·of the lowest paid of all the mell who earn a
Ii velih01d by the labour of their hands. We
know that during the present prosperolls
times the wages of nearly all workmen have
gone up, but in the mining world there
has been no increase of wages. When the
Premier consulted me with regard to the
ap~ointment
of a
Wages Board for
miners, I immediately said it would be
;a good thing, and the necessary
reso-
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lutions were soon afterwards carried through
Parliament. Honorable members complain
that there ha& been cunsiderable delay on the
part of this Wages Board in arriving at a
decision, and I am inclined to think that that
is so. We must remember, however, that
when that Board was appointed, there was
considerable delay in getting a chairman
suitable for the position. After a time Mr.
Hal'l'is agreed to act as chairman. Mp.
Harris is a gentleman with considerable
experience, and I think t.hat no more suitable mu.n for the work could have been
obtained. The work of the Board, however,
has had to be done, not ent.irely by men
living in Melbourne, but also by men coming
from the principal mining dil:ltricts. The
result is that they cannot meet so frequently
as they wuuld be able to do if they all
resided in the metropolis. I am al:!sured,
however, that the decision of the Board will
he available early in the New Year, and I
hope it will be satisfactory to all parties.
The scale of wages propused by the unions is
of such a nature, that, if adopted, it would
inevitably kill any mining in Victoria.. Ths,t
fact should be remembered by the men. The
mine-owners, 011 the ot.her hand, should
recognise that the wages paid to miners are
the lowest that are paid to any class of
labouring men, and that the work itself is
most dangerous.
MrLANGDoN.-1'Vhat about the waste
lands mentioned by the honorable member
for Eaglehawk ?
lVIr. McBRlDE.-The sn~gestion made
by the honorable member for Eaglehawk has
already been adopted. Where we found that
the officers of the Lands Department and of
the }/iined Department were unahle to agree,
the ).; inister of Lands and myself consulted
together. I have always endeavoured to
bring these lands under section ~)8 of the
Act. Honorable members will recollect that
I was the original introducer of that section,
becanse. I myself am interested in a district
cOlltaining both milling and fnrming, so thfl,t
the whole of my interests were bound ll~' in
seeing that while miners were not. deprived
of the ri~ht to work, the surface of the land
should be cultivated. That sectioJl has
worked fairly well. The plans asked for by
the honorable member for Korong will be
furnished.
lJr. SMITH -In the Estimates of the
Mines Df'partment I notice that a sum of
£ 17,000 is provided t~ meet the expellse of
boring for gold, coal, &c. Can the Minister
give us any idea as to the amQunt likely to
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be used for boring for gold, and whether the
boring will be for quartz or for alluviaL?
Mr. McBRIDE (Minister of Miues).-Most
of the boring for gold is now done in the
alluvial. There are at present thirteen drills
operating, chiefly ou proved coal areas. There
are nine at Powlett and in the vicinity, which
includes an area of about 20 square miles.
There are lOO square miles in the whole area.
A.part from wages, the traulSport and upkeep
of these drills are responsible for a lal'gtl
amount of the "Vote. 'l'he additional drills
can be usefully employed, but it is feared
that there will be very little opportunity of
obtaining increased plaut out of this year's
vote.
Mr. ELMSL1E.-With regard to the vote
in connexion with the Victorian Coal Miners'
Accident Relief Board, I regret that the
leader of the Opposition is not here. Complaints have been made in connexion with
this fund, and perhaps I cannot do better
than read the following letter, which explains the situation : For some considerable time past the employes of
this colliery have been much dissatisfied with the
present state of affairs in connexion wit.h the Government Accident Fund. Firstly, they comider
the relief-12s. per week-altoget.her inadequate.
One man who is on the fund here at present is
paying 8s. per week rent, which leaves him 4s. per
week to feed and clothe his wife and family of
five children. Secondly, they consider that the
remuneration which the loral committee receives
is disgraceful in comparison to the work done. The
last payment received here by the local committee
amounted to 7s. per man, which was all they received
for a period of something like nine .months' wo~k.
This is very poor, when compared WIth the salarIes
paid to members of the Board, as shown in regulation 24 of Coal Mines Regulation Act, division 14,
Mines Accident Relief. We have interviewed the
members of the Board, and could get no satisfaction. At the present time there is no committee
here to look after any injured person. You would
be doing us a favour if, when you get an opportunity in the I-louse, you would bring this matter
up. Be the first complaint, we are willing to pay
a.nother 1~d. per week, making the contribution
6d., a:ld receive £1 per weak relief.

It seems to me that 12s. a week, especially
under the circumstances related in this letter,
is altogether inadequate, apd 1 think that if
the suggestion made by the writer could be
'adopted it would improve matters very
considerably by bringing the payment up to
£ 1 per week. Of course, it would need an
amendment of the Act under which the
fund is constituted. I hope the Minister
will give the matter his favorable consideration.
Mr. McBRIDE (Minister of Mines).I have had a letter to a similar effect from
:Mr. Cosgriff, of Korumburra, who is alsu
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the writer of the letter read by the honorablemember for Albert Park, and I have referred
it to the Board for report.
The trouble,.
however, although Mr. Cosgriff does not
recognise it, is that· this fund has been only just
started,and if we were to pay a larger sum than.
is paid at present the fund would probably
become untinancial. In fact, it was only last
week that I received a letter frol11 Mr. Barry,.
in which he drew attention to the fact that the·
fund is already untinancial, l:md he compared
the salaries paid in connexion with that fund
with the salaries paid in connexion with a
aimilar fund in New South Wales. The
latter fund has been established for a great
many years, and it has an accumulated
balance of about £2~)O,O()0, so that it is now
able to pay a larger amount than could be
paid at first. When that fund was first.
started, however, it was in a similar position
to that in which the Victorian fund. stands.
to-day. Until it became fully financial, it.
only paid 12s. a weeK, the same as we do.
Mr. McGltATH.-Are the funds increasing?
Mr. McBRIDE.- Yes. I have decided
to send the whole of the accounts to the
act.uary, and if we can pay a larger amount
we shall do so.
Mr. SMITH.-I wish to draw attentiuIlJ
to the item of £400 for "expenses in COIlnexion with experimeuts for the better ventilation of mines." Can the Minister give
any information as to whether any experiments are now taking place in connexion
with this vote r
Mr. McBRIDE (Minister of Mines).I have a memorandum here, stating thatA special officer, Mr. T. W. Ross, is still, underthe supervisi(lll of the Inspector of Mines, carrying
on experiments in the direction indicated, chiefly
in the Bendigo district, more especially in regard
to dust in mines; effect of explosives, and the
burning of candles; also the effect of lubricating oils.
and air compressor in so far as they, in addit.ion to
those referred to above, affect the mine air. Theresult of any experiment, which may be regarded
as an improvement, is discussed with ~nining
mana.gers, who gt::t the benefit of the experiencegained, with t.he result that it all tends to one
end, namely, improvement in the condition of theworking miners.

They are continually carrying on these experiments.
Mr. SMITIJ.-How can you incur expenditure on these things?
Mr. McBRIDE.-Out of the grant.
:\1r. SUITH.-Do you supply material?
Mr. McBRIDE.-Oh, no.
The vote was agreed to.
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FORESTS DEPARTMENT.
Minister of Forests, £53,777.
MI'. I-J AN.'i A H.-This is a very )mportant
Department, and I should like to have some
information from the Minister on certain
matters. Forestry in this State has been
neglected for a considerable time. Great
things have been promised, but not much has
been realized. I take it that the Minister of
Forests has a policy to place before 118, and I
understand that he has a pretty free hand in.
the expenditure of money. Whilst it is a
very good thing to pay attention to mining
in some directions, I am not all enthusiast ill
the matter, although 1 was born in a mining
town and have invested and lost mOtley in
the industry. We should wake up in regard
to the possibilities of our forests, for we ha\'e
still some very excellent ones. I understand
that the Minister has established a seasoning
plant at Newport, for which provision is
made on the Estimates. 1 hope he will tell
us how far he has succeeded in the seasoning
of timber for railway purposes.
Mr. McTIRIDE.-We have not got as far as
that yet. Up to the present we have
seasoned fiooriug boards only, but the \\ orks
are hardly completed.
Mr. HANNAH.-That is unfortunate,
and I am sorry we have not some experiellces
as to how our timbers stand seasoning.
Many honorable members will recollect that
when I entered the House as the special
represent'1tive of the railway employes, I
took up this matter and succeeded ill getting
a resolution passed. As a result, nearly the
whole of our rail way carriages are now con·
structed of Australian timbers, though I
regret to say that nearly all these timbers
come from other States, and particularly
from Queensland and Tasmania. If during the
past seven yeard the Department had put vim
into this matter, we should have had hundreds
of men engaged in the timber indus~ry. In
Eastern Gippsland we have millions of feet
of good timber, and uuless it is dealt with it
will deteriorate.
Mr. J. CAMERON (GippslandEa.~t).-I am
going to invite the Japauese to insped our
East Gippsland timbers.
Mr. HANN AH.-Weare spending th:msands of pounds on timber produced in o"her
States, and yet we hear the Honorary
Minister talking about supplying the
.Japanese with timber. If that is t.he policy I
am sorry for the Government.
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Mr. HANNAH.-We have two or three
classes of timber here equal to some of the
high-class timhers that we get from Queensland and Tasmania. The Government have
entered into same large contracts for supplies from those t;tates. If we h'1d put our
timbers into our seasoning plant at Newport
we would have timber for railway-carriage
constrnction equal to some of the best obtained from the other ~tates. J magine the
,Japanese coming here to look at the Gippsland forests! The Melbourne Harbor Trust
have entered into a contract with Tasmanilt
for over £1,000,000 worth of timber while
we have timber here as good as allY in Tasmania, and it is not all in East Gippsland.
Vre have a fine forest in the Baw Eaw
ranges witbin tsO miles of Melbourne.
Mr .•1. CAMElWN (Gippsland East).- We
have timber in East GippslalJd worth £80(:
an acre delivered ill Melbourne.
Mr. HANNAH.-And we hare timber
worth of: 400 or £500 an acre within Stl
miles of Melbowrne.
Talk about the
Japanese coming here to see our forests!
Mr. J. CAMlmON (G1ppslanrt East '.Thousands of sleepers are HOW beillg sent to
Hong Kong and the Eastern States.
:Mr. HANNAH.-I recognise that the
time is not far distant when we shall find
ourselves faced with a very difficult proposit.ion. The cost of hardwood timber to thE'
Railway Department has risen about 4s. per
hundred for the avemge sizes during the last
twelve months. Through the referelldum not
being carried, the timber merchants raised the
price by about 3s. within a fortnight. I <.10
not blame them; they are merely looking
after their own interests. Some ISplendid
articles have appeared in the Age newspaper
on the question of our forests. That papeI'
has tried to force the Government to supply
themsel ves with local timbers. The Rail way
Department is now in the position of not
being able to get the timber required, while
we have timber adjacent to the railway~
equal to anythiug in Tasmania. In J ndi-a th(
pract,ice has been not to vallle land for itseH.
bllt on aCCOU:lt of the timber on it, and tha'
is what we should have done here. hi thl
past the policy has been to destroy the forest~
ill order 'to place prople {JIl the land.
'in thl
Heytesbury and Otway forests we hav,
destroyed timber reserves worth from £50(
to £600 an acre, and now we have very littl,
blackwood left. V\Te had some Americall expert:
llere a few yean; ago, and, 1:lt my illst.igarion
Mr. :NluRltAY -Bnt you said just now they took back til A mericfl. SOmt3 of ou
timber. They said thltt' if they cuuld ge
that the t.imber is deteriorating.
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these timbers for motor car construction they
would give us a very big price for theill.
.i.'Hr. MURHAY.- You object to us selling
them to the outsider.
lVIr. HA.NNAH.-I am showing thevah:e
which is placed on our timber abroad. I
think we should supply ourselves with
timber which we require instead of going
abroad for it. Practica.lly, none of the States
is grappling with this problem, and 1 believe
that there is a proposal to deal with the
Dlat ter from the point of view of the Commonwealth. At Mount Buffalo, buildings
have beE'n erected with local timber, which
was hirly green. If that timber had been
properly sea.soned, it would have held its own
with ti.nber from any other State.
We
should encourage our children to take an
interest in the growth of timber. A great
deal could be done along our rail ways in
planting young trees, e:;pecially pines, from
other countries.
Large tracts of land are
lying idle along the railways. America has
sent to Victoria, Tasmania, and Quee[)sland
for trees. A large acreage in America is
being pIau ted with our timber, so that they
recognise its value.
Last sessipn I spoke
. about the seasonillg plant. The Minister
.said it was being erected, and that in a short
time he wonld be able to tell us about the
advantages of our seasoning Victorian timber.
Victorian timber is being utilized in the
industry of piano-making. which has been
estab1i~hed here.
I took an interest in getting some timber for the gentleman who
rUllS the factory.
•
Mr, MURRAY. - Is this not becoming
tedious repetition?
Mr. ELl\1SLIE (to Mr. Murray).- Well you
have got a cheek; it is do\\nright impudence.
Mr. HANNAH.-I will take no notice
of the Premier's remark. I want to show
the value of some of the timber that has been
stored by the Rail way' )epartment for a long
period. The gentleman who runs the piano
factory obtained a supply of tinlber which I
knew was available because they rEckoned it
was too hard to be made up at the Newport
workshops.
The timber was fiddlebuck
black wood, whieh wa;, converted into veneer~,
and used for the highest class pianos made in
Australia. I believe some of that timber has
been sent to the Hoyal family. There are
hundreds and thousands of pound& worth of
timber in our forests if we only developed
them properly. We should ba\'e a practical
man to mark these fiddlehack blackwood
trees, in order that they may not be destroyed but retained for the State.
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MI'. J. CAMERON ((Hppsland Ea.~t).-We
sent mantelpieces of blackwood home, anci
they were awarded a medal at the Shepherds'
Bush Exhibition.
Mr. HAN~AH,-]n cOllnexion with our
tim ber, I am not speaking for the private
ilJdividllal, b~t for the ~tate, because the
Railway Depart111ent uses a large amount of
i~.
There are timbers in Eastern Gippsland
which, if properly seasoned, could be converted into tbe finest furniture made in Vic·toria. ()abinet-makers and furniture manufacturers cannot get supplied from Queensland, and in South Australia they are giving
high prices for common hard wood. If the
timber were seasoned, one man would take
thousands of {Jounds worth of Ollr hard wood
wbich is now practic::t.lly nsed only fol' pal.
ingd. We should deal with t.hif: problem in
a practical way. I f that were done, our timber'
would help to defray tbe eX{Jense of one or
two lines of railway which we are about to
construct.
J.~.r. J. CA:\IERON (Gippsland East)There is enongh to payoff the national
debt.
Mr. HANNAH.-Why should we have
to go to Tasmania in connexion with the
requirenH>nts of the Harbor Trust, when we
have timber equally good here.
Mr. ~~UWBALL.- We have not the bluegum here which they have there.
Mr. HANNAH.-l.\..:.ostdecidedly we have,
and also woolly bu tt. The Forests Department has not done very much beyoud providillg for the snpply of A ustri1.lian hardwoods in cOllnexion with the building of
houses, and the building of bridglj~ and work
of tllat kind. There are some forests in
Vi"toria which are still very valuable. There
is one in the north-eastern part of the Statethe Hubicon-whicb is principally known
for its woollyhutt, bluegum\ and messma.te.
All those timbers are very valuable, but in
the past in Victoria they have not been used
for any special purpose. I tried some years
ago to get the Minister of Forests tl) establish a ~tate mill from which the (~overument
would be able to get its supplies of timber. I
cOllsidered tllat not only wOllld the Government be :t ble to supply itself with timber,
but would also be able t,) demollstrat(· the
value of other timbers if it. had seasoning
works such as have bel'n established at
Newport. The value of the timbers of Victoria is not suffieiently known. I have
llere asamplo, which honorable members can
see. .It is of monntailJ a5h, alld on one side
it looks like an ordinary paling fence.
The reverse side has a beautiful polish. This
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timber bears compa.rison with any highMr. HAMPSON.-The honorable gentlepriced timber that comes from Tasmania, man is Minister of Mines and also Minister
Queensland, and other places.
It is unsur- of Forests. Before that land could be thrown
passed for railway carriage building. I want open nnder the Act there had to be an
the best policy to be followed in the interests agreement by the Mines Department, the
of the State.
1 know honorable members Forests Department, and the Lands Departhave talked for a considerable period about ment. The population III Bendigo is shiftthe forests of this State.
l'Iothing has ing from the east to the west.
.A. number
been done up to the present in con- of miners are getting ont of Bendigo
nexioll with extending the nse of Victorian and going in for fruit and tomato-growing.
woods.
t;ome two or three years ago a There is one factory there at present and
seasoning business was started.
I was two others a.re going into the district, so it is
largely instrumental in getting a gentleman, an important. matter. They will be asking
who knew nothillg about our local timbers, soon that some more of this lalld, which is into start a seasoning establishment.
Vic- cluded in the forest, and adjoins the water
torian timbers have been seasoned there and race, should be t.hrown open for closer settlemade into mantelpieces and other high-class ment. I should like to get a statement fromfurniture.
[n years gone by, I myself the Minister that he will be prepared to deal.
experimented with the best oak and with this matter more from the stand-point
ash proauoed in the Old Oountry and of closer settlement than from the standAmerica.
I have had timber grown in Vic- point. of timber in a district so close to the
toria seasoned in half the time, and taking as city. I have been asked at different times.
good a polish as the imported timbers. The what the .Forests Department is doing in.
Government ought to come out with a bold reference to growing timber suitable for
policy.
It is no use tinkering with such an butter boxes. There was some adverse
important matter as this.
I have felt for a criticism levelled at a member of the Legislagreat number of years that we have a great tive Conncil who took up an area of land
asset in our forests. Of conrse, that has not under a grazing licence. The ~'orests Debeen fully realized by the people of Austra- partment, I think, fenced the land in and:
lia. ~rhe Government have a sum now on the charged a rental which, I underst$\nd, covers'
:Estimates amountingto£l ,000 for woollybutt. the cost of enclosing this area. Some others
·'Voollybutt is not the only timber of valne in the district desire to get land under simistill existing in the forests of Victoria. We lar conditions. I believe the Forests' Dehave in Easte~n Gippsland splendid iron bark, partment does not desire to grant these
and some of the finest yellow stringybark licences unless the land is in fairly large areas.
that can be found anywhere. \iVhy should I should like to know the view of the Departwe pay private people outside the ~tate ment as to the minimum area people could
thonsands of pounds for timbers, when some take up under such conditions.
of them are llot as good as our own timbers
Mr. McLACHLAN.-Ill my constituency
for high-class work, such as rail way carriage we have varied kinds of timber. We have
building? I sincerly trust that the Minister not only woolly butt, but iron bark, red gum,
will give the Oommittee some assnrance that yellow gum, red box, white strinF!Y bark,.
fA; more progressive policy will be adopted
messmate, silvertop, black wattle. and others,
with regard to our forests.
all of which are considered very valuableThis timber is not very accessible,
Mr. HAMPSON.-I wish to ask the
but
it is
worth
conserving.
On
Minister two or three questions. I may say
the near side of this immense forest we have
that I agree to a large extent with what
the Bow- W orrllng foredt. The tim ber has
has been said by the honorable member for
been cut out of this, and an agitation has
Collingwood. I am a thorough believer in the
been going on to get the forest thrown open.~
conservation of tim bel', and also in the conto the people. 1'he Minister has promised
servatiun of water. At Bendigo East some
to visit that forest, and I understand his
time ago about 500 acres of land were thrown
in tention is to make the visit next mon the
opE'n for settlement alollg the branch race
Beyolld the Bow- W orrung forest the
from the Coli ban scheme. 1 under!:>tand tha.t
Department should protect the timher from
all bllt two of the blocks thrown open were
destruction
by fires. We have, in another
taken up.
portion of my constituency, a large area.
M.r. McBluDE.-I have nothing to do locked up as timber reserves. From all I
with them once th~y are thrown open for can ascertain it is quite unfitted for the purcloser set tlemen t.
pose, and would be of more advantage to the-
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public if thrown open. ~o far as Bow. \Vor· successful the wood used would have to b8
seasoned to a certain extent, though perhaps not
rung forest is concerned, 1 will leave the so
thoroughly as for fine cabinet purposes.
Minister 10 decide for himself when he goes
We
export vast qnantities of hutter, and the
there whether it should be thrown open, but
I should like an expression of opinion in trade bas brought millions of pounds to Vicregard to the future intentions of the Minister toria. But the one thing we want is a suitrespecting the area of COlin try containiug the able Victorian wood for butter boxes. and
timbers I spoke of and iying beyond the this report shows that butter boxes can be
If
made out of timber grown in Victoria.
Bow- W orrnllg forest.
Mr SOLLY.-! think the honorable the honorable member for Collingwood had
member for Collingwood is to be congratula- done nothing but draw attenl ion to that fact,
ted 011 briugillg the important question of he should have been commended rather than
our timber so prominently under the notice spoken of in the way he was by the Premier
or h'JUorable memben3. The report of the a little wlile ago.
Forests Department for last year clearly
Mr. McBRlDE.-I commended him, and
bears Ollt the honorable member's statements asked him to go on,
that some of these woods can bfl used in
Mr. SOLL Y.-I am glad tha~ one member
cn.binet.. making. 011 page 10 of the report of the Government has some commun sense.
I have complained about the wilful destrtlction
it is statedFine grained native hardwoods are gradually of our forests. There is no proper protecmcreasing in favour for cabinet work, and are now tion snch as there is in America, where the
being so used by Messrs. Grundy and Co., of timber is recognised as a most valuable asset
Brullswick; Pretzel, of So nth Yarra; Wertheim to tte country. There has been wholesale
a.nd Co., of Richmond; and many oLhers.
destruction in our ~tate forests during the
These works are established in Victoria, and past fifty years. This is a most iIll portant
give a large amount of employment, besides matter, to my mind, because wood is a most
providing anopportllllity fot" the investment of essen ~i>l.l thing for nse in r,i vilized conln1unicapital in the development of various natural ties. Every consideration should be given
industries.
The report further states- to conserving our forests and developing
To the few, their uses were clearly seen forty or them as far a~ we possibly can, and any pro·
fifty years ago, and the only wonder is that u. more posal by the (;overnment to incur expenditure
general appreciation has been delayed so long.
in this direction would get the whole-hearted
Although t.his was known fifty years ago, supp'.'rt of the Opposition. The public press
nobody took an interest in the matter, but haR pointed out the vallle of these tim bers,
very largely through the efforts of the honor- and complained of the destruction of millions
able member for Collingwood, public atten- of pounds worth of this valuable material from
tion has bel:'n drawn to the purposes for year to year. The newspapers are very seldom
which these woods can be used. The report right in their arguments, hl.lt on this subject
continup.s-they are right unquestionably. I trust tq see
One of the chief reasons for this tardiness of £5u,000 placed on the Estimates -for the
popular approval was the difficulty-almost the purpose of conserving and developiug our
impossibility-of getting the 1 imber properly
seasolled, a necessity if good caLinet work is to be forests, and something more should be done
in the direction of seasoning the timber, so as
done with eucalyptus timber.
This serious drawback will shortly disappear as to make it useful for commercial employ(!Hlr woods, properly !"ea&oned at the Department's ment.
works at Newport, come on to the market, when
Mr. COTTER.-I recently read in the
they should take the place of all but the very finest
press that the Federal Government, which is
of imported cabinet timbers.
It is known that fUl'lliture makerR regard our undertaking the construction of the tl;anstimber as refractory and difficult to work, but it is contiuental railway to Western Australia, connot nearly so stubborn and intractable as the template using cOllcrete or glass or flome other
ka.uri of New Zealand. of which such a large pro·
substitute for wood for the sleepers 011 this
portion of middle-class furniture is manufactured.
An effort is now bei\l~ made to use Victorian line, as they fear the supply of sleepers will
hardwoods for butter boxes, and if thi.s sUI'ceeds it not be sufficient. I desire to point out that
will give a fillip to the timber tl'ade, and to the a mall recently waited on me and informed
producer cheap hoxes. It is considered that a
perfectly sound, strong .Lutter Lox can .be made me that in the l-Ieytesbury district t here was
with ~.inch hardwood tImber for two SIdes anri sllfficient timber for this line without touchi.inch for t.he other two sideF., and 1·inch for top ing the supplies from other districts, which
and hottom.
are required for onr own wants.
A hox. constructed with these sizes would not be
Mr. McLEOD.-How competellt was he to
so heavy as the present one, would be as strong ('r
stronger, and would be chea,per. To be quite judge of the value of timber ~
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Mr. COTTER.-He is a man who has
made his living by getting sleepers for railway lines.
Mr. McLEoD.-Sometimes they are the
worst judges you can get.
Mr. COTTER.-I would take this man's
judgment in preference to the honorable
member's. At any rate, I notice by the
pref:is that the Federal Governmellt are looking abroad foi' a substitute for woodell sleepers
on this line. On the other hand, we have
sufficient of this timber ill one forest alone
to supply the whole of the requirements.
~lr.
McBBlDE.-The exportation of
sleepers from Victoria h!l.s beeu stopped for
mallY years.
Mr. McLIWD.-Victoria cannot supply its
own requirements.
NIl'. COTTER.-lf that is a. fact it is
very strange that we have had a visit from
Japanese repr.esentatives, with a view of
opening up a market in .J apan for our
timber.
Mr. McBuIDE.- We can sell ordinary
hardwood, but, not sleepers.
Mr. COTT EB..-I now w.ish to refer to
the question of tree planting in our streets.
In Ollr towns we have some of the finest
str~ets in the Cornmonwealth. If tree planting were systematically entered upon it
would do a great deal eventually to overcome
the dnst nuisance, and besides rendering our
streets beautiful, would, in years to come,
provide a valuable asset for the community.
I would like to hear a statement from the
Millister as to the intentions of hi!:! Department in this respect.
Mr. McBRIDE (Minister of Forests).I have lis~ened w~th a great deal of interest
to the speech of the honorable member for
Collingwood on this vote~ and I agree with
a good deal of what he has said, hut 1 think
he has hardly done justice to the Forests
Department, in saying that no real work is
beitlg u()ue in connexion with our forests.
Of cnurse, in a Department like the Forests
Depa1'tment, where the work is sprend over the
whole of the State, it is very hard to see
where work has been done, but, in order that
honorahle members may know something of
what has been accomplished during the last
three years, I have had a short statement
drawn up setting ont the essential particulars.
I might say that when 1 took office
the Hlllollnt that was placed on the
Estimates for the Forests Department
was only £4,(,00. That was three years
aO'o. At that time a Forests Bill had be~n
it~troduced by my predecessor, the bonorable
member for Daylesfol'd. The work of the
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Department at that time bad not been going
along very well, but since then the amount
put to the credit. of the Department has increased very much, alld we have done a great
deal of really good work. The statement to
which I refer is as follows ;During the past three years the operations of
the Forests Department have made steady progress. The revenue has increased from £25,000 a
year to over £41,000. Out of this latt .. r sum,
£17,485, or about 42 per cent., is spent on manage.
ment and supervision, while nearly £20,000, or
47 per cent., is set aside for the improvement of
the young natural forests and the laying out of
planr ations of hard wood and pine. After payment
of all management expenses and exp<'nditule on
progressive work, there has been a small smplul!!
during the period stated-in 1909, £1:~,500. in
1910, £3,800; while I his year, owing to I he large
extent of plantation work, the surplus has been
reduced to £850.

That is to say, we are now putting int.o our
forest work all the reven ue that is recei ved
frolll the forests themselves. In addition to
that, the Treasurer has promised that we are
to have an ad.ditional sum of .£20,O()U out of
the general revellne to be spent ill forest
work. The st.atement contiullt'sDuring the three years we have given rt'gular
employment, in the youlIg forests and plantations
to over 1,OUO men, or an average of ;·t30 It year,
the work being done in the winter when employment is slack in mallY country districts. V\ e have
laid down :3,3.10 acres under tree plantations
hard wood and pine, and 1,200 a0res unde;
wattles for the tanning trade.
We have also
thinned, cleared LIp, and thoroughly improved, in
order to get quicker and h .. althier gruwth, 25,000
acres of young forest, chiefly ironbark, box, and
redgum. 'Ve have. also at present enclosed with
nett.ed fencing for future planting 11 ady 20,000
acres of open land, and, under existing arrallgements, we propnse to plant out new grouud
at the rate of 4,OuO or 5.1100 acres a yea,., selecting
in preference the denuded or treeless nor'th .. rD
plains. With somewhat increased expenditure we
can improve the young forests at the rate of
25,000 acres a ye'tl', giving in this way wmter
employment for about three months to another
I,LOO men.

Mr. McLACHLAN.- Where are those men
chiefly employed?
A'11'. McBRIDE.-They are' scattered
right throughout Victoria.
Mr. McLAcHLAN.-There are none in my
district.
.
Mr. McBRIDE.- The statement goes
OD-

During this period we have emharked on two
new ulldertakin~s-the establishment .of a forestry
school at CreswlCk, and of seasOlllllg kilns at
Newport, near the railway workshops.

I might say that, as many honorable members kllow, we have a.rranged to take over
the huspital buildil1~s at Creswick ill order to
board our forestry pupils, and we are having
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a. new cottage hospital built, to take its place.

Lecture work is now being carried on at the
forestry school by professors who attelJd from
other places, particularly from Ballarat, and
we hope very shortly to have the school in
full operation. At the Creswick nursery we
turn out more trees than any other State
Bursery, except that of .Japan. Our output
runs to about 6,000,000 young trees per
annum, as against an output of something
like 8,000,000 trees in .Japan. It will be
seen, therefore, that we have not neglected
our work in that direction.
With regard to
the seasoning kiln at, Newport, I may say
that when I first took office I arranged with
the Treasurer that I should obtain money
with which to establish thi'.l kiln. The work
of constructing the kiln was carried out very
slowly by the Public Works Department,
and it is only quite lately that the kiln has
been completed, It is purely an experimental kiln, but we now have from
50,000 to 60,000 super. feet of 4 x 1 hardwood undergoing the seasoning process.
We have a planing-mill there, and when
I visited the place on ~V.londay last, I found
we had 4,000 or 5,000 running feet of 4 x I
tongued and grooved flooring boards ready
for the market. The timber looks splendid,
and I am having a test made at the University to determine whether it is thoroughly
seasoned. In the timber that comes in we
occasionally find planks of fiddlehack ash
and blackwood, and timb8rs of that sort.
These planks are put aside. The man in
charge of the work has polished some of them,
and they are certainly splendid timbers for
cabinet work. If the kiln is the success
that we expect, we intend to erect another of
the same size, and also some SAlal1er ones
for the purpose of drying blackwood, and
timbers of that sort.
The gentleman we
have in charge is the inventor of the system
of seasoning that is adopted, and I believe it
will prove to be successful.
~lr, HANNAH - What is the system?
l ..rr. McBRIDE. - I think the name of
the inveiltor is Mr. House.
An HO~ORABLE M.Kl\IBER.-Are you offering any premium to private individuals for
seasoning timber?
Mr. McBRIDE.-No; but I am sure
they will be glad to have the benefit of our
experience. The statement concludesThe Forestry School supplies a long-felt want in
providing practical training in nursery, plantation
and forest work for studellts and apprentices, as
well floS class teaching in subject.s such aA:I surveying.
chemistry, geology, and botany, and it will greatly
improve the per,ronnel of the for'ests staff. The
timber-drying kilns at Newport ha.ve been con-
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structed to enable us to use our fine hardwoodlr
such as mountain ash, woollybutt, spotted gum:
&c., to bett.er advantage than at present, so that.
suitable seasoned hardwood may be available for
flooring, s'aiJ:casing, panelling, wainscotting. &c.,
also for bodywork in coachbnilding. The triallotri
of timber passed through the killlS have seasoned
well, and when dresRed and finished for the trade
are fully equal to the best imJlorted hardwood. Ali
regards the earnings of the Forests Department,
these are likely to increase within eighteen mouths
to over £fiO,OOO a yp.ar, owing to the great and increasing demands for our hardwoods, and the fact
that severa.l companies with ample c'l,pital ara
likely to en~er the Gippsland forests for the pro~
duction of Illaterial for building, construction. and
export of flooring material, &C.

That. shows that we have not been altogetherback ward with regard to our forests
Vf e
have in the Comervator of Forests, Mr.
Mackay, a gentleman whose heart is,
thoroughly in his work.
HO~URABLE ME~fBlms.-Hear, hear.
Mr. McBRI!)E,-No time or trouble is.
too great for him to devote to his duties.
1n fact, last year I had to send him compulsorily a way on a holiday because I was.
afraid of a breakdown. Mr. Mackay is doing
really good work.
Mr. HAN~AH.-There is too much work
for him to do.
Mr. McBRII)E.-That is so, and theDepartment is in need of re-organization to a.
certain extent.
I want to ca:l the attention of honora,ble members to the fact
that during the recess last year I had
hoped to give more attention to the Forests,
Department, but I was extremely busy in
connexion with the development of our'
coal-fields. Then during the late short
recess I had to take up the duties of Chief"
Secretary, in the absence of my colleague~
the Premier, so that I did not have the time·
that I would baVA liked tv give to a.
personal supervision of the forests. During
the coming recess, however, I hope to givespecial attention to the work of that DepartmInt.
With regard to the tree plantingcompetition, about which the honorable
member fur Hichmond spoke, I may ~ay that
the officers of the Lands DepartnJellt havedrawn up a scheme. I have the papers here·
in connexion with it, and I will hand them
over to the honorable member. They htt.vealready been published in the press. Thehonorable member will see that we ale offering prizes fur competition amollg OUl' farmers.
It does not apply specially to tree~plantillgJ
but we propose taklllg steps to plant.
some of the th ree- chain roads in the·
S orthern and Western districts.
With
regard to the Bendigo closer settlement scheme, I will obtain reports.
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and ask the Minister of Lands to have a
schedule of these areas ready before next
Parliament. The honorable member for
Bendigo West will no doubt come and see
me personally about it. The question of
growiug timber suita.ble for butter-boxes was
referred to by the honorable member for
Carlton.
As yet we have no timber in
Vict:)ria that is entirely suitable f01' this purpose, but we think that woollybutt will be
suitable when properly seasoned, and when
the t.aint is removed from the wood. Experiments have been made. and we have a
number of butter-boxes, made of wl)oll.ybutt,
now stored in one of the cool stores in Melbourne. With regard to the adverse criti·
.cism tha.t has been passed upon a member of
another place, I have not read those criti.cisms, bJ.t I believe they refer to Mr.
Abbott, who, I believe, is the lessee of a
l)ortion of one of our tim bel' reserves.
They are let in blocks of a thousand acres,
.and we can let them for a period of seven
years. In many cases they are fenced. I
have not seen the criticism that has been
referred to. Redgllm has become very
:scarce and the price is now very high. I had
the opportunit.y of purchasing a redgum
.estate in the vVestel'll District Ilear Hamilton. The price asked for it was £3 an acre,
but we purchased it for 37s. I have not
;seen it yeli, but it is exceptionally well reported on by the officers of the Forests Department as to the timber and by the officers
.of the Lands Department as to its valu~.
We hope to be able to supply a good many
Ted;!um sleepers from that area and also a
good deal of timber for works of a general
-character. ';Ve propose to establit'h our own
mill on that land. The honorable member
for Gippland North referred to the fore~t at
Bow-WOfrung. I had hoped to visit it as
promised, but owing to the parliamentary
.elections coming on my plans were overthrown. I shall, however. visit it early in
January with the honorable member. Some
.of the forests are endangered by fires, but, we
have a fire guard consisting of about fifteen
men.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-In the forest I referred
to?
Mr. :\[cBRIDE.-rI do not think they are
there, but if there is any danger of fire there
I shall send them up. The danger is in the
forests adjoining Melbourne, in places like
Warburton. If there is allY danger of fire in
the Bow W orrung Forest I shall send some
-of the men up there, for I should not like to
see the forest burned out before I inspect it.
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I shall be there about the first week in
January.
Mr. UOTfER. - What about the treeplant.ing competition?
Mr. McBRLDE.- We do not plant trees
in the streets, as we have no control over
them.
'
Mr. HANNAH.
Then there is the
£1,000 for woollybutt.
:Mr. McBRIDE. ,-I forgot that. The
money is to be expended in getting timber
out of the ranges and placing it on the
market.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-Where is it to corne
from?
Mr. McBRIDE.-Some of it is to come
from Mansfield. The money will be used
to place the timber on the market in order to
ascertain its value and to cover any loss that
may be incurred.
Mr. McLEOD.-I have listened with interest to the J.\linister's statement, and 1
must express regret that he has not done
justice to his predecessors in offiee. His
statement would convey the impres~ion that
£Jverything in connexion with the forests held
been done by the present Ministers.
He
spoke abont Creswick. It was the Jate
Minister who purchased the building there
for a college, made it available, and t.ransferr8d the plantation from Macedon to
Sophet Hully. The Minister spoke about
£4,000 spent on the forest.':l. When the late
Sir Thomas Bent was Treasurer he placed
at my dispooal, as Millister of Forests, over
£30,000 to be expended on the forests.
When we took the ma.tter in hand
forestry was mixed up with other Dep<lrt~
ments, and it took a long time to get the
Forestry Bill passed, and to create all efficient
staff to manage the forests. Our G-overtlment
had brought the lJepal'tment ilitO a si'ate of
efficiency when the honorable gelltlemftu took
charge. In one of the Surplus Revenue Bills
provision was made for planting wattles on
the coast. The redgum fiats on the ~Iurt'av
were thinned and improved. I think abouUt
30,000 acres of fo~est thillni ng and cleaning was done during my term of office.
The late ~ir Th')mas Bent was most
anxious that the forests should receive
proper ft::cognition, aud as soon as we got the
Bill passed dealing with the matter, we provided for the proper training of the forestry
staff, and w~ spent a l~rg~ sum of money on
forest cleanmg and t.hmnlllg. I make these
remarks in justice to my colleagues, and not
because of myself, for personall'y I do not
care. It is only fair that, the last Ministry
who took the matter up, got the law passed
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dealing with the forests, and incurred all the
odium connected with stopping the destruction of our timbers, should receive credit for
wha.t they did. I was hooted in one of the
forests becuuse I would not allow the timber
to be destroyed. Our Government did all
the hard work before the present Administration took office. 'rYe found tha.t Creswick
was the best place to establish a nursery,
and we provided for a college of forestry
there. vVe reserved hmd for forests that
had no timber on it, simply because it was
near a market, and could easily be replanted.
There are thousands of acres of spch land
handy to marketo, and the great secret of
dealing with timber, especially for mining
purposes, is to have it close to a market.
There are also treeless areas that it is necessary to plant. r:rhere was a struggle ill my
time betweeu the Lands, the Mines, and the
Forests Departments. The Mining Boards
contended that auriferous lands were being
alienated. The Lands Department ohjected
that the Foresto iJepartment and the Mines
Depdortment were interfering with the settlement of the
people on
the
land,
as in Bendigo, for instance. The Mines
Department contended that lands with
valuable reeis Oil them should not be allowed
to pass out of the hands of the State. Or.
the one hand it was argued that the lands
shonld be settled, and on the other that by
settling them the miner was being shut out.
The Government with which I was associated
endeavoured to allow the lands about Bendigo
to be settled under leasehold, so that the
miner might not be interfered with. The
laud on the surface in mining areas may be
used for agricultural purposes, whilst the land
below the surface may be used for mining,
withont detriment to the use of the surface.
Some people, however, wanted to Recure
the freehold of the surface, but where
the extensions of reef are well defined
there should· be a hard and fast rule
laid down not to allow the freehold to pass
away from the Crown. I visited Bendigo
three times, and I supported 1Vlr. Dunn in the
view he took in regard to the land containing
lines of reef. [say that alon~ these lines of
reef areas should be reserved.
Mr. J. \¥'. RILLSO:S- (Fitzroy).-Do yon
think that land would 1.>e taken up 011 the
leasehold ten llre ?
Mr. McLEO 0.- I t should not be allowed
to go out of the huuds of the Crown, for it is
ten tiU:}es more valuable for mining than for
cultivation. r think it would be taken up on
leasehold on favorable conditions. Men take
up land now under the :,,1 ines Act where
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they have no right to charge compensation
on account of mining operations.
~orne
thing was said ill regard to the Bendigo
forests, and in my time I can say that a
large amount of thinning was done tI~ere.
It is easy for anyone to get up and say that
nothing is being done with the forests. You.
do not see trees growing like a crop of wheat.
In the case of the forest plantations Yoll.
have to wait from fifteen to twenty years to
see the results. When you clear away the
rubbish, the seedlings and suckers come up.
As to butter boxes, I may say that during
my time, as the result of a report furnished
to the Department, several hundred acres of
poplars were planted because the timber was
said to be suitable for butter boxes.
It will
be some time yet before those trees arrive at.
maturity. There was also a sum put on the
Estima'.es before we left otfice to clear a large
area at Harcourt and plant it with pines for'
t he manufacture of fruit cases. The newspaper that writes down the forests is misleading its readers, because for the last eight
or ten years steady and s.ystematic work has.
been carried on by the Forests Department.
Large areas of forests were closed when they
were denuded to enable them to recuperate'..
One great difficulty we found was that uur
best timhers, such as those referred to by the
honorable member for Gippsland North, were
inaccessible for the presellt, commercially
speaking, but they will become va.ll1able.
when rail ways and roads are made. Atpresent these timbers cannot be got tomarket on a commercial basis. I make bold
to say that there is not an acre of ground in·
the State containing timber suitable for
sleepers that is not well known to the·
Forests Department.
We had a long
memorandum from the Railway Department
pointing out that their annual requirements were in regard to repairs only,
and they asked whether there was in,
the State of Victoria sufficient timbet·
suitable for sleepers to justify us in
allowing that timber to be exp(,rted~.
I came to the conclusion that we had not it
available at that time, so we stopped the export of Rleeper8. If the klllorable member'
for Richmond goes to the Forests Department
he can be told there of every acre of land in
the State growing tim bel' fit for sleepers, and
whether it is accessible or inaccessible. I
know it was three months before we could
get a report to satisfy the Rail W61 y D epartment. There was a large demand for sleepers
from America and India.
Two men came
here from America to see if t hey could
get sleepers, and they informed me 'that the·
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blueguID grown in California is useless
for the purpose. . They said that they h&d
tested the bluegum grown in California.
Whether or not it was that the blnegnm
grew too r~pidly there, the timber they
said was not better than pine for sleepers.
Our bluegum is very good for this pur·
pose.
As far as my reading goes there
has not been so much walSteful extravagauce
in cOllnexion with forests in any conntry in the
world as there has been in America. Millions
of acres of beautiful forests were destroyed.
We have learned our lesson in Australia at a
stage a hundred years sooner than they did
there. We have now a proper system of dealing with and protecting our forests, and we are
doing OUI' best to redeem the errors of the
past. Around our gold-fields the forests were
ruthlessly slaughtered: To·day, with the
Forests Act administered fairly, as is being
done now, we are conserving our timb~r, and
in a few year,,; the re~nlts of what we have
been doing to rectify the evils of the past will
be evident.
Mr. lHcBRIDE (Minister of FOl'ests).-It
was through pure inadvertence that I did not
give sufficient credit to the administration of
the past. I mentioned that my remarks
would have to be boiled down. I did state
that the passage of the Forests Act had made
possible the work to which I alluded. I may
add that the most prominent landmark at
Wonthaggi is called "McLeod's Hill."
Mr. MACKEY.-It is gratifying to find
that this is a revenue producing Department.
I hope that the Minister will see that the
revenue is spent in furthering good work ill
the Department itself. To a large extent the
revenue in the Department has been earned
at the expense of the municipalities. J n
more centres than· one, this is a burning
question with them. The timber is carted
over the roads of municipalities which are
utterly destroyed. 1 t is cruel to find that
some of the roads in remote parts of the
State are really used to earn revenue for
the Forests Department. No one knows that
better than the honorable member for Gippsland East, and I have seen glaring cases of
it in my own constituency.
:\tfr. }IcBRIDE.-Mine too.
Mr. ~L\'CKEY.-I think it would be a
fair thing for the Forests Department to consider whether it should not compensate the
muuicipalities whose roads are destroyed in
this way.
Mr. McBRIDE.-We have little money
for compellsating them. They get it out of
. the general revenue in grants.
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Mr. MACKEY.-There is no reason why
particular municipalities should suffer fot"
the welfare of the whole State. Because
other districts require timber there is no
reason why one municipality should have
rates unduly increased in order to replace
roads destroyed by the traffic from the forest~
to the rail way stations. This is very pressing
on the poorer shires, and I hope that the
Minister will bear the matter ill mind.
Unless the Department takes the matter in
hand members of this House will have to do
so.
The vote was agreed to.
\VATER SC'PPLY DEPARTMENT.
Minister of \Vater Supply, £97,700.
Mr. ANGGS.-I feel that 1 caunot let
this opportunity go by without uttering a.
word of warning as to the direction in which
we are drifting, in connexion with our water
supply.
I asked the Minister the other
night what provision had been made for
storage on the Murray alld the Goulbllrn t
and 1 must say that the reply was altogether
unsatisfactory. One of the objects of my
seeking the suffrages of the electors of the
Gunbower district was to watch more
closely the storage and conservation of water.
I feel th.at disaster looms in the near future,
unless Ollr Wa~el' Supply Department is
more energetic than it has been in the past.
The people in the north recognise that we
brought out Mr. Elwood Mead, who I
admit is a great expert in water conservation,
principally for the purpose of conserving
water. He has been here four years, and there
is not one ga,llon more water stored than was
provided for before he came. I ask if that is
carrying out the wishes of Parliament. I
wish to draw a comparison, and if I get a little
bit otf the track, I hope the Chairman will
bear with me. It was stated in a recent
policy speech, that £2,000,000 was to be
provided for the electrification of rail ways.
That might be a wise business proposition,
but if it is not carried out for a few years
the worst that would result would be inconvenience to the citizens of Melbourne. No
national calamity would befall our State if the
work were not done. I do not say that it
should not be carried out, but I do contend
that unless a similar amount of money is set
aside for the conservation of water then we
.
.
are runmng
a very grave rIsk.
I' heard a
member of the Government, I think it was
the Premier, say that we are goihg to have
good seasons. If we judge from the past, we
. lllllSt recognise that bad stJasons are bound to
come again, and it may be in the near future.
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As sensible men, what attitude should we
take up, unless it is to provide in times of

prosperity for our wants durillg adversity. I
:wish to impress upon the Ministry, and I do
it in t.he most friendly spirit, but, at the
:same time, with due regard to the interests of the vast Sorth, whence the
:great bulk of our curn and cattle come,
that they should not neglect this important matter of water conservation.
Its importance was recognised before Mr.
El wood Mead carne here, and Trawool was
selected as the site of a propmled reservoir.
In I he judgment of engineers, and for other
reasons,
that place was not thollght
suitable. But why do not the Government
send out their engineers and .Mr. Elwood
. Mead to find another storage basin? They
should immediately, while the seasons are
good, put into operation a storage scheme
that would rival the Barrenjack Rcheme of
New South Wales.
Mr. J. CAMlmoN(Gippsland East).-Why
-confine yourself to one reservoir?
Mr. ANGUS.-I do not care whether
they construct half-a-dozen. The more there
are constructed the more profitable it will be
to this State. Irrigation will be a failure
unless you provide a proper water supply, and
it is too late to give it after settling people
on the land. Wbo will suffer first if there
is a drought? It will be the closer sett.lers
with small capital. I am not an engineer,
but I have had a pretty long practical
experience. If another drought comes along
similar to that of 1902-and there were
droughts in the eighties which rivalled it very
closely-then we will have sufficient pumps
-on the Goulburn, Government and private,
to pump it dry. .I had to leave Illy home
and grow green fodder on the Little Murray
in 1~()2, and that stream ceased running for
()ne monl h. After a rromise madfl by a
previous Ministry. the Government said
they would tal,e water to the Mallee
and t he western valley of the Loddon.
Perhaps it would not be parliamentary to EJay
that they repudiated the pro111ise of the
previous Government-they certainly did
not keep that promise. One Minister stated
here to-day that 1,000 settlers had gone in to
his electorate.
:"- ow tho~e settlers have
been principally supplied with wat.er which
should have come to my electorate. The
water was used to supply an area with a
rainfall of from 16 to 20 inches, and a
district the ayerage rainfall of which was
only 13 or 14 inches was deprived of it.
What are the Government going to do
to compensate these people to whom a
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promise has been broken?
I claim that;
storage must be supplied, and it should be
done as a national work. One of the principles laid down in the foundation of our
irrigation scheme is that all storages shall be
nal ional work. The water has been taken
away from the people on the west side of the
Loddon, and it is proposed to provide them
with a supply that proved inadequate for the
Tragowel Trust. All the land to the west
is of equal quality to the very best land on
which the Government have established
closer settlement in the Rochester distriot.
A distinct promise was given that at an
e&.rly date provision would be made for a
collapsible weir in the Murray. That
promise was given in 1902 or 1903. What
has been done up to the present ~ The
Government have gM as far as taking the
soundings, but they have not even ent.ered.
into an agreement with New South Wa.les.
I do not blame the State Rivers and \\. atel."
Supply Commission_ 1 hold that it is for
the Government to formulate a policy and
for the Commission to carry it out. The
Government have employed the Commission
in carrying ont closer >lettlement work and
matters of det.ail which should have been given
to some one under that body to attend to.
Either that should have been done, or the
Government should have reverted to the old
syslem of trusts, and I say advisedly that
those trusts carried out their work in a
more economical way than it is being carried
out at the present time.
Mr. ELMSLlE.-They were the biggest
robbers of the State imaginable.
Mr. ANGUS. - I t may appear to the
honorable member that they robbed the
State but the reason they could not meet
their obligations was that they were misled
by the departmental engineers. I am sfeaking particularly with regard to the Tragowel
Trnst, which is now to get an insufficient
supply to provide for that closer settlement
area. That is the oldest trust in the State.
I lived in the district when the Trust was
first formed twenty-five years ago, and I
remember whell the petition was uronght
round we were told, and it was sn pposed to
be confirmed by Government engineers, that
four or five times the quantity of water
necessary to irrigate that area was available.
Did the people rob the State because
they could not pay through not getting
what they WAre supposed to get? Should
they have paid for what they never
received?
The closer settlement people
will be put on the same footing. 'l'he
great return is to come in the time of drought.
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cut from the Lake Lonsdale storage basin~
people going to pay their way? Will the the waters of the "Vestern "Vimmera-were
honorable member for Albert Park sll.y they to be compensated by what was known as
are robbing the State if they cannot the Gleuelg conversion scheme. For various
pay owing to their not receiving the reasons two segments of that somewhat comqnantity of water they have been promised? plete scheme have been pract.ically abanProper provision cannot be made for the great doned, and I canuot help feeling that
irrigation area without additional storage. history will repeat itself, and that theUndue preference is given to the smaller people of the North-west will have to go.
areas, 'as compared with the broader schemes. through what they went throu~ before.
ThoRe broader Gchemes are not kept in that Only one segment of the comple~ schemestate of repair in which they should be kept. is being relied on at the present timeWith the Hrst drought not only will the irri- that is the storage-basin for the supply of
gat ion supply in the north fail, but the stock stock and domestic water-and when I think
and domestic supply through the great of the vast area served, I cannot help feeling
Mallee district will fail. If that occurs it that there is room for doubt as to whet.herwill be a dreadful calamity. 1 hope that the the capacity of Lake Lonsdale would be
Minister will make some defiuite statement, sufficient to supply the requirements of that
and that a sum of money will be made avail- vast area in seaSOllS such as were experienced
able for providing storage. and for the de- from 1895 to 1899. 1 earnestly hope that
velol-lment of our wat6r sehemes, equal to the the Minister and the Government will tctkesum the Government propose to give to the this matter into very serious consideration.
city of Melbourne for t.he electrification of .I know that the Department has been anxious.
the suburban railways.
to find supplementary conservation schemes,
Mr .M I,:NZ IES.-I feel that I would hardly but beyond increasing the capacity of Lake
be doing my dut.y to such a large body of Lonsdale nothing has been done. Thosesettlers as I represent if I were not to have a who know anything about that basin know
word or two to say on the question of water that originally it was just a huge evaporating
8upply. The district which I represent is basin. The works, which have been carried
covered by the operations of the State Rivers out at considerable expenditure, have imand "Vater Supply Commission, to the ex- proved the storage capacity of Lake Lonsteut of about 60U square miles. I am in the dale, but I am compelled to believe that if
bappy position of beillg able to say that since a series of dry seasons were to fall upon us.
the Commissioners assumed control over that again that storage reservoir would prove inarea, and superseded the old Trust regime, sufficient for the needs of the vast area tothey have been able to carry out works be served. Now I wish to say a word or two
which were considered, if not impossible, at with regard to a further matter connected
least impracticable. We have an eamest of with irrigation which has been spoken
the effvrts of the Commission in the upon by some honorable members withcountry supply, which is being run to the. in my hearing since I came to this House. I
northern township of Hainbow right from have felt that those who are intrusted with
thE:; Lo.tke Lonsdale storage.
At, tile present the work of establishing irrigation colonies in
time the Commission is carrying out exten- this State should receive most sympathetic
sive works in order to supply the needs of the treatment from all sides of the House. They
whole of this large area. While that is so, I are endeavouring to initiate a snccessfuf
have a very distinct recollection of the irrigation scheme, and I believe there is imoriginal comprehensive scheme submitted by plied i? that greater settlement, largerthe late Nlr t;tuart Murray, who was then productIvIty and a better result from every
Engineer-in-Chief of the Water Supply De- acre of land than VIe get under the present
partmellt. I have a vivid recollection that system.
We find that the conditions here.
Mr. ~tuart .M urray anticipated that iu and those obtaining in America are not
order t'J meet the requirements of this vast analogous. I have been filled with admiration
area, at least two or three ::,tomge basins for the patience which has characterized the
should be prov;ded. The first was known as efforts of the Chairman of the State Rivers.
Tooleybuc. That was a scheme for an ovel'- and Water Supply Commission in endeavourflow from t he Murray. The second was the ing to bring about the establishment of'
Lake Lonsdale scheme, which at present successful irrigation colonies in this State.
gives a stock and domestic water supply to a We must remember that when Mr. Mead'8~
vast area.
The waters which were pro- services were secured by the State of Vicposed to be deviated via the Glenorchy toria he came here with a great reputation

If the water is not available how are those
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from works which had practically success
stamped upon them. We can readily c0ncei ve
how, owing to the very great initial difficulties
with which he was faced, he m;ght have lost
faith aud might have ceased to put
forth those strenuous efforts which have
(lharacterized his administration as Chairman
()f the Commission. I trnst that we will not be
in too great a hurry to endeavour to gather
up the results vf the efforts of Mr. Mead and
the Gov~nment in this direction. The
honorable member for Daylesford said
with regard
to foresty
that suecess
mnst me brought abollt hy a slow
evolutionary procesF), and I think the same
thing applies to irrigation. It is reasonable
to anticipate that the initial, difficulties will
be very great. It must be expected that in
the collluies which are beillg established,
failure will be written auross individual
efforts, alld possibly across col/ecti ve efforts,
bllt having regard to the objective of
the scheme, which i.s to settle more
people Oil the land, we should be
prepared to exercise a wise tolerance
in seeking to gather up the results of
the efforts which have been pllt forward.
I trust the honorable gentleman will cause in·
quiries to be made into the question I have
touched upon, as to whether the storage
supply at present provided at Lake Lonsdale
will be sufficient if it is suhjected to that
strain which I believe would be put upon it
if we had very unfavorable seasons.
Mr. KEAST.-I happen to know the
country referred to 'by the honorable member
for (; un bower, and I am afraid that the honorable member's remarks .are only too true.
If we get dry years along the Murray, I do
not kllow how we are going to supply water
to all these settlements in that part of the
~tate.
1 had the pleasure of making a trip
recent.lv bv one of the boats on the Murray.
and it ~ w~s amazing to see the number of
private irrigation plants there are along the
river. In 1902-3 the Murray was nearly
dry. We had not then anythillg like thp
present settlement. I think it is absolutely
necessary in the interests of the people we
are pllttin~ on the land that the Government
shonld make some provision for the storage
of the AI urray water!:!. This quest,ion cannot
be put off any longer. If we can find money
for rail ways, it is even more imfJemtive that
we shOll ld provide water for these settlers
who have been placed on the land, because
there would be a national disaster if
the Murray waters were to give ont,
and irrigation supplies could not be
obtained for t.he fruit industry, or the
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dairying industry, or whatever industries are
being carried on by means of irrigation. I
notice that the Chairman of the State Hivers
and Water Supply Commission has made a
report in regard to additional storage.
Here I should like to voice tbe esteem which
the House bas for Mr. Elwood Mead and
Mr. Catanach, who have carried on this
valuable work.
Mr Mead took up this
work when the irrigation settlements were at
a low ebb, and when the irrigation system
received little public attention. At that
period we brought Mr. Elwood Mead' here,
alld we know t hat he is the greatest expert
this country has ever had on the question
with which he is now dealing. In lool{ing
up books on the subject of irrigation, 1 find
that .M r. El wood Mead is q noted in almost
every work on the arid dist.ricts of America,
and I also note there that some of the
greatest schemes in that progressive coun try
were laid out by this gentleman. We have
him here. Why d6 not the Government
give him the money he asks for?
Mr. EL:\lSLIE.-They are working him to
death over little til,)pot details.
Mr. KEAST.-I understand that Mr.
Elwoo(l Mead asked the Government for
something like £5UO,000 for very necessary
works in conn ex ion with irrigation.
Mr. GR,\HAl\1.-He has not asked for any
money ftt all yet.
Mr. KEAST.-There are rumours that
he asked for a lot of money and that the
Cabinet did not see their way to give it.
Mr. GUAHAl\I.- He has not asked for any
money at. all.
Mr. KEAST.-Storage must be provided
for the Murray Hiver waters, because you
.cannot allow people to be placed on t.he land
without being put there in safety. I consider that t.he Commissioners' report for
1911 practically asks for no certain sl1m of
money in conllexion with Irrigation.
I
notice that we have spent, over £'i.OOO,OOO
in irrigation. I believe it has been fairly
well spent.
An HONORABLF. ME~IBER.-About 4i
millions has been written off.
Mr. KI':AST.-The Commissioners say
that the loan liability of the State for
works of water supply at the close of the
year waS £7,242,082.
Of this total
£1,225,436
is
for free
head works ;
£1 ,26~,972 has been written off; £147,046
was advanced as free grants to some
early.f<.,rmed local 2uthorities; £44,606
has not been expended, and .£ 186,760 has
been paid off by authorities. The balance,
£4,369,262, is the snm which should be
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paid by
the
occupiers or owners of
the properties benefited hy the variolls
works. I should be glad to hear the Minister
say that he will give Mr. Elwood iVlead a
fair chance of extending the storage works
in c0l111exion wit.h the Murray. It would be
an awful calamitv if hundreds of settlerR
were left without" water from the Murray,
and the storage gave out. I n the report
I have referred to, the Commissioners stateIf the settlement of irrigated lands continues at
the present rate, there will be need before many
years for works on both the Murray alld Guulburn
to provide an additional water supply for the latter
half of the irrigation season.

:Mr. GR ..HIAu.-That is before
years.
Mr. KEAST.-J will read on.

many

These works will involve a large outlay, and
early consideration should be given to their location
and the prepamtioll of pla.ns and estimates. The
works which should be first dealt with :Ire a weir
at Torrumbarry a.nd a reservoir on the Goulbllrl1.
The investigations now being carried on at Torrumbarry have been mentioned in another portion of
the report. The carrying out of this work will
cheapen the cost. of water in the Cohuna, Ganna.
walTa and Koondrook districts by substituting
gravitation for pumped water, and it will gi\'e
greater security to irrigators depenning on the
reservoirs at Kow Swamp, North West Lakes,
Long Lake, and Lake Boga. In regard to the need
for additional stomge on the Goulbllrn, it should
be pointed out that at present only one-fomth of
the irt'igable la!;d in the Rodney district has a full
water supply, and no provision has been made
for a considerable area of land in the Deakin
district.

Why is this in the report if the Commissioners are not askillg for money?
""'lr. GRAHA.l\r.-He has 110t asked me.
Mr. KEAST.-The report cOlltinllesThe indications are that such water supply will
be required in the Ileal' future, and a request for
the extension of irrigation to 9,000 acres of land
under the East Goulburn Channel had to be deferred this season pending decision regarding the
constrnction of additional storage on the Goultmrn.

Mr. GRAHAM.-That is right-on the
Goulburn.
Mr. KI~AST.-And the honoi'able gentleman says they are not asking for.any money.
Mr. McLlwD.-Perhaps he w(luld not get
any if he did.
Mr. KEA ~T.-The report goes onInvestigations to neterll1ine the best site have
been carried on for three years, and a conclusion
has been reached that the best locathn is at the
site of the weir. By raising t his weir to a greater
height. additional storage, varying from 5U,000 to
550,000 acre feet could be provided.

Mr. GRAHAl\I.-That is for thp. \lest as
well as the Goulburn district.
Mr. KEAST. - The Murray has practically no tltorage basins at. all. Yet we
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!\.re putting great settlements on the M lrray~
and if the river gave ont and t here were110 storage basinR, what would happen to
these settlements?
\-Ve are advettising
now throughout the whole world for
settler8 for our irrigat.ioll areas, and theGovernment must make provision for more
storage, which would be a good thing in theinterest of the whole country. I think Mr.
Elwood Mead does want some more mouey t
and I think he should get it, even if we have
to borrow it for the purpose. The Minister
must not forget that before twelve months
are passed we shall hftVe to compet.e with the·
Bllrrebjack scheme of New ::;ollth Wales, in
connexion with which several milliolls of acres
are to be provided wit h water.
1n New
::;outh Waled land for irrigat ion ill connexion
with this scheme and others is being bought
at from .£3 to £4 an aCle, while we are paying
from £8 to .-£, 10 for land for the ~ame purpose.
1 am satisfied, however, that Victoria
can hold her own with the other States, but
in order to do this we must. L!:et sufficient
water to carryon the irrigation" ~;ettlements,
and the only way to accomplish this is to do
what Mr. :Mead suggests.
.\'Jr. HAMPSON.-I was pleaserl to hear
the speech of the honorable member for Gunbower in reference to t his matter, because the
views he expressed are those which I have
tried to impress upon the House at different
times.
I am glad that the expres"ion of
those views has come fr(lm the uther (theMinisterial) side 0f the Chamber, beca.use I
believe that they may now perhaps have
more influence on the Governmeut than if
the S~l.l1!e ad vice had come from this (the
Opposition) Ride of the House. It serves
to prove that after all some good can come
out of Nazareth. It has been stated by the
honorable member for Dandenong that
£7,242,082 has been spent on irrigation
Mr. GRAHAM.-~Ot on irrigation. 'l'hat
is 011 the water schemes, the Coliban and
all.
Mr. HAMPSON.-That is a wrong statement to go out I have stated before that
the amount spent on water conservation for
ilri~·ation purposes was about £3,000,000.
.Mr. ELMSLlE.-The late Mr. ~hi~ls told
us that. £4,500,000 was writtell off.
Mr. MENZII<:S. -:-That includes stock and
domestic supply.
Mr. KEAST.- YOll must include the headworks, because they are for irrigation
purposes.
Mr_ HAMPSON.-No. Take the ColiYou cannot say that is It.
ban scheme.
head work for irrigation purposes.
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Mr. GRA HA.~r. - That is t.he supply for
,Bendigo.
Mr. KEAST.-It is an irrigation work
J rrigationis being carried on at
too.
Harcourt.
Mr. HAMPSO~.-On a question like
this it is as well to be some\\' here near the
mark in regard to figures. Practically the
amount spent up to the present time on
water conservation for irrigation pl1rposes is
.£3,OOO,0()0. For the development of Victoria 1 consider that these head works ['honld be
free, although that is a proposal which will be
·<lharacterizcd by honorable members on the
Ministerial side of the Chamber as a socialistic one. The be::;t thing for the development of Victoria will be cheap water and, as
far as you can get it, cheap land.
Mr. H.OIH:R'l'SON.-IJow do you make out
-that that is socialistic?
Mr. HAMP ....,ON.-Because it would be
·done by the ~tate. Are not the railways run
by tbe State?
Mr. HOBERTsoN.--The railwavs were running long before the Labour party was heard
·9f.
Mr. HA~fPSON.- It being expenditure
by the State it may be called simply collective effort, or, to put it in another form,
which honorable members on the Ministerial
sideof the Chamber do not like, it is a socialistic venture. I remember some years ago Sir
William Lyne, who was a responsible Minister
in the Fejera,l Parliament, stating that he
thonght they should go to the extent of providing £lO,()Ol),OJO for water conservation on
the river Murray. But nothing in that direction has been done, and there are only fift.y
pumps along the river, according to the hOllorable membAr for Dandellong. A friend of
mine in California informs me that when one
goes along some of the rivers there the pumps
are so close together that one w::>ulJ fancy
-one was at the Melbourne show.
i\lr. KI<:A.s'~.-Some of the rivers are three
miles wide.
Mr. HA11PSON.-The problem with regard to this country is the conservation of
:water. :NIore money should be provided, and
I am surprised at the modesty of the State
Hivers and \Vater Supply Commission in
asking for so little in this direction.
It is estimated that it will cost £2,250,000
to electrify the suburban railways. We had
a proposal the other night for another
,£ 1,000,000 for non-paying rail ways. Then
there is a project ill the air for a £ 1,000,000
loan for main roads. A few nights ago we
had another proposal put before US for
.£800,000 foL' what are claimed to be lleces-
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~ary rail way works.
There is a sum of
£8,814,000 that this Parliament is to be
asked to commit it8elf to the expenditure of,
and only £4~ 1,000 is to be st)ent for
the cOllservation of
water for IrrIgation purposes. The Government proposes to spend these millions, and. at the
same time they talk about decentntlization.
The work of electrifying the snburban railways will be commenced first to the detrime~t of development in the country. Seeing
the object lesson we have in M ildura there
should be no hesitation in spending loan
money on similar projects, for they would
put us on a better footing than the expenditure of large sums of money on rail way
works.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-I do not intend to
deal with the wider aspect of the water
supply question, because it would be too
large an undertaking at such a time as this.
All eyes are turned on the north, but I
think we ought not to overlook the south.
We have an irrigation scheme at Bacchus
Marsh a.nd Werribee, and there are a few
matters that I wish to caJ) the attention of
the Minister to concerning' it. I was charged
by the honorable member for Albert P~rk
with parochialism.
:;VI r. EL~ISLIE.-Because I expected something bigger from you.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-I fully recognise
the neceEsity of discnssing the Estimate~
fairly, but J may say that while I discuss
certain details concerning my own district, I
have an eye to the benefiLs to accrue to the
whole of Victoria from irrigation. I fully
recognise the claims of the northern parts of
the. State, and especially as put by the
honorable member for Gunbower. I give
the Water Supply Commissioners credit for
inaugurating a new Rcheme of rating,
and
for
the
amount of elasticity
allowed
in
it. We
have initiated
at Bacchns lvfarsh and Werribee ah irrigation scheme estimated to cost £ 130,000.
t.:ertain allocations have been made for
each portion, and we are getting water
cheaper than before, so that the people
ought
to· be
well pleased.
Wha'
I want tc,> draw attention to is that the
charges for the water are to date from the
1st July, 1911. The irrigation rate is to
date from that time, although there is only a.
small fJortioll of the area now irrigable. On
the eastern side of the Lerderderg Hi vel', the
aqueduct is not yet completed, but I understand t·here is likely to bea charge made for the
water on that side of the river. I bope the
Minister will look into that. Even on the
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"Western side of the river, where the water is
not taken to the boundaries of a particular
holding, the rate should not date from the
1st July. It is reasonable to say that the
rate should date from the time that the water
a.rrives at the boundary of a holding. If it
is there in August, as mallY irrigate in
August, it will be fair to charge the rate as
from the 1st July. Iu places where the
water was just taken to the boundaries of a
property within the last month, it scarcely
Beems just to charge the rate from 1st July.
I am satisfied that this matter will be
rectified. It must be considered that the
work has been ill course of construction for
nearly three years. The people did not know
where the channels were likely to go, and
have nut their laud graded and ready.
It will be some years before they have it
graded. It looks rather arbitrary, therefore,
to charge for the water straigh·t away. I
hope the NI inister will take in to consideration
the desirability of not charging for the water
from too early a date. In saying this, I
may add that I am sure the people do not
desire to escape anything that is fairly due.
ln this class of country, it will cost anything
from £5 to £20 an acre to grade the laud,
and it is a work. that takes time. You have
to find labour and machinery, and you have
to do the work in a certain season of the
year. The Water Supply Commissioners
can weH afford to be lenient in the iuiljation
of such a scheme, especially in view of the
oost of wading. The scale of charges might
be so adjusted as to f1"\ll a little heavier later
on. After a period of five years, there ought
to be considerable profit coming from the
land. I do not thiuk it is just to charge for
the water from the 1st July when the water
is not there uutil November. In regard to
the stock and domestio rate in a place like
Bacchus Marsh, which is intercepted by so
many creeks, it does seem strange that a man
should have to drive bis cattle over the
Lerderderg River before they can get a drink.
The stock and domestic rate is more applicable to places remote from river frontages,
where they excavate tanks, and where they
really do require water for stock and domestic
purposes. The people wonld be much better
plea:sed if they paid the rate as a water rate,
rather than as a stock and domestic rate. I
have referred to the fact that 1,000 acres of
the Werribee estate has been cut up. The
right policy is not being pursued in
cutting the Jand up into from 5 to 30acre blocks. If it is desired to have a few
workmen's homes on 5-acre. blocks no objection can be raised to it, especially if the
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persons settled on these blocks can get work'
outside. It is my opinion that the land
should be cut up into 50-acre blocks, for on
those areas men can be expected to Ii ve
decently. I hope the .vlinister will take these
matters into consideration.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I am g0ing to ask the
Minister to consent to the adjournment now.
:Mr. GRAHAl\I.-I cannot.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-There is a lirnie to aU
things. We have been sitting continuously
for about twenty-six hours aud discussing
One of the most
very important proposals.
importallt proposals still remains for our consideration, and that is the question we are
now upon.
Mr. GRAHAM.-I am not going to consent
to an adjournment.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-It is not wise t.o hold
out threats. There is no earthly reason why
this force should be used, and why this hurry
should be displayed. One would think that
the be-all and end-all, as far as politics are
concerned, was centred in this week, and
that there were no more days ou which we
could work. '1'he Government have made up
t.heir minds to work honorable members in
season and out of season; they have made up
their minds to bullock through ill a few d~tys.
proposals involving millions of money. Since
this new Parliament has met the House ha.>
treated the Goverument in the most landsome fashion. I h'Jpe the Government will
consent to the adjournment. I have scarcely
been out of the chamber myself during this.
long sitting. We are now jaded and worn,
and have lost our ability to control our
tempers. In the interests of good feeling
and good legislation the Government should
consent to an adjournment.
Mr. GRAHAM ()1inister of Water Supply).-I do not want the remarks of thehonorable member for Gunhower to go unchallenged to-day. Notwithstanding all that
he and the honorable member for Dandellong
have said, I again assert that neither the
Government nor the State Hivers and ·Water·
~upply Commission is neglectful or unmindful of I he great irrig"l.tion schemes which we
have in hand to day. They are fully alive to
the danger of a drought corning along, and
are prepared to take all the responsibility of
finding sufficient water for all purposes. A~
present not a fourth of the water fiowing
down the Goulburn is being used. Until we
see that that water is likely to be used it
would be madness on our part to spend any
money in constructing another reservoir on
the Goulburn at the present time. vVith
regard to the Murray I may remind honorable-
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members that that river does not belong
to us, and we cannot put a brick there without the consent of the New South Wales
Government. We are quite prepared to
go on with the TOl'rumbarry collapsible weir to-morrow if we had the
power, aud we would join in the Cumberoona scheme on the Upper Murray,
but we have not the com~ent of New ~onth
Wales.
That scheme would cost over
.£ 1,000,000, but we cannot spend Is. on it
without the consent of the adjoining State.
Mr. Elwood Mead has beeu walchillg the
matter very carefully right through, and I
say that the Commission has not asked for a
. peuny which the Government have notgrallted.
Ally request in connexion with irrigation 01'
-conservation has been freely llcceded to by
the Governmeut, who are quite prepared to
6ud more money for further storage if it is
required. We remember the flourish of trumpet,s when the Tragowel works were started.
The late ~ir Henry Loch tllrned the first
sod. They lashed out freely with their expenditure as long as the money came from
the Government,alld channels were cut, many
of which have not had auy water in them
from that time to this. In regard to the
Rodney district, £200,000-£ 150,000 prin .
cipal and £50,000 interest:-was written off.
When Mr. Mead came here and saw the way
irrigation was being carried on he called a
halt, and I am pleased to think that my predecessor, the honorable member for Hawthorn, would not allow any more money to
be spent unt.il a further examination was
made. When 1 took office I said that I
agreed with Mr. Mead that we should
kllow where we were going before spending any more money.
We had seen
enough money thrown away.
A number of men in my own district and Rodney
came to me, and said-" Mr. Graham, leave
us alone. Weare doing all righ t. Try your
new-fangled scheme on somebody else." The
moment we asked them to r~Ly for the
water, they cried out.
The same thing
applies to the distIict of GUllbower. As long
as they got water for nothing it was all right,
but the moment that they were asked to pay
for it everything was wrong.
Mr. LAWSON .-Are the Government doing
anything about the Murray waters?
Mr. GRAH AM.-We have had several
conferences wit.h the Government of New
SOllth Wales.
Mr. LAWSON. - W"ill the matter be con·
sidered at t.he n~xt Premiers' Conference?
Mr. GRA H AM.-Yes. Tt will be dealt
with at the next Premiers' Conference some
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time next month. "Ve cannot go on with a .
Murray scheme until we have the consent of
the New South "Vales Government. The
Premier of New South 'Vales t.old us candidly-" We won't spend a shilling on the
Ml.'.rray as long as we have the .\Iul'rumbid gee to work on. ,:V e have millions of
acres of land there, and as long as we have
water available from the Murrumbidgee we
will not spend anything on the Murray, because, if we do, it will be for Victoria and not for
~ew ::;outh Wales." That hasbeen theposition
taken up by New South Wales for years.
Ten years ago, when I was in offioe, Mr.
O'Sullivan, the Minister of Works of the
adjoining State, sa;d they would lIot spend n,
penny on a weir. There is no doubt that
the day will come when we will have to
spend money to raise water either by pumps,
or in some other way. In the meantime, Mr.
Mead and his colleagues are carefully watching requirements, and as soon as they as~ for
more the Treasurer will find the l1loney.
Mr. LA wso~.- Will the Government find
the money for the Maldoll scheme 1
Mr. GRAHAM.-I am told they have
been doing something since last year, which,
I hope, will be of benefi t to the people of
Maldon. I will take into consideration the
remarks of the honorable member for Bulla
with regard to Werribee. We do n0~ wish
to press too heavily on anyone in the
Bacchus Marsh district
.iVIr. WATT (Treasurer),- The acting
leader of the Opposition has suggested that
an adjournment should take place ati thil!
stage. Now the Premier is not here. He
feels, no doubt, I,he exhaustion which honorable
members generally feel. The Government,
while desirous ofaceeding to the wishes of
honorable members, feel that they must
press on at the present stage. We do not
deRire, by any unfair methods, to bullock
the bnsilless sheet through, but if honorll-ble
members desire to rise by Christmas there can
be no other method of doing so than disposing of the Estimates, and perhaps clearing
other items off the business sheet to-day.
We feel that the responsibility is on us to
pass the Appropriation Bill so as to permit
honorable members to enjoy what they are
entitled to after the work of the two sessions,
with an election 6gh t in between -a decent
Christmas holiday. The other place' will
have little to do on Tuesday unless we send
up work in the meanwhile.
Mr. ELMSLIE.·-I think that the
Treasurer has treated the Opposition very
unfairly. 8everal memb<,!rs of our party are
away, and that has necessitated a 1lumber of
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us remaining in the Chamber nearly the
whole of the tiitting doing what we consider
to be onr duty. Last night and to-day
Ministers Rnd their supporters have t:1ken the
opportunity to obtaill rest. It ITl1.y be a coarse
phrase, but if this is not bullocking legislation
through, well I do not know what is. The
Mini::ltry are taking an nnfair advan\,age of
llS with the majority which they possess .. I
bave known occasions when it has taken three
weeks to get as far with the Estimates as we
have done this week. If we do not adjou\'ll
shortly, some of our members will be unable
to catch their trains to the country to-day.
I think we have aoue excellent work. If the
Government do not meet us in this request, it
will leave a soreness which will find expreSSIOn
in the near future. That is not
threat,
but merely a statement of the position.
Mr. WATT.--The Australian .Parliament
ris in the sixt.ieth honr of its sitting.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-Sometimes it snits to
denounce that Parliament which at other
times is held up as a model. Surely we can do
the right thing without being bothered with
'\V hat.occnrs in alJother Parliament. l'he reason
I am'making a second appeal is that T know
that what I am asking is only a fair thing.
'Ve are all anxious to do our work, and we
have gi ven strong evidence of that, but there
comes a time when we get past work and we
have reached the limit.
Mr. tT. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I would
like to support the remarks of the acting
leader of the Opposition.
The ACTING- CHAIRMAN (Mr. GRAY).
-1 allowed t,he acting leader of the Opposition to discl1sS the request for an ad,
journment, but I cannot allow the honorable
member to do so.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Is it
not competent for me by lea.ve to Rupport the
il'eq nest. of the acting leader of the ()pposition 1
Although it may not be strict.ly ill accordance
with the rules of Parliament, a thiug of that
kind is usqally allowed.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr. GRA Y).
- I do not wish to restrict the honorable
member.
Mr. J. 'V. BILLSON (Fitzro.ll).-On
-another occasion recently a. request for
.an adjournment was made and refused.
and it was then supported by honorahle
111 em bers on both sides of the HOl1se, and
afterwards it was granted. The Chairman
-of Committees allowed that discl1ssion to
take place, with the result that the Govel'llment aeceded to the request of honorable
members on this (the Opposition) side of the
House. If the Treasurer were to grant an
adjournment he would be consulting the COll-
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venience of honorable members on both sides
of the House, and it would probably expedite
the business of the House. We have not got
a great deal of wcrk to do.
It would
be possible to meet early on Tuesday moruing or on Monday to dispose of the
Estimates. While another place is considering the Estimates the Government could
clear up all the littie Bills which they have
on the notice-paper and which are not of a
very debatable character. MembE.'rs are
fresh from the cOllntry, and the Treasurer
must recognise that the Estimates have been
discussed in detail during the gellentl elections. \~ery frequently it hap(Jons that a
member is pledged to ventilate a view which
honorable members may not think very
important, but which may be a burning
question in some constituellcy.
The
Treasurer would be wise to grant an adjournment. I have nevfl' known the temper of
the House to I)e better, considering the debatable matter that bas been bef()re us and
the length of the time we have been sitting.
The Treasurer would be wise in keeping up
the agreeable disposition which honorable
membel'!'~ have showll during the last few
hours. There is all the difference in the
world between fostering and encouraging
that disposition, and aggravating honorable
members into hostility. That often leads to
continuous debate unless the closure il:) used,
and the closure should never be used if it can
be avoided. I f'3el sure that it can be avoided
by the Treaf:iurer showing consideration to
honorable members. It is quite true that
the average member of the Houl:)e is not in a
fit state to attend to the business of the
country ill the way it onght to be attended
to. I am sure \\'8 will not long preserve
our present temper if friction is to be
generated from the other (the Ministerial)
side of the HOtlse.
Mr. WATT (Treasurer).-I do not know
that I have very much to add to what I
have already said, but I do not want to be
discourteous to the acting leader of the
Opposit.ion or to the honomble member for
Fitzroy in regard to the second appeal they
have seen fit to Blake. I think it would be
ullwise at this stage, in view of the selfsacrifice honorable members have made in
stopping here, and which they are ap(Jarently
prepared to continue, if we did not push the
work to a further stage of eompletioll. I
am only in temporary charge of tile House.
The leader of the House is away.
He
asked honorable members to proceed with
the Estimates, in the hope that substantial progress would be made, and
when he returns to the Honse, it may be
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Mr. COTTER.-I deeply regret the aetioD
possible to secure an adjournment at a more
convenient stage in our work. I feel that of the Treasurer in refusing the adjournit is in the interests of honorable mem- ment.
l)ers themselves to go on.
They will
Mr. SOLLy.-Say nothing, but go right on
he better able to enjoy t.heir holiday when it with the work.
comes: than if they were worked right up to
Christmas Eve, as happened on one occasion
Mr. COTTER.-The honorable member'
when honorable members went to their homes for Dandenong described Mr. Elwood J\1ead
fagged out.
as one of the greatest men in the universe,
1\·11' HANNAH.-1 have remained upon and advised honorable members to look up
the .premises for the last twenty-si:lr. hours, the literature published in America, whereand I have helped to keep a House in his name, it is said, would be found running
order to do the business of the country. right through it. The statement by theThere has never been a more fair Opposition honorable member for Gunbower, that nob
in dealing with the business of the Govern- one gallon more water had been consumed
ment, than the present Opposition. I wonld than prior to Mr. Elwood Mead's time,
point out to the Treasurer tbat if we were to seemed to be an extraordinary one. In themeet early on Tuesday, we would have plenty report of the ::;tate Rivers and Water Supply
Commission for this yea!', it is l:ltaled that
of time to do our work.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr. GRAY). various kinds of experts are still needed, yen
- I would draw the honorable member's the honorable member representing this disatten tion to the fact that he is out of order. trict states that there has not been one gallon
I allowed 1he acting leader of the Opposition more water consumed to meet the existand the honorable member for Fitzroy, to put ing demand than was consumed prior to Mr.
the case of the Opposition for an adjournment. Mead's engagement. U uder the heading of
Mr. HANN AH.-Have I not as much "Expert Irrigators Required," it is statedright to speak as the honorable member for
As yet this feature of the Victorian immigration:
Fitzroy ~
policy has not been carried into effect, and one·
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr. GRAY). fundamental idea of that policy, which was to-The Treasurer, who is at present acting secure farmers who were expens in irrigated agrifor the leader of the Honse, has put his case, culture, is in danger of being lost sight of. It is of
utmost importance that this matter should haveand he says he cannot Hgree to an adjourn- the
early attention. The St Ite is attempting, in irrigament. The honorable member for Collingwood tion districts, to make a small area support a large
would liot be in order in debating the question population, and to create the kind of /I.griculture:
which will give as comfortable a living from 50>
cf the adjournment.
irriga.ted acres as can be had from 300 acres.
Mr. HANNAH.-Then I movedependent on rainfall.
That progress be reported.

The Committbe divided on the motiollAyes
10
NoeR
27
Majority against the motion...
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If that is so, what about all these heavenborn experts, ineluding the Minister of
Lands, who all had a journey round the
world?
In other words, it is a.ttempting to establish, on
a large sca.le, the highest form of agriculture
known.

I want now to refer to the bungle at 'Vyuna~
I notice nothing was said about that. I
understand that a State farm is being
carried 011 at W ynna, and that about £ 12,O()()
of pllblic money has been sq uandered 011 that
farm. If that is so, it is a standing disgrace
to whatever Department the farm belongs.
I t was established for the purp~se of being
utilized to show the local farmers how they
were to manage their holdillgs. J \vant to.
draw attention to a farm which is being
carried on under similar conditions with
regard to it& being supported by the State.
It is the Bathurst experimental farUl in New
South Wales. This is from a report in th~
Sydney Morning Herald of the 13th Decem-
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Mr. COTTER.-The letter continuesThe great value of the farm consists in the
demonstration given ()f the good results 1 hat can
be got from poor land, properly cultivated.

VICTORIAN'S TRIBUTE.

Mr. W. S. Keast, M.L.A., of Melbournp, who
returned to Sydney yesterday from a \'isit to
Bathurst, speaks in high terms of the work being
·carried out by Mr. Peacock at the Government
·experiment fa.rm there. Mr. Keast belongs to
the "Fanners' pa.rty" in Victoria-·

That is a new party. He form6rly belonged
to the Liberal party, bllt directly he got
in New South Wales he joined the Farmer's
part.y.
.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-In business, he belongs
10 the farming party.
Mr. COTTEH..-The report continues.1:LIld takes a very keen interest in agricult ure, and
his long experience qualifies him to speak with
·l!lome authority on this subject " I had heard very
fa.vorable accounts of the Bathurst experiment
fa.rm," he remarked, in con versation with a He1'ald
J'epresentative yesterday, "and while I was up
there I Beized the opportunity to run out tothe farm.
.and have a look over it. I was amaz~d to see the
magnificent crops produced on the poorest of la.nd.
Land that was considered to be worth no more
than £4 or £5 an acre at the outside, has been
worked on a system of dry-farming to such an ad-vantage that returns of from 25 to 30 bushels of
"'7heat an acre are being obtained. I saw there one
<of the best. wheat crops I have ever seen in Aus·
tralid., and 1 have seen a, few in my time. t,

"That a contrast to the state of atfh.irs at the
Wyuna farm, which is also under State
management j but the controlling authorities
in New South "Vales are the L~bour party,
while in this State tho farm is under the control of the so-called Liberal party.
Mr. Peacock goes in largely for dry-farming,
..nch as fallowing and hreaking down the land in
order to retain as much moisture as possible. The
Dlelhod practised in Victoria is rather different.
In Victoria we mulch the land and work it very
fine. but. here, or, at all events, at Bathurst, it is
turned up in as big clods as possible, and left to
absorb the summel' rains. 1 can see great possibilities for the Bath urst distr ict. If the farmers
there adopt the system that has bep-n so succes&fully
.carried out at the experiment farm they are going
to get a tremendous increase in production. Up to
the present they have been very slow to respond to
;the new methods of a,griculture, but if they do not
come into line and adopt them, then the) must not
~omplain if farming does not prove so profitable as
it should be. I saw llcerne, just as fine crops as I
have ever seen, growing on the poorest of granite
land. Sheep alld lalllb raising, fruit-growing, rape
crops: and artificial grasses, are all being made by
Mr. Peacock to yield the very best results. The
farm is now practically self-supporting. It is
worked, as I have said, to the best ad van tage.
From 500 acres between £2,000 and £:3,000 worth
.of produce lypre taken off last year.

M.r. FARRER. - It is our farmers who
ba ve gone over there and shown them how
to farm.

Mr. FARRElL-Lots of poor land is
cultivated here.
Mr. COTTEH..-The honorable member
took mighty good care he did not get poor
land to culti vate.
Mr. HANNAH called attention to the fact
that there was not. a quorum present.
A quorum was formed.
Mr. COTTER.--I may tell the honorable
members who have just come in that I am
reading a statement which appeared in t.he
Sydney Morm:ng Herald from one of th~
greatest experts we po:,sess. I tumbled on
it by accident.
It is by the honorable
member for Dandenong. .He continuesAnybody can farm on good la,nd. Rut when yon
consider that the bulk of the land in Australia is
what we used to call "poor," I say that Mr.
Peacock is doing a great national service in demon·
strating t hat it is by no means poor when treated
by the methods he has adopted.

Mr. TouTcHlm.-Did the honorable member for Dandenong say that?
Mr. COTTER.-I resent that remark. I
am reading from the Sydney Morning Herald,
and tha.I; is sufficient evidence that t.he statement was made by that honorable member.
The
ACTING CHAIL~MAN
(Mr.
GRAy).-I would point out to the honorable
member that he is now referring to a matter
that belongs to the Estimates of the Department of Agriculture, which will come on later.
Mr. COTTEH..-Then I shall defer reading the rest of this report. I will deal instead
with the quest.ion of the WamlJga Basin.
Mr. EL;\ISLIE.-Is it true thc1,t they have
given some one the sole right to shoot wildfowl there?
Mr. COTTE R.-I do not know a1lything
about that, but statements have freqllently
been made in the press that the cmballkment
of that reservoir is unsafe. 1 would like to
have a statemellt from the Minister of Water
Hupplyon that poillt. I do not thillk the
honorable gentleman was responsible for the
construction of this embankment.
It was
done by another branch of the grea.t Liberal
party that was then on the Treasury benches.
In view of the assertion that the embankment of tbe Waranga Basin if'! in a dangerous
condition, I think we should ha.ve the report
of some competent officer with regard to it.
Mr. JEWE LL called attention to the fact
that there was not a quorum of members
preseut.
A qnorum was formed.
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EXPERT IRRIGATORS REQUIRED.
Mr. COTTER.-An inquiry was held
As yet this feature of the Victorian immigration
some time ago into matters affecting the
irrigation schem.e at Cohuna. I have a very policy has not been carried into effect, and one
fundamental idea of that policy, which was to
comprehensive report here, from which it secure
farmers who were experts in irrigated
appear~ that the Department is cat'rying agdculture, is ill danger of being lost sight of.
water down to Cohuna. There is nothing in The Minister of Lands said last night
that report, however, to show that thet'e was that he did not go home for experts.
recently an inquiry into certain charges that
Mr. MU1tRAY.-That is not quoting him
were brought against a gentleman connected correctly.
with tha.t settlement. Let me quote now
Mr, CO l'TER -It is.
from the annual report of the State H.i vers
It is of the utmost importance that this matter
tl.nd Watel' Supply Commission with regard should have early attention. The State is Mtempt.
to the need of more settlers in Victoria. That ing in irrigation disliricts to make a small area.
support a large population, and to create the kind
report says-

The number of new settlers from oversea. who
have taken blocks will be increased in the near
future, becJ.u.;e a considerable percentage has
l\ccepted temporary employment in the irrigation
districts ill order to gain experience before taking
up laud. The percentage of farmers to farm
labourers among the immigrants is, however,
decrea.sing. The reason for this is not obscure.
Farmers with capital and established homes are
harder to move than labourers with little or no
capital, because there il:! much more to be done
before they leave home, and much more to lose if
conditions are not as represented.
To secure
fa.rmers with capital and c1.pacity requires, there·
fore, har'der and more persistent efforts and greater
expenditure than would he required to secure
farm labourers. Immigration agents are thus
inclined to re:ltl'ict their efforts to the latter
class.
Even when interested, prudent and
ca.pable fanners prefer to see the land and select
their new home before disposing of or leaving the
old one.
.

'l'he Commission then refer to the system of
land seekers' excnrsions. They say·It has been recognised from the outset that provision shuuhl he made to enable intelldillg settlers
to VIsit Victoria and inspect the opportunities
offered in comfort and at a moderate cost as a pre·
liminary to immigration and settlement, and one
of the origillal features of the State's immigration
policy was land ~eekers' excursions. While in
Great Britain the deleg·\tion had l'epeated inquiries
as to when these excursi'llls would be inaugurated.
and it was evident that many who thought well of
the State's opportunities, and who wet'e qualified
to succeed, would not emigrate without first seeing
the country.

of agriculture which will give as comfortable a
living from 50 irrigated acres as can be had from
300 acres dependent on rainfall. In other words,
it is attempting to establish on a large scale the
highest form of agriculture known. The soil,
climate, and water supply make these results possible. It is a region of great and varied possi.
bilities, but these. can only be re':1lized through
having in these districts a considerable percentage of
farmers who are able to do the required work in the
best manner, and ,'..-ho will be content with nothing
less. Such m· n will be an ex:unple and incentive
to beginners without experience.

That is why the honorable gentleman went
to Paris, Manchester, Birmingham, and all
the big citiesof the Old World. He reqllired
experts, and knew it was ilOt possible to
obtain them.
Mr. H. MCI{ENZll£ (Rodlley).-I was not
in Paris, nor in Birmingham.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-I tnink yon will
find, Mr. Chairman, that there is not a.
quornm in attendance.
A quorum was formed.
Mr. CO I'TER. - I shall read what is
stated abont experimental and demonstration
farms in the irrigation districtsThese districts need orchardists who know hoW"
to grow citrus fruits; they need vineyardiats who
have had experiencH in growing and shipping table
grapes; they need farm':lI"s wQo understand dairying, lucerne· growing, and lamb fattening; a.nd
abo\'e all, they need a considerable percentage of
settlers who believe ill irrigation and are skilled in
its pra.ctice.

I do not know whether this refers to the farm
whete they were losing £12,000 a year and
which was found to be in a deplorable condition, but if it is they cantlot do better than take
While in Canada and the United States, the to it the settlers that are being brought out.
delegation found that low ratfl retmn fare land Now, in regard' to the money that has been
seekers' -excursions are the basis of all land settle- spent on irrig<ttion, [ find that the loan
ment movements in those countries. It is very liabilities of the ~tate for works of water
rare th It the American farmer moves his family
and capital to a new country until he has seen, supply last year amounted to £7,242,082,
approved, and selecteu the land f"r his new home. and of this sum £ I ,221 ,436 is for free head~
Much of Canada's success in attracting farmers and works. I understand that £ I ,268,972 has
capital from the United States has been due to its been written off, and the people using the
effective system of land seekers' excnrsions, and to
the attenlbn given to the comforli of those who water to-day have received as a present from
the taxpayer the sum of £1,268,972. Thejoin them.
If they are coming out to settle here nnder
existing conditions, the conditions in Canada
must be very bad-
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aum of £147.046 was advanced in the shape Government were absllnt. We demonstrated
of free grants. There is a balance amount- our interest in water supply :Illd water coning to £4,369,262 as the sum on which servation, and in making it possible for the
interest should be paid by the occupiers. right class of people to earn 3: living in the
It is not the sum on which interest is paid.
irrigation districts. \,Ye are prepared to give
Mr. GRAHAM.-- Weare getting close to it thoise members our unanimolls support when
now.
it comes to a vote, irrespective of the tiide
Mr. COTTE R.-If we are going to de- they are on. "'. . e do not mind wbere a motion
pend upon the River Murr~y in dry seasons, springs from, or who may be the mover of it.
I think we shall he as badly off as we were We have had three impurtant far-reaching
in 1902. It is rather an extraordinary thing speeches from different stand-points criticisthat the report read by the honorable mem- ing the Government, and it would seem as
ber for Dandenong showed that Mr. Mead though some honorable members who are
and his colleagues had stated that the work supposed to have represehted water districts
they wished to do, and thought necessary to in the past have been neglecting I heir duty.
do, COli ld not be done because the money was I believe that the present Minister has ennot available.
deavoured to do his best accordiLlg to his
Mr. W ATT.-Every penny the Commis- lights, bnt a stronger man is required at the
sioners have asked for for st.orage purposes head of the Water Suppl.Y Department-a
has been granted to them
man who will not stay his hand until the
Mr. CUTTER.-But it is stated that had money sunk in irrigation is giving some
they had the money they would have gone return.
The bungling in the Education
on with certain works.
Department and the mismanagement in conMr. GRAHAM.-They say that in a few nexion with the Railway and several other
years it will be required.
Departments is nothing t.o what we have
Mr. HANNAH.-With regard to the seen perpetrated in the Departments of
question before us, I agree with some of the Agriculture and ",rater Supply.
Take the
speakers. and particularly with the uew Wyuna farm-member for Gunbower, who has been IeThe ACTl~G CHAIRMAN (Mr. GRAY).
turned to this House in place of Mr. Cullen, -That cannot be discllssed on this vote. It
who represented the electorate for a number is contained in Division No. HJ3.
of years, and took a very keen intel'est in the
Mr. HANN AH.-I have the right to disquestion of water conservation and irrigation. ClISS it on the present vote.
Mr. Cullen was a man who was evidently
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).- You have
very mnch interested in doing what he be- given your ruling, Mr. Chairman, and I ask
lieved to be the right thing. The lines upon that you insist on its being observed.
which Mr. Cnllen went, and the lines upon
Mr. HANNAH.-Ful1 liberty was given
which the honorable member for GUllbower to the honorable member fur Gunbower, the
went La day, are diametrically opposed. honorable member for Lowan, and the
The position that the honorable member honorable member for Dandenong, who were
took up is one that to my know ledge is not calIed to order. I desire to deal with
correct. He clearly showed that the Com- water snpply, as it affects a certain area of
missioners wanted to charge the people this country.
for water they never had. I can quite
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr. GRAY).
uuderstand the rebellion that took place in - I drew the attention of the honorable memGunbower by which the Governmentcandidate ber for Hichmond to the fact that he was
was unseated and an 1nuepondent candidate wrongly discussing the item now, and he
returned. The honorable memberfor Gun bower desisted. I would ask the honorable member
has had twenty-five years' practical experience for Collingwood to follow his example.
in connexion with water snpply and conservaMr. HANNAH.-Well, if that ruling is
tion. We also had a very interesting speeeh to be observed, I will move that progress be
from t.he honorable member 'for Lcman, who reported.
has taken the place of one of our old and
The ACTI~G CHAIRMAN (Mr. GRAY).
respected members, and our party listened to - Y all cannot do that.
his remarks with very groat interest, though
Mr. 1-1 A ~ N A H.- Well, I will move YOll
they were from a different st.and-point. \tVe out of the chair.
are always prepared to listen to them. I t.llink
The ACTl:\G CHAIRMA~ OHr. GRAY).
the CommIttee will admit that we gave these -That might Le a difficult nHttter too.
honorable members an audience and earnest
Mr. HA~NA H.-If YOIl iusist on the
attention, while SOUle of the members of the ruling I am at a loss to know where freedom
Second Se8Bion 1911.-(15]
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I did think we were going who had had the water and an opportunity

.to have a f'l.ir Chairman.
The AC1'IKG CHAIRMAN

of applyillg it to the land.

result of
aud in
order to deal with those land-owners we
passed several amending Acts.
One of the
most important of those measures was one
that was introduced by the present Minister
shortly after his assumption of office.
_Mr. Gn \HAM.-:-They do not like it.
Mr. HA~NAH.-'l'hey do not like it.
We req uire a strong Minister and a strong
Goverument in connexion with this matter.
No 01le other than ~l illisters will say that we
have a strollg GuvernmeIlt dealing with thii
question.
Mr. THoMsoN.-The country thougbi
different.
Mr. HANN AH.-The country will think
anything. The people in one of the irrigation
districts sent back an Independent, Mr. Angus,
in place of Mr. Cullen, the candidate selected
by the Ministry. I do not think the same
conditiolls apply to that district as to the
Rodlley district, about which I know something.
Mr. GRAHAM.-The same circnmstances
prevail.
Mr. HANNAH. - We know that iR
Rodney for years the water has been supplied,
but have the land-owners used the water?
The Minister Imows very well they have not.
Tbey are not likely to if they get a pliable
Go\:ernmellt such as the present Governmeut i:-:.
Mr. GRAHAM.-They have to pay whether
they are using it or not.
Mr. HANNAH.-A large number of the
people are evading payment of the rates. I
am sorry J did not obtain a certain sworn
statement. with regard to that matter. I did
not take the statutory declaration becallse I
thought it would ineriminate an employe,
and that he might lose his employmellt. I
know that in a portion of Rodney a number
of people are supposed to be paying for water.
They are using the water, but are not paying ntes at all.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-That statement is probably incorrect.
Mr. HA "N AH.-I will be able to prove
without getting the sworn declaration that
what I have stated is correct. W hen I make
a statement in the House I am prepared to
prove it.
Mr. GR\HAl'I.-PrOve that to me and
some one will rue it.
l.\lr. HAN ~ AH.-J have a good many
friends and relatives in that part of the
country, and I know a good deal of what hal
been going on. I know as much as any mall

ph. GRAY). experietlce,. wisdom came

- I will not allow the honorable member to
say that, or 'to discuss my fairness. Even
honorable members on his side of the House
will admit that I have been fail'.
Mr. HANNAH.-I have yet to learn
tbat when the State is applying water to a
farm an honorable member is not etltitled to
.discuss, in connexion with the subject of
irrigation, the way in which it is managed.
The illnstration which I wish to make has a
bearing on the whole question which was
discussed by the honorable member for
Albert Park thi,s morning
Mr. M{jRRAY.-It becomes tedious repetition.
Mr. HANN AH.-That is only the inter·
jection of a bully; something of which we
do not take much notice.
The Premier
ought to know better. He has been slumbering peacefully during the day, and he
Discussions have
now returns refreshed.
been carried on in his absence by Ministers
capable of administering the business of
the country. The speech of the honorable
member fOf Albert Park dealt trenchantly
with the matter. 1£ the State cannot apply
water to the land successfully, with the aid
of experts, how can men who have never
been outside Hull or Manchester, and have
had no experience in irrigation, be expected
to do so? I f the State has been a failure
in its own undertakings, how can it be expected that the men who know nothing
about irrigation should make a success of it ?
This has been under the administration of
the present Minister.
Mr. GRAHA!\1-.-1 would have wiped it out
long ago.
Mr. HANNAH.-Personally, I have no
feeling in the matter as far as the honorable gentleman is concerned, but I do not
think that he has had the necessary
experience. His predecessor was an idealist
who in certain respects did great and
good work.
He certainly threw himself
whole·heal'tedly into that work.
In my
-opinion the present Minister does not possess the qualifications necessar'y for this
great Department.
I was born in the
centre of Rodney, and I have watched the
development of irrigation since I was a
yo.ung man. Is it considered that those
who under the 01d methods had water
brought to their doors availed themselves properly of their opportunities?
-.A large amount of money was wiped off, both
,interest and principal, for the benefit of those·
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Mr. GRAHA1\!. - And yon doubted the
in the Honse with regard to how things have
been worked in Rodney. ¥.~ e know very ability of Mr. Dethridge?
Mr. HAN:NAH.-Onlyas a water expert.
well that some of the land-owners are evading
payment of the rates at the present time, I have not doubted his ability as an engineer,
and they will continue to do so if they bllt I doubt his ability as a water expert.
possibly can. We want a strong Minister of "Ye want men who are capable of initiation.
Water Supply, who will not only be able to The honorable member· for Swan Hill comes
enforce the payment of rates in Rodney, from a part of Victoria that has had experibut who, when he states that he will do a ence of irrigation. We know the important
part that irrigation has played in the honorthing, will carry it out.
Mr. GRAHAM.- Would you take the work able member's distict in cOllllexio)) with frnitout of the hands of the Commi::;sion? They growing. If the Government had been
earnest in desiring to establi::;h irrigation
have full control.
Mr. HA~NAH.-~o; I would not advo- colonies, by this time they would have had
oate taking it out of the hands of the one or two settlements like l\1ildura. The
Commission. I agree with previous sp~akers Government have shown that they are not
that Mr. Elwood Mead is a most able capable of placing a number of men on the
man, and I believe Olle of the straightest land in the irrigation areas who will do snch
servants filling a high position we have. I work as has been clone by the people at Mildura.
believe there are associated with him men The honorable member for Albert Park dewho have not had the experience he pos- livered a very clear and forceful speech this
sesses, but at the same time he is the only morning. It is a speech worthy of being
one 011 the Commission-circulated, aud I trust the honorable mem ber
Mr. GRAHAl\L-We have as sound a man will have it cireulated. I followed the honoron the Commission, as far as the financial able member's speech very closely, aud it
was brimful of suggest ions as to the policy
side is concerned, a::; there is in the State.
Mr. HANNAH.-I will admit that with which should be followed in connexioll with
regard to the financial side. I honestlv irrigation. Six years ago, when the honorable
believe we have a very capable officer so ra"r member for Albert Park was a new member,
as the financial side is concerned.
h(' showed that he bad taken a real livfl inMr. GRAHAl\f.-And we have, in Mr. terest in the question of irrigation. Since then
Dethridge, one of the finest engineers in the there has hardly been a discusfSion on the
State.
.
qnestion in which the honorable member has
Mr. HANNAH.-As the Scotchman says, not taken an intelligent part. He absolutely
to I hae my doots."
riddled the Ministry this morning. I want
Mr. GRAHAl\I.- You do not know anything to show what the policy of the Labonr party
about it., and that is why you are in such a is in regard to irrigation, as against the
policy of the Ministry.
good position to tell us all about it.
Mr. WATT.-Your policy?
Mr. HAN~AH.-"Ihaemydoots," butnot
Mr. H.A.NN AH.-The Treasurer has oue
with regard to Mr. Dethridge's engineering
policy
to-day and ano! her to-morrow. He
ability. There are engineers and engineers;
there are water experts and water experts, had to qnic}dy change his policy with regard
to the teachers' salaries yesterday. If the
and there are Ministers and Ministers.
present Ministry stays in office during the
Mr. GRAHAl\I.-I will not allow you to life of this Parliament: we cannot expect
east a slur on any Commissioner.
anything for another three years, but I hope
Mr. HANN AH - I have not cast a slur to God, for the sake of Victoria, that we will
on any Commissioner. It did not. occur to soon have a progressive Minister of \-Vater
my mind for a moment to cast a slur 011 any Supply with go Jllld energy. I am going to
memher of the Commission. I know that give the Minister the credit-one of the member~ of the Commission is a
Mr. GRAHA:M:.-I don't want any credit
financial expert, and I know he has done from you. I would he sorry to have it.
good work from that stand-point, but for the
Mr. HANNAH.-I am sorry that the
Miuister to say because I have referred to honorable gentleman is so spiteful. I
Mr. Mead Oll~y, I have cast a slur on a mem- thought that he could stand some eriticism.
ber of the Commission is unfair. I said that He showed so much capacity in dealing with
Mr. Mead was a capable officer, and the only the blight-infected potatoes that I thought he
man who had the necessary experience, in my would stand a little rubbing up when the
opilliolJ, to do the important work the Estimates' came 011. The honorable gent 1eCommi:~dion was intrusted with.
man and I have been old friends in the past,.
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and I hope this dil::iCIISSIOll is Hot going to
make any dilference. We come from the same
part of the country. We are both interested
in the welfare of that portion of the COUll try.
I am not going to depart one iota from the
question. .A while ago a leu'ge llllmber of
honorable members were anxious to go on
with the ElStimates, and the Minister said,
" After I have replied I will consent to an
adjournment. l '
We should then have been
able next week to deal with the J~stimates in
a full 1I ouse. We draw our salaries as the
Minister draws his. .
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr. GRAY).
-The honorable member is discussing something that might have taken place. He
must confine himself to the division in the
Estimates which is under consideration.
Mr. HANN A 1-1.-1 am showing that it
would havo been wise, with such all important Departmenc as this, and ill view of the
fact that w~ have 1I0t had an opportunity of
making any inquiries since the election, that
we should have hq,d a fnll Honse.
The ACTI~G CHAIRMAN (Mr. GRAY).
-The honorable member has made a statement and he is now repeating himself.
Mr. HANNAH.-I repeat it with the
object of saying to you, M r Chairmall, tha t
I only want fair play, and I am only asking
for what you, as Chairman, will give me in that
respect. \Vith regard to the matter under
consideration, there is no question about it
that during the next ten years we shall reo
quire to have a different policy or we shall go
to the bad to the extent of thollsands of
poundd e\'ery month. The Government h:lVe
been in office two years.
Mr. tJ-RO\HAl\r.-And are stopping the
leakage every day.
Mr. HAN~AH. -If the honor9.ble gentleman ca.n show that during the last six
months the Government have 8topped any of
the leakage I will sit down and listen to
what he has to say. I notice the Premier
j Ilst now desired to silence the Minister ill
charge of the Estimates. As a taxpayer and
H representative of a large portion of the
community who have to be taxed for It,sl::ies in
the past, and who will be taxed for the same.
purpose in the future, under ~tate mana2'ement as we have it to· day, I must express my
dissatisfaction. \Vnat [ am going to argw~
is this, that as a represen tati ve of a very
large constituency who will be taxed for snch
a great leakage as that which has t~ken
plaoe, and which will take place, I have a
right to demalld that Parliament shall arrest
this leakage. The Age newspaper ill the
l',ast, by one or two trenchant articles) tried
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to hurry lip the present Guvernment with
regard to administration of the whole
question of water supply, so fur as it
affects increased population.
I am' as
anxious as any man that those areas ill the
north should be supplied with a plentiful
stream of water. I have as much anxiety ill
that re~pect as the farmer up there who has
to work nnder the boiEng sun and pnt up
with a c,)ndition that is unfair and unjust.
At this stage, on the motion of Mr.
MURRAY (Premier), strangers were ordered
to withdraw, and from that time, 10 minutes
t.o 6 o'clock p.m. (Friday), until a minutes
past 9 o'clock p.m. the proceedings were
conducted in private.
DEPART.ME~T

OF AGRICUJ.,TURE.
On strangers being re-admittedMr. ROGERS said-Hundreds of poor
women are ruined by the action of the Department of Agriculture in telling them
that there is snch a h:tlIdsome profit in
poultry.
I hope the Minister, when the
House meets again, and possihly before then,
will give the public an opportunity of knowing whether this egg-Iayin,~ competition in
Burnley is paying, or likely to pay, so that
other people may not fall in through the
Department's ad vertisements.
Mr. G RAH AM (Minister of Agricllltl1re).-In reply to the honorable menlber, I
may say that I did not know where the
gentleman came from who was appointed. [
understood he came from Gippsland.
Mr. ROGERs.-From New South \Yales.
lVlr. GRAHAM.-I had nothing to do
with his appointment, and as he was au
exempt officer he was appointed by the
Public Service Commissioner. No doubt he
would be recommended by the Director.
Mr. ROGRRs.-A good man, wherever he
came from.
Mr. GRAHAM.-I know he is a good
man. He is one of the best you conld find,
as far as ponl try is concerned, and he has
done his work well. I am not prepared to
say whether the egg-laying competition is
paying or not. I did not expect it to pay,
particularly during the first year. I would
point out that a large number of people are
deriving much benefit from the competition.
It. was a good idea. for the elJcouragement and
extension of the poultry industry that an egglaying competition should be carried onto
The competitions have been carried out elsewhere, and have been very beneficia.l, and I
thought it only right that we should give en·
couragement to the .poultry growers here.
Poultry raising is one of the best adj uncts to
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.:any farm, and a farmer who has not a good
.class of poultry is nl)t a farmer a.t all in the
true sense of the word.
I may say that
.'Since the poultry were bronght to Burnley
-one of my own family has started in the same
line. With regard to the price of the eggs
:sold to the Railway Department being so low,
I kuow that IO!d is being got for the eggs at
the present time.
Mr. ROGERS.-At some times of the year
,they would bring 2s. 6d.
Mr. G H. AH AM.-Our people do not get it.
"'rhey send their eggs to the best shops, and
barely average Is.
I will take a note of
what the honorable member says. I shaH be
<only too glad to get a little ad vice from him,
because he is one of the best poultry experts
in Melbourne, and has the poultry industry
much at heart. If he can commu:Jicate anything to me which will help to make the industry a success, I shall be only too pleased
to receive it from him.
Mr. COTTER.-In connexion with the
Burnley farm, I brought under the notice of
the Minister some time ago the case of men
who are tp.mporarily employed there. Has
.anything been done? The Minister knows
the men I refer to, and the character of the
men. I thiuk some of them have had from
twenty-five to twenty-seven years' service, and
I regard it as unfair to 'have them kept as
temporary men.
Mr. GRAHAM (Minister of Agriculture).- What the honorable member for
Richmond says is eorrect. I know these
men, who are very deserving, and have been
a long time in the service. One of them was
practically born there. I shall be only too
!pleased to look into the matter and see if it is
possible to bring them into the service. They
.are what are called permanent. temporaries.
Mr. ROGEH,s.-1 desire to call attention to the item of £3,150 for agricultural
and poultry societies, to be expended under
I'egulations to be approved by the Governor
in CouDcil. I believe this covers the cost of
the gold medals. I think that the time has
<lome when the Government should do away
with the gold medals. No doubt the system
was first started in order that certain
inducements might be held out.
We
fl·nd that a large num ber of these medals
;are now being won by the same personI will Hot say with the same bird. They
:go to three or four men who make a
trade of the game. They do nothing in
the way of improving the birds and the
:gold medals are considered to be of very
little good, even by those who win them.
~'he honorable gentleman might put a ce1'-
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tain slim of money on the Estimates for
the purpose of supplying Lirds to small
settlers at a very low price. These settlers
would theu not have to pay the large amount
of mOlley they do at present. I also think
the time has come when the departmental
poultry expert should be stopped from dealing in poultry. The other <.lay a letter came
here from Port Fairy, where the expert had
been buying poultry, and he charged very
high prices forseveral he sold that were said by
people who saw them to be almost worthless.
The regulations of the Department allow him
to bny if he gets permission. I think it is
unfair. The Department should not allow
him to be a dealer. The birds averaged
about £ 1, and when they were got home the
person who bought them was told that they
were not worth 2s. 6d. Particulars of the
matter were communicated to the leader of
the Opposition, and we rang up the Department and found that the expert was allowed
to buy with the consent of the Department.
This officer goes round the country lecturing,
and you can understand how he gets orders.
He has no poultry of his own, but his wife has,
and he is ahle to get a large number of orders
during the year, and make a big profit. I want
the Minister to promise that he will stop it.
MI'. SOLLY.-Thereis an item here which
relate 3 to medal!:! to be awarded at the Royal
Agricultural Society's s~ow. I think the
time has arrived when the society can stand
without any assistance from the Government.
It makes a handsome profit. I would not
mind helping the society with the public
funds if it needed assist.ance, but we do help
it by giving it Crown lands, and I am
pleased with the work it is doing. I do not
think, however, that we should pay any
money out of revenue for medals for tho
RO'yal Agricultural Society's show. I should
like to draw the Minister's attention to
another item. It is the vote of £1,950 as
subsidy to the Shanghai steam service. The
honorable member for Albert Park and myself mentioned this matter on the Estimates
two years ago, and the honorable gentleman
promised that that would be the last time it
would appear.
Mr. WATT.--The contract had to run a
certain period.
Mr. GRAHAM (Minister of Agriculture ).-This is the last year for the subsidy
to the Shanghai steam service. It is to rUll
another year. Singapore has dropped out.
With regard to the complaint of the honorable
member for Melbourne, Rb(l)l1t the departmental poultry expert selling or traffickiug in
fowls, I can assure the honorable member
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that it will be stopped at oncc. If this
oliicer goes in for poultry selling he will have
to part cOlllpany with the Department. A

- I promise to look into the matter to whicn

Mr. GRAHAM (Minister of Agriclllture)_

complaint was made to me the other day on

blackfish is oneof the best fish in tbiscoulltry~

the honorable member refers. 1 know that the

the subject, and I promised that I would but it is rapidly vanishing from almost every
inquire about it. In regard to the £100 creek. I know that in the Broken Creek,..
for medals to be awarded at the Royal in the district in which I live, the blackfish
Agricultural Society's show, these are not have almost disappeared. I a.ttribute that
given to the society.
They are extra to the perch, which were brought from
medals given by the Government for certain Ballarat. I will be glad to call the attention
horses and cattle in the different classes, and of the Chief Inspector of }< isheries to thethey have been given for many years. That matter, and see whether we cannot do someis all the subsidy the society· gets from the thing to protect the black fish and propagateGovernment, and I should be sorry to strike them in some of 0111' streams.
that item out, because the society is doing
Mr. F ARRER.-I wish to ask the
very useful work.
Minister of Agriculture what he intends tOe'
Mr. ROGl£R,s.-In connexion with the do in the way of helping the Education Devote of £36,424 for export development, I partment to get for our young people suitwould like to draw the attention of the able text-books on subjects relating to our'
Minister of Agriculture to the case of the producing industries.
butter-graders. Some time ago applications
Mr. GRAHAM (Minister of· Agriculwere invited for five butter-graders, and ture).-I was not present the other night
forty-five years was fixed as the age limit. when the honorable member brought this.
There are two men in the Department who matter up, but he called my attention to it
are a few months over that age, but they this evening. I shall be enly too pleased
possess every other qualification for the to join with the Director of Agriculture in
position. Those two men have not received getting little text-books or pamphlets of·thethe permanent t:tppointment, although their kind desired by the honorable member, and
services have not yet been dispensed with. give the Education Department every assist-I would like to have an assurance from the ance in our power in having those text·books
Minister that he will not dismis~ these men distributed in country State schools.
simply because they are a few months over.; The vote was agreed to, as was also thethe Rpecified age, seeing that in every other vote of £60,840 for the Solicitl)r-Genera1.
respect they ~re fully qualified for the
TREASURER'S DEPARTMENT.
work.
Treasurer, £271,216.
Mr. GRAHAM.-I will be glad to look into
Mr. F ARRER.-In connexion with the·
the matter.
Mr. ROG ERS.- With regard to the vote allowance to the Rail way Department for thefor "Fisheries and Game," I wish to refer to carriage and use of ,Victorian coal, I wish tothe item of £850, which is provided towards draw the attention of the Treasurer to thestocking the waters of the State with fish number of fires which have already been
and the maintenance of fish hatcheries, and caused, especially in the Western District, by
to ask the Minister of Agricnlture whether sparks from locomotives. I understand that
the Departm<:lnt cannot take some steps to it has already been found necessary to useimprove the supply of blackfish? For a New South Wales coal on certain lines in the·
number of years the Department has been Northern dist~ict during the summer months,
filling the streams of Victoria with tront, and and I am quite sure the same thing will
the black fish, which is a must valnable fish, have to be done in the Southern districts, oris gradually disappearing. Would it lIOt be otherwise the Railway Department will find
possible to make a small hatchery of black- itself sued for a large amount of damages.
fish, so that our streams may be re-stocked The WlJnthaggi coal appears to be too light
with them 1 Those who take a deep interest and friable. It gives off a great many
sparks, which, in hot weather, quickly set
in .angling seem to prefer trout.
fire to the stubble.
Mr. THOMSON.-No, they want perch.
Mr. WATT (Treasurer).-What the·
Mr. ROG EH.S.-Both the Kardinia Creek
and the Cockatoo Creek, in which black fish honorable member says is perfectly true,.
used to be abundant, have been closed during according to the latest reports from the Railthe last three or four years. Even in the ways Commissioners. The Commissioners
Gellibrand River the hlackfish is disap- rAp(nted to the Minister of Railways that it
pearing.
was advised, in order to avoid liability t~
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''fires in. the northern districts, that the
'halder coal of New South 'Vales, having
more free carbon, should be used ill the
-critical months of the year. For that reason
the Government cons~nted to the use of the
hard coal to that extent. I do not know the
exact area within which the Commissioners
propose to use it, but the Government have
agreed that the liability to fire should be
guarded against by the use of Newcastle
coal on certain of our rail way lines. I may
have an opportunity of consulting the Commissioners again on the subject before the
Railway Estimates corne on.
Mr. ELM:-;LIE.-'Vill the Treasurer ex,plain to the Committee why it is necessary
. to make an allowance of £ I 0,000 to the Hail'Way Department for the carriage and use of
Victorian coal ?
Mr. VV ATT (Treasurer).-The arrangement with the Hail way Department with
regard to W onthaggi coal has been placed on
a new footing. The allowance for the carriage
·of the coal is fixed at six-tenths of one p€nny
per ton per mile instead of three farthings.
That covers the difference between the rate
we charge the public, and what the Commissioners ask for hauling the coal from
Wonthaggi to Melbourne. This year we
think that about £10,000 will cover it.
Mr. HANN AH. - I notice that on these
Estimates there is a snm of £1,000 for
" preliminary expenses in connexion with the
proposed Empire Exhibition."
I would
like to get from the Treasurer an explanation
of that item.
Mr. WATT (Treasurer).-It
be
within the memorv of honorable members
that the Governme~t recently suggested to
the Commonwealth authorities and the
Governments of the other States that
it was time that in one of the capital centres
of Aust.ralia an Empire Exhibition should be
held. The subject has been listed for con:st(lel'ation at the next Premiers' Conference.
Thinking that we nlight arrive at some
arrangement for the holding of an exhibition,
and as we may have to undertake some prelimiuary expenditure, we thought it ad visable t·o put this item on the Estimates to
meet anything that may be needed. befure
Parliament UleelS next session.
Mr. EL~1:SLIE.-\vith rRference to the
"Vote of £12,939 for the Income Tax Office,
I would remind the Treasurer that ill a
previous session, when the Estimates were
under consideration, I brought before the
Honse certain charges that had been placed
in my hanus by officers in the Income Tax
()ffice. I then told the House that it was

,,,ill
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from a sense of duty that I felt impelled to
bring the matter forward, but that, at the
same time, I took no responsibility with
regard to the charges tha t werE' made,
because they were of such a character that,
by no examination that I might make, could
I have proved whether they were right or
wrong. ,They seemed to me to be of such a
seriolls nature that I felt uncomfortable so
long as I remained in charge of them,
and I handed them to the Treasurer for
After a certain time a
consideration.
~oy~l
Commission WRS appointed to
mqUlre into the charges. and in due
course that body presented their report.
Altogether thirty-nine charges were made .
When these «!:harges were brought under
my notice, having conversed with my informants, and talked the matter ovel' on
many occasions, it appeared to me that underlyinf? them was a charge of something
more than dereliction of duty. I felt that
my informants were making in a measure insinuations in regard to corrnption. I am
pleased to say that they withdrew from that
position, or, at least, they stated when the
examination started that there was no suggestion of corruption, and tha.t the whole of the
charges referred to laxity of administration, resulting in loss of revenue and
loss of uniformity in the imposition of
the tax.
The report'- is one of the
most uniq ue I ever read.
For condensation, short, terse, and trenchant
language it is a remarkable document.
There are a number of charges upon which
the finding is the old Scotch verdict" Not
proven." S~veral other important charges
submit.ted have been fuund to have been
proved. The time is too late now to go into
the matter thoroughly, but I shall read a.
few of the findings.
Charge 4 is as
follows:Suppressed full information.
The evidence showed that one of the four taxpayers suppressed full information, that by doing
so he escaped taxation for a long period, and tha$
the correct stA.te of his affairs wa.s only found out
by persistent inquiry after years_ He was taxed
on the items with regard to which he had suppressed full information. N'o extra tax was imposed on him. He was evasive in all hif! replies-_
A large sum was involved, and he persisted in furnishiug similar returns year after year.

Charge 7 statesReturns sent in long after due date.
tax. Poor taxpayers extra ta.xed.

No extra

The kernel of this charge was that the
office made distinction between the rich and
the poor-as it was put to me that the men
who . were harshly treated were of the
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farming or poorer class. In a measure this
charge is held to have been proved.
In support of this charge sixty· four cases from
different registerd were sllbmi~ted to us by the
complainauts, but an examination of the returns
and a,sessments showed tha.t these books were
incorrect and unreliable. Investigation of the
schedules disclosed that m sixty·three out of these
sixty.fvur cases there were circumstances which
may have justified the imposition of petialties. In
the remaining ca.e-that of a poor taxpayer-we
are of opinion that therd was no jurisdiction for the
imposition of the penalty.
Altogether there were submit.ted for our con·
sideration the sChedules of 186 liaxpayel's, ranging
from the year 1895 to 1910; fifty-seven of them
may be termed rich taxpayers. Of these rich
taxpayers thirty-three furnished late returns.
~ive of the thirty-three were absell~ees with large
lUcomes, some of whom sent in returns very late,
and SODle were late in sending in returns for three
different years. Six of the remaining twentyeight were taxpayers with large incomes, some of
whose returns were very late, and some regularly
late. Several of the other returns were incorrect
as well as late, and several were not furnished till
demanded. In none of the thirty-three cases referred to were penalties imposed for lateness.
The evidence shows that it has been thp. practice
of the office since 1903 not to penalille absentee
taxpayers f.,r late returns. In our opinion no distinction should be made between reRident and
absentee taxpayers regarding late retnrns.
\y e co~sider that resident taxpayers carrying on
busmess 111 a large way have been dealt with very
leniently. It may have been expedient after the In·
come Tax Acts first came into operation to refrain
from s\ rict enforcement of punctuality in sending
in rt'turns, but, as the Acts have now been in
force for sixteen years, we are of opinion that this
conflideratinn should no longer be conceded to any
class of ta.\ payers.

Here in connexion wi th charges 9 and lOwe
have one of the most serious findings put in
a most extraordinary wayStatements accepted that could and did not show
proper profit::!. Mere statements in trading cases
accepted.
On the evidence submitted, covering the period
from 1902 to 1910, we consider that these charges
ha.ve been proved.
In the case of partnerships where the partners
have sent in their individual returns, hut no
partnership return has been furnished, it has been
the practice to have an unsigned and undeclared
partnership statement compiled in the Income Tax
office by extracting the items from the individual
returns. This practice is contrary to the Ac·t and
Regulations. In our opinion it should be discontinued.
In numbers of other cases the returns made were
clearly insufficient.
In several instances taxpa.yers had personal in.
terviews with the senior officers of the Department,
and in these cases no proper record was kept of the
statements made by the ta.xpayers.

This is an axtraordinary paragraph to insertOne large taxpayer made no attempt to comply
with the requirements of the Act, and no .effort

Mr. Elmslie.

Treasure?" s Department.

was made by the office to enforce compliance. Fo~
seven years his returllS were invari'\bIy in·eguIar,.
insufficient, indefinite, and 1l1.te, but he was not ino
ttlly way penaltzed. Weare not satisfi(·d that this.
taxpayer has ever disclosed his actual iucome, and
we think that his case calls for a furthet· searching.
and thorough examination.
.

Here is a remarkable statemen t This remark also applies to the case of another'
large taxpayer.

There are no details, but n. few words arethrust at a. large taxpayer. who fot' years.
evaded the Act.
Had all taxpayers been compelled to follow ill!
detail the forms specified in the schedules, wethink the Department would have been saved time~
trouble, and expense, and increased revenue would
probably have been received.

The lommissioners said that a furthersearching and thorough examination should
be made in the case of two large taxpayers,.
who had been evading the tax for years.
Now I com') to charge 34Certain taxpayers sent in false returns. In one'
case heaVIly fined, others allowed to escape prosecution. In the cases of many poor taxpayers fines
were imposed UP9n prosecution.

This is a remarkable caseWe find that eighteeu of the twenty-one taxpayers whose scherlules were sublllitted to us
fllrni."hed false returns, that in one case the taxpa.yer was heavily fined, that ten were not prosecuted, while eight (iucluding the one referred to as
having been heavily fined) were prosecuted. Four
out of these eight were small taxpayers, and were·
fined OIl prosecution.
We consider that in one of these cases the prosecution was without justification. The taxpayer
originally "ent in a non·taxable return, which he
sub~equently amended.
After a dep'Lrtmental
investigation, the taxpayer was prosecuted on the
charge of having fumished a false l'etul'll, it being
alleged that his income was £700 more than he
had stated. On that charge he was filled £75,.
ordered to pay double tax, and also £5 7s. costs.

Mr. MURRAY.-If there is no justificatio:l~
why does the Court punish him?
Mr. ELM.5LIE - I do not know that it
was a Court.
Mr. WATT.-It might have been the
Commissioner.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I think it was the
Commissioner.
On further investigation it was found that he
was, as shown in his original return non-taxable,
and that the allegations of the office were incorrect. Notwithstanding this, his application for a.
remission of the fine and COitS was refused.
We consider that in this case the fine and costs
should have been remitted.

He was robbed of over £80.
Mr HN(\WBALL.-lt was on the order of
the Conrt.
Mr. gLMSLIE.-There are many others
that J do not propose to deal with. The
Treasurer has had the report in his hands fOlr
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a considerable time. I wish now to draw
.attelltiuu to this paragraph in the reportDuring our investigation of the thirty-nine
-charges a great de~l of our time has be~n unneCESsarily takeu up owmg to the ~umetho~hcal manner
in which memoranda and querIes relatmg to returns
have been mad.e and kept by this office.

An through it is evident that a very lax and
unbusiness·1ike way was adopted in carrying
<>ut the work of the office when it ohould
have been of the most met hodica 1 character
.and accnrate as far as possible. I think the
findings of the Commissioll justify the
-charges made by the officers. The only
regret I have in the m.atter is the euormous
expel1se of Ihe inquiry. It coet upwards of
£ 1,000. If there had been nny feeliug in
the mind of the public that, on a0collnt of the
eh..trges made, there was any likelihood of
corruption being disclosed, it. would have been
money well spent. I am very pleased, however, that no charge of cOlTuptiol1 lay against
the gell,leman in charge of the office.
Mr. WATT (Tl'easurer).-I join in t he sentiments expressed by the honorable member in
concluding his speech. I did !lot like having
to spend £1,000 over the inquiry when it
could have been used in doing useful
work, bu t the removal from the public
mind of an impression of a sinist.el' character
with respect to this office was cheaply
bought ut £1,000. It staudsalolle of all the
Gover.lment Depal'tmellts, resting on the
contidence of the public. If the public believed that there was corrupt administration, or that the information t hat the taxpayer swears to in giving in his schedule becallie public property, there would be gre~~t
aver~i(ln 'm the part of taxpayel's to submit
the fullest particulars of tbeir Lu~iness, which
are sometimes required. I desire to acquit
the h.-moraLle member for Albert Parl\ of any
-desire to molest the office or to bring impl'Oper charges before Parliament 1 think
be did his duty in acquaillting the Govt~rn
mellt and accepting the su~!"gelStioll that the
-chlirgelS should be mLide puLlicly ill the House.
lJe did that. and the GovenHllelit took the
earliest upportunit.y of ap[.JOiuting a rf'li~Lle
tribllua I to sift the matt.er. I t was pre~lded
,over by J lldge Eagleson. The relief to my
mind \ViiS ill the opeuillg speech of Mr.
.Piggott, counsel representing the i~forr:nants,
who said t hat there was no suggestIon 111 any
. of the charges of personal corruption
It
'\VHS rather a case of accusing the office of
laxil y of ad ministration, ullskilful assessing of
taxp'tyers' returns, f1nd inequitable tl'eatmeut
.as between taxpayers. I would ask t.he Committee to recollect that the Iucome Tax Office
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was establhhed about sixteen years ago. It
is estimated, and I think it is well within the
mark, t.hat there bave passed through the
office since its inauguration about a million
and a quarter schedules, whic~ have been
rendered under· the Act.
It averages, I
think, considerably over 70,000 ret.ums each
year. All these charges came from mell who
had been employed in the office practically
since its inception. Therefr)re, they would
be likely to know the weak points in the
adminis~ration.
The total uumber of
schedules produced for examillatioll was
77U out of a million an.d a quarter. Of that
770, as they are used over and over again in
cOllllexion with nearly all the charges, very
few were proved to show allY laxity of administration. When J got the report acquitting the office of corruption, whieh was
the ugliest form of the rumours el1l bodied
in the charges~ I submitted it ti 1'::: t of
all to Parliament, and then to the Commissioner of Taxation for his comments. I
regret that I have not those commellt.s here.
I should have recollected to bring them.
The Commissioner, who possesses long
knowledge and admitted ability and probity,
has submitted a rejoinder to the B()~lrd's
fiudings, and. as a business man, I am bound
to say that, iu some cases, the C()mmi~sioner
is right. [t should be remembered that he has
had charge of the establishment of the office,
and he knows the practic~s which have been
followed. In the [,articular case of a man
in a partnership acconnt, or where a cel tain
Sllm has to be deducted from the income, I
think, with great respect to the Board, that
t he Commissioner of Taxation is, aftt'r all. the
better judge. I am bOllud to say I hat, after
readill{! the rejoinder, 1 think that the office
is acquitted, too, of laxity of admini~tratioll.
Several things, such as the finding in the
closing paragraph of the Board's rpporc, that
I he decisiolls have not been kept in " he most
methodical manner, are admitted by the Commissioner. He says if you brought ne,,, men in
they might find difficulty in connexion with
these decisioll:;;, but that the officers knew
t.hem well. The office has been under such
pres!:Iure that they have not been written up
and indexed in t he way in whieh a stranger
might expect to find them. I understand
these thillgs Lave been remedied. The finding as to more skilled accountants ill the
office has recommended itself to the Government. The latest cilnn/!e made ill the office
-it is tentative and not vet confirmed-is
placing a skilled accoulltall~t tllPre as the new
Deputy Commissioner I thillk that will
provide the l:!killed . knowledge which the
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Board desires in the analysis of accounts.
The State,.I believe, has reason to be proud of
the w(~y ill which the office haf:! been organized.
Looking back over the sixteen years of its
existence, anJ remembering the fact that
V ictoria was the fIrst ~tate in Australia to
pas::! an income tax, so that there were no
precedents to guide ns as to administration, I
think we have got through wonderfully well
with a staff gathered haphazard from all
Departments. W hen you create a new office,
unlest) you are very careful, other Departments will shunt into it men whom they do
not desire to retain themselves. That is
eXllctly what took place in the Income Tax
Office.
The creditable record is due to
the fact that the Commissioller is a man of
outstanding gifts, and acknowlfldged integrity, and he has been helped by one
deputy CommisRioner whose assistance during recent years has been of t.he greatest
value. The Government is alive to the
necessity of keeping the office clean, and so is
the Commissioner of Taxes. One significant
feature of the affair is seen from the Commissioner's reply-that the accusers were
somewhat delinquent.,. In several cases the
Commissic.ner has been able to put his finger
011 the last officer who dealt with them and
who made the decisions complained about.
In many cases the officer who made the
complaint is the officer responsible for the
report.. That arises out of the fact that in
many instances the informant was a responsible officer in the Income Tax Office.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-There is a paragraph
in the report referring to a taxpayer being
fined £Uj and costs. The Board has stated
that in their opinion this shonld be remitted.
1t strikes one as a. matter that the Treasurer
should take into consideration with a
view of having the money refunded.
MI. EI.MSLlK.-On the finding.
Mr. WATT.- Yes, but not on the Commissioner's opinion.
~Ir. F ARHER.-lt appears to me that
!:lome of the men appointed to make State
laud tax valuations are not satisfactory.
~ome of them have not had any special
training to be land valuers. If Mr. House
has the choice of the valuers we will have
great diHs~tiHfaction, and I wish to warn the
Treasurbr.
Mr. ~NOWBALL - I wish to point out
to the Treasurer t he inconvenience and
expense which land-owners are pllt to in
making returns which appeal' to be exppcted
from "hem every yenr, although they are not
taxable. When the Bill was before Parliament the Treasurer said that it would be
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necessary, for stA.tistical purposes, to havereturns from all land-owners in the first
ytlar. The Commisf:!ioner is now calling for
returns again.
Mr. WATT.- I n special cases.
Mr. SNO'''~BALL.-In all cases. A great
deal of expense is being incurred. The House·
understood that it would not be required
after the fi rst vear I t is a matter of complaint, as the ~eturns involve considerable
expense. :i\1any owners cannot make out
their land tax returns without assistancep
Considerable expense is being caused in thetrustee company offices. The A ct says that
the returns shall be made annually, or at
such other times as the Commissioner may,.
by Gazette notice, notify. I do not know
whether the returns are to be asked annuallyin future.
-;\:lr. W ATT(Treasurer).-I am rather surprised at the information given by the honorable member for Brighton. It is the first
complaint of that sort which I have heard.
As the framer of the Act, I can say that theori~inal intention was to obtain returns from
land-owners in the first instance only-unless,.
perhaps, after a considerable period hlld
elapsed, it might be again necessary, in ordAr
to straighten up our books. I think the·
honorable member for Brighton must beunder a misapprehension, as I have not been
asked to sanction it. Perhaps it is being
done in special cases which reqnire adjustment. Certainly the Government have n()desire to compel the rendering of thesereturns annually.
The vote wa::; agreed to.
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
HEALTH.
Minister of Public Health, £36,231.
Mr. EL"\1SLIE.-I am glad to see theHonorary Minister (Mr. Thomson) in charge
of the Estimares for this Department, becauseI recognise that in the past he has taken an
interest in the parlicular disease which I am
going to talk about. We appreciate the efforts
the honorable gentleman has made. He has
been instrumental in securing sums of money
for the purpose of examinations and tests,
which have demonstrated the awfulness of
this disease, which, unfortunately, is toocommon ill our midst. I refer to t he diseasecommonly known as the red plague. The'
Hpalth Department, under the late Acting
Minister ( tlr. Hagelthorn), took certain steps
to enlist the sympathy of certaiu medical'
gentlemen in an effort to stamp out this
disease.
The Chairman of the Board of
Public Health has been most active in
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[pointing out the seriousness of this scourge,
Mr. ELMSLIE.-The Minister of Publio
.and several clergymen have been ap- Health needs some urgiug. 1£ Dr. Ham is
.'proachod about it. 1 also understand that given the opportunity, and the Goverument
provision has been made in two of our publici fiud him a few pounds and bring in the
hospitals for the treatment of this disease. legislation which is req uired, he will, I believe,
''''~hile the adloinistration of the Department
do an immens8 amount of good. ,"Ve may
'Was III the hands of the Honorary Minister not appreciate it, bnt if we were to study t.he
·(Mr. Thomson) there seemed to be matter, we would see the immense amount of
:some energy displayed in working up good it. would do in this community. I con.an agitation to deal with the scourge gratulate the Honorary Minister on the
in a proper way j but, unfortunately, the amount of good work he has done up to the
Minister of Public Health does not appear present time, and I urge him to urge the
to be so enthusiastic in secondillg the efforts Minister of Public Health not to relax his
()f the Chail'man of the Board to stamp out efforts, but to back up Or. Ham in his
the disease. I have seen it stated, and I crusade against the disease .
.Mr. J ~WELL.-I would like to know
'hope it is not true, that the .M inister has
-decided that the best way to deal with this wbethertheDepartmentof Public Health has a
<liseas~ is to start and encourage a moral stock in hand of the remedy known as ., 606."
<:rusade. No greater rubbish cOllfd be talked
Mr. THOMSO N (Honorary MiniBter)."than that.
Active steps must be taken. I would like to point out to the honorable
'There should be power t.o place women, who memher for Brunswick that the position is
-walk the streets and who Buffer from entirely different now from what it was when
this aw~ul disease, in a lock hospital, where t he crusade first started. The remedy known
they may be locked up until they are as " 606 " call be obtained in many places in
<lured or trea.ted to beyond the contagious Melbourne, and therefore there is no necessity
-stu.ge.
Not ouly do we want to prevent for the Department to have a large supply in
Ithe women spreading the disease, but hand. Honorable members will remember
'we want to treat the men in the same that when the Estimates were before t.he
-way.
1£ one reads the literature which House last year I poiuted out that we had
has been issned dealing with this matter got to the stage of taking a num her of
he can realize the awful effects of the tests under what is known as tbe " VVasserThat was done so as to
·disease.
Dr. Bottomley and 01 her medi- mann" met hod.
,-cal gentlemen who have taken an in- ascertain the real amount of the disea~eexisting
terest in this matter point out that the in this community. The result of those tests
.disease is second in its effects on the human bas gone a long way to open the eyes of the
I'ace to drunkenness and tuherculosis. public to the fact that a far greater number
There seems to have been a great deal of of people are affected with the disease in
The
false modesty ill the past in dealing with this State than they ever imagined.
-this disease. All sorts of efforts are made to effect of this was to excite t.he iu terest, not
.minimize the drillk evil. Splendid efforts ouly of professional men, bllt of ordinary
have been made by the public and by individua.ls in the street. Although when
.medical men to minimize the effects of the takitlg of blood tests was first originated
tuberculosis. The disease of syphilis claims a great many people were against it, I
:a great mallY victiws, and it. is possibly believe that no one is opposed to it now.
wor se ill its effects than almost any other Pretty well the whole cOt:::lmuuity is llOW in
,disease In many cases the virtuous and the favour of it..
With regard to the moral
irJl10cent do not e8cape from the awful crnsade whieh has been referred to, 1. may say
ra va!iE'S of this disease.
I ar!1 quite COll- I believe that that is all very well, but there
vinced from my conversatiolls with the ( :hair- . is no one direct line yon call take to stamp
man of the Boarrl of Public Health, from out this terrible disease. Y')u must take
reading the reports
of the Medical very many actions to prevent the ditiease
When Dr. Ham first
'-Collgrt'l:ls, which was held in ~Jdlley from spreading.
recently, and from reading Dr Bottomley's came to .\JelboHrne 1. was admillitStering
pamphlets and several other works, that it the Department of Public Health. and I was
is time we dealt in a resolute manlier with in' favour of having lock hospitals in which
this scourge, which is the cause of so milch we COllld place the women off the streets.
·misery and woe.
I want to urge the Dr. Ham did not seem to be ill favollt' of
Honorary Minister-that. He said it had not heen the Success in
Mr. MUHRAy.-He does not ueed any Brisba.ne it was expected to be, aud fo), that
-urging.
reason he did not seem disposed to go on
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with it. While lock hospitals will not ent.irely do away wit.h the disease, I hold that
they will considerably lessen it. 111 view of
the large number of women who are affected
with this disease the Government would oIlly
be doing right if they had a lock hospital
where they could put those women until they
were cured. We made application to certain
hospitals to see what could be done there,
but the price asked for beds in those hospitals was much more than we could afford
to pay. At the present time the Government
are considering what steps they will take to
confine in the different ho&pitals the unfortunate cases that crop up. I can assure the
honorable member for Albert Park that the
Government are determined to go on. The
honorable mem ber gave me a great deal of
credit. He must also give credit to Mr.
Hagelthorn, who adminifltered the Department while the .Minister was away.
Mr. HANNAH.-- You did the pioneering
work.
Mr. THOMSON.-I do not. regret it.
I think it was very good work. I feel sure
that Mr. Hagelthorn has the stamping out
of this disease at heart, and now that the
Minister has returned 1 feel sure that he
Perhaps
will kt>ep the crusade moving.
some of my colleagues were di!';posed to
treat the matter a little more lightly a
couple Qf years ago than they are now.
Their eyes have been opened since then. I
trust that the Treasurer will give us a little
more money to deal with this matter. I will
do my be::;t to see that this disea!'le is stamped
I believe it is the canse of more
out.
misery than any disease we have. When we
realize that one child out qf every seven who
dies in the Children's Hospital dies from the
effects of syphilis, either directly or indirectly,
we are able to understand what a terrible
calamity it is for thedisease to atfectany family.
You mwer Imow where it may come out. It is
not only the immoral man and the immoral
woman who contract the disease. It sometimes skips olle generation and comes out in
the next. 1 feel sure that by this time next
year the Government will have taken more
decisive steps, and I hope by that time we
will have removed a great many women off
the streets, and have put them in a better
condition than they are at the present time.
The vote was agreed to.
Mr. THOMSON.--I desire to thank
honorable members for allowing the vote for
the Department of Pnbli0 Health to go
through so q niokly.
The resolutions were reported to the
House.

Public Health.

SAVINGS BANKS BILL.
,V AT1' (Treasurer), by leave, moved'
for leave to introduce a Bill t.o further~Ir.

amend the Savings Banks Act.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read ~
first time.
ADJOU RX ~,lE NT.
DESPATCH OIl' BUSINESS.

Mr. :MURRA Y (Premier) movedThat the House, at its rising, adjourn until
Monday next, at two o'clock.

He said-An understanding was arrived
at between both sides of the House that we
were not to take the Railway Estimates this
evening, but that we would meet on Monday
afterlloon at half-past two o'clock. At that
sitting we hope to dispose of the remaining
business of the session. I am very glad to
see that good terms have been restored in all
quarters, and I hope we may meet in the
same amiable mood on Monday next, and
show a capacity to dEspatch business with
the same celerity as we have done during the
la!i\t hour. I have to· thank honorable members for their attendance during a very long
and ard nons sitting, and for the excellent
temper which both sides have displayed
during debates that, had not good sense prevailed, might at times have become somewhat
acrimonious.
1.'he motion was agreed to.
The Honse adjourned Itt eighteen minutes.
past ten o'clock p.m. (Friday), until ~10nday,
December 18.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
111onda.,!, lJecemb.e'J' 18, .1911.
The SPEAI{ER took the chair at eighteen
minutes to three o'clock p.m.

RAILWAY DEPAR.TMENT.
SUNDAY
GOODS
TRAINS ON
SEYllOUR
LINE - CLEARANCE
FOR
ROLLINGSTOCK ON
PERMANENT-WAy-GAUGE
OF
ROLLING-STOCK NUMBER
OF
OFFICERS AND E~IPLOYEs.

Mr. McLEOD (in the absence of ]\1"1'. M.
K. McKENZ I E-Upper Goulb~trn) a3ked the
Minister of Rail waysThe number of goods trains ruu on Sundays
between Melbourne and Seymour from ht Sep~
tember to 30th November in each of the three
years 1909, 1910, and lQll ?

Railway Depw·tment.
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n FCEMRER,

Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Oven-II-Minister
of Railways).-The answer furlJished by the
Chainnan of the Hailways Commissioners is
as follows : 'l'he number of goods trains run on Sundays
between Melbourne and Seymour during the
periods in question, excluding trains which commenced their journey on Saturday night and
finished early on Sunday morning, was as under:September.

October.

Year.
Down.

1909
1910
1911

..

..
..

4
4

7

I

November.

Up. Down.

Up. Down.

4
4
4

9
19

4
5

22

5

15
: 20
14

Up.

4
4
4

These figures include one milk train which is run
regularly in each direction on Sunday, and the
remaining trains consisted of empty live-stock
trucks, which became available after the previous
trip during Saturday night . and were again required
for loading in the North-Eastern District on
Monday.

Mr. ARGYLE (in the absence of l\1r.
}./\ WSON)

asked the Minister of Rail ways -

1. 'What is the regulation clearance on the Victorian railways between the rolling-stock and the
bridges, tunnels, platforms, and other fixed
structures?
2. What is the clearance between the parallt:!
liues of way?
3. If, in add tion to the axle~ being designed to
permit t,he wheels to he pushed in to allow them
to run on a 4 ft. 8; in. gauge, the bodies of the
rolling-stock have also been contracted to suit that
gauge?
4. How much rolling-stock has been altered, and
wbat is the character and designation of the stock
Sf) altered?
5. Does the Government consider that the Railways ('ommissioners ha,;e the right to limit the
c~Lpacity of rolling-stock to 4 ft. 8~ in. gau~e without the ma.tter being referred to t he Government
and Parlia.ment for approval, seeing that 5 ft. 3 in.
is the gauge for Victoria?
What Rction the Government proposes taking in
the matter, and what courlSe will be llursued in the
making of future rolling-stock?

Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister of
Hailways).-The replies furnished to me by
the Railways CommiHsioners are as follows:1. The regulation minimum clearance on the

Victorian railways, between the rolling-stocle and
structures up to the platform level is 2! inches,
Itnd above platform level 6 inches, allowing in the
latter case for carriage doors to be open to the full
extent..
2. The distance from centre to centre on
parellel tracks is II ft. 8 in.
3. The bodies of the rolling-stock have Hot
ill any instance been contracted to suit the
4 ft. 8i in. gauge, and the bodies of all stock
constructed tor a considerable number of
years past are fully up to the dimensions permitted by the clearances on the Victorian railways.
4. No rolling-stock has been a.ltered to suit the
4 ft. 8! in. gauge.
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5. The capacity of the rolling-stock on the Victorian railways has not been limited to the 4 ft.
S! ill. gauge.
6. It is considered that the practice of making
the axles of the car and waggon stock, so that they
can be suitable for both gauges should be continued.
especially as the cost involveli in 80 doing is inapprecialJle.

Mr. A. A. BILLSO~ (Oven8-MiniRter
of Hailways), in compliance with un Order
of the House (dated ~eptember 20), presented a return showing the number of officers
and employes in the service of the l<ailway
Department on the 1st September, 1911, the
number of whom were supernumeraries, aud
the number under twenty-one years of age
wir h the branches of the service in whieh
they are employed.
TANDARA STATE SCHOOL.
1\lr. LA NGDON asked the Minister of
Public InstructionWhen the promised and much-required improvements to the Tanda.ra State ~chool, 2:J24, will be
effectetl?

Ml' A. A. BILL~ON (Ovens-Niinister
of Public Instrnction).-Allthority has beell
given for these improvements, and plalls aud
specifications are IlOW being prepiued by the
Pnblic Works Depal·truent. Tellders can be
called fur as 800n as the funds ale availa.ble,
and they are available now.
CLALVIS FOR. PENSlO~~.
Mr. SWINBUHNE asked the Pl'emiel'If, in order that Parliament. may definitely know
its position in the matter, he will, durillg the
recess, al?point a Royal Commission or Committee
of Inquiry to take evidence and thoroughly investigate the equity of the case and obligation's of the
Government with regard to the claims for pensions,
which officially are held to be doubtful of1. Certa.in employes in the railwa.y service
known as "twilighters," and who were
on the official list to whom pensions
would be payable up till 1903.
2. Certa.in State school teachers and inspector!
of schools who were, for lllaDY years,
registered as officers who would receive
pensions.

Mr. l\1URRA Y (Pl'emier).-In reply to
the honorable member I have to !:lay the
claims are well known, but t here can be no
doubt that the persons referred to have no
legal l'igh t to pensions. I Lelieve that has
beell definitely settled.' The Government
has, at present, llllder cOllsideration their
claims from an equitable point of view, and
thinks that 110 good purpose will be served by
appoilltillg a Royal Con,[IJission at this
stage.
it'll'. ~WJNBUH.~~:.--Does that answer apply
t.o both q Ilestions ~
l\fr. M(] HRA Y.-Yes.
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Resolutions from Supply.

RESOLUTIONS FROM COMMITTEE
OF SUPPLY.
The
resolutions
arrived at in Committee of
l\Jr. MURRAY (Premier).-There is a
motion on t.he notice-paper with reference to Supply with regard to the Chief ~ecretary's
the appointment of a Special Board for straw Department, Education Department, Attorhat manufacturers. When I gave notice of ney-General's Department~ ~olicitor-General's
the motion I was informed that both the Department, Treasurer's Department, Lands
employers and employes were in favour of it. Department, Public Works Department
I have had a letter from the employers Mines Department, Forests Department'
objecting to the motion as it stands, because "Vater ~upply Department, Department of
it applies only to males. The letter informs Agriculture, and Health Department, were
me that there are six females to one male taken into consideration.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I desire tQ
employed in this industry. I was previously
informed that the women did not wish to briug under the notice of the Chief Secretary
come under the operation of the Wages the case (If a policeman named Marmo, who
Board. The employers object to their ex- was alleged to have committed an offence
clusion. I do not see my way clear to go some two or three years ago. He was dison with the motion unW I have had further missed frum the force, and after two ')1' three
information, and, therefore, I ask that the years an i~quiry was held by the office, and
consideration of the motion be postponed he was relllstated. During that time he
until later ill t.he day.
sl~ffer~d a great uumber of hardships. He
dId
hIS best to get back into the force again
Mr. PRE~DERGAST.-It seems to me
an extraordinary thing that the Premier and to have his case Ie-heard. It was re~
should be unprepared when he has the whole heard, with the result that he was reinstated
force of the Factories Department behind and his old nnmber given back to him, which
him to keep him up to date. Either the shows that he had committed no offence
motion is being pushed off in the interests of During a great portion of the time he wa~
the employers, or the Factories Department ?ut of the ~~rce he was trying to prove his
is sadly behindhand.
The Department l~nocence. I hough he was reinstated he was
-ought to have been able to furnish the whole glven no pay for the time durillg which he
<>f the illformation with regard to the female was out of the force. During that period
employ6s as well as the male employ{'s. he had a great deal of buffeting about,
That information has to be prepared every and went to a good deal 0 1 expense ill trying
year. If ~l l' Murphv cannot supply that to g!3t reinstated. The result was ti.at he
information, it is all illustration of his total got int.o debt and a portion of his salary is
incapacit,y for his position of Chief Inspector nnw bemg devoted to paying back the money
~vhich he had to borrow for th~purpose of pro vof Factories.
lI1g that he was not guilty of the offence for
Mr. EL\1SLIE.-The Premier has stated which he was dismis!:!ed. If he had committed
that the motion applies to males only. It a~ly offence he would not ~ave been given
reads as follows : hIS old number back when he was reinstated.
That it is expedient to a.ppoint a Special Board That has been done ill only two or three
to det .. rmine the lowest prices or rates which may cases. Sometimes a man is dismissed from
be paid to any person or persons or cla,ses of
pel'HOnS employed in the process. trade, or business the force and he afterwards succeeds in
getting reinstated, but he gets a new number.
of the Imtnufacture of straw hats as(a) hand or machine hlockers;
'J he Department in those ca!3es considers
(0) stiff'enen;;
tlmt the man did commit some offence, but
(c) dyers' assistants:
that th~ fa~t of l~is receiving no pay during
(d) packers.
the penod III whICh he was out of the foree is
Surely that includes females as well as sufficient penalty. Constable Marmo did not
males. I do not see that there is any dis- commit the offence with which he was charged.
tinction made.
Mr. MuuHAY.-There was no question
]Vr. MUlUU Y.-It was intended that there a?out the offence. He was brought up to
. should be.
(.onrt and an order was given against him
Mr. ELMSLIE.-The motion would which he did not obey.
:ertainl'y apply to females. As the Premier
Mr. PRE.NDERGAST.-It was found
merely proposes to p"stpoue the motion until that it. was ul terly outside his capacity to
later in the day, I will not offer any objec- p~y. I do not want the Chief Secretary to
tion.
gIve me an answer at once. The first official
STRAW HAT MANUFACTURERS.
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answer given to a qnestion Hke this is
in variably " No." If the honorable gentle-'
man promises to look illto ! he Case I
'will say Bothillg more. I mlly tell the House
that the Chief Commissiouer of Police
has stated in a memoranJ 11m I hat the con·
stable should '1I0t get allY back pay. 1 feel
coufident that Marmo has beeu badly treated.
'i'llere are a I!reat lIumber of grievances
brollght before hOllnrable nll:,mbers hy pEople
who have been dismissed from the Public
Service, bllt I do not know that 1 ha.ve ever
come across a more gelluine Olle than this.
I have seen very litrle-of.this man. He did
not come to see me until 1 iuvited him to do
so.
1 feel that he has been very nnfairly
treated ..
Mr. ~luRRAY.-I will go ioto the case
again.
.Mr. HANN AH.-""hell I took a.ction in
Committee ill connexion with ~nllday labour
by the IJolice furce, I was precluded from
dealing with attundants in our hospitals for
the iusalle, and pellal estab ish mell ts, because
those Departments had already b~ell disposed
of.
\\ h,'n the q ;estioll WitS brought up
on a fOl'lller occasion, a promise was mHdo
that the position of the8e at.tend'tllts in
reg-arci to Sunday labonr would be conlSidered.
I may state that there are men in the Pellal
Depftrtlllent who have not had a SuudaJ off
for twenty years. These Illen are giving
their sel'\'ice~ 10 the State, and yet they have
been debarred fWIll sp 'udillg one ~unday
with their wives and childr~n. Every puhlic
servant should have one day off in seven,
and if posiSible that day should be ~unday.
As I stated. in .' ew ~Ollt h Wales. 50 pel'
cent. of the policp are allowed flff every
secolld SUllday. Victoria should not be
behind all,}' other State in the COlllmOl1wealt h.
Warders in our gaoliS who have
cOllsidemhle reHp"nsihilities il~ cOllllexion with
the criminals under their charge, and also
attendallts ill the hospitals for illsaue, should
recei ve cOlisicleration as well as 1 he police, as
. far as ~1l11day work is f'oncerned
The
Chief Secretary should give us an aSSllrHnce
that that will be dOlle. Wilh the ollject flf
tryin~ to secure l'edre~s for th'lse attendants
and the police, I ntflveTha.t t.he vote for the Chief Secretary be reduced
by £1.

AI r. SOLL Y.-I thiuk that the Chief
Secretary should make a statement to the
House on t his ma~ter.
T Ite honorable
member for Collill,'wotld hHS pointed out
that iu \ew So,;th °Wales the IJolice get off
on alternate Sundays. Jf our men received
one ~ullday in two it would be a step in the
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right direction. Honorable members gene.:.
rally sympathize with the remarks of the
honoralile member for Collingwood. Therefore, I bope that t,he Chief Secretary will
promise to look into the matter, and see if
he caunot effect the necessary reform. That
the father should be contillually on duty,
and have so little time t.o speud with his
wife and family, is demoralizing to home
life, becallsE' he is ll11able to give that advice
tn his children which they require. I have
beell'illforrned by members of the police force
ill my district that the remarks of the
honorable member for Collingwood are truethat I hey do not have a Sunday off, and that
it tends to demoralize their home life.
Moreover. the better the treat-menl; received
by a pu bl ic servan t the better will be his
work. The police have to protect the lives
aud property of the citizens, and they are
doing theil· work in a most efficient and
cOllscientious manner. This is not a partyquestion, and I think the request of the·
honorable member for Oollingwood is.
thoroughly justified.
Mr . . t: URRAY (Premier).-I can only
repeat the reIJly which I gave to the honorable member for Collingwood when we were
in Committee, that I would look into the
matter. Relatively with the conditions as to
Sunday employment in thp gaols, and in the
hO!:ll'ira.ls for t he insane, the policeman is
badly off. The others are paid on a fixed
salary; the policeman is paid for seven days
a week. However, that to my mind does
not justify ~unday employment. I promise
to see what possibility there would be of reducing Sunday work by the police.
We all
recognise the way in which the police perform theil' duty. and perhaps no one has
more reaHon to be grateful for the considers.ti)1I and kindness of policemen than I have.
I do not know what the value of 50 per cent.
off every alternate ~unday is in ~ew South
Wales. At anyrate, there is a IHrge percentage·
of police in the country who do not work on
Sunday. a.lthough I know tha.t the case of
members of the force in town is different. I
had a.rra.n~ed to discllss the question with
the Chief Commissioner of Police this afternoon and see how the matter stftnds.
The amendment was nega.tived.
1\1 r Mc L EOD.·--Refore we agree to the
resolution reported from Committee regarding
the lJeparl ment of Public Instructioll, 1 should
like to kllOW whether the GovP'l'llment have
cousidered the position in which the inspectors are placed as the result; of what was
agreed upon' he other ni~ht. We were informed by the Minister that the Government
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Mr. MEl\IBREY.-That was not stated at
were going to adopt the recommendations of
the Public Service Commissioner in relation the time.
to the teachers' salaries. If the Public SerMr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I did not
vice Cmnmissionees report i!:l adopted, some feel called upon to state it. It follows as
of the iuspectors will bG rp,cei ving less than the night the day that that anomaly wi11 be recHonorable members all ronnd the
teachtrs, whose work they are supposed to tified.
supervise. The salary of the second grade in- House know that the Public Service Comspector at present is £42:l, and of a first mis'5ione1' was commissioned to iug l1ire, not
grade inspector .£500. The salaries provided only illto the Education Department, but into
for in t~1e Public Sel'vice Commissionel"s re- the whole Public Service, and he bas llot
port run from £405 to £500 in the highest completed his labours and has not furnished
grade. There will be an anomaly and a a general report. We hope to clear up all
difficulty in the service unless this matter anomalies, and that will be olle to clear up
is attended to. There are a.lready anomalies first. I have no hesitation in saying that the
in the service in con~equence of some 'of the Government will pllt the inspectors in the
teachers of high schoolE getting more than position fiS to salary that they should
the inspectors. The inspectors occllPY a occupy-that is over (,he head tfachers of the
very different position from that. of the highest grade. I ha va no doubt that that
teachers. becalHle the inspeetors are supposed course will be adopted by the Govprnment.
to be the watch-dogs, so to speak, of the
Mr. McLt<:OD.-I understand that the Goservice. They are suppoHed to act without vernment will provide for ad vances to
fear or favonr, and t hey are looked up to, and inspecturs to put them in the same relative
their position should be oue to which a positions they now occupy with regard to
teacher may aspire. If the illf~pectors' sala- teachers.
ries are not to be made any higher, and if
Mr. A. A. HILLSON (01Jens).-Unquesthese officers are t.o inspect the work of tionably so·-yes.
teachers whose salary is higher than theirs, it
MI'. ~OLL Y.-I want to draw the attention
will bring about an anomalous 'state of of the Minister to the various school careaffairs. 1 should like to know what the takers, in the metropolitan schools particuGovernment intend to do about that. I larly. The new regulations adopted by the
understand that there is a report by the Department make the work of the earePublic Service Commissioner on inspectora' takers extremely heavy compared with what
salaries. Will the Minister inform the House it was before. Under the old regulations a
as to the terms of the Commissioner's report certain amount of money was giveu to the
head master, and he had to pily the wages 01."
on the subject?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister of salary of lhe caretakers. l'here was no
Public Illstruction).-I am somewhat sur- proper systpm requiring th~ hclad master to
prised that the honorable member has raised pay a sufficient amount. The amoullt he
this question. Without any feeling at all, I should pay was left to his discretion. The
shoul11 like to say that it shows the llndesir- head master would receive, perhaps, £70 a
abililY of honorable members adopting a for- . year with which to keep the school in order.
Cil15 attitude before the Public ~el'vi'!e Com- With t his he had to repair broken windows,
missioner has completed the whole of the in- see to t he locks and keys, and also to pay the
vestigations. The honorable melll ber says caretakeJ·. The salary of the caretaker
that the Public Service Commissioner ha~ in a large llnmber of cases amounts to
furnished a report containing certain reC0\11- only from £25 to £30. These persons are
meadations about the inspectors. If tbe doing a useful but very llllplc·asant
Public Service Commissioner has done that work, because the filth of a11 the roads
the honorable member knows more about it and streets is t.aken into the schools.
than 1 do. I am quite unaware of such a I think the caretakers shonld be given a certain saJary every year by the De(Jartrnent, so
report.
Mr. McLEOD. - I understand he reported that we may know what they are getting. In
on the position of the inspec~/ors at the same the school at H.athdown street there i:; a man,
with his wife, and three childreu. I bronghr;
time as he reported 011 t,he teachers.
Mr. A.
llILLSUX (Onens). --That is this case lIuner the notice of the Minister
not the Case. ", e were aware of the fa.ct before, alld I ca.lI attention to it again bethat when the teachers' Balaries were raised cause no action has betn taken hy the Deto £500 ill a certain class anomalies would be partment in conuexion with it. If the
created, inaRmuch as teachers would be re- honorable gentleman would ~tate that reform
is going to be made in this direction I should
ceiving more than inspectors.
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be satisfied for the time being. Caretakers
have to keep schools clean w here there is an
attendance of from 5UO to 600 or 1,000
children. They work from early in the
mOl'lling until late at night lookin~ after
the int erests of the children, and to s~y that
£2f) or £30 is sufficient to pay them is a
mnllstrous proposition. Instead of paying
over a certain amount of mOlley to the head
te~H.:hel's, so t hat they may pay the caretakers,
I think the caretakers should be given a certain salary every year by t·he Departlllent, so
that hOllorable members will be able to see
that it is sllffi0ient to keep them in decency
and comfort. The work now beillg forced
on the caretak8rs is greater than previously.
They have to wash down the walls. Hnd carry
out other hygienic measures which are reqnirt'd by the Health anthorities. Then,
apart from the queRtion of wages and honrs,
there is the question of the pt'emises which
the caretakers occupy. I have been told by
a gelltlelllan high in authorit.y, al'! a me:lical
man, that he had seen some of these places,
and that if the Health officers v:sited them
they would condemn them lock, stouk,
and barrel as unfit for human occupation.
]n Hathdown-sl"reet, five peorle, comprising
a man, his wife, and three chilrtren, are living
in a th ree· roomed place that is really not
fit for them. Thev have to take their food,
Jive, and sleep pr~cticalJy in one room. It
is most important that these caretakers, who
are doillg such useful work, should have
suitahle places in which to live. There are
not mallY of these people, and, therefore,
they do hot have a big vote. These people
have nobody to care for them, except those
honorable members who go rOllnd and see
the conditions under which they are living.
I hope t.here will be some alteration, not only
as to a.ccommodation, but also in the direction of making the remnneration of sllch a
sat isfactory nature that they will be able
to keep Hnd clothe themselves and
their little ones in decencv and eomfort.
I am not Rpeaking only on b~half of tho district which I have the honour to represent,
becltu,.:e my remarks apply generally.
I
know that they certainly arply to Hichmond
and other places which I myself have visited.
It is the poor whom we want to helJ.l' the
lowest-paid people in our service whom we
want to assist, sud I hope that the Minister
will give his whole-hearted Sllpport to the
propo~itiou which I have brought forwarEl.
~Ir. ME~1BREY.-I would like to say a
few worns on this question, because the
matter is one which has been broLlght uuder
my notice time after time, and I have

frequently
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mentioned it in the House.
have [ referred to those who have
the charge of large schools in the metropolitan district, and, in connexion with these,
1 think certainly that some better system
should be adopted. I hope that the ~l inister
will, therefore, go sym pathetically into the
matter and give every consideration to the
suggeRtion which has been made by the
honorable member for Carlton to·day.
The
persolls VI' ho have to take elnrge of these
schools are generally widows with familIes,
and the remittance which is allowed to them
throllgh the head teacher is altogether too
small. I would urge 011 the Minister to
gi ve some definite answer to the question of
the honorable member for Carlton, in order
that these people may know that they will
be placed on a better footing.
1t certainly
seems most unfair that Stich a miserable pittance should be meted out to these people
in cases where the schools are so large that
they have an average attelldance of from ~OO
to 1,000 pUJ.lils. necessitating very extensive
buildings having to be looked after, in order
that, they may be kept in a healthy condition.
I know the difficulties which exist in connexion with this matter in my own district,
and I am aware of two or three of these
caretakers who have been complaining
of the amount which they have received.
Even when the schools have been eularged
the Department have not always taken the
the f,wt in10 consideration, although they
have done so in one or two cfl.ses. I know,
however, that in some cases the remuneration has not been increased as it ought to
have been.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens _. Minister of
Public Instrllctiou).-Nothing has given me
more pleasure than to consider the representations which have been made to me from
time to time by honorable members, and
more especially the honorable melll ber for
Carlton, with respect to the raretl1kers of
school buildings.
I am surprised, however, that the honorable tnem ber fOl' J ika
,} ika should state that he kuows ot instances in which no improvemellt has been
made in the remuneratioll of the caretakers,
when the additions have been made to the
schools. Certainly, in every instance that
has been brought, under my notice, where an
addition has beeu made to the school build. iogs, there ha~ been a sllbstautial increase in
the remulleration of the caretaker.
Mr. NlE:\IBltEy.-No doubt that has been
d()ue in one or two cases.
MI'. A A. BILLSON (Ovens).-vVe have
laid it down as a condition that where the
Especi~:LlIy
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head master has been granted an increase in
the allowance in .]onsequence of an enlargement of the school building, a certain
minimum amount shall be pairl to the caretaker in connexion with looking after the
building.
Mr. ROGERs.-Sometimes it is about 58.
extra.

Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-The
honor3 ble member may he able to mention a
case of I hat kind, but I know myself of cases
where the increases iil the cost have run into
£40 or £50 per annum. At the same time
I shaH he very pleased to inquire into the
cases which honorable members have brought
under my llotice this afternoon. I would
further say that as regards the housing conditions which have been referred to, I am
aware t hat in many cases they are very bad.
We have given attention to the matter, and
sometbing has been done to improve the conditiOll of afia-irs, but, of course, everything
cannot be done at once. I feel it to be incumbent upon me th!l.t, where my attention
is directed to snch conditions as the honor.
able member for Carlton has referred to today, the matter should be .looked after as
speedily as possible, so that the building
should be either replaced by a new one, or
else pnt into proper repair. I will go further,
and say that., in view of the representations
which have been made to me by honorable
members, I will ask the Cabinet dnring the
recess to review the whole question, and, if
possihle, introduce some new system which
.
will be more satisfl,ctory.
Mr. HA~NAH.-I am very glad to hear
the statement which has just been made by
the Minister of Public Instruction, because
it was my intention to direct the Minister's attention to two or three very glaring
instances in my
district.
One
of
those is in connexion with the Goldstreet school, but there are severa.]
other casas in which the housing accommodation has been shameful, a number of people
living in one or two wooden rooms. The
state of things has been a disgrace to the
Department, and I am very glad to hear
the ~I£nister say that he has resolved that
something shall be done as soon as possible
to remedy this state of affairs. I, myself,
have had three or four letters from this one
school. asking for an increase in the accommodation provided.
If the Minister of
Public Instruction w;ll see that something is
done during the recess, he will certainly be
doina' a good work in the interests of a section ~f the community who deserve as much
consideration, I)r even more consideration,
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than the teachers themselves. I would ask
the Minister of Public Instrnction ",hether..
as regards the amounts which we hava no\v
before us Oll the Estimates, he can gi ve us.
any idea if they include the much-needed
and long-fought-for alterations which we have
attempted to obtain for cro\\ ded districts like·
Collingwood, and whether these alterations,
additions, &c., are likely to be carried out
this year. I have frequently brought the·
matter under the notice of the .Minister in.
the House, and the Minister and the Department fully admit the shameful !State in which
some. of these schools are. So that it is.
really only a question of when some improvement is to be carried out. I would ask the
Minister, therefore, if he can inform the·
Commit-tee definitely whether some of these·
works are going to be started very soon?
Mr. A. A. HILLSON (Ovens-Ministerof Pllblic Instruction).-I think it was made·
clear the other night as regards the sum
placed on the Estimates of £60,000 that
authorizations have already been given in
excess of that amount, and that we were·
waiting for some definite reply from the·
Commonwealth Government as to what
was to be received by the Treasurerbefore any increase could be made in,
the amount. I understand that that reply
has now been given, and the result is.
that £40,000 additional will be made avail.able at once. This will enable us tv go on.
with urgent works in cOllnexion with school
buildings in adddition to the £60,000 that·
was previously placed on the Estima.tes. I
may mention that the practice has been for'
the Education Department not to interfere·
with the Public Works Department with·
regard to the order in w hicb these works.
are carried out. The object of this is.
that no improper influence may be exercised
so as t.o benefit one district as against
another, and therefore, that order of rotation
is s~rictly adhered to. When Mr. Davidson
was Inspector-General of Public Works, he·
absolutely refused to interfere with the order
of rotation as laid down in the Public Works
Department in any case. This seems to me
to be a very wholesome pract.ice, and one
which I have hesitated to interfere. with.
Mr. HANNAH.-That may be all right
with regard to cases generally, bllt how does
it apply to an over-crowded district .like
Collingwood ~
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-As far as.
I am personally concerned, 1 do not care
whether the district is Collingwood, Carlton,.
or any other district. As long as the money
is there, the Public 'Yorks Department,
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.goes on with the works authorized in the
rotation which has been laid down, and they
;have consistently adhered to that system. i
think, on inquiry, that the honorable nJember
for Uoliingwood will find t.hat a number of ~he
works which he has in his mind have been
already authorized, and are only waiting to
be carried out when money is available.
~fr. HANNAH.-With regard to the
votes for the Solicitor-General's Vepartment, I wish to refer to the question of the
fees of coroners' juries. This matter came
up for discnssion in the last session of Pm'iiament, and tho Premiel' assured honorable
members that the Attorney-General had
power to jncrense the fees. We were not
-quite satisfied, and went to a division on an
amendment favouring an increase in the
.amount of the fees, but those who supported
that increase found themselves in a minority
-of two. The qnestion has aroused a good
-deal of iuterest both inside this Honse and
outside it. Dnring my election campaign
.questions regarding it were put to me in at
least half-a dozen meetings out of the seven
·or eight meetings that I held. I then told
my constituents that I would do my best to
urge t:pon the Government the desirability
-()f increasing the fees of jurors. I now ask
the Premier if he can give us some indications of the intentions of the Government in
the matter.
~1r. SMITI-I.-:.Jn connexion also with
the Solicitor-General's Department, I wish to
t<efer to the appointment of jnstices of
"the peace. I do not know exactly what
·conditior:s obtain in connexioll with these
.appointments, but it alJpears to be very
·difficult to secure the appointment of
gentlemen belonging to a cf'rtain class
in the community. Those who a.re appointed are generally successful business men, or men of some st:1llding with
plenty of leisure time. I suppose, if one
went through the rosters, one would filld
that 99 out of every 100 justices are gentlemen belonging to that class in society. At
Bendigo, I have, on two or three occasions,
nominated a certain geLtlernan for the
POSItion of a justice of the peace. On
the first occasion I did so, the reply I
received was that they had a flill roster,
-and did not propose eto add any names to
it. ~illce then anum her of the j nstices
then existing at Bendigo have passed
away, and vacancies have occurred. I have
therefore repeated the requpst that this
particular gentleman should be appointed,
.~:mly to receive the same answer, namely,
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that it was not intended to add to the
existing list. I do not know that this refusal
was o\ving to the fact that the gentleman I
refer to is the secretary of the Trades
and Labour Council, vut the circumstalJces
surrounding the case lend a colour to that
suspicion. I think that honorable members
generally take every care that those whom
they recommend for positions of this kind
are ca,pable of performiug the duties which
would be imposed upon them.
I have
always done so myself, but. I have found
great difficult.) in getting anyone who did
not belong to the leisured class to accept the
posit.ion. In the catle of the gentleman I
have referred to, 1 asked him whether he
would allow his name to be submitted,
and he said he would, but he was not
appointed.
I do not mean to say thaG
the justices who are appointed, and who
belollg to a particular class, will sit on
the bench wit.h bias in their minds, or
perform their d utief:, in a perfunctory way,
having regard (Jnly to the interests of t.he
class irolil which they are drawn; but. I
know that at the general election the greatest
difficulty was found by the snpporters of
Labour candidates in obtaining the services
of a justice of the peace to witness signat ures
to postal votes, yet these j USI ices of the
peace were rushed round to oblige the other
crowd. In one instance, my entrance on the
Rcene spoilt the little game. J t happened that
the OffiCES of the Liberal candidate and those
of the Labour candidate were side by side.
There is a j llstice of the peace in Bendi~o who is usually regarded as the soul of
honour. This gentleman walked into the
room of the LabOllr calJdidate one day, and
said to the officer pre&iding, ., Ha.ve you
anything for me to sign?" The ofl.cer
tumbled to the game and said, "Yes, I have
some applica.tion forms here for you to
sign." The justice was about to pllt his llame
to one of these documents when 1 entered, and when he saw me he fouilU
out the mistake he had made, and immediately walked off to the office of the Liberal
candidate. I am satisfied that he was perilou~ly near doing flomething that he should
not have dOlle, although it has been deCIded
in a case which arose at Castlemail1e that the
law is defect ive in that rel:lpect. I thillk
it is of great importance that men should
be appointed jnstices of the peaee who have
offices in a central position, where they may
be seen at any tiPle by any Ulan or woman
who requires their '3ervices. 'l he ~olicitor
General should eudeavour to meet the req niremen ts of the pu blic in t,bat respect. We
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Mr. SOLL Y.-Not that I am aware of.
1£ the P.M. cannot impose a heavier penalty
than that Oll a man for assaulting a W0man
in the manner described, it is time the
law was altered.
Mr. MUHRAY.-lt is not the law, but the
law as administered.
Mr. SOLLY.-.lt looks to me as if we
were in Russia, when a cowardly ruffian is
fined 40s. for striking a woman down,
and a man who sells a bottle of ginger
beer on Sunday morning, is fined £10.
Mr. McLEoD.- 'Was it only for sellillg the
ginger heer ~
Mr. SOLLY .-' The ginger beer was sold
by a fruiterer who sells soft drinks.
They
have been very strict. in these matters in
Richmond for sOllie time past..
There were
no intoxicating liquors on the premises, but
this man was fined £10 and costs.
Mr. McLKoD.-Ridiculous !
Mr. HANNAH (to Mr. Solly).-Has the
man hart tf) pay the money?
Mr. SOLLY.-l do lIOt know. I read orit in the newspapers, and I IlSRUme that it is.
true. If Mr. Tanner, who recll1ves £600 a
year as a P.M., is not competeut todo his duty ill 'a proper and impartial
POLICE MAGISTRATE'S CO.\1MEN'l'.
Hugh Reid, a young man, was charged at the mannel', it is about time he was called ou,
City Uourt to-day with having assaulted Mrs . .Eva to resign.
1 hope we shall have some:
Davidson.
redress of these public grievHnces.
Mr. Sonnenberg appeared for the defendant, who
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-If the report
denied the charge.
Eva Davidf>on, residing at Fitzroy, gave evidellce read by the honorable member for Carlton is
that at about midnight on 16th November she saw correct. that sueh a brutal assault as that.
defendant in Spring-street. She asked him about was committed, and the pnni~hment was
the trams, and he made an insulting remark. She. merely a fine of 40s., I must say it was alwas going away when defendant struck her on the
If I had been on the
mouth and knocked her down. She did not recol- together inadequate.
Bench I ehould have sent the man to gaol fOIr
lect anything more about the matter.
Constable Gray stated that he heard cries of the longest period that the law allows. "V &
" Police," in Spring-street, OD the night in ques- know that there is a lack of uniformity in,
tion. He ran to the place indicated, and there
saw defendant striking the witne!:ls Davidson, who the sentences imposed by different benches.
The Chief Secretary has no authority
was lying 'helpless on the ground.
Mr. T~.nner, P, M.-A young man who lays his in these matters, and there is no power to
hand ill a vindictive manner on a woman, whether review the sentences,
The only thing that
he is drunk or sober, is not u. man at all. Drunkenness is no eXCuse whateyer for such a cowardly can be dOlle in the case of the man who was
fined £ 10 for selling a bottle of ginger beer on
act.
Defendant was fined 40s., in default fourteen Sunday is for him to appeal to the Attorneydays' imprisonment.
General for the remission of the fine, for the
It appears to me that thf> Chief Secretary's punishment exceeded the ofi'ence.
U 1Iless
Department should take some action in R. there were aggravating circumstances, that
case like this. If a fine of 40s. is just are not ~nown to us at present, the greHter
punishment for an individual who strikes portion of the fine should be Temitted. ] t
a woman, knocking her down, and then \\'0111d require an amendment. of the law to·
stands over her to strike her again, then it iUOl'ease the coroner's jury fees to the amount
will only encourage blackguards to do the required by the honorable member for Colsame to other women. Another case came lingwood. As to the matter brought up by
under my not.ice, where a fruiterer in Rich- the honorable member for Bendi!!o West, r
mond sold a man a bottle of ginger beer on a think it does not seem to be fai~ that the
Sunday morning, and was fined .£ I 0 and costs. honorary magistrates should be all drawn,
Mr. MURRAY.-Was it the samq P.M. ?
from one class. We should Imve all classes.
do not wish to pack the police court bench in
any way; but, quite apart from tbe
bench work, it is necessary that justices
should be readily accessible for the purpose
of witnessing documents and performing other duties.
.l';ot only that, but
no exce\Jtion should be taken to a
man simply because he happens to represent
a trades uuion or to belong to the working
class I hope I am wrong ill the belief I hold
that there is a prejudice against the appointment of working men as justices of the
peace, but the heRitancy of the SolicitorGeneral in the instance I have given seems to
show that t here is something in the sllspicion.
1 tru~t the Premiel' will call the attention of
his colleague to the fact that the matter has
been mentioned in the House, so that if any
embargo of the kind I have mentioned has
been placed in the past upon the appointment of a certain class in s(lciety as justices
of the peace it may be removed.
Mr. SO LL Y .-1 wish to draw the attention of the Chief Secretary to a case at Fitzroy in which a womall was assaulted. To my
mind it is a most glaring case of injustice.
WOMAN ASSAULTED.
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Mr. SNowBALL.-The Land Tax Act
of the community represented. I do not
think that the Attorney-General has any says the returns must be furnished" yearly."
Mr. ME~1BREY.-Jt was understood
prejudices in connexion with the matter.
Mr. HANNA H.-I fOllnd it so, unfortu- that land-owners who were not taxpayers
would not be put to the trouble of furnishing
nately.
Mr . .MURRAY.-He is almost as great a returns year after year. In many cases it
radical as' the honorable member. At any means a considerable expense to them.
rate, that is said in certain quarters. I know Something sbould be done to prevent these
the word of the honorable member for Ben- people being annoyed so much time after
digo West is to be relied upon, aud any re- time. A number of individual people in my
commendation that he makes sbould receive electorate have written to me askillg what'they
the fullest and fairest consideration from the are to do. I have ad vised them that I do not
Attorney-General. I am certain that that will think there is really any necessity for them to
be the case when the honorable member supply t.he returns. Of course, the assessors may
makes a recommendation again. The secre- insist on the returns being furnished. I ask
taries (If the Political Labour Councils are the Treasurer to look into this matter. If
usually selected on account of their intel- the assessors wanted the information they
ligence. 'l'hey have a certain amount of could go to the Land Tax Office, look up the
leisllre ou their hands, and I do not know previous returns, and get all they require
but that many of them might be desirable without troubling these individuals.
Mr. GRAY.-1 wish to ask the Treasurer
men to appoint to the Belich. This matter
is in the hauds of the Attorney-General. if he will have an analysis made of the land
There are matters over which the Cabinet tax returns, sho\ving the amounts recei ved
exercises no authority, but I shall take the from country lands, and the anwunts received
opportunity of seeing the A ttorney-Gencl'al, from lands in Cities, towns? and boroughs,
and of acquainting him with the cOl1lIJlaints Honorable members would like to know
m&.de by the honorable member for Bendigo exactly what the incidence of the tax is.
Mr. \\T ATT (Tt;easurer).-The matter to
West.
Mr. HANNAH.---You have forgotteo the which the honorable member for Jika Jilta
has referred was dealt with the other day
jury fees .
.Mr. MURB,AY.-I referred to that. 'Ve' by the honorable memher for Brighton. I
had a discussion on thltt matter before, and promised to have an inquiry made as to why
it was referred to the Attorney-General. I the returns were beillg asked for. It is not
have had no reply from him, but I shall see the intention of the Land Tax Office, or of
him again. The fees cannot be increased the Government, that when once the full list
without an amendment of the Coroners Act. of properties is made up in the register,
Ml'. MEMBREY.-A number of . com- schedules should be required either from those
plaints hav~ been made to me by individuals who have to pay land tax, or from those who
who have to fill in the land tax returns do not have to pay land tax. The office was
now being i~sued by the assessors recently workin6 under great pressure last year, and
appointed by the Land Tax Commissioner. that is one reason why the statistical details,
I recollect clearly that, when the Land Tax which would be interesting to honorable
I-ml was being discussed in this House,. the members, were not available.
Treasurer stated that it, wonld be only for
Mr. HANNAH.--ln reference to the
the first year that people would be put to matter mentioned by the honorable member
the trouble of filling in the returns.
for Jika Jika, I may say that complaints
Mr. HANNA H.-They have to do it again . were brought under my notice, and I
now.
questioned whether people could be conlpelled
.Mr. MEMBREY.-In the cases of which under the Act to furnish the returns asked
I speak, there has been no change as far as for. In a number of caRes the persons who
the ownership of the properties is concerned, h':tve been asked to furnish retufllS are not
and in a number of instances the owners are liable to taxation. I consider that those·
They complain that they responsible have been guilty of a bad piece
non-taxpayers.
have to fill in what is really a rae-simile of of work in asking people, who are n(lt too
the returns they filled in a few months ago.
familiar with such matters, to again furniRh
Mr. HANNAH.-Can they be compelled to these returns. In a number of instances
do it?
old-age pensioners, who furnished returns
Mr. MEMB REY.-Under the Local Go- originally, have been again asked to furnish
vernment Act people can be compelled to do returns. In the first instance, numbers of
all sorts of things.
them paid suma of [s., 7s. 6d., and lOs, to
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lbave the returns made out. I consider it a
great inj IIstice that they should be asked to
again furnish returns. I do not see any provision in the Act which compels people to
furnish a second return in one year. If it is
desired to check the valuation of a property
.all that is necessary is to look up the returns
that were supplied in the first place. .
Mr. PRENDERGA~T.-In reference to
'the question asked by the honorable member
for Swan Hill, I may say that a return was
.presented to the House on the 8th December,
giving certain particulars with regard to the
land tax. I would like to know why there
has been any delay in connexion with
supplying the full particulars.
What is
required is an analysis of the returns for
191 O-last year. The following is an extract
from the return :COMPARATIVE STATEMENT showing number of
taxpayers and amount of tax paid under Land Tax
Act fS90, and amount of tax paid by same taxpayers under Land Tax Act 1910.
Number of
Taxpayers,

Class

,First Class
Second "
'Third "
Fourth"

165
201
522
421

Total

l,309

1910 Act
(lIHO-ll).

1890 Act
(1909-10).

£
s. d
7,475 18 3

£

8,134
12,714 4 6
6.406
29672 8 9 lS,167
35,640 2 3 18,672

8.

14
12

d.
2
8

13 1
10 2

85,502 13 9 51,381 10 1

In round figures, large land-owners have paid
£34,000 less under the Act of 1910 than
they paid uuder the old sheep tax. That
·dearly indicates that the bulk of the taxation
is coming from people who are small land·
owners. The large owners are escaping
.£34,000 of the taxntion which they had to
pay under the old Act. Another portion of
th~ return is as follows : The total uumber of taxpayers in agricultural
distl'icts owning f) acres alld over of an unimproved
value of between £~50 and £500 is 8,370; amuunt
c()f tax, £4, ~:30 Os. 4d.
The total numher of taxpayers of estates under
£500 unimproved value and less. than ? a~res i.n
extent in urban and metropolitan dIstrlCts IS
13,527 ; amount of tax, £4,907 4s. 3d.

'The return also statesOwing to chang. s of ownership, and the, at present. incompleteness I,f new records, the land .taxed
in lii4 estates under the Land Tax Act 1890 If! not
tl'aceable under the present system. The classification of these 154 estates anel the amount pa.yable
thereon under the Laud Tax Act 1890 were as
£
.~. d.
follow : First Class
16
1,:)69 7 0
Second "
22
899 16 9
Third "
59
2,269 2 6
Fourth"
57
3,271 2 0
Total

154

.. ,

7,809 8 3
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The value of this return is furtlJ.er discounted by
the fact that in some cases the land t.txed under
the Land Tax Act 1890 does not correspond with
that assessed to the same owners under the Land
Tax Act 1910.
So far as the return is of value, it shows tha~
owners of first class land under the Land Tax Act
] 890 pay more tax nnder the present Act than
'
they paid under the Land Tax Act 1890.
~ecolld class lands are assessed to pay about ha.lf
as much under the newer Act. as under the older;
third class pay about two thirds as much; and
fourth class slightly over half as much.
The capital vllolues fixed under the Land Tax Act
1890 were as follows ;First class (2 sheep to the acre)
£4 per acre
£3
Second" (l~ "
)
£2
Third " ( 1 , ,
"
)
Fourth" (less than 1 sheep to the
acre)
£1
"
and the rate of tax 3d. in the £1 on these artificial
values.

Those who possess large areas had a fine
thing done for them by the passage of the
last Act. It was said that the taxation of
land under £500, unimproved value, would
not hurt the poor farmers.
Mr. GRAY.-Land, is being taxed on ita
value now; it was taxed. on its grazing
capacity before.
Mr. PRE~UERGAST.-That is·so. I
am givin~ the whole case.
Mr. H. McKI<:NZ1E (Rodney).-The small
farmers get a remission of their income tax,
, too.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The taxpayer
has to earn over .£200 before he can
dpmand a remission. It will be noticed that
Mr. Prout Webb uses the words "so far as
the retul'n is of value."
He would get from
the land tax register, which is published
every year, all the holdings in the State .
He must have done that, l-tnd then obtained
the taxation which they paid under the old
Act, afterwards comraring it with the taxation paid now. It seems to me that the
return must be of value if the comparison is
made on a proper basis. If the information
has not been collected by Mr. Pront Webh in
the way I have mentioned, then I do not think
he has done a just thing to the Honse. It
appears that, compared with £85,502 13s. 9d.
collected under the sheep tax, the same
taxpayers paid under last year's Act
£51,381 lOs. Id., the total ~lm()llllt collected being a little over £90,00(). ~ow
the cry raised when the Bill was ullder discnssiol1 was that it would not reduce the
taxation on large areas, and that it would
help the poor farmer. When we saw the
ease with which the measure went through
another place, and the support which it
obtained from large land-hoIJers, we realized
what the result would be when the fi 6 ures
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were published. 1he return which honorable members can study during the holidays
shows that last year's Act does tax the poor
farmer, and has reduced the taxation of
wealthy land-owners.
Mr. H AMPSON.-The Estimates for the
Tre<tsurer's Department include the following item:Preliminary e .. penses in connexion with the proposed Empire Exhibition, £1,000.

Now, it seems to me remarkable the
way in which history is repeating itself
in Victoria. We borrow too mnch money
at one time, we have an exhibition, we
have a boom, and then we have a burst.
The proposal of the Government~ to
which this item relates, is not ill consonance
with their declared policy in fayour of
decentralization. This is distinctly a movement whieh will tend to centralization.
Re~pe('ting the way in which the project for
a former exhihition was introduced illto this
Honse in 1887, the following record appears
in Hansard : 'The Hon. W. A. Zeal wanted to know the cnst.

It had at first been stated that the cost would be
£25.000. but since then £100,000 had been named
as the probable sum. He would also like to know
if there wa~ to be u. free luncheon table for the
2i5 Commissioners.
Mr. D. Gaunson said the whole thing wa~ a
contemptible farce, and the'most gigautic fraud
ever perpetrated on the community, and he believed the Exhibition would be a lamentable
failure.

The way it came in was very similar to the
way ill which this is coming in at the present
time.
According to Honsard. when the
matter was brought forward, Mr. Valecomplained that the matter had been sprung
upon Parliament.
A snatch vote of £1.0110
was obtained on which the coun·ry was pledgt'd
to an ex!.enditure of from £150,000 to £200,000,
despite the assurance of the Government that
the cost of the exhibition would not exceed
£20,000 or £40,000.

Now, if we pass this item of £1,000 today, we tacitly agree that we are in favour
of an Empire exhibition Therefore, I moveThR.t the vote for the Treasurer be reduced by
£1,000.

Mr. S:\HTH.-I desire to second the
amendment.
1 do not know that there is ~a
great deal in t.he propositioll to commend it.
The general cry throughout the State to-day
and in the other States is that people do 1I0t
Imow where to turn to get the men whose
services are essential in commerce and production, yet here we have the Government
apparently wanting to out-Herod Herod by
creating a set of conditions t.hat cannot he
of any benefit.
Perhaps the Government
3re going in for the suggestion contailled
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in the leading article of the Age newspaperto-day about rUt)lll1lg a lot of steamers
between here alld the Old Country, ill orderto bring out thollsands and t hOllFlands of
jmmigl'ants who are said to be rea.dy to come
to our shores. "Ve are in the position at
present of having busy shops, and of every
man being in comfortable employment. A
local exhibition may not be a bad thing,.
but au Empire Exhibition means that we'
shall have to make au enormous outlay tohave anything ljke success.
Of course,..
we have our Exhibition Buildings here,..
but they would be too small to accommodate a respectable Empire Exhibition. I do·
not know whether the Treasurer is lookin~
fOI' a Knight hood by prop<,sing an Empire
l~xhibition, uut it seems to me that theprese'llt tim~ i$ altogether inopportull~
for such a project.
There may be times
and couditions when exhibitions a.re desirable, but 1 claim that it would not
he 80 now, and I doubt wheth~r it
ever is so. 'l here was a time probably whenan exhibition would stimnhlte trade, and
result in up·to-date ideas beiug brought tothe cognisallce of the people. Hut the condition!:! of t he world have altered in recent'.
years. "Ve can now, in a few mouths, get
tv know of the whole of the ad vance that is
made in the arts and sciences. Journals arecirculated throughout tbe world, ellablincr
indu~trial or commercial men to get all th~
..up-to date information and ideas without an
exhibition, It see!llS to me to be a proposal
which" ill not be of good service at present
t·o any commnui t )', because the principal·
effect of an exuibition it:! to create hooming'
conditions.
I t would bring thousands of
men here for the time beillg, and then there
wonld be a general slump, and unemployment would be the order of the day. It is.
true that an exhihitillll will bring money t(}
any place in whICh it. is held, but we mnst
have some other object than merely dragging
ill the :shekels. The chief idea in cOllnexion
with an exhibition is that the district orcountry in wbich it is held may know what
is happening in all ot her part~ of the world.
Goods wou Id be brough t to OUl' shores fer
exhibition, and would be aflerwards sold
and would then enter into competition with
local productiolls. It is that whkh canses
the s) 11 m p afterwards, so far as the labour
market is concerued. 1 think that general
exhibltiuns are, at any rate, not de!:!irable
things to enter inlo, and 1 quite agree with
the honoralde memher who moved the
amendment in his remarks in denunciation
of the proposal.
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Mr. SO Lh Y.-TIJis appears to be a idly at the table, and placing these things
very debatable question. J rom my point before the Honse without any information
()f view, so far as our manuf~~ctllring being affurded in regard to them, and wilhindustries are concerned, an exhibition w()uld out allY statement as to the benef..t there
not. do Victoria any good at all, because we will be so far as the people are concerued.
cannot hope to send any of our manufactured We should Le less than dumb animals if we
articles away to compete with manufacturer8 sat quietly alld let the 'l reasurer pass Esti()f the older countries, where production is mates like this without some explanation
cheaper because of the cheaper labour, and, from the honorable gentleman as to whether
also, becaHse of the concentration of capital what is proposed would be beneficial or other()n snLdivil:liolls of labour aud machillery. We wise. 1 protest against money being pastoied
are in OUI' iufallcy as compared with Germany withont Ollr I{nowillg what the result wiII be.
and Great. Bl'itaiu, and we canllot hope to What right have we to spend the people's
extend our export of manufaetures to those mcney ullless we know what we are voting
places to !lny htrge extent, or, indeed, to any for, or are furnished with iuformation
extent at all. But, from the primary pro- showing whether the proposal WIll be of
ductilm point·of view, an exhibition may be of ad vantage to the SLate or not (
It
advantage. The question is whether we can is a debatable qnestion from all points
extend Ollr trade in our primary.productions. of view'. 1 do lIOt think an exhibition
We want to exhibit these things to other would add to our exports of manllfact ured
parts of th~ world, so as to I:!huw what we are articles. 1 do not thillk it is possible for our
producing in Victoria, and draw to these pro- manufacturers to export manufactltl'ed product.s to any part of the world, but it is a
QUCI ions the attention of cOllsumers .in the
thickly popuhtted countries, thereby enhanc- matter WOf! hy-of great consideration whether
ing our trade here and duing an enormous we can b811efit Ollr primary producers by
amount of good from the production point of extending our export trade in such articles
view.
I should like to hear from the as bllttp.r, meat,. wool, and so on. If that is
'rreasllrer a statement as 10 what have been going to be the result, we might be justified
the results of other exhihitions that have in votin~ £ I ,000, or a very much larger sl1m.
been held.
Have they bef'n of finaucial But of what ul:Ie is £1 ,OUO with which to start
ad vantalle to the nati()lls that have held an lllternatiofl~l Exhibition? The Treasurer
them? °jn speaking fr()m the financial point knows very well that if we pass this sum it
of view I do not refer to t he money recei veu will praetically be giving the Government
from people who pay to go in atld see . power to spend allY other 811m they choose
the
exhihits.
I mean from the com- dll!"ing the recess to set the thillg gOillg.
mercial al:lpect.
Have exhibitions been Let us have a statement from the jJremier
a
deciderl
ad vantage
to nations so or the Treasurer as to w hat the policy of
far as trade and commerce are C()Jlcerned ? the great Liberal party is with regard to
If that is so, £ 1,000 or £.W,OOO. or even this proposed Empire exhibition .
.£ 100,0,,0, if srent in th:tt direction for
.I\lr. MUHHA¥.-Progressive.
Mr. SOLL Y.-Never in its life. It is
developmental purposes, would not be money
wasted.
But we want inf'lJ'mation on quite t.he reverse. The Government has
t.hat point, and we have not this illformatiou never done anything of a progressive character
so far. Wh'y should the Guvernment place without being first kicked from behind by
£1,000011 the Estimates for the purpose of the Labour party.
starting an International Exhihition without
Mr. MUHRA Y.- You are the lions in the
giving the [Iouse an idea what it is intended path.
to do 1 .\ e have had not olle word as to the
Mr. SOLLY.-Ou this occasion we only
policy in connexion with tht' exhibition. We want an intelligent statemellt of what the
are sllppo~pd to swallow I he Estimates hollls- Governrnellt intend to do, and I think t.hat
bolns witholtt consideratioll. J n fact, the is a proper position for the Opposition to
whoie of these things would ha.ve been rushed take np. If the Treasurer can justify, by a
through last week but for the sturdy fight statement to the House, the extJenditlll'e of
put IIp by the h.)norablc memner for Colling- this mOlley, J have no doubt that he will rewood and a few other honorable mem bel'S. ceive support from thisside of t.he House, as
Let us have a policy statelllellt worthy of the well as from mem hers on the Ministerial side.
Government alJd worthy of I he ~Teat Liberal Speakin~ ~eneralIy, however, 1 think the
body about which we hear so much. Let us puhlic are oppo~ed to this proposed exhiha ve a statemen t as to the ad vall tages of the bition, because they believe it will not. be of
exhibition, instead of the Treasurer sitting any value to the State at all. However, I
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will listen with interest to what the Trea- generally, by having been con (rolled by
forces which ought not to have been allowed
surer may have to say on the matter.
Mr. BUWSEL{.-[ think the House is to obtain control of them, and also by
entitled to some explanation of what this gluts which have occurred ill the 10cal
item is likely to lead to. I am one of those market, ill consequence of the limited C011The Gowho think we should walk with wary feet sumption of a small popula.tioll.
in the direction of any large expemditure vernllient made one attempt, in the case of the
upon a local or Htate exhibitiun. We should tobacco leaf, to put it on the J.. ondon Illarket
be warned by the experience of the last ex- in an effective manner, bllt the policy in that
Ulle thing
hibition. As the honorable member for respect was not continuolls.
Carlton has pointed out, we are not a v.'hich we lack very milch illdeed is the
manufacturing country, and we are so continuity of any policy that is adopted
far from the populolls centres of the The policy which may be adopted by one
world that there is very lit,tle likelihood Government is not followed by a sllcceeding
of our getting here finy considerable num- Governmeut, as it should be, alld, in conseber of people to attend a local exhibition. quence of this defect, the tobacco industry has
I
1 agree with tbe honorable member, also, fallen back into its former condition.
that if we are to make any movement in the think if there is to be an expenditure of any
direction of holding an exhibition it should large sum itshollld rather be ill thedirectionof
not be in Australia that the exhibition carrying and pla.rillg our products before the
should be held, but in some populous centre eyes of the consumers in the markets of the
of the world-in London, for instance, our world. I believe a great work lies before I he
great market;. If Australia held an exhibi- Government of Vietoria in that dirt-ction,
tion in the city of London, and set in view and that much credit will follow to any
of the millio:ls of people from t.he Continent Government which takes this matter up
of Europe the splendid pure food products properly, organizes it, and carries it to a.
which we are able to produce, I believe it sllccessful issue.
Mt·. S~OWBALL.-In connexion with
would have a very Wholesome effect on our
export trade. I ndeed, I think the time is this item, I presume the Government desire
coming very rapidly when it will be necessary that there should bo SORle p.xpresl'lion of
for the Government, nnder the expansion of opinion fl'om the Hou:ie with respect to how
production generally ill the irrigation and it feels in regard to the proposed Empire
other districts, to take some steps to provide Exhibition.
The Treasurer, the other
for the marketing or setting out of those night, made some slight explanation of the
product':! in the great markets of the world. intentions of the Government 011 the subject,
I would not go so far as to say that we should and I regret that the mn.tter was not then
relieve the farmer of any neeessary expendi- fully discllssed, as I think it should have
ture to that end. The farmer is quite been. It is not a party question ill any
willing to pay for allY expenditure that is sense of the word. I agree with what has
necessary to carry his products over the been said by the honorable member for
heads of the middlemen to the consumers Carlton with regard to the necessity for full .
themselveR, either by co-operation cr allY discllssion on this subject, and £01' a full
other means that may be required to place realization of wh~t is meant by the passing
his products in a proper manner on the of this item-of what agreeing to the item
markets of the world. In view, however, of will involve. Jt seems to me that it will
the expansion of production, which we may involve practically giving the (~ovel'llment a
expect in the irrigation areas, and in other free hand to enter into any expen~e or any
parts of the ~tate from the extension of guarantee which they may cOllsider necessettlement, I think it will be necessary in the sary with regard to the loss, \V hich is
near future for some provision to be made to certainly mevitable, in cOlluexioll with
relieve the local markets of the glnts which the holding of an exhibition of t his kind.
mllst otherwise inevitably occur. If the I have thought a good deal about this matter
system of intense cnlture is to be a success in myself, and I have diseussed it with ma.ny
Victoria, we mllst have sorne gate open, and persons, and the geneml fl eling, so far as I
we must have some security to the producer, have Le91l able to gather, is a.gainst the
that his products will reach the conSllmer. hohling of an Empire Exhibitioll ill A u~tralia.
We know that fruit-growin!! and other 1 agree with the honorable member for Wttn'forms of intense culture-for instance. garatta, that what the House, and, I believe,
the cultivation of tobacco-have been the ~ollntry would approve of in every way,
hampered in this State, and ill Australia would be a more fitting reprebentation of our
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products and commoditiesin the Old Country.
It is regrettable that not only the State
Government, but the Federal Govel'l1ment,
have incurred but very litde expenditure in
placing Austnlian products hefore the eyes
of the consumers of the world, especially in
tha~ great centre of commerce, London.
It
has been a mattf'r of comment how little has
been done in this direction when opp,ortunities have be,en afforded for displaying
-our goods in London, and I hope the
Treasurer will hesitate before entering
upon a ventlll'e of this kind, 9nd
that he will give a
full explauation of what the Government intelld
to do, r certainly trust that he will not
<commit Victoria to any ~el'iOllS expenditure
in cOllnexion wit.h this matter. I think
-everyone would heartily approve of an expenditure of £ 1,000, or even £5,000, in
<connexion with the adeqnate exposition of
-()ur commodities in London; but so far as
holding an exhibition here is concerned, I
-cannot see the utility of the idea. Tn the
past, when exhibitions have been held here,
we have been anxious to bring out manufac,
tGrers and others with the latest machinery,
so as to exhibit it for the enlightenment of
the people here, and in order that we might
ttcqnire the most advanced methods in every
-direeti;m. At present, however, there is 110
necessity of that kind for the holdillg of an
-exhihition, because Anstralia is overrun by
the repre~entati ves uf leading manufacturing
£rms, 1l0t only from England, but from
. Germany, America, and other conn tries. If
this Empire Exhibilion is held in Australia,
it is hardly likely that it will be held in
Victoria, so that we will not profit by the
expenditure of this money. I would not
eare, ho\\'ever, about that if Victoria
or any other State was likely to receive
any really substantial retLUn from the
holding of an exhibition in this country.
It will no doubt involve a very lar~e loss,
and I think we should have an opportunity
of fully discllssing the whole project. I am
sure the GOV'ernment will not regard it as a
party qnestion, but will allow honorable
mem hers to discuss it without any restriction. It a.ppears to me that the project is
an unwise one, alld one that should llot be
entered UpOll at the· present time.
Mr. GRA Y.-I certainly think the House
is entitled to more information than we have
now as to the expenditure to which we will
be committing' onrsel ves by passing this
item of £ 1,OIlO. I have a lively recollection
<>f I,he last exhibition that was held here. I
tHink it was promoted by the Honorable
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Alfred Deakin. The Honse was informed
at the outset that it would cost .£25,000,
and t.he actual cost was over £2UO,OOO.
I am quite in accord with the view
taken by the honorable member for
Wangaratta that instead of expecting people
fl''Jm t he Old 'VorId to come here and see our
products, it would be much bett.er to take
those products to London and exhibit them
there. If an exhibition is held here it may
attract a few bag:nen and globe-trotters who
will be of litt Ie use to Australia, but
it will do little else. Befcre the Governillent go any further in the matt.er I think
they should obtain an estimate as to
what the total cost of an exhibition would be.
Then next session, if they come do',vn with a
full statement of that kind, honorable members will be better able to say whether they
will support the holding of an Empire Exhibition in Australia or not. As the matter
now stands the proposition does not appear
to me to be a wise one.
Mr. McLEOD.-Unfortunately, I was not
in the chamber when the Treasurer's Estimates went through, but I would like to know
exactly to what we are committing ourselves
by agreeing to the item now under discussion.
It seems to me that the item involves some·
thillg of which the Honse is unaware. I
believe that every honorable member will
agree to do all that can be done to furt her
the interests of the State by exhibitions or
any other means. I have no objection whatever to the item going through as it stands
so long as it is understood that it is being
voted merely to make preliminary inquiries
with a view of bringing down a full statement of what is proposed, for the approval of
the House or otherwise. These inquiries
cannot be made for nothing, hnt I do not
think that the mere passing of this item of
£1,000 should commit t.he country to the
expenditure of an unknown and indefinite
sum. There is no doubt that our resources
should be made known as widely as possible,
especially when we are inviting an influx of
population to take up land and develop our
primary resonrces; because, after all, we
cannot export manufactures of any kind.
If the Government. can say that itis intended
to assist in developing the primary reHonrces
of Victoria I have no objecti0n whatever to
the expenditure.
Mr. VY ATT (Treasurer).-I am not
surprised that honorable members desire,
before the House is committed to a liability
of scores or h und reds of thousands of ponnele,
that they should have an opportunity of discussing any scheme of a proposed exhibition,
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but I certainly am surprised that any honorable member Rhould be caught by the theory
that if we pass this item we are committing
ollselves to a much greater expenditure in the
future.
That is a theory of which old
parliam .. ntarians wil1 see the transparent
fallacy. It is true that in the past Ministries have sometimes, without any dL1e preparation, entered upon great enterprises of
this character, but that time, I hope,
has gone for ever. "vVild-cat" financing of that sort will no longer be
tolerated, nor can we afford to lose hundreds
of thousands of pounds in schemes which do
not result in advantage either to our producers or to our manufacturers.
The
Government, after thinking the matter
over very carefully, believed that the time
was ripe for a new kind of exhibitionnot the kind of exhibition that is likely to
bring scores and hundreds of workmen to our
shores to turn them loose unable to find
employment later on, but an exhibition
that would be a link in our land settlement
scheme and a real advertisement for A ustralia. While tbe eyes of the Empire are
being turned naturally to Australia, we feel
that we should assist that feeling by a sound
commercial project of the kind that has
been outlined. ",1 e eommunicated our proposition to the Governments of the Commonwealth and the other States of Australia.
We said we· were thinking out such a
scheme, and thought the time was opportune
to give them an intimation to that effect.
I think that was done in July or August
last. We added that we would be glad if
they would mature any thoughts they had
on the subject, so that we might discuss it
quietlY,and sensibly at the Premiers' Conference, which was expected to be held in
January or February next.
Since then the
only movement 1 have noticed on the part
or the other States has been in New South
vVales, where Parliament has carried a
resolution affirmi'ng that such an exhibition
would be of advantage, and I think they
added as an afterthought, thltt it should be
hold in Sydney. We make no proposition as
to whether it should be held in Melbourne,
Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide, or Perth, but
we thought it possible that Australia. might
unite in a project which, in our opinion,
would be for the advantage of the Commonwealth as a whole. It would be idle, however, for the matter to be brought forward
at the Premiers' Conference early next
year, if we did not in the meantime
make inquiries of a preliminary character,
in order to have something defiuite
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to lay before the Conference. With that
ohject it is necessary that a small sum 01
monev should be voted in order that
such ~ inq niries may be made before Parliament meets again. Before any further expenditure can be authorized this House
must pass a Bill and the other House must
concur in it., outlining a scheme for the appointment of an Exhibition Commission and
defining the ppwers of the Commission.
That would be necessary evell if the. exhibition were to be run by our own State alone,
and much more will it be necessary when, if
conducted at all, it will be conducted in conjunction with the other Governments 01
Australia.
Therefore, honorable mt'mbers
need have no fear that the passing of this
item of £1,000 will commit thelll in the
slightest degree to any further expenditure.
Mr. McLEoD.-Tbe item says "Preliminary expenses in connexion with the proposed Empire Exhibition."
Mr. "V ATT.-- What would the honorable
member suggest 1
Sir ALEXANDER PI~ACOCK (to Mr. Watt).
- I think you can get round that all right.
Mr. "V ATT.-I do Bot think honorable
members need fear that the Government are'
trying to get round anythillg. When we put'
forward our schemes we stake our reputation
upon them, and are prepared to stand or fall
by the resul t.
Mr. McLEOD.~ \-Ve should have a ddinite
shtemen·t.
Mr. WATT.-I make the definite statement now without reservation that we are not
going to spend more than this .£1,000 between
this time and the next session of Parliament.'
This is preliminary expenditure. I hltve a
vast amount of detail that I cannot deal with
now.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-What about
the Commonwealth?
.Mr. W ATT.-- We do not ask them tocommit themselves in any way. We want to'
give them five or six months to think it out.
We asked the Premier, he fore he left LOlldon,
to see how the Imperial authorities would
view such a proposition, and they said they'
would give it t,heir heartiest support. That
shows a friendly feeling towards an Empire'
proposition that is new to any part of the
Empire. I have been invited ,vith th&'
utmost prodigality by honorable members in
Opposition to spread myself on this exhibition,.
bnt I do not desire to do so now. If I were
to bring forward all the data in the office.
roughly collected, a.nd start describing the
scheme in all its bearings, I am afraid that
the object of meeting to-day would be spoiled,.
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aud the attempt tJ rise before Christmas
would fail. When the proposition embodied
in the Bill is submitted, it will be a much
better time to deal fully with the questi0D.
1\1 r. TOGTCHER.·- "Vho is the ol'iginator ?
Mr. \V ATT.-'rhe Victorian Government.
I should like to say that, nnder the .:!ircumstances, the Govornment cannot consent to
the omission of the item in the Estimates.
Mr IIANN A H.-I have known instances
where, by voting a preliminary'snm such as this,
the exp(jnditui'e of a great deal of money would
have been entailed, if it had not been !or
the discussion that ensued. I agree, to a
large extent, with what has already been said
as to the utter uselessness, from an Australian
stand-point, of holding· an Empire Exhibition.
It is abollt up to. this Government to do
something of a practical nature by sending
to the Old Coulltry some of our products.
Sir AU:XANDER PEAcocK.-Send some
of us as exhibits.
:Vlr. HA~NAH.-If the honorable member and I went it would be all right.
Mr. ~MITH.-The kookaburra and the
Collingwood magpie.
Mr. HAN~AH.-\-Ve have excellent
opportunities, and if the Government would
ou ly set themsel ve:; to work, we would be able
to show the people o(the Old World examples
of the handicraft of the Australian native,
who has learned his trade here. I particularly refer to some of the work on our
timbers, marble, and other stone.
[11 this
respect, Victoria has lagged very much
behind. During the last few years, South
Australia has dOlle much to bring her products under the notice of consumers in Great
Britain.
Mr. LANGDoN.-\-Vhere 1
Mr. HA ,~N AH.-ln all the large cities
()f Great Britain, South Australia has its
re!,)resentatives who deal directly with all
the South Australian products. In Sou~h
A ustraha they hav'! given special attention
to the export trade, dealing directly with the
()onsnmers in frozen lambs, butter, and all
kinds uf produce, even down to the eggs laid
.by t)outh Australian fowls. That is more
of a practical nature than waiting for a COllference of Inter-State Premiers.
What
better advertisement could Victoria have
than what I have suggested? If we sent to
the Old Country some of the produce of our
forests, treated by the expert workmen of
Victoria, we would have olle of the best advertisements possible, and it could be
achieved with the expeuditnre of a few
thousand pouuds. The British people won Id
be delighted to get the product that. we could
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place on their market. \-Yhilst the reply of
the Treasnrer bas satisfied members on the
Government side of the House that this sum
of mOtley does not commit the country to the
Empire Exhibition, I make bold to say that,
if the matter had IlSlt been brought up by
the honorable member for Daylesford, the
Government might have gone on with the
proposal.
We should bring our products
prominently under the attention of the people
in Great Britain, and let it be understood that
Australia cannot onlv be self-contained
but can supply many of the wants of other
llations. 1 am strongly averse to any such
proposal as an Empire .Exhibition that would
put us in competition with workmen
from abroad.
Under our Tariff we are
approaching the day whe11 we shall be able
to produce everything we require and export
a good deal. I do not afprove of this item,
fearing that in the long run it may commit
us to an Empire .Exhibition. My opinion is,
as I have already stated, that we should take
steps to bring under the notice of the veople
in the Old Country our raw products as well as
the finished article that we turn out. Instea<l
of this item of £ I ,000 I should be prepared
to vote £ 10,OUO for the purpose of doing
what I have indicated. 1 would not only
bring our producp- and our products nnder
the notice of the people of Great Britaill, but
also the people of America. The other day "
when the Treasurer was not in the clIamber
I was trying to urge the Government to do
something in connexion with onr forests. If
they would spend £1,000 in bringing some
of our timbers treated by local labour under
the attention of the people in Great Britain
they would be astonished. There is great
competition between four of the States of
the Commor~wealth in the Old Country.
.If what I propose were carried out it
would be better than having an Empire
Exhibition, which would simply have the
effect of introducing imparts. If we were
to get the right clatis of immigrants we would
speedily become a self.supporting community.
We would be able to supply our requirem('nts
in manufactured goods, and we would ~e able
to do with ollr manufactures what we have
done with primary products such a!') butter,
wheat! and wool-export them to the other
!:Iide of the world. Take the fruit industry.
] n some seaSOllS thousands of tons of I he best
fruits have rotted in the orchards, whereas if
we had adopted a wise policy they could have
been exported to markets in the Old \\ orld.
Germany particularly would have been glad
to get those products. Our fruits will compare
favorably with fruits grown anywhere in the
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world. \Ve should a.dopt some business-like
way of presenting our wares to t.he people of
other countries. I am absolutely opposed to
holding an Empire Exhibition ill this ~tate,
which would introduce from abroad that competition which we do not want. What we
want to do is to place our products before
the people who are turning theil' attention to
Victoria.
MI'. COTTER.-I support. the contention
of the honorahle member for Bendigo East.
The Treasurer stated that the sum of £ 1,000
is only for preliminary e l( penses ill connexioll
with the proposed exhibition. If that amount
is voted for prelimillary expenses, where will
this Parliament come in? When: do the
preliminary expenses end and the expense&
on the exhibitiou begin ~
1\11'. HANNAH.-A Bill has been submitted.
Mr. COl'TEH.-The Government have
submitted a Bill. Four or five of the Ministerial members have opposed the proje0t of
holding an Empire Exhibition, but the
Treasurer made a statement and concluded
by saying that the Government did not intend to subrnit to that kind of thing.
Mr. WATT.··-No, we said we could not
consent tv the omission of the item.
~lr. COTTER -The whip was cracked,
and the fOUl' or five members of the Ministerial party who had protested came back
anto tha fold.
Mr. WATT.-XO, they were satisfied with
the assuranCE: I gave.
Mr. COTTEH -The honorable gentleman
cannot speak for anyone but himself.
Mr. W ATT.--I think r call.
Mr. COTTER.-I differ from the honorable gentleman. When a matter of national
importance is being considered it is an unfair
t.hing for the Treasurer to crack the whip
and turn into a party question what is not a
party question.
Sir ALI<:XANPER PEACOCK.-The'l'reasurer
~ave information that was satisfactory even
to the honorable member fOt, Collingwood.
Mr. COTTER.-Thehonorable gentleman
gll.ve the same information last week, when
t.he honorable member for Allandale was
home in bed.
Mr. \oV AT'l'.-Nothing of the kiud.
Mr. COTTE R.-Is the Treasurer in order
in making these interject-ions ~
The SPEAKER.-All ill~erjectiolls are
dison.lerlv.
Mr. C0TTEH.. -I trust the Treasurer
will take a note of that. He wants to 00158
t.he show us he did during your absence last
week, Mr. Speaker, and I do not want him
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to take up the same attitude to-day. 1 have
the same rights and privileges as he has,
although he happens to be a Minister for
the time being. The Government have 11
sum of £ I ,000 on the Estimates in connexion
with the holding of an Empire Exhibition.
After flying a kite for four months ill the
press, with the Age booming the project for
all it was worth, tbe Government have decided to a&k for £1,000 for preliminary expenees.
Tbat is not what we were told
recently. That is what we are told in the
House. It is the same as when ':,11e Treasurer goes to Ascot Vale, and makes a statement.
When he comes to the I-louse he
does not make the same statement. He confines himself to something his supporters will
swallow more easily. 1 have a decided objection to the holding of t he proposed exhibition. It will be an exhibition of shoddy
and cheap prod uets from the Old World. It
will enable the m!tllufacturers of shoddy in
the Old Country to capture our markets. We
boast of our protectionist policy, and of the
position Australia has taken up in the
manufacturing wo1'ld, and yet the Goverument prop(lt)e to hold an exhibition where
goods manufaclllred abroad-goods that are
not only shoddy, but manufactured under
allY labour conditions-may be exhibited.
The labour conditions are not to be taken
into consideration. (300ds manufactured by
men working for lOd. per day, or by women
working fur 10d. per week, are to be dumped
down here.
Sir ALEXANDER PKACOCK.-Do you not
think it would be a good' thing to have an
exhibition so as to educate the Federal Government to bring in a proper Tariff ?
Mr. COTTER.-The honorable member
has plenty of opp<)rtunit.ier; on the platform
of educating the Federal Government, but
he does not take advantage of them.
Mr. ELlISLlE.-The present Tariff is the
Liberal party's Tariff.
Mr. COTTER.- While we talk about
building up manufactures ill this country
the Government prcpose to dump down at:
exhibition of goods, manufactured abroad.
That is unfair to QUI' manufactllrers, who are
working under reasonable and decent conditions. The Government propose to a,lIow
gooos to be exhibited, no matter how shoddy
they may be, and no matter under what conditions of labour t hey have been J.!l'oduced.
Is that what the honorable member for
Allandale desires!' .
~ir ALEXA;\DI<:R PEACOCK.- I am not too
sympathetic towards the exhibitioll, but the
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item is only to enable a preliminary inquiry
to be held.
Mr. COTTER.-Honorable members on
the Ministerial side of the House have said
that they are opposed to the holding of an
exhibition, but they will say "We are
prepared to vote .£ 1,000 for preliminary
expenses." Once the money is voted, what
position will those honorable members be in
if the Treasurer says the exhibition will be
a good thing? How can the honorable
member f01' Allandale run away from the
Governm~llt if they say they have decided
to hold the exhibition? I have a decided
objection to the exhibition being held. When
hOllorable members introduce deputations to
the Government with requests for State
8cho(l]s and point out the disgraceful conditions of existing State 8ch001 buildings, they
are told that though their req nests are
reasonable, there is no money to carry out
the works. Yet the Treasurer is prepared to
advance an almost unlimited sum of money
for the purpose of holding an exhibition
af any shoddy which may be dumped down,
and ~vhich may be manufactured under allY
conditions of labour.
I trnst that the
honorable member for Bendigo East
will persevere with his amendment, and
go to a di vision.
We will be able
to see what members are out for shoddy.
Last week we were debating whether a man
working outside under all sorts of climatic
conditions should get a minimum wage of 9s.
a day.
We were told by lllembers of the
Government that they could not pay that
wage, yet those same gentlemen now propose
an exhibition which may run into an expenditure of £100,000. While pretending to
be protectionists they give to mannfacturers
abroad an opportunity of getting into our
markets. Prior to my ad vent into this
House, a resolution was passed to the effect
that the State should give a preference to .
goods manufaotured here. i\' ow we find the
grand old Liberal Government prepared to
speud some of the hard-eamed taxpayers'
money in the interests of men who produce
cheap and shoddy material abroad.
If it
were to be an exhibition of goods manufactured by employes working forty-eight. hours
a week, and getting reasonable wages-conditions such as now obtain in our Statethere might be something in it. During my
eleetion campaign, I opposed this silly pro-.
ject of the Government.
To-day we have
heard the Treasurer cracking his whip
over his snpporters, and making this
a.
party
question.
'1 hat is
very
unfair, and unwise. This is a matter of
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national importance. The Treasurer hal:) to
flog his supporters into submission, because
he dare n0t leave it to the discretion of
honorable members. If this is to be all'
Empire Exhibition, it should be discussed
irrespective of party politics, and any decision
respecting it should be left to the intelligence and common sense of the House.
Mr. PRE~DERGASl'.-I intend tosupport the amenJment. The reasons given
by the Treasurer, if they can be dignified
with the name of reasons, are snch as wonld
impel me to vote against the proposal. First
of all, the honorable gentleman said that he
had an abundance of information, but that he
did not want to trouble honorable members.
with it. The only information which he
vouchsafed was that he wanted to link the
matter up with the immigration question.
Whatever that may mean J have not the
slightest idea. The proposal was" wild·catted"
in the first place. It was dragged into thelight when the Government sadly wanted
something to do. It has received no support
from the press, and many Government supporters opposed it on the platform. Newspapers outside are urging that no encouragement should be given to imports into this
State, and that even if the imported articles
are superior, we should put up with those
locally manufactnred for a time. That is.
the policy which animated them in America.
They were patriot.ic enough to assert
that what 'Was made in America was good
enough for them. An exhibition in America
is one at which outside manufacturers
cannot afford to compete. They lose money
in sellding their goods there, because the
Americans have altered their patent laws
so as to provide that no article, however-'
patented, can get on the market unless it is
manufactured there. The same applies in
Canada, in Germany, and in France. It is.
only jn England and Australia that it is not.
done.
1'he proposed exhibition .here will
offer a number of ma.nufacturers abroad an
opportunity to show us their goods. If they
have an idea that they can get a market
here, it is bad for our protective policy. If
they have not that idea, then it will be bad
for the prospects of the exhibition. The
Treasurer says that the inclusion of this.
item in the Estimates does not commit us t()
anything. If honorable members vote this.
£1,0.10 they will commit themselves to the
project, because the Treasurer will get his.
first leg in. There is no necessity for the
exhibition. I think we should create commercial scholarships for the purpose of
sending our boys around the world t~
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:acquire knowledge as to how trade
js ol;\.rried on
under the best con'ciitions elsewhere, and to see if we
·cannot improve our arts and hn.ndicrafts.
That kiud of thing should be encouraged.
That would be affording scholarships to
youths of this ~tate to go out into other
'Countries and learn, and then they would
return with stores of knowledge which they
-could impart to others. As our patent laws
stalld at present, it would appear that the
Government are asking for the importation
.and exhibition of machinery that we are not
.allowed to manufacture in this State, and
that we are not even allowed to buy outright
.in this State. One has only to l'oint to two
<or thr8e instances of this kind to show what
the present effect of our law is. You will
:find machinery being imported in connexioll
with the boot trade, and if you inspect the
·machinery at work YOll will be surprised to
:see how rapidly it can do certain parts of the
-operations in connexion with the making of
boots and shoes. If you tried to buy that
machinery outright you would find that you
. <could uot. There are a good many of those
machines here. They are not sold to the manu·
facturer who uses them, but the manufacturer
has to pay royalty on the manufactured
.articles he produces. Take the ca~e of the
linotype, the machine so extensively used
now in newi"paper officeR. Yon would pay any
price, from £750 to£1,50U fora machine, bnt
the ahsolute rights to it are not sold to any
«me in Australia. You will find the. same
tbillg in connexion \'Vith sewing machines,
.and other machines used in conllexion wit h
:our indul"tries. By holdiug an exhibition we
-should be encouraging the very thing that is
throttling Our industries. If, by holding an
.exhibition, we could get other people's ideas,
if we could improve inn ustry, if we could im·
prove our method of Illanufactnre, if we
~ould improve business, if we could help ih
.any way the workmen no I\, in the community,
.then an exhibition would not be a bad thing.
But when the Government come down with
.a bald proposition that they are goillg to do
this, explaining at the same time that it com·
mits honorable members to nothing, and ,hat
they will subsequently have an opportunity
()f considering the matter, old members of the
Hon:-;e of course know the value of these
promises and assurances, and they know from
what has happened in the past that it is not
.a reasonable thing to proceed in this way.
We shall be told afterwards, when the
£1,000 ha.s been spent on prelimillary work,
at in giving sanction to the expenditure of
.at amount, we were giving sanction to the
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holding of an exhibition. Then the next
sttp will be that a report will be taken to the
'Cabinet, and the Ca.binet will say, " We will
hold this exhibition, and we want £50,000
for the purpose." The Government wia
obtain information on the subject, but t.he
information will be such as can be entwined
round their own ideas, and will be in the
direction of supporting the expenditure
of the money. The Government will come to
the House with the proposal for an
exhibition, and state that portion of the
money for the purpose has been anticipated and spent. A very considerable amount
of money can be spent in this directioll before
any sign is given to honorable members or
the public.' There may be a level piece of
property, which it will be thought will be &
suitable place on which to hold an exhibition,
and the Government will secure this on the
plea that if they did not take it at once t.hey
would not get a chance to secure it after
the money was voted.
Therefore,' the
Government will s~y, "We ;"ill take some
of the money that has Leen provided for
other purposes, snch as the Treasurer'/3
ad vance, and buy the property and then
submit the matter to the House." That has
gone on time after time, session after session,
and all t.he time.
It is nearly al ways the
course that is adopted wlien the Ministry
have some project to carry out which they
have made only semi· public. "Ve are told
that this £1,000 is for thepurpose of makillg
preliminary illt1uirit's.
What preliminary
inquiries? Have not the Government the
Agent-Genelal in London to make any preliminary inquiries· that may be requisite in
that part of the world? Have they not the
whole of the officials of the Sta.te to make
all the inquiries that may be necessary 1
What do the Government want to do? Do
they want to buy any machinery? It is
obviolls that the Government want the
exhibition to carry out projects which they
have in their mind. The Government will
probably commission two 01' three ofiicers of
the State to go to other pariS of the world for
information in conuexion with tbe exhibition.
It will simply mean a:lother set of t.ravelling delegates. This Government hl'tve had
more people travelling round the world OI
commist:iiollS, such as this, than any other
Government. that has ever beeu in existellce
in this country .
:\1 r. W ATT.-Except the Federal Government.
:MI'. PRENDERGAST.-The Premier of
this ~tate went Home to the Coronation, and
he was one uf the first· to go away, and yet
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he was one of the last to retnrn from Europe.
He prnbably did more than any of the other
visitors from AURtralia to let the puhlic here
kuow what he was doing. "Ve had full information about hid doings in ,I ga.) Paree"
and in Berlin, and we know how he was conducted by bir .John Taverner, who, during
that time, was receiving a salary fOl' the
duties he wa.s supposed to be discharging in
London. He was showing the Premier
round.
Mr. ELMSLIE.--With a substantial allowance for expenses, no doubt.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Of course.
Mr. COTTKR. - When the Premier was
tired he went to Scotland for a rest.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-No ; he did not
go to ~cotland for a rest. He was resting
all the time. He would never be off four
wheels while travelling about Paris and the
other cities he visited. With regard to the
exhibition, we want to know, for certain, the
amollut of money the Government propose
to spend. We should also know where they
are going to spend it. It is not enough to
say that t.hey are going to link this project
up with some other project, and that papers
and an lbundance of information will be
furnished to the House at. some future time,
but not now. I want to know what good
the exhibition is goiug to be. It will be a
place, no doubt., where we shall see a feast of
reason and a flow of sou!, or at any rate,
there will be a great deal of the flowing bowl.
Yon, Mt·. Speaker, in your wig and gown
and with a suitable escort, will, no doubt,
bA t here to declare the exhibition open.
The P, emier will be in front, flanked t-y the
Treasllrer and others, probably carrying
something in their hands.
M 1'. ~oLLY.-lf they don't kick }lurray
out before.
Mr. PRE~DERGAST.-Gooclness knows
He would
what they will do with him.
have been out of the Ministry 10ng ago but
for the lack of iuducement t.o go out.
The
positic:>u reminds me of a story of a man and
his SOIl. The man was outside the building,
and the boy was inside, attacked by a .numher
of other b0.Ys. "Come on, Isaac, come ont,"
said the father. " I can't, father," said Isaac.
"Come on, Isaac, come out," insisted t.he
fat.her.
"I can't, father," Isaac replied
again. "Why can't you come, Isaac 1" "I
can't, because r have my foot on half-asovereign. '
I think the PI'emier would
have been out, but for having his foot on
It seems to me that
half-a-sovereign.
we are going to hold this exhibition, and
the Lod knows what it is for. I should
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like to know if the exhibition is to be
held so that the members of thcl MilJistry
may occupy a prominent place in some
public function. Is it for that purpose?
I want to ascertain some reason whv an exhibition is to be held, why the money is being
expended, and in what direction it is going
to be spent.
Is this project going to be
linked up with the immigration question? Is
it for the purpose of holding an exhibition of
good::; ~ Jf it is to be an exhibition for the
encouragemen t of. the importation of gouds
let us say so openly. That seems to be in
the mind of the Government, but they dare
not say openly that it is. I am opposed to
this proposal, because we have had no information with regard to it, and because tho
Honse is treated by the Premier with indiffereuce when the Government are asked to
state what the objects are, and what the results are likely to be. I would strongly
advise the Ho.use to get positive information
on this subject, or refuse to grant tho
money.
Mr. ROG ERS.-One would have thought
that during the last elections this project
would have been put before the people in
such a way that the objects would be understood.
'1 ha ve spoken on the q uestion of the exhibition, statillg that I intend to oppose it. I should have thonght
that the Treasurer, during the election
cll.mpaign, would have given the people more
information on this matter.
Mr. COTTI!:R.-He is still busy abusing the
Labour party.
Mr. ROGERS.-There is not; theslight.est
doubt but that this is a proposition from the
Victorian Government. I do not know
whether they have put anything before the
other ~tates with a view of carrying out all
Empire Exhibition. If they have done that,
this Honse should have the same informa.tion.
The House has not that information at
present.
Mr. WATT.-The House has, but the
honorable member was not in it.
Mr. ROGERS.-I heard the reply, but,
unfortunately, there waR very little in it. It
seems to satisfy one or two honorable members who were sttongly opposed to the proposal, and they disappeared after the explanation was given. Honorable members ought
to be very eareful about voting for this pro·
posal, as it may 1ead us into the expenditure
of .£500,000. Weare told that a Bill will be
brought down, and that it will be time enough
then for the Government to state what they
intend to do.
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never asked for this exhibition and do not
want it. Further, I say that if the Government have money to spend in adYertising
and bringing a lot of cheap-jacks to our
shores, it is a pity that they do not spend
Majority against the amenda
little more in raising the wages of the men
ment
12
who work 011 Our railway Jines, and in
AYES.
improving the ~tate schools, some of which
Mr. Rogers
Mr. Cotter
at present are a disgrace to the community.
" Sangster
" Hampson
The other night the Treasurer was too tired
" Snowball
" Hannah
to make an elaborat.e reply to the q uestiollS
" Jewell
" Solly
that were put on this subject. To-night he
McLachlan
" Tunneclift'e.
Telle,'s:
Outtrim
made another reply. I t was not any more
Mr. Elmslie
" PlaiI~
elaborate than the other, but the h')l1orable
" Prendergast
" 3mith.
gentleman was astute enough to turn the
NOES.
subject into a patty queslion, and in that
Mr. Langdon
way some of the Government supporters,
Mr. Angus
Mackinnon
" Barnes
who were previously opposed to the project,
H. McKenzie
" A. A. Billson
I cannot for the
were brought into line.
" Bowser
" McLeod
life of me see wby the Government desire to
" J. Cameron
" Membrey
Menzies
make it a party question. The Treasurer is
" Campbell
" Garlit:sle
" Murray
very good at orating about the Empire "to
Sir Alexander Peaeock
" Duffus
which we are all proud to belong," and so on.
Mr. Thomson
" Farthing
)f this scheme is in the interests of the
" Toutcher
" Gordon
Empire, it seems an extraordinary thing that
" Gra.ham
" Watt.
Tellers:
" Gray
a tin-pot State like Victoria-Mr. Ar!!'yle
" Johnstone
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.- 'Yhat !
" Livingston.
" Keast
Mr. W AT'.f.-This is the kind of stuff that
Mr. COTTER.-Now that the amend· Richmond got during the election.
ment to reduce this vote by £] ,000 has been
Mr. COTTER.-I repeat that it is ext.ranegatived, I desire to moye that it be ordinary that the Government, in a tin-pot
reduced by £500. This may be amusing to State like Victoria, has to flog its supporters
honorable members, but I am out against aU into submission in order to hold an exhibithis cbeap-jack snoddy business.
I am out tion. If there is anything in the words
against the whole project for the holding of "Empire Exhibition," surely the merits of
this exhibition. Within my own time three the proposal ought tll be sufficiently obvious
exhibitions have been held in Melbourne, and to the ordinary intelligence of the House to
after each of them we have had a surplus of command its support. But what happened?
destitute people, a surplus of unemployed, The Treasurer to-day got up, and, when he
and a surplus of cheap shoddy dumped down fouud that some of his supporters were
in our midst. ~ummed up, the present pro- prepared to strike out this item of £1,000,
ject for an Empire Exhibition is nothing else he made it a party question. That is an
but the glorification of W. A. Watt. extraordinary position to be taken up by a
There is neither brains, nor sense, 1101' reason man who pretends to be a statesman.
""Vhile the honorable gentleman was
in it.
Mr. MURRAY-~Did yon not see what your
on the hustings making these chatterbox party in New South Wales did ~
statements he never once elaborated his idea
Mr. COTTER.-I have nothing to do
for the holdin~ of an exhibition. He never with that. The question is what my party
once showed the necessity of an exhibition. will do with the honorable gentleman the
He never once showed that if snch an exhi- next time he goes before the country. I
bition were held the country could gain any- movething by it. He proposes to call it the
That the vote for the Treasurer be reduced by
Empire Exhibition. I think I will move £500.
that the word "Empire" be omittej with
l\'lr. PRENDERGAST.-f second the
the view of substituting the word. "Watt." amendment. The Government has given the
The SPEAKER.-l'he honorable member House no reasons at all for th is item of
must know that it is unpluliamentary to £1,000 in cOllnexion with an Empire Exhiallude to a member by his name.
bition. 'rhey are simply eal'l'ying out an
Mr. COTTER.-I accept your ruling. Mr. election promise. As the honorable memberSpeaker. I say that the people of the State for Richmond says, if there is any money to
Second Session 1911.-[16J
The House divided on the amendmentAyes
If)
Noes
27
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spare why not spend some of it in improving
the accommodation and ventilation of our
State schools? \Ye can spend money very
profitably in that way intltead of spending it
in order to attract people to come here with
foreign goods and compete with OUl' local
traders. When we asked for 9s. a day for
ol1r workmen, or even 8s. a day in some instances, the Govel'llment declined to pay it
on the ground that no money was avai19.ble.
yet they want to throwaway £1,000 to
gratify the vauity of a few people. I have
no doubt that some of them are already
banging about waiting for a. billet.
In
oonnexioll with mountain roads the. Govel'llment fl.'l.iled to bring forward any proposi-.
tion to deal adequately with that problem.
The- :Federal authorities are endeavouring to
prevent the insertion of advertisements in
magazines, encouraging our people, to purchase gOf)ds ma.nufactured in other parts of
1:.he world, and we are going to invite outsiders to come here to oust our goods from
(lur own market. We howl about the want
(!If patriotism when our people buy from
others, and the Treas~rer is looking round
to see what he can do about this exhibition.
Three or four members on the Government
side of the House spoke against this proposal, and afterwards voted for it. That is
what is called. parliamentary government.
The Agfl said, in a leading article this morning, that if we want good government we
must do awny with party government. The
Government can make their supporters do
anything; they can make them vote against
their principles. In caucus the Government
supporters have done everything they could
to escape from the bondage of the fellows,
but the fellows have goL them all right.
1\11'. MURRA Y.- W hat about your poor
fellows?
Mr. PRENDERGART.-Our fellows are
poor and they know it, but you are poor and
you do not know it. The Govern,ment come
along with a proposition for £1,000.
\IV hat
money has been spent already, and in what
direction ~
Have we any right to ask for
any information at all?
The Government
nave told the House that we want to link
this up with our immigration system and
some other things. That is all; not another
word concerning any aspect of the q ue~tion ;
nothing to enlighten the House as to· how
the money is to be expended. "Vell, the
Government supporters may be content, but
our party have known the Government for a
considerable period.
We helped to place
them on the Treasury bench in the first instance, and we are very sorry for it. I
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heard a man say the other day that it look
him about ten minutes to put a man into
Parliament but three years to get him out
again. We know this Government. By
their promises you shall know them, and we
~ome of the
know them by their promises.
Government supporters do not know what
the exhibition is for. Their silence is not
because of their wisdom j it is simply because
they do not know. I should like to learn
whether the Premier knows anything about
it. The scheme might have been elaborated
while he was down at Warrnambool, and
when he was not allowed to come to Melbourne. If the Premier has information
he should give it to the House. It is highly
improper that any information should bP.
kept from the House. While the Government are spending the £1,000, what are they
going to do in other directions? Our
party submit proposals for increased wages,
and we are told that there is no money.
This is the way party government is being
carried on. I am beginning to get suspicious
about party government when I see men so
easily led. Some members, sitting behind
the Government, change their opinions
directly a finger is held up. They speak one
way and vote another. ThiEl. proposal is
highly improper. It aims. at nothing that is'
not injuriou3 to the State. There is nothing
but what is injurious behind it. If it
amounts to anything else, why are we not
told about it? Why are we not told in
what direction it is thought the exhibition
will do good to the State. Every newspaper has 5poken agfllinst it. The country
press is invariably against it. The Government put up this proposal to save the
appeftfance of things,. because it was proposed before the elections. It appeared to
emanate from the Treasurer. No other
Minister has said a word abont it. 'rhe
Treasll1'el" spoke ftbout it once dnring tile
elections, but I have seen nothing in the
reports of the speeches of other Ministers
about it. The Treasurer relied on newspaper comment, hut that went sa.dly against
him. If an exhibition would eneourage the
importation of machinery it would be a great
evil. Machinery is coming in here that is
controlling our markets. It is not Rold to
the people, and a royalty is paid on it.
Three or four machines are used in th8
boot industry, and a royalty of half-a-penny,
or a penny, is paid on each boot.
What
would the honorable member for Korong
thinkaboutimporting agricultural machinery?
He is one of the old Protectionist party who
advocated the encouragement of the local
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manufacture of agricultural machinery. I say,
clearly, that the exhibition is no good to us,
aud the item should be wirhdrawn. At all
events, the Premier might at least vouchsafe
au explanation. If it has been explained
privately to the Government supporters, the
public should now be taken into the confidelJce of the Government. The Government may have told their supporters priv.ately, and silenced their votes.
Anything
that is done should be made public.
Mr. "VATT.-Hear, hear; in either Parliament, Federal or Rtate.
Mr. PL{E~DERGAST.-That is right.
I appeal to the Premier as the leader ~f this
House, because, I suppose, he has not met
with any trouble in the Cabinet lately.
Mr ..MURRAY.-How are you getting on
with your fellows?
MI'. PH,ENDERGAST.-My fellows are
unanimous upon this question. The secretary
of the party, and myself, were written down
unanimously on the ballot-papers. Each
nominates whom he likes. That little cock
would not fight before the elections. I think
we can claim from the Premier the
l'ight to hear the argnment he used
to silence his supporters, for sume of them
spoke against this proposal. The people of
this community, generally, think that this is
au encouragement of the old free-trade
principle-that it is in the interests of freetraders that the proposal is made. It is to
encourage the importation of goods. It
would be far better for us to send some of
our people abroad to acquaint themselves
with the state of production and manufactures. Instead of holding this exhibition
we should spend more money in giving exhibitions to the clever youths of the community.
We shonld send them round the world to
acquire the latest knowledge in production in
That would be of vast
every direction.
benefit to the community, and would be
much better than holding an exhibition.
We are voting against the Government because we do not know what their proposal
really is. Let it be a question of policy with
them.
Mr. MURRAY.-I am afraid if I spoke I
would destroy the solidity of your party.
Mr. PHENDERGAST. - The Labour
party is much more solid than the Ministerial
party was just before the electiolls.
1 want
to encourage Australian indm;tries. I want
Australia for the Australians. I want to
encourage the people of this community to
be self-supporting. I do not want to import
goods from other p1trts of the world aDd
to encourage our people to buy them.
I do
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not want to travel with a protectionist face
and wear an imported hat. Those who encourage the holding of the proposed exhibition are encouraging the im portation of
articles which we should manufacture here.
We should try to make ourselves self-supporting, even by using inferior articles at first, so
that our artisans may work up till they turn
out better articles. If machinery is brought in
here for the proposed exhibition and is not sold,
it will be a 108s to the manuf'1cturer. He will
not be such a fool as to run the risk of that.
If it is sold here it will bo a loss t.o the community, and especially to that portion of the
community engaged in manufacturing
machinery. We should encourage patents
on our own machinery. In the United
States, when the Protectionist Tariff was
made 8tringent, tnachiuery from ot her parts
of the world could have been obtained which
would have been better than the machinery
whi~h at that time was made in America,
but the United States stuck to their protectionist, laws and encouraged the growth of
patented American machinery. The result is
that the great bulk of machinery used all
over the world bears American patents.
This matter shOUld not be allowed to pasl
without a further explanation from the
Treasurer.
Mr: BO WSER..-I am glad to see that the
leader of the Opposition has been restored
to health, and thf~t he retains his gift of
fluency unimpaired. I was surprised, however, to hear him arguing against what we all
know from the Treasurer is iil the air, but
which a number of honorable members
think is likely to remain in the air. The
Treasurer gave us a fnll explanation, which
was all we asked for, regarding this expenditure, and to what it was to be devoted.
:Mr. COTTER.-You are justifying your
vote now.
Mr. BOWSER.-I do not think my vote
requires justification. 1 still hold my ol!inioll.,
and the honesty of my vote remains unimpaired. The Treasurer has pointed out
that there is to be au Inter-State Conference,
and that it is necessary that certain information .should be obtained in ordeI' that tht
Government may be in a position to lay the
whole cirl!umstances clearly before the
Conference. That is the purpose fur which
this sum of £1,000 is to be voted, and honorable members on this {the Ministerial) side
of the House understand that quite clearly.
There is no need for honorable members to
open up the question of whether there should
be an exhibition or not. Theargnment c~f
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t.he leader of the Opposition was entirely
beside t.he point.
The House divided on the amendmentAyes

14

No~

26

Majority against the amend·
ment.

12

AYES

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Cotter
Hampson
Hannah
Jewell
McLachlan
Outtrim
Plain
Prendergast

Mr. Rogers
" Sangster
II
Solly
Tunnecliffe.
Tellers:
Mr. Elmslie
Smith.
NOEfl.

Mr. Angus
"

"
"
"
"
"

Barnes
A. A. Billson
Bowser
J. Cameron
Campbell
Duffus
Farthing
Gordon
O-raham

"

Gray

I I

"

"

"

Johnstone
Keast
" Langdon

Mr. Livingston
H. McKenzie
McLeod
" Membrey
II
Menzies
" Murray
Sir Alexander Peacock
Mr. Thomson
" Toutcher
" vVatt.

:Jlellers :
Mr. Argyle
" Carlisle.

Mr. COTTEH..-During the discussion in
Committee of the Estimates for the LandI:!
Department, I asked for information with regard to the item for salaries uuder the heading
of ,. Public Parks, Gardens, and HeSeryeb."
I want the wages paid to employes in our
gardens under the joint control of the City
Council and Parliament raised from 7s. 6d.
to 8s. a day. The Government which has
all this money to splash about on an exhibition could s11l'ely agree to such an increase.
Men similarly employed by odler municipal
councils in the metropolittl.n area are getting
8s., and in some cases 9s. a day. I understand that the City Council are prepared to
pay their quota of the ip.erease, so that I
hope that the Government will come into line
with them. 'rhe Treasurer said that he had
placed a sum on the Estimates for the pur·
pose. Now I think that was to provide for
an increase from 7s. to 7s. 6d. aday. Owing
to the increased cost of living it is i.npossible
for a man to maintain a wife and family in
comfort and decency on less than 8s. a day.
It seems all extraOldinarything that the City
Conncil should say to these men, "We are
prepared to pay you that wage, so you had
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better go to the Government." Yet, when
the men do that, it is said there are no funds.
I understanu that there is not a great body of
men concerned, and it would be very accept·
able for them to know on the eve of Christmas
that their wages are to be increased.
Mr. ROGERS.-There are a number of,
these gardeners in my district. DllI'ing the last
fortnight the City Council has ad vanced the
wages of the whole of their employes excepting the gardeners. The reason gi yen for not
doing so in the case of the gardeners is that
Fitzroy Gardens, Carlton Gardens, .Flagstaff
Gardens, Yarm Park, Princes' Park,
Fawkner Park, Flinders Park, Lincolnsquare, Argyle - square, Curtain - square,
Macarthur - square,
Murchison - sqnare,
Darling-sq ua1'e, and U nivef!~ity-sq uare are
under the joint control of the Council and
the Board of Land and Works. I think tha.t
every honorable tnember will agree that 8s.
a day is little enough to pay a gardener. I
admit that some time ago the wage was raised
from 7s. to 78. 6d. a day, but that is not
enough. I would point out that dri vers and
scavengers in the employ of the City Conncil are getting 88. 6d. a day. Therefore, it is
only a reasonable req llest that gardeners
should be given 8s.
Other municipalities
are paying up to 11 s. a day to their
gardeners.
Fitzroy is paying that rate;
Port Melbourne is giving lOs. a day, and
numerous other coullcils are paying more
than the 8s. which is now being asked for.
The Government gives a certain grant to the
gardens which I have mentioned, and unless
the grant is increased the Council does not
seem to think that it should pay the whole
of the increase. J. understand that there are
only about seventy gardeners concerned.
so that about £50 per annllm would
be all that would be required. The
ex-member for East Melbourne said that the
City Council was unable to give the increase
in wages beca\lse it had received no intimation from the Government of a larger grant.
I think the Council ought to have increaeed
the men's wages and then ascertained whether
the Government would give an extra /!rant
to the gardens. I hope that the Minister
will put a larger 8um on the Estimates so
tlll\t the City Council CallRot say that these
men are not being paid a fair aud reasonable
wage beca.use of Parliamen t.
Mr. SMITH.-It iij stated in t.he press
that iew, if any, applications have been
received bv the Closer Settlement Board for
blocks in' the newly subdivided Kilmany
Park Estate. That is a very Rerious position
to find ourselves in. We hoped that the land
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'Would have been \lsed for the cultivation' of
beet, and would have helped US to make
.a success of the MafJ'ra sugar factory.
To-day we find, if the statements in the
press are correct, that the lands thrown open
.there are not eompeted for and still remain
on the hands of the Board. The reason for
this is hard t.o determine. I t is not deal'
whether the people we should like to see
settled on the land do not like the conditions
under which it is made available, or whether
the price is too high or the other conditions
are too rigid. The quality of the land is
unciou bted. There must be some radical
defects, one way or the other, when we find
things in such a position. A considerable
amount of money has been spent in pur~hasing the land from private individuals, and
then the land was cut np for specific purposes,
but not a single application, generally speakring, was made for the allotments. 1 t seems
as if the Closer Settlement Board require a
more stficli supervision t'J be exercised over
them. The honorable member for Bendigo
East brought forward 011 several occasions
the question of the Oaklands Estate, which
is on all-fours with the Kilmany Park
Estate, so far as being taken up is
concerned. 'Vhile it has been bought at
.a big advance on the price at which
it was originally offered to the Board, we
find that it is, generally speaking, unoccupied. Very few allotments have been taken
up, and the interest charges have to
be met by the Board, instead of being
passed on to the men it was hoped
would take up the land for settlement.
There is another case which has been
brought under my notice during the last few
days, in connexion with which thereis a nasty
insinuation respecting the Closer Settlement
Board and the work it is performing. A
block of land was recently purchased, known
I believe as Moore's, situated in the Terricks.
It was bought originally from the Crown, I
understand, at 30s. It was sold a little time
ago to ~loore for £2 2s. The Closer Settlement Board have become the purchasers at a
considerable ad vance. The price I do not
know, but I am given to understand by people
who know this land that it is unsuited for dry
farming, the purpose for which it was bought.
Tha.t would seem to be the case from the price,
£2 2s., at which Moore bought it. In other
districts we are paying £4, £5, £6 and £7
an acre for land.
The price at which this
land was sold shows th:tt, in the opinion of
the ordinary land speculator and farmer, the
land was of very poor quality, seeing that not
more than £2 28. was offered for it, and yet
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I understand that it has been taken over by
the Board for the purpose of dry farming.
Very nasty insinuations have been thrown
out in regard to that purchase. The Minister
may make an explanation, and if this is unsatisfactory we might institute further inquiried. Uther complaints have been before
us, ae::l the fact that the efforts of the Board
have been futile to settle all these resumed
lands shows that we must exercise closer
supervision over the Board.
Mr. H. McKENZl1£ (Rodney}.-If there are
any insinuations I think the honorable
member ought to let us know what they are.
Mr. SMITH.--I will tell the honorable
gentleman privately.
I do not want to
make them public at the present time. Independently of the insinuations, anyone who
knows anything about the value of land
would say, on learning the price which the
Board had given, that either the Beard had
made a go.)d deal or had purchased a piece
of land that was utterly unsuitable for the
purposes for which the Closer Settlement
Board was called into being.
Mr. GRABAM.~How many acres?
Mr. SMITH.-I forget how many acres
there are. I think there are about) ,100 or
1,200, if I remember rightly. It is intended
to cut up this land into 3 or 4 areas, and
and judging from the information I have received, it is uttorly unsuitable for dry
farming.
Mr. GR!.BAM.~But where is the land
situated 1
Mr. SMITH.-In the Terricks district. I
know nothing about the matter myself. \Vhat
I have stated is from information given to
me by individuals. They may be interested,
and want to create a little trouble. As I
was not able to investigate the thing personally, it is only right that. I should mention
it. in' the House, seeing that we have some
basis for .complaint in connexion with the
other estates which have been mentioned. It
seems that there is something radically
wrong when our land is going begging
in this way, and more particularly when we
recognise that in all places where land
snitable for selection is offered there are
four' or five applicants for every block.
Mr. GRAY.-Ou the question of land
settloment generally, I think thaI;, during
the last seven or eight years, it would have
been better for the State if it had improved the
Crown landa of Victoria by providing water
and rail way communication with the port of
shipment than to have bought up large areas
of land as the Closer Settlement Board have
done. An honorable member has referred
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p'articularly to the Kilmany Park Estate.
:My attention was drawn to that by the fact
that a large sum of money has been invested
The amount is something like from £80,000 to £88,000. When
the Board threw this laud open for applications, they only got four applications, I believe, for the whole of the land. It would,
therefore, appear that the Board should
travel warily for awhile, until they see how
they are going to get a return from the land
they have at prflsent. My reason for rising
is that I det:!ire to draw attention to a very
large area of State lands which is available
for settltlment, and for which people are
olamouring. It is between Piangil and Enston, bordering on the Murray. 1t is at present held on lease. Lees has Burra Burra,
and Creswick has Narrung and Boomhang,
comprising an area of somewhere about
400,000 acres.
An HONORABLE MEMBltlL-400,000 acres~
.Mr. GRAY.-Possibly more. It is all
a.vailable for settlement, and would, if the
Crown threw it open, have as many as 100
applications for each block. People who
have occupied land 30 miles ahead of the
rai!ways represent that if they had the railwa.ys extended they would have better facilities for getting their produce to market,
a.nd would be able to get '3chools, because of
the larger population that would come with
the construction of a rail way line.
There
can be no question about the suitability of
this land for settlemant, from a water point
of view, because, as the Murray borders on
this land, the settlers could always get water
from the river, by gravitation in some cases,
or by a system of pumping. A short time
'ago the Surveyor-General paid a visit to this
district, and he informed me-and I had it
also from the Minister~that the Government are going to survey the land and throw
it open, but that it i~ the intention of the
Department to let it on seven years' annual
tenancy by tender. I believe that this
means that whoever is successful in getting
the land may have it taken from him at any
time on three months' notice. I want an
Il.Ssurance that letting the land for seven
years will not mean tying it up for seven
vears, and that it will be available as soon as
surveyors can get on it. If this land is
made available it will provide the people
who want land with a very extensive
area, and t.here would be little expense
in supplying it with water, because, ii
& drought came, apart from local arrangements, there would be the river only 7
Of' 3 miles distant from the furthest-out
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holdings, and the railway, which the RailStanding Committee have recommended, will go down to the edge of theland. My idea is that a rail way should
al ways precf'de settlement. The idea seems
to have been to send settlers out first, and
then send the railways out when the settlers.
were nearly starved off tbeir holdings. I
would ask the Minister of Lands to lose notime in making available for the people tht3
land which has been surveyed. From Ouyen
to l\1urrayville nearly the whole of the land
that has been thrown open for settlement is taken up. If the land to the
Borth-west were surveyed and thrown
open, it would be at Ol1ce taken up for'
settlement. I would ask the Minister to
have this land from Pian gil to Euston made'
available as soon as possible, and to give me
an assurance that letting the land on a.
seven years' tenancy will not block it from
settlement for seven years.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney-Ministerof Lands).-The first matter referred to
by the honorable member for Richmond
was the question of the wages that are
paid in the various public gardens in the
metropolitan district. As the House S9.t
until 11 o'clock on Friday night, I have,
not had an opportunity of thoroughly looking'
into the matter, but I may say that
I brought it under the notice of the SeCt'etary for Lands to-day. He is a mem her of'
the Parks and Gardens Committee, and he'
informs me that the men have made application for higher wages, but there has been no recommelldation brought to the Lands Department as to what the Parks and Gardens
Committee recommend. That is the stage at
which the matter stands at the present time.
Mr. HANNAH.- What is your opinion of
the matter? What do you propose to do ?
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-Of
course, it will be a Cabinet matter when
they bring down a recommendation. I
do not know what they will recommend;
but I take it that wages must be kept somewhat uniform with what other people pay
for the same class of work. The honorable
member for Bendigo 'Vest referred to thepoor number of applications that have
beeu made for Kilmany Park.
I have
asked the Closer Settlement Board to let me
know their opinion of the cause of this small
number of applications. The Board have
been sitting to-day, and I had not received
their reply up to the time of my coming to,
the House. The secretary, however, in con'Yersation, told me that one of the reasons
was that there were restrictions in connexio~
ways
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"With beet growing-that every man was reto grow a certain percentage of beet
·"On the area of land which he took up, and
the secretary thought that this acted as (;\j
restricting influence. He also said that he
thought,. from what he could gather in the
·.district, that this was the wrong period of
the year-people were busy, and applications for land were small throughout
the district.
However, I have yet to
:get the Board's opinion as to the
rea::;ons which they think have caused so poor
a number of applications for this particular
·area. The h.onorable member for Bendigo
West referred also to the purchase of land
from Mr. Moore in the Terricks district, S'l.ying that the Closer Settlement Board had
given £2, 28. an acre.
~Mr. SMl1'H.-I said that Mr. Moore had
bought the land at £2 2R. au acre. I do not
know what the Board paid.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Radn6¥).-I thought
the honorahle member said the land was pur"
<!hased by the Hoard at £2 2s. anacre. I donot
'know what the Board gave for this particular
area, but I understood the honorable member
also to say that l13 was informed that the
land was unsuitable for cultivation purposes.
Now, anyone who makes such a statement
;3.S that of l'l.lld in the Terricks diRtricl, knows
nothing about Tel'rieks land. I may say
that it is an excellent area for wheat growing
-in fac~, it grows the best wheat in the
State. The difficulty with that particular
.area is that the rainfall is rather light, and up
to the time when drills were introduced in
.(}ollnexion with mauures, farming there was a
failure. Now, however, drills, with the. use
of manures, have absolutely revolutionized
farming on those plains; and, as a wheatgrowing proposition, some of our Torrumberry plains have grown more wheat than
land which has been ,bought. at £10 or £12
an acre. This land will prodllce wheat if it
gets a rainfall, together with ·tlle use of
mannre. The particular locality in which
several thousand acres have been purchased
is within a few miles of the route of the
proposed rail way to Cohuna, and I think
the Board were wise in securing the land at
low rates} becanse the moment the ra.il way
goes through the land will be readily apf1lied
for for wheat-growing purposes.
I feel
very confident that this area will be a
really good acquisition to the State. The
honorable member for Swan Hill referred to
the }>iangil and Enston country of 400,000
acres, and I may say that the licences in that
~trea terminat.e in March next.
There is a
large area which is known as the Kulnille
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and Ned's Corner leases. It is all Mallee
country.
As Some honorable members
know, however, Ned's Corner and Kulni1~e
are remote parts of the- Ma.Bee, where we
ca.nriot expect settlement until water and
rail ways are extended to the distriet. We
have taken steps this season to have this
land snbdivided into smaller areas than it
has been leased in previously, and with that
view we have invited tenders within a
week or two, with the intention of giving
possession at Ned's Corner and Kulnine,
on the 1st of February next. if possible-.
'vVe are making available any la.nd for
settlement purposes that is near en()Ugh
to a, railway, and Ileal' enough to. water
to be likely to. be successfnl.
\Ve are
making available there what. is known
as the. old Mildura cQ3cession of some 40,000
acres. The leases which have been subdivided into smaller areas will be tendered
for immediately the present licences expire
o.n the 1st of April. I think the honorable
member for Swan Hill also asked whetl1er the
system of having 3.n alllll~al 1ease extending
over seven years would in any \vay prejudice
the throwing open of these areas. In reply to
that: statement I may say that it will n<'t,
because it is provided f01' in the leases that
should the Crown require to resume the land
for the purpose of settlement, the lessees
simply take the shl)rt notice that is provided
for and remove their stock.
Mr. SOLL Y.-J desire to draw the attention of the Minister of Lands to the place
known as Murchison-square in my district .
Since the last occasion I referred to it some
improvements have been made, so that
Murchison-square, in place of being a
rubbish tip, is now becoming a beautiful park.
The people of Oarlton deeply appreciate the
improvement that has been made in that
squa.re, as, the result of the money spent
upon it. Again, I would like to. draw the
:;\linister's attention to the condition of
Macarthur-sqnare, the gate of which is still
kept locked. I notice that a lot of big sto.nes
have been placed there lately,. but the fence
remains around t.he square. It would require
only a small outlay to make that square as
beautiful as Curtain-square. The head gardener told me the other day that there was
not sufficient money in the hands of the
Parks and Gardens Committee to enable
them to carry Qut the work that has been
planned at Macarthur-square. Sow jllst. a
word about the gardeners. We must all ap·
preciate the splendid work that the
gardeners are doing in beautifying these
reserves,
and
in
creating
garden
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plots along our thoroughfares.
At this
season of the year a large number of people
pass thruugh Carlton Gardens, and I am
sure they admire the artistic work done by
the gardeners, and the beautiful condition in
which the gardens are kept. In asking that
these men should be better paid, I recognise
the difficulty that Parliament has in dealing
with the question, because the gardeners are
under the dual control of the Parks and
Gardens Committee and the Board of Land
and Works, and it is not easy to secure the
co-operation of both bodies in providing for
an increase in wages. Could there not be
some common understanding that the men
should receive a wage that would give them
Bome interest in their work?
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).- Whenever
the Parks and Gardens Committee make a
recommende.tion in that direction, it is t.aken
into cOllsideration by the Minist.er.
Mr. SOLLY .-1 understand it was recently agreed by both parties that the
gardeners should get an increase of Is. per
day.
lVIr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-I am not
aware of that.
Mr. ~OLLY.-If I am not mistaken the
late member for East Melbourne, Hir Henry
Weedon, who is chairman of the Parks and
Gardens Committee, stated in this House
last session that an increase of 1s. had been
_
agreed upon.
Mr. B-ANNAH.-It was 6d. I think.
Mr. SOLL Y.-These men get only the
wages of nnskil1ed labourers, yet the work
they do should certainly be classed as skilled
labour. As the honorable member for Richmond stated, the City Council pay their
unskilled labourers ~s. per day, and it is certainlv not too much. I am confident that
the Minister is in full sympathy with the
request for an increase of wages on the part
of the gardeners, and I would ask him to
consult with the Parks and Gardens Committee in order to see whether that increase
cannot be brought about.
Mr. I-I. McKENZIE (Rodney).-I will ask
the secretary of the committee to bring the
subject before me.
Mr. PBENDERGAST.-I desire to call
the attention of the Minister of Lands to the
position of affairs in regard to the Dunrobin
Estate, near Casterton. That estate was
purchased by the Closer Settlement Board,
and subsequently negotiations took place
between the Board and certain gentlemen
by whom an offer was made -to purchase the
land. An offer was made and a deposit paid,
and the negotiations were practically con-
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cluded, when, by some one ~s orders, they
were broken off. At that time the contract
waR almost completed. The Minister has had
a lot of correspondence in connexion with
the matter. I do Dot wish to enter into
the whole of the circlllllstances surrounding
the case, because I want this point settled.
Last session the Minister said that if the
facts were as represented the Closer Settlement Board had not treated the applicant for
this land fairly.
Since then Mr. Ab110tt,
the solicitor for one of the would· be purchasers, has written a letter claiming compensation for the manner in which his client
had been treated in connexion with the contract of sale. ~ome of the members of the
Closer Settlement Board denied certain
statements that were made by Mr., Abbott.
I am prepared to state that if the :NI inister
will hold an inquiry the truth of Mr. Abbott's
statement will be ful1y establifshed, and it
will be shown that the denial by the Board is,
to say the least of it, not correct. It appears
to me that these men have not been treated
fairly, or even reasonably, by the Closer
Settlement Board. They were brought to
Melhourne on two or three occasions at considerable expense to themselves, and they
were out of pocket in other ways through
the GoverLment not keeping to the contract.
I think that any citizen of the State has
a right to consideration under such circumstances. If the Minister will promise to
consider the question fully and without
prejudice it will satisfy me, but otherwise
the matter will have to be dealt with
next session. The honorable gentleman was
previously sympathetic in the matter.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).- Yes, if
thQ facts as alleged by them were correct.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-l am authorized
to say that if the Minister will undertake to
examine the facts himself the solicitor (Mr.
Abbott) will give him an opportunity of
perusing the documents.
l\Ir. H. McKENZIE (Rodney-Minister
of Lands).-The watter referred to by the
leader of the Opposition has been submitted
to me two or three times, and the Board
deny the allegations that are made. I do
not want to discuss the case, but I have
asked the Board for a full statement, and
when I receive it I shall.give it carefnl consideration.
Mr. HA~NAH_-In connexion with the
Estimates of the I . ands Department, I wish
to know from the Minister what are the intentions of the Government with regard to
tho 30 acres of land at Thornbury, which
were acquired a few years ago by the Bent
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Government for the purpose of establishing
:State brickworks. That land was bought at
a fairly high price, and, except that it has
been used to some extent for. grazing, it has
been lying idle ever since.
Some three
years ago the House passed a resolution
that the land should be reserved for brick·
making purposes.
The Premier and the
Treasurer recently visited New South 'Vales,
with the object, among other things. as I
understand, of inquiring into the brickmaking business, and I think it is only fair
that the Honse sbould now be informed as to
what the policy of the Government in this
We find that
direction is going to be.
in
~outh
Australia the' Government
are dealing with the brick-making question,
whilst in Western Australia State bl'ickworks are being erected in order to supply
the public with cheap bricks. If it is a good
thing to build mil ways to enable the
farmer to bring his produce cheaply to
market, or to provide cool storage, it is
equally a good thing to enable the public
to obtain a supply of bricks without having
to submit to the demands of one of the most
gigantic combines that has ever existed in
the building trade in Australia. The last
Government was strong enough to tackle
the question up to a certain point, but since
that nothing has been done. As there was
some controversy, when the matter was mentioned recently in thiB House, with regard to
what has been done in this direction in New
South Wales, let me qnote from a letter
which was received by the leader of the
Opposition from the Minist0r of Public
Works there (Mr. Griffith) as recently as
the 7th inst. Mr. Griffit~ saysI lllwe pleasure in furnishing you with the
following information regarding the carrying out
by the StlLte of several services for its own Depart·
ment hitherto left in the hands of contractors:1. State Brickworks.-·These are situatedatHome·
bush nay, and the works, for which plant is now
being erected, will have a capacity of some 300,000
bricks per week. Instead of purchasing bricks
with which to build the permanent kilns, temporary
kilns were erected, and in these were burnt those
required for this purpose. These bricks were of
such a good character, and the demand of the
various Uovernment Departments so insistent for
supply, that I issued iustructions for the supply of
a.s many as possible. The cost of the'!e bricks
works out at 24s. 2d. per 1,000, including allow·
ance for management and interest on cost of
temporary plant. I decided, however, to charge
the Department 5s. less per 1,000 than the combine
prices, which at present are 46s. per 1,000 at the
kilns for common bricks.
.
It is anticipated, when the permanent Hoffman
kilns get into full operation that the price of 24s.
'2d. will be reduced by some 5s. to 7s. per 1,000.
{)wiag to the demand by the State Departments, it
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h~s not yet been possible to supply the general
public; and, indeed, consequent upon the requests
of the various Departments, I have just had referred to the Public Works Department a proposal
to extend the works to a capacity of 1,000,000 per
week.
2. State Metal Quarrics.-The price paid by the
Department for supply of suitable metal was 89.
6d. per ton, deli venild in Sydney. With the purch .. se of the quarry, and the working of the whole
thing under the Depertment, I wish to be able to
supply at 5s. 6d. per' ton, when the improved loading and transit faciliLies sha.ll have been provided.
3. Building Prices.-This branch ha.s not yet
got into full swing, so that 1 cannot give you exact
data; but for your information on this point, and
on the two others dealt With, I enclose a re.print I
had made from Hansard giving certain particulars
I furnished for the information of the House oD.
the occasion of a brush with the leader of the
Opposition. From this brochure you will get some
idea of the general policy I am aiming at, with a
view to stopping the very substantial profits
hitherto made by the middle man dabbling in contracts uuder the Dp.partment.

I shall read a statement now that ought to
appeal to the House and particula.rly to
the Government. The New South Wales
Minister of Public Works when speuking
at Quil'indi on 14th October, gave some
interesting figures with regard to the
savings that would be effected yearly in
his Department by the establishment of
socialistio public services namely : £

On works generally by the es·
tablishment of the day-labour
principle ",
250,000
State brickworks
30,000
Carriage of heavy materia.l on
trams
5,000
State metal quarry
15,000
State lime works
0,000
Establishment of timber depBt,
20,000
joinery works, &c. ".
Total per annum

325,000

These are the figures up to date dealing with
this particular matter.
I have had very
large and intimate knowledge of the brick
inuustry in this State, and I can say that it
has retarded the progress of several districts.
Theil' progress would have beeu greater if
the bricks had been manufactured under fair
conditions. In Northcote and Brunswick
out of every hundred houses being erected
about ninety-five are being constructed of
There is a
wood impol·ted from abroad.
great opportunity for the Government if
they would give their attention to this
matter. If the Government would take the
matter in hand it would be to the advantage
of the people who are dependent upon those
who have a complete monopoly of brick
manufacturing in their hands, even to the
detriment of those who produce blicks in
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collntrycentres. I think honorable members,
a.fter a period of some years, are now entitled
tv informatiou as to wbat iR the intention of
the Government in .regard to the land now
lying idle at Thornbury. The Government
stated, in answer to the le<a.der of the Opposi·
tion and myself, on the Address.in-Heply,
that they would have some policy to ann{mnce
before thissessiOll} ·ended. 1 am. anxious
to know if it ,is their intention to deal
with the matter as it is being dealt with
in three other bt.u,tes.
The question is
one of great urgency., especially to the
Railway Depart.ment and the Education
Department. It was stated previously, that
the brick combine had reduced their supply
to the Hailway Department to a.bout four
tt"U'CkB a day. Tbis will interfere with the
construction of many schools.
Unless the
Government do something, they will find
themselves ill a very serious position in
regard to school buildings, rail way projects, and other works they have in hand.
A large number of bricklayers, carpenters, and
others are now being induced to come here
from ahroad. The artisans find that in the
metropolitan area .it is impossible to get
material to go on with buildings. I know
that ten or twelve clearances were granted by
one society the other night to men going
to New ~outh Wales and Queensland, and
it is largely due to the fact I have mentioned.
1t affects the population of our
State considerably. We should do our best,
not only for those who are coming here, but
to keep those we have.
Mr. JEWELL-I wish to support what the
honoraMe member for Collingwood bas said.
Brunswick is one of the homes of the brick
industry ill Victoria
Last year 365 houses
were built in that suburb, and probably 330
of them were constructed 0f weatherboard.
People who wish to build with
bricks find the price too high, and even
if they were prepared to pa.y the
p'l'ice, they cannot -obtain the bric,ks.
One man told me, during the elections, that
aHhough working only 100 yards away from abrick kiln, the men eouldonly get work three
days a week, because it was not possible to
~et sufficient bricks.
The bri·ck comhine
controls the industry, and it is time the
Government took an interest in this matter.,
and decided to step in 'unless the -combine
will sell bricks at a reasonable prrce. It is
~ reasonab1e tbat, in a place like Brunswick,
t'he people should have to build so mat:y
houses of weatheTboard. I bope the 'Government willloo'k into the ·matt1er to see it bricks
e&nnot be produced at a 'fair price. lJ:. WOTked
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thre6 years for a brick company, and at tha.t::
. time the bricks were sold at from 22s. to 25s~
a thOl:sand, and the price returned a very
handsome profit. 'ro-day they are selling at·
38s., and the compine are so controlling the·
brick industry that they limit the output. If
the Government will prevent this combine·
from controlling the industry, it will be .a.
very good thing for the eommunity. There
is no use importing ·artisans from abroad
when we know very well that wheu they arrive·
here they cannot obtaill employment.. If the
combine were not ill existence, :llld the wholeof t he brick companies were working. they
could employ many more hands, a.nd a great.
many mure bricklayers and carpenter$ could
be maintained in Victol"ia.
:NIr. H. McKENZIE (Roclney-:Ministerof Lands).-The Premier and the Treasnrer,_
when in New South Wales recently,con-feTred with the New South Wales G-overnment as to the details and the necessary steps.
to be taken in connexion with the establishment of brickworks. They were promised
that certain information would be furni:::hed
to them. As soon as tbat information is t()·
hand the Cabinet will, no doubt, decide what
is to be done with the 1 hornbury land, which
has been held for some time with the object
of establishing such an industry as has beent
referred to.
Mr. HAMPSON.-How many years?
Mr. H. McKEN.ZIE (Ro'lney).-It w.as'
bought six or oevell years ago, 1 should think.
For some time it was illtended to subdivide
it. The Government of the day thought ofmaking workmen's homes on it, but a.
portion of it was excised for the purpose re-ferred to by honorable members. That is·.
tbe only informl1tion 1 can afford the Houss,
to-night. When we .get the information from
New South Wales, steps wHI be taken as t()the action necessary for the. d.isposal of theland.
Mr. PRENDERG-AST.-I understand'
that applications are being .called for an.
engineer for the L·a.d'!! Loch, :but that the
salary to be paid is less than the previous.
engineer r.eceivedand under the amount paid
on the inter~~tat.e Iboats. This matter w.as
brought under notice the otneT evening by
the honorable member for Albert Park. I
believe that the applicants are expected to
have had three year.s'experience ina foreigngoing vessel. 1 cannot see w:hy that is
necessary, and I should like to know theintention of the Uovernment.
Mr. EI.MsLl&.-The man who m~de .theregulation ha:s not had that experience,
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-,.It is said that
'this qualification is required because the
billet is cut and dried for some one. The
aalary offered is £40 or £50 less per annum
than is paid on the inter-State boats. It
does not seem to be reasonable to expect the
.man who is to be appointed to have had three
'years' experience on a foreign-going vessel.
That experience is unnecessary, and in other
parts of the world they do not require men
to have had three years' experience in Australian waters. In the great majority of
instances, the vessels working in ports are
in charge of pilots, and that is especially
the case in difficult ports.
I do not
think that a certificate of foreign service
is essential in connexion with the work about
our coasts. I ask the Minister to read the
statement of the honorable member for
AI bert Park.
Mr. J. CAl\IEltON (Gippsland Rast).-.-I
have taken a note of the matter, and will
bring it under the notiQe of the Minieter of
Public Works.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The last day
for receiving fl.pplications was Friday last.
'This matter was brought before the Govern·
ment last Thursday. While the conditiollS
laid down may have escaped the notice 'Of the
Minister, I want him to say that he will not
:fill the position until he has seen all the particulars, and read the stat.ement of the
honorable member for Albert Park. The
'conditions may have been laid down without
the knowledge of the Minister.
I ask
that not only shall the current rate of pay
be paid in connexion with the position,
but that, in audition, colonial service shall be
a sufficient qualification.
Mr. McLEOD.-I would like to inquire
whether anything has been done in reference
to the question which I raised some time ago,
with reg-ard to informing municipalities early
in the year as to the amount of the grant
allocated to them. The Treasurer promised
to give consideration to the matter. 1 made
.a suggestion that after the Public Works
Department had finished its allocation of the
grants, which is done considerably before the
Estimat€s are passed, notificatil)ns should
be sent to each of the municipa,lities
that, pro\7ided Parliament passed the Estimates, a certain sum would be allocated
to it. If that were done the municipalities
would he able to get their plans and 8pecincations ready.
A couple of months may
·elapse before the plans and specifications are
approved of by the Department; there may
be some difficulty with regard to mouey ;
some alteration may be suggested by the De·
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partment. ,one question, which has given
rise to a lot of trouble, is the question of the
grading of rOl,l.ds. Of course, the allooation
is made before the Estimates are passed, and
if the Department sent out notices about
September or; October, saying that if the
Estimates were passed a certain sum would
be granted, the municipalities could get their
plans and specifications ready, and have them
approved. Then, as soon as they got word
at the end of the year that the sum was passed,
they wonld be able to call for tenders, and
go straight ahead with the work. The season
of the year when the work is done, may make
a tremendous difference in the COtlt. One
pound in the summer time is worth 358. or
.£2 in winter time. I would like to InlOW
whether anything has been done in regard
to the suggestion I made.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland EastHonorary Minister).- With regard to the
position of engineer on IheLarly Loch r quite
agree with what the leaderof the Oppositionh&9
said. Saltwater and engines are the same
the world over. The matter was brought.
under my notice, and I intend to brillg it
under the notice of the Minister of Pnblio
Works to-morrow morning. With regard to
the matter mentioned. by the honorable
member for Daylesford, the Treasurer has informed me that within a week of the passing
of the Appropriation Bill an announcement
will be made as to the allocation of the
grants.
Mr. McLEoD.-That does not affect the
general question of the allocations being made
known early in the year.
~1r. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).I know that the money ought to be ma-de
available as early as possible. If arrangements could be made so that the municipalities conld get it much earlier, it wonld save
them a great deal-30 or 40 pel' cent.
Mr. McLEOD.- The l.J.uestion is as to letting the municipalities know early in the
year that if the Estimates are passed they
will get certain amounts.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).I will bring the matter under the notice of
the .Minister of Public W Ol·ks.
Mr. HANNAH.-I would like to know
what the Government are going to do in C011nexion with the Hepburn mineral springs.
The Government should take action quickly in
order to save the springs for the people of
Victoria, and for those people who come
from abroad to the spl'in~s. I would like to
know the intention of the Government in
connexion with this matter.
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Mr.' SOLL Y.-The questio~ raised by the
honorable member for Collingwood is a very
serious one. There are a large number of
people in this State who make a point every
holiday of visiting these springs for the purpose of benefiting their health. If a private
compan'y has been the means of depriving
the people of the advantages of these
natural springs, the Government should step
in and prevent that heing done. Not only
our own peop)e are affected but I understand
that hundreds of people from all over the
Commonwealth have visited these springs for
the purpose of benetiting their health. This
mat.ter does not merely concern Daylesforrl,
but the whole State. I know that the
honorable member for Daylesford will not
mind me mentioning the matter. He knows
that the stability of Daylesford is, to a
large extent, at stake. The business people
of Daylesford depend very largp.ly on thi
people who visit the springs. Are private
companies to be allowed to do away with
health resorts such as the springs of Daylesford 1 I know a number of people who have
been in the habit of visiting those springs
whenever they have had an opportunity of
doing so. It is an extraordinary thing for
the Government to allow snch a valuable
asset as these health-giving springs to be
destroyed for the purpose of enabling a
private company to get a few ounces of gold.
It is astonishing to think that the Government are allowing a private company to illter
fere with the springs at all. They shonld
have made sure, before a shaft was sunk,
that the mining company would not interfere
with this asset of the people. What sort of
position will we be in if our beautiful
springs are to be interfered with by private
companies, which a.re formed to get a few
ounces of gold out of the earth? The health
of the citizens is of more importance than a
few ounoes of gold. I believe tLe mining
company had the impudence to send a
deputation to the Government to ask for
£500 as compensation for closing up the
shaft. "'"hat has occurred is monstrous.
It has occurred becl).use the Government is
not prepared to take any action in the interests of the people as a whole, but is
1.1 ways prepared to further the in terests of
private enterprise, no matter what injury
private enterprise may be doing.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I trust that it is the
intention of t,he Government to take prompt
action regarding this national matter. It is
purely a national matter. I have been to
the springs on several occasions, and I think
that what has happened is lamentl).ble. I
r
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had serious misgivings at the time it wa.s
proposed to grant a mining lease. I happened to be at the springs at the time, and
it was mentioned to me that Mr. Dunn, anel
othel'officers connected with the Mines Department, had taken certain t.a.ction, follo,wing out
the instructions of their senior officers. The
'Minister was led to believe that no seriolls
injury would be done to the springs if the
lease were granted. The springs were indeed a gold mine to the ~tate. They
not only brought revenue to the Railway
Department, through people visiting them,
but their health-giving properties were of
great valne. :rhe health of the people is
beyond riches. Another thing which must
be considered is the great loss to the large
boarding-houses at Daylesford, which rely on
the visitors to the springs throughout the year.
I hope some vigorous action will be taken by
the Government. But for what has occurred I
would have visited the springs during the
coming holidays, because I have benefited
greatly by thelr waters. I have met a good
Fl1any members of the Federal Parliament
there at times who have benefited by taking
the waters. The waters have a fine recuperative effect, and, after a general election, I
usually pay a visit to the springs. 1£ the
Minister of Hail ways, \\' hu is acting for the1\1 inister of Mines, were to pay a visit to the
springs, I am sure he would come away reft'eshed, and I believe that in future he'
would drink nothing but mineral water. I
hope that the Government will take vigorous
action to see that this national birthright ia
not interfered with.
Mr. McLEOD.-As the Minister forMines is away through illlJess, perhaps I may
be permitted to give the House the information required in connexion with the matter.
The circumstances are briefly these: In the
first place the origimLl reservation round the
springs was about 10 or 12 acres.
When
the outbreak of mining took place in Daylesford, about five or six years ago, Mr. Dunn
went up, examined all the springs, and
made a reservation round the \"hole of them,
which was supposed to render them quite
safe. The reservation round the Hepburn
springs was about 80 [tcres. The geological
survey of the Department, which was done
by Mr. Taylor, a most eminent man, showed.
the strata rnnning due north and south without
any break.
When the application was
made for the North Frenchman's lease some
private people objected, and they wrote to me
in October last. I want honorable members.,
to understand that I had no connexion with
the North Frenchman Company. I saw the
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Minister and Mr. Dunn, and got Mr. Dunn
to come up to the springs.
Mr. Dunn
}Jointed out to me that the two geological
surveys of the Department showed the
strata running north and south without a
break, and that the mining company, situated
practically half-a-mile south-east to the
springs, Gould not interfere with them.
1 said, '. You had better inspect it for yourself." The Minister sent Mr. Dunn up, and
he spent a whole day wandering about the
creek.
He came to the conclusion that the
case would be met by taking about 3
chains off the north end of the lease.
He
thought that would render any possibility of
interference with the springs practically out
of the q lIestion.
All the local residents
were satisfied with that.
The boundary of
the lease was about 3:t chains, and the shaft
about half-a· mile from the springs.
The
reefs run north and south, but a transverse
fissure, of which there was 110 indication on
the surface, was struck, f{om which certain
water was oozing.: Then the water in the
springs began to get less and less.
As a
result of the examination by t he surveyors,
by MI'. Baragwanath, of the Milles Departluent, and by Mr. Maughan, on behalf
of the Springs Committee, the COllelusion was ani ved at that the springs were
being drained by this transverse fissure when
a depth 16 feet below the level of the
springs had been reached.
The deputation \V hich waited on the Minister was
from the borougb of Daylesford and the
shire of Mount Franklin, on behalf of
the Springs Committee. The deputatiou
asked the Minister to negotiate with
the company who held the lease in the
ordinary way. Under the provisions of the
lease the Minister has power to resume certain portions of the land when required for
public purposes. A lease is binding on the
Crowll as well as on a private individual.
The Minister promised to go into the matter,
and see what the company would say about
compensation. The company asked £500 to
abandon the lease, pull up the rails, and
allow the shaft to fill up. The ~pring8
Committee did not deal with it, and the
Minister said he would give notice that he
was going to resume the ground, and settle
with the company the matter of compensation.
Another que:;tion raised was the
building of a. concrete wall to prevent the
mineral wflter getting into the springs, but
the Minister said t hat those benefiting from
the springs ought tel contribute the small
sum required. \-,,"hat the outcome of tl-'e
negotiations with the company will be, as far
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as compensation is concerned, I do not
know, but the resltlt of the preliminary
steps is that the company abandoned the
shaft and took up the rails last Sunday, and
that the water is beginning to rise .• The
opinion is that when the water rises to a certain level it wilI find its way to the
natural ontlet. We all trnst that may be so.
As for the transverse fissure, it occurs at a
depth of 200 feet, and it is close to the
volcano, so that it is hard to tell what dislocations of the strata have taken place.
When Mr. Dunn went up there first he, as I
have said, spent nearly the whole of the day
going up the bed of the creek where the
strata were exposed, to see if he could detect
allY fault. Then we had the ad vice of Mr.
Baragwanath. Their investigatiolls quite
confirmed Mr. r\ orman Taylor"s origillal
survey. The old workings at 150 feet or
160 feet did not come into contact with any
break 01' fissure in the country: It is a regrettable thing, and it would be, indeed,
lamentable if anything were to happen to
the springs. So fat· as the Minister is concerned, he met us in a most fl'lendly spirit,
and agreed to deal with the company at
once, relievillg us of the responsibility of
doing so. The Department made all thE: inquiries. Under the lease granted to ilj the
company had certain legal rights which
could not lightly he set aside, but as soon as
the Order in Council was passed authorizing
the Minister to take possession, notice wa::;
served on the company.
Mr. TOU'fCHI<:R.-lt was a great blunder
ever to have given that lease.
Mr. McLEOD.-It is easy to say that,
but who knew it was a blunder?
Mr. TouTcHER.-The people about the
springs thought it was.
Mr. McLEOD.-Whatever the people'
may think, the Minister has to deal with the
facts before him. If the Minister had geological evidence before him, he would llot
have been just.ified in departing from it.
Moreover, there was a mine on the other side,
nearer the springs than this is. Personally,
I consider that the springs are worth more
to the district than all the gold mines. ~o
far as the Mitlister is concerned, when we
were in a position to bring the matter before
him, he recognised its importance, and dealt
with it as promptly as possible. The only
point in which we differed from the l\'linister
was that we thought he might have gone to
the expense of closing up the drive at an
expense of £80 or £ 100. All the same, 1 do
not know that the Miui:ster wa~ not j lIstified
in the position which he took up. He said
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able for such purpose as regards situation, over~hat as hundreds of people are making a
natural lighting, ventilation, internal
living out of the springs he did not see why crowding,
linings, provision of sanitary conveniences for the
they should not be asked. to contribute. The differ-ent sexes, &.c.
position is that the shaft IS pretty well full of
To make the premises reasonably fit as a day
water, and it is hoped that in ten days or fI. school the following works will need to be carried
fortnight the springs will be restored. In out:1. The maximum number of pupils to be
justice to the Minister, I have ventured to
accommodated in the class room must
state the facts to t~e House in his absence.
not exceed 18.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister of The dimensions of the room are 18 feet x
Public Instrnction).-I hope that the 14 feet x 12 feet. I know many of our State
honorable member for Collingwood and schools which are more overcrowded, and
the honorable member for Carlton will which are not fit to be compared with this
be satisfied with the explanation given by particular class room.
the honorable member for Daylesford.
2. The door to the kitchen must be perMr. JEWELL.- Why should the people
manently closed, alld no communication
there be asked to contribute?
must be allowed between class room and
kitchen. The exit door to the class
Mr. A . .A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I am not
r(\Om.IDust be hung to open outwards.
in a position to answer such questions. It
and fitted with approved fastenings as
is quite evident from the statement of t~e
per printed requirements herewith.
honorable member for Daylesford, who lR
There is a partition wall with a door befamIliar with the whole circumstances, that
tween the kitchen and the class room. I do
the Minister of Mines took prompt action in
not
know why the door has to be permanently
the matter.
We all deplore very milch
closed. The more doors there are the better
indeed that anything should happen to the
is the provision for escape in time of trouble.
springs.
I am quite satisfied . that t~e
I do not object to the exit door having to be
Minister will take any further action that 1S
made to open outwards I think all doors
necessary, and he will be supported by the
should be swung so as to open outwards
Government.
where a place is used for public purposes.
Mr. S.vllTH.-When the Act providing
He goes on to sayfor the registration of schools was p.assed, ce~
Natural Lighting.-The verandah to the west of
tain powers were given to theCounCll of~u.bIIC
the room 8hol~ld be removed. New windows mUSl
Education in respect to school bUlldlngs be provided in the west wall~ making the total
\lsed by private persons. That was 1'\ wise clear glass area in this wall at least 39 square feet.
provisbn, and it was genera.U,Y commended The windows must be made to open freely at the
by the Honse. At th~ same tH~e t~el'~ are top and bottom, and the sills must be between
3 feet and 3 ft. 6 in. above the floor. The desks
cases in which hardshIps a.re bemg mflicted must
be arranged so that the pupils face the
on some proprietors. Fal'-reaching de~ands north.
have been made in respect to a school 111 my This verandah was erected as a protection
district in order to bring it np to the Board aO'ainst the afternoon sun, which beats upon
.
of pdblic Health requirements.
After ao considerable window space that eXists
toseeing the school, aDd learning the demands day. That does not appear to suit the
01 the Health Officer, I think the Bducat.ion Board, and they want the verandah taken
Department is doing the best it can to squeeze away and a larg~r glass area provided. The
out those who are competing against them as consequence would be that in the summer
teachers of these private schools. If the time the youngsters will be literally roas~ing
Rchoot were insanitary, if it were over- under the heat of the summer sun, WhICh,
crowded, or if the natural lighting or we know, is more intense when it passes
ventilation were bad, I would say that by all through glass in this way. I could take the
means the health of the children should be Minister "to State schools in my own district
preserved to the fullest de;15l'ee. Having where verandahs are placed over the windows
inspected the s.chool I co?slder thq,t the and absolutely obscure the light.
This
Board of PublIc Health IS extreme aHd verandah df)es not do that, as it lets in
unfair in the demands which it is making. ample light for the size of the room. This
I will read the letter sent to the proprietor seems to be a ridiculous demand. With reby the Boardgard to the desks, it would seem that the
light at present is in accordance with the
lIADAM,
. Ed
.
As requested 1:ly the Council of Publ!c
ucatlOn Board's requirementsan inf'pection of your school at 55 Wattle-~treet,
13endigo, has been made by an ?fficer of thiS Depa.rtment, and it appears from hl~ rf'port that t~e
I'oom at present used as a school IS totally unsult-

JTentilation.-150 square inches of inlet ventilation. and the same area for outlet ventilation must
be provided. The vents must be properly" distri-
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Luted, and n.ceording to the. Board's regula~i?ns.
"The existing wall-pla.te opelllngs nH~y he utlhze~l
hy clearing the openings, clltting oft a~l comnlUlllcation with the wall cavities, and prondlllg pro!;,er
shields on the outside as per sketch enclosed. (~ee
printed requirements herewith).

From what I could see of the place, I think
there was as much ventilation as was required, bnt the Department, 1~0 doubt, are
acting upon instructions receIved, fOf. the
purpose of trying to crowd out these prl~ate
school~, and they try to make the ~egulatlOns
and demands as excessive as possIble, so ~s
to put these individuals to mnch expens~,. III
order to flighten them out of the competItIOn
that they are at present engaged in with the
Education Department.
These vents, when altered, and one llin. vent
shaft through the roof will be accepted for the
outlet ventilation.

Fancy an 11 in. vent shaft in a room 18 x 14!
The vent shaft must be connectell direct from the
ceiling line, Illlld have no communication with the
roof space.

To that lhere Call be no objection, because
the veut I:!haft must go throngh the -roof.
All canvas and paper linings must .he removed,
and the inner surfaces covered. With l?,th. ~nd
plaster, or matchboard, ii.xed wlth theIr JOlllts
running vertically.
The lDner surfaces must be
cleansed, and the walls painted a light green, and
the ceiling·a white colonr.

-Certainly canvas and paper .are not the best
linings. I suppuse the obJect of the D.epartment is to remove the risks of fire, but I
do not kllow that things will be much
impro\'ed by the substitu·tion of matchboard.
One honorable member to-night spoke of 8
·State school the walls of which had not been
cleansed for eight vr nine years.
Cloaks must .not be kept in cla~s.r~om o~ in any
apartment having direct commuDlcatI~n With th.e
class-Toom. A building must be provI~ed for ~hlS
purpose and the floor must be. of ImpervIOus
material' a window of a.mple Size made fr!'lely
openable" and ample ventilation must ~e provIded
to the building. A movable washbaslU may be
placed in the cloak·room for lavatory purposes.

The cloaks are at preseut kept in the passage,
which runs right through the building, and
has communication with the back door.
The Departmeut states that no ?loaks ,must
be hung there, but that a specIal blllld.l.ng
must be provided as a .cloak-room. I WIl:lh
half as much attention was given to these
matters in the ~tate schools.
Sanitary Oonveniences.-Separate .sanitary conveniences must be provided for each sex; these
must be pr.• perly screened, and the enclosures
tpa-ved with impervious matenal; the fl~ors of. the
'cLosets a.nd middellSteads must be of ImpervIOUS
materia.l--

They seem very fcmd ,of .imper~ous material.

1911.J
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and, if of wood, must he c?vel'ed with malthoid.
Propel' guides must be prOVided for the vailS, and
the doors of closets cut short at the top anu bottom
for light and ventilation.

Those are demands made on a widow who is
earning her livillg by teaching a few
children, whose parents desire to avail the~
sel ves of her services and assist her In
obtainiug a live!ihood. If these demands
are enforced she will have to shut up school
and seek employment elsewhere. She is an
ex-school teacher, having left the Department when she married, but shortly after
her marriage she was left a widow. She has
tried, by a system of opening private schools,
to earn her living, and we find she has been
treated ill this outrageous fashion. 1 say
outrageous, because J consider that anyone
who looks through that sch001 will reeognise
that one· half of the expense that the Department wish her to go to is not nece~sary. at
all. 1f one goes through the ~ tate sc~!o.ols.
one finds schools iu ten times w:>rse condltlOn
in regard to lightJilJg, vent.ilation, and cleanliness. 1f the Hoard of Health are goillg to
insist on private schools being brough t up to
this standard, they should begin wit h the 1'\ tate
schools; but, fortnnately for the Htate ,schools,
it appears that that. would. be a case of the
King proceeding against the King, alld no
action would lie. But the health of the
.children in the State schools isasimpol·tant as
the health of the children in privtlte schouls,
and this case seems little short of persecution. I hope the Minister will·look iuto
the matter, because there is a threat to close
her school up if she does not incur the expense of carrying out the alterations tha.t are
,demanded.
Mr. ARGYLE . - I desire to hring nnder
-the notice of the Minister a simila;r cnse to
that which has just been menti'IIlea by the
lltst speaker. 1 t is with l'egard to se.veml
private schools, and the tllea,tment they are
recei'Ving at the hands of the Hoard of
Health. We thought when we had the
present Minister at the head 'of the Hea;lth
Department that we 'should hav-e one who
would take ·some interest i.n the prLvllte
schools, and see that they 'were llOt persecuted.
I must say that (during :the last
twelve months they have been persecuted
I do not know whether the Minister kllows
it, but it is tillle he did. I will give the honoraLIe gentleman a ·case, in fuct, I have two
cases. One came under my OWll .notioe:a.
few months back. This scbool was built
some two years ago at a cost of nearly £.3 ·'0.
It was fitted up withal I the most modern apJ.lli~
ances. It was approved by the Department,
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. and the teacher was registered and so
also was the school. Recently the owner of
the school sold the good will to another man
whf} came along and did not" make a do"
of the school. He left it, and the owner
of the property had to come back in selfdefence, ·and go on with the school again.
Prior to this man leaving, the o\vner spent
Rome £80 on repairing and doing up the
building. Although the owner was a regis·
tered teacher, and the se hool np to that time
had been registered, the Department declined to register the school again unless some
£150 or more was spent npon it, to bring
it, as the Department stated, up to date.
The honorable member for Bendigo West has
read some of the ridicnlous recommendations
made by the in&pector, or the Health Department, with regard to these private schools.
It seems to me that the real reason is that
there is a desit'e to squeeze out these private
schools.
When the Education Act was
amended last year there was a prote&t from
a number of honorable members with regard
to the Government de~troying the value of
these schools, and milking no compensation
whatever. I will show the Minister where
the hardship arises in the cases I speak of. A
promise was made by the Director of Education that, on a certain condition being
granted by the local council, & district high
school \yonld be erected in that town. As
soon as that school is erected these IiWO
private schools mnst go. That is a certainty.
Bnt if they go under there will be no compensation for the buildings. There is a sort
of promise that some provision will be made
for teachers if fitted for the work. These
two school:3 to which I have been referring
have edncated a lot of professional men, who
are at the head of their professions ·in Victoria. If the high school is erected, as the
Government has promised it shall be almost
-immediate.ly, then the owner of one of these
schools is being asked to spend several
hundreds of pounds to repair a property
which will be absolutely valueless as a school
Is that
within the next few months.
fair,
or
just, or honest?
I
did
not think the Minister
in charge
of the Department \vould have done
such a thing. I do not know whether he is
aware of what has been done. W'hat I am
complaining of was done during the last six
months, and the Honorary Minister was in
charge of the Department during that time.
I hope that before he leaves the table he will
make a promise that this sort of thing will
not go on. I do not wish thid matter to be
treated lightly. It is going to be a serious
Mr. Argyle.

Supply.

iujustice to two' men who are makin~ an
honest liveliho'1d, and who are to be deprived
of their Ii velihooJ withitl the llext few
months, if the order of the Department is
put in force. I do not want tv enter into
details of the demands made by t.he Department, but they are most absurd, seeing that
the school bnilding I am particularly referring to was erected only a few yeat's ago,
and was built with the sanction of the Department, and was made then a practically
up-to-date school.
Now it is found to
be a long way behind the times, and must
be modernizee1 . These people are being
asked to spend several hundred pounds
to improve building!:) which will have
no value to them when
the Government High School is established.
I know that throughout Victoria. there are
hundreds of State schools that are absolntely
in the condition described by the honorable
member for Bendigo West jnst nowthat is to say, they are not fit for
children to be tangrlt in.
No Board
of Health goes to these schools, and
says you mllst do this, that·, or the other thing,
to improve the school. It seem~ to me that
a grave inj ustice is being done to the
secondary private school teachers at present
by the req nirements which are bein~ imposed
upon them. I do not know whether it is intentional or not, but certainly what has taken
place leaves open the suspicion that these
men are going to be squeezed out, so that the
Education Department will have no more
trouble with them. I hope the Minister will
give us a p~omise that this kind of thing will
cease.
Mr. JEWELL.-I desire to ask if the
Government could not make more provision
at the sanatorium at Broadmeadows for the
reception of consumptive patients. I know
that the sanatorium has done very good work,
but the accommodation there is not snfficient.
I am aware of many cases that have been
uIlable to get into the san9.torinm for 3ix, eight
or ten months. They have to wait their
turn, and during that time they may get so
bad that the officials will not accept them.
I have nothing to say against the officials of
the sanatorium, because I know that they
carry out their work very well. Every time
that I have approached them I have found
them endeavouring to do all they possibly
could to relieve the cases which have been
brought nnder their notice. I believe, however, that the Government could make more
provlslOn for patients, and could make
arrangemellts to take in more cases of this
terrible disease of consumption. If more ac·
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commodation were provided there is llO doubt
that there would bemorelivessavedin Victoria.
There is one case which I have particularly
in my mind, in which a man first of all tried
to get on the land, but not having sufficiellt
money, he was unable to do so; consequently
he had to stop in the city, and to work there,
aJt.hongh suffering from consnml-'tion. At
length he died from that disease, being unable
to get il}to the sanatorium. I remember that
his last words to me were, "For God's sake
keep an eye on my children." I mention
this to call attention to the fact that this
man might have had a chance of life if he
had been able to get into the sanatorium, and
if his health had been so restored there is no
doubt that he would have been an asset to
the ~tate. He would have been able to
bring up his children as a father ought t.o do.
But al-'art from that, I believe that every
man would like to see his children grow up
to manhood and womanhood under his care.
I hope the Government will louk into this
matter, and will see whether m )re provision
cannot be made to deal with cases of the
terrible disease of consnmption.
Mr. McLEOD.-I have a very great
'respect for the Health Department, and I
would be the last t.o say a word for the purpose of limiting its powers or reducing its
efficiency.
There is a strong prej udice
against that Department throughout the
State, hl)wever, and I would ask why? It
is simply owing tl) the conduct of the
Department itself.
Mr. KKAST.-It does sl.1ch ridiculous
things.
Mr. McLEOD.-Yea; as the honorable
'member for Dandenong has said, t.he
Department does such outrageous and
ridiculons things. It draws no distinction
between a large building in the city and a
small building in the country. It applies
the same rules to a small hall seating fifty or
sixty people as to a building in the city in
which thousands of persons may be assembled.
The requirements which the Department is
now attempting to enforce in connexion with
private schools are most oppressive and unnecessary. I wonld not like to go the length
of the honorable member for Dalhousie, and
say that the object is to squeeze out these
private schools; but cerl'ainly the course of
action [tdopted by the Department leads to a
very grave suspicion in that direction,
because, \V hile the Department asks for
these extraordinary provisions in connexion
wi th small private schools, we are all a ware
of the cl)ndition which many of the State
schools are in, and which the Health De-
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partment does not interfere with. I have no
hesitation in saying that some of the conditions which the Department is enforcing at
present are utterly ridiculous, in view of the
attendance at these schools. The architectural branch of the Department has run
mad in one direction, jnst as mnch as
the medical branch has rUII mad in
another direction.
[f the
Department
were to consider in a common-sense
way the difference between buildings in
the tswns and ill the country it would be
worthy of more respect. Some few years
ago the Depa.rtment actually put all the
churches to the trouble of making their
doors open ontwards, and altering their
windows at great expense. In my own
district the Mechanics' Institute, which will
hold only about fifty or sixty people, was
actually kept closed for :fi ve years, because
they could not rai::;e the money to comply
with the req lliremellts of t he Board, and
eventually it was found that the Boq,rd's
demands were absolutely illegal. Then in
the case of the hospital in my district, the
Board made demands in connexion with the
ventilation that might have been right
enough in a place like Brisbane or Carpentaria, but which, in Victoria, were nothing
short of ridiculous. In fact, in t.he winter
time we had to close up three-fourths of the
ventilators, in order to prevent the bedclothes from being blown off the beds.
r told the then Chairman of the Board, when
he asked me how matters were working, that
the only one thing which the Board had
overlooked was that they shotlld ha.ve required tne hospital committee to make the
whole front of the building drop out, so that
the patien ts could be al ways in the open air.
There is no doubt that the Board (,f Public
Health pllt unnecessary expense on the
people in the country in this way. for mere
fads, and that is the reason why there is such
a deep~seated animosity against the Health
Department throughout the State, instead
of its being recognised as an institution whICh
exists for the purpose of improving the health
of the community. Owing to their restric~
tions and requirements they are looked upon
as mere faddists, and hence they lose tIle
respect of the community. In connexion either
with a private school, a hospital, a mechanics'
institute, or any other building when their
consent is applied for Lhey make conditions
which are really impracticable, but the
people concerned have to carry out
these conditions all the same, and so they
entertain a life~long animosity against the
Depctrtment. The Health Department should
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educate the people of the country steadily.
up to the necessity of carrying out all conditions that are nece:5sary ill cOllnexion with
health, but instead of doing that they apply
the same requirements to small institutions
in the country that they do to places in the
city, where thousands congregate. As regards the children in private schools, owing
to the small number of children, and the
facilities already existing for enabling them
to escape in case of any fire or other danger
arising, it seems to me that a lot of conditions
which are now being insisted lIpon by the
Health Department are quite unnece~sary,
and are mere fads. Sensible men ought to
recognise the conditions under which people
Jive, and to realize thaI, many of the requirements which are now insisted upon by the
Board of Public Health are pure fads which
merely put people to unnecessary expense.
T must say that I myself have seen requisitions for requirements which were utterly
uncalled for and unjustifiable, in view of
the size of the building and the number of
people it was intended to accommodate. I
trust that some steps will be taken by the
Government to put an end to the persecution
of the private school teachers that if! now
going on, as well as of the harass,ing of
places like mechanics institutes, which are
required to comply with a number of conconditions that, as I have ,said. are a~solutely
unnecessary. It 'is a very important matter
to all of ns that the Health Department
should be recognised as one of the best
Departments in the State-a Department
which exists for the publio good, instead of
being looked npon, as it is now, with
contempt, and as consisting of mere faddisls.
Tbe result of the course of conduct pursued
by this Department is that they have lost
their hold on the community, and this
renders their task more difficult than it 0ught
to be.
Mr. GRAY.-I wish to d'irect the attention
of the M'inister in charge of these Estimates
to the very unsanitary condition of affairs
which prevails in towns along the Murray,
as regards drainage. In towns like Albury.,
W odonga, Swan Hi11, Moama, &c., they
IDak~ use of the Murray as a .sort of s('wer
to dispose of the 10cal draina,ge, and I think
it is time tbat some steps were taken to
compel the local authorities to dispose of
The
t'be drainage in some .other "'3:Y.
result of the present system is that one town,
say W odonga, disposes of its drainage below
their town pump, I)ractically passing OLl
the drainage to the town next below them,
and so on with the otllers.
This isa
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very undesirable state of affairs, and I
would sl1g~est that the Minister in charge
of thefo;e Estimntes should obtain a report from
the Health Officers of these different tow11S, s~,
that the Premier may bring the ma tter forward.
whon he goes to the next Premiers' Con ference,
with the object ()f the two neighbouring States.
of Victoria and N ew ~outh "Vales agreeing on some joint system of action, with
the view of enforcing health regulations on
the authorities of these towns, so as to make·
them dispose of their drainage in a way whicl1
would not be detrimental to their neighbours..
Again, in New South Wales, the Uovernment
have been assisting a number of towns by
making available sums of money as loans on
long terms, at low rates of interest, in order'
to ellable those towns not ouly to dispose ,O[
their local drainage, bllt also to cany out ,8,
system of sewerage, .if the population of thetown is sufficiently large to justify it. If
the Minister would endeavour to see that
something of the same kind was done here, I
believe he would confel~ a great benefit OR
the community.
Mr, HANNAH.-Before the Minister replies to the matters which have been rait:led
by honorable members, there is anotbe:rmatter which I wish to bring under his noticein connexion with the Health Department. I
believt:: there is no more energetic, or moresincel'e member .of the ,\Jlinistry in regard .todealing with health matters thn.n the honorable member for Dundas. I know that whenever I have brought any matters before hi ....
he has always been anxious to do his very
best in connexioll with them. I desire now
to place a proposition before him, followingon the lines on which the honorable memberfor Brunswick has spoken with regard tosaving life in cases of tuber.culosis and ,consumption, especially in their first stages. As.a.
young community, we know that as the re.sult of our industrial development and ourfactory life, especially in view of the large.
numbers of women who are engaged
in industries, the disease of consumpt ion has.
been very much on the increase ,ill Victoda.
We gi ve .a great deal of atte.nt·ioll to theproper treatment of stock ;alld the handling'
of produe~ and sorely it is much more important that we should pay mor,e a,uentiGlll
to these diseases which ,make such inroa.ds
upon human life.
If bonomble memben
would look uiP tbe .annual .report .of the
health officers of .some .o,f .the municipalities,
in the metropl1lis., they woulcJ. ,read some ·of
the m@st appalling facts. In Collingwoodt
for instance, oLle-third, pe.rha,p,s, of theb1llildings were huillt a great many ,years 8tgo",
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but they are still inhabited by large numbers
,of the working classes. It is stated by one
health officer that there is a house in his
municipality in which 110 less than six
different families have contracted the awful
disease of tuherculosis, and as Illany as
four or fi ve in one family
have
died there. No money could be spent
with greater advantage to the community
than that which is spent in the prevention
()f snch a disease. 1 would sllggest to the
Minister that a small committee might be
:appointed,consisting, say, of a medical man, a
practical builder, and an architect, to examine
some of these insanitary buildings. I am
quite sure that if that were done, the revelations thl'l.t would be made would be simply
startling. Such an inquiry would show the
absolute necessity of dealing with the housing
problem upon up-to-date linel'). The honor:able member for Albert Park the other
~vening drew attention to the necessity of
,something being done to combat ~U1other
terrible disease which exists as a scourge in
this and almost every other community.
"'. ill the Al inister take into consideration the
advisability of publishing, in pamphlet form,
the report of the recent medical congress in
Sydney, at which that matter was diEcllslsed
and valuable information was given? That
.discussion was reported very briefly in the
press, and I am qllite sure if greater pllbliCIty
were given to it very beneficial results would
follow.
Mr. MACKlNXON.-I am very glad
that the honorable member for ~wan Hill has
referred to the questIOn of the pollution of
the Murray. "Vhen I went there a few
years ago as a memb~r of the Murray River
Waters Commission, one of the thillgs which
struck us was the very unsatisfactory way in
which some of the drainage is disposed of. I
would suggest to the .Minister that he should
send an experienced officer, upon whose
opinion he can rely, to inspect the syst.em of
drainage which preva.ils in some of these
riparian towns, not only on the Murray, but
also on the Goulburn, and the way in which
they dispose of what might be called their
nitrogenous waste. Another very undesirable feature is the use of the Murray as a
s~rt of sewer by the shipping on the ri Vel'.
I think they should be prevented
from throwing their sewage overboard.
The river is used as a sewer by the
river population, and the water is used for
drinking purposes by those who are ashore.
In addition to that there is pollution arising
from al1 these towns. This must strike any
.one as objectionable, and I think Burne
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arrangement might be made with the New
South 'Vales and South Australian authorities to prevent a great deal of the pollution
that is going on at the present time. I
commend the matter to the very serious consideration of the Minister.
Mr. THOMSON (Honorary Minister).
-If there is one thing more than another
which must impress an honorary M.inister
acting as I have done on behalf of a }Uuister
who is a member of another place, it is that
Ministers sitting in the Legislati ve Council
should be allowed to come into this Houae
and hear what is said ahout their administration and put through ·their own Estimates.
With regard to what has been said by the
honorable member for Bendigo 'Vest, the
honorable member for Daylesford, and others,
respecting country schools and mechanics'
institutes, I may say that while I was administering the Health Department I felt as
much aggrieved as they do now at the way
in which such places were deaIt-. with by the
Health authorities, and I tried as muoh as I
possibl'y could to get the Department to administer the law in a more sympathetic way.
I do not believe there is any desire to
squeeze out private sc1:ools in the countr'y,
but the trouble is that the Health authodtie8
de~d with a small country school, with an attendance of about twenty uhildren, in tne
same way as they deal with a large school in
town, wit.h an attendance of ] ,000 pupils.
They need to take greater interest in the
country districts, and to see with regard to
the schools that the conditions are such as
willllot be injurious to the children-that
there is no risk of fire, and' that the children
are not in danger of catching cold through too
much ventilation, or becoming sick beCa1.1Se
there is too little.
1 have bad the same
trouble in my electorate as the honorable
member for Bendigo West has had in his.
Mr. S~IITH.-Then there is no hope of
redress.
Mr. THO:YISON.-I think there is
more hope of redress if you have a sympathetic
Minister in charge of the Department. I
will impress upon my colleague, the Minister
of Public Health, what honorable members
have laid before me in these matters, bp,cause
I am entirely with them. in regard to nearly
all these matters.
With respect to the
remarks of the honorable member for Brunswick, I may say that both this Government
and the preceding Government have done al1
they possibly could to relieve consumptives.
.A big building for their accommodation
will be opened at the end of this year
and it will do a great deal to lesse~
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t he strain 011 existing institutions, bllt
we are not going to stop in this work for the
sake of a few pounds. 'vVe intend to establish
additional sanatoria.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-That is the way to tnlk.
Mr. THOMSON.-The trouble we have
at preser.t is not that of getting consumptives into these sanatoria. but of
getting them properly housed after leaving
those institutions. They com8 back tt) the
city and sleep in small rooms, which are very
badly ventilated, with the result that they
often go back to the sanatorium in a worse
~tate than they were in Defore. With regard
to the remarks of the honorable member for
Swan Hill, and the honorable member for
Prahran, concerning the drainage which is
allowed to pollute the Murray and Goulburn
ri vers, I agree that that is very objectionable,
and if those honorable members will hand me
a list of the towns t.o which they refer, I will
have the matter looked into.
Mr. MENzl1~s.-The same thing goes on in
some of the Wimmera towm; as well.
Mr. THOMSON.-If the honorable
member will give me a list of those towns, I
will have ~nquiries made. It is not a proper
thing to allow these streams to be polluted,
especially where the water is made use of for
drinking purposes. With regard to the remiuks of the honorable member for Collingwood, I think the honorable member knows
very well that so far as I am personally concerne.!, I sball do all I can to deal with the
dreadful diseases to which he alluded.
A Board of inquiry is already dealing with
one of those diseases, and as soon as we get
the report of that Board, the Government will
take whatever action appears to be desirable.
I 1ihink he must acknowledge that the
measures we have taken in regard to consumption have had a good result. In regard
to the committee, I think he said it should
be constituted of a doctor, a builder, and an
architect. I can promise that I shall bring
the matter under the notice of the Minister
in charge of the Department.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-There is one matter
I should like the Minister in charge to bring
under the notice of the Minister of Public
Health for his consideration. It is a very important matter indeed, and it is in regard to
the attempt that is being made to eliminate
the use of boric acid in concentrated milk. In
Vir-toria we have the only concentrated milk
industry in Australia, and I want the Minister
of Public Health to be very vigilant, in
view of the movement afoot to prohibit the
use of boric acid in concentrated milk, The
amount used is 0'25 per cent., which is only
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a quarter of a pound to every 100 lbs. It is
as necessary to use boric acid in milk as in
butter. I n l~nglalld they l:tre allowed to use
0'5 per cent. This matter is fixed by our
Food Standard3 Committee, but as the use
of boric acid has been prevented in the
other States, there is a movement afoot to
have its use prevented in Victoria. As 1 said
before, we have the only industry of the kind
in A llstralia, and the other States are not
interested in t.his question to the same extent,
as Victoria.
It is proposed that Dr.
Ashburton Thompson, Chairman of the.
Hoard of Public Health in New ~outh
Wales, who is an undoubted crank and is
biased, shonld be appointed as a Hoyal
Commission to make investigations in regard
to the llni fication of food standards. 1 hope
onr Goveroment will not sanction his appointment. If anything is done it should be done
by a Conference of the Boards of Public:
Health of the different States, ou which we
would have our representation. We could
have Dr. Ham, the Chairman of our Board
of Public Health, appointed as the represen tati ve of Victoria, and he would see 1hat
Victorian interests got cl)l1sidern.tion. The
same applies to the bl.!1tt.er food standard. [
unhesitatingly say that our Food Standards
Committee have stepped over the head of the
Department of Agriculture, and t:ixed for our
butt€r the highest standard in the world,
namely ;)'5 per cent. The milk vendors
aboo.t Melbourne desire the standard to be
lowered during the spring for about four
months.
Honorable members must have
noticed that at all our agricultural shows the
prize dairy cows do not come up to the
standard of 3'5 per cent. Butter fat doelS.
not constitute the most important ingredient
in butter. It is not the best ingredient as
a food for infants or human beings generally.
It is the main solids that constitu te the food
value. I may mention the Holstein cow. We
know that the Dutch, for probably a. century, have been engaged in raising the
Holstein cow to the highest stage of
perfection as a cheese producer, and there
i'3 no diet more wholesome than cheese.
The Holstein cow does not give a high percentage ,If butter fat, but indeed a very low:
one. Yet she is one of the best and most
profitable cows that can be used in Holland,
where they have brought dairying to a very
hi~h
standard indeed. M0re attention
should be paid to the solids in milk when
cOllsinering its food value. At CamperdowIl'
a few weeks ago there was a test of dairy
cows, and the standard fell below that of'
3'5 fixed for Victoria. I do not desire to see
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a.ny dishonesty practised in the sale of milk
which, I contend, should contain a fair amount·.
of butter fat; but, with such a hjgh standard
as ours, milk producers and vendors are in
constant fear and trepidation of being
prosecuted and fined. Thele are companies
in Victoria that a.re fortifying their milk by
putting part of it through the separator, ~x
ttacting the cream and adding that cream to
the milk that is to be sold. That is being
done at present in Victoria. Such a state
of things should not exist. I pointed ont,
when the Milk and Dairy Supervision Act
and the Pure Food Act were under consideration ill tllis House, that· if we were
going to rai:::e the standard WP. should do it
through the DeFhrtment of Agriculture by
the gradual improvement of our dairy herds.
That Department should be as vigilant as
the Health Department in this respect. It
is the Department of Agriculture in Great
Britaill, in conjnnctioll with the Board of
Trade, that attends to these matters. It
seems a monstrous thing to rue that, contrary
to the wish of Parliament, we have the Food
Standards Committee that has really jumped
over the head of the Department of Agriculture ann fixed the highest standard in the
world for butter fat in mille In some
remarks I made in the I-lou~e on the Health
Act in 1905 J quoted section 7 of the
Federal Jaws of the United btates.
Our
Committee does not take into consideration
all the interests concerned, but section 7 of
the Federal laws of the United States takes
into consideration the different interests to
be considered, and the latter part of that
section states thatIt shall be the duty of the Secretary of Agriculture, either dire.!tly or through the Chief of the
Bureau of Chemi3try and the Chairman of the
Committee on Food Standards of the Association
of the Official Agricultural Chemists, Hnd the
medieal officers and experts before mentioned, to
confer with and consult, when so requested, the
duly accredited representatives of all industries
producing articles for which standards shall be
e'3tablished under the provisions of this Act.
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pointed men identified with the manufacturing
interests, but they are not specialIsts in regard
to the matters brought before the committee.
This is a weakness, and the matter deserves
very full consideration. I take this 'opportnnity of drawing the attention of the Honorary Minister, who to-night is representing
the Minister of Pnblic Health in this House,
to this important matter. Another matter
that should receive redress is that while the
standard Ot butter fat in ordinary milk for
human consumption is fixed at 3.5 per cent.,
for concentrated milk it is fixed at 12 per
cent. which is abnormally high.
On the
basis of the evaporation of the fluids from
milk to bring about the concentration, the
standard should not be higher than 10.5 p~r
cent. There is no reason nor justice in
fixing the standard so high. It is detrimental to the manufacture of this particular
commodity which is an exceedingly good one
ill Victoria.
There is a large amount of
capital invested in the industry and the
company pays the highest prices for mille I
hope the Honorary Miuister will bring these
matters under the notice of his colleaVlle and
req uest him to take steps not to all~w any
biased person to be appointed as a Royal
Commi!:lsion to inquire int.o the standard for
all the States, and that he will take steps to
have a conferen~e of the various Boards of
Public Health or have the matter dealt with
at the Premiers' Conference. All the experts
should be consulted in these matters. Theyar&
not interested in doing anything detrinlental
to the public health.
They are intere~ted
in seeing a really good article produced.
There must be some good in onr concentrated
milk when it has stood on its rnerits for fifteen
years, and is u3ed on all the ocean-going
ships and the inter-State steamers. It is
beneficial as an article of diet, and it is a
good thing for the producers of milk.
The resolutions were adopted.

SAVINGS BANKS BILL.
Mr. WATT (Treasurer) moved the second
The Committee in the United States is more ~eading.of this Bill. He said-This is a very
elastic than ours. Our section provides for mterestl~g measure, and although it is comthe Chairman of the Board of Health, the pressed mto five short clauses, it is important
Professor of Chemistry of the University of. that its provisions should be understood and
Melbourne, the Professor of Physiology of I think, sanctioned by Parliament.
pro~
the University of Melbourne, the Director pose, first of all, to deal with clause 2. If
of Agriculture, the Medical Health Officer honorable members turn up section 26 of the
of the city of Melbourne, and four other principal Act, they will find that the miniexperts. In England or America a repre- mum deposit fixed was Is. Ever since the
sentative of a concentrated or condensed Savi~gs Hank has been doing business
milk factory would be placed on the com- ParlIament has t bought it desirable to limit
mittee, and a repref3entative, say of a &tarch deposits, whatever it has said about the
company, would be taken oft. We have ap- maximum, to a minimum of Is. Clause 2
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wipes out the words" less than 11'1. or," the
effect of which will be to excise the reference to
the minimum depositin the Savings Bank Act.
The object of this is to enable the Commissioners, as they hav~ desired for the last five
-or six years, to establish what are known as
" penny banks."
Sir ALEXANDER f EAcocK.-A1lied to the
State sehoo1s?
Mr. 'VV ATT.-In some eases they will
probably be allied to the State schools, and,
.in other cases, will be in charge of reputable
~itizens, who are interested in this p~rticular
busin6ss and understand its !:!ocial benefit.
The movement will be inaugurated, and, I
.am certain, will take early and firm root in
Victoria. In South Australia there are 186
penny bank agencies at the present time, in
which there are 8,436 depositors, wil h a total
oOf £6,407 at credit. In W· estern Australia
there are 172 peuny bank agencies, with
-9,578 depositors, who have £8,718 at credit.
In both tlouth Australia and Western Australia the movement was started within the
last five years. About five years ago, and
since, the Savings Bank managers and the
representatives of the respective State Banks
have consulted, and have adopted formally,
·as a policy for the S'l.vings Banks as soon as
their Parliament!:! will concur, this penny
bank system. I know of no objections to it.
If the machinery which is to be moved to aid
it is simple, and if there are no undue impediments placed on the work of the hank, it
will make for juvenile thrift, and I think
that will ellconrage some of the best oldfashioned virtues for which the British
people have been distinguished in times· past.
'Clause 3 proposes to take out of the existing
Act the limitation on t.he payment of the
Inspector-General.
In former years the
salary for the Chief Officer, \V ho waR then
known as the Comptroller of Savings Banks,
was £ 1,000, but Parliament, hy t.he
Act of 1896, raised the maXimUll'l
salary of the Inspector-General to £ 1,500.
That Act, which is known as the Turner
Act, established the amalgamation of the
Trustees and the Post-office Savings Banks,
established Credit Foncier, and gltve a
statutory guarantee of the deposits to the
depositors. It has been strongly repre~
sented, during the last three years, to the
Government by the Commissioners that the
time is ripe for a fuller recognition of the
ability with which the present InspectorGeneral has conducted the Savings Banks pf
Victoria, and on two occasions they have
r-equested the Government to assent to the
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new proposition contained in olause 3. Tbis
will remove the maximum altogether, but it
is the proposal of the Commissioners to
advance the salary of this officer to £2,000
per annum. The safeguard which is kept
in the hands of Parliament is that in aU
fixtures of the salary of the IuspectorGeneral the (+overnor in Council must be
con~u1ted.

Mr. ROBERTSON.-How doe~ his salary
compare with the salary paid by the associated banks?
lir. W ATT.-Jt does not compare at
all with the salaries paid by the associated banks.
I a.m not quite acquainted
with the amountR which the general
managers of the associated banks get, bllt I
would not be surprised to hear that
their salaries run to considerably more
than £2,000 a yea.r. In one case the
salary ran to £4,000. Without going into
details, [ may sny that the Inspector.General
of :--.avings Banks is responsible for the
administration of a very important system.
He is responsible for the system of deposits,
for the purchase of debentures, for the issue
of bonds in connexion with Credit Foncier,
for the issue of· honds in counexion with
cottage loans, and for the investment of the
whole of the funds of the Savings Bank
Commissioners. He is entitled under the law
to sit a.t the Board meetings. and to discuss
questions dealt with by the Board. He is
made, as far a8 a man can be made who is an
officer of the Commissioners, a participant in '
all the responsibilities of the Commissioners.
He is not permitted to vote OIl the i!:lsues,
but he is, and always has been, one of the
most valuable acquisitions which the bank
has ever secured. I do not hold any brief
for M 1'. Emery~the Government has no
sentiment about the matter at all-but we
felt that a bank that has risen to such
eminence, and has such succe8S behind it,
and such prospects in the future-which has,
roughly speaking, £20,000,000 in deposits
and bond rr.olley under its control-ought to
be able to afford a salary of £2,000 per
annum for the services of the best brains it
can command.
Mr. EUISLIE.-How long ha.s Mr. Emery
been in the position of Inspector·General1
Mr. W ATT.-He entered the service as a
lad. He has gone through the ranks of the
service, and I think he has been InspectorGeneral for about fourteen or fifteen years.
Speaking from memory, he was appointed
Inspector-General when the honorable mem-
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ber for .Allandale was Chid Secretary.
Clause 4 explains itself. It is as follows : ·The Commissioners may from time to time
cnter into agreements of service on such terms.and
conditions, and for such periods not exceeding in
any case five years, as they think fit, with any
officer or officers, whether appointed before or after
the commen('ement of this Act, and may frum time
to time renew such agreements.

It mily appear to be strange to honorable
members, yet it is trne, that every officer in
the employ of the Commi~sioners, from the
Inspector-General downwards, is on a monthly
agreemellt.
From the chief €xecntive
officer down to the youngest recruit in the
service, their services could be legally
terminated at a mouth's notice.
For
reaSOllS which I will have to elaborate more
particularly la.ter on, the Commissioners
think that that tenure IS not secure enough
for the responsibility which they place upon
the shoulders of their officers.
Mr. GnAY.- What reasons ~vere given f.:>r
that time when it was 'fixed in that WflY'/
Mr. WATT.-There was no specilic provision tixing a period of one month.
Mr. MACKINNON.- What are the terms
under which the officials in the ordinary
banks are engaged?
Mr. WATT.-Probably I am not quite so
well qualified to say as the honorable member, but in big financial institutions it is a
oommon feature to give important officers
some security of tenure. If it be true that
in other great services-for example the
Public Service - security of tenure is
necessary to attract the best men, and the
best abilities of the men when they are in the
service, surely it is necessary inan institution
which,to speak quite plainly, is 75 per cent. a
Government institution.
We may say to
ourselves, as we do, that for the sake of
prudence in government, we have placed it
under a Commission with little Ministerial
influence and with practically no Parliamentary influenoe, but praotically speaking,
it is a Government institution. Behind the
deposits, alllI behind the moneys raised in
debentures for Cr{·dit Fonoier, or any kind
of bonds the Commissioners issue, stands the
statutory guarantee of this Parliament. If
the institution should fail, we are responsible
for failure. We must lift the obligations out
of the Consolidated H'evenue, and no special
a.ppropriation, other than that provided in
the Savings Banks .Acts, is neoessary to do
that. The Treasurer, if failure should faee
this institution, must finance it from beginning to end, and take its responsibilities,
as trusree of the people, on his shoulders.
Therefore, in the bi~est;sense ()f the .word,
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this is a Government institution, and I think
that the tenure suggested in the Bill is a.
safe one to intrust to tbe Commissioners.
Clause 5, whicn iii the last clause, a.nd
perhaps the most important, is as follows : The Oommissioners, from time to time(a) ma,y estahlish agencies in any places in
Victoria and abolish any sucb agency ;
(b) may authorize or appoint any persons, firms,.
compal1ies, institutions, or corporations
to act as agents for the Commissiflners;
and to transact any business for the
Commissioners; and may authorize or
appoint any persons to act as assistants
to any such agents j and may revoke
any authority or appointment aforesitid ;
(c) may pa.y to any such agents or assistants.
such remunera.tion, allowance, or COlllmission as may be agreed upon;
(d) may pursuant to the ~aviIlgs Banks Acts
make and issue any genE-ral 0r other'
orders or rules necessary or convenient
for carrying into effect the objects and
intention of this section.

The object of that plainly is to get ready for·
the change which faces us. 'j hat change,
has boon alJuded to in the very important
debates that have recently taken place in theFederal Parliament, and, to speak pla.inly~
is the withcTrawal, which we mllst shortly
face, of the Savings Banks from the Post
Offices.
At the present time there are 350
Post·office agencies in Victoria. There are
sixty-nine bTanches of the Savings Bal~k. If
I read aright the signs of the times, 330
Post-office agencies must shortly be closed to·
us as Savings Bank operators, and we would
be extremely un wise if we neglected to makeprovision for the new conditions.
Mr. HANNAH.-Do you know the amount
deposited in the Post-oni ce agencies?
Mr. W ATI'.-Speaking roughly, it ~s
about £950,U()0.
Later on I will give the·
exact figures which are received thf:)ugn.
these small agencies.
Mr. W ARDE.-ls that the .amount which·
has been deposited ever since they have been
established ?
Mr. WATT. - No, ,the amonnt of
£'950,000 was at the credit of these agencies.
on the 30th June last.
Mr. W:ARDE.-You did not make it clear'
whether that was the total amount that had.
passed through those banks.
Mr. W.A.l'T.-That is the total amount
standing at the credit of the depositors in
tho!?e agencies. Fr-om the start to the finish
of the discllssion on the ~"'ederal Banking
Bill in both Rouses of the Common wealth
Parliament, I looked .in vain for any indica~ion tha~ the States woul~ have an abiding·
mterest m the agency buslUess hitherto Con-.
ducted through the POBt -Office. It is tr,t1e:
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that the Prime Minister, in the later stages
of the Bill, said he desired not to at once
give the States notice to quit, but that is
about the most comforting t.hing we have got.
In the opening stages of the Hill, Mr. Groom,
a Queensland member, asked, "Will the
Commonwealth Government continue to do
the work of t.he States ~avings Banks as it
is doing it now?" The Prime Minister repliedI will not commit myself to that. I think it is
impossible for two GO\Ternment Savings Banks to
be carried on ill the same Post Office without some
difficulty arising.

Bill.

wealt.h can secure for itself, in that direction,
facilities which the pref'ent banks deny; but
why the Commonwealth should attempt to
embark in competition with the business
which the States have engaged in for so many
years with complete success, without uom·
plaint from the people, without agitation
from any considerable or significant seotion
of the community, passes human comprehension.
Here is the statement of the Prime
Minister with respect to the probable influence of the introduction of this com1)etition
on the existing 8avings Bank busine~ss. In
reply to a query from Mr. Deakin, the Prime
Minister said-

It must be clear to honorable members that if
the Common wealth Government decide, :tfter
I desire to say quite frankly that I think the
obtaining the powers contained in the Com- passing of this Bill will mean that there will be
monwealth Banking Bill,' to embark on ultimately only one Savings Bank in A u~tralia..
Savings Bl1nk business, they must operate Let me add, hO\\'ever, that no citizen of the Oommonwealth will be a p~nny the worse off on that
through the Post. Offices to a considerable account. On the contrary, he will be bet,ter off.
extent. It is also plain to honorable mem- This (:tovel'llment will provide, so far as it can
bers that it would be impracticable to have possibly do so, for taking over the liabilities and
on the right-hand side of a Post Office door responsibilities of the States' Sa.vings Banks, if the
States' banks so desire, after this Bill comes into
a brass-plate with the words " Commomyealth operation.
Savings Bank," ar:.d on the left-hand side a
brass-plate with the words "State Savings I contend that they are trying to do by
financial legislation what the people refused
Bank."
Mr. MACKINNON.-1'here is a provision iil them the right to do in a deliberate constituthe Bill enabling the officers of other Depart- tional struggle. That will be one of the
effects if it is fiot one of the motives behind
ments to be used for ~avings Bank business.
]\{r. WATT. -It is true they could em- the Federal Bill.
Mr. EL:\ISLIE.-In what respect are they
ploy Customs officials and Post Office officials.
With so many I)ost Offices scattered throu~h trying to get behind the Constitution?
.l.\1:t. WATT.-The Commonwealth asked
out A ustralia, the Post Offices affurd a very
convenient method for the Common wealth through that referendum for enormous
Government to adopt in start.ing their powers which would have dwarfed, if not
Savings Bank business. I want honorable crippled, the Statf?S of Australia. The
members to understand that if the Common- people decided against them by an overwealth Government largely utilizes the Go- whelming ma.jority in every State except one.
vernment Post Offices as agencies for the I ha.ve no hesitation in saying that if the
Commonwealth Savings Bank, the State will Commonwealth Bank is established, the
measnre of its sllccess will be the measure of
inevit.ably have to get notice to quit.
Sir ALKXANDER PEACOCK. -If the Com· the failure of tile ~tate Savings Banks, and
monwealth Govermnentaresincere in carrying the measure of the failure of the State
out Commonwealth Savings Banks they must 8avings Banks will be the measure of injury
"inflicted on the peoples of the States,· and
utilize the Post OFfices.
Mr. W ATT.- VViLh the cordial concnr- the Government forces of the States.
Mr. WARDI<:.--That does not alter the
rence of every member of the Government,
flwt
that ban king was handed over to the
and the great bulk of the Ministerial
Common wealth.
following, whatever onr friends on the
Mr. \VATT.-I am not saying that they
Opposition side of the House may think,
I can say that we regret de!=lply that the have not the right to do it constitutionally.
Commonwealth has seen fit to secure legis- I decline to discuss that, because I do not
lative authority to support this particular think I am sufficient an authority to do so.
hranch of banking business. I can under- My own idea is that there is ample constistand some of the reasons, and apprecia te tutioual authority for the Uommonwealth to
.some of [he prospects of a properly.equipped embark on banking .
Commonwealth Bank to do getleral business
Mr. WARD 1<:."';" Yet you say they are enfor the /:;tates and the Commonwealth, deavouring to take something by a side wind,
because it may be said that the Common- which was not given them.
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Mr. W.A TT.-They are endeavouring to
lay unholy hands on the millions now in the
custody of the Savings Banks of the ~tat,es.
Mr. HANNAH.-SO much rubbish. You
know it is flap doodle.
Mr. WATl'.-lf honorable members have
an opportunity and the inclination to read
thp. memorandum recently prepared in
Sydney, and submitted to the Commonwealth
authorities, they will find ample food for
thought., as to the effects of the introduction
of this system on the States as they exist today.
Those arguments have net heen dealt
wit.h in the Federal Legislature or anywhere else. . There is no answer to them,
and I propose to ask honorable members to listen to some extracts bearing
on the issues involved. At this important
juncture, the States, through their respective administrations, expressing
as
they do practically all shades of political
thought in Australia, unite in one COIicurrent
representation, and it seems to me that the
Federal authorities might, with propriety,
have treated that representation, not only
with respect, but with sincere consideration.
As far as we are able to judge, thlS matter
might just as well have been read to a newspaper reporter and placed in the waste-paper
basket for any effect it has had 011 the
existing Federal Administration. I can see
no advantage to one depositor or to one
interest in the federation that this business
should pass from the hands of the States
to the Commonwealth.
:Mr. ]~ulsLf~.-They might give better
terms.
Mr. W A'rT.- What does that mean?
Mr. ELMSLIE.-Pny higher iuterest or
take larger deposits.
Mr. W ATT.-That amounts in Savings
Bank experience to the same thing. They
must, if they are prepared to do that, earn a
larger slim of money wherewith to pay. "Vill
the honorable member be good enough to
look at the last page of the report of the
Commissioners, which shows the margin on
which the Savings Bank of this country
trades, ill order to see how far it is possible
to lift the interest !lnd increase the deposits.
Ours is probably the best managoed institution of its kind in the States, and it shows
a profit of £40,0(){', a resel've fund of
£500,000, accumulated funds amounting to
£17,000,000, and deposits amounting to
£3,000,000. The gross profits 'vere £3 lOs.
That is a little over 3 ~ per
5icrd. pel' cent.
cent. The interesL to depositors amolJnted to
£2 153. l:S,\d , and the expenses of management to 8s. 6 T\rd. per cent. Seeing that
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the inter-est and expenses of management
amollnted to £3 48. 2tb-d. per cent., the
margin for contingeneies between gross
profits and expenses is 68. 212ijd. per cent.
Honorable mem bel'S will agree, I think,
that in a huge business that is about as
small a margin as a bank could conveniently
trade upon.
Honorable members should
therefore ask themselves whether the money
which the ~avillgs Banks have let ont in a.ny
of the forms of iuvestment prescribed in the
principal Act is earning as much money as it
should. Honorable members who lmow anything about inve!:ltment!:l know that they are
getting as solid a return as the market will
permit. 1'be argument sometimes is that
they are asking too much for their money.
The question then arises-Is t.he expense of
management too large ~ It is t he most
economically administered institution of its
kind in Australia. Theil, how can you pay
more interest to your depositor if you
cannot get more from your borrower, and you
cannot reduce your expenses? 1 t can only
be done at the expense of the wipillg out or
serious diminution of that lrargin of 6s. 2d.
Mr. W ARD~.- You can increase the
amount on whiOh the interest is paid?
Mr. W ATT.-C'annot the honorable
member see that ,,}oes not affect the q uestion. It only means a higher obliga.tion on
the Commissioners. It also means that the
larger the sum on which you pay iuterest the more uncertain is the ~;:lVinl-!s
Banks business.
1£ you have an average of £38 per depositor there is less
liability of enormous sums being withdrawn
than if you have an average of £250. A study
of Savings Banks figures by those best qualified to judge in England, America, and Australia, shows that the more the Sa.ving~
Bank departs from the small character of its
deposits, the more it becomes a risky bnsiness by. attra.cting capital from other ventures liable to sudden withdra wa.l.
Mr. .ELMSLI E.-The smaller your business the more profitable ,it is?
Mr. WAT1'.-~ot more profitable, but
the more certain up to a certain roint.
Honorahle members, particularly those on
the Opposition side of the House, know
that this money is practically at call.
If you lift the money on which in·
terest is paid to £500 or £1,000 yon will
attract a large number of d~positors from
other banks who would withdraw money at
present fixed in tho~e banks and place it in
the Savings Banks at call. The experience
of people handling large de!)oiSits of that
kind
is in good times as well as
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bad, that the larger the average deposit,
the larger the reSE'rve, and therefore the less
the money available for earnings yon have to
,provide. That is the history of :-.avingg Bank
;finance and experience the world over, Conservative as has been the admini&tration of
the present Commissioners they are working
-on as small a margin a~ the magnitude of
their opera,tions permit with safety. At the
present time money which has come from
the depositors has been lent to the State
{)f Victoria - some £ 10,000,000 out· of
£17,oOO,OllO, In addition to that a large
sum of money has been lent to the farmer~
borrO\vers nuder the Cn:dit Foncier system,
.and to coctage-borrowcrs under the cottage
loan system of last year, figures in respect
to which I can give in Commit~ee. It is
safe to say that throughout the last ten or
fifteen years the finances of this State have
leaned heavily on the reSOllrces of the Savings Bauk Commissionerf'!. 'Ve all knew it
in the time of the late administration.
Whethf:lr things were good or bad the Commissioners recognised that the credit of Vic.toria was at stake, and they frequently stood
loyally behiud our ventures for loan raising
and made the markets stronger. They have
provided us with vast. sums of money for
puLJic works amounting in all to £ 10,000,000.
1\1 r. W A rWE.-Temporary advances.
Mr. \,V ATT.-There are very few temporary ad vanees.
Mr. W ARol<:.-Plenty of Treasurers have
had them.
Mr. \\T A T1'.-Very few. The honorable
member would be astonished to see how few
there have been. But what has frequently
been done is that the Treasurers have had a
look ahead, have seen the requirements for
public works and loan expenditure generally,
have appreciated the accumulation going
-on in the Savings Banks, and, usually by
discussion with the Savings Bftnks Commissioners, have arrived quietly, without market
opertitions, at an understanuing that on a
given munth a fresh loan shall be made, giving
to the (.~overnrnent the first month to start
with £50,0(10 or £60,000, and going on at
this rat.e for ten or twelve months.
Mr. ELMSL1I<~.-At what rate?
"Mr. VV ATT.-At whatever rate is fixed
by the Savings Hauks Commissioners and
the Treasurers of the day.
Mr. ELMSLJE.-- You are answering your
-own argnnJent.
Mr. W ATT.-In what way?
Mr. EevsLlE.-I will not interrupt.
Mr. 'VATT.-The honorable member
might interrupt if he was effulgent, and cast
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any light on the subject; but, because he cannot do that, he will remain silent. First, of
all, I ought to say that the total deposits in
the Australian ~avings Banks amounted in
rOllnd fignrea Oll 30th June to £58,OUO,000.
In very many of the States the majo.r part
of that money has been, by quiet negotiation,
lent by the Savings Banks CommiHsioncrs to
the Government.
In one case, practically 95 per cent. of the Savings
Banks deposits has been lent by these
banks to the Government of the State. May
I, at this. stage, draw attention to, some of the
paragraphs in this rather hastily.drawn
memorial which the ~tate Governments
handed to the Commonwealth Government.
An HONOHABLE Mmmrm.-From all the
State Governments to the CommOl~wealth 7
Mr. W A'l'T.-lt WRS signed, tirst of aU,
by Victoria and New South Wales, and the
Governments 0'£ the other States wired theIr
concurrence i::lmedij\tely they received wired
eopies, of the memorial. The State Uovernments could not assemble, except in a mos.t
hurried fashion,. but every State Government h,ts. handed in this proposition to the
Commonwealth Government..
These aFe
some of the arguments used : The existing State Savings Banks effectively
IDeet, in all rf:lspects, the needs of depositore.
These institutions offer every aclvantage which
Federal control would secure, as all the States
have adopted a system of reciprocity which enahles
depositors in anyone State to operate their
accounts in any other Sta,te. The Savings Banks a.re
grad uaUy extending their system of central banks,
"" hich give the full ad vantages of a helld office in
each district, and bring the post-office agencies
closer to their central offices, saviug much time in
postal transactions and makiDg money available to
depositors more quickly. This facility of operation will be adversely affected by a Commonwealth
Savings Bank, as the post offices alone cannot
give the full advantage of this system. It will be
ell pensive for the Commonwealth Savings Bank to
establish similar district centres to compete with
the State Savings Banks.
"'\Ve go on then to draw attention to the fact
that if the facilities at present afforded by
the post office are withdrawr.. from the existing
institutions, the State Savings Banks will be
under the necessity of opening branches and
agencies ill all directions. But I propose to
give the exact propositions in that respect
in a few minutes.
The State Savings Banks at present gather up the
small savings of the maEses of the people alld lend
them out to the settler, and to those "'ho desire to
build homes for themselves, thus using the aggregation of sma.ll savings to hdp the people to
develop the St.ates in which they reside. The land
is under t,he control of the Governments of the
States, and its development should remain with
them under their closet' local management. Thia
good work we desire to continue, whereas the
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Commonwealth Savings Bank could not localise it&
efforts in this way.

I might add, in passing, that the Commissioners of the t;tate Savings Bank, accoding
to statute law, cannut invest outside the
State in which the monf'Y is raised.
Here follow two or three paragra.phs, showing
the intimate relationship between the finances
of the Commissiollel's of the Savings Banks
and the various States of Australia.
Large sums have been inyested also by the
Savings Banks with the State Governments, which
have been expended in reproductive works in the
respective States, and in assisting to redeem ~tate
debts as they mature. It would be a serious
check upon the opening up of the resources of the
States if the accumulated saving~ of the people
were diverted from such investments.

TheRe are very serious words to come from
the represe~~.tati yes of the Executive heads
of the States.
The proposal to establish a Commonwealth
Savings Ballk seriously threatens the financial interests of all the State Governments, inasmuch as
such UovernUWl1ts are indissolubly bounrl up with
the Sta,te tiavings Bank institutions, and the investment of depositors' funds in titate Government
debentures has been a most material assistance in
the development of the resources of the States. By
having com manu of snch local moneys the State
Governmeuts have been enabled to ahstain. for
consiaerable periods, from borrowing in London
for necessary public works, and for redemption
purposes. Thereby they have been able to keep
up their crellit in London, and to choose the most
fa\'orable time for operating on the London. market when such borrowing has been necessary. Interest is thus paid to the people of the country
a.nd remains in the country. If the State Governments are deprived to any large ext ent of local
supplies of money. they must necessarily appeal to
the London market more frequently, and their
credit must become depreciated. involving the
payment of higher rates of interest, and come·
quent l<ls8 to the people of the States. We wonld
urge that the investment with the State Governments of the people's savings, and their use in the
development of the country's resources, is the
best purpose to which snch savings Ca.11 be put.

\-Ve went on further than this, and felt it
was only wise to tell the Commonwealth
authorities what we thought would be t.he
inevitable result of successful competition by
the new bank, and we did it in these
wordsA further consideration which we uesire to urge
is that the successful establishment of a Federal
Savings Bank must mean large withdrawals of
funds from the Stat.e concerns, necessitating the
Stal e institutiolls finding large sums wherewith to
repay deposits. The loss caused by realizing assets
of one bank to pay another will he considerable.
It may necessitate the sale of debentures, or calling
in of mortgage loans, and realizing debentures in
large parcels would depreciate their value, and
thus cause direct 10ss. It would also cause 10Rs to
the State Governments by the depreciation of their
credit when floating future loans. 1 he :financial
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stringency caused by diverting la.rge sums from
their accustomed channel, may also have the effect
of raising the rates charged for mortgage
loans, and so adversely affect the position
of the Credit Foncier loans to farmer.s and cottage
loans. SUlllmarizing these positions: we would
urge that the esta,blishment of a Commonwealth
Savings Bank would result in a duplication of
system and conlrol; in the division of capital
and of profits; in the reduction of the public
facilities, and possibly of interest to depositors; in
increasing expenses, and possibly in aduing to interest on ~loans. Most important of all, it would
leau inevitably to the embarrassment of the Governments of the States in the carrying out. of theirpolicy of internal development.

There is nothing to which the Commonwealth
Government could object in the phraseology
of that commnnication. The men responsible
for the finances of the States would have
been guilty of a dereliction of dnty if they
had not represented these strong views to
the Commonwealth authorities. I feel that
every word of that is true. I feel that no
Treasurer of the State can look with equanimlty to the future if he is deprived of the
solid support which t.he proper care and investment of the people's savings has enabled
the Savings Banks Commissioners to give.
The more we look at the fillances of the
fnture the more conviuced mURt we be that
this is so. More particnlarly will that be the
case when the bank which is to be established grows to large proportions in the community, and when, in addition to that, the
Commonwealth may take over the redemption
of the lon,ns of the States. It is just to inferthat we shall not be able, except uuderextreme pressure, and at hea vy loss, to em bark
on anything like the expenditure of loan
money in the future that we have been aLle
cheerfully and wi:;ely to do in the past. When
a tirne like that comes to pass, the State
must either depend on taxation for additional
revenue to meet its req nirements, or it must
be prepared to shed fUllctiul1 after function in
order that the body which has the power, the
influence and the money, may be able to control these functions.
~lr. OUTTRIM.-That
is exactly the
argument t,hat was used against the adoption
of the CommonwEalth Constitution, which a
large number of people, illcluding YOllrself t
were fighting for.
Mr. W A'l'T.-The honorable member was
opposed then to the Commonwealth Constitution.
Mr. OUTTRI;\I.-That was the argument
used against its adoption.
Mr. 'rY A TT.-The honorable memberhimself used it, or it was llsed by those with
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whom he was acting in consort. Then he
was wrong.
Mr. OUTTRIl\r.-In what way?
Mr. W A T1'.-W e on the other side, used
no such argument as that. We were the
good advisers. The people believed us, and
did not believe those who took the other view,
and we ask t.he people now to believe us as
against the false views we are combating.
The colos3al memory of the honorable
member for Maryborough carries him over
practically two-thirds of the history of this
State, and he is referring to the time when
that was the op;nion he supported, and he is
referring to the fact that those who snpported it were absolutely wrong in their
arguments.
Mr. OUTTRUI.-I was against the Federal
Con&titution then, and you are against it
now.
Mr. WATT.--No. I do not speak egotistically when I say that, although then a
young man, [ was amongst the most active
of the ad vocates of the establishment of the
Federal Union. Weare advocates now of
the maintenance of the Federal principle in
that union, but we will fight to ihe end
against any policy, overt or covert, that is
likely to lead to the ruin of the States, which
ought to be the supporting pillars of the
great Federal edifice. We believe that the
Commonwealth proposal. is a measure for
unifiaation through strangulation. "Ve believe that the principles of the Federal Constitution will stand the strain of the development of the States, but we believe that
the adopt.ion of principles which make fot'
unification will lead us up the blind·alley of
stagnation. In Western Australia, that particular portion of this Continent which
honorable members opposite are most fond
of quoting, and which voted for the referendum, not only did the Parliament permit
their Go\'ernment to join in this movement,
but the Labour party of that State held a
conference 011 the subject, and, outside the
Government altogether, sent a memorial
to the Prime Minister. I had the privilege
of conferring with the Labour Premier and
Ministers of New South 'Wales, and I
can assnre honorable members, without fear
of indulging in party remarks, that I
felt there as intense and as deep-seated an
anxiety to prevent the fruition of the Commonwealth Savings Bank as we here have felt
in Victoria. The action we have taken is not
a party movement. I t represents the desire
of those who view the fnture of the, States,
and on whose shoulders rest the obligations
of the States, to see that the State::; get lair
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treatment, fmd we ask those who are in
favour of this new movement to shl)w that it
will effect one pen!1yworth of improvement
to either the Commonwealth or the States.
Honorable members on the opposite side,
by theil' interjections, iudicate that they disagree with that view. I do not expect to
convert the honorable member for Bendigo
East. He comes here with his mind, or
rather his will, made up.
Mr. HANNAH.-I suppose you are introducing this with your will made up 1
Mr. W ATT.-Absolutely. We have had
the opportunity of conferring with those who
have thought on the question, and we have
given thought to it ourselves, and we look in
vain for one argument in support of the position which the States are being placed in by
this Commonwealth legislation.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-It is a remarkable thing
that the honorable gentleman is assuming
that this party is distillGtly in favour of it.
Mr. W ATT.-I think that is so, because I
have looked in vain for an expression of belief
on their part that this is not a good thing
for Australia or the States generally, and
because J can obtain support from any other
quarter than from nmongRt the Labour l'aIJks.
The Commonwealth movement obtains no
support amongst commercial people nor
from amongst the depositors in the States
Savings Banks, nor from any of the people
from whom one might expect such a movement to emanate.
Mr. HANNAH.-We have not found a revolution amongst the depositors.
Mr. W ATT.-Certainly not; neither have
we had one request from them for this Commonwealth proposal. I have deprecated a
referendum to the ~avillgs Banks depositors
on this subject, but I ,·,ill ~uarantee that, if
Parliament authorized 'a referendum to the
depositors, you would get 75 or 80 per cent.
declare that they would prefer the system
to rest as it is.
Mr. WARDE.-The best referendum will
be taken when the new bank is in operation.
Mr. 'VATT.-The honorable member
probably believes that there is room for more
competition in this field.
Mr. WARDE.-I think the Commollwenlth
has as much right to give facilities for depositing money as your Govermnent has.
Mr. W AT11.-We have seen banks arise
in Australia in the past, certainly not the
same kind of structure as it is proposed to
'erect now, but banks with a large field of
operations, and great prospects of hug~ profits,
and they have HOL . done all that their
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founders have btJieved they would be able to
do. This ~tate in particular has gone
through great finaneial crises, the effeCts of
which were felt in every home in the State,
and as a consequence of that, the people here
are more cautious than those in other parts
which have not had great periods of adversity.
In view of our feelings of what we believe to
be the issues of the future which ale involved
by the passage of that Commonwealth Bill,
which is not yet through both Houses, the
Government felt it incumbent upon them
to call t.he Savings Banks Commissioners
into consultation, to understand what their
views were, and we very soon found th~t
they were filled with the gravest apprehension as to the future of the institution.
They see the loss of 350 agencies, which
have hitherto heeu working in their interest,
and which may be installed to work for the
new bank, and they ask that some statutory
power should be given 'to them to establish
new agellcies ill the localities in which they will
be required, R.nd the first step is this Bill.
The second step is to proceed with the operation of clause 5 of this Bill, if it be passed
in its present form-that is, to start the
establishment of new agencies and branches.
On the 30th J uue last the Savings Banks
Commissioners had sixty-nine branches; they
have now seventy branches. For some time
past the Commissioners have been gradually
inspecting the towns and business centres of
Victoria, with the object of extending the
branches as funds became available for the
purchase of land and the erection of buildings. Tboy had already determined on the
eRtablishment of some additional agencies,
bnt now it has been decided that we shall open
tbirty-two branches, ill addition to those we
have at present, within the next three mouths.
Over and above that, there will be forty new
branches opened within the ne)(t twelve
modtbs, so that in twelve months' time from
now tbe Commissioners expect to double the
number of branches. Then they propose to
select agents in all the country towns outside
the original branches and agencies.
Mr. CARLISLE.-Is that to take the place
vf the post office '!
.
Mr. W ATT.-Yes, the agfll1cies will take
tbe place of the post offices. I t has been
the policy of the Commissioners, wherever
Ull
age.'.Jcy has sufficiently developed, to
establish a brallch in its stead. That is the
policy of extension that is to be adopted, so
that in twelve months' time, instead of
seventy branches the Savings Bank will have
14:? branches thruughollt the State.
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Mr. I-IANNAH.-What will be the cost of
that?
Mr. 'Y ATT.-I will give those figures
later on. Then we propose, w~erever it is
deemed advisable, to enter into relations
with existing trading banks.
Mr. MAcKINNoN.-Do you propose to
make them agents for the Savings Bank?
Mr. WATT.-Yes, we propose to make
them collecting agencies wherever advisable,
and I understand that, although no definite
agreement of tha.t kind has been come to,
the existing financial institutions, which
already have large deposit arrangements
with the Savings Banks, are agreeable to do
business on the same terms as t be Post-office
people do it at present, namely, at about 61:1.
per cent. By this means, we hop e to get
ready at once for the change that must face
us, so that. people will be in the habit of
doing business under the new conditions,
and that not only will we retain a substautial proportion of the deposits, which are
valuable, but we will also get our share of
the accretions of future years.
1 take
that to be a S<'llllO policy which, whatever
honorable members may think of the Commonwealth proposals, will be welcomed as
reasonable and necessary if our Savings Bank
is to continue its usefulness to thA community. III addition to that, it has been
snggested that the Commonwealth authorities may have s()me difficulty in obtaining
the necessary staffs for the Commonwealth
~avillgs Banks, and that there might be a
temptation to snap up some of our best
offioers. Scarcely a day passes, even now,
without the State I08illg some bright young
officer, who prefers to ell tel' t he service of the
Commonwealth.
.Mr. EUfSLIE.-They snap at it themselves.
Mr. 'WATT.-The bait offered by the
Commonwealth is better than onrs.
They
have more money than we have; we have to
turn over every penny twice before we spend
it, while the Commonwea.lth can jingle its
sovereigns.
~ir ALEXANDI<:R PEACOCK.- You mean
its llotes.
Mr. W ATT.-It is proposed, and I think
this will meet with the hearty concurrence of
hOllorabie member~, that an increase of
salaries should take place in the bfwings
Bank to the extent of £8,000.
In addition
to that, it is proposed to appoint eight.y-eight
Dew clerks at a total cost of £4,40().
The
rent of the adclitiollal offices is estimated to
amount to £),600, and £640 is to be debited
every year for fi ve years to eover the cost of
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fittings Itnd alterations. Other incidental ex- as well as to the States, but if experi ..
penses are estimat.ed at .£4,000, making the ence proves that we have to fight an
total increased expenditure of the Savings interest rate battle, we will come to Parlia~
Banks Commissioners, £18,640 per annum. ment and tell Parliament that such is the
The effect of this increased expenditure will be case, because we have
accumulated
to raise the percentltge of expenbes to capital assets to the extent of £500,000, an
by 2s. per cent., making it lOs. 6d. instead of amount which is immensely larger, I believe,
Rs. 6d., but there still will be a slight margin than the reserves of any other bank in
of profit, and if the busilless grows in t.he Australia. We feel that by careful managefuture the percentage of expenses will be ment we have created this reserve, and we do
relatively reduced, probably by 6d. or Is. not prupose to allow this institution to die
within a reasonable time.
without spending some of its profits and
Mr. lVlcLlwD.-That means that instead money in an endeavour to keep it alive for
the benefit of the people. I have necessarily
of a margin of 6s. 2d., it will be 4s. 2d.
Mr. W ATT.-Precisely. The Commoll- been drawn iuto some consideratious that
wealth authorities will find the same thing might be deemed of a party political
happening. They will find that competition character. I do not think, however, that
means loss of economy and probably no this Bill should be regarded a party political
Bill. I think it is a Bill on which honorable
greater efficiency.
Mr. CARLISLE.-- You expect increased members can deliberate for the good of the
business?
State as a whole. We can afford to differ in
Mr. WA 'fT.-Weare not hetting on it, opinion on many of the pointe involved in it.
but we think it our duty to try and keep in Some honorable members m:ty think that.
a state of efficiency an institution wbich has there is no harm in the 6nanci31 unification
of the Australian Commonwealth. I, for
lived during so many stormy decades.
Mr. ROHERTSON. - Your great difficulty one, believe that the way to keep Australia.
will be to give the public the facilities they sound and her future bright is to keep the
States strong, and I propose, so 10llg as I am
now enjoy at the post offices.
~lr. W ATT.-l do not propose to discuss in office or in Parliament, to resist every
at this stage the question of the payment of endeavour on the part of the Commonwealth
interest on larger amounts. There are quite Government or the Commonwealth Parliaa number of problems opening up in con- ment that will tend to weaken the States
nexion with the administr~tion of the Savings without the people being first consulted. It.
Banks. Honorable members will recollect is true that during the last election campaign
that this point was discussed in this House there was an ambiguous announcement of a
not; long ago. At present the Savings Banks Common wealth Bank as one of the issues,
pay 3~ per cent. on the first £100, and 3 but at no time dnring that campaign did I
hear of the establishment of a Common wealth
pe~ cent. on the next £150, but on deposits
over £2[)O no interest is paid, although de- Savings Bank.
Mr. HANNAH.-I have ad vocated it from
posits are received within the legal maximum
of £1,000. I have quite a number of figures the beginning.
Mr. WATT. - That, probably, is the
which J could give to honorable membE::rs,
but I do not think .it·is necessary to do so reason for its success. "V hat that meant
nOlle of us, who are students of 'his
at this stage.
Mr. 'l'OUTCHER.-Do yon nat think we movement, could ever quite make out.
should pay interest on deposits up to £500, I questioned representatives of" that party,
and got different kinds of answers. To someas they do in Queensland ?
Mr. W AT'l'.-I say that I do not propose it meant a bank of issue, bllt it is not to be
to discuss that at this stage, because before a bank of issue, because it is proposed to
that is done, the Commissioners would have retain the issue at the Treasury. To others
to iudicate their complete concnrrence with it meant a loan bank, a bank of exchange or
it. That is to say, you cannot place re- a deposit bank, but in no case did I hear the
sponsibilit.y on men of that kind, without proposition to est.ablish a Commonwealth
consulting their views and experience. Our ~avings Bank. The Labour Administrations
view now is that we have quit.e enough Hew of the other State3 have united with us in a
conditions to face, and we do not think we memorial to the Commonwealth proclaiming
are justified in reducing the margin of profit, the same thing. This has never been an
and in lowering the reserves still further. issue hefore the public, and should have been
The Commonwealth will find that com- specifically referred to the public in some
petition will mean a 10dS of profit to it form before Parliament was asked to give
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.assent to it. I h0pe that, although the
measure i~ introduced late, honorable
mem uers will realize that the situation has
just come upon us.
It was not possible
to foresee it last session.
It would be
dangerous to leave the matter over until
next session, and I therefore ask honorable
mern bel's to gi ve their at ten tion to the Bill
.a.nd to pass it as early as possible. 1 do not
mean by that that I wish to rush it t.hrough
to-night. I hope that it will become law
before we rise at Christmas time.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Hear, hear,
·81 very good speech.
On the motion of Mr. ELMSLIE, the
-debate was adjourned until t.he following
<day.
HOUR OF MEETING.
:Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-I moveThat the House, a.t its rising, a.djourn until two
.o'clock to-morrow.

The motiou was agreed to.
The House adjourned at a quarter to
,eleven o'clock,. until half-past two o'clock
.the following day.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, Decembe7' 19, 1911.
The PRESIDEN'£ took the chair at ten
minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read the
prayer.

RAILWAY

DEPARTME~T.

GEELONG AN D BALL.ARAT TRAIN

S (mVlCR.

The HOll. W. H. EMRLING stated, by
leave, that he wished to call the attention of
the .;\lillister of Hailways, through the Minister of Public "" orks, to the very unsatisfactory rail way sel'vice between Geelong and
Ballarat. For many years the services had
been bad, On Friday last he was on ':l. train
which left Ge£long at 1.20 p.m., and it was
due at Ballarat a little after 3 o'clock. He
had an important meeting to attend at Ballarat at 4 o'clock. The train broke down
at Lethbridge, it broke down between Meredith and Elaine, it broke down at Elaine, it
broke clown at Lal Lal, and it hroke down at
\Varrellheip~ and finally arrived at Ballarat
:at 5.10 p_m. ~everal gentlemen who were
passengers by the train told him that their
jOlll'lley to Ballarat was rendered absolutely
'useless through arrivillg there so late. He
would not have mentioned this if it had been
an individual case, but this train was always
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uncertain in its movements. He wished to
know from the· honorable gentleman if he
would ask that a proper serviee should be
instituted. Some people said t.he dclH.Y was
caused by the engine, and some said it was
due to the coal. At. any rate, the train was
two hours late.
The Hon. J. G. AnoIAN.-It may have
been the Wonthaggi coal.
The HOll. W. L. BAILLIE [j (:\1 inister
of Public \Vorks).-The remarks by Dr.
Embling with rlilgard to the train serviee \yill
be brought under the notice of the Minister
of Rail ways.

DAYS OF MEETING.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU
of Public Works) moved-

(Minister

'That during the remainder of the session 1Ihe
Council shall meet for the despatch of business on
Frida.ys, at 2 o'clock.

He remarked. that he hoped the House
would' not have to sit on Friday.
The I-Iou. J. BALJ<'OUR~-It is better than
sitting all night.
The motion was agreed to.

STATE. SCHOOL HOLIDAYS AT
MILDURA.
The Hon. R. B. REES said that, by
leave, he desired to ask the Minister of Public \""orks a question without notice. A
resolution was carried by the Honse last
week in reference to the State school holidays at Mildura, and he desired to know if
the official leader of the HOllse ha.d brought
the resolntion before the Cioverurnent, and
if the Government was taking or had taken
any action in the matter. The school holi·
days were upon us, and unless the Government took action immediately the motion of
this House was being defeated.
He would
like to ask the Minister what had beeu doue
in the matter.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIElJ (Minister of
Public \Yorks).-I desire to inform the
honorable member that I have drawn the
attention of the Minist.er of Public Instruction to the motion passed by this House, and
to the whole discussion upcm it.
The I-Ion. R. B. REES sta;ted that he
desired to move the adjournment of the
HOllse, to call atteution to the fact that the
Minister's answer was unsatisfactory, was
equivocal, and did 110t really touch the question that was asked. It was merely a kind
of flip of the finger at what an honorc;\ble.
member had said in the HOllse.
.
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The PRESIDENT.-Before the honor-

at

~fildul'a.

case, they might as well know it.

School

able mem her states the reason for moving the
adjournment of the House, I would ask him

holidays would be granted from to-morrow,
and only a week of the session re-

just to state the points upon which he desires
to move the adjournment, without going
into any speech.
The Hun. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of
Public Works) remarked that, with Mr. Rees'
permission, he would state that he did not
desire to be flippant to the honorable member
at all. He was quite serious in the answer.
he had given. The matter had been brought
before the Minister of Public Instruction,
and the Minister was to give it consideration,
and it was possible that to-morrow he would
give his answer. He understood that the
Minister was dealing with the matter, and
proposed to give some replJ.
He (Mr.
Bailliell) certainly did not i~tend to be
flippant to the honorable member.
The Hon. R. B. REES stated that he desired to move the adjournment of the House
to consider the answer of the Minister to the
direct question whether he had brought
the resolution of the Honse, which was
directed to the Government, not to the
Minister, under the attention of the Government. The resolution of the Honse asked
the Government to take certain specific
action. The Minister had not answered that
question.
Six honorable members having risen in
their places (as required by the standing
order) to support the motion,
The Hon. R. B. REES said a resolutiOll
had been adopted, directly asking the
Government, not the Minister of Public
Instruction, to give effect to the request contained in the petition presented by school
committees in Mildura. The Minister had
already decided not to grant that request.·
Yet the Minister of Public Works told them
that he had brought the matter before the
Minister of Public Instruction. Now the
Minister was not the Government. Apparently it was a case of disposing of the
matter hy a side wind. He believed the
Minister of Pnolic Works was quite sincere,
but the resolution was directed to the
Government, and not the Minister of Publie
Instruction.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-It was
against the Department.
The Hon. R. B. REES said the Minister
of Public Instruction had already told him
and probably some ot.her honorable members,
that he would not take action in the matter,
unless directed to do so by the Government.
Did the Government intelJd to flout the
re:;olution of the Council 1 Jf that were the

mained. It was simply flouting the House
for the Minister of Public Works to
say that he had spoken to the Minister of
Public Instruction on the matter. As a
representative of the Council, the Minister
of Public "'.,. orks f3hould have seen that the
deliberate resolution of the House was
given effect to, or he should have the
pluek to say that the Minister of Public
Instruction and the Government were
figuratively flipping their fingers at what the
Council had done.
He would like the
Minister to be candid, and say whether the
Government were going to give effect to the
request. As a representative of this House.,
the Minister of Public Works should do his
best to have the resolution carried out.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said he felt
sure they could rely on the representatives
CJf the Council in the Government doing
their utmost to have the wishes of the House
carried out if possible. He did not see why
the Council should not get an answer before
the prorogation. Mr. Rees wanted an answer,
"yes" or ., 110 " ; bu t he thought Mr. Rees had
rather been carried away by his own eloquence.
No one wonld think that Mr. Bai1lieu was
flippant or neglectful of the interests of the
Council. The representatives of the Council
in the Government woulddo their best, he felt
sure, to get the resolution put into force, and
no doubt an effort would be made to give a
definite answer on the subject before the
House adjourned over Christmas. Unless
there were some good reason against it,
the four members of the Council in the
Ministry would have effect given to the
resolution. He was perfectly certain of that
from his experience of Council Ministers in
the past.
The Hon. "\V. L. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public Works) said he hoped that when
he was lacking in candour to the Council, he
would have ceased to occupy any position in
it.
He also trusted that he would· not
deteriorate to such an extent physically, as
not to have the courage to do the right
thing, as Mr. Hees seemed to think was the
case on this occasion.
The Hon. R. B. RI<~Es.-I did not say
so.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said it was
quite true that this resolution w&.s directed
to the Government, and he did not think that
the full significance of that fact wa~ im~
pressed upon him until the honorable member had spoken to-day. All the same, he
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should have waited until a Cabinet meeting
was held, in order to bring the matter before
the Government. The practice was for a.
Minister to bl'in!! such a matter forward at
the first Cabit~et meeting. No Cabinet
meeting had been held since this resolution
had been pasRed. It was only fair for hiln
to admit that his mind was certainly centered
on the Minister of Public Instruction. Still,
he did not want to be equivocal, and say that
because there had been no Ca.binet meeting
nothing had been done. He had brought the
matter before the Minister of Public Instrnotion, who said that there was another
side to the story, and that the Council would
have taken !l. different view if ,it had been
properly informed. In due course, he expected to get the reasons in support of that
view.
Any resolution or request of the
Council would get proper attention, not only
from himself, but from the other honorable
members belonging to the Government.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN (AttorneyGeneral) said he would like to take the
opportunity of referring to certain information
which he had supplied, and which had been
challenged by Mr. Rees.
The PRESIDENT. - The question on
which the adjournment of the House has
been moved, is the Minister's reply to a.
questioIl, and that is the only matter which
can be discussed.
. The Hon. J. D. BRO WN said he su bmitted that what he wi~hed to say would be
pertinent.
The PRESIDENT.-On a motion for
the adjournmellt of the Honse such as this,
the standing order says that t.he derate must
be strictly confined to the q uesti0n on which
the adjournment is moved.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said it would
be useful for members to know, beyond a
shadow of n doubt, that the information
which he supplied was correct. He wonld
like to explain the position to them.
The PRE~IDENT.-It cannot be done
on this question.
The motion for the adjournment of the
House was negatived.
HOUR OF MEETING.
The Hon. "Y. L. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public Works) movedThat during the remainder of the session the
Council shall meet for the rlespatch of business
on \Yedllcsday and Thursday at 3 o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
Second Session 1911.-L 17]
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Petitions were presented by the Hon. F.
BRAWN from electors in Balla.rat,
Hoss
Creek, Sebastopol, and other districts,
praying that a Bill be pa.ssed providing
for a referendum on t.he subject of Scripture lessons in State schools.
DIRECTOR OF. AGRICULTURE
RILL.
The debate (adjourned from December
13) on the Hon. F. Hagelthorn's motiOll
for the second rea.ding· of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said the object
of the measure was to appoint a Director of
Agricult.ure to carry out a scheme of reorganization which was supposed to be for the
benefit of the Department of Agriculture.
Judging by the reply of the Department in
connexion with the 'vVyuna farm, he thought
it would Le advisable to hold the proposed inquiry before proceeding with the Bill.
He uuderstood that the person who was
likely to be appointed to fill the position of
Director was to a certain extent responsible
for the administration of the Department at
the present time. "' 'Vhen the Bill was last
before the Hout:Se, in reply to a question as to
whether the Director would have p'ower to
make appointments, the Honorary lvl inister
said that all mat.ters of promotions and
appointments would be dealt. with in the
same way as in other Departments. He
(Mr. Evans) thou~ht that "ub-clause (6) of
clause 2 would give additional powers to the
Director. It providedSubject to the approval of the Governor in
Council the Director may from time to time assign.
to any officer of the Department of Agricult,ure
during the pleasure of the Director such of the
powers and duties of a permanent head as the
Director thinks fit; and in such event allY of such
powers and duties executed by such officer shall
for all purposes have the same force and effect as
if executed by the Director.

It appeared to be quite possible under that
clause for the Director to appoint some one
outside the Public Service to act for him
during his absence. In moving the second
reading of the Bill last week, Mr. Hagelthorn, who was in charge of the measure,
said'This is really no new position ns, for the past
nine years, the position of Director has been in
existence, but as an exempt position under section 3 of the Public ::::ervice Act, the holders of t,he
position tluring that period not havillg been. under
the Public Service Act.

J n looking through the last Appropriation
Act he noticed

t.hat there were certaiu
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officers exempt from the provisions of the
Public Service Act, including' the Director
cf Agriculture. At the time the Public
Service Act was passed there was a great
outcry about political influence in connexion
with appoint.ments and promotions. The
Public ~ervice Commissioner was appointed
to put a stop to that, but apparently there
was power to exempt certain persons from
the provisions of the Act, and the gentleman
who it was proposed should fill the position
of Direotor of Agriculture under the Bill had
been exempt from the 'Public Service Act.. Not
only that gentleman but others had been
brought into the Department from outside.
They were not nnder the Public Service Act,
but anyone of them could be placed by the
Director in his position during his absence.
He (Mr. Evans) was not making any attack
on the Director. He could assure the HOlBe
that he had no personal feeling in the matter
at all. He had never spoken to the gentleman who was now acting as Director, except
on one occasion. His point was this: Under
the Public Service A.ct persons in the Public
Service, if they were qualified, were supposed
to have an opportunity of getting higher
positions as they became vacant, but these
outsiders were brought in who had been promoted, and whose salaries had been considerably increased, while officers under the Act
were left in the rear altogether. The other
day, in reply to a question, it was stated
that, in order to effect economy, a redundant position had been abolished. That
was the position of a young man getting
25s. per week. While great keellness had
been diRplayf'd in looking for redundancy in
connexion with positions whICh were paid for
at such a low salary, there did not seem to
have been the sa.me keenness displayed in
connexion with higher positions. Before the
Department was re-organized, there were the
following positions in the Department:Dirflctor, £S50 per annum; secretary, £870
per allnum ; chief clerk and accountant, £460
per annum; agriculturalsuperintelldent,£300
per annum; total, £2,180 per annum. Since
the re-organization, which was supposed to
effect economy, there were t he following
officers :-. Director, £8;')0 per annum; chi8f
clerk, £470 perannum; accountant, £460
per allnum; agricultural superintendent,
£7 nO per annum; cadet, £200 per annum; lecturer, £300 per annum.
The
positions of chief clerk and accountant
were formerly filled
by one officer
at a salary of £460 per annum. The
item for salaries amounted to about £850
more undpr the new s'ystem than under the
Hon. W. J. Evans.
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old system.
He would show honorable
members how SOllje of the exempt officers had
risen in the Department. One man who had
been for about thirteen years in the service
received a salary of about £360 per annum.
There was another who entered the service
in 1906, who had risen from £3;10 per
annum to £500 per annum.
Another had
risen from £373 per annum to £400, and
another from £373 per annum to £[;00 per
aunum. There were two other exempt
officers, who did not seem to be able to rise,
and who were patiently standing where they
started. According to a paragraph in the
Leader, Mr. Tolley, the late manager of the
Wyuna farm, was agitating for an inquiry to
clear up matters in eonnexion with that farm.
He thought that, before a Director was
appointed under the Bill, that inquiry should
be held, so that the public and the House
should have an opportunity of getting at the
true facts.
He recognised that the Bill
would have to be passed, but he certainly
hopf)d that the statements he had made
would have some effect upon the Government. The Minister of Agriculture had stated
that if he had his way other officers of the
Department would have beeu shot out.
Owing to that remark paralysis had seized
upon the officers of the Department. No
officer dared to assert any independence
lest he should be quietly put on one
side. A pile of papers from the Department was laid on the table of the Library,
and among that pile of papers there were
newspaper clippings referring to social
functions that had taken place in connexion
with certain officers. Had he been permitted
to bring the papers into the chamber, he
would have further enlightened honvrable
members on this question. When the record
of an officer was asked for, it was an improper
thing for newspaper clippings to be included
in the papers furnished. Of course, these
notices were of a complimentary nature. He
hoped that the men in the service would hal'e
an opportunity of demonstrating their fitnes8
for any position to which they might aspire.
The Hon. F. HAGELTHoRN.-They will
have that.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said that was all
he asked for. He was not battling for any
individual. An Act was passed years ago to
do away with political influence in cmmexion
with appoin~ments and promotions. ~While it
was thought not to be in the interests of the
commullity to have appointments made in
that way, if a Government appointed a man
in those days, and fault was found with the
appointment, they always had to stand up
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and defend themselve!"'. The system of appointments by political influence was held to
be a bad one, and the Public Service Commi'Ssioner was appointed so that it; would be
done away with. That being the case, heads of
Departments should not be allowed to exercise
patronage in connexion with appointments.
That was what was being done in the
Department of Agriculture. It was the
easiest thing in the world to bring some one
in from outside, and then to raise his
salary.
An HONORABLE ME)IBER.-Perhaps there
were not men in' the service who would take
the job.
Thc Hon. W. J. EVANS said there were
certain positions in the Department which
should have been filled long ago. There
were men ill the service quite competent to
fill them, but they were not filled because
there would not have been an opportunity
of giving them to these exempt men. He
objected most strongly to the exercise of
patronage by the head of the Department.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said when
the Bill was before the House last session he
drew attention to the nomenclature of
officers, and pointetl out that the methods
prevailing did not seem to augur well
for the welfare of the Depart ment.
Directors
had
been
tried
in two
Departments.
Some people might be of
the opinion that the gentleman who
occupied the position of Director of Education had caused that Department to be of
benefit to the communit.y, but education,
of course, was a comparatively simple
subject,
as far as its scope was
concerned, in comparison with agriculture.
It seemed to him to be an absolute misnomer
to appoint any gentleman as "Director of
Agriculture." It is absolutely impossible for
any man to have all the qualifications to
enable him to fill such a position, remembering all the intricacies and variations of successful agriculture nowadays. If the Bill provitled for the appointment of a Director of
the Department of Agriculture it might be
said that it was correct in that aspect. This
Bill, and the appointment proposed to be
made under it, had been mixed up in a manner that practically obscured the contention
he was trying to make in connexiou with the
Bill. The alteration from a secretary to a
director was one that he did not think was
sound when you had to deal with a large
Dumber of experts.
In cOl1nexion with all
our educational establishments where there
was a diversity of sciences we did 1I0t
attempt to direct these great institutions by
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one individual.
'Ve had a registrar in connexion with the University, who was pmctically the official head, and who conveyed the
directions of the governing body to the experts
who had to deal with the students. The Department of Agriculture was becoming essentially a department of experts, and the experts
must specialize in connexion with the
different interests to be dealt with. The
gentleman on whom it was proposed to confer the title of Director of Agriculture had
had no connexion with a great rnany branches
of agriculture. It was not alleged by the
Minister that this gentleman specialized in
anything more than the depart.ment of
stock. It was absurd to imagine that this
one particular equipment was sufficient for
this posit.ion. rrhe honorable member who
had just sat down had pointed out conclusi vely that the re-organization of the Department that was to take place, apparently
under the direction of this gentleman, was
going to mean a very great increase in expenditure. He (Mr. Abbott) took no exception to that, provided the re-organization was
effective and the work of the Department
was made efficient. There was no Depart-ment more in need of re-organization than the
Department of Agriculture. The people
were anxiolls that the greatest possible intelligence should be brought into that
Department, and that expert knowledge
should be made available to utilize the labour
of the community, which was much more
highly priced th~n similar labour in other
countI'ies. If we were to be aule to maintain the high remuneration that was desired,
it was absolntely necessary that the best
possible scientific and expert knowledge
should be secured in order to get
the results that would
make
the
business financially successful. Instances
could be mentioned to show most conclusively
the necessity 'for the re-organization of this
Department. The matter of the Wyuna
farm itself was a standing disgrace to a
Government Department. The failure of
that farm was brought abont, not t.hrough
the want of effort on the part of the gentleman who was supposed to have control there,
but through the want of concord and knowledge, and through the circumlocutory ways
in which the Department had been endeavouring to direct operations that were of
such a character that individuals in the Departmen~ did not know what t.hey were
advising or doing. Not long ago, when Mr.
James Cameron was acting .\ inister of
Public Works, they made a tour through
the N orthel'1l Province and stayed one night
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at the Wyuna farm. They found a field of
the finest barley and peas that it was
possible to imagine fur the purpose of
ensilage. It would possibly give about 6
tons to the acre of green fodder. The
directol' of tile fa,rm . told them that he had
the materia.l waiting to be converted iuto
ensilage, that he had requisitioned for silos,
but up to that time had not been able to get
the machinery to deal with the stuff that was
going to waste in consequence. That appeared to be all extraordinary state of things.
Mr. Cameron, who was a man of practical
experience in dairying, was anxious to
see the cows at the farm, and they
were produced.
Mr. Cameron did not
think
very
much
of
them, and
asked the manager of the farm for the
records. 'rhe m~lnager said he would' not
like to show them, and then the question
was naturally asked why the manager kept
such cows there. When asked he stated
that the cows were an experiment of the
Department of Agricnlture a,t Bllrnley, where
a school of dairying was being promoted
by some gentleman in the Department. The
bubble was pricked, and these GlOWS were sent
up to Wyuna for the unfortunate manager
to make the best or the worst of.
The Hon. F. HAGELTHoRN.-He did.
not tell you that he had an, absolutely free
hand.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said the
manager had not a free hand when they were
there. On asking who bought the cows the
manager said, "They were bought by the
best expert in the Department." He added,
" If I said that the cows were not of the best
what would my position be worth here ?';
The value of the information given by the
experts came under his (Mr. Abbott's) notice
in another way. A certain gentleman who
imported a very high-priced bull found the
animal nnsatilSfactory and consulted Professor Gilruth as to what was the be!St thing
to do with the animal. The bull had cost a
good many hundred pounds, and appeared to
be nnfertile. Professor G ilruth said, "The
best thing YOIl can do is to get rid
df that bull," and the oWller said he
would do so. The bull was 501d, and
was bought by the expert of the Department
of Agriculture, to be sent to one of the Department's farms, That sho\ved the condition
of the Department, and why its efforts had
not, been as successful as they ought to be.
Members all knew of another gentleman who
used to be ill the Department and was removed out of it. They all knew his efforts
in connexion with the reclamation of the
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grass tree plains in the Heytesbury Forest,
and the constrnction of those dreadnoughts
that seemed to dread anything in the way of
locomotion in connexion with pulling ploughs.
That gentleman went to give evidence before
the .Royal Commission on the Murray waters
question. He had already given information
from the Water Supply Department in connexion with the previous Royal Commission.
This gentleman, when he came before the
Commission, said, "When I gave evidence
before a Royal Commission on a previous
occasion I gave the evidence that the Department I belonged to required me to give.
Now I am not connected with the Department, and I prop08e to give my real views
upon this important matter." That was a
bit of a staggerer for the Royal Commission,
and was not the sort of thing that was
expected from a man who hall been an
officer in the employment of the State.
An HONORABLE MKMBER.-The Government are going to make a change,
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said that
change was all very well, but he very much
doubted whether the expenditure of £100,000
per annum in the Department of AgrICulture
could be j nsti tied. He had al ways recognised
the endeavours of the present Government
to promote the welfare of the Stale, and they
had lavished money with the utmost
extravagance, but he was sorry to say that
up to the present time that expenditure had
not produced anything like the result that
everyone had a right to expect. Personally
he was of the opinioll that there had been
an absolute decadence in the ability and
initiati ve of officers throughout the G overnment service. One reason of that seemed to
be that the Public Hervice Act--The PRESIDENT. - The honorable
member is travelling rather outside this
Bill.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said he
thought he was quite in order.
The PRESIDENT.-I tell the honorable
member that he is travelling outside the Bill,
and he has 110 right to say that he is ill
order.
The HOIl. R. H. S. AB BOTT said he
mUt:!t always bow to the ruling of the Presi
dent, but as t.his was a Bill for the appointment of a Director of Agriculture, and as the
gentleman whom it was proposed to appoint
had little or 110 knowledge of agriculture, he
(Mr. Abbott) thought he would be in order in
drawing attention to a system that enabled
such a state of affairs to come about.
Any system which allowed a man occupying
a position in a certain class in one Depart-
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ment of the Government service to he regarded as well equipped to take allY position
<>f a similar grade in another Department of
the service, must lead to the deterioration
of tho~e Departments, and of the work done
by them. He held with NIr. Evans that where
a man had climbed up the ladder in one
Department, and obtained a special knowledge of his work, that man was more likely
to be equipped for that particular work than
a man who was brought in from another
Department of the ~tnte. It seemed to
him that it was impossible to find any man
in the Public Service of Victoria qualified to
fulfil the multifarious duties that were
allotted to the Director of Agriculture. The
Department of Agriculture dealt not only
with agriculture itself, but with the freezing
and exportation of all kinds of produce, and with a great many commercial interests. Each of these branches
should be controlled by an expert, and
no one man, calling himself the Direc,tor of Agriculture, could possibly have
sufficient knowledge to control properly all
the ramifications of the Department. He
did not propose to move any amendment: or
-even to vote against the second reading of
the Bill, but he made his protest again:;t the
ever-growing expenditure of this and other
Departments in the St,ate-an increase of
expenditure for which there was no valid
t'eason.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE expressed the
opinion that the mistake made by the
Governnlent in connexion with this Bill was
the bringing forward of a veterinary surgeon,
.and saying that he was capable of performjng all the duties of Director of Agriculture.
He (Mr. Melville) had been acquainted with
Dr. Cameron's work as a veterinary officer
ill connexion with the Defence Department
in years gone by, and also in connexion with
the Health Department. .Dr. Cameron was,
no doubt, a very able man in bis own line,
but he did not possess the experience necessary for a Direotor of Agriculture. The
Director of Education was a distinguished
educationist and a Master of Arts, who
had devoted his life to the one profession, but
in the case of tbe Department of Agriculture
it was difficult to understand how a gentleman who knew a great deal about the diseaF)es
of stock and so on, should allow himself to be
dubbed" Director of Agriculture."
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-It is done
all the world over-the square peg in the
round hole.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said a Director
of Agriculture should understand everything
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.in connexion with tbat ancient science. In
~cotland a veterinary snrgeon used to be
known as a horse doctor, and if the people
there were told that the Director of Agriculture in Victoria was a horse doctor, they
would be very mueh surprised. He understood that the present Director of Agriculture was notbing more nor Jess than a
distinguished horse doctor.
All
that
was wanted was a change of name, so
that Dr. Cameron might preserve his
proper title as a Dilector of Stock.
What the farmers wanted was a man of their
own calling, bred to their own profession and
business, and who was a hard-working farmer.
Why should the title of the office not be
altered so as to give this man his proper
designation ~
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time, and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
On clause 2, of which sub-clause (1) was
as fo11owsThe Governor in Council may, subject to the
provisions of the Public Service Acts, appoint an
officer, to be called the Director of Agriculture
(hereinafter called the Director),

The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he thought
the name of the office should be altered, but
at the moment he did not know what
alteration he would suggest. There must
be some experienced men in agriculture
in the Department. In fact he knew there
were some who were remarkably well forward
in that branch. It took a long life to make
a man a true agriculturist.
The Hon. W. S MANIFoLD.-We have
passed clause 1, which says that this
measure may be cited as the Director of
Agriculture Act.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he regretted that the honorable. member who had
first raised the question of the official title
of the person who slHmid hold the new
appointment had not come forward with allY
suggestion.
The Hon. F. HAGELTHOR~ (Honorary
Minister) said he did not think it mat.tered
very much by what name the office was
called.
Tbe H<m. W. H. El\IBLING.-So long as
we get the ability.
The Hon. F. HAGELTHORN said the
Department of Agriculture, as it was called,
embraced a number of activities. Agriculture perhaps was the most important of all,
but tbere were other activities, such as the
supervision of stock, the administration of
the fi5heries, and other matters which had
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been alluded to. If those matters were
going to be placed under a number of
Departments, it was for the Legislatnre to
say so. This Bill did not make any
alteration in that respect. It proposed to
leave under the Department of Agriculture
a number of matters that might not be
purely agricultural. An honorable member
stated that pure agriculture was of so much
importance in Victoria that it should be
controlled by one specially qualified man.
The Government took credit for having
done what that honorable member said
should be done. They had secured the
services of one of the ablest young men in
Australia, whose duty it would be to deal
with agriculture particularly. He referred
to Mr. Richardson, who had had an entirely
Australian training, and was recognised as a
great authority in many branches of agriculture.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-Should he
not be Director7
The Hon. F. HAGELTHORN said there
was no use in the honorable mem bel' making
inane interjections.
The Hon. W. H. E MBLING said he rose
to order. His interjection had been perfectly
germane to the discussion.
'1'he Hon. F. HAGELTHORN said that
he was endeavouring to show that the
Government had tried to get a man to take
charge of the Agricultural branch who was
thoroughly capable in every way.
The
engagement of Mr. Richardson was due to
the organizing work of the gentleman whom
the Government proposed to appoint as
Director. The Government recognised that
there should be an able and strong man in
every branoh of the Department.
The Hon. W. H. E:V£BLlNG.-What is Mr:
Richardson's record?
The Hon ..F. HAGELTHORN said it
would take too long to give his record.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-Is he not a
veterinary surgeon too?
The Hon. F. HAGELTHORN said Mr.
Richardson wa~ a cereal agricul turist, and
was regarded throughout Australia as a leading man in agriculture. The Government
had been complimented, he believed, from all
sides, on having engaged such an excellent
man.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD stated
that the Department dealt with such an
immense variety of subjects that the man
was never born who could be an expert in
them all.
We had to be satisfied with an
ordinary human being, who would be highly
qnalified, at all events, in one or more of the
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branches.
He thought it would be utterly
unreasonable, when the British Government
appointed a General, to expect him to b~

thoroughly up in the gunnery, the torpedo work, and the mining, and all the various
branches of military training.
What was
req nired of the Gener::.tl was that he should
be a good organizer and be able to pick his
men, and see that they did their work. The
General had to be a good leader. I t was a
good many years since he (Mr. Manifold)
had had any acquantance with the gentleman
who was so frequently mentioned as the
person who was to be appointed as Director,
but he had made it his business on many
occasions to inquire into the matter, and thereports he had received were to the effect
that he was just the man that was wauted,
being a thorough organizer. If we got a.
good man at the head of that disorganized
Department that was all that was wanted.
If an agriculturist or an horticulturist was
appointed.he would probably be no good as
an organizer. "Vhat was wanted was a man
who could get the best work onto of the men
who were qualified in the particular branches.
The lIon. R. H. S. ABBOTT remarked
that he desired the tit1e of the new head of
this Department to he " The Director of theAgricultural Department." If that title was
adOpted it would place him in his properposition.
If this officer was called t.he
Director of Agriculture it would be assuming
that his knowledge on agriculture was bettertban that of the gentleman whom the
Government had been successful in securing.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-He must
be the head.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said that
therefore the officer would be the Director
of the Department, and not the Director of
Agricu1ture. If this officer was going to·
be made the Director of Agriculture, the·
Government might as well continue him in his
position as Chief Inspector of St.ock.
The Hon. F. HAGELTHoRN.-You areadding to the length of the title.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBO rT stated that
he proposed to make the title carry its own
explanation; He begged to moveTha.t the word "Agriculture" be omitted with a.
view to inserting the words" Agricultura.l Depa.rtment."
.

The Hon. \-Y. H. EMBLING remarked
that like most honorable members present
he was rather in a fog with regard to this
Bill. Honorable members were told that it
was a Bill to appoint a Director of Agriculhlre, but all through the matter rau theappointment of Dr. Cameron.
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The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.- \tVhere is it
in the Bill ?
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING Raid it was
in the speeches and in t.he Minister's own
,statement. The Minister who brought in
the Bill stated that it was intended to appoin t Dr. Cameron.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-The
Mmister does not deny the fact that it is in·tended to appoint him.
The 1-100. A. O. SACHS E . - That is the
right. way to trea~ the House; we know
whele we are.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-Honor:able members were told that the officer
named was a veterinary surgeon, and
that he had great power in managing men.
Then they were told of Mr. Richardson,
who was said to be a wonderful man as an
.agriculturist. As a lay member of the
House, he had some experience of the Department of Agriculture. He knew how it
had spent thousands of pounds in the
Heytesbury Forest, to which huge machines
.had been taken, in order to make the heath
land there produce wheat. They were told
that the gentleman who was doing it was the
man of men. Then it was stated that an
.agricultural colony was to be created. There,
too, they put the man of men. Every time
the Ministry discovered" the)' man for the
work. Tens of thousands of pounds had
been wasted by the Department of Agriculture, and they should be very oareful before
they conf€rred the powers contained in this
Bill. The gentleman whom they were told
'Was to be appointed Director of Agriculture
was a veterinary surgeon. Yet he was to
have control of this great Department. He
hesitated about giving the control of the
Department to any man or men chosen by
the Minister, because in the past that
Minister and his predecessors had made
mistakes in their selections.
The Hon. F. HAGI£LTHORN (Honorary
Minister) said the Department of Agriculture, like every other Department, had made
mistakes, but it would be admitted that it
had done some good. He could point out
'Various thiugs which it had done for the
benefit of agriculture. The proposed amend·
ment. was to call the head of the Department,
Director of the Department of Agriculture,
.and not Director of Agriculture. Whether
the alteration was made or not, hI;} woultl still
Qe called Director of Agriculture. If the
Director (If Education were named in a Bill,
the Director of the Education Department,
it would not make the slightest difference,
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because
would always be referred to as
Director of Education.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said the Honorary Minister, in introducing the Bill, stated
that Dr. Cameron was the best man for the
pOSltIOn. They were now told about Mr.
Richardson. He wanted to know which
gentleman was the better.
The Hon. F. HAGELTHORN (Honorary
Minister) sn.id that, for the position of
Direetor, a gentleman with organizing ability
was needed, and it was chietly on that
account that Dr. Cameron was selected. It
had been stated that he knew nothing about
agriculture. All the same, Dr. Cameron
was brought up as a farmer, had done a
year's work at an agric~llturul college in
England, and had beell brought into contact
with agricultur:sts throughout his career. Mr.
Richardson had been selected because he was
specially qualified as head of the agricultural
branch of the Department.
The Hon. "Y. A. ADAMSON said he did
not see any good in recommitting clause 1,
and making t.he proposed alteration.
Any
one who took an interest in these matters
knew Dr. Cameron's qualifications. He had
had more to do with the bringing into
operation of the Meat Supervision Act and
the Dairy Supervision Act than anyone.
As a result of his strong personalit.y and
organizing ability those measures had been
The Minister
placed on the st!ttute-book.
of Pub!ic Works had been placed at the head
of various big enterprises because of his
general knowledge and his ability to select
reliable experts, and not because he was
acquainted with the details of their work.
In Dr. Cameron he thought that the Ministry
had obtained the best man for this position.
The Hon. ~r. L. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public Works) said, when the Go\'erument were confronted with the question as
to who was to succeed Dr. Cherry, a great
deal of 00nsideration was given to it, and
Dr. Cameron had been selected. It was
well known outside that the Minister of
Agriculture had not been favorably disposed towards Dr. Calfieron, but he had to
admit. when all the evidenc~ was brought
before him, that Dr. Cameron ,vas the beFit
man for the position. That was the belief
of the three gentlemen who looked into
the matter. It was better to appoint a
man who was a good organizer than to
select one who might be merely an expert
in a particular branch of the Department. A good organizer would see that
there were com petent men in all branches
of the Department. For the agricultura~
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branch they would have, in Mr. 'Richardson,
a highly competent man, and it was hoped
that would be the case in all the other
branches. As he had said, Mr. Graham had
not a strong personal liking for Dr. Cameron,
but he was bound to admit that he was the
best man.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-The best of
a bad lot.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said that
was not the proper way to put it. Dr.
Cameron was a good man for the office.',
The Hon. YV". J. EVANS said possibly
Dr. Cameron had been appointed because of
his organizing ability. He had the reputation of being a good underground organizer.
He was credited with being able to engineer anyone out of his billet.
rrwelve
months ago this great organizer found it
necessary to insult the Minister in
his own bedroom at a public-honse.
The officer who was to be appointed as
Director of Agriculture, when he found that
another gentleman was to be given equal
powers to his own, found it necessary to go
to the Minister and to grol3sly insult him.
This officer was supposed to be a great
organizer, and was probably one of the best
underground engineers in the Department.
His powers seemed to be somewhat (In a par
wit.h those of the Speaker in the New South
Wales Assembly. Anyone who differed
from him had to go out. Perhaps that was
a qualification which had great weight with
the Sub-Committee of the Cabinet. After Mr.
Abbott's statement as to the various foolish
and stupid mistakes which had been made,
especially in respect to cattle, in which subject the gentleman in questiol1 was supposed
to be an expert, it WJ.S questionable whether
the Government should not make further
inquiries in order to see if they could not find
some one with better qualifications for the
position. It V\'aS not always the man who
was t.he best engineer, or the best organzier,
who obtained the best results for a Department or for the country. He (Mr. Eyans)
knew from experience that Mr. Tait had left
an incubus on the Railway Department, which
was weighing it down very heavily. Honorable
mem bers had already been told that the Minister of Agriculture did not altogetherfa vonr the
gentleman in question being put in the position of Director. The officer, however, must
have been able, by means of his wonderful
organizing ability, to exercise influence on
the Cabinet to obtain the position.
The
Minister did not want t..) give him the position, and must have gi ven it to him under
coercion.
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The Hon. F. HAGELTHoRN.-There was
no coercion.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said that Mr.
Abbott had told honorable members to-night
that a certain officer gave certain evidence on
oath. He said that that was the evidence the
Department required him to give, but afterwards outside he gave information of a
different character.
The Hon. W. A. ADA~lS0N.-A man who
will not tell the truth on oath cannot be
much good.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said when it
was a question of a man's bread and butter
he thought very seriously as to what evidence
he would give. It did not say much for the
Department that it exercised snch power
over a man that he had to practically perjure
himself for fear he should be punished if he
told the truth.
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE said for the lase
hour honorable members had been splitting
straws as to whether the officer ~t the head
of the Department should be known as the
Director of Agriculture or not. That was
quite immaterial. The point at issue was
whether the man to be appointed was the
best man available for the position. He did
not know the gentleman whose name had
been mentioned, but he had been making
inquiries from people who were thoroughly
competent to judge, and, without exception,.
they said that this officer was the best man
available for the position. It was the duty
of honorable members to support the Govel'llment in appointing the best available mall},
It could not be expected that any mall would
have the minute details of the whole of the
Department at his finger ends, but what was
wanted was a man who was thoroughly conversant with the general run of things, and
who was a competent organiz.::r.
The Hon. E. MILLER said he did not see
the name of any person in the Bill. He did
not know why honorable members should
have it fixed in their minds that the Director
of Agriculture was to be a certain gentleman. He wa~ sure that the Government,.
after the debate which had taken place,
would hesitate about appointing anyone at
all to the position, but even if they did
appoint the gentleman whose name had been
mentioned during the discussion, and found
him as unsatistactory as Mr. Evans and
others thought he would prove, he conld
be remov~d at finy time by the Governor
in Council.
If honorable members were
dissatisfied with the gentleman whose
llame had been mentioneu, why did they
not name some one else who would be
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more satisfactory?
I t seemed to him
that the Committee was wasting time.
The Bill had been introduced in the Council, but there was apparently no chance of
passing it to-night, and there was plenty of
'Other work to do.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said the
Ministf'r of Public Works state1 that the
great difficulty was as to who should succeed
Dr. Cherry as Director of Agriculture.
Honorable members thought the difficulty
was as to how Dr. Cherry was to be got rid
of. That had been brought about, and now
the vacancy was to be Hl1ed under this Bill,
and a position was to be created that did not
exist before. Dr. Cherry did not have the
powers about to be confel'r3d on the new
'Officer, who was to combine within himself
not only the position that Dr. Cherry held,
but that of a director, an organizer, and a
general eoncentrator of the wisdom of the
Department and the desires of the Executive
C{)uncil. It was proposed to create an
entirely new state of affairs, and members
were being misled owing to the speech of the
Minister, who went ont of his way to advocate
the claims of a certain gentleman
The
Minist.er might have thoue;ht it advisable to
make certain statements and he (Mr. Abbott)
was not challenging those statements.
The Hon. F. HAGICLTHORN.-YOU are
blocking the Bill.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said that
might be an important thing to do. As Mr.
Millersai::l, this Bill was introduced in this
Honse, alld if honorable members agreed to
it wit hout debate or amendment, another
place might conclude that this I.Iouse was
satisfied with the measure.
He did not
think that any gentleman could be secured
who could properly fill this position. The
Minister stated that a gentleman ff om South
Australia had been brought into the Department to take up t~e work of Dr. Cherry,
who devoted his time almost entirely to the
chemistry of agriculture, and other matters
of the kind.
The Department had such a
number of other avenues of nsefulness that
the appointment should have reference to the
Department and not to the .science of agriculture. It would prevent misunderstandings in future if the title were altered.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he hoped
honorable members were not antagonistic to
the gentleman referred to.
The discussion
had taken a personal tl1rn, as if members
were opposed to that gentleman. They were
asked to appoie.t a sort of super man. Whilst
the Government was talking about being
economical there were about 800 experts in
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the Department, and now it was proposed to
have a super man. This gentleman was distinguished in a certain sphere.
The Hon. F. HAGELTHoRN.-This will
save £2,000 a year. .
The Hon. D. MEL VILLE said that remained to be seen. This gentleman was a
di~tinguished veterinary surgeon.
Members
had ohjected to a super man in the Education
Department.
The amendment was negatived.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he wished
to know from the Minister if under subclause (6) the Director would have the
power to appoint a person to the position,
that he (the Director) would vacate if made
Director.
The Hon. F. HAGELTHORN (Honorary
Minister) said the Director of Agriaulture
would have no more power than any
other head of a Department in regard
to the making of appoiutments.
All
appointments must be made ill accordance with the Public Service Act, and must
be approved by the Public Service CommissionAr. This clause was to enable the Director
to delegate certain powers to other officers.
The Director, for instance, had to attend to
the work of the Food Standards Committee,
but he could appoint some one else to attend
to that work. He might direct any officer
in his Department to do certain special
work, and if an officer were sick, he could
delegate his work to another during the
time of bis illness.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said that that
was not exactly the point.
Suppose a
vacancy was created through the appointment
of Dr. Cameron as Director of Agriculture,
would Dr. Ca.11eron have the power of appointing some one in the Department under
the exempt clauses of the l~ublic Service Act
to fill that position for any length of time ~
The Hon. F. HAGELTHoRN.-He has no
power to appoint any officer at all.
The Hon. W. fJ. EVANS said that another method that was adopted was to refrain
from filling up a vacancy for some considdrable time, and alJow some one in the Department to do the work of that, office, so
that in the course of time he obtained a
special c1aim to a permanent position.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT expressed
the hope that the Committee would negative
this clause altogether. The position of the
Director of Agriculture was being made so
strong that there would be no question of
removing him in the way Dr. Cherry was
removed.
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The Hon. F. HAGELTHoRN.-Parliament
can remove the Chief Justice or ally. other
officer, high or low.
The Hun. H.. H. S. AB BOTT said it was
provided by sub-clause (4) thatSubject to the Public Service' Acts the Director
ma.y at any time be removed by the Governor in
Council.

This provision would place the Director of
Agriculture in a milch stronger position than
any other public servant. Not only that,
bnt snb-clause (6) would appear to be
infinitely stronger than the Honor:-try Minister
would lead the Committee to believe. The
object which the Government had in view
might be desirable and necessary, but this
sub-clause gave the Director power to assign
to any officer of the Depart.ment such powers
as he thought fit, "during the pleasure of
the Director "--not of the Minister.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-But it says
also, "snbject to the approval of the
Governor in Counci1."
That means the
Minister.
'!'he Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said that
that referred to the initial appointment, but
once the appointment was agreed to the
Director would not be amenable to the
Governor in Council at all, unless the
Governor in Council went the length of
enforcing sub-clause (4). Everyone knew,
however, that to interfere with a man under
the Public ~ervice Act was a most intricate
and difficult procedure. It seemed to him
that the probable effects of the Hill had not
been sufficiently weighed by the Government, and it would be much better to strike
out this clause altogether, so as to ena.ble
Mini!:lters to reconsider the whole question,
in the light of the discussion tbat had taken
place.
The Hon. F. HAGELTHORN (Honorary
Minister) said it was found advantageous
throughout the Public Hervice to have the
lJermallent officers a,ppointed uuder the
Public ~ervice Act, so that they might have
all the responsibilities as well as the pri vi·
leges of that Act. It was ridiculous to say
that the man in charge of the Department
should have less responsibility and less
privileges than the lowest paid clerk in the
office.
If anything went wrong in the
Department of Agriculture, it was the
"Miuister who was blamed, and whatever the
Direct.or did with regard to the officers must
be subject to the approval of the Governor ill
Council. The G"vernment asked the Committee to pass this machinery Bill in the
interests of discipline and efficiency.
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The Committ~e divided on the clauseAyes
22
N09
6
1&

Majority for the clause
AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"

Adamson
Baillieu
Balfour
Beggs
Brawn
Brown
Clarke
" Cro"ke
Dr. Emblillg
Mr. Hagelthorn
" Little
" Manifold

Mr.
"
"
"
"
,.
"
"

McDonald
Miller
Payne
Pearson
Rees
Sachse
Skinner
White.

Teller8
Mr. Hicks
" McBryde.

.~

NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"

Abbott
Jones
MnLellan.
Melville.

J.lell ers :
Mr. Aikman
" Evans.

The preamble having been agreed to, theBill was reported without amendment, and
the report was adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. F. HAGELTHORN (Honorary Minister), the Bill was·
then read a third time, and passed.
PUBLIC WORKS LOA~
APPLICATION BILL.
The debate on the Hon. W. L. Baillieu's motion for the sel.!ond reading of
this Bill (adjourned from December 13)
was resnmed.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD st\id that
in former discusAion8 on this Bill he thought.
that mauy honorable members had mixed
up the two businesses of lamb freezingand preparing butter for export. Now
the Government had laid itself out consistently for the butter business, and
had only gone in for lamb freezing almost
incidentally. The pr~portion between the
two waH as sixteen to one. The Government did not lay itself out specially for
lamb freezing, but as it had a certain
amount of accommodation which was available for the purpose, it did some lamb
freezing, which was of great service to smaller'
lamb breeders. Now he thought it could
not be controverted that it was the duty of
the Government to develop the butter export
trade. Looking at the opposition which had
been raised to this Bill on several occasions,
one must, see that the beginning, middle, and
end of it was the City Council. The
body. which had originated this opposition
was afraid of losing a good tenallt~
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The Government had been a tenant of the
City Council for many years, and during
thllt time they paid the council over
.£200,1I00, so that naturally the council did
not want to Jose snch a tenant, and as soon
·as· there was a chance of the Government
giving up the tenancy of the City Council
~tore8 the council was mO'ring heaven and
.earth, and bringing forward every possible
objection to defeat this Bill. Amongst the
various objections which had been raised.
.against the proposal of the Government,
there were only three which appeared to
have any sound reasoning. One was as to
the site; one was as to whether that site
was sanitary or not; and the third was as to
the founda.tions of the site. Since this Bill
was before the House on the last occasion he
thought. the whole of these three points had
been answered in the most satisfactory manner
by reports from the highest experts that
«}ould be possibly got on these three points.
It had been alJeged, and a great deal of
·capital had been made of the allegation, that
it was an unfair thing for the Government to
·compete with private companies. But if
they looked this matter squarely in the face
they must admit that it was the Oovernment
which created the butter export trade. They
had such great difficulty in starting the
butter export trade that in the beginning
they actually had to offer bonuses, not only
to the butter producers, but to various firms
to induce them to come into the export
business in butter. W~len the exporters
found that there was something in the
business many of them rented chambers
from the Government and from the municipal council, and as their business grew
several started on their own acconnt, and
erected premises of their own. But as :it
matter of fact, instead of the GO\Ternment
competing against private firms, what he
contended was that, in this case, it was
private firms which had competed against
the Government, which had created a trade
that would not probably be in existence
at the present time had it not been
for the steps taken by a former Miuistry.
It had been alleged also that pri vate firms
had b6en induced to spend very large sums
in putting up premises of their own, on the
face of an assertion by two Governments
that they would not go into this business,
and it was further pointed out that there
was a report bya Royal Commission twelve 01'
thirteen years ago which recommended that
the Government should not go into the business. But, as all honorable members must
see, any private persons who went into a
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speculation of this kind must know perfectly
well that the report of a Royal Comb1ission,
or even the opinion of an existing Government, could not bind posterity. This Commission, as he hud said, sat twelve or thirteen years ago, and in the meantime the production of butter had advanced enormously,
and it was likely to become still more and
more important. In the meantime there were
really only very few firms in the busine~s at
all.
It had also been alleged that there
was a great 10s8 on the freezing of butter by
the Government, but this had never been
proved. He admitted that b.utter was frozen
at a lower rate than it should be to guarantee
the Government against any loss, but he
thought that the lossinconnexion with butterfreezing was; at any rate, by no means as great
as was alleged. In the City Council works
there were some forty to fifty chamhers,
which were occupied during a certain number
of weeks in the year by frozen lambs, frozen
rabbits, and frozen butter, and each of the
'separate products was credited with its
earnings, and it was also debited with the
proportion of rent which it was presumed
to require. He thought that, at the end of
the yeaI', when the accounts were made
up, all the weeks which' the different
chambers had been lying idle ought to
be taken into accollllt, and the fairest
thing to do was to find out what rent
was paid for those idle chambers, and
to charge this to the diLl'erellt prodnets in proportion to their earnings.
Under the present system butter and lambs,
and so on, were actuallv charged in the
books more than ought to be debited
against them. Some product had to pay,
of course. for the time that certain chambers
wel'e empty. If there was a good season for
lambs and a bad season for, say, butter, the
lambs had to bear a certain portion of the extra
expense which was charged against them in the
books of the Department. In the same way,
if there was an extraordinarily good season
for rabbits and a bad season for something
else, the rabbits would have to bear an extra
proportion for the chambers that were lying
idle. This was a strong argument in favour
of the Government having their own buildings.
This extra charge against different
products was owing to the Government
having to pay a fixed rent, which went on
'whether the chambers were busy or idle.
If the Government bad a building of their
own, all that would be necessary to charge
against the different products would be
interest on the prime cost and depreciation
on machinery, and at the same time there
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would be a considerable reduction in engineroom f!xpenses.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN.-You would
have to keep the staff.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said he
would make no allusion to any deduction on
aCCOUlJt of the staff. The staffing would be
the difference between the fixed amount
paid to the City Council and the mere
interest on the outlay and depreciation. In
the case of a refrigerating chamber, once
it was brought down to its proper temperature, there was very little leakage, and a very
small running engine would keep the temperature down to its proper range. The only
thing that altered the temperature of a
chamber was the temperature of whatever
products were put into it. Therefore, as
long as the chamber was properly refrigerated
there would be a great saving in fuel, oil,
and ammonia, to put against the proportion of
rent which must be charged under the present
arrangements. He thought that the price
charged for butter was too low. The charge
at one time was 3~d., and it was fonnd after
a time that one of these enterprising firms
which were <lharging customers 3~d. allowed
them a rebate of 15 per cent., which brought
the charge down to 3d, Naturally, that firm
would have taken the whole of the business
if it had been allowed to go on unchecked,
and so the Government reduced their charge
to 3d. In any new business there must be
experimental stages when different prices
were tried. He had mentioned that in th~
earliest stage of all the Government did the
freezing for nothing and offered bOll uses.
At one time'lambs were frozen for 7d. or Sd.
Butter, he thought, was frozen for as low as
2d. not so many years ago, and then the price
was raised to D~d. by agreement, which was
broken through. Now the charge seemed to
have settled down at 3d. He would like to
mention one of the grounds he had for alleging
that the present price for freezing butter
was too low. He thought butter was too
low,and that lambs, if anything, were too high.
The only way in which you could compllre
the relative cost of freezing these two articles
that were so utterly different was by going
into the matter of thermal units. The British
thermal unit was the refrigeration required
in lowering the temperature one degree
Fahrenheit. It had been ascertained that the
number of thermal units required to freeze
one pouud of meat fit for export was 142. A
32-lb. lamb would, of course, take 32 times
142, which was 4,544. He would call it 4,500.
One pound of butter reduced from 75 degrees,
which was a fairly high temFerature, down
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to 25 degrees, required only 45 thermal nnits.
A box, the gross weight of which was 66 Jbs.~
wonld take 66 times 45. That was 2,970.
He would call it 3,000. Three thousand
thermal units was just two-thirds of (he 4,500
units required to freeze the 32-lb. lamb.
Therefore a box of butter required a refrigeration equal to two-thirds of the lamb of 32
lbs.
An HONORABLE MEMBF.R.- How much
more room will the lamb take?
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said the
question of space did not affect the thermal
units one iota.
If the chamber was refrigerated, the space occupied by the lamb
was immaterial. In dealing with butter, you
had to have blocks of wood right through, soas to allow a thorough ventilation between
the boxes. A box of butter took as
much
freezing as
two-thirds of
a
The price charged by private
lamb.
companies and the Government stores
Freezing,
for free;7,ing a lamb was I I d.
bags, labour in chambering, stacking, loading
out, and cartage cost 5d., and that left 6d. net.
HA found, on roughly checking some of the
balance-sheets of New Zealand compallies t
that 6d. was whatthe companies there netted.
Butter was paid for here at the rate of 3d. a
box. That took in the chamberfarless handling and less labour than was needed in the
cast) of ~ lamb. So the handling and cartage
was put down at 1d. as a fair thing, and that
left 2d. fer box. Three boxes of butter required the same uumber of thermal units as
two lambs.
The two lambs returned 6d'.
each, or }s., and the three boxes of butter
returned 2d. each, or only 6d. In addition
to that, butter gave off its heat very much
more slowly, and possibly-he was not sureit might have to remain in the chamber
somewhat longer. The difference between
the net profits on the lambs and l he butter
showed that the charges for one were quite
out of proportion to the oharges for the
other, and that either the charge for butter
was too low, or the charge for lambs was
too high.
With reference to raising the
price for freezing butter, there were two ,'ery
large co-operati ve associations of butter factories-one in Gippsland alld one in the
Western District-each composed of a very
considerable number of butter factories, and
their councils had asslll'~d him that they
would prefer that such a price should be
charged for butter as would absolutely assure
the Government proper interest on their
outlay and charges, as long as the Government would consent to remain in the
business.
So anxious were they to keep
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the Government in the bu~iness to act as a it would be extremely desirable to make
buffer in any difficulties experienced with the this pruvision. The producers wanted a store
private firms, that they were quite willing to into which the small man in lamb-raising
pay whatever was necessary in that respect. would have afairchanceofgetting hisproduce.
They did not say there was going to be an Some of the signatories to this petition were
increase, but it was recognised that there real exporters, but others were merely icemight be. These. two enormous companies tnakers. When the market was full of prime
exported, he believed, £ 1,200,000 of butter lambs the exporters bought on their own
every year, or about three-fifths of the whole account and filled their stores. WIHtt chance
export, and these associations were quite had a small producer who sent down a mob
willing that the price should be raised by the of lambs of getting them taken iuto the
Government. '1'0 COl(le back to the City privat.e stores in snch circumstances ~ Every
Council, he would say that he believed that one acknowledged that killing in the country
the whole opposition to this Bill had origi- WMS best, and no doubt that wou.ld be exnated in the City Council. He considered tended. The companies at l)el)iliquin and
that their action throughout had been vexa- Murtoa had been singularly fortnnate in havtious, and that their sole object was to delay ing the rail way lines clear and being able to
and shelve this Bill altogether. They had get their stuff into the ships. That might
petitioned for time to lay their views before not happen 111 ways. The Govern men t were
the House.
perfectly justified in m~king preparations for
The Bon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.- YOll object to a possible block on t.he rail ways and the
that?
difficulty of getting direct shipment, in which
The HOll. W. S. MANIFOLD said he did case it was an absolute necessity that there
nnder the circumstances. The City Council should be some storage near the vessels. It
had had over a year within which to formulate had been alleged that if the abattoirs
t·heir views. They had petitioned and sent were to be 10 miles out. of town the
memoranda, and "button-holed" members, freezing works shonld ue there too.
llot only in the Huuse, but privately, That would not suit the butter trade.
until they had become a perfect nuisance. ''''hat hetter site could he obtained th:m that
During the whole of that time they had not proposed. If stores were established on the
laid any fresh views before the House. proposed site, there were three ways in
rrhe City Council knew that the Bill was which the produce could be got on to the
coming up last session, and they knew ships. It could be taken down by rail in the
also that it was coming up again this ordinary way, or in insulated barges, or,' if
sesaiolJ, and not a single fresh view had the vessel did not have a great.er draft thalil
been laid before honorable members. It was 26 feet, and could come up to the dock,. t.hen
very suspicious that as long as the Govern- the produce could be placed on board
ment paid rent to the City Council there direct from the insulated chambers. He bewas no objection at all, but the moment it lieved that congestion had already occurred
was proposed to give up paying rent th~n in connexion with cool storage, but even
this agitation was raised.
It was alleged in assuming that it had not, it certainly
the petition that there was spare. space in would take place under present conditions
the stores at the present time. Mr. Rees in view of the way in which lamb raisalld himself some little time ago went round ing and butter production were increasa good number of these private stores, and it ing.
The Government had been in thM
was admitted that most of the private stores business for a great many years, and there
had not started freezirlg arrangements, be- had been no "button-holing" or bending
cause the sea.son was St) bad, The lambs memuranda to memhers until the question of
were not there. Not one of these petitiolls erecting Government stores arose. Every
or memoranda had told honorable mem- one had been scraped up who could have the
bers what a very bad season it was for a face to sign the petition. All the objections
great part of Victoria. 'Whether the Govern- which had been raised to the I'lite had been
ment had refused a large number of lambs per met. A report had been obtained from Dr.
day for a week he did not know. That was Ham, the greatest autl}(')rity in the State on
tltlleged on one side, and on the other side it health matters. In his opinion, no harm
might be contradicted. He did belleve, how- would result from the selection of the site
ever, that the whole of the petitions were proposed. Then there was the report of Mr.
When
organized simply to block this Hill. He felt Monash, as to the foundations.
that, for the sake of the general prosperity of honorable members visited t he site last,
the ~tate, and the prosperity of the producers, :!Iession they were told that it would be
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absolutely necessary to make strong concrete
foundatiolls, not only for the walls, but
throughllut the chamber. That was exactly
what Mr. MOllash said now. As to the
conveniellce of the site for the butter export
trade, they had the testimony of the managers,
with the sanction of their committees,
of two great associations of factories, which
exported three-fifths of the butter sent from
Victoria. He would sum up his reasons in
favour of the cOllstruction of Government
stores-i. ffhe present stores were partly
empty now, because of bad seasons. 2. In
average season':! there would be a congestion,
and a deterioration in the lambs. Unless they
were killed and frozen the moment they were
ready, they wonld deteriorate frightfully,
and there would be a loss in value.
a. Private companies were competing
ngaini'lt the Government in trade creat.ed by
the Government. 4. The firms did not
agitat.e while the Government were content
to go renting premises. 5. The petitions
asking for time and the hearing of evidence
at the Bar of the House were merely preseuted to block the Bill. 6. Country stores
must have a deptlt at the port to which they
could send their lambs to await. sbipnlent.
7. Small breeders should be given a better
chance to have their lambs frozen at the time
required. 8. There were the reports llot
only of Dr. Ham and Mr. Monash, and the
managers of the two great co· operati ve associations, but also estimates of the cost and
probable working expense from Mr. McKenzie
of the Geelong Freezing Works, and 1\1r.
Pope of the SOUl h Australian works, who said
that the sum set down in the Bill was ample
-in fact they w(.'uld rather be inelined to
reduce it.
9. There was the great convenience of gradillg and freE'zing at the ship's
side, althollgh pertionally he did not believe
in the grading. 10. There was the choice of
loading the ship at the uock, or taking
the produce by rail or in insulated barges to
Hobson's Bay.
11. There should be a
saving in the terminal charges. 12. The
preseut stores were insanitary. The offices
were near ~ big drain which was only boarded
over, and the smelis from which were very
offensive. That drain was to take off storm
waters, but the fact remained that an unusual
Humber of officers there got sick. It should
be burne in mind that the municipal buildings
werenotintended for freezing works, and when
t.hey were used for that purpose the officers
were put anywhere they could be squeezed in.
Anyone could see at a glance that the buildings were extremely inconvenient, and not
properly vent ilated. If new stores were erected
Hon. W. S. Manifold.
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extra conveniences could be provided, and
economies could be effected in connexion with
the working of the rail way lines. Be hoped
honorable members would see their way to
pass the Bill, as it was of great importance
that the scheme should be proceeded with.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE said this was
the third occasion on which the proposal had
been debated, and they bad managed to get,
by degrees, information which they should
have obtuined in the first place. He did not
blame the Ministers in the Council, because
they seemed to have had as much difficulty in
getting the information as honorable members
had in obtaining it from them.
The
HOllse had been subjected to a certain
amount of abuse, because of the belief that
the City Council had such influence with
honorable members that they would pass or
reject any proposal as the Council desired.
In the past, when certain members of the City
COllncil belonged to this House, they might
have influenced its decisions to some extent,
but that time had gone. He could say that no
influence had been brought to bear lin him in
any way whatever on behalf of the City
Council. Coming to the merits of the proposal, he quite believed, in the first, place,
that the Government should retain control of
the shipment of butter. They did a great deal
to develop that export trade, and, having
had control of it for so long,
they
were just".itiec. in going on with it. \Vith
regard to meat, however, the position was
different. He admitted that the situation
of the municipal cool stores was very inconvenient as far
butter was concerned.
There was not one redeeming feature, however, to be found in the proposed site. In
the first place, it was alongside a pool of
stagnant water. The dock was fed by the
River Y ~rra, which was very smellful. Every
steamer that came along stirred up the silt
brought in by each tide. Twelve months
ago he was in the vil'inity of this site when a
steamer was leaving. He happened to be
near the stern of the vessel, and the smell
created when the silt was stirred up was such
as to compel him to get behind a stack of
superphosphates, in order to recover.
Some of the captains who came to
the dock complained bitterly of the
odours which arose during the summer.
It was proposed to construct arlother dock on
the other side of the strip of land on which
it was proposed to build the freezing works,
so that there would be. a double-barrelled
stink. Further than that there· was the
fact that all butter and meat exported was
taken away by vessels that did not go int()
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the Victoria Dock. 'With regard to meat,
according to the return furnished by the
}Iinister, one-half of the quantity exported
went fl'om Williamstown, and the other half
from Port Melbourne.
There was an
occasional shipment Gf meat from the
Victoria Dock. The greater portion of the
butter exported went from Port Melbourne.
The only method of getting frozen produce
down from the proposed cool stores to l~ort
Melbourne would be by barges. The mail
boats came here all Monday, and went away
on Tuesday.
The first thing they did when
they came here, was to start coaling on the
very side on which the barges would have to
go to discharge their cargoes of butter.
Coal dust was one of the most penetrating
thillgs in existence, and certainly it would
not be a good thing to have it mixed with
the hutter. Not only that, but as anyone
acqnainted with Hobson's Bay would know,
there were many days when it would be absolut.ely impossible for any barge to live in the
Bay, or to put cargo on board another vf'ssel.
He remembered when the late Sir Thomas
Bent went away to England there was a
northerly wind blowing, and he would
certa,iuly like to see any barge that would
have lived on the north side of the mail
boat on that day. Then there was the
question of the nature of the land on which
it was proposed to erect the cool stores. It was
probably the very worst land in the whole
of the viciuity of Melbourne as regarded the
foundations. He asked a gentleman, who was
a member of the HOllse for many years, Mr.
Pitt, and who was probably as well acquainted
with the nature of the lalld surrounding the
Yarra as anybody else, hi!::! opinion of the
site, and Mr. Pitt said it would ollly be
possible to build on floating foundations,
which would be most expensive. Instead of
putting in a trench right round for the four
walls it \vould probably be necessary to have
a foundation of reinforced cOllcrete over the
whole width of the chamber, the object being
tha.t if the building did sink it would go
down ill all places at once. The whole freezing chamber would go out of sight, and the
Government would be able to build another
on top of it. It was certainly rat her amusing for the Government to bolster up the
site by going to a gentleman for a report
who made a specialty of constructing foundations of this kind. He referred to Mr.
Monash. Could honorable members imagine
Mr. Monash furnishing a rep'>rt that would
not bolster up this foundation? That gentleman had done work in the vicinity of the
proposed site, and no doubt knew the facts,
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but he ('\-fr. Cooke) could tell honorable
members that a fonndatioll
of reinforced concrete was the most expenTo
ask
sive
foundation
possible.
Mr.
Monash for a report
on
this
matter wa q like asking a bricklayer whether
it was advi::mble to build a brick house. The
Minister had also read reports from two
butter companies which appeared to be very
much on departmental lines. He supposed
those companies were requested to send in
those reports. The representative of the
Gippsland company had not even seen the
site, and that wa.s sufficient for him (Mr.
Crooke).
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD.-It was I
who suggested to Mr. Osborne, of the
Western District Company, that he shoul4
send in a report.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE said Ia8t
session Mr. Manifold made a speech which
was not quite in accordance with the one he
had made this evening. On the last occasion
he had stated certain facts which in his (Mr.
Crooke's) opinion should be considered. A
promise was given by two Governments that
they would not enter into the freezing
business, and, consequently, private firms had
invested three-quarters of a million of money
in the business. That, in his opinion. did
not altogether take away from the Govern.;
ment the ri~ht to construct cool stores for
butter, but he certainly did think it took
away the rightof the Government togointo the
meat freezing business. He thought that meat
and butter should al ways Le kept sepa,mte.
He asked one of the managers of a freezing
works ahout that matter, and that gentleman
was strongly of the Sftme opinion as he (.rIr.
Crooke) wa,s. Further, honorable members
had to remember tha.t it was proposed to put
all the slall~htering establishments and
noxious trades 10 miles away from Melbourne. If that were done, we would have
to commence everything over again, and the
question of providing any extra accommodation, if necessary ~ for freezing meat, should
be considered iu c,Hmexion with that scheme.
1'he Minister of Public Works made a slight
blunder the (Ither evening. \Vhen speaking
of the abattoirs being establi~hed 10 01'
12 miles from Melbourne, the honorable
gentleman spoke aLont the meat not suffering from being transferred" from the
slaughtering establishment.s to' MelLourlte.
Anyone acquainted With the meat business would know it was llecessary, when
an animal was slaughtered, to immediately run it into a freezing chamber. When
a' bullock was killed, skinned, and dressed, it
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was immediatly passed into a cool chamber.
Once the meat was slightly tainted it was of
no use. Consequently it would be necessary
to establish freezing works wherever the
I)lang h tering works were established.
It
should certainly be possible to send the meat
from the slaughtering works direct on board
ship. That should be the case, whether
they were 10 miles or 100 miles away. The
Minister of Pllblic Works admitted that meat
\Vas much better when killed where it was
grown.
If the Rail way Department provided refrigerating trucks it would be possible
to run meat from any part of Victoria direct
to the vessel thd.t was to take the meat away.
The Department conld do that, becanse large
mumbers of horses were trncked dIrect from
Gippsland to ships that were to take them
to India, alld most horses were quite as
perishable as meat. If the abattoirs and
oLher works were shifted some distance
awny from Melbourne it would certainly be
necessary to havecool stores established in a
number of places in the country. It would
not pay the people in Gippsland to send
their butter to cool stores somewhere on the
far side of Melbourne. He had no objection
to the Government spending a certain sum
of money on cool stores for butter. He considered that the siGe for the proposed Government cool stores was a most objectionable
one. It. might be said, "It is easy to find
fault, but yon should find some alternat.ive."
Some time ago there was a project to construct cool stores down at Port Melbourne,
in the vicinity of the Railway pier. The
Government had a large quantity of land
t.here. The place was clean and the atmosphere was pure. Most of the butter exported from this State was shipped from
Port Melbourne. There might be some good
reason why that site had been abandoned, but
it had not been mentioned. Perhaps cool
stores there would not do for meat,
but they would certainly do for butter.
The site would be suitable as the Government were going to build a new
pier in the vicinity. A suggestion which
he had heard might be adopted. An
overhead rail way might be constructed to
rULl the butter straight from the freezing
works into the holds of the ships. Every
one connecterl with the butter industry in
Melbourne said that what they desired was
that there should be no transportation of butter by barges, rail ways, or by any other means
after it had been in the cool stores. Once it
had been placed in the cool stores it sh0uld
be possible to transfer it st,raight into the
hold of the ship which Wc1S to take it away.
Bon. E. J. Crooke.
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He would like to see something on those lines
carried ou t.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said that the
reason the measure, which was now before
honorable members for the third time, was
not paRsed on previous occasions as it stood,
was that they had not been furnished with
sufficient information.
They asked, time
after time, for information upon certain
points, but were always refused it. They
got oertain statements ma.de, but they could
get no satisfaction in the way of the evidence
which had been promised from experts, who
could speak about the proposed site, as to
whether the expenditure of £75,00U would
cover everything necessary, and as to
whether it would be healthy to establish cool
stores where it is proposed to establish them.
On this occasion a certain amonnt of information had been given, but he held that it was
not satisfactory and not complete. To begin
whereMr. Manifold ended, he would like to say
that that honorable member had talked a great
deal about the" City Uoullcil's agitation. Mr.
Manifold said the City Council did not
agitate or trouble itself during all the years
the Government were occupying the Council
cool stores, but as soon as it was found that
the cool stores were to he given up it commenced to agitate. He (Mr. Balfour) did
not know whether that was very wonderful.
If the City Council were" going to lose a
good thing that was the very time when
they would endeavour to ascertain why that
tenant was going. The Government had
said they were losers of £5,000 or £6,000 a
year through occupying the cool stores
which they rented from the City Council.
The answer of the City Council to that was
that the losses was incurred because the
Government were freezing butter at less
t han cost.
Honorable members had no
definite information upon that point, but
they had an admission from Mr. Manifold,
who was supporting the Government, that
the charge for freezing butter was very low
in proportion to the charge for freezing
lambs, and that would indicate that the
charge for freezing butter was too low. The
st.atis~ics given by Mr. Manifold seemed to
show that the charge for freezing butter was
very much too low, and if so, perhaps that
was why the Government were losing £5,000
or £6,000 per annum. It might be a good
policy to freeze butter at a low price instead
of giving bonuses to the producers, but
honorable members wanted to know whether
the loss of £'6,Ono or £.6,000 would not be
even greater if the Government were using
their own stores and charging the same rates
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The Hon. J. BALFOUR said that Mr.
Crooke had stated that it was Mr. Monash's
opinion that the work could be done for the
mouey. He (~1r. Balfour) had not. seen any
stateldent in Hansard by any Minister to
that effect.
Was this £75,000 sufficient
before, and was it sufficient now, when it
was known that it would be necessary to
have a speci~l foundation of concrete, and
that only a ·..lertain weight must be put on
the floor. Did it also include the cost of the
b~rges?
These barges were to be insulated
in order to carry thp. meat to the ships in a
cool state, and would cost a good deal of
money. V\f as there clear evidence that the
£75,000 would cover the cost of the stores
with the extra concrete foundation?
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIli:u.-There is no
extra foundation. [t is a raft concrete
foundation that was always contemplated.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR.-Then the
£75,000 covered that and the barges?
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-It will not
take the barges in.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said that, therefore, honorable members had not all the
information they required. Before a.greeing
to the Bill they must bave some further
information whether by bearing people at the
Bar of this House or having information
placed on the Table. 'l'hey were a little
abead, but not much ahead of what they
were last year when they complained of not
having sufficient information. Mr. Crowe
stated tbat 1,300 carcases had to be refused,
but to whom was the refnsal ma.de? Thev
were told that there had been room all th~
time.
The Hon. R. B. REES.-You voted half-amillion of money for duplicating the Caulfield
line the other day, after very little or no
inquiry.
The Han. J. BALFOUR said that when
they voted that they were told in a semi-private
way that if they passed that, this Bill would be
accepted with the exclusion of the amount for
the cool stores. Another place had, however
rejected the Bill altogether. If they could
get information ~hat would thoroughly satisfy
them as to. the SIte and the cost it would be
a different matter.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-We will never
satisfy some people, but I do not mean tbe
honorable member.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said ~hat some
persons were always contrary, but he did not
tbink honorable members could be put down
as impossible of being convinced.
They
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-Certainly were reasonable 111en. . He had heard of an
not.
obstinate man connected with a church in

for freezing butter.
They could quite
underetalld that stores run by the Government were not likely to be run at a
lower cost tha.n stores rlln by other people.
Another thing that Mr. Manifuld stated
was that it was quite true that there had
been plenty of cool storage space fOl' this
year because it was a bad year, but that
when the good sea!3ons came there would not
be sufficient accommodation. Deniliquin had
been sending down frozeu meat for seventeen
years. There had been good seasons during
those years, and it was stated distinctly that
they had never yet had to store their frozen
meat before placing it on the ships. It had
gone straight to the ships for the last seyenteen years. Yet members were told that it
was absolntely neces~ary to have cool stores
at the port of export for the frozen meat that
came down from the country. He agreed
with NIr. Manifold that it was a very good
thing to have country depots where the
animals were grazed so that as little injury as
possible would be done to the meat, and if
necessary they could be stored in Melbourne.
But after all the Government had a cool
store without going to the City Council.
There was a cool store at Newport which was
a very much better site than that at the
Victoria Dock. Newport waS close to where
the ships loaded at Williamstown and
there was nothing objectionable to that
site such as there was to the Victoria Dock
site as shown by Mr Crooke.
He
(Mr. Balfonr) would not dispute what Dr.
Ham, the Chairman of the Hoard of Public
Health, had said.
He would not dispute
what that gentleman had said, that the place
was not objectionable for a frozen store, on
condition that it was all concrete from one
end to the other.
Even then he snpposed
it would be impossible to get over the fact
that there must be efflnvia coming up from
the docks that would enter the building,
although constructed of concrete. It was
said that the Government must have cool
stores. Why, then, did they not take over
the Newport works?
If they wanted Government stores they had them.
The Hon. W. 8. MANIFOLD.-They would
not suit the city trade.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said that, at
any rate, they would do for the country.
He wanted to have an exact estim~te of the
cost of the proposed work:-l. They were told
that ,£7:'),000 was required for the stores,
but would that cover the cost ~
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New York, where they had to hold a prayer country advocated the erection of freezing:
meeting to get him to change his mind. works in Melbourne. One gentleman did
There were no such obstinate men in' t.his Dot do so. He was a member of the City
House. They only wanted information to Council, and used all his inti uence to prevent-.
the Bill from being passed, but he was
satisfy them before they voted the £75,000.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFoLD.-Could you defeated at the elections.
have a better authority than Dr. Ham.
The HOll. J. BALFouR.-On that ground ?'
The Hon. A. HICKS said the Bill was
The HOll. J. BALFOUR said he had
already stated that he did not dispute the passed by another plac~ a few months ago,
opinion given by Dr. Ham, but still he would although not unanimously, but this set-;sioll.
rather go for the Newport freezing works, it was passed unanimously.
The PRESIDENT.-The honorable memthan the Viotoria Dock proposal. There
was no difficulty at present in finding ac· ber must not refer to what has taken place·
commodation for all the frozen meat seut here. this se::;sion in another place.
The Hon. A. H leKS said the question
Mr. Baillieu had given information that was
not correct, though he gave it in good faith. had been before the country, and had been
He stated that of the 115,029 carcases sent fully debated. It was his opinion that if a.
out for export from the Murtoa co{J1 stores, vote of the electors were taken a very large53,717 had to go to Geelong and be held in majority of them would be in favour of
the Harbor Trust's \Y orks pending ship- these works being erected in the city.
ment. That statement iudica.teJ that no He agreed with Mr. Manifold I hat a great deal
matter where country works were situated of the opposition to the Bill came from th6there mUtit also be works at the shipping Melbourne City Council, but: nothing elseport. Mr Hicks was so convinced at the could be expected, because the Cc,uncil were
time that he was sure that was so. going to lose a very good tenant. They had
What was the allswer? Mr Baillieu was received from the Government abnut
wrongly informed, for the manager of the £200,000, at the rate of about £16,000 a
year, for the rental of the cool stores,.
Murtoa works statedOwing to the la.te completion of the Murtoa and it would suit them very well if theworks and the limited capa.city, the Wimmera Government were to remain their tenants foI"
Freezing Company were unable to kill all the stock the next twenty or thirty years.
Afrer all
they had purchased before the early appearance of
grass seeds, and, to avoid the consequent loss and these years, however, the Government should
falling.ofl'in condition, they sent 31,000 head of have the right to say to the City CoulJcil~
live stock to the Harbor '£rust Works, Gcelong, " We are going to leave yonr premises, and
for killing and freezing.
erect freezing works of our own."
With
At the Murtoa work!!, 84,000 head of stock were
regard
to
the
site
of
the
works
various
treated, all of which were forwarded direct to, and
put on board the steamers at Geelong or Melbourne opinions were held, and if the Government
without using any freezing works at either port as had to wait until people were all of one·
a. depOt.
mind on that, point the works wOlild never
The Government had enThey had never sent a single beast down to be erected at al1.
gaged the bestexpertstoreport,on thequestion,
be put into the stores before being shipped.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.--I have a fair and those I3xperts said there would be no harm
whatever in erecting the works at the Vi~
answer to that.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said that all toria Dock. Then the measure was bitterly
honorable members desired was full and clear opposed by those who said it was not right to
information to show that it was necessary to interfere with private enterprise. He adincur this expenditure, and that it would mitted that there was a little bit of StateHe wonld Socialism in t!'le matter, but it was Socialism
provide the necessary works.
We already had a good
have preferred a different site, and he felt on the right lines.
that there was no clear evidence that the deal of State ~ocialism in Victoria with our
£75,000 would cover the cost. Mr. Baillieu State railways, State workshops, State waterhad stated that it did not cover the cost of works, State farms, and State coal mine,
and surely if the Government thought it
the barges.
The Hon. A. HICKS said that this Bill necessary, they had the l'ight to erect
had been before the House twice, and freezing works in the interests of the prohad been rejeoted. He hoped it would be ducers. There was, no doubt, a feeling in theSince the Bill was last before country that this meant centralization, but
passed now.
the House, a few months ago, there had been he hoped that the ereotion of these works at;,
a general election of members of another the Victoria Dock would be follcwed very
place. Nearly all those who went before the quickly by the establishment of Stat&
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freeli:ing works in some of the principal
country centres. It would always be
necessary, however, to have a depot in
)Ielbourne, at which frozen meat from
the coun~ry might be received. He would
vote for the second reading of the Bill
in the hope that State freezing works would
also be built at places like Ballarat., Bendigo,
and Echuca. He could not understand how
.any member who represent,ed conntry
interests could vote against the erection of
He hoped
these cool stores in .Nlelbourne.
the Bill wonl~ be passed, and that this vexed
question would be settled once and for all.
The 1-1 on. A. O. SACHSE said it was not
many years since the Government conceived
the idea of establishing cool storage works
for butter and lambs. They went to the City
Council and egged on that body to put up
,,,ol'ks to assist the Government. It was
.emphasized at that time that the Government would at the same time give every
assistr-tnce to those private individu':l,ls who
-erected freezing works, in order to help the
producers.
The then Premier, Mr. Irvine,
stated on the public platform that there
would be no interference all the part
()f the State
in that trade.
That
statement gave the industry a push forward, and the undertaking then given by
the Government should be carried out. In
his (Mr. Sachse's) opinion it was not in the
interests of the producer that State freezing
works should be established in Melbourlle.
The t:iuccess of the Murtoa works had shown
~onal usi vely that the animals should be
slaughtered and placed in the coolilig
.chamber immediately afterwards, close to
the district from which they \'·ere obtained.
There might be times when socialistic undertakings might be necessary, but that was only
in cases where private enterprise did not fill
the bill. In this case private enterprise had
more than satisfied the requirements of the
trade. He was told that there was alrel-ldy
far more than t.he necessary amount of freezing storage, and that the existing stores had
never yet been full. That statement had
never yet been contradicted.
The Hon. J. G. AIKl'rIAN.-And this is a
record season.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-Yes, the last
Beason had been a record one for lambs in
Victoria.
The Hon. R. B. REES.-At what price?
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said he would
remind the honorable member of the statement
made by Mr. Manifold that the freezing
"orks charged too little for butter.
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The Han. R. B. RI<~Es.-I am speaking of
the price of lambs.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD.-I said the
price charged for butter was lower proportionately than that charged for lambs.
The Hon. A. O. SACH",E said that did
not look as though these people were vampires, living on the life-blood of the producer.
The City Conncil of Melbourne had put
up freezing works in good faith, and the
Government should be the last to do anything
that would wreck those works. It was said
that an enormOllS sum had been paid in rent
to the City Council for the stores, but he
understood a large proportion of t hat amount
was for the cost of wages, maintenance, and
coal. Therefore, a great deal of that expenditure would have been incurred if the
Government had qad their own freezing
w€>rks. Another point that had been raised
was as to the suitability of the site of the
proposed works. Anyone who knew the
cruel ty that was invol ved in the present
system of trucking animals to Melbonrne
from places 200 or 300 miles away, mnst
realize the necessity of having the animals
slaughtered in the country. The animals
arrived in Melbonrne in absolutely the worst
condition for killing. He was told that
decomposition began from the very moment
an animal was killed, unless it was put
quickly into the cool chamber. From that
chamber the carcases had to be conveyed for
somedistancetothe ship. One important point
was that all the by-products of these animals
were here in Melbourne, and tanners in the
country districts had actually to obtain a
large proportion of their skins from
the metropolis.
It was 110 wonder
that business in the tanning ind Llstry
was languishing in the country districts.
A nother reason against this proposal was
that decentralization should be consideredth:1t everything should not be brought to
Melbourne.
'1 here was no reason why
Gippsland should not have its own freezing
works near the sea-board, nor why the
Western District should not have its works
likewise. Geelong had already established
works of this kind, and why mnst the whole
of Victoria send its material to be treated
in Melbourne, apparently simply for the sake
of interfering with private enterprise, because
there was no cry for anything of the kind.
The Hon. A. HICK~.- That is a strong
statement to make against the Government-that this is simply for the sake of interftlring
with private enterprise.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said he could
find no other reason. He believed that the
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Minister of Agriculture was actuated by the
best possible motives, but he thought that in
this case the honorable gentleman was mistaken. Not long ago the present Premier
was chairman of a Royal Commission which
inquired into this qnestion of cool storage,
and practically that Commission, only a few
years ago, denounced whAt was now proposed. Hince that time there had been no
complaints on the part of the producers, or
if there had been any complaints they were
that the producers had not works in their
own districts. Looking at. the general good
of the ind ustries concern€:d-the lamb industry, the meat industry, the butter industry, and t.he tanning industry-he oon·
tended that these works ought [lot to be in
Melbourne, unlesB t.here was a prime need
for them there. He thought the Council
would be wise ill complying with the prayer
of the petition which had been sent in to
them, and, at least, heariDg the evidence
which the petitioners were to bring forward.
They surely could not be hurt by listening
to reasonable arguments. If the petitioners
could show sufficiently good reasons hor.orable
members should hold their hands ill this
matter, or at least should allow further time
for consideration. They should hesitate before they committed themselves to a big expenditure of this kind. As he had said, he
believed that the Minister of Agriculture was
actuated by the highest motives. The honorable gentleman had done enormous service
in conllexion with the butter industry, but
seeing that we had already more than enough
accommodation provided in Melbourne, he
thought the ConncH could do no harm by
delaying the matter until they were satisfied
as to whether these works were needed or
not.
The Hon. ,T. G. AIKMAN remarked that.
like the last sp8aker, he had been trying in
vain to find a valid reason why this Bill flame
before the Council in the dying hours of the
session so frequently. The session before
last it came up at almost the last hour of the
session, and a promise was then given in
another place by the Treasurer that an independent inquiry would be made before any
money was expended. That was eighteen
months ago, and that promise was emphasized
by the Minister of Public Works in this
House. That iudependent inquiry, however,
had not been held, and he thought honorable
members should take no action in the matter
until they were satisfied that ample information had been supplied to justify the proposal of the Government. On a previous
occasion ]\1r. Manifold was with them in hili
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opposition to the crection of these works, and
was most emphatic on the subject. 1S' othing
was done in the way of inquiry, however,
during the whole of the recess whICh followed
that session. No commission was appointed,
but again, on the very last day or
another session the Bill was brought
before the Council, and was sou6ht t.o
be rushed through in a very short time.
All that the City Council asketl in connexioll
with this matt~r was that an adeqnate inquiry should be held }IS to whether these
works were required, and aR to whether this
was the best site. The Government, however, for some reason, would not grllllt this
inquiry.
The real reason was t.hat. they
knew that if an independent inq uil'Y was
held the information that would be given
would be dead against their proposal. The
Government had even asked their own
officer~ to give a report, and if one of the
reporfs submitted was not favorable it was
rejected and some other officer was asked toreport.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-That is a
very strong statement to make against the
Governmellt.
The HOll. J. G. AIKMAN said that if
witnesHes were brought to the Bar of the·
House he would justify every word he had
said, and he defied the Minister of Publio
Works to allow evidence to be brought to the
Bar. All he waR now askillg was thai the
G'ovel'llment, instead of again seeking to pass
this Hill in the last hours of the session,
should leave it over until the Council could
have a proper iuquiry into the subject. Last
week, the Minister of Public Works made a
very impressive speech on this question, and
if he (Mr. Aikmall) had not been fully aware
that the honorable gentleman's information
was entirely wrong, he would at once haveagreed to the erection of these cool stores
without further debate. If snch a. Jarge sum
of money was to be spent, why should they
not see that it was spent in a proper manner,
and that the State got the best value for the
expenditure?
He (Mr. Aikman) had no
interest whatever in any other proposal,
other than merely to get the very best they
could for the producers and the people generally of this community.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-Give ns some
reasons why you oppose this proposal.
The l-Ioll. J. G. AIKMAN ~aid that Mr.
:Manifold to-night, when backing up the
GOTernment, stated that there were only
three objections l'a.lsen to the proposal.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-Never mind 1\1"1"'..
Manifold. Give ns your views.
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The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said that the
first objection was with regard to the site.
The Minister of Public Works last week, in
reference to the site, quoted from a report by
Dr. Ham, the Chairman of the Board of
Public Health, who stated that the site was
perfectly healthy and very sanitary. But as
a matter of fact, Dr. Ham, in the report,
wound u!J by indicating that it was necessary
to cement th"e whole place, because the
odours which came up from the mud were so
obnoxious.
The Hon. R. B. Rees.-Did he say that?
The Hon. J'. G. AIKMAN said that was
the inference to be drawn from Dr. Ham's
report. The Minister of Public Works also
allnded to Mr. Mouash's report, but he (Mr.
Aikman) would challenge the Minister to lay
that report on the table, or read it to the
HOUSE;.

The
Hon. W. L.
BAILLIEu.-Mr.
Monash's report is here, and honorable
members can see it.
The Hon. ,J. G. AIKMAN said he had
been a member of th~ City Council for many
years, and it was alleged that the City Coun·
eil was deeply interested in this matter.
The Hon. W. L. B.AILLH.u.-We know
that the City Council is deeply interested.
The Hon .•J. G. AIKMAN said the City
Council was interested only in so far that at
the instigation of the Goverument they had
enlarged these stores again and again, and,
surely, seeing that there was not enough
stuff ccming in to fill the stores, while there
were also other private stores, the City
Council were justified in saying that adequate
inquiry should be held before the Government
in(:urred the enormous expense which was
involved in the erection of the stored proposed in this Bill. This was the only proper
attitude which the City Council could take
up in justice to the ratepayers. Councillors
could not he !:laid to properly represent the
citizens if they did not. protest against
their money being wasted or squandered.
He (Mr. Aikman) had pointed out that the
Government had made no arrangements for
the site.
One of the Harbor Trust Commissioners had stated that the Government
had not arranged for the land, and added
that if they wanted this 3 acres they
would have to pay the Harbor Trust £3,000
per annum for it.
The Hon. R. B. REES. - The Harbor
Trust will be abolished before then.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said that remained to be seen. The Government must.
surely debit themselves with the interest on
the cost of the site.
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The Hem. W. L. BAILLIEu.-The Government must charge themseJves the rent they
have to pay to the Harbor Trust.
The HOll. J. G. AIKMAN said the Minister's remark made the matter more incomprehensible. The Government had made up
their mind to place the cool stores there and
nowhere else.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-Only because
the site is so much the best.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said the honorable gentleman did not know. .
The HOll. W. L. B.AILLIEU.-Of course,
everybody knows but us.
The HOll. J. G. AIKMAN said the Minister of Public Works had been away from
the State.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU. -And, therefore, knows nothing, 1 suppose.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said the Minister knew a great deal, but there were some
things he did not know, alld there was much
he vet ha.d to learn.
'i'he Hon. ""V. L. BAILLIEU.-I hope that
will always be recognised.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said that when
the honorable gentleman got to the time of
life when he though t he had nothing else to
learn it was time for him to leave that great
firm of hIS. The speech from Mr. Crooke
was most pointed, and was the best that. had
been heard on the su bject. It was stated by
Mr. Crooke that very much better sites
could be secured. Mr. Crooke was a practical man, and had studied the question very
closely, and he stated that one of ~he best sites
would be at Port Melbourne. The Minister
of Public 'Yorks took him (Mr. Aikman)
down in a boat and showed him an excellent
site a little out of Williamstown, and the
honorable gentleman st~ted that at very
small ~ost a good canal could be excavated.
The honorable gentleman pointed ont these
facts in his tall, commanding way, and stated
thS:l.t it would be an admirable site for cool
storage. He had given no reason why he
had altered th.at opinion. Why did the
honorable gentleman take the trouble to
point out that site, aud then come back
again to this unsuitable site? Could he give
any reason at all for the change ~
The Hon. W. L. B.A1LLIEU.--Except that
I never pointed out any other site for the
cool stores.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said the
petition which had been. presented asked
that witnef'ses might be examined on the
subject of the Bill. The witnesses would be
people who were interested in the business,
and who would suffer severely if the
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Government came int.o competition with them.
He thought their request was a reasonable
one, and he would urge the Government and
Parliament not to try to force on a schem'e
which was not acceptable to the country or
to this House. He wished to refer to a remark made by Mr. Hicks. The honorable
member did more than he (Mr. Aikman) on
Sundays, and tried to show people the proper
way to go. The honorable member, however,
was not correct in saying that a late member
of the other House was defeated. in East Melbourne because he had. opposed this Rill.
The Hon. A. HICKS.-I did not say tha.t.
The Hon. J. G. AIKNIAN said that he
understood the honorable member to say that
Sir Henrv V\Teedon lost his seat because of
that.
~
The Hon. A. HICKS stated that he rose
to a. point of order. He would like to know
from the President whether he had stated
what Mr. Aikman represented that he had
-stated.
The PRESIDENT.-The inference left
-oD my mind was that the gentleman referred
to did lose his seat because of that.
The II 011. A. HrcKs.-Did I Eay that?
The PRESIDENT.-That was the only
plain inference, I think, to be drawn from
what the honorable member said.
The Hon. A. HICKS.-I did not say that.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said he was
pleased Mr. Hicks had a conscience, and that
he (Mr. Aikman) had been able to prick it.
If ever a statement was calculated lio do injury to a man it was Mr. Hicks' statement
which had heen referred to. Sir Henry
Weedon's defeat was not caused in any
possible way by what the honorable member
re presen ted.
'fhe HOll. A. O. SACHSE.-A certain
public body claimed that tbey put him out.
The Hon. ~T. G. AIKMAN said that the
hour was DOW getting late. He did not think
he could have PUI his facts in a more concise
What he intended to
way than he had.
show was that the site selected by the
Government was perfectly unsuitable, and
if an iuquiry was made it would be found that
that was the case.
He thought that the
prayer of the petiti(lIl should be granted, and
that the HOllse should ta.ke the evidence of
those who were interested in tlte existing
works before passing the Bill. He was told
on the best authority that the money provided for in the Bill would not be sufficient
to erect the works.
The PRESIDENT.-The question ofthe
petition will come before the House on a
;separate motion.
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The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said he hoped
the Government would withdraw this PfO'posal until evidence had been taken at the
Bar of the House.
'rhe Hon. E. MILLER observed that this
was a most important q nestion, and as the
hour was getting late, he begged to moveThat the debate be now adjourned.
0

The Hon. VV. L. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public Works) remarked that honorable
members might be prepared to continue their
deliberations a little longer in view of the
fact that they were in the last days of the
session. They might go the length of taking
a vote on the Bill to-nigbt. There was a
good deal of business before the Houge, and
it was hoped to finish on Thursday. This
proposal had been before the House on three
consecutive sessions, and honorable members
should be fully seised of all the facts in CODnexion with it. If they desired to adjourn
the debate it must be becanse they did not
want to go on with the business.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN.-vVe want iuformation.
The Hon. W. L. BA ILLIEU said the
matter had been thrashed out before, and,
whatever the Government /said or whatever
information they furnished, they would be
asked for more. Honorable members must
see the motive of the delav.
The Hon. R. H. ~. ABBOTT expressed
the hope that the Minister would allow the
debate to be adjourned. There were at least
four honorable members, and he thought there
were six, who wanted to speak on this subject.
If a vote was taken on the second reading tonight he was afraid he would have to vote
against it.
The Hon. VIr. L. BAILLIEU.-I should expect that in all circumstances.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said the
Mil~ister had no right to assume that.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-I think that
from the honorable member's past speeches.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said he proposed to take up ground not yet touched
by aIJybody, with a view of getting an
assurance from the Government that what
he wanted would be taken into consideration.
He did not think the Minister would make
material progress by insisting on the House
sitting until an unusual time to night.
He
was prepared to meet at ten o'clock the next
morning, if necessary, to expedite the business.
The Hon. R. B. REES said he hoped
the HOllse would go o~ with t.he wOI:k and
carry the second reading of the Bill. Honor-
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able members seemed to forget that the
matter that was being discu&sed was only one
item in the Bill, which cOlltained other items
which were of great impurtance, and to
which the Houtie was not opposed.
Why not take the second readillg of this Bill
to·night" and have a full discussion in Committee on the proposal to establish cool stores
in Melbourne?
The Bon. T. C. HARWOOD said no
doubt: the :J1inister wanted to see the debate
finished to-night, but other honorable members should be considered. There should
have been some iutimation to honorable
members if it had been intended to sit until
3 or 4 o'clock in the morning.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was negatived.
The Hon. Eo MILLER said that, in connexioll with the expenditure of so large a sum
of money, ample time should be given hon3rable members for con!'ideration.
He congratulated Mr. Manifold on the way in
which he had prepared his speech, and the informatiou whicb he h!1d given. That honorable member, however, seemed to think that
others who were opposing the Government
proposal were influenced by certain private
interest~ in and around Melbourne, and
especially by the City Council. Kow, honorable members were bonnd to listen to their
constituents.
Mr. Manifold represented a
country constituency. Judging by Mr.
Manifold's attitude, it would seem that he
was infl uenced by sonle one in
the
country. He appeared to think more
of this measure than any other Bill which
had been brought into the House. He had
stated that the Government created this
industry. No doubt the Government did
foster the export t.rade, but they left it
to private enterprise to provide cool storage.
Therefore. they should consider the claims
of private enterpri::;e now. Was private
enterprise to be enconraged one year, and
snl1jected to Government opposition the next ~
Mr. ,\ anifold had said thnt the Commission
which had inqUIred into the matt,er could
not answer for posterity.
The present
Premier, who represented the same district
as Mr. Manifold, was the Chairman of that
Commissi~m, and he strongly coutended then
that there shollld be no Gover1lment cool
stores. Hfl (Mr. Miller) was very much
interested in the views of Mr. Crooke, who
was a practical man from the country, and
knew as much about cool storage as any
other honorable member. Mr. Crooke had
said that there was not one redeeming feature
about the proposed site. Mr. ero'oke was an
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hunorable member who should he listened to'.
He had stated how many people sent their
produce direct to the ships. It would seem
that we w:wted more ships, and not more st.orage ac0ommodation. If the Government had
proposed to start in the shipping industry, and
have vessels ready to take the produce away,.
it might be better than their scheme to erec1..
cool stores. Private enterprise had done agreat
deal for this country, and it was still doing a
large amount of good. Travelling recently
along the line to Lilydale he noticed that
vast cool stores were being built. He understood that that was all being done by private·
enterprise, whose charges it was said were less.
than the Government. Private enterprise
was always more successful than Government
enterprise. In South AustIalia the Govern-.
ment had a monopoly in this busines8, and
meat sent from there always commanded a
lower price in the London market than that,
from Victoria. In New South Wales the·
Government at one time went in for this
business, but eventually handed it over to.
private enterprise. These cool stores on
which it was proposed to spend such a huge
amount of money would be a failure in mauy
respects. Only the ot.her day the Council
had thoroughly thrashed out this proposal and
rejected it. He often doubted whether the
Government were altogether in favour of it.
He knew that the Minister of Agriculture·
would do his best in the interests of the
producers, but he might make mistakes and
spend
too much pH blie
money. He (Mr. Miller) was of the opinion
that it was proposed to spend too much on cool
stores under this Bill. Notwithstanding the
amount set down in the Bill, he thought the
expenditure would run into about £ 150,000,
and then, perhaps, the !:icheme ,vonld be a
failure. It seemed to him that there was ample
accommodation already.
The money expended by the City Council on cool stores
was provided by the ratepayers, The enla.rgement of those stores would be better
than building Government stores. He failed
to see why honorable members who had
opposed this proposal previously should
change their attitude on it. At any rate,
the representatives of private enterprise
wished to address the Chamber and give
their reasons why the Bill should not pass.
He thought i1; was a pity that such a burning quest iOIl as the building of Government
~tores . in .Melbourne should be mixed up
111 a BIll WIth other matters.
He did not see
any reason to alter his vote on the' question.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said this seemed
to be a question of private enterprise versus'
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tQe State. It was stated that a promise
was made many years ago by the Premier
of the day that nothing would be done to
He
interfere with private entel·prise.
supposed, as busine8s men, the proprietors
of the cool stores tnok into consideration the
true value of tha.t promise. They must
have known as well as they did now that a
Government could not pledge any future
Government. On the other hand, the City
Council admitted to their representatives in
this House--he did not say that offensively,
but referred to honorable members who were
also city councillors-that they were losing
a good tenant. Therefore, they objtcted to
the Government erecting cool ~tores. Then
other people said they desired to appear at
the Bar of the House, and place certain information before honorable members. He (NIl'.
Evan!;) presumed that those people had had
that infurmation in their possession for a long
time. They ha.d had every opportunity of
placing their case before the HOUlse, I\ud he
was with the unofficial leader of the House
in saying that this was merely a device t.o
delay the measure. He could understand
men who had invested a large amount of
capital in the cool-stores business putting up
a big fight, and no Olle blamed them for it.
Honorable members had been told that there
was ample space in the cool stores in Melbourne to meet requirements, but if there
was anything in the Government's immigratiOll and irrigation schemes the amonnt of
produce raised would be lar~ely inc~e~sed,
and it would be necessary to !Jave addltlOnal
space to freeze produce for export. With
regard to the site, whell the Bill was last before t.he House he said that it did not appear
to him to be a suitable site. In his opinion,
it would be far better to have cool stores at
Williamstown or Port Melbourne, but the
Government had obtained all the expert advice possible, and they had decide~ ,that the
site they proposed was the most '3Ultable one.
He did not see what was to be gained by delaying the matte~ any further.. The Gov~rn
ment were right III endeavourll1g to obtam a
vote on the measure to-night. Those who
were putting forward the case for the proprietors of cool st~res had put f.orward all the
information possible.
If witnesses were
allowed to appear at the Bar of the House he
doubted whether honorable members would
learn anything additional from the~. He
did not blame those gentlemen for puttmg up
a big fight. r.I.'hey said that private enterprise had done a lot for the country, but
on the other hand the cuuntry had done a
lot for private enterprise. They were not
Hon. W. J. Evans.
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objecting to the Government carrying on
cool stores rented from the City Council, but
they objected to the Government erecting
He held a docucool stores in Melbourne.
ment in his h'md which showed that private
people were making good profits ont of the
business. All the Gov~rnment proposed
was to go out of the City Council
buildings, erect their own stores, and provide
additional space in view of the prospective
large increase of exports to the Old Country.
One of the cool stores proprietors admitted
making a profit of 20 per cent.; another
admitted making a profit of 10 per cent., and
another admitted making a profit of 7 per
cent.
The Bill had been three times
before the House, and the people interested
had been afforded an ample opportunity of
putting their views before honorable members.
He certainly hoped that the Government
would show that they were in earnest, a.nd
would carry out the pledges they had made
to the country.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he was in
favour of the measure, but the last trams
would soon be going, and he would not stay
at the House. Therefore he movedThat the debate be now adjourned.

The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public \Vorks) said he had no objection to
[t was
the adjournment of the de hate.
usual to give honorable members some notice
before an all-night sitting, and that notice
had not been given to them. Honorable
members must look forward to an all-night
sitting to-morrow night.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until the following day.
SA VINGS BANKS BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative
Assembly, and! on the motion of the Hon.
W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of Public
Works), was read a first time.
BENALLA TO TATONG RAILWAY
CONSTRUCTION BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative
Assembly, and, on the motion of the Him.
J. D. BHOWN (Attorney-General), was read
a first time.
RUSHWORTH Fro COLBINABBIN
RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION BILL
This Bill was received from the Legislative
Assembly, and, on the motion of the Hon. F.
HAGELTHORN (Honorary Minister), was
read a first time.
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CROWLAND TO NAVARRE
RAILW A Y COXSTRUCTION BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislat.iv~
Assembly, and, on the motion of the Hon.
J. D. BROW N (Attorney-General), was
read a first time.
The House adjourned at four minutes to
eleven o'clock p.m.
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SKIPTON CONNECTING RAILWAY.-PORTLAND
AND SERVICETON MAIN LINE CONNEXION
RAILWAY.
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Class.

DEPARTME~T.

PAY OF SIGNALMEN.-COAL USED AND
MILEAGE RUN.-PRINTING STAFF AND
PLANT.-AvERAGE COST OF ENGINES.

Mr. KEAST asked the .Minister of R::lil·
waysIf he is aware that under Regulation No. 54 the
first, second, and third class signalmen received no
increase ill pay; if so, will he inform the H ouae
why they were sillgled out for no increase, seeing
tha.t they hold very responsible positions in regard
to the general safety of the public?

Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister
of Hailways).-The answer to the honorable
member's question is as follows :The classification of signalmen under Regula.tion
as compcl.l'ed with Regulation 51, is shown here·
under-
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and it will therefore be observed that t.he maximum
pay of special and of fourth-class signalmen was
raised, and that the minimum wage of the thirdclass was illl~reased from 8s. 6d. to 9s. per day;
but in addition to these increases, every assistant
signalman is now given the classification of the box
in which he is employed, and the senior signa.lmen
in each box in which more than one man is
employed, on the majority of shifts are granted a
wage tid. per day in excess of that which they
would ordinarily receive, whereas under l-tegulation
51, assistant· signalmen were placed in a clais
lower than the classification of the box in which
they were employed, and no additional allowance
was granted to the senior signalmen. It may be
explained that Hegulation 54 was not compiled in order to admit of the payment of
an . increment to every employe, but in order
to rectify anomalies in the previous regulation, and
generally to improve the rat·es of pay, and the
conditions of employment of the stati, and the
alterations made in respect of signalmen in the
different classes a,re as indicated hereunder--

PARLIAMENTARY STANDING
COMMITTEE O~ RAILWAYS.

sented the report of the Railways Standing
Committee on the proposed Skipton Connecting Railway, together with minutes of
evidence and plan; and also Progress Re·
port of the same Committee on the proposed Portland and Serviceton Main Line
Connexion Railway, together with minutes
of evidence and plan.

Depa1·tment.
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and it is therefore not correct to say that
men in the first, second, and third classes
did not receive any increme.llt.

Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister of
Railways), in compliance with an Order of
the House (dated Uecembel' 18), presented n.
return showing the mileage run and coal
used on the railwH,Ys for the year ended
,Tune, 1911.
Mr. CAMPBELL asked the Minister of
Railways1. Tl-.e reason for the existence of an extensive
printing staff, plant, and equipment in the Victorian Railway Department?
2. Is the Government Printing Office, by reason
of a lack of accommodation and a defiCiency in
staff' and plant, not capable of coping with the
requirements of the State service?
3. Should not the printing and stationery requirements of all the :::Hate Depctrlmcnts, including
the rd.i1ways, be supplied fl'OIll one source, and
thus conduce to economy of mallagement, and,
generally, accord more with sound business
principles?

Mr. A. A.

BrLIJSO~

(Ovens-11inister of

Railways).-The information furnished m.e

Railway Department.
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in repl'y to the honorable member's questions

is as follows : 1. ]n view of the amount of work of an urgent
-character which has to be dealt· with expeditiously
·from day to day, and which could not be procured
iroll elsewhere a,t short notice, it was determined
to establish a pdnting office in connexion with the
railways in 1892, and since then, and especially
during the past Se\Tell years, experience has de·
monstrated that the departmental requirements
<can be more economically provide<l for in the Railway Printing Branch than in the Government
Printing (Hfice or hy private firms, and the plant
has accordingly been increased as required to meet
the demands of the Departl111:l11 t.

Border lcailwaY8.

PRECAUTIONS AGAINST FLOODS.
Mr. LANG DON asked the Minister of
\-Vater SupplyIf he will secl t.hat direct telephone communica.tion between Laanecoorie and Rridgewater-onLoddon is established without dehy, as desired by
local residents, so that in case of floods they ma.y
have timely notice to remove their property to
beyond or above tloocllevel ?

Mr. GRAHA:vr (Minister of 'Vater Supply). - Telephonic communi~mtion has been
established from Laanecoorie to Bridge·.vater
through various towns, and arrangempnts
can be made for night attendances at the
2 and 3. So far as the Railway Department is various post·offiees during seasons of flood,
<:oncerned, the e"tablishment of a separate printing
()ffice has resulted in economies of a substantial which should llot be more than about one
week in anyone year. Although this line
<character.
is not the direct one asked for, the CommisMr. S:\lITH asked the Minister of Hail- sion believes it will meet all emergencies, and
waysit does not feel justified in recommendin~ any
'''hat was_the average cost of the first ten new construction until some experience has
-engines of "DD" pattern constructed at Newport; been gained of the present system. The
also the average cost of the last ten engines of the Postal Department would require the pay4' UD "pattern constructed there?
ment. of the sum of £240 for the construcMr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister of tion of a direct line.
Railways).-The reply to the honorable
BORDER RAILWAYS.
member's question is as follows : Mr.
CAMPBELL
asked the Premier-The average cost of the first ten locomotives of
the "DD " pattern construeted at Newport was
£3,240 per locomotive, on the b~sis of an allowance
{)f 23~ per cent. on the cost of labour to cover in.direct ~harges, aDd £3,543 on the basis of an allowance of 45 per Ci:'nt.
The average cost of the last lot of ten" DD"
locomotives constructed at Newport was £3,065
per locomotive on the former basis, and £3,3L4 on
the latter basis, whilst, owing to the higher prices
which had to be paid for materials and to increased
wa~es, it ~s considered that the average cost of the
4 ' DD" locomotives now under construction will be
£3,200 per locomotive, on the basis of an allowance
of 23& per ('ent. on the cost of lab oar to cover
inClireet charges, and £3,495 on the basis of an
a.llowallce of 45 per cent.

IMPROVEMENT OF OUTPORTS.
Mr. CAMPBELL asked Mr. J. C:\meron
.East-Honorary Minister) for
the Minister of Public Works-

<Gi7lp.~land

When the promised report of the Engineer-inChief for Porls and Harbors upon the improvement of the outlying ports will be ready for
presentation to the House?

Mr. J. CA~IERO~ (Gippsland Ea.~t
Honorary Minister)-Reports have already
been received concerning a number of the
outlying ports, and the balance is expected
to be in hand by the end of next month. I
have arranged that copies will be sent to
members interested.

If, for the purpose of giving effect to the recommendations of the Joint Royal Commission on
Border Railways, he will take steps to arrange
with the Honorable the Premier of I:)onth Australia
for a meeting at an early date of the Rail ways
Commissioners of Vietoria and South Australia.?
1. To determine the basis of the ratio of the
railway working expeniles to the revenue
arising from the carriage of all traffic to
and from the district between Ouyen
and Pinp.aroo over the existing lines
from Ouyen to any other Victorian
station, and over the existing lines from
Pinnaroo to any other South Australia.n
station, and vice ve1','Jd, as recommended
by the Joint Royal Commission.
2. To arrange for the keeping of accounts for
such inter-State railway traffic, and
also for the inter· State traffic passing
over the proposed Heywood - Moun\
Ga.mbier railway.
3. To decide on the alterations or additions
required at Pinnarof) and Mount Gambier stations to deal with such traffic.
4. To aaree upon the rates to be charged for
tl~e carriag:e of all traffic between Victorian stations and Mount Gambier and
Pinnaroo respectively.

Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-\Vith regard
to the main portion of this series of questions
I can give an affirmative reply. I expect to
meet the Premier of South Australia at the
latest on the 16th of next month. Possibly
I may be able to intercept him 011 his
way to Tasmania, whither he is bound to
attend a very important conference. The
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other questions refer to matters for consideration, and I possibly could not give a definite
answer to them at the present moment. They
are points which are likely to be dealt with
by the Commissioners of the two States.
Undoubtedly there will have to be a conference between the Commissioners of Victoria
and South Australia before the matter is
finally dealt with.
GEELONG HARBOR 'fRUST.
Mr. \V AT'f (Treasurer).-I desire to
hand to the Clerk, to be plact:d on the Library
table, certain papers relating to the Geelong
Harbor Trust, including the report of the
Auditor·General on his recent investigations.
WAGES BOARD FOR STRAW HAT
MAKERS.
:Mr. MURRAY (Minister of Labour).After making inquiries I would like to move
that the following notice of motion, which
appears on the paper in my name, be read
and dischargedl'hat it is expedient to appoint a Special Board
to determine the lowest prices or rates which may
be pa.id to any persoll or persons or classes of
persons employed in the process, trade, or business
of the manufacture of straw hats as (a) hand or machine blockers;
(b) stiffeners;
(c) dyers' assistants;
(d) packers.

The employers are quite prepared to aceept a
Board to cover the whole of the trade, the
female workers as well as the male workers.
Now the females have presented a petition
which is signed by 300 employes engaged in
the straw hat indul:!try.
The SPEAKER.-I would point out that
there is no need for the Premier. to move that
the notice of motion be discharged; he can
merely withdraw it.
Mr. MURRAY (Minister of Labour).Then I wiII do so.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I should have liked to
have heard reasons why this proposal is not
being proceeded with. I am at all times
anxious to see the extension of Wages Boards.
It seems peculiar if sufficient evidence were
in the possession of the Department to
warrant them agreeing to the appointment of
this Board, that at the last minute it should
be discovered that the Minister has not all
the f4'tcts of the case.
The SPEAKER.-I cannot allow any
discussion, although the Premier is at liberty
~o make a statement by leave.
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Mr. MURRAY (Minister' of Lahour).By leave, I would like to explain the position. The honorable member for Fitzroy
asked, as there were no objections on
the part of either the employers or the
employeR to the appointment of a Board,
that I should give notice of my intention to
move a resolution for its appointment. I
found there were no objections against
bringing male workers under a Board, but I
did not really appreciate the situation at the
time. The female workers ontnumber the
males by six or sevell to one, and a large
number of them have signed a petition
objecting to the creation of a Board to de~~l
with them.
Mr. ELl\fSLIE.-On what ground?
Mr. MURRAY.-They are perfectly
satisfied with the present conditions, and
they were afraid that a Board might lower
the rates of wages which they are receiving.
To-day I made inquiries, and it would appear
that they are altering their attitude on the
question.
If there were time enough to
ascertain, I believe I would find that they do
not object now. The employers are anxious
to have a Board as well as the male wo! kers,
but the employers desire that determinations
should apply to all the workers, both ~ales
and females. I think that by the time the
HouRe meets next session I will possibly find
that the women workers will not objE'ct.
They probably rnislluderstoodwhat the effect
of the determinations would be.
SAVINGS BANKS BILL.
The debate (adjourned from the previous
day) on Mr. Watt's mot.ion for the second
reading of this Bill, was resurned.
l\iT. ELMSLIE.-I regret that owing to
what the Treasurer no doubt would call the
exigencies of the situation, [have not had
longer time to study this question, and to
make myself acquainted with the details of
the propasals submitted by the honorable
gentleman last night. However, I suppose the
Government are prepared to take the responsibility of the position. I suppose they recognise the danger there is in rushing through important legislation of this chan.cter. No.
doubt the answer to that will be that the
session will very speedily end, and that the
desire of the Government is to get themachinery in operation for doing what the
Premier said-fighting the Federal Pal'liament to the last ditch.
One porr ion of
the Treasurer's speech I can thoroughly indorse, and that is his statement that the
consideration of this measure should be
disassociated from party, and that the
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proposals should be debated alld dealt with on
strictly non-party lines. 'I'hat is the position
I intend to take up this afternoon. I would
like to say that the opinions I am about to
express are my own, and what I say in no way
p.ledges. the party sitting on this (the OpposiIt is frequently
tIon) slde of the House.
said that we, who are members of the Labour
party, have no minds of our own-that we
are bound by the caucus and shackled with
chains. At any rate, this is a question that
is not within oue platform, and each member
ot the party is free to express his own
opinion and to vote as he thinks best. I
would like to say here that in this regard our
party is frequently misrepresented.
On
those questions which are not laid dOlVn in
our platform, each member of the party is
free to use his own j lldgment and to exercise
his vote in whatever way he thinks fit. When
listening to the Treasurer last night I could
not help feeling that he held a resentment
which he could not conceal, against th~
.Federal Government. Further than that he
cO~1Veyed the impression that we, sitting on
this (the Opposition) side of the House,
thoroughly indorse the position taken up by
the Federal Labour party, and if I am not
mistaken he endeavoured to fasten on liS
the duty of replying on behalf of the Federal
~~v~rn~ent-:-of taking lip their responsibllItles III this House, and advancing argu~en.ts whi~h they might use in attempting to
Justify their position. I do not intend to do
a~ything of the kind.
I propose to deal
wlth the matter as far as I possibly
can from the point of view of whether the
proposal8 in the Bill are good in the
interests of the development of our
Savings Banks system, and are going to give
greater advantages to the people. There
may be differences of opinion as to what the
effect will be of the bringing into existence
of the Federal Savings Bank, but, at any
rate. we are all united in desiring that
Savings Bank institutions shall, whether
they are State 01' Federal, be on a sound
fi nancial basis, of assistance to the people,
and of help in the development of our
country. Because I do not entertain fears
of such a etrong character as have been expressed in some quarters, I propose to confine myself to what I believe the effect of the
proposed legislation will be upon our State
Savings Bank. rrhe first thinO' that struck
me of importance in 1 he re~narks of the
TreasureI' was this statementThe inevitable effect of the establishment of the
Commonwealth Sa.viugs Bank would mea.n large
withdra.wals from the State Scl.vings Hanks, neces-

Mr. Etmslie.
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sitating the finding of large sums to pay withdrawa.ls.

I asked myself why the mere establishment
of a Federal ~avings Bank would necessitate
the immediate withdrawal of money from the
State Savings Banks.
.
Mr. W ATT.-I did not ~ay that.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I am taking the report
in the Age.
.
Mr. WATT.-I said "successful establishment." I was quoting from the document
the Premiers sent to the prime Minister.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-If the Treasurer reads
the report of his speech in Hansard I think
he will find that the remarks I haTe
credited him with were used by him before
he started to read the protest that was made
by the Premiers of the different States.
Mr. W ATT.-Except for the omission of
tbe word ,. successful," the Age report
corresponds exactly with this document.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I do not nnderstand
why the successful establishment of the
:Federal Savings Bank would necessarily
mean the withdrawal of capital from the
State Savings Banks.
Mr. TouTcBER.- What is the object of
establishing it ~
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I do not propose to
deal with that aspect of the question. It is
outside the sphere of this Parliament. The
only rear:lon I can think of for the Treasurer
and the Premier making that statement is,
that they must have had in their minds the
closing of the post-office agl311cies, which
would be taken over by the Federal authorities, and closed to the State.
Mr. MURRAY.-Mr. Fisher said that the
post offices could not do this business for
both the Federal and State banks.
Mr. ELMSLLE.-~either they could. If
that is what is running in the minds of the·
Premier and the Treasnrer, I may ~ay that I
find that only 13 per cent. of the deposits are
received through the post-offics agencies,
and the great bulk of the business is done
through a~encies of another kind.
Mr. W ATl'.- That is true. The agency
grows into a branch.
.Mr. ELMSLIE.-That only emphasizes
the position I take up.
I oannot see why
the establishment of a Federal Savings Bank
is going to interfere with the agencies OUt.side those established at the post offices. It
seemR to me to be an' admission that either
the public will have greater confidence in the
Federal Hank, or the Federal Bank will offer
greater inducements to depositors.
Mr. WARDE.-It must be one of these
things.
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Mr. ELMSLIK-Tt can only be one uf
the two. The great bulk of the opportunities of acquirin~ new business and retaining
the present business will still be in the
hands of the ~Hate. It will then become a
matter of competition as to who will give the
greatest inducements and the best security.
The Treasurer must be of opinion that the
people will retain the confidence they have
hitherto had in the State Savings Bank or
he would not have stated last night what he
did, He said he would gnarantee that if a
referendum were submitted to the depositors
from 7 fJ per cent, to 80 per cent. of them.
would vote in favour of the existiug conditions, Therefore I think that the statement that we shall lose business by the mere
fact of the Federal institution being brought
into existence has no real foundation in
fact.
Mr. WATT.-The competition the honorable member speaks of is going to be one of
. the inevitable facts. That will be hugely
expensive if not ruinous, and there is no
nec€'ssity nor demand for the Federal
Hank.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-That opens up another
question. I have looked at the matter as
closely as I call, and I think it is an unwarrantable assumption that there is some
extraordinary power in the Federation that
the mere establishment of their bank
is going to bring ruin on ours.
Mr. W AT1'. - The prediction of the Prime
Minister was that there would be only one
Savings Bank when the Federal Bank was
establish8d.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I am not responsible
for his utterances. This House, and the
public outside, have the right to know or to
understalld wherein the danger spoken of
lies. The Treasurer has pointed out tha.t
the margin between the profits and expenditure is 6s. 2d. per cent., which is about as
small a margin as a bank can trade upon.
That conveys to my mind tha.t thp. field for
competition is down to bed-rock, and we
~abnot have mnch to fear from the establishment of the Federal Bank.
Mr. WATT.-It is just the reverse .. If we
give as large interest as the expenditure will
permit ns to do, then the competition will
whittle away the margin of safely.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-ln the field of competition is it likely that the State and Federal
banks will lose sight of their obligations to
the people, and that they will take
risks they ought not to take? I believe
that neither the Htate nor the Federal Bank
will tal~e these risks.
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Mr. W ATT.-This step of ours already involves the wiping away' of one-third of the
profits.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-If we are down to the
smallest possible margin of safety does not
the Treasurer recognise that his proposals
are going to take us over the bounds of
safety? He said that, owing to the fact of
increasing salaries by about £8,000 and increasing the other expenses by about
£18,000, the margin would be reduced from
6s. 2d. to 4s. 2d. Therefore these proposals
of the Government mean going down 2s.
below what the honorable gentleman believes
to be the safe margin.
Mr. W ATT.-It is a matter of life or
death. If we do not make some move the
business ma.y drift from us.
Mr. KEAsT.-It will drift.
Mr. ELM SLIE.-Apart from the increase in salaries I think that the axpenditure of £18,000 in the extension of the
business by increasing the branches and
agencies should llot reduce the safe margin,
because these additional branches ought to
bring the same amount of business, or n~ar]y
the same amount of business, as we are doing
now, and that should not ultimately result in
increased cost 111 that direction.
The
possibilities are, that after a year or two we
shall not be down to that low margin that the
Treasurer an tici pates.
Mr. W ATT.-I indicated that, if the
business grows proportionateiy to the expenses, the margin will be the same.
Mr . .E LM S LIE. - I think that those responsible for managing the Federal Bank
will recognise their responsibilities and duties
to the country, just as the managers of
our Savings Bank do, and they will not take
the same risks as ontside corporations.
I think if they found that competition
was forcing tllem into a certain position they
would come before their Parliametltary
masters and state the position to them. I
do not think they wonld dare to do otherwise.
Therefore, I have come to the conclusion
that from the stana-point of legitimate competition, the State will have nothing to feat"
from the establishment of Federal Savings
Banks, nor will the Federal Sl.lVings Banks
have anything to fearfrom the State Savings
Banks.
Mr. ,VATT.-The honorable member baR
nut suggested any j nstificatioll for the est~b
lishmeut of a Oommonwealth Savings Bank.
1\1 r. W ARI>I<~.-Surely they have a right to
establish sllch banks if they choose.
Mr. W ATT.-They have a perfect right,
but it is a question of political expediency.
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It is their business, but it is also our business.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-It is our business as
representatives of the State, recognising our
responsibility for its financial stability, to
take such precautions as we think necessary
in the interests ;)f the State. I have no
quarrel with the Government for doing anything of t ha.t kind, but I certainly resent
some of the remarks that were made last
night about unification. I am not a unificationist. I have never yet advocated unification for Australia. To my mind it is absnrd
to thiuk that a unified forn1 of government
could carryon the necessary business of this
country.
Mr. KEAsT.-The honorable member is
always fair.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I think the majority of
our (the Labour) party hold the same
view.
Mr. WATT.-Thenthey have queer ways of
showing it.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-Very often we find ourselves in the position that other people are
stating what are said to be our opinions and
then proceeding to build up arguments
against those opinions, when, as a matter of
fact, no such opinions have ever been expressed. AR I say, I am not a unificationist,
and I fail to see thejustification of the remark
made in more than one qnarter last night.,
that the Federal Parliament is seeking, by
means of its SavirJgs Bank proposals,to
bring about unification, and to get behilld the
vote given by the people at the referendum
a few months ago.
Mr. VVATT.-It is absolutely correct all
the same.
Mr. ELMSLIE.- When the Treasurer
was moving the seoond reading of t.he
Bill I asked him, by an interjection, to say
in what direction the Federal Government
were seeking t.o get behind t~e referendum.
It seemed as though he ';vas about to
explain, bat he did nothing of the kind.
Mr. ",rAT 1'.-1 said that this is the
greatest blow that has been struck to State
existence, because if you want to cripple us
the best way is to cripple us financially.
Mr. ELM::;LIE.-l quite agree that the
most effective way to cripple anyone,
whether St.ate or individnal, is to get at him
financiall y, but I do not hold the view that
the establishment of a Commonwel:l.lth
Savings Bank is proposed with that ollject.
I do not hold the opinion that the J!"'ederal
Goven~ment have brought foward that proposal with the deliberate object of crippling
the States, and bringing about unification.
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Mr. W ARDE.-They have seen that the
State is on a good wicket. as regards the
Savings Bank funds, and they want to have
a finger in the pie.
Mr. ELM~LIE.-I do not think that
politics have come down so low that our
representatives in the National Parliament
are ready to descend to tricks of that kind.
I think their sense of duty to the nation is
much too great for that. I t is one of those
statements made by responsible p~ople-Mr. SOLLY.-Wild statements.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-Yes, for which there is
no foundation whatever. It is only the
imagination of sc,me people that creates a.
fear that there is some danger to guard
against, when, as a matter'of fact., there is.
no dangel' at all.
.
Mr. WATT.-YOU are very trusting. I
would n::>t tru8t them as much as you do.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-It is a tl'ait in human
nature that people more readily believe something that is bad of men or institutions, than
something that is good. So far as I can see,
there is no warrant in any shape or form fol'"
a statement of that kind, and certainly the
'Treasurer, when asked to give some justification for it, failed altogether to do so. Coming
now to the measure itsdf, I consider that
clause 5 is the most important clause in the
Bill. The Commissioners seek to take greater
powers than they have at present, but when
studying those powers, after all the terrible
possibilities that have been pointed out as to
the grave dangers and complications that
will arise, it must strike anyone, as it struck
me, that the provisions made to meet those
dangers are very poor indeed.
Mr. WATT.-These are all the legislative
provisions that are necessary ~ there will be a
great number of administrative ones.
Mr. ELM SLIE.-Personal1y, I believe
that good will result to our Savings Banks.
through the extension of the powers of the
Commissioners that is proposed in the Bill,
apart altogether from the complications with
regard to the action of the Federal Parliament. I see no possible objection in the main
to this extension of powers, because 1 helieveit will. render the ~avings Banks still more
useful to the community, and because it furnishes an indication that, owing to the
want of vigorous administration, there
is at present, and has been for some
time, a wide field of operations wherein
the Federal Parliament might justly work~
in connexion with onr Savings Bank system.
It Fleems to me that. the action of this Government in asking for this extension of powers
at the present time is a clear and distinct ad-
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misHion on the part of the Government and the
'Commissioners that they had not in the past
.adopted the vigorous policy that they should
have done, and that they had left unexplored
the wide field which they now ask for power
to enter into. As a clear indication that that
is the proper view to take, the 'treasurer
told us last night that apart from the Post
.office agencies, we had in existence seventy
·branche8 of the Savings Bank in VictoIia,
that within three months the Commissioners
proposed to add thirty more branches, and
that within twelve months forty more new
branches would be established.
Mr. KEAsT.-That is a good thing for the
public,
Mr. ELMSLIE.-Within the next twelve
months, therefore, the Commissioners pro:
jX)Se to double the number of branches.
The point I want to draw attention to is
this-If this field has been open, how is it
that it is only now that the ~aviogs Ba.nks
Commissioners have recognised the fact that
they have been wanting in their duty in not
.entering upon it?
Mr W ATT.-Nothing of the kind. The
Victorian Commissioners are a long way
.ahead of any others in their admini8tration.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I am not criticising them
just now. No doubt, if the Savings Bank
is to be a useful institution, there mnst be a
necessity for the establishment of branches in
various parts of the State. This being so,
however, I think it follows that any neglect
in carrying out that policy must show a remissness on the part of the Savings Banks
Commissioners.
Mr. WA1'T.-Nothing of the kind. They
have 400 different branches and agencies.
:Mr. ELMSLIE.-Then how is it that
when the Federal people are supposed to be
~omitlg into competition with the Savings
Banks Commis~ioners the Commissioners suddenly discover that there are seventy more
places in which they could est.ablish branches 1
Mr. "V A'l'T.-I explained that last night.
Mr. EL:\1SLIE.-I maintain that if the
proposals of the Federal Parliament have
done nothing else, they have done some
good in awaking the Savings Bank Commissioners and the Government t.o the duty
which they owe to the people of the State,
by pointing out that there are opportunities
of extending their business to sevent.y more
-centres, where people have not had an opportunity of using the Savings Bunks up to
the present time.
Mr. GRAIIA1I.-We have had to do a good
many other things on account of the
Ji'ederal Government.
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Mr. ELMSLIE.-We had a very high
eulogium paid last night to the IllspectorGeneral of Saving!,! Banks, and L am not
going to say anything to the contrary on the
present occasion.
In fact, I
know
nothing whatever to the contrary. Tbe insti.tution, as far as I know, has been run on
very good lines.
Mr. KEAST.-Jt is the best managed in
the world-absolutely.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I am not in a position
to say whether it is or is not. ~either do I
think, wide and extensivd as is the knowledge of the honorable member for Dandenong, that he knows the last word about
banking.
Mr. KEAsT.-I can speak from personal
know ledge of the operations of the Savings
Banks.
Mr. ELMSLIE. - Competent banking
authorities have severely criticised the busi.
ness done by the Savings Bank Commissioners and the profits made by them, in
view of the opportunities which the Commissioners enjoy through having the Government guarantee.
An eminent gentleman
connected with banking, the other day
stated to me his opillion that with the
opportunities which the Savings Banks Commissioners have had through the fact of the
Government being behind them, they oughl
to show larger profits and enter upon a
wider field of operations than they have done
up to the present time.
J am llot in a
position personal1y to say whethel' that is so
or not. As far a" clause 5 of this Rill is
concerned, possibly with a slight amendment, it could be rendered unolljectionable.
I sef! no objection to giving the Savings
Banks Commissioners power to establish
agencies, because I believe it will increase
the usefulness of the institution, and give
further opportunities to the people of making
deposits. And after all, I do not thillk it is
going to interfere very much with the operations of the Federal Government in this
matter. Clanse 2 proposes to do away with
the fixed minimum amount of deposit,
which is now provided for-IS., and it is intended to initiate a system of Penny ~aving8
Banks.
Of coun::e, that sounds very well.
I like to hear people talk about thrift. I
like to bear people expatiating on the exercise of thrift generally, bnt I usually find
that the people who talk most ab::>ut thrift,
and talk most about the opportnnities of
exercising it, are those who are least
frequently called upon to exercise that
thrift.
Mr. SOLI.Y.-The most extravagant.
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Mr. ELMSLIE.-However, this is merely
by the way. The point I want to make is
that if the Government are not careful in
connexion with the establishment of these
Penny Sl:l.vings Banks the cost of management will be increased to such an extent as to
reduce the margin which now exists between
profit and expenditure below the safe
line, which we have stood at up to the present time, according to the statement of the
Treasurer. Clauf)e 3, relating to the salary
of the Inspector-General, is not so important,
from my point of view, as the other clauses
of the Bill, but there is certainly one objec.
tion to it. that I think ought to be
mentioned, and that is that the clause leaves
it open to the Commissioners to fix or in!lrease, or do as they like with the salary
that is paid to the Inspector-General of
Savings Banks. Now, I would remind honorable members that, on numerous occasions,
Parliament ha.s taken up the safe position of
reserving to itself the right of saying what
the salary of an official of this kind shall be.
The Treasurer last night practically said that
the only safeguard in this case would be
that the Commissioners would not be able to
increase the salary of the Inspector-General
until the increase had received the sanction
of the Governor in Council. Now, that is
an important departure from the attitude
which has been previously taken up by this
House, alld I think we ought to have !.t inserted in this Bill before it is finally passed,
that no increase shall take place in this
salary without the sanction of Parliament.
Mr. W A'l'T.-Dear, oh dear! As a matter
of fact, the salfuy of the Inspector General
could be increased formerly without the
sanction of the Governor in Council, and it
was only on the last occasion that this
restriction was put upon the Commissioners.
Mr. ELMSLIK-The fact which the
Treasurer mentions is in favour of my argument. Formerly, there was no restriction,
and after the experience of the result of no
restriction Parliament thought it wise to fix a
restriction. Now the Government are going
half-way; they are abolishmg the restriction,
as far as Parliament is concerned, and propose to alluw the Governor in Council to be
the final arbiter.
Mr. W ATT.-I could understand your
urging the fixing of a maximum, and that it
should be within the diseretion of the
Governor in Counail up to that maximnm.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-That is what I am
trying to urge, that a maximum should be
inserted which cannot be exceeded without
the authority of Parliament.
•
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Mr. W ATT.-£2,OOO per annum, or something of that kina?
Mr. ELMSLIE.-We may have a word
or two to say on the salary afterwards. However, as regards other· bodies, such as the
Railways Commissioners and various other
Commissioners, Parliamel.t has fixed in the
Act itself the re.muneration that shaH
The
be paid to those Commissioners.
Treasurer also said last nigh t that, for
the present, at any rate, the Government
did not propose to interfere with the rate of
interest paid. "Vhile I am . not going to
ad vocate that a higher rate should be paid t.o
depositors in the Savings Banks, I do think
that any proposals' for the i m prove men t of
the Savings Banks syst.em that do not contaiu a provision to increase t.he amount upon
which interest is paid will not be complete
and will not answer in any way the desires
of the people. Up to the present time I be-.
lieve £250 is the highest amount upon which
interest is paid. If the Government wanted
to make themselves secure from the competition of the Federal Savings Bank, they could
do that without danger to the institution,
and not only retain the depositors they have
to-day, but attract numerous other depo~itors
who have m1mey deposited and invested in
other directions, by increasing the amount of
interest-bearing money up to the region of,
sa v, £1,000.
Mr . WATT.-There is not the slightest
doubt that we could.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I recollect some of the
arguments that were advanced by the honorable gentleman last night, but I do not
follow him at all ill those arguments. He
pointed out that there would be a danger of
gambling, and that compulsion possibly
might exist, because investments might have
to be made in order to earn interest to pay
to the depositors.
.
Mr. W AfT.-It is the reserves that would
have to be kept against those amounts at
call.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I was about to come to
that point. While I am advocating that
interest might be paid on a large amount, I
think, at any rate for the time being, it
would be a proper safeguard to the bank
that a portion, or at least a considerable portion, should have to remain for a definite and
stated period, in the same way as you have
in cmlllexion with other banks. I do not
propose . £-)r instance, that a man who had
£1,000 in the bank would have that money
at call. I would point out that there are
many people who have struggled to get
together ~ few hundred pounds, whiclj reprev
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sent the savings of their life-time. That
is the provision these men and women are
making for the time when they will be unable
to earn money, in their old age, and they are
anxious to obtain the safe investment of this
money, so tbat there ,vill be no chance of its
being lost, while, aL the same time, it will
be earning something. In that connexion
the Government, I feel snre, could attract to
the Savings Banks large sums of money.
111'. W ATT.- We could deal with every
man now who wants to buy our securities
over the counter. and we would give him
more than the Savings Banks give him.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-But information on that
point is not general. Many people do not
understand Ollr financial arrangements fi.~ all.
The Savings Banks loom somewhat large
before the eyes of the people, and they give
people a sellse of security; and 1 feel
quite coufident that many people who would
feel somedangerin buying stock woult! have no
hesitation in going to the Savings Bank~ and
placing their money on deposit
By the extension in the direction I have mentioned,
and by the granting of other fucilities, by
making the Savings Banks more a people's
bank, and ent.ering more on general banking
business than at present, although uot going
all the way, I think the Savings Banks
would attract much more capital than they
do at present. Certainly, I am of opinion
that, while we shall lose a certain amount of
deposits in the banks by the abolition of
the post· office agencies, yet, if we give
the extension I am talking of, the Government will not fiud themsel ves crippled for
want of money in the hour of need, or
under the circumstances described by the
Treasurer last night. By the establishment
of these numerous agencies, as proposed
under the Bill, I think the fears expressed
by the Treasurer will vanish into thin air,
and t.hat, if the tank is properly managed,
we shall uever find any of the financial
straits, from the State's point of view, that
the Treasurer spoke of last night. I see
very little to object to in the Bill. r am of
opinion that the fears expressed by the
Treasnrer, as to what will occur if the
Federal Bank be established, will be found
to have no justification. I am further of the
opinion, and I feel bound to say it, that
there is, underlying this proposal, something
more than the fears which have been given
expression to. While we have been asked
to diRcuss this measure from tllf~ Bon-part.y
point of view, I believe sinceraly that
some of the motives underlying the critioisms that have been ofl'ered against the
Second Session 1911.-[18J
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Federal Savings Hank proposals, that some
of the dangers which we are told await ita
estahlishment, that some of the consequences
that we are told we may find to arise through
lwt being able to go to the Savillgs Banks
and avail ourselves, for the necessities of the
State, of money lying there-that those expressions are made from the party point of
view, to injure the party now controlling the
National Government of our Federation.
Mr. TouTcnl<:R.-That argument is
answered by the fnct that the Labour
Governments of South Australia and other
States see the same dangers.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-That argument is no
answer at all.
Mr. WATT.-If the honorable member
wants anything stronger than the document
signed by Mr. McGowen, who was joined in
that action by the other Labour Premiers, I
do not.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I want to emphasize
the fact that what the Labour party
does in New South Wales, outside of OUl'
party in Victoria, does not bind us in Victoria in any shape or form.
Mr. J. W. EILLSON (Fitzroy).-It is the
same with the Liberals.
Mr. EL'MSLIE.-It does not bind us any
more than the eccentricity of the New South
Wales Speaker and the disorderly conduct
of Liberal members there cast any reflection
on the same party here.
Mr. W ATT.-The argnment is that it wa.s
not dOlle as criticism of the Federal Labour
Administration, because Labour Administrations did it.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-Taking the New South
''''" ales Labour party as a whole, I would say
that New South Wales, as a State, before
Federation was consummated, was always 011
the grab, and had no other portion of ,Australia in sight but New South Wales.
Mr. W ATT.-Is it the same with the
Labour party in South Australia and
Western Australia 1
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I am talking of New'
South Wales.
Mr. WATT.-You are repudiating everybody.
Mr. ELMSLTE.-I am not repudiating
everybody at all; but I am not going to
allow the Treasurer, or anybody else, to
fasten on me or this party responsibIlities
that should not reRt upon us, and charge us
with matters in which we have no voice and
may not' believe in at all.
New South
Wales has conducted itself all through as jf
it was the only part of the Commonwealth.
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Mr. WATT.-Thev have all tied their necks
to the same yoke. "
'
Mr. ELM~LIE.-'Ve wear no yoke, and
the honorable gentleman tries to fasten on us
l!Iomething which has no existence, except in
his fertile and fervid ima.gination, and the
statement is made for politieal purposes,
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-He is
thinking of egg!::! when he talks of the
" yoke."
Mr. EL'MSLIE.-The honorable member
perhaps means to say that the honorable
gentleman is a bad egg. I do not propose to
take up the time of the House any longer.
With some slight amendments, I think that
the measure will extend the usefulness of our
Savings Banksas we know them to-day. Casting aside any connexion which it may have
with the Federal proposals, and taking the
Savings Bank as ll. State institution, 1
believe that the proposals of the Government
will result in good to the bank, and give
great.er advantages and oppoItunities to
the people, and, I believe, some ad vantages to the :-itate. That is the position
which J take up, and, again I say, I am
merely stating my own views, and in no way
committing 0111' party to them.
Mr. McCUTUHEON.-Ilistened as carefully as I could to the remarks of the Hcting
leader of the Opposition,' and I was glad to
hear him say that he was not going to offer
any serious opposition to the Bill.
Mr. HANNAH. - There is nothing in it.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-Then there is
nothing for the Labour party to do but agree
to it, because if there is nothing in it, the
Bill will do no harm.
Mr. ELl\'[SLIE.-Surely we can express our
opinions.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.--Certainly; but
the honorable member for Collingwood interjects that there is nothing in the Bill. Person'tlly, I think that there is a great deal in
it. With regll.rd to the assertion that there
is some underlying motive in connexion with
it, for myself I see nothing of the kind, I
have heard nothin,5 of the kind, and I find
nothing 'of the kind in the Bm. 1 simply see
that the State i8in the possession of a business
which the Commor.wealth desires to take
over. Naturally, as anyone with a business
of his own would do, the State, represented
by the Government, says, "vVe do not want
our business interfered with, or taken from
us." The contention that there is an underlying motive is discounted by the fact that
the Labour parties in .:\"ew South Wales and
Western Australia, and, I think, probably
Queensland, are in entire accordance with the
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Government of tbisState in opposing the
action of the Commonwealth, and in endeavouring to keep within its own boundaries
the investment of moneys belonging to the
people of the Stat.e. Surely, if there is any
underlying motive, it does not extend to the
Labour partie~ of New Sout h Wales and
South Australia. Otherwise the insinuation
is that they mu;:;t be governed by something
traitorous to their own party, and we do lIOt
think that for one moment. 1 can quite understand that the Federal Government and the
Governments of those States may differ on
such matters without their allegiance to the
Labour party being disturbed. It, may
lead to disturbance; but not necessarily
so.
I do not think that there ia any
underlying motive, and the House should
support the Government up to the hilt in
connexion with the Bill. I find that the
Bill says that there is to be a reduction in
the amount of money which the State may
recei ve from depoeitors. In conn ex ion with
that, I think the House will remember that as
there is only a certain amount of money to
be received from eaeh State, that money
would not be increased to any appreciable
extent by the action of the FeJeral Government. As a consequence, their action means
that the whole machinery of S.1vings Banks
in Australia will be duplicated, in order to
gratify the desire of the Federal Government to have more fnnds under their control.
I think that the Commonwealth
Government have already, from tht·ir enormous annual revenue, from the prvceeds of
the notes they have issned, amounting to
nearly £10,00U,000, and from other sonrceS1
quite sufficient money for theIr purposes
without interfering with the one ewe lamb of
the States-the ~avings Ba.nk.
1 t reminds
me of the old parable of the mltn who posse~sed
everything that heart could wish, but because
his neighbour had a ewe lamb, which he
fancied, he went for it. Because the Commonwealth has had such a tremendous influx of
money, and found such a means of ext.ending
the power of the purty now in nffice, they desire to have even more money, and use
these accumulated funds as a means of
compelling
the
States
to come
to
their views on various important questions.
Look at the action of the Commonwealth in
regard to this matter. They are actually
turning the States out of the post offices
which have been built and furnished with
the money of the States, for which the
Commonwealth Government have paid no
rent, and which they have used as a convenience. vVe have treated them geuer-
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ously and properly with regard to our buildings, as is shown in the case of Parliament
House. Yet they turn to this State, who
furnished the post-office buildings, and
aay, "We ard going to put a rival
establishment in t.hese buildings, and turn
you out on compa.ratively short or no notice."
I have never heard of such a thing in
nat.ional attitude before. Never have I seen
portion of the State professing to act for the
good of the whole, deliberately set itself to
crush another part of the State for its own
selfish purposes. The Federal Government
is doing that without any semblance of
courtesy, by using, against the States which
built them, the buildings hallded over to the
Commonwealth to do business in. vVould it
be imagined that this State would have
entered Federation if it had been thought
that, this money would be used against
it?
~Ir. J. W. BlLLSON (FitZ1·Oy).-It would
not be carried again ~
Mr. McCUTCHEON. - If Federation
were to be put. before this State 11OW, it
would be rejected by a large majority.
~bylock pointed to his bond when he wanted
to collect his pound of flesh. Now the bond
says that the Commonwealth has the power
to do a certain thing, but good manners,
good faith, and courtesy should be remembered at all times. I can only compare the
Commonwealth to Shylock, who wanted the
fulfilment of his bond, because be had
legal claim to ask the Court for that.
Mr. HANNAH.-You liken the Federation
to Shylock.
Mr. McCUTCHEOX.-In this matter
the C'ommollwealth has turned out to be a
Shylock, or perhaps a better comparison
is the man, who, having everything he
wished, yet desired his neighbour's ewe lamb.
That is the action of the Commonwealth
Parliament, and I leave it to the judgment
of honorable members as to whether they
will either support them in their action in
the first place, or desert their own State, which
has sent them in to protect its interests,
in the second place. If we were being asked
to do something which was a duty, or which
would be beneficial to Australia generally, I
say that States should work in harmony
with the Commonwealth as far as possible.
But when there is already ample opportunity under the constitution of the
t;tates, and arrangpments have been made
to conserve the savings of the people,
I ask the House why the Commonwealth
Government should be permitted to step in
and take from the States the investments of
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their own money, and scatter that money
abroad.
Mr. SOLLY.- You ought to be ashamed to
talk about the Commonwealth Government
in that way.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-I am not ashamed
in the slightest degree. The Commonwealth
Government ought to be ashamed of wha,
they have done. I understand that the
Labour members in this House are not
opposed to this Bill, and, therefore, I do
not think they need stick up very much
1 was a
for thQ Federal Government.
little bit in doubt about the attitude of
the acting leader of the Oppositivn. I would
like the members of the Labour party to
come ont on one side or the ot.her, and tell
the country whether they are going to support the Bill or oppose it. I f the honorable
member for Carlton is opposed to the Bill,
I can quite understand him saying that
something I have said is shameful.
~lr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-He said
you ought to be ashamed about saying that
the Commonwealth Government were going
to scatter the money.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-We in this State
have most important functions to carryon.
As the Treasurer ha~ told the House, we
have borrowed from the Savings Bank Commissioners a very considerable sum of money
- I think about £10,000,000. We require
the whole of the savingl3 of the people of
this State that can be got through the
Savings Banks to carryon th\3 development
of the State. If we do not get that money I
do not know what we can do.
Mr. HANNAH.-Show us how the Commonwealth Government are going to interfere
with the savings of the people.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-I am . surprised
that sucb a question should be asked. I
will go even further than the interjp.ction.
Does the honorable member not know that
when there are two concerns, A and H, expending money, and A drags from B money
which B is able to use for its own purposes,
that money must be perverted as far as B is
concerned? I will go R. little further. I say
that a most serious financial crime is proposed by the Commonwealth Government.
I trust the Treasurer will snpport me ill
saying that if the depositors were to take
their deposits, amounting to £18,000,000,
out of the State Savings Bank and Pllt
them in another bank, as they have been
asked to do, it would involve a financial
transaction of such magnitude as might make
P very serious financial crish'l in this State.
Supposing the Commonwealth opens Savings.
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Banks and that the Stale knuckles duwn find
says, "You can carryon this business."
What is to happen in cOllnexion with the
money now invested by the Commissioners in
broad acres and properties whell a depositor
can come in after three da) s' notice and demand his money? How is that money to be
taken out of the State Banks and deposited
ill the Federal Banks? It would nlean a
financial crisis, as serious as that which
occurred in 1891.
Mr WATT.-lt would mean the wholesale
slaughter of the Corrlmissioners' securities.
Mr. McCUTCHEO'\.-Yes, and it would
dtlstroy the credit of the ~tate. What the
CommonwealLh Government proposes is a
financial crime. The Commonwealth, with
all its money, does not hesitate to put its
foot down 011 the States, and endeavour
to destroy their financial credit by asking
the depositors in State Savings Banks
to withdraw their deposits.
Let me
Let us assume that
give an illustration.
there is only one bank in Melbourne doiIlg
all the business which all the banks in Melbourne now do, and that a certain number of
gentlemen banded themselves together to
estahlish another bank which, from the advalltages it would offer, and itom sUllllry
causes which cannot in practice exist between
private bank and private bank, but which
can eXist between Commonwealth and State,
would make such a drain on the existing
bank's resources to meet the demands as
would seriously imperil the existing bank.
Supposing the depositors of £ 18,000,000
asked f01' their money back within three
daYR, what would happen? Notwithstanding
the warnings of the critics in the Commonwealth Parliament, of the press, and of the
united bod'y of bankers of Australia, the
Commonwealth Government persist in going
on with the Banking Bill. The Commonwealth Government are doing that for
lile purpose of bringing the States to
their terms, and for the purpose of
oompelling the States to do something which
otherwise I hey would not do. I cannot
understand any honorable member being so
forgetful of his duty to the State as to
pause for one moment in givillg the Govertlmellt all the powers they ask for nnder this
Bill. 1 have told honorable members why 1
support the Government, in this matter.
Mr. CO~I.'TER.- You alwa'ys support the
Governmen to, whether they are righ t or
wrong.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-I would like the
Government to think so. r do not think
much importance a ttaches to clause 2 which
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strikes out of the principal Act the refel'enc€~
to the minimum deposit of h., but if the
Government think that it will be an attraction tu the Savings Banks-and I believe it
will be- they are perfectly justified in asking
the House to pass it. If we can do anything
that will stamp the idea of thrift upon the
boys and girls of the State, it will be
beneficial. Although the money got under
clause 2 may not be mnch, the Lenefit
to the youthful. people of this State nuty be
great.
I am with the Government in
proposing to raise the salary of the InspectorGeneral of Savings Banks from £1,500 per
annum to £2,000 per annum
Mr. WAIWI<:.-Of course you are.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-Th8 whole of the
Bill breathes sl]ch It business spirit-such It
complete grip of the circumstanees-that 1
cannot withhold approval from it. "Ve want
the best men we can get.
Mr. W ARDE.-I thought we had them.
Mr. McCUTCHEON .-Can we keep
them?
Mr. WATT.- YOIl want to fairly re\vard
the men apart from the danger of losing
them.
Mr. HANNAH. -The Government are late
in finding that out.
Mr. McCU'l'CHEON.-That is beside the
question.
Honorable members know that
very often when a lIew business is estab·
lished the man who has been conducting the
old business has to look ont for his employes and see that they are not taken away
by the new business. The Treasurer has
followed that. we11·known custom. I entirely
approve of leaving it within the power of
the Governor in Council to increase Mr.
Emery's salary to £2,000 a year. Later on,
I suppose, the Government will want the
approval of the l-lonse to make the salary
as large as will keep a thuroughly good
business man at the head of the Saving~
Banks.
I do not know anything, or
care anything, about Mr. Emery himself.
I
merely speak
of
him
as
Inspector-General
of
Savings
Banks.
Whatever amount is required to get a
thoroughly good and qualified business man
in the position is what the Government
ought to pay, irrespective of wh3t the Commonwealth pays.
The last. part of the Bill
is simply a corollary to the first part, and
provides that the Commissioners may frorn
time to time enter into agreements of service
with officers, establish agencies, :md appoint
agents. I need not waste time over that. 1: t
is simply the completion of the business ar.rangements foreshadowed in the second and
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-third clauses of the Bill. r am sure that the
-Government will carry the Bill, and I am
.sure of something more-that they have
the almost entire or complete approval of the
JJeople in doing what they are duillg. If the
Government are to be deprived of this
means of extending the usefulness of the
Stat.e, of buying land req Ilired for irrllni.grants, of building cool stores to induce the
producers of the State to extend their
-{}perations-Mr. J. W. BIJ~LSON (J)'itz'J'oy).-Are you
-in favour of thut?
Mr. McCUTCHEO~.-I do not say so.
lf the Government propose to establish
these things how are they going to get the
money without borrowing outside?
My
friends on the Opposition side of the House
have said that we should al ways borrow from
<our own people, as far as we can. If the
Commonwealth has its own way and collars
Ithe savings of this State, then the Govern'ment will be driven outside for the money
they want for the development of the State.
I do not think we can contemplate that with
-equanimity. We have established our credit
in London, and we can get money on the
best terms, but if we are to be deprived of
:such a source of income as this, and compelled to go to London, it will re-act very
seriously Oll this country, and very seriously
-on the interests of the Country party and the
people they represent. I am sure both town
.and country are united in this case. I could
not hel p making my protest against what I
consider such unfair and selfish proposals
as have been fOJmulated by the Commonwealth Government in regard to the Savings
Bank.
Mr. HAMPSON.-Some statements have
been made in this debate that appear to me
to be somewhat extravagant, and I rise to
try to bring into the discussion what I think
-ought to be the attitude of the State
Treasurer in connexion with this Federal
proposal. The honorable member for St.
Kilda spoke about .the State being turned
()ut of the post office. He r~ferred to the
Federal Government as a Shylock; he says
!it is a financial crime, and talks about the
Federal Parliament collarir.g the money
from the States Savings Banks. It would
be well to remember that the Federal 0-0vernment have paid to the various States
-over £6,000,000 in surplus revenue for which
nOlle of t he States ever said as much as
H thank you."
I was one who took a very
keen interest in the Federal movement,
,and J remember some of the promises
made as to what Federation was going
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to
do and the advantages it would
confer on the people especially from the
financial stand-point. I remember the late
Sir Frederick Holder making some of the
best speeches in the Convention held in
Adelaide on the question as to the benefit it;
was going to be to the people to have the
finances and borrowing controlled by the
Federal Parliament instead of by six States
working against one another.
I notice that
the Treasurer is very apt, whEn anything is
proposed by the Federal authorities, to
endeavour to raise the scare of unification as
I have heard him in Bendigo. What is that
cry when you examine it?
The Federal
Government has taken over the defence
forces of the various States and unified them.
The post offices have been taken over and
made a Federal matter.
Is that nob
unifying the various services throughout the
different ~tates?
Mr. NlENzIEs.-That was provided for in
the Constitution.
1\11'. HAMPSON.-I know, and I am only
speaking of the cry about unification. When
we hand over the cnstoms it is called
federalizing, but what is it but unification?
All these things you federalize are rea.lly
unified. Mem bel'S on the Opposition side of
the House believe that the Federal Parliament should have control of matters of
finance, and also that they have a perfect
right to engage in such a matter as that
under discussion now.
Honorable members will find, on looking back, that Sir
George Turner, Sir William McMillan,
Sir John Downer, and Mr. Deakin saif
that we ought to trust the Federf
Parliament to the utmost in the matter c
The spirit introduced in thit.
finance.
Chamber is one of distrust of the Federa.l
Parliament. There is nothing further from
the nlind of the Treasurer than trust in the
Federal Parliament.
I understood that
when federation was accomplished it wou'Id
lead to State economy, and that there wOllld
be better c(mtrol over State finance.
Mr. W ATT.-And so there is, and great
extravagance in the Commonwealth. Their
expenditure is rising by leaps and bounds.
Mr. H AMPRON.-It woulel be to the
benefit of the people if we had a clause in
our Constitution similar to one they have in
America, and to which Mr. J llstice Higgins
drew attention at the Adelaide Convention.
That was that the bon·owt.tg powers of each
State should be limited.
Mr. WATT.-They founded that before
the United States had a liability of·
$1,000,000.
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Mr. S ~nTH.-I would call your attention, Mr. Speaker, to the state of the House.
A quorum was formed.
Mr. HAMPSON.-I was about to qnote
the opinion of a gentleman who cannot by
any st.retch of imagination be claimed to be
a sympathizer with the Labour party in the
:Federal Parliament. What I am about to
read is from a speech by Sir John Forrest
a.t the Conference of Premiers held in Brisbane. He saysNow, it has been urged upon the Government
several times, and I have had it ill my own mind
in the interests of the people of Australia, although
I have not done anything yet, nor do I kllow that
the Commonwealth are going to do anything, but
it is within our powers to have a Post Office
Savings Bank for all Australia.
Mr. SwumuRNE.-It was mentioned yesterday.
The Right Hon. Sir .JOHN FORHE8T.-I ha.ve
not read the report, but I say it is quite competent
fOt' us to est!l.blish such au institution, and what a
splendid institution it would be for the people of
Australia. ,"Ve know very well that the 8tates have
no machinery to successfully carryon a Post-office
Savings Bank without the assistance of the Postoffice, which is under the control of the Commonwealth. That observation of the honorable gentlema.n, therefore, cuts two ways. We can get some
of the savings of the people into the coffers of the
Commonwealth any time we like, and, perhaps,
then the honorable gentleman would be able to
boost that he has command of the Savings Bank
ffiQney to a far greater extent than the Uommoowoalth. The Commonwealth has not laid hands
on the Savings Bank, and should it ever do so, it
will not be for the purpose of borrowing money,
bu.t for the convenience and assistance of the people
of Australia. The Commonwealth has all the
ma.chinery for a Post-office Savings Bank at its
hand to-morrow, as soon as it passp.s the necessary
Act, and the States have not that l1lachinery, and I
do not think they can get it, except at enormous
cost, which would not pay.

Bill.

Under section 51 of the Constitution Act,.
among the subjects handed over to the'
Federal Parliamf'nt are the following : Banking other than ~tate banking j also State
banking extending beyond the limits of the State
concerned; the incorporation of banJts, and theissue of paper money.
.

There is therefore no need for the Common-·
wealth to seek further powers ill this direction by means of a referendum. The Treasurer is very glib in aRking for a referendum
in regard to this question of banking, but he,vas not so keen upon t.he referendum when
he introduced his proposal for compnlsorypreferential voting. Now, as showing th&
attitude which the Prime MinisLer (Mr.
Fisber) takes up, and the different temper
he displays towards the States from that
which was exhibited by the Treasurer towards the Commonwealth in introducing
this Dill, let me quote what Mr. Fisher bad
to say. In the course oj' bis speech hesaid·Part 5 of the Bill, which we have now reached r
deals with the establishment oj a. Sa.vings Bank in
connexion with the Commonwealth Bank. There
has been a great deal of controversy, in Parliament a.nd outside, as to the advisability or otherwise of establishing a Commonwealth Ba.nk; but
recently the attack has been more confined to the
proposal to establish a Savings Ba.nk branch. It
is the opinion of the Government, and my own
opinion, that a. Savings Bank is an essential part of
the Commonwealth banking scheme.

Therefore, I think the charge that the Commonwealth Government are doing this simply
with the view, as the Treasurer says, of ld.yiug unholy hands on the millions in the StateSavings Bank is disposed of at once. ThePrime Minister says that the establishment:
That is the opinion which Sir John Forrest of Savings Banks is an essential part of theholds as to the Federal Parliament having Commonwealth banking scheme.
the right to establish Savings Banks, and the
Mr. MURRAY.-That is his assertion, bllt
benefit this would be to the people of how does he prove it ?
Aust.ralia.
Mr. HAMPSO~.-He says that if peopleMr. WARDE.-Sir John Forrest is a
go into the Commonwealth Bank and desireunificationist.
to deposit. money in the Savings Bank they
Mr. HAMPSON.-I was sUl'prised last
can do it in the one building. That is thenight to hear the Treasurer say that the
very object the Treasurer has in view in
Commonwealth Government was trying to
saying that he is going to enter into negotiadu, by legislation, what the people, in a
tions with the associated banks so that
deliberate constitutional struggle, had refused
people when dealing with an associated
it the right to do. Now, whatever glory. the
bank can deposit money in the State Savings.
Treasllrer seems to get out of the reo
Bank. Mr. Fisher goes onferendum, which he now lo')ks upon as like the
cannot imagine how any injury can be caused
blessed word Mesopotamia, I cannot under- to I anyone
by the establishment of a. Savings.
stand how he can say that, in the vote that Bank branch. If there is any advantage in the
was taken at the 1.t referendum, there was general banking business, there is greater a.dvanany proposal affecting the question we have tage attaching to the Savings Bank business, and
I cannot see that this propo~al is in any wa.y 80n
under consideration this afternoon. There attack
on State rights and privileges. Neither the,
is' no doubt as to the constitutional powers of States nor the individual citizens of the States:
the Federal Parliament in this direction. have anything to fea.r, in my opinion, from the,
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··-inauguration of this new Savings Bank. The
· ·econ .mic advantages of the bank will be great,
.and there is no doubt as to the convenience that
will be afforded throughout the Commonwea.lth.

I think there can be no doubt that if we
had a uniform system of bankillg it would be
a. great convenience to the people of A ustralia.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.- Who ever
asked for it?
Mr. HAiHPSON.-In this country a lot
·-of people travel about from State to ~tate.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.~There are
.any amount of conveniences at present.
Mr. WAl'l'.-We at present have full
reciprocity with the ~avings Banks i.n the other
States. In what way can that be improved
UPOll ?
Mr. HAMPSON.-When the Commollwealth Savings Bank is established a depositor in Victoria will be able to take his
pass-book to the extreme north of Queensland and draw out his money there.
Mr.
Fisher in his speech saysIn the various Savings Banks very different
methods of management are adopted. There are
different rates of interest, and different aggrega.te
amounts on whieh interest is paid.
Mr. W. H. IRYINE.-And all the banks are
eminently successful!
Mr. Fl~HER.-Happily so; and we congratulate them and wish them continued prosperity.
The a.rgumeuts that are used against the establishment of a. Commonwealth Savings Bank might be
ad vauced in <~n old country where popula.tion and
wealth were decreasing, but they do not apply to a
yOlln~ and vigoJ'(lUs couutry like Australia, where
populn.tion and wealth n.re growing apace.

I suppose you w9.nt to prevent them for all
time from entering into the business of having a Savings Bank, simply because the State
is doing this class of work at the present
time. What I wish to point out particularly
is the better attitude which the Prime
Minister of Allstrctlia adopts towards the
States, as compared with the attitude of the
'Treasurer of Victoria towards the Common·wealth. Mr. ~'isher continlles-
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and better management have resulted.
After
turning the ma.tter over in my mind again a:qd
again, I must say, speaking deliberately, tha.t I
cannot understand the apprehensions of the States,
or whence they arise.

Sir ALEXANDER PEACoCK.-Mr. Fisher is
right, a.nd all the State Governments are
wrong.
Mr. HAMPSON.- We have had it dinned
into our ears with regard to the Federal
note issue what ruin was going to follow in
its train, but we find that none of those ideas
materialized, and so we will find with regard
to this proposal, that the State Uovel'llment
have simply got the " jumps."
In the proposal of the Federal Parliament there is
simply a ~avings Bank branch of the banking scheme.
If the peoJ?le who are deposi~
tOl'S in the Stat~ Savings Bank/:! now have
such faith in this great Liberal Government,
and in the wise way in whioh the Savings
Banks money is used, they will not think
of incurring the danger 0 f investing their
money with the Federal Government, especially with the Labour party in power. The
very though t would be a horror to them.
Again Mr. Fisher saysWhy should the Sta.tes think tha.t this proposal
of the Commonwea.lth Parliament, or of the Labour
party, means an attack on State interests to their
detriment and to the aggrandisement of the Commonwea.lth influence?
Mr. W. H. IRVlNE.-There is no issue of State
rights.
Mr. FISHER.-I am not speaking of State
rights. I am merely speaking on the sentimental
point raised by leading Ministers of Governments in
the States. While the ::o;tates are in the open against
this proposal, it is only fair that the Government
should make a moderate statement of their position. The question is being discussed in the press
before any official communication has reached me.
lt was raised during an election in VictorIa. by a
responsible Minister in such a way that I would
not deign to reply to it. The only duty that devolves upon me is to tell the people of the Commonwealth wha~ we propose to do. We propose
to have a uniform savings banking system mn.naged
by the Governor of the Commonwealth Bank, and
free from political influence.

~ontinlles-

Mr. W ATT.-That gentleman got up and
read a series of notes on the Bill, but did not
explain it, beoause he could not do so.
Mr. HAMPSON.-Surely there would be
some advantage if the Commonwealth brings
in this Savings Bank scheme, and it is
uniform througbout Australia.
Are honorable members afraid of uniformity throughout Australia?
Mr. W ATT.-Reciprocity is what we want,
and we get it.
Mr. HAMPSON.-Mr. Fisher states-

But if it does it will only prove that a better
machine tc deal with the savings of the
people has been provided-that greater economy

The Savings Ba.nk of Victoria pays 3~ per cent.
interest on deposits up to the first £100, and 3 per
cent. on an excess up to. £250. The Queensla.nd

It is ~ very high compliment to this Common
·wen.lt,h hanking scheme when we find the State
Governments apparently in fea.r that the new bank
will capture all the Savings Bank investments.
It will do nothing of the kind within our life-time.

· There are honorable members here, from
what I have heard, who seem to possess this
'unholy fear.
Mr. WATT.-From whom are you quoting?
Mr. HAMPSON.-From Mr. Fisher, the
· Prime Minister of Australia.
Mr. Fisher
·~eonomio
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Savings Bank pays 3 per cent. up to £200; the
South Australian Savings Bank ·pays 2~ per cent.
upon accounts closed during the year, aud 31 per
cent. up to £250 on aCCOUnLS remaining open; the
Western Australian Savings Bank pays 3 per cent.
on deposits up to £1,000 j the Tasmanian Govern·
ment Savings Bank pays 3 per cent. up to £250 j
the Hobart Trustee Savings Rank pays ;)~ per cent.
up to £150; and the Launceston Trustee Savings
Bank pay:> 3i per cent. up to £150.

I may remark that all these banks are not
guaranteed by the State Government in the
same way as the. Savings Banks are
guaranteed ill Victoria. Mr. Fisher continuesIn New South Wales, the Government Savings
Bank is wholly guaranteed by the ~tate. The
Government may guarantee, to the extent of
£50.000, a loa.n raised by the Savings Bank of New
South Wales to meet the demands of depositors.
In Victoria, Saving Bank deposits are guaranteed
by the State. In Queensland, a similar state of
things obtains. In South Australia., Savings Bank
deposits are not guaranteed by the State. In
Western Australia, Savings Bank deposits are
guaranteed by the State; and, in Tasmania, the
~tate gU!l.rantees deposits in Government Savings
Bank only.

Further on, Mr. Fisher saysThe question which must present itself to honor·
a.ble members is: "Is it not time for us to establish
a Commonwealth Savings Bank as well as a general
Commonwealth banking system ?"
To my mind,
no other time
be more convenien t-no other
time will meet the conditions and necessi 1 ies of the
case-than the present. "Ve should establish an
institution to which people will go to transact
ordinary banking business, and should they wish
to make a Savings Bank deposit they should be
able to do so without leaving that building.

,.,.ill

I think it is dear from that observation that
the object which is in the Prime Minister's
mind is not on~ of spoliation.
Mr. MURRAY.-As clear as the Yarra.
Mr. HAMPSON.-The effect is not going
~ be, at any rate, what was stated hy the
honorable member for St. Kilda-that the
Commonwealth were p:oing to "collar"
millions of money out. of the Savings Banks
:n Victoria. Again, Mr. Fisher saysThe leader of the Opposition has put the opposition in regard to the Savings Bank proposal very
fairly. If I am unable to agree with his suggestion
it is not because I am not in full sympathy with
much that he has said regarding the protection of
the interests of the Savings Banks of the States. I
have said very frequently, during the secondreading debate and the Committee stage of the
Bill, that the Government have a perfectly open
mind on this question of discussion and negotiation
with the States Governments.

I wonder does the Treasurer hear that ~
Mr. HANNAH.-It does not suit him to
hear it ..
Mr. HAMPSON.-I,ast night, with a great
f10llrish of trumpets, the Trea&urer brought
forward a memorial from the State Premiers

Bill.

as if it were something that had not. got fair
consideration from the Prime .!'vlinister or theFederal Government.
While this legislntion was under consideration in the .Federal
Parliament, the State Premiers wanted theFederal Government to wit hdraw portion of
the measure. We can imagine how the·
Treasurer would act if the suggestion camefrom the Federal Parliament that portion of
a Bill, of which he was in charge, should be
withdrawn. 'The Prime Minist.er has shown
that he is prepared to work in harmony with
the States, and to come to their assistance. if
necessary.
It would be better for the
Government to bear that in mind, than to
talk about fighting to the last ditch. T~e
Prime Minister went Oll to sayBut to refrain from bringing the portion of theBill dealing with the prop"sed Commonwealth
Savings Bank into operation at the same time as.
that relating to the general banking business in
any particular building is a course which the
Government could not justify.

I think honorable members will admit that
that is reasonable.
The Common weal th
Government, when asked to drop one phase
of their banking legislation, simply say tha.~
they want to give the depositors an oppot'tunityof placing their money as they wish.
Further on the Prime Miniscer saidReturning to the Bill itself, I desire to slly that.
I heartily reciptocate a.ll that the leadel' of thl)
Opposition has said regarding tae desirableness of
our working in harmony with the States. I repea.t
what I have said several times during the debate
on this Bill, that this Goyernment has no desire tOo
make a raid on the funds of the State ~a.vinga.
Banks.

Mr. W ATT.-We do not take any notice of
words but of acts. We know what has been
done during the last two months.
Mr. HAMPSON.-The Prime ~Minister
continuedIndeed, we take upon ourselves the re:;,pollsibility of sa.ying that if any such danger arose, we
should feel it to be our duty to act as the guardian
of the interests of the States and of State funds.

If the Go"Yernment harbor the suspicion in
their minds that the Commonwealth Goverilment is getting ready to gl'ab the fUlids of theCommissioners, harmony cannot be expected
between the State and the Commonwealth.
The Prime Minister holds out the olivebranch-Mr. W ATT.-And there is birJ-limc OD
it. We know their rail way-gauge proposition;
their attitude over the transferred properties;
their attitude on the financial agreement; and
their no-borrowing policy.
You do not
understand matters yet, but no doubt you.
will later on.
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'Mr. HAMPSO~.-I have lived about Honorable members on the Ministerial side
ten years longer than the Treasurer. Evi- of the House laugh at that. They seem to
<lenrly the Treasurer and many members doubt the sincerity of the Prime Minister.
:f!upportitlg the Government, in view of the
Mr. GRAY.-If some outside person went
fact that .£ 17,OOO,OO() has been deposited
into Foy and Gibson's to carryon business
in the Savings Bank, of which £ 10000,000
what chance would he have ~
has been lent to the State, fear that if the
Mr. HAMPSON.-I think that honorable
people of Vietoria favoured the Commonwealth Bank to any large extent, it would members on the other side of the House are
put the Savings Bank Commissioners in taking a very gloomy view of this lliatter.
a difficulty in finding money to pay their The Treasurer spoke of "borrowing' with a
I hope the t.ime will come
<!reditors. The Prime Minister said that light heart."
if that happened t he Common weal th Govern- when there will be some restriction on
mellt was prepa.red to go to the assistance of borrowing. It will be better for the people
when there is a central authority to control
the States.
the
finances. If the Treasurer were Treasurer
Mr. 'WAT'l'.-That is saying, "Give me
your money, and I will give you a little of it of the Commonwealth-l can hardly imagine
it-and Mr. Fisher were Tr8aSllrer for the
back."
Mr. HAMPSON.-I cannot understand State, what a dill'erent attitude the present
the attitude which some honorable memb~rs Treasurer wonld take with regard to this
adopt. Either the Federal Government has matter. How eloquently he would justify
the right to enter into this business, or it has the actions of the Common wealth Guvernnot. I say that, constitutionally, it has the ment, and show that it was justifiahle,
right to do so. The Sa\ ings Bank proposition in the interests of the Commonwealth, tha.t
is part of the Commonweal th Government's the Government should do what was proposed.
general ba.nking scheme, ~'\,IId the Common- The Treasurer, and some of the me.mbers
wea.lth Government say that if it is going to behind the G0vernment, do not appear to
ad versely affect the States they are prepared place much faith in the word of the Pr:me
to go to the assistance of the States. 1 do 1\'1 inister of A ustralia. I f, instead of taking
not think anything could be f,lirer than that. up the attitude of fighting to t.he last ditch,
The hOllorable member for St. Kilda talk.:! and using some of the aCl;)umulated profits of
about the State Savings Balik branrhes being the ~avillgs Banks to fight the Federal
burJdled out of the post-offi,·es. In the House Government., the Government endeavoured
to ct,me to an understanding with the
of Representatives Sir William Lyne saidCommonwealth
authorities, it would be much
The position is simply this: The States can carry
-on their ~avings Bank business in the future as better. An understanding might be arrived
they have done in the past if depositorR choose to at, t hat after the Commonweulth Savings
put their deposils in the State S,wings Banks At Bank system was brought into operation, if
the same time, the Commonwealth will carryon it is found by experience that it will
its business, and J hope that it will be doing so
before long.
But I wish to point out to the interfere with the welfare of the State, the
TreaRurer that I do not think it would be a wise Commollwealth should come to the assistance
thing, as a. handle is bt"ing made of the matter just of the State. While we have a Treasurer of
now, for the Commonwealth to take away the use such a fighting temperament, who disbe()f the post offices from the :o;tates as p!aces at
which deposits may be received for their Savings lieves what his oppunents say, how can we
have peace? If the honorable gentleman is
Banks.
Mr. JOSEPH CooK.-The Government are going so foolish as to draw the people of this
to do that.
State into a fight with the (Jommollwealth
Sir WILLIAM LYNE.-J think the Prime
Minister w,ll be wise to allow it to be understood Pa,r1iament there can be only one result.
<clearly heforehand that, at any rate for a time, The Commonwealth Government can look
while the two systems are being dovetailed one after itself. History shows that where a
into the other, State Post-office ~avil1gR Bank State tries to fight a Federation it is lIOt the
<depositors can still deposit their money through
State that wins, but the Fedt-'ral p()wer. I
the post offices.
rose for the purpose of endeavouring to
Mr. M":NZlES.- What chance would the persuade the Trtasurer not to look at this
'State Savings Banh have with the Common- matter with a State eye only, bnt - to
wealth employes in the post offices 1
endeavour to look at it also from the Federal
Mr. IIAMPSON.-Mr. Fisher inter- a!';pect. It would be better if the G"vern·
jectedment were to try to work in harmollY with
There is no intention to turn them out-none t.h;. Commonwealth than to take up a fighting
atdtude.
whatever.
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. Mr. MACKINNON.- There is too little
time, even if it were relevant to do so, to
embark upon a discussion of the Commonwealth Banking Bill.
That is a very
important BilL
I do not know that
we
need worry
very
much
about
whether the law proposed to be passed is a
sound law constitutionally or not, but the
question of what effect the Savings B~nk
clauses in the Commonwealth Bauking Bill
will have is certainly an extremely interesting
one.
As the Bill now before us gives
power to the Commissioners of Savings
Banks to meet difficulties which, in their
opinion, will arise through the action of the
Commonwealth Government, it is right that
we should discuss that matter now. With
regard to the Commonwealth Banking Bill,
I may say personally that I am not
hostile to a Commonwealth Banking Hill,
apart altogeth~r from the question of its constitutionality. It may be desirable that
there should be a Commonwealth Bank. In
connexion with State and Commonwealth
loans, in coming to the assistance of
other banks in times of crisis, in being an
expression of t he national will in regard to credit and currency, and in things
of that kind, a Commonwealth Bank
may perform extremely useful fnnctions.
I have no objection whatever to that. What
I think a matter of grave importance to the
States is that the Commonwealth are assuming powers that interfere with us, and
menace a very important relation that exists
between the States Savings Banks and the
States. That seems to me to be the crux of
the question. 1'he whole of the debate turns
on clause 5 of this Bill, under which it is
proposed to give certain powers of extension
to our Savmgs Banks with the direct object
of meeting the case of the business being
interfered with by the Commonwealth competition. It mu~t be a grave affair to the
States. Let me take our own State for
instance.
We have our Savings Bank in
Market street managed by a Commi~sioll.
It has the Government gnarantee behind it,
and it has drifted into the position of being a
State concern. It is really a State Bank.
We have borro\\oed from it to the extent of
£10,000,000. When t.he honorable member
for ~t Kilda said that the entrance into the
field of another competitor would interfere'
with the State he called attention to something that must have a serious effect. It is
no use for the honorable member for
Bendigo East to say that it will make no
differen ceo
Mr. HAMPsoN.-l did Hot say that.

Bill .

Mr. MACKINNON.-We have a sum of'
'£17,000,000 or £lts,OOO,OOO deposited in,'

the Savings Banl<, and in some of it the munici-·
palities and the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works are interested. The State
is largely assisted from that source. We cannot conceive that in Victoria t here will be an
immensely increased amount of money
brought into existence by the creation of &
rival bank. If the provisions of the Commonwealth measure are put into force, and
no donbt they will be, there must be a .
considerable amount of money withdrawn·
from our Savings Bank.
Mr. W ARDE.- What inducements will beoffered?
Mr. MACKINNON. - No one know!!.
better than the honorable member that when'
a man begins business ()He of the first thingshe does is to offer special inducements. He·
may open a branch in a new towllship, and
the attractions will be so great that he will
manage to get all the bad accounts in the,
district for a start.
Mr. HAMPsoN.-He may have a clean
shop.
Mr. MACKINNON.-It cannot be suggested that our Savings Bank is not a clean
shop. It is suggested that the Commonwealth can offer greater inducements; that
they can very easily do 80. They can, for
instanee, offer 1 per cent. more interest, or
allow certain facilities in drawing money out
by chf'que whioh may induce people to transfer their deposits from the State bank to theCommonwealth bank.
Mr. W ARDE.-If the WeRtern Australian
bank can give 3~ per cent. on sums up t~
£1,000, how can it be said that our bank i~
treating the people fairly?
Mr. MACKINNON.-·There is a proposal
that the Commonwealth bank should accept
deposits without any limit at all.
Theeftect of that would be that wealthy peoplewould deposit Sllms of money for which they
have no other or better investment in theCommonwealth bank. That is not a direction in which savings bank legislation should
go. The honorable member who has just
sat down has read portion of the debates in
the Federal Parliament. The gentleman
who seems to be the father of the Commonwealth scheme is Mr. Archibald, a memberof the Honse of Representatives, who said
that br twenty years he had been endeavouring to have the State bank proposa.l put)D
the Labour platform.
He defended thesavings bank provisions of the Commonwealth measure on cerlain grounds. Hesaid it was necessary to have a savings.
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llank in order to provide for the savings of the
'Wage-earners in the territory of the Federal
,eapital, and also to provide a means for
.encouraging thrift in the Northern Territory.
If the Commonwealth authorities limited the
.-operation of t.heir bank to the Northern
Territory and the Federal Capital Territory,
"the opposition on the part of the States
would cease.
Mr. HANNAH.-And there would be no
Bill to raise the salaries of our Savings Ba.nk
-<>fficers.
Mr. MACKINNON.-I do not know how
"they would get on.
Mr. J. CAMI<~RON (Gippsland East).-That
is the last ditch.
Mr. MACKINNON. - The States are
faced with a very grave position. Those
who are supporting the Commonwealth Government state that these powers will not be
used. One honorable member said we should
meet the proposal with soft words. Soft
words, however, butter no parsnips. I have
no hostility to the Federation. 1 believe in
Federation, because it is a good scheme,
though it may be modified after many years.
I approach this matter without any prejudice wha.tever, and I take le'1ve to say that
we are justified in assuming that the Commonwealth Government are going to use powers
to the detriment of the States. I do not
believe that these powers are taken merely to
be ornamental, but to be used. It is only
fair, therefore, to assume that. Then it is
:Bald that they will not canse any inconvenience to the States. It is admitted by
honorable members that the power to control
the money is the power to control the community. There are certain powers given
under the Constitution to the Federal Parliament and the Federal Government. They
are given very large money powers.
It was pointed out long ago that
they have the complete
power
of
taxation, both direct and indirect. They are
using that power. although 8very C011sitlHional student who is an authority on the
American Constitution will realize that the
power of direct taxation was given, not for
,ordinary government purposes, but to be
used in cases of em8rgency. In America the
,earlyexperie;-Jce was that there was no means
of getting a direct contribution from the
people for the defence of the country in time
of war.
Mr. ILuIPSON.- \Yould yon call building
.a navy a 0ase of emergency?
;1', Mr. MACKINXON.-It is going to cost:
about £80,()OO,OOO, when the full programme
is carried out.
Undoubtedly, when the
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Common wealth Parliament exercise their
power to impose land taxation they injure
the States. That is to say, they ~essen the
power of the ~tates to raise money from their
people.
I do not know what amount is
taken from the citizens of Victoria by the
Commonwealth land tax.
,Mr. WATT -About £4.50,000.
Mr. ~fAC[{INNUN.-Then that snm is
practically diverted from State purposes to
Commonwealth purposes. Then we have
the issue of notes by the Commonwealth.
The bank issue used to bring into the State
about £20,000 a year, a.nd that has been
taken away.
Now we have another
proposal which undoubtedly means interft'rence with the financial stability of the
States. Some strong aSSUl'ance should be
given by the Federal Parliament that they
do not intend to do anything that will interfere with the undoubted position of the
States iu reg.1rd to the Savings Ballks. The
honorable member for Bendigo Eal:lt cited
Sir .John Forrest, who has had a great deal
of influence in Western Australia and in the
Commonwealth, and who is' a politician
whom we all respect. I should not say, however, that he is a great financial authority.
I am an agnostic in regard to financial authori·
ties. The honorable member did not point
out that Sir John Forrest, in the debate in
the House of Representatives, said there
should be no Savings Bank provision of this
sort without some assurance to the States
that the money raised in each State would be
used within the boundaries of that State.
e lmow how greatly we are indehted to
the Savings Ballk for the develupment of
Victoria. I do not think people fully realize
the enormol1s benefit that has accrued to the
farmers, great au:i small, through the introduction of the Credit Foncier system in COllnexion with our Savings Bank.
As soon as
the Commonwealth authorities interfele with
our Savings Banks they' will menace the
State Government, and undoubtedly affect
the Credit Foncier system. Whatever the
effect of the Commonwealth measllre may be,
the Federal aut.horities should gi\7e some assurance that they are not'going to enter into
any scheme of Savings Bank business that
will menace theinterl'stsofthe differen t States.
I spoke of the money being llsed in our
own State. Victorian monRY is used by
Victorian people not only for ordinary
purpMes, hut also for the purpo~e of
regulating the cost of 'money, especially to
the rural producer. The 4b' per cent. money
he now obtains would never have. been available but for the',Credit Foncier system.
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Mr. McLEOD - I t regulates the interest on
Government loans too.
Mr. MACKINNON.-What will happen
if this £18,000,000 of Victorian money is
·taken away? Will it be used in Victoria to
develop and improve our own State? I do
not think there is much doubt as to what
will happen.
The idea is that the
£1,000,000 which is to be the capital
so·called of the Commonwealth Bank,
will be obtained from depositors in the
Commollwealth ~avings Bank. Those depositol's will then be in the position that
many depositors in the ordinary banks were
in in the year 1893. That is to say, if the
bank gets into difficulties, those depositors
will find themselves compelled to accept the
position of shareholders. For that reason it
seems to me that when honorable members
come along and say that no one will be hurt
by the establishment of a Commonwealth
Savings Bank, and that no damage will be
done to Victoria, we want a little more than
a mere assertion to that effect. We want an
ufficial assurance that the stream of thrift
whieh is now being wisely used to develop
the various States will not be diverted into
some other channel. With regard to clause
5, which is the main clause in the Bill, the
position seems to be that the gentlemen who
have been for so many years intrusted with
the management of our Savings Bank come
to the Government and say-" If these increased powers are granted we can maintain
our position. We fully realize the meaning of
this new proposal of the Federal Government.
Although the honorable member
for Bendigo East tells us that it is not intended to do any harm to our Savings Banks,
we do not feel assured upon that point. We
ask you to give us power, in the event of this
Federal scheme being found detrimental to
our interests, to extend our business in the
way provided for in the Bill." They come
as business men asking for this business
arrangement, and I think we are jU8tified in
giving them the powers they think necessary.
Whether those increased powers will have
the effect which the Commissioners hope is
another matter which time aloHe can determine. Personally I have no hostility whatever to the Commonwealth Governm(jnt in
this matter, but I do feel that they are getting
over the border· line and are advancing a
scheme of banking legislation which will not
be in the interests of th.e various State'3.
:For that reason I support the Hill that has
ten introduced by the Treasurer,
Mr. HANNAH.-I listened very closely
laiit night to the Treasurer's speech on this
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Bill. There is very little in the Bill itseli"
but there was plenty in the speech. If everpo
in the history of Victoria, it could be said
that a great man went forth to perform a
great deed and failed, it can he written.
in great letters with regard to the measure·
now before us. I have heard of a man whostarted out to produce a mountain and.
brought forth a mouse.
Mr. JOHNsToNE.-And I have heard of a,.
man who started to build a church and it fen
down.
Mr. HANN AH.-This Bill is brought
in simply for the glorification of the Honorable W. A. Watt, Treasurer of Victoria.
That seems to be the onlv outcome of this.
measure-a harmless, poo;, littie thing.
Mr. McLEoD.-Then have pity on thepoor, harmless creature.
Mr. HA,-";NAH.·-The announcement
went forth this morning that the Treasurerof Viotoria is about to lead a great revolution
against the pernicious principle that has.
been put forward by the Commonwealth
Parliament. I listened carefully to the othelspeakers to-day; and particularly to thehonorable member for St. Kilda, whom we
look upon as an authority in matters of
business and banking. That honorable member hitS always been an advocate of competition, the keener the better, yet he now
supports this miserable little measure.
I
have also heard the Treasurer, who is thesponsor for this Bill, holding forth hourafter hour in favour of private enterprise,
yet on this occasion he is condemning
competition to the full. The main chargehe levels agai~st the Federal Parliament
is that they are trying to lay unholy
hands upon the savings of the working
classes of this country. Well, some of us
have memories, and can recollect what~
occurred during the financial crisis. We
know that at that time the Commissioners~
Savings Banks were not too strong.
Statements have been published from gentlemen in
high positions warning the public against
this awful legislation that is proposed by the
Commonwealth. One of these gentleman is
Mr. Gyles Turner. We remember Mr. Gyles.
Turner as the manager of the Commercial
Bank, and we know tile way in which that
bank acted in robbing the widows and orphans
and qther people who had deposited money
with it. The Treasurer's speech last uight was
undoubtedly excellently arranged and dramatic, yet it has not accomplished very much.
At various times the Treasurer has tried to
startle the people. We had a little of that
just prior to the elections, and no doubt it
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worked we}] for the time being. It served
him splendidly at Moonee Ponds. In the
Age newspaper I read the following in the
report of the Treasurer's speech : The Labour policy was incapable of achievement.
It was blatant bhlffand gilded promises.

Mr. "VATT.-All true.
Mr. HANNAH.-The report goes ouHe had been reading about Mr. Fisher's Banking
Bill. Mr. Fisher said. he was going to seize the
money of the Savings Bank. What did that mean?
(Loud cries of "Confiscation)." Yes, confiscation in
its most aggressive form. Mr. Fisher said he wanted
the money, and by force of law he wa.s going to
get it. The'candidate (Mr. Watt) said he supposed
Mr. Fisher did not understand what he was doing.
He seldom did. It was Mr. Fisher's wild-cat
finance.

Mr. VV ATT.-I said :r. frenzied."
Mr. HAN~AH.-Then the honorable
gentleman asked-

"r

ere they sa.tisfied that Labour knew enough
about ~he business to safeguard their sayings?

Mr. VV-ATT.-That is the point.
Mt·. HAXNAH.-Fancy the Treasnrer
being the only man in Australia who knows
anything about business or finance. Honorable members sitt ing behind the Treasurer
are mere babies and sucklings at his feet.
Mr. vYAT1'.-I yield to King O'Malley
every time, and the honorable member is the
King O'Malley of this Parliament.
Mr. HA~N AlT.-The Treasurer spoke a
good deal of "hifalut.in" last night, but
we let it go. He said that the Labour party
had never asked for the establishment of Commonwealth Savings Banks. As a matter of
fact, the sponsor of the Commonwealth
hanking proposal was Mr. King O'Malley.
When that subject was brought before the
first Conference that dealt with it, upon a
proposal that it should be included in the
programme of the Labour party, Mr. King
O'Malley based the whole of his argument
upon the system of Postal Savings Banks.
Mr. -WAT'l'.-It was turned down.
MI'. HANNAH.-It was not turned down.
But wilat have they done ~ The honorable
gentleman spoke of the powers in the COllstitution, 1 have read the debates that took
place in the Federal Convention Oll this
qnestion, and I cherish those debates very
much, and when I want to look up :some
point it is very handy to have them. There
was a great debate on this banking qnestion
at two of the sittings, and this is what the
wisdom of A ustralia, including those who
are now strongly condemning the Federal
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Government for their action, decided
regard to ban king-
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XII. Currency,
XIII. Banking,

coinage, and legal tender.
other than State banking; als.
State banking extending beyond the limits of the
State concerned, the incorporation of Lanks, and
the issue of paper money.

That gives absolute power to the Federation
to deal in connexion with any phaae of
finance, banking, and so on.
Mr. M.'-.CKINNo:>J.-Does the honorable
member say that those words give power to
create a bank?
Mr. HANNAH.-Absoll1tely,
Mr. MACKINNON.-H is not based on that.
:Mr. HANNAH -Of course we know that
legislation had to be brough t in for the
purpose. I want to point out a matter for
the information of tbil:! House. because rhe
Treasurer evidently has a short memory.
We had pictured to us by the honorable
gentleman a terrible monster that was going
to march on this fair t;tate, and we were
made to feel that this monster was about to
make an onslaught on the millions of the
savings of this country.
I really thought
the time was coming when I shollld have to
get up as a representative uf Victoria, and
as of a section of the workers, and stand
behind the Treasurer in the fight he is
putting up,
A few brief months ago there
wa.s an outcry about the Federal PariiamE'lIt
seeking to e3tablish a note issue, which is
now in existence, as mell tioned freq neutly
during the debate, to the extent of
£10,000,000. The Treasnrer of this State
did not· think that the Federation was H bad
thing whell he wanted £500,000 at 3i per
cent.
Mr. WAT1.'.-It was not £500,000, and
not 3i per cen t.
'Mr. HANN AH.- What was pictured to
us as a terrible monster was found not to be
a had thing when the Treasurer was in need
When the Prime Minister
of £500,000.
had an interview with the Treasurer he did
not say, "You are the representative {If a
miserable little State which is against the
ideals of the Commonwealth."
After a few
minutes' business discnssion the Treasurer
was given the £500,000.
The Commonwealth still had money to lend. New South
vV' ales had need of some, and also obtained
a loan from the same source. \Vesteru Am;·
tralia was in need of £500,000, and was no1
turned away. There has been a. system 01
national banking for some years in litth·
Tasmania, alld t.hat St~Lte did 1I0t ask for a.ny
money, nor did South Australia reqnire
The fact is that, had the Federal propoSl\ 1
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been made when another section was in power
in the Commonwealth Parliament, we shonld
never have heard a word of opposition to it.
It would not have been opposed if it had
come from Sir John Forrest, who there
advocated it in as strong language as any of
those who are ad vocatmg it at present. Let
us see how it is going to play havoc with the
inter(::sts of the State of Victoria.
Out of
£14,000,000, not more than £900,000 has
beeu received by the State, which is now
getting into a terrible condition over tha
Commonwealth proposal.
:Mr. ELMSLIE,-That is wrong; the amount
is £2,000,000 odd ..
Mr. vV' .ATT.-I misquoted that figure. It
should be £2,250,000.
Mr. HA~ N AH.-Supposing the Federal
Bank does get this !JuRi ness, I would ask
honorable members to look at the other
:--iavings BankR that are established, and are
now workillg successfully.
Are the people
going to complain if the Federation gives a
certain section of the people a better investment for its money? Who is going to complain? If the honorable member for St.
Kilda could save 2~ per cent, on a deal for
£20,000, would he not avail himself of the
opportunity? It would be the same with
the Treasurer If the honorable gentleman
was dealing in a line of chaff, and if any OHe
came along and sho\'v'ed him how he could
make a large profit on that part.icular line,
he then would not care whet,her it came
from the Commonwealth or the State. As
a business man, he would carry out the deal
without any thollght in the matter.
Mr. MCCUTCHlWN.-I believe in com·
petition.
Mr. HANNAH,-That is the honorable
member's whole financial creed. He believes
that competition is the life and soul of trade.
I am taking honorable members on the
~I[inisterial side of the HOllse upon their
own arguments. Here we have had Savings
Banks which have been very cOllservative.
Mr .•J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).- Very
succes:-;fll~.
~Ir HANXAH.-Why

is it that these
Havings Banks have not recognised the lllan
who had £500 or £ 1,000 by alluwing him
interest on those sllms?
Instead of
interest up to £500 or £ I ,UOO being allowed
he is dri ven into the hands of the private
banks when his deposit in the Savings Banks
reaches £250. Does anyone think that
has been good managemellt ? We have re~
peatedly drawn the attention of the Trea8urer to that matter.
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Mr. W.ARDE.-It is a good thing for the
Associated Hanks.
1\]1'. HANNAH. A splendid thing.
Savings Banks have been conducted on the
most conservative lines and ill the interests
of the Associated BankE of Australia. The
difference in Western Australia is that there a
depositor is allowed 3~ per cent. on any
amount up to £1,000, while here we will
not recognise any deposit, over £250, and
there is provision in the constitution of the
Savings Banks going so far as to make it a
criminal offence if a person with a large sum
of money cuts it up int.o a number of
amounts, and obtains interest from the
Savings Ballks in the names of other people.
Mr. McCuTcHEoN.-The Savings Banks
have shown very sound finanee.
Mr. HANNAH.-That provision is in the
interests of the private banks. It is said
that the object of this Rill is to establish
penny Savings Banks, and to give power
to increase the wages of the employes. It is
an extraordinary thing that the Government
have now become awake, and find it necessary
to increase the wages of the employes in the
~avings B,tnks.
It has been a well-known
fact that the men empll)yed as clerks in the
Savings Banks have been as badly paid as any
in the community, Now when we are told
that the Fedemtion will probably recognise a
better principle in the matter of wages,
the Government say, "vVe have just found
out to-day that it is necessary to do what
this Bill does," It is a peculiar thing that
the Government did not find this out a little
sooner, and do justice to them before.
Mr. SOLLy.-They will not increase the
wages of the clerks, but only those of the
managers,
1\1 r. HA NN A H.-That if) so. The Commonwealth people, no doubt, have had their
eyes on men who have been holding re~pon
sible positions in the State. Not mnch of
this proposed increase will go to the
poorer men. That hus not been the policy of
the present Governmellt. We have had to
flo~ them every time to get them to raise the
wages of those on the lower mng of the
ladder. When it is a matter of increasing
the pay of somebody who is receiving £800
or £~IOO, the proposal is brought in
without any flogging and without allY
oppof)ition being offered on the Ministerial side of the Honse. But when we
are dealing with men who are at the bottom,
it is very difficult indeed to get anything
substantial. I shollid like to point ont that,
while we are dealing with this Bill, most
important matters that the country desires
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Parliament to deal with are being neglected
because the Government want to get into
recess. The Government can bring in a Bill
. for the glori'fication and the advertisement of
the Treasurer, and ta.ke up the time of the
House with it, when there are other matters
the country would like to have attended to.
"With regard to the Prime Miuister, most men
I think will admit that he is a fair man. No
matter how humble the indiviJual may be
who calls on him, the Prime Minister is
williug to see him.
Mr. !"iNowBALL.-There is no more important measure before the House than the
one we are discussing.
Mr. HANNAH.-There is nothing in it.
Mr. MCCC'l'CHEON.-Why then are you
discussing it so much?
Mr, HAN~AH.-I want to show the
hollow farce of taking up our time on this
miserable little thing.
Mr.•1. CAMERON (Gippsland East).- We
agree with Y0lt there.
Mr. HANNAH.-There are some big
problems ill Victoria waiting to be dealt with,
and here tbe time is slipping away while we
a.re dealing with a little miserable tl.ing like
this. 1 t is introduced simply with the object
of retaliating. It is like a toy pop·gun direcj"ed
a.t a marching battalion of soldiers who are
armed with up-to-date guns.
Power has
beeu gi ven to t he Federation to do 1he things
it now prupl1ses, and that power was placed ill
the COlH:!titution by the honorable member
for Allandale and others, who are now raising thei~ voices against what Federation has
done. I make bold to say that if honorable
mem bers who are opposing the Commonwealth proposal had entered the Commonwealth Parliament, they would have been as
anxious as the present Communwealth Government to give effect to these national
aspirations. I am sure that if the honorable
member for Stawel1 had entered the Federal
Parliament, he would have taken a keen
interest in what I believe to be the welfare
of the people. I told the people, at the time
the Federal COIlRtitution was before the
country, ,hat it wonld accomplish everything
in these matters that we desired, and that it
would deal with the real financial problems of
Australia. I also said that if Australia only
had an up-to·date system of hail king, it would
be an excellent thing, and now we are up
agaillst t.hat problem. For the first time we
are np l:tgainst the private banks in Victoria,
and hOllorable members know what a power
thev are. The individual who has overdra~\'n feels the power of the bank
manager, and is mlde to toe the line.
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I closely fullowed the Treasurer last night,
and j expected that there would ue something of a statesmanlike character in the
measure. Can anyone Hay there is anything in the Bill? It is simply to bring
about a condition of affairs that will not
result in harmony. I was one of those who
took a strong stand against the acceptance
of the Federal Constitution, not that 1 was
not a Federalist, but because powers were to
be retained by the ~tates which they would
not give up for many years. l11l:!tead of
taking up time with this measure, it would
have beeu better to have devoted it to other
more important matters.
Last evening the·
Treasurer stated that penny banking in
~out.h Australia had brought them in £7,000'
or £8,000.
He showed that ill getting
in the pennie~ he will spend about
£8,000 extra.
Now, is that not l<wely
finance for a Treasurer of Victoria? V ictori a is the most conservative State in Australia. Although there may be a few with
radical proclivities, the legislators behilld the
present Government are also the most conservati ve in Australia. For years and years
it was urged that somethillg should be done
to remodel the land tax in Victoria, but it
was delayed until the Commonwealth took
action. In connexion with the Credit Foncier,
I took certain action Oll which the Treasurer
complimented me, My object was to enable
a man who wanted to build a three-roomed
cottage or shop, to borrow money. The
Comlllil:!sioners are supposed to lend up to
only two-thirds of the security, although,
as a matter of fact, it does not come to anything like that. In South Australia, where
a Labour Ministry is in power, they ad vance
to the extent of four-fifths.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-They will soon be on
the rocks if they ad vanc~ four-fifths.

Mr. HANNAH.-The man who has a wife
and family, and will improve his home is the
man we want to en00urago. I know plenty of
building societies which have been advancing
85 per cent. In 'tVestern Australia there is
an Agricultural Bank, and for the first three
years it advances up to 100 per Jent., and
af,t.er that it will ad vance 75 per cent. The
bank has assisted numbers of Victorians to
build homes there in which they can live
under decellt conditions. The retums show
that the total losses of the ban k amoun t to
£ 13. Therefore, there is no reason to be
afraid in this direction. I thillk that Vietoria as a l-itate should work amicably with
the Federation, because the Governments of
each ca~r for the same set of people'. The
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Ministry know that this Bill is only good for
party political purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time, and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2-.
In section 26 of the principal Act the words
" less than Is. nor II are hereby repealed.

Mr. W ARDE.-The Treasurer told us
how th~ Savings Bank in South Australia accepts lodgments as low as one
penny.
Now, I would like to kno\v.
what the effect of this clause will be in
Victoria.
In the adjoining State 8,000
depo&itors have invested £6,000. That sort
of thing could hardly be u source of much
profit to the institution. J:!.;ach of these
persons would have to be furnished with a
pass-book without charge, I presume. Then
the deposits have to be entered and chel·ked.
Afterwards, when the accoullts are audited,
each penny deposited would have to be
traced and checked in the different blloks. It
may be desirable to encourage thrift, but
this is a cluu!Se in a Bill designed to make up
a deficieney expected through the operation
of a Com'llOnwealth banking scheme.
The
Treasnrer said that thi~ measnre would
involve an expense of £18\000. How much
of that is directly chargeable to the new
system proposed in clause 2? I think that
the work in connexion with these penny
au bscriptions will cost the bank more than
can be possibly derived from them.
Mr. WATT (Treasnrel').-This clause has
no relationship to any legislation which the
Commonwealth has passed. It is the result
of long c' ·nsidered proposals by the Commissioners, whick took final form in 1~06. At
a conference of the managers of the Savings
Jhn ks of all the Australian States, it was decided to recommenll the adoption of a penny
banking system. As the result of that reoommendation, two States embarked on the
business. As to t.he machinery which they
have operating I cannot say, and as to the
cost of it I do not know.
I could, however,
obtain figures showing the cost in the ot her
~tates.
Practieally none of that £1 S,OOO
which I sketched as likely to be chargeable
to the Savin'Ys Bank as additional expenditure, becans; of the llew policy, would be
debitable to this clause. The clause might
be taken out of the Bill, and leave qur
financial position unimpaired.
It ha.s no
direct relationship to the proposal to estab·
lish branches ill order to !:iafeguard the ~tate
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Bank against Commonwealth competItIOn.
I think it is part of the policy of the party
of the honorable mem ber for Flemingtonpenny savings banks. I have seen it
pronounced favorably upon by people who
believe that
the children of working
classes who attend State schools should be
encouraged to put their pennies into this
bank '.vith little trouble. Whether it will
payor not, I am not in a position to say.
Before the Bill disappears from this House,
I will have an opportunity of getting figures
as to the operation of the system in the
other States.
Whatever will be its cost
-and the figures quoted show that it
does not brillg much grist t.o the Savings
Bank mill-it is part of the principle
on which such an institution is baseJ.
In my younger days, an old actuary of the
~avilJgs Bank, Mr. Alsop, used to address
the Victorian peop19 on the ad vantages of
thrift, and endeavour to encourage those who
had t\ few shiilings to spare to open an
account in the Savings Bank. I have 110
doubt at all that by such campaign methods
the principles tl.nd arlvantages of saving were
brought prominently before those in their
younger years who ought to save.
This
is a campaign in thllt direction which
will exercise an excellent moral effect upon
the children, and it was in that sense that
the Government yielded to the request of
the Commissiollers to assist them to establish
a pE'nny banking system.
Mr. McCD I'CHEON.-I think the question of the honorable member for Flemington
was a most pertinent one.
I did not think,
as I said on the second reading of the Bill,
that there was very much financially in this
clausa, but if it has the indirect effect which
the Treasurer speaks of then I say it will be
a good thing. I would have put the question
in another way. I would have asked the
rrreasurer, "Will the institution of this
penny savings bank involve any additional
cost in management ?\'
Sir ALEx.ANDrm PEACocK.-We can rest
perfectly assured that the Corr.missioners
have gorle fully into the matter.
Mr. MeeU rCHEON. - No doubt, the
Commissiollel's have done !:iO, but we have
not the knowledge of the Cummissionera. It
a.ppeara that there witl be a lot of extra work
which will nOI: bring much money. The
object of the penny-bank system is to teach
the young people of Victoria to put by a
little for a rainy day, and that is a good
thing.
rrhe clause was agreed to.
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Illf~pector-General of Savings Banks is in the
employment of the State. He is not. The
Commissioners of Savings Banks, under the
Act, are entitled at the present time to pay
the Inspector-General £ 1,50~ a yellr, and it
is purely a question whether the officer conMl'. W ARDE.-I understand the object cerned is being sufficiently a·.varded for his
of this clause is to increase the salary of the experience, bis judgment, and his expert
present Inspector-General of Savings Banks guidance of this institution.
If the honorfrom £1,500 per annum to £~,UOO p~r able member for Flemington waits nntil the
annum. I am opposed to that, and I wlll Federal Banking Bill gets through 1 am
ask the Committee to st.rike the clause out. certain he will see a much larger salary
A most remarkable statement has been put offered by the Federal Government to the
before the Committee by the Treasurer. For tiovernor of the Federal Bank, who for
many years we have had a gentleman filling years will have infinitely less work to do
the position of Inspector-General, and than the Inspector-General of our Saving!::!
without any other reason being given, Banks if half the statemeuts ".. hich have been
the Treasurer comes fl)rward and saJs made by honorable members of the Labour
that certaiu other people may make an party are true,
You cannot obt~~in the u~st
effort to take this gentleman away from the financial braills in this country at anything
service of the State, and that, therefore, his . like the salary we are paying the IJresellt
salary should be raised. It appears to me Inspector-G eneral.
1 recognise t hat the
that this sort of wire pulling can go on honorable member fer Flemington has
interminably, and that all that is required is spoken in an entirely impersonal sense,
to start a hare and to go chasing it. 1 do and that his desire is to affirm the principle
not know the gentleman who occupies the that £1,5UO per annum is sufficient for a man
position of Inspector-General.
I have read governing a big institution. In New ~oltt;h
the reports which he furnishes, gnd he ·Wales there are two Savings Banks.
Toappears to be in every way suitable for the gether they do practically the sanle business
work he is called upon to do, but 1 feel that as onr one bank does.
The manager of the
there has been too much altogether of Government Savings Bank gets £ I ,2110 per
continually increasing the salaries of v.ery annnm in New South Wales and the malJager
highly-paid officers. While I do not obJect of the Trustees' ~avings Bank gets £1 ,500 per
to Mr Emery, or any man doing the best he annum. That Trustees' Savings Bank bas a
can for himself, I feel that the time has total credit balance of £7,000,000 as agaiust
come when we should call "halt" to the the £ 17 ,1100,000 which the Victurian Savillgs
highly-paid men in the Public Ser.vice, until Bank has.
Honorable members will apsuch time as numbers of t,hose puillIc servants preciate the fact that we have a much more
who are not receiving a living rate of wages complicated business in our Savings Bank
have had their cases attended to. Day afrer than they have in either or both of the Savday. deputations frorn sections of t.he Public ings Banks of the mother State, and yet we
Service wait upon the Treasurer and ot,her give the same salary to the gentleman conMinisters, asking them for a living rate of trolling our institution as they give in New
wages. They are told that though the South Wales to the manager of a bank
Minister alld the Department are in sympathy handling less than half the total fnnd~ which
with the request it cannot be granted, our bauk handles.
Honorable mC'muers
as the tinancial position of the State will know that responsibility grows with increased
not permit it.
The Government blame area of work and with increased funds for
the Commonwealth for taking away from investment; and I ha.ve not the slightest
the ~tate moneys that ought to go to hesitation in saying that, measured by the
the State. However, gentlemen occupying commercial standards outside, we are not
high positions have very little difficulty otl'ering too much to the Inspector-Gelleral
in getting money placed upon the Estimates to of Savillgs Banks when we yield to the
increase their salaries. 1 think the time has wishes of the Commissioners to give him a
come when the community should cry salary of £2,000 per annum.
" ha,lt" to the continual iucreasing of the
Mr. TOUTCHKll.-Has not his work largely
salaries of highly-paid officials.
Fur that increased?
reason { intend to go to a division ell the
Mr. Vi Arl'.-The salary of the Tnspectorclause.
General has not been increased since 1~96,
Mr. WATT (Treasurer).-The honorable when the 'fumer Act was paRsed
We then
member for Flemington implied that the es~ablished the Credit Foncier system, and at

Clause
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In sub-section (t.) of section 13 of the Savings
:Banks Act 1896, as amended and re-enacted by
section 2 of the Savings Banks Act 1900, the words
"shall not exceed £1,500 per annum and" are
hereby repealed.
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that time lifted the mnximum salary for the
Iuspector-General from £1,UOO per annum
to .£1,500 per annum. Since that time the
work of the bank h::ts increased enormously.
. We have added to it cOltage loans, and, in ad~
dition, there has been an increase of generalprosperity and thrift, the result of which has.
been to increase the deposits in tbe bank.
The responsibility resting on the Commissioners and their officers has, of course, increased proportionately to the amount of
extra deposits. If we had a £5,000,000
bank, I might say that the Inspectol'GelJeral wOl\ld be well paid with a salary of
.£1,500 a year. Even with a £10,000,000
bank that salary might be sufficient, bllt
when we have a bank handling £17,000,000
in depo!:)its and £3,000,000 in bonds, with
so ma:-uy sonrces of investment, I think we
would do well to reward tl.e chief executive
heads.
Sir AI.EXANDER PEAcocK.-In the House
of Representatives last ni:,!ht Mr. Higgs said
the manager of a certain big bank got
£3,000 per annum.
Mr. vVATT.-I know of a manager of an
insurance company getting £3,000 per
annum.
Mr. HANNAH.-Is there any difference
between these big banks and the Savings
Banks?
Mr. W ATT.-If the honorable member
carefully inspects the balance-sheets, as
well as the annual reports, he will find
that the operations of the Savings Bank
dwarf to a large extent the operations of
Borne so called big banks. 1 here are nine or
ten banks ontside compet.ing with t:ach other.
The ~avillgs Bank stands alone.
The
honorable member for Collingwood implied
that this institution had a past. He was
careful not. to mention anything which
reflecled on its PRSt, but proceeded to attack
the late manager of one of our big banks, Mr.
Gyles Turner. The Savings Bank during·
every period of storm and stress, of depression and contraction, has stood every
test placed upon it, and that is largely due
to t he fact that care and watchful prudence,
which the honorable member ehooses to
designate as conservatism, have characterized
the administration of the bank. In Adelaide'
the Savings Banks are under one control,
but there is a Credit }<~onGier system operated
by what is known as a State Bank. The
manager of the State Savings Bank gets
£1,000 per annum, and the 31anager of the
State Credit Foncier gets.£ 1,000 per annum.
In New South Wales, two officers are paid
£2,700 for the management of finallces of
about the same magnitude as those of our
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Savings Bank; and in South Australia. two
officers are paid £2,000 for the management
of a business infinitely smaller than onrs.
I think, therefore, the Committee will do
well to pass the clause as it stands. .If they
choose, honorable members may limit the
maximum payment to £2,000 per anuum.
Mr. TOGTCHI<:R.-It does not neces~arily
follow that the Inspector-General will get all
increase to £2,000.
Mr. SOLL Y.-I agree with the conten-'
tion of the honorable member for FlemingtOll. r hold that a salary of £ 1,500 il!
ample for the Inspector-General of Savings
Ballks. The Treasurer states tbat it is necessary to increase the salary for the purpose of'
retaining the services (}f Mr Emery.
Mr. WATT.-I did not say that.
Mr. SOLLY.-I understood t.he honorable
gentleman to say that the object was t()·
prevent th~ Commonwealth getting the services of that gent.leman.
Mr. W ArrT.-l said the primary object \Vaa·
to adequately reward this man.
Mr. SOLLY.--The Government were 8.
long time attending to the matter. They
are very late in the day in considering theqnest.ion of the Inspector-General's salary.
1£ the offer of a higher salary would ind uoe·
this I)fficer to leave the t;avings Ballk, how
is it that. he has not been attracted by th~·
associated banks which at present pay oV'el'£;j,000 to their managers?
.
Mr. W ATT.-I-Ie has not experiellce of that.
kind of ban king.
Mr. SOLL Y.-I do not know what hi!!.
experience is. I presume banking experienceis the same ail the world over. It may vary
in details. The more we give to the managers of these institutions the less we can
give to those doing the actual work. 'VbileI admit that ability and generalship are required in the mana!5ement of a ,bank, at thesame time we mllst recognise that the manager does not really do all the work H is services are well paid by a sahry of £1,500 &
year. We have to recognise that the young
fellows in the various branches of the Savings.
B nk are doing the actual laboriolls work
and receiving very low salaries.
They havenot been recommended for an increase. When
very high salarie!:) are paid to the principal
officers, there is so much less left for the
others. I protest against the highly. paid
men having their salaries increased. We see
mellreceiving .£1,000 and £1,500 a year who.
are not doillg ati useful work for the State alJ..
men receiving much lower sahtries. It has.
been said that we may lose this gelltleman's.
services. We must lose them at some time 01:"
another, for he must die. We should, tbere-
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fore, train up the young men to fill these
higher positions, and encourage them by
increasing their salaries.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I am
.sorry that the honorable member for Flemington has raised this question. ~ome yea.rs ago,
when a ~avings Bank Bill, which J was in
~harge of, was before the House, the quest.ion
<>f the remuneration of the officers was raised,
and the honorable member for Flemington
called attention to the low salaries paid, and
succeeded in getting tho remnneration placed
on a very much better footing.
Mr.'vV ARDE.-This Bill gives power to
take all that away.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I am
:sorry that the honorable member raised
this
poiut, as far
as
the
salary
«)f the Inspector- General is concerned.
I have known that gentleman for many
,years, and. I
was brought in close
(lontact with him when Sir George Turner
introduced the Credit Foncier pruposals, on
which there was a good deal of fighting, and
which have d~lIe :t great deal of good
throughout the State. I remember well, on
'succeeding to the Treasury after Sir George
Turner, being waited on by the Commls:sioners. Captain Currie, the Chairman, did
,great service to the people, when, at the
requtlst of the Government at the time
of the banking crisis-when it was
determined by the Patterson Government
that the credit of the country would be behind the banks-he resigned his position in
·connexioll with one of the associated banks
.and resumed his old position as Chairman of
the Commissioners of the ~avings Rank.
Legislation was brought forward to consoliDate the Savings Banks and to give us the
Credit Foncier. The result of that legislation exceeded the expectations of the most
<€nthusiastic admirers of it. Captain Currie,
with his fellow-Commissioners, v.aited on me
and pointed out that one of the men who had
(}one most of the work, and was receiving
£1,25U a year, was the present InspectorGeneral. Power was given under the Act
to raise his salary to £1,50U. I remember well Captain Currie statin~ that III
his large and varied experience he
had never known a man who had devoted
himself to his work with such success as Mr.
Emery had dOlle, and the Commissioners
recommended that his salary should be in·creased to £1,500.
. Mr. LANGDoN.-Is he engaged for a fixecl
period?
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Mr. VV ATT. -One month's notice.
Sir A.LEXANDER PKACOCK.-Honorable members on the Opposition side of'the
House ought to be the last to find fault in
any way with those responsible for the safe
conduct of a big experiment like this.
Mr. W ARDE.-There is no one finding
fault with him.
Sir ALEXANDER PI~ACOCK.-Indi
rectly there is. The honorable member is
not giving consideration tL) the brains and
experience of the man.
Mr. WARDI<~.-I think £1,500 n. year is a
very good screw. It is more than the
Treasurer gets.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-That
is an argument for raising the salary of the
'freasurer and the other Ministers of State.
It is no argnment for Hot properly remunerating ability. In the sister ~tates, where
Labour Governments are in power, they do
not take up the same attitude as the Labour
party here. When Mr. Fisher establishes his
Com?lo~wealth Bank he will pay very high
salarIes III order to get the best brains he
can. The honorable membAr for Collingwood succeeded ill having the Credit Foncier
extended to workmen's homes. That mea.ns
increased responsibility for the InspectorGeneral. One of the bEst Commissiollers we
have, Sir George Turner, has told me
repeatedly how greatly they value Mr.
Emery's services, and we all know that Sir
Geor~e Turner is one of the best Trea:::;urers
we have had in the ~tate and t he Commonwealth. I was glad to notice that the uew
Pre.mi.er of Western A ustra:ia, dealing with
a sImIlar problem, when some of his supporters took up the same attitnde as the
I.abour party are now taking in this HOllse,
contended that he WilS jnstified in increa~ing
the salary of a certain gentleman on account
of his experience and ability.
Mr. S:\tI'l'B.-There is no comparison.
~'ir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - Yes
there is, becanse that gentleman runs the
Premier's Department in Western Australia.
The Miners' Association have appointed a big
man as organizer, and they know they have
to pay more tv secure ability. The Labour
party arranged to get Professor :\:. ills to come
out h~re at a bIg salary, because they did
not thmk they could get a man of sufficient
ability here.
Mr. HANNAH.-You are absolutely wrong.
Sir ALEXAN DER PEACOCK.-Has he
1been engaged?
Mr. HANNAH.-No.
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Then
the Labour papers are wrong. The statement
was published that he was being employed
at a higl1 salary because it was felt that he
had brains. I appeal to honorable members
opposite to withdra\\ from the position they
have taken up. The Commissioners of the
Savings Bank, who are free from .political
control, have made a recommendatIOn, and,
if we have confidence in them, we should
~mpport them in their recommendatL:m.
Mr. LANGDON.-How much do the Commissioners get ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I think
about £20U a year, and it is a small emolument for the work they have to do. Since
the twu banks were amalgamated the work is
pretty well doubled. I appeal to hon?rab.le
members in Opposition not to be churlIsh III
a matter of this kind.
Mr. HANNAH.-I suppose you will use the
same argument in regard to those whf)
receive small salaries?
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I will
Clanse 4deal with every question when it comes up.
The Commissioners may from time to time entel""
Mr. HAMPSO~.-[ do llot think our into agre€nuents of service on such terms and
party shpuld he accnsecl of being churlish conditiolls and for such periods not exceeding ill'
for objecting to an increase of £ lOa week to any case five years as they think fit with any
a man who now receives about £30 a week. officer or officers whether appointed before or after'
the commencement of this Act, and may from time
When an increase is proposed in the wages to time renew such agreements.
of navvies we scarcely hear a word from
Mr. HA~NAH.-I desire to move all>
the Government side of the Honse. I think amendment to add at the end of the clause
the Treasurer must feel t hat he is ill a some- the following words :-" alld providing for a
what illogical position. He said lafit night minimum salary of £110 per annum for
that the Htate ~avings Bank would lose a every employp over the age of twenty-one
areat deal of its business, and it might be years."
~bsorbE'd by the Commonwealth Savings
The CHAIRMAN.-The honorable memBank. Last night, to use an American ex· ber for Flemington, I understand, has an
pression, he was a " bear," but to day he is a amendment earlier in the clause.
"bull." He had to depress the position last
Mr. W ARDE.-My amendment is practi-.
night as low as pos.sible, ~nd nO\~, to adVA.llCe cally the same as that which the honorable·
some reason for lllcreaslllg thIs salary, he member for Collingwood is submitting. A
has to boom the matter up as mueh as he similar provision was inserted in the Savings..
can. One position or the other must be Bank Act ten years ago, and is part uf the·
untenable. If the Savings Bank is going to present law, but by this clause the Comlose buailless, what j ustifiuation is there' for missioners would have power to override that
increasing the salary of the Inspector- provision.
General by £500 a year? A t present he
Mr. rW ATT.-·lt is not intended to overhas only a monthly tenure, but now it is ride it.
proposed that he shall have a tenure of
:Mr. \V ARDE.-There it is all the same.
five years. I cannot see any goud reason
lYl r. W AT'f.-It is very easy to prevent it,.
for increasing his salary by £500.
but not in the way the honorable member for'
Collingwood snggests.
The Committee divided on the clauseMr. HANNAH. -I cannot help that. 1
37
Ayes
know that it is very hard for the Treasurer'
13
Noes
to be consisten t on a question of wages. He
is q nite ready to increase the salaries of
24
Majority for the clause
highly-paid people, but when we come to the:
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~clerks in the Savings Bank, who do all the

.drudgery and are not able to attend Govern.ment functions, the case is very different. I
moveThat at the end of the clause the following
'Wurds be added :-" and providing for a minimum
salary of £110 per annum for every employe over
.the age of twenty-one years."

.I am not going to labour this quef:ltion, but
the necessity for this provision has repeatedly
come under my notice. At present these
olerks 'l.re paid a miserable wage.
Mr. 'IN ARDE.-If the honorable member
for Collingwood will permit me for a moment, may I suggest to the Treasurer that if
section 16 of Act No. 1778 were re-enacted
in this Bill it would meet the case.
Mr. WAT'l'. - That does not need t,o be
done.
Mr. WARDE. - A minimum salary of
£110 has been generally accepted as the
proper thing in the clerical di vision of the
Public ~ervice, but the section I refer to
was passed ten years ago. J t reads as follows : No person employed in the service of the Savings
Bank Commissioners for a period of five years or
upwards, and whose age exceeds twenty oue years,
shall be paid at a less rate than £104 per annum.

It is now proposed to make it £110 per
annum. The G')vernment propose in this
Bill that the salary of the Inspector-General
shall be raised frolll .£1,500 to £2,000 per
annum, and surely they might very well
agree to increase the salaries of the clerks
by £6 per annum.
Mr. WATT (Treasurer).-The original
proposal of the honorable member for Flemington, carried ten years ago, was that an
officer should have been five veal'S in the
service, and be twenty-one yearsVof age before
getting £ 104. If Parliament desired to reenact that section, in case this later legislation weakened it in some way, it would
be necessary merely to insert a proviso
to the effect that-" nothing in this
section shall be held to vary or amend the
provisions of section 16 of the Savings Bank
Act, 190 l." I am prepared to adopt that
course, but I am not prepared to pledge the
Commissioners to the payment of a salary
of £llO, without first consulting them or
their chief officer. I believe that the new
wages scale will be over .£ 110. The Com·
missioners have adopted a wages scale, subject to the sanction of Parliament, which will
give t~ their junior staff considerable
encouragement and a much better reward.
Before the discussion is resumed after the
refreshment honr, I will endeavour to consult
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with the Inspector-General as to how the
amendment of the honorable member for
Collingwood would work out.
('1'he Comm~ttee adjourned for 1'efreshmerat
at half-past six o'clock, and the Chaz1"Inan
'I'e~umed the chai1' at twenty jive rnimttes to eight
.o'clock.)
Mr. WATT (Treasurer).-I had au opportunity during the adjournment fot' refreshments of considering. in consultation with
the lnspector-Gener»l, representing the
Cc..mmissioners, the suggestion which was
made by the honorable member for Flemington, that the minimum salary fixed in C011nexiou with the Savings Banks ten years
ago should be lifted to £ 110 l'er ann urn.
The Commis'iioners offer no objection, so
that I have had provisions prepared for the
purpose, which J will ask honorable members
to accept without their being circulated.
This will involve an alterat.ion of the clause.
which will divide it into two sub-clauses~
which will run in this way(1) In section 16 of the Savings Banks Act 1901,
for the words" One hundred and four" there shall
be substituted the words" One hundred and ten.'~

Then the present c1am;;e will follow as Sll bclause (2), with a preface or prefix, so that
it will read as follows:(2) Subject to the provisions of the Savings
Banks Acts, the Commissioners may from time to.
time enter into agreements of service on such
terms and conditions and for such periods not
exceeding in any case fi ve years as they think fit
with any officer or officers whether appointed
before or after the commencement of this Act and
ma.y from time to time renew such agreements.

I propose now to move the amendment of
clause 4 so that it will read in this way.
The CHALRMAN .-It will be necessary
first for the honorable member for Collingwood to withdraw his amendment.
~1r. HANNAH.-It is quite clear, I
presume, that the Treasurer has agreed to
"£llO" ?
.Mr.

WAI~L',-Yes.

Mr. HAN~ AH.-Then I withdraw my
amendment.
Mr. Hannah's amendment was withdrawn
accordingly.
Mr. WATT (Treasurer) I rnoveThat the following words be inserted at the
beginning of the clause:(1) In section 16 of the Savings Banks Act,
1901, for the words •• Une hundred and four
there shall be substituted the words .c One
hundred and ten."

Mr. W ARDE.-I am quite satisfied with
the alteration which is proposed.
It not
only conserves that right which appears in
section 16 of the Savings Banks Act, which
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was passed ten years ago, but I also think it
is reasonable and fair, inasmuch as it increases the ::;alary from £ 104 to £ 11 0 for

the future.
The amendment was agreed to.

".

. 'Mr. W A.TT (Tre:..surer).-I moveThat the following words be inserted in the
:-" (2) Subject to the provisions' of the

~la.use

Sa.\·ings Banks Acts."

This will make the clause read in the way I
have already explained.
'rhe amendmen t was agreed to.
Mr. EL \,ISLIE.- This clause gives the
very great power. Of course,
we. have fixed the minimum wage by the
previolls clause, but this clause empowers
the Commissi0ners to enter into ~gree
.ments of service on such terms and COll-<litions, and for suuh periods not exceeding
five years, as they think tit. I should like
to see inserted a provision similar to one we
have in many other Acts passed in recent
years. Where power is given to t~e Governor
ill Council
to frawe regulations, these
regulations have to be sent along to honorable members. Seeing that we are handing
.over such great powers to the Commissioners
of these Savings Banks, J should like a clause
.of a ii!imilar chara.cter inserted here. This
bank is looked upon as a ~tate institution.
If what 1 a::;k was dOlle, we should be able to
'€xel'.:!ise a wi~e snpervision in order to insure
that any of these agreements were not too
;severe, nor such as they should not be. I
bfllieve the intention of the framers of this
Bill is to give the Commis::;ioners power that
'will eni1ble them to hedge round the men in
their employment, so that, in spit.e of inducements which may be offered to the men, the
balJk may not lORe their services. I think
we should give honor::ible members an opportunity of seeing whether the conditions laid
down by the COlllnJi~siollers are such as
·,shonld be in operation in an illat.itution COlltrolled as this one is. The insert,ion of a
provi::;i'lll to this effect was first ?~ought forward by ~he leader of the OpposItIOn, and of
late years it had been inserted in Acts with·out question.
Mr WATT (Treasurer).-I think the
h61lOrable member is perfectly correct as far
Parliament
as recent Acts are concerned.
has vielded frefluently to the request of the
Opp~)sition in this ffiatter. But 1 know what
happens to the regulatiolls generally when
they are sent to honorahle members. In my
.()wn ease they are consigned to the waste
paper ba~ket too frequently, beca~ls6 I ~ave
not time to read them. What IS provIded
Commission~rs
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for here are not regulations in the strich
sense of the word. The original Act gave
the Commissioners large powers to make
General Orders. The principal part of these
is dealt with in section 7 of the .Act of 18YO.
These General Orders the Governor in
Council is not required to give his assent to.
This is another thing of the same kind.. Of
course Parliament, as the honorable member
knows, has prescribed that the Savings
Banks Commissioners shall forward an
annual statement to Parliament of all their
doings every year. It is a very complete
statement, and, besides this, inquiries are
frequel1tly instituted by the Committee of
Public Accounts into the doings of the
:--;avings Banks, so· that Parliament is well
informed as to the transactions that are
t,aking place, and as to the general condition
of the accounts. The General Orders prescribed in section 7 are not gazetted, neither
are the General Orders provided for in the
other Act. They are matters which the
Commissioners deal with entirely at their own
discretion.
:Thlr. J. \V. BITJLSON (Fitzroy).-It is not a
Government institution .
Mr. W.Al'T.-We frequently require
things to be gazetted by private corporations.
Mr. rJ. W. BU.LSON (Fitzroy). - Under
special Acts.
Mr. 'VATT.-The Companies Acts place
obligations in this respect on private corporatiolls. This is an attempt to get 80me
specific information that may be of interest
to honorable members. I see no necessity for •
it, and I t.rust the honorable member will not
push the matter.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I am not :taking that the
provision I mentioned should apply to General
Orders, but only to thif:! particular clause
The
dealing with agreements of service.
clanse we have passed gives the Commissioners enormous powers.
Mr. \VATT.-How does the honorable member make that out?
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I will confess that I am
looking to what I conceive, rightly or wrongly,
to be one of the objects underlying the introduction of this clause.
Mr. \VATT.-The Commissioners have HU
these powers to-day, except special power to
make contracts for a given time. As to
times and conditions in connexion with employment, the Ministry are lIOt. permitted to
interfere.
Parliament specially delegated
that power to the Commissioners.
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·Mr. ELM~LIE.-I am not as familiar as
I should be, perhaps, with the Act, and I do
not t hillk that any of us are. This clause provides that the Commissioners may, from time
to time, enter into agreements of service on
such terms and conditions, and for (Sneh
periods not exceeding, in auy case, five years,
as they think fit.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-That gives
officers better protection than they have at
presl:'ut. Their engagement now is only
from month to month.
Mr. ELi\I:-iLI E.-I did not intend to open
up that aSIJect of the qllestion. This clause
allows the Commissioners to enter into
agreements for certain periods so far as some
officers are concerned, and allows 01 her officers
to go Oil under the agreement from month
to month. The clause would allow the Commissioners to discriminate in that way. If
it is necessary to have these powers so far as
some of their officers are concerned, I think
the provilSion should apfJly all round. If
wlJat 1 ask was provided for we should be in
a position to know if there was any discrimination. 1 may be looking'at the matter
in a wrong light, but I think this clause was
introduced to give the Uommi~sioners power
of so fixing np officers in their service that
they could not lea.ve their employment without making a considera.ble sacrifice. I think
it would be wise to insert a provision such as
I suggest, as it would tend to check any impMper dealing or condit-iuns affecting the
employes.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I was
not here last night when the Treasurer
introduced this measure. I should like
to hear from him briefly the exact conditiou and relation in which the Government stand towards the Savings Bank
Commissioners and the Trustees. I remember
that durillg the bank crisis this was one of
the ballks- that were threatened. The Government then had no illterest in the bank,
as they had their Savings Banks through the
Post-office, but they came to the rescue by
givin!! a guarantt'e to depositors. The bank
continued, and after this the Government
acquired a certa.in amount. of control over the
bank, but this interest and control, genera.lly
speaking, isan unknown quantity. People do
no:: know exactly wnat intprest the State has
in the Savings Banks 'I he institut.ion is
regarded as a State Hank, \V hich it is not.
Since then, it appears that the Post-office
Savings Bank aud the l\lelbcurne 8p,vings
Banks are being managed in the combined
form, alld I should like to know theexact fina.ncial relationship and responsibility which _the
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State has in conne~ion with the bank we are:
now discu8siug. I know that in the ordinary
form it iR not a State Bank. I wish it was,
and wish that we had full control. I fancy
that is what the honorable member for
Albert Park has been driving at all along.
I feel with him t,hat the employes of this
~avings Hank should be controlled in the
same fashion by Parliament as we are
attempting to fix and control the salary and
tenure of office of the Commissioners themselves. The employes of the bank ought to
be public servants, controlled by the Public'
Service Act, engaged by examination
in the same way as other public servants, have their wages and conditions
regulated, and havea Court of Appeal in the
event of the Commissioners acting harshly
or unjustly to t,hem. I fancy there are
few honorable members, or few people outside, .
who really know the actual connexion we
have with this bank. The Treasurer, no.
doubt, as Treasurer, would know the exact,
financial relationship and obligations.
Mr. WATT (Treasurer).-I think the inquiry of the honorable member for Fitzroy is.
a legitimate and feasible one. With respect,.
first of all, i.o the constitution of the governing forces of the bank, the position is this.
When the Act of 1890 was passed, there
were five Commissioners in existenoe over
what was known as the Trustees Savings
Bank. The Act, as then passed in the COllsolidated Statutes, provided that the five
existing Commissioners should continue to be
Commi8siOllers, and be a body corporate and
politic ullder the Act of Parliament. The
functions, powers, and limitations of these
Commissioners are set forth in the Act. All
that the Government have to do with respect
to the governing body is that they must takethese Commissioners as they stood in 1890.
The Goverument have certain powers to
remove Commissioners who may be absent
from Victoria or who neglect their dut;es.
The Governor in Council is entitled to fin
any vacancy amongst the Commissioners.
caused by death or resignation, but when an
that is done the Commissioners have supreme·
authority over the bank:
Mr. OUTTRIM.- Whom does it belong to"
Mr. WATT.-That is another question.
These five Commissioners have supremelA.uthority over the whole of the operations or
the bank, limited only by the Statutes which
this Parlia.ment has !Seen fit, to pass.
An HONORABLE MEMBER. - They haveabsolute power over the employes.
Mr. W ATT.-Absolute power over theemployes.
Section 5 of the principal
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Act has not been departed from in any
-essential respect.
As to - the flnuncial
relations. the Commissioners are given entire authority to decide what investments
they shall make with their depositors' money.
It is provided in the Act that a certain maximum amouut shall be invested in mortgages,
a certain amount in securities, such as fixed
depmlits, and t he ratio of deposits in munioipal and Government deben'ures. Apart
from that general guidance they have supreme
control of their investments.
Mr. J. W. BILLSUN (Filz?·oy).-What I
want to know is, who owns that bank; what
do we get for backing it j what is our
interest in it ; and what are 0111' obligations 1
Mr. W ATT.-Our chief obligation is the
complete guarantee, which was originally an
executive guarantee, but became in the Act
of 1896 a statutory guarantee, of all the
depOSits in the bank. By the same Act we
also guaranteed the debentures issued in connexion with the Credit Fotlcier operations.
Onr guarantee as a State Parliament, for
which our consolida~ed revenue is pledge'd,
means ill round figures £:W,OUO,OOO to-day.
Parliament in the exercise of its jndgment,
in less prosperous times, saw fit, wi~hout
asking for any return from the Commissioners, to make that a statutory guarantee.
We get no JJrofits cut of this hank. They
manage their own profits, decide how much
of t hem shall be given to reserve fuudt3, how
muc.h Shetll be spent in buildings, and so on,
and they have complete and independent
managelllen t of the whole of the operations
of the bank.
MI'. J. \V. BILLSON (F/tzroy).-And
we have no more right there than any private firm with which they are dealing.
NIl'. W ATT.-From a strictly legal point
of view, that is correct, bllt as a practice,
the Commissioners consult ~with the Government when they know their accumulatiOIlS, and they are able to ascertain the
desires of the Governl~ent in re~ard to money
for public works. If they are able to meet
the wishes of the Government. as to the
amonnt reqllired, and the terms on which
the money is to be -ad vanced on the stock
and debe;ltllres of the Stale, the deal comes
off.
Sometimes it does uot come off.
Although we do not usually pllblish such
information for the benefit of the money
market. there have been times when I have
been disappointed wi~h the terms which the
Commissioners insisted upon
At other
times I have thought their t9rms reasonable, and a business deal
resulted.
I do know that it is of the greatest possible
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ad van tage to feel that there is a body controlling such substantial and rapidly increasing snms of mouey which relieves the State
sometimes in conversion operations and
helps them in new loan operations. Every
Treasurer, from the time Mr. Shiels first
arranged loans with the bank, will confirm
that view. That is the only. reciprocal
advantage to the Treasurer. There is the
public advantage of our guarantee that gave
stability to the ingtitution when the depositors were becoming anxious. It was the
Patterson Government which came along at
the time of the celebrated mora.torium, and, I
think, the late Sir James Patterson went on
to the steps of the institution and said, " We
guarantee the deposits." Since then, on
the ad vice of Sir George Turner, we came
forward and guaranteed the whole of the
deposits by statutory enactment, and also the
whole of the debenture ooup0ns, and principal in connexion with the Credit FQncier
system.
:Mr. HANNAH.-Has there ever been an
annual baiance-sheet presented to the Treasllrer?
Mr. \tv ATT.-It has to be presented to
Parliament. It is a statement and return
prescribed in the original Act, and it sets
forth the whole of the statistics likely to be
of illterl3st to honorable members, together with a large n1lmber of appendices.
In addition to that it was my privilege and
that of other honorable members, as the
Committee of Public Accounts, to call
for all kinds of additional particulars.
On one occasion we examined the Inspector-General for a full day to satisfy
ourselves, l1.S the guardians of the Assembly,
that the accounts as' presented to Parliament
could be satisfactorily reported on by this.
investigating Committee.
.Mr. HANNAH.-You have no power as
Treasurer of this country to veto anything
in that balance-sheet.
Mr. W AT I'.-Certainly not. Under their
general orders they have full power to decide
their investments wit.hin the rough limitations imposed npon them by 'the Statute.
Mr. SWINBURN"~ -If they depended on
Government interest they would not be so
well off
Mr. WATT.-With respect to £2,000,000
which they have in
mortgages, they
earn a decidedly higher average than they
earn when they lend us money. (.In 30th
June there was £3,700,000 bank depDsits,.
not exactly till money, but the money which
backs till money which they fix for certain
times, according to anticipa.ted requirements.
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The fixing of the deposits with the bftnks
has to receive the concurrence of the Ex·
eClltive Council. This is the sectiun of the
Act which deals with the appointment of
officersThe Commissioners may from time to time
appoint the following officers (that is to say) a
comptroller, a secretary, d. valuator, a solicitor,
an auditor or auditors, and such other officers,
clerks, and servants as shall to them seem fit,
whose powers and duties shall be respect.ively snch
a.s are herein, or shall be in any general order or
rule of the said Commissioners, set forth and
8p~cified; and may remove such compt roller,
secretary, valuator, solicitor, auditor or auditors,
officers, clerks, or servants, and may appoint other
person or persons to fill such offices respectively,
and every such secretary shall give such securIty
for the due and faithful performance of the duties
of his office as to such Commissioners shall seem
proper.

This Bill does not alter that authority except that it is specifically set forth t hat they
can make contracts with employes for any
term not exceeding five years. The clause
referred to by the honorable member for
Albert Park with regard to regulations being
submitted to Parliament, which is frequently inserted in our Bills, contemplates ~
condition of affairs in which the Governor
in Coullcil is an approving part,y.
The
Commissioners may not make an abiding
contract with every member of the 8taff. In
all probability they will say to junior officers.
" You have a general contract with us for so
many months." ""ith respect to other officers, they may draw up special agreements in
Which the increments and authorities and
powers may be set forth. You could not have
all tbat copied and sent to members of Parliament. Therefore, 1 think we are entitled
to leave this matter to the Ccmmissioners,
feeling that the large powers which we have
intrusted them with in the past have not
been abused.
Mr. OUTTRl.M.-I am very much obliged
to the Treasurer for the information which
he has given, but still I confess that I do not
understand the position, which seems to me
all extraordinary olle. He haH lIOt told us
who takes the profits out of the Savings
]3anks.
Sir AI,EXAl"iVER PEAcocK.-The·depositors.
Mr. 0 U TTRIM.- According to the statement of the Treasurer, the banks make more
money than they distribute among their
deposi tors. The S ta te gi yes a strict guaran tee
to the bank, which it seems to me should be
a State institution. Section 160f the Act of
1896 providesThe due repayment of all sums deposited, or
which may be deposited with the Commissioners,
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or in any Savings Bank established by the Commissioners. or which are by this Act t ransfel'red to
the Commissioners, or declared to be deemed t()
have been depol-ited with the Commissioners, with
all interest thereon, shall be a char~e upon the
funds of the Commi:-;sioners under the principal
Act, and ullder 1his Division of this part of this
Act, al111 such repayment is hereby guaranteed by
the Government of Vietoria., and such sum as the
Treasurer nmy at any time, and from time t()
tim~ under hi~ hand certify to be llecebsary to
secure such repayment, is hertb), appropriated
accordingly out of the Consolidated H,evenue.

The Treasurer has the power to repay whatever sum is required. ~urely, considering
the way thillgS are jumbled up, this
should be a ~tate institutiuJ). In the
event, of the Commissioners making a plOfit, the State doe!:! not benefit.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAClICK.- Our own
people benefit.
}flr. OUTTIUM.-The honorable member
knows I am perfectly satislied with anything
that will benefi t t he people of Victoria, but
we have no control over the Commis!'ioners.
Sir ALEXANDER PIUCOcK.-The beauty
of the system is that. t here is no political
control.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-I do llOt see any
beauty in that.
Mr. SWINBUR:"E. - Who appoints the
Commissioners?
Mr. W ATT.-The Governor in Council.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-ln the e\'ent of a profit
being made in cOllnexiou with the Savings
Bank, does t.he money go into the Consolidated Revenue 1
Mr. W ATT.-No.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Then the State has
nothing to do with it.
Mr. WATT.-The State has no share in
the profits. When the reserves are large
enough, according to the ide~ls of the Commissioners, the Commissioners recommend
that an increased rate of iuterest be paid to
the depositors. Within the last four ~nonths
the interest has been lifted by i per cent.
The Commissioners give a share of the profits
in a co·operative way to th~ depositors.
Mr. OUTTIUM.-ls the Treasurer satisfied that t he arrangements bet ween the
Commissioners and the Government are in a
proper condition? 'fhe G ()vernment, without having any control in the managenlent
of the institution, has to guarantee all
moneys in cOllllexion with the Savillgs Banks
transactions. Does the Treasurer think the
State is fairly and properly respected?
"Mr. \;Y ATT.-I would not like to answer
that by interjection.
Mr. OUTTLUM.-I would like the
honorable gentleman to give the mat~er ..
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little attention. durin1! the rece'ls.
The
Commissioners have the sole control of the
management of the institution. They are
.not subject to the Governmellt in any shape
or form. I give them credit for the way
they have managed the institution. All I
.am doing is to put the position as regards
the Government and the Savings Banks
Commissioners. I say that t.here is something wanting to make the Savings Bank in
reality a State institution, which it is not at
:the present time.
Sir ALEXANDER PI<:AcocK.-What advantage wonld accrne to the State?
Mr. OUTTRIM.-We have the railways
under Commissioners.
No one would be
;such a fool as to say they are not a. State
institution.
Mr. ~WINBUHNF..-We pro\-ide all the
money for making railways.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-If anything were to
go wrong in connexion with the Savings
Banks the GoverJ~meut would have to pro..ide the money. After all, the depositors
provide all the money for t.he Savings Banks.
If there was a loss of £1,000,000 in connexion with the Savil~gs Bank the Trea8IUer
would have to make it good without any
security.
Mr. W A'fT.-That is so.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-1 think there is something wanting in connexion with the measure.
During the recess the Treasurer might consider whether thE' link that is now wanting
,cannot be supplied, and whether an Act
,should not be passed to put the Government
in a better and safer pO!"ition.
Mr. W ArrT (Treasurer). -I do not propose to discuss the question raised, tut I
think the long experience of the honorable
member for Maryborongh demands an
.answer, and I will give one as briefly as pos8ible. I am a great believer in the principle
embodied in the Savmga Banks Act. I
think there is divorce between the management of the Savings Banks and politics,
which is very desirable, and I feel that we
·eannot insist too strongly upon the import.ance of that independent, experienced
management which Par1iamen~ sought
when it appointed this Commission, which
it, obtained, and which onr experience
justifies us in hoping we will retain
in the future. There are onlv two
. alternatives-the present independe~t mal~
agement, with or without gnarantee, and
Government management. The State of
New ~outh "Vales has tried both bystems.
.:8he est.ablish~ a Government Savings Bank,
,-which \vas ~nown as the Dibbs Bank. A
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Government representative of great experience was placed in charge of it. New
~outh \Vales bad also a Trustees Savings
Bank.
If you were' to ask the present
administrators of the Savings Banks of New
Sou th Wales what system they prefer, they
would tell you that they desire to place both
institutions under the same form of management as we have here. One of the :"\ ew
South Wales Savings Banks is working
under that system now, and is leaping
abead. Last year the Government brought
in a Bill to bring both banks together under
the one system of independent manage·
ment, but the Upper House threw it out.
At the conference which was held recently,
the New. South Wales Govelllment said
quite plainly that they were again going to
try to amalgamate the two banks, and to
have both banks und0r the same independent management as we have in Victoria.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-In New
South Wales the Savings Bank is competing
with the Post.-office Savings Bank. Thea
they are threatened with a third competitor.
Mr. W ATT.-There is competition. The
New South Wales Government decided on
amalgamation to avoid competition. They
then decided on management by Commissioners, though they were quite at liberty
to decide for direot Ministerial management.
When you have had an institution working
successfully, against which no charge can be
made, and which is fulfilling the wishes of
the people, I am a great believer in leaving
it as it is, especially if it is a financial institution.
Mr. KEAsT.-The Commissioners cannOl
make any losses, because they only ad vance
60 per cent. on the value of properties .
Mr. HANNAH.-There were big losses in
connexion with advances made on city lands
prior to the land boom.
Mr. W ATT.-There were losses, but if
honorable members scan the record of the
advances made recently, they will be sLruck
with the e.I.traordinary succeSR of the Commissioners' work. There is no institution
against which less criticism ,can be offered.
The following is an extract from t.he last
report : Last year's balance-sheet showed one property in
possession; it has since been sold at a price covering the debt, interest, and all costs.

I n other words, there are no lingering
liabilities about the Savings Bank.
The
Commissioners have £10,000,000 invested
with the State, and the balance of their
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funds invested in healthy reproductive investments, giving that security which relieves any Government of any anxiety with
respect to guarantee. I trust that this
question will not be broadly debated, but
that the Bill will be passed as rapidly as
possible.
1\1r. J. ,;y. BILI.SON (Fitzroy).-When I
raised the q!lestion it was with a view to discussing the whole relation between the
State and the Savings B.ank, but in view of
the remarks of the honorable member for
Maryborough, and some other honorable
memb~rs, 1 will not pursue the subject further than to say that personally I am dissatisfied with the relationship between the
State and the Savings Bank.
It is presupposed that it is a State Bank, that 'it is
our bank, that it belongs to us.
The whole
of the discussion to-day was based upon the
incorrect idea that the Commonwealth Bank
was going to compete against our ~tate
Bank. We have not got one.
I want
honorable members to realize that, in view of
the discnssion that has taken place, backed
up by the statement of the Treasurer as to
the relationship existing between the State
and the Saviugs Bank.
To that stut.ement
I do not wish to add one word, but I am
prepared to leave it as it will stand in
Hansard.
I have nothing to say about the
Co:nmissionersexcept that I believe they
have done their work well; that the institution is a grand one and that the Government did right in backing the bank and
in conserving the interests vf those who had
put their hard-earned money into it at
the time of the crisis. The relations between the State and the bank were
entered into at a time of panic. An Act
was passed without discusfSion to rehabilitate
the Bank, and to re-establish the confidence
which the people had in it prior to our
financial troubles. But I think the time has
arrived when we 'should endeavour to
establish the Savings Bank in such a fashion
that we can claim that it is onl" own. I do
not want political control. I do not wish to
indicate now what I do want, but 1 want to
tell the Treasurer and other honorable
mem~ers what I do not want, in order that I
may not be repreRented as being in favour of
political control. I regard tbe Commissioners
as men who are doing good work. I regard
the depofSits in the bank ai bein~ absolutely
Bafe and wisely invested. The troub1e is this:
the Government is at the back of the bank,
and is responsible for i~s fillancial obliga"ions, without having sufficient control in
its management.
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Mr. 'I'OUTCHER.-You want to introducepolitical management.
Mr. J. W. HILLSON (Fitzroy).-I have
just said I do not. If the honorable member
can see no other way he is justified in passing
that remark, but if be can see no other way I
am sorry for him.
There are many other
ways. Independent of the existing institution,
we could establish a bank to-morrow, and
give :he directors sufficient control of the
finances, sufficient power, and suffici€nt
independenc8 t() prevent any political
infl uence being exercised in the management.
of the bank. It is possible to do that. It
is dune in other countries, and what is done
in other countries should not be impossible in
a small State like this. I do not wish the
honorable member for Stawell to lay the
charge of advocating political managenlerit,
against me.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-If you have control you
must have some interference with the management.
Mr. J. \V. BILLSON (Fitzroy). - TheGovernment may control the policy of an
institution without interfering with its workings and its financial affairs.
Mr. McCuTcBEoN.-I wish you would
point out how it can be done.
Mr. J. W. BILLSO~ (Fitzl'oy).-If the
Savings Bank were a Government institution
I 'Would place the whole of the employes in
the same position as the officer~ in our
Public Service.
Sir ALEXANDEH. PEACOCK.-SO that they
would be able to appeal to Parliament?
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-·No. I
would give them security of tenure. Theirentrance into the bank would be by examination, the same as is the case in connexion
with the clerical division of the Public
Service. I would give them the right of
appeal to the Public Service Commissioner.
Uut I would not a.llow the Government to
control the Commissioners in regard to their
invel:>tments, and so on. The Government
would be responsible for the financial obligations of the bank in order to make the peopl&·
. trust the bank.
The bank would be a
Government institut.ion.
Mr. "VAn'.-That does not, III any way,.
cover the argument of the honorable member
for Maryborough. He says because we are
guaranteeing
liabilities amonnting
to
£20,000,000 we should have control.
The
kind of control you sug~est would not atlect
the iuvestments of anyone.
Mr. J. 'v. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-What I
want is the ownership.
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Mr. WATT.-The ownership can only be
directed by this -when you get the money in,
what shall you do with it?
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzro.l,I).-That is
not so. Before any person puts a penny in a
bank there is some one at the back of that
bank.
A charter is granted to some
persons who have to enter int0 certain
financial obligations.
They are at. the back
of that bank. Independent of that, there is
the Government guarantee, but the Government have no control over the bank.
Jt is,
therefore, a piece of impertinence to place a
The bank
minimum wage in this measure.
is a private concern, and we. have no control
over it, nor interest in it.
Mr. GRAY.- You interfered with the bank
last session by calling on them to buy gold,
a.lthough they objected to do so.
Mr. J. W. BlLLSON (Fitzroy).-I did
not do that.
~·lr. GRAY.-W·ell Parliament did it.
Mr. J. ·W. BILLS ON (F'itzroy).--I do not
believe in interfering with them.
As a
matter of fact, I do not believe in them at
all. I want to see a State bank that will do
the State busines:o:, and will be coutrolled by
the StatE':;.
.Mr. 1\1 CCTCHEoN.-Tbat would not be a
~avings Bank.
Mr. J. \IV. BILLSON (Fitzro:IJ). - I
believe in a Savings Bank branch of a State
bank.
If we had such a bank, as we
should have had years ago, t.here would be ~)O
necessity for a Commonwealth bank.
Mr. TOUTCHER.- W e handed the power
()ver to the Commonwealth.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroyl.-It was
said to-day in the House that they usurped
the power. I hope that next session we
shal1 bring about some more definite relationship with this bank. I feel that the
contracts entered into were entered into at a
time when we were not prepared to discuss
Qur obligations, and were inclined to be very
generous ill order to protect au institution
that ought to be secure in the intereBts of
the State and t.he depositors.
Mr. HANN AFI.-The firm of Moule,
Hamilton, RnLl KiddIe have an absolute
monopoly of the legal business of the
Savings Bank, and the fees to those who get
cottage loans are very greHt indeed. They
are too great altogether. This bUBiness is
practically a little gold mine to this firm of
solici tors.
~0
dOll bt some honorable
members have heard of this pefore. I think
it is the def<ire of the Treasurel' to protect
the people who secure these loans. They
flhould not have to pay exorbitaut fees to
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any firm for their small loans. There is an
immense amount of business done by this
firm for the bank, and repeated statements
have been made to me as t.o the matte.r requiring attention.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Yon are on a
better wicket now.
Mr. KEAsT.-The Commissioners advertise that there iii no charge for mortgages.
Mr. HANNAH.-If the honorable member went through the ordeal he would lind
that what I have stated is correct.
Mr. WATT (Tl'easurer).-I never heard
of this matter before, but I will take an opportunity of discussing it with the Commissioners.
The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
Clause 5-(Power to Commissiol1t:.rR to establish agencies, and to appoint agents).
Mr. ELMSLIE.-By this clause the
Commissioners are to be empowered to
appoint any persons, firms, companies, insti·
tutions, or corporations, to act as agents in
trallsacting any business for the Commissioners. The Treasurer stated in his speedl
that this clause was inserted to empower the.
Commissionels to make other banks agents.
Is that ISO? I can understand com panies
and institutions being appointed, but what
class of person is likely to be made an agent 1
Would the person have to be in business, or
would he be something like a canvasser for
an insurance company, wh@ goes round
from door to door collecting premiums?
Mr. WATT (Treasurer).-It is proposed
by the Commissioners to enter into business
relations with the trading banks wherever
they think it necessary to do so. They may
appoirit some of the branches of the ordinary
banks in the remoter districts. I discussed
this matter with the Commissioners, and
their idea was that in some places it might
be necessary to appoint a shire secretary, or
some reputable person with a central office,
as agent.. The matter it entirely one for the.
discretion of the Commissioners. I do not
think they have any idea of appointing
peram bulating agents to canvass from door
to door. I take it that they will act in the
best interest') of the bank, and that only
reputable people will be appointed as
agents.
The clause was agreed to, as was also the
preamble.
The Bill was reported with an amendment, R.nd the amendment was adopted.
On the motion of Mr. WATT (Treasurer),.
the Bill was read a third time.
Mr. V\T ATT (Treasurer).-I desire to
express the gratification of the Government"
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at the passage of what we consider to be a
Bill of far.reaching consequences, and one
that I think will be beneficial to the institution in whose interests it ~s passed.
DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE
BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislati ve Council, and on the motioll of Mr.
GRAHA.\l (Minister of Agriculture), was
read a first time.
BENALLA TOTATONG RAILWAY
CO~·~TRUCTION BILL.
The House went into Committee for the
further consideration uf this Bill.
Clause f)(I) The expenditure for the construction of the
sa.id line of railway shall not exceed £61,788, including £8,630 for rolling-stock.
(2) In order to secure that the said line be constructed within the said limit of expenditure,
servicea.ble second-hand rails may be used.
(3) 'l'he prices to be paid to workmen in the
construction of the line shall, upon the average, be
equal to a wage of 8s. per day of eight hours.

Mr. HANN AH.-When last this Bill
was under consideration, we had just taken·
a division upon the amendment of the honorable member for Carlton to increase the
minimum wage to 9s.
We had a fairly
inlerestillg debate, but we were lll)t successful in carrying the amendment. I gave
notice, at the time, that I would move an
amendment to increase the wage by 6d.
.a day, so that the men would receive 8s. 6d.
.a day of eight hours. I therefore moveThat" 6d. " be inserted after" 8s."

J sincerel.y !lope that, as we are approaching
Christmas, honorable m!::mbers will endea\'Ollr to better the conditiolls of the
men engaged in constrncting these lines.
Yesterday we saw that the Melbourne City
COlUlCil had come into line and had raised
the minimnm wage of their workers. Are
the Government prepared on this occasion
to say magnanimously, " We are not able
to give the full increase to 9s., but will meet
you half way and make it 8s. 6d." ~ I will
llOt refuse taking half a loaf because [ cannot
get a whole one, so long as 1 call do ~ome
thing tv assist a very deservinf{ body 0f men.
I feel slIre that the arguments adduced on
.this occasion in favour of an increase ·in the
minimum wage on these works must appeal
to honorable members on the Ministerial side,
to whichever political party they belong.
Mr. MEMBREY.-I was not present the
other night when a vote was taken with re-
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gard to a miuimum wage of 9i3. a day, but
had I been present I would certainly have
voted for it.
Mr. McGRATH.-Did you not say previously that you bad voted for 98. a day?
Mr. MEMBB.EY.-What I said was that
last session I strongly urged the Government
to concede 9s. a day to those engaged on
rail way construction work. The other night
I would also have urged the Government to
grant an increase to 9s., because I believe
that these men are deserving of some COIlsideration. They have to go out from the
metropolis, and often have to keep up two
homes, besides paying the increased cost of
living. I trust the Government will give
way and acc6pt the prop')sal to make the
minimum wage 8s. 6d. per day. I contelld
that 8s. 6d. per day is little enough for these
men to obtain. It is hard work, and they
have to be physically capable of undergoing
a very great strain.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-This
question came up in the last Parliament in
connexion with the Rushworth to Colbinabbin Rail way Construction Bill. I then indicated that I was going to support· a
proposition that was moved by an honorable
member on the Opposition side, but progress
was reported, and the Bill lapsed for that
session. The other evening 1 supported an
amendr~lent for 9s. a day, and I shall be
very sorry ill deed on this occasion if the
Government cannot concede an advance to
8s. 6d. per day as proposed in the amendment now before the Chair. On the last
occasion the Minister said it would mean an
increase through')utthe Hailway Department,
but I then pointed ont that the case of the
men engaged on rail way construction work was
entirely dilierent from that of ordinary eOIployes. Honorable members know that in the
mines at Mary borough and Ararat the men are
receiving an t\.verage wage of 8s. 4d. per day
wit hOHt any Wages Board at all, although
they work right up against their own
homes. As the honorable member for
Grenville said the other night, there
are a number of miners from the
old mining districts who are working on
these railway lilJes. These men have homes
at Ballarat, Bendigo, or elsewhere. and are
obliged virtually to keep up two bomes. The
impression the other night appeared to be
that we were demanding the payment of 9s.
per day for continuol1s work, but t.hat is not
so.
The weather is often broken, and
materials are not al ways ready, so that the
actual time of working is very much less
than forty-eight hours per week.
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~fr. McGRATH.-I took 9 case to the
Minister where a party of men earned only
13s. 6d. per week.
~ir ALEXAXDER PEACOCK.-That
must be very exceptional, but still the
wages are very much red need by this broken
time. I know it has been considered
by. the public outside that honorable
members are supporting an increase of
wages for railway workers, which mllst
bring about au increase of wages all round,
but the public do not know exactly
what the position is. I know that miners
from the country who are employed on
telephone works and other construction works
in the metropolis for the Commonwealth
Government and others, and who work only
during the day, are getting an average of 9s. 2d.
and gR. 4d. per day. Therefore, if all the
circumstances were known, I thillk the public
would recognise that these railway workers
are entitled t.o better consideration than has
been extended to them up to the present
time. I am not going into the question of
the increased cost of living, but I venture to
say that we shall not be able to construct
our fail ways at all if we do not pay better
wages. If the present amendment is negatived, 1 would like to strike out the subclanse al toget her, because the rail way
construction branch will find themselves
unable to get labour to construct rail ways at
all unless 'hey pay a decent rate of wage.
.Mr. J. W. BILLSO~ (Pitzroy).-I hope
the Government will realize that a wage of
8s. 6d. per day for 1he men employed on
rail way construc! ion is not too much, even
from the standpoint of Ministers themselves.
We had a full discussion the other day on a.
proposal to pay 98, and the Govel'llment refUFled to accept that proposa1. They have
the numbers at their hack, and need not
make any increase if they do not choose to
They can defeat the present proposido so.
tion altogether, but I feel they can only do
80 by doing an injustice, not only to the men
themselves, but to I;heir wives and families.
If we fix an average wage of 8s. 6d. per day
it does 1l0t mean that a ma.n will ~et that
every day. I had some experience o'f similar
work before I left England. N avvies were
required to divert a river, near where I lived,
into another course, and to bridge it.
Labourers could not he got in the district,
and men were imported from
other
districts.
These men had to camp
for themselves, and they only under·
took the work on being paid the trade
union rate of wages flOm the time they were
engaged until the time they were dismissed.
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If the Minister of Rail ways will underLake'
to d0 the sa.me thing, and pay 8s. per day~
wet or fine, holidays included, I think the
Committee will be prepared to reconsider
the matter. That is what takes place to.daY'
in private employment.
Sir ALEXANDl<Jl{ PEAcocK.-That is quite
true.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-If a.
builder has a country job, and engages men
from the metropolis, he has to pay them Is.,.
and sometimes 2s. or 3s. per day more than
the regular rate of wages. Not ollIy that,
but he has to pay them for every day they
are away from home, besides paying the
railway fares.
Therefore, I consider that
the proposal now before the Committee
is eminently reasonable, and one that should
be agreed to by the Minister of Rail ways.
The men who do this work are put to con~
siderable ineonveuience and extra expense,.
and the cost of living at the places where
they work is sometimes as much as 30 per
cent. more than what it is in the metropolis.
I cannot understand what opposition there
can be to such a proposal. Is there anything inherent in Liberalism which causes a.
.Liberal Government to try to squeeze out,
the last drop of sweat from the workmen
they employ by refusing them a minimum
wage of 8s. 6d. per day? Why, only a few"
moments ago the Government were engaged
in raising the salary of one gentleman from
£1,500 to £2,'000.
Mr. ELlfSLIE.- Ten pounds a week rise.
Mr. J. \V. BILLSO~ (Pitzroy).-They
give him a rise of £10 a week, and, even then,.
are afraid of losing him. A ml'lll in tbe professional class has only to get the ear of the
Minister in order to obtain almost any salary
he likes. In fact, he is thought to be rather a.
contemptible man, and unfit for his position,.
unless he asks for a rise of .£500 or £600 a
year. The men who unanimously raised the
salary of a gentleman getting £ 1,500 to£2,000 per annum, are now unanimous in refusing 98. a day to these navvies.
'Mr. HAMPSON.-Not unanimous.
Mr. J. W. B[LLSON (Pitzroy).-Nearly
unanimous. There are a few honorable exceptions. The Government have not only
refused 9s. per day, but now they are opposing even the 8s. 6d., although from my
knowledge of the conditions under whicn
these men "'ork, I know that they could not~
even with this nominal rate, average anything
like 88. 6d . per day. All the piece-work
that is done is based on a minimum rate,
and gangers often m~ke mistakes in
fix.ing the price per yard' based 0111
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-:that rate. Some of these men work for
weeks and weeks without any adjustment,
and even when the adjustment comes it
means that their pay is raised from that date,
llut t h~y never get any back money. I remember one illustration myself. .Men were
~etting 7 2d. per yard for removing dirt, this
rate being fixed by the Department, based on
the minimum rate of 7s per day. The men
.ilomplained, aud continued to complain, and
I, knowing that the Miuister of Public 'VVorks
at the time was a decent fellow, got him to
go duwn and view the work. W hen hE' saw
the quantity and quality of the work that
was done he said that the pay must be raised.
These were good men, and they could not
possibly average more than 4s. 6d. per day,
.Jet, only a few hundred yards away, the very
same Department was paying for the same
·class of work l3d. per yard. I wanted to
-obtain the back pay for these men, but the
·()fficers of the Department would not agree
to grant it, because the men had agreed
,to take up the work at a certain rate.
As a matter of fact, the men were in the
.ranks of the unemployed at the time, and
they were glad to take any work from the
Department at ils own rates. Eventually
-they got a portion of the back-pay through
the generosity of the Minister, bllt if the
matter had been left to the Departmental
«)fficers they would never have got any. This
is the kind of thing .that is done in the
Departments. I hope that the rate of 8s. 6d.
per day will be agreed to.
Do not let it he
~aid that while we are anxious to get away
at Christmas, and have a decent time, we are
too mean to provide decent conditions for
those who a,re doing the most laborious kind
of work than can possioly be done. J feel
that it is right to fight for the bottom dog,
and I hope that he will eventually be on the
top, hut until he is I trust that at any rate
the Government will agree to graut the
.8a. 6d.
Mr. A. A. BILLSO~ (Ovens-Minister
~f Hailways).-It would give me much
greater pleasLlre to say that [ would accept
the amendment of the hOllorable member for
Collingwood, bnt my duty requires me to say
that, as far as this Hill is concerned, the
'Government is going to Rtick to :ts pro\'i",ions The Treasurer, in fmming his general
Estimates for the whole year, and laying out
his general arrangements with respect to the
finances, has had regard to the fact t hat in
measures of this kind we are going to introduce, and have introduced, the ba.sis of 8s.
per day. I pointed out, when we were dis04}1!lssing this matter at the end of last session,
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that it had a retrospective as weU a prospective effect. If we are going to incorporate
in the Bill the amendment moved hy the
honorable member for Collingwood it will
mean that the Treasurer, when dealing with
Loan Application Bills next year, will have
to ml:l.ke provision for certain surus to
equalize the payments of those who are
now workin.~ on lines that are already
authorized. We have had to do thl'l.t before.
The chief argument, as far as I can understand, which has been used by the houorable
members whu have spoken in favour of this
amendment,is that a number of men have 10
keep up two homes.
I know, myself, tha.t
men do move from their homes and go to far
dist':lnt parts of the State to get a job on
some of our rail way lines, but in other cases
the men live contiguouR to some of these
lines.
Mr. McGRA'l'B.-In what cases?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (O/)ens).-On the
line from Benalla to Tatong, [believe there
WIll be a very large number of men employed
who will come merely from Benalla.
Mr. McGRATR.-Do you expect men to
walk 1u or 1:) miles to their work?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-The chief
argument, as I have said, which has been
ubed was that these men have to keep up two
homes, and this was the principal reason given
why the rate should be raised to 9s. I
admit that there is a difference between the
man who lives ne11,r the line and the rmm
whose home is a long way distant, and I
Ihink it would be reasona1Jle to make some
concession ill the latter case--to make a
camp allowance. [have already conferred
with the Chief Engineer, Mr. Kemor, with
respect to this matter, and I think this would
be a very con~idera ble concession to those
who have to leave their homes to come to
these wor1{s .
.Mr. ~lcCuTcHEON.-What concession do
you mean?
Mr. A. A. RTLLSON (Ovens).-The
concession of making a camp allowance.
Reference was also made to the fact that
men are charged for being carried to and
from their work. I was not aware of this,
but if it is the case, it eertaillly should be
abolished at Ollce, The men should be taken
to the work free. There is 110 question about
that. Any eharge of this kind should be
done away with, and I will make a very
strong recommendation to that effect. With
respf'ct to the rates of pay in connexion with
Railway Construction Bills, I may say that
while I ask the supporters of the Government to assist us in carrying this measure as
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it is framed, I am quite prepared to
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against anything of that kind. I have a
lot of these rail ways, bu t I do not wan t a
railway for my people if it is based on
injnstice. Many of the farmers in my disfuture Construction Rill, whether for railway trict have wheat to be conveyed to market,
or any other works, providing for increased but I do not want a railway at the price of
pay for the navvies. But so far as these the blood of the people of this country.
present Bills are concerned, I ask honorable
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Good old
members to support me in carrying the Liberal.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-'We say that we,
measures as t.hey are framed.
Mr. TOUTUHER,-I am deeply dis- equally with the members on.the Opposition
appointed and dissatisfied with the statement side of the House, represent the workers of
which has been made by the Minister in this cmntl'Y, and some of us say that we
charge of this Bill, and. I feel that the represent them better than the. honorable
statement haR been disappointing and un- members opposite, and we must, therefore, at
satisfactory to most members on this (the all times, stand up for a fair proposition.
Ministerial) side of the Honse. The other This proposal has been watered down to the
night I snpported a proposal for 9s. per day, lowest limit by being fixed at 8s. 6d., and I
because I thought that in these times it was trust that if the Government put t.he matter
a reasonable propo;JaI for the work that had to the test, they will accept the full responsito be dOlle, and in view of the conditions bility in connexioll with it.. I am prepared to
under which' t.he work had to be performed, take the responsibility, and even to forego a
rail way ill my constituency, if it is to be paid
and I paired in favour of the 9s. pet' day,
Sir ALEXANDER PI<~ACOCl{,-I thollght fot' at the cost of the sacrifice that seems to
you suggested that it should be ~s. 6d. as a be expected. I believe a large majority of
hOllOm1)le members on this (the Ministerial)
compt'omise.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I suggested to the side of the House will be found IStanding ont
I can hardly find words
Government that if they could not go as high for fair eonditions.
as 9s. they should, at any rate, aciopt an in which to conch my remarks, when we conaverage wage of 8s. 6<1. In the closing hours sider, in contradistinction to the treatment
of the last Parliament the Government must of these men, the fair play that is al ways
have seen that there was a majority of memo given to men of brains. I feel very much
bers who, before going to face their COll- incensed at the unreasonahle manner in
stituents, were in favour of 9s. per day j which the Minister is acting on behalf,
and now [ think, after the election, it I
suppose, of the Government, bewould be treachery on the part of those cause he is the mouthpiece of the
Ministry on this occasion. I venture to say
inember~ to turn round and contradict the
opinion which they expressed a few weeks ago. that if the honorable gentleman had his own
:For my part, I think that 8s. 6d. is almost way he would staud up for this proposition,
the lowest limit to which we should go. I because he has al ways proved a true Liberal.
supported the Treasurer on the Savings Had I known that t.his proposition was to be
Banks Bill because I believe in dealing with made to-night I should have hesitated beforequestions on their merits, and in paying men casting my vote for the gentleman to whom
of capacity and ability in an adequate ari increase has been given, because I would
manner. Bnt certainly, after what has now have said that if workmen are going to s.lffer
occnrred, one must feel called upon to agree an injustice this other increase should not be
with honorable members on the other side allowed. The advance now proposed is the
when they say that so far as high-salaried most reasonable proposition ever put beforemen are concerned this Government, every a Government. It amounts to oldy three
time it is asked, is willing to give them farthings an hour, and r would ask ~hether
increases, whilst it shows a different spirit an advance of three farthings an hour is too
with regard to men who are almost living on much to give to the men who are doing work
the border-line of starvation, because their of the hardest possible character, and who·
work is of an intermittent character. Owing have to put np wit.h hardship by working
to the broken weather they cl:I.n earn nothing out in the heat in the summer and ill the
like 8s. per day. If the Government are not cold and rain in the winter. These workmen
going to reco~nise their obligations to these are subject to all kinds of discomfort, while
men who do the hard work of the country, other employes of the State are in luxurious
I think they will find many members on this offices ancI perform their duties and receive
side (i)f the I-louse who w~ll take a I::!tand fa.t salaries under easy alld comfortable

that I will ask the Government to reVIew
the whole matter during the recess, with
reference to provision being made in any
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circumsta.noes. I am prepared to take the
responsibility of the way in which I will cast
my vote against such an illiberal provision
as that cOlltained in the Bill, but I trust
that I and others will not be put in th8
position of having to do that.
If the
Government will put ill the extra tid. I think.
the honorable member for Fitzroy will be as
well pleased and satisfit!d as any honoI:lI.ble
member 011 the :Ministerial side of the
House.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I would
be pleaF)ed if the proposition was carried, and
I do not care how. I do not C3 re if you
turn the Government out to get it.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-It is not an unreasonable request. It is based llpOll justice and fairness, and I believe we should do
justice to the men who are engaged in this
work. I trust that it is nat too late for the
Government to recollsider the position, and
I would urge them to meet the views of
honorable members 011 thi~ (the l\linisterial)
side of the House. Let us pass this increase
in th!l.t spirit of concord and happiness which
should characterize our proceedings at thi!!.
great period of the year. In doing this the
Assembly would show that it was actuated
uy Chri:stian principlec;;, because one of the
highest Christian principles is that we should
do no injustice to any man.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-I have been carefully conSidering this matter since last week
as to how the case of these men is to be met.
The honorable member for Hawthorn and I
had a consultation on the subject, and he
told me, as he told the House, what the
practice has been in other countries in regard to the case of men who had to maintain
two homes, or to shift from one place to
another. It was suggest.ed that, possibly, if
the Government found these men tents it
might meet the case. I have asked experienced members froril the country what
would be the result, and they state that the
suggestion in regard to the tents would not
be practicable at all.
The Minister says he
is prepared to make a camp allowance.
~ir ALEXANDER PF.ACOCK.-The Treaaurer says he prefers to pay 8s. 6d. to gi ving
a camp allowance.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-So do I. I would
not agree to the camp allowance, because I
think it would breed nothing but discontent
and confusion all through the works. It is
jmpos~ible for the Opposition side of the
House to carry this amendment agaillst the
GoVerIlJl1ell t.
:\1r .•J. W. BILLSON (F'ilzro.II).- You can
ta.ke all the credit so long as YOIl pass it.
Second Session 1911.-[19J
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Mt. McCUTCHEON.-If this is put to
the vote I shall vote for the 8::1. 6d. I a.m
satisfied that, as present circumstances go, it
is a reasonable thing. When a nnmber of
Government supporters like ourstllves, who
are very steady in our support, ask the
Government to make a concession like this,
they will recognise thac in conceding it they
cannot be accused of climbing down.
Mr. S~O\VBALL.-I hope the Govern.
ment will recollsider the attitude they have
taken np. 'Vhen this Bill was bd~re the
House last session I ventured very strongly
to support the 9s. proposition, and I supported it by arguments which seemed to me
to cover the whole ground. J think both sides
of the House at this hour a.re prepared to
listen to any rational argument for the proposal in the Bill, and the only one ad vanced·
is that the Estimates have beeu prepared. I
do not think that that argument is going to
be listened to. We had a, Railway Constmction Bill befl)l'e the House last session, when
the Government, at the request of the
House, increased the allowance for the
workmen by tid. a day. r do not thiuk that
any argument that has been urged by the
Government why they should not give way
to the strongly expressed feelings on both
sides of the House on this matter.
1 am
going to ellpport the present proposition as
far as I can. I think it is a fair compromise,
and one the Government should see their
way to adopt.
Mr. BAIRD.-I just want to say a few
words on this matter. I am a young member
in this Honse, and I teel in a very great
difficulty. Last week I voted against a proposal for 9s. a day. I am in sympat.hy
with the men who are working on these
railways, and I do not come to the
House til vote against the interests of
the worker.
My sympathies are with
the worker. I have been a worker myself, and have worked hard, and I know
what it is to work.
On the matter now
before the House I have given no pledge to
my constituents. I stand here a free man.
1 feel that 8s. 6d. a (lay is not much to give
these men under the circumstances.
I have
listened with a great deal of iuterest to the
arguments ad vanced by either side, and I
should like to see the Government grant the
req uest that has been made, and allow the
men 8s. od.
As I have stated, I am free,
and on this matter can vote with the
Government or against them, because I have
given no pledge, y~t my feelings go with t.he
men, and I would urge the Government to
give way on this occasion.
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:Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister
of Railways).-I would just like again to say
to,the Honse that when we have a Bill of
this kind framed it is my duty to state what
the Government desire to be done, but when
we have such a free and representative expression of opinion from both sides of the
House, the Government do not want to take
up a position of hostility. We are quite
prepared to look at the matter in a truly
liberal manner. I do not think it is one of
those questions that should have called for
any det'isive remark from the honorable
member for Grenville. The action of the
Government only shows that we have a very
generous disposition: and an open mind, to
listen t.o the strong representations made by
honorable members on both sides of the
House. I do not refer to one side more thau
the other. We are quite prepared to listen,
with a feeling of generosity, to the expresSiOllS that have come from so many honorable
members, and will accept the amendment.
Mr. McGRATH.-It is gratifying to find
that the Ministry have a.cGlepted the amendment. The honorable gentleman says that
he receives all suggestions with an open
mind. I should like to point out to him
this fact, that numbers of honorable members on this (the Opposition) side of the
House had spoken previously to his first
reply, and that he was then adamant, but
since speeches have been made from the
Government corner, we find the Government
whippillg round and recognising where the
numbers are. We have nothing to thank the
Government for. It has been stated that, after
the debate on the question of the teachers'
salaries, the honorable member for Allandale
stood forth as the leader of this Parliament.
I think the honorable member's position has
been st.rengthened. There is no gainsaying
who is leading the MinisLerial side of the
House on this occasion. When we were
salaries,
dealing
with the teachers'
I appealed to the honorable member
for Allandale to make a speech in support of what we are asking, as I knew
that he would be able to influence the
Government. He did so~ and the result
was what was expected. To-night' he has
made another speech, and the Government
have given way to him.
Sir ALEXANDI<:R PEAcoCK.-I do not
think that is fair of the honorable member.
I have al ways supported the proposition.
Mr. McGRATH.-I am not imputing
motives to the honorable member; I think I
am complimenting him. He simply talks to
the honorable member for Ballarat West,
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who voted for 8s., and now that honorable
member makes a speech in favour of 88. 6d.
Mr. MEMBREY.-That is very unfair.
Mr. McGRATH.-But it is truthful.
The honorable member for Allandale was
turned off the Treasury bench for less than
the Ministry has dmle to-uight. When the
Ministry decided that 8s. only should be paid,
they should have had pluck enough to
stick to it. Much has been heard in the
past about the Labour party sitting in the
corner and dictating terms.
There was a
well-known phrase, "Yes, Mr. V\' atson." I
·think we might now substitute for that,
" Yes, Sir Alexander Peacock.'; Whenever
we want anything, if that honc.rab18 member
will use his influence, he can get it.
Mr. J()HNSTO~E.-I do not t.hink the
remarks of the honorable member for G r~n
ville in regard to the hOllor~ble member for
Ballarat West are called for.
Befere the
honorable member for Allandale spoke on
the matter, the honorable member for Ballarat 'Vest and myself had discllssed it, and he
told me that he was in favour of 8s. 6d. a
day. I do not require the permission of the
honora1i>le membet· for Ballarat West to say
that as far as he is concerned his mind
was made up. Coming into tpe House as I
did, at the same time as the honorable member, I think it only right to make that
explanation.
Mr. McLEOD.-A few more speeches like
that of the honorable member for Grenville
would prevent the Mini!try granting any
concessions at all. Hemarks of that sort are
in extremely bad taste. If the honorable
member is in earnest, and wanted au increase
in the pay of these men, he should accept it
without such remarks. I had made up my
mind to-night to vote for 8s. 6d" because I
consider that men working on rail ways
occupy a rlitferent position from those engaged
in, ordinary vocations at their own' homes.
This decision was not conveyed to auybody
until ten minutes ago, when 1 told the Government whip. The honorable member for
Grenville appears to think that nobody has a
mind but himself. Other people can think
for themselves. Remarks of the sort made
by him are very unwise, no matter what part
of the House they come from. If the
Ministry had realized that their giving
way would be t.reated in this manner, they
would have hesitated about it. Had they
been made before, I would ItavA backed the
1\1 illistry up if they had dec.:ided to adhere to
the other rate.
Mr. HAMPSON.--I do not think honorable members on this (the Opposition) side of
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the House should be subjected to a lecturing.
I find, particularly when the Tre'.tsurer is at
the table, that if criticism comes from us, he
snaps not ns like a trapped dingo, but he turns
to the Conservative corner with sickening
obcgequiousness, and fawns upon them,
and kisses their hands. I am pleased that
8s. 6d. a day is to be granted. I am satisfied; but at the same time we do not want
to be told that there is nothing in the arguments that come from this (the Upposition)
side of the House, and that we cannot do
anything.
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-I was struck
with the observation of the honorable member for Daylesford that the honorable member fot' Grenville thought that nobody has a
mind but himself. Now, that is not the
opinion of the honorable member for Grenville. He does not believe that no other
member has a mind but himself, but he
thinks that no other member in this House
bas such a mind as he has.
Mr. COTTKR.-And probably he is right.
Mr. MURRAY.-And every honorable
member on this (the Ministerial) side of the
House ought to thank God that he is right.
I do not think there is anything in connexion
with this question which should have
generated heat, or that there is anything undignified or improper in the Government
yielding to what are the views of the whole
body of its supporters.
Mr. SMITH.-The Minister said that the
Government would stick to its Bill.
MI'. MURRA Y.-The Government i8 inclined to stick to every proposal embodied in
any measure that it introduces, but the time
comes when the Government ought to yield.
N ow that time has arri ved. I will not speak
of the amount involved. The Government
will have to promise to go further. This increased rate will have to apply to all the lines
in course of construction. "\tV-e will have to
introduce validating measures to coyer these
additional payments. It cannot be done this
sessionj,but,probablynext session, after a good
deal of opposition from our friends opposite,
we may be able to get it through Parliament.
1.'hat is the position of the Government. I
do not know whether I am more callous than
I ought to be, but really I don't feel uncomfortable in the circumstances, nor do I feel
that t,he Government had to climb down in
any way whatever.
~lr. PLAIN.-I am pleased to hear that
the Government has conceded 8s. 6d. a day.
I regard it as strange, however, that honorable
members should profess to know how much
work, in rough parts of the State which they
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have never seen, is worth, whether it is 88.
6d. or 9s. a day. I have heard honorable
members on this (the Opposition) side of the
HOUl:!e, plead for 913. a day, who really do not
know the conditions under which the men
have to work. Now, I have laboured on these
lines, not only in this, but in the other
States, and whether I was being paid 9s.,
lOs., or lIs. a day, I never averaged 8s. On
lines such as those through the Otway Forest,
I do not think they have averaged 5s. a
day. Yet when sueh men want to see
their wives and families, who may be suffering for want of the necessaries of life,
they have to pay their own fares ou the railway. Those are the men who the Government say are not worth 9s., but only 8s. 6d. a
day. To say that they should not get 9s. is
not considerate to their families. A friend of
mine, a hard-working man, who is really a new
chum,recently went toSouth Australia, andhe
has written to me, stating that he is getting
8s. 9d. a day on construction works there.
Yet the Government refuse to give men
working in the rough portions of Victoria
the paltry sum of 9s. a day. However, I am
glad that the Ministry have conceded 8s. 6d.
a day, and we have to thank our friends in
the Ministerial corner for it. I feel sorry for
the Minister. \,Vhenever a peculiar position
of this sort occurs, it is always that honorable
gentleman who has t.Q bear the burden.
Perhaps next session the Government will
see their way to grant. 9s. a day.
Mr. CARLISLE.-I am glad that this
matter has been settled.
Personally, I
would like to pay the men £1 a day, if wecould afford it. .A great deal of sympathy
has been expressed, especially by honorable
members on the Opposition side of the·
House. I am only sorry that this liberality
is at the expense of my constitl,lents, men.
who have gone into the wilderness and
struggled on without a railway.
The Bill
contains a provision that the Railways Commissioners can impose a special rate to make
the line pay.
I could work up a state of
righteous indignation if I looked on only one·
side of this quest.ion. It is easy to wo;k up
that condition in Parliament if you only
The Government ought
consider one side.
to hold the balance fairly between varions
parties, and on this occasion I think they did
the right thing in endeavouring to get the
Bill through, so as to allow of the construction of the line without exceeding the limit
imposed by the H.ailways Standing COUlmittee.
However, it appears that thut
limit will probably have to be exceeded,
and the amount by which it is exceerl~d
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will come out of the pockets of the
small farmers ill that fH.fl'tioll of the ~ta.te.
The gr6at sympathy that has been expressed
for the workiug men is a very worthy feeling.
hut I \vould like to see some little sympathy
~hOWll for the man who has been working
all his life-time far away from th€: metropolis,
aud away from the pleasures that are
afforded by living in the metropolis. He caunot afford to keep two homes. He has to put
up with one, and a very poor one at that,
and when a question affecting him comes up
in Parliament, he gets very little sympathy
indeed. I am pointing thil'! out because
hOl1orable members on the other (the
Opposition) side of the Honse no doubt feel
very pleased beGanse they have WOIl a
concessioll from the Ministry, but they have
WOll that concession at the expense of the
small farmers in my electorate.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I am very sorry that
the last speaker raised snch a question as he
did. It would be very unwise at. this
juncture to take any notice or it, but one is
strongly tempted to make a reply to a speech
of that character. However, on this occasion
I shall not do so. I rose to express my deep
appreciat.ion of two things. In the first
place I desire to express my appreciation of
the assistance rendered by memhers in the
Ministerial corner, in bringing proper
pressure to bea.r on the Government to
aocede to the very reasonable and modest
request that was made by member8 on this
(the Opposition) side of the House. At the
same time we would have aJlpreciated their
assistance more if they had given it last
week when we were asking for 9s. a day for
the men engaged on rail way construction
work. I also wish to e:xpres8 my appreciation
of t.he announcement mnde by the Premier,
which will have an important and far-reachiug
effect so far as the workers engaged on railway construction are concerned.
The
Government has promised tu introduce a EiH
to secure to the workmen engaged orl all
other lines under construction the payment
of 88. 6d. per day.
Mr. HAN N AH.-I desire to say that I
am very glad that the Government has seen
fit to acquiesce in the desire of honorable
members that the men engaged in the construction of railway lines should be paid 8s.
6d. per day. Of course, I would have beeu
better pleased if they had concederl 9s. per
day, which we asked for.
However, I
recognise what an increase of evell 6d. a pay
means to 'hesp men, who have to live upon·
frugal fare, and keep two homes going. .I
am pleased to know that the men, who are

doing hard and laborious work, are to share
a little in the prosperity of the State.
Mr. I·'ARREH.-The Government ou~ht
to have assumed a mor~ correct attitude
in the beginning in connexion with this
railway or any other public work.
The
whole burden of the complaint of honorable members on both sides of th~ House
has been that the men engaged on the
work have to live away from home, and that
very often their work is broken owing to
weather conditions. rrhe late Sir Thomas
Bent:, when Premier, in addressing the
House, once spoke of the necessity of dealing with the whole matter of the men engaged on public works in It pr(l)per way, so as
to help their wives Itnd families. I claim
that Lhe Government ought to give great
consideration tu every married man who has
to go away from home to look for work.
Such men ought to be given greater facilitiel::!
for travelling on our "trains than they have
had in the vast. In South Africa, workmen
travel tll(1)l1:,ands of miles on goods trains at
their own risk, an(l why cannot the same
thing be done here? The man who has two
homes to keep is the man who has my
sympathy. Rather than pay ::~ wage of 88.
6d. per day all rouud, I would pay that man
an extra Is. or 2s. per day.
I wou1d
remind honorable. members that the men
who are engaged in constrncting our railways
are not the only men who are working hard.
This Government, which is a Liberal t;ovemment, will have to show to the people that
they are prepared to deal Ollt fair pl);\.y
to all the workmen in the country-not
only to those working Oil railway lines. I
have in my mind men engaged in many
classes of labour who are toiling just as hard
~s men engaged in railway const.ruction anel
who are getting very much less than 8s. per
day. They, too, very often have to keep
two homes. I would be very much more
inclined to give a substantial increase to the
married men than to give an increase of 6d.
per day all round.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was passed.
Clauses 6 to 9 were agreed to.
. Clause lO-(Breadth of land for railway).
Mr. EL:\1 SLI K- When travellillg on our
railway lines I have frequent.ly noticed what
seems to be a very great waste of land. J n
many C1l8es a lot of valuable land alongside
railway lines, which is included in the railway
property, is allowed to lie idle. This great
width of land may be necessary to provide
protection against fires, but it. seems t(} me
that the time is rapidly approaching when
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:'Some good use should be made of it. Thol1- through Murchison and Rushworth to
Jt will serve an area of about
-sands of acreb are kept ont of use. The land Bendigo.
,grows grass and men have to burn it off. It 120,000 acres, almost' the whole of which
.might be made to produce something more is classed as good agricnEural land, of
which much is cultivated, and more will
vall1able than grass.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister of be cultivated when it has railway facilities.
Rail ways).-I think it is a wise precaution It is estimated that the line will tap timto take plenty of land at first, ill view of berea country which will yield 260,000 tons
Suture possibilities.
After a line is con· of firewood. The terminal station site will
-stru0ted, the Commissioners a.re al ways very be near the Waranga - Mallee irrigation
-careful to see that they get S0me return from channel, and on the Colbinabbin closer
-the land. A cheap fence is constructed close settlement area, which is making good pro·to the line, and the remainder of the land gress. The clauses in the Bill are similar to
Teserved for the line is leasec. Last year, I those in the Benalla to Tatong Railwlty Conthink, the Commissioners got a large amount struction Bill just passed.
The motion was agreed to.
in rent from such lands. At one time they
The Bill was then read a second time, and
-did not get a penny.
The clause was agreed to, as were also the committed.
t'emaining clauses and the schedule.
.
Clauses 1 to 4 were agreed to.
The Bill was reported with au amendClause
5ment, and the amendment was considered
(1)
The
expenditure for the construction of the
.:and adopted.
said liIle of railway shall not exceed £41,28U, inOn the motion of Mr. A. A. BILLSON cluding £2,310 for rolling-stock.
{Ovens-Minister of Railways), the Bill was
(2) In order to secure that the said line be constructed within the said limit of expenditure, serxead a third time.
RUSHWORTH
TO
COLBINABBIN
RAILWAY CO~STHUCTlON BlLL.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister of
Rail w!tys) moved the second reading of
this Bill. He said-The cO!lstruction of
this rail way was recommended by the
Railways Standing Committee on the 2tst
December last, at a cost of £3~,970,
with £2,310 added for rolling-stock, conditionally upon the land-holders in the area
benefited by the construction of the line
handing over, free of charge, the land required for the rail way track and for station
grounds. This condition has been provided
for by bringing the line under the Rail way
Lands Acquisition Acts, in accordance with
which a Railway Construction Trust has to
be formed to carry out the land purchase
and compensation The Committee found
that there was likely to be a deficit on working the line and paying interest on its cost
()f £520 per annum at first, but expressed
its opinion that in ten years' time
at the longest it would become a payable
line. :It recommended that, in addition
to handing over the land for the rail way free
·of cost, land-holders benefited shonld be !subject to an annual deficiency rate sufficient to
~over any loss on working the line and paying
mterest on its cost j but, as already annonnced, it is not intended to ask for the
payment of such deficiency rate. This new
Jine will be a section of a proposed through
Hue from
the North-Eastern tDistrict

viceable second-hand rails ma.y be used.
(3) The prices to be paid to workmen in the
construction of the line shall, upon the average, be
equal to a wage of 8s. per day of eight hours.

Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister of
Railways) movedThat •• 6d. " be inserted after ., 8s."

Mr. COTTER.- What effect will this amendment have on sub-clause (1) of the clause?
Mr. A. A. BILLSOX (Ovens-Minister of
Railways).-It will not affect it. That will
have to be provided for in the validating Bill
rE;ferred to by the Premier.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
The remaining clauses and the schedule
were agreed to.
The Bill was reported' with an amendment, and the amendment was agreed to.
On the motion of Mr_ A. A. BILLSON
(Oven.c;-Ylinister of Railways), the Bill was
t hen read a third time.
CROWLAND TO NAVARRE RAILWAY
CONSTRUCTION BILL.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister
of Railways) moved the second reading of
this Bill.
He said-This is a Bill to
authorize the construotion by the State of a
line of railway from Crowland to Navarre.
It contains the same clauses as the previous
two Bills, but there is a slight variation in respect to the terminal point of the line as
compared with the recommendation of the
Raiiways Standing Committee. The proposed
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line will serve close on 215,000 acres,
exclusive of roads and reserves.
Of this
area, about laO~OOO acres are arable land,
the remainder being fit for grazing purposes,
though possibly, later on, part of the latter
area may, with the aid of fertilizers, "':>e used
to grow occasional cereal crops.
The line
will open up a new source of firewood supply
for Ballarat and district.
Quantities of
hewn timber wiH also he obtained from adjoining forest areas. The traffic in firewood
and other timber alone is e&timated at
3,600 tons a year.
Wheat is thE-! principal
crop grown on the arable land; tile average
yield of the several yeR.rs has been 15 bushels
per acre, after allowing for the quantity kept
for seed. The estimate of grain traffic for
the first year after opening the line is
10,560 tons, and a .large increase on
this may be looked forward to in later years.
It is proposed to pl'ovide intermediate
st.ations on the line, fil'st at Crowland township,
miles from the starting point of the
line j second at .J oel Joel, lot miles; and
third, opposite Landsborollgh township at
H~ miles. Two points have been seriously
considered for the terminus of the line, one
of them 2i miles from Navarre township, and
the other within half-a-njile of Navarre
township. The route t.o the Iattar is longer
by one mile, and its addit.ional cost, inch,ding the provision of an extra intermediate
station, will be £3,000. The Railways
Standing Committee did not see its way to
recommend the longer route t.erminating
within half-a-mile of Navarre, for the reason
that the estimated annual loss on the line
of £1,752 would be increased by about £200
pel' annum, because, while the total annual
chargt3s would be incl'eased to that extent by
the additional mile in length, the revenue
from the longer line would I::!how very little
increase, owing to the fact that there is no
step up in the present scale of freight rates
for the bulk of the traffic. Such steps occur
at intervals of 3 or 4 miles.
Navarre is a
long-established Government township, where
numbers of building allotments have been
purchased from the Crown in the expectation
of its remaining the business centre of an
important district, the main roads of
which converge to it.
It has wellestablished
public
utilities
in
the
form of a school, halls, Post-office, rec.reation
grounds, &c., and is nicely located for future
development. The adoption of the shorter
railway route, with the terminus
miles
from Navarre, must be expected to lead to
the etltablishment of a new towNship on
private property, with the gradual decadence
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of the existing township.
Residents /!ttl
Barkly and Sandy Creek to the north-east
state that, unless the railway is brought closeto Navarre township, they will not make nseof it, but take their produce to St. Arnaud
or Avoca stations as at present. About 20()
residents of the districts concerned have
petitioned that the railway be brought to the
present township, and it is thought, in view·
of all the circumstances, that it is a right
and reasonable thing that the interests of the
long-established township should be respecteti.
The cost to the public at large of establishing
a new township i'3 likely to be greater than.
the cost of extending the railway to the
present one.
Whilst the placing of the-·
railway terminus near Navarre makes it less.
convenient for extension north-west toMarnoo, it makes it more cOllvenient for
future extension to St. Arnaud.
Connexions in both directions have been
advocated, but
under present conditions must be left to the distant; future.
When the question of cOllnecting the district
of Marnoo was under consideration the
Railways Standing Committee had theirchoice of five connecting towns with the
existing system, and they determined that
Crowland should be the connecting pointtand that the terminu& should be at or nearNavnrre. From the strong representations
made by the people in their petition it was
deemed desirable to leave the q 11estion an
open one so that if we detl'lrmined, after due-·
consideration, to take the line into ~ a varre,
it could be done. Provision is made in the·
Bill to cover that expenditure. I felt it
necessary to explain that matter to theHouse, so that honorable members will
understand that the terminal poin t in theBill is not exactly in accordance with the
recommendation of the Rail wayo Standing
Committee.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I do not suppose·
that the terminal point is mentioned in theBill.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-It is in the
schedule.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Is it contemplated tobring the line within half-a-mile of the·
township?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).- Yes.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I am sorry that the
Railways Standing Committee have departed
from their previous proposal, because it is.
inimical to the best interests of that district
if they want. to connect with Marnoo. I can
see that the proposition is that a rail way is.
to be made to St. Arnaud, and I Ct1.11 see that
a eini~ter influence has obtained this. '!hata
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Iproposal has already been investigated by the
Committee, and 1 accompanied them on the
tour when the evidence was taken.
The
whole thing was a sham. About a handful
of people turned up, and the opinion of the
Cvmmittee on that occasion was that there
was nothing to warrant any connexion with
St. Arnaud. If the line is to be carried
within half-a-mile of Navarre it will be done
to make it possible to bave a connexion with
St. Arnaud at some fllture time. There is
only about one building at Navarre, and it is
not really a township.
~olne people have
bought land there expecting that there will
be a township when the railway is made.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens). - This
Bill does not commit us to take the line
within half a-mile of the township.
e may,
.after full investigation, take it there.
The
Bill merely gi ves the power. It does not fix
the terminus, which has to be considered by
the Board of Land and Works.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I know that my remarks will gi ve oUence to some people in my
district.
Mr. J. W. BlI.LSON (Fitzroy).-Have the
Government determined to take the line into
Navarre?
Mr. A. A. BII~I.SON (Ol.lens).-"Ve have
simply taken power to do so if, after investigation, we think it desirable_
~1r. l'OUl'CHER.-I am speaking in the
best interests of the country.
If allY connexion ought to be made it should be made
from Mamoo to the terminus in the Bill.
The connexion with St. Arnaud, however,
is impraeticable, and would certainly prove
quite unprofitable.
The motion was agr~ed to.
'rhe Bill- was then read a second time, and
eommitted.
Clauses 1 to 4 were agreed to.
Clause 5 (Limit of expenditure).
Mr. A. A. HILLSON (Ovens-Minister
of Railways).-Sub-clause (3) of this clause
reads as follows : -

"T

The prices to be paid to workmen in the conatruction of the line shall, upon the average, be
-equal to a wage of 8s. per day of eight hours.

I moveThat "88." be omitted, and "8s. 6d." sub-.stituted.

The amelldment WIlR agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
The remaining clauses and the schedule
were agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House with
-an amendment, and the amendment was
:adopted. .
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On the motion of Mr. A. A. BILLSON
(Ovens-Minister of Rail ways), the Bill was
then read a third time.
Mr. TOUTCHER. - May I, by leave,
thank the Government for the passage of this
Bill? It will afford many conveniences to
the settlers in the district to be served by the
line. 1 desire to thank the Minister of Hailways especially. That honoraLle gentleman
gave a promise to me at the end of lasli session
that early in the llew Parliament he would
introduce this Bill, and endeavour to have it
passed. He is as good as his word, and I
thank him for it. I thank him also for
having made the concession with regard to
the wages of those who are to be employed
in the construction of the line.
The Bill was ordered to be transmitted to
the Legislative Council.
RAIL'YAY LOAN APPLICATION
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from December
13) on the motion of Mr. Watt (Treasurer)
for the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-In considering one of
the most important Bills that were diecussed
this evening, I expressed the opinion that the
pace was being forced too much. If anything were needed to con vince one of the
danger of the policy that is being pursued
by the Government, I think a measure of
this kind would supply it. The Government
appear to be trying to cram into a little
over two weeke work that should occupy
us for as many months.
I am afraid
that the legislation
we are passing
at such a pace will exhibit the same
characteristics
as
hurried
legislat.ion
has exhibited
on previous occasions.
In the last session of Parliament, we voted
large sums of money in connexion with the
railways. Un that occasion the Government
afforded honorable members a reasonable
time for deliberation, and for the making of
necessary inquiries. The I1Inount asked by
the Government was recommended by the
Rail ways Commissioners, apparently after
due deliberation and a full examination into
the possibilities and requiremeuts of the great
Department over which they preside, and I
think the I-louse was justified in coming to
the conclusion that the money was Bufficient
for the purpose indicated. The Treasurer,
however, in introducing the present measure,
admitted that he was departing from the
usual procedure, in coming down with a proposal for the expenditure of another £300,000,
practically as an afterthought. This seems
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to indicate an important departure in the
policy of the Commissioners or of the
Department in one or t.wo directions. 1 t
either demonstrates that the first proposals
submitted by the Government to the House
on behalf of the Railways Cummissioners
were immature and incomplete, or else it demonstrates that the Commissioners were exercising an undue amount of caution. One of
the worst features of the present proposal is
that while the Government ar6 asking for
.£300,000, we know that if we adopt the policy
which is the corollary of granting this money
1\'e are committing the country to an expenditure of something like £900,000. In
other words, we are asked practically to vote
nearly £1,000,000 in addition to what was
Toted last session. In my opinion snch a proposal should make the House pause and consider whether the Commissioners have not the
boom microbe in their brain, and are starling
out on boom expenditure which we as custodians of the public purse should be ca.reful
does no~ take place.
When we realize the
il11portant part which the railway revenue
plays in the finances of this communit.y wemust
see the necessity of exercising care and of
seeing that the liabilities and responsibilities
of the Department are not so increased that
in the future, if the glowing anticipations put
forward by the Commissioners are not
realized, we may not be led into serious difficulties. If, on the other hand, the necessity
for this expenditUle does exist, if it be absolutely essential for the proper equipment of
our railways, and if the Commissioners are
going to make proper provision, year after
year, to obtain engines to replace those that
are going out of use, then it indicates clearly
that the policy that was pursued in the
past, under the chairmanship and policy of
Mr. (now Sir Thomas) Tait, has not been
of the great advantage to this State that we
were led to believe. In anot her respect there
is a very material departure so far as the
method of constructing these engines is
1J0ncerned.
To-night a return was pres.ented to the House by the Minister of
Rail ways showing the cost of the various
classes of engines that are proposed
to
be l)Jnstructed if
this Bill
be
passed. The DD engines, - under certain
circumstances, were to cost £3,000 odd, and
the other engines something like the sameamount; but according to the Treasurer's
statement it is now anticipated that in the
future these engines are going to cost upwards of .£4,000. I think we should have
an explanation from the Commissioners as to
,why they anticipate that the cost of these
Mr. Elmslie.

engines is going to be increased by llearl.y
£l~OOO apiece.
Under the proposals of the
bovernment, the Newport workshops, whereOUf ellgine~ have been constructed in recent
years, are not to be avn.iled of up to anything:
like their capacity in turning out theseengines. In the memorandum furnished t<>
us last week, the Commissioners recommendThat thirty locomotives be constructed at New·port during each of the three years commencing,
say ~ 1st March next.

Seeing that these engines can be, and should
be, constructed much more cheaply than theestimate presented to us by the Treasnrerin cOl'!nexion wit h thib Bill, I want to knowhow it is that we are not going to avail ourselves of that great establishment at ~ew
port so as to save a considerable sum to thecountry. I am informed that, with OUf'
present appliances at Newport, the workshops are able to turnout one engine ful1y
completed every week, but under the proposals of this Bil1 Wf.1 are not going to take
full advantage of those workshops and makea saving thereby, yet it will only be possible
by other means to obtain one engine every
two weeks.
The Commissioners furtherrecommendThat tenders be in vited in Victoria for thesupply of sixty setg of parts, including boilers,
tenders, and engine bogies, to be delivered at the.rate of twenty sets per annum, from the date of
signing the contract, say, 1st March next_

Now, if there be an expensive way of
manufacturing anything, I think it is
the system -proposed by the Government.
to be adopted
in this case.
Fancy
calling for tenders in half·a-dozen different
places for parts of engines which have to beput together afterwards somewhere else.
Perhaps that is the reason why the engines:
are going to cost considerably more than they
have been costing in the past. I should lik&
to know also, after having secured tellders
for the manufacture of these parts in the
various workshops of the State, where it is.
proposed to have them assembled? It seems
to me a proposal to subsidize indirectly, and
at considerable cost to the taxpayer, a.
number of tin pot manufacturers who will
be brought into existence for the manufacture of these particular parts of engines-.
Then again, we find that tenders are to be
invited in the Commonwealth for the supply
of twenty 10comotives, in lots of five, to be
de1ivered in twelve months from the date
of tendering, which would probably bethe 1st of March next. I have no objection.
to tenders being called for in the Common-
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wealth for the construction of these engines.
I am sufficiently an Australian to be satisned if the wants of Australia are supplied
within the Commonwealth. But if we want
to secure efficient and properly constructed
<engines; if we want to get the best that
we can for our money, it certainly seems to
me that the Government are proceeding in
.a very peculiar manner. In the first place,
they do not fully utilize the power of manufacturing engines which they have at the
Newport workshops, and by that means
they do not secure to the Government the
manufacture of engines at a cheaper rate
than they could be manufactured for out:side. The Government adopt the policy
of bolstering up private enterprise as against
the State. They propose to cut up at
considerable expense the manufacture of
these engines at various workshops, and it
:seems to me that engines or anything else
~onstructed under that system of manufacture
will inevitably lead to a lot of trouble, while
the cost of construction will be altogether
()ut of proportion as compared with the
~ost of construction in the Government
workshops. I think it would be a good
thing, in calling for tenders in the Commonwealth, if we were to give the manufacturers in the Commonwealth a greater
opportunity than we are proposing in
this direction, thereby stimulating healthy
rivalry and competition between manufacturers in the various States. It was
maintained in this House for a considerable
time that we were not able to manufacture
engines cheaper at Newport tha.n they
(lould be supplied for by private enterprise,
but we have not only proved that this is
the case, but we have the knowledge that
the railway authorities in New South Wales,
in spite of a lot of opposition, have been
following the example of Victoria, and
that the Government there are manufacturing engines for their own requirements.
Then we come to another peculiar method
in which the Government are calling for
tenders, namely, that tenders are to be
invited in Victoria for the supply of twenty
locomotives, in lots of five, to be delivered
in two years from the date of tendering, which
will probably be the 1st of March, and also
for further lots in three years. Here again,
we have another extraordinary peculiarity.
We say, practically, in paragraph (d) that
·there are manufacturers in Victoria who
.are able to tender for the manufacture of
these engines, and if that be so-if we have
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sufficient enterprise among our manufacturers in Victoria to establish workshops
for the manufacture of railway engines,
as we had previously-I feel that we are
adopting a wrong policy altogether when
we are calling for the manufacture of engines
in parts, as it is proposed to do under paragraph (0). But, after all, the point that
strikes me most forcibly is that this is a
deliberate departure on the part of the
Government. I feel that it is the policy
of the Government rather than the policy
of the Commissioners; that it is at the
expense of the taxpayers of this State, and
at the expense of not fully availing ourselves of our splendid establishment at
Newport, that the Government proposes
to subsidize manufacturers in the State.
I do not believe in that policy. I think
the Commissioners should have seen the
necessity for the manufacture of more
locomotives and have met it by extending
the workshops at Newport, so that those
workshops might be able practically to
manufacture for all the requirements of
the State. A further complaint which I have
to make is this-Honorable members are
aware that the Government, under the plea
of urgency, sent abroad for forty locomotives,
and at the same time, if what I
am told is correct, they were not availing
themselves of the opportunity which they
had of manufacturing in our own Stat~.
The late Chairman of the Railways Commissioners, when going away, was congratulated as being the most wonderful man
we had ever had in connexion with the
management of our railways. Yet this
was the gentleman who allowed the railway
system to get into such a position, and he
did so through his endeavour to demonstrate
that it was a paying concern. In my
opinion, he did not realize his responsibilities
and his duties to this State. I think this
gentleman, in view of the large salary which
we paid him, ought to have given us a better
service, by starting the manufacture of
those engines long ago. However, I am
not convinced yet that there is a necessity
for the expenditure of this money. The <
assumption is that the seasons which we
have known in the past are gQing to continue, and, of course, it is our earnest hope
that they will do so, but, nevertheless, I
think this estimate is a "boom" estimate.
Its basis is too high, and I believe it."is an
indication that we are embarking on a
" boom" system of railway management
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and railway expenditure. I beHeve there
would be nothing lost if we were to' hold
this proposal over until next season. When
the Government came down and obtained
authority from this House for the expenditure of £1,107,000 for the equipment of our
railways, I think that ought to have been
the last word on the subject for this particular year at any rate, with regard to
asking for money in this connexion. It
certainly seems an extraordinary thing,
and one which I cannot understand, and
which has not been explained, why, after
having the fullest opportunity of obtaining
information, and with men who are supposed
to be experts in management and equipment on our railways, it should suddenly
be discovered that they require another
£300,000. It must also be remembered
that if this £300,000 be passed, it will commit us to an expenditure of about £900,000
altogether, or practically a million of money.
This certainly seems too large a sum of
money to have escaped the attention of
those who are supposed to be responsible
for giving advice to this House with regard
to the proper furnishing of our railways.
I think the Government are ill-advised, and
are acting unfairly to the House in bringing
forward this proposal in the present session.
In this session of a few weeks, we have had
legislation of the greatest importance forced
upon us, and we have been called upon to
pass measures entailing the expenditure
of some millions of money. It is impossible
for representatives in this Chamber, with
the limited time at their disposal, to make
the necessary inquiries with regard to all
this expenditure, and so be able to free their
consciences when voting for such proposals.
As far as I am concerned, at any rate, I
cannot agree to the proposals of the Government, because I do not sufficiently understand them, nor do I believe that any
other honorable member fully realizes
the procedure which has been adopted by
the Commissioners in this connexion. Under
these circumstances I think the House would
be doing right in asking that this matter
Bhould be postponed. If it is of such vast
importance, and if it is necessary that
authority should be given to the Commissioners at an early date, then it is a
fair and legitimate request that the Government should ask the House to meet at the
end of January or the beginning of February,
when the matter could be dealt with before
it was too late. For my part, I refuse
Mr. ElmsZie.
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to accept any responsibility in connexioll
with this matter. I think we ought to beextremely careful in watching the finances
of the country, and the expenditure of loan
money, as well as the expenditure of revenue ..
Honorable members have had two or three
weeks' time to consider intelligently expenditure to the extent of about £14,OOO,OOO~
That is improper, and Parliament should not
pass hastily such large sums of money, asthe votes must necessarily be passed without.
proper examination. Serious blunders will
occur if such a system is adopted in
future. I want to enter my protest against.
that being done, because I believe that it
will lead to the old system which obtained
in Victoria, and under which money has been
spent in all directions without proper examination of the purposes to which it was.
devoted, and the taxpayers have had to
pay a bitter price as the result. I regret.
the Government will not give us more time
for consideration. If they want to fulfil
their obligations to the country they could
abandon this proposal in the meantime, and.
bring Parliament together. early in the new
year to deal with it.
Mr. McLEOD.-I must confess that I am
rather surprised at the remarks of thehonorable member for Albert Park, because,.
previously, the accusation honorable members on the Opposition side of the Housebrought against the Railways Commissioners
was that they lacked foresight, and made no
provision for the future. At that time the
Department could not get away the farmers"
crops which were at the railway platforms,.
and the lambs were left until they became
sheep and lost their immediate value for
freezing purposes. If we are going to
develop the primary industries of the State,
surely we should bear the lesson of the past
in mind, so that we may not err in the same
way in the future. The Railways Commissioners are now going to make provision to
insure that that sort of thine! will not occur
again. The charge of the Opposition on the
last occasion was that, through want of
foresight, and through not providing theengines that were needed, this material had
to be obtained from outside of Australia.
It is doubtful if even the engines now being'
obtained will give sufficient additional rollingstock to enable the crops to be properly dealt.
with if they turn out better than was
anticipated. The Government and the Commissioners would have been wanting in their
duty if they had not stated that they would
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-.give an opportunity to the manufacturers of
.:the State and the Commonwealth to provide
for the future requirements of the Department. It was a mistake to allow the private
:shops to be shut down and all the work to
,be concentrated in one place, which was
unable to cope with the demand when the
increased demand set in. We are endea vour,ing by every means in our power to encourage
:settlement on the land, and this policy will
.result in increased production in crops and
increased production in lambs and other
produce. Does it not follow, therefore, that
it is our duty to look ahead, and provide
for the requirements that will arise? The
-extension of settlement means more people
on the land, more production from the soil,
.and a larger number of people for the railways
to carry. The railways, therefore, should be
up-to-date, and be made equal to carrying
-the produce of the country, so that the
'farmers' crops would not be allowed to rot
as was the case in the past. What is now
proposed will result in encouraging our
native industries, and our own products.
Manufacturers who had ceased endeavouring
to construct locomotives are now constructing trucks. What is proposed will give them
,encouragement to provide the necessary
machinery and appliances to turn out these
things in future, so that if a time of stress
arises the Department will not have to depend
solely on its own works. I thoroughly agree
with the policy laid down, because, if we
:are going to increase railway traffic, and
have increased products, it is essential that
the means should be provided for bringing
the produce to market. For that reason
I am rather surprised at the tone of the
honorable member for Albert Park. I think
that what the Government are doing shows
tha t they are taking lessons from the past,
that they are profiting by the criticisms to
which they were subjected on previous
c()ccasions, and that they are taking to heart
the assaults that were made on them by the
honorable members of the Opposition side
of the House for want of trucks to carry
the farmers' produce to market. There
-could be no better proof of receptivity on the
part of the Railways Commissioners; but
now, when they are looking forward to the
requirements of the immediate future,
there is a complaint from the Opposition
that they are plunging the country into
extravagance. What are we doing all
the time? 'Ve are increasing the cost of
material?
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Mr. ELMsLIE.-This return states that they
have provided for all this increase.
Mr. McLEOD.-Then the estimate provides for the increased cost. Honorable
members in the Federal Parliament of the
same political views as those on the Opposition side of the House increase the cost of
the raw material of these manufactures by
the duties they impose, and here we are in
this Parliament increasing the. cost of labour .
I cannot see the sincerity of criticism of the
kind we have been hearing when we must
recognise that the Minister and the Railways
Commissioners are endeavouring to profLt by
the lessons of the past, and have decided not
to have any shortcomings in the future.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-It is just as sincere as the
honorable member's criticism.
Mr. McLEOD.-Possibly it may be, but
when the Opposition complain that this is
an attempt to plunge the country into
extravagant expenditure I cannot see the
sincerity of their criticism. This proposal
is intended to do what those same honorable
members formerly complained it was the
duty of the Government to do, but which
they said had been neglected. I feel bound
to support the proposal as a wise and prudent
one, to enable these manufacturers to assist
the Government in providing the requisite
material. By this means we shall develop
our manufactures. and enable these people
to provide the necessary appliances for the
railways, and so save our going outside the
State in future.
Mr. HAMPSON.-Before the question is
put, I should like to say a word or two in
reference to the statements of the honomble
member who has just spoken about the
enormous increase in production that he
says has taken place. The Government
have been charged with not making proper
provision for this production in the past,
so the honorable member states, and now
he attacks the acting Leader of the Opposition because the latter states that the
Government are going too far in this direction. A study of some 'of the statistics of
production in this State does not bear out
the remarks of the honorable member for
Daylesford with regard to the enormo\lS
increase said to have taken place. If I was
satisfied that production was going ahead
by leaps and bounds, then I would admit
there was something to justify what the
Government propose.
Mr. McLEoD.-The honorable member is
satisfied in his own mind that the production
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is there, and that the produce cannot be
got to market.
Mr. HAMPSON.-If the statistics showed
that production was going up by leaps and
bounds there might be some justification
for these enormous sums being expended
on railway construction and railway facilities.
Of the total production from land, 57 per
cent. is from wheat and 23 per cent. from
hay. In 1900, the acreage under cultivation was 3,114,132, and up to 1909-10 the
area under crop had only increased to
3,658,000 acre's, so that in 10 years the
increase was only 500,000 acres.
Mr~ McLEoD.-But what has been the
increase in production from that area?
Land which formerly gave only two bags
of wheat is now giving four or five.
Mr. HAMPSON.-Wheat is fairly typical
of other products of the soil. The total
area under wheat last year was greater than
the area this year by 77,089 acres. In
1900-1, the wheat produced was 17,847,321
bushels, and it goes on varying from
12,000,000 bushels in the following year to
2,000,000 bushels in the year of the drought.
The next year, it was 28,000,000 bushels,
and in succeeding years it was 21,000,000
bushels, 23,000,000 bushels, 22,000,000
bushels, 12,000,000 bushels, 23,000,000
bushels, 28,000,000, bushels, and 34,000,000
bushels, the produce of last year. It is
estimated that there will be 26,000,000
bushels this year. Therefore, the production from the land is not showing the enormous increase which is seen in the expenditure on railway facilities.
Mr. FARRER.-Whatabout the coal mine?
. Mr. HAMPSON.-That is the only substantial argument and valid reason why
there should be a large increase in these
railway facilities, but with regard to the
generaLproduction from the soil there is no
justification for it from the statistics. This
year the Manee will average only 8 bushels
per acre. In ,1903-4 the railway mileage
was 3,371, while in 1909-10 the length of
railway being worked was 3,441 miles, so
that there were last year only 70 miles extra
of railways to work., The increase in the
railway traffic is on account of prosperous
years, and largely on account of the incteased
passenger traffic. It does not come' from
extra production from the area cultivated.
Mr. A. A. BILLS ON (Ovens}.-Don't you
realize the general improvement in the
wh01 e traffic? There is the goods traffic
into the country as well.
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Mr. HAMPSON.-While you have prosperous seasons, you are bound to have an
increased traffic on the railways in products.
from the soil, and also on account of the.
extra consumption which that increase ill
production causes.
Mr. A. A. BILLS ON (Ovens).-The honorable
member has confined the whole of his.
argument to production.
Mr. HAMPSON.-That is the basis on
which our prosperity rests. If you could
show a rapid extension of the land under
cultivation, then I could understand the
proposals for such large increase in
expenditure.
We have had two or
three good seasons, but next season we
may return to something like normal activity ~
I think the Government are going too far.
The amount is such as should give us pause
at the present time. While you are spending
so much on construction you have to send
out of the State to get some of this work
done. After the first forty engines have,
been supplied, the whole of the work should
be done in Victoria. If the whole of the
work could not be done at Newport, why
should not some of it be done in large
country centres? It seems that the Government have been against construction
at Newport; but, if the prosperity of the
State continues, why should not the workshops at Newport be extended also, so that
the Government should not have to depend
on private enterprise or go outside?
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time and
passed through its remaining stages.
VICTORIAN MANGANESE MINES IRON
AND STEEL COMPANY'S RAILWAY
ACT 1911 AMENDMENT BILL.
On the Order of the Day for the second
reading of this Bill,
The SPE4,KER said-In my opinion, this
is a private Bill.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney-Minister 01
Lands}.-I moveThat all the private Bill standing orders be dig;.
pensed with and this Bill be treated as a. public Bill.

.The motion was agreed to.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney-Minister of
Lands) moved the second reading of the BilL
He said-Last session it was not recognised
that the termination of the railway lease
of the company would be concurrent with
that of the mineral lease. The mineral
lease is for a period of ten years, and there
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is no provision for the renewal of the railway
lease. If the Act were to remain as it is,
the whole of the rolling-stock and plant and
everything in conllexion with the railway
would revert to the Board of Land and
Works at the expiration of the mineral
lease at the end of ten years. That was
never contemplated. Therefore, this amendment of the Act is proposed. Of course, no
one could float a company with a ten years'
tenure. The position was not noted until
the Crown Solicitor went into the facts in
connexion with the preparation of the lease.
In this Bill we ask that the termination of
the mineral lease shall not in any way interfere with the railway. We propose to give
a lease of the railway for forty years. That
would enable the present mineral lease
to expire, and to be twice renewed for
fifteen years. . In connexion with the
mineral lease, it is provided that they must
not own less than 150 acres. Of course,
the Crown is protected in every respect, as
at any time it may take the railway over
irrespective of whether the mineral lease
has terminated' or not. The following
particulars have been supplied to me with
regard to the measure :In connexion with the proposed railway lease
to the company, under section 4 of the Victorian
Manganese Mines Iron and Steel Company's Railway Act 1911 of certain Crown lands, the Minister
has been advised by the Crown Solicitor that such
railway lease can only be concurrent with the
mineral leases (Nos. 2436 and 2457) now held by
the company.
The proposed railway lease would, therefore, if
issued, expire on the 23rd September, 1921 (i.e.,
the date on which such mineral leases will expire)
no matter what term may be stated in the proposed railway lease and, on its expiration, or
sooner determination, all the improvements on
the land comprised therein would become the
property of the Board of Land and Works.
The Mines Act 1904, section 16, provides for 3.
renewal of mineral leases, but there is no provision
in the Victorian Manganese Mines Iron and Steel
Company's Railway Act 1911 for either the renewal
of the proposed railway lease or the issue of a. new
railway lease in lieu or on expiration thereof.
As Parliament never intended that the term
of the proposed railway lease should be limited
to about ten years, and that, on expiration thereof
a.ll the estate, right, title, and interest of the company in the lands, works, and buildings should
absolutely vest in the Board of Land and Works,
a.nd as it is proposed to issue to the company a.
railway lease for a term of forty years, it is necessary
to amend the Act in order to provide for the dura·
tion of such lease, unless the company shall not,
during the currency thereof, continue to hold
under mineral leases or a consolidated mineral
lease at least 150 acres of Crown land in the vicinity,
or unless the company shall fail to fulfil any of
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the other conditions imposed by the Act or the
proposed railway lease.
The Bill will in no way entitle the company to
a renewal of the proposed railway lease, and on
its expiration or sooner determination, all the
estate, right, title, and interest of the company
in the lands, works, and buildings will absolutely
vest in the Board of Land and Works.

It is one of those oversights which creep
into an Act of Parliament, and I feel sure
that the House will agree to the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
committed.'
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2At the end of paragraph (d) of sub-section (1)
of section fifteen of the principal Act there shall
be inserted the following words :-" Provided that
in this paragraph the expression 'the said mineral
leases' shall include any lease or leases granted
pursuant to the said Acts to the company or its
permitted assigns in respect (whether in whole or
in part) of the -land comprised in the said mineral
leases or of any area in the vicinity of such land
permitted by the Governor in Council to be added
to or substituted for such land or any part thereof;
and
Provided further that any surrender or determination pursuant to the said Acts for the
purposes only
(i.) of any renewal or renewals of any lease or
leases or of the granting of any new lease or
leases or of the consolidation of any leases, or
(ii.) of any transfer or abandonment with the
consent of the Governor in Council of any land
(whether included in the said mineral leases
or in any such added or substituted area.)
which transfer or abandonment will not
operate so as to reduce below 150 acres the
total extent of such land held by the company
or its permitted assigns
shall not be taken to be a surrender, forfeiture,
avoidance, or determination within the meaning
of this 8U b-section."

Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-This
amendment is rushed on us rather hurriedly,
and the result is that it is extremely difficult
to read it in conjunction with the Act. For
instance, there is no mention in the amendment of the railway portion of the Act at
all. Everything in the clause refers :to the
land.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-This is an
amendment of section 15 of the Act.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Section
15 provides that if(a) The company does not within six months after
the date of the lease to be granted to the company
under this Act by the Governor in Council, proceed with the construction of the railway to thr
satisfaction of the Board and does not.so continue
with such construction; or
(b) If the company does not within two yearr
after the commencement of this Act cOlI~plete BU?l.
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portion of the railway as the Board may require to
be so completed; or
(0) If the company, for the space of twelve

months ceases to use the railway for purposes of
traffic; or
(d) If for any reason the said mineral leases are,
pursuant to the Mines Act, surrendered, forfeited,
avoided, or determined.

How can we read into this amendment any
reference to the present railway lease or a
renewal or continuation of that lease?
That remains to be explained. Section 15
refers only to lands held under leas~, but
this addition does not touch the raIlway.
The Minister said that this was for the purpose of granting the company a possible
renewal by the Government.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney-Minister
of Lands).-What I said was that this
provided tha~ the railwa:y lease should not
terminate wIth the mmeral lease. It
provides that any extension
~enewal
.of a mineral lease shall not preJudice the
railway lease.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-They may
give up the mineral lease without the
railway.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-There is
no possible renewal of the railway lease in
the Act unless there is of the mineral lease.
1£ we had not this provision the railway
lease would determine with the mineral
lease. This provides that the mineral lease
may be renewed without any prejudice ~
the continuity of the raihvay lease. I adm~t
that it is an involved amendment, but It
was drafted by the Parliamentary Draftsman, who assures me that it covers what
I have explained.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
Minister has an assurance from the Parliamentary Draftsman that this amendment accomplishes all. he desires, a?-d I
understand him to deSIre that the mmeral
lease shall not prejudice the railway leasethat the determination of the mineral lease
shall not prejudice the railway lease. .
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Bodney).-That IS so.
They shall hold a lease of not under 150
acres.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
Minister says that the one lease shall not
prejudice the other. They may ~ease to
hold the mineral lease and contmue to
hold the railway lease.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-No.
It
provides that they must have 150 acres.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-There is
not a single reference in the amendment to
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the railway, and section 15 of the Act doel
not refer to it.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney, Minister of
Lands).-It will be seen on reading paragraph 2 that the company must hold a
mineral lease.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-But not a.
railway lease.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-The railway lease is independent of the mineral
lease. The determination of the mineral
lease is not the determination of the railway
lease.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
Minister makes a clear explanation in telling
us what his desire is, but I cannot see that
the amendment accomplishes what he desires.
He cannot find it in the amendment, and he
cannot expect honorable members to find it.
Mr. McLEOD.-I think this matter has
become rather tangled. Section 15 of the
Act provides reasons for which the lease
of the railway can be forfeited. One condition is that, if for any reason the mineral
leases are, pursuant to the Mines Act,
surrendered, forfeited, voided, or determined. When a mineral lease expires it
must be surrendered to enable a new lease
to be got. If you want to consolidate your
leases you have to surrender other leases to
enable them to be consolidated. If for any
cause the company find it necessary to
surrender one lease that surrender would
cause the forfeiture of the railway lease,
and that is what it is desi~ed to avoid. A
company may take up a lease of 400 or 500
acres and find that a portion of the area is
unprofitable, and they surrender a portion
of it. If this company surrender a portion
of their lease, so long as they do not reduce
the area below 150 acres, the railway lease
will hold good. According to the Act the
moment they surrendered one of their leases
to get a consolidation or make an exchange
then the railway lease would expire.
whereas their operations may require them
to concentrate their efforts upon one lease.
But if they did that under the Act as it
stands, they would forfeit their railway
lease. The object is. to provide that the
railway leases shall be concurrent with the
mineral leases. At the present time the
company could not deal with the mineral
leases at all. They could not surrender them
for any purpose whatsoever. Also, at the
end of the fifteen years' period, when their
mineral leases expire, their railway lease
would expire.
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Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-The mineral
leases have been running five years.
Mr. McLEOD.-Then in ten years' time
they will expire, and the railway lease would
expire at the same time. I can see at once,
from my knowledge of the mining law,
what the clause is intended to cover. Whatever these people do with their leases, so
long as they keep 150 ac~es of their leases
working, they do not lose their railway
lease. If they have to surrender their
mineral leases for any purpose they do not
have to surrender their railway lease. The
object of the clause is now quite clear to me.
Mr. SOLLY.-There seems to be some
doubt about this clause. The Minister of
Lands made a statement which the honorable
member for Fitzroy disputed. The honorable member for Daylesford has stated that
he understands the whole position, and is
perfectly satisfied. Other honorable members are in doubt as to how the clause will
operate, and, as we have ten years in which
to make any alteration-Mr. McLEoD.-The people who are to find
the capital will not finance the business
unless they have a clear title. That is the
trouble.
Mr. SOLLY.-I do not feel inclined to
record my vote when such a difference of
opinion exists. The Minister was not quite
clear about the position.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-I told
honorable members that the idea was not to
allow the determination of the mineral
leases to determine the railway lease.
Mr. SOLLY.-Is it wise to rush through
legislation when we are not sure what it
provides?
Mr. ELMSLIE.-The principal Act was
nIshed through.
Mr. SOLLY.-Yes, and now, about a
month afterwards, the legal advisers of the
Government find that it wants amending.
I ask the Minister to withdraw the Bill for
the time being.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-That would
do an injustice to the company.
Mr. SOLLY.-I do not want to do an
injustice to the company.
Mr. GRAY.-The honorable member for
Fitzroy is satisfied now.
Mr. SOLLY.-If the honorable member
for Fitzrov is satisfied I am content.
Mr. EL~sLIE.-I am not.
Mr. SOLLY.-I think we are justified in
asking the Minister to hang the Bill up for
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further consideration. Legislation has been
rushed through in the dying hours of the
session and we have afterwards regretted it.
I think the Mini~ter is asking a little too
much of honorable members. We were told
that the Bill is to do something which was
intended in the principal Act. The honorable member for Fitzroy, after reading the
provisions of the principal Act, said the
clause is as clear as mud to him. All we on
this (the Opposition) side of the House can
do is to enter our protest.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Iam
sorry that the Minister did not understand
the amendments of the Act which he brought
'forward. That was not my fault.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-I thought I
explained them clearly.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I am
afraid not. I find now that the amendments
simply remedy the forfeiture clauses, and
indirectly protect the railway lease undercertain circumstances and conditions. The'
drafting is very ambiguous, but I see now'
that it is likely to accomplish the intention.
of the Minister.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I rise to complain of the
treatment meted out to me by the Government. There was an understanding
that we would be allowed to catch our last
trains, but we cannot now do so. I have
entered into other agreements, but I now
consider that I am absolved from carrying
out those agreements.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of Mr. H. McKENZIE
(Rodney-Minister of Lands), the Bill was
then read a third time.
The House adjourned at twenty minutes to
midnight.

LEGISLATIVE
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Wednesday, December 20, 1911.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twentyfour minutes past three o'clock p.m., and
read the prayer.
COUNTY COURT AT BALLARAT,
The Hon. F. BRA WN asked the AttorneyGene:r:al'
1. Is he aware that three cases had to he held
over at the last sitting of the County Court held in
Balla.rat?
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2. vVill the Honorable the Attorney-General,
as promised, make such arrangemeuts as will make
it possible for litigants in this Oourt to get their
cases dealt with within reasonable time, and be
saved the expense of bringing wi~nesses day after
day, and then to find the case postponed, owing to
the Judge not having time to complete the list?
3. Will he state when he proposes to carry out
his promise to get the court premises at Ballarat
brought up to a proper state of repair?

the issue increased 3.bove that amount, the
Government were to maintain a pound for
pound reserve. At the present time the issue
had almost approached £10,000,000. The
banks were serionsly h.larmed at the alteration which the Commonwealth Goverumellt
proposed in practically issuing notes up to
£12,000,000 with a gold reserve of only 25
The Hon. J. D. BROWN (Attorney- per cent. It was proposed to do away with
General).-The following are the replies to the provision requiring that a full gold reserve should be held on all llutes issued
the honorable member's questions : above £7,uOO,OUO, and in that way a further
1. Yes.
2. I have, as promised, made arrangements to forced loan of £2,yOO,000 would be wrung
increase the number of County Courts and Courts from the public. Un 7th Decembp,r instant,
of General Se~sion\!'l to be held in Ballarat. Next the associated banks of Victoria wrote to the
year, eight County Courts and eight Courts of. Commonwealth Treasurer as follows:General :::le;;sions will be held. This year only six
such Courts were held.
3. As soon as money is available, which I have
reason to believe, will be very shortly.

GOLD RESRRVE FOR FEDERAL
PAPER ·CURRENCY.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT movedThat., in the opinion of this House, the proposals of the ~'ederal Government to diminish the
gold reserve held against the issue of Federal
paper curre/lcy is a repudiation of the agreement
made with the financial imtitntions and the commercial community of Australia, and is fraught
with most dangerous possibilities to the national
solvency of Australia. It is further of opllllOn
that the Government of the State should take
every a.vailable means to protect and maintain our
gold currency.
.

He said it would be within the memory of
honorable members that the Australian
~otes Act, No. 11, was assented to on
16th September, 1910, and proclaimed on
I st November of that year.
The Bank
Notes Tax Act, which was a complementary
measure, was proclaimed on· 1st July this
year, so that it had not more than six
months opportunity of showing how the
exchange and operations of currency were
a.ffected by the alteration which it made.
The circulation of State notes which was
eoufined to Queensland, was prohibited six
months after the coming into operation of
the Australian Notes Act, which was practiually coillcident with 1st July. The Act
provided that there shollld be an issue of
notes to the extent of £7,000,000 for which
the Federal ~overnment should maintain a
reserve in gold of 2.-) per cen t. The notes
were to be issued through the usnal banking
channels, and the banks were to pay
.gold for thol'le notes to the Federal
Governmentwhich was tJ utilize lhe clIrrency
for t he purposes of the Common weal t h. Above
.£7,000,000 the issue was. to be protected by
a sovereign for a note j In ot.her words, as

You will remember that, before the present Act
became law, the question WetS fully discussed by
yourself wit h representatives of the banks. and, as
the outcome of that (ilsoussion, you decided to propose to Parliament that all issues in excess of
£7,000,000 should be protected by a reserve of £1
for £1.
The effect of that proposal has not yet been
fully ascertained. From the published returns it
would appea.r that a total issue of £9,718,000 was
in existence on October 25 last. Of this SUIll
it is estimated tha.t notes amounting to abou1;
£3,662,00U are in t he hands of tbtl public, the hanks
holding upwards of £6,00U,000.
The purpose of the Government in holding a
reserve of £) for £1 beyond £7,000,000 was understood to be the protection of note holders, by
insuring payment in full in coin of all notes presented. If, however, the present fixed proportion
is altered, as now suggested, and the banks for
any reason found it necessary to materially reduce
the amoullt of their Commonwealtb notes, it would
seem that the reduced gold reserves would not
suffice to repay in full the notes held by the
banks.
The banks have freely given their assista.nce in
regard to the erilisbion of the hovernment note
issue. They hold, at the present time, upwards of
60 per cent. of the is!'lUe. It is, therefore, !l, matter
of considerable disi:lppointment and regret to them
to find that it is proposed to make a. cha.nge in tile
conditions which they ha.ve regarded as essential
both for their own protection and that of the
public at large.

Following hard upon that 'Jame protests by
t<>legraph from other States. The General
Mallager of the Bank of ~ ewSouth Wales.
telegraphed on December 8Banks with head offices in Sydney strongly
deprecate any alteration in the gold reserve to be hl'ld
against note issue of the Commonwealth Government as agreed after very full diseusbioll between
yourself and representa,tives of Australian Banks.
I would remind you thata very large proportion of
the notes outstanding are held oy the banks
themselves as part of their cash reserves .

The General Manager of the Western Australian Bank telegraphedRegretfully notice proposa.ls to reduce reservell
under notes.
Uonsider proposals extremely
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dangerous, and strongly urge upon Government
not to weaken present position.

The Manager of the Commercial Bank of
'l'asm·l.lli~ telegraphedMa.y we ask you to reconsider your decision
to reduce the reserve.s against the Commonwealth
note issue? Experience has shown tha.t such a
step wiHlead to trouble. Judging by our own experience, about seven-tenths of the notes issued
are held by the banks themselves.

The Genera.l Manager of the Bank of Adelaide
telegraphedVery strongly urge that no alteration be made
to reduce coin reserves against Australia.n notes.
Consider such action highly dangerous, and likely
to produce serious results should financial stress
occur.

Such were the protests in vet'y guarded language against what amounted to an attempt
at repudiation by the Commonwealth of an
agreement entered iuto with the banks. The
Chambers of Commerce of the different
States were also fully alive to the danger of
the situation. The President of the Sydney
Chamber of Commerce wrote to the Prime
Miuister as follows :The council of this chamber has had under consideration the Bill recently int.roduced into the
Commonwealth Parliament, having for its object
the reduction of the f:tatutory gold reserve agd.inst
the .Ifederal note issue, and it wa.s resolved to protest in the most emphatic manner against any
tampering with tpe original Act. It c~rcainly will
look bad in the eyes of the fina.ncial world when it
becomes fully known and realized what is bdng
done.
To one who, like myself, has seen .the effect of
large issues of State paper money without a
sufficient gold backing, your fresh proposals are
looked upon as in the hightst degree undesirable.
The currency of the country should be protected
beyond all possibility of risk, !Iond this can only be
done by erring, if at. all, on the cousen'ative side.

The secretary of the Adelaide Chamber of
Commerce protested as follows : I have the honour to inform you that this chamber
has under consideration the Hill to amend section
9 of the Australian Notes Act 1910, now before
Parliament, and by direction to state that the
council protests, ill the interests of the trade and
commerce of Australia, to the proposed reduction
of gold reserves against Australian notes.

•

These were the protests of most important
bodies, who were well qualified to understand
the position and the danger of this experimental legislation that was being initiated
by the Commollwealth Government without
proper advice, without full consideration, and
with practically no real kuowledge of the
result that was Hkely t.o ellsue to the commercia.l and finaucial stability of Australia,
by interfering in such a way with the currency, upon which the whole of our
transaotions in commerce and ind llst.ry practically depended. As regarded the reserves
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that used to be held aga.inst the issue of
notes in Australia before this Currency Act
practically prohibited the issue of notes by
the banks, the statistics were significant. In
1910 the total issue of notes by the banks in
Australia amounted to £3,748,482. Against
that the united banks of AU8tralia held in
coin and bullion £30,149,628. The returns
of the Bank of England on 15th December,
as published in the A7',qUS, showed the
reserve against notes which the authoritielS
of that bank considered necessary in that
great country, with its exchanges favorably
situated and where gold could be readily and
ea.sily obtained in the event of a fin:-ll1cial
crisis. That was not the case in Australia, and
if a desperate crisis did take place here the
banks could not possibly meet it as rapidly as
could be done by the banking institutions of
the Old Country. On 15th December the
Bank of England had issued notes to the
amount of £:)3,449,000, and against that it
held in coin and bullion £34,999,000. The
Commonwealth Government at about the
same date had issued notes to the amount
of £9,718,000, against which they held
£4,468,000 in gold.
Uuder the Act
now proposed, however, they would be
req nired to h,old against that note issue
only £2,429,000.
Compared with the
Australian banks in the past, or with
the margin of safet.y which the Balik
of England thought necessary, the Fedeml
Government was greatly exceeding what was
evidently held by the best authorities to be
the bounds of safety. When he was speak.
ing on the Address.in-Reply he poiuted ont
that Gresham's law must prevail, and that
bad money, which he took to iuclude paper
money, as compared with gold, must drive
good money out of the country.
l.'he
figures seemed to show that thiR was already
taking place in Australia to an extent which probably few people realized.
His attention had been called to the
fact that ona ship alone, the Moldavia, left our shores on 14th December, carrying £770,000 in gold.
The
figures given in the Arg'u,s on the same
date showed that the export of gold from
Australia had increased from £3, 7 ~9,:ia2 in
1910to £10,286,905 in 191 I. Tllerefore. it
was quite evident that Gresham's law was
beginning to uperate here, although the new
currency had only been in operation for abont
six months. It might be said that this was
a gold-producing country, and that as we did
not require to llse the gold ourselves it mllst
find its market, but the tigure1S showed that
this did not account for the increase in the
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quantit.y of gold exported. Take New South importance of protecting the currency of this-.
WRIes, for instance. In 1910 the yield of State as they were to the ne(}essity of progold amounted in value to only £8U3,i30, tecting the depositors ill our Savings Banks.
whilst in the s;::t.me yea.r £1,171,707 worth of The history of other countries showed that the
gold was exported. In 1911, however, the depreciation of paper currency under certail1l
export of gold from New ~outh Wales conditions could be something extraordinary.
amounted to £3,067,280, alt.hough there At a certain period in the history of France, hewas practically the same production of gold believed that 3,000 francs in pUfJer [HOney
in 1911 as in 1910. In South Australia, had to be paid to purchase a cup of cotfee~
where the gold production was very small, the It was known that in the Argentine at oneyield in 1910 was valued at £50,973. In time 4 dollars in paper had to be paid for 1
1910 no gold was exported from South dollar in gold for any imports or anything'
Australia, but in 1911 the export purchased outside the country. It must beof gold amounted to .£400,000. J twas patent to most honorable members that thequite evident, therefore, that tl-)e issue and conditions that were being introduced musl}.
circulation of these notes was driving gold re-a.ct, not only on the people said to beout of the State to the danger of the stability wealthy, bnt with crushing force on the·
of the currency. In his ::lpeech on the workers of the State, if they were compelled
Address-in· Reply he referred to Professor to take the paper currency, which was depreciated by 1;) per cent. or more. 'fhe·
J evons' book.
The PRESIDENT.-The honorahle mem- depositors in the States Savings Bank or theber cannot refer to a debate in the same Commonwealth Savings Bank to be created,.
expected that their money would be paid tosession of Parliament.
them in the full value of good gold, but i~
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said that might be paid to them in notes, and they
iu. that case he would have to rf'peat his re- might thus lose half their savings in half-·
marks. Professor J evons, in his standard an-hour owing to depreciation.
work on Jloney, at page 322, saidThe Hon. H. B. REEs.-The Common-·
No Government can save those from trouble wealth would be insolvent.
who will make unlimited transa.ctions in gold withThe Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said than
out a sure prospect of finding the gold when
the nation would be iusol vent if we could!
wanted.
The rule that applied to an indivillllal applied not meet our contracts. The position of thealso to a Government if it overstepped the people in Melbourne with the seat of
bounds of safety in replacing the stalldard national Government here might be coniSRue of gold by paper, which was nominally sidered to be exceedingly fortunate in couconvertible, but which could easily become nexion with the Commonwealt.h note issue, forinconvertible under certain conditions. the Commonwealth contracted ~o pay theseProfessor J evons went on to say at page notes ill gold at the seat of Government. He·
would rehLte an episode that. occurred last
323Unless Government stocks be sent a.broa.d, their Monday when he was in Sydney, which was,
sale cannot possibly increase the stock of gold in the greatest city in Australia. One would
the country.
imagine that there would be no difficulty il1.o
A cash reserve ought to be Mmposed of CASH, negotiating Commonwealth notes in Sydlley•
..nd, a.lthough it may be very convenient to
bankers to use this word in a. loose and ambiguous A frIend of his who was going to .New'
ma.nner, it oU.l7ht not to mean, in spf'aking ot t.he Zealand went to one of the banks to obtaiB
ultimate reserves of the country, anything but gold gold for Commonwealth notes. Like many
coin or bullion.
other people, that gentleman thought that
It waR frequently urged by gentlemen .who the most convenient way to carry his money
professed to be authol'ities~ in connexion with was to carry it in Common wealth 11oteS,.
the party now in power in Federal politics, which he thought would be just as good iIll
that the credit of the country could do any- New Zealand as they were here. His friend
thing and everything, and that, while the ascertained that the New Zealand Governcredit of the country was behind this note ment charged 6d. exchange in the £1 on
issue, no harm could result; but the ex- Commonwealth notes, and that might makeperience of other countries did not entirely it an exeeedingly costly thing for a man toconfirm that view. He (Mr. Abbot.t.) did not convert his money into Commonwealth notes.
want to go into any further details, because when going to New Zealand.
he believed the House was fully alive to the
The £Ion. J. P. JONI<:s.-It was always so.
gravity of the situation, and that the GoThe HOIl. R. H. S. ABBUrT said it was
vernment were also as thoroughly alive to the understood that Mr. Fisher was going to-
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arrange reciprocity so that there would be no
exchange on the notes in Australia or New
Zealand. The paying teller in the bank in
Pitt-street, Sydney, was paying out largely,
.and his (Mr. Abbott's) friend handed in his
notes and asked for gold. The teller looked
.at them and said, "You want to get good
gold for YOUl' dirty notes." That was the
po!:!ition in regard to CommoL wealth notes in
ODe of the principal banks in the main street
-of Sydney.
The Hon. J. P. J ONES.-Was he sober?
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-"Vas it a
-desirable thing that the currency of the
Common wealth should be held in such
-esteem? The new Currencv Bill had not
Jet pas Red so that this occu~red under the
.existing Act which might be held to be
fairly safe.
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE.-The same
.applies to silver.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said that
the position wa.s worse, but we could not
-circulate an amount of silver that would
;seriously affect commerce, whilst the issue of
"£12,000,000 of Federal notes might have
the effect of bringing about a Federal crisis.
'The motion he submitted simply asked the
'Government to protect our gold currency in
whatever way they could. Up to the
present, the Government of this State had
llf)t even protested against the reduction of
the gold reserve held against the note issue
·of the Federal Government. He did Hot
,desire to go into details because it was not
wise to cause serions trouble if it could be
.avoided in connexion with our financial
;affairs. He simply wished the House to
emphasize the protest of the Chambers of
Commerce, and to bring under the notice of
the Government the serious state of affairs
~xisting, and which they might find some
meaus of alleviating. In conclusion, he
would quote a couplet from Pope's Moral
Essa:ljs, for it practIcally summed up the.
situation that mi!!ht exist in connexion
with the Currency Bill of the Commonwealth
Government-
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entering their protest against the Commonwealth note issue. He had lived the O'reater
part of his life in the country, and did not
profess to be an authority on finance, bllt
even to the man in the street this proposal of
the Commouwealth 'Government seemed to
be a terrible one, and, as might be imagined,
could very easily lead to a very serious crisis.
H anything the House could do would
strengthen the hands of the Government it
should be done.
The Hon. W. L .. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public VV orks) said he was afraid
that the motion, if carried, would not give
any directing force, but at the same time he
saw no reason why the HOllse should not
carry it. They were indebted to Mr. Abbott
for the information he had laid before them,
all of which he (Mr. Baillieu) appreciated
very much, except the episode at the Sydney
balik, which was a small and paltry affair .
He did llOt think the time had arrived for
anyone to say, "You are asking for our good
gold for your dirty notes." The fiO'ures
quoted by Mr. Abbott were illustrative ~f the
position in regard to the movements of gold
that were now taking place. He was sure it
would cause investigation to be m~de alona
very definite lines to ascertain if serious con~
seq uellces wue likely to follow frOtH the note
position as it now obtained in the Commonwealth. He was sure that the House and
the Government would only be too glad to do
whatever was possible to preserve the position, and he hoped the Bill that he would be
presenting to the House Jater on in connexion with the Savings Bank quest,ion
would convince honorable members that the
Government were doing all that was possible
in that regard. He confessed that he thouU'ht
O
the State was incapable of any action in
regard to the motion submitted by Mr.
Abbott. It would be a good thing if the
speech delivered by Mr. Abbott could have
been delivered in the Honse of Hepresentatives or the Senate, but no doubt
there were men there who would put
the position as put by
Mr. Abbott.
It w::\s a position that made one reflect. The
Blest paper credit, last and blest supply!
That lends corruption lighter wings to fly.
banking authorities agreed that in Australia
That was the position that might be brought we could create a Commonwealth Bank that
about by the Commonwealth Government would be a source of financial streng' h to
currency proposals, if they were carried as out- Australia, but they did not believe that the
lined in the newspapers and in accordance institution now being created could be any
with the statpments of the Prime Minister. source of strength \V hatever. They thought
rfhe Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said he was the Federal Government had missed the
glad that Mr. Abbott had brought thiij matter opportunity of their lives to cr€ate an inbefore the House in order that honorable stitution that might be a buffer to protect
members might do whatever they could to this country in the event of a financial crisis.
strengthen the hands of the Government in If A owed money to B, and B owed money
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to C, and the first started to pay, l'p.lief would
be given 8.11 along the line.
If we had a
bank like the Bank of England, or the Bank
of France, supported by a State guarantee,
it would be all institution that the whole
people could look IIp to. To haVf) sllch an
institntion as that holding aU the gold reserves
must be a safer position for A ustralia than
to have different illstitutiollS, each holding
its battalion of gold in its own coffers. If
the gold were centralized it would be better,
and every sovereign would find its way back
to the financial head, if it was such a head aR
confidence could be placed in. He did not
come prepared to speak on this subject, and
he could only say he felt very much indebted
to Mr. Abbott for the information given to
the House. He t::ould see no harm in passillg
the motion, and some good might come out
of it.
The motion was agreed to.
GOVER~MENT

COLD STORES.

. The Hon. H. SKINNER movedThat there be laid before this House a return
showing1. The number of freezing and storage chambers
provided for in the plans of. the .proposed ~ovel'll
ment Cold t;tores at the VlCtona Dock, WIth the
a.rea and cubic capacity of each chamber.
2. \Vhat proportion of the produce received at
the Government Cold Stores during the years ending !-lOth June, 1910 and 1911, was brought to the
Stores by road.
3. By whom is the work of receiving, handling.
and shippin? of produce from the Government Cold
Stores carried out. What is the extent of the work
done by such persons and the rate of remuneration
paid therefor.
4. What applications for space c'Lt the Governluent Cold Stores for freezing meat have been
refused for want of accommodation during the
present season, and on what da.tes.

The

mo~ion

was agreed to.

HAILVfAY LOAN APPLICATIOS
BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assemblv, and, on the motion of the
Hon. W. L. RAILLIEU (Minister of Pllblic
Works), was read a first t.ime.
VICTORIAN MANGANESE Mr~ES
IRON AND STEEL COMPANY'S
RAILWAY ACT 1911 AMENDYLENT
BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly. and, on the motion of the
Hon. W. H. KDGAR (Honorary Minister),
was read a first time.

Savingl:J Banks Bill.

The Hon. W. H. EDGAR (Honorary
Minister) moved, by leaveThat all the Standing Orders relating to privl~te
Bills be suspended in relation to the Bill, and that
the Bill be treated as a public Bill.

The motion was agreed to.
The HOll. W. H. EDGAR (Honorary
l\Iinister) said he de!3il'ed to move by leaveThat the Bill be printed, and that the second
reading be made an Order of the Day for later in:
the day.

The Hon. R. H. S. A BBOTT said heobjected to leave being given.
The Bill
should not be treated in such a manner...
There were certain matters which should be'
looked into.
The PRESIDENT.-I would like to ask
the Minister of Public ~T\)rks whethel'
to·night is to be the last night of the
session?
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (MinisteF
of Public Works) said it was hoped so. He·
could give no guarantee.
The PRE:::;ID.ENT.-I will explain to>
the House why I asked that q l1estion .
Standing order No. 289 provides thatBills ot an urgent; nature may be passed with.
unusual expedition through their several stages,

A motion has been carried that the Bill betreated as a public Bill, and if it is cOlltemplated that this is to be the last night of the
session then, under that standing order, I
shall rule urgency, and the motion moved by
the Honorary Minister will pass if a mftjorit)"
of honorable members so desire it. It is uncertain whether this is to be the last night of
the session or not, and if the Bill is not
treated as an urgent Bill, and this should
prove to be the last night of the session, the
Bill would be lost.
Therefore, I am bound
to say that the Bill is of an urgent nature,
and leave it to the majority of the House to·
say whether the motion should be passed otnot.
The motion was agreed to.
SAVINGS BANKS BILL.
The Hon.W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of'
Puulic \-Vorks) moved the secolld reading of'
this Bill. He said he thought honorable
members ware familiar with the reasons fo~
the intr~duction of this Bill.
The Bill
provided in the first place that the Commissioners should have power to take deposits
as low as one penny.
That was to ena.ble
penny banks to. be started, as was done in.
ether ~tates. At preseut the minimum
deposit was Is. The measure also provided
t.hat the sa.lary of the 1 nspector-G eneral
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of Savings Banks might be increased to such
II sum as the Commissioners mi~ht recommend, if their recommendation wer e approved
by the Governor in Council. There was a
further provision that the Commissioners
might enler into agreement with their
officers, binding them to rerve for such
term as might be 9.greed upon tIp to five
years. Clause 5 gave the Commissioners
power to make arrallgements with institutions or individuals in any part of the State
to carryon their business. He was sure
honorable members would approve of the
objects of the Bill. The Government had been
told that they were sweating their officers.
An opportunity was now being taken of
putting the salaries en a proper basis.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS.-You are only
increasing the salaries when the men have
an opportunity of getting better jobs.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said that
at the present time the Commonwealt.h Government was attracting officers from all
State Departments by offering higher
salaries. How lon~ that could continue he
did not know. Mr. Abbott, some nights
ago, said the Government ought not to wait
till they reached the last ditch to start
fighting to preserve the ~avings Banks, but
should commence before they got there.
That was exactly what the Government were
going to du, and he thought they were going
to do it in a way that even the Labour members in the Chamber would say was quite
proper.
The Hon. W .•J. EVANs.-The Bill does
not go far enough.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said the
most important provision in the Bill was
that which would enable the Commissioners
to take their agencies out of the post-offices
immediately, so as to get their customers
used to doing business in the Ilew premises
before the Commollwealth entered into the
Savings Banks business. Hay the Commonwealth Savings Banks were to start on 1st
July next; for about six mouths the State
Savings Banks would have "been altogether
apart from the post-offices, and the customers
would be used to walking over the door--mat
of the new premises. They would not fancy,
when the Commonwealth Savings Banks
started, as they might otherwise do, that
they were still continuing to do business
with the Victorian Savings Banks when they
went to the post-offices. He might tell the
House that the Commissioners intended to
oarry out what he had said. He had a mass
of very important and interesting figures
.connected with the Savings Bank business,
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which it would not take very long to give to
honorable members, though he felt that he
could get the support of the House without
troubling them with all the details. In
round figures, the deposits
hE:ld by
the Savings Bank Commissioners were
£17,000,000 of the people's money; and
£3,000,000 of debentures.
In other
words, they had control of deposits
amounting to £20,000,000.
The gross
profits of the institution for the last year
were £3 lOs. 5fod. per cent.; the average
interest paid to the depositors was £2
15~. l''b-d., and the expenses of management amounted to 8s. 6t'lrd. per cent.,
leaving the margin of 6s. 2d. and two-tenths
as the profit Inade last year upon its
business.
An HONOHABLE ~h:l\IBER.-Is that the
net profit?
The Hon. ,Yo L. BAILLIEU said it was
the llet profit.
That plofit amounted to
£34,000 odd, and it was added" to the reserves of the institution. The reserves in the
Savings Banks amounted to £450,000 odd,
and in the Credit Foncier Department there
was £80,000 more, making something o\'er
£500,000 as t.he sum to the credit of these
two institutions.
An HONonABLI<~ ~1EMBER.-To cover a
liability of nearly £20,000,000.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said it wag
covering the business which involved responsibilities to that extent.
The
Hon. W.
H. EMBLING.-'fhe
£500,000 is not in eovereigns.
The Hon. "V. L. BAILLIEU said it
might not be in sovereigns, but the money
which the institution kept to its credit was
something like £3,750,000 additional, which
was in the various banks, and lent largely on
Government bonds, municipal bonds, Melbourne and l\1etropolitan Board of \Yorks
bondi, and such like securitiel!.
The HOll. "V. J. EVANs.-Is there any
lent to the Associated Banks?
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said that
money would be at the Associated Banks at
current account or deposited en a rate of
interest agreed upon.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-The £34,000
is the net profit for the whole year?
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Yes.
The Hon. J. P. JONEs.-Does it includethe profits OIl the reserves?
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Yes.
The Hon. J. P JONKs.-What do you expect to be the 101113 by the Penny ~avings
Banks?
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The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said he
imagined that the penny bank system could
be grafted on and worked without loss. It
would certainly be a great convenience and
an incentive to thrift. There might be some
loss in the penny banks that had grown up
throughout Australia, but their business
would not be big, lilecause in Australia a
penny had not mueh significance as a coin.
'l'hat was, he thought, becaus'e the people
were not educated to the value of pennIes.
The Hon. J. P. JONI<:s.-Perhaps because
.they do not have them.
The Hon. 'IV. L. BAILLIEU said the in-stitution prop<ilsed to open thirty-two
branches in the next three months in the
more important towns. About forty would
follow, but the staff was only equal to thirtytwo immediately. They proposed to select
;agents in all agency towns where t~ley were
not able to open branches wlthm three
months. The trading banks were to be
asked to act as agents in J 23 towns, and in
()thers sllitable residents would be appointed.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-The Commonwealth have stirred them up.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said that if
,the honorable member would contemplate
what might follow from this movement he
would realize that serious and drastic action
was necessary. Many men might come to a
.certain opinion, but they would not state it
because they were not·free to do so.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS. - That is
nonsense.
The' Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said he
supposed t.hat some daYl in order to typify
the position of certain people properly, we
should have to get half-a-dozen men tied
together and send them walking down Collinsstreet. That would illustrate the position of
some parties in the political arena. To the
party of high pay and no work, h.e would say
tha.t high wages could not be gIven unless
one got a high quality of work. If the
Federal Government could succeed ill diverting the money from the States Savings
Banks, what would be the position 1 The
Savings Banks would have to realize week
by week the securities they held. There
was no guarantee that the money the Com·
monwealth would receive through its ~avings
Hanks was going to remain in the iudividual
States in the proportion in which it was
taken a.way.
In fact, there was an indication that the money might be used through·out AustrAlia to allow the great party
now in power in the Common wealth to
carry out its policy without borrowing.
You need not borrow if you could take.
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There were £54,000,000 in round figures in
all the Savings Banks of Australia. If the
party he referred to could get it they could
say, "We need not be bormwers. We can
delude the public and say that we do not
borrow; we are going to take."
The Hon. J. P. JONEs.-That was what
was done in times of panics by the banks.
The Hon. ,V. L. BAILLIEU said every
one had learned the lesson from the time
the honorable member referred to, and he
(Mr. Baillieu) had learnt his lesson as much
It was
perhaps as auy man in the city.
What
realized how sensitive finance was.
happened then occurred in a mad reckless
time. As he had just informed honorable
members, the Savings Banks intended to
open up agencies in 123 towns, and the
Commissioners wanted to be in the posit,ion
of knowing that their staff would be secured
to them. The Bill would enable them to
make agreements with officers. It was true
that it might be said, "Yon did not want
an agreement in the past; why do you
want it now?" It was wanted simply because a new condition of things had
arisen, and their officers might be taken
away.
The statement was made quite
openly that the Commissioners were going
to secure them by agreement. The increased
expense to the inst.itution would, it is
estimated, be approximately as follows:Increase of salaries, £8,000 ; 88 new clerks,
at £.-)0-£4,400; 02 offices' rent, at £50£1,600; fittings and alterations at 32
offices, say £3,200, spread over 5 years, at
per annum, £64() j other expenses, stationery,
&c., £4,000 ; tota.l increased cost per annum,
£18,640. This £18,640 would come from
the present margin of profit, '£24,000. It
might be reduced by increased business, but
that was doubtful if the Commonwealth was
a competitor. The figures here given would
raise the percentage of expenses to capital
by 28., making it IO!:!. 6d., instead of 8a. 6d.,
but that would E'till leave a small margin
of p~·0fit. The following extract from a
memorandum he had been furnished with
explained the present position : In tOWDS where we canllot open hra.nches, we
propose to ask trading banks to act all onr agents
where they are a.vailahle, anti there are 123 which
can be so utilized. 'I he total number of 350 postoffice agencies will be replaced as follows :-i2 by
branches, 123 by tra.ding hanks as agents, 155 by
other agents. The most eligible local residents
will be asked til act, Government or shire officers,
secretaries of local institutions, or those in business of a nature that will not be antagonistic. The
commission now paid to the FeLleral Government
will proba.bly suffice to pay such agents. The
tota.l of such commission last year, on all post;.
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office agency business in Victoria, was £5,463 515.
8d. The amount at credit of depositors in Victoria
who operate through post-office agencies is about
£2,247,218, being about 13 per cent. of the total
at credit of all depositors in Victoria., viz.,

£17,274,423.

The Hon. J. P. JONEs.-Are the pOBtoffices paid anything at present?
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said they
were. "'Then the Commonwealth institution
was open, of course the name of the Commonwealth would be displayed very prominently over the agencies. In any crisis our
Savings Banks had always been able to get
money.
The lIon. W. J. EVANS.-You have no
right to as~ume that. the Commonwealth
Bank would not be in as good a position.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said he
assumed nothing of the kind, because his
belief was that it would stand as high as it
possibly could stand.
The Hon. R. H .. S. ABBOTT.-Not very
long.
The PRESIDENT.-There must not be
argunlellt between honorable members and
the speaker. HOllorable members can speak
afterwards, and say what they want to say.
These interjections are disorderly.
The Hon. 'V. L. BAILLIEU said if the
Commonwealth were going to set up all the
machinery of Savings Banks, and duplicate
the present facilities in this respect, all he
could say was that he did not think that it
was the office of the Federal authority. If we
could cre&.te a central financial institution it
might be of great benefit to Auetralia, and
it probably might be based on the financial
experience of the world. He thought his
Labour friends, however. had ideas of their
own, and despised experience. The history
of the world showed that experience should
not be disregarded, but the experiment might
not be a very c(lstly one. He hoped it
would not. He thought we could survive a
lot of bad management in Australia.
He
thought we did, as a matter of fact. It
would be interesting to honorable rr.embers
to know that there were, in the Victorian
Savings Hank, 595,424 depositors as against
498,658 in the two New South Wales institutionR, there being 30~,306 depositors in
t.he New South Wales Government Savings
Bank, with £15,190,819 at credit, and
130,352 depositors in the Trustee Savings
Rank, with £7,203,103 at credit. In South
Australia there were 179,478 depositors, with
£7,411,71Oat credit. The Credit Foncier
in Victoria had, at 30th June, 3,096
farmers' loans current for £1,306,657, and
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451 cottage loans current for £124,021.
The cottage loan business had only been in
existence for a few mon tha, but had been
developing very vigorously since, and at 30th
November had increased to 1,234 loans for a
total sum of £334,948, and new loans were
being settleo. at the rate of about thirty-five
per week, the amount being about £lO,OO():
weekly.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-Taking up,
building societies' business.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said if it
showed that increase in a few months it
indicated that there were great opportunities.
for legitimate extension in that direction.
Of cuurse, that business could not be engaged.
in if all the deposits were diverted into an
institution founded by the Commonwealth.
But could it be said that that centralized
Parliament could do better than this State or
Victoria had been doing ? We all talked
about decentralization~ yet in parliamentary
affairs the one thing that had taken placewas centralization. The idea was to get
everything into the laps of those who represented outlying parts of Australia, and
would they be better able to manage this business than the present State institutions were l'
He did not think that they would be allowed
very far on that track. The total funds of
the two departments in the Victorian
Savings Bank at 30th June last were
as follow :-Savings Banks Department,.
£17,752,806 9s. 7d.; Crerlit Foncier Department, £1,940,156 Os. 8d., or a total of
£19,692,962 lOs. 3d. The Reserve Funds.
at the same date were :-Savings Banks Department, £450,000; Credit Foncier Depart.
ment, £84,768 19s. 10d., or a total of
£534,768 19B. 10d.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-That is used
in the business of the bank.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Yes. He
did not know in what safer way it cOl1lj beused, seeing that the institution had a record •.
as it practically made no bad debts. Its bad
debts throu~hout the whole of its history
amounted to a fraction of 1 per cent. N()
doubt there had been some losses in
exceptional times, but that had not been thecase since. ~ome people would say that this.
reserve of sovereigns should be kept in the
safe. 1£ that were done, nothing would beearned by the money. "Ve could not, like
Jacob of old did with his corn, put all oursovereigns by to meet a rainy day, bu t we·
could keep our institutions in a sound position.
He did not think depositors in the Savings
Bank would think thev would be benefited
by any change of o"ontrol. It must be-
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admitted that the Federal Bank would
mean a complete duplication of the mach~nery
and expenses.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS.-It is constitutional.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said 'he did
not thir.k it was ever meant to be constitutional.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-There is a pr~
vision in the Constitution.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLlEU said it was
not intended that the Constit'ltion should
be st.rained to make it appear ridiculous. It
had been said that the Commonwealth were
not going to turn the State Banks out of the
post-offices. Jn the Federal Parliament Mr.
Groom asked, "Will the Commoll\vealth
Government continue to do their work as
they are now doing it?" and Mr. Fisher repliedI shall not commit myself to that.
I think it
is impossible for two Ra\'ings Banks to be carried
on in the same post. office without some difficulty
arising; hut I do not say that the State Savings
Banks conducted in postal buildings should be
interfered with immedia.tely.

That was a very honest statement.
Hence
the State was taking mea.sures to protect itSPoIL In reply to a question by Mr. Deakin,
Mr. Fisher saidI desire to say quite fra.nkly that I think that
the passing of this .Bill will mean there will be
ultimat~ly only one Sa.vings Bank ill Australia.
Let me add. however, that no citizen of the Commonwealth will be Ii penny the worse off on that
account. On the cc,ntrary. he will be better off.
This Government will provide, so far as it C:Ln possibly do so. for ta.king over the liabilities anti responsibilities of t.he ~a.vings Banks if the State
Ba.nks so desire after this Bill comes into operation.

He did not know how the Prime Minister
arrived at that. If the States had said that
they want~d to assist the movement, it
would not be such an easy matter to divert
its depositors as might be ima!!ined. Depositors were the most conservative people to
be met with. and he thought they would have
to be whIpped, so to speak, before they CQuld
be driven somewhere else.
The Federal
Bank would not be a oontinllation of the State
institnt i '0, but a competitor against it 1 ts
management might be conducted on different
lines from those which experience had proved
sound in the case of the ~tates. The most
critic:-tl mrm mt.tst admit that the States Savings Ba,nks were the most perfectly manuged
financial machines that could be conceived.
He thought that the powers being asked for
in this Bill were needed in view of the
serious position which had been created,
and that honorable members wOllld see that
it was reasonable to pass ~he measure.
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The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said the
GOVE:rnment were very' much to be commended for taking this very necessary step in
time. When they had received what practically amounted to notice to quit, the sooner
they made some such provision the better.
Before the other :Savings Bank came into
operation, customers of the existing banks.
should be got into the way of going ,to the
State establishments. It was of the utmost
importance that the State should retain con·
trol of money belonging to its own people.
The people would not have the same confidence in a central institution, such as was
He
proposed, as' in a local institution.
thought the proposal for a penny bank was
a good one, although it might cost a littl5'
more. Many young people might be induced
to put their pence into a bank, but if they
t.ried to save them until they had got a shilling
they would probably succumb to temptation
whenever they passed a lolly shop. It was a
good thing to encourage them to save. In
other circumstances be did not think that
tbe salary of lhe Inspector-General should
be left indefinite; bllt we were face to
face with a great emergency. The officers
had managed our local institution so
well that it was a fair prOVISIon in
the circumsta.nces to leave the salaJry a
matter of arrangement. It would be a great
loss, and a serious sbock to our ~avings
Bank if a great number of our best officers
were laken from it. Personally, he never
grudged a high salary to a good man. It was
the cheapest policy in the long run. It was
proposed to add a few pounds per annum to
the' salaries of the junior clerks. He thought
it a wise provision for the Commissioners to
have some permanent engagement with their
clerks. At present the clerks only held
office at the will of the Commissioners, and if
they saw anything better they would go for
it. He thought the Bill would be welcomed
by all members of the Council.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said the
State was face to face with a position that
was the most unsatisfactory which had arisen
since the institution of the Federal Government. They were face to face with the
necessity of fighting' the Comml)l1\vealth. It
had been hoped that the Federat.ion would
ha ve been of a paternal and protecting
chara,cter, instead of behaving like highwaymen, presenting pistols at the heads of 1l1l0ffending citizens, or bandits, prepared to hold
up the tltate and its inhabitants for what
they could ransH.ck or get from them.
He entirely agreed with the course which
the Government were taking in going
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.out to meet the enemy instead of
waiting until they were forced either to
sacrifice their institutions or their work.
The only objection to the Bill had been
ment,ioned by the unofficial leader of the
House.
He hoped that in Committee a
maximum would be inserted as regards the
amount to be paid the .I nspector-General.
An institution (.f this character, based as it
was on the firm security and backing of the
Government, did not rest altol,!ether on the
general manager. The profits should not be
diverted into the pockets of one illdividual, no
matter how favorably he might be regarded
by the Commissioners or the Government of
the day. If we were compelled to review the
history of this institution, and our relations
wit.h the. Federal Government ill regard to
it, thooe relat.ions should be reviewed all
round. Tn the transferred propertie~ the
Federal Government had practically taken
the assets of the State, and rendered 110
return during the whole of ten years. It
was proposed to pay 3 per cent. interest in respect to them, when the
money was honestly worth
per cent.
The State Government not only should
fight to protect the present Savings Bank,
but they should also review every aspect of
their relations with the Commonwealth, and
insist on the utmost payment for services
which were continually requirtld of them by
the Commonwealth. It was quite evident
t.hat the Savings Bank was going to be placed
in serious jeopardy. The margin of profit
was going to be very seriously affected. It
conld only be hvped that the estimates
placed before honorable menl bel's would be
realized, and that it wodd be possible to
carry out the work on the lines that had
obtained up to the present. The proposals
that had been made for the carrying on of
the agencies, had not been elaborated very
completely. He presnmed that there h3.d
been some consultation with the pdvate
banks as to whether they were prepared to
take up the work, and to do practically a lot
of phila.nthropic work for the G0vernment
without much remuneration. ]f these institutions were prepared to assist in that
way, it certainly was very greatly to their
credit, and there was no doubt that their
services would be appreciated by t.he people.
With the exception of clause 3, which enabled
a practically unlimited salary to be paid to the
Ins pector-Genera I of Sa vi n gs Ban ks, no 0 b .
jection could be taken to the Bill. Tn Com·
mittee something should be done to limit the
maximum salary that might be paid to
the Inspector - General to £2,000.
He
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considered that that was really an excessive
salary for the position.
If it was
necessary ill cOllllexion with this institution to pay such a high salary, what were
honorable members to think of the salaries
which were considered sufficient for the members of the Ministry, who dealt llOt only
with the Savings Banks, but with the millions of money which every year had to be
raised and expended? If it was seriously
contellded that a. salary of .£2,000 was
necessary for this officer, then it seemed to
him that Ministers must be greatly underpaid.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN said, in the
first place, he would like to say that he questioned whether it would not have been wise
on the part of the Federal Governmen t if they
had left out of their BaI~king Bill the provisions relating to Savillgs Banks.
He
supposed honorable members would agree
with that. His opinion was that \ he Federal
Government took it upon themselves to step
into the Savings Blink business, because
they believed that the State Savings Ballks
did not give the facilities to the pllblic that
t.he Commonwealth Savings Ballk would
give them. In connexion with illdllstrial
mat~erK he was quite satisfied that, if it had
not been for the Federal Parliament passing
an Arbitration Act, there would not be ~o
many "rages Boards in Vietoria as there
were to-day. If the Federal Government
had not brought in banking legisla.tion there
would not have been any attempt, at the
present time, to offer greater facilities to the
public in connexion with Havinc;s Bank
business.
The Hon. J. BALFouR.-The Commissioners recommended the penny banking
system.
The H0n. A. McLELL A N said the Commissioners had recommended that deposits as
low as one penny 'Should be raceived, but
why had they not recommended that interest
should be paid on deposits of over £250 ?
Why should there be any restriction on the
amount n. person was allowed to deposit?
The Hon. J. BALFOuR.-The Savillgs
Banks are intended to encourage thrift.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN said he knew
Mr. Balfour was a great advocate of thrift.
Honorable members were told sometimes
that if the people were only thrifty they
might all become rich. 1 t would be a
peculiar conn try if all the people were rich.
No doubt Mr. Balfour thought it was
necessary that there should be rich men and
pOOl' men. He heard a story the other day,
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which he would relate to the House. It
was about. a young lady who was very
thrifty.
Her parents had always held
up thrift as a great virtue when she was
·a child. When she grew up, a young
man, recognising what a great helper she
would be to him, suggested that they should
get married. Thev did so.
After-· t.he
marriage bad takel; place, RO greatly had
the idea of thrift entered into the
,young lady, that she suggested to her husband that he should go on the honeymoon
alone. He (Mr. McLellan) did not know
whether honorable members desired that
thrift should be carried out to that extent.
~t was a question of how far you should go
III these matters.
He believed that people
should not ,hste money, bu t he did not
believe in urging people to save every penny
and to delly themselves necessaries or even all
the luxuries of life Some honorable members had spoken about how careful the
Federal Government ought to be in regard
to matters oi finance. He often thought
that some of the people who posed as finan-cial experts had not much to boast about.
They made a great mess of things a few
,years ago. As the Minister had said in
introducing the Bill, in matters of finance
there were differences of opinion, and each
man who posed as a financial expert had his
-own opinion with regard to these matters.
:rhe. honorable gentleman was generally fair
III hIS remarks, but he thought that a certain
remark of the honorable gentleman this afternoon was very unfair. The Minister referred
to a party which, he said, believed.in high
pay and no work. He (Mr. McLellan) did
not .know of any party in Victoria, or in Australia, which believed ill that. The honorable
.geutlemanalso referred tosomeparty, themembers of which, he said, had to do just as they
were told and referred to their being legroped. The honorable gentleman said that
the members of that party were like numbers
-of men walking down Collins-street, all tied
together. The Minister knew as well as he
(Mr. McLellan) did that that was not true
·of the Labonr party.
It might be
all right for the honorable gentleman to
~ake such a statement on the platform, but
It was out of place for him to do so in the
House. He (Mr. McLellan) did not intend
to. oppose the Bill. He thought probably it
mIght be very necessary. In Committee he
would like to know why the Commissioners
did not pay interest on deposits of over
.£250.
Possibly the Federal Savings B~nk
would pay interest on any amount that
people liked to deposit, and then this restricHon. A. McLellan.
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tion might be removed from deposits in the
State Savings Bank.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill wa.~ then read a second time, and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2In section 26 of the principal Act the words
" less than one shilling nor" are hel'eby repealed.
The Hon. A. MoLE LLA'\" said section 26
of Act No. 1138 providedIt shall not be lawful for the trustees of a.ny
Savings :gank to receive from any d3pot'.itor any
deposit less than Is. nor more than £ I ,OliO, unless
the Supreme Court, or some .I uelge there·A, shall
so order. Provided that so long as the bJ,lance to the
credIt of a.ny such depositor shall (inelJ.dit1~ principal and interest) exceed £500, or suc:h ot 1hH' le"s
sum as the Commissioners may by 11 ge~H3,'al order
from time to time appoint, no inter<2st shall. be
allowed paid or payable on such exceS3.
"Vould the Minister explain why the Commissioners had fixed the amount of ,::25() as
the amount beyond which no intere~t would
be paid?
Tht: Hon. \-V. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of
Public Works) said he understooC: that what
Mr. McLellan had com plained of had been
fouud to be satisfactory in the past In future
the amount might have to be varied. The
Commissioners had been quite unfettered.
TheJ had llOt been guided by tl~e Government.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN.-They have
been guided by the Act.
The Hem. J. P. JO~Es.-The reason they
do not. pay interest on deposits over £250
is that they do not want to interfere with
private banks.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said that
might be a very good .reason. It was quite
tru~ that the Savings Banks were not in
competition with the other ba,nks.
They
would not have that record of success at the
back of them, nor give that sense of secnrity if
they were in competition with the other
banks. The Act constituting the ~aving3
Banks provided that it should not be lawful
for them to receive any deposit le3s than Is.,
nor more than £1,000, unless on the order of
the Supreme Court or a Jlldge. The institution was meant as Savings Banks for small
sums of money.
The Hon. A. MoLEI.T,AN.- Why have any
limit?
The Hon. J. BALFOUR remarked that
it was asked why there should be any limit
in the deposits. He would point ont that the
Savings Banks were for the purpose of ~n
couraging perlbons of limited means to deposit
money and accumulate money. These ban'lts
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gave them a chance iu that way that they could
not get in the ordinary way of investment,
as they had not sufficient money to go into
business or enter into an investment.
'fhe
Savings Banks were f')1' the purpose of taking
in small amounts, 1f the Bank took in
any amount of money, people with large
amounts would say that it was so easy to put
their money in and to get interest on it, but
the Savings Bank, if it received all these
large amollnts, would have a difficulty in
findillg investments for its funds, and it
would have to take some risks in this direction.
His father-in-law, the late James
Henty, was one of the Commissioners of the
Savings Ranks, and he was appointed by the
Government because a careful, prudent,
cautious man wa!"! wanted. If enormous
sums of mOtley were placed in the institution,
and interest had to be paid on those sums, it
would lead to speculation on the part of the
Savings Banks.
The Commissioners, at
present, were doing a very safe business, and
had done so all through. They had careful
valuers of land, and the money was lent for
the purpose of encouraging business in the
country and the town. Hecently the Savings
'Banks had added to their business the lending of money on houses for the WOI king
classes.
The Hon. 'iV. J. EVANS said he preBurned that prudent management was exercised by all banks.
The Hon. J. BALl<'OUR.-The other banks
have to lend on busi[)ess propositions.
The Hon. W. J. EVAN~ said he could
not see why the amount on which interest
was paid should be limited to £250, seeing
that the N ew ~outh Wales institution paid
interest on sums up to £1,000. He believed
that was ofl'ering greater advantages to thrift
than were offered in Victoria.
Thf:l Hon. J. BALFOUR said he would
ask .Mr. Evans why a man should want to,
put £1,000 ill the Savings Banks without
interesL. Would the honorable member do
it?
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-I am not fool
enongh to put money in there without
interest when I can put it in the other banks
and get interest.
The Hon. 'vV. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of
Public Works) said that if large sums of
mone'y were accepted the money would be at
call and might be withdrawn at any time.
That wOllld dislocate the bank's arrangements. The bank lent for long terms, and
the average inflow and outflow of small
amounts was steadier than in the case of
large amounts.
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The Hon. A. McLELLAN observed that
he could not understand the Minister's argument. It was stated by Mr. Jones that the
reason no doubt why there was this limitation was that accepting large amounts would
mean taking away business from the other
banks. He (Mr. McLelhn) had no doubt
that that was the reason.
The Hon. 'V. L. BAILLIEU.-The otherbanks lend on bills of lading, merchandise,.
and other things. and t.he Savings Hanks.
could not go in for that business.
'rhe Hon .• J. BALFouR.-The Government
would not guarantee them if they did.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN said he proposed to strike this dause out and movethe substitution of words providing that
" Section 26 of the principal Act is hereby
repealed." That would remove all restrictions.
The HOll. R. H. S. ABBOTT remarked
that it was difficult to get the Acts and
ascertain exactly what waR the position. He
understood this clause was t.o permit theCommistiioners to take deposits of less than
Is. and pay interest Oil an increased amou~t ..
The CHAIRMAN.-This merely allows.
the Commissioners to t'tke amounts less than
Is.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN said he did not
desire to prevent the Governmlmt taking
amounts of less than Is. He thought all therestrictions of section 26 of the Principal
Act should be repealed. With the view of
testing the question, he begged to moveTha.t the word "In" be omitted.

The Hon. W. L. BAIL LIEU (Minister of
Public Wor~s) said an honorable memberhad asked why this institution should not bemade a general bank. Did he think th&
Government would guarantee the business of
a general bank?
The Hon. J. P. JONI<:s.-The business is
not so bad that the Government could not
guarantee it.
The Hon.' W. 1.1. BAILLIEU said the
Government was notgoil~g to guarantee all the
banks, no matter how they were conducted.
The reason why they were sound was that
they were very careful in looking after their
shareholders' money. But there were noshareholders in these Savings Banks.
The Hon .•J. P. JONEs.-Why not ruake it.
a general business ?
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said hewould like to know if the honorable memberthollght we could run all the business or
Melbourne into one bank.
The Hon. J. P. JONEs.-Yes.
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The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said of
course the honorable member wanted a ::State
Bank.
The amendment was negatived, and the
clause was agreed to.
Clause 3In sub-section (!) of section 13 of the Savings
Banks Act 1896 as amended and re-enacted by
section 2 of the Savings Banks Act 1900 the words
~'sha.ll not exceed £1,500 per annum and" a.re
hereby repealed.

The Hon. \-V. L. BAILLIEU (;\linister
of Public Works) remarked that this clause
€nabled the Commissioners to increase the
salary of the Comptroller, but it could only
be done with the concurrence of the Government.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMA ~ said the
Government seemed to have a great idea of
.a salary of £2,000. The Commonwealth
might offer this official £3,000.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.- Y on may be
~l1ite sure that the Commissioners have made
tlhe arrangement.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said he understood the Minister thought that the Commissioners had made an arrangement.
The Hon. W. J.... BAILLIEu.-That, is
understood.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said he
thought it unad visable to leave the amount
blan k. The salary of the Inspector-General
was at first fixed at £1,000, and was rai:-:ed
some years ago to £1,500. ~urely that was
a snfficient salary for an officer in charge of
an institution like the ~avings Bank. What
permallent head of a Department received
anything like that salary, unless it was the
Chairman of the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission?
The I-Ion. W. L. BAILLIEu.-The Railways Commissioners.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said there
were men in the Government I:lel'vice who
were quite capable of doing' the work
efficiently for mucb less than £2,000 a year.
The advances made by the Savings. Bank
were safeguarded by reports and valnations,
and the Inspector-Geneml was under the
supervision of the Commissioners.
As
the
Minister of Public
Works had
pointed out, the expenditure of this
institution was going to be seriously increased. If it was provided that the salary
of the J nspector-Gelleral must not exceed
.£2,000, he (.Mr. Abbott) would be satisfied.
The Ron. W. L. BAITJLlEu,-I am quite
willing to accept that.

Bill.

The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said that,
by leave, he would withdraw his previous
amendment, and moveTha.t all the words after the words "Savings
Banks Act 1900" be omitted and the following subE'tituted-" For the words 'fifteen hundred' there
shall be substituted the words' two thousand. ' "

The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN expressed the
hope that the Government would not accept
the amendment. Circumstances might arise
which would make it necessary to pay the
Inspector-General a salary of more than
£2,000.
Tbe Hon. H. SKINNER said he thought
it would be a great mistake to tie the
hands of the Government with regard to
the salary to be paid to the Inspector-General.
A man of exceptional ability was reqllired to
fill the position, and if the Common wealth
Government offered the Inspector-General
of Savings Banks in Victoria a salary of
£2,500 a year, the Victorian Government
would be powerless to retain his services.
It must be remembered ·that this office·
would have control of £20,000,000 of money.
The Hon. W. ~. MANIFOLD said that,
were it not, for the fact that the Minist.er
seemed inclined to accept the limitation proposed by Mr. Abbott, he (Mr. M:mifold)
would strongly urge the Committee to allow
the clause to remain as it was. As he said
before, he was opposed usually to passing a
clause which left the salary indefinite, but
there were exceptional circumstances in this
case which seemed to justify the adoption of
that course.
The amendment was negatived, and the
clause was agreed to.
Clause 4 (Minimum salary)The Hon. "V. J. EVANS said that under
this clause the rank and file of the officers
in the Savings Bank were to get an
increase of salary from £ 104 per ~'l..nnllm
to £110, a rise of £6 a year. He would like
to know whether any embargo was placed by
the Commissioners upon the marriage of these
offieers, as was done by sume of the associated
banks.
The Hon. "V. L. BAILLIE U (Minister of
Public Works) said he did not'think there
was allY embargo. He would be VE'ry sorry
indeed if such were the case.
The cla.use was agreed to, as were also
clause 5 and the preamble.
The Bill was reported without amendment,
and the report was adopted .
On the motion of the Hon. "V. L. BAIL.
LIEU (Minister of Public \Vorks), the Bill
was then read a third time, and passed.
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PUBLIC WORKS LOAN APPLICATION
It contains the clauses usual to Construction
Bills.
BILL.
Clause il, sub· section (2), brings the line under the
On the Order of the Day for the resump· Railway
Lands AC(lUisition Acts, so that the land
tion of the debate 011 the second reading of required for construction pUl'po!.'les will have to
this Bill,
be handed over free of cost, and, if necessary, a
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of Railway Construction Trust wIll have to be constituted to carry this out, a.nd rate the land benePublic "Torks) movedThat the Order of the Day be po&tponed until
after the Order of the Day for the second reading
of the Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction

Bill.

The Bon. R. B. REES said he would ask
that the Public \\r orks Loan Application Bill
should be dealt with as soon as possible.
There was a desire for further infor~.ation,
and as the time was slipping away it was
ulJdesirable to postpone the matter any
further.
The Honse met at half-past a,
and a good deal of time had been wasted. It
was a great pity that t he evidence desired
had not been heard. He certainly protested
against the postponement.
The HOIl. lJ. MEL VILLE said that
witnesses were in attendance ill case it was
the desire of honorable members to hear
them, and the Minister should not post.pone
the Bill unless for some urgent reaSOll. The
witnesses had also been in attendance last
night.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of
JJublic Works) said honorable members
could take it from him that he had uo scheme
in his mind in postponing the Bill. He was
waiting fOt, certain information that he
wished to put before honorable nlembers,
He was anxious to have the Railway Construction Bills passed.
The HOll. J. G. AIKMAN said he would
support the Government in this proposal,
because it was reasonable, but the Minister
:should assure them that t.he Bill would be
taken immediately after dinner.
The motion was agreed to.

BENALLA TO TATO~G RAILWAY
CONSTRUCTION £ILL.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN (AttorneyGen '3rc1l) moved the second reading of this
BilL. He said it was a Bill to authorize the
·collstruction by the State of a line of rail way
from BenaHa to Tatong.
He thought he
could not do hetter thau give the facts in
Savonr of the Bill by reading the report of the
Engineer.in··Chief of Railway Construction,
for it contained all the illformation that
honorable members could desire. The report
£tatedThis Bill has been prepared in accordance with
the specific recommendation of the Parlia.mentary
Standing Committee on Railways in its RepOl·t of
'20th September last.

fited by the line to provide the necessary.funds.
Sub-section (3) of the same clause provides that
the Construction Trust, if formed, shall be constituted out of the Shire Council of Benalla. The
construction district may very slightly overlap one
or two adjoining shires, but not to an extent which
would make it reasonable to call upon the councillors of those !lhires to act on t.he Trust.
The length of the line is l8! miles, and its C?st
is limited in accordance with Railways StandUlg
Committee's recommennation to £61,788, including
£8,630 for rolling.stock. To secure the construction of the line within this limit, it is provided that
second-hand rails may be used.
The standard wage rate of 8s. per day of
eight hours is provided for.

In another place the wage was raised to 8s.
6d., and this would increase the cost mentioned in the Bill by slightly less than 5 per
cent.
Sub·section (1), clause 14, has been added to in
accordance to the Standing ('ommittee's recom·
mendation, to provide that, if the Railways Com·
missioners decide not to charge local freight rates
on sawn timber, a special rate of 6d. per ton shall
be added to tire ordinary through mileage rate.
An annual loss of ,t'520 per annum is estimated
by the Railways Commissioners, but the Standing
Committee reports that, with the special rate on
sawn timber provided for, the yearly loss will be
reduced to a little over £200.
Alternative routes were proposed for this line,
but the combined Railway Leagues of the district
have stated that they are now satisfied with the
ron te adopted.
The line will Sf'rve flat country in the yalley of
the Broken River about Lima, Swanpool, and
'l'atong, which has been principally used for
grazing, but will grow oats for glain, hay, and
potatoes. It will tap the rich volcanic soil at
'1'oolllbullup, where settlement has bfen sta.gnating
for want of improved railway communication, and
large traffic is expected irom the yaluable timber
supplies of the State forests of Too Rour and Tallangalook to the south·west, al,d Dueran and
'foombullup to the south-east. There is an ever
increasing demand for timber in the districts to
the north, extending to the Murray, and into
Riverina.
The estimated traffic over the line includes 2.000
tons per annum of potatoes, and 750 tons of agricultural produce. The total revenue is estimated
by the Gommissioners at £2,599 per anuum, and
the profit on existing lines, arising out of the new
traffic that will be brought to them, is estimated at
£2,157.

It was in accordance with the policy of the
State, affirmed at' the last general election,
that the settlers shonld he assisted to develop
their properties.
We shoilld give railway
facilities wherever it was reasonable. Every
Ulan on the land should be able to get his
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produce to market. He was told that the
construction of this line would lead to considerable agricultural development in the
district. Land at present used for grazing
purposes, through want of railway communication, would be put to much better use to
the ad vantage of the settlers and the whole
community.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said the
Bill, except in two particulars, was in the
ordinary form of Railway Construction Bills.
One exoeption was a trivial matter dealing
with the charge for sawn timber, and he did
not prop03e to discuss that. The other exception was a very serious alteration in clause
5. That clause provided(1) The expenditure for-the construction of the
said line of ra.ilway shall not exceed £6],788, including £8,630 for rolling-stock.

That was the amount that was in the original
Bill as introduced in another place. The
clause went on to say(2) In order to secure that the said line be constructed within the said limit of expenditure,
serviceable second-hand rails may be used.

That was all righ t. Another place had
altered the whole ca.lculation by:altering subclause (3) which now provided that(3) The prices to be paid to workmen in the construction of the line shall upon the average be
equal to a. wage of 8s. 6d. per day of eight hours.

The effect of that alteration made it
absolutely impossible for the line to be built
for t.he amount set down in the Bill, and to
which the cost was limited. The Government should have adhered to the price upon
which the calculations were based or else they
should have withdrawn the Bill and made the
necessary increase in the cost. The only
way to deal with the Bill was to strike
out the whole of sub-clause (3) in
Committee. It was a very serious thing
that honorable members were asked to do
The increased wage of Ss. 6J. had been inserted in the three Railway Construction
Bills that the House would have to deal
with, and there were rumours in the air that
if 8s. 6d. were paid on these proposed railways
the Government proposed to pay the same
amount on the lines now being constructed.
The course that he advised was that the
House should not sanction such a proposal,
but throw the whole responsibility for it on
the Government. The House was asked to
limit the cost of construction, while another
place had made it impossible to construct
the line for the sum mentioned in the Bill.
In Committee, he would propose to strike
out sub-clause (3). In other respects, this
was an ordinary Rail way Construction Bill.

Railway ConstTuction Bill.

The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said thecost of construction of our railways was a
matter which required consideration. While·
it had been deemed at one time that theconstruction of railways by contract was
unadvisable, he thought that the question of
reverting to the contract system might well
be considered now. In other countries thecost of Ruch work had been greatly reduced.
The cost of constructing rail ways by hand
labour, and the use of horses and carts,
could be considerably decreased by the introduction of the steam shovel and other
machinery which had been used with such
marvellous results in the making of the
Panama Canal.
The Hon . ...,V. J. EVANs.-The Government have got steam shovels.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said he had
read of a machine in America which ·could
place in position and lay rails as fast as a..
man could walk. The machine was loaded
with 50 tons of rails, and did the work very
much faster than had hitherto been possible.
It was certainly news to him that the
Government were using steam shovels here,.
and he had yet to learn that modern methods.
were in operation in the construction of
rail ways. He had seen a steam shovel at
Mount Morgan, which could do almost.
everything but talk.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time, and
committed.
Clauses 1 to 4 were agreed to.
Clause 5( 1.) The expenditure for the construction of the
said line of railway shall not exceed £61,788, including £8,630 f0r rolling-stock.
(2) In order to secure that 1ihe said line be constructed within the said limit of expenditure~
serviceable second-hand :rails may be used.
(3) The price to be paid to workmen in the construction of the line sha.ll upon the average be
equal to a wage of 8s. 6d. per day of eight hours.

The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD movedThat sub-clause (3) be omitted.

He said that it was an absurdity to insert a.
provision increasing the rate of wage when
the amount which might be expended on the
railway was thus limited. If the s'.lb-clause
was struck out, the Government would not be
prevented from paying the increased rate, bu t
the responsibility of doing so would be thrown
on them, and. the Council would avoid passing
an absurdity.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN (AttorneyGeneral) said he hoped the amendment would
not be agreed to. The Government would.
ha.ve to take the responsibility of the in-
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The constructioll of the line also open up a large area of grand timber
might be less than £61,788. How was it country.
It was estimated that the line
·-expected that the Government could get would resul:i in a loss of about £500 per
labour when private employers were ofi'eriog annum at first.
higher wages? If the expenditure authorized
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD.-That is very
in this clause were exceeded, the Government small.
'would have to take the responsibility of inThe Hon. D. MELVILLE said be was
troducing a valido.ting measure. He would glad to hear the hOllorable member sa,y that.
not like the Council to be placed in the As a' result of the conlSt-ruction of the line,
position of practically saying that it would royalties would be received from the timber
not allow the Government t.o pay the same that would be taken out of the district. He
rate of wages as private employers had paid, might remind honorable members that in conespecially after the Assembly had agreed to nexion with the Warburton line he battled
<10 so.
to get the House to insist that the gauge
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-After the should be 5 ft. 3 in. Another place wanted
{;}overllment had ignominiously backed down. that line to be on a narrow gauge, but they
The Hon. J. D. BHOWN said the Govern- were beaten. He asked the Council to insi8~
ment could not expect to get labour at a less that the vVarburton line should be on a.
price than other people paid.
5 ft. 3 in. gauge, because of the timber that
The Hon. 'V. S. MANIFOLD.-Then why would be carried. With regard to the line
not increase the total expenditure 1
which was now under consideration, he
The Bon. J. D. BROWN said he did not might say that it was necessary, in order
think the matter was sufficiently important. that the producers should not have to cart
The total additional cost would be £3,000, their produce long distances.
He did Ilot
which would mean an additional interest want to discuss the qUC!!ItiOll of the absurdity
.charge of £120 per annum at 4 per cent. of certain men in another place interfering
Here was a district which was not as pro- with the policy of the Government with re.(iuctive as it should be because it lacked gard to the rate of wages to be paid.
The
rail way communication. Therefore, he hoped Government resisted those members as far
honorable membars would allow the line to as they could. A compromise was arrived
be carried out as quickly as possible.
at by whioh the Government agreed to inThe Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said it was crease t.he wages of the men engaged in
.a contradiction that the Government should constructing the line by 6d. per day, instead
bring in a Bill limiting the expenditure, of by 1s. per day-, which was asked for. Certain
:and c()ntaining a provision which would mean honorable members of another place adopted
that the limit would be exceeded.
It a "stand and deliver" nttitude.
He would
13hou ld be remembered that this inereaRed like to put an end to this sort of thing. He
rate would be paid not only on this line, sympathized with the Government.
but other rail ways in course of construction.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-Is 8s. 6d. a day
He had not said one word which implied too much?
that 8s. 6d. a day was too much, but he
The Bon. D. MELVILLE ~aid the
-objected to the sub-cla.use.
honorable member liked to stand up and
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said he say, "Look what a fine fellow 1 am. I have
thought it was the duty of the members of givell these men 6d. a day more."
He (Mr.
the Rail ways [';Handing Committee, who were Melville) did not descend to that sort of thing.
members of the Conncil, to place honorable
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-Is 8s. 6d. a day
members in possession of any information a fair thing?
which might be of advantage to them in can.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said the
nexion with the proposed line.
wages to be paid depended on the demand
The Hon. J. D. BROvVN (Attorney- for labonr, and unquestionably the Hailway
Gelleral) said Mr. Abbott's request was llOt a Department would have to pay 8s. 6d. per
reasonable one.
Th~ Hailways ~tandin~ day; but what he was complaining of was
Committee had considered this question, and that the matter was not put fairly before the
its report had been in the hands of honorable House. Let the wages be fixed if honorable
members sillce t he 20th ~epte[uber last.
members wanted it., bi.lt they did not want
The Hon. D. MEL VILLE sa.id that if the Labour par~y, when every Rail way Conthe p<Dlicy to be followed was to place the men struction Bill came np, to be able to say,
on the land near railways so that they would ., Here is a railway which the country must
not have to cart their produce long distances, bave. 'Ve will block its construction unless
the' proposed line was a necessity. It would an extra 6d. per day is paid t.o the men."
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Probably wages at the rate of \)s. per day
would have to be paid in connexion with the
construction of the line, but, Mr. Evans, and
other Labour members, were not bold
enough to agree to the omission of the wages
provision, so that there might be, fair play.
With regard to" the line itself, he might
inform Mr. Abbott that the report of the
Committee was the best they could furnish.
In cotlnexion with the mte of wages, the
Government had agreed to a compromise,
and he trusted honorable members would not
inter/ere with it.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-They can
carry out their compromise, but it need not
be made a statutory provision.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said the proposed line was absolutely necessary for the
development of the country, and, under the
circumstances, he hoped honorable' members
w()uld allow it to pass.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said Mr.
Abbot.t had suggested that some member of
the Rail \\:ays Standing Committee might say
a few words about the proposed line. He
(Dr. Embling) might inform the honorable
member that the question of the construction
. of this line was a most difficult one to deal
There were so many conflicting in·
with.
terests and so many different routes, that the
members of the Railways Standing Committee had to inspect the country most
closely. Even now, Mr. Little said that the
best route had not been chosen. HowevE::r,
the members of the Committee arrived at the
best conclusion they could on the evidence
before them, Though there would be a small
loss on the line at first, the country would
be repaid, not only by lhe timber, but by the
help that would be given to the farmers,
With regard to the wages provision, he quite
ngreed wit,h Mr. Manifold that it, was not a
wise thing to have a fixed rate of wages laid
down. In the first place, it was estimated
that there would be a loss of £520 a year on
the line to begin with. With the increase in
the cost of construction, that loss would
be raised to £630 a year.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN.-Is 813. 6d.
too much to pay the men? ,
The Hon. W. H. EM BLING said a good
labourer was worth the highest wage he
could get, but the danger of fixing a definite
rate was that a good man and a bad man
had to get the same rate of wages.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-The rate mentioned in the Bill is the average rate.
The Hon. "V. H. E.\1BLING said that if
the men did not get 8s. 6d. a day there
would be trouble.

Ratlu:ay {}onstruction Bill.

The Hon. F. HAG~:LTHoRN.-Some will
ge"t more.
The Hon. W. H. EMI3LING said there
~ould be trouble unless they were foremeu.
It is not a wise thing to put suel. a provision
in a Rail way Bill. Personally, he did not
care whether the men got 88. 6d. a day or 98.
per day. The line had been recommended
by the Railways Standing Committee, which
estimated that a certain amount of capital
would be necessary.
If Parliament added
£3,000 to the capital cost, the Committee
must not be blamed if trouble ensued.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG said he
hoped the amendment would be agreed to.
Sub-clause (2) of clause 5 was as follows:In order to' secure tha.t the said line be con·
structed within the said limit of expenditure.,
serviceable second-hand rails may be used.

That showed conclusi vely that the Government desired to have the line const.ructed as
soon as possible. Honorable mem bel'S knew
the increase there had been in the cost of
commodities, and that a wage of Bs. 6d. per
day would not purchase as much now as it
would some years ago.
He would like to
see 9s. a day paid.
The Hon. W. LITTLE said the proposed
line would 8erve one portion of his constitnency. In the old days that part, of the
State was called the Kelly country.
All
sorts of inducements were offered to people
to take up land there.
A rail way IHl.d been
dangled before their eyes for twenty years.
Be recollected a line being promised by the
Bent GoYernment,and he thought the present
Premier also went up to the district
and promised a line,
At last the Railways
Standing Committee was inst.ructed to inquire
into the matter. and the Committee came to
the conclusion that there would be a loss or
£20U a year if the" line were cOllstrncted.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-£500 a year.
The Hon. \V. LITTLE said he thought
the amonnt was £200. The stage of finality
had been reached in connexion with the railway, and the people who were to be served
by it were looking forward to the passage of
the Bill. Many people had become tired of
wail ing for the line and had left the district.
Under the circumstances he thought it would
be unwise to carry the amendment, although
certainly the inclusion of the clause in the
Bill might be regarded hereafter as a precedent. The extra 611. wonld increase the
cost perhaps another £3,00U, but he thought
that the Constrllction Branch could have
saved £5,01)0 hy taking the line along
another route, which would have given the
same facilities as the one which has heen
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chosen. Sooner than lose the line he would
agree to the provision for 8s. 6d.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said it appeared
that the objection to the chuse was that the
amount to be spent on the line was limited in
one part of the Bill, and that the rate of
wages provided for in this clause increased
the amount heyond the limit. It did seem
ritliculous. He understood from the Minister
that there would be an increase of about 5
per cent. in the cost of construction. But otner
railways had exceeded the amount set down
for their construction, and validating Bills had
had to be brought in. hH.leed, it was impossible
to put down the exact cost of a large work
like t.his. As to Dr. Embling's arguments,
they simply amounted to the statement that
if you paid a wage of lOs. a rail way would
cost so much more, white if you paid a wage
of 58. it would cost so milch less. He (Mr.
Evans) would ask that the amendment be
not persisted in.
The Hon. E. MILLER observed t.hat the
House had previouf3ly objected to the rate of
wages being stated in allY Bill. If a man
did an honest day's work, he should be paid
for what he did. An honest man would
work all the day, while there were others who
did not do a day's work, and who, indeed,
might go to sleep half the day.
The Hon. J. D. BRowN.-Then he gets
the sack.
The Hon. E. MILLER said that not one
of them got the sack. A certain section of
politicians 8aid, "You shall not have any
railways unless this is agreed to." The
people in this instance had been waiting for
many years for the railway, and they should
get it, but thi~ was a mean way of enforcing
a demand.
The Hon. J. BALFO U R remarked that
honorable members were indebted to the
unoffir.ialleader of the lJ ouse fur calling attention to this provision. However, if this
sub-clause wns struck Ollt, the action of the
House would be misunderstood, and it would
be said that honorable members were objecting to giving these men a reasonable wage.
The Bill had been sent np in a slovenly way,
because it was known that the figures with
regard to costs were wrong, and required to
have 5 per cent. added to them. The Ministry
should have altered t.hat amollnt when they
agreed to the provision in regard to Rs. 6ci.
It was all very well to say, as Mr. Evans
did, that Bills had been passed hitherto with
a provision aR to cost, and that the cost had
been exceeded, and that there had been a
validating Bill to meet the case. But that
should be 'done only when it could not
Sec01uJ..Se.ssion 1911.-[20J
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be helped, while here it was being done with
knowledge.
The Hon. J. D. BRowN.-The alteration.
would require a. Governor's message.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said there was
something, no doubt, in that explanation, but
he thought it would have been better to
have made the alterat.ion in the nmount.
The House had been agreeing to these wages
clauses in the Bills. He was quite sure that
Mr. Manifold did not want to reduce the
rate of wages, but merely to have the Bill
consistent, but he would point ont to the
honorable memher that, if he insisted on his
amendment, his action would be misunderstood.
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE expressed
the opinion that it would be desirable to
agree to the l:)s 6d., for the simple reason
that there was a necessity to extend our
railways at preRent. The amOllnt of money
invol ved in this instance was only about
£3,000.
e wanted to put people on the
laud, and for that purpose it was essential
that our railways should be extended. No
honorable member had had moretodo with day
labour than he had, and he realized that in
many cases one did not get the value in
labour that one ought to get.
But we
wanted to get people on the land, and to
effect that we must afford railway facilities,
and he would therefore SGpPOl't the Government in connexion with this Bill.
The Hon. 'tV. S. "MANIFOLD stated that
he had entered his protest. Every honorable member was anxious to get on with the
business, and in view of the opinions that
had been expressed he would withdraw the
amendment.
The amendment was withrlrawn, and the
clause was agreed to, as were also the remaining clauses, the schedule, and the
preamble.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. J. D. BROWN
(Attorney-General), the Bill was read a third
time, and passed.

,,7'

PUBLIC WORKS LOAN
APPLICATION BILL.
The debate (adjourned from the previous
day) was resumed on t.he motion of the Hon.
W. L. Baillieu (Minister of Public 'tYorks)
for the second reading of this Bill.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE remarked that
having as recently as last. session given his
opiniOIi with regard to the cool storage proposals of the Government he had not. intended to trouble honorable members with his
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views on the present Bill. On the previous
occasion he referred to the an tiq uated and
clumsy manner i.n which rail way trucks had
to be brought into the cool t:!t.on·s in Flindersstreet. A man walked alollg in front of the
trucks ringing a bell to warn people off the
track.
The Uoverument had conduct.ed
cool stores in the premiselS of the City Council in Flinder~·street sillce abont the year
1892, and no one would contend that the
place could be regarded as an up·to·date
store for such purposes.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-It was not
erected as a cool store.
The Hon. D. MEL VILLE said that was
quite true, and it was the last place that
should have been selected for that purpose.
At the outset, however, the Government
could not make up its mind to build cool
stores of its own. There were a dozen sites
convenient to the railway lines upon which
cool stllres might have been built.
He (Mr.
Melville) was irretrievably committed to the
policy of the ~tate erp.cting its own free~ing
,vorks, alld was therefore a supporter of that
proposal in the Bill now before the House.
At the same time he was afraid the Government were very much to blame for not
making up their minds to take this step at
the right. time.
The Hon. 'N. L. BAILL1EU.- What was
the right time?
The Hon. J. MELVILLE said the right
time was when it was first seen to be
necessary to erect such stores. For many
years after 1892, the Government were
content to let things slide, and to continue as
teuants of the City ('ouncil. j n fa.ct they
induced the City Cenncil to make ma.ny improvements in conne)(ion with the stores, in
order to meet the increasing demands for
storage accommodation. At various times the
City Council had expended sums of £10,000,
£6,2\10, £8,800, £28,000, Hnd .£3/,:W0 reWhat
spectively, in extending the stores.
were the Government thinking of all the
time?
The Hon. J. P. JONKs.-'Yas that thie
Government 1
The Hon. D MELVILLE said it was a
sort of continuous Government. One ma.n
wonld be dropped out and another would be
taken in, but the Government remained
mnch the same. He was voting with the
Government on this occa:-;ion, and was gla.d
that they had taken his advice to erect freezillg works of their own. As for the competition that would
be brought about, he
himself had suffered somewhat from tha.t
kind of thilJg. He would not introduce his
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own personal affairs into the matter, but he
had suffered to the extent of a few thousands
of pounds in his time. Those who were
engaged in the freezing business complained
that [,hey bad been led to believe that the
Government would not erect freezing works
of their own. By the way, some time ago he,
himself, asked a question in order to find out
how it was that the ~tate was paying for the
cost of sidings to these private freezing
works. He knew that he had been called
upon to pay £ 1,500 for a siding to his stores.
The PHESIDENT.- Has that siding
anyt.hing to do with the cool stores?
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he was
stating that these gentlemen had a grievance.
They said that they had been led on by the
Government to invest their money in this
business. That, however, was part and parcel
of the risk that men took up nowadays
w hen they invested their money in large
undertakings.
The Rocialistic idea was
growing. As a member of the Railways
Standing Committee he could say that closer
settlement was going on all over Victoria,
and that the City Council would want their
own cool stores. It behoved the Government to
look ahead for the ljuantity of lambs and
butter to come down in the future. It nccurred to him that this matter was a mere
storm in a teacup. The Government were
properly providing cool storage accl)rding to
their ideas to meet a want.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-Then you are
supporting this proposal?
The Hon. D. MEL VILLE.-Yes. The
Goverument should not have hesitated to
make provision in the proper way. If they
had not. intended to build cool stores in the
past, they ought to have consideration for
those who did provide the accommodation.
It was for that reason that he sympathized
with the gentlemen who had signed the
petition and later on he proposed to ask the
House to hear them.
The Hon. E. MILTJER.-·What about the
site?
The HOll. D. MELVILLE said a gentleman of very high authority had reported on
the site. There was no difficulty about the
site, .ecause the Government could arrange
with the Meluourne Harbor Trust, to whom
the site belonged. The Government could
give the Trlls~ a site for a dock and
the Trust could give the Government a site
for the cool stores. As to the suitability of
the site, he agreed with Mr. Crooke's idea,
and did not think that butter and meat
should be combined. They should be kept
as far apart as possible.
He Vlas with Mr.
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Crooke in the contention that therA should
be plenty of cool storage. There could not
be any opposition to the ide I). that cool
storage was wanted, and he congratulated
the Government on having brought forward
this proposal, and he hoped to live to see a
IIplendid cool store erected for t.he convenience of the public.
The Hon. H" H. S. ABBOTT said lie
took exception altogether to clause 3, which
saidNo authority other'than this Act is necessary to
authorize the expenditure herein provided.

It was high time that members had something before them to show that these industrial efforts of the Government were in the
interests of the people, and were financially
Bound. He objected to the sched ule in the
Bill, which simply provided for an expenditure
of £M4,000 for cool storage and of £30,000
for ship building yards, when it was evidently only the preliminary expenditure, and
but a small portion of the amoullt that would
be expended.
When the proposal of the
Government in connexion with the State
coal mine was before the House it was
hedged I'ound with what appeared to be
lIafeguards, and the enterprise had to justify
itself by keeping accounts in a certain form,
and by reporting the results to the House.
Such a bare proposal as that now before the
House for the expenditure of this money,
was only in keeping with the spendthrift
proposals that the Government had placed
before the House in such an unprincipled
manner. It was unprincipled because the
chief expenditure, although to be provided
out of loan money, was not to be accounted
for. I t was just as if the money were coming
out of revenue.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.- Was this
method never adopted before?
The Han. R. H. S. ABBOTT said it might
not be a new method so far ag this Government was concerned. It was about time
that an endeavour was made to protect t.he
pnblic purse and the taxpayer who was being
levied on most arbitrarily for enterprises of
this character that would probably give no
return. The Minister stated that there was
a loss of some £4,000 to £6,000 a year on
the present cool stores. He (Mr. Abbott)
did not think that the dairying industry
was in snch a condition that it required
the Government to suffer this loss. He
could understand that the promotion of
industries akin to the dairying industry
. should be supported until they were able
to continue without such support, but the
dairying industry was one of the most im[ 201- 2
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portant in the State, and the exporb of
butter had risen very nearly as mnch as
£1,000,000 perallnum. It conld not be said
that that indul'try required any special support in the way of financial assistance. The
weak point in connexion with the Government administration of the matter seemed
to be their desire to do for a consideration
what could not be done for that consideration. rrhey were endeavouring to carryon
work in competition with private enterprise
at rates that were unremunerative to private
enterprise, and must be so to the Government. 'rhe second proposition was one that
he took more exception to than the first.
Hewasaware that there was some justification,
from what theMinister alld others had said, for
the Government continuing to deal with the
export of butter. The export butter trade was
being affected by a series of parasites in C011nexion with the inspection and branding of
the article, not only by the State Government but by the Federal Government.
These things did not assist the industry at
all. He wouM draw the Ministees attention
to the state of things existing in connexion
with the branding of what was called first
grade Australian bntter.
The PRESIDE~ '1'.-1 do not think the
branding of butter by the C0mmonwealth
has anything to do with this question.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT 'Said the
branding of butter was essentially part of tho
matter. The State was branding and the
Commonwealth was branding.
The PRESIDENT.-The honorable member will cease to speak about branding by
the Commonwealth in cOlluexion with this
subject.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said the
point he wished to make was that butter
which was branded as first grade, coming
from different States, was being sold at
entirely different prices in the British market.
They found that butter being exported from
South Australia waR about Is. per cwt. less
than that from New South Wales, while that
from New South Wales was 2s. to 3s. per
cwt. le~s than that from Victoria. And yet t
according to the inspectors, and according to
the system in operation, first grade Austra.lian butter was supposed to be ~he same.
This situation showed that grading by
the State Governments was nothing but
an absolute farce in connexion
with
butter, because when the butter al'fived
in Great Britain it was appreciated hy
the purchasers there, and bought according to
the va.lue of the material. The ind ustry
was being interfered with and harassed by
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the Guvernment in connexioll wi th snch
supervision t) an extent th:1.t was highly
undesirable. He was of the opinion that the
freezing of these commoditie~, not only of
butter, but of meat, ShOlllc~ be extended and
assisted in the country districts, and that the
efforts of the GOvernment should be engaged
)lot in providing storage here in Melbourne,
but ill providing shipping facilities to get
the stuff out of the State to its ma.rket in
other places. He had oujected to this site,
because he thought the efforts of the Government might quite well be engaged in
opening up a deep-water port at Westernport.
_
The PHESIDE~T.-I would remind the
honorable member that this Bill has nothillg
to do with t.he opening up of Westernpon,
or any other port. It simply has to do with
the erection of cool stores, and the, honorable
member will be good enough to confine his
remarks to the subject-matter of the Bill.
The Hon. R H. S. ABBOTT said that
with all due deference to the President, the
matter of site-The PRESIDENT.-The honorable member will please obey my ruling.
The Hun. R. II. S. ABBOTT said that
he regretted that he should have' to take the
extreme course of moving that the House disagree with the ruling of the President.
The PRESIDENT. -- The honorable
member will have to give notice of that
motion.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said he regrettednot being able to exercise his rights in
this matter-that after ~\iinif:lters and
various members had been permitted to debate miuutely the question of this site, the
,President shollld prevent him from expressing
his opinion on the subject at all.
The PRE~I DENT.-Tbe honorable mem'ber had better be careful. I am not preventing him from debating the merits of this
site. He can say as much as he likes in regard t.o the sire. I am simply preventiug
.the honorable lllember from talking about a
m:1tter which is altogether irrelevant to this
Bill.
The Hon. R. n. S. ABBOTT said that
what. he desired to say was, that if this Bill
pas!'1ed, and if the Government was permirted
to expend a Jarge sl1m of money on this ~ite,
then other sites that might lle mentioued
would be prejudiced, and development of the
freezing illdustry would be curtailed in a way
that wai-l undesirable.
The PRE.'iIDENT.-The honorable m6mber i~ I;'ntitled to talk about any other site
~ bemg a more fitting site.
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The Hon. R. H. f-i. ABBOTT said he
must say that he had some difficulty in
appreciating wbat the President dt:sired him
to do. He did llot wish to be in opposition
to the Presidellt in connexion with the
maller.
The PRESIDENT.-I may tell the
honorable member that he can speak about any
other place as being a more fitting site than
this one. 1 am giving the honorable mem·
ber liberty, rather than restricting him.
'rhe Hon. R. H. S. .A B 1301''1' said that,
such being the case, he maintained that where
there was deep wnter, which would enable
much larger ships to obtain bert-hage, that was
the place where these freezing works should
be erected, and where an attempt shoui(l be
made to deal with this matter, rather than
at the site which had heell chosen, and
which, while ad van tageo lIS from certain
points of view in connexion with the handling
of butter that might be desired to be sold
in the city of Melbonrne, had many distinct
disadvantages.
With regard to the shipbuilding yards, he would point out that,
without consulti11g Parliament, and without
any authority' at all, the Government had
practically spent the £30,000 they were
asking for in connexion wit.h this Bill.
He was of opinion that in this c&€e
also a wrong site had been selected,
because a similar work was to be
undertaken at a much better site by
the Commonwealth Government Therefore,
the appropriation of money on this particular
site, without any authority by Parliament,
was open to the strollgest and gravest
question. This was an aspect of the matter
which had been entirely ignored by every
previous speaker.
The· Government had
incurred this expenditure without any Bill
being brought before Parliament, laying
down conditions as regarded management, as
regarded charges, and as regarded the
balance-sheets which should be obtainable
in connexion with these industrial operations
of the Government. As far as cool storage
was cOllcerned, it had been urged, of course,
that there was ample cool storage in
Melbourne for the requirements of the export
trade at present, and he believed it would
be admitted by the Government that the
Geelong cool storage business this year
was going to be a most particular failure.
It would appear t.hat the more frozen st.orage
was increased in this State, the shorter
became the season in which lambs were
dealt with. and the more the seaSon was
shortened in this way, t.he interest charges
on the capital cost must be correspondingly
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increased.
Then the greater competitIOn
there was during the limited time of operations the less remunerative was the expense
,that was incurred in establishing such C011~erns.
As to the relations between the
Government and the City Council in connexion with this matter, the unofficial leader
·of the HouRe had expressed the opinion that
80me honorable members had been influenced
or affected by ·the City Council:is regarded
this Bill.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD. ·-1 never
said anything of the kind. I only said that
many members had been interviewed.
The HOll. R. H. S. A BBOTT said he
.accepted the honorable member's eorrection~
.although it amounted to very much the
shn'le thing. Other members, however, had
taken up the same position that Mr. Crooke
-did, in stating that they had not been a.ffected
.in any way by any representations which the
City Council had made. The ullofficialleader
-of the House went still furt.her, and, in reply
to an interjection by him (Mr. Abbot,t), the
honorable member objected to the City
Council, a local governing body, which had
-expended something between £200,000 and
£300,000 at the req uest of the Government
-on these cool stores, being allowed any opportunity of stating their case or showing any
reason why the competition of the Government
.should uot come into operation against them.
The Minister to-night had complained most
bitterly about the competition of another
Government in connexion with another
matter, but here we found that the Government were perfectly satisfied to compete with
. another local governing body that was dealing with the public muney absolutely to the
best advantage alld in the gemll'al interest.
The unofficial leader of the House said that
these men were not entitled to be heard.
The Hon. W. S. MAN/l<'OLD,-J never said
a.nything of the kind.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said he
thought he was perfectly correct in what he
was alleging as to the attitude of the un()fficial leader of the House. Huwever, to
sum up in connexion with this matter, he was
.!lorry indeed that they should be compelled,
at this particular period, to deal with the
matter finally,. because he was not prepared
to turn the Government down or to turn
.down this project entirely. although he was
iluite opposed to the way in which it had
been brought before the HOllse. He' hoped
the Government would see that this sort of
thing could not be continueu, and carried
OIl,
without some proper supervision of
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these industrial matters, both as to their
capital cost, as to their standing up to
all the pf(1per charges which should be
debited against them, and as to their being
carried on on such terms that there would be
no financial loss, The G ovel'l1meut appeared
to be anxious to follow the lines of what had
been done in Adelaide. Aocording to the
Press, the old-established ice-works in Adelaide bad. been shut up by the competition of
the Gove l'l1Ill en t freezing- wurks, If these
were the lines which tho Victorian Govel'll
ment proposed to proceed upon in connexioll
with other industries besides this one, he,
for one, could not see his way to support them
in their manifest leaning towards Socialism
and socialistic practices .
The Hon. D. E. ~iuBR Y DE said, after
listening to the remarks of 'honorable
members, he had come to the conclusion that
nothing had been brought forward by the
Government to justify the erection of cool
stores in Melbourne at present. Judging
from what had been said, it appeared that
there was already sufficient accommodation.
He would be one of the last to object to the
provi::;ion of c001 storage, because he
thoroughly believed in it, pa.rticularly in
country districts. He would point out that on
one side of the proposed site there was the
dock, which, for the last twenty years, had
contained stagnant and poisonous water. Ou
the other side was an area of reclaimed ground.
which emitted gases and the germs of all
sorts of diseases. Cool stores should be provided with the purest and best of air. Food
for human consumption would be placed in
these stores, and if they were erected in the
place proposed, it would assist to destroy
the trade. He wou Id be exceedingly sorry to
block the Government in contiuuing their
good work, because he believed that the
Minister of Agriculture was perfectly
earnest in what he proposed. If the stores
were erected on the proposed site, however,
the gravest mistake would be made; consequently, he intended to vote against the proposal. He had no wish to oppose cool storage in
a suitable place, providing there was not
proper accommodation in existence. As he
had said, he had come to the cOllclusion that
there was ample accommodation now. He
understood that the Minister of Public
Works had relied on the report of Mr. Watson, who proposed an erection of iron and
wood. Mr. Monash suggested reinforced
conorete. Those gentlemen must have submitted estimates, but the Minister had not
given honorable members any information on
that point.
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The Hon. W. L. BAILLJEU.-l can give a
great deal of information, but not until we
get into Committee.
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE said all he
wanted was necessary information, and he
thought honorable members were justified in
a.sking for it. A grave mistake would be
made if cool stores were erected where suggested at the present-time.
The HOIl. J. STE RNBE RG said he
had listened with considerable interest to the
discussion. As this Bill had twice been sent
to the Council by the other House, they
should consider very carefully and earnestly
what they did with it. To reject it under
such conditions was a very serious matter.
Mr. MoBryde had referred to the site. He
(Mr. Sternberg) was prepared to throw the
responsibility in connexion with the site on
the Government.
As far as the stagnant
pool was concerned, no doubt it could be
drained if necessary. 'rne main thing agitating his mind wa.s what the Government
intended to do in connexioll with country
0001 stores.
Duch stores were badly wanted
He understood that the
in the country.
Government were prepared to extend them in
the country.
That opened an important
issue as far as country representatives were
concerned. It appeared that the Government were not prepared to separate their
proposal for a ship-building yard from their
proposals for cool stores. He understood that
the Government were proceeding in connexion with these school stores. They had
a /ium of £200,000 set apart, and they were
utilizing that money for the purpose. It had
eeen rumoured that there was a proposa.l to
buyout the City Council. Personally, he
w.ould like to see the cool Eitores under Government control, and honorable members
should hesitate before rejecting this proposal.
The Hon. H. SKIN~ER said he had
thought he had made a mistake, and voted
wrongly against this Bill last session. During
the last three or four weeks, however, he had
ma-de inquiries concerning the matter, and
consulted many business men of high standing
in Melbourne. Up to the present, he had not
found one of them who was in favour of Government c()ol stores in Melbourne.
The Hun. J. D. BROWN.-You would in
the country.
The Bon. H. SKINNER said if it were
proposed to spend the mOlley ill the country
he would vote for it. Only that morning he
was in the office of Mr. Alexander McCracken,
who had had great experience in these
matters. Mr . .\1cCraoken said that he did not
think cool storage was wanted in Melbourne
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at present, and that there was plenty of
accommodation for the produce likely t()·
come for some years. It was proposed tobuild these stores on the site of a seweragebasin, on a floating foundation.
The I-Ion. W. L. BAILLIKu.-The foundl}tion is all right.
The Hon. H. S KINNER said he had asmuch experience as the honorable gentleman. During the last six months he had
had a bad experience, which had cost him a
lot of money.
The Hon. 'V. L. B,ULLIEU.-I am giving,
t he opinion of engineers.
The Hon. H. SKIN~ER said he took
very little notice of some of these experts ..
Take the case of the allied butter factories.
Representatives were asked to come down by
honorable members favorable to these cool
stores. How could they gi ve an ad verse report t
If Government cool stores were built at all,.
they should be erected on a site where it.
would not be necessary to have the producehandled two or three times. Every time it
was handled, it meant increased cost to theproducer, as well as to the consumer. Underthe Government proposals the produce would
be brought from the stores in the country,.
and then it would be handled again at thestores in Melbourne. Afterwards it would
be placed on barges and taken to the sbip's.
side, which involved more handling. Why not
build the cool stores at Port Melbourne, nearthe railway pier, so that the produce could berun into the ship straight away? In America
produce could be carried for 2,000 miles in
properly constructed trucks. 'Vhy could not
sllch methods be followed here? Thousands.
of carcases had been sent down from Deniliquin and not one carcass was returned. If
stores were built in the country they would
not be required in Melbourne.
Why not
spend the money in the country then? No·
stores would pay if they relied on the export.
trade only.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-The beauty
of the proposed stores is that they ,,,ill servelocal requirements.
The Hon. H. SKINNER said that would
not be so. The position of the municipal
stores would be better than that of stores OIl
the side of a sewerage basin. If a pound of"
cheese were put in the same chamber as a
box of butter, the latter would become contaminated. If butter were sent down to the·
proposed site, ship8 would come along and
stir up tbe nightsoil which was deposited
there night after night.
The Hon. J. D. BRowN.-They are no"
allowed to do it.
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The Hon. H. ~KI~NER said all the
"9ame it was done. The Government had lost
£4,000 or £5,000 a year in cool stores, and
~they were bound to lose a great deal more if
~they erected stores themselves on this site.
:Butchers, poulterer:;; and others would not
take cllpboarJs there, so that revenu.e would
be lost. Butter and lambs were about done
'now, so that the Government stores would
not get much out of the eX!Jort trade for the
next six months. lee companies turned ont
thousands of tons of ice during the next
three or four months, on which there was a
very large profit. If a firm turned ont five
,or six thousand tons of ice in a summer and
made a large profit on it, it would cover the
deficiency that would result when there was
no revenue coming in from storing produce.
If the Government erected its own store it
must go in for supplying the people with
ice, and, in addition, to make the business
pay, would have to supply the public with
ice-cream. Perhaps honorable members did
not know that the .New South Wales Government had a very large freezing works in
Sydney. They could not make the business
pay and had let the plant to a private cympany, which was making handsome profits.
He (Mr. Skinner) held that at the present
time the Government should not build cool
:stores in Melbourne.
The Hon. E. J. WHITE said he intended
to support the Bill because he thought it
was in the best interests of the country
producers that Government cool stores
should be erected in Melbourne. This was
the third session in which the Bill had been
before the Honse and, therefore, there had.
been :mfficient time for honorable members
to study the question on all points. As far
as he could see, the opposition to the measure
.came almost solely from the Melbourne
City Couucil and firms who had pecuniary
interests at st.ake.
'fhe City Council approached many members Jast session
and asked tbat the Bill be held over
till this session, when they would bring
-overwhelming evidence to prove that t.he
Govel'llment were making a mistake in
proposing to erect cool stores. The Bill was
held over, but thai information had not been
received from the City Council Dr from any
,one else. The principal question that had
been discussed to-nigh t was the question of
the proposed site.
After hearing Mr.
Crooke's speeoh Jast night, he (Mr. White)
seriously doubted whether it was desirable to
·erect cool stores on the site proposed by the
Government, and therefore he made a
personal inspection of the site to-day. After
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making that inspection he could only say
that, in his opiuiou, 1\fr. Crooke had a vel:Y
vivid imagination indeed. tT udging from the
honorable member's description of the stagnant pool 11ear the site, it appeared to him
(Mr. White) that Mr. Crooke was well
qualified for the position of a war correspondent in Tripoli at the present time. He admitted.that the site was not all th...Lt could be
desired, but honorable members must realize
that, if a site close to the water's edge was
selected, it was impossible to get high ground.
The fact that the tide,came into the Victoria
Dock every day and purified it showed that
it was not the stagnant pool which Mr.
Crooke had attempted to persuade the House
it was.
Honorable members knew that
thousands of pounds -had been spent on
irrigation in the north, and it was hoped th~t
great tbings would resul t therefrom. It was
hoped that the production of butter and the
number of fat lambs produced would
not only be doubled but quadrupled before long. If that occurred, where was the
additional storage accommodation that would
be necessary to be obtained? He felt that
the Government would be acting strictly in
the interests of the country in erecting cool
stores as soon as possible. Honorable members had heard expert evidence which proved
that the site selected had many advaIltages
over any other site that had been suggested.
Last session, the Government refused to
accept t.he Bill with the item for the cool
stores omitted, and as they went to the
country, and were returned on the question
to a certain extent, he thought it was the
duty of the House to pass the Bill and not
to be a Honse of obstruction. N early every
country producer one spoke to was anxious
that the proposed cool stores should be
erected, and most of the opposition to the
proposal came from town members. He
(Mr. White) was inclined to think that it
would be in the interests of the country
producers to ha.ve the stores built as soon as
possible. If the Railways Commissioners
knew their business, and they had proved in
the past that they did know their business,
the site which had been selected must be the
best site available. The House wonld forward tbe best interests of the conntry by
passing the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time.
The Hon. D. ME VILLE movedThat it be an instruction to the Committee tha.t
they have power to call witnesses to the Bar to
give evidence with respect to the Bill.
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He said he submitted the motion in response
to a petition which ha.d been presented to
the House by a number of business people
of the highest standing. It had always been
the custom, when the interests of citizens
were deeply involved, that, as a last resort,
they might C0me to the Council and be heard
at the Bar of the Honse. I t had been said
that the petitioners who wished to be heard
at the Bar of the H ouae desired to block the
Bill. Amongf.;t the people who had signed
the petition was the Lord Ma.yor of .Melbourne. It was not fair to say that any of
the petitioners merely wished to block the
Bill. Another gentleman who had signed
the petition was induced by the Government
to go in for freezing works, and the Government, to a certain extent, were his partners. At the present time the Government were paying off their part of the
bargAin.
Why should honorable members for a moment hesitate about hearing the petitioners? Some of the statements of the Minister had been challen!!ed.
Certain honorable members had spoken about
the V ictoria Dock as a sewage hole_ As
a member of the Harbor Trust, he (Mr.
Melville) said that was totally untrue. 1'hat
statement should not be allowed to go uncontradicted. He was qnite sure that the waters
of the dock were much better than the
waters of the Goulburn.
It must be
remembered that the sewage from a number
of small towns went into the Goulburn,
whereas no sewage went into the Victoria
Dock.
The petition to which he had
referred was signed on behalf of J. P.
Sennitt and Son Proprietary Limited; 'V.
Angliss and Company Proprietary Limited;
the Victorian Butter Factories Co-operative
Company Limited; the Melbourne Ice Skating and Hefrigerating Company Limited; the
Melbourne Ice and Refrigerating Works; the
Metropolitan Ice and Cold Storage Works;
the Mayor, Aldermen, Councillors,' and
Citizens of the city of Melbonrne; W. and
R. Fletcher Limited; and T. Borthwick and
Sons (Australasia) Limited.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR seconded the
motion.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said he
found himself in rather a difficult position,
because soms of the supporters of the Bill
dQsired that the petitioners should be heard
at the Bar of the House. He would point
out that the gentlemen who desired to be
heard were all interested in stopping the
erection of the Government cool stores.
The Government cool stores would certainly
compete with them.
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The PRESIDENT.-The motion is that.
it be an instruction to the Committee to can

witnesses, so that if the motion is carrIed, the:
Committee may call any witnesses it chooses ..

The

HOll.

H. H. S. ABBOTT.-The-

Government can call witnesses if they like.
The Hon. W. L_ BAILLIEU said he did
not think the Honse would agree with thestatement of the mover of the motion that it
was in the habit of allowing e\ erybody to come·
to the Bar of the House and give evidence_
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-Not everybody ..
The Hon. \V. L. BAILLIEU said he·
thought honorable members would bave been.
able to gather snfficient information abou.t
this proposition without calling witnesses,.
seeing that the proposal had been before them
for about eighteen months. It seemed tohim that the House would be establishing a
precedent if it called witnesses to the Bar
over these trivial Illatters.
The Hon .•J. BALFOUR stated that he
rose chiefly because of the last remark madeby the Minister.
The Hon. W. L BAILLIKU.-I will withdraw the term" trivial."
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said the Househad had this proposal btfore it several timef::l.,
and the only reason why it did not get
through was that there was an absence o-f
information which had been promised to the
House. Mr. White made a great mistake in
saying that, the corporation was to find the information. The Government were distinctly
promised that~ if they would give the information honorable members wanted a!:l to the
healthiness of the site and the cost of the
buildings, and on the question of suitableness.
in every respect, the objection to the proposal
would be met. The corporation had neverasked to be permitted to give information.
They had given information to individual
members, and had offered to give it a.t the
Bar of the House. In addition to the wit.nesses who had been mentioned, he should
like to see Dr. Ham called in regard t&
the suitableness of the site, and he would
like to have Mr. Monash called as a witness.
also. The Minister stated that he was going
to gi ve the Honse further information from
Mr. Monash, and if that information was no·t
satisfactory the House would like to hear
evidence from him. Those were two wit.nesses who would not be against the Governmeut.
The Hon. R. B. REES said he would support the motion. Very valuable information
was given to the House when it was dealing
with pure food legislation.
People interested in manufacturing were brought t()
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the Bar of the House, and they gaye valuable
information whieh enabled the Council to
pass the eure Food Act.. The House was now
practically evenly divided on the question of
Government Cool Stores. It had rejected
the Pl'oposition twice before. He thought
the House should pause before rejecting the
proposition again, and should call whatever
evidence could be obtained to le:td the
.council into the fight; path. He was sorry
that the proposition for the Government Cool
Stores had been orought on ~t this stage of
the seesion.
Honorable members should
have had a longer time to consider it.
But
it was difficult for honorable members to alter
their votes. Although the time was short,
if honorable membe):s could have any better
-enlightenment as to how they should vote it
would be a great advantage. Government
officials could give valuable information 011
()ne side, and the freezing people seemed to be
in the pO'liti(!)n of being able to give informa.tion on the other side.
The Hon. .1. STE R ~B ERG said he
desired to support the" motion that the gentlemen interested in cool storage should have
an opportunity of placing their views before
the Chamber.
The Hon. 1). E. ~1cBR YO 8 observed that
be did not think that all the evidence that
might be brought before the House would
alter one vote. Examining witnesses would
therefore be a waste of time.
The Hon. Vi. J. EV.ANS said he looked
upon thi" motion as one of the most aSlUte
moves he had seen in the House. He for
()ne did lwt stand up and support a project
and then turn round and do something to
prevent its being carried out.
He conld
well ullderstllnd the awkward position
honorable members were in.
If they
did not pass this motion tlwy would be
charged with preventin!! the people in the
ind ustry from placing the full facts before
the House. But the~e people had given all
the informal ion that could be obtained. and
the influence of the City Conncil would be
strong enough to bring about the defeat of
the Bill 1£ the Government propOf~al were
defeated, it would mean a delay of six months
before it could be brought before the House
again.
The HOll. "V. H. EMBLING stated that
in voting for the motioll, his desire was not
to hear what the people ill the industry had
to say, but to hear the evidence that the Government would bring forward. He would
like to hear the reasons on which Mr. Monash
and Or. Ham had based their ad vice. The
question at issue involved llotonly a large sum
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of money, but the future of cold storage in
MelbouflHI. The House should not be satisfied merely with the certificate of a medical
nlan. The only objection he had was
against the site, and if Mr. Monash could
build on it without danger, and Dr. Ham
said that the site was healthy, he would have
no objection to the Government proposal.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE expressed the
opinion that it would be without precedent if
the House refused to hear a large body of
people who desired to give evidence on a
matter in which they were seriously concerned. There was also a large public body
who desired to be heard. The Premier of
the time gave .Angliss and Co. an assurance
that their works would not be illterfered
with, and it was quite pllolic that .Anbliss
and Co. had put up their WOI ks on that
assuranee. Then it was said that the existing works in Melbourne were more than
sufficient for the demands.
The Hon. J. D. BRuwN.-Angliss does
not say that.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said he had no
dOli bt that that would be stated by the witnesses \V ho would appear. As to lVl r. Evans'
stat ement that the whole thing would be
hung up for six months, he had yet to learn
that there would be any harm if it were.
Re was told that there was any alllount of
storage accommodation at a fair rate of
charge for the next six months. We had
gone thl'ough a reeord season in lambs, and
yet storage had been sufficient. He could
not see what harm would be done by the
House heariug what the gentlemen interested
had to say.
The House divided on 1\1r Melville's
motionAy~
20

9

NU9

Majority for the motion..

11

AYES.

Mr. Abbott
" Adamson
Aikman
Balfour
" Clarke
Dr. Emhlmg
Mr. Harwood
" Li tIe
Manifold
" McBryde
" MciJonald

Mr. Melville
Miller
" Payne
Rees
" l::iachse
~, Skinner
" Sternuerg.

Teller.s:
Mr. Cwoke
" Pearl:lon.
NOES.

M r. Raillieu

"
II

Bl'own

Mr. Me T.ellan
lJite.

Edi!ar
Hicks

Mr. Bmwll

Jones

" ,.y
"

'l'eller.~

EVdoml
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The House then went into Committee for
the consideration of the Bill.

The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of

Public Works) movedThat the evidence taken at the Bar relating to
the Public Works Loan Application Bill be printed
in H ansa1·d.

The motion was agreed to.
The HOll. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of
Public \'\ orks) movedThat the Hansard reporters be accommodated
with a seat at the table ill order that, they may be
enabled to hear and report the evidence.

The motion was agreed to.
JOHN CLAYTON, Town Clerk of the City of
Melbourne, was called and examined.
By Mr. MELVILLE.-Will you state in your own
way what you wish to put before the Committee 1I am one of the signatories to the petition askin.g
that evidence may be heard at the Bar of thIS
honorable House against the proposals in the
Public Works Loan Applicatjon Bill with regard
to the erection by the Government of cool storage
works. I have considerable difficulty in attempting
to deal with the matter at a moment's notice.
I have here none of the papers which it would be
nocessary to produce. It is also important t~at
your petitioners should have the returns whICh
they asked for, and which another place thought
fit to order to be prepared, because they have a
most important bearing on the aspects of the case
which your petitioners wish to sub~it to this House.
I do not wish to delay the proceedmgs of the House
more than an hour or two in order to enable us to
BOO exactly the order in which we would wish to
state the case and to deal with the merits of Oul
own case and the demerits of the proposal which
has been 'submitted for the approval of this Rouse.
Further, I may say that it is of great importa~ce
that your petitioners sho~ld have an opport~l1.lty
of seeing the reports whlCh have been subm1tted
in support of the Government "pro~os.al, and to
inspeot the plans of the stores whICh 1t 1S proposed
to erect. The question of accommodation is a very
important factor. At the present moment we have
no knowledge either as to the style of stores to be
erected as to the extent of accommodation that
is to b; provided, or the ~elativ~ proportions of ~he
accommodation for dealmg w1th meat and Wlth
butter. All we have had to guide us in that matter
are the remarks of honorable members in this
House. I would submit, with due respect, that
we would like to have a few hours in which to
become possessed of the knowledge which h~s been
furni'!hed to this House but not to the pubhc, and
to learn other facts which so far have not been
furnished to this House.
By :Mr. BALFouR.-I think we might in the
meantime get some information from the witness.
We are told that the Government of Victoria has
paid in rent about £20?,000 for the st~res rented
from the City CorporatlOn. Can. you g1v~ us any
idea as to what it has cost the C1ty Council to run
the machinery and maintenance of these stores
during the period that they have cost the Government £200,000 for rent ?-It costs us approximately
£10,000 a year to run the engin~s. By tha~ I mean
running the engines which proVlde the refr1gerated
air. YThioh is a very" important part in the arrange.-
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ment between the Council and the Government_
The amounts which the Government have paid theCity Council, extending back to the year fS93, are
not for rent, in the ordmary sense of the term, for-'
the use of very extensive accommodation for the
freezing and storing of products, but are also for
the· supply of the cold air which does the refrigeration, necessitating the erection and maintenance of a very costly plant, and the engagement
of staffs of employes working three shilts continuously day in and day out the year through.
I have not taken the figures out, but I
should say, speaking with some fau approximation, it cost the City Council close on or aboui:
£150,000 to run the stores during the period mentioned, including a few small stores j'or local storage;:
that is, small in proportion to the total area which.
the City Council retains the possession of for local
storage. That amount does not include any allowance for interest or sinking fund on the capital
invested. Further, the accommodation which has.
been provided covers an immense area of railway
sidings and locks which are a necessary adjunct t~
such stores. The extent of the accommodation is.
such that I think some 50 or 60 railway trucks can
be taken under cover, protected from the weather,
and kept in a moderate temperature, in part by'
cooling done by artificial means, enabling the trucks.
to be brought into a condition to receive refrigerated
produce without detriment, and to remain till a
convenient time for transport to. the ship.
Can you give us any idea of the cost to the CityCouncil of the cool storage works for the period
over which the Government have paid £200,000 t·
-That is a difficult question to answer to be exact~
inasmuch as the whole block of buildings includesthe fish mn.rket on the corner of Spencer-street
and Wharf-road, the whole of the land bounded
by Wharf-road on the south and King-street on
the east, Flinders-street on the north, and Spencerstreet on the west. These buildings comprisesome nine warehouses and butter factories, in,
some of which a very large proportion of the butter
exported is absolutely manufactured. It is very
diffioult for me to be exact in apportioning the
total cost of a whole block of buildings as between
the cool storage and what is fairly chargeable tothe fish market, to the warehouses or the otheraccommodn.tion provided. But to enable us to-.
calculate our interest and sinking fund charges,.
-we have apportioned the charges on the advice of
the architect who designed the first portion, and I
think I may say that the capitn.l cost on the portion
for cool storage would be from about £190,000 to£200.000.
By the CHAlRMAN.-That is as near all you can
get ?-Yes.
By Mr. BALFouR.-Doesthatinclude the buildings.
with the. additions ?-That would be the cost upto date.
By Mr. BAILLIEU.-What did the whole block of
buildings cost ?-I think a bou t £330,000 to £340,000 ~
By l\lr. REEs.-Are the buildings on CroWlllands r
-The L.nd is vested in the corporation by Act of
Parliament. We have not charged anything forthe land j.n "that capital value.
By Mr. BALFoUR.-You stated at the commencement thn.t you had not seen a return asked for in
the Legislative A!3sembly 1-That is so.
By Mr. REEs.-The land on which the buildings.
are erected is then a free gift to the Council 1-No ;
it is an exchange for very valuable lands given u~
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:by the City Council in about the year 1884. It was
part of a very la.rge scheme of exchange of land
.including very large properties that were taken
,over by the Railway Department at the corner
'~st of the present station, and also at the corner
of the Fnils bridge at Flinders-street, and the site
·of the old fish market.
By Mr. PA YNE.-Is your machinery up to date!
·-The machinery is up to date, that is the
'refrigera,ting machinery and the whole plant. I
·.peak as a layman, but with the authority of the
best engineers in the city, and I think I speak with
the authority of the officers of the Public Works
Department. 1 think the Minister of Public Works
mentioned in this debate that they are going to
put in the same pbnt except that they may sub.
Jititute suction g;]'s for our steam engines. Engineers
have already criticised the wisdom of suction gas
.for so large a plll,nt.
By l\Ir. SACHS E.-The Government are not going
to use State co;]'l ?-I do not know. Speaking of
the principn.l portion of the plant, 1 think that the
()fficers of the Department will give evidence that
it is proposed to put in the British Linde Co.'s
.engines.
By 1\1:1'. BAILLIEu.-For what reason ?-Because
·they are the best. Our plant therefore is quite up
-to dnte.
You would not use Powlett River coal if it were
more expensive than to adopt some other method 7
-We would use it according to the class of boilers
we have fitted. We should use Newcastle coal or
electric power under other conditions.
By !lir. SAcHsE.-Have the City Council's cool
.stores refused Government produce through want
·of space ?-I h!tve seen it reported in the Press,
but it does not tnlly with my own knowledge of the
-conditions of the works at the time. I do not run
the works, nor do 1 visit the chambers which are
in the occupation of the Government, so that I am
dependent on others for that statement.
Have the City Council increased the works of
late ?-The buildings have been extended, I
think I shn.ll be safe in saying, some half-a-dozen
times since the Government first became our
tenant. The plant was duplicated, and again
duplicated. We started with two comparatively
.small Linde engines. That plant was duplicated
by a 1trge triple expansion plant, and again I
think the power was approximately duplicated by
the addition of a l'uge Hercules plant. At the end
-of the v~rious leases the accommodation was
~xtehded if required, and with the later extensions
-of the buildings the extension of the plant became
neCeSSl1l'y.
Why did you extend the premises ?-At the desire
,of the Government, or, I should say, partly at the
desire of the Government and partly because at
one time it was proposed to have another tenant
in the building. The Government subsequently
took thrt t P'1l't also.
I
By Mr. BAILLIEu.-Was the building extended
'and the new machinery put in without anyagree.
ment with the Government ?-No; we had a series
·of agreements for the tenancy of the premises,
'varying from seven years down to shorter terms.
Have they all been fulfilled 1-1 think 80.
Then the obligation is satisfied on both aides 7I suppose so.
lf you add to your premises for a tenant a.nd he
«)bserves his leases that is the end of the bargain 7Yes.
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By Mr. S.A.CHSE.-You would have increased
your terms but for the Government ?-As the
export trade was being supervised by the Government the Government were our tenants, and
in every case it has been the determination of the
City Council to give the Government preference
over any other tena.nt. We had property in the
possession of another tenant. We had one specific
application from another tenant, and stores were
erected for him. The Government took the
business that the tenant expected to get, and took
a lease of the chambers erected for that tenant.
That was the P. and O. and Orient Steam-ship Co.
By Mr. BAILLIEu.-Were these stores erected for
the purpose for which they are now being used ?Yes, even the first block. When originally erected
they consisted of about nine large stores, six of which
were constructed with r~i1way communication and
locks for delivering into the west road. The original
intention of this was to be prepared for what was
then looming up-the export trade in meat.
The other cool stores then erected formed part of the
dairy produce market for which it was anticipated
. there would have been a demand on the part of the
dairy producers. That demand was not developed,
and the stores which were then erected were en·
larged and converted into freezing stores. The
first tenant used them for meat export in 1893.
:rrlr. John Hotson, was then, I think, the tenant
of the works.
By Mr. REEs.-What rent was he paying; was
it more or less than the Government paid imme.
diately afterwards ?-He paid something like
£3,250, and the Government lease, which commenced
the next year, was for £750 less.
Why?-Because it was a lease to the Government who were undertaking the busincbs on
behalf of the producers of the State.
By Mr. CROOKE.-You mentioned certain
items of expenditure and you said that inteJ~est
and sinking fund were not included ?-I gave
our total expenditure from the time the Govern.
ment commenced its occupation in 1894. As
against £200,000 rent paid by· the Government,
our working expenses would approximate about
£150,000.
There is £50,000 apparently shown as profit ?That is the only money we have out of whieh to pay
our interest and such sinking fund as can bc kept.
Is that sufficient ?-No.
What is the loss ?-I could not give an answer
off-hand.
By 1\11'. SAcHsE.-Did you go into that business
as a matter of profit ?-We did not expect to
make a loss.
Have you made a loss 7-1£ you take it a,s 11 business concern, yes; and also if we take cold storage
accommodation as a separate concern.
By 1\1r. BAILLIEu.-Did the Council go into the
business expecting that the Government would be
a tenant ?-The Government had not thought of
the business at that time.
By Mr. McBRYDE.-Have you heard recently
any complaint about insufficient accommodation?
- I have read of that in the papers, but I have no
reliable authority for the statement that there has not
been accommodation at the Government stores
for any demand this season. 1 am anxious that
information should be furniRhed, and 1 may
say that it was on behalf of the Council that the
return was asked for.
We desired to have,if
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possible, a list 0'£ the applications for space this square feet. By 1911, the number of firms had
increased to thirteen, and the area of accommodaseaRon which were refused.
By Mr. BAILLIEu.-Are you speaking of the tion provided to-day is about 207,000 square feet_'
The circumstances of to-day are very different from
return asked for by Mr. Skinner ?-Yes.
By Mr. SACHS E.-Did the Government approach the circumstances of those times, and there is less.
you in the first instance to become your tenant, or necessity th~n ever there was in the history of the
did you go to the Government ?-I should think export trade for the erection of additional cool stores~
that the Government would probably approach
By Mr. BAlLLIEU.-I understood you to say
us, knowing that the stores were there. The first that the Government, under their lease and
arrangement was not in the way of a lease of the renewals on the faith of which you made additions~,
lItores. For about twelve months, I think we have carried out their lease?-Absolutely. I have·
undertook the freezing of butter at so much per ton. not a word to say against the Government.
There was no understanding that they would conBy Mr. BRAWN.-Your interest in this matter is
that you do not want the City Council to lose a good tinue beyond the term of the lease' ?-We put
tenant ?-No. We do not want two establishments nothing forward that way. The arrangements
to be worked at double the cost to do the work between the Government and myself are mutually'
which could be efficiently and properly done in one. satisfactory. We donotclaim that the Government
That is, in your judgment ?-It will prove more made any promise to us at all. The Councif
economical to the producers if we can curtail the relied on the expressions of opinion of three sucworking expense by concentrating the trade in one cessive Governments. The report of the Royal:
esta blishmen t.
Commission was supported -by the same gentleman
By Mr. STERNBERG.-You told the Committee who is Minister of Agriculture to-day.
that the City Council are making a loss. Would
You will admit that the corporation would'
the City Council entertain a proposition to be ha ve to take the risk of a change of policy on the·
bought out ?-Such a proposition has not been part of Governments. On matters of policy
submitted, and I am, therefore, not able to speak there are many changes. You took a business
I1S to what the council would do.
risk which any man would take in establishing a
By Mr. BRAWN.-As an ordinary landlord, what business ?-Absolutely. The City Council and
time would expire before you think the Government the firms interested in the business have to becould undertake the erection of stores on their own prepared for whatever Government may be in
11ccount ?-I hardly see the application of the power, but we have very full confidence that
question.
Governments, as far as their obligations--even
I refer to the City Council. You are taking a those of a moral character-are concerned, wilE
great interest in the blocking of the measure ?- respect the opinions of their predecessors. Further ..
If the honorable member will do me the favour of we were relying on the voice of Parliament itself.
re-stating his question, I will try to understand
Are you speaking for other firms ?-I am speakit, and, if I understand it, I will answer it to the ing with a knowledge of other firms.
best of my ability.
By Mr. BRowN.-They can speak for themselves t
You have told the Committee that several leases - I am speaking from a knowledge of the facts.
have been affected and expired. I would take obtained from the parties themselves.
it that as far as the Government is concerned that
That is hearsay. They are here to speak for'
clears them from any liability 1-1 did not state themselves ?-I know I am speaking their mind.
that at all. Let me give the terms under which
By Mr. ADAMsoN.-Has there been any friction
the leases were made. In 1899, Sir Jolm Taverner between the Department of Agriculture and the·
was Minister, and he also had ideas of erecting City Council with regard to the business ?-Nocool stores on behalf of the Government. He pre- friction worth talking about. We may possibly
sen ted his scheme to the Legislative Assembly. Again have had differences as to what should be done.
on that occasion the Assembly was not impressed
By Mr. McLELLAN.-The export trade will
with the scheme, and referred it to a Royal Com- probably increase largely in the future. What
mission. The chairman of that Commission was possibilities are there for extension at your works?
the Ron. John Murray. The report of the -We have plans prepared for very considerable
_
Commission was one of the most emphatic extensions.
reports I have ever seen, and was ad verse to the
By Mr. EVANs.-Can you extend your builrJing ?
proposal. Practically the whole of the evidence -Yes.
tendered to that commission was against the proIn what direction ?-Over the same area, by
posal. The commission expressed itself most , putting in additional chambers.
emphatically that the Government should not
By Mr. BAILLIEU.-And the view of the City
continue in the business, but should drop out of Council is that the Government should remain a
the export trade. On the strength of that, sup- tenant ?-Our contention is that the Government
ported as it was by two successive Governments, should not put up its own works in opposition, not
the City Council entered with no lack of confidence only to our stores, but those of private firms.
upon the various extensions of its works. They were
As additional accommodation is required, they can
worked on short leases.
safely rely on private enterprise ?-The trade has not
By Mr. EVANS.-How long ago was that ?-1899. Buffered from want of accommodation since its
Do the same conditions prevail to-day ?-In- inception.
finitely better conditions prevail to-day.
Our
That is the statement of a landlord ?-I havestores have been very largely extended. Then there no evidence on behalf of the tenant or the prowere only six private firms engaged in the business ducer, but I look forward with considerable inof the export trade. The accommodation pro- terest for a definite statement as to how the
vided for by those six firms covered an area of producer has suffered from' the lack of remhout47,000 sq. feet. In five years' time the number frigerating accommodation in the metropolis.
of firms had increased to nine, and the area of That reminds me that the thirteen firms of 1911
.at: accommodation had just doubled, being 94,000 include the Geelong Harbor Trust, and the-
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petitioners are looking forward with very con.idera.ble interest to the returns of the produce
which has been frozen at the Geelong Harbor Trust
works for the year ending 31st December, 1910,
and for the period which, between 1st January and
the 20th December, 1911. We have asked for
tha t return.
By Mr. REEs.-There was a slump in lambs in
the latter part of October. Had I purchased
10,000 lambs during that slump in the metropolitan market and slaughtered them at your
abattoirs, could I have got them frozen and fixed
up at your works ?-You would have got them
frozen in some of the metropolitan works.
At your works ?-Not necessarily at our works.
We could not carryall the trade when possible
purchasers might take ad vantage of the slump,
but every lamb you purchased could have been
put through one of the works in the metropolis
without even going to Geelong. It may be neces8a.ry also to say that the Murtoa works started
this year.
I suppose you can slaughter 10,000 la,mbs in
your abattoirs. Where could I freeze them ?By taking them just across the Saltwater River,
even if every inch of the Government cool stores
was filled.
Where ?-In the premises of Mr. Angliss.
Do you think it reasonable to say that I, a.s a
'"peculator, could freeze lambs at the private works
of Mr. Angliss, with whom I would be a competitor ?-There are other stores besides those of
Mr. Angliss'.
Wha.t other stores ?-Some five or six stores.
The Glaciarium could have taken in pretty well
every lamb you could have bought in the market
this season.
Will you S9.y that if I c~Hried bmbs from your
abattoirs and froze" them at the Glaciarium they
would be in a. fit condition for export ?- Yes.
By Mr. MANIFOLD.-If they were carted ?-Yes,
as has been done for several seasons. I did not
select the Glaciarium as a place where a speculator
of Mr. Rees' standing would have gone. Mr.
Rees would not have minded Mr. Angliss being
a competitor so long as Mr. Angliss undertook to
freeze his lambs at a price that suited him.
By Mr. BATLLIEu.-Mr. Rees' concern is that he
might not have been able to freeze his lambs in
a competitor's stores ?-He need not fear that.
The Geelong Harbor Trust could have taken all
the lambs.
I do not know how you can make that statement ?-I was asked just now to speak from
general knowledge. I am speaking with a knowledge that has come fairly close from head-quarters.
By Mr. REEs.-You would not say that I could
carry lambs slaughtered at your abattoirs to Geelong to have them frozen ?-Stuff has been taken
down to Geelong before now to be frozen.
By Mr. AnnoTT.-Would it not be possible for
your city refrigerating stores to ship frozen products
by barge to Port Melbourne ?-Under exactly the
same conditions as they can be shipped from the
proposed site at the Victoria Dock.
All that
would be required would be an elevator.
By Mr. SAcHSE.-Has there been any reciprocal
understanding between the City Council and the
other freezing com pa.nies to relieve one another if the
stores become overcrowded ?-We could not have
any such understanding. The works being under
control of the Government, we are not saddled with
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the responsibility of providing space. :E'rom the
cursory glance that I have been able to give to the
speech of the Minister in charge of the Bill, the
inference I draw is that the Government stores
have given preference to butter, and that the
amount of butter put through was larger than
usual, although I notice that the information as
given referred to the butter that ha.d been put
through during a period of eighteen months.
Have the Government ever complained of the
insufficiency of the storage for their purposes ?They could not complain of the insufficiency of
the storage, because, of course, they got all they
aslwd for.
By Mr. HICKs.-Why have the Government
refused to renew the lease of the building ?-I am
not aware that the Government has refused te
renew the lease.
By Mr. AnnOTT.-Have you heJ.rd any complaints by the Government of smells detrimental
to these stores ?-I would not sa.y detrimental to
the stores. I have hr.d comphints of 11 smell from
a drain.
Is there any ground for serious objection on tha.t
point ?-I have heard that some complaints hftV£'
been made by some of the officers a.bout a. smell
from a drain which runs down Queen-street. I do
not know thl1 t there is anything serious in that.
If so, it is something almost unavoidable. It is fl
main drain taking part of the city drainage, and
it is discharged into the river. It has a silt pit on
the King-street frontage of the whp,rf, and that, of
course, hn.s disadvantages. But I may say that
any justification for the complaint will not bf'
one whit worse if it be anything like so bad as
the perpetu&l smell from close on 800 acres of
the West Melbourne Swamp, which has been
reclaimed by material pumped from the river, on
the one hand, and the Victoria Dock, which is
practically a c~ll de 8ac, on the other hand, and in
which numbers of vessels are lying, the refuse from
which is deposited on the br ttom of the dock.
By 1\11'. BALFouR.-Is the water in that drain
surface water ?-Yes. No sewage water enters
into it.
By Dr. EMnLING.-WP. have been told that no
refuse can go into the water in the dock ?-That
is the first time I have ever heard that nothing
could go through a hole in a ship's side.
By 1\,[1'. BAILLIEU.-M.r. Skinner said that was
not true. Would you say that the drain that is
complained of-WITNEss.-Was complained of-By Mr. BATLLIEU.-I say is complained 'of.
Would you say that that drain contiguous to your
cool stores in any way affects the produce therein ?Not in the slightest.
Although it is near the river, which is not
regarded as the sweetest part. in Melbourne 1I think it will be admitted that the river ,is very
different since the Melbourne and l\Ietropolitar.
Board of Works has been able to do most of ik
work.
You say there are no prejudicial effects at all ?I say that with full confidence.
By Mr. MANIFoLD.-What about the officers ! Our engineer lives over the drain.
By ]VIr. MILLER.-Has there been ample accommodation in your cool stores for the producL
coming from the country ?-There has been ampl.
accommodation for the whole of the eX!l0rT. trade
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In your opinion, will there be ample accommoda.tion during the next twelve months ?-Yes.
I will say more: that the only serious difficulty
there has been at all has been due to breakdowns
in the shipping, and not to the lack of storage.
It is proposed to erect huge stores on the Victoria
Dock site 1-1 do not think they are as large as
our own.
In your opinion, are they necessary !-No,
neither for the Government nor for any other
proprietor.
By IVrr. MELVILLE.-Have you entirely finished
your evidence 1-1 would ask permission of the
Committee to resume when I have had an opportunity of perusing the information which has
such an important bearing on the matter.
By Mr. BAILLIEU.-You refer to the return ! Yes.
Was it not possible to get that return from the
Assembly before ?-Mr. McCutcheon moved for
the return in the Assembly. The Bill was passed
through all its stages, and that is the last I hea.rd
of the return.
Did you ask Mr. McCutcheon if he had got the
r0turn ?-No.
By the CHAIRMAN.-Have you seen that return !
- I did not ask Mi. McCutcheon if he had got it,
because I knew sufficient of the forms of the House
to know that under ordinary circumstances that
ret.urn would be laid on the table of the House.
Then I should have expected to have an opportunity
of seeing it, being one of the persons who asked for
its preparation.
You are desirous of seeing that return !-Yes.
And you would like to have an opportunity of
eupplementing your evidence afterwards !-Yes.
I would also like to see the return which Mr. Skinner
moved for to-day, and which the House ordered
to be furnished.
By Mr. REEs.-Dealing with the charges at the
Btores, do you think it is fair that you should
charge a percentage upon all the butter stored in
that place over a certain amount ?-That rests
entirely with the parties. They may frame the
terms of the rental in any way they think fit, if
they are mutually sa.tisfied.
Suppose one party is not satisfied, but is in your
hands. and now desires "to quit ?-That is a. supposition which is not a fact, and I cannot assume it.
It is a fact that the Government is not satisfied
wit.h your percentage ?-I beg your pardon.
By Mr. SAcHsE.-That has never been raiseiJ. ! Nor is it a fact that the Government are dissatisfied.
On the contrary, the Government's desire was to
continue in occupation for a further twelve months
on the same terms.
By Mr. REEs.-Until the new stores were built!
- I know nothing about the new stores being built.
The Government would not put that reason
forward.
Is it not a fact that the Government is going to
eave £5,000 a year on the new stores as against
your charges ?-I am a layman, but I say that is
not 11 fact.
It is asserted ?-We have a strong desire to
ascertain the truth of, and the authority for, the
: ssertion.
C11n you tell me the charge per ton on
the carriage of butter from your store to Port
Melbourne ?-Unless there is any advantage
given to a Government store, the charges
will be the same from the Victoria Dock
W the Port as from Flinders-street to the Port.
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If the Railways Commissioners are going to make
a specially reduced tariff, then, of course, it will
be of benefit to the producer, but a loss to th~
railway revenue.
By Mr. REES.-With regard to the charge of 58.
per ton in and out from the port, that is a permanent
charge, which is made by the Railway Department
for transport to every siding. The distance, within
a reasonable limit, does not affect the question.
From what little 1 know of railway work, I understand that when produce comes from all parts of
the country it is brought in all sorts of trains, which
have to be taken to what in future will be a gravitation yard, where the trucks are marshalled into
trains, and they go from there to their destination,
whether the cold store 01' the ship's side.
By ~fr. Ev ANs.-What about rent ?-With regard
to the rent, this was arranged as is done in most
cases, both parties being brought into agreement,
though at the start they were a little distance apa.rt.
Was there dissatisfaction !-Not when we had
a.greed to the terms.
Are we to assume that the Minister of Agriculture
was satisfied with the terms ?-I am convinced
that the Minister of Agriculture would never have
entered into the agreement for the lease if he had
not been satisfied.
By l\fr. HICKs.-Here is a statement by the
Minister that a dr8.ft agreement was submitted,
and that it was withdrawn; what arrangement
WitS that ?-That remark I do not agree with, but
as the matter occurred in 1908, I do not suppose
it .is relevant to this issue, as there have been two
agreements since then.

'1 he Hon. D. E. McBRYDE said he would
like to know from the Minister of Public
"Vorks if the witness could be supplied with
a copy of the report that had been referred to.
The Hon. W'. L. BAILLIEU (;\1inister of
Public Works) observed that that would be
done. 1t was not in the House, but honorable members should not assume that the
Government would not give all the information they were called on tu gi ve. He had no
more to do with the information given in
another place than Mr. Clayton had, and he
would be pleased to have it handed over. It
could have been received by Mr. Clayton if
he had liked. The information required by
Mr. Skinner was not dne until the next day,
as it had only been asked for to·day. It was,
however, available to-day. There seemed to
be an imputation that 1\1 inisters in this House
were keeping Lack information.
Several HONORABLE MKMBERS.-No.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said it was
good of them to say no, but they meant yes.
When one gave a lie 'l. sk..rt, it was difficult to
overtake it. All the information the House
desired wal' being obtained as quickly as it
could be got. The 1-louse was wasting time.
There were only two or three days left. to
finish the work of the session, and if this
sort of bnsiness was going on, the House would
be kept until the end of next year. He
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had a feeling in his mind that the informalion now asked for could have been got, notwithstanding the polite statement that it was
not available.
The WITNESS.--I have not suggested by word or
imputation what the Honora.ble the Miui:"ter has
Iiltated.

The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said he did
not mean the witness; it was more serious.
It wa,s by some of the members.
The WITNESS.-My association with the Minister
is such that I would not have hesi tated to go to him
for any information. Until he told me now, I did
not know that the return had even been prepared.

The Hon. J. G. AIKMA~ remarked that
in asking last \'Vednesday why this question
shoulcl be postponed, he stated why certain
returns had been asked for. He explained
that thE:JY were necessary in order to go on
with thi8 matter. The Minister knew that,
and it was reported ill Hansard. The honorable gentleman made bis' second-reading
speech, but the papers were not laid on the
table in the Assemuly before this afternoon.
The Han. W. L. BAILLIEu.-We should
have these gentlemen in the Assembly, I
can see.
The witness withdrew.

Mr. WM. ANGLISS, Export Butcher, called
a.nd examined.

By :Mr. MELVILLE.-Do you know this problem
of the Cool Stores ?-Yes, sir.
Then please state what you mean in your petition
by the statement that you wanted to be heard on
'his question ?-In 1904, there was a great shortage
of freezing places in Victoria, so much so that the
export trade of the State was very much affected.
We would go outside and buy our lambs, and bring
them to Melbourne, and when we got them here
often our stuff, owing to the call on space at the
Government freezing chambers, could not be
ireated. The result was heavy loss through depreciation of the value of our stuff, and sometimes
wasting. We then approached the Government,
a.nd asked if they would do anything towards
a.ssisting us to go on with the export tradewhether they would extend the freezing space
under their control, so that we should have some
hope of getting our stuff away. The Government
of the day-I think it was the Irvine Governmentassured me that they did not intend to increase the
freezing space, nor do anything further than they
had already d.one as regards the export trade of
the country. They then asked me if I would
a.ttend a meeting of the Cabinet, and put my views
before them. I attended the Cabinet Meeting, and
I was asked what I would be prepared to do if the
Government would give an assurance that there
would be no competition with private enterprise.
In those times, they were freezing at a loss. I was
not prepared to put any capital into a thing that
would lose me money. I could plainly see that I
had advantages in buying that would overcome
ihe loss in freezing, and I told them that, if they
would assure me that they would not come in, I
would put what capital I had into the freezing
trade. Mr. Irvine and ihe Cabinet assured me tha.i
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they did not in tend to go on. I asked for certain
assistance in connexion with the railway siding.
Something like £4,000 was wanted to be spent on
the Government line, and I though it was rather
unreasonable that I should have to expend that.
They eventually agreed to pay something like half
the money towards the line if I put the other half
towards the cost of the siding, which I did. I gave
an undertaking to the Government that at any
time, with reasonable notice, they could take
one-half of my space during the mst five years
after the works were built. During the whole of
that five years, the Government only once called
on me to take a small quantity of lambs. That
agreement expired in 1910. From time to time we
have gone on extending those works. Since that
time, my business has been formed into a proprietary company, and others have come into the
business with me. In the early period the works
were constructed by myself. Since then, we have
gone on extending the works every year. When
the Government have said that they have been
pushed, we have had the spare room. The chargeff
agreed on were very low. As a matter of fact, the
charges would not payma for freezing the stuff,
but we were never called on to do for tllem the work
which I heard at times they were unable to do·
themselves. The reason, I think, was that there
was so much available space in Melbourne, and
there was no necessity to call on our firm to do
this work in later years. As long as the Government were able to do it, it was not worth any private
person's while to go into the freezing trade. I am
talking of the trade in connexion with lambs, meat,
or butter. I was supposed to take anything that
was offered-cheese, butter, rabbits, poultry, eggs,
fruit-in fact, anything at all. By giving one
week's notice, they could take my space, so I was
put to considerable expense in installing air circulation, which I did not consider one of the best
means. One of the reasons why I was put to that
expense was that the Government would not allow
me to put in the direct expansion system, which
was a much less costly one, and less costly to run.
For that reason, I was compelled to spend some
thousands of pounds on machinery which has
proved since of not so much value to me
as the system of direct expansion.
When
the works were first built, they had a capacity
of 2,500 carcases a day. To-day, with a slight
extension of the killing sp9.ce, they are ca pa ble of
treating 10,000 carCHses a day. We hfl.ve plenty of
freezing spa?e, but we have not quite sufficient killing
space. Owmg to that fact, we have been obliged
to kill a few in the city abJ.ttoirs in order to fill.
up our freezing spl1ce. That is one refl.EOn, I think
why the country freezing works have been quit~
unable to keep their works running. I might
mention the case of the Geelong Harbor Trust
freezing works. They are capable of treLting
40,000 or 50,000 carcases a week, but I do not
think they have had a sufficient supply to give
them a week's work in the whole yefl.r. That shows
that the freezing sp:tce aVf.il.,ble is a gre~tt deal
more than is required. Speu.king for myself and
my firm, I think we have a reu.l grievance, after
having received a promise from the Government
that they did not intend to compete with us by
erecting freezing works. We have spent a lot of
money in our pbce-something like £150,000. If
the Government and the City Council come into
direct competition with each other, it may mean
the closing up of our works just as ~ther works
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have been closed up in another State. I am not
prepared to lose the whole of my capital invested
m. these works without making an attempt to get
fair play from the Government. I might mention
the question of wages. The public are led to
believe that wages form a very smaJl item in freezing
works. Our a,verage wages during the busy season
·a.re over £1,800 a week. My engine-room expenses
amount to something like £18,000 a year. We have
tried every kind of machinery. We have tried steam
engines. We adopted suction gas, and we put in
no less than three plants of 800 horse-power. But
suction gas has proved a fa.ilure. I mention that
because I believe the Government, if they build
works, are going to adopt suction gas.
By Mr. MANIFOLD.-There was something wrong
with one of your suction gas engines, was there
not--:l. matter of alignment ?-No. All our suction
gtS pI-lonts are working, but they :we not s?-fficiently
relhble. I do not profess to be an engrneer, but
I do profess to be able to run a refrigerating plant.
By Mr. REEs.-Were as many hmbs available
for export this ye:tr as hst year ?~There are more
sheep a.nd bmbs aV(1,il:1.ble for export this year than
last year. It is a record season.
.
Bv the CHAIRMAN.-Have you anything to add
to your statement ?-I mentioned the cost of the
engine-room. 'Ve try to work our engine-room as
economically as possible, yet it costs about £18,000
a year to run it. I do not think the person is born
who can make freezing works pay in Vict.oria unless
he handles his own stuff and ships it. If he does
not do that, he finds that when stock is dear the
exporters will not buy, and the refrigerating works
are not kept running. For that reason, we are
compelled to buy our own stock, because the owners
of stock will not ship it themselves, and when the
market gets a bit high speculators in stock will not
buy. I would not put 5s. into any company that
was dependent upon the owners of stock or Ol~ the
public, because in that case it would be -Iuite
impossible to make the works pay.
By Mr. BROWN. - Do you apply that to
all branches of freezing? - Yes; I built
works in Bourke-street, costing about £30,000,
and they are practically abandoned.
We
had to abandon them because we could not
compete with the Government in . butte~ and
rabbits. I found that the ohly way rn WhICh we
could carryon the business ,profitably was by
building works ~nd killing everythi~g on the sP.ot,
and taking the rIsks of the market, rnstead of berng
dependent on public support. When we built the
works in Bourke-street, we did not get that support.
j'or nine months out of twelve, those works did not
pay for export purposes. We were making ice
and were supplying the shipping of the State as
wen as the local trade. I admit that our pre&ent
works are paying, but I say it is not posr;ible to
build export works and depend upon public support
to make them pay.
Row does It concern you if other people
run the risk ?-It concerns me as a ratepayer.
I am a big ratepayer in the City of Melbourne. As a taxpayer, I do not think I should
be asked to pay for losses occasioned by the Gove~n
ment establishing freezing works. I may mentIOn
that since the works were built we have spent no
less than £15,000 a year in maintenance and improv.. ments. That is since 1905. Refrigerat.ing
work arl' a most costly undertaking. The plant
hilS to be kept going night and day, and the wear
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and tear goes on all the time, Sundays and holida.ys
included. It is necessary to do that in order to
make the works pay. Of course, if you close the
works for nine months out of the twelve there iii
very little wear and tear.
The witness withdrew.

Progress was then reported.

HOUR OF MEETING.
The Bon. W. L. 13 AILL lEG (Minister of
l')nblic Works) moved, I/)y leaveThat the House do meet a.t eleven o'clock tomorrow.

The motion wa.s agreed to.
MILLEW A LAND BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative
Assembly, and, on the motion of the Hon.
F. HAGELTHOR~, was read a first time.
The House adjourned at twelve mill utes
to eleven o'clock p. m. until eleven o'clock
a.m. the following day.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, December 20, 1911.
The SPEAKIW. took the chair at twentyone minutes to three o'clock p.m.
EAST MELBOURNE ELECTIOS.
The SPEAKER.-I have to announce
that I have received a petition from Sir
Henry Weedon against the election of Mr.
Farthing as member for the electoral district of East Melbourne.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Would
] be in order in asking that the petition be
read ~
ffhe SPEAKER.-Quite in order.
The petition was read by the Clerk at the
table as follows : To the Hon. Sir Frank Madden, Knight Bachelor,
Speaker of the Legislative Assembly of the
::i, ate of Victoria.
The humble petition of Sir Henry Weedon, of
Yowlett·street, East Melbourne, in t.he
State of Victoria, Knight Bacht-lor, respectfully sheweth1. That y"ur PeLitioner was a duly qualified and
nominated candicla1e at the election of Olle member
to serve in the Legislative Assembly of Victoria
for the Electoral Dist.rict of East Melbourne, held
on the 16th day of N ovem ber. in the year of our
Lorrl, One thousand nine hundred and eleven.
2. That a.t sllch election Alfred Alexander
Farthing, of ElizH beth·street, Melbourne, publican, was a candidat.e, and as thE: result of, he said
election was by the Ret urning ()fficer of the said
Electoral District publicly d"clareo elected by
a majority of votes, and was returned as the member for the said district.
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3. That vour Petitioner was next on the pon.
4. That at such election the said Alfred Alexander Fa.rthing was by himself, his agents, ~nd
pa.rtisftns guilty of the misdeameanoul" of treatmg,
anel divers other persons acting on his behalf were
similarly guilty.
5. That at such election the said Alfred Alexan-der Fa,rthing was himself, and by his a~ents or
partisans or by some other persoll or persons on
his behalf, guilty of bribery.
6. That at such election the said Alfred Alexander Farthing was himself, and by his a.gents or
partisans or by some other person or persons on
his behalf, guilty of an illegal practice or illegal
prJ.ctices.
7. That at such election the said Alfred Alexan{jer Farthing aided, abetted, counselled, procured,
or attempted the commission of an illegal practice
or illegal practices.
8. That your Petitioner therefore claims that
'the said Alfred Alexander Farthing was llot duly
-elected as member for the said Electoral District
of East ;\[elhourne.
9. That your Petitioner further claims that as
and being the next on the poll at the said election
your Petitioner was duly elected as such member,
and should be declared duly elected as - such
member.
Your Petitioner therefore humbly pray£'That you will be pleased to communicate the
matter of t his petition to the Legislative Assembly
of Victoria. in order that t he same may be referred
to the Committee of Elections and Qualifications of
your hOliorable House, and also prays'l'hat the said Alfred Alexander Farthing be
declared not duly eh~cted for the said Electoral
District of E 1st Melbourne.
That the said Alfred Alexander Farthing be declared incapable of heillg elected or returned for
the said Electoral District, and of sitting as
mem 'oer for the said District.
That it be declared that your Petitioner ought.
to have been returned as member for the said
District, a.nd should be so declared, and also
should be declared duly elected for such Electoral
District.
That the returns for such District be a.mended
accordingly.
'J hat, if necessary, a new election be had.
And that your Petitioner may have such further
and ot her l't lief as the circumstances of the case
may require. or as the proper Committee of your
Honomble House may seem meet.
_'\nd your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will
eyet· pray.
Dated this Nineteenth (lay of December One
thousand nine hundred and eleven.
(Signed) HENRY WEEDO~.
:
(:Signed) W. R. MCCUTCHEON.
Parliamentary Agent and Solicitor,
418 Collills-street,
MelhouJ'lle.

~Witness

Mr. \HJRRA Y (Premier).-As honorable
members are aware, the Committee of Elections alld Qualifications, like all other Committee~ of' the I-Jouse, is appointed for the
-session. Weare very near I he end of this
session, and it would be tlsele'Ss to refer this
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petition to the Committee of Elections and
Qualifications at the present time. I propose
to allow the matter to stand over till next
session. None of these Committees has any
power to sit unless by express aut hority cf
the· HOtlse when the House is not sitting.
The course I propose was followed 011 a previous occasion, when l'etitions were launched
against the return of Mr. Shackell and Mr.
Fincham. The petition in the first ca8e
was preseuted by Mr. Webb, and in
the second case by Mr. C. E. Jones. One
was lodged on the 6th March, 18~3, and the
other on the 3rd of April, 18t13. The session
ended on the 19th April, 1883, and no action
was taken ill regard to the petitions until
Parliament met in the following session.
Then the Premier of the day referred the
petitions to the Committee of Elections and
Qualifications. I propose to follow that precedent, as the Committee could not possibly
deal with this petition, seeing the short time
that the session is likely to last.
Mr. J. W. IHLLSON (li'itzro.lJ).-By
leave, I would suggest to the Premier that
he moye that the Committee of Elections and
Qualifications have power to deal with the
petition. It may not be customary, but it
would be quite in order for him to do so.
The Committee should be given power to sit
and determine this matter. Although it
might not be customary, it would be a common-sense thing to do. I would point ant
that we never know what our electioneering
agents may, or may not, have done, and
when a charge is hangillg over a member of
the House, it would be better for the House
to empower the Committee of Elections and
Qualifications to deal with it.
Mr MURRAY.-When the session ends
the Committees all die.
Mr. J. W. BILLRON (Fitzroy).-Except
by a resolution of this House.
Mr. MACKEY.-It would require an Act
of Parliament to do what you suggest.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-It
would require an Act of Parliament ~
The SPEAKEH..-H could not be done.
Mr. J. W. BILL~ON (Fitzroy).-It
seems to me that the law should be a.mended
to meet the requirements of the times. I do
not think we !Should be governed by old and
obsolete hnvs which fitted the position
fifteen or twenty years ago, but which do
not fit the position to-day. I think they
should be brought up-to-date, so that when It
charge is made it can be dealt with as
speedily as possible.
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Supply:

RAILvVAY DEPARTMENT.
SHOHTAGE OF

TRUCKS.

Mr. LANGDON asked the Minister of
RailwaysIf he is aware that complaints are already being
made from the wheat-growing centres of the shortage of trucks for conveying grain to the Bea-boa~d ;
if so, how does his Department propose dealIng
with the great increase of traffic that must shortly
ensue!

He said-l may explain that I have received
comrlaints from my district to the effect
that there is a shortage of trucks.
,\;1'. A. A. BILLSO~ (Ovens-:\linister
of Rail ways.)- I was not aware that any
complaints had been lodged, but I have
made inquiries and I find that one or two
telegrams have been received by the Commissioners complaining about a shortage of
tru(~ks.
In view of the large number of
trucks that have been constructed, and the
number of trucks that are being turued out
almost daily, the Commissioners have no
dOli bt that they will be able to cope with
the traffic.

PETITION.
A

petition w'as presented by Mr.
MCGREGOR, from Mr. McTaggart, formerly
District Superintendent of the Railway DepartllJent., prayiug t hat such action as might
be necessary sh. ,uld be taken to place petitioner on the same footing as to the amount of
retiring allowance a.s those officers who received -preferfntial consideration at the hands
of the Commissioners in 1903 and 1904.

SUPPLY.
The House went into Committee of
Supply for the further consideration of the
E8timat.es of Expenditure for the year
1911-12.
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
Victorian Hail ways, £3,] 80,850.
M~. H A~NAH.-There is one question
in cOllnexioll with the Railway Estimates
upon which I would like some informal ion as
an illdlvidual, aud 1 take it that thfl Minister
of Rail ways will be in a position to give that
information.
e have heard a great. deal
of late with respect to the quesl ion of
(,lectrifying the suburban railways.
We
have had a great many reports and opinions
from experts, and in view of t he present
position I think that this Honse and 'he
count.ry deserve now some notification as to
what is the policy that is going to be adopted
by the Government. A ccording to the
press reports, the Government have already

"i
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made arrangements to get into touch with·
Mr. M erz, who previollsly reported upon the
question of the electrification of Ollr rail ways.
1\ ow, I contend, in connexion with a big
policy question sllch as this, that prior to the·
Government of the day entering into any
arraugements wh3:tsoevel' the country is a~
least entitled to some indication of the policy
which is being adopted by the Government.
Up to the present, as a member of this·
House, I have been unable to get anything.
of a tangible nature in the way of information, and while, of course, I admit that in
connexion with a huge undertaking snch as
this the Governmeut at the present time are'
naturally not in a position to give llS anything like detailed information, nevertheless,
I contend t.hat it is a safe and wise }Joliey
that the House should be taken into theconfidence of the Government as far as.
possible, so that we may have some idea of
what is to be done. At the opening of thelast _session of the last Parliament, in thespeech of His Excellency the Governor~
there was a statement of the expressed intention of the Government to deal with this.
matter. Now that the Government haveobtairJed a fresh lease of life, 1 think that
it is only reasonable to desire some·
information from the Government as to·
the lines on which they iutend to proceed.
Although a metropolitan member, I must say
that 1 have, up to the present time, had a.
good deal of misgiving with respect to theposition that I believe the Government, t()some extt:nt, has committed itself to in C011nexion with this question. I claim, however,.
that now t.he Government have entered int()·
what seems to be an arrangement with Mr.
Merz, the House is entitled to some informatiun, indicating up to a particular
point what the Government intend. to do.
I should very much hke to have any information that the Government can impart tothe country and the House.
Mr. W ARDK-About three months agothere was a proposition brought before theHouse, and I submitted a motion to theeffect that it was the opinion of Lhe House,.
that all time worked between midnight on
Saturday and midnight on Sunday should'
be considered as time worked at penal rates.
After that had been di,.cussed the Government had the debate adjourned ou the q llestion Subsequently a deputation from the
Council of Churches waited on the Treasurer
in regard to the matter. The Treasurer
told them that the Government were surprised
that a narrow view had been taken of the·
regulation by the Rail ways Commissioners,.
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that the Government thoroughly understood ing increased remuneration for a large body
that all time worked between midnight on of the labouring Ulen who receive less than
Saturday and midnight on Sunday should . 98. a day. The Minister will know that,
be regarded as ovtlrtime worked, and that about two years ago, the honorable member
they would not permit the narrow view that ftlr Grenville was successful in securing an
the Hailways Commissioners had taken of the alteration of one of the clauses in a Hailway
regulation
to
continue
in operation. Construction Bill and in increasing the average
minimum rate of wage from 7s. 6d. to tjs. a
~ince then 1 believe, whether represent.atiow! were made to the Commi~sioners day. During the currency of the last Parliament an attempt was made by members
<>1' not, the Commissioners in the light
of the discussion in Parliament and yielding on this (the Opposition) side of the House to
to sl1ch influence as ma.y ha ve been have the rate of pay raised from 88. to 9s. a
brought to bear by the Cabinet, receded day. After a discussion took place 011 that
from the position they originally took up in proposal the Government withdrew the Hill,
reference to ~unday work, and it is nO'T, I the object being, no doubt, to IJlevent the
believe, intended to so modify or alter the taking of a vote, because at that time the
proposal that from Decem bel' next time Govern'ment had a majority pledged to their
worked between 12 o'clock on Saturday night way of thinking; but sooner than expose t.he
.and 12 o'clock on Sunday night will be votesof anumber oftheirsnpporters, who were
regarded by the Commissioners as overtime about to seek the suffrages of the electors, they
worked. 1f that is the case it is perfectly reported progress on the Bill, and we did not
.clear that by an oversight, as far as the Govern- see anythillg more of Railway Construction
ment is concerned, all the employes of the Hills until this session. Only during the iast
Depart ment whodo,not benefit ill the operation fewdavs this matter has been umlerthe careful
-of regnlatioo. No. 54 dealing with overtime, consid~ratioll of the House, and OUI' party enif not deliberately, have none the le~s been deavoured to secure an average minimum
<defrauded of that which it was the intention wage of 9s. a day as the rate to be paid on
-of the Government they should have, namely, railway construction works. I regret that on
payment for this work. I think it is only a division in this Chamber we were d~feated.
rea::;onable for the Minister of Hailways to The honorable member for Collingwood then
take note of this. The request is a j llst moved that the average minimum wage be
-()ne, and as the Govemment, according 8s. 6d. a day, and owing to the assistance of
to , he statE:mellt of the Treasurer to the the honorable memberfor Allandale and some
deputation, and the statements made in of the Government snppor~ers in the corner,
the House in answer to the honorable who recognised that 8s. 6d. day was not
ll1ember for Hawthorn, did not believe in too much to pay, the Government eventually
the narrow view placed on the regulation by accepted the proposal. It recognises the intht> Hailway Commissioners, we must assume evitable trend of public opinion in this House
that it was their honest belief that these as expressed by honorable members. Honor··
lllen were to be paid the same as all other able members fresh from the country with a
-employes.
It is a reasonable proposition mandate from the people recogni~e that the
that the men who do overtime work shaH increased cost of living and the increa.sed exbe paid as from the date of the reglll~ pend i t llre necessary for the main tenallce of
latioll's coming into operation.
I ask the a family in a decent state for the welfare. of
MiniRter to favorably consider that point the community demand that these men shall
of view. It is only just that a large receive recognition. I am very pleased to
body of men who have worked during the know that the Government recognised that
bours mentioned on I:'iuudays, and have re- expresRion of opinion, and, instea.d of going to
(}eived no cousideration, while men in other a division when they might have been debranches got that, consideration, should have feated, accepted the amendment. Deputation
the back pay paid to them just as if after deputation from the Hailway Departthe new reading of' the regulation had been ment has waited on the Hailways Comin force for the whole of the employ. s f!'Om missioners in connexion with the wages.
the dnte of its introduction.
We (the As honorable members are aware, during
Labour party) have, for the last; three or four the last two years the Commissioners
years. beflu endeavouring to secnre for a. ba ve been very busy drafting a new
large body of men in the rail way service the scale of payment for the employes in the
benefit of :tl1 increased minimum wage. We variolls brallcheR. They have decided, as far
have sllcceeded, when Hail way Const ruction as the daily paid staff is concerned, that
.BiIls have been under consideration, in secur· 7s. 6d. a day is to be the rate of. wage for the
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labour sections on entrance iuto the Service. encies. His ability is recognised not only
The difference between what is knowll as the in New Zealand bllt ill the Old Country.
daily paid staff and the clerical or official I-Ie resided in New Zealand for many years,
staff is, that in the daily paid staff' are and was respected as an authority npoll
included all the artisan and labour classes, these matters all over :r\ew Zealand.
into
the 4uesti(.n very
such as engineers, and right down to those After going
employed on the permanent way, 01' the boys thoroughly he has come to the conclllsion
employed in carriuge cleaning. There are at that it is impossible for a man with a wife
present in the employ of the Department and three children to become a citizen of the
something like 21,000 persons, and of that kind desired by New Zealaud or Australia,
number 1 believe there are 7,000 adult except under certaiu conditions. Olle condiemployes-that is to say, employes over tion he lays dowl~ is that, without allowing
twenty-one years of age-who are receiv- for amusements, holiday trips, or luxuries,
ing less than
8s.
a
day.
Their the lowest amount on which a family can
pay canllot possi~Jly be increased whilst exist is 8s. per day. I believe our own exby-law No. 51, which regulates the pay- perience will show that that is absolutely
ment, is in existenee.
They start at a correct. It has been admitted ill Arbitraminimum of 6s. 6d., and after certain years tion Court proceedings, in \Y ages Board
.f service they go up to 7s. fid. That is the proceedings, and by public bodies dealing
maximum they can reach in the particular with public fuuds, that the increased cost·
grade thus set out. If a man is transJerred of living dem2.nds jncreased wages, if the'
or promoted beyond the paymellt of the 7s. standard of comfort which A ustralia has at6d., which is the labouring man's maximnm, tained for its work people is to be retainecl~
or to the position of skilled labourer, he The Railways Commissioners evident ly dowill remain virtually at 7s. 6d. 1 believe not realize that.
They have evidently not
tbere are some 7 ,UOO employl~s who are below been educated up tv the standard which'
the standard that I think it is a very reasolJ.- some of us in this Parliament have attained.
able one to ask the House to adopt. Some They have evidently not been educated to'
of the 7,000 men are receiving 7s 6d., and the necessi ty of increasing wages in proit does not necessarily follow that all the portion to the increased cost of provisions,
employes over 21 years of age would require as many of our municipal councils and
ThO'
an ill crease from 7s. to 8s I do not know governing bodies have been educated.
the exact number, but I think there are Railways Commissionera are intrusted with
7,000 employes receiving less than Ks. a day., the contrcl of 21,000 people, and the welfare'
that is 7s. 6d. and 7e. It will require some- and the happiness of those people and their
thing like £70,000 or £75,000 per annum to families. However, the Commissioners have,
increase the payments of these men who are not been educated up to the necessities of the'
over twenty-one years of age to 8s. per day. situation. Therefore, we who are above the
I t is a perfectly reasonable thing to say that Commissioners, and who, as representatives of
8s. per day should be adopted as the , the people, are actually the employers of this
minimum rate for the emlJloyes in the ser-:- body of men, have the responsibility of letvice. We have recognised a rate I)f 8s. 6d. ting the Commissioners know our opinion
per day as a fair average rate for' men upon matters of this kind.
I have not the'
engaged upon railway construction work.
I slightest d.oubt that if this Parliament is of
would point out to honorable members that. the opinion that '1. minimum wage of 8s. per
it is impossible for these railway employes to day should be paid, the Rail ways Commisperform their duties as husbands, fathers, sioners will give the proposal that fair conand reputable citizens, unless those who em· sideration which they give to every proposal
ploy them pay them sufficient wages.
Dr. which is made by Parliament. I am als(}'
Chappell, who practised in New Zealand for sure that if the Ministry find that in the
many years, wrote several works upon opinion of the majority of honorable members
economic questions such as the honsing, the a just case has been made out on behalf of
maintenancf', and the education of workiu s these men they will loyally accept the situmen and their families. The books written ation and redress the wrongs which these men
by this gentleman are among the best 1 are suffering from at the present time. We ..
have re.ad npon these particular questions. may ask, and we have a right to ask, if the.
He left New Zealand and went to the Old money is there, to pay the increases demanded.
Country, and at the last general elections Only recent ly the I-louse was uealing with
was returned to the House of Commons as the qnestion of increasing the salaries of'
member for one of the Scottish constitu- teachers. The last increase which was askecl·
Mr. Warde.
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for on behalf of the teachers, and which, I . did he know that illside of It quarter of an hour
believe, they were justly entitled to, was in he would be acoepting what he recognised
order to put them into something Ii ke the was inevitable? I say unhesitatingly that
position they were in previous to the re- the Government would not have moved as·
trenchments of the Patterson and Turner speedily as they will move in connexion with
Governments. We did not ask whether there increasing the salaries of teachers, had not
was money sufficient to meet those increases, pressure bef'n brought to bear upon them by
because we know perfectly well that in the honorable members on their own side of the
case of a Department like the Education House. I want to prove that the increase I
Department. which is not a revenue-producing asked for should be given to the men in the
Department, the returns from expenditure Railway Department as an act of justice.
are only indire'Jt. It would be impossible to Last year the nett profi t on the rUllning
show by the amollnt of cash received over the of the rail ways was £282,000. That was
counter as against the expeuditure that a a clear profit after meeting the interest on the
profit of so much had been earned by the amount of capital invested and paying working
Education De~artment.
"Ve recognise that expenses. Last year was not an exceptional
the benefits conferred by the extension of year. The Commissioners cannot say, " This
educatioll cannot be couuted up in pounds is quite an exceptional sta.te of affairs.
and shown on the credit side of the ledger.
Although we had a profit of £282,000 last
Mr. TouTcHlm.- We cannot gauge the year, in the previous year there was a deficiency, and the same with the year before,
value of educat.ion.
Mr. W ARDE.-All we know is that the and the prospects are that the next year will
best educated community is the community not show the same results as the year t.hat
that will be in the van of civilization in the has just closed." For the eight years ending
future. Therefore, when we are dealing with J line, 1911, there was a surplus of £ 1,218,472
~he teachers, we do not ask whether there is
after allowing for working expenses and insufficient money in the Department to pay the terest upon capital invested. Surely, the
increased salaries asked for. Whatwe a&k our- experience of eight years is a reasonable exselves is whether the payments which the State perience to take.
is making are sufficient for the work the
Mr. TOUTCHER.-'What were the figures
teachers are doing. Although in the case of for the previous eight years?
the teaohers, .M inisters perhaps were in
Mr. W ARDE.-There was a different
thorough sympathy with the increases pro- system in operation then. While the railposed, they did not grant them of their own ways have earned a surplus of £1,218,472 in
volition. But for the pressure which was eight years, during that period about threebrought to bear upon the G')vernment there quarters of a million pounds has been paid off
is no doubt that that particular instalment of for belated repairs. The Irvine Government
reform would h:we been held off longer than made an advance to the Commissioners to
it has been. The Government saw the enable the rolling-stock to be brought up to
temper of Parliament, and recognised that date, and the Commissioners had to pay back
honorable members were determined to have so much every year. During the eight years
the grievances of the teachers redressed. prior toJ une last, the Commissioners paid back
That being the case the Minister of Public three-quarters of a million poundt:; in conInstruction said, "We will undertake to nexion with belated repairs, and then showed
make the necessary provision next year."
a surplus of £ 1,218,472. In other words, if
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Do yon the years previous to the past eight years
mean to say that after we had asked for a had been made to bear the expenditure that
report, and had said that report would be should rightly have fallen on them, the suradopted, we would have held the matter over plus for the last eight years would have beeu
indefinitelv ~
larger by £750,000.
Mr. W ARDE.-I do not know what the
Mr. FARRER.-The Commissioners have
Government might have done. The Govern- reduced freights.
ment themselves cannot say. They are only
Mr. W ARDE.-That is a right thing to
oreatures of circumstance. That has been do, because when a railway system is earning
demonstrated half-a-dozen times in the last a profit it is a reasonable thing that the
fortnight. When the Minister of Railways customers, who co-operate in waking that
last night made his speech refusing 8s. 6d. profit, should get a reduction in freights and
per day to the men engaged on ] ail way con- fares. And it is l\ right thing that the emstruction, and said that the Government were ployes doing the work should get reasonable
determined to stand by the clause in the Bill, conditions.
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Mr. FABRER.-They had £100,000 las~
year.
.
Mr. ,V ARDE.-I will tell honorable members what has been given in six years, from
] 906 to 1911. During that period they have
.given remissions of freight and fares to the
users of the rail ways to the extent of
£;386,000 per annum. That is not the total
for six years, but the amount that has been
givlm per annum, and this year they propose
to wipe off an additional £75,000 per annum,
which will mean concessions to the users of
th8 railways to the amount of £461,000 per
.annum. In spite of that, anyone who
knows anything about the work of the railways knows that this year's operations will
end with a. surplus of £400,000 in June
nex.t.
Mr. FARRER.-Some of the freights are
,higher than they were ten years ago.
Mr. WARDE.-There is a fair ground for
the argument that, the rail ways being in that
(}ondition, we have no right to ask the Com·
missioners to continue to employ adult
oitizens of Victoria at a less rate than is
necessary to give respectable conditions to
the families of the men.
What is the position in regard to other bodies which are not
nearly as well situated as the Rail ways Commissioners, who have a monopoly to operate
,upon? Take the muuicipalities throughout
the metropolitan area. '1 here is not une of
these municipalities within the metropolitan
~rea that has not during the last few years in·oreased the rates of its labouring men to He.
per day. Even snch a Conservative council
as we may call the Kew Council have taken
this step. 'tV e also have more democratic
oouncils, like that of Collingwood, and we
have the Melbourne City Council, which
pays 8s. 6d. to its labourers. We have the
Port Melbourne Council, consisting mainly of
labour councillors, paying 98. as a minimum
rate to the labourers it employs.
Mr. 'l'OUTCHER.-You cannot compare
these men with men on the railways, who,
for many hours, have practically nothing to
do.
Mr. W ARDE.-There are very few of
them in t.hat position. I am very glad to
hear that. the honorable member is opposed.
to the minimum rate of tis. to adult workers,
and I hope he made it perfectly clear when
he contested his seat.
Mr. TOD'I'CHI!:R.-He did.
Mr. WARDE.-I am very pleased he did,
bu~ I very much regret that the constituency
he represents has gone so far back a~ to send
in a representative who ",ill vote against a
minimum of tis. So day.

Railwav Department.

Mr. TouTcHEH.-I got the biggest
majl)rity I ever received.
Mr. W ARDE.-I am very sorry for it.
Honorable members will see, in to-day's
newspapers, that the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works' labourer!:; have had
their payment increased to 8s. 6d. for eight
hours' work. The leading labourers there
get 9s. a day. The Railway Department
pays from is. to 7s. 6d. a day, and thousands
of its employes are working nine honrs for
that money.
Mr. HANNAH.-Ten hours.
Mr. WARDE ..-I am taking a medium
between the two.
Mr. FARRER.-What became of the increase they had last year ?
Mr. W ARDE.-lt was divided amongst
some of the bodies of these men. Some men
had an increase from 7s. a day to 7s. 6d.
But we say that, seeing the protitable condition of the rail ways, and seeing that they
will have a profit of £400,iJOJ, with au
estimated total profit of £2,000,UOO for eight
years, it is only reasonable that they should
pay the employet:; a decent wage.
Mr. FA RH.ER.-Are you not making a com·
parison with the highest period?
Mr. 'W ARDE.-No, I am speaking of a.
period since 190G. The Hailways Commissioners, in their annual repurt, state that
since 1906 there has been a remission of
fares an~ freights equivalent to .£386,000
per annum.
,
Mr. F ARREH.-That is the freights put on
ill the bad times.
Mr. W Al{OE.-I am not going back to
year~ ago.
I remember one speech tha.t was
delivered when tha retrenchment proposals
of the Irvine Government were before the
House. .A. reduction of fares alld freights
had been given, mainly through the instrumentality of the late Mr. Shiels, who was
Treasurer of that Government, and there
was at that period a deficiency of £.J:()O,OOO,
which had been mainly owing to about
£600,000 having been cut off from the railways. Mr. Shiels blackgllarded the Rail.
wa.ys Commissioners for what had happened,
when it was he who was mainly instruillental
in forcillg down the freights.
Mr. F AH.nKR.-~ome are too high now.
Mr. W ARDE.-They may be. If they
are it will be a ground of dealing jllst]y with
both the empl()y~s and the people who are
putting the goods on the lines and using t.he
railway services. Honorable memb~rt:; will
admit that. without a good seas'ln for
production, and without the loyal a.ssistance
of the statf, from. the Chairman of the
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Commissioners down to the boy who cleans pay has since been brought up to 7s. I have
the carriages, and without the producer who tried, as far as I could, to point out to the Com~
makes the revenne, it \vould be simply im· mittee that I am 1l0t particulady interested
possible successfully to carryon the rail ways. in the wages of men who are receiving a fah~
Therefore I believe that the case is a very remuneration, and sufficient to keep themclear one for this House to express an opinion selves and their families decently. 1 think
upon, and I ask it to declare that there should that the man on top is nearly always strong
be, at least to all adult workers in the daily- enough to battle for hilllf:!elf.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (FitZl·OY).- He has n()
paid staff of the railways, a minimum payment of 8s. per day to all over twenty-one need to do that; he has plenty of friends.
Mr. WARDE.-l-le is always strong
years of age. In order to get an expression
enongh, in combination, to look after his own
of opinion from the House, I moveinterests, and he manages pretty successfully
That the yote be reduced by £1.
in doing so. But we know that this large·
Mr. MAcJ\:EY.-Has the honorable member body of lower-paid labourers have not the·
taken out the total value of the concessions same power and not the same influence, and
made to the employes during the same their positiom; can be more easily filled if they
take steps to ell force their rights. But we
period?
)1r. W AHDE.-No, but last year the have to remember that the people we are·
improvement made in the condition of the dealing with are men and women, and that;,
employes represented a sum of £96,000. But the men have families dependent upon them,.
I am not dealing WIth the employes who have and the fact that, in many respects, they aregot reasonable conditions. The men I am deal- not as strong as other men who have organizaing with now are men who have not reasonable tions, and who have bettered their position,.
conditions, and I think that 8s. per day is iEt all the more reason why J?arliament
the lowest we ought to expect a man to should take their case into consideration and
maintain his wife and family upon III make their position better. I believe that is.
the attitude that will be taken up to a cerdecency.
Mr. MACKEY.-lt is not a big wage.
tain extent-that it will be said that if you
Mr. WARDE.-It is not a big wage. As increase the minimum of a labourer to 8s. a.
the profit is there, as the future is bright, I day, it will necessitate an increase to every
say that if now is not the time to improve one above that grade. But such an argumen*
the cond ition of the men on the lowest rung, as that ought to be obliterated from this.
I should like to know from honorable discussion.
If my
mem bers when is the proper time.
Mr. TOUTClIER.- Would you pay theamendment is adopted it will not interfere sta.tionmaster on the same scale?
Mr. WARDE.-I am not dealing with
with the present Estimates, as submitted by
the Minister. What I want is that an ex- the stationmaster at all. But the stationpression of opinion shall be given by honorable master does not get less than that. I do llOt
members, so that the Government may know think any of them get as low as £2 ~s ..
that we are in sympathy with the proposal for a week. There is no request on behalf of
an 8s. minimum. If the House does th!l.t,there the men above those for whom I am now
is not the fllightest doubt that the Govern- speaking.
ment will take notice of .the resolution, and
Mr. FARRKR- You are dealing largely
that the Railways Commissioners will loyally with beginners.
accept the determination of Parliament, and
Mr. W ARDE.-Exactly" and 7s. 6d. is
the maximum unless they get out of that
carry it out.
Mr. MACKEY.-What does it mean as a class. If they remain in that class for
twenty years, rendering the best service one
total?
Mr. W ARDE.-About £75,000, I be· could to the Railways Commissioners all that
lieve. I know that this phase of the ques- time, that is the maximum they could reach
tion will be put forward-that the pay of all under the Railway regulations or by-laws.
the other grades of artisans is based on the I hope honorable members will recognise the
payments to the men on the lowest rung of position, because I feel tha.t unless hOllordble
the ladder. I remember the time, and. I. members all I'ound indicate their desire to seebelieve, someothE'r honorable members will also the minimum Tate fixed at 8s. we shall get nC)
recollect it, when 5s. a day for labourers was redress whatever. I believe that if thethe proposal in a classificatiol1 scheme. That honorable memhers who are honestly in
was about fifteen years ago. The whole sympathy with this movement will assist on
condition of affairs has changed sincethen. The this occasion, neither the Government nor the
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Railways Commisssioners will long resist
the desire of Parliament in establishing a
minimum which has beetl adopted by nearly
all the leading representative bodies in the
metropolis, Borne of which illdeed have made
the mint mum higher.
Mr. FARRER.-\Ve have had a very
excellent address from the honorable member for Inemington, but it appears that his
proposal amounts to undermining the authority of the Railways Commissioners to
some extent. The Railways Commissioners,
in training men for the various brallches of
their set'vice, must have all opportunity of
grading them. The ho~orable member
desires men to get the increased wages outside of their class. It might be made a
stipulation, as in connexion wil h the school
teachers, that after working for a certa.in
nnmber of years at a certain kind of work
they should get this amrmnt. I drew
attention to the faot t hat some of
the teachers were only getting a wage of
21s. a week after ten years' service.
It is rat her unusual to ask the Treasnrer to
find £75,000 for a branch of the service
which has recently had about £100,000 in
With regard to freights and
increases.
fares, we feel, especially those honoraLle
membp.rs
who are desirous of
developing the country districts, that many
of the freights and fares in the country districts are much too high. Of course, we cannot; expect the Commissioners to manage the
railwfl,Ys as a commercial concern if we cut at
them in every direction. Moreover, we have
to face in the future the probability of further
expenditure in connexion with the police, and
increal:)es of salary to various officers whom
the Public Service Commissioner will shortly
deal with in his report. We have given partial
increases in various Departmen ts,- but the
dUly of the Commissioner will be to go
throuo"h the service as a whole and make
the s:laries somewhat consistent with one
another. It is not always the man who
sqneals the loudest who suffers the most injusrice in regard to his salary.
Probably
honorable members were wrong when they
said it was the Teachers' Hili 'n that COIl1pelled the increases of salaries that were
given to the teachers. 1 do not know that
the teachers, or any other paid servants of
the State, would gain a grpat deal by uniting
themselves against ParliaGlent. But there
is no .doubt that the voices of the teachers
were not heard when increases were being
made to other Departments. With regard
to these young fellows, who are now nllder
consideration, there is no doubt that many
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of them do not intend to stop in the Department, but if they do stop in the Department
for a certain number of years 1 do not see
why, if the Commissioners see fit to employ them during that time, they should
not get 8s. a day.
There is no
question that a great many of these men
are worth quite as much as the men who
are engaged in constructing the rail ways.
As regards increases of wages, in some of
these cases I think some steps should be
taken to see that the increaser~ are gi ven for
the purpose intended by Parliament-that is,
to help mep in mairltaining their families.
In many cases men engaged in railway work
never send any money home to their families
at all, or they have no home to send to, but
they will get the same increase of wages
under the acti~m which has been taken by
the I-louse in connexion with the l{ail way
Bills as other men wh() are pt'o\'iding for
their families at a distance. Another thing
which should be con~idered in connexion with
the minimum rate of wage is that, if you
raise it to the highest limit, you cut away the
source of supply which will pay and encourage
merit. In a big Department like the Railways Department, if everybody who is' doing
less important work, is to get within Is. a
day of what some of the station mctsters and
other men get, who may have really important
work to do, it seems to Llle that it is not a
business proposition. It is not such a proposition as business men, such as the
Rail ways Commissioners are supposed to be,
ought to be expected to recognise. If we
are going to grant a unmber of increases like
those now proposed, I do not know how the
Treasurer is going to make both ends meet.
vVe knilw that, except during the last few
years, when work outside has been so much.
more plenliful and so mnch better paid, the
Railwaya Commissioners have never had the
slightest difficulty in getting plenty of hands
at the pay which they offered. In fact, a
very much larger numbet· always applied
than were reqllired.
vVhile there is a
great deal in the proposal of the honorable
member for Flemington, l think on reflection
he will see that., if adopted, it will have the
result of bringing men who are in most
urqimportant positiom; up to within 1s. per
day of men who are performing really important servic:)s in the Hailway Department, and that, in my opinion, is not right.
Personally, I do not know any men ill t.he
railways at the present time who are more
deserving of consideration by the HOllse than
the country stat ionruasters. They have very
long hours, and considerable responsibility t
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and they only get from 9s. to ] Is, per day,
I wonld rather give those men a little extra
than adopt the motion of the honorable
member fOJ' Flemington in its entirety. We
hear a great deal about the responsibility of
the engine-driver, but it se\:'ms to me that
once a man has thoroughly learnt to drive a
locomoti ve he cannot be considered as having
greater responsibility for the lives of the
passengers than the signalmen or the roadmasters. 1 cannot see where the exceptional
responsibility of the engine-driver comes in,
as compared with otheremployes on the lines.
In fact, the stationmasters have, in my
opinion, nearly a!'! much responsibility, The
engine-driver simply works according to
Although there is no doubt
signals.
that we have been granting some Illcreases lately, which woulJ appear to
warrant t.his particular proposal, I hope the
Treasurer will keep a little money in reserve
in the Treasury, to rectify many wrongs
that have not yet been squealed about in the
same way as other grievances have been
brought forward.
Mr. SOLL Y.-I desire to support the
proposition of the honorable member for
Flemington. I have heard no reason why
the minimum wage should not be raised to
8s. per. day.
The tribunal that s~ttled
matters with regard to the classifh:ation in
the Railway Dbpartment is, in my opinion,
altogether a wrong one, I strongly protest
against men like the Railways Commissioners,
and officers at the head of the Rail way Department, fixing the classification scheme, pntting
down the illdustrial conditions for the men
who are under them. The Commissioners
and the higher officers are particularly interested in making t.he rail ways pay, and
under those circumstances, of course, the less
there is paid in wages the better it will be
for the Commissioners.
'Vhy should the
Railways Commissioners have the right to
settle the industrial cunditions \)f the
men who are below them 7 We might
as wp.ll ask that the employers in any
p'lrti~ular
industry should settle
the
wages of the employes without the men
having any say in the matter. Instead of.
that, however, we have adopted the principle
that the employer is not the only individual
concerned-that the employes also have a
right to some voice in the mat.ter. J f we
recognise that principle in connexion with
Wages Boards, why should we not also recognise it in connexion with the railways? The
whole of these questions with reg-ard to the
railway service should be settled by a
. Wages Board in the same way as in
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the case of every other line of industry. If this were done, thu valuable
time of this House would not he taken up
session after se::;sion by debn.ting matters of
this kind. To my mind, it shows a waut of
intelligence on the part of the Government,
not only of this Government, but of previous
Governments-but I will say, of this Government more particulariy-that they have not
settled this question 011 more scientific
lin~s.
Would it not he far better,
instead of discllssing these matters in
the House, that they should be relegated to
Wages Boart1s in connexioll wit.h the various
branches of the rail way service? If there
were sllch Boards, the arguments cOllld be
heard from both sides-from the side of the
Rail ways Comnlissioners, as well a::; fronl thatof
the employes-alld an independent chairman
could decide in a reasonable and fair manner
what were the proper rates of pay, alld also
give decisions with regard to overtime aud
other matters. Until the qllestiull is dealt
with in this way, we shall ue continually.
engaged, every time the Est.il11lites are uuder
consideration, in discussing matter:::; in connexion wil h the rail way service ill this l-louse.
I· think the Government would be wise if
they took the advice of the men in the railway service, who have repeatedly declared
that the H.ailways Commissioners are not the
proper persons to settle matter~ in conuexion
with their industrial conditions, bllt that
they sbould be dealt with by an independent Wages Board as in the case or
other lines of industry in the ~tate.
In my opinion, absolutely the best system
that can be adopted of settling questions of
this kind is by a Wages Board in cOllllexion
with which both sides are fairl), repres.ented.
The views of both parties are placed before
the chairman, and the chairman, who is an
independent man, decides as to what shall be
the conditions of the particular iudu::;try.
The arguments have been on the side of the
honorable member for Flenlington, who m~de
a powerful speech, full of sound reat:>ons why
these men should be paid a living wage so
that they may maintain their homes in
decency and comfort.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-During the characteristically able speech of the hOllom hle
member for Flemington, I interjected as to
whether there were speci~tl merits dist illgnishing one man from another. During the
recent elections I took the view just enunciated by the honorable member for Carlton.
As the Railway Department. is a huge industrial concern, I advocated the establishment of Wages Boards, call them Spe(~i~l
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Wages Boards if you like, to apply to the
,branches of the Department. I ~lso took the
view that the Minister of Railways should be
,ehairman of each of those Boards.
, Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-He would
have a nice job. He would not have a
featber left in his tail.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-With all due respect
to the gentleman at present occupying the
position, the Minister of Railways is simply
a figure-head, although as Minister of Public
Instrnction he has a responsible position. I
don't think any man with any idea of what
proper and trne repre8entation means, wouid
·oourt a position of such a character. Since
the establishmenL of independent Commissioners, the Minister has Leen a mere
,cipher. In order to give him something to
do, and keep him in tOllch with t.his HOllse
,and the public, it would be a good idea to
,constitute Wages Boards, which would have
behind them the weight of Parliament as
represented hy the Ministersitting in the chair.
An HONORABLE MElIHum.-And voting
for his party.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-There will always be
" party" while we have the evil system of
party government. I want to point oul; to
the honorable mem bel' for Flemington how
difficult it would be to carry out his desires.
Some time ago an unfortunate man employed
in the rail ways quarries at Ararat almost
lust the sif~ht of one eye through a blasting
'accident. He was completely disfigured and
was laid up for a time. Although only a
ca~ual employe, the Railway Commissioners
He suffered
treated him very decently.
.considorably from the shock of the accident.
When he was restored to health, we tried to
get him some permanent employment. 1
saw Mr. Fitzpatrick, and, as a result, that
man and his wife were appointed to take
charge of a railway gate. As far as my
memory serves me, the man was to get 6s.
01' 7:;. a day, and the wife 4s. or 5s. a day-in
round figures, IOs. or II s. a day between them.
If the proposal of the honorable member for
:Flemington was carried they would get 8s.
a day each; 01' 16s. in all with a gate-house
in which to live. That is better pay than a
member of Parliament gets. It would not be
fair treatment as far as the taxpayers are
concerned, 1 agree with the honorable
member for Harwou that it is not just to
say that a young man twenty-one years of
age should get £2 8s. a week immediately he
joins the servicl'. Does any young man in
country stores get that?
Mr. TCNNIWLIF.FE.-You don't think it is
:too much ~
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Mr. TOUTCHER.-In certain cases;
and in some instances I do not think it is
enough. I agree with the honorable member for Carlton that it is not a fair thing to
place these men in the hands of the Rail waY3
Commissioners, who will say what wages
they shall get, in order that a surplus may
be built up. That is unjust, not only to the
employi:S, but to the taxpayers from whom
heavy freights are extracted. The Hailway
Department is diametrically different from
clerical Departments, and the value of the
work rendered by railway employes call be
fairly estimated. Then again, it has many
distinct branches. Of course the awards of
Wages Boards apply to artisans already.
Some time ago I brollght under the notice of
the Commissioners the fact that ~mski1led
labourers working in the quarries at Ararat
and elsewhere receive only 7s. 6d, per day,
whereas under the Wages Board award 8s. is
being paid .. 1 say that 7s 6d. is totally inadequate, and 1 would vote for the payment of
~s.
You cannot say, however, that every
man in the Department eould get 8s. a day
unless you provide that the men above them,
who have great.erresponsibilities, receive something additional. 1 believe that the Commissioners will say that, if this concession is
granted, it would involve £130,000 per
annum.
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-That is what they
tell you. It would not necessarily be true.
Mr. WARDK.-It would cost £71,000.
Mr. TO UTCHER.-It would cost that to
carry out the wishes of the honorable member
for Flemington, but men in higher positions
would have als(i) to receive consideration.
'Why should not a man who has been in the.
Department for five years get more than a
man who has just joined 1 The former must
be of more value to the Department. It is
impossible to deal with the matter in a.
general way. If the amendment is rejflcted,
I intend to move that the vote be reduced
by lOs., with a view of indicating that
vVages Boards should be appoint.ed consisting of representatives of the employes and
the Commissioners, with the Minister as all
independent Chairman.
Mr. MACKEY.- vYho will represent the
Commissioners?
Mr. TOUTCHER.--They could nominate
men at the head of the brancheR affected. 1
am certain that would save Parliament a lot
of time which is now occupied in discussing
the grievance of every railway employ(~.
Mr. WARDE.-This is a matter of publio
policy.
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Mr.1'OUTCHER.-Yes. It would apply
to every gatekeeper, or every woman who
attended a rail way station for a few hours.
~1r. W ARDffi.-My amendment applies to
the daily paid staff.
Mr. MURRAY. - Gatekeepers are daily
paid.
Mr. V'v~ ARDE. -The Premier knows as little
about that as a number of other things on
which he poses as an authority.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-If we cannot have
Wages Boards for the branches of this important Department, let us deal with the service section by section. There are many
men in the Department who are not
adequately compensat.ed for their service~.
Mr. HANNAH.- That is what t his resolution will do.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-It means something
Tery different. If you pay men like gatekeepers as much as men holding responsible
positions you are not doing justice. In my
opinion, to pass a resolution declaring that
every young man, as soon as he joins the
liIervice and becomes of the age of twentyone years, is to get 8s. per day, is unjust and
unfair-unjust to the taxpayers of the Sta.te
-and I, for my part, cannot support it.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister
of Railways)-There a.re three matters to
which I wish to refer.
The first was
mentioned by t.he honorable member for
Collingwood regarding the electrification of
the su burban rail ways.
The honorable
member asked that he and the Committee
should be furnished with detailed information as to what the Government intends to
do.
Mr. HANNAH.-I did not say "detailed
information."
Mr. A A. BILLSON (Ovens).-1YeIl, full
information, which meallS the same thing.
Now, I understood that the Premier had
alreaJy made as full a statement as it was
possible to make to the Honse in connexion
with this matter, and that the Treasurer also
indicated what the intentions of the Government are. My honorable colleagues stated
that we have agreed to the principle of electrification, that Mr. Merz has been commlted,
and has been asked to prepare alternative
plans of the two recognised systems.
Jfe is
now engaged in the preparation of those plans,
and they will be sent here when completed.
Before any money is spent, however, the
Gover!1ment, of course, will have to ask for
the authority of Parliament.
Mr. SOLLY.-But you have practically
agreed to the electrification of the suburban
railways ~
Ml'.v A . .A. BILLSON(Ovens).- Yes.
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Mr. W ARDE.- What about the agreement
which ~r. Merz had with the late SirThomas Bent? Will that be still in opera-·
tion?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-No;'
there is to be an entirely new agreement.
The old agreement has been waived altogether. I understand that Mr. Merz quite coneurs in this course. He is making no demand
under the old agreement, and the new agreement will in every way safeguard the interests of the State.
Mr. vV ARDE.- Under the old agreement
he would have got something like £90,000 in
oommissions.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-With
respect to the next matter that was alluded toby the honorable member for l!"'lemington,
regarding Sunday work, there is no doubt
that there was, as the honotable member
stated, some delay in giving effect to the
expressed will of this House. The Commissioners, for some reason, did not gi VEt
effect to the wish of tee House as promptly
as I think they ought to have done. When
the matter was brought under my attention
I conveyed my opillion to the Commissioners t
and pointed out that it was the desire of the
Government that the Commissioners should
give effect as speedily as possible to the wish
expressed by this House, and, as the honorable member has stated, they then did so. I
learn, however, that there was a lapse of
time amounting to between three and fourmonths, for which period the honorable memo
ber thinks these men are entitled to back
pay. I think it il'i a very fair request that the·
matter should be eonsidtlred by the Govem~
ment and the Commissioner::; as to whether
these men should not receive back pay for'
the period during which the altered system
ought to have been in operation.
Mr. \,VARDE.-Then I understand you will
give favorable consideration to that?
Mr. A. A. BILL~ON (Ovens).--Certainly.
I will consider the matter as early as posr:;ible.
Then with regard to the larger n-'atter which
the honorable member for Flemingt.on brought
forward with respect to raising the mini-mum of what he calls the" daily paid men/,
I understand that the honorable mem ber does
not ask that anything should be done that
will affect the Estimates of the present year,
but that the House should give a directioll
to the Government, and express its opiuion of
what should be done in the future. \Vith
TeRpect to that suggestion I may say that I
do not regard it as a fair proposal to ::Isk the
House to give the Government a direction
without affording the Government an opportunity of realizing in the first· place hoW"
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much is involved in this matter, and next
,how they are going to meet what is believed
will be a. deficienoy this year in the general
revenue of the State. ""hile the receipts
from the Rail ways for the first six months of
the financial year ha.ve been satisfactory, that
has been owing mainly to the fact that there
were stored at numerous stations many
hundreds of thousands of bags of wheat from
last year's crops, and a large quantity of this
is still wa.iting transport. It is now beyond
doubt that we shall have a much smaller
crop this year, and we
will
only
know the full effects of that smaller
crop in the red uction of traffic later on in
the year, I consider, therefore, that for the
House to gi ve a direction to the Government
now and to impose an obligation on them of
finding this addit,ional money-which the
-honorable member says amoullts to £71,000,
but which is really more like £125,000 or
£130,000-would be very inexpedient and
.unwise. I think it would be a, much better
course for the [-louse to leave it to the Goverument to consider the matter in the light
of the knowledge which they will have of the
finances at a period three or four months
hence, so that if they ceem i~ desirable to
make the additional payments suggested by
the honorable member for Flemington, they
will be in a position to review the whole of
the finances, and to come down to the House
and say they feel that this ough t to he done.
I t may then be necessary to ask the House
to assist the Government in get.ting new taxation to accomplish this purpose. It must
be remembered that the whole of the
revenue frum the Rail way Department is
dealt with as general revenue of the State.
The profit made by the Railway Department
is not kept distinct from the general revenue,
and it ta.kes all the earnings of the Depart:ment, plus t.he moneys obrained from other
sources-from taxation and from the Commonwealth-to ellable us to make both ends
meet. If we were directed now to make payments which will run into £125.000 more
than we are paying at present, it will become
incumbent on the Government to provide for
additional taxation.
Mr. \V ARDE.-The carrying of my amendment does not mean any increase beyond
£71,000.
Mr. A. A. BILLSO~ (Ovens).-I will
show presently that it does. However, I say
iti is not a fair thing to give a direction
to the Government at the present time OIl
the suhject, As regards the honora.ble
member's statement that his proposal does
not involve an expenditure of tHore than
£;71,000, I will read a memorandum which I
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have received from the Railways Commissioners. The memorandum is as follows ; COST OF ESTABLISHMENT OF MINIMUM WAGE OJ'
8s. PER DAY FOR ADULTS.

The establishment of a minimum wage of 8s. per
day would necessitate the payment of an immediate
increment to the men in the grades shown hereunder who are at present in receipt of 78. 6d. per
day or less, and would involve an expenditure of
£71,480, as follows : -

Grade.

Number
of Men •

-----------Assistant fencer
Car cleaner
Engine cleaner
Gatekeeper
Labourer
Lampman
Lavatory attendant
Porter .,
Repairer
Waiter ..
Miscellaneous
Total

I A~num
Cost per
of

Mmimum
Wage of
8s. per"Day.
£

31

78
1,330
14,586
2,902
31,495
188
141
9,116
,ll,056
258
330

6,800

£71,480

10
185
618
93
3,880
22
7
645
1,298
11

In addition, the adoption of a minimum wage of
8s. per day would, in order to preserve consistency
in the classification, necessarily involve the payment
of a higher wage to men in avocations superior to
that of labourer, such as skilled labourer or guard,
&c., and, on the basis of the payment of 6d. per
day to these men, an expenditure of approximately
£48,376 per annum would be involved, as indicated
in the following statement:Grade.

Amount
Number
Involved at
of
6d. per Day.

Employ~s.

- - - - - - - - - - - ---- ----Car cleaner (leading)
Engine-driver
Fireman
Ganger ..
Guard and conductor
Lampman (leading and foreman) ..
Platelayer
Shedlllan, goods checker, and
goods foreman
Shunter and leading shunter
Signalman
Signal adjuster and assistant
Skilled labourer ..
Skilled porter
Storeman
Train examiner and running
gear repairer
Watchman
Miscellaneous
Total

22
975
492
497
541

£
172
7,630
3,850
3,889
4,233

13
23

102
-ISO

155
375
338
37
1,883
389
52

1,213
2,935
2,645
289
14,734
3,044 "
407

175
37
178

1,370
290
1,393

6,182

£48,376
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The total annual outlay would, therefore, be
£119,856 per annum, but there is no doubt that
an augmentation of the minimum pay of labourers
and skilled labourers, and men in kindred aVOcations, would render some adjustment necessary in
the rates of pay of artisans and other grades, such
as junior stationmaster and wages men employed
in supervisory capacities, so that the total annual
outlay would be probably from £125,000 to
£130,000 per annum.

Mr. WARDE -~o one is asI,illg for those
other increases. It is drawing the same old
red herring across the trail.
Mr. A. A. BILL~O~ (Ovens) -The one
thing involves the other. Honorable members will recollect that when the matter of
increasing the salaries of the teachers WaS
under discussion in the House reeently, and
increases were made, on the following night
\Ve fonnd the honorable member for Daylesford pointing out that an anomaly had been
.creal ed by the fact that certain teachers
would be receiving higher rates of pay than
inspectors, and that ancma ly had to he recti·fled by a promise being made by the Government that the inspectors would be brought
up to a commensurate rate of pay.
The
same thing would also have to be done in these
cases. The Government feel that it is not
right for the House, at the present juncture.
to give any direction with respect to a
matter which will involve an expenditure
that, at any rate, will amount to something
over £LOO,OOO.
Mr. KEAsT.-What about next year?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-We will
not make "my promise with regard to llext
year. When we come down to the HouRe
at the beginning of next session with Ollr
financial statement, if it iR not sati~fHctory
then it will be time enough for the Governmeut to be challenged. Jf we h:we given no
consideration to this or any other matter
which has been brought forward in the
House, then the Government can be brought
to boole I submit, however, that the Government ought to be trusted to the extent
of exercising their judgment iu the' matter.
If they deem it desirable when bringing down
their financi.aI proposals, to ask for an increase of this kind, and at the same time
intimate that it will be neces:::.ary to
impose additional taxation for the pnrpose, they
will, of course, do so.
Bnt I submit that no direction should be
given at the present juncture. I hope,
therefore, the honorable member's proposal
will not be carried.
Mr. HA~~AH.-I regretted. very much
:to hear the reply which the Miuister has
made to the proposal of the honora.ble
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member for Flemington. The Minister has
dragged in a large section of workers in the
railways who are not affected in any way
whatever by the amendment of the honorable member. It is a repetition of the same
thing which has been so often done in the
past.
When we were fighting for the
bottom dog we always found the Railways
Commissioners bringing in the " other
fellow" for the purpose or misleading the
House.
Mr. TOUTCHER. - The Commissioners
would be misleading the House if they did
not give us this information.
Mr. HANNAH.·-TheCommissioners are
misleading the HQuse now, because they
make ont that this would involve a cost of
.£ 1:!O,OOG, whereas, the honorable member
for Flemington has shown that it only means
an expenditure of £71,000. Why should we
not do justice to a section of t.he rail way
service who have, many of them, been in the
service for a number of years, maintaining
their families, and who, in former times, had
to submit to reductions of pay when the
position of the country rendered that
necessary? They have not part.icipated in the
general prosperity which has been going on
for some J ears past.
'vVe find, however,
that as regards the highly-paid officers,
when the Estimat.es are brought down,
column afrer column is shown of increases
of salary. without a single protest being
offered by those gentlemen who are now
prepared to fight against the working
men getting enough to make a decent. living.
In order to make their case a strong one, the
Rail ways Commissioners very often try to
draw a red herring a0ross the trail. A great
many of the men who are now in the railway
service have no pension to look forward to,
and considerable sums are deducted from
their wages to pay insurance premiums.
Most of these men are only at a minimum of
is. tid. There are a number of others who
work eight honrs a day for 1s. an honrthat is, 8s. a day.
The Commissioners
sometimes transfer men of this class to
country stations. and t.here they have to
work ten, and sometimes ten and a half,
hours for is. a day. If they refuse to accept
a transfer they know what to expect. The
men on our rail way" are worked for longer
hours than those on the railways in other
States. In Routh Australia, with very few
exceptions, the railway men work eight
hOllrs a day, whilst in Victoria we work a
large number of ol1r men ten hours a day for
a wage of is. There is no municipality in
our .metropolitan area that I know of which
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works its men more than eight hours a day,
or pays less than 8s.
Mr. HAMPSoN.-Some of them 9s.
Mr. HANNAH.-The honorable member
for ~tawell has absolutely reversed his attitude on this question. He is taking up a
totally different stand now from that which
he took up last night in connexion with the
pay of men engaged on railway construction
work.
Mr. TOUT~HER.-Not at all. I deal with
each case on its merits.
Mr. HANNAH.-The honorable member
for Flemington asks for an increase of wages
for the daily paid men in the rail way service.
His proposal does not apply to men and
women in charge of railway gates, although
the low rate of pay which these people are
compelled to accept is quite unwarrantable.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-It is something damnable.
Mr. HA~N AH.-If a. direction were
given by this HOllse that the Commissioners
Iilhould increase the wages of certain employes, I believe they would be delighted to
carry it out.
It is not reasonable to say
that because increases to the amount of
£71,000 have already been voted, we will
eIclude a large number of men who have
done fail hfnl work fot' the State from partioipating in allY increase.
In view of the
increased cost of living, and the increase of
rent within the last few years, I think the
oountry can well afford to conc.:ede what the
honorable member for Flemington now asks.
:Mr. COTTER.-I am rather astonished
that the Minister of Railways. in this progressive Liberal Ministry about which we
bave beard so much, has opposed t,his amendmen t. During the last fi ve years the increase in rent and tbe cost of living has been
enormous, and yet a number of rail way men
are still only getting 7s. a day.
I do not
consider that the Commissioners are entirely
to blame for this state of affairs. :My experience of the Commissioners is that they
1l.re always fair, and I think that if Parliament were to give a direction to them in
this matter, they would be prepared to carry
it out. I think we should say that tn-day
8s. is little enough to pay to a man who is
l'earing a family, in view of the large increase
in the cost of living, particularly in the
8uburban area.
I am astonished that the
honorable gentleman, who last night was
eulogised by the honorable. member for
Stawell, among others, as being a progressive
Liberal, should sit down now and say," No,
I will not give it."
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-That is what they
01.11 putting their foot down.
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Mr. COTTER.-The Minister put· his
foot down last night, but took it up a6ain.
Mr. A. A. HILLSON (Ovens).-He will
not take it up again this time.
Mr. COTTER.-I am glad to get a definite statement of some kind from the Alinister. Last night he put his foot down and
said the Government intended to stick to the
Bill. Then the Ministerial Corner got t()
work upon him, and he gave way absolutely.
On that occasion the Minister was prepared
to listen to the ad vice of honorable mem bers~
and I hope he will do the same nov;'. It iii
useless, however, for honorable members tGargue the matter if the Minister is not prepared to listen to what we have to say.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I am listening most attentively.
Mr. TUNNHcLIFFE.-There is no one OIl
the Government. benches.
Mr. COTTER.-If the Minister takes up'
the position that he has foriy-fiv~ supporters.
behind him and th'lt be will not give way in
the slightest degree it is wRste of time forme to go on speaking. At the same time I
would ask honorable members whether thelower-paid man-the bottom dog-has made
progress in the Railway Department in recent.
years equal to that of the heads of the Department? Has he not given the same loyal
service to the State as tbe heads have done t
I t is well known that men in the rail way
service have refused to accept positions
w here they
will receive an increaseof 6d. per day because they know
that the increase of insurance premium
would be equal to the rise in wages.
1n my own elect.orate houses that a few
years ago brought a rental of 7B. a week
now bring up to 12s. A wage of 713. 6d. is
not sufficient for a man who has to keep a.
family in the suburban areas. Do honorable
members expect that because a man is employed by the State he is going 10 live
in a hovel in a back street, and that he is not
going to clothe his children properly? Thehonorable member for Hawthorn is associated
with concerns which, in recent years, have
raised the wages of t.he employes and have
even given bocmes at the end of prosperous
years.
Are honorable members going to
take up the position that, whilst they are
directors of concerns, they will treat theirmen well, but as mem bers of Parlia ment they
will treat the State employes differently?
What astonished me most was the position
taken up by the honorable member fol."
Stawell. He nsed to be a State servant, and
gave some of the best years of his life to the
State.
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Mr. TOUTCHER.- Many men in the Public
Service and the rail way service should receive
·8s. a day, bnt YOll mllst discriminate.
Mr. COTTER. - During his time of
service the honorable' mem ber got con~ider.
ably more than 8s. a day, but was not
lIatisfied with the conditions. He was not
in the lower-paid service that we are dealing
with now. He went to work in a white shirt
thut, probably, lasted him a whole week
on account of the work he had to do. He
wa!:! not sati!:!fied, and his ambition8 landed
him in Parliament. Surely the recollections
of his fellow State servants ought to make
him sa.y t.hat that these men are entitled to
·8s. a day.
Mr. TOU1'CHER.-The public servants have
had no better friend than mvself in this
House.
Mr. COTTER.-I admit that on most
·-occasions the honorable member has been a
fair fighter; he has advocated what he
thought was right, but while he was a fair
,tnan in the past, fighting for tJle public servants. I cannot understand why he does not
.advocate the paympnt of ~s. a day to these
,mell.
If the Rail way Department was a
losing concern, and the increase of the wages
to Ms. would mean increased taJ\ation, I
.()ould understand coun try members opposing
it.
But the Railway Department is returning a profit of '£300,00U a year.
)11' .. TOOTCHER.-If it were not for the
:surplus in the Railway Department we could
not carryon the functions of government
without further heavy taxation.
Mr. COTT~R.-The honorable member
is prepared to allow the Hail way Department
to ret.urn a surplus, whilst men in tbe Department are giving their best services and
.are recei dng lower wages tban they ought
to receive.
He is prepared to allow that
sort of tbing to go on wbile, at tbe same time,
he is ready to vote for q,n increase of £500 a
year in the salary of Mr. Emery, the Inspector·General of tbe ~avings Bank.
He is
llot prepared to give men in tbe railway service 8s. a day, althollgh they are ea.rning it.
What has Mr. Emery done for the State that
he should recei ve an increa.se of .£500 a year?
The honorable member for Stawell did not
say that Mr. Emery was sufficiently paid at
present.
Mr. MURHAY.-The Commissioners of the
Savings Bank recommend~d the increase.
Mr. COTTER.- Whilst the honorable
member for Stawell and otber honorable
roem bers voted for the increase in :Mr.
l!.:mery's salary;they did not stop to ask themselves whether we were going to have another
W
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good season and whether the Railway Department is going to return a profit.
Mr. A. A. UILLSON (Ovens).-\Ve do not
pay Mr. Emery out of the t:;tate revenue.
Mr. COTTER.-I know that, and I am
trying to show the attitude of honorable
members on the Government side of the
House. Honorable members are prepa.red to
increase Mr. Emery's salary from £1,51J0 to
'£2,OUO, but when it comes to dealing with
men who receive 78. or 7s. od., tbe time is
always inopportune. There is always some
objection when we are dealing with the lower
paid men. I notice that several heads of Departments receiving £700, .£800, and '£1,000
a year have all reached the maximum
T am
probably one of the latest recruits in the
House from the band of workers. I am one
of the latest men out of a factory, and 1 live
in the po)rest part of a city, in which no
other honorable member resides. I mIX with
the people, and I know them. How far does
the Premier think 8s. a day would go in
keeping him? How long would he exist on
it, and keep his home in a state of decency
and comfort, to use the words of 11 r .•Justice
Higgins 1 I have not heard one argument, .
except that tbe Minister said, ''If you allow
us to consider this, we may, in framing the
next Estimates, iuclude tbe increase." In
~ovember, 1910, this question was discussed
in the House, when, I believe, the honorable
member for Flemington was the honorable
mem bel' who moved ill the matter. We'
have had twelve months to consider it, and
in the interim we have had an election.
\\'hen the Premier went down to \Varrnam·
bool during the election campaign, was he
prepared to tell tbe rail way men there that
he would not give them 8s. a day as the
minimum wage ~ No. The Government
made great promises during the election, and
they ha.ve been returned with a great follo\y·
ing .
.Mr. A. A. BILL~ON (Ovens).-V{e are
going to carry out our promises.
Mr. COTTER.- Would the Minister of
Rail ways have been returned if he had gone
to the big towns in his electorate and told
the railwa.y men that they were not to
receive 8s.a day?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens ).- They were
amongst my beRt supporters.
Mr. COTTER.-'.1 hat is because of the
promises the hOllorable gentlema1 made. I
believe that the Minister is a fair·dealing
man, but he is under the influence of tbe
Cabinet, and is one of the minor units of it.
I regret that he is subservient to the Cabinet,
and I believe that. if he were unshackled
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he would give these men at least 8s. a for such a proposal. There have been cases
day. I hope he will not put his in which from time to time I have voted
foot down except as he put it down willingly for an increased rate of pay, hut I
last night with the intention of removing am not prepared to support a proposal of t.his
it. As long b.S he shifts his foot, 1 have kind. I have been accused in my own
no objection. The .Minister lives in a genial electorate of not being a friend of the
place up in the mountu.ins, and he has no working man, because I would not., on a
sympathy with us who live in a suburban previous occasion, vote for a bald resoarea. An increase of 6d. or Is. a day will not lution like this.
I
believe that in
compensate men for the incr<:~sed cost of taking that course I was acting in the
living. 'rhere are men employed at the best interests of the workerI'; themselves.
metropolitan railway stat.ions who must live Let me say, however, that if allY proposition
in the suburbs, and the hon()rable gentleman comes forward on which J believe J can
knows that rents have gone up, and that an honestly give my vote for an increase of pay
extra 6d. or J s. a day will not amouut to t.he I shall he quite prepared to cro~s the floor
rise in rents. Seeing that the Railway and vote against the Government, if necesDepartment has a surplus of £300,000 a year sary, on the question. This proposal, howit is not too much to ask that these men shall ever, involves a large expenditure of money.
recei ve an increase in their wages. We expect Some time ago in connexion with rail way
the men to do good service for the State, and construction works, and on the Water Bill,
we l'lhould at least pay them a Ii ving wage. I expressed the opinion that 9s. per day was
I will make one final appeal to the Minister not too high a remuneration for men engaged
to concede this point, and enable these men in such work, and in the Rail way Oepartto have one decent Christmas. I do not ment there a~e men who are working for
think the honorable gentleman will be in the 7s. 6d. and Ss. per day, who, in my opinion~
same position next Christmas-he will have ought to be getting considerably more. It.
been relegated tc one of the back benehes.
is a very different thing, however, to say that
Mr. A. A. B1LLSON (Ovelis).-I will not just becallse a young man reaches twentyweep.
one years of age he is immediately to get a
Mr. COTTEL{.-I do not say the honor- large increase of pay to bring him up to Ss.
able ge'ntlermm will weep; I do not know how per day, even although he may not be qualihe will take it. I hope, however, I hat he will fied. It has been said on the other side of the
agree to deal fairly wit h these men and Chamber that men with families growing up
increase them to at least 8s. per day.
should certainly receive 8s. per day, and I
Mr. ME}1 BREY.-I believe, with other fully acquiesce in t.hat statement.
I
honorable members who have spoken, that believe that every man who has a family t()
there arA allomalies so far as the railway em- rear should receive at least 8s. per day in the
ployes are concerned. I am of upinioll that service of the State. But, as I have said~
a large number of the railway employes are this resolution is altogether too far· reaching.
not receiving the remuneration they are en- For one thing, if you are going to give this
tit,led to. The proposition, however, which increase to employes of the Hail way Departha~ been put forward from the other side of ment immediately they become twenty-one
the Chamber, is of too far·reaching a. charac- years of age, you m nst apply the same inter. A number of railway employes, such crease to every other Department under'
as gate-keepers, permanent-way men, and similar circumstances, and the Government
others, are not, in my opinion, receiving a are not prepared for a proposal of that
fair rate of wages, and I would like kind. I think, however, that the Government
to see something done for them at and the Railways Commissioners should take
the earliest possible moment. I believe it to the whole of this wages question into conbe the duty of the Government and the sideration at the earliest possible moment,
Railways Commissioners to look into the and that the anomalies which now unwhole of this q Ilestion, becanse I do not doubtedlv exist should be rectified. As a
believe in sweating in any Department. But private "member of this House, I shall
when it is proposed that every adult-every al ways do my best to try to have any
employ.S who has reached t.he age of twenty- anomalies that are pointed out to me rectione years-is to receive Ss. per day, find fied, but r do no~ intend to vote for this
when we know that the Estimates as brought proposal from the other side of the·
down by the Government do not contain :tny Chamber.
Mr. COTTER.-The time is not opporprovision for the additional amount involved,
then r say I do not feel justified in voting tune.
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Mr. MEMBREY.-It is not a question of
the time being opporLune. I believe that
the time is opportune to increase the wages
in a number of cases. I have risen on this
occasion to give expression to my opinion,
because it is asserted, when members will
not go the "whole hog " and vote for any
proposition for an increase of wages that
comes from the other side of the Chamber,
that they are agaiust the workers. I t.ake
leave to say, however, that there are members
on this side of the House who ~l.fe equally as
sympathetic with the workers as any members on the other side. Indeed, in many
instance!:!, members on this side have practically proved that they have more !:!ympathy
with the workers than honorable members
who talk so much about them.
Mr. HOGERS.-I desire to support the
amendment of the honorable member for
Flemington, because it seems to me to be a
fair and reasonable proposal. As the ou tcome
of this debate, two propositions have been
brought before the Committee. The first
one came from the honorable member for
Ararat, and he has told the Committee that
in the event of this amendment not being
carried, he will move a further amendment
dealing with the question of a 'Wages Board
for railway employes. I believe that t.he
present amendment is not going to be carried,
and I thprefore hope that when it is defeated
the honorable member will carry out the
intention he has expressed, and he will
certainly have my earnest snpport in regard
to a \Vages Board for l''l.ilway employes.
The il1 in ister of Rail ways has said that
during the recess he will go into this question,
and he intimated that if it is found, on the
opening of next session, that he has not dealt
with a number of these men in a reasonable
'way, the House will have the right to challenge his action in that respect. I certainly
trul'lt that if the Minister dop.s not go
into the matter within the llext two or three
months, the House will remember the words
he has spoken this afternoon, and when the
new seRsion starts we will do exactly as the
Minister has indicated, and challenge his
action. 1n my own district there are a very
large number of railway employes. They
were ple3.sed, some time ago, to receive the
very large increase which wa3 given to them,
but there is no doubt that a very large
number of employes in the Department have
received none of the £95,000 which was
granted ill the way of increase. I would
point out that only to-day the Metropolitan
Hoard of Works is l'.tising the wages of its
workers as high as 9s. 6d. per day, and there
Second Session 1911.-[21 ]
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is a general tendency throughotl t Australia
to increase the wages of men of this description. I am exceedingly sorry at the attitude
which has been taken IIp by some honorable
members in regard to this matter. The
honorable member for Jika Jika has seen tit
to !:lay that he would not supp'ort a proposal
of this kind, but on nearly every occasion
when we have moved for an increase of
wages the honorable member has been
absent.
Mr. MKMBREY.-You know that is not
correct.
Mr. ROG ERS.-The honorable member
was absent the other night.
Mr. MEuBREY.-That was about the only
time I was absent when a vote of the kind
was being taken.
Mr. ROGERS.-Then I will forgive the
honorable member. I thought he was repeatedly away when divisions of this sort
were being taken. It is of no use for honorable members to make any earnest request
to the Ministry to cOllsider this proposal.
They are going to sit tight on this question,
and they have the Commissioners behind
them. Very Ii t.tle satisfaction is to be got
from the Commissioners. I had occasion
myself at one time to go to them with regard
to a number of men who were working at
North Melbourne, and we found that the
Co:nmissioners then would not give these
men even 7s. 6d. per day, although last night
we provided for 8s. 6d. per day for the same
class of work. 'Ve cannot, t1:lerefore, expect
any sympathy from the Railways Commissioners.
However, it is the duty of the
House, in my opinion, to pass the resolution
whieh has been brought forward, and then it
will be fur the Commissiollers to bring down
a proposition in accordance with that resolution.
The Committee divideq o~ the amendmentllyes
16
Noes
33
Majority against the amendment

17

AVES.

Mr. Beazley
" J. W. Billson
Cotter
" Farthing
Jewell
McGrath
" McGregor
McLachlan
" Outtrim

Mr.
"
.,
"

Rogers
Sangster
Solly
Tunnecliffe
Warde.

Teller8 :
Mr. Elmslie
" Hanuah.
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Mr. Angus
"
"

Ba.lrd
Barues

"

"
"

A. A. Billson
K H. Cameron
J. Cameron

"
"

Campbell
Duffus

"

}'a,rrer

"
,.

Gordon
Graham

"
"

Gray
H Ul chinsoIi

"

Keast

"
"
"

Langdon
Lawson
Livingston

Mr. Ma.ckey
McCutcheon
" H. McKenzie

"
"
"

"

M. K. McKenzie
McLeod
Membley

Menzies
Murray

Sir Alexander Peacook
Mr. Plain
" Swinburne
Thomson
loutcher
Watt.
'l'ellers:
Mr. Argyle
" Carlisle.
PAIRS.

Mr. Hampson
" Smith

I. Mr." Oman.
McBride

Mr. PLAIN.-I had intended voting for
the amenJnlent, but I was writing and did
not leave myself time enough to crOBS the
House for the purpose, so that my vote was
recorded with the noes.
Mr. W ARDE.-I would now like to move
that the vote be reduced by lOs., with a view
of indicating that men in the daily paid service should not get less than 7s. od a day.
The CHAIRMAN.-The honorable member for Stawell has already intimated that he
intends to move for the red uction of the vote
by lOs.
Usually the smallest reduction
moved for is £ 1. That has been the rule
for many years. I notice that in 1901, however, a reduction of lOs. was moved for. I
would SUggl>st that the honorable member
for Flemington should move for a reduction
of 15s., which would not interfere with the
amendment which the honorable member for
Stawell intends to move.
Mr. AH.DE.-I will accept your suggestion, Mr. Chairman, and move-

"V

That the vote be reduced by 15s. as an instruction to the Hailways Commissioners and the Government that no adult in the daily paid service
should receive less than 7s. 6d. per d3.Y.

At present the minimum is 7s. for a large
number of men. I think that the employes
should participate to some extent in the
profits of railways.
In connexion with the
Budget, I pointed out that it was" a bad
system of finltnce that the rail ways should
be made a taxing machine, and prevent other
Departments paying their fair share to the
Government of this country.
The sooner
the Government provide some better Bcheme
than thus saddling the producers of the
country, the better.
I hope the Government will consent to help the poorer section
of our workers to the extent which I have
proposed.
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Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister
of Hailways).-l would ask the honorable
member not to press the amendment. I am
informed that the Commi:!sioners are engaged
in reviewing the whole of regulation f) 4:,
with a view of correcting anomalies, and
that this particular matter is under their
consideration. I think the honorable memo
ber might accept that iutimation. Without
any direction from the HouEe, the Commissioners will give attention to the matter.
Mr. WARDE.-Do I understand that the
Commissioners are now engaged in not only
correcting anomalies, but in fav<irably considering the payment of 7s. od. a day as a
minimum, and that the Minister is in sympathy with it.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-'rhey are
considering the position of the large body of
men you mention.
Mr. W ARDE.-But is the Minister ill
fa.vour of it 1
Mr. MACKEY.-He would give them lOs.
a. day if he had the money.
Mr. WARD E.-I would like a definit~
statement to be made, so that it can appear
in Hansard. After all, the Government are
responsible for the policy of the Railway Department. The Commissioners are there to
carry on the work. If the Minister mak~8
such a promise, I take it, other things
being equal, it is almost as good as an intimation that the money will be paid, and, in
t hose circumstances, I would not go to a
division.
The Committee is not being
divided for amusement. It is a serious thing
for t honsands of persons in the lowest parts
of the service whose earnings are very scanty.
There is very litt.le pleasure in life for the
wives and children of these men who are receiving snch small wages.
I think the
Premier recognises that something ought to
be done to make life brighter and happier for
the children and wives of these men who are
engaged in the service of the Hail way Department, which makes such large profits. If
the Minister will give an assurance that he
is in sympathy with the request, .T will be
satisfied, and I will be content to allow th@
matter to wait over till next session to Bee
what developments take place.
Mr. A. A. BILLSO:S- (Ovens-".Millister of
Railways).-Every recommendation which
has been made by the Commissioners to the
Government for increased wages has been
accepted by the Gonrnment. 'Ve have
never turned down one recommendation of
the Commissioners for increased wages. On
the contrary, in several iustances we ha.ve
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urged the Commissioners to give bet.ter eon.ditions than they recommended. In COIlnexion with several cases which I have had
to bring nnder the notice of the Commissioners-cases which have been referred to
me personally-I may say that the Commissioners have given most favorable consideration.
Speaking on behalf of the
Government, I can promise that whatever
recommendations are made by the Commislioners, if they go far enou"h, will be
adopted by the Government.
Mr. McGRATH.-I do not know whether
the honorable member for :Flemingt.on is
~oing to accept the assurance of the Minister.
It is very indefinite.
Mr. A. A. BILJ"SON (Ovens).-- We can say
nothing more definite at this stage.
Mr. McGRATH.- The Commissioners
may recommend a minimum wage of 7s.
Mr. WARDE.-That is the minimum wage
110W.

Mr. McGRATH.-They may recommend
no increase whatever. I think the honorable
member wants an assurance that if the
Commissioners recommend no increase the
Government will send back their recommendation and give the Government's opinion
n.bout the payment of a minimum of 7s. 6d.
per day. I do not think I am asking
too much in asking for that assnrance from
the Ministry.
We do not want to take
another division. It may be said that it is a
tricky vote.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens):-I think the
honorable member for Flemiugton was satisfied with the assurance I gave.
Mr. McGRATH .-Then he was very
easily satisfied, and, generally, on these questions he is very hard to please. He has
limply asked for an assurance from the
Minister.
Mr. A. A. BJLLSON (Ovens).-We cannot
give flo more definite assurance at present.
Mr. McClelland, one of the Commissioners,
tells me that the Commissioners cannot say
at present how much the increase would
involve.
Mr. TouTcHEH.-Does not the honorable
member for Grenville see that if he were to
force the hands of the Commissioners he
might do an injustice, because some of
these men might get 8s. a day.
Mr. McGRATH.-Iam not much alarmed
&bout doing them any injury.
Mr. TouTcHER.-Every one is unjust but
oertain members of the Labour party.
.Mr. McGRATH.-I have as much right
to my opinion as to what result the action of
honorable members on this (the Opposition)
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side of the House will have as the honorable
member has to his opinion. The Minister
has stated that the Commissioners are COllsidering this question, but that they can give
no definite assurance because they do not
know how much money is involved. The
honorable member for Flemington took up
the attitude tha.t the railways ought to pay
a fair minimum wage to the men engaged in
working them, and that we should llot seek
to make a profit out of the railways, an~
thus reduce taxation in other directions. I
agree with the honorable member. The
Commissioners may take up the attitnde that
bec'luse it would involve the expenditure of a.
certain sum of money they will not recommend a minimum wage of 7s. 6d. }Jer day.
I think the Assembly should say that it is its
wish that no man over twenty-one years of
age should be employed in the Department
at less than 78. 6d. per day. The suggestion
of the honorable member for Flemington is
most rea.sonable, and I am not satisfied with
the promise the Minister has given.
Mr. WARDE.-I know I cannot expect
the Minister of Railways to take too much
responsibility on his shoulders in connexion
with a matter of this kind. He ca.nnot
pledge the Government, but the Premier is
in the chamber, and if he will state that he
is in sympathy with the payment of a
minimum wage or 7s. 6d. per day that will
be sufficient for me. The Premier, as bead
of the Government, has more power than an
ordinary Minister. If the honorable gentleman, as head of the Government" expresses
his sympathy with the proposal for the
payment of a minimum wage of 7s. 6d. per
day it will be quite sufficient for me.
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-Our sympathy goes as far as this- I would like to
give thf'se lower paid servants as much as it;
is possible to allow them, but this is a matter
for the Commissioners to consider. I believe
the Commissioners are dealing with it in a
sympathetic way.
Mr. WARDE.-If you were to say right
out tha.t you were sympathetic towards a
minimum of 7s. 6d. per day it would have
a big effect.
Mr. MURRAy'-Our desire is to
give the railway servants as high a
minimum salary as the Department can
afford t.) give them. I think honorable
member8 ought to be satisfied with that. The
Minister of Railways was rather definite in
his promise. Perhaps he committed the
Government to something which they may'
find it difficult to carry out.
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!\1r. W .ARD"~.-IIave I your assnrance that
yon are ill s~Tmpat.hy with the minimum
wage of 7s. 6d. ?
Mr. MURRAY.-I would be in sympathy
wit.h a minimum wage of 8s. if we could
a.ftord it. I believe ill paying tt.e highest
rates that can be given to the men who
I:l.l'e working. I quit~ admit the force of the
honorable member for Flemillgton's argument
a.s to the difficulty a man with a wife and
family has in getting a living for himself and
those dependent upon him, even upon a
higher wage than 7s. 6d. per day, That
may have the effect of making people
eeolJomieal. The matter is in the hands of
the Commissioners. I think honorable members are perfectly satisfied that the Commissioners are dealing sympatheticaJly with
this question, which the honorable member
for Flemington so eloquently and forci.bly
placed before the House this afternoon. The
Committee found it very difficult to resist
the honorable member.
It is rarelv that
allY member of the Opposition ca; force
the Government to make an admission that
may en~ail so much upon the finances as
the honorable m~mber has been able to do
this afternoon, and I think he onght to rest
quite content with t he plentiful laurels that
have been showered upun his blushiug brow.
Mr. W ARDE.-··After what the Premier
has said I will persist no further. I am glad
the Premier has made the announcement
which he has made. The honorable gentle·
man admits that a minimum wage of 7s. 6t!.
is not sufficient to enable t.he wives and
children of these men to enjoy life much. By
lea ve, I wish to withdraw the amendment.
. Mr. COTTER.-I object to the amend.
ment beillg withdrawn. The Premier has
not made any defiuite statement. I admit
that the honorable gentleman spoke very
quietly, but ] li~·tened attentively, and I did
not hear him pledge his Government to a
minimum wage of 7s. 6d. perday.
Sir ALEAXNDER PEACOCK.- You could
not expect it. He hus expressed his sympathy. I think you have had a fair promise
made to you.
Mr. liOTTER.-The Premier said that
the hOllorable member for Flemington had
had laurels showered upon his blushing brow.
Mr. WARm~.-I can stand a lot, bnt I
cannot stand too much, so 1 am going outside.
Mr. COTTEH..-If that is all the earnestness the honorable member for Flemington
has with regard to these railway men he can
go outside. If he is ollly out for kudos of
the crowd that is jeering at me, let hiln go.
T have been fi~hting for the worker on every
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occasion when there has been an opportunity.,
and I am playing the game. ] f any honorable
member in the Ministerial corner or the
honorable member for Flemington-Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.- You misunderstood the honorable mem bel' for
Fleming-ton.
Mr. COTTER.-I did not. 1 have not
been here very long, but since I have been
in the House I have never given a vote I
have regretted, I have never committed a
dishonorable action, and I have tried to play
the game. J regret that any man should get
up in the Honse and endeavour to belittle
me.
Sir ALEXANDER PI~ACOCK. -The hOllor,:"
able menlber for Flemington did not do so.
Mr. COTTEH.-I have the sa.me rights
anCl privileges as every other honorable
member, and I am not going to barter them
to allY one.
Mr. SWINBURNE. - The honorable member for Flemington though!, you were flattering him.
Mr. COT l'ER.-I know as much about
the game as the honorable member. I resent
the a.ction of the hOllorable member for
Flemington, and J take this opportunity of
showing my resentment. I am in earnest.
If the honorable member for Flemington is
not in earnest he can do what he likes. I
have a number of railway men in my constituency who are hardly able to exist
on the wages paid to them. When the honorable member for Jika Jika was speaking I
asked him to inform the House as to the
extent to which the cost ofliying had increased
during the last three y,ears. No man in the
House is better able to' give tha.t inforr~lation,
but the honorable member did not give it.
These railway employes give the best years
of their life to t.he service of the State. They
have to work early and late for a paltry wage
of 7s. per day.
The Government are sending abroad for immigrants and boasting
about the prosperity of the country, while
they are unable to give oUt· own people 7s.
6d. a day. I defy honorable members to
show that a man can keep a wifp- and family
on less than 73. 6d. per day.
Mr. TouTcHER.-Is every man in the
railway service over the age of twenty-one
years a married man ~
Mr. COTTER.-If honorable rnemhel'B
want to make a disrinction between a man
who is married and a man who is not let
them do it, but why should married men be
penalized becanse other men in the service of
the Department are unmarried 1 The G~
vernment talk about their liberality, but they
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.are noli prepared to promise that a minimum
.wage of 7s. 6d. a day will be paid.
The
'Ihonorable member for Jika Jika said that
lthe time is 110t yet opportune. Honorable
.members 011 the other side of thp. House
,are prepared to vote against the workers
Jor two years and nine months. For three
'months before a general elect.ion they ad vo-cate the interests of the workers. "Ve
know how much they care for the workers.
.After an election their promises are scattered
to the four willds of heaven. I obj':lct to
.the withdrawal of the amendment, and I
will eall for a division.
Mr. .J. "v. BILLSOS (Fitzrvy).-The
~lonorable member for Richmond has made a
great mistake with reference to the honorable
member for Fle.:nington. Of course, every
honorable member is liable to misunderstand
,the statement of another honorable member.
The honorable member f~)l' Richmond made
110 mistake as to w hat the honorable member
for Flemington said, but he made a mistake
·as to what the honorable member meant.
The whole thing was a joke. The honorable
member for Flemington desired to leave the
..chamber and did so. I do not think the
honorable member foJ' Richmond should
have made the attack which he did make
.upon the h01lOrable member for Flemington.
I agree with tte honorable member for
Richmond, that ehe Government have not
givell a propel' assurance to the Committee.
After listening carefully to the statements
-of the Minister of Rail ways and the Premier,
I cannot help feeling that while they
(lxpressed a kind of sympathy with the
payment of a minimum wage of 7s. 6d. per
.day, they fenced it round carefully and
skillfully-it may be unintentionally'Without making any definite promise. If
the Premier is in favour of a minimum
wage of 7s. 6d. per day, why did he not answer
",I yes" or "no" when the honorable member
for Flemington said, " Are you in favour of a
minimum wage of 7s. 6d. per day?" That
was a plain question, and surely the
. Premier and the Minister of Railways
,could answer plainly. If they were in
favour of a minimum wage of 7s. 6d. per
.cay they CQulq have said, "Yes, I am in
.sympathy with it, and will give it if possiblp.." They have expressed, in : round.about way, something which may be termed
.80 promise, bnt it may be explained afterwards
that it was no promise. I do not want to
.divide the Committee again, but if the
Premier is really in syn:pathy with the pay. ment of a minimum wage of 7s. 6d. per day
,.be will lose nothing by saying," I am in
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favour of a minimum wage of 7s. 6d. per
day." I believe honorable members on.
both sides of the House are in favour of a
minimum wage of 7s. 6d. per day. The
Government themselves may not be averse
to it. I feel that the Premier did not do
himself justice in the little asides he indulged
in, instead of giving a straight-out promise
in answer to the question that was asked
him. It would have satisfied all honorable
members if the Premier had said," I am in
favour of a minimum wage of 7s. 6d. per
day."
.
Mr. M UHRAY.-I was as frank as possible.
] even went further than that.
Mr. TouTcHlm.-The Premier said he was
in favour of 8s. a day.
Mr. J. "V. BILLSO~ (l?itzroy).·-But
he qualified it. I have heard more definite
promises explained away in this House, and
I think the Premier would be doing justice
to himself and pleasing the Houseif he would
make a more definite statement. So far as
dignity and credit and all that are concerned,
they are not the matters at issue; all that
I want is an improvement in the conditions
of the men. I am not concerned about
hurting the feelings of any honorable members ill the Chamber, though I would not
do it unless it was necessary. Here is the
position:
The Premier has in his mind
certain definite ideas, and to him, no doubt,
his statement appears clear and ample. But
if honorable members did not see it in the
same light, surely he could make the concession of explaining it further. He is not
too high and mighty to stoop to making a
clear statement .
Mr. MURRAY.-The next thing you will
want is for me to give it in writing.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroll).-I would
be prepared to take the Premier's statement.
I have never known the Government and t.he
House in a better frame of mind. The
Minister of Railways is sympathetically inclined towards this increase. I should like
to know from the Premier what meaning I
am to read into his statement.
Mr. MURRAY.-Read anything you choose
into it .
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) -The
honorable gentleman left himself ample room
for retreat.
Mr. MURRAY.-I don't think so. I am
not a master of tactics. I simply and
plainly said what we intend to do, and the
honorable member for Flemington is perfectly
satisfied .
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzro.lf).-The
honorable gentleman is mistaken if he thinks
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J accept his statement as showing what the
Government really intend to do. All that I
want is an answer to this question: "Are you
in favour, as head of the Government, of the
7s. 6d minimum."I know the matter will be
determined by the financial condi tion of the railways at the time, but we desire to know
the opinion of the leader of the Government
now. We are not now on the hustings. If
this had been just before the election instead
of just after, we might have had a different
division.
Mr. MURR.A.Y.-I do not think BO.
Mr. J. W. BILL~ON (Fitzroy).-If .I
were to review the statements of honorable
members on the hUlftings and compare them
with the vo te they have just given, I think
they would have a difficulty in reconciling
the voice and t he vote.
Mr. FARRER.-That is a general charge.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-If I
were to particularize it would canse bitterness,
and I want to get something.
Mr. MURRAY.-You ought to be satisfied.
Mr. J. W. Bn~LSON (FitZt'oy).- -We have
the sympathy of the Premier, but it iR not
too much to ask that w~ should know our
exact position. I do not believe in obstruotive methods and in wasting time, but I do
believe in openness. In connexion with a.
que~tion of this character, I think the
Premier, as head of the Administration, ought
to be open, and say whether he is in favour or
not of what we ask. I know there may be
difficulties in giving effect to it. but that
should not prevent the leader of the Government from stating to the House that he is
in favour of what has been proposed.
Mr. MURRAY.-I should only be repeating
myself.
. Mr. J. W. BILL 'O~ (Fitz1·oy).-AsBurning that is true, the honorable gentleman
might repeat himself if honorable members
d.o not understand as he intended they should
understand. His words did not convey as
clear a message as he intended, and he might
even repeat himself.
Mr. MURRAY.-\Vhen you see my statement in Hansard you will wonder why you
stood up in the House and asked me to say
morG.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-When
I see it in Hansard, if I am satisfied, all will
be well, but if I am not satisfied the time for
getting an .explanation will have gone.
Mr. MURRAY.-All will still be well.
~lr. fJ. W. BILLSON (F'itzroy).-I do not
desire to continue longer in this strain, but
I feel that the Premier has not conveyed to
the House the clear message he intended, or,
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if he has, hOllorable members have not·
apprehended him as clearly as he thinks.
they did.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-I certainly could
not think of allowing this discussion to lapse·
after the last statement made by the Premier.
I am in agreement with the honorable memo
bel' for Fitzroy that the Premier should.
make a definite statement to the House on
this question. But what the honorable member for Fitzroy asks for seems to me to be
altogether too little. He merely asked the-·
Premier to state that he is in favour of ll7s. 6d. minimum. That, of cOlUse, would.
commit the Premier to supporting the 7s.6d.
minimum to the people who desire it. I am·
perfectly satisfied that a 7s. 6d. minimum is
sufficiently low, and if any honorable mem-bers think that less than that would Ruffice
to maintain the men's wives and families, I
have a poor opinion of their attitude on thequestion. I think the time has arrived, however much we may differ in regard to the 8s.,.
when honorable members on both sirles should
take this matter into their own hands, and
determine that there shall be a fixed minimum
of 7s. 6d. I think the Premier should saythat the Government will use its best efforts.
in this direction.
Mr.· FARRBR.-He promised more than you
could expect.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-He exphined
n~thing at all, or if he did, he was like t.hepreacher who explained what was most clear
so clearly that it seemed perplexing, and
honorable members now are in a dilemma toknow what he promised. We want to know
if the Government are in favour ofthe 7s. 6d. t
and whether it will be provided on theEstimates for t.he next tinancial year.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I am rather surprised
that the honorable member who has just resumed his seat, and other honorable members,.
cannot see the difficulty in which he is.
placing members on the Ministerial side.
The head of the Government has made a
statement sufficiently distinct and definite to'
assure the honorab1e member who moved the·
amendment, and who, I venture to flay, i~ in
as close touch with railway men and matters
as any honorable member in the House.
If
the Pr\mier's. statement indicated allY thing
it indicated that the idea mooted by the·
honorable member for Flemington would
have the support of the Government as a..
recommendation to the Railways CommlS810ners. But the Premier said that at
the present time the R~ilways Commissioners.
were going into this matter thoroughly, with
8. view of giving
increases.
Both th&
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~remier and the Minister of Rail ways stated
'that. I have also been assured by railway
<pfficers that that is being done.
Mr. McGRA'I'H.-¥our party would not
.. accept that kind of promise about the
teachers.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Because we knew that
the report W.:l.S in in that case.
Mr. TO UTCHER.-There is It great deal
·()f difference in the circumstances and con·ditions governing the two matters. I would
like tv ask the honorable member for Eaglehawk, who is one of the fairest men in the
House, how he would like action such as is
being taken now to be taken against the
'leader of his party, after giving an assurance
·across the floor of this House.
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-If the Premier made
.3 definite statement there would be no cause
for discussion.
Mr. TOUTCHER.- The Premier made
'it as definite as a man in his position could
be expected to make it. The honorable
.gentleman went so far as to say that he per.sonally would like to grant the 8s. and that
he thought it would be ill-advised to keep the
honorable member within the limit of 7s. 6d.,
because if the finances of the railways turned
,out as expected. and 8s. could be paid, it
should be paid.
Mr. COTTER.-Do you think we shall hav~
a larger surplus from the rail ways?
Mr. TOUTCHER.-All the finances have
to be looked into in matters of this kind. It
would be a peculiar position if the Premier
said he was in favour of a certain amount, and
the Treasurer, who is responsible for the
finances of the country, had to say afterwardt: that the promise could not be carried
out. The Premier stated that, so far as his
;sympathies go, they are with the honorable
member for Flemington. I favour the proposition as moved by the honorable member,
.an:! I am put in a difficult positioll. One has
to follow if the honorable member puts it
to the vote, but the motion bas been with,drawn by the honorable member who moved
it, and in doing this he showed that he had
«loufidence in the Premier's assura.nce. The
mover of the motion is content to trust to the
fair pla.y of the Government and the Railways Commissioners.
Mr, J. W. llILLSON (FitZ1'Oy).-You al'e
in a difficult position, and the Premier can
extricate you frQm it.
Mr. TOUTCHER.- The Premier's sta.t~
ment gives me every assurance that it will be
,done. If the matt61r goes to a vote I sha.ll
be compelled to put sufficient confidence in
;the leader of the GOTernrnent, of whom I

am a supporter, to vote with him on this
occasion. I think the great bulk of honorable members are prepared to give something
like justice to the railway servants, and I
was about to moye that railway Wages
Boards should be appointed, but I am quite
content now to accept the assurance given
by the Premier that the Government will do
a fair thing. If they do not do so we can
test the question again at the very first
opportunity. We should put some faith in
the men who are governing this country,
and administering the great Departments of
the State. ~urely all human sympathy does
not belong to the Opposition members of this
Chamber.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-Listening quietly to the
discussion that has taken place and to t.he·
reply of the Premier, I asked myself the
question, "Suppose (Ill} going out of the
chamber I am met by a man employed on
the rail waYE and am asked what chance these
men have of getting a minimum wage of
7s. 6d., what answer would I gi\'e 1" I
would have to say that we have had an
assurance from the Premier that he is in
sympathy with the payment of such a
minimum wage, but that he finds himself
helpless for two reasons, the first being that
he cannot tell what the state of our finances
will be next year, and the other that the
whole position is in the hands of the Railways Commissioners. I am fortified in coming to that conclusion by the remarks of the
Minister of Railways. That honorable gentleman said, ,. We have never yet, as a Ministry;
turned down a recommendation from the
Commissioners so long as they were satisfied."
It would appear, therefore, that if the Commissioners recommend the payment of a
minimum wage of 7s. 6d., the Government will ad~pt that recommendation.
We
want something more than that, and 1
think we are justified in asking for
it. We want an assurance from the Government that if the report of the Commissioners
should be adverse to the proposal, Ministers
will do all they legitimately can to induce
the Commissioners to change their view and
accede to the request that is now being made.
The Ministry have sheltered themselves-I
do not say improperly-behind the fact that
the Commissioners are going to review regulation 54.
Weare also ent itled to know
when we can expect that the Commissioners
will Hnish their revision of that regulation.
Will it be finished within one month or
Some considerable
within six months?
time ago I had an intimation privately from
one of the Commissioners that the regulation
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would be reviewed in about two months from
that time, but it has not been done yet. I
think we are entitled to an assurance that
the Commissioners will give their decision
with regard to this regulation in the very
near .future. Will the Governnlent give the
House a guarantee that if the increase of wages
is not recommended by the Commissioners,
Ministers will urge upon the Commissioners the
necessity of reviewing the matter once
more in order to see whether the request made to-day cannot be acceded
to.
There is no need, I think, at this
time of day to argue as to the necessity
of this increase being made. I am quite
sure that any increase of wages that the
Commissioners may recommend or the Government may grant to the lower paid men
in the service will have the hearty support of
the whole of the taxpayers of this country.
One of the strongest arguments used by the
honorable member for Allandale w~en urging
the clai ms of the teachers was the fact that
the public were behind him in that request.
I am equally confident that the puhlic are
behind the request made to-day. "Ve have
long since recognised in this State that private employers must not sweat their employes. A wage of 7s. per day some
time ago was better than 8s. per day
at the present time, and owing to
the increase ill the cost or living we now
find the Rail way Department in the position
that, whether they realize it or not, they are
calling upon some of their employes to make
great sacrifices by denying to them many of
the necessaries of life. Jf the Commiseioners
fail to recommend an increase of wages in
this case I truht the Government will use
some influence to bring that increase about.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The
deputy leader of t.he Opposition (Mr.
Elmslie) has made reference to myself, and
has stated that in demanding an increase of
payment to our teachers I had public opinion
behind me. I know that honorable members on the Opposition side are sincerely
anxious to benefit the lower paid men in the
Railway Department, but 1· want them to
loot.. at the question fairly. ",r e have decided in connexion with our Railway Construction Bills that the men engaged on railway construction work shall receive an
increased wage. Such an increase is necessary if men are to be induced to
go out to sparsely settled districts in order
to work on rail way construction.
The
honorable member for Fitzroy seemed to imply that certain members on this (the
;Ministerial) side had reversed their position
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on this question since the election campaign-.
As regards U1yself, I placed tbe position
clearly before my constituents, and pointed
out that, if we wanted men to work 011 railway construction works, we would have to.
pay them better wages than we were paying
to men in regular employment near their
own homes. As the honorable member fall
Stawell said, the honorable member for
Flemington has been an upholder of th&
rights o~ railway men in season alld out of
season. That honorable member has been
defeated on his first proposition, and has now
brought forward an amended one.
I do not
think I have ever heard a clearer statement
by a responsible Miuister than that made by
the Minister of Railwavs this afternoon.
I am going to oppose the amendment now
before the Chair. We have deliberately
placed the management of our rail ways in:
the hands of Commissioners. They tell us
that they are going into this question, and I
am delighted to hear it. Their report upon
it is expected to be in the hands of theGoyernmen t in March next.
Mr. HANNAH.-Do you think the mell
will get the extra sixpence 1
Sir ALEXANDEl:{ PEACOCK.-I hope
the Commissioners will be able to recommend
it. In the case of the teacbers the position
was entirely different. Exhaustive inquiries
had been made by the Public Service Commissioner, and it was upon his report that the
Government acted.
We know and nregratefu: to know that
the
gentlemen who are now in the position of
Railways Commissioners are the products of
our own country. They have grown up with
the men in the railway service, and kJlow aU
their requirements. We may rest assured,
therefore, that the sympathies of the Commissioner!:! are entirely with the employE-l::!.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Did you say that we
are grateful to them for being Australians?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - Perhaps I did not put it very well, bnt I meant.
that we are proud to know that they are Australians. I have always snpported the policy
of employing our own people as far as possible. The danger is that, if this amendment.
is pressed to a division. honorable members.
may prejudice the interests of the very men.
for whom they are fighting.
Mr. MCGRATH.-l'OO thin.
Sir ALEXA~DER PEACOCK.-Honorable members might cause the Cabinet
to be less sympathetic than it otherwisewould be. We have had a clear statement,.
and the honorable member for Flemington
was satisfied with it. We have the detinite:
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!promise from the Government that the Rail'ways Commissioners are inquiring iuto this
matter, and we shall be able to deal with it
lIlext session, when we know the reasons that
.actuate the Commissioners in the staud they
take.
The honorable member for Albert
Park took up a peculiar position, saying to the
'Government " If the Uommissi'Jners recommend it will you carry it out, and if they do
not recommend it, will you also carry it out? "
That is pointing a double-barrelled gun at
the Government. The honorable member
wants the Government to act on their own
initiative, if the Commissioners do not recommend the increase.
We ought to have
further information on the qnestion, but I
think the Government have made a suffidently definite statement to satisfy the
COllimittee. I am hopeful that the Railways
Commissioners will be able to recommend
the increase, and that the Government will
adopt their recommendation. The honorable
membet· for Flemington has not been fairly
treated by some of his colleagues, who
wanted to make out that he withdrew from
the position he took up.
~r. HA~NAH.-l have represented the
railway men as a whole. and I have put up a
good many fights for them. I do not repretJPnt sllch a large number of railway men
now. If the Premier will only put a little
ginger into this matter, I believe what we
want will be granted
We want a fair and
hOliest understandillg.
There is a large
section of the railway employes working ten
hours a day for a wage of 7s. ~lIrely tha.t is
too Iowa wage for ten hours' work. \\ ith<Jut auy loss of dignity, the Government could
-say that they would give us an assurance
that 78. 6d. will be paid as soon as the
Dn;\neeS will permit. We are shamefully behind all the other States in this matter.
Mr. :--.OLL Y.- \\ hat '[ am surprised at
qS the statement made by the honorable member for Allandale. He said that the Committee should be satisfied with the promise
given hy the Premier. What was the result
ill regard to the promise concerning the
teachers? When debating the question uf
teachers' salaries on the Estimatps, the
Millister in uharge said that the Public Service Commissioner's report had been presented to the Government, and that t.hey had
·every sympathy with it.
J he honorable
member for Allandale was not satisfied with
that, and said that the Government should
make a statement as to what they were goiug
to do.
''''ir ALRXANDER Pr<:ACOCK.- Yes, because
they had a recommendation.
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Mr. SOLL Y.-The honorable member
was not satisfied with the promise that the
Government were in sympathy with the
recommendation, but he wanted a definite
statement from the Minister of Publio
Instruction, and, by fighting, he g0t it with
the aid of the Opposition.
We want a
promise now that at least a living wa~e shall
be given to these men. Unless the Goverllment are prepared to give a better wage
to these men the Estimates should be held
up.
The Committee divided on the amendmentAyes
16
Noes
33
Majority against the amendment

17

AYES.

Mr. Cotter
Elmslie
" Farthing
" Jewell
J:
McGrath
,. McGregor
" McLachlan
" Outlrim

"

Mr.
"
"
,,
"

Rogers
Sangster
Solly
Tunneclifl'e
Warde.

Tellers:
Mr. J. W. Billson
" Hannah.

Plain

NOES.

Mr. Allgus
Baird
Barnes
A. A. Billson
E. H. \ 'ameron
" J. Cameron
" Campbell
" Carli~le
" Duffus
" Farrer
" Gordon
" Gra.ham
" Gray
t, Hutchinson
,t Kea.st
" Langdon
" MacKey

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"

Mackinnon
McCutcheon
H. McKem·.ie
M. K. McKenzie
McLeod
Membrey
Menzies
.. Murray
Sir Alexander Peacock
Mr. Snowball
" Swinburne
" Thomson
" Toutcher
" Watt.
Tellers:
Mr. Lawson
" Livingston.

PAIRS.
Mr. Ham{:son
" Smith.

I

Mr. McBride
" Oman.

Mr. COTTER.-Prior to the division
being taken the honorable mem ber for Flemington made an interjection, and since I have
had time to consider it I fancy I was
mistaken. I want to say that I regret having
made the statt:ment I did, aud 1 trust that
the honorable
member for Flemington
will accept my apology.
1\1 r. M DRRA Y (Premier).-I express my
gratification that the Labollr party is again
united.
.
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Mr. ELMSLIE.-I desire to draw the
attention of the Minister to the fact that on
the St. Kilda railway line there is totally
insufficient accommodation for second-class
passellgers durillg certain hours ot the ·day .
.,l4'rom about 6.30 a.m. up to nearly ~ o'clock
a.m., there is a very great traffic indeed of
workmen going to their employment, and
not only are the second-class carriagef.l
crowded to the utmost, so far as seating
acconlmodation is aoncerned, but every
available i11ch of standing rOom is taken up.
However, this is not the worst of the matter.
Owing to every inch of the spacein the secondclass being occupied, men, in their desire to
get to their work, sometimes get into firstclass carriages, and, I understand, that within the last few days the "flying gang" has
been visiting these carriages, and has taken
the names of a number of workmen, against
whom summonses are to be issued.
Now,
if the Department desires to ret.ain
this railway traffic, and prevent it from
going to the tramways-and the desire of the
workmen is to travel by train, because it is
more convenient to them-l certainly think
that the Department mllst provide more
second·class accommodation durin~ the hours
when workmen are travelling. Furtber than
this, I do not think that the requirements of
the travelling public on this line, either as
regards the tirst or the second·class carriages,
are properly met dllring certain hours.
There are not a sufficient number of trains
running. The returns from the bt. Kilda
line show that the traffic is increasing by
leaps and bounds, and Alhert Park is one of
the chief money· taking stations. The time
bas arrived when the Department must
realize that the prf'sent provisic,n for carrying the traffic is altogether insufficient, more
especially so far as dealing with second-class
pa8sengers is concerned. I think it is actually a cruel thing, on the part of those who
are respon8ible, that men, who find themseh'es
absolutely blocked from entering a second·
class carriage, and therefore get into a firstclass carriage in order to get to their work,
should be haled before the court for travelling in first class carriages.
Mr. TUUTCHER.-I ~esire to bring
mder the notice of the Minister of Rail ways
a matter Which has been the subject of communication to the Commissioners on several
occasions. I refer to a caulping·out allowance to the caRual men emplo'yed in rail way
construction. For a considerable time these
casual men bave been trying to get a
camping·out allowance -the permanent men
a.re already provided for in this respect-and
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the Commissioners have apparently postponed dealing with the matter. The Commissioners have told me on different occasions.
that it is an intricate subject, and that they
are endeavouring to obtain as much local
labour as possible, in order to minimize the
expense. A number of these men have t(}
go a long way from their homes. and they ar~
only getting 7s. 6d. a day. This matter of
a camping·out allowance for casual men has,
been under consideration for a long time,.
and the Ulen have been very bitterly disappointed with the delay. One of the Commissioners has told me that they are dealing
with the matter, and losing no time in regard
to it, and that some action will be taken,
froUl t.he first of January. I trust that the
Miuister will give an assurance that thesemen will get the consideration they are'
entitled to.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-I desire to draw·
the Minister's attention to the proposed railway line from Sale to Alberton, and to urgethat the. Railwa~7s Standing Committeeshould be sent over that line in order to furnish a report. For the last twenty-five years
there hilS been an agitation among the peopl~
between Sale and Alberton for this railway.
That agitation has been carried on uosuccessfully, and as long as the peo!Jle living between these two important places are not
served with railway accommodation, so long
will this locality remain undeveloped.
]f
you look at the railway map yoa will find
that Gippsland, compared with the rest of
Victoria, so far as railways are concerned, is
almost a complete blank, and its progress.
has been retarded for many years past througb
the absence of roads and railways.
It is.
well known that prior to the line being constructed from Melbourne to Sale, and thenceto Bairnsdale, there was little or no settlement along that route, but as soon as peoplewere supplied with railway facilities settlement t.ook place. Townships sprang up and
the line to day is, I think, a paying concern.
The policy of this Government and of
previous Governments has been that unless.
a railway line will, in their opinion, pay
immediately, the line shall not be con~
structed, hut I maintain that it is theduty of Governments to take into consideration the developmental aspect of the question.
One or two reasons why the Railways Standing Committee should insped this locality ar~
the following:-There are somet hing like110,000 sheep, on the average, that run re-·
gularly on tLe east, or coast., side of the Port
Albert road. That is one material fu.ctor, at
any rate, in favour of carrying out tbe re-
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quest I am making to-night. There are 500
bales of wool annually sent by rail, and there
are between 200 and 500 bags of lime and
sand on the average, every week. There is
.agr:vel deposit of the finest quality, which
-could be used for ballast on the line, and also
·for road-making in the acijoining mllnicipali·ties. Then there is a very large quantity of
wattle Lark, and there is some of the iinest
:sand that is procurable anywhere, as well as a
,clay deposit, which has been tested for pottery purposes. Some of it was sent to the
'Old Country, and very favorab~e reports
have been received concerning Its value.
·Then grain could be grown, aud, uultivation take place. At the present tune there
.is very little cultivation from Sale down
to Alberton in con seq uence of tbe people
h~ving no means of getting their produce
-out. It is impossible to take the produce
-out with any degree of profit, as the roads
between Sale and Alberton are of a heavy aud
:sandy nature, and the people there have to
-deal lar<1ely with produce that will "walk
{lUI ,. which is 1I0t at ali times as profitable
al:! 'the other kind of prod uee.
There
are 120,000 3cre~ of timbered country on the
route of the proposed lille, which, at a 10w
.estimat.e would average £.5 pel' acre for
timber suitable fo\' sleepers, &c. There is a
timber reserve! comprising about 72,000
:aores of land, on which the land, if cleared,
would be worth £3 an acre. The timber is
-chiefly yellow stringy bark, and there is no
finer timLer of the kind in the world. What
with its timber, with its wool, its lime, and
with the variolls possibilities that are in frunt
-of .it, I think there is fair ground for com,plying with the request I am ma.killg .on b~
·balf of i\ very large number of people In thIS
locality-that the Railway.s. StaU(l~ng COI?mittee should be asked to VISIt and mspect It.
The secretary of the \\-Toodside Hail way
League, reFerring to an official repOl t, wh~ch
was obtained 011 the district through WhICh
1:he line would pass, saysThe leacrue thinks that the report on the nature

~f the coOuntry, on the whole, was favorable,

though the area classed ~s rich is, if anything,
underestima.ted as to quantIty.

'That report was the outcome of a visit by the
'officers of the Department to SOUl h Gippsland some little time ngo. Two deputations
from, South Gippsland have. waited on the
Minister within the last two yeals, urging
·him to refer this line to the Hailways ~tand·
ing Committee. On the last occasion I think
-there were twenty or twenty-two speakers,
:and they brollght f')~ward certain a~l!~ments
which, at any rate, mduced the Ml:llster to
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send officers of the Department over the
route to furnish a report. I have not heard
whether that report has been before the
Cabinet. At any rate, no intimation has
been given that the Railways Standing Committee will visit the district. The report
saysThe tota.l area. of land within tho 8 miles limjt
is made up of land, either sold, selected, or held
under grazing lease. The total area, amounts to
300,000 acres, and the following schedule indicates
how it is held, namely:-Land sold or selected,
158,000 acres; land under grazing area leaae,
95,000 acres; la.nd reserved for forest, 50,000 acres.
Of I he above held or selected litnd an area of abou,
11,000 acres, distributed here and there, is rich
agricultural land, while an area considerably
larger, consisting of lighter soil of fair quality, is
capable, under cultivation, of producing cerea.ls .

It is hoped that the Beet Sugar Factory,
which has been established at Maflra, will be
successful, although we are prepared to put
up with a failnre or two. In the opinion of
many people qualified to judge, the construction of a railway between :::iale and South
Gippsland would contribute to the success of
the factory. The land is not as rich as that in
the Boisdale and Maffra districts, but, according to people capable of judging, its soil is
eminently suited to the growth of sugar beet.
I believEs that the land between ~ale and
South Gippsland is also well fitted for the
growth of tobacco leaf. At present we produce 3UO,000 lb8., yet we use four million
pou'lds. It has been proved that both tobacoo
and cigar leaf can be successfully grown in
Gippsland,and those who haveexperimelltedon
land near the route of the proposed railway,
say that it can be successfully grown there.
Altogether 1 thillk there are" fairly good
reasons for submitting the proposed line to
the Committee appointed by Parliament to
decide whet.her railways should be constructed or not. The officers go on to say
in their reportThere a.re ahout 76,000 acres, including the
Crown lands, of very poor sandy soil, nearly all of
which is now in natural state, and under present
conditions the whole is only fit to hold growing
st.ock for a few months at. a. time. The balance,
say 1911,000 acres, is very fair sheep countr.1 ,and is,
at present, together with much of the other areas,
devoted to that use In earlier times all this
coun!ry was llsed f>xclusively for cattle, but of late
years cattle have given place to sheep. Under the
change there has been a very marked improvement in the grazing capacity of the land. The
surface configuration of the whole of the aggregate
area is either gently undulating or level, aud the
geological formation mostly tel tiary. But in the
vicinity of Merriman's, Gannon, and Bruthen
creeks occur areas of rich alluvial soil. In the 1,100
acres mentioned above, limestone deposit.s occur at
lJutlSOO, and at the parishes of Uoolungoolun, and
MullungdLlog, while extensive gravel beds
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are located in the parish of Glencoe. The poorest
lands are situated in Coolungoolun, Holey Plains,
and titradbroke. The forest area is a valuable one,
containing a large supply of yellow stringy bark.
Somewhat recently a company started operations
on a fairly large scale, and at considerable cost
constructed a 2-ft. gauge steftm tramway with
~ron rails from the mill site to Port Albert, a.
distance of about 20 miles. It is understood
that about 40 tons per day now goes out from
this mill. In addition, there are one or two small
mills under private ownership, the sawn timber
from which is carted to the port or railway, while
there are a number of men engaged in hewing
sleepers and beams for removal. ~o far, only a
small proportion of.the available timber has been
removed. The wi:.ole forest area being gently
undulating country is easily accessible in all parts
for bullock or horse teams.

It would not be a very expensi vo line to COllstruct compared with some of the rail ways
that must eventllally be made in Gippsland.
The most expensive portion of the line would
be between ~ale and Longford.
With a railway, there would no doubt be an
i.ncrease of production under cultival ion on the
most fertile aeea, in all 11,000 acres, and possibly
on the parts of the less fertile areas, but t.he
expectat.ion of any material increase of prodnction
on the great bulk of the area would not be justified.
Apart from the fact that this railway would connect
two important railway systems, its strong claims
to construction would rest on the facilities which it
would afford for the transport of tim bel' and the produce of the agricultural land, but in connexion
with timber carriage there is a strong possibility
that the existing tramway would continue to be
used. It is noticea.ble from a perusal of plans that
twenty-two different surnames account for 80,000
acres, of which five account for half that area.
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Mr. TUNNECr.IFFE.-How about a parliamentary trip there'f

Mr. McLACULAN.-I do not know·
whether it could be arranged, unless we had
the Government motor cars. The place hasrecently come into prominence, and some'
hundreds of people from ~ale would visit it
weekly if railway communication were provided. The secretary of the league goes on
to sayThere are 12,000 acres in the VV oodside E8tatealone; 6,000 acres of it -by no means the richest;
6,OOO-has been inspected by the Closer Settlement·
Board, which Board was perfectly satisfied.:
with the land at the price asked, but could not
purchase, owing to lack of railway communication
and means of getting produce to market.

I qnite agree with the Closer Settlement
Board in not purchasing laud which is not
close to railways. The Huard will makemany mistakes if they go far from the railways to secnre land. V nder present conditions close at,tention mnst be given by
settlers to their land. and railway facilities·
are necessary to enable them to make their
blocks a success.
In Woodside and its adjoining parishes there are
about 35,001) acres of land capable of producing
cereals.
In regard to the existing tramway, it is more
than likely that t.he tram would not be used if a
railway were construct€d, as the tram company
dispose of all their timber to the Victorian Railways, and would deliver to the railway at the
nearest point.
•

That is all I have to say with regard to the line·
Had a wise distribution of the lands of this and the reasons why the Government should
country taken place in our early history, we send the matter to the Railways ~tallding
At each end of the
would not have been confronted with this Committee for report.
problem as to the settlement of people on proposed I ail way there is a large populR.tion ..
the land. It is an impossibility for the At Sale there are 4,000 people, alld at the·
ordinary man to take up land at the price at other end there is a considerable population.
which it is to-day. Some other system must For twenty-five years the people have asked'
be devised, before the laad can be success- for this line, and they are still without it,.
fully settled with men such as honorable mem- but they live in hopes tha.t they will get it.
bers on the Opposition side of the I-louse at We have only got as far as having the officers"
any rate desire to see on it. The officers report report, and 1 hope that the Minister will
should not prevent the Rail ways Standing accede to the request 1 am making. If
Committee inquiring into this line. The thit:: rail way cannot be justIfied, I have
sllffi cien t confidence in the Hail ways Standing
Secretary of the League further remarksThe league also thought that perhaps Woodside Committee to feel that they will say so, and
might have received a little prominence in the that would be some satisfaction to the people
report.
who are constantly clamouring to the·
Personally, I-think some prominence should Minister in connexion with the matter.
be given to the Prospect Hecreation Heserve,
Mr. CARLISLE.-I want to call attenwhich is well patronized by tourists and others tion to the complaints made in regard'
The Minister·
during the summer months. The officers of to the shortage of trncks.
the Department visited the locality, and were has informed the honorable mem bel' for
struck with the progress and picturesque Korong that there were any amount of trucks.
surroundings of the place. It would un- Since then I have been communicated with by
doubtedly play a prominent part ill con- three or four leading exporters who wish 01&
to make the complaint that the position witii
.11exion with the line.
Mr. McLachlan.
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regaru to trucks is quite as bad as, or worse
than, it was at the same period last year.
.It is complained that at quite a number of
stations it is quite impossible to get trucks. I
hope that the Commissioners will endeavourto
remedy this matter. I have also a complain
on behalf of an exporter to the effect tha
several trucks of wheat got wet in transpor
through not being covered. Instead of being
able to put the wheat into the ship it had to
be taken out and dried, and the exporter had
to borrow wheat from some one else t.o fill
the ship so that it could go away. The Department has sufficient tarpaulin coverings,
but they are not always there when wanted.
In some European countries, whenever a
truck is built, a box is attached to it in
which the e;:,vers belonging to the truck are
placed. They bear the same numbers as the
truck and are al ways with the trnck.
That
Rystem might be carried ont with ad valltage
here. There are one or two other matters
I wish to mention. One is in connexion with
engine-drivers who have failed in the sight
test, and who have been reduced from the
position of engine-driver at lIs. and L2s. per
day to some jub where t.hey. are paid 88. or
7s. 6d. pet· day. Some of these men have
been allowed to take their compensation and
leave the service, but others are compelled to
go on working at 88. pel' day, probably at
some work for which they are not suited.
When a. man has been in the service for
twenty or twenty-five years, and has attained
to the position of engine-driver at 12s. or
13s. pel' day, if failing sight compels him to
give up engine-driving, he should be allowed
to get his compensation and leave the service if he is entitled to compensation. He
should not be compelled to stay on at a very
much reduced wage-a wage which would
probably be the minimum for men now entering the service. One of these men has
been worrying me lately. He wants to get
his compensation and go out of the service.
He points out that a number of
other men have been allowed to get their
compensation, bnt he is not allowed to do
10.

Mr. COTTER. - There are men in that
position who are not entitled to compellsation.
Mr. CARLfSLE.-l also wish to say a
word or two in reference to another class of
men. I think there are about fonr men in
this class. These are men who at the time
of the strike were dismissed from the ser·vice. Since then it. hetS been proved that
they were dismissed without just cause.
They
ha ve
beell
exonerated of t,he
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charges made against them
and reinstated in the Department after periods
of enforced idleness. In one case a charge
was made agaillst the guard of a train'
by the engine-driver, and he was dismissed in
consequellce of that charge. Snbsequently a
Board was appointed by the Commissioners
to inquire into the case, and the R0ard recommended that he should be reinstated in his
old position without, being punished. He
was fully exonerated. The Board said that
the charge laid against him was absolutely
untrue. That man was reinstated, hut. he
lost t1fteen months' pay for the time he was
out of t.he service. His absence was trented
as being fifteen months' leave of absence
without pay. I think that is an unfair thillg.
There are abollt four cases in which it has
been proved that men who were dismissed
were absolutely blameless, and, ill Illy
opillion, those men should be given some
compensation for the time they were out of
t he service. They should, at any rate, be
given a portion of the amount they have
lost. The name of the mall who has appealed
to me is Quirk, and it has been proved tha.t
he was absolutely innocent of ~he charge that
has beeu laid against im.
Mr. GRAY. -For a lung time past there
has been great dissatisfaction throughout the
country on account of the way in which the
passenger trains are rUll. For the purpose
of bringing this matter under the attelltion of
the Government last session, when the Honse
was ill Committee of Supply, I brought
it forward and the Treasurer promised
thfl.t the Cabinet would take it illto consideration, and give some information to the
House at ao early date. Nothing was done,
and at the commencement of this session I
asked the Minister of Rail ways what action
was being taken in respect to the speeding·up
of country trains.
The Miuister gave a
short reply, which I suppose was drafted hy
the Commissioners.
I fully expected that
he would gi ve some indication to the House
as to what the Government really intended
doing. The day after the Minister gave the
reply, I found that the daily papers had an
article about the speeding. up o{ the services
on country lines.
Whether the Commissioners or the Minister thought it was'
necessary to say something more than was
said in rf'ply to the question 1 asked, or
~hether . the :Minister omitted to give sona~
IIlfOrmatlOll to the House which lie should
have given, I do not know. What appeared
in the press appeareu to me to be an excllse
by the Connllis~iollers for the very linsat i~
factory sel vioes throughout the"' cO·_lHtry.
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One of the morning papers contained the
followingThe Department fUMlished a report on the sa.me
aubject in November, 1909.

That is to say, two years ago the Departmentfurnished a report on the question of
speeding-up trains. Little or nothing has
been done since then. The Miuister, in
his reply to me, said that the matter
was under consideration, and that the Commissioners intended to bring up a report
at an early date. In 19u9 the Commissioners knew the eountry train services
were very unsatisfactory, and that there was
a constant clamour in the country districts
for better train services. One of the morning
JJapers saidThe Department furnished a report on the same
ilubject in November, 1909, and from its figures
argued that Victorian country trains compared
f ....vorably with those run in other States. It did
not attempt to show that improvement was impossible, though the actual question at issue was
the possibility of speeding·up services which were
felt to be entirely unsatisfactory.

'The article goes on to give instances of
certain improvements that have been made,
and the instances given show how easy it
would be to make further improvements.
The fact is referred to that an extra train
was put on to Mi1dnra. It turns out that
the train put on to Miluura does thf:: journey
in seven hours less time than the trains have
been taking ever since tbe line was constructed, so that the people who have been
going backwards and forward on that
line since it was constructed have lost about'
two years of their lives in tl'avel1ing. A
complaint also appeared in the press from
the people in the district between WaHan
and Bendigo, to the effeot that the train
takes five hours and a half to do 70
miles. The country people ~omplaill
that the service is unsatisfactory. The Commissioners say that one of the difficulties that
exi8ts is the removing of van goods. They
say that the loss of time is in consequence of
taking the goods out of the vans,. but honorable members who travel on country lines
know that the goods are not taken out of
,'ans but out of trucks. The train runs into
a platform alld stops while half a truck load
of goods are taken out. The train is then
backed, because the platform is not long
enough, so that another half truck load may
be taken ant. The strange thing to me is that
the Department cannot put all the goods
from one station in one t.ruck. I was
travelling in a train not long ago which was
pullen np at a station for half-a.n-hour. One
Mr. Gray.
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of the passengers got out to see what wa.
wrong, and when he came back, said that the
greater part of a house was being taken out of
a truck. While the Commissioners try to
run the gOOd8 and passengers together, t.hey
will never be able to satisfy tbe req niremelltll
of the country people who pay 100 per ceut.
more in fares than the people in the suburban
areas. 1 noticed a complaint in the press
with regard to the service on the Warburton
line. It was statedIt still takes three hours, for example, for the
Melbourne excursion tra.in to get to Warburton,
just 48 miles away.

In that case the pace of the trains has not
been accelerated a bit. The passengers are
kept in trains for a much longer time
than is absolutely neoessary. A paragraph
in one of the new~papers states that on
some lines it is impossible to attain a very
It is pointed out
high rate of speed.
that over certain portions of the journey
between Colac and Crowes the train rushes
through the la.ndscape at the rate of 6
miles an hour. I do not know where Crowe8
is, or the kind of people who live there, but
there is a religious sect called the " peculiar
people," and I think some of them must
have settled round about that place. Why
anyone should ask for a line to be constructed
in a place where it is impossible for a train
to run at ~ miles an hour, while there are
plenty of bullock drays and horses, heaven
only knows. I am told that it is a fact that
the highest rate of speed is 6 miles an
haUl"
Mr. A. A. BILI.SON (Ovens).-That is
about as fast as the people on that line
want to travel.
Mr. GRAY.-I am informed that the
reason for this slow rate is that there are so
many curves. If it was because of the grade
being so steep the people might have asked
for a cog-rail railway. I do not know who
was responsible for building a line with so
mallY curves that it is only possibh'l to travel
6 miles an hour. Anyone could get an
ordinary dray and do the journey in less time.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens). - If you
want railways to run at 20 miles an hour in
the hills in Gippsland you cannot get it.
What the people want is the iron track to
carry their produce.
They do not want to
rush along like a meteor through the sky.
Mr. GRA Y.-Do not the eggs go bad
before they get to market?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I think if
the honorable member lived in that locality
he would be glad to get a line.
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Mr. GRA Y.-Thank heaven I do not.
Here is allother letterIt is gratifying to know that the Railways Commissioners intend to increase the speed of country
traius, and 1 would suggest that, before the
Christmas traffic ~ets in, it would be a boon if the
time occupied on the journey from Colac 10
Orowes, could be cut down considerably. The distance between these places is 44 miles, ovel' which
a.t present the train "rushes" in five h()urs.
Surely a quicker service might reasonably be expected if the Commissioners desire to attract
tra.ffic to this new liLe.

I do not Sll ppose it is p08sible to increase the
speed of that service above about 6 miles an
honr. ~oDle time ago I asked for a ret.urn
with regard to the running of the down
mixed train between Bendigo and ~wan llil1
during the month of tJ line, aud the causes
. which resulted ill the late running on certain
specified dates. I brought the matter befure
the Honse some time ago, and the Hail ways
Commissioners said that they had made an
improvement, alld had altered the rUllning of
the trains. '1 hey certainly did so. The
train that used to arrive every day at 7
was al tered so as to arrive at 6 on one
day, and 7 o'clock on the other nay, but
the train that was timed to arrive at 6
o'clock got in at 7 o'clock, and the train tha~
was timed to arrive at 7 o'clock got iu at 8,
and sometimes not until a loug time after
that.
Mr. KEAsT.-The one I travelled on with
the honorable member did not get to Swan
Hill until three in the morning.
Mr. G RA Y.- The time-table is lik,=, a
weather almanac. When we are told it is
going to rain you may be certail) it is going
to be fine. It is ths same with the timetable. When it says the traiu will arrive at
7 you know that it will not arrive until
8 o'clock, or 9 o'clock, or 10 (/clock.
According to the return I obtained, the train on
the 2nd June was thirteen minutes late.
This was cansed by "overtime at stations
Kerang to Lake Boga inclll~ive, acconnt
'heavy van goods." On the 3rd June it was
forty minutes late. This was caused by the
engine losing time, and in shunting. 011 the.
8th June the train was twenty-one minutes
late. This was caused by shunting and test.ing
brakes. On the 9th J nne it was eight milluteB
late, and this again waS partly caused by
shunting and testing brakes. Then on the
10th JUlie the train was sixty-four minutes
late, alld a number of reasons are given for
this.
The whole of the trouble occurs
through loading goods that are left at
stations. On the 16th June the train was
twenty minutes late on account of heavy
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roadside shnnting and van work at almost
every station. Honorable mem bel'S lIIust
recollect that this is the improved service.
On the 19, h J nile the train was thirt.een
minutes late through heavy roadside work,
and on the 24th J nne it was late through
a number of causes.
One of these is
stated to be, "Waiting for newspapers."
The gnard or the engintl driver, I suppose,
wanted to read the newspapers to see
how the cricket match was gett ing on. On
the 30th June the train was twenty two
minutes late, and this was caused by
shunting and testing brakes. Thi~ is only
a ~ample of what takes place the whol~ year
round. Instead of getting thc service improved. it is worse than ever. Then we weretold by the Mini~ter that an effort was being .
made-certaillly a feeble effort, hut one in
the rightdirection-to {:rovide petrol motors.
1'01' traffic on coun t.ry lines. The Department I,ave purchased two motora, I believe.
I understand the Minister has had forty
applications for t he use of these motors on
c~)ulItl'y lines That shows that the people along
these lines must be ahsolutdy dis.-satisfied with
the passenger service that they have. On
the question of improving the service, I may
say that in SOllie cases the COII,missioners
have refused to give a better service, all the
grotlud that itwullid not, pay. An extra train a
week, or perhaps two trains a week, to give a
decent through F\ervice might mean a loss.of
.£250 or £300, bnt, according to the retllrns,
the profits of the railways from .1 nly to 7th
December show an increase of £27~,OOO.
Mr. A. A. BlJ.LSON (Ovens).-~ot profits;
increased income.
Mr. K EAST.-A bout half of it is profit.
Mr. GI<A Y.-The goods traffic has increased by £ 111, oon. 1 have seell letters;
stating that on some of the lines there would·
be passenger's avrtilable if traills were rnn, and·
yet the Commissioners will not put 011 extra.
trains to carry people who are prepared to pay'
their fares.
The Commissioners have set·
themselves Ilgainst allY improvement at all,.
because, whether it is t heir policy, ur thepolicy of succel"lsive Goverllmen1"S, they
want the rail ways to be a source of revellue,
instead of beillg used for the development of
the conntry by I!ettiug the produce to market, or enabliug people to go into t be c()lllltry
to see what the country is like, so that they
may get land to settle ou.
l\Jr. K ..:AST.- They have put on a number
of Ilew traius thi~ summer.
l\lr. GHA Y.-All the letters I have
referred to were written sin,~e the improved
The people of the
service was put on.
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country district, owing to the immense
revenue they bring to the ~tate, should
get some better railway service.
The
Mioister is going to get a report, but
that means that we shall probably hear
nothing of the r!'!atter until Parliament meets
again. But the Minister can rest assured
that this question is not going to remain
where it is. People will insist 011 getting
better accommodation for the money they
pay.
Another question is the want of
sleepers ill connexion with construction. On
two or three occasions the construction of the
Ouyen to Murrayville line has been delayed
through want of sleepers. It is one of the
complaints of the Labour party that the men
emfJloyed on construction work have so much
broken time. If plenty of sleepers were provided, there would be no delay. Only a few
days ago, Mr. Kernot said that the line to
Murrayville would be completed on the 22nd
December j but, according to the mornillg
papers, the line will not be constructed as
promised, Lecaui:le, owing to the want of
sleol-'er::;, the men engaged on the worL. are
all cllming away for the Christmas holid~1ys.
'rhe lille-probably, will not be ready until
the 22nd January, or later. I thillk, if the
Railways Commissioners or the Engineer
had power to anticipate the re'luirements of
the Department to the extent of 1UO,OOO
sleepers, which would mean £2U,000, the
sleepers could be trucked and l.c.ept at depots,
and sent, when necessary, to the points
where the work is being done. Very of tenand it has bappelled in connexion with this
line-there are no sleepers, and the engineer
has to call for tenders, and the work is th rown
out of gear altogether. I am iuforllled by
the honorable member for Lowan that the
same thing has happened in connexion with
the extension from Jepal'it to Lorquon. The
present s),stem in connexioll with sleepers
does llot seem to be a businesslike way of
carrying on operations, as the construction
authorities are working from hand to mouth.
Mr. DUFFUS.-! have a complaint to
make ill connexion with the matter referred to
by the honorable member for Swan Hill, not
only aR to the inconvenient hours at which
the trains run, but Glso as to the want of
punctuality at which the trains arrive at their
various destinations. Especially do I refer
to what i..; called the Port Fairy express, wh!ch
leaves MelLollrne and runs throu~h Geelong
and on to Warrnambool and Port Fairy. We
have this pecl!lliarity in connexion wit h that
line: There are two trains leaving Spencprstreet, one at 10 minutes to 4 and the second
at 20 minutes past 5. The first train runs
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as an ordinary as far as Colae, and stops
there. The second train, leaviug an hour and
a half ll-lter, rum; to Colac, stoppiug ouly at
Geelong. Fl'Om Colae it runs as an ordinary
train to Warrnalll boul and Port Fairy. It
is timed to reach Port Fairy at 4 llIinutes
past 1 o'clock in the morning. That js a
very unearthly hour for passengers to arrive,
and the train invariably gets in late. It
generally arrives at nearer 2 o'dock than 1
o'clock. What 1 and some of the local nWllicipalities have asked the Commissioners to do is
to allow the first train that leaves at 10
minutes to 4 to run as an express to Colac.
By doing that passengers will be able to
arrive at the end of the journey an hOllr and
a half sooner. The train that leaves SI,encerstreet at 20 minutes past 5 can be run as
an ordinary 3S far as Colao, and serve all the
passengers alollg that route. By running
the trains as tbey are run now, all the consideration is given to the passellgers who
travel between Melbourne and Colao.
I
cannot see any strong objections to
altering these l.wO trains as suggested.
I 'lOpe the Minister will bring that sllggestion
before the Commissioners, and give it I:t trial.
I am sure it would be a very great advantage
to the Port .Fairy end of t.he district. Possibly the Commissioners may be illfluenced
by the fact that. we are on the seaboard, and
that many peuple travel to and from Melbourne by boat, bnt certainly they are not
going the right way to attract tratlic to the
,railways by running them as they do at
the present time.
Mr. PLAIN.-J wish to bring nnder the
notice of the Minister what appears to be an
injust.ice with regard to railway men who are
transferred from one place to another. Tn
most cases when these men are sel! t to
country districts they are allowed travelling
expenlSes, but when t hey are transferred to
a
city like
Geelong they are expected to be able to find houses,
and are not allowed any expenses. 1 know
of Ol1e case in whieh a man was sent to
Geelong, and could not find a hOllse to
occupy, yet he was not allowed any expenses,
and was a good deal out of poeket. Of
course, it is satisfactory to know that houses
are so difficult to obtain at Geelon~, because
it shows how prosperous the place is. At
the same time, some oonsiderat ion should be
shown where a railway employe. who is
transferred, finds it. impossible to obtain
house accommodation immediately. Another
matter to which I desire to draw attention,
is that rail way clerks in country centres, such
as Geelong, Ballarat, and Bendigo, do not.
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receive the same consideration as clerks performing similar duties in Melbonrne. These
.clerks are handling large sums of money, and
performing their duties faithfully and well.
I am informed by the Commissioners that it
is their intention to remedy these anomalies
at an early date, and I hope the Minister
will see that that is done.
Another
small matter that should he attended to
is with regard to the passes given to railway
pensioners.
These old people are allowed
one free pass a year, bnt most· of them
cannot afford to take a holiday of a fortnight
Qr so at one time, and would mnch prefer to
have two passes so that 1 hey might take a
holiday every six months.
Mr. EL!'lSLIE.- rhey used to get four
passes, but the number was reduced to one a
few years ago.
Mr. PLAI~.-They would be sati~fied
with two instead of one. and I think it is a
very rea~onable req llest
Mr. LA:\ GDO N.-I rise partioularly to
refer to a matter that has been dealt with by
the honorable member for Benalla in reference to the shortage of trucks at this very
early period in our harvest time.
We
know what happened last year and what
great waste and loss was sllstained, not
alone by the farmer, but by the merchants
and others.
Wheat had to be thrown
about in Illl direct.ions from the farmers'
waggolls because trucks were not ready to
take it away. If at this early date ill the
season we are told, as I have had complaints
from f;wo or three parts of my electorate,
that they cannot get trucks, I do not know
what the result will' be. I fear another
serious loss. It is well known that I have
endeavoured to h-we inquiries made into
this question. The Government did not recog·
nise t he necessity of re·appoiuting the Select
Committee, but I hope the Premier will
carry out his promise, that a Royal ('ommission will be appointed in January next
to deal with this important matter. Although
the yield of wheat this season is experted
to be about 9,OOO,UOO bushel:; less than last
seaSOll, which was an exception tlly goud one,
there will be it very fair harvest, and unless
a sllfficien t supply of trucks is provided
there will be fllrther losses. Therefore, I
very strongly support the honorable member
for Bellalla 011 that point.
I do not
.consider that the answer given this evening
to the question I put to the Minister was
8ati~fact()ry.
I sincerely hope that prompt
action will be taken to meet the very ~reat
·difficulty that now exist.s in getting our
wheat to market. I wish' also to draw the
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attention of the Minister to the promise he
made to me iast session that he would refer
to the Railways Standing Committ.ee the
question of the construction of a line of railway down the Loddon Valley, from Inglewood or Bridgewater towards Durham Ox.
The objection was taken at that time that
there were too many large estates in that
district, and too little settlement..
~jnce
then, however, the Closer ~ettlement Board
has purchased two of those estates, alld
settlement has taken place thereon. A third
estate, the East Loddon estate, has also been
cut up, and largely settled. I think that
such a lir.e of rail wa'y could be constrllcted
ve~y cheaply. 1t is dead level country, and
if electrification is to be applied to our country
rail ways I do not know a better line that
could be selected for the purpose.
Mr. F ARRI£H.-Some time ago a promise was made that as soon as the ro11ingstock was sufficiently increased, at least one
corridor car would be placed on the trains
running between Geelong and Ql1eellscliff.
That has not yet been done. M.Hny people
take their families to Queenscliff for the
summer, and when a woman with foul' or five
children is travellillg at 6 o'clock in the
morning, a corridor car is an absolute Ilt~ces
sity. 111 the next place I hopt~ that serious
and immediate consideration will be given to
the prevelltion of fires caused by locomotive
sparks. It is well known that Pow lett coal
is distinctly unsafe for use on the railways
during the summer months. Although we
had a very cool summer last year, railway
fires were started in eight different places,
and although the damage caused was not
very considerable, the Department was
very slow illdel'd in paying compelJsation.
Uf course I know that the Department has
to protect itself from being got at. Already
this summer trains are causing fires in the
Western District, although the grass is not
yet half dry. Surely it would be hetter to
cease using Powlett coal on these lines than
to relldel' the lives of farmers a misery tothem because of the constant danger of fire.
If fires are caused through the use of that
coal when the Commissioners could avoid the
danger to a great extent by using Newcastle coal, people will have just cause for
complaint, and if the Commissioners are
sued for damages they may find themselves in an awkward position.
With
regard to the request that goods should
not be carried on passenger trains, my
experience is that the people living on some
of these lines more often require goods to be
carried quickly than they require to pave
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There is
Mr. FA RRER.-I like the men to get:
no doubt that we cannot get relief, so far as fair playas well as the ladies, and the ladies.
the speed of OUI' passenger trains is concerned, who send in complaintH about men smoking
until we have lighter cars for the use of the in non-smoking carriages ought to also compassengers on country lines. It is all very plain about ladies riding in smoking carrhtges.
well to complain about slow trains, but. if the Surely to goodness some of the stationCommissioners decided to separate the masters ought to have sufficient authority to
pa8~en~er and goods traffic there would be get ordinary repairs done, without having to-·
greater complaiuts than there are at plesent. report to head-quarters. I have seen melt
There would be a const.ant demand that sent out to report on trivial matters.
'1 hey
goods should be carried by pasRenger trains. remain at the place all day, waiting for the·
They have handled the trucks very well, but next train to take them back. If the Comthe truck service is not nearly completed. I missioners would look about and see whereoongratulate the Government un the deter- some of the casual mfln are employed, and
mined eUort to have sufficient trucks. Lime- how they are employed, they would diSCOVErburners, woodcutters, and others are still at the necessity for reform. If the Commisa disad vantage. I cannot understand why sioners want to run the railways properly"
men are not allowed to ride Ion the why do they not allow a concession for Ivadgoods trains here, as in ~outh Africa, for a ing both ways? Other carrying fil'lllS alloW"
small charge. In South Africa men ride on concessiow~.
these trains and have to go hundreds of
Mr. S~OWBALL. - When the Royal
miles. They could not possibly pay the Commission on suburban t~'affic sat last
odinary passenger fares.
They travel at session, there was only one matter that they'
their own risk, and I saw no bad results emphasized in connexion with the suburban
from it while I was there. It is time that traffic, and that was the urgent necessity of
the whole of the freights and fares were extending the Brighton railway to Beaulookf>d into. We have been making profits maris, or into that district.
I trust thethrough good management and good seasons, Minister will, at the earliest possibl&
but we have not had a thorough examination moment, refer back to the Railways Standof the freights and fares for the purpose of ing Committee the question of supplying
reducing them. I have no respect for Mel- the railway requirements of the district
bourne as a capital. I do n6t see why so beyond Sandringham. I think the Ministermilch more is charged on country railways of Rail ways is familiar with the condition of
than 00 the suburban railways ofthe metropo- that di~trict, and I feel that the matter wilt
lis The fares are out of all proportion.
not be overlooked. There is another matter,.
Mr. GRAY.-There is a difference of about and that is in regard to the tra.in service illl
cOllnexion with stations beyond Elsternwick.
100 per cen t.
1\.11'. FARRER.-In some cases there is It is the subject of constant complaintI hope the Rail waY3more than tha;. Work men's tickets are in the .district.
issued at a very low rate in the metropolis. Commissioners will realize the necessitv of
from ElstUern_
We ought to have reductions in this direction. continuing all trains
The Government have promised a reduction wick to Brighton Beach or Sandringham.
of £75,0\)0 iu freights, and I expect that to According to the last summer time table I
be brollghtabout. The Railway Department think there are twenty trains that makehas a flying gang gOillg round to see that hlsternwick the terminus. When we louk air
people ride in the proper carriages. That is the enormous increase in the passengerright, bllt it is going too far for the gangs to tr!l.ffic on the Brighton line during the past
m-olest smokers in non-smoking carriages two yearR without practically any increase in
when the smoking carriages are filled with the rail way facilities, I think it will be ap-·
ladies. The ladies should be molested if parent that the requirements I)f the district.
a few mell, who smoke in a non· smoking are not being satisfactorily met. The procarringe without annoying anyone are to be gress associations and the municipal coullcils.
molested. 1 have seen train8 where two- of the district have time after time urged thethirds of the passengers in the smoking necessity for better railway communication
carriages were women. I have seen cases for the district beyond Sandringham. Lookwhere the railway officers have turned the ing at the returns for the past two years I
tind that the passenger traffic has increased
ladies out.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-There is t.oo by over 20 per cent., and the passenger
much gallantry amongst Australians for journeys have increased by 445,472. Th&
revenue has inoreased in proportion. There
that.
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bas been an increase. of 20 per cent. in the
passenger tru.ffic and in the passenger
journeys at stations beyond Elsternwick, but.
twenty trains st.ill make Elsternwick the
terminus, and many passengers for beyond
have to wait there for following trains. It
is a grievance that has been brought under
the notice of the Commissioners time after
time until the people are tired. I hope the
~.1 inister will bring the matter before the Commissioners in the hope of having some better
provision made for travellers in that district.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I am sorry to detain
the Committee, but the leader of the Opposition, who is unwell, has 1eft many grievances t:l.bulated for nie to bring uuder not ice.
1t is evident that the complaillts made by
:several honorable members are pretty well
founded in regard to the shortness of t.rucks,
because half-a-dozen letters have been re-ceived by the leader of the Opposition asking him to render assistance to the country
members in this matter. I have consulted
the Minister about a rumOUf that has got
:abroad, and is, I understand, unfounded.
The rumoul' is that the Government have
:advertised in the Westminster Gazette for
:shunters and guards for the Victorian
",ail ways, guaranteeing them permanent
-employment. IIi is stated that they have
:advertised for sixty-five shunters and thirtyfive guards. If that were true, it would be to
the discredit of the Government.
The
Minister assures me that it· is not so,
but I desire to have a public denial
<>f it.
The honorable
member for
Geelollg brought up a matter on which the
leader of the Opp1sition h'ls a mass of
-correspondence. It deals with the requests
ml:lne by retired railway servants for another
Tail way pass to be allowed to them. I have
·a distinct recollection of the matter being
-discussed last session, and I have the impression that the request of these pensioners
bad been met in some direction. I do not
know whether they are altogether satisfied.
We have heard something to-day abollt
regulation No. 54. We had the Minister's
Teply to the question of the honorable meD.lber for D~ndenong in reference to signalmen.
I have been told since the reply was made
that there is some mistake; that the reply is
Dot in accordance with the facts.
U uder .
regulation ISo. 54 it appears that., while one
-class of signalmen have received an increase,
there are three classes who have nllt received
any increase. I understand that the matter
is under review, and it is possih1e that the
regulation has been finally revised and that
the anomaly has been removed.
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Mr. A. A. HILLSON (Ovens-Minister
of H.ailways).~\\re have 1l0W had about fiv()
and a half hours' niscussion of the Rail way
Estimates, and I am sure they have been
very pleasant hours indeed. In fact my
association wit.h the Estimates of the EJucation Department and the Rail way Department for tbe year 1911 will always be a very
memorable one to me, by reason of the very
pleasant mallner in which honorable members on both sides of the House have brought
their complaints under my notice. Numerous matters have been l'(,ferred to by various
honorable members The acting leader of
the Opposition (the honorable membpr for
Albert Park) alluded to the insufficien.
accommodation on the ~t. Kilda line, particularly with respect to second-class passengers, and having resided in St. Kilda off and
on during recellt months I have had an
opportunity of seeing the large amount of
traffio which is carried on that line, and I can
to some extent support what the honorable
member has said, especially with regard to the
traffic} in the mornillg and evening_ I can give
the honorable member an a~surnnce thn.t the
Rail ways Commissiollers are pressing on very
rapidly with the construction of more "Tait"
cars, and as soon as these are completed they
will be furnished to provide additional accommodation for this particular line. The honorable member for Stawell referred to pro.
vision for camping out allowance for casual
men on railway wor1$:s. As the honorable
memher stated, this is already provided for
with rega-rd t.o the permanent men. The
honorable member men~iolled that he recently
had an interview with the Hailways Commirssioners on the subject, and that they assured
him that they are giving the matter their be1Jt
consideration. He only desires that I sholllJ
urge on the Commissioners expedition in the
ma.tter, and I can promise the honorable
member that I will bring the subject under
the notice of the Commissioners immediately.
With respect to the request of the honorable
memher for Gippsland ~ orth, that the proposed line from ~ale to Alberton shollid be
remitted to the Railways Standing Commit ...
tee for consideration and report, 1 .may
say that this line has heen pres8ed for for
a considerable time. On the last occasion a
most important deputation came down from
Gippsland, containing no Jess than twentyone speakers, who occupied about tbree
hours in delivering themselves of the tremenoous ad vantages to the conntry that
would be gained by the construction of this
line. I then said I would get a report on
the lioe from three officers, one from the
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Lands Department, one from the Department
of Agriculture, and one from the Forests
Department, in order to obtain some definite
data with respect to the capabilities of that
district, and I stated t hat if I was sat.isfied
with the report of the officers l would ask
the Cabinet to selld the line for consideration
by the Railways Stallding Committee. Tbe
report which came to me did not appear to
be very satisfactory, but, neyertheless, it is
my intention to submit this line to the
Cabinet, in the first instance, with all the
data that have been supplied ill connexion
with it, and I will ask the Cabinet. to
consider then whether the line shall be
remitted to the Railways Standing Committee. I may point out that the Hailways Standing Committee at the present
time has its bands very full, and the mere
fact of remitting the line to it during' this se~
sion would not in any way expedite the matter.
The Committee have more than thev can do
during the next six months. 1n fact, I
might say perhaps twelve months. 'l'herefore,
the people interested in the constrnction of
any particular line will be just as far ahead
if their matter is dealt with next session, as
if a line were remitted to the Committee now.
I have several proposals before me at the
present time, and it is my intention to bring
them before the Cabinet during the recess,
so thftt the Cabinet may consider the propriety of remitting those lines to the Rail ways
Standing Committee shortly after the House
meets for the next session of Parliament.
This answer will also serve as a reply to the
question of the honorable memberfor Korong.
With respect to the complaints which have
beeu made by the honorable member for
Bellalla with regard to the shortage of
trucks,
I
think it has been made
clear to the House on several occasions
since similar complaints were brought forward last year, that the Commissioners have
been pushing on very rapidly in connexion
with the constrllction of trucks, not only at
Newport, bu t they have also made arrangements for contracts with firm!:3 both in the
country and the city, and trucks are being
turned out at a very rapid rate and delivered
weekly in fairly large numbers. Honorable
members are also aware that ill the Hailway
Loan Application Bill, which has just gone
through the House, the Commissioners have
taken measures to enable them to construot
both additional engines and trncks.
It is
our particular desire to see the Commissioners furnished with a full and complete
service, so t hat there will be no more
complaints of this character. With regard
Mr. A. A. Billson.
U
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to the other complaint, which was made bY.
he honorable member for Benalla., regarding:
engine-drivers who have beell taken oft'thee
foot-pla.te in conseq uence of shortage of sight,
the honorable member ask::! that provision
should be made by which they might
be permitted to retire, especially if
they are entitled to compensation or pension.
I mentioned this matter to one of the Hail·
ways Commissioners, Mr ..McClelland, and
I iutend to ask the Commissioners to consider'
the matter at a later stage. NIL NlcClelland
tells me that there are tt great many difficulties in connexion with the matter, and a:;;'
regards those men who are not entitled to-'
any pension or retiring allowance, of cOllrse~,:
they have no desire to leave the service.
They are allxious to be allowed to obtain':
another position, so that they cnu earll'
something
Mr. MCGRATH-But. the trouble is that;
they are reduced in pay.
.
Mr. A. A. HILLSON (OveHs).-TheCommissioners desire to give the best assistance to these men, and afford them t he most·:
sympathetic treatment that is possible, but,
of course, such men cannot expect to retain'
the same pay when doing work of an inferior'
The honorable member abo
oharacter.
drew attention to the case of Guard'·
Quirk, who was reinstated after the;
railway strike. especially with regard toa certain loss of pay which he sustaiued, and:
tbe honorable member asked me to brinae·
the matter before the Rail ways Commissioners, with a view of haviug it adiusted.
I shall have very great pleasure in doing so.
With respect to the complaint as to the slowness of passenger trains, we have had that
" bardy annual" speech, which we hear every'
seNsiOIl from the hOllorable member for Swan
Hill, and no doubt during all the time that the-'
honorable member remains a member of this-'
House he will be the centre from which will
radiate all these complaints. Moreover, having made himself the centre, he will also be thereceptacle of all t.he complain ts that can
possibly be made from people in all parts of t.he:
country. However, speaking as one who has
travelled a great deal, I mnst say that I have
failed to hear the complaints which have'
been spoken of, the loud outbursts of indignation to which the honorable member has:
referrHI.
Mr. GRAY.- !\..re you deaf?
Mr. A. A. BILLS OS (Ovens).--No ; I am
not deaf. I have very keen hearing. and also;
very very keen sight. I know that when the
honorable member himself has come and seen:
me with respect to the service on his own"',
t
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line, everything h~s been done to meet his
wauts, and I real1y do not know what he has
to complain about. However, as regards the
slowness of such trains as tho!:!e on the
Beech Forest to Crowes line, I call ollly say
that he would be a very courageous man who
would want to travel beyond 7 or 8 miles an
hour upon that line, which is a n~>.rrow-gauge,
mounta.iu line. We had u deplltatioll the
other day asking for the cOl1strnction of 17
miles of hne in similar conntry, and that
deputation said that all they reany \vanted
WllS an iron track on which they could convey
their produce to market. They had no desire for speed at all. If we set out with the
idea of bllilding lines in every part of the
country over which the trains must travel at
the rate of 20 or 25 miles an hour, 1 nm afraid
that honorable members will be disappointed.
Of comse, living myself in the ~orth·Eastern
District, 1 know that we have not only a
splendid line, but also very efficient branch
lines, and I hear no complaints at all there.
As to the main line, people who have
travelled all over the world say that no better
service is obtainable anywhere than we have
011 the North-Eastern line.
I know that the
comolaints which the honorable member has
refe:red to in regad to certain lines in the
northern pa,rts of the State are Gorrect, but
the Commissioners are making strong efforts
to give improved service in mallY portiolls of
the country. The other day 1 informed the
honorable member that the Commissioners
were preparing a full report to show what
they were doing in this direction, but that
report has not yet come into my hands. No
doubt a statement appeared in the newspapers, which probably was fllrnished by certain officers, concerning certain services which
had been improved, but it was not I who gave
that information. If I had had the report
in my possession I would have given it
to the honorable member before giving
it to the press. As soon as I receive the
report to which I have referred, I will allow
the honorable member to see it. As regards
sleepers, there is no shortage of money, as far
as the Chief Engineer of Construction is
concerned.
He has no difficulty in that
respect, although I am aware that he is
short of sleeper:! at times. There is one
thing, however, which must be remembered
ill this connexion.
We. have just pasi?ed
three lines of railway, in which we have
embodied a clause stating that the cost of
the line shall not exceed a certain amount,
and, at the E.ame time, we have fixed the
rate of wages at an average of 8s. 6d. a
day. Now, the Chief Engineer of Construc-
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tion, in carrying out these lines, which are'
constructed by day labour, has to keep constantly in his mind the clause which provides that the cost of the line must not
exceed, say, £65,000: and he has to makecareful calculations so as to. Hee that he
does not exceed the amount· prescribed.
If it were an open question as to the amount.
he could spend he would not have to cut and
carve as he freqnently has to do. The result,.
however, of having to keep within the limit
is that when he calls for tenders or for prices.
for sleepers, he hesitates sometimes to accept
them, and while he is looking about for more
favorable terms a shortage of sleepers.
occurs.
e will have to give very serious.
consideration to the question whether it is
wise to put ill the Railway ConstructIOn
Bill the amount which mnst not be exceeded,
as we do at the present time. It may be
possible to adopt some other means which
would obviate allY necessity for the carving
alJd paring which the Chief Engineer of
Construction h»s to do at the present
time~ arAd this would enahle us to get on,
more rapidly with the work.
Mr. McGRATH.-Cannot the Department.
get its own sleepers?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I presume the honorable member means by having
its own sawmills. At the present time the·
Department draws sleepers from all parts of
the State. 1t gives orders extendillg over a
period of two years or more, and it has men
undertaking to deliver a certaiu number
of sleepers every week or every month ..
The men have' continuous employmeut for
two or three years. The Comnlissioners are
never short, they always keep a good supply.
Mr. GRAY.-That is for maintenance
work.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovefls).--Yes.
Mr. MCGHAl'H.-But for railway constru.ction work there is a shortage. They say
they cannot get them.
Mr. A. A. HILLSON (Ovens). -Mr.
Kernot has not reported that to me. It is·
a question which must be considered at once.
It is absurd to think that lines like thosefrom Ouyen to .M urrayville, and from J eparit
to Lorquon are being held up. It is aseriou8·
state of things.
I will discuss the matter
with the Chief Engineer for Rail wayConstruction and see how greater expedition can be·
obtained in the delivery of sleepers. The·
honorable member for Port Fairy referred to
slow trains and made representations with
regard to the running of the ordinary express:
train between Warrnam boo I and Port
Fairy. I will ask the Commissioners to give.-
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the matter their serious consideration. Of
course, I cannot eJ!:press an opinion as to
whether the views of the honorable member
would, if put into effect, provide the better
,jervice which he desires, but, no doubt,
expert8 will be able to say at once. The
honorable member for Geelong compla.ined
that no expenses were allowed to men trans-ferred from one place to another. That is a
matter which does not relate to the construction branch, and I will bring it before the
Rail ways Commissioners. I had no knowledge that clerks at Ballarat, Bendigo,
.-and Geelong do not receive the same con-sideration as those at Melbourne. I will
make inquiries, and let the honorable member know the result at an early date. It is
the present practice to give pensiollers one
pass a year. They are desirous of getting
two.
III addition, there have been strong
representations for the restoration of what
-are known as privilege tickets, to which the
'Commissioners are strongly oppoRed. The
'Commissioners propose to review the whole
question of passes. They consider that some
alteration should be made, and will let me
know what they propose. The honorable
'mem ber for Korong made special reference to
;8. railway down the Loddon VaHey.
That
will be listed for consideration along with
-ether lines I have mentioned. The honorable
member for Barwon is anxious that a corridor
-car should be put on the Qlleenscliff line.
I think that is a proper suggestion. No doub~
it will be only necessary to refer to the
mat.ter to have such a car put on that line.
With respect to fires. Pointed reference
-was made to the fact that the use of Powlett coal on engines is calculated to canse
grass fires. It is well known that that is the
tendency. To reduce this danger to a mini.,.
-mum the Commissioners have felt it necessary
to get a. sufficient stock of ~ ewcastle coal to
use during the three hot months of the year.
I understood that they were to use it during
this month, J auuary and February, also in
March unless we have the early autumnal
Tains. The Commissioners have shown foresight in connexion with the matter, and the
Government have metthem by the purchase \)f
..a sufficient amollnt of Newcastle coal to enable
th~m to get ovel' those hot months,
The
honorable membet· for Barwon also referred to
the carriage of goods, pointing out that the
people would com plain if they could not
get their goods carried in the. van of pas.,.
'sengf1r trains. I am inclined to agree
with that.
With respect to the flying gang
interfering with smokers, that is a matter
which I will bring under the notice of the
Mr. A. A. Bill8on.
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Commissioners. The honorable member for
Brighton spoke of the necessity of connecting
an important part of the outer metropolitan
area-Beaumaris - with the metropolitan
system. This matter wal<! reported on by the
Railways Stanuing Committee, which recommended that line should be extended from
Sandringham to near Beaumaris, and (,hat it
should be regarded as a country line .. How-·
ever, the property-owners in the district were
not prepared to Bupply the land for the pur..
pose. They wanted it to be regard('d as an
urban railway, so that they would only have
to guarantee the loss on construction. 'rhe
honorable member wants the report referred
back to the Railways Standing Committee,
to see whether it would not recommend an
extension of the existing electrio tramway
along the Beach-road to Beaumaris. I promise that that will be done at the beginning
of next session. With regard to the traffia
beyond EIsternwick, that is a matter on
which inquiries can be made. The acting
leader of the Opposition referred to an advertisement alleged to have been inserted
by the Government in the Westrnillst6r
Gazette, asking for shunters and guards. We
have given an emphatic denial to that. It
was never inserted by us, and how it got;
there it is quite impossible to say. I trust
honorable members will find my answers to
their requests satisfactory.
Mr. BOWSER.~I would direct the a.t..
tention of the Minister to the fact t,hat it is
almost impossible for the Railways Commissioners to either speed up train.B) or make
the improvements asked for by honorable
members, so long as successive Governments
take away from them the surpluses earned by
the Department~ and deplete the two funds
set aside by the House to meet the expenditure. During the last seven yea.rs t,here
have been surpluses in cOlmexion with the
Railways amounting to £1,184,000, and, he
two railway funds-the interest fUI.d and the
railway improvements and additions fund,
have been utterly depleted by the TrllaHurers
of the day. While honorable members are
constantly asking the Commissioners to improve our train services, they are at the same
time consenting parties to taking away the
The
means to make those im provements.
effect of this pernicious system simply is that
the Commissioners continue to impose
freights and fares on country indllstries, and
leave the trains in the state described by the
honorable member for Swan Hill.
The
system of railway freights imposed on
country industries is so heavy as to threaten
the extinction of many Buch industries.
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That is the case in connexion with
the tanning industry in the country. .For
the transport of his hides and raw
material a country tanner has to pay
£1,500 a year. He has built up a foreign
trade in this industry, a very unusual thing
with a Victorian manufacturer, and one
which I think our railways should rather encourage than discourage. When I referred
to the mat.ter before I compared the
position of that industry in the country
with one in the suburbs, in connexion with
which the freights amounted to £150, although the trade was rat..rer more than half of
that ill the country. We certainly hear that
rail way freights and other influences are driving industries from the country into the city.
It is not to be wondered that the Rail ways
Commissioners do not make revisions in freight
and improvements in train services when the
annual surpluses of I,he railways are appropriated by the Treasurer of the day for the
geneml purposes of the State. Surely, it is
a safe thing for us to set apart the surpluses,
and provide the funds which will not ouly
meet the improvements and additions of the
future, but will also be a stand-by for the
Commissioners in times of drought and
scarcity, when the railway reTenue falls. I
commend these facts to the Minister and the
Cabinet generally.
I had intended to go
into detail to show the incidence of railway
freights on country industries, but I understand that I he Uovernment intend to set
apart £75,000 for the general revision of
Buch freights.
Mr . .MURRAT.-It is under considp.ration.
Mr. BOWSER.-I am glad to hear
that the reduction of railway freights is
likely to take place at an early date. At any
rate, I would commend to the attention of
the Minister and the Government the state
of the funds which were set apart by the
House for the express purpose of providing
tbe Commissioners with money with which
to make the additions and improvements
asked for by honorable members.
Mr. MeG RA TH.-I thoroughly indorse
the l'emarks of the honorable member for
Wangaratta. I had intended to move an
amendment so that the question of concessions
in freights to country manufacturers might
be considered, and so that we might have a
definite statement from the Minister. We
all recognise that the country manufucturers
are being crushed ont, mainly on account of
the high freights they have to pay in comparison with the freights paid by the city
manufacturers. Of course, the Commissioners only look at the matter from a
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revenue·producing stand·point.
They are
not supposed to take into consideration the
question of deceutralization. This should
be a part of the policy of the Government.
The Premier made very strong promises
at 'W arrnam bool with regard to decentralization, and nothing will achieve
that end more quickly than by giving
very substantial reductions in freights.
to counery
manufacturers.
There itJ
also the question of differential rdtes. I
have heard the Premier most eloquent on
that q nestion. 1 remember that fi ve years.
ago he voted with the Opposition for a reduction of the Estimates with a view to im-·
pressing upon the then ,\i inistry the necessity
of abolishing differential rates. I trust the·
Premier will Jook up some of his old speeches.
on the matter. He showed that a mallufacturer in Ballarat could conl:!ign his goods toMelbourne, and from Melbuurne to Hnmilton~
at a less cost than that for which he could.
consign them directto Hamilton from Ballarat.
These differential rates are doing a big,
injury to places like Ballarat. It is for the
benefit of the country to have our inlan<i
cities prosperous. We do not want to drag
every manufacturer to Melbourne. We want
to encourage industries in the inland cities,.
and, as the Government own the railways,..
they ought to be able to giv~ cOllcessions that
would enable industries to be established and
carried on successfully in country towns. I
do not wish to say much on this matter,
although I feel the great importn.nce of
the question would warrant me submitting
an amendment, so that we might hH.ve a full
discussion .on it.
I ask the PrenJier t()
promise that the Cabinet will take the nlat.ter
into consideration during the recess. When
we meet six months ~hence J hope that
the Government will have outlined a definite policy with regard to decentralization. I
wish to refer to the case of an ex-rail \\ ay
employe named George Brown. During thelate railway strike Mr. Brown was foreman at
Sale. At the instigation of the Railways
Commissioners he was removed from theservice. He appealed from court to courfi,
against his removal, and finally the H igb.
Court determined that he hao been ille~ally
removed, and his compeneation was paid tohim. He was also granted costs, but thecosts were taxed. The costs which he had
to pay to his solicitor amounted to £ 144.
During the two years which the case wag.
pending Mr. Brown received no pay. When
an engine-driver meets wit h a disaster and is
suspended, if he is acquitted he is paid hig..
salary for the period of suspension, and I
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think tha.t as the Government have determined to restore the rights of compensation
of those men who were c~ncerned in the
strike, they might take Mr. Brown'a case
anto cOllsideration. It was clearly proved
that he had nothing to do with the strikethat he was not guilty of allY act of disobedience. It was proved that at the time
he was ill. The Government medical officer
gave evidence to that effect. The High Conrt
held that Mr. Brown had been wrongfully
removed, alld thongh he won the case he had
to pay costs amollllting to £144, while for
two years he received no salary.
It
is a questi{m of whether he was ever
dismissed. The Commissioners claim that
they did not :lismiss hun, but only removed him.
What the difference between the two words is I do not know.
The COllrt determllled that he had been
wror;gfully removed, and awarded him compensation. If he had not been illegally removed, he would have had another six years'
service, which would have increased his compensation rights. I think he could fairly claim
'Six years' extra pay, but he does not claim
that.. All he claims is the mllney he is out
of p11cket, and his salary for the two years
duriug which he was prevented from doing
any other work throngh hil'i time beillg taken
up in connexion with the case. I brought
the ca.se uuder the nn! ice of the Premier the
other day, and he said that, during this disCllsi:lion, he would let me know what he
thought about it. 1 trust his answer will be
favorahle.
Mr. MU RRA Y (Premier).-So far as the
question of the red nctioll of freights is concerned, the Government promised reductions
to the extent of £75,UlJU.
The frE'ights
have been revie\\7ed, and the red nctions will
take place immediately.
The honorable
member for Grenville placed the case of Mr.
George I'rown in my ha.nos 80mI'! little time
ago. I referred it to the Railwa'ys Commissioners. I want to refresh my memory as
to the facts. I know they are su bstantially
as the hOllorable member for Grenville has
related to me. 1£ an equitable claim on the
facts is disclosed, the Government will feel
bound to give the man the compensation he
is entitled to. The Goverllment ne\"er acts.
on wha.t are, perhaps, its rights technically
whe!! dealing with emplpyes in its service if
they have a moral claim on the Government.
When there is a moral claim it is invariably
recogllised, and this Government will in no
way act. in a way that would be an exception to that rule.
I can assure the
honorable member for Grenville that I will
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deal with the case at the earliest opportunity.
Mr. MeGRATH.- \'Vhat aLout differential
rates?
Mr. MURRAY.-I made a promise at
"\Va rrn am boo I to abolish differential rates as
far as possible, and the promise which I made
will be carried out. Differential rates, as
they are generally understood, do not exist
to any great extent, but there are some rates
which are of a competitive nature, and do
not operate in favour of the metropolis as
against the c::nmtry. There are rates to
enable us to secure our own State trade in
competition with other States.
Mr. McGRATH.-We will have to own
our own steam-boats.
Mr. MURHAY.-They will not be Stateowned steam-boats, but Commonwealthowned steam-boats. When the Commvnwealth has its own steam-boats, they will be
used to the utmost possible extent by the
~tatc for commercial purposes.
Mr. MCGRATH.-- You know the Commonwealth Govemmtnt cannot run st.eam-boate.
They have not the power.
Mr. MURRAY.-They have the power
to rlln a.nything.
They are a law unto
themselves. The Government, I can assure
honorable members, will make a sincere
effort to give effect to all its election promises,
including the abolition, as far as possible, of
thes~ competitive rates
Mr. SOLL Y.-The honorahle member
for Swan Hill, the honorable member for Port
Fairv, and the honorable member for Wangara'tta have stated very clearly that the
people in the country, and business people
particularly, are very much dissatisiied with
the way in which our rail ways are conduded ..
The slowness of the trains means &
great loss of time to business-mell who
have to travel, and time is money to'
them.
Some more sympathetic 8tatement should have been made by t.he
.i\. inister to the very reasonable req ueSL that
the country trains should be speeded lip.
W hen I represented the Rail way Service I
had the n'isfortnne of having to travel a.
~ood deal in country trains, and it is
an indispntable fact that the men who have
to do business between the country centres
and the metl"Opolis are put to a great deal of
inconvenience owing to the slowness of the
trains. The 1\1 inister of Rail ways replied
to-night to the effect that he had heard no
oomplaints and he also stated that gentlemen who had travelled in other parts of the
world held the opinion t.hat the Victorian
railway service was equ~l,l to, if not better,
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than, the service of any countJy in the
world. Is not that encouraging the R:tilways
Commissioners to keep on the same old slow
trains? Letters have repeatedly appeared in
the .Age and the A1'g'lbS with reference to the
slowness of country trains, and stating how
difficult it is to conduct bnsine8s between the
country centres and the metropolis on that
account. When the Minister states that
the Victorian railway service is equal to the
service of allY other c!ountry in the world, he
is encouraging the Commissiollers to keep on
the same slow trains. J, for one, re~ent a
statement of that sort.
Mr. MURRAY.·--I honestly think they
should speect up the Warrnambool trains.
Mr. SOLLY.-The honorable gentleman
is speaking for his own district It is a
frequent thing for country trains to stop halfan-hour or three-q uarters of an hour at stations
while shunting is going on. The country
should urge the Governmellt to speed up the
trains. I intended to-night to deal with the
Traffic Commission's report~ the reports of
the
Rail ways Standing Committee on
various questions, and also to discuss
the general polic'y of rail way development, and the question of de~ling with
the suburban traffic on scientific lines.
The acting leader of our party has stated to
me that it is not wise to go into these important questions at this hour of the night,
and at the ciose of Parliament.
Sir ALEXANDI-:R PEACOCK.-That is good
advice.
'Mr. SOLL t.-The honorable member f()r
Allandale gave the Hou~e good ad vice the
other afternoon, but to-day on another matter
his actions were not good, in my opinion, aud
therefore I will llot take his ad viee on this
occasion. I should like to have a statement
from the Government with regard to the
electrification of the sllbnrhall lines, and
what their opinion is of the report on that
subject, and whether they intend to adopt
any par~ of it.
Mr. "\VATT_-It is It very valuable report,
and very well drawn.
.Mr. ~OLLY.-That doer; not meet. what
I want. We have repeatedly seen stat.ement.s ill the press as to what the Government intend to do on varions matters, bllt
we rarely have a statement from the Government to honorable members in the House as
to what they intend to do. If the Government contemplate carrying out a policy.
they should not state it on the doorstep of
the Age newspaper, but give the information
to the people's representati ves. I t is said
that the Premier slept on the .Age doorstep
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at the time he defeated the Bent Government, and, indeed, that the honorable gentleman's manifesto was written by the Age itself.
Mr. :Nh;RRAY.-Where is the Age newspaper office? It is so long since 1 have been.
thele.
Mr. SOLL )r.-Instead of going tf) a newspaper office and announcing their policy, or
want of policy, to the newspaper, it would be
better if those in charg-e of the business of
the country told the House what they illteuded
to do with regard to this very important.
question of suburban electrification.
Mr. MURRAY,-Will you tell me your
opinion?
Mr. SOLL Y.-My opinions are clearly ex-·
pressed in the report snbmitted to Parlia.ment Gradually the municipalities a.rerecognising their responsibilities, and the ~1el
bourne tramways are beillg linked up withthe municipal tramways, and soon the electrification of the Melbourne system will be
an accomplished fact.
We have had it. on
evidenee that if electrification of the tramway
systEm tfl.kes place it will compel the Government to electrify the Imbnrball rail ways in
order to hold their own with the trams. Does
the honorab~e gentlemall intend to (~arry out;.
the policy of the electrification of the suburban system?
:Mr. MURRAY.--Yes, we are committed t()
that.
Mr. SOLLY.-If the honorable gentlema o
will make that announcement it will save a..
lot of time.
Mr. WA·rT.-He has made it.
Mr. SOLL ¥ .-It would be unwise to discuss this matter if we can get no results_ 1
would flsk the honorable gentleman if he wilJ.
state that he in tends to carry out the '1'1 affico
Commission's report in order to have a ~ystem
of scientific electrification of the sllburban
rail ways that will bring them up to da teo
Mr. J\lluRRAY.-To that question I giveyou a distinct affirmative reply.
Mr. SOLL Y.-The reply saves me about
three hours' talking on that subject. I wish
now to draw at.tention to a rnattlJr in COI1nexion with the State coal mines. Thesalary of the general manager of the mine is:
£ 1,000, while the mine n~anager ~ets £500,
the assistant mine manager £332, a~ld the coal
sales manager £390. Here is 11 total of
£2,222 for the managing of the State coal
mine Is not that a waste of public money?
The Government are over-loading this Statecoal mine with management and Lossesmen who never take their coats off, but simply
go round looking for trouble.
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Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).'They don't seem to go far for it.
Mr. SULLY.-They can get it every time
they look for it, and so can the honorable
,gentleman. I know of no coal mine in any
part of the world with three managers, It
would ruin other coal mines if they dared to
,carryon business in that way. It is prepostilrons to have three men walking about with
their coats 011 and doing nothing but finding
fault with one atlother. One man at the
head wo'uld be better than three. The
general manager receives .£ 1,000,' which
I think is too high a salary, and yet
honorable members growl about giving
'7s. 6d. a day for the laborious work
o()f the State,
The general manager
-of the mine has nothing to do but travel
between Wonthaggi and Melbourne, wasting
the money of the country, an(l the Government are building a house for him that will
.eost nearly £700.
Mr. EU1SLlE.-N early £3,000,
Mr. WATT.-No, no.
Mr. SOLLY.-I see on the Estima'tes
'that something like £700 is to be spent in
that direction. Is it wise'to have three men
over the mine causing trouble, becaLlse of
t.heir continual~y interfering with each other's
o()rders 1 Does not the Premier think that
if two of them were sacked and we had one
intelligell t man at the head of the
whole business it would be an improvement? ls·there any coal mille in New South
"Vales with three m::magers? Not one. I
would ask the Premier to consider the position of these three men. They are finding
fault with the men and causing indust rial
trouble and strife because they do not know
:anything ahout the business. I would ask the
Premier to make some announcement in
regard to these three managers, and as to
keeping them in idleness,
~lr. MURRA Y (Premier).-The mine is
now in the hands of the Rail ways Commissioners, hu t I will direct the attention of
the Commissioners to the statements nlade
by the honora.ble memher for Carlton, that
this mine is too highl.Y olflcered by men wh<i
are receiving very Jarge salaries. In running
.any business concern, no one desires to have
more than a sufficient number of officers. 1
myself do not know anything about
'running a coal mine, bllt I have a colleague
who does, and I shall get his opinion on
that point, as well as direct the attention
or the Railways Commissioners to the
matter. We want to see those who are
working there properly paid, and I am glad
;to sllY that everyone connected with that
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mine is properly remunerated. But we do
not want too many cats to catch the mice, as
I heard it once observed in this Parliament.
I will cause the necessary inquiries to be
made for my own satisfaction, as well as for
the satisfaction of the honorable member for
Carlton.
Mr. HANS AH.-I have been anxious for
a long time to obtain an announcement from
the Government in the matter of supplying
the public wit.h a portion of the coal from this
mine. I have been waiting for this item aU
the evening. Can the Premier indicate if it
is the intention of the Railways Commissioners, now that the mine has hcen
handed over to them, and they have the
power, to give facilities to the public for
getting some of this coal? I noticed recently
an extraordinary position in connexion with
the Harbor 'l'rust and their coal supply.
Mr. MURRAY.-VVe noticed it too .
Mr. HANN AH.-I intended to direct the
attention of the Government to that matter
while considering this part of the Estimates, but I found that there appeared to be
llOW a disposition to do the fair thiug.
At preseut the slack coal from the State
mine is supplied only to a few manufacturers, and not to the general public. I do
not see why I, or any other citizen, should
not be allowed to give preference to our own
State coal mine when we want a ton or two
of coal. I notice that the GO\Ternment haa
at last completed the new Hoffman kiln at
the W onthaggi brickworks, and that the
public are being supplied with bricks.
I
would like to learn from the Minister exactly
what is being done in that direction.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens-Minister
of Railways),-I regret that I cannot give
the honorable member any information in
regard to the brickworks. As to supplying
coal to the public, we are not, at present,
getting enongh coal to supply our own
wants.
Mr. HANNAH. -Look how much you are
importing still from New South "Vales.
Mr. A. A. BILLSO N (Ovens).-I hava
already explained that the coal from W onthaggi is dangerous to use during the summer months, and that we require some of
the harder Newcastle coal.
Mr. MCGRATH.-Do you mean to S&y
that you cannot increase the output at the
State coal mine?
Mr. A. A. BILLS ON (Ovens).-Developmental works Ilre being carried ont, but to
",hat extent they have gone I cannot say.
Of course, we would all like to see greai
developments in the future, so that th.
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State coal mine might supply a great
deal more coal than we require for the
railways.
The vote was agreed to, and the resolution
was reported to the House and adopted.

Mr. ELMSLIE.-·You do not propose to sen
the land?
Mr. GRAHAM.-No, it is to be let underlease.
The following memorandum by the
t;urveyor-General will afford further particulars with regard to the land : -

WAYS AND MEANS.
The House having gone into Committee
of Ways and Means,
Mr. WATT (Treasurer) moved-

These islands cover in direct lines about 35 miles
of the Mnrray River frontage.
1'he Crown land forming the back country has.
been held under grazing licences renp.wable for six
years, in two hOldings known as Kulnine and ~ ed's.
Corner Runs, the former by A. Crozier, and the
latter by Ned's Corner Proprietary Company. The
grazing licences expired during this year, a.nd the
Cabinet has decided to cut the areas up into suitable grazing lots, having regard to the existing
substa.ntial fences and water stora!:{es back from the
river.
In the dry period of the yea.r the stock hILs to be
brought forward on to the isla.nd and frontage
country, while in the flood season they are removed
on to the back country. This inter-change rencIers
it necessary that the islands and the back country
should be worked in conjunction. For this reason
it has heen decided to revoke the reservation and
endowment, so that the whole of the land will be
under the one control, and may he dealt wit h tothe best advantage. nrazing in large blocks is the
only possible way to use this land at present, as.
until further railway facilities are provided and
water provision is secured, anything in the shape
of land settlement is impossible.
.
For· a width of fully 5 miles back from the
islands the Crown land is a.ltogether unfit for culti·
va.tion, and can only be regarded as gra.zing land.

That towards making good the Supply granted

to His Majesty for the service of the year ending
on the 30th June, 1912, the sum of £3,160,~09
be granted out of the consolidated revenue of
Victoria.

The motion was agreed to.
APPROPRIATION BILL.
The resolutIOn arrived at in Committee
of Ways and Means was reported to the
House, and adopted.
Authority having been given to 1\1r.
Watt and Mr. Murra.y to bring in a Bill to
carry ont the resolution,
Mr. WATT (Treasurer) brought up a Bill
"to apply ont of the Consolidated Revenue
the sum of £3,160,209 for the service of the
year ending 30th June, 1912," and moved
that it be read a first time.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read a first time.

MILLEW A LAND BILL.
Mr. GRAHAM (Minister of Agriculture)
moved the second reading of this Bill. He
laid-This Bill is introduced for the purpose
of revoking the permanent reservation of two
islands ill the Murray in the north-west
corner of this State. rrhese lands were set
apart some years ago as a permanent endowment for agric:ultural college purposes, but
they are situated in such a position that it is
impracticable for anyone to lease them or hold
them unless he also holds land on the mainland. There are two very large stations there.
One is known as Crozier's station, and the
other as Ned's Corner station. Lindsay
Island C0Ilsists of 42,000 acres, and 'Vallpolla
Island of 28,600 acres. The leases of these
holdings have expired, and it w'as thought
advisable that the land should be cut up into
about ten smaller areas.
The Government
decided some time ago to come to an
arrallgement with the Council of Agricultural
Education fOJ~ the latter to allow the land to
be resumed, and for the Government to pay
to t.he Council annually an amount e~ual to
the rent derived from these lands at the present time.

I think it will be in the interests of t.he
country for the luud to be dealt with in this.
way. With that object it is necessary that
this Bill should be passed.
:\11'. ELMSLIE:-I do not propose t()
offer any objection to, or criticism of, this
measure. Of course, the Government must
take the responsibility of it. 1 am very
pleased that they do not propose to sell this
land, but that it is to remain the property of'
the Crown, because in t.he future, when it is
supplied with railway facilities and a water
supply, it may be put to much better
nse. I notice that the rents now paid for
this land amount to nearly £1,000. The
land proposed to be resumed comprises about
52,000 acree, so that it must be fairly valu·
able to bring in such a rent when used on11
for grazing purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a. second till1e~
and was afterwards passed through its remaining stages.

DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE BILL.
Mr. GRAHAM (Minister of Agriculture)
moved the second reading of this Bill. He
said-Honorable members will recollect that
this Bill was introduced last session, probably a little too late in the session. It was.
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-passed through this House and went to
another place. On this occasion, the Bill
was introduced in another place, through
which it has been passed. As honorable
members are aware, its object is simply
to do away with the dual head of the Department. Up till quite recently we had a
Secretary for Agriculture as the statutory
~head of the Department. For some time
.a Director has been acting, and we have
found that there was duplication of the
work, and things did not work smoothly.
The same thing formerly applied to the
Education Department, but the Act was
amended, and the position of Director of
Education was created. The Director of
Agriculture is to become the permanent
head of the Department. I should like
members to pass the Bill as soon as possible.
It was fully explained last session and has
been passed by another place.
. Mr. ELMSLIE.-I think we are entitled
to a fuller explanation of the Bill than we
have received from the Minister. I have
not had time to compare this measure with
the Bill introduced last session.
Mr. GRAHAM.-It is exactly the same.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I notice, from. reading
the report of the proceedings in another
place, that some very strong remarks were
made on this Bill, and that strong objection
was taken to the appointment of a Director
and the glorification of the position. I have
heard several honorable members speak
in very strong language as to the methods
being adopted in what we were led to believe
was to be the re-organization of the Department. If the Minister had told us that
this departure, in wiping out the Secretary
()f Agriculture and bringing a Director of
Agriculture into existence, was an essfmtial
part of the scheme of re-organization, it
might have some weight in inducing us to
pass the Bill. I have been looking forward
to see some of the effects of the re-organization of the Department.
Mr. GRAHAM.-We cannot do it all at
()nce.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-The Minister has had
.some years to do it. When he took office,
it was announced that he was going to reorganize the Department. I am not in a
.·position to know what has been done, but
the only re-organization I can see is the
.abolition of the Secretary of Agriculture.a change of name and of individual. This
Department will, in the future, develop into
the most important Department in the
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State. We must all recognise the great
part that agriculture is going to play in the
future of Victoria, as well as other portions
of Australia. For that reason we have to
be very careful as to how we proceed. By!
proceeding in a piecemeal manner, we do
not know exactly where we are going. It
would be better if we had a comprehensive
scheme announced, of which this proposal is an essential part. We want this
Department to afford all the information
possible to the people. We want it ta
have a man as its permanent head well
qualified in every direction, not only to
administer it from a purely departmental
point of view, but to have the most skilled
and expert knowledge possible, so that
information can be given publicly as to
the best methods of cultivation and the
best crops to grow. We want, in a word,
to raise the standard of agriculture in this
State. Certainly a good deal has been done.
By becoming better acquainted with our
climate and soil and adopting better methods
of cultivation we have gradually improved.
There is an immense field. however, before
us and a great deal can be done by wise
legislation and skilful administration. We
should have experts directing and encouraging the producers on the soil. I have
no desire to do any injustice to the gentleman whom it is proposed to appoint as
Director, and who is filling the position at
present, but I am afraid, from what I have
read and heard, that this gentleman has
already got himself into hot water and is
likely to bring the Department into hot
water. I understand that he was originally
a veterinary surgeon.
Mr. GRAHAM.-And was brought up on a
farm.
Mr. WATT.-He is doing very well.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-That may be so, but as
far as I can judge by the accounts in the
press, and by the debate in another place,
he seems to have the faculty for getting
himself into trouble.
Mr. WATT.-It is just the opposite.
Mr. GRAHAM.-The Department was never
in a better position than it is now .
Mr. ELMSLIE.-It was rumoured that
the Minister himself did not desire this
appointment.
Mr. GRAHAM.-The Minister was the man
who brought Dr. Cameron into the position .
Mr. ELMSLIE.-Some members of another
place, who are not in the habit of vigorously
criticising men, criticised this gentleman in
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scathing terms. It is late in the session for
such an important matter as this to be
brought on, and, as I said before, we should
be extremely careful as to how we
proceed. We should be careful as to
.whom we appoint.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I am not
satisfied that the right thing is being done
in appointing this officer. I recognise in
Dr. Cameron an expert veterinary surgeon,
and one of the best we have in the State, but
I want qualities in the Director of Agriculture of quite a different character. I want
to see a man who is an expert in agriculture.
Mr. GRAHAM.-We have him too.
Mr. J. W. BILLS ON (Fitzroy.-In this
individual?
Mr. GRAHAM.-We have one of the best
men in Australia under him.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-If he is
one of the best experts in Australia then he
is the man to be Director of Agriculture.
Mr. GRAHAM.-Dr. Cameron is an organizer, and he has organized the Department
very well, I can assure you.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-If only
an organizer is required, I can guarantee to
get a better man from the Trades Hall at
£5 per week. In view of what the Minister
states, I would recommend that the Bill be
altered by the substitution of the words
" appointment of an organizer" for" Director of Agriculture." I suppose Dr. Cameron
is to get £1,000 per annum.
Mr. GRAHAM.-His salary is the same as
before.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-It is
marvellous the rapidity with which this
gentleman has come on. Although he may
not lmow anything about agriculture, the
Minister says that he would make a splendid
director of something of which he does not
understand. That may suit the Ministry
admirably, but whether he would be the
best man in the interests of the country is
a different matter. I understand that he
is a splendid veterinary surgeon, and that
there is not a better judge of a horse in the
country. Cannot the Minister create a billet
for him as veterinary surgeon, and appoint
a man as Director of Agriculture who knows
something about the soil and production,
and can advise settlers as to what to produce
and how to produce it, and assist them in
getting the best returns from the market?
This gentleman does not profess to know
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anything about what he is called upon to do
under this Bill.
Mr. GRAHAM.-He professes to understand
all he has to do in the Department, and there
is no better officer in the State than
Dr. Cameron .
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-'When
we ask whether this gentleman is an expert
in agriculture, the Minister smiles at the
idea, and says that it is not necessary for
him to lmow anything about agriculture.
The Minister says that there is; under the
Director, one of the finest experts in agriculture in the world, certainly the finest
expert we have had in Victoria. Therefore,
it would appear that the Government are
appointing the wrong man.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-He could
not be an expert in every branch of the
Department even if he were an expert in
agriculture.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I should
not suppose that he could, but I would
expect that he would be an expert in the
Department which he has to supervise.
Mr. GRAHAM.-He supervises the whole
of the branches, including live stock. Would
you have a clerk to remain as the statutory
head?
•
Mr. J. \V. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Because
that has been the case in the past, is that
any reason why we should appoint another
man as director and supervisor of agriculture
who does not understand agriculture.
Mr. GRAHAM.-He does.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-The
Minister says that the Bill is better than
something worse. This appointment will
be for a considerable time, and a subsequent
Government may find itself :up against a
contract which it may be difficult to surmount for years to come. I protest against
the passage of the Bill. I have no personal
feeling in the matter. I say that a man
who is not an expert in agriculture, but
.simply a veterinary surgeon, has not the
essential qualifications for this office, especially as the Minister says that we have
the best agricultural expert in Australia.
Therefore, the contemplated appointment
would be an injustice, not only to that
gentlem.an, but to the whole of the
Department, because all our officers should
be encouraged by the appointment of the
best men for such positions. The Bill had
a stormy passage through the Council. The
Minister says that Dr. Cameron is a grand
organizer.
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Mr. WATT.-The proper word is administrator.
Mr. GRAHAM.-The Department has been
working like a clock since he has been at
the head.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I have
leen some clocks that do not work too well.
Mr. GRAHAM.-If you had been in the
Department you would have noticed it.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-If I were
there, the probability is I should know as
much as the honorable gentleman does.
I might lmow just as little. For instance,
if one of our officers were lost through
my administration, if I got up on the floor
of this House and declared that he was one
of the best officers in Victoria, ~nd that if I
had been in the position he would never have
left, and if an honorable member told me
I was there, and that I was the cause of him
leaving, I should feel very uncomfortable.
Yet that happened to the Minister at the
table to-night. When the honorable mem ber
for Hawthorn made that statement in connexion with that officer, that was the reply
which he got from that Minister.
Mr. GRAHAM.-Which officer?
•
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Wasn't
his
name Blackburn ?
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Honorable members can see on reference to
Hansard that what I say is correct, and the
honorable member for Hawthorn would say
that the statement made on the floor of the
House was absolutely correct. Therefore,
the Minister should not twit honorable
members with their knowledge or want of
it. I am opposed to the Bill, as I think an
improper appointment is contemplated.
Mr. FARRER.-There is one peculiar
thing about the proposed appointment.
Dr. Cameron is supposed to be particularly
skilled in connexion with stock. Even
now, animals are still of the greatest
importance in this State. I do not
know that it is altogether out of place that
& man who has ably managed the stock
branch of the Department should be given
the position of Director. Dr. Cameron has
shown, to the satisfaction of the Ministry,
that he is a capable organizer and manager,
and that he will be able to get good service
from the officers under him. No Director
we have had has been skilled in everyone
of the branches which the Department
embraces.
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Such a man
would be a wonder.
Mr. FARRER.-The Director must bedependent on the experts in the various
branches.
Mr. McLEOD.-If he has to deal with a
lot of experts, there is trouble ahead of him.
Mr. FARRER.-No doubt he will have
trouble. Dr. Cameron has a good deal of
scient;fic knowledge, and the probabilities
are that, being a courageous man, he will
not be afraid to gather round him officers
who have shown themselves to be possessed
of peculiar skill in the various branches.
As far as I can ascertain, the officers who
have been appointed to different positions
by Dr. Catheron were the best men available.
I do not know why there is such strong
opposition to the appointment of Dr.
Cameron. There is every indication that
he will make a greater success of the Department than any previous Director, and that
the very best results' will follow from his
management.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I would like some information from the Minister as to the permanency or otherwise of the Director's
position. Sub-clause (4) of clause 2 providesSubject to the Public Service Acts theDirector may at any tjme be removed by theGovernor in Council.

Mr. GRAHAM.-He is a permanent officer
now.
Mr. SN-OWBALL.-The office of Director
is now being created by Act of Parliament.
Mr. GRAHAM.-He is to be statutory
head instead of the Secretary.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It may afterwards
prove that the Department would work
better under a secretary, with experts at
the head of each branch, the secretary
being an organizer.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-We abolished
the position of Secretary of Education and
appointed a Director.
Mr. J. W. BILLS ON (Fitzroy).-But when
we appointed the Director of Education we
appointed an expert in education.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Honorable members
have said that it is impossible to get a man
who is expert in all the subjects dealt with
by the Department of Agriculture. Dr.
Cameron is admittedly only qualified as an
expert in stock. We could not expect him.
to give expert direction in connexion with
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the purely agricultural work of the Department. No one questions Dr. Cameron's
ability in connexion with stock, but the
term "Director of Agriculture" implies one
with ability to direct the activities of all
the experts under his control. It is essential
that a Director should be able to direct.
Dr. Cherry was not an expert in stock, but
he was called upon to control the stock
branch of the Department as well as the
purely agricultural branch.
Mr. MCGRATH.-It is hard to separate
them.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It is quite easy to
-separate them. The expert at the head
«)f the stock branch is quite distinct from
the expert who deals with the chemical
-treatment of the soil.
Mr. W ATT.-You must have some controlling power.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-The proper head for
.a Department of this kind would be a secI'etary-an organizer who, while allowing
free play to the experts III the dIfferent
branches, would be able to produce the best
results. It appears that Dr. Cameron will
practically be Secretary of the Department.
He will have a chief clerk under him. If
Dr. Cameron is to be Director of Agriculture,
it is essential for him to be competent to
direct the purely agricultural experts in
the Department. I do not think the system
proposed is likely to succeed. I want to
know that in committing ourselves to this
Bill we are not placing the Director in such a
position that he may not be removed from
office unless the Public Service Commissioner
finds him guilty of some offence which
justifies his removal.
Mr. GRAHAl\L-Dr. Cameron is under the
Public Service Commissioner now.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Boiled down,
we have a Department of Agriculture with
an officer at its head without any power.
Mr. "\VATT.-This Bill will place the new
Director in the same position as the perm.anent head of any other Department.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I am afraid the new
system will not work well. It seems to
me that we are putting Dr. Cameron in an
anomalous position. We have not yet
had time to see whether the new system
will be successful or otherwise.
Mr. WATT.-We have had two temporary
Directors, and they have been very unfortunate.
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Mr. SNOWBALL.-The appointments
should have been permanent appointments
80 that those gentlemen would have had fair
opportunity of showing their ability. No
previous Director has had an opportunity.
From the moment a Director in the past
began his work, it was known by all those
under him that his appointment was only
temporary, and it was possible for them
to set about to trip him up at every
turning and to work his downfall. I feel
that Dr. Cherry never had a fair chance.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-He had responsibility without power.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-He never had that
power which he should have had, and therefore never had control of the Department.
The question is whether we are not committing ourselves to a system which will be
disastrous, and whether we will not be faced
with the necessity of compensating the
Director appointed under this Bill, if it is
found the system does not work well and he
is removed.
Mr. WATT. - The theory is that the
Director of Agriculture should be permanent
head of the Department.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I think we should
have a secretary as permanent head of the
Department under a competent Minister.
Mr. McLEoD.-The stock branch is the
most important branch of the Department.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Dr. Cameron is an
expert in stock; but is not an expert in
agriculture.
Mr. WATT.-He has a pretty sound knowledge of general agriculture.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-He has a knowledge of
chemistry, but not of agricultural chemistry.
Mr. MENZIES.-Dr. Cameron is accepted
as a very high authority in my district.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I think the measure
should be framed in such a way that there
will be no difficulty whatever in the
Government retracing its steps if it wishes
to do so.
Mr. GRAHAM.-There has been a dual
head for the last twelve years, and it has been
unsatisfactory.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-If seems to me we
are going to get in a position where we
must of necessity have a dual head. Dr.
Cameron is an expert in stock certainly,
but he cannot profess to be actually the
directing head of the Department of Agriculture.
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Mr. W ATT.-He has established control
-Shere.

Bill at length, it seems to me that it will be
unposslble to discuss it at any greater length
to-night.

Mr. SNOWBALL.-I do not want to be
The motion for the adjournment of the
committed to a system that we cannot
alter without compensating the officer debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until next day.
appointed under this Bill.
Mr. MACKEy;-Read sub-clause (4) of
clause 2.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-That means that the
Director cannot be removed unless he is
guilty of some neglect, default, or inefficiency. We will not be able to abolish
this office without compensating the officer
ooncerned. I would be afraid to venture
on a system of this kind, which would be
iure to be a failure.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-But you would
Dot object to his being made secretary?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-We are doing something more than that. Weare proposing to
appoint him Director.
Mr. GRAHAM.-There is no name mentioned
in the Bill.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I do not suppose that
the Minister of Agriculture has not in his
Blind the name of the gentleman who is to
be appointed.
Mr. GRAHAM.-He is acting now.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I believe that if this
is to be adopted as a permanent system for
the management of this Departm~nt, we
are making a grave mistake, and we should
not commit ourselves to this system without
having a better explanation of the reasons
which have influenced the Government in
arriving at a conclusion that the system is
going to be a success. We know that the
Department of Agriculture, pure and simple,
is one of the most important we have, and
a great deal has been done in connexion with
increasing the productivity of the soil by the
knowledge and skill which have been brought
to bear in that Department. It cannot be
8uggested, however, that Dr. Cameron would
ever have brought us to the state we are in
now with regard to agriculture.
Mr. WATT (Treasurer}.-I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

I do this wit.h the object of advancing the
Appropriation Bill some stages. As honorable members desire to discuss the present

APPROPRIATION BILL.
Mr. WATT (Treasurer) moved the second
reading of this Bill. He said-It is not
usual for the second reading of the Appropriation Bill to be moved in a speech of any
length. This Bill may be regarded to some
extent as a sign of the closing of the session,
and it is the desire of the Government to'
advance the Bill up to its third reading stage.
but not to take that stage to-night. This
will give honorable members an opportunity
to-morrow, when they will have more time,..'
if they so desire, of discussing any items in
the Bill which they may wish to refer to.,
It will also place us in a position to bring our
work abreast of another place, and we will
then know the fate of two or three important
measures that are now before that Chamber.
I therefore desire, formally, to move the.
second reading of the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,.
passed through Committee, and reported
without amendment.
Mr. WATT (Treasurer) movedThat the third reading of the Bill be made an
Order of the Day for to-morrow.

Mr. ELMSLIE.-I desire to ask the
Premier if he has any announcement to.
make in connexion with the dispute that
has arisen over the Geelong Harbor Trust.
I do not want to enter into any discussion.
of the matter, or to advance any reasons,
but I would like to know if the Premier
has anything to say on the subject.
Mr. MURRAY (Premier}.-What the
Government propose to do is to have a
Royal Commission appointed, consisting of
members of this House.
Mr. FARRER.-I may say that I intended
to ask the same question of the Premier on
the adjournment of the House, and I am..
quite satisfied with the answer he has:
given.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at ten minutes past.
eleven o'clock.
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The PUI!SIDENT took the chair at halfPltst eleven o'clock a.m., and read the
prayer.

RUSHWORTH
TO (;OLBINABBI~
RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION BILL.
'I he Hon. F. HAGELTHOHN (Hollorary
Minister) moved tile secolld reading of this
Bill. He said it was a Bill to authorize
tl~e construction by the State of a lilleof
railway from Rushworth to (_·olbill<l.ubin.
The following particnlars cOllcerniug the line
had been furnished to him:The const ruction of this rail way was recommended by the Parliamentary ~tanding Commit tee
on Railways on 21st Ilecemher last at a cos~
of £38,!:l7(" with £2,H}0 added for rolling. stock,
conditionally on the land-ow.1H'rs within the area
benefited by the construction of (;he line handing
over fre0 of eharge the land required for the railway track and station grounds.
This condition has been provided for hy bringing- the line under the H~Lilway Lallds Acquisition
Acts, in aC(!OrOallCe with which a Railway Constrnction Trust has to be formed to curry ont the
land purchase and compensation.
The Commit.tee found there was likely to be a
deficit OIL working the line and paying interest on
its cost of £520 per annum at fi,st, but expressed
its flpinio!l that in ten years' time at the longest it
would become a Jlflyable line. It recomn,ended
that in addition to handing over the land for the
railway free of cost, land-holders benefited should
be subject to an annual deficiency rate sufficient
tv CO\'er any loss on working the line and pa,ying
interest on its cost, but, as already announced, it is
llOt intended to ask for the payment of snch a deficiency rate.
Thi::; new line will be a section of a proposed
throngh line from the N ol'th- Eastern District
through :v. urchison and Rush\\,ol'th to BenJjgo.
It will serve fin area of n.bout l!:!O,OOO acres,
ahno!'t the whole of which is classed as good
agricultul'alland, of which much is cultivated. and
more will be cultivated when it has railway facili·
ties.
It is estimated the line will tap timbered conntl'y
which will yield 160,000 tUIlS of fit'ewood.
The terminal station site will be I.ear the
Waranga- ~Iallee irrigatiou channel, and is 011 the
Colbin. bbin Closer Settlement Area, which is
maldng good pl'Ogress.
The Bill contains t,he clauses usual to a Railwa.y
COIlst"uction Bill for a cHunb-y line to be proceeded with under the conditions of the Railway
Lands Acquisition Acts.
Expenditure for construction is limited to the amounts recommended
by the H"lilways Standing Committee. A millimum
wage of 8s. per day is provided for, and alAo the
charging of local rates on the llew lille until it
becomes payable.

1n another place the wage was raised to
8s. 6d. The length of the line was not
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stated in the particulars, but it was 12
miles. All the usual precautions had been
taken in regard to the construction of the
lille.
The Hon. ",r. S. MANIFOLD said he did
not quite catch the sum recommended by the
Railways Standing Committee for expenditure on this line. He believed it was
£3~,OOO.

The Hon. F. HAG EL THonN.- Yes.
The Hon. "V. S. ]\fANIFOLD said the
Bill was open to the same objection as the
RaiJ\vay COllstruction Bill that came before
the Honse J€sterday, aud that was in refl'l'ellce to the increase in the wages for mell
elJgaged ill the construction of the li~e.
'1,1he Hun. R. H. S. ABBOTT said this
line was urgently wanted. A very large
estate had been successfully cu t up aud
settled, and this line woulJ ue useful to 1 he
settlers. The line was a section of what he
hoped would be a cOllllexion between the
Northem and N Ol'th-Eastern ·line;:;.
This
railway would prove eminently remllueral,ive,
and the rpport of the ~{ailways StalldilJ~
Committee was thoroughly justilied.
The Hon. A. HICKS said he supported
the Bill. He knew the Colbinabbin district
very well. Some years ago, a large e!State
was bought there by the Government a1ld
cut up for closer settlemellt purpo:::;elS.
There were now a large number of settlers
there, and they were the b:st class of settlers
he knew of in Victoria. They were splendid
workers, and as far as he could see l they
were doing well.
1'he Hon. R. B. REEs.-That is a good
electioneering speech.
The Hon. A. HI CK8 said these settlers
were not in his provillce~ but they were a
splendid class of men. He thought the
district was worthy of a railwav.
'fhe motion wa; agreed to. .
The Bill was rea.d a second time, and committed.
Clauses 1 to 4 were agreed to.
Clause 5-(Limit of expenditure).
The Hon. J. BALFOU R said he wisbed
to call attention, as he did in conllexion with
a previous Bill, to the fact that the
limit of expenditure namell was left jllst the
same :1.S it was when the Bill was originally
introduced, althollgh an amendmellt had been.
made in another place to raise the average
rate of wage from !:ls. to 88. 6d. per day.
He did not r-esent the increase in wages at
all, but he did think that the Bill should:
have been sent up to the Council in proper
form. As it was, there was the certainty
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that a subsequent Bill would h!l.ve to be
passed authorizing further expenditure.
'l'he clause was agreed to, as were also the
remaining clauses and the schedule.
The Jjill was reported to the House without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of the HOll. F. H AU ELTHORN (Honorary Minister), the Bill was
then read a third time, and passed.
CROWLAND TO NAVARRE
H,AIL'VAY CONSTRUCTION BILL.
The Hon. J. D. BRO WN (AttorneyGeneral) moved the second reading of this
Bill. He said this was a Bill to authorize
the constrnction by the State of a line of
railway from Crowland to Navarre. It contained the same clauses as the previous two
Hills, but there was a slight variation in respect to the terminal point of the line as
compared with the recommendation of the
Railways Manding Committee. He did lIot
think honorable members needed auy further
information in connexioll with this line, but
if they did, h8 would furnish it. in Committee.
TheHon. W. S. MANIFOLDsaid he wonld
like to point out that this Bill was open to
the same objection as the Bill whioh had just
been passed. He would also 1ike to point
on t that t.hese Rail way Rills did not
actually appropriate money, and t.hat, there·
fore, it would not even be necessary to have
a Governor's message to make an amendment in the Assem bly to increase the limit
of expenditure.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time, and
afterwards passed through its remainillg
stages.
RAILWAY LOAN APPLICATION
BILL.
The Hon. 'N. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of
Public Works) moved the f:lecond reading of
this Bill. He said thi~ was lJ. Hill to sanction
the if3slle and application of certain sums of
money available under Loan Acts for rail way
purposes. Honorable members would understand the position better when they heard
the following memorandum of the Railways
Commissioners:In view of the continued development of traffic
the Commissioners have for some time past been
reviewing the question of the provision of additional locomotives for immediate requirements,
and up till 30tl~ June, 1915-this extended period
being taken because of the circumstances surrounding the construction of locomotives-and the
investigations have also necessitated a reconsideration of the whole policy in connexion with the manufacture of engines, and' the Commissioners have
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the honour to embody their conclusions in the
following report : The expansion of business during the past six
years has resulted in an increase in the train mileage
as indicated hereunder:Year ending June.

Percentage increase In
train mileage over
previous year's figures.

1906
4'08
1907
6'85
1908
3'46
1909
8'73
1910
3·67
1911
10'82
and the position in respect of the different descriptions of traffic may be illustrated by the development which has been shown in the last three years,
viz. : Description of Traffic.

Percentage increase in
train mileage in 1910-11
as compared with
1907-8.

Country passenger ..
Suburban passenger
Mixed
Goods

12'83
10'04
5·85
71'56

The increase for the three years in the total train
mileage was 24'93 per cent., and the increase in
respect of all traffic other than the suburban
passenger traffic amounted to 31'43 per cent.,
and having regard to the general prosperity and to
the enhanced production which is arising as a.
result of improved methods of cultivation and
the closer settlement policy of the State, and also
to the vigorous policy of railway construction, it
would not be prudent to ignore the advisability of
providing for a continued development of business,
especially as there appears to be no good reason
to anticipate other than a satisfactory progression
in all respects for, at any rate, a few years to come;
and this fact has been borne in mind, and the Commissioners have based their requirements on the
assum ptions(a) That the electrification of the suburban

passenger train services will be proceeded with in the near future;
(b) That in the meantime the suburban train

mileage under steam conditions will
not increase at a greater rate than
5 per cent. per annum, or a total increase
for the three years of about 16 per cent.,
seeing that in the three years ending
30th June last, the aggregate increase
was 10,04 per cent. ;
(e) That the train mileage in all other services

will increase at the average rate of
about 6 per cent., giving for the ensuing three years an aggregate increase
of 20 per cent. as compared with the
actual increase of 31'43 per cent.
during the past three years;
(d) That it is essential to construct a sufficient

number of locomotives annually to
provide for the ultima.te replacement
of the older locomotives as it becomes
necessary or' economical to withdra.w
them from service.
In respect to the suburban passenger service.
there is now a total of 122 locomotives engaged.
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33 of the" DDE "class, 67 of the" E " which is equivalent to an average per annum for
class, and 22 of the "ME" class, and the engines the next three years of 70 locomotives, and the
of the two latter classes are approaching a stage number indicated should be constructed each
at which in normal conditions it would be obliga- year commencing not later than 1st March ne:ict.
tory to consider extensive renewals in some cases,
The Hon, D. E. McBRYDE.-In the ~tate 1
and actual replacements in other cases; but in
view of the probable electrification of the suburban
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Yes, t'hat
passenger train services the Commissioners propose
to effect only such repairs and renewals as may ,~as contemplate.d.
be necessary to retain these locomotives in effecIt is almost superfluous to observe that the Comtive service for a few yea-rs. The existing number missioners appreciate the necessity of having the
of suburban locomotives is just adequate for the additional locomotives constructed in Victoria,
present demands, and a·s five engines of the" DDE " if at all possible, and certainly within the Comclass a.re now being delivered a-nd the construction monwealth, but they realize the imprac1iicability
of fifteen others is authorized (or equivalent to of Victorian firms being in a position to undertal~e
about 16 per cent. of the present number of loco- the complete construction of the 20 loco~otives
motives in suburban running), it is anticipated required for the first year, and that the locomotive
that this provision will enable the services to be works in the other States must always necessarily
efficiently conducted pending their conversion to be called upon; and they therefore propose the
electric tl'action.
followinO' programme of locomotive construction
In respect of the country pa.ssenger, mixed, and for the °next three years, which, while not overgoods train services, however, it is essential that loading the Newport shops, will enable Victorian
steps be immediately taken to increase the number manufacturers to at once cater for the requireof locomotives, and it may be explained that at ments in respect of locomotive parts, and also
present there are 425 effective locomotives for afford them an opportunity of entering on complete
these services, and when the 40 ordered from Eng- locomotive construction if not for the first year, at
land and America are to hand and the construc- any rate for subsequent years, viz. :tion at Newport of the 45 engines already authorized
(a) That thirty locomotives be constructed at
is completed, 510 locomotives will be available for
Newport during each of the three years
all purposes other than suburban passenger
commencing, say, 1st March next;
services.
(b) That tenders be invited in Victoria. for the
The anticipated increase of not less than 6 per
supply of sixty sets of parts, including
cent. per annum in the train mileage will involve
boil.-:rs, tenders, and engine bogies, to be
the supply of 37 or 38 additional engines per annum,
delivered at the rate of twenty sets per
or a total of 112 during the three years, whilst a
annum, from the date of signing the
further provision is necessary in respect of replacecontract, say, 1st March next;
ments, and in this connexion it may be observed that
(c) That tenders be invited in the Commonfor some time past a Committee of Dep Irtmental
wealth for the supply of twenty locoofficers has been engaged in the investigation of the
motives, in lots of five, to be delivered
. whole question of the replacement of rolling-stock,
in twelve months from the date of signing
including engines, cars, and trucks, and it has been
the contract, say, 1st March next;
so far advanced that the Commissioners. anticipate
(d) That tenders be invited in Victoria for the
being able in a few days to submit a report to the
supply of twenty locomotives, in lots of
Honorable the Minister in which the whole matter
five, to be delivered within two years
will be exhaustively dealt with. It is sufficient
from the date of signing the contract,
for the present to intimate that in the opinion of
say, 1st March next, and for the supply of
the Commi!lsioners the time has arrived when the
a further twenty locomotives in lots of
policy which has hitherto been followed in respect
five, to be delivered within three years
of replacements should be substituted by a system
from the date of signing the contract.
under which the depreciation will be recognised
The Commissioners propose that the total of 210
by a proper proportion of stock being built each locomotives to be provided within the next three
year in anticipation of replacements becoming due, years shall comprise 120 of the" DD" c~ass, '~hich
thereby avoiding an accumulation of liability for are suitable for all classes of traffic on lIght lmes ;
replacements and enabling a steady output of 85 of the "A2" class, which are suitable for
stock to be maintained, and on this basis the heavy passenger and goods traffic; and five of the
number of locomotives which should be constructed narrow-gauge class, and that the 120 " DD " class
for replacement purposes (for some years to come) locomotives be obtained either in parts or comshould be 24 per annum.
plete from private contractors, and the remaining
In addition it is essential to make a liberal ninety engines constructed at Newport.
allowance to provide for engines out of running
The estimated cost of the locomotives is as
for overhaul and repair, and the estimated requirements in respect of locomotives for the next under120 of the" DD " class, constructed
three years may thus be summarized:To provide for increased train mileage
either in parts or wholly by
£503,280
private contractors
for all traffic other than suburban
85 of the "A2" class, and· 5 of
passenger traffic, 37 or 38 per annum
112
the . narrow-gauge class, conTo provide for replacements, 24 per
375,800
structed at Newport ..
annum..
72
18,900
Speed recorders and boiler cleaners
To provide for engines out of running for
overhaul and repairs
26
£897,980
Total
Total
210
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It should be understood that this estimate, which
,makes allowance for the increased rntes of wages
and the higher prioe of materials, comprises pro·
vision for all the locomotives which it is contem·
plated will be required during the three years
ending 30th June, 1915, and that it consequently
includes provision for the programme of construction at the rate of forty locomotives per annum,
which was some time ago regarded as sufficient
for the requirements.

It is regretted that the foregoing programme of
locomotive construction was not sufficiently
developed to permit of portion of the necessary
provision being made in the last Loan Application
Act, and therefore so much of the expenditure as
will be incurred, prior to the passage of the next
Loan Application Act, will requi.J;e to be advanced
by the Honorable the Treasurer from funds at his
disposal.

~"pplica'ion Bill.

last no less than 1,343 trucks have been manufactured, as shown hereunderNumber
man ufaotured.

Class..

"r"

"L"
" NQR"
"NUU"
"QN"

"T"

Description.

15-ton steel medium truck
Sheep truck
Narrow-gauge truck
..
Narrow-gauge louvre truck
Ballast hopper truck
Refrigerator truck
Total

..

486
100
10
3

687

1,173
100
10
3
44
13

687,

1,343

44

13.
656

I

The Commissioners desire to at once order the and the balance provided for in the Railway Loan
requisite material for the locomotives that can be Application Act is as follows ;constructed during the next twelve months, as a
considerable delay is always involved in importing
To be manufactured.
the material, and matters will be much facilitated
by proceeding in this way, and they will, at a later
date, advise the Honorable the Minister of the
OPo
Class.
Description.
advances that will be required, both in respect of
~.8
bl)~
13~
material and the construction of the locomotives;
Z~ ~.S ~ ~ 8.EI ~
and in conclusion, the Commissioners beg to ask,
o -g]1~
'0
p~8 p~8 8 ,
in view of its importance and urgency, that the
whole matter may receive the early consideration
~ 15-ton steel m e d i u m - - - - I - - I - of the Government.

I

~ai

=0=,

<t::

There was also the following memorandum
respecting trucks:TRUCKS.

It will be remembered that, owing to the rapid
expansion of the goods traffic, and to the establish·
ment of the State coal mine, and the consequent
necessity to utilize a large numl:;er of trucks for
the haulage of coal between Wonthaggi and Melbourne, it was found towards the close of the last
calendar year that it would be .impracticable to
manufacture sufficient trucks at the Newport
workshops in time to properly cater for the requirements of the traffic, and that tenders were accordingly invited for the manufacture of stecl 15-ton
medium trucks, and contracts were let to Messrs.
Gray Brothers and to Cowley'S Eureka Ironwork
Proprietary Limited, for the construction of 400
and 100 trucks respectively, whilst in :May last
it was deemed advisable to further supplement
the departmental output, and contracts were
accordingly let to Victorian firms for the manufac·
ture of additional medium trucks as follows;-'Gray Brothers
Cowley'S Eureka Ironworks Proprietary Limited
A. Challingsworth
G. W. Kelly and Lewis
H. Davis

350
200
100
100
50

making ,a grand total of 1,300 trucks contracted
for by private manufacturers, in addition to the
nUInber to be constructed at Newport.
The construction of trucks has been proceeded
with as rapi,dly as possible, and since 1st January
Bon. W. L. Baillieu.

'ruck
..
" L" Sheep truck
..
" NQR .. Narrow-gauge truck..
" NUU "Narrow-gauge louvre
, truck
..
..
" QB" Boiler and engine t.ruck
" QN" Ballast hopper truck. .
" QR" Opeu goods truck (26
tons)
..
" T" Refrigerator truck
" U" Louvre truck
Water trucks
Total ..

763
50
15
3

613

I

250 1,626
50
15
3
10
4.0

10
40

70

70

50
101
20

50
101

.. 1,122

(i13f25o\

20
1,985

Owing, however, to the great development of
the general business throughout the State, and the
satisfactory prospects of its continuance, and ,to
the mileage of new lines which are nO~7 either under
construction or authorized, the Commissioners,
after an exhaustive reconsideration of the question
of the truck supply (which was not concluded
prior to the preparation of the l,ast Loan Application Act), are of opinion that, in addition to those
for which funds have already been provided, it
will be advisable to arrange for the construction,
as early as practicable, of a further 570 " I" trucks,
in order to admit of more satisfactory provision
being made for the requirements of the traffic.
In view of the heavy programme now being
carried out at the Newport workshops, it is proposed to invite tendets for the construction of
these trucks, and also for 250 of the "I" trucks
for which provision has been made in the Railway
Loan Application Act; and this proposition will
afford private manufacturers an opportunity of
again securing an appreciable quantity of work
which they are desirous of obtaining, and thus
enable a continued utilization of the men and
machinery now employed in the construction of
trucks.
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'!'he development of traffic also renders it advis.
able to make provision for the construction of an
additional number of goods vehicles of other
-classes, the manufacture of which can be under·
taken at the Newport workshops; and as some of
these can be turned out next year, particulars of
<the vehicles concerned are submitted hereunder:Class of
vehicle.

"L"

M"
"'Q"
·u

Description.

Sheep truck ..
Cattle truck ..
Flat goods truck

Additional
number
required.

50
50

25

It is not possible at the prese!lt jU!lcture .to
indicate the amount of money whlCh wIll reqUIre
to be expended on the additional stock prior to
the passage of the Railway Loan Application Act
next year, but it is desirable to .issue the ~ecess~ry
.advertisements without delay m conneXlOn wIth
.the trucks which it is proposer! to have constructed
by contract, and the Commissioners will be glad
·of the assent of the Honorable the Minister to this
procedure, and a notification of the ~mount of
money which will require to be provIded from
the Trel,surer's advance pending the passing of the
authorizing Act will then be forwarded as soon as
possible.
He (Mr. Baillien) Wft!'> sure that the urgency
·of this matter would appeal to honorable
mernbers. It was evident that the Commissioners were taking a long look ahead and
were determined, if possible, to equip the
-service with rolling.stock proportionate to
the increased demands of the public. In
that respect he thought the cOllilllnnity
:generally would agree that the Comlll~ssione~s
were taking a right course. While thiS
recommendation
ca.me frolll the Com·
missioners and the Government acceJ..!tecl it,
it only came after conferences with the
Treasurer and the Minister of Public Work;::;.
A matter of this kind was sometime8 dis<cussed by the Commissioners with the
Cabinet .1\1 inisters for weeks together, and
the general policy outlined by the Com·
missioners was eith43r approved oralter~d.
The HOB. D. E. McBRYDE.-This is what
ought to ha.ve been done years ago.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said he
quite agreed with the honorable member. He
had mnch pleasure in moviug the second
reading of the Bill.
The HOIl. H. H. S. ABRO·ioT eaid be did
not think that a menS1·lre of snch importance
should go through without H. little comment .

The Hon. A.•\!CLEL1.AN.-It would be a
pity, would it [lot?
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said he
.agreed with :Mr. McBryde that it was high
time that the Rail ways Commissioners took a
comprehensive grip of the situation. He
was inclined to think that this Bill was the
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result of Parliamentary agitation, quite as
much as the result of the initiative of the
Commissioners themselve8. It was quite
likely that members of the Govemruent
were" just as much responsible as the Commissioners for this comprehensive and forward movement. As regarded the manu·
facture of rolliug-stock it had been pointed
out that ot.her States had been able
to manufacture engines in both Government aBd private workshops.
A ~:H~all
State like Queensland afforded an object
lesson which we might copy with ad vantage
in many respects with regard to Ollr rail ways.
It had been stated in this Chamber, though
denied by the Government at tlle time, that
during the next three years from the time the
statement was made, the rail ways would
req nire at least 1,000 additional tl"Ucks a yeal'
in order to maintain anything like a pruper
supply. Although a considerable llum bel' of
trucks had been built since then, there were
I:tlready numerous complaints about the short
sllpply ()f trucks. At, Mo"'roopna, in his own
district, there were complaints that frllit
could not be got away from the rail way statioll. At other stations ill the ~ orth there
wa~ already a shortage of trucks.
1twas,
therefore, quitH evident that this actioll to
supply requirements was not being taken
anything too soon. As for the locomoti ve~,
it was becoming apparent, even to the ordl·
nary passenger, that, from the way the
locomoti ves were run, the wonder Was that
our
railways did
not
come
to
a
full stor.
Eugines
were
kept g.,ing
for twentv·fonr hours at a stretch, without
any oppo;tunity of their being examined or
cooled down.
The inevitable result was a
series of breakdowns. Coming down from
Bendigo last Saturday the engine blew off
the top of the fire·box. One hOllorable member was late in arriving at the llome,
because there had been a breakdown on
another line.
Another h::morable member
stated that the engine had broke1l down four
times between Geelong alld Ballarat. \Vith
regard to the effort to encourage the manuft1.Cture of lomocotiv€"s by pri \late firtllS, he
was'not quite clear as to the regulatiolls, but
he would like to point ont to the MilJisterand
he was certain that that hono1'• able gentleman would see the importance
of
it-that in connexion with
ClIl1tracts executed in the country, it was
absolutely imperative that the whole of the
material should be delivered to the contracting firtu free of cost, an:} that delivery
should be taken at the local rail way station
practically free of cost also.
The Wages
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Boards hadabsolntely tied up the mann- not know what time the train would arrive~
fact,urer S0 far as the cost of labonr was con- People had travelled to Ballarat to do business after the arrival of the tl'Hin, but th&
cerned.
An HONORABLE MK?liBER.-He knows all tra in was so late at times that they had to
about that when he puts in his tender.
come back, alld their juurney was useless.
The H on. H.. 1-1. S. AB 1301'1' said tae
The Han. R. B. l{El£s,-Have you ever
freight charges, together with the labour been on the Swan Hill line ?,
The Hon. W. H. E~H~LING said he was
difficulties, placed the conntry manufacturer
in such a position that he could not compete sorry to say he haa, and also on the Mildura
successfully against the manufacturer in the line. He had been 011 every line in Vic"
metl'opr)lis, There was no cheap labonr in toria. The Labour part.y had complained
the country. 1twas quite as highly paid that the rail ways had been starved ill order
there as in the town, and very often it WitS to make profits. He did not know whether'
not as efficient, There was no doubt t.hat it that was right or wrong, but, before all
would be of advantage to the St.ate to assist things, we should make Ollr rail ways fit forengineering firms in the inland centres, snch the people to travel on. Were we to have
as Ballarat, Bendigo, Geelong, Castlemaine, up- to date rail ways in Victoria, or was Vic-,
Shepparton, and other places where large toria to become a sort of by- word amongst
engineering p.stablishmen~s were in exis~ence. the w hole of the world, in can seq uence of theThese firms would readily undertake some of attempt to make large profits by preventing
this work if the regulations were made in repairs and neglecting reconstrnction 1
such a way that they could tender. He
The Hon. D. E. McBR.YDE remarked
knew that, in connexion with the construc- that he felt sure the money asked for in this,
tion of trucks, certain firms !!t Bendigo made Bill was actually required. He thought
inquiries, but found that they could not honorable members ought to snpport thetender with any reasonable prospect of get- Bill, in order to get the rolling-stock in theting their money back. Manufacturers in condition it should be for the traffic.
the country shonld be enabled to tender for
1'he Hon. D. MELVILLE stated that the'
this work on equal condition!'!, at any rate, suburban traffic was excluded from the prowith the establishments in Melbourne. The vision being made in this Bill. \Ve had all
decision of the Wages Boards in this trade these cxpensi ve locomotives running on the'
would apply to every city, town, and coun- suburban lines. Nothing was said about the
try district where there was an engineering Stl bnrban traffic, which was in greater conestablishment able to uudertake t,his .. work, fusion than the country traffic. Honorable
with the exception of Castlemaine, where members expected the Government tu make
some sort of explanation in regard to thethere was a big non-union shop.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLLNG observed suburban traffic. It might not be generally
that he wanted to say a few ,yords on this knowll that steam traffic had attained its limit
Bill, because every country member felt the for rapid work, and any attempt to makenecessity of the rolling-stock being improved. improvements in that direction would beArailway train now was a sort of lucky bag; simply ruinolls on account of the prohibitivewhen you got into it you did not know cost. An electric motor-car w0uld run,
where you were going and when yun would 5Cl,OOO miles without visiting the shops,
get there. Take the cross-country lines in except for stabling, and could be kept in
his district. The carriages were abominable, continuous service for twenty hours daily
and it was so uncertain when one would without any particular attention being
arrive at one's destination. A word should be required. A steam locomotive, after running
spoken in favoul' of decentralization.
There 150 miles, had to be provided with coal andused to be a magnificent esta.blishment in water, and had to be washed out and
Ballarat at which railway rolling-stock was attended to every day. The tremendous
manufactured, but it was closed up by the cost of running steam locomotives had neverGovernment, and everything had been con- b<::en discussed. No consideration was being
centrated at Newport. Castlemaine might given to suburban railway affa.irs, but when
easily be made a centre for rail way work, Parliament met again the continued conbecause at that place was one of the finest fusion and tremendous inconveIlience to
foundries to be fonnd in Australia. He simply the people in the suburbs would have to be
wanted to emphasize what was a personal attended to, either by the Railways Comgrievance with every man who travelled on missioners or by Parliament.
The Hon. A. HICKS said he did not
the railways. When one started from Melbourne for some part of the country, one did think there would be a division ::>11 this Bill,.
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'but he would like to say a word or two in
"8upport of what Mr. Abbott stated in connexion with some of the work being done in
the coulitry. It would be impossible for the
-.foundries in the country to get any of this
work lluless the raw material was carried
. ,free, and it seemed that that would be a very
wise thing to do, so that some of the work
,should be done in the country instead of all
the work being dOlle, as at present, in
Melbourne. It was the policy of the
Government that a good deal of the
..repairing work should be done at country
·centres, such as Ballarat, Bendigo, Sa.le,
·and other places. He understood a litt.le
while ago that the dovernment were
,going to send men from Newport to these
·different centres ill order that a proportion
()f the work I)f repair8 to rolling-stock might
be done in the country. vVhether ,flnything
,had heen done in this matter he did not
know, but he thought it was wrong for the
Government to m~ke a promise that this
,should be done alld not to take some action
to carry it out. \rVhen he was coming from
Kyneton the other day there was a break·down, and the train was delayed for an hour
.cand a half. It appeared that another engine
had to be sent for to Melbourne.
He
thought these matters should be looked int.o,
.alld that whatever could be done should be
·done so that some of thA railway work should
·be <1011e in the country.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
.and eOlllmittp.d.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2, providing for the issue find ap.plication of £300,000 out of Loan Funds
for rail ways or t.ram ways and works.
The Hon. A. HICKS remarked that he
'Would like to know from the Minister of
Public Works if the proposal of the Ministry,
,that men should be transferred from N ewport to different centres in the country to
·carry ont repairing' work locally, had been
given effect to.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLI EU (Minister of
Public Works) said be was llot in a position
-to answer Mr. Hicks' question, and if the
:honorable member wauted detailed information he wonld have to give notice of the
-question.
The honorable member might
.rely upon it that the polic'y of the Goveru.ment was beillg carried out.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said that the
Minister had read ou t an item of £ 18,90'0
for speed recorders and boilers. Had the
.honorable gentleman any details in connexion
,with the item?
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The Hon. W. L. BAlLLIEU.-No.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said that he
did not suppose that honorable members were
aware of the fact that Queensland was 100
. per cent. ahead of Victoria in adopting the
latest mechanic:al devices .
The J (Oll. W. L. BAILUEu.-They will
not be ahead of us now.
The clause was agreed to, as were also
clause 3 and the schedule.
The Bill was reported without amendment,
and the report was adopted.
On the motion 'of the Hon. W. L .
BAILLIEU (Minist.er of Public Works), the
Bill was then read a third time, and passed.
PUBLIC WORKS LOAN
APPLICATIO"-'; BlLL.
The House went into Committee for the
further consideration of this Bill, and resumed
the taking of evidence at the Bar.
Mr. William Angliss, export butcher, was
further examined.
By 1'Ifr. MANIFOLD.-You are aware that the
Department has specially laid itself out for butter
and not for lambs in palticular ?-I would suppose
that was the intention, because the site is so far
removed from abattoirs. It would be very
awkward to handle meat there.
Your business is chiefly killing, freezing and
exporting frozen meat ?-Yes .
Do you manufacture by-product.s, stich as
blood manure ?-Yes.
And boil down ?-Yes.
I understand that sometimes you have as many
as 100,000 skins drying ?-We have had. The
intention is to do away with that, and to fellmonger
our stuff on the premises.
I presume you are aware that very strong and
bad smells come from your place, not only across
the Geelong-road, but extend as far as the grandstand of the Flemington Race-course ?-I do not
think so.
lf you had been on the grand-stand at the racecourse during the Cup meeting you would have
noticed the smell very much?-What smells?
The boiling-down establishment was not working
at all on Cup day.
Do you consider your place an appropriate p~ace
for butter ?-It is not as handy and convement
as the Government site. I would not consider our
establishment an ideal spot for: keeping butter.
Is your place suitable at all ?-I do not consider
so. It is not a suitable place for butter in a fresh
state. It would be a suitable place if the butter
were frozen.
The space you have on hand at any time should
not be considered in relation to the butter export
trade ?-No. I consider that there are many more
suitable freezing works for butter than our own .
Meat works and bu~ter works do not run well
together.
.
The mere fact that you have space to spare ill
your meat freezing establishment has nothing to
do with the question as to whether the Depa,rtment
should have additional space for butte. ?-It.
does affect me. If you remove the butter, th&
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cheese, and the rabbits from the municipal
freezing chambers they will have to be kept going.
'That will mean that they will take meat in, and
they will have to cut the rates very low. It will
mean working at an absolute loss. If we arc
compelled to work at a loss it will mean that more
of the present freezing works will have to close
down. It will be impossible to continue if the
competition becomes so keen. The fact of the
Government freezing chambers, the municipal
chambers, and the chambers of the Geelong Harbor
Trust cutting rates to get stuff to fill their chambers
will bring prices down so low that it will 'be impcssible for private enterprise to exist in competition
with the Government works.
Indirectly the building of a Government store
would affect your business ?-Very materially,
I think.
You agree with me that as your place is not
suitable for freezing butter the space that you have
on hand does not affect the question of whether
the Government should have a place of their own ?-I do not think that we arc in a proper position to
handle the butter business.
By Mr. JONEs.-I understand from your statement that yon were influenced to open your larger
works by a promise from the Government that
they would not build stores ?-That is so.
As a result of that you erected extensive works ?Yes.
I also understood you to say that you would not
have built those works had you thought there
would have been any Government competition 1Decidedly not.
Then you say that the freezing docs not pay ?I say the freezing did not pay at that time at the
prices then being charged by the Government, and
I say it does not pay now. When you are dependent
upon the support of speculators or the persons who
own the stuff to send it into the chamber!;, the only
way you can make the business pay is by buying
and treating yom own stuff, and in buying in
markets the speculator would not buy it.
The Government do not propose to do the business
you are doing now. They only propose to freeze
and store, so, therefore, they would not be competitors with you ?-Not directly; but indirectly
the Government would be a very severe competitor. If the price for freezing is brought
down so low that we cannot possibly make it pay,
we will not be able to stand it, and eventually we
would have to close up the same as some of the
freezing works have had to do already.
I do not understand you. If the Government are
going to engage in an activity which you say does
not pay and which you are not anxious to undertake-you stated you were not sorry the Government had not taken the space that you held for
them-why should you be afraid of that competition ?-The price I quoted to the Government
to induce them to spend the money on the railway
siding was a lower price than I could have done the
business at profitably. It was considerably under
the price they charged. It was a little more than
half the price the Government charged. Had they
called upon me to give that space I could only have
done it at a loss.
You spoke of an increase from 2,500 to 10,000.
Did 'that apply to carcases ?-To carcases of
mutton or lamb.
That increase has taken place during the last
few years ?-Yes.
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I do not suppose you anticipate that there will
be any lessening of the productive powers of theState ?-No.
I suppose you assume, as we all do, that there
will be a very large increase ?-1 do not consider
that there will be a very large increase. I consider
that the supply of freezing works has overtaken
the demand, and will for some few years be in
excess of the requirements. In Victoria, we have·
not a big quantity of stock to draw on. I think
there are about 12,000,000 or 14,000,000 sheep and
iambs in this State, and the export figure we havereachcd is such that it must be some years before'
there ,is an increase to any extent.
Is it not a fact that the amount of butter produced is increasing very rapidly ?-I am entirely
ignorant of the conditions pertaining to the butter·
business.
By Mr. ABBOTT.-Do you not draw a great many
lambs from Riverina ?-Of late years we are not.
drawhlg many from Riverina, on account of the'
Deniliquin freezing works opening. As we cannot
get sufficient to run those works there is no inducement for us to bring lambs from Riverina. We
cannot keep the Deniliquin works going. 1 am
interested hl the Deniliquin works, and I may say
we have almost decided, owing to the last two years
being so unprofitable, that it would be better to
close the Deniliquin works up and to try and fill
our works here in Melbourne. That is a decision
that has been come to quite lately.
What is your opinion as to the advisability or
otherwise of freezing lambs close to the pasturesis it an advantage ?-You would certainly get moreweigh~, and better quality.
By 1\11'. BAILLIEu.-You must. get the quantity ?Yes.
And there must be all the conveniences to deal
with by-products ?-Yes: and you must carry'
the staff for twelve months while you will probably
not require them for more than six weeks in theyear. It is hardly possible to keep the lamb.
trade going profitably for more than six weeks in
the year.
By 1\11'. ABBoTT.-Are the selling conditions in
London as bad as the conditions are here ?-To
place the selling conditions on a good footing it is,
necessarv for one to handle his own stuff at the
other end, and to have his own staff at the other
end. If one consigns lambs in small lots the
prices they realize are not always satisfactory,
because the agents may sell them at lower prices
than would be profitable to the people at this end~
Is there sufficient control in London at the'
present time so far as Victorian interests areconcerned ?-No. There is no control by either'
State or Federal authorities.
Is not that bad for the trade 1-Very bad indeed.
The other end could not be in a worse position
than it is now and has been for ye'1I"S. We have,
not a qualified man at the other end, as the New
Zealand people h,we, to take steps when our stuff'
is condemned. That occurs occasionally, but it
happens more often with Queensland stuff than
with our stuff. Often reports are sent out here'
about our stuff which, to the person here who
understands the matter, appea.r to be quite untrue.
. You think that if the Government directed their'
attention to improving the British end you could
look after this end all right ?-1 think if the Go·
vernment want to spend money on freezing works,
they could spend the money with more benefit at,
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ithe other end. Much greater benefits would be
-derived there than any benefits that could be
-derived here, because the charges for storage at the
..other end are infinitely greater, in spite of the cheap
labour and cheap coal, than they are here.
By Mr. J O~ES.- You say that the Government
competition will reduce the charges ?-I say the
tendency of Government competition is to reduce
the charges to such an extent that the weaker firms
will be driven out of the business.
The producers would benefit by the erection of
Govemment works ?-Eventu~lly the producers
would not benefit. Probably the S.1me thing would
·occur as has occurred in South Austra.lb,. Tne
South Australian Government has driven all
private people out of the business. Their only
strong competitor they bought out lately. I may
say that we treat the meat at the Government
freezing works in Adelaile. T]le stuff is not
handled well, and we generally wind up the season
.in a very unsatisfactory manner. Our stuff is
badly handled and badly dressed, and fetches
consid.erably less than the VictorL-\,n article handled
by private concerns.
By Mr. ABBOTT.- You cannot help yourselves
there ?-We cannot help ours3lves, because the
South Australhn Government has taken over the
whole business. We are in their hands. The
position is this: for a few weeks in the year the
bigger firms are operating. They then have to
drop out. Instead of having the competition of
the exporting firms all the yen.r round, it is confined
to six weeku in the year. If the big exporters are
only in the trade for six weeks in the year, dming
the remainder of the time you have not got them
there to keep the market up, and you often get
low prices for beef and other produce on the South
Australhll market. If there were big' exporting
firms, and they could not get sheep and lambs,
they would try and keep their works going by buying
beef. Under the present conditions it is not
worth their while to stay open, and the result is
that we get glutted markets, and a very much
lower price for sheep and lambs in the off season
than in Victoria. That is the effect the Government works have had on the trade in South
Australia.
Have you experienced any difficu,ty with regard
to shipping facilities ?-1'here are difficulties.
Can you get space when you want it in a ship ?Not at all times. \Ve get inconvenienced at times,
-owing to there being a rush of steamers for a few
days, followed, perhaps, by a fortnight with very
little fwight available. At other times we experience serious delays through not being able to
get refrigerating trucks when required.
You have suffered from a shortage of trucks as
has been the case in other industries ?-We have
had no grea.t delays, but there have been times when
we have been unc..ble to get trucks to te.ke our stuff
.away quickly. That means a great expense to
us. \Ve may order trucks for seven o'clock, and
have a hundred men ready at that hour. We
-eventually get the trucks, but they may not arrive
until the evening. Owing to the shortage of trucks
we have been quite unable to get them at times.
Have you had any difficulty in getting lambs
from the country by train ?-1'his year, as far as
the lambs are concerned, the difficulties have been
far less than has been the case for many years.
Do you ever have any losses through lambs being
stolen from the. trucks ?-It is quite a. common
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thing to find our stock short. That has l'lot
been so marked this season as in previous ye3.rs.
Do you know how any of those shortages occur ?We have not the remotest idea.
Is it due to accident or pilfering· ?-It is iIhpo~sible
to say. We know that there are shortl1ges, and
we have to pay for them, because the l~a.ilway
Department will not give us any relief.
By lY.lt-. JONES.-YOUl· arguments apply s:>lely to
meat and not to butter, ciwese, or any other
product ?-They apply to meat and rabbits, but
not to butter and cheese, which we do not handle.
By Mr. McLELLAN.-Do you ti'eat lambs for
other exporters ?-Yes; we are always prep:tred
to treat lamb.s for others. Even when making
offers for lambs in the country, when the owner
does not think we are offering a f.1ir price, we prefer
him to send the lambs to us, and have them
consigned on his own account. However, we do
not allow speculators to step in during the busy
time of the year and squeeze us out altogether .
If a speculator wants to go into the business, and
will give us so many lambs a week during the busy
time, we are quite prepared to treat with him.
By Mr. BAILLIEu.-There ace freezing works at
Murtoa, and works of a similar type are to be erected
at Shepparton. It is expected t!ULt they will be
extended to other centres. Would you say that
it would be s:1fe to proceed with the extension o£
that business in the country, if there were no
ft-eezing works at t!le port in which goods could be
put pending shipment. In other words, could they
rely on sending frozen meat direct to the ship ?You can rely on that. If you have double handling
of the stuff you reduce it in value. If it is hard
frozen there is nothing to prevent it being kept
twenty-four hours at the ship's side.
That is not the point. Do you think that the
ra.ilway and shipping facilities are such that the
overseer at the Murtoa works would be able to arrange
for his frozen meat to get here on a certain date,
because he has been notified that the steamer
will then have its hatch open ?-Tl1ere is not the
slightest tl·OU ble. The railways give all preference
to tmcks, and run specia.l trains. You would
hardly credit it, but it t.ak('s comparatively little
more time to get trucks from the country to Port
Melbourne than from Melboume.
Didn't you say you had a difficulty in getting
insulated trucks?- Yes, because the country
freezers are given the first consideration. The
railwfty people SJ,y, "We must get the country
stuff awa-y."
The Murtoa people have a definite arrangement
with the Geelong Harbor Trust, uncler which they
can store there at so much a carcass. Last week
fifteen trucks containing 7,500 ca-rcases arrived at Geelong, but, as the ship was not
receiving cargo on account of the rain, the
carcases were unloaded and kept in the
stores. Do you. say that the Murtoa people
or t',ny one else usmg that port could carryon their
business quite as snccessfully if the cool stores at
Geelong were not available ?-With proper shipping
facilities.
And not railway faciliti~s ?-With proper shipping
and wharf accommodatIOn, there is no need for
anyone to wait for the train to stop before putting frozen meat on board.
Do the Murtoa people subject themselves to this
charge, and the cost of rehandling goods nnnecessarily?-We had the same difficnlty with
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Deniliquin. Twenty-four hours' delay on the
wharf will not hurt properly frozen stuff. It is
uncommon, but stuff has been kept on the siding
for forty-eight hours. We could get our stuff on
board as quickly if we were a hundred miles away
from Footscray.
By Mr. BRowN.-l understood from your replies
.to Mr. Manifold, that you fear that the Government
will cut prices and compete with you, and that
when the City Council loses their tenant they would
become your competitor. You think that, in order
to get some return from their property, they will
cut down prices. Therefore you wa.nt to see some
tenant in the council buildings ?-We do not want
public bodies competing one against the other,
with the result that persons with private freezing
works may be frozen out.
Your fear now is that the City Council will be an
unscrupulous competitor who will reduce prices
and cut you out ?-We fear the competition of
the Government, the City Council, and the Geelong
Harbor Trust.
The City Couneil is not a competitor unless it
losf's its tenant ?-We have no {ear that the freezing
works can be carried on by private enterprise.
As long as the Government pay an extortionate
rent and keep that. place going you are satisfied ?I would be satisfied to have that space at Footscray
for £15,000.
Why don't you lease it ?-Because it is inconvenient. We would still have to truck our stuff in,
and it means a penny or a penny farthing for every
carcass. You can imagine what that represent.s on
many thousands of car cases a week.
You will not be a tenant if the City Council buildings are vacated ?-No.
By :Mr. MELVILLE.-In what year did you arrange
with the Government for your siding ?-In 1904.
Mr. Irvine was then in power.
Was that before the Government got into
possession of the City Council works ?-The Government were then in possession.
What induced the Government to make
those conditions with you as regards space?
-1 think
that
the
Government
were
losing money on the stuff they were handling,
and were getting tired of it. I, as well as
others, went to them and asked f6r extra
accommodation. They said, " No, the Government
are tired of the whole freezing business." As there
was a considerable amount of money invested in
the business, they thought that the time had come
when private businesses should relieve them, because
the Government had placed the industry on a
satisfactory footing.
Do you think that the Government were then
emb~Lrra8sed for want of space ?-At that time,
very much so.
Then they negotiated with you for your space 1
-Yes.
Does that not indicate that the Government were
considering even then the question of more space?
-No. The Government said that they would not
agree to pay anything towards the railway siding
unless they had something from me in return.
They asked me to handle any excess of goods at
25 per cent. less than they could get it done in the
-City Council chambers.
You admit that they did not have enough space
.at the city works 1-They had enough when our
works were built.
0
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Did that negotiation make you spend moremoney?-Decidedly. They made certain st,ipulations about machinery and the arrangement of
the chambers which necessitated an expenditure of.
£3,000 extra in machinery.
Do I understand that you spent £3,000 more on.
your plant than was necessary ?-Yes.
Would you have remained successful if you had
not spent that £3,000 ?-Yes; decidedly. I would
have got a cheaper running plant than we have
now.
In view of all the new railways and irrigation
works that are being carried out, do you seriously
say that we do not want more space ?-I seriously·
say that you have more cold storage space than you
can fill up for some years to come. There is room.
for great expansion in our products before you can
anything like fill the freezing chambers now in
existence. I am speaking of both meat and butter.
Is not the great expansion of the lamb exporl
trade a recent development ?-There has been a..
great increase during the last few years, but at
present the increase is not great as compared with
two years ago. During the last three years it has·
been very much greater than it was ten years ago.
Bef~re that development took place in the lamb.
business had we sufficient space ?-Yes; with the
exception of the time when we were very busy
with rabbits, and also during the South African war.
Secing the great development in irrigation and in
dairying, do you think the Government can. accept.
the position that we have enough storage?I think the Government should make stipulations·
and conditions with the present freezing works to·
handle all their produce, but that the public and
private bodies now in existence can supply storage
at less than is possible for the Government to supply·
it at.
You mean that if the Government applied to.
those bodies to do the work, they could do it ?Exactly. I would say that all the butter in Vic.
toria could be frozen easily in the present freezing
chambers, and a lot to spare.
As a business man, do you think it would be safe
for the Government to leave the matter entirely
to the present freezing works ?-So far as butter is·
concerned, there are thirteen freezing works and two
pu blic bodies in the freezing business, so that I
think the producers in Victoria are amply guarded:
against unduly heavy charges.
By :M:r. BRowN.-You know the great increase
that has taken place in perishable products during
the last few years ?-Yes; but that increase is not
so great as the increase of accommodation. During
the last five years the increase of space has gone
ahead to a much greater extent than the increase of:
produce.
Then it must have doubled ?-Yes. As a matterof fact it has trebled during the last five years.
I am quite safe in saying that it has more than.
doubled.
By Mr. EVANs.-I understood you to say that
cool storage would not pay without the speculative
business being brought in. I want to know if
that applies to fruit as well as lambs 1-1 say that.
fruit or any other .produce will not pay where you
have to depend upon the speculator, unless you
have an exporter who will keep you going all the
year round. The fruit season, of course, is very
short, and there is not a great deal of fruit coming
in to cold stomge.
The witness withdrew.
0
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The Hon. W. L. BATLLTE(T (Minister of
Public Works) stated that he had Mr.
Monash's fn!l report on the site at Victoria
Dock of the new cool stores.
He woult!
~uggest that it should be read, and then hon.ortlble m9mbers could question Mr. Monash
-with regard to any points ill the report.
The Hon. R. ll. HEES said there should
be some defined order in askillg questions of
witnesses. If honorable members continued
.on the lines followed in _the morning, the
House would be engaged over this matter
until doomsday.
The CL"L\.lR~1AN.-ff honorable members would st.ick to the matters we are upon
we shonld get on much q nicker.
The HOll. R. B. Ih~Es.- Will the Chairman pull them IIp 1
The CI-IAIRMAN.-Will they stop when
I pull them up?
The following report by Mr. .10hn
Monash, civil engineer, on the site at Victoria. Dock for the proposed roo] stores, was
read by the Clerk at the table : In pursuance of instructions frem the Honorable
the Millister of Agriculture, I have the honour to
-submit my opinion upon the project of the erection
-of exten::li ve Governmeut Cool ~tores upon a site
between Dudley-street west and the Victoria
Dock; to this end I have made an inspecLion of
- the proposed site, and have closely examined the
·drawings and designs of the proposed structures,
having pa,rticnlar regard to the loadings - both of
the buildillgs and the merchandise til be stored and
handled within ELl-me-and to the proposals of the
,prindpal architect for carryiug t-hese loads upon a
reinforced concrete raft ioundation. I am informed that it has been contended that such buildings cannot be safely constructed at this site, be-ca.use of the inferi"r cart ying capacity of the gronnd,
and that, as evidence of such a contenlion, examples
have been cited of existing buildings, such as the
-city of Melhourne Cool btores, 1< linders-street
west, which have suffered severely through irregularsubsidenc6. I may say, at once, that snch contentions are quite untenable, because they entirely
fail to take into account three important considerations ;(a) That the buildings qllot~d as examples of
failure owe their injuries to the inappropriate and inefficient methods adopted
in the construction of their foundations.
(b) That thcre are now available up-to-date,
efficient and economic methods of
foundation construction on inferior
ground, by means of a process of
" flotation. "
(c) That many examples, large and small,
already exist, . in close proximity to the
proposed cool stores, of buildings and
heavy machinery structures which have
been dealt with by these modern
methods with complete success.
'Certain other probable misapprehensions should
also be cleared away. The buIldings in cont.emplation, although v.ery considerable in extent, are
of the lightest possible type of constrnction,
.single-storied, and of a nature which facilitates the
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prevention of any concentration of loading at single
points. Thus, compared with an ordinary city
building, with heavy brick walls, and vf beyeral
stories, where the resulting pressures upon the
soil would be measurable in several tons per stluul'e
foot, the actual effect of the building here propoSt:d
upon the foundations is measurable only 1U a ~mall
fraction of 011C ton per square foot. Again, in
regard to the merchandise within I he building,
which is, generally speaking, lighter in character
than within ordinary warelHluse conslruction, only
in some portions of the building, such as the but ter
storage chambers (which aggregate only about onethird of the whole), need this loading \.m sel'iously
considered; and even in these eX~l'eme cases, the
densest possible loading of eight but tel' boxes in a
vertical pile, amounts to ouly 450 pOlinds per
square foot. It will thus be seen thaI the con(litlOns to be dealt with are of a moderate character
indeecl, and that although the buildings, cnvel'ing as
they do ncarly two acrt:s, are very extemi\'e in plan
dimensions, it would be quite erroneous to assume
that they joYol,e, on that account. serious foundation difficulties. Turniug now to groulJd at the
proposed site, it must, ot course, be recognised
that it is of an inferior character as a foundation,
and that due consideration must be given to the
adoption of appropriat e met hods for carrying
buildings upon it. But inferior as it is, it is by
no means as bad as lllauy other sites in the iunTIediate vicinity upon which heavy ~tt'llctures have in
recent times been buccessfully erecl ed. It is not
water-lugged, it is not subject to iuundat.ion, it is
highly uniform ill character oyer the whvle area,
and is capable of being efficiently drained. All
these characteristics take 1his sile out of the
category of extreme unsuitahility or difficulty, and
reduce the problem to one in which only ordinary
c,tre and prudencc iu consideriug the proper distribution of loading will fully meet all requirements.
The fundamental principles of wodern foundation
construction OIl inferior soil are twofold;(a) To avoid concentration of loading at Ringle
points, by so designing the buildings a.s
to secure distribution of loading in every
direp.tion:
(b) To enlarge or "spread" the foundations
so that the resultant pressure upon the
soil falls below Sllllle definite maximum
carrying value assigned to it.
The application of these principles has been
greatly facilitated in recent years by the intro'
duction of reiuforced concrete, which is eminently
suitable, hy reason of its physical cha.racter, as a
material for foundation work. Such a reinforced
concrete foundation takes, in a case SUC!l as the
one under consideration, the form known technically as a "raft," alld in the design of such a raft
it is only necessary, for complete safety, to iusme,
firstly, that the base art' a of the raft is sufficient to
reducp. the resultant pressure upon the soil below
the maximum determined upon, and, secondly,
that the !'aft shall be reinf.lrcerl in such a way, and
to a sufficient extent, to avoid any tendt:ncy to
deformation from a planer, which may arise under
various conditions ot loading_ Both I hese objects
can be achieved hy proper calculation and design
by any one skilled in this form of construction. It
will be seen, therefore, that it only rtmains to
make a judicious choice of a standard nlaximum
loading to represent the safe unit carrying capacity
of the soil. Fortunately, to aid in this, there are
numerous examples in the locality, and on similar
ground, to guide us.
-
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In connexion with thfJ works of the Metropolitan Gas Company, which lie within half·
!l,·mile of this locality, and where the soil is
palpably inferior ill q l1ality, there have been constructed during the last five or six y,ears, and there
are now under construction, numerous foundations,
of the type and character under discussion, for all
kinds of ~tructures, such as brick chimney stacks,
brick huildings, eugin .. s and boilers, heavy moving.
machinery, and fln Llly, the new heavy installation
of vertical retorts for gas manufrtctnre. In all
these cases. the design and construction of which
were carried out by the writer, the carrying
capacity (If the soil was taken as rangin!! between
70uand 1,00 11 pounds per squal·efoot (according to
locality, and vital character of tpe s~rllcture til be
carried). III no single instance has the !:llightest
injury to, or dislocal ion of any of these structures
been observed. At the present juncture the chief
engineer to the Gas Company has just completed a
full sized test uf one of such rafts, by placing a solid
loading of pig-iron and brick.~ to the extent of over
1,400 tons, concentl'a' ed upon all area of about SO
feet by 20 feel, which by the medium of snch a
reinforced concrete raft of complex design, was
spread upon the soil so as to give a reaetion of
about; 901) lbs per square foot. The Honorable
the Minister of Agriculture viewed this test, and
a photograph of same is forwarded herewith for
information.
Another striking case is that of Ghe city of
Melbollrue abattoirs and hanging rooms on
the Flemington
Flats, on the banks of
the :-Ialtwater River. This ground is yery
inferior, and subject to inunda,tion whenever
the river overflows. The whole of these extensive structures are carried upon reinforced
concrete sprt'ad footings, the n'actioll upon the
soil being auout 600 to 700 lbs. per square foot.
Upon all these grounds I co .sider thl~t it would be
a most moderate and conservative determination to
adopt a reaction of say 500 Ibs. per square foot at
the site of the prop ,sed cool stores. Such a standard
is so low that, in the light of existing examples,
complete assur,LDCC may be felt t.hat neit,her !:lubsi<iellce nor distortion of the new buildings can
possibly ensue.
Examining now the actual mft proposed to be
constructed by the principal architect, I find that
for each building thero is proposed a raft of 560 feet
by 80 feet, or a total area, for both rafts, of 89,600
square feet. Applying the proposed standard of
500 Ibs. per square foot reaction, it will be seen that
these rafts will have a combined carrying capacity
of 44,800,000 lbs., or just 20,000 tons. This is a
figure which exceeds the utmost wei~ht of the whole
of the buildings, filled to the full capacity with
produce and merchandise. I have no hesitation
therefore in reporting that the whole project is an
eminently practical and safe one from the constructional point of view, and that no apprehension need
be felt as to any en~ineering or architectural difficulties connected with the scheme so far as the
foundation question is involved. I wish, however,
to emphasize the desir~bility of exercising the
utmost care to insure effective design and construction of the reinforced concrete raft. I consider
that this should be carried out quite independently
of the buildings proper, as it is a specialty with
which the general builqer is not,likely to be familiar;
and none but experienced persons should be intrusted with, work of suc.h a hi~hly sper.ialized·
techniea.l nature. Again, as rega.rds the de.t'loilcd
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design of the work, opportunity should be given,.
subject to a prescribed minimum of requirements,
to skilled firms to submit designs, calculations, and
specifications, covered by a stdngent guarantee.
If this be given effect to, the success of the under.-·
taking may be regarded as assured.

Mr. John Monash, ai vil engineer, was called
and examined.
By :Mr. BALFOUR.-This specia.l foundation will
be a costly business ?-Yes.
What is your estimate ?-I have no estimate.
I understand the cost of the reinforced concreteraft is included in the total cost, I have made DC»
detailed estimate.
That is to say, £75,000 will cover the cost of thefoundation ?-Yes.
Do you know what was the cost of the foundation.
for the hydraulic power works in that district 1I do not know. I do not think it was a reinforced
concrete raft. I think it was mass concrete.
If we were told that it cost £10,000, do you'
think that would be right ?-I have no idea of thesize of it. The cost may have been extravagant.
You really cannot give us any information about
the cost of this proposed structure ?-~o; I was'
not consulted on that point at all.
This information you obtj1inec,l you submitted
to the :Minister of Agriculture ?-Yes.
.
By Mr. B.,uLLIEU.-I understand that the report
on the actual raft proposed to be constructed applies;
to the raft in the specifications and plans of thebuilding to be erected on this site ?-Exactly.
You say that that raft mathematically is a sound
proposition ?-Yes.
Would you sn.y also that the c1)ief architect of thePublic Works Department would be quite qualified
to estimate the cost of that concrete foundation ?Yes.
By Mr. MELVILLE.-What is. a raft ?-This.
expression is a metaphor drawn from the analogy
of ordinary rafts to float on water. This raft is.
floated on mud or on inferior materil1l. It is made
large enough to spread over a sufficient area. If
a man were to walk on snow without snow-shoes.
he would sink into it, but if he puts on good snowshoes there is a sprea,d of his weight over a larger
area and the snow will su pport him. This raft
is a continuous sheet of concrete anything from
15 to 18 inches thick, and bedded in this are steel'
rods whose diameter will vary from ~. inch to It
inches. The object of the rods is to prevent theraft distorting from a plane surface.
Are there any about Melbourne T-Yes. Hereis a photograph of one at the Melbourne Gas Company's works. You only find them in bad ground.
Is there any other ?-A similar method of construction is adopted at the city of Melbourne
abattoirs on the Flemington flats near the Saltwater'
Bridge. There are quite a number of engine-bed
foundations in various places in South Melbourne.
Do you see any shake in the foundations at the
Gas Company's works ?-For the last five years.
I have been engaged in this construction work, and
there has been no movement. There is very
great movement in the wall-a, because they areobsole.te types of construction.
Any in the Oity Council buildings in Flindersstreet ?-There is ve.,y consid~J;p.~le dist!)rtion.
Podion of. those buildings is· bU.i\t on pile f(;mnda.tions.
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What did it cost them to correct it ?-It may
have been considerable. Special treatment is
necessary. Methods are now available to deal
with such difficulties. This method of construction
was notkno'\'n when the City Council buildings were
erected.
Do I understand that this raft floats ?-No.
The idea of floatation is to spread out the pressure
until it becomes less than the carrying capacity of
the soil. That is the same as when you float yourself on snow by the aid of snow-shoes.
In some parts of this land there are mud holes
over 170 feet deep ?-Yes; that is the case at the
Melbourne Gas Company's works. It would be
prohibitive to attempt to erect a building on that
soil by any older process of pile foundations.
This experiment meets with your approbation ?It is not an experiment. This is well-founded
engineering practice.
Were you at one time connected with the Harbor
Trust ?-Yes.
Where is the hole 171 feet deep ?-At the extreme
west end of the Gas Company's reservation. We
could not get bottom at 150 feet.
Can you get it on the north of the site of thili
proposed structure ?-It does not matter if the
bottom is 500 feet below.' I do not attempt to
reach it.
By lYIr. ABBOTT.-Can you give us particular's of
the rn.fts p"t the Gas Company's works ?-There are
three such rafts 270 feet long by 46 feet, wide, a,nd
the total cost i'3 something under £4,000. They
are carrying something like ten times the lon,d thnt
this building would have to carry-hea,vy gas
retorts about 30 feet in the air. This system of
construction is the solution of all these foundation
difficulties.
By Mr. ADAllS0N.-Do yon indorse Colonel Wat·
son's plan of t,he construction ~f the con('re~e
work ?- Ycs; that is wlw,t I specI11ca,lly do. .My
ca,lculations are load calculations, and 1 ascertain
the loads to be carried from the dimensions and
mat~ria]s shown on the phns.
By Mr. ABBOTT.-vVill this cost more or ]css than
the one in the photograph ?-.iI1uch less per square
foot; probably less than one-third. The raft in
the photograph is extremely intricate a,nd complicated.
By Mr. SKINNER.-Are YOII not interested in the
Monier Construction Company?-Yes.
And this is the company you recommend to do
this work ?-Oh, no. There are quite a number of
companies all over Australia competent to do the
work.
By Mr. McDoNALD.-Is there any reason why a
Qite without a solid foundation should be selected ?There is no reason why it should not be selected.
There is no rea,son on engineering grounds why you
should not build on inferior soil.
The witne88 withdrew.

Colonel G. W. Watson was called and
examined.
By :Mr. MELVILLE.-What are you ?-Chief
Architect of the Public Works Department.
By Mr. BAILLIEU.-I want to show that the plans
submitted to Mr. Monash are the plans that are
going to be adopted in connexion with the erection
of the cool store. :Mr. Monash certified to the
suitability of the ki'nd of founde,tion proposed.
He has told us that the design as drawn will carry the
weight of the building and more. He has also
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told us that any engineer in ordinary practice can
estimate the cost of that foundation.
Are the plans which were submitted to Mr.
Monash the plans upon which it is proposed to
erect these cool stores ?-Yes.
You have taken out your estimfLtes of the cost
on that draft, and they are included in the slim
total cost of the building ?-Yes.
Can you tell the Committee as a sepamtc item
what the cost of the foundations is estimated to
be ?-Approximately, £6,775.
I understand you referred your plans to l\Ir.
McKenzie, the Chief Engineer of the Geelong
Harbor Trust Cool Stores ?-After the plans were
completed up to their present state the Minister
invited lYIr. McKenzie to criticise them, which he
did. I gave him no data beyond the plans, so that
he might base his estimates upon what I supplied
to him. I gave him the dimensions of everything,
and his estimate was £276 below mine.
Does he give a separate estimate for the founda.
tion ?-Yes. His estimate is within £400 of mine
for the conc.rete.
By Mr. ArKMAN.-What is the difference between
the cost of a concrete foundation and an ordinary
founda,tion ?-The cost of the concrete is rather in
excess of the other. We provide for 15 inches of
concrete. Under any. circumstances we should
put 6 inches of concrete over the whole surface for
the protection of the business.
I suppose you will have to have 6 inches of
concrete to*keep the smells down ?-I do not thin~
there are any smells. As a matter of fact, tha
extra cost i'3 purely on account of the reinforcing
of the concrete. vVe are putting in no stumps
and doing no excavations. We are merely planting
this mft on the natural surface. We will simply
level the ground, and we allow 3 inches of
concrete for the variation in the contour of the
ground.
You allow 3 inches and then 6 inches ?-li'iftcen
inches is the thickness upon which we base our.
calculations. It would run from 15 inches to'
J8 inches.
vVhat is the area of the rn.ft ?-There are two
ra.fts really, because the ra.ilway is not to be
connected with the rafts at all on account of the
vibration. I have not the dimensions of the
building, but I think Mr. Monash mentioned them
in his report.
By 1\11'. BAILLIEu.-Mr. Monash says there will
be two ra.ft.s, each 560 feet by 80 feet. Is that
correct ?-Yes.
By Mr. AIKMAN.-And tho cost of the concrete
raft 15. inches deep will be £G,775 ?-Yes; that is
my estImate.
Mr. McKenzie's estimate was £400 less ?-No;
my estimate was less than MI'. McKenzie's ·by £400.'
The amount of £6,775 includes Mr. McKenzie's.
estimate.
What class of building did you first' provide
for ?-An entirely wooden building, covered witll
iron.
Is that the building that is to cost £7.5,000 1_
Yes. That, of course, includes the permanent
way for the three lines of railway. The whole of
it, of course, has to be covered in. The estiml1t~ of
£75,000 includes all the grading Spa.ces, pa<:Jdng
cases, stores, and all the conveyances.
It includes everything but the machinen 1_
It includes the machinery too. ·That (~stirn,~te i&
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bq.sed upon a capacity of. 315,000 or 320,000 cubic
feet.
Has Mr. Monash recommended an alteration in
the'style of the building ?-No, he concurs in it in
every detail.
. poes he not advocate a brick building 1-1 do
not.think he. was asked about that.
l\fr. MELVILLE.-Is there any building in
M~lbourne that is built absolutely on the surface ?[ do .not know of one, with the exception of the
building in the course of erection for the gas
works. However, such buildings are in existence
all over the world.
Are we to undersbnd that the 15 inches or
18 inches of concrete will be absolutely on the
surface ?-The only excavation made will be to
level the site.
How much above the highest tides is that
foundation ?-The water would have .to be over
the wharf before it got into our building.
No one knows what you mean by that?The water would have to be 8 feet above the high
water level before it could reach our surface.
Is there any chance of this raft floating away
like other rafts? I want to know what the
result will be of having a shallow foundation
of this sort so close to the water. You say
that the foundation will be 8 feet above the highest
tHes that we have ever had here ?-I am not
speOl,king of the highest tides, but. of the ordinary
tide.
I luwe seEm tiJes flowing up to Brunton's mill.
I have seen boats floating in Flinders-street.
Have you taken into account the highest
tid.es that we have had ?-The only thing
I can S:l.y is that 'we are about 1 ft. 5 in.
above the highest part of the wharf, which is
2 ft. 3 in. above the level of the roadway, which is
5 feet above the level of the water in the dock.
The level of the floor of' the stores we propose to
build will be platform height above the level of
the ·ground. That is to say, it will be about
9 inches to 15 inches above the level of the wharf,
ltnd the level of the wharf is approximately 5 feet
above the level of the water. We will be about
6 feet above the high water level. I am not
speaking of exceptional floods.
Do you think the highest tide we have had
would reach the foundations of the store ?-1 have
never heard of one that would.
The railway at Macaulay-road is 8 feet above
the level of the sea. How much above the level
of the sea do you anticipate that you will be ?We will be about 7 feet above the level of the Yarra.
By Mr. BAILLIEu.-The Yarra is some feet
higher than the sea ?-Yes ..
By Mr. MELVILLE.-Don't you think-you should
have found O\lt what is the highest tide we have
hfltd, so as to be quite clear that such a tide :would
not reach the stores ?-We. are quite clear as to
that. The level we have adopted is a level of
railway platform height above the level surface.
That really.raises us 1 foo~_ above the present level
of the wharf.
.
1 have asked how far the stores will be above
these great high tides, and you cannot answer ?No.
By Dr. EMBLING.--:Have you had any experience
of the w:orking of such a raft. on one of these foundMions ?-Natural~y, we do not see everything we
read of. 1 can give an instance of a raft pla.ced on
a C~~~?~~tion. ~ip. .011 that. raft they. placed. a
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raft is carrying thousands of tons of stuff.
. Is there any danger in consequence of any
change in the ground of the raft cracking ?-No~
not if it is properly constructed .
Does not concrete ever crack ?-Not that reinforced concrete.
I am putting down a floor a~
the University; and, although it has to carry
machinery, it is only 5 inches thick.
.
That does not say that it will last. 1 have seen
instances where concrete has cracked.
Do you
know any cases where that has happened because
of outside pressure, or a' sudden shock on tho
foundation ?-I have never heard of instances. Let
me give an example of the effect of reinforcing.
We were putting in a floor 47 feet by 27 feet.
There were. two joists, and it was reinforced by
rods.
We reinforced another floor with rabbitproof wire netting, and it carried as much as tho
bther which cost twice the money. It was carrying
a live load.
But the conditions are different when you have
an insecure foundation of sg,nd and rubbish.
On
the Yarra there are often explosions and shocks
which might interfere with the ra.ft ?-It would
have to be something very violent, something that
has not occurred before.
The raft is laid flat on
the ground, and reinforced with a certain amount
of iron, which is worked out mathematically.
By Mr. SKINNER.-What height do you take in
calculating the cubic capacity of the stores 1Seven feet for the chilling chambers, and 8 feet for
the others. There are a few experimental stores 8
feet 6 inches.
1 understand that there is no other raft of the
kind in the Commonwealth, and that this is an
experiment ?-There is no other such raft in
Australia, but it is not an experiment. It has
been done aU through America.
Why has it not been adopted in the Commonwealth ?-1 don't think the necessity has arisen.
By Mr. REEs.-ls there not one at the gas
works ?-There is one being constructed there,
and it was subjected to a test which cost £400.
After that test had bcen made, no doubt remained
in the minds of the engineers.
By Mr. SKINNER.-It seems to me a matter of
theory?-According to the rough draft, the contractor has to test it up to 25 per cent. above
efficiency. That gives a very wide margin before
we pay for it.
Personally, I have no doubt
about it.
By Mr. MELVILLE.-Speaking roufShly, how long
would it take you to build ?-1£ we get the labour
we can build the whole thing in nine months.
Do you mean people acquainted with this kind
of raft ?-That can be done with unskilled labour
under skilled supervision.
Of course, above the
raft, skilled labour is rcquired.
Have you estimated the difference between such
a building and an ordinary brick and bluestone
building ?-You could not build a bluestone building
on the site for twice the cost.
Is there no other material with which you could
construct such a building?-It is a matter of £ B. d.
You could put a reinforced raft which would carry
six times the weight.
We put down bores to a.
depth of 60 feet, and found the same consistency
right through.
At 40 feet it was practically the
same as the surface, and then we got into a kind of
silt.
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Have you considered the. effect of the pressure
()f the tide on your floor?- Yes, 1 watched the
-effect carefully on the wharf, and if it does not
affect the wharf, it would not affect a. building.
You think that the clay is sufficient to stand' that
pressure of water ?-Especially when the proposed
dock is built on the other side. If that were done
we would not require half the reinforcing that we
·do now.
It would not be wet underneath ?-Not any
. more than now.
The witness withdrew.

Mr. Ralph Rudd, secretary of the Melhourne
Trust, was called and exami lled.

H~l'bor

By :Mr. MELvILLE.-What steps do 1)U take to
protect the Victoria Dock and keep it clean.
It
has been asserted that it is contaminated with
sewage ?-There are no sewage drains into it.
If there are any droppings it is from the vessels.
The water in the dock is hr better than any water
in the river; in fact, the dock is full of fish now.
It is quite noticeable that the water is much
clearer in the dock than in the river. Sea mussels
are ~rowing on the dock piles.
Have you any protection from the ships 1Along the wharfs there are latrines for the accommodation of people off the ships.
Do you take care to warn the captains ?-We
serve them with a notice; but 1 do not know
whether it is very strictly enforced.
Do you know from the results of dredging whether
there is any offensive odour there ?-None. It is
not as bad there as in other parts of the river. The
river is not what it used to be, or like the
Sandridge lagoon.
Then the condition of the water is perfect at
pres~nt. Will your dredge keep it in its present
condition ?-Yes; 1 think so-easily.
Twenty years hence will it be cleaner ?-1 should
say that it would never get any worse unless there
is some radical alteration.
By Mr. BAILLIEu.-You say your regulations
will insure the dock being kept thoroughly clean ?It has been so for a great number of years. Even
now it is only with the greatest difficulty that we
can keep the public from fishing there, because the
dock swarms with fish.
By l\fr. MELVILLE.-Your idea is that it is a
slander on the Trust to say that this is a sewage
pit ?-Certainly.
By Mr. CRooKE.-How is this basin kept so
.sweet. What system of scoUIing is used 1-1 do
. not think there is any downright scouring, but as
the tide rises the salt water comes up. The dirty
water that flows down the river from higher up
passes along on the surface, and the salt water
enters the dock.
By Mr. BAILLIEu.-ls the water quite salt in the
dock 1-Yes; it is salter than in the river.
By Mr. CROOKE.-Your idea is that the bottom
of the river must be running out to sea and the
top coming in ?-1 do not think so. I think the
fresh water Iuns on top of the salt water. At a
depth of 25 feet the water is as clear as it can be,
whereas on the top it is turbid and muddy.
And it is the top water that comes into the dock?
-No; it is the salt water that comes into the dock.
By Mr. SACHS E.-We are told that the perfume
~here is pretty strong ?-1 have never noticed it,
and I was there yesterday. 1t certainly was not
.' 1here yestel'day morning..
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How can the water be pure there if there is no
current through it ?-There is a CUITent~ There.is
the natural circulation of the two tides in the
twenty-four hours.
Is there no silting through the mud below coming
up ?-No, the water is 28 or 29 feet deep. 1 did
not notice any silting up whatever, nor any
shallowing.
By :Mr. MELVII..LE.-What was the opinion of
Sir John Coode on this particular question 11 cannot say; his report was made a great many
years ago.
The witness withdrew.

Dr. Burnett Ham, Chairman of the Board
of Public Health, Melbourne, was called and
examined.
By Mr. BALFouR.-We have seen a short report
by you with regard to the salubrity of the dock.
1 understand you to say that there would be no
real objection to the erection of these cool storep
at the Victoria Dock on account of the effluvia
that come from that dock, so long as the stores are
constructed on a concrete foundation ?-Yes.
Do the concrete foundations and flooring prevent
these effluvia from getting into any pa,rt of the
building and affecting the butter and other
products ?-Yes, entirely, if the floor is impervious.
That would apply even above the concrete floor.
So long as the soil is covered by impervious
material 1 con!'lider that there is no danger.
By Dr. EMBLING.-In your opinion are there any
drawbacks to that site at the dock ?-1 think that
that site is conditioned by twu factors, the pollution
of the air and the pollution of the soil. When 1
say the pollution of the air 1 mean ordinary
pollution by smoke and dust. These are factors
that are not peculiar to this site, but are common
to any site in Melbourne. There is a road thereDudley -street-which 1 think needs to be paved in
order to keep down the dust.
How about· the smells from Footscrav. Will
they affect the butter ?-I understand that the
butter will be packed in boxes, so that 1 do not
think the effluvia would affect it.
Then, in your opinion, if the concrete foundation
is all right, and the building is all right, it does not
matter a bit what the surroundings are-whether
they are septic or antiseptic ?-No. 1 think the
great danger is from the soil. If emanations can
be prevented from rising from the soil, 1 do not think
there is danger. The inside of this building will
be very much cooler than the outside air.
But, as to sepsis, you think there is no danger ?No.
Then you really might put a cool store anywhere
without danger as long as you have concrete
foundations ?- Yes, except for "moke and dust.
But you say that they will not affect the butter?
- I do not think they will.
Then the position of the cool store will not
matter one bit? 1£ it were in the middle of a
large cess-pit it would not matter so long as it iui.d
a concrete foundation 1-1 would not go so far as
that, but 1 do not see where the paranel comes in in
this case. The site will be covered with impervious
material. 1 do not think there is any danger of tlHl
products in the cool store being injuriously affecv'd
either from the soil or from outside surroundinv.~;
but I say there is a drawback in regard to smoke
and dust.
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By Mr. SAOHSE.-Suppose the d?or~ of the
:building were open and dust was blowll1g In, would
you alter your opinion ?--:-T~le. dust would not
"get into the butter, because It IS m boxe~.
But with respect to meat ?-1 take It that the
meat would be In the refrigerating chambers.
But I am supposing the doors to be open ?-Are
you speaking of dust or smoke '?
•
.•
I am speaking more of the septIC all' m ~he
neighbourhood and the effluvia ?-1 do not thmk
that would affect the products in the store. I do
not think the effluvh alone are septic. There are
only two places in the neighbourhood from w~lich
these effluvia would come, Kitchen's and Cockblll's,
and they are some dist'1.nce away.
Then you regl1rd the dust as the great danger ?~o. I regard the emanations fr.om the n:ta~e
ground as the main dcmger, ~ut If that. soIl IS
covered with concrete the efflUVIa cannot rIse.
By Ml'. CaooKE.-Have you ever been down. at
the Victoria Dock when a vessel has been gomg
out and stirs up sediment ?-Yes, I had a look at
it the other day.
.
Was it swcet ?-"Well, it waS not smellIng.
Two brge vessels were going out at the time, a:nd I
went specL~ny to see if any mud had been stlrred
up, and I did not notice any. I went to the stern
where the water was stirred by the propellers. I
dB not notice any discoloration of the witter.
H"..ve you ever been down there when a wind was
blowhn" 'from the direction of Footscray ?-There
was [I, ~estedy wind that day, and effluvia were
GO min£! from one of the boiling-down places.
I do
not think it would affect the buttcr in the boxes.
Then it does not matter how bad the smells
may be, they would not affect the butter much ?I thhk the effiuvift would be pretty well done by
the time they reftch Victoria dock.
Do you think the surroundings are ide::.l ones f01:
the stora,ge of butter '?-I would not say they are
ideal.
If yon could (Tet any other desirable site, S3.y at
Port 'Melbourne~would you recommend that one ?I have not inspected any other site.
By Mr. MELVILLE.-Is me[Lt when frozen likely
to absorb microbes t.o the same extent as unfrozen
meat ?-No. Freezing would very largely prevent
the growth of t),ny germ life. The low temI~erature
of the freezhg chambers would also be agamst the
growth of micro bes.
Is it not :;>, fact that freezing protects the meat
completely ?-It protect,s it to a ver~ large extent.
Do you think it likely that rats ~Illl?et through
the foundation of the store ?-I thmk It would be
a' very en-terprisinO' rat that would get through
15 inches of concr~te, or even 8 inches, and then
" go into a store \~here ~he temperature was some.
.
thing below £ree2'.IDg POIDt.
By Mr. SACIISE.-If lambs are kIlled mIles away
from the. Victoria Dock, and have to be brought
through these smells we hear about, do you
think that WOlllrl affect the mutton ?-No, I do
not think so. The meat would bc cov:-red ~o
ftn extent, at any rate.
It would be eIthe~ III
the truck, or would be covered with some coverlllg.
Would the meat be affected by these smells and
dust in the vicinity ?-1 do not think so.
By Mr. MANIFOLD.~As a co~ollary to Mr. Sachse's
question, I would ask IS there likely to be ver~ much
difference in the amOlmt of dust and effluvlUm at
th"e proposed site as compa~ed with the. present
City Council's works if the wmd was blowmg from
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the westward ?-N0; I think the presen"t site is
still more open to that objection of smoke and dust.
The witness withdrew.

Mr. 'Villiarn Dunkerley, cool storage proprietor and consultillg refrigerating engiueer,
was called and examiued.
By Mr. MELVILLE.-Do you understand the
trouble about the cool stores ?-Yes, thoroughly.
Would you state what your grievance is in the
matter ?-I may say that, in my opinion, the new
cool stores are totally unnecessary, as there are
more than sufficient chambers empty now to take
fully 25 to 30 per cent. increased produce for export.
By the CHAIRMAN.-You think there is su~cient
accommodation already ?-More than suffiCient.
By Mr. MELVILLE.-Won't you st.ate what 'y'our
grievance is ?-We should have unfaIr competItIOn,
that is the principal grievance.
By 1\11'. BRowN.-'l'hat is stated in the petition ?Yes.
By 1\1r. MELYILLE.-What amount of money is
involved in your case ?-1 represent two works
with a capital of £53,000 involved.
How long has it been involved ?-During the
last five ycars.
Is it prosperous ?-Well, a portion of it.
Take it as a whole?-Yes.
The Government expect an enormous accession
of trade through irrigation, and we are making
railways to accommodate that trade. Do you see
any reason why the Government should not provide further accommodation for these wants in
respect of cool stores ?- It is my opinion that there
are no wants in the cool storage business, because
we are five years ahead, in my opinion, of the rate
of production.
Only five years ahead. Do you expect there
will be a great increase ?-There will be an increase;
I do not expect a great increase.
The only objection you have is a fear that you
will suffer by the Government coming in ?-As
far as I can see, if the Government puts up these
works, the works I represent in Flinders-lane. ~ill
have to be closed on account of the competItion
that will ensue through the corporation works
being idle. Roughly speaking, we ~mploy about 35
men, and pay about £150 a week III wages.
'l'hat will go to the wall ?-Undoubtedly.
Can your place be used for any other purpose ?We should have to sacrifice the installation and the
"machinery. It could be turn~d into an ordinary
store.
You think the Government cool stores would
result in serious loss to the people now in the
business ?-I consider that these new works are
not required. The works are run at a loss now.
In my opinion, the reason for this is a want of
competent management.
On the part of the Government ?-On the part
of those who handle the produce in the Government
cool stores.
Is there any other idea you would like to express?
-Instead of the Government running these stores
I should be prepared to enter into a contract
with the City Council within a very short time
to take over the works at a slightly increased rental beyond what the Government
are paying, and carry out the Government
work at the same price as it is done for at
present. It is insufficient in regard to some lines;
but my idea is that, with about £1~,000 worth of
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.:additional work for that plant, we could make a.
"By Mr. MANIFOLD.-I understand you to say
.success of it. That plant is only working to its that if the present stores were vacant you would
full capacity about ten weeks in fifty. two.
be prepared to pay a higher rent and yet make a.
But the Government want storage room for all profit. Would you be prepared to become a
the coming stuff ?-That is ridiculous. It is tenant, and do the same work as the Government
...absolutely ridiculous. There has been a statement are doing now, and still make a profit ?-Provided
that, this year, although it has been a record year, I was not unduly penalized by the officers of the
the stores had to refuse certain work. I myself Agricultural Department.
was in a position to take at least 10,000 carcasses
Do you consider that the charge of 3d. a box now
·of mutton oI·lamb per week, or 200 boxes of butter charged for butter is a payable price ?-No; not by
per week on top of my other trade. I had sufficient itself. To make a refrigerating plant payable we
.space. In regard to the butter export last year, want to get £2 lOs. a week for each ton.
To premy Flinders·lane works treated a. large amount of pare a ton of butter for export it takes half a ton of
'butter for export. This year we have not done a refrigeration, and yet we get only lOs. per ton for
.single case.
freezing butter, whereas to be on a payable basis
Why ?-I consider that the clients storing with we ought to get £1 5s. for a ton of butter.
me were unfairly penalized in regard to the Govern·
How much a box would that be roughly ?-A
ment grading. Sooner than see my clientR penalized
trifle over 6d.
I refused to take the butter.
That ought to pay handsomely ?-It would pay
By Mr. EVANs.-What stores did the butter go
to ?-Through the Government cool stores. They well.
I think you said there was 25 per cent. too much
.have a monopoly of the butter storage now.
By Mr. ABBOT'f.-Do you consider that the accommodation now ?-That is on a low estimate.
Is that for meat or butter only ?-For both .
.grading was unfair ?-Yes; I do.
Do you consider it advisable to have the two
That the Government officers graded butter
unfairly from your stores as compared with others? commodities together ?-There is really nothing
against it.
-Yes; I do.
By Mr. REEs.-And that it is through bad
I suppose you were present when Mr. Angliss gave
management that the loss is incurred ?-To a his evidence ?-Yes.
·~ertain extent.
He admitted that a place like his, where sl:wghtcr.
If you had the control would you make the ing is carried on and where they deal with all sorts
present cool stores a success ?-Yes; with the of by. products, was not a suitable place to deal wit;h
increased trade I could influence from outside.
butter.
What do you think of that ?-It could
And save about £5,000 a year of the present loss? not be recommended.
Then we can put l\fr. AngIiss' stores out of the
-Yes.
By Mr. P AYNE.-Do you think, if the Govern· question ?-Yes ..
ment built stores, there would be better facilities ?Apart from his store, and others of a similar
If the corporation stores were available to· morrow, character, is there sufficient accommodation for
I would be willing to take them at the present rental; bu tter ?- Yes.
Taking the presen t year, we
.and if the Government competition was fair, I have accommodation in three store~-the Glaciwould guarantee to get 75 per cent. of the export. arium, the Melbourne Refrigerating Works in
In that ease, why do you say that Government Flinders.lane, and the works of J. P. Sennitt and
..competition would ruin the private storemen 1- Son-for at least 1,000 tons of butter a week, and
I am alluding to unfair competition on the part of to store about 3,000 tons. That is approximate.
Is it not a fact that all of these stores you mention
the Government.
Do you think the Government would compete have, in addition to the railway charges, extra
unfairly with private firms if they were running cartage charges ?- Yes.
these stores ?-1 do; that is our experience in the
The Government store, with the railway running
directly into it, could, therefore, be run more
past.
In what way?-We say that the Government cheaply for the producer ?-It does not make a
..should raise the cost of treating butter to a price great deal of difference.
It would make a differthat would pay them. If I undertook to do a ence of about 2s. a ton.
By 1\11'. l\IELVILLE.-Can you tell us the total
proportion of the export work at less than they
·could do it for, they would immediately drop their capital involved in the bURiness ?-Somewhere in
the neighbourhood of £750,000.
prices to squeeze me out.
By Mr. HICKS.-Y on could not blame them ?If you are all extinguished, the Government will
I could. Why should the Government run a have to find that sum ?-If they intend to create a
business that can be done as well, or better, by monopoly and purchase all the present works, I
au ppose they will Ita ve to find the best part of it.
private enterprise?
In building yom stores did you not consider the
By Mr. REEs.-Do you freeze rabbits ?-I do.
Why have the Government lost the trade?- possibility of the Government entering into the
business ?-As far as I am concerned, I though t
Because other people give better satisfaction.
that the Government would get sick and tired of it
At the same price ?-Yes.
In what way ?-More convenient facilities in and would go out of the business altogether.
Do you think you would have a worse bte if
regard to grading and packing.
You say that the want of business methods the Government had had their own building?by the Government officers has lost them the They might do it for the time they wero getting the
butter in-that is, during three months at a cheaper
rabbit trade ?-To a great extent.
If they were intrusted with the new store you rate-but if you spread it over nine months of tho
think these business methods would continue, and year we can do it cheaper.
Could not the Government make ico as well as
that the whole thing would be boxed up ?-That
you ?-They could.
is an absolute certainty. That is my opinion.
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Do I understand that you think this kind of
By Mr. EVANs.-I think you said you were a.fraid~
business beneath the Government-the business of Government competition in the matter of cool.
of generating and making ice, and that it is the storage ?-Not of fair competition.
only difference ?-To a great extent.
If the
You thought the Government competition would
Government wiped ou~ all the ice works they could result in a cutting down of the prices ?-It might
get a sufficient trade to make their place pay.
work out at a loss at the expense of the generaL
If a Labour Government came in you do not know 'taxpayer.
Is it not a fact that the company now erecting
what would happen ?-I know what would happen
the Mitcham store expect to make 7 per cent. profit 1"
in that case.
By Mr. ABBoTT.-What would happen ?-We -They do not intend to reduce the prices.
Would not private enterprise be in a position,..
would be paying more for the work cn.rried out than
is paid now.
In regard to private enterprise if the Government were out of the bmdness, tostepping in to provide space when there is a demanrl raise the price against the consumers' interests l'
for it, 1 may quote the case of the Doncaster and -Yes. But if they combined to do it an outsiderthe Ringwood cool stores. Last year there was a would step in and start the business.
By Mr. ABBOTT.-Do you require as Iowa temconsiderable surplus of fruit, and the growers in
those districts had to come to Melbourne to get cool perature for storing fruit as for butter and mutton ?-.
storage accommodation.
This year, to meet the No. When the fruit comes in it remains in for from.
growing demand, private enterprise has f'tepped in three to eight months, and there is no handling.
The witne88 withdrew.
to provide about double the present accommodation.
Mr. A. Borthwick was called and examined.
By l\ir. MANIFOLD.-Then private enterprise i~
By Mr. MELvILLE.-What is your business l'
competing with an industry created by the Government ?-It was not created by the Government. It - I am in the frozen meat trade. I am a director
We are a.
has been in vogue in AmericH, for years. 'We did of Thos. Borthwick and Sons Ltd.
London company. We have cool stores in England~
not learn our methods from Vietoria.
By Mr. BROWN.-·Who started cool stores in and we distribute meat direct to the consumers.
through the medium of depOts and shops.
WEt
Victoria for fruit ?-I think it was l\'lr. J. A. own freezing works here, and we buy live stock_
Kitchen, at the Toomuc Valley orchards at Paken- direct from the producer.
That is what I am
ham.
here for. We came to Victoria about twelve years·
Is it a fact that any private person startcd similar ago, having been to other centres on a similar'
stores to the Government ?-The Government mission to obtain meat for our shops at home_
made the start.
We started buying here in a small way. We liked,
By )\ill'. BAILLIEU.-And the accommodation has Victoria, and after we had been here a few years.
we bought the Portland Freezing Works.
At
been a great boon ?-Yes, I admit that.
By Mr. BRowN.-You are following the example that time the works were a farmers' concern, and
Since then we have'
taken by the Government ?-The function of the were, practically, a failure.
run them to their full capacity.
Two years ago
Government is to lead us in the right way.
we decided to erect freezing works near Melbourne·
By Mr. EVANs.-I understood you to say that on the Braybrook heights. These were completed
there was sufficient cool storage now ?-In regard to last season and have a capacity of 3,000 carcases.
meat and butter.
They have been running at full capacity this season.
What about fruit ?-That has to be held for a.
By Mr. REEs.-That is the first season ?-We
started in the middle of last season. We were
number of months.
Do you agree with Mr. Angliss that cool storage late. 'My objection to the erection of Government.
stores is that there is already very much more than
will not pay ?-It will for fruit.
There was a want of accommodation for fruit last ample space available in Victoria, and we are
season ?-In the fruit-growing districts.
afraid that if the Government erect these works.
The fruit-growers had to bring fruit to Melbourne they will compete with the City Council, and there
will be some cut-throat competition, with theto store it?-Yes.
Is it not a fact that there are two cool stores result that other freezing works will suffer. There·
being erected for fruit-onc at Doncaster and one are four or five principal freezing companies in this-.
State, and they have, during the last few years, made·
at Mitcham ?-Yes.
The Mitcham store is to take 45,000 cases?- a very fine name for Victorian meat on the London
markets. As honorable members will see from the·
Yes.
There is really a demand for space for fruit ?- returns, these private works put through nearly'
I will not say additional space. We have space in all the meat. The amount of meat put through by
Melbourne, but the fruit-growers object to sending the Government is very small. If we are to have·
their fruit to Melbourne on account of the incon- cut-throat competition, this industry will be ..
hampered; it will be impoverished. We will be
venience of packing and storing.
Will the Government cool stores do away with unable to employ the best foremen, we will be unable
to put in the latest plant, and the consequence will.
the handling ?-Yes.
And will it result in a saving to the producer ?- be that our meat will not be dressed in the same·
way as it is now. It will not be cared for in the
Yes.
By Mr. JONEs.-Do you not think the exposures same way, the inspection will not be so great, and
made as the result of the Butter Commission were the meat will land home on the London market.
. sufficient justification for Government action in with a poor appearance, und we will lose that good
the industry?-To a certain extent they were name which we have gained during the last few
justified.
I take it that Government action is years. That is the most serious thing about the·
almost getting as bad as the scandal in regard to matter. If we are impoverished, we will do our'
work badly; we must cut down expenses. That.
the fruit stores.
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"'Will mean that the meat must reach the London
.:market in bad condition and with a bad appear.;ance. Immediately there would be a loss. We
would have to give less for the fat stock in this
~country. I do not exaggerate when I say that
the loss to the sheep-growers in this State would
be fully Is. per head on fat stock. It must be
remembered that the export prices keep up the
.local prices, and the consequence is that every
head of fat stock in this country would suffer to
the extent of Is. 'rhat has happened in Adelaide.
In Adelaide, the South Australian Government
have their own cool stores. There was a competitor
there some time ago, but the Government have
bought him out, and now have a monopoly. Last
.'Summer I was in London, and saw Adelaide meat
on the market. It was disgraceful. The dressing
·of it was so bad, and the appearance was such,
that at times it was almost unsaleable. The South
Australian Government do their work in an abominable fashion, and I can safely say that they have
.done very much to cripple the lamb industry of
that State. The figures will bear out my statement
that during the last few years the lamb trade has
not advanced in that State at all, while in Victoria
it has advanced by leaps and bounds. I would
like also to refer to the question of space. Mr. Manifold stated that this has been a poor season. It is
.a fact that when we have a dry spring, and there
-.is not too much feed in the country, we
,get the most stock.
I will give the figures
from 1st July to 30th November. During that
period, there were 860,000 carcas~es of mutton and
lamb exported from Victoria. Last season, there
were 719,000 carcasses exported. In spite of the
increase, there are freezing works which have been
.almost idle-practically closed down. Perhaps the
Geelong Harbor Trust cool stores is the most
-glaring case. We have the returns before us.
The Geelong Harbor Trust cool stores have treated
.:82,000 carcasses; they are capable of treating over
40,000 a week. That is, for the year those stores
have run two full weeks. The Geelong Harbor
Trust charges are exceedingly low, and yet their
.'Stores cannot get business. This year they had
the advantage of getting some of the Wimmera
business, because the Wimmer a works were not
.Qpened in time. The Geelong Harbor Trust got
33,000 carcasses from the Wimmera company this
year, which leave the Geelong Harbor Trust stores
with getting one week's supply.
The stores
in Melbourne did not get meat. The Government
have put through less than 70,000 carcasses this
Beason. The Government stores are getting less
.and less meat every year, because the meat is far
. better when put through the private enterplise
works. 'rhat good name which we have got for
meat on the London markets will be lost if we are
to have cut-throat' competition between these
:stores.
By Mr. JON1DS.-"re used always to be told that
-competition was the soul of trade ?-If you have
to put through meat at unprofitable rates, you
·cannot pay good wages, and you do the work badly.
,That is my reason for saying this competition will
'ruin the industry, as the industry has been ruined
'in Adelaide. If we were asked to put through all
·the stock within about a fortnight, three weeks, or
-:8. month, just as it is, all fat, we could not do it.
We could not get the slaughtermen; we could not
;get the ships; we could not get the railway trucks.
.It is very hard to get railway trucks now. We would
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glut the London market; the cost would be
prohibitory. As it is we have a very short season •
It has been shown that we are capable of putting
the whole output through in eight weeks, and I
believe we could put it through in less. 1 would
also like to refer to the statement with regard to
New Zealand freezing charges. My company has
two freezing works in New Zealand of which I,
for some years, was in charge.
Mr. Manifold
stated that the charge for freezing a lamb in New
Zealand was 6d.
Mr. MANIFOLD.-I said the approximate profit.
Witness.-That profit might be on the working up
of the by-products or the risk of the London markets. I thought the honorable member was referring to the charges. The charge for a lamb in New
Zealand is Is. 6d., which covers everything. It Is
a consolidated charge.
The charge for killing
and freezing is Is. 6d.
By the CHAIRMAN.-YOU know that from your
own experience ?-Yes. The proportion for killing
That leaves a charge of
is probably about 5d.
Is. Id. for freezing as against lId. here. In this
state the freezing works run for a few weeksperhaps two or three months-in a year, \\ here as
in New Zealand they run for nine or ten months in
a year, and the by-products from the carcasses are
infinitely superior to the by-products in the carcasses here. In New Zealand and the Argentine
there has been no Government intervention of any
sort.
Not one penny has been invested by the
Governments of either of those countries in freezing
works, and yet they lead on the London market
to-day.
There is great competition for their
products and great satisfaction with them.
11he
same thing is occurring in connexion with the
Victorian products to-day.
Victorian lamb is
giving great satisfaction in London, and that is
due to the private freezing works.
As regards
railage from up-country, the Minister stated that
the Murtoa Freezing Works-- .
Mr. BAILLIEu.-The statement which I gave to
the House is incorrect.
Witness.-The statement which we made is also
evidently incorrect.
There appear to have been
8,000 carcasses which were received into the Geelong
stores.
All I can say is, that the arrangement
which the Murtoa people made with the Geelong
Harbor Trust would lead the Harbor Trust to take
the carcasses into their stores on the slightest
provocation. I maintain that it would have done
those carcaf;lses no harm whatever if they had
remained out in the trucks in the rain until the
ship took them on board. We have the evidence
that at Deniliquin for 17 years they did not have
to put a single carcass into a store, and in the
United StateR, in New Zealand, and in the Argentine,
where they rail stuff to the ship's side, carcasses are
never put into a store. It is absolutely unnecessary.
Many honorable members say that the storage
capacity is great enough to-day.
We are very
much ahead of production.
They say-" What
is going to happen in five years' time? There is
going to be a great expansion." We hope there
will be a great expansion. I think there will be,
both in butter production and in connexion with
the lamb industry.
Private enterprise will cater
for that expansion.
I am quite certain .that my
company' is prepared to make extensions any time
they are necessary, and we are most desirous of
doing so. I feel sure that all other private enterprise' firms will do the same.' There are five or six
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buyers of fat stock for freezip.g in this State. Buying fat stock and shipping it to England is a hazardous business, a.nd those buyers are of very much
greater importance to you than the freezing works.
The buyers come here, buy the stuff on the farm
from the producers, put it through their own freezing
Of course, when we
works, and send it away.
came to this country we knew that the Government
had freezing works here, or rather, that they leased
them from the City Council, but we did.not expect,
and I think we were led not to expect, that the
Government would further compete in this trade.
Then I would like to say that, although I know
very little about butter, I cannot see what the butter
producers are going to gain by the erection of these
stores. Surely the rates cannot be further red~ced.
I am confident that. as regards meat, it would be a
serious disaster to the lamb trade of this country.
By Mr. JONES.-I suppose yours and other
companies make profits on your businesses?We are in the business to make money.
Don't you think trat the Government could do
equally as well as you ?-I don't think that the
Government have the slightest chance of running
meat preserving works satisfactorily. Expert
knowledge is required.
You don't think they could obtain expert
knowledge ?-No.
They could not purchase it ?-No.
By )Ir. BAILLIEu.-Is it not a fact that the
Victorian Government did the freezing of rabhits
and pouUry better than other freezing works ?I have not heard that. Our firm eXpClrts rabbits
from here, but the rabbit trade is now going away.
1 admit that private people are doing it now, but
I understood that in the early stages it was not
until the Government successfully managed the
freezing of rabbits and poultry that the private
firms made a success of it ?-I could not answer
that question. I have not heard that stated. 1
believe that the rabbit trade is leaving this State.
How long is it since your works were erected at
Braybrook ?-They were completed last season.
Surely when YO\l started there it had been
suggested that the Government would enter into
this business ?-We had built the slaughter-house
two years before.
The Government were then renting stores.
What is the difference ?-We do not object to the
Govcrnment staying in, but we objcct to an
addition to the present storage capacity.
Supposing anothel.' private company came
along ?-We would be sorry to see them, but we
could not object.
By l\1r. McLELLAN.-Do you treat produce for
other exporters ?-No. We have not been requested
to do so here. We have done it in New Zealand.
We would be prepared to do it in Victoria, but
there is no such thing as farmers shipping from
this country.
As a matter of fact, Government competition
will not affect you from that point of view ?-No,
only as far as cutting the rates is concerned.
By Mr. EVANs.-1f the Government vacate the
City Council stores, are you afraid of some one else
stepping in, and coming into competition with
you ?-No, we are afraid of the Government and
the City Council cutting rates between them.
Combining ?-No, exactly the opposite.
Is it not a fact that Victorian lambs are sold on
the London ma.rJtet as Canterbury lambs ?-It
may occur. There. are b.utchers and butchers.
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I understood you to say that you distributed.
meat. Is it sold as Victorian or Canterbury
lamb ?-It is sold as Victorian.
According to the Victorian Agent-General, there
is no Victorian lamb there ?-1 do not say that it
is sold to the consumer as Victorian lamb, but as·
frozen lamb.
By Mr. MANIFoLD.-Are all your works slaughteripg establishments ?-Slaughtering and freezing.
Are they not suited for the storage of butter?
-Yes.
The Government has hitherto laid itself out
chiefly for butter. We are not laying ourselves out
for the meat trade ?-Frozen butter would take
no harm there.
This is not a case of getting chilled butter from
the country required to be frozen ?-Even then I
do not think it would do any harm. It is done in
New Zealand.
The space at your disposal is essentially meat·
space ?-Yes.
By Mr. JONEs.-There is no cutting of prices 1-·
The rates are very low.
They are fixed rates ?-Yes.
Do all the petitioners charge the same rate ?I would not like to say that; 1 have not the slightestidea.
You say the rates are fixed ?-The Government
rates are fixed.
There is no cut-throat competition, for instance,
between private firms ?-There is no competition
for freezing because there is nothing to freeze •.
No one asks us to freeze.
By Mr. BAILLIEu.-Is it not common knowledgethat owing to the phenomenally dry season lambs
have been killed in the United Kingdom to a
greater extent than usual ?-Yes.
If that had not been the case, don't you think
that all the freazing works would have been taxed
to their utmost ?-There has been a good demand
since, probably, the end of August. .As a rule, the'
export trade does not go on in the winter.
By Mr. AnBoTT.-Are your works in New Zealand
on the coast ?-One is 12 miles inland, and the'
other is on the mouth of the river.
By Mr. SAcHsE.-Do you agree with Dr. Ham's
reply to my question as to Whether meat deterior.
ated through being exposed to the air and dust ?I do not. Dr. Ham probably did not know that
meat coming from the abattoirs is carried in open
louvred trucks, and absorbs the dust and filth.
It is then hot, and it takes up anything.
Does the meat start to taint during that period 1If it is a very hot day.
Do you aim at killing the beast and putting
it into the cool chamber at once ?-We 1,lang it·
up to cool first.
Would you think it detrimental to the meat to·
carry it 6 or 8 miles in open trucks before bringing .
it into the cooling room ?-Very detrimental.
Would it be detrimental when the carcass is
exposed and not linened in an ordinary closed-in
truck ?-In an absolutely closed-in truck a lot of
the meat would go bad.
In an ordinary closed-in truck ?-It would bevery detrimental.
By Mr. BAILLIEu.-What would be the differencebetween taking the meat 8 or 10 miles in properly·
ventilated trucks, letting it. cool during the jour.
ney,. and hanging the caroasses up to cool ?-If
you could keep the dust out and let the air in~
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there would be the handling which, in the case of
hot meat, damages the skin. .
By Mr. CLARKE.-Is it not a fact that a great
manv people have held their lambs because they
have not been able to get a fair price for them ?-1
am afraid that there will always be a difference
of opinion as to what is a fair price between buyer
and producer.
I mean the price that is payable ?-1 cannot
aaree with that statement.
1 do not think any
l~mbs have been held over for that reason. If the
producer is confident that he is not getting
full value, why does he not ship them home?
The witness withdrew.

Mr. Silas Harding H«)well, manager of the
Victorian Butter Factories Co-operative
CompallyLtd., was called aud examiued.
By 1\'1r. ~IELVILLE.-How long have you been
connected with the butter business ?-I have been
connected with the dairying industry for the last
fifteen years. I have studied the problem of cold
storage for some time past.
. .
Will vou just state the positlOn as bricfly as
you can" from the producers' point of view ?-1
am as 1 have sa.id., manager of the Victorian
Butter Factories Co-operative Company. This
company is composed of about twenty co-operative
butter factories throughout Victoria. In the year
1900, we 'started ~~ company for the purpose of doing
our own business and getting nearer to the consumer. These fnctories, of course, 11re owned by
the producers, and r~pres~nt" roughly, .abont,
10,000 milk producers III thIS State. In View of
the fact thnt the Government of the day had
announced that they were not going to enter into
competition with private enterprise in the matter
of cool storaae, we came to the conclusion, in the
year 1905, th~t it would be a good thing for the producers to acquire their own freezing works, and do
the freezing of their own butter.
With that idea
in view, they bought a freezing works at Melbourne,
near the Vic tori:)' Dock, in the vicinity of the site
of the proposed cool stores.
When the producers
decided to do theit· own freezing business they really
made a serious error, because they overlooked the
fact that the Government were running a benevolent institution at the cool stores in Flindersstreet, and were freezing butter at below cost.
When we got into the business in a pract.ical way we
found that the more butter we froze the more money
we lost.
We then decided that the Government
should do it. If the general taxpayer was to pay
a bonus to the producers we thought we might as
'Well have the benefit of it.
Therefore, for the
past two years we have been sending out our butter
to the Government cool stores and devoting our
energies to meat and rabbits, which a~e a little more
profitahle, thougl~ eve? then th~~e IS not a very
large margin.
'lhat IS the pOSItion so far as ol~r
company is immediat.ely con?erned.. There. IS
another point I would like to brmg out 10 conneXlOn
with the statement that was put before this House
to the effect that my company had re{ulied
lambs for freezing.
The facts are that we
had a contract with Sims Cooper to freeze
their lambs for export this year, but it happened
this year thrut we were a little bit, late in starting
to overhaul our machinery and we were not ready
until the middle of October.
When Sims Cooper
£ound that we were not ready to start they made
O:I.;.lication to the Government cool stores.
It
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was not done because thei·e was not sufficient space
elsewhere, but because we were not ready. We had
not taken a single carcass in, and the stores wer&
absolutely empty.
So far as storJ.ge capacity
against requirements is concerned, speaking for
our own store, 1 would like to sa.y that t.his lamb
season up to the present, we have only put through
66,000 lambs, and our works are capable of doing
30 per cent. more.
Therefore, I think when this
House is informed that there is not sufficient accommodation for freezing lambs for export, it should
be pointed out that that statement is not correct.
By Mr. BAILI...IEU.-I think what the House was
told was that lambs were refused at the Government works ?-I:)o far as we were concerned, our
refusal to take in the meat was owing solely to the
fact that our works were not ready to start.
Bnt
we have a capacity of 9,000 carcasses weekly.
By lVfl'. MELVILLE.-Where are your works
situated ?-They are situated at the Victoria Dock
on the Flinders-street extension.
\-Ve lea.se the
land from the Hf~rbor Trust. \-Ve have a twentyone years' lease, at £300 an [1,cre.
I believe ours
is the only Harbor Trust lease which provides
that at the expiry of the le:1se the buildings are to
be taken over at a valuation.
Are you affected by microbcs at the Dock 7_
1 have not noticed any very huge ones there. We
have a few rats.
By Mr. JONEs.-As a matter of faet, you
::Lre in a worse position from that standpoint than the other site, because you luwe the
river on one side and the dock on the other ?-1
m::Lintain that we are in a unique position for shipping produce for that very reason. . We can load
either on one side or the other.
In addition to
that, we have a railway siding right into our
works.
By Mr. l\IELvIl~LE.-Notwithstanding these awful
microbes, have you ever heard any complaint as
to your stuff ?-No.
You have heard the evidence as to the terrible·
condition of the dock with regard to sewemgewhat is your opinion ?-I think Mr. ::\lonash said
that the land alongside the Dock was not waterlogged.
Our experience of the Victoria Dock is
tha,t it is water-logged, and we are compelled to
keep the pumps going to keep the water out of our
place.
By Mr. BAILLIEu.-The bores which have been
put down show that the land at the proposed site
of the Government cool stores is perfectly dry.
You are situated on the neck of land with W::Lter on
both sides ?- Yes.
Ry Mr. MELVILLE.-How ma,ny acres of la.nd have·
you there ?-I think it is half an acre.
We ha.veno 0 ther rights.
Do you think we should pay any attention to the
statemcnts made about the ultimate filling up of
that Dock with filth ?-1 do not . like to put my
opinion against tl,at of the experts.
My business.
is to sell butter and to free.ze lambs and butter.
I am quite satisfied that if the foundation of the
proposed site 'is similar to the land we have at
Victoria Dock, a large sum of mOll,ey should not be
spent in putting up huge buildings on it. Whether
it is the same I do not know.
By Mr. MANIFOLD.-Your company is not the
same as the Victorian Co-operative Butter and
Cheese Factories Association ?-No, it is a different
eompany, but we are members of that Association ..
The Association includes most of the Victorian
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butter factories.
There are three co-operative
-selling companies. Ours was the pioneer company.
"Then the 'Western District fo~med one, and the
Gippsland company was formed afterwards.
As your company is a member of this Association,
are you aware that the Association is strongly in
favour of the Government erecting these cool
stores ?-I am aware that a section of it is. I am
a member of the Council of the Association, and on
this question I was in a minority of one.
By lVlr. JONEs.-The two other companies have
not got freezing works of their own ?-Thc Council
<>f the Victorian Co-operativc Butter and Cheese
Factories Association comprises the manager of
our company, the manager and chairman of the
vVe::;tern District company, and the manager and
<:hairman of the Gippsland company, and neither
of the other companies have freezing works. Therefore, they do not care whether the Government
freezes for nothing or not.
By Mr. BAILLIEU.-Who brought the freezing
1}harges down. Not the Government, I understand.
Was it not your company ?-N9, that is a st:1tement
which I know has been made to this House and in
other quarters Hme after time, but it is absolutely
incorrect.
It was given to me as a solemn fact ?-It is quite
untrue.
We have always charged GovernmeJ?L
Tates without any rebate.
Before we bought the
freezing works the then owner of it came to us and
:saH, " Will you give us your butter at a discount
on Government rates?"
I said, "Certainly."
At that time we were always under the impression,
,owing to the slipshod method in which the accounts
of the Government Freezing 'Works were kept,
that no one could tell whether the charges were
legitimate or not.
The producers were for years
under the impression that the butter business was
.carrying the rabbits and meat on its back.
By IVIr. JONEs.-Have you ever been asked to
-give a discount ?-No.
By Mr. AnnoTT.-Do you know the site where
the Government propose to erect their works ?I have a general idea of it.
Has that site any greater special advantages for
-economy tha.n the site you occupy yourselves ?No, I do not think it has as good. I cannot see that
they can improve on the site we have.
By Mr. BRowN.-Wa,s Mr. Hendry once your
managing director ?-It was during his time that
the arrangement I referred to was made with regard
to freezing.
'What was the nature of that arrangement?Mr. Hendry arranged with another firm to freeze
<our butter with them at less than the Government
'rates.
We had no freezing works of our own
then.
Did you not make some arrangement with
Borthwick ?-To take our butter; but since we
'have acquired those works we have never frozen
'butter under Government rates.
You cannot complain now of competition ?-I
-am not complaining of competition. I am satisfied to send all the butter to the Government
works if they will freeze it at a loss.
By Mr. JONES'-It was in the interest of the
producer that the reduction was given ?-Yes.
. And a still further reduction would be in the
interests of the producer ?-Certainly; bui not of
the general taxpayer.
The witness withdrew.
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Mr. Henry Newman Reed, Managing
Director of the Melbourne Ice Skating and
Freezing Company, was called and examined.
By Mr. MELVILLE.-Did you sign this petition ?I did.
If you have anything further to state we shall
be glad to hear it ?-I am sorry to say that it i~
somewhat difficult, perhaps, to avoid going over the
same ground, because 1 think it has been fairly
well covered. As far as I am concernerl, I feel that I
have a speciftl grievance. My special grievance
is this. My company was floated about 1895. It
was floated on the repeated assurances of various
Governments-first by Mr. IrvinC'. The Government announced thei.r intention of not guing on with
cool storage proposals, in order that compa.nies
which were being projected might, with pedect
confidence, launch out into the business. That
was the argnment used by us in floating our
company. Mr.'. Swinburne, who, I think, was
then in the Bent Government, repeated the same
thing. He said that the bonus on butter, which,
I think, amounted to over £lOO,OOO, had stimulated
the industry, and that private enterprise had done
so much that it could very well be left to itself.
My contention is that these announcements led
us to invest £56,000 in works. I am sorry to say
that, although many comments have been made by ,
the l\linister of Agriculturf\ and others about these
works, those gentlemen have not been inside the
dool's, and have no conception of what they are
like. We have mially 200,000 cubic feet of insulated space, and we can handle from 15,000 to
18,000 lambs per week. This season our space
has been very poorly occnpier!. Last· season I
suppose we put through about 60,000. This
season we were in a position to put through a greai
many more. Reference has been made to competition, as though prices were the only basis of
competition. There are other methods of competition than price. There are such things as
giving men undue facilities-giving men space
they do not pay for. That is our experience of the
competition of the Government. The Government
works are run by an officer who is probably
desirous of creating a huge department-of course.
for his own future position.

The Hon. J. D. BROWN (Attorney-General) said the witness should not impute
motives.
The Hon. A. O. SAcHsE.-The honorable gentleman interrupts when he hears
facts that are unpalatable to him.
The Witness.-I don't think I imputed any
motives. What I said appeared to be a reasonable
business-like deduction from the position the man
occupies, and the nature of his position. I say
it is only human nature, and if I were in the same
position I would do the same myself, so I don't
think it can be said that I am imputing unfair
motives. The effect of this competition has been
such that we feel that we have a real grievance.
It might be said that we might know that the
Government might change, and that the policy
might change, and that, knowing that, we should
take these risks; but I put it to you this way. I
petsonally had full faith in the ultimate resultthat truth would prevail with Parliament. I do
not look upon the Go,vernment as the Parliament.;
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it is a section of Parliament. If there are ten have any freezing portion there to-day, because th&
members in a Ministry, and they do something ice skating would require a much smaner power.
which appears to be unjust to one section of the
The £56,000 is not all invested for the purpos&
community, that section may hope' that in of the freezing works portion ?-Probably £15,00~
time Parliament will override that Govern- is for the amusement portion.
You are a man of great experience, and a.
ment, and will not alwaYR indorse the action
of the Government. I hope that in these refrigerating engineer ?-Yes, and 1 worked in
a.cts Parliament will not indorse the action the first ship that carried refrigerated produce.
of the Government. We have another grievance.
By Mr. MANIFOLD.-You spoke about a number
We have had deputations to the Minister of Agri- of stores being practically empty this year. Isculture, but the position with us now is that we thele any great increase in the accommodation this
cannot approach the Minister. We, unfortunately, year as compared with last year ?-Yes. This
do not seem to be on good terms with him, and when year, John Cooke made a considerable addition to·
we do meet him he does not appear to care to heal' the Government works at Newport. Angliss and
us. Without going into the question ·of why the Co. made extensions last year, Borthwick's camEt
rates do not pay the Government, I may say that into existence, and the Geelong Harbor Trust
a. circular was issued by the Government, stating works and the Murtoa works helped to deplete·
that, in order to encourage the export of rabbits the metropolitan works.
and the rabbit industry, on and after the 1st June
Was there not enough produce-lambs, for in.
no storage charge would be made for the. storage stance-to fill thestores?-No. The lambs were there ..
of rabbits. There was no charge, and it could not The exports were as great as before, if not greater,
be contended that that charge would pay. but if some goods come along suddenly that upset
Perhaps the country members will be glad to hear the commercial business in some particular line
that the Government endeavoured to encourage it takes some time to adjust itself. All our
the growth of the rabbit export trade by making business has been upset in respect to lambs by tho·
no charge. Personally, it does not affect me, Geelong Harbor Trust and the Wimmera, and
because we do not touch rabbits. That was a Murtoa works.
circular sent out by the Superintendent of Exports.
By Mr. BALFouR.-Is there plenty of room in the
By Mr. SAcHsE.-An indirect inducement ?-A Geelong stores ?-I believe they have plenty of·
very strong inducement.
room.
By Mr. MANIFOLD.-However, you do not touch
By :Mr. SAcHsE.-Have you had any complaints.
rabhits ?-They do not pay. Now, with regard to as to the want of storage ?-Never. Some years.
space. When you come to consider that there are ago, during the rush of the season, there was a.
works doing no lambs at all that could treat between dearth of storage, but that was due to other con30,000 and 40,000, it is ab~urd. I think, to say there ditions. If there is a very dry season, and the
is a shortage of space. That refers to some space grass seeds are expected to make their appearance ..
that was applied for by John Cooke and Co. being the farmer rushes his lambs into the market in a.
cnt down. There is nothing in that. l\fr. John couple of weeks, when they ought to have been
Cooke's works did apply to the Government for coming in for months.
space. The managers for the Government are
Is t.here any reciprocal arrangement between
restrictcd in their efforts, owing to being a yourselves and others to receive any surplus?public body, and they cannot compete in business Yes, it is not always a question of surplus, except
on the lines that private men can follow. A in one cla~s of goods. I prefer one class of produceprivate person, if his space was limited, and six if I have the room. If 1 had a lot of butter in thEt
or seven people wanted to send in lambs, would stores, I would riot want meat, or vice versa in
pick out the best customer. The Minister, I that block, and I would pass the mcat on to some
believe, ruled at one time that space at the Go- one else.
vernment works should be apportioned pro rata.
Is the producer likely to be overcharged ?-Oh,
If a person applied for space for 36,000, he would no. The competition is pretty keen. We are all
get space for 18,000. If he only wanted space for struggling to get enough to live upon.
18,000, and he applied for space for 36,000, he
By Mr. JONEs.-I understand that you regard
would get half, and have what he wanted.
Mr. John Cooke did that, and he assured me that the present site as unsuitable ?-I should not likEt
he got all he wanted. With reference to fruit to express an opinion on the site. I may say that
·storage, there is plenty of storage. We have large in 1902 I recommended the site, but what were thEt
space for fruit, and private enterprise shows itself conditions of the business then? Quite different
fairly keen. As to competition, if a mail who is from what they are to-day. To-day, I would want
competing with us is spending his own sovereigns, further information before me as to what the
it is a question of who will last the longest; but business was going to be.
when a man is spending public money, we are
By Mr. BAILJ.IEu.-You know the business 1_
bound to go under if competition is carried on. Yes. 1 know the policy has changed. When theWe should not mind losing a few thousand pounds Government first made a proposal, it was to be a.
to a man who is in a similar position to ourselves, meat store, and now it is wanted to be a butterbut the man with the country at his back is bound store. I hope the Government do not want it at
all.
to win.
By ],fr. BRoWN.-Was your company started
By Mr. SACHsE.-A..re there differences between
originally. as an amusement company?-No, sir. the Government requirements to-day and when:
That is a statement that is being made, but it is you favoured the site ?-Yes. I think the Governnot true.
ment requirements are different to-day.
But a good portion of your £56,000 capital is in
By Mr. EVANs.-What are the differences 1_
the amusement part ?-I£ we did not provide the I have not gone into it fully. At the time 1 reported
machinery for the freezing portion we should not on the site, J was paid to go into the matter.
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By Mr. BAILLIEu.-Your opinion is based on a
sound investigation, and we can rest on the opinion
you gave then ?-Yes, remembering at that time
my opi.tion wal:! thatit was the appendix of the river,'
By Mr. MELvILLE.-Have you heard of the
raft ?-Yes.
Is it all right ?-I think so, but I think it will
be a pretty costly affair.
By Mr. SACHSE.-Do you think it is safe ?-I do
not like it.
If it touches the water at one corner, will it be
safe ?-If you put all the weight on one corner it
will go down. If one corner touched hard ground
it would break.
By Mr. EVANs.-Can you say whether in the event
of the Government building these stores, and
having an efficient management, the existing defici·
ency will be wiped out ?-No. I do not think it
would at the rates, which are very absurd. While we,
as private employers, have a Wages Board and
have to pay the wages fixed by it, the Government
do not do so. The wage-earners come to us, and
ask us to fix a rate for f01,:emen, stackers, and
others. We say to them, "Why do you not go
to the Government," and they say, "The Department have told us to come to you. If we can
make you pay, they will pay." We are compelled
to pay the wage, and the Government do not pay
it for months afterwards.
By Mr. BAILUEu.-Do the Government employ
labour at less than you ?-Yes, the Government
servants are the worst sweated men in the
community.
rrhey will rejoice to hear you say so ?-I am
endeavouring to speak the truth. There is no
man in our business who wants a Government job.
By Mr. EVANs.-May we conclude that the only
difference between the present time and when you
reported on the site is the difference in waaes ?I am speaking now of the working expe;ses at
present.
In your report, you stated that if the Government
started a store under efficient ma.nagement they
wouLd wipe out the present deficiency?-Yes, at
that time, but that was in 1902, and since then
<loal has risen 50 per cent. in price, ammonia has
risen 50 per cent., wages have increased 33 per
<lent., and the work you get done has gone down
25 pOI' cent.
Under your management ?-Yes, because we
have not the control we used to have.
By IVIr. SACHSE.-Are you making money?No, we wish the Government would buy us out.
The Government have expressed anxiety time
after time to protect the producer against a
combine of our companies to raise the rates unduly.
We are prepared to enter into any agreement,
under any bond the Government likes, to fix the
maximum rates. We do not want anything but
a fair return on the capital. The Gwernment say,
"'Ve inaugurated this business, und now these
fellows are trying to take the trade away from
us." The Government never introduced it. It
was done by private enterprise. Sir Jas. MacBain,
Mr. Wm. McCulloch, old Mr. Fairbairn, and others
put up the capital, and we built the works at
Newport. We took the first two cargoes to
England, and we lost thousands and thousands.
Some years of stagnation ensued, and then the
late John Hotson came in. The Government did
not come into the business until 1893.
The witness withdrew.
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Mr. John Clayton, Town Clerk of the City
of Melbourne, was recalled and further
examined.
By Mr. MELvILLE.-You have been recalled,
I understand, to deal with a certain return?I asked the permission of the Committee to be
allowed to give further evidence after the Minister
of P~blic Works had favoured me with copies of
certaIll returns. In the return which has been ful'nished at the request of Mr. Skinner I find that for
the year ending on the 30th June 1911 out of
25,154 tons of butter exported from Victol'i:~, 20,078
were treated at the Government c001 stores' ou t
of 1,350,121 carcasses of mutton and lamb exported
only 137,018 were treated at the Government cool
stores; out of 1,10] ,282 pairs of rabbit'! and hares
exported, only 179,875 were treated at the Govel'llment c?ol sbores. I will now take the fignre'l for
the pcrlOd from the 1st July this yea.r to the 9th
December last. In that period 11,088 tons of
butter were exported from Victoria, of which
10,997 tons were treated at the Government cool
stores. During the same period 921,06:3 carcabses
of mutton and lamb were exported, of which 71,813
carcasses were treated at the Government cool store~.
Out of 1,06~,840 pairs of rabbits and hares exported,
203,097 paolrs were treated at the Government cool
stores. Honorable members will notice tlUtt there
was .an increase in the proportion of hares and
rabblt.s treated H,t the Government cool stores.
A notic? w.as posted ~n the stores during the currency of ~lllS vcar statmg th:1t in orc.ier to eneolU'age
the rabbIt exporters to bring their business to thp.
stores there would be no charge made for t.he
st?rage and packing. I have quoted t.he figures
WIth 'regard to mutton and lamb to show what a
small factor they are in connexion witt; the Government cool stores. Evidence was given juet now
that a portion of the proposed cool stores was t.o
be fitted up fOf the freezina of meat and that tho
height was to be 7 feet. bApparently that space
is to be specially fitted for the trea,t,ment of meat.
If the meat~oesnotg? there the stores will not be profitable. It IS very eVIdent that for the meat industry
it is absolutely unnecessary to have Government
cool stores at the metropolis. With t.he erection of
c?untry stores, and they are increasing, the necesSIty for a central store is practic[l,lly nil. With
regard to the butter treated from the 1st July last,
the Government has treat.ed practically 11,000 tons
out of a total of ~1,088 tofo1s exported. On rabe~
2 and 3 of t.he return wIuch has been furnished
there are shown the receipts and expenditure for
the year ending 30tl' June, 1910. It is shown that
the revenue was £5,761. and that, labour and aerenc}
charges, &c., amounted to £2,477. If hon~l'a,hle
members look at the bottom of page 3, they will
find under the heading of General Expenses nearly
£16,000 for rent.
Rent and other items
amounting in all to £lG,468 have not been
apportioned amongst the various' classes of produce. From the figures I have given, it will
l:le ~een that. the relat.ive proportion of space
{or outter ag~mst meat and rabbits is certainly
more than half. "Then you debit the dairy produco
with at least half of the general expenses. you
increase the expenditure for the storage of butter
to £10,477, as against a revenue of £5,700.
it.

By MI'. MANIFoLD.-That is not the way they do
They charge each different class of produce
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MCOY'ding to its earnings. They divide the rent pro
,ruta a.ccording to the earnings.
Witlless.~It is not for me to challenge the way
in wllich the Government kceps its accounts; but
if thc rent is apportioned pro rata to the earnings
of en,ch kind of produce, a class of produce which
was being dealt with at a loss would get a benefit.
What 1 have said shows unmistakably that on the
butt<'l' alone, which is the item upon which the
Government very patently has to rely, there is a
loss of £5,000.
By 1\11'. BAu,LIEu.-That is the way you put it.
I thi!lk the way you suggest and the way suggested
by l\u·. Manifold are incorrect. There is only one
way to g<'t the true amount. That is to charge
absolutely for the space the butter uses and the
cool :cdr required. That would be the absolutely
coneet method ?-I went on that basis as nearly
as I could.
There is nothing in the return from which you
Ita ve been quoting to help you to an estimate on
that basis. Yon may have arrived at a figure that
i!" right, but your method cannot be accepted, nor
<'l1n the method which it i~ said the Department
n,J.opts be accepted. There is a way of getting at
the true proportion, and a business firm could do
it :-The two factors are area and power.
Those figures cannot hel,p you ?-I have taken
one certain factor, namely, the area. I know
~LS a fact that the butter stores are worked
so as to spread the butter fairly well. It is
not. altogether a qnestion of the butter being concentmted as it might be if there was a great demand
for sp::Lce. 1 sn,y that the area is a, most importan'u
factor.
I say that 011 the balftnce-shect furnished neither
you nor the Department can say how the
chftrge for rent should be apportioned ?-I can
only assume that the Department has made out
the best case it pMsibly can. 1 am perfectl:v
s'1t.islied it has n~;t apportioned its expenditure on
a basis that is going to be disastrous il. its reslllt.f:,
but i take it that it is a sound factor to apportion
the expenditure against each line of produce on the
basis of relative space required.
By the CHAIRMAN.-lt is the only factor you have
got ?-It is the only factor supplied. Although
1 am not an engineer, I have had to know a little
about this business, and 1 know fairly well what the
proper comparison is in regard to the time required
for the freezing of hutter and the time requirerl for
the freezing of mutton. I know also that that
factor is considerahly interfered with IF the man ncr
in whicH some of th:.: chambers arE' w~)J'ked, as hu,'l
been shown by some of the eviden('e put before this
House. Certain people in the buttct' trade utiliw
the eh:1mberR not fol' what they werr. intended for-the export trade-but for butter for tbe local and
Inter-~tate trade. To that extent the working of
the chamber is seriOllsly interfercd with, inasmuch
as the cham bel'S are open from time to time when
charged to allow of butter being taken out. That
in itself has It very ",erious effect upon the admini~
tration of these stores. It imposes a severer tax
upon the engines more part.icularly. The whole of
the butter trade for export is carried out under
pressure. The butter is supposed to come in ftt
a given time and to be taken out at ft given
time.' It has to be down to a certain temperature,
or it is sent back by the ship. If the butter is
sent back by the ship the blame cannot be laid
ag!l>inst. the City Council stores. The statement of
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accounts which ha,s been furnished includes nothing
for managemtnt. 1 also see nothing that indic:,I,tes
the amount for salaries. 1 know for a fact that
there is ft fairly large staff employed. That staff
is housed in offices which were put up by the Department in a place selected by the Department
and jf they are not as satisfactory as the Department
would wish they cannot bbme the City COU1wil.
The Minister frankly stated that part of certain
information furnished to this House had been wrongly
supplied to him, and therefore it is unnecessary for
me to refer to it. 1 would like, however, 1;0 refer to
the report of the Geelong Harbor Trust Commissioners for the year ending 31st December, 1910.
which states" A largely increased business was done at the
Corio l!"'reezing Works and Abattoirs, Hi9,651
carcasses being treated for export. So much attention having been directed to sheep-l'I1ising by
farmers generally, and owing to the fact thftt the
freezing works were taxed to the utmost during
the season, as many as 4,200 sheep having been
slaughtered in one dfty, the Commissioners have
decided to increase the capacity of the works in
time for the coming season, in order to cope with
the expanding trade. In this regftrd the additions
will consist of two suction gas-engines, of 100 and
300 h.p. respectively, and one refrigerating machine
of 150 tons refrigeration, together with the necessl1r}
freezing a,nd cool store accommodation."
According to the report of the engineer, their
chambers will hold 39,633 carcasses. Their returns
for 1911-and the season is practically at &.u endshow that the carcasses frozen have totalled 82,000 ;
approximately equal to two wceks' work. If they
passed stock through that store in three or four
days, or a week, their total work for the yea,r has
been two weeks' work.
By lVIr. BAILLIEU.-You are not seriously suggesting that they are only working two weeks '?If the lamb export business could be concentrated
it could all be done in two weeks. If the work is
spread over a greater period of time the same staff
will have to be maintained as would be rcquired
for the two weeks.
Consequently, there would
be a great increase in the expenditure. '
If we get aU our customers in the shortest time
theoretically, we would all be better off; it would
be splendid for us ?-I think it is the desire of a
business man to endeavour to concentrate his work.
and maintain so~nething like uniformity. The
suggestion was made that we were lacking in space
for accommodation. If there had been the slightest
lack of space and accommodation, the figures for
the Geelong Harbor Trust would not hftve been
82,000 carcasses. The figures would Itave been
something frightful but for the God-send of 31,000odd which came from the Wimmera works for this
season, and this season only; not for storage en
route for the ship, but for s1aughtering and freezing, because the vVimmera a,battoirs were not at
work in time to cope with the demand.
If we
subtract what we have every right to subtract32,000-the figures will speak with considerable
force in regard to wha,t is one of the finest freezing
works in Victoria, works laid down on tlw best
possible lines to secure economy in working. When
the balance-sheet for 1911 appears the results, 1 am
afraid, will be very striking.
. Wha,t are the 53,000 carcasses referred to?-They
only ran over this railway line and went down the
elevator. That might have been done on the works
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-of Mr. James. Those works were erected by private
enterprise long before the Harbor Trust works
were thought of. He is subjected to the competition
of stores erected by his own landlord on a site
adjacent to his works. He has to put up with the
consequences and fight them. That is the case of
·one public body. It is now proposed that it shall
be done again, and intensified in regard to another
public body-the Government. I emphasize the
point, because of the great financial interest which
the Government has to-day in the Geelong Harbor
Trust, and which it did not possess twelve months
ago. The Government has taken the responsibility
-of £lOO,OOO of Geelong Trust debentures, which for
reasons best known to themselves were not placed
-elsewhere. The works had to be kept going, and
the Government took the responsibility of that
amount of debentures. They will see the balance-sheet for the works up to 31st December; works
which cost £69,000 and which have put through
·50,000 carcasses out of ordinary business. Those
works ani the Wimmera works are put forward as
.8, reason for the absolute necessity of central stores
in Melbourne.
Not in that way ?-The following appears in
Hansard : "The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEUsaid the cool stores
a.t MUl't'HI, had been built quite recently, and he was
'informed that this season 115,0:29 carcasses had
been sent out for export, and of tlu.t quantity
5:l,717 had had to go to Geelong and be held in the
Hal'bor L'l'USL'S works pending shipment. What
·did that tell honorable members ?"

The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minist.er of Public Works) said he wOl~ld
like to explain that that was not the
basis on which these works were promul.ga.ted by the Government. It was information given by him, which was not supplied
in the other Ohamber. Mr. Clayton said
that these works were put forward by
the Government, because there was such
business for them to do.
That had
never been suggested as far as he (Mr.
Baillien) knew. It was not part of his brief
from the Treasurer or from the Minister of
Agriculture. The fignres had been givel\ to
him as facts, and, of course, if they had been
so, there was a plain inference from them.
When he found he was wrong, he told the
House so. His objection was that Mr. Clayton
said that it was on account of t his that the
Government were building their works. The
.fact remained all the same that the
M urtoa works had thpir agreement wit h the
Geelong Harbor Trust, in which they stored
their cal'casse:; a.t a certain rate. He had
recei ved a wire from Mr. Holden, alld he
'Supposed t.hat that gentleman had telegraph!,!d to him the facts this time.
W1'l'NI<:ss-I note the emphasis on "this
time."
The. Hon. W. L. BAI LLIEC' said he
was not there to misrepresent if he could
help it. He would not intentionally mislead
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the House with a single figure, nor would he
allow anyone else, by what he called clever

representation, to put a construetion on his
figures which he did not think they would
bear. The quotation was to the etl'ect that
it was becaus~ of such business that the
Government were building these works.
The Govel'llment never used t.hat argument
as far ashe knew. He had llsed it on aCCUullt
of the figures supplied him.
The Hon. W. A. ADAMSON.-YOll made a.
strong point of it.
The Hon. "vV. L. BAILLIEC said he
withdrew it.
An HONORABlJK MEMBER.- You are the
mouth piece of the Government.
The HOll. "vV. L. BAILL1~U said thac- he
was not the author of the Bill. Huwever, this
was the telegram which he had reeeivedArranged on ~4th July carcasses received from
Murtoa soft in truckd 0:- rejected at ship's side to
be placed in rrtBt's cool stores, charge Is. (I~d.
per carC:LSS per week, or pa.rt thereof, or 3d. not
exceeding 2l days storage, plus 3s. rer ton weight
for double handling.

That waa the arrangement that existed last
July, and t he officers of the Department of
.Agricultur~ eviden:;ly fell into a mist.ake ill
giving the figures they did. They were very
careless in that rEspect. If he (Mr. Hailliell)
had been furnished with the other information, he would have given it to the Hnnse.
By the CHAIRMAN (to the Witness}.-Will you
please continue your statement ?-The Minister
withdrew the statement as to the facts, but this
is the first that I have heard of his doing so. I ask
permission to finish the quotation I was reading
when the Minister spoke. The report in Hansard
goes on"It indicated that no matter where you had
the country works you must also have works at
the shipping end.
The Hon. A. HICKs.-That is it.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said that was as
inevitable as the rising of the sun."
This seems to have been the Minister's justification for the erection of cool stores by the Government. So far as the telegram is concerned, the
making of that arrangement by the Wimmera
Company does not indicate for one moment that
that company deems it necessary to make this
provision for the erection of Government cool
stores, and I am satisfied-and I speak with a fair
knowledge on the subject-that if the Wimmera
Company had to face a charge on the basis of this
arrangement to transport their stock, its operations
would not bc successful. If a charge is made for
double handling, except in cases of emergency,
they certainly will not run country stores, involving
a second handling at the shipping end, even though
that second hand1ing be into refrigerated barges.
I am satisfied also that the stores to be built at
Victoria Dock will not be able to receive stock from
the country freezing works unless they take all
risks of hand1ing, and especially the labour charges
in connexion with it. We are told that the Geelong
Harbor Trust charge 3s. per ton for handling,
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although the railway is just alongside the works,
and the shipping is close by. The estimate of the
Government on that point must be very considerably altered. The country freezing works sent the
stock to Melbourne frozen; the carcas'es were placed
on board ship, and did not go into the Government
cool stores at all. I would ask the House to pay
considerable attention to the telegram that has
been react With the greatest possible facilities
for handling stock, the Geelong Harbor Trust
propose to charge 3s. per ton for handling, with
an extra charge for keeping the carcasses in the
stoJ'e over 24 hours. In the case of the works
at the Victoria Dock, the stuff will have to be
taken out, so that there will still be the double
handling, and the Government have only allowed
on the es' imate of cost of working the stores 1s. per
ton for the s)cond handling into barges and towage
to the ship. I now come to the question of the
capacity of the proposed new stores. The whole
basis of the quotations given by the departmental
officers depends upon the area of space provided.
You are told that you are .going to get for £75,000
a storage capacity equal to what is being obtained
from the City Council to-day. The returns,
however, state that you have only 31,447 square
feet; I think that should be cubic feet.
By Mr. BAILLIEu.-There are twenty chambers,
each 21 feet by 45 feet. They are to be 7 feet
high ?-If cubic feet are meant, I must ask permission to revise my figures. In that case, the
capacity of the new Government stores will be
pretty well the same as that of the present cool
stores of the City Council. That is a very important
factor in the case. Let me now refer to the answer
to Question No.2. For the year ended 30th June,
1910, 37·7 per cent. of butter received at the cool
stores in Flinders-street was delivered by road.
I have a plan here showing the relative situations
of the present stores and of the proposed stores,
showing also the position of butter factories in
the city. As I say, at present nearly 40 per cent.
of the butter exported is taken into our stores by
road. If the stores are removed to the proposed
site in Dudley-street, the whole of that 40 per cent.
of butter will have to be carted about a mile and
a half further on over some of the worst roads in
the city of Melbourne. Now, let us inquire into
the advantage of having the stores in close proximity to the butter factories. It will be seen that
two of the butter factories are actually situated
in the same building as that in which the present
stores are located, and are only separated from
those stores by a 15-ft. tight-of-way. An authority,
upon whom great stress has been laid, has made a
st.:'1tement with regard to this. He was under the
impression that somebody had stated that stores
were to be erected at Laverton. It was the Noxious
Trades Commission which did that. I should like
to quote from a letter"A recommendation has, I understand, been made
in favour of building the works several miles from
the city, in close proximity to the abattoirs, where
sheep, lambs, and cattle are slaughtered. If this
be done, the quantity of butter forwarded to such
works will be small in proportion to the output,
owing to the additional expense and the inconvenience occasioned thereby. Butter manufactured
in city factories can be carted to centrally situated
freezing works at a small cost. The same applies
to a large quantity of butter, which is delivered at
the several sale rooms in the city, and is, subse-
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quently, shipped to London. Very little of this
butter would be forwarded to cool stores situated
10 miles from Melbourne, owing to extra cosi;
involved. It is frequently found necessary towithdraw butter from the cool stores for sale on
the local market. Delivery must be prompt, and
this would be impracticable if the butter had to berailed several miles and then carted to the s[Lle
rooms. Our company-and other large exporters
do likewise-employs an expert to examine all'
butter consigned to us for export. Under existing
conditions,' he can perform this work and also
attend to other duties, but if the butter weredelivered at cool stores at a distance from the city,.
he would be compelled to remain there for several
hours daily."
The existing conditions the writer speaks of arecold stores in close proximity-in fact, they arewithin 5 chains of their office. He continues" The additional cost to this company would beat least £200 per annum. Our company also has
between 500 and 600 cases frozen weekly forshipment to other States-chiefly West Australia.
This butter must be placed in the steamers' freezing
chambers at night or in the early morning. Consequently it must be stored in works situated in
close proximity to the river. The loss of revenue
to the Government if the works be erected some
distance from the city would be at least £400 per
annum on this trade alone."
That is the strongest possible argument in favour
of the retention of the stores in their present
situation-in the closest possible proximit.y to themanufactories or the warehouses to which the
produce is brought from the country districts.
By 1\Ir. MANIFOLD.-The writer is spe~Lking, asyou yourself were, against the distance of 8 or10 miles ?-I take it that the distance of 5 chains·
is better than a distance of q. miles, because thelonger distance severs a member of the sta.ff from
the city office. With regard to rabbits, I would again
point out that rabbits are not received in trains of
trucks. The rabbits from all parts of the State
come up by all sorts of trains, and the rabbitshave to be collected from various platforms by
cart, and carted to the stores for grading and
freezing. At present these carts have to travel a.
dist~nce perhaps of 150 yards or 200 ya,rds, but
with the works at the docks, the carts would haveto travel round the railway reserve, past the dock~
and down to this site. That, I think, will tend to
reduce the quantity of rabbits going into theGovernment stores, when they have the present
stores in the closest proximity, and working under
a management as economical as the occupiers of
the stores can make it. That, also, I conclude, wiII
apply to butter, because I do not think the gentleman who wrote that letter or his constituents,.
who have to pay the piper, will be content
to pass just as good stores as the Government store and cart stuff It miles when
he wants a lot of it to load into an InterState steamer at the foot of Spencer-street. If
that is done, it will be a serious drag on 40 per cent.
of the butter. May I also say that the manager
of the other butter company, who wrote to the
Minister, in reply, also, I take it, contents himself
with dealing with the abstract phase of the whole
matter until towa,rds the tail of the letter. All the
support he gives them is this"The question of continuing to lease the cool
stores from the City Council or building new-
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Government cool stores is one on which they are
not well enough informed to express an opinion.
That is a question that, no doubt, you and the
<officers of the Department have looked into, and
have satisfied yourselves that more up-to-date
freezing works can be made to show a profit as
~gainst a loss of about £5,000 annually under the
-existing arrangements. If this be correct, then,
undoubtedly, it is a safe business proposition for the
State to take on, and in addition to this, there is
the urgent need for increased cool storage accommodation."
As to the first part of that, he has overlooked the
fact that the Government's retnrn show a loss of
£5,000 on butter alone, which is the main item.
Further on, as to the statement about increll.sed
accommodation, with due respect to the writer, I
would say that it lacks every item of fact. There
is not a store in the metropolis but has h'id ample
space available during the whole season. Throughout
the season there has been accommodation available
in all the city stores. With regard to the management,
I would ask honorable members of this House to
look at paragraph 3 on the printed statement of
perishable produce handled at the Government
(lool stores. Information was desired as to the
manner in which the stores are worked. That
paragraph is as follows : "The work of receiving and handling produce
at the Government cool stores is carried out by
the Department of Agriculture, and the rate of
remuneration paid therefor is Is. 3d. per hour,
with time and a quarter for overtime. Messrs.
Mullaly and Byrne tally into chambers and out of
chambers all goods received by the Department,
and are responsible for same: they also tally into
ships, prepare and issue bills of lading, and render
and collect all accounts, for a charge of Is. 3d.
per ton, plus 2} per cent. on storage charges for
any excess period beyond that covered by the
first charge (twenty-one days for meat and fourteen
days for butter)."
They handle the stuff in and out, and the cost is
paid by the Department. They do the tallying
work. How far the tallying work ha~ increased
by the additional length of time produce is storzd
in the chamber I do not know, nor why they
should. be paid for tallying in and out of
the stores and passing entries, and 2-~' per cent.
additional because the butter stops a little longer
in the store. I mention this because the Minister
attributed the loss to the· exorbitant rent. '1
d.ealt" with that. It is stated that the Government stores had to refuse carcasses for want of
space. 1 take notice of that because it is practically an indictment of our store. There were only
two cases-one Sims Cooper and the other John
Cooke. You have already been told that Sims
Cooper's stuff went into the store because the
storage proprietary who were doing the whole of
his work for this season had not commenced
running this particular week. 1 am prepared to
say that, even then, there was vacant space in the
city stores. With regard to Cooke's application, that
firm has stores of its own, which it leases from the
Government. Some of their works were in course
of reconstruction, and probably in consequcnce
of that they had to send stuff into the
Government cool stores. That is the only
foundation for the statement that has been made
in reference to the refusal of space. 1 will make an
assertion, and, if 1 am wrong, the Department may
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call on the Superintendent of Exports to correct it.
It has been the practice for many years for ex·
porters, when asked at the commencement of the
year to put in applications for space, to make a.
wholesale applicat.ion, and ask for more than they
want, in order to get what they require. That
shows that the accommodation is ample for actual
requirements, though, of courRe, it was not sufficient
for the proportion of space they applied for, which
they did not want to use. Evidence was given just
now by a professional witness in regard to the
stability of the foundations. A case was cited at
the gas works. 1 d.o not know whether the witness
a bsol u tely said what was the nature of the foundation
at the gas works, nor do 1 know whether this House
imagines that the Government stores are to be
erected on a similar foundation. The foundation
to be put in for the cool stores is,.from 15 inches to
18 inches, while the foundation under the retorts
is 7 ft. 8 in. The buildings for the ga.s com pany
are not yet completed, and yet there is a subsidence
of 3 inches. The gas company is cited as an
illustration of what can be done. It is a matter for
extreme regret that the expert did not tell you
what the works will cost, according to his estimate.
It is singular that, when a promise
was made by the Government that expert
evidence would be given as to the site and the
cost by disinterested persons-as was stated-the
evidence is put forward by one expert witness who
prefaces his remarks by saying, "I was not consulted as to the cost of the undertaking," and he
makes no reference to the cost in his report. Dr.
Ham gave evidence in regard to the suitability of
the site. He also gave evidence before the Noxious
Trades Board. He said, speaking of the difficulties
of the nuisances in the vicinity of the abattoirs,
" Those nuisances may not be confined to the spot
at which they arise. They may exist right along
the line of rlrainage and washings coming from the
works, or, in the case of offensive smells, may be
carried to a considerable distance by the air
currents above. It may be taken that a nuisance,
both interfering with the personal comfort of persons
and injurious to their health, may arise from
noxious trades not exactly on the spot where they
are situated, but some distance from it." These
works are situated on a spot which at prcsent
there is considerable difficulty in regard to, and
which, Dr. Ham makes a condition, shall be
paved. They are situated alongside the railway
canal, which is stagnant; alongside nearly 800
acres of the 'West Melbourne swamp, which at
present is, or only recently was, being
filled up by silt pumped from the river. If
there is to be any meat taken in at these stores it
is to be carted in 10lHTfed trucks in the vicinity,
and is to stand there in the vicinity of an
area from which Dr. Ham says " offensive
smells may be carried to a considerable distance."
Further, these smells will be throughout the building
except in the refrigerating chambers.
One
of the strongest views put forward by the
Commonwealth Government is the necessity
of having the best conditions for the grading of
butter, inasmuch as a large percentage of it has to
be left open whilst the expert tests it. There i.e! no
worse locality in the metropolis than the locality in
which these buildings are to be erected. The question
of insufficiency of the present accommodation has
been brought forward and emphasized by the officeri
of the Department. It was put forward as a reason
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-for Angliss' wbrks. If there has been the slightest
. difficulty in regard to space, why did not the
-Government take advantage of the condition in
Angliss' lease to store any quantity of its stuff there
.at 25 per cent. less than is paid to the City Council?
Why did they not insist on getting the. full value
for th(;l consideration Mr. Angliss received, namely,
a railway siding without expense? We have put in
a railway siding, and we have had to pay £7,000.
There w~.s not one penny of a concession. I want to
thank the Minister for the tIihute he paid in regard
to the rabbit business. He said that the rabbits in
the Victorian stores were supposed to be better
than others. The stores cannot be very
.obsolete when the Minister pays such a tribute to the
work done by them.
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ment cool stores long ago, he would
stand by the vote he
had given previously, and hy the encouragement which
he had given to the Government privately,
to prepare for an increase in the ex port of
frozen produce.
He had not known that
private tirms had such extensive stores, but
he had said to the Government privately"Yuu are making a great mistake.
Get
hold of, a proper place and erect cool stores."
From his pOtSition as a member of the Hailways Standiug Committee he knew more than
a lot of other people about certain phases of
this question. Coming in contact with the
.
The witness withdrew.
irrigation settlements, aud knowing the new
The Hon. 'v. H.EMBLINGsaid hOlJOrable movements in the west and t.he east, he was
members should tak0 a little time to consider bound to warn the Government to be up and
the evidellce before proceeding with the Bill. doing, and to prepare for the tremendous
If they did not do so the public would say that increase of produce that there would be.
they had simply wasted time in takiug evi- The common purpose of both Houses of
·dence. The Committee should I)e !!uided Ly Parliament was now to bring uew rne.1 in~o
the evidence in dealing with the Bill.
the country.
The Goverumeut must nut
The Hon. ''Y. L. BA ILLlEu.-Have Jon wait until these 'people had their produce
not been listening to it?
ready befure making prep!1ration.
The misThe HOll. W. H. EMBLING said he did take th~t the I-louse had alwnys made in the
llOt think that any member except I he Chairpast was to postpone all sorts of proposals
man and the Miuister of PuLlic 'Yorki'! had Ilutil it was too late.
Honorable members
listened to the whole of the evidence, but had heard very impre~sive evidence given by
even if thev had listened to the whole of it good men-by men who had travelled the
it would tal<:e them some tillle to consider it. world, aud who were carrying on business in
The HOII. D. MELVILLE said he wished other parts of the world-but would it be
to inform honorab!e members that, on hearing consistent \vitb the railway construction
the evidence of the witnesses. althollgh he policy which was bciug carried ont,
was not entirely ill acco!"d with their views, to say
that additional cool
storage
.he was !:iurprisecl at the extent of their busi- accommodation would not be llecessary?
nesses, at their skill, and at the manner in An expenditure of £2,000,000 was bEing
which they had ~i\'en their evidence. lIe was authorized for new milwltys in order that
proud to think that 'M elbonrne possessed sllch meu might be placed on the land. '1 hat
men as had appeared hefore the Committee would mean a tremendous increase in the
to day. 'vV hat had occurred to· day a\ld yester- amount of dairy produce, and it was necessary
.day showed that there were some advantages to provide additional cool storage to cope
after all ill calling men of the st~lncling of with that increased production. He adthose who bad nppe~red to give evidence. mitted that Mr. Clayton, who gave evidence
'Those getltlemen did not appear as partisalls. on behalf of the City Council, was very up'The eville\lce which they gave was evidence to-date and was a perfect witness, but there
'which hot h Houses onght to be glad to get. was one point which he (Mr. lVlel ville) wished
He was not aware that the witnes!:!es would to place before honorable members. They
be ahle to produce !Sllch evidence as they had knew that when prcdl\ce was sent to the City
produced as to the extent of the freezing Council freezing works it had to be taken ill
-st.ores, as to the extellt of the business t.hey trucks along the street to those works. A
were carrying 011, alld as to the splendid way long string of trucks went along FJindersthey had developed the lamb-exporting hnsi- street at a snail's pace to take produce to the
ness. The witlJesses who had appeared were freezing works at present leased by the
not only blli;!iness lllen of Melbourne, but Government.
If that was an up-to-date
were carrying on operati"lls in other' big state of affairs, then anything was up-to-date.
-centres of the world. Their evidence wOHld . There was a contiriual procession of trncks
be ful1y considered by honorable members. taking possession of the road. This had
He might appear inconsistent in saying that, been going on for years. The Government
.as he had made up his mind so enmpletely as would never have erected stores in such a place.
.to the necessity of the proposed Govern-' They were driven to lease them, and hu ving
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leased them they continued in them. For was as to the ·building. He was not quite·
elJoll~mical working, itmust be possible to have
satisfied about that.
He was not quite sure·
freezlI1g stores where the trucks could come whether when the floods came down to such an
in and go out without waiting. They should extent that the race-conrse was c:overed with
?e able to go right ballg into the stores, and water, this thing migh~ 'not sail away.It must be possible
to discharge them However, he supported the Government.
economically. He remembered that long ago
The Hon:J. BALFOUR. said when this.
wheat had to be carted iuLo Melbourne from Bill was before the Council previously, he·
North Melbourne. The question for hOll- had moved a suggestion with n view to the·
OI'able members to decide was whether amendment of' t he Bill. This time he had.
things were to be allowed to remaIn as at . come with the expeetation that his mind·
present.
"'"ere tbey going to have this would be changed respecting it. On the pre-cOlltinual procession of trucks along j'lindel's- viousoccasion there was not sufficient evidence
street ?
to induce him to voto for an expeuditure of
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-All the £75,000, but, from what he had been told,.
he had believed that they would have been
time the City Council stores are used there
.
provided with enough in connexion with the-·
must be the same procession.
present Bill.
Therefore, his inclination
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said that at the beginning of this discussion
to
su pport
the
proposal
forevery time he went down to the Harbor was
Trust offices he saw a long procession of Government cool stores in Melbourne. The·
railway trucks going to the freezing works. evidence, however, had completely altered
Was all the great trade which would his mind, and he had come to the conclusion·
develop between the Murray and the .sea that it was quite nnnecelSsary to build sl10h
to be dealt with under existing conditions. large stores now. He could mentioll many
Let honorable mem bel's think of the great things to support his attitude, but the parexpaLlsion there would be in dairying. In ticular reason which had made him deter-reply to a q nestion one of the wi tnesses said mine to move a similar suggestion to that
•. "" e will extend our works." 1'hat was not which he' had moved before, was that the
enough. He had promised Mr. McWhae evidence had clearly shown that we did not
thn.t he would call these witnesses, but their need these stores now; in fact, some
evidence was clearly a shock to him.
He witnesses said that, without doubt, we would
did not think that some honorable members not need them for the next, fi ve years. It
fully gra8ped the great developmellt that wq,s all very well for Mr. Mel ville's prophetic
would take place ill our trade.
If the genius, tf) talk about the butter that would
Government provided the farmer with r:lil- come rolling in. There had not been a
way anI] other facilities for working his laud, single occasion when there was llOt suffiwhy should they not suppl'y
proper cient accommodation for prod Ilee at existingmeans of enabling his produce to be dealt stores, and the Government had never gone·
with? The rejection of this proposal would to Allgliss' works, where they could obtain
mean an indignity on the State Government, room at 2.) per cent.. less than elsewhere~
on which plenty of indignitieR had been cast. Therefore, he did llOt think it would be at all
by the Federal Government. Such stores wise to vote such a large sum of money forwere really an extension of necessary facili- this purpose, apart altogether from theties-in fact the R.ail way Commissioners or question of the site. The point was that we
some one else should have provided them before. were not just now in tile positioll to requireFrom the experience which he had had as a extra freezing apparatus and cool stores. It
member ofthe Railways Standing Committee, was stated that at Geelollg the whole of the·
he should be competent to express an opinion year's freezing could be done in about a
as to what was wanted.
ere they to be week, and that the next balance-sheet in concontent with the provision made by private nexion with the freezing stores there would
firms?
'W ould the Council refuse the show a very remarkable state of affairs. HeGovernment the right to erect a plant on the movedproposed site?
That it be a suggestion to the Legislative
The Hon. R. H. S. Ar.norrT.-Are you Assembly that they make the followillg amendment:satisfied about the sanitatio1l1
Clause 2, line 10, omit £114,000, and insert

"V

The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-Yes Fortunately the water there righted itself
according to natural laws .• His only doubt

£39,000.

The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE said if it had
not been for the remarks of Mr. Melville he
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'would not hav~ risen to say anything. Mr.
Melville had made what alJpeared to be one
·,of the most extraordinary speeches they had
heard in t he Chamber. The honorable mem·ber patted on the back the gentlemen who
had come here, and who had sl\ch enormous
: interests at stake, and then he turned and
tkicked them behind. They should not overlook
the fact that those men had ill vested their
· money ill the enterprise. After the evidence
which had been given, he was firmer now
"than ever ill the belief that there was suffi·cient fl.ccomruodatioll at tbe present time. It
was proposed to go in opposition to these
· men who had invested their capital. He
· could Hot understand why a body of honorable men would e\'er agree to take such a
. course. The making of the country was In
the hands of private enterprise, and au ell· deavour was being ma.de by il1egitimate means
·to break that enterpri'le down. The evidence
he had listened to had been clear and to the
~point.
Every question had been answered
in a straightforward manner, and if the Honse
:took the action proposed by the Government
·they would make a grave mistake, which
·he felt sure they would regret later on.
His great objection to this proposal, in the
first instance, was that. he disapproved of the
·site. He was of exactly the same opinion
:still. No matter what foundations were put
in, the fumes from the ground were bound to
get in. He would be the last person to
·oppose a proposal of thiR kind if it were
required, but he was convinced that. there
were a.mple facilities already for all the cold
'storage that was necessary. It appeared to
.him that the proposal was simply a
fad on the part of a certain Minister.
Whatever the result· of the vote might
:be, he, for one, would vote according to
his convictions, and that would be that
Government cool stores should not be
·€rected.
The Hon. E. M'JLLER remarked that the
· evidence that had heen given to the Hou::;e
,that day was of very great assistance to it.
The witlleSSE'S gave to honorable members all
·the information they asked for. He could
,not understand anyone voting for the pro·
'posal to erect Government cool storeR, because
no necessity whatever had been shown for
them. Although these stores might be re-qui red in the future, ili had been clearly
proved that they were not required at present.
. There was accommodation for all the
produce the country could send down for
'many years to come. He therefore hoped
"that Mr. Balfour's suggested amendment
'Would he adopted.
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The Committee divided on Mr. Balfour's
suggested amendmentAves
9
N~es
11
Majority against the suggestion

2

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
Dr.
Mr.

Abbott
Adamson
Balfour
Embling
McBryde

Mr.
"
"
"
"

Baillieu
Brown
Edgar
Evans
Hicks
Jones

Mr. Sachse
~kinner.

'l'etlers:
Mr. Crooke
" Payne.

No};s.
Mr. McLellan
" Melville
" Rees.
'1'eller.~ :
Mr. Clarke
" Manifold.
PAIRS.

Mr. Aikman
" Little
" Miller

IMr." Brawn
White
"

Sternberg.

Clauses 2 and 3 were agreed to.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said he
wished to secure the insertion of a clause
containing provisions similar to those which
had been inserted by this House in the
Coal Mines Hegulation Bill, providing that
accurate and detailed accounts must be
kept. He begged to moveThat it be suggested to the Legislative Assembly
that the following new :::lanse he added to the
Bill:A. (1) The Minister shall cause full and faithful
accounts to be kept of a.ll moneys received and expended under item 1 of the schedule to this Act,
and of all aSSEts and liabilities and of all profits
and losses.
(2) The Minister shall cause a balance-sheet for
each financial year to be prepared, together with a
statement of accounts (including a capitnl account
and a profit and loss account for each cool store
worked l1nder this Act).
(3) Such balance· sheet and statement shall be so
prepared as to show fully and faithiully the financial position of each cool store and t he financial
result of its op('ra.tions for the year', distinguishing
between the several products handled.
(4) Such balance-sheet and statement shall be
submitted to the AUditor-General for audit, and
shall be certified by the Auditor·General either
wholly or with such exceptions as may be necessary, and when so audited and certified shall be
published in the Guvernment Gazette.
(5) The halance-sheet and statement of {LCcounts, duly audited, together with a report by
the manager of each such cool store on the operations of such store for the year, shall on or before'
the 30th day of November in each year be laid
by the Minister before Parliament.

The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.- '''That is the
use of that after the money has been
spent?
The HOll. W. S. MANIFOLD said the
llse would be that Parliament would Imow
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what had been done. at . each individual
store, and what profits had been made, if
any, on any particular product. They would
then be able to alter their char~es if it were
shown that any part of the work was being
done at a loss.
The Hun. \-V. L. 'BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public ". orks) said he cOllld see no
reaSOll why the suggested amend ment should
not be adopted.
He did not think the
Ministry desired that the accounts should
be prepared in a way that was not
satisfactory.
The snggested amendmellt was agreed to,
us were ulso the schednle alld the prectmble.
The Bill was reported to the House with
a suggested amendment.
A meSSal!e was ordered to be transmitted
to the Legi~lative Assembly, requesting them
to make the amendment suggested by the
Couneil.

APPROPRIATION BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative
Asser.1bly, and, OIl the nlotion of the Hon.
W. L. BAI LLIEU (Ministel' of Public
"Vorks), was read a first time.
VICTORIAN MA:'\GANESE :MINES
IRON A~D srrEEL COMPANY'S
RAILWAY ACT 1911
AMENDMENrr BILL.
The HOll. "V. H. EDGAR (Honorary
Minister) moved the second reading of this
Bill. lJe said that last session the principal
Act was passed. dealing with the construction
and maintenance of a railway by thIs company nnder a lease from the Government.
On the issue of the lease the company were
to put np £65,000. When the lease was
being prepared, in order to aarry out the
agreement, it was discovered that an anomaly
had crept into the Act, inasnJtlch as the
raih,ay lease wonld have to be concnrrent
with the company's mineral leases.
The
mineral l&lses, of which two were issued,
would terminate in about ten years, and the
result would be that the rail way lense would
also expire in ten years. I~ case of an
amalgamation of mineral leases the leases
would have to be surrendered, and that also
would terminate the railway lease. It Was
therefore necesRa,'y that this Bill should pass,
in ordEr to plaoe matters in the position intended when t.he original Act was passed.
The Hon. J. G. A U{MAN observed that
he thought the Minister ought to give a
great deal more information about a private
Bill tban he had given on this occasion.
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The original Act sped throngh the Honse:
without any honorable member saying anything about it.
Now honorable members.
were asked to sanction the rail way lease for-'
forty years. What was to be got in return ?
"Vere the public to get the use of the railway ~
The Hon. "V. J. EVANs.-The Govern-;
ment have tbe right to take it uver.
The Hon .•J. G. AIKMAN said he would
like to know at. what rate.
The HOll. \V. J. EVA[';s.-At a veryreasonable rate.
The Hon. J. G. A lKMAN said that, after
the mineral leases had expired, the company
would have power to calTY on the railway.
He did not think the House should pass a·
private Bill giving away what it was pro-.
posed to give away in this case ..
The H(jn. W. S. MA~lFOLD stated that
he might inform the last speaker that under'
the principal Act the Goverllment eould take
over the rail way and all In nel, 1'01ling-stock,
plant, and so OD, upon sneh terms as might
be a~reed upon between the Bop,rd of Lands.
and 'Vorks and the Company, and if any dispute arose it was to be settled by arbitration
in the manner provided in t.he Land Acq uisitioll Act. The railway lease, he took it,.
would be for the term originally intended.
As the Minister pointed out, it was only dis-covered when the actnal document was being
prepared that the mining lease and the railway lease were concurrent. "Vhen this Bill
was beillg discussed last session, it was pointed
out t.hat this line would open up a considerable area of country, and not cost the Government one penny. If he remembered rightly,
at the top end of the line there was a f/:l,il~
amount of tilnber, and the line ran straight.
down to the sea. The railway, which would
be :38 miles ill length) would be of great nse
to settlers in that part of the ~tate.
The Hon. H,. H. S. ABBOTT remarked
that when the original Act was before tlleHonse he supported it, under the idea that'
the project wonld be exceedingly advantageous to the State, althollgh priva,te rights.
were being given to a company to cOllstruct a'
railway, and practically no other private company had been given such rights in this State.
He was very much astonished to healrumours that certain members of the Govern-ment were interested in this company. It.
looked somewhat peculiar that so Jate in thesession this Bill should be brought up to
amend the Act in order to give the company a further concession. Some statement onght to be made on behalf of theGovernment as to whether there was anything
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in the .rumours. \Vhen the original Rill
was passed he noticed that there wal:!
mnch jubilation amongst certain people that
it had been pa~sed, and that the company
had got a very valuable concession from
l?arl iarnen t.
. The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of
Public \,y orks) said it was a serious snggestion that Mr. Abbott had made. The honorable member bad always got surprises for
the flouse, so th~t this surprise was nothing
new.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN.-I heard the
same t~illg.
The HOIl. "V. L. BAfLLIEU said it was
obviolls that another member had listened
to the rumours. Mr. Abbott had spoken to
him .on this fluestion yesterday, and he did
not know that the honorable member int.ended
to take this course without further inquiry.
He (Mr. Raillieu) had spoken to every member of the Government, and was prepared
now to go bail for everyone of them
as to. the utter falsitv of this baseless
suggestion. N 0 memhe~' of the Government
hau any intereRt whatever in the company.
Now let them examine the features of this
great concession and see what any member
would be interested ill gaining by it. It was a
mining right gmnted to certain people who
had formed themsel ves into a company. They
stated that they were going to int,roduce
capital to develop this mine in Gippsland,
and the hard and fast ccmdition made by the
Treasurer was that they must deposit
£6;),000 to his credit before they got their
lease. As he understood it, they could not
even get their lease until they had dep~)sited
that ~um of money with the Treasurer.
That was the con0ession that it was suggested members of the Government were
interested in, and for which reason they had
granted an ordinary mining lease. He hoped
we wonld never live in the time when we
would find allY member of any Government
participating ill 8uch a matter.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time, alld
committed.
On clause l-(Short title and eommenccment),
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said he had not
beard a word of the rll:1l0Ur referred to. by Mr.
Abbott, but he thought Mr. Baillien ought
to be glad that Mr. Abbott had brought, the
matter up, as it gave the Government an
opportunity of contradicting the rumonr.
The Hon. J. G. AIK'\1AN said he did not
think that any members of the {.}overnment
would be such fools as to take an interest in
Second Ses,~ion 1911.-[23.1
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the company. It was well known that in .~on-.
nexion with the flotation of companies share~
were given away, and he believed that a
certain Gumber of shares were distribnted in'
this case. It was stated, at any rate, that
some of the shares were being distributed .
He had t.hought it suspicious that the Bill
was not taken in it.s proper place, bllt ~va1Y
postponed when he was out of the· HOI\~e;
but the Att,)rney-General assured him that
the Bill was not post}:oned bC0Rllse he (1\1r.
Aikman'l was out of the Honse. He thought
it was right for Mr. A bbott to bring the
mat.ter up.
.
The Hon. VV. L .. BAILLIELT (Minister of
Public. Works) said that, 011 refiect.ioll, he-.
must admit that it was very good of, )li':
Abbott to mention this matter. The hOllor~
able member had heard the rumour, and had
done the right thing in giving the Govern··
ment an opportunity to contnldict it.
The HOll. R. H .. S. All 1301'1' said !Ii~
only idea in bringing t he matter forward W(l~
that it should be cleared up.
He abso·
lutely accepted the denial of the 'J1iuister uf
Public Works.
The clause was agreed to, as were /i!:;u
clause 2 and the preamble.
The Bill was reported without amend ..
ment, and the report was adopted.
.'.'
On the motion of the H Oll. \V. H.
EDGAR (Honorary Minister), the Bill was
read a third- time, and passed.
..j'

MILLEWA LAND BILL.
The Hon. F. HAGELTHORN (IIotlomry
Minister) moved the second readillg of thi!ol
Bill. He said it was a Bill to revoke th6
permanent reservation as endowments Jor
State agricultural colleges and experimental
farms of certain Crown lands in the county.
of 1\1 il1 eW<1"
The chief object of the
Hill was to have certain lands known
as Lindaay hland, containing 42,000.
acres, and Walpolla Island, containinK
28,600 acres, and now vested in the Council
of Agricultural Education for endowment
purposes,
tramferred to· t.he
Crown.
There were two tenants, one Ned's Corner.
Proprietary Company, and the other A. Cro.
zier & Co. They held the two ishmds and a
good deal of the back country, the leases of
which had just fallen in. The back country
was absolutely useless unless the tellall ts had
some of the frontage country Unless the BiB
were vassed, the Council of Agricultural
Education would hold the islands, and the
Lands Department the back country. It
was thought it w~uld be much better to have
one body controlling all ·these lands, and it
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proposed therefore to give the Lands Department contr 01 of thtl islaudiS. Tn order to
compeut:!ate the Council of Agricultural
EdulJation for the rents they would lose, it
was proposed to make them an annual grant
of £t;oO. Large areas were held by the two
·tenaut8. It, was thought that the holdings
might be made somewhat smaller. The
Surveyor-General had had the necess!:\,ry
surveys made, :il.nd had foulld tha.t the
Lindsa.y blaud block, and the back country
attaching to it, could be divided into six
blocks. It was proposed to cut V{ allpolla
Island and the back country attaching to it
into fOllr blocks. Each of the blocks would
bave some of the back country and some of
the frontage country, which was absolutely
necessary in timi~s of drought to keep the
stock alive. .1 t was hoped in the first place
to increase settlements, and in the second
place to get a somewhat larger rental for
these lands. . It was proposed to frame the
teases ,in !:iuch a way that if any of the land
was required for settlement it could be
taken.
The Hon. A. O. SAcBsE.-Is any of the
land good arable land ~
The Hon. F. HAUl~LTHORN said that
there was some fair land, bnt a great deal
of it was of indifferent valne.
The Hon. W. ::;. MA~IFOLD said he
thought what was proposed was a good thing
in t.he interest3 of the ~tate. Hitherto the
rent earued hy these iauds had been £885
lOs., w hicn worked ont at about 3d. per acre.
It would be better to cut the land up in
smallpr areas in~teHd of allo\ving it to lie
practically idle as it was at present.
The Hon. P... B. R E ES said he thoroughly
snpported the Bill. The measure shonld go
a good deal further than it did. It prol'OI':led
to take away a larg-e area of land from the
Conncilof Agricultural Education. .In his
. electorate there was an area of land beld by
the Council of Agricultural Education which
should alt)O be resumed. He regretted that
owing to this measure having been brought
forward so late -in the session there would be
no opportunity of including in the proposal
the resumption of Bevel'idgelsland and Pental
Island. The people in his district were
most anxious that those islands should be
resumed by the Government., aud sold or let,
under the ordinary land conditions, to the
·tenants at present in occnpation, with the
'exception of certain tenants who were holding areas which were too large. He had
consulted the Minister of Agriclllture. who
~nformed him that the Goverllment, in the
early part of next session, were going to
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amend the constitution of the Council of
Agricultural Education, and probably abolish
the council altogether. The lands held by
the Council of Agricultural Education would
then revert to the Crown. But for the
promit:!e of the Minister of Agriculture he
would ask the House to hold the Bill over
till next session. The land dealt with in the
Bill, known as Ned's Corner and Kulnine,
would be cut up iuto snlaller areas-not into
slllall agricul tural areas, but iuto f!razing
areas. Kulnine Station adjoined Tatura,
and, undoubtedly, a portion of the area
could be used for farms when the line from
Merbeill to Yelta were extende(l.
The motion was agreed to.
rrhe Bill was then read a second time. ami
afterwards passed through its rtmlainiug
stages.
\V AGES BOARDS.
ASPHALTERS

AND

SHOP

TAR-PAVEI{!:i- COUNTRY
ASSISTANTS.

The Hon. ,V. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of
Public Works) movedThat the Council concur "ith the Assembly in
the following resolution :" Tha.t it is expedient to appoillt a Special Board
to determine the lowest prices or rates which may
be paid to any pp.rson or persons or classes of persons employed in the process, trade, or business of
asphaltillg or tar-paving."

He said that he desired to inform honorable
members that while it was t he practice to
leave such a notice of motion as this on the
notice-paper for a longer ptriod than the
motion had been on it, still the Government
had kept the motion on the notice-paper j ll~t
as long as they could-namely, to the end of
the session. The number of regular employers in this uusim:ss was approximately
twenty-eight, but in addition there \\ ere
others who occasionally employed labour in
the trade. ] t was staten. that tbe 11 umber of
employe8 varied from 100 in the slack season
to 250 in the busy season. Special records
had been ohtained regarding 119 employ.ss.
They received an average wage of 428. IOd.
There were 116 males twenty-one years
and over, who got an average wage of 438. 3d.,
nnd three males under twenty-one years.
28s. 4d. The usual number of hours wOI'ked
varied from forty-four to fift.y-eight.
The
Board was asked for by the Victorian
Asphalters and Tar Pavers Union, and a
deputation from the Trades Hall COllllcil
waited on the Minister on 23rd August, and
asked that the Board be granted.
The
reasolls given for the applicatioll were-(1)
the low rate of wages at present paid ; (~)
the insufficient rates paid [or overtime; and
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(3) that uniform conditions might be obtained
for all employes. The employers were said to
be favorable to the appointment of the
Board, and no objection has been received to
the proposal.
The following figures indical.ed the wages paid 'to adults :-35s. and
under, 2; 36s. to 408., 30. There were
:W recei ving from 4l R. to ..I::,)s.; 16 reeceiving from 46s. to 50s.; 9 receiving
from 5Is. to 55s.; alld !? receiving 56s.
and over, making a tot.al of
116.
Two group!'i of employes had been taken in
order to show the difference ill the rates of
wages paid. In group No. 1 of 10 employers, with 52 employes, the average wage
paid was 4~)s. lId., while there was one
In
employe under twenty·one years of age.
the second group of 10 employers, with 52
emplo'y(is, the average wage was 38s. 9d.,
and there were two employes under t.he age
of twenty-one.
These figures indicated that
employers in group 2 paid to each employe
on an average 7s. 2d. per week less thall
la.bour was held to be worth by the employers
in group 1. If a Special Board were appointed, a uniform minimnm wage would
have to be pJ.id, and good employers would
nJti be suhjected to unfair competition by
other employers who, at preser,t., paid much
lower wages.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said a large
amount of tar-pavillg was done by the
municipalities, in fact very few people outside
were engaged in it.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.-The number
of employes is given as twenty-eight, but
there are others.
The Hon D. MELVILLE said the municipal councils were probably paying higher
wages than other personlS. Would this Wages
Board apply from th~ Murray to the sea?
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-All over
Viotoria.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said some of
these Boards fixed awards under which men
worked only 44 bours. If that were done in
this case there would be some municipal
employes WOI king 44 hours-a privileged
class-while others had to work 48 hOllrs.
The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. W. L. BAI LLIEU (Minister of
Public Works) movedTh~t the (:ouncil c~ncur with. the Assembly in
agreemg to the followmg resolutIon :·-That it is
expe lient to appoint a Special Country Board t·o
detennine the lowest prices or rates which
may be paid to any person or persons, or
classes of persons, employed in or in conllexion
with a shop (other than a fourth schedule
shop) asa shop assistant, packer, storeman, or
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He said that the approximate number of
shops to be affected in which labour was
employed was 2,800.
The number of
employes in these shops, according to the
latest fignres published by the Government
Statist, was 8,139. Special records had
been collected, and these showed the wagel:i
to be as follow : Number. Average wago,

Employes for whom statistics
have been obtained
6,227
Males of 21 years of age
and over
.. ,
... 3,102
Ma.les Ilndf'r 21 years of age 1,73~)
Females of 21 years of age
and over...
..
781
Females under 21 years of
age ...
605

30s. 5d.
43s. 2d.
17s. 8el.
249. 3(1.

lOs. :ld.

The number of houri worked varied from
forty-five to seventy-two pel' week. The
appointment of Lhis Board wai:! asked ful' by
the Victorian Storekeepers and Traders Association, which had 1,500 to 1,600 members
alld embraced the majority of geneml store·
keepers who were el'nployers of labour. The
reasons given for the application were that iil
country towns the assiHtants worked iu all
departments, and that one Board for all clasiSt.!8
of employes should be appointed. One olljec·
tion to the appoiutment of this Board had
been received. The following cOlllpari~on
showed the difference between the wages paid
in the area in which the Butchers, Draper!:!,
Grocers, and Hay, Chaff, Wood a.nd 'Coal
Boards' determinations applied and those
paid in the' part of Victoria ollt:-!ide that
area :-Average wage of 7.727 persolis
working uuder the above determinations,
3;8. 6d.; average wage of 6,227 persons
working in country districts, 30s. 5d. . This
comparison showed that the average earnings
of each country ~hop employe were 7s. ld.
less than those of persons working under the
determinations mentioned. Since the compilation of these figures the determinat.ion of
the Hay, Chaff, Wood, and Coal Board had
been applied to the whole of Victoria..
The Hon. R. H. S. A B BO'rl' said he did
not know exactly how these flo-ures hnd been
arrived at, because there was ~o org:wizution
in. the country able to suppl'y them. It
might be that a lot of the figures were
imagiul';try. This Board was not f1greed to
last session. because the Amendin~ Factories
Bill, providing that country Boards should be
solely representative of country interest.s,
was t.hrown out hy the Assembly, owing to
the Council amending it in an important
pa.rticular. This Wages Hoard was to have
fol1owed that amendment of the Act. The
Board must now be brought into existenoe
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under the present Act, wbi0h did not
provide for the sole and special representation of country people. The statement
that the Country Storekeepers'
'Association had asked for this Board, and
that they repl'esentecl 1,600 storekeepers
in the country,was, he was informed,.
au absolute inaccuracy.
The Goveillment
proposed to extend to the whole of the
country districts the operations of the
Boards aiYecting more particularly the shops.
The Storekeepers' Association said if the Government had (llade up their mind to extend
the determinations of the existing Boards to
the whole State, it would be better to have a
special Hoard for country storekeepers, such
as was now proposed.
That they had
'asked for the Board was, he was informed, an
absolute inaccuracy. They had never asked
for a Board, and they did not Wl'I,nt a
For some reason or other the GoBoard.
vernment had entirely dropped the amending
'~ill, which was going to provide satisfactorily
for the representation of the country by
. people al)solutely identified with country
tlstablishments. He would like to hear a
statement on the subject.
The motion was agreed to.
A message was ordered to be sent to the
· Legislative Assembly i1ltimating that the
Council had concurred in the resolntions.
APPROPRIATION BILL.
The I-Ion. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public Works) moved the second reading
of this Bill. He ~aid it would be seen that
·the Bill appropriated money for the financial
'year Anding the 30th' tJ Ilne next to the
amount of £7,229,919. The iirst schedule
showed the Supply Bills that had already
'been authorized during this financial year.
The second showed the SllmR that were
·allocated to each Department, and also the
· details of that expenditure.
"., The Hon. R. H. 8. ABBOTT said that the
other day a suggestion was throwll . out by
, Dr. Emuling that it wonld be very proper
. on the part of the Government to
· provide in the Appropriation Bill a small
!sum of money to enable the unofficial
leader of this House to obtain assistance in
cOllllexion with the work he had to perform.
He (Mr. Abbott) was goiug to move an
amendment in clause 1 of the· Bill, making a.
.suggest.ion to the Assembly that a sum of
tUOl.ley should be provided for that pllrpose.
The PRESTDEN'r.-The honorable mem.ber cannot do that. No amendmellt can be
suggested'by this aouse which would increase
the burden of taxation.·
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The motion was agreed to.
'.1'he Bill was then read a second time, and
committed.
Clause l-(Application of Inoneys).
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said he
would like to ascertain the feeling of hOllorable members with regard to the suggestion
he had just made. The unofficial leader of
this House was a very important officer indeed.
The work that was expected of
him was most arduous, and . if it had
Hot happelled at the present time that
honorable members were able to secure the
services of a gentleman of legal attainments,
it would be necessary to appoint some one
who would hltve to pay for the information
tha.t was needed. He uuderst.ood t.hat one
gentleman, who for some year~ filled the
position of unofficial leader, kept a distinguished young barrister ill his employment to furnish him wil h ad vice and information in connexion with the. measures
which came before Parliament, aud that this
invol ved an omlay of some hundreds of
pounds per annum. Unless the business of
t.he unoflicialleaderwasthoroughlyperformed,
this House was placed at a very great disad vantage in carrying out its functions under
the system of party government, and if
party government was not carried out efficiently the result might be that the whole
Rvstem would be discredited. There were
d"isabilities in connexion with that system,
but any change in that regard would be
verv inadvisa.ble. In some Legislatures it
had already been thought desir~ble to make
the leader of the Opposition a salaried man.
He believed that was the case in Western
Austr~1ia, and also that some remuneration
had been provided for the leader (If the
Opposition in the Federal Senate.
The Hon. R. B. H.EES -\Ve have a !'pecial
clerk set apart to assist the leader of the
Opposition in onr Assembly.
The Hon. R. H. S. AB BOTT said he was
given to understand that that arrangement
was not at flll satisfactory to the leader of the
Opposition. At all events he did not see
why this House should be placed at a distinct
disadvantage, when a small sum of money
would provide what was necessary.
The CHAIRMAN.-The honorable member cannot propose any amendment of that
kind on this Bill.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said he
understood the President to rule to that
effect .
The HOll. W. L. BAILLIEC (Minister of
. Public Works) said the President had ruled
that a suggestion of the kind proposed by
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·Mr. Abbottcoul::l not be moved on the Appro-priation Bill. In any case this Bill would
hardly be tile place for it. jf it was right to
make an allowance of some kind to the un,<>fficial leader of the Hunse, he thought
there were ways in which it might be done
without special legislation.
The Hon. \V. J. EVANS expressed the
'<>pinion that the suggestion put forward by
·Mr. Abbutt merited some consideration. It
'was quite possible that the Coullcil might
wish to choose as their unofficial leader a
gentleman with all the necessary qmdifications, except that he would not have sufficient
time to devute to the work. He knew that
the late Sir Frederick Sargood had kept his
rSecretary pret ty well employed in connexion
with the business that was brougbt before
this Chamber. He (.Mr. Evans) was very
:glad that 1\'lr. Abbott had drawn attention
.to the matter.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said he
would suggest that this and the following
dause, as well as the first sched ule, should
be postponed until the second schedule had
been dealt with.
The clause was postponed, as were also
.clause 2 and the first schedule.
Second scbed uleThe Hon. "Y. S. EVANS stated that he
wished to refer to the position of warders.
Would the Minister inform him whether any
provision had hee'n made fur giving these
mell Sundays off This had been a burning
-qnestion for a long time. He understood
that some arrangement was come to some
-time back that these men should have a
Teasonaule number of Sundays off during the
year. He abo desired to ask the same question in conllexion with the volice.
The CHA I RMAN.-The matter the
'honorable memher refers to does not come
,up on this portioll ,of the Estimates.
The Iloll. J. P.• J ONES said he wanted to
make one or two observat ions in connexion
. with the Agent-G eneral's Office. He was not
'goiug lO ~ay anything auout the AgentGeneral, as to bjs ability. He thought, how-ever, that it was It pity that the btlilding in
London was not u.tilized in a bet~er way,
particularty from a stalld-point of advertisillg.
When he was in London a few months ago
·the eastern side of the buildillg appeared to
·him to be au exceptionally good position for
advertising, but it was utilized 011 that occ11."sioll bolely for posters ad vertising the Festival
-of Empire. He did not know what our a.sso<:iation with the Festival of Empire was, but
. he did not consider that the arrangements in
o(lonnexion with. the Festival were sllch as to
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be very beneficial to Victoria. It was a great
pity that that side of the bllilding, with its
valuable advertising aspect, was no l ', used
for State purposes, particularly at that time,
when there were such crowds of peorle passing alOllg that busy thoroughfare. 1 t stood
facing the thousands of people who were proceeding along the Strand, and it was a great
pity that that site was not used to advertise
the resources of Victoria from the poillt of
view of cultivation and placing people on the
land. He did not know whether it waH the
intention of the office in London to nse this
space for that purpose.
The Hon. "V. L. BAILLIEU.-l t will be
built on.
The Hon. J. P. JOXES said it would not
be built on for some time. 'rhose who were
in business knew the uses of advertising, and
a private firm would not have failed to
recognise the great value of that site for advertising purposes. Anot.her point he wanted
to refer to was the insufficient window show
spaee taken on the ground floor. The windows, he thought, were about 3 feet deep,
and there was no space to adequately show the
produce there for the purpose of exhibition,
either on the Strand side or on Melbourne
Place. It was a great pity that the wiudows
were not taken buck about 7 feet so that
they could be properly dressed with exhibits.
That would attracii the passers-by and the
hundreds of oeople who went to the office for
information. - Some space was taken up with
the model of a steam-ship, which might have
its uses, but was certainly not of great value
as an advertisement of the State. I f we
were going to develop the products of Victoria. we should have to show what we were
producing. He desired also to refer to the
out-of-date exhibits in that building. He
wa~ disgusted to see some of the exhibits
that were in the office. Take the woollens,
a subject upon which he knew a little.
There were on exhibition Victorian woollens
that were out of date years ago, and to have
exhibits of that kind in London, where the
best woollens were produced, was, ill his
These things
opinion, absolutely futile.
sflOuld oe remedied, and he thought it was
the duty of the Government to see that they
were remed ied, and that an effort was
made to have proper exhibits in tile office to
show the people, because there were hundreds
of people going to the office. There were
any number of people who were anxious to
come to Yiutoria. If we were to have exhibits, the exhibits should be up-to-date, to
show, in a reasonable way, what Victoria was
capabl" of producing. He would clear out
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the present exhibits lock, stock, and barrel,
alld get some proper exhibits for the people
to look at. He wished also to refer to t,he
employes in the office. He was not going to
say anything about discharging ally of those
there, but he did think that it would be a
very goed thing if we sent men from Victoria.
It was a great mistake to have anybody employed in the building who had no knowledge
of Victoria.
The Hon. A. HrCKs.-There is only one
there.
The Hon .•T. P. JO~ES said there were
more now. The employes in the office, so
far .as he could observe, were intelligent,
observant, and patriotic, to the extent that
they were ~ery anxious to do all they could
for Victoria aod Australia. The two gentlemen .who had recently joined the office-~r.
McLeod and his assistant, Mr. Watsonwere extremely enthusiastic about the work
thry.had to perform.
There was a young
man in the office below ar.ting as inquiry
clerk. When he (Mr. Jones) went to the
office he asked him what part of Victoria he
came from, and this young man said he had
not been in Victoria, and did not know anything about it eX0ept from what was published in the pamphlets.
The Hon. A. O. SACHsl£.-Don't you
think some of the staff should know something about England?
The Hon. J. P. JONES said he thought
it was llecessary for some of the staff to
know somethil'g about England, but it
was very much more important that thE.
staff should know about Victoria, for they
were in England, not for the purpose of doing
something to assist England, bu t something
to assist Vict.oria. He thought it eSRential
that the employ?s should be Victorians or
Australians, and have a knowiedge about
Au&tralia and Victoria. They would then be of
greater value to the State than young men
who knew nothing outsid~ of London. He
hoped the Minister of Pu blie Works would
brin~ this qnestion before the Cabinet, and
see if something could not be done with a
view of remedying what he regarded as an
evil. He saw a statement pl.lblished in the
Herald newspaper-The Hon. W. L. BAlLLIEu.-You would
not believe any of that. It was not a Herald
statement.
.
The Hon. J. P. JONES .said he would
not quote that statement because he
thought it was very highly coloured.
He must say that the experience of the gentleman in question was not his experif'nce when
he went to the office of t.he Agent·Generai.
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All the officers appeared to be very energetic
and to be working very hard.
He hoped
they were paid adequately for their services,
His sole complaint; was that we should have
Australians there, who wonld be bette.r ableto give people information concerning this
country.
As to the matter of immigration,
he t.hought that information sho!1ld be supplied 011 home-bonnd ships.
It would be
a good idea and would not cost much if the
Government placed on every outgoing vessel
a quantity of liter~ture that ·wonld assist
passengers going to England to advertise
Victoria. He had been to England twice,
and on each occasion he had found on the
ships very few men who had any detailed ..
knowledge concerning Vict.oria. They could
speak generally about their own trades, and
they were men who had been successful, but
they knew very little about the capacity or
Victoria to produce certain things, and they
knew nothing in a large measnre as to wbat.
we could offer to people desiring to come
here. It would be easy for the Government.
to place on board the ships ~mall pamphlets
with a heading something like, "When in
England do not forget Victoria. Here are
some facts that will help y(1)u." Facts could
be given with regard to the area of Victoria,
t.he variolls products for which the State was
noted, and short statistical iuformation, such
as the passenger could imbibe; and when he
reached England, and was asked qllestiolls t
he could answer them. When in England,
he had men coming to him at his hotel in
Bradford at night, seeking information about
Victoria. They wanted facts; they wanted definite information. He had often been appealed
to by fellow passengers, when in London,.
who asked what the area of Victoria WHS; how
many sheep there were, aud what the potatoyield was. Information of that character
could be embodied in a small pamphlet.
The Hon. R. B. REES.-Will the ships
allow it ?
The Hon. J. P. JONES. -- Certainly.
The only information to be found on the ships
was contailledin the Commonwealth Year-Book,
which was a very valuable work, but every
passenger was not prepared to delve into it.
A short pamphlet, of ten or twelve pages,.
would supply all ~hat was required. The resuIt would be that passengers with the information would not forget Victoria, and would
have the information that would assist them.
He was opposed to anything in the nature of
bringing people here unless for thE' purpose·
of establishing them Oll the land.
The Hon. R.. H. S. ABBOT'r said he·
noticed ill the Bill an amount set down a~
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allowance f01' expenses to the Agent-General,
aud he would like to know what it meant.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of
Pnblic 'N vrks) said he had listened with great
interest to the remarks made by Mr. Jones,
.and be would certainly bring them before
the Cabinet. Mr. J otles was j nst t.he gentleman the Government ought to secure for the
work he hatt referred to. It was hard to get
the work dOlle well. The honorable llIembermust realize that it waR only now that any
State was prepared to boldly say that it was
-on the campaign to iuduce people to come
out here.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.- You started
it.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLlf1:U said the
present Government started it, and they
were almost. a,pologetic in doing so. When
be was in London two years ago, the AgentGeneral had very little authority, lllid the
.officers under him were hide-bound. The
Government had sent Home Mr. lVlcLeod,
who they thought was a very valuable officer,
and would be prepared to send otherf:l.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-Take Mr. Jones
if you can get him.
The Hon. W. L. 13ATLLII~U said he
would take him in preference to a great many,
.although he belonged to the Labour party.
As to Mr. Abbott's inquiry, he (Mr. Baillieu)
rnigh t Elay that he was not snre whether the
.amount set down was salary or not, but it
was the ordinary amount that appeared ~ll
the Estimates every year.
The Hon. J. G. AiKMAN said that he
bad often to condemn the Government, and
rightly he .believed, bu.t now he wished to
(longratlllate them fOl' the way in which they
had handled the office of the Agent-General.
When he (Mr. Aikman) was at Home some
years ago he was struck by the fact that
-evel'ycountry bllt Australia was well advertised. l"ow, however, he believed it was
quite the other way, and everyone was talk~n5 of Australia.
It was a very good thing
to have a man like Mr. Raillieu vit:>iting the
()ld Country. Such visits Jid a vast amount
-of good to the ~tate, for people ill the Old
Country saw wl~at kind of men we ha.1 as
.our le~islators. One of the Lest WClJS to
.ad vert-ise the State was to send some uf the
best members of the Government Home, and
they c.mld do much to make any llecessary
Teforms ill the Agent-General's Office.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Millister
.of Public Works) said he forgot to mention,
in r.eply to Mr. Jones, that the staff at the
·office of lobe Agfmt-General had had their
:salari.es ~ncreased, .and they deserved it.
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There was some doubt as to whether the
Government could use the wall referred to
by Mr. Jones.
The Hon. VV. J. EVANS said he would
like to know whether any provision was
made in the Estimates for granting warders
in penal establishments Sundays uff duty.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Pnblic Works) said there was nc reference made to the matter mentioned by
Mr. Evans in the Estimates, but he would
take a note of the question, and furnish
the honorable member with a reply.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said he did
not know whether the Minister of Public
Works could make any statement as to what
was !lroposed to b~ done in connexion with
the taking over of technical schools, and the
establishment of secondary schools in some
country districts by the Education Department. From the amount in the Estimates
of the Education Department for elluowment and grants, and the particlIlal's
given, it appeared that Melbourne and the
Melbourne lfuiversity were gOillg tf) get
sums of money, which they might Le deserving of, but when country people wall ted
a secondary school they were asked wou ld
they provide half the money for it. j f they
would not provide half the money they
had no chance of getting what they were
entitled to as a return for the proportion of
taxation they were ,contributillg towards
the expenditureof the EducationD(·partment.
The Minister of Public Instruction had stated
that it was expected that, the local councils
would see that the technical schools were
handed over free of any debt. There were a
good m~llly of these institutions which were
involved in debt, and he thought it was extremely unlikely t.hat the local people would
liq uidate those debts. It appeared to him
that the position of the metropolis, in connexion with the facilities provided for eJ.ncation, was infinitely superior to the position of
the country, which required more assistance
from the Department than the metropolis.
It seemed to him that the country had a
perfect right to demand that it should be
dealt with in the same WRy 'in cOllnexion with
facilities for education as the city. He drew
particular attention to this matter in connexion with a case wh:ch occurred at Echuca.
It was actually proposed by the Director of
Education that, unless the Echuca people
were prepared to put up.£ 1,000 or £750, they
should not obtain a secondary school, and that
it would depend on the amount they were
prepared to put up whether the Government
would provide a school of a superior or an
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inferior character. At the time, he spoke
very strongly against the attitude taken up
by the Departmellt.. He hoped the Minister
of Public V{ orks would be able to give an
assurance that would make it evident that
sumething like justice would be served out to
the country in regard to providing facilities
in conuexion with this matter.
The HOll.W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of
Public Works) said he did not often completely agree with .NIl'. 4 bbott, but OIl this
occasion lIe fully agreed with what the honor·
able mem1erhad said . . He could not give the
honorable member the absolute assurance he
could give him if the matter in question were
under the control of his (Mr. Baillieu's) own
Department, but he ullderstood that the
Minister of Public Instruction was deter·
milled to give effect to what .Mr. Abbott
desired.
The Hon. A. HICKS said that some little
titHe ago the Attorney-General stated that
he had the matter of increasillg the fees of
jurors nuder consideration. The honorable
gentleman gave honorable members to understand that the fees were not sufficient, and
that a different scale would be adopted.
The HOIl. J. D. BROWN (AttorneyGeneral) S!1id htl might say that the matter
mentiolled by Mr. Hicks was under considera·
t.ion, and that a new scale of jurors' fees was
now being drafted.
rfhe Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said he
wished to refer to a matter that had been
canvassed a good deal in variolls ways. He
referred to the reasons for the appoint,ment
or non-appointment of certain gentlemen to
the office of justice of the peace.
He knew
that considerab.le exception had been taken
by prominent people, and by associationR of
people, to a refusal of the Atto~'ney-General
to appoint as jllstices of the peace gentlemen
who had been recommended for that office,
a.nd in other cases explanation was required
as to why certain people had been appointed
as justices of the peace. He believed that
the Attoruey-G eneral had laid down certain
things that would debar a man from being
appointed to the magistracy.
To begi,-}
with, he understood the honorable gentleman
absolutely refused to appoint any mem ber of
the Legislative Assembly or the Legislative
Council aR a justice of the peace. He also
refused to appoint to that office anyone who
either ~)wned or was connected with a newspaper. He believed it was also the case, that if
'a gentleman was recommended by a public
meeting, or by petition for the position of
justice of the peace, it was an absolute bar to
his appointment. ~umbers of merr.bers of
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the Public Service had been made not only
ordinary justices of the peace, bnt territoria:,l
magistrates. He did not know the reason fo'r
that. In the country a conEidemble Dumber
of shire clerks had been made justices of thepeace, while applications ~hat men whohad occupied the position of shire president,
and who had sat upon the Bench in that
capacity, should be appointed, had been
refused. This state of affairs created a large
amount of heart-burning in sonJe localities.
It appeared to him that t.he policy the
AttorneJ'-l~enel'al had adopted
was not·
in accordallce with what ordinary people·
would thillk to be in the best interests of th'e
~tate.
The el~deavollr should be to secure
the services of gentlemen as jllatices of thepeace who could assiRt the Government, and
assist the Attorney-General, by dischargingthe important
dutieR
which justicc~
had to discharge in an efficient mannel:.
It seemed to him that the Crown J...aw Department ought to welcome the assistance
gentlemen of leisure, and of proper attainments, who were willing to undertake the
duties of this office. He would like sorrie..
explanation from the Attorney-General as
to the reason:-:; which had actuated him ill
making certain appoilltments and refusillg t()ma'ke others.
The Hon. J. D. BRO W N (Att0rney~
General) said his desire was to appoitlt as
just.ices of the peace the best rnen av~.ilable.
It had been foulld difficult, in some cases, t~
get the right class of men, but the Department was doing the best it could. Of course,.
there must be a selection made. I II every
small town there were many men who desired
to be justices of the pf'ace. Those nlust beappointed who, in the opinion of the Law
Officer for the time being, were best fitted
for the position. \Vith regard to men who
were nominated by public meetings, it, was
quite obvious that it would not be a proper
thing t.o appoint a man who had probably
instigated the meeting himself. Mr. Abbott
had referred to the fact that certain pllblicservants had been appoimed as justices of the
peace. Certain members of the Public
Service on retiring on pensions-men of
great experience of 1he world-had been
appointed as jnstices. . That was. a compliment to thelll, a.nd they gave good st~rvice to·
the ~tate. Thev were men of leisnre and
intelligence. Sou far as he knew, every appointment made had heen a success.
The Hon. A. HICKS said be wOllld like to
know from the Attorney-General whether it
was the practice ",hen a member of the Council
nominated a gentleman for the position of
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justice of the peace to require the consent of
a member' of the Legislative A:ssembly
befoi'e that persoll was made a justice r
He understood that if a member of the
Council nominated a man as j L1stice of the
,peace, the member for that district in the
Lower House was asked if there was any
·objecl ion, but if a member of t.he Assem bly
asker) for such an appointment, the member
for the province in the Council was not
.consulted.
The HOIl. J. M. DA VlES said he would
remiud
honorable members
that the
COllllCil met at 11 o'clock that morning.
The Appropriation Ddl could not be altered
in the sl igh test respect, so that he hoped
~onsideration would be shown to those who
had been present all day. There were now
-only fifteen members present. Twelve constitilted a quorum, so that if four more left
they would be ending the session without a
-quorllm. Honorable members kept slipping
away, and he thought it was a pity to take
up time ill discussion which IVollid have no
·effect.
The Hon .•J. D. BROVVN (AttorneyGeneral) said the sole responsibility in
<.Cotlnexion with the appointment of a
just.ice of the peace rested with the Minister.
The Hon. It H. S. ABBOTT said such an
.app0intmeut should not be made a matter of
favour by a member of Parliament. If a
nominytion was made he thonght the
necessity for the thing waR practically
vouched for, and unleRs some objection were
taken the appointment should be made.
Distinetions drawn by the Attorney· General
were unwise and ill-considered, and likely to
.cause considerable friction between honorable
members and that gentleman. There was
.an undercurrent of feeling among members
.elsewhere, as well as here, iu connexion
with the matter.
He agreed that it
was desirable to secure eligible persons
'for these appointments.
1t
was said
that if one met a j llstice of the peace
New Routh Wales he had to look out,
b~cam;e he wOldd probably be beaten for his
'Socks. In Victoria the same conditions did
.not prevail.
The appointments had llOt
been of a political character ill tbe past, and
he did not think they shollld be so in the
future. The most extraordinary, invidious,
;and undesirable distinctions were drawn by
the Attorney-General, and it could only
be personal bias against some people who
made these nominations.
The Hon. J. P. JONES said he hoped
that, before the State \vas oommitred to anything in connexion with the proposed Empire
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Exhibition, Parliament would h~ve an
opportunity of saying somettiing <;>11 the
matter. He understood that it was to be a
show of exhibits from all parts of the world,
and he did not think it would prove sllccessfni. He would suggest that the Committee
who were dealing with the subject slwuld
consider Lhe holding of an exhibition of locally
man u fact med goods. As one who had been
an executive officer of all the A.N.A. exhibitions that had been held, he thought the association could claim to have done a great deal
of good by I:!uchexbibitions, which he thought
might be ~ub3idized by the Government to
the extent of £200 or £300 annu::tlly.
The Hon. W. L. BA ILLIE U (Minister of
Public \Y orks) said he would bring the
views of the hOllorable member befor~ the
Cabinet.
The Hon. R. H. !:;. ABBOTT said he
noticed there was a sum of £3,750 for
travelling expenses in conllexion with t.he
Lands Department.
The Hon.W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of
Public vVorl{s) said the travelling expenses
were incurred in cOllllexion with the hmd
business. There was all illC'rease of £50 this
year owing to the increasell demand for land.
The HOIl. H.. H. S. ABBOTT said there
was a graut to the St. Kilda Foreshore Committee for the improvement of the reserves
at ~t. Kilda uuder their control.
There
were orher grants for gardens ill and ab0ut
the city. If £ 10 were needed for a recreation reserve in the country, however, it
could not be got. He would like to ktlow
whether there were contributions from the
municipal bodies to the cost of this work at
St. Kihla.
The Hon. W. L. BA1LLIEU (Minister
of Public Works) said thousands of poor
children, and people from all parts of tbe
country, got enjoyment at St,. Kilda, where
the
Foreshore
Committee
had
done
magnificent work. No one was keener than
he was in spending money in the count.ry,
because he recognised that in nine cases out of
ten it was more needed there. However, the
country ,,"onld not gain by carping at sums
spent in the city on worrhy works ~'HIch as
thiR.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he would
like tl) know whether the Minister of Public
Works could give the Committee any information in cOllnexion with the removal of the
wreck of the 8.S. Australia at Port Phillip
Heads.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Yfinister of
Public Works) said that before he left for
England, a few months ago, he gave definite
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instructions that the wreck should be blown
up, because he believed it was .a great menace
to shipping. He would take a note of the
matter, a.nd if the work had not been done
he wonld see that it was carried out..
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-The question is
who is to pay for it ?
. The HOll. \V. L. BAILLIEU said that he
was 3.fraid that the Government wonld have
to pay.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said the syndicate which had purchased the wreck had
made a large sum of money ont of the cargo,
and it was only right that they should be
called upon to pay for the removal of the
hull.
The Hon. A. :\fcLELLAN said he wished
to obtain some infOl'mation as to the propo=,als of the Government with regard. to
the expenditure on ~tate school buildings.
He noticed that the amount voted fot' that
purpose this Y3ar was much less than the
previolls year. .\1any of the State schools,
especiaUy in the industrial suburbs, were in a
disgraceful condition.
The Hon. A. HlcKs.-And in the country
too.
The Hon. A. McLELLA~ said he could
speak for those in the snburbs.
t;ome of
the schools were not yet sewered. The other
day a case of di phthel'ia was reported from
one of the schools at Malvern. The health
of the children should ve t.he first consideration, hl'lt evidently that was not the view
taken by the Departmellt
Children were
taught in schools that were overcrowded,
badly ventilated, and badly lil!hted.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister of
Public 'Works) sH,id a ve1'y milch larger
expenditure than that provided for on these
Estimates wa~ contemplated in connexlon
with State school buildings, but t,he money
was not availahle. The Treasurer was daily
expecting to come to some arrangement with
the Commonwealth Government with regard
to payment of iuterest on the eost of t.ransferred pr:)perties. This Government expected to receive from that source a sum
of about £100,000, and the whole of that
amount would be ear-marked for State
Elchool buildings.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT said he
noticed that items of expenditure at Wonthaggi were to be fOUlH( scattered o\'er the
estimates of the Public Works Department,
the Water Supply Department, and the
Mines Department. A sum of £700 was to
be spent on the resident'e of thE gencl':ll
manager of the State coal mille.
TIe
presumed that this was in additioll
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t.o the money voted last year, amoun~
ing to something like .£3,000.
Then
a sum of £400
provided for a..
public hall at Wonthaggi, for which over
£ 1,000 appeared on the previotls Estimates.
Various other items appeared for roads, treeplanting,.and other works at Wonthaggi. .It
was understood that the Government were reconsidering the terms under which the leaseEtdown there were obtained by the residents,
but a large number of those leases were now
to be converted into freehold, consequently
the large revenue which was supposed to be
dpri ved from tha.t place, would become a negli
gible quantity as time went on. Did the
Government intend to continue spendillg all
this money for the bellefi t of what was ap·
parently a favoured portion of the :State ~
The'Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public Works) remarked that information
of the kind desired by Mr. Abbott could
have been obtained very easily by giving
notice of a question. Perhaps there was
some advantage after all in a member keeping
the Honse up late and making himself distinguished. He (Mr. Baillieu) would makehimself distinguished by saying that theitems referred to by Mr. Abbott were for the
works set out in th"e schedule.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABHOTT.-How much
more are you going to spend ~
The Hon. W.L. BAILLIEU. -Just
exactly as much as was necessary to compiete
the work in hand. He did not thillk any
one would say now that the work that had
been done at Wonthaggi should never have
been done.
The HOll. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-A lot of it.
should never have been done.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIElJ said it was
easy to be wise after the event. }'erSOllll.l1y,
he diu not mind if he stayed there until tomorrow morning, but. he did not think that
anyone would gain much advantage by prolonging the proceedings.
The Hon. A. HICKS said he noticed in
the estimates of the Public Works Department an item of £~,OOO for the Bendig()
Creek. He understood that this was the
first instalment of £10,000. He was pleased
indeed that the Government intended t()
begin the work of improving the creek.
The people at Bendigo also would be pleased,
and he huped the work would be pushed on
as soon as possible.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public Works) said that as portion of the
1 endigo Creek was in his own Province, ;\1 r.
llicks might take it for granted tl13.t he
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would have the work start~d as soon as
possible.
The Hon. W. J. EV A~S said he would
like to know whether the Government
intended to appoint a Committee of inquiry
with regard to the Wyuna State farm.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLI EU (Minister
-of Public Works) said that the Government
intended to appoint a COlllmittee for that
purpose.
The schedule was agreed to, as were also
the postponed clauses and the first schedule.
Tbe Bill was reported without amendment,
.find the report wa::; adopted.
On tbe motion of the Hon. 'rV. L. BAILLIEU (~\lillister of Public \Vorks), the Bill
was thell read a third time. and passed.
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cluding the amendment made in the Bill by
the Assembly, and which was suggested by
the Council, and that tbe Council claimed
the right to make the suggestion they had
made ill the Bill.
ADJOUR~MENT.

The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU (Minister
of Public Works) movedThat the House, at its rising, adjourn until
Tuesday, January 9.

The motion was agreed to.
The Honse adjourned at six minutes past
eleven o'clock p.m. until Tuesday, January
9, 1912.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
LOAN
BILL.
Th~trsda'!l, ])ecemher 21, 1911.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative
A.ssembly with a message intimating that
The SPEA l{ER touk the chair at twentythe Assemblv had considered the Coullcil's
messaR,e on ~ the subject of the Bill, that five minutes to three o'clock p.m.
while the Assembly recognised the power of
FROZEN PRODUCE EXPORTED
the Council IIllder sub-section (2) of section
FHOM VICTORIA .
.30 of the Constitution Act 1903 to suggest
Mr. GRAHAM (Minister of Agriculthe omission or amendment of any items or
provisions in the Bill, the Assembly did not ture), in compliance with an Order of the
;admit the right of the Council to suggest a House (dated December 12), presented A.
new clause; but tbe Assembly did mttke the ret.urn relative to the export of frozen pro'Suggested amendment as a modification of duce during the year 1910-11.
.clause 2 of the Bill.
MELBOURNE LANDS EXCHANGE
The House went inLo Committee for the
BILL.
further consideration of the Bill.
On
the
Order
of
the Day for the second
Clause 2, as amended by the Legislative
reading of this Bill,
Assembly. was agreed to.
The SPEAKER said-In my opinion,
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN called attenthis is a private Hill.
tion to the absence of a q norum.
~1r. M URRA Y (Premier) lllovedA quorum was formed.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said the obTha.t all the Pl'ivate Bill Eltanding Orders, except
'8ervation had been made that he ought to be those relating to the paYlllen t of fees, be dispensed
ashamed of himself for calling attention to with, and that this Bill be treated a.s a public Bill.
Tbe motion was agreed to.
the absence of ~1 quorum. He did not think
Mr 1\1 U RRA Y (Premier) moved the
be bad anything to be ashamed of.
Tbe CHAIRMAN. ~ Then don't be second reading of the Bill. He said-A very
few words will explain the object and scope
.ashamed of yourself.
The Hon. J. G. AI KMAN" said the Bill of this Bill. It is to enable an exchange to
,bad been pa~sed by a very small House. It be made between the Metropolitan Gas Comwas a most important measure, and he did pany and the City Council of Melbourne of
not think that ten or twelve honorable mem- two pieces of land. They are both of r.be
same area, and one of them is vested in the
<bers should pass snch a Hill.
The Bill was reported without ameild- Cit.y Conncil for certain purposes, which are
described in the Hill-" For yardage for
ment, and the report was aliopted.
On the motion of the Hon. W. L. sanitary vehicles and appliances and materials
BAILLIEU (Minister of Public Works), reqnisite for the public purposes of
.the Bill was read a third time, and passed.
the city." 'fhe area of land has been
A messa.ge was ordered to be sent to the used for these l'urposes, but it is really
Assembly, intim1lt.ing that the Council had st1rrounded by land which is the pro-agreed to the Bill without amend ment, in- perty of the lVletropolitan Gas C'OIlJpUllY.
PUBLIC
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What· the BiU provides ~or is ~hatthe pres,ent
reservation shall be revoked, and also the
ti,tle to t.he Gas Company's property, and that
the two pieces of lalld can then be exchanged,
the ODe for the other. The land which is
now the property of the Gas Company, and
of which they have the fee simple, will be
vested in t~e City of Melbourne for exactly
the same purposes as the piece of land which
they are n0w gi ving in exchange.
Mr. KEAsT.-Does the Crowo get paid for
it ?
. Mr. MURRA Y.- The Crown does not get
paid. The land is not our property. 'rhe
one piece' of property belougs to the Ga~
Company, while the other is vested in the
City Council for certain purposes. The area
of each piece of laud is 1 acre 9 perches.
Mr. MACKEY.-But the City Council
land is Crown land really.
Mr. MURRA Y.-So far as the Crown is
concerned, its position will be exactly the
same as it is now, becanse the Bill gi ves the
Crown power to invest the City of :\'Jelbourne
with exactly the same title for the piece of
laLld they are getting in exchange as they
have for the land which they are gi ving in
exchange.
The reason which makes it
necessary for t.he Gas Company to obtain this
piece of land, honorable members will easily
understand if they look at the plans which
I am now exhibiting. These plans show the
piece of land which is invested in the City of
Melbourne, and also the piece of land they
are receiving in exchange. They are both
in the s::.tme street-the Aust!'alian \Vharfroad. There is only a road and a couple of
blocks between them, The Bill also provides for enabling the City Council to remove
its buildings and properties that are upon
the piece of lann they now hold, and tran~fer
them to the othEr area of land, and in
connexion with this the Gas CompalJY are
to pay to the City of Melbourne the sum of
£5,000.
Mr. KEAsT.-Is the State going to get
any of it 1
Mr. MURRAY.-I dare say the Gas Company would be willing to give us some of the
money if we made the transfer of these
buildings that are at present on the land
which is vested in the City of Melbourne.
However, this is an arrangement between
the two parties.
The Gas Company proposes to pay the corporation the sum of
.£5,000 in connexion with this exchange, and
I do not suppose that the Gas Company
wonld pay more than they thought was a fair
thing.
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Mr. MACKI<:Y.-~S the £5,00) giveu' as •
quid pro quo for the buildings, &c.
Mr . .1'V.1 URRAY.-No. I understand that
it is in connexion with the cost of transferring.
the buiJdin~s from the one block. to· theother. That is the agreement The reason
why it is so essentiaJ for the Gas Compa.ny
to 'make this exchange is owing to the l'3ituatioll of the land. It is surrounded on three
sides by land which is already used by the·
Gas Company, and the company proposes.
to carry out very important improvements,.
bringing its plant up to date, remodelling it!)
works, &c., and putting in new plant and
new buildings, all of which will involve a
cost of something like a quarter of a, ·million
of money. This is an enormous expens(f
which the company will embark IIpon, but I
believe it will be justified, for it will give thecompany a modern plant, and we are hopeful
that it may lead to a reduction in the priceof gas to the consumers. I 'Jonsider it is a
proper thillg that this exchange should bepermitted, as the Bill provides that theCrown shall have the power of re-investing
the land, which the city of Melbourne
recei ves in exchange, in the corporat ion for
exactly the same purpose as the land whicn
is now given in exchange is vested in the
council for now.
Mr. ELMSLIE. - I presume the City
Council has notified that it is agreeable t~
this exchange?
Mr. MUlU~AY.-Of course, both parties,
I understand, are agreeable.
Mr. KEAST.-I do not want to oppose
this Bill, but I do not see why the Govern--:
ment ehollld give away land practically 'for
nothing to a rich corporation like the City
Council of j\:lelbolUlle. The Government
has given away too much already to the City
Council-I do not say this Government, but
previous Governments. They have given
away most valuable blocks, and they also<
gave away a market site at :North ..Hel-·
bourne, which brings into the city corporation something over £l2,000 a year-in fact,.
I am not sure that it is not £20,000 a. year.
Yet, if we want to get a market built by the
Government, the City Council is against usin any such proposal, and seeks only to
conserve its own interests. I certainly think
it is time the Government determined tha~
no further transfers shall be made to the
City CQuncil, unless they pay for theland.
,
Mr. W A. TT. -The City Council gains
nothing by this.
Mr. KEA~T.-They want some place in
which to put their horses and drays, ami
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the buildings on their present block certainly
do not appear to be of much value. I do
not see why the Government should give
anything whatever to the City Council. It
certainly is not willing to give anything to
the Goverument: 1 will also say t.hat
it is a crying shame that the Town
Clerk of Melbourne, and other men with
influential positions, should be trying to
block the Bill relating to cool storage,
which is now before another place. The
farmers have had to suift,f a great deal
through not having sufficient freezing accommodation, and the market gardeners
have also had to suffel' for want of market
accommodation.
But when the Government proposes to spend something like
£ I 00,000 on freezing works, the City Council did all they possibly coul<il to block it"
and they seem to have enough power to do
so.
They also apparently have enough
power to block the markets being built that
are so much required. I am not against this
Bill, as the Premier says it is all right, but
I am strollgly against giving allY further
land ,to the council. uuless they pay for it.
Mr. ~1ACKEY.-From what tlte Premier
bas said, there is no proposal in thi::; Hili to
give the City Coullcil anything at ali. The
City Council are in occupation of certain
Crown lands, but they are Hot really the
oWllers of tho'~d lands. I would remind
honorable melJlbers that all these public
reserves.. although vested in certain bodies
for certain purposes, remain Crown lands.
The bodies which hold them have no vested
interest in them.
Mr. IJA~N,\H.-But they have greatl.V
encroached II [Jon their powers in cOllnexioll
with them.
Mr. .\lACKEY.-lf that be so, it is
because we have been remisl:!. J t should be
made clear that in the case of the City
Council of Melbourne, or any other municipality in Victoria, where lands are vested
in them for public purposes, they are only
trustees for the public, and Parliament
could, at any time, terminate the rrllst on
gi ving them reasonable compensation for any
improvements.
Mr. HANNAH.-What about the £5,000
the Gas Company is paying to the City
Council?
Mr. MACKEY.-AI:! I understand from
the Premier, the City Council have vested in
them, as trustees for the public, certain land,
and it is proposed that there should be an
exchange of this Crown land for other land
which is of equal value.
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Mr. J{EAST.-Do you not thiuk that the.
' f;tate should get the £5,000 ?
Mr. MACKEY.-I understand that the:
£5,000 is a recompenl:!e to the City Council
for the removal of certain improvements.
'"
Mr. MACKINNoN.-The recital in the,.
Bill does not bear ont what t.he honorable,_
member for Gippsland "Vest says. ]u 'fact"
it states just to the contrary. According to,
the recital the Gas Company is willing to
take this land and to pay £5,000 in con~
nexion wit,h the transfer.
Mr, MACKEY.-The point is that this,
land, whidl is vested in the City Conncil, is
really Crown land, and if it is propoto'ed
to exchange it for other land which is of!
equal "alue, then, of course, we should be
perfectly willing to allow. that exchange.:
But if the other lllnd is not of equal valnei
and if, therefore, £5,UO() is passing, 1 think,
that the £5,000 should go to the State. Jtr
is the State that is really making the exchange and not the Cit.y Council. J thin~.
that if the Premier could give ns an assurance thn.t the land that is to be given by
the Gas Company in exchange for the land
that is now held by. the City Council is of
equal value there will be no difficulty in
passing the Bill.
Mr. MURHAY.-The two pieces of land are
of equal area and are very close together.
Mr. MACKINNON.-A curious situation
seems to have aril:!en. Tr.e point, apparently"
is this: The Gas Company find a piece o~
public land i'ight in the centre of their
property, which they think it is worth their
while to buy, and they are prepared to give
£fI,OOO in order to get that land, and, also,
to give in exchange some land, which;
apparent.ly, is not nearly so valuable to them~
On the City Council land, the honorable
nlember for Dandenong states thitt, the build r
iugs are of very little value.
Certainly, the
buildings would not appear to be of suc1~
value as to warrant the Gas Company giving
the City Coullcil£ \000 for them.
"
Mr. MURRAY.-As far as I can under"
stand, the £5,000 is for the cost of remov.al
of the buildings and their re .. erection on the
other block.
Mr MACKIN~ON.-If yon be~r
mind the purposes for which this area of
land is used, as stated in the Bill-yardage
for
sauital'Y vehicles
and applianceiol.
and materials requisite for the public
purposes of the city-it is very diffj.,
cult to think that £5,000 should be spent on
buildings used for such purposes. The fact
is that it seems perfectly plain, fmnl
the recital
m
the Bill,
that, tho
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Gas Company are in a tight corner.
'['here is a piece of propert,y which they wan t
w get, and they are willing to pay £.\000 in
order to absorb this piece of land, which is
6UlTounded by their own property. ~ow,
under these circnmstances, is it right that
that £,-,,000 should go to the city corporation 1 Of course, if the Gas Company were
not willing to pay the corporation' £5,000 in
connexion with this transfer, there is no doubt
that this Rill not only w0uld not be asked
for by the corporation, bnt would be
vigorously opposed by them. The corpora.·
tion have really nothing to gain except the
£5,000. For my own part, I think it would
have been a fail' thing if the corporation had
said, " Here is £- -',OOU which we' are going
to make from the transfer of this property.
You, the State, are the relll owners of the
property. We only hold it forcertJ.in public
purposes, and, therefore, we will give you,
say, £3,000 as your share." In my opinion,
that would have been a fair position for the
city corporation to have taken np. The city
corporation of Melbourne certainly occupies
a very ad valltftgeolls position. It is practically.
drawillg rovenues from the whole of t.he
n)etropolitan area, a great part of which
ought, in my opir..ion, to be returned to the
ratepayers of Greater Melbourne. I do not
like to see a corporation, which is regarded
as llot a very progressive one in many
respects, receiving any advantage to which
'it ilS Hot entitled.
Mr. HANNAH.-I was a little doubtfnl
about Lhis matter, becanse I know the position of this land, and, if my memory serve3
ine correctly, I do not think there is more
than £- 1,000 or .£ 1,500 worth of improvements on the piecs of land which is uow held
by the city corporation, and which it is proposing to transfer to the Metropolitan Gas
Company. It would appear that the Metropolitan Gas Company badly wallt this particular piece of land, and, therefore. they are
making a bargain with the City Council to
obtain it: Now, the City Coullcil, according
ito the statements which we have heard, are
really only the trustees of this land, which is
property belonging to the people.
I myself
'anI very much like that good old man who
:ehdeavonred, iIi, the early days of Melbourne,
to make a great fight to reserve every inch
of 'land that could possibly be -reserved for
the people in the metropolis. We owe a
good deal to the memory of that gentleman.
'When we look fOllnd Imd see the ;.mportant
areal:! which the City CouBcil have obtaiued,
either at a peppercorn rent or Rltogether in
freehold, we must realize that that body
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is particularly good at makin~ bargainer.
On the other halld, the corporation has ll()
consideration whatever, apparently, for any
persons outside their own rat~payers. \\' hen
it comes to a mat ter of the welfare
of
the
public
generally
the
l ity
Council is the most reactionary body in
Victoria. I have been myself on certain
public bodies ill Carlton, and other places,
which have had to fight the Cit.y Council,
owing to their narrowness in this respect.
I remember a number of years ago the
struggle we had, because the City Council
were the trnstees of a certaill piece of laud,
before we could get the use of it for football
or cricket, and for recreation purposes. I
think it will he found thut the piece of laud
which the City Council are receivin~, in exchange for what t hey are tr>tnsferring, is
not nearly so valuable, from a city point of
view.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-The two
pieces are estimated to be of about the ~ame
. market value.
Mr. HA:\NAH.-The one has a frontage
to the street or 241 feet, while the other has
a frontage of only 169 feet, so that, from a
commercial staud-point, they do not appeat'
to be equally valuable. It would appear that.
in connexion with this exchange, the City
Council are to have t.he benefit of a clear
sum of £5,000, minus the l:>nildings which
are now on their land. and which do
not appear to be
of mnch value.
I t seems to be a posit.ion that this House
should not tolerate. If the City Council had
shown anv desire to look after the interests
of the ge~eral community when it had the
opportunity, I should not so much mind.
But we see how they have treated the outer
municipalities with regard to some lar~e
blocks of land that have ueenjnvested in the
City Council.
The City Coullcil have had
mallY advantages in this direction for which
the onter struggling municipalities have had
to pay every time. Uuless it was for their
pal'ticulal' advalltage, t.he City Council would
not have taken over any of the onter areas.
Here we have all opportunity wbiqb we should
not lose.
We have heen dealing during the
last two or three sessions with an iml'ortan't;
problem in re~al'd to giving the hest faciliti~s
to peopl6 on the li),nd to freeze their produce.
W hen it is a question of a few paltry pounds
the City Council fight" to the last, and
endeavour to obstrnct a measnre of great
importance. I cannot vote to enable the
City Council to get an advantage wbich
should come to the State.
I think' the
Government will be ill-advi~ed under the
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circumstances if they pass this measure without getting a cut in at what I believe should
belong to the :-;tate.
Mr. J. W. HILLSON (Fitzroy).-What do
you mean by a cut in ~
Mr. HANNAH. - An opportunity of
sharing in the spoils which the City Council
are to get from the Gas Compauy in the
shape of pounds, shillings, and pence. It
seems to me that, of the £5,000 the Council
are to get, there will be a clear profit of
.£3,500, as the i~provements at present upon
the land which the Council are giving up
would not be worth more than £1,500.
Parliament is going to acquiese in this
arrangement on the plea that this is being
done for the Metropolitan Gas Company.
13ut the Metropolitan Gas Company and the
City Council are twin brothers in squeezing
the public every time, and in not being very
considerate about the public interests. I
feel inclined to ask that this measure should
be held over and that a valuation should be
made. We have men here who c.)nld go
down and judge of thi!::! for theillselve~.
.\J r .• J. W. BII.LSON (Fitzroy).- Why not
move the adjournment of the House t:)0 that
we c~n go down aud see?
Ml·. HANNAH.-I do not want to do
that, although I suppose there are enough
motor car.; at our dispofo)al to selld two or
three men down there. I feel tbat this
matter should be adjourned. There is no
immediate burry. According to I he latest
report. we shall be meetiug again in two or
three weekI'!.
Mr. MURHAY.-Where did you hear
that?
Mr. H AN~.Af-T. -1 heard that another
place is not likely to sit again until aftel' the
holidays.
Mr. W AlT. - "Vho told you thatClayton 1
Mr. HANNAH.-I heard that that was
80.

Mr. J. vV. HILLSON (Fitzroy).-1f Clayton
says it, it is true. If he does not want the
other House to sit, they won't sit.
Mr. HANNAH.-The City Council have
enough influence and power behind them to
move the elderly gentlemen to do what they
like. The Government might very well
hold over this Hi II for another six months,
and then m ueh more satisfa~tory arrangements could be made.
Mr. ARG-YLE.-Looking at the map
without knowing anything about these pieces
of laud, I should think that the piece of land
that the City Council want in exchange is
not of the same value as that which they are
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5iving to the Gas Company. It seems to
me, from the arguments I have heard, that
the Crown 18 about to lose something ill the
value of the two pieces, and I think that the
Crown shonld get that difference. Seeing
that the City Council are merely holding
this land in trust for the people for certain
purposes, I think the Crown should take
some action in regard to the matter.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney }.-There i~ a
very small difference between them.
Mr. ARG YI. E.-I t is said that £5,\.00 is
to ·be the compensation for removiug alld reerecting the buildings which are now on the
Cit.y Council's land. I would suggest that
some method be adopted for getting a. valua.
tion. I would recommend the Govel'l1ment,
as the Towll Clerk is now iu the building, to
bring that officer before the Bar of this House.
I do Bot see why the Legislative Council
should have the whole of the fun. ""hile we
are waiting for business to come, we might
fill in the hour with an exa.mination of Mr.
Clayton at the Bar of this Chamber. He
could give ns Borne very vaiuabld in.
formation
about the valUe of the
buildings on the Jand. He is always
in evidence whenever there is anythillg affecting the interest or otherwise of
the ('ity Council before Parliament. I dp
not think we have a more freqnent visito:r
from Melbourne than the Town Clerk of the
City Council. If there is any suggestion
abont anything to be done affecting the City
Council we are bound to see Mr. Clayton's
shiny hat in the corridor. At one time, we
had an ex-Lord Mayor as member of the
Honse, but now we have nobody to give
us any detailed information on this subject,
and therefore, in all seriousness, I suggest
that Mr. Clayton should be called to give
evidence on t.his question.
Mr. CARLISLE.-Thel'e seems to be
rat her a disposition to object to anything to
which the City Council are a party. It would
appear that the City C01lncil are to get a piec~
of land which has a fron tage on one t:!ide and
on two ends, while the . block that they
are giving in exchange has a frontage only
on one end. The difference in situation is
about 4:~ chains. I should Bay that there was
not very much difference ill the value of tile
land.
Mr. MURRAY.-I believe there is vel'y
little difference.
M~r. CARr~ISLE.-I can understand why
the Nletropohtan Gas Company will pay the
£5,000. They want the land very badly,
whereas the City Coullcil are satisfied either
to keer the block they have or to take the
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other. If they are going to shift, they
shoula get something to compensate them for
shifting. They are to get £5,000, and that
is' a good and proper bargain for them· to
make. As to this being Crown land, I would
point out that it is vested in the City Council
for' the people of Melbourne. ·If the City
Counoil are satisfied, the House should not
place any obstacles in the way.
·,Mr ..MUIUtA Y.-Th~ point rai::;ed is thisFor an exchange by which they lose nothing
so fat· as site goes, why should tlley get suoh
;], large consideration in money?
.Mr. CARLISLE:-The City Council do
llOt·desire ehe exchange, and if the council
go from one block to another for no reason of
cheir own, they should get something for
shifting. This land oannot be SR.id to be
Crown land, beoause it has been given over
.to the City Council for all time without
power to sell.
J"T1'. AHGYLE.-For certain ·purposes.
. )11'. ·CARLISLE.-If they get an()ther
blol:k in place uf it, and the new block serves
thelie purposes as well as the other block,
there ::;honld be no objection on the part of
this Honse, lIor should we put au obstacle in
the way of the (jas Uompany .improvillg their
.~,'ork::; and gi ving better results to the people
.of Melbourne.
A n an old c.)llllcillor, I
·know that the councils take particular
care dw,t the interests of tue people
are safegua.rded in any transact.ion they go in
for. 1 think it is a mistake to offer objections
to a tl'ausaction which is for the benefit of all
partie:;.
.
A1r. J.
BILLSOS (Fitzroy).-I think
it would be as well if we held this Bill over,
becallse at present we do not know the land
,01' the valub of the land and bnildings.
Mr. MUH.H,A Y (Premier). -Will th~
honorable member allow me? This Ft'oposi. tion was placed before me, and I accept.ed
.. in all good faith the statemeut that was made
I to
me. I know it is a mat.ter of urgenoy
. that the Gas Company should get this block
as soon as possible, because it means the
beginning of an expenditure that will amollnt
toabollt £250,000. That is what the Gas
.Uompany propose to expend in buildings
·and in ooe thing and another, which will
be for the benefit of the public, and give a
better light at., perhaps, a lower chargE'.
1\1r. J . .W. HILLSUN (fi'itzro.'J' )-The hOllOt'able gentlemnn says" perhaps" when he
refer!'! to t: he-lower charg-e
:Mr. MURRA Y.-Jf· the Gas Company
cboo.se to red nce the price of gas the £eneral
oonsumer will get the benefit of it. The
city corporation represent a very large
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number of people, and the Gas Company
carryon what is a large public utility. I
accepted, in perfect good faith, the illformation that £5,000 would be an equivalent for
the removal and re-erection of these buildings
on the allotment whioh the company is
desirous of acquiring. 1 dare say I ought
to have assured myself as to what the ilctual
cost would be. I have no general objection
to the ratepayers. or a large section of the
ratepayers, getting the bellefit~ or profits
out of property which they regarcl as their
own. I have no reason, allY more than
any other honorable member, to have any
special feeling for the City Council. [recognise the trn t h of the statemen t of honorable
membels on the Opposition side of the
House about the attit.ude of that body upon
many questions, and about t!leir having
acted very frequently in wbat, I think, a
very selfish and autocratic way. It makes
no diffelence to the City Couneil which piece
of land they occupy, the two pip-ces being in
the vicillity of Olle another. But this exchailge
will permit the· Gas Company to go on with
the improvements they contemplate. It is
essential that they should get posse~sion of
tho block that is necessary to them at
the very earliest possible moment.
The
block which the Gas Company are to
get is in the very heart of their premises,
while the other is on the outside.
If the City Council are getting more
than they are entitled to, the difference oughlj tl) go into the State Treasury, and not the city one. The intention of t.he Bill is that. the Gas
Company shall pay to the City Council the
£5,UOO mentioned in clause 3. They would
use a part of that money to make the
transfer, Ot· they might URe the wllole of it in
erecting a better buildillg. That is probably
what they would do.
They would be
erecting a municipal buildillg H,t the expense
of the Gas Comp~ny.
Mr. J. W. HILLSON (FitZl·OY). - Yon are
g'uessing now, but you may be right.
Mr. M.UH.B.AY.-l do not krlOW that
that will satisfy some honorable members. I
only undertook to introduce the Bill on the
ullderstauding t,hat, if there was a.llY opposition to it, 1 shodd not press it. That was
the arrangement 1 made with the representatives of the Gas Company.
Mr. H. McKE.NZIE (Rndney-Minister of
Lands).-I inspected these pieces of lewd at
the invitation of the Gas Company, and
without posing as an expert, I say that there
is very little difference in the value of the
respective blocks. I remarked at the time
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-when I was informed that £5,003 was to be
~ivel~ by the Gas Company in addition
to the area of land, t hat nothing like that
.~mount would be involved in removing
the improvements to the new site and reerecting them.
I W~IS informed by the
,represelltati ves of the Gas Company that it
waS the' intelltion to remove and re-erect the
,buildings, and to make improvements that
'wonld run iilto something like the sum of
money mentioned. That. is how they ac.'Count for the £5,000 being given by the
Gas Company to the City Council.
Mr. J. 'vV. BILL~08' (fi'itzl·oy).-The
Premier said that this, perhaps, would Hot
.satisfy me.
It will 1.1Ot sa.ti~fy me, because
I object to being placed in the position in
'whieh 1 find my~elf. 'Whether honorable
members take up the san:e position or not is
,a matter of indifference to me.
1 t is also a
matter of indifference to me whether 1 am
'right or wrong, so 'long as I believe 1. am
}·i"ht. I do not know the value of this laud,
.a,~d I am asked to vote for the exchange of
.it block of public land for another bl~ck of
land. I know nothing abont it, aud 1 do
not know the value of the two areas. 1 am
.assured by the Minister that it is all right,
but I want to know that it i~ all right. I
might take the statement of the Minister,
1)ut then 1 am not prepared to vote away the
'pllblj~ estate in exchange for another piectl of
land. I object to dispose of the public ef:ltate
'without knowing the real value of the lalld.
Even if we were getting the best of the
bargain, I want to know why the exchange
'should take phce.
I want time to
look at the land
We know that the
Australian \Vharf-road is a kind of Bourke'street and Collins-street from a trader'-s
stand-puint, and we know that Piggot-street
is a kind of by-street of very Itttle use,
having no traffic and no business.
Be'-cause these strips of land are of equal
.area, they are assumed to be of equal
value.
Olle has a frontage of 169
feet, and the other of 241 f(,et to the
Australian Wharf-road. The land that it is
proposed to give out of the public estate will
rise in value hy lea!J~ and bounds. It. does
notma.tterlO me whetherthe Government or
the City Council are satisfied, or \V hether there
"has been an S:lgreement between the Gas
'Company, the City Couucil, and the Government. I want to know that the public interest. is being consened before I vote for the
exchange.
Honorable lllenlbers have no
right to be "bull-dozed" to commit them:.Sel ves to such an exchange without, knowi,ng
~what they are doing.
I hope the Honse will
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not consent to the exchange. I shall not say
anything about the representatives of the
Ci ty C()nncil trying to lJreve11 t the Gove'rnment from carrying out their own interests
in the public welf,tre.
The Premier says
that, if tile Gas Company get this allotment, they will spend a large sum of money,
and increased facilities will be given for the
production of gas; and that as the gas beeomes cheaper, tl~ey will be able to reduce
the cost to the consumers.
Mr: 'vV A'l'T.- Do YOUl' lJarty regard the
Gas Company as a competitor 1
Mr. J. W. BILLSUN (Fitzroy).-I do
not, and I did not know there was any
analogy.
There is as much difference
between the illuminating power of the
Lab,)ur p~rt.y's gas and that of the Gas
Company, as there is between the sun allel a
rnshlight. If they get these facilities and
the production of gas is cheapened, it does
not follow that the price will be reduced to
the consumers. I can not 'understand the
special pleading of the Premier.
Why
mention anything about the cheapening' of
gas1 'Ve had a discllssion in the House
some time ago in connexion wit h the Gas
Company, and I thonght that the Government were going to take some action. 1 do
not feel that I am justified, and I hope that
honorable members will feel that they are
not justified, in giving a blind vote. I
object. to this exchange because honorahle
members do not know any tiling abuut the
land; they do not know its present value
nor its prospective value.
My trouble is
not aboll t the £5,000, for that will not grow,
but this land is in a position in whidl its
value will grow. I am opposed to the whole
transaction.
Mr, W A'fT (Treasurer) -·As the Premier
intimated, this Bill was introducp.d at this
stage of the session on the nnderstanding
that was conveyed to the Government that
the Honse would offer no substantial opposition to it. How honorable members were consulted we do not know, and it was only on
condition that it was to be non COli tentious
that we introduced the Rill.
Mr. J. W. BILLS0N (Fitz'roy).-Clill you
give us any idea as to how the underst.anding
was arrived at, and with whom?
Mr. W ATT.-I do not know.
There
appears to be some d0ubt as to whether the
Bill should be passed now or as to wbether,
if passed, it should contain a provision to
give a certain amount ::>f the money to the
Treasury, and it is therefore a contentious
measure.
We have other matters that
we desire to deal with, and as honorable
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members wish to get to t.heir homes as soon as
possi ble - .
Mr. SOLLY.-Will the Treasurer allow
me to make a statement before he withdraws the Bill ?
Mr. WA1'T.- Yes; but I want to get a
chance of speakiug again by leave.
Mr. SOLLY.-I went 'to the Gas Company's yard to look at the plan of this piece
of land. The City Council desires to exchange this piece of land for another pieca
for the convenience of the general public.
The piece of land owned by the City Council,
which runs right into the Gas Company's
yard, prevents the company carrying on its
extensions in the way it desires. Mr. Grice,
one of the directors of the company, and the
secretary of the company, took me round the
yard.
.
Mr. J. W. Brr.LsoN (Fitzroy).- When?
Mr. SOLL Y.--I went there at the request
of the leader of the La.bour pilrty.
Mr. :MACKI<:Y.- You did quite right to
investigate the matter.
Mr. SOLLY.-r think it is my duty to
make this explanation.
1 would llot be fail'
if 1 did not expl'e~s Ill)' opinion till-lt there
will be no disad vantage to the Mciuourne
City Coullcil in duing what is proposed. No
disad vantage will be done to the public if the
proposed alteration is allowed to take place.
1 reported to the leader of the Labour party
that I could see no valid objection to the
proposed exchange.
Mr. J. W. BrLLsoN (Fitzroy).-Did you
say you went down on behalf of the State
Labour party ?
Mr. SOLLY.-~o. After the dissolution
of Parliament, the leader of the Stnte Labour
party was asked to go down for t he purpose
of making an inspection, so that he might see
if there were any reasons for oLjectillg to the
passage of the Bill. The leader of the party
could not go down. I was the only member
of the party present, and he asked me to go
down in his place and report to him. I reported to him t.hat I could see no rea.sonable
objection to the exchange proposed being
allowed. Honorable members know that I
would be the last to allow tbe Gas Company
to have the best of a deal.
I do not
think I would have done justice to myself
or to the director or secretary of the Gas
Company if r had not made this explanation.
Mr. VV ATT (Treasurer).-I think the
honorable member for Carlton has done him~
self justice in connexion with this matter,
but 1 do not want him to think that any
remarks I was making reflected on mem hers
of the Upposition, bectLUse quite as much
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criticism has come from this (the l\1inisterial~.
side of the House, as from the Opposition ..
If the Bill is to become law this session,
it is plain that it must be amended.
I
intend to move the adjournment of thedebate.
Probably before we rise we·
may be able liO propose amendment.s in
the Bill which will satisfy honorable mem-bers. If not the matter will have to wait.
over till next session.
move-

r

That the debate be

DOW

adjourned.

The mot-ion for the adjournmtnt of the·
debate was agreed to, and the debate was ad·
journed until lat~r in the day.
DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE BIIJL_
The debate (adjourned from the previou,,"
day) on Mr. Graham's motion fur the second
reading of this Bill, was resumed.
Mr. W AT'!' \Treasurer).-I do not know
whether honorable members who last night
were critical of the proposition contained in
this Bill have in any way changed their
views, but it does appear to me thathonorable members who have looked into the
whole question must support the proposition
embodied in the Bill. '~'here appeared to be·
confusion in the minds of most honorable
members last night.
The personnel of the
position of Director appeared to be mixed up·
with the proposition embodied in the BilL
In the tirRt place it is fair to say that the·
Bill does not mention any person. It merely
lays down a scheme. It has one purpose only,.
and that is to abolish the office of Secletary
of Agriculture, and to appoint as permanent
head of the Department a Director of Agriculture.
From my investigations I may
say that the tendency of the Australian
Governments and of t.he New Zealand
Government during the last ten years.has been to appoint some man of general agricultural knowledge, and probablywith :t speqial qualification as well, to control.
the agencies of their Departments of Agriculture instead of putting them under purely
clerical administration. The more honorablemember~ think of that t.he more widespread
will become the inflnence of the Department.
in their minds and the possibilities of its.
beueficial extension.
If the Bill hecomes
law, Dr. Cameron will be appointed Director'
under the nill. If 'it does not. become law
he will be Director of Agriculture, but the·
trOll ble is that he will not be technically and
rea.lly permanent bead of the Department.
Honorable nlembers do not desire to have·
divided control. They do not waut a Secret~l'y of Agricult.ure, and a potent force like,
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;the Director to come into collision, and to
-frnstrate the objects of the Government and
,the Department, !:lS, unfortunately, has
·<)ccurred in the last five or tell years, We
want to complete by this measure the re·organization of the Department, and to make
it a live force amongfSt the agricultural community, As to Dr. {'amerun's qualifications
it has been suggested that because he i~,
first and foremost, a vett!riua,'Y scientist he
knows llothing about agriculture. J nvestiga'tiOll will prove that to be incorrect. It is
true that he stands pre-eminent in his profession, but it is equally true that he was
born on a farm, and has been HCq l1ainted
with agricultural pursuits all his life. Since
'his associat.ion with the Department he has
'been enabled to broa.den his experience and to
'.-acq uire a knowledge of the general branches
{)f the Department that will be extremely serviceable 4;0 him in his position as Director.
The Sub·Committee of the Cahinet., of which I
was a member, after speuding several rnonths
-()n the question of the re-organizatinn of the
Department, came tothe conclusion that, '" hile
there were many argmnents that llIight be
used in favonr of the appoiutmellt of a
~lerical administrator, the balance of the
.arguments was in favour of the appointment
·of a man who had techllical knowledge of a
general and special kind, and who was an
.approved administrator. It iR a vital thing
that whoever is appointed, whatever his
-other qualifications may be, must be
.able to administer thit:! grea.t and ~ro\Ving
Department.
Mr. EL~ISLIE.-And to e1assify the Department, according to the Bill.
Mr. WATT.-The term "administer" is the
widest term I can lltSe. It means more than
<>rgalllzlllg. We wallt a ma.lI with n. business
mind, who will control the officers of the
Department,lillk it up with the public, anJ
'keep the Department going in a healthy way.
No honorable member has allY doubt as to Dr.
'Cameron's administrative capacity. He has
,entablished· ma.ny important branches cf the
Department, and wherever he has been tried
his capacity has been proved. \\' hen he was
transferred from the Healt h Department, he
;assisted the late D,', Gresswell to draft our
Milk ~upe)'visioll Bill, whieh Parliament delibet'ated on for BlUllY weeks. It is to the
-credit of the autLor of the measnre and
the Parliament which pallsed it into ldw that
it stands as the besr, measure of its kind in
Australia. Upon it the milk sGpervision
measures of all uther States have been
modelled. Dr. Cameron was then given the
:administration of the measure. From his
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mind, and from the minds of the staff he
gathered around him, sprang the whole
organization of the milk Sll pervision branch,
and with little or n') ft'iction, and with cnnsiderable economy, that measure of reform
has been successfully carried out in Victoria.
That was a difficult task, and Dr. Cameron
accomplished it with great success. Then
there was the matter of the inspection of
stallions. That was a big question in the
country districts. There were disagreements
ahout awards and the methods of working
the system it is true, but the harmony with
which it, is working now is wonderful.
Mr. CARLISLK.-There were mistakes
made.
Mr. \V ATT.-Thn.t is trne; but, generally
speaking, this difficult refo1'm-I believe the
first of its kind south of the line-has been
attended by more than ordinary success, and
that is to a large measure due to Dr.
Cameron.
Mr, LANGDoN.-Don't YOIl think the
abolitinIl of the secretaryship will materially
interfere with the administration 1
Mr. WAT'f.-T~.e system of re-organization adopted by the Cabinet and approvecl
of by the Public Service Commissiuner, of
which the passing of this measure would be
the final step, places at the head of the Department a Director who will embody in himself the functions of the secretary and
Director. Under him there are to be a chief
clerk and an accountant, to take charge of
correspondence and accounts. That is in
the office. Under the Director outside are
to be the various agencies-the stock branch,
the agricul t ural branch, the horticnl ture
branch, the viticnlture branch. and so on.
Mr. CARLlf';LE.·-His time will be taken up
in signing documents.
Mr. W ATT.-Under the 'Public Service
Actand the Audit Act, the permanent hean of
a Depaxtment can delegate the cert.ifying of
accoullts and correspondence to some olle
under him. The first question is whet her it
is better to have a man as permanent head,
who is called secretar'y or director. If
Parliament says, "Let us have a director as
permanent head," then the q nesti'on is
whether the man we have appuinted, as
t~mporary ?irector, is fJualified for the posi~
tlOn and lIkely to make a success of this
important Department.
Mr. TouTcHER.-The answers to those
questions are very important.
Mr.
A TT.-To show our appreciation
of how important this questior~ was, Ministers
very carefully ransacked the whole field of
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work in the Depa.rtmelJt, tested the qmdifications of the officers as best they couln, and
selected Dr. Cameron as the man best
qualified. I hold no brief for Dr. Cameron.
He is not the man to curry favour with
individual members. He ha~ his OW11 style
of doing business. His is a strong, forcefnl
character. I have no hesitation in saying
that tbe way Dr. Cameron has itcted as
Director since his appoint.ment promises a
very healthy state of affair~ for the Department. We know the state of disor~aniz~\tion
the Department was in up to a few months
ago. 1n a very short time we can see evidences of development and harmony which
h:.we not existed in 1hat Department for
many years.
Therefore, I thillk that this
measure can be accepted with confidence by
the House.
Mr. SU LL Y.-I oppose this mea!:iure,
because, in the first place, there seems tCJ be
considerable overlapping. Last night we
saw by tl~e Estimates that, we had four
managers of the State coal mine. That sort
of thiug deems to obtain ill other Departments. There appears to be a de!:iire to,
create positions for some' }Jeople. Looking
at the salaries, we Dud that in the Department of Agriculture there is a chemist
getting £600 a year; ~ sel.ior ins.pector ~f
fruit for import and export; a cillef hortlcultur::tl officer; an inspector of vegetation
diseases; a chief orchard supervisor; the
principal of the Ruther~l~n viticul.tural
station and so on. In addItIOn there IS an
a(Yricul~ural superintendent, who is paid
i'650 a year.
He is a gentleman
with a full
knowledge of
agriculture.
Above all those officers it is
proposed to appoint as Director of. Agricul.
ture a gentleman who knows nothmg. abo~t
agriculture, although he rr.:ty know t,he dIfference between a horse and a dOll key. I
do not think that a mtm with his qn~llifica
tions should interfere with such an officer as
the chemist; or that he should take charge
of the Government botanist. ~uppose the
late Baron Von Mueller was still at the head
of the Botanical Gardens, and Dr. Cu-meron
was placed over him. The thought is sufficient to make the ashes of the deceased
baron rise in protest. If Dr. Cameron has
not n. good knowledge of agrieuitnre, how
can the heads of the chemistry and botany
branches be expected to look up to him with
respect and este~m. The. Direc~o.r of Agriculture is to receive £8,)0, m addItIOn to the
£650 paid to the Superintende~)t of ~~r~cul
ture. What we really want IS a 1~1 mIster
who will take charge of this Department and
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see that all the ufficers carry out their duties.
faithfully and well
Mr. GUAHAlL-! would have to watch;
experts all over the country.
Mr. SOLL Y.- vVe want a man as Minister of Agriculture who will take particular"
interest in his De}Jartment, and pay close·
attention to it, and not one rUllnillg about all.
over the show, and possessing very little
kno wledge of the Department he has,
to administer. ,,ye waut a live man as::\1inisterial head. H, instead of appointing
superintendents and directors, .Ministers..
were to look after their Depart ments, it
would be better and save expense. This.
grand Liberal Reform Govertlment, who, on·
the hustings, said they would sweep the
Lflbour petrty out of existence, are finding
positions for their various political pet:;;, and
wasting public money in a way which, tomy mind, should be opposed by every rightthinking man in this Assembly. Director of
Agriculture, indeed!
These gentlemen
assume so much that you cannot get Hearthem. They treat the ordillary member or
Parliament as so milch dirt.. There ere·
dozens of this sort getting salaries up t(}>
£7uO, who are doing practically nothing ill'
the interests of the community. The desire
of this and past Liberal Governments has:.
been to create snch offices for the purposeof putting their own friends into them. I
hope the House will reject the Bill, which is'
unworthy of a Government professing to be
for reform and progress. I bope the Honse\vill not treat thIS seri'ons matter flippantly.
Our expenditure has been going up by leaps
and bOllnds. Even before we handed Departments over to Federation, the cost of
administration was not so great fl,S it is now.
Mr. MURRA Y (Premier).-The honorable·
member for Carlton ha~ made a very seriolls·
charge against the Governmellt.
lIe has.
said that we found positions in which we.
put our political pets. I would like the houable member to state one such position.
Mr. SOLL Y.-I ask leave, Mr. Speakel'~
to withdraw my statement.
Mr.OHAY.-It would appear that the·
bonorable memher for Carlton really objects'
to the name. What does it matter whetherthe head of the Department is c'llled the
Director of Agriculture or not?
Mr. ELMSLlI<;.-lt is to suu-clause (6) of
clause 2 that objectioll is taken.
Mr. GRA Y.-- Whether the head of the·
Department is c:llled the Director of Agricultnre, or the Secretary of Agriculture, IS a.
very small matter. The honorable memberfor Carlton tried tc belittle the ability of
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Dr. Cameron by referring to him as a hurde
doctor, ·instead of as a veterinary surgeon.
He also wants to know how the agricultural
chemist could look up to, and respect Dr.
Cameron, because he is a veterinary surgeon.
On the honorable member's argurnent how
can the agricultural chemist look up to the
Minister with respect, because the honorable
gentleman is llOt an expert in chemistry.
The Pr~mier is the head of the Police Department, and, as such, he has to take the
recommendations of the Chief Commissioner of Police.
I understand that
the agricultural chemist would make
his
recommenuatiotls to the Director,
who would carry them out, because he would
be guided by his experts. I remember
the ex· member for LI)Wall saying that at one
time he was prejndiced agaim;t Dr. CR.meron.
I had the same feeling myself. Since he
has heen in office I am quite satisfied that
he has absuLltely re-orgalli~.ed that DepHortment. Everv man there knows hi':! duties,and
every man ;ttends to them now. .I do not
think there was ever a better ma.n at the
\lead 0 f the Department.
J f honorable
member:5 look at it, as unprejudiced men,
they will admit that he is really doing good
work.
. Mr. SOLLY.-That is what the Minister
should have done long ago..
IvIr. GH.A Y.-The honorable member is
never moderate. He al ways goes to extremes.
This afternoon he was prepared to hand over
to the Melbourne Gas Company a valuable
property, although honorable members, who
are accused of being conservati ve, objected to

it.
Mr. HAN N AH called attention to the
fact that there was not a quorum of members
present.
A q llorum was formed.
Mr. GRAY.-I understand from the acting leader of the Opposition that the main
obje0tion to the Bill is in sub·clause (6) of
~lause 2, which reads as follows : Subject to the approval of the Governor in
Council the Director may from time to time assign
to nny officer of the Department of Agriculture
during the pleasure of the Director such of the
powers and duties of a permanent head as the
Director thinks fit; and in such event any of such
powers ano duties executed by such officer shall for
all purposes have the same force and e.ffect as if
executed by the Director.

I do not know whether there is any way of
meeting the objections to the Stl b·clause. We
might require the approval of the Minister as
well as of the Director. but I am satisfied, from
my knowledge of the present Director, that
.he thoroughly understands the work he. ie
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engaged in, des~te the innuendoes that have
been thrown out concerning his ability. I
do not know wherE: we could fiud a better man.
Mr. HANNAH.-The honorable member
has not shown what Dr. Cll.meron's qualifications are.
.,.Vlr. GRA Y.-Dr. Cameron is a veterinary
expert, and he hal:! a f,tir knowledge of
agriculture through following that profession.
The honorable member himself is a bricklayer, but he profes3es to kno\v everythiug
under the SUllo
Mr. HANNAH.-Personalities again.
1\1 1'. G RA Y. - The honQrable mem ber
should be the last man in the HOllse to
speak about personalities.
If honorable
memhers on the Opposition side wish t()
" stonewall" a measure of this kind they can
do so.
.
Mr. H.A.N~AH.-There is no one with
greater knowledge OIl all subjects thf.l.li the
honorable member for Swan Hill, but we
have not yet got from him a statement of
what qualifications the present Director of
Agriculture possesses.
Mr. GRAY.-How many years will it take
the honorable member to obtain those
qualifications 1
Mr. HA~NAII.-It has taken the
honorable member for Swan Hill a great
many years to know about an island in his
part of the State ill which he is interested,
and the little games that go on from time t()
time I can quite understand t.hat a bricklayer may not know much about the scientific aspect of agriculture, but he may have
a very practical knowlt!dge about land, and
I think I could give the honorable member
a point or two. Probably I could grow a
cabbage or a tomato as skilfully as he could.
We might have a little piece of land placed
at our disposal during the recess and see
who cOl1ldmake the better fist of it.
Mr. GRAHA:M:.- We must give you a plot
of groulld to try it on.
Mr. W ATT.-It will be a demonstration
parliamentary plot.
Mr. HAN.sAH.-I intended to say something on this question of the control of the
Department of Agriculture when we were
considering the Estimates, and also to ask
something about the Wynna farm. ]f Dr.
Cameron gets control of that farm are we
likely to have a better state of thillgE. up
therp? Has he the necessary experience and
intelligence to promote the successful development of that and other State farms? .
Mr. SOLl,y.-Certainly not.
Mr. GRAT.-Dr. Cameron h1.s had very
little to do with Wyuna.
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HANNAH.-Some time ago the
of Agriculture himself stated that
be doubted very much whether Dr. Cameron
was leal!y an expert in connexion with the
business with which he is supposed to have
been identified all these years. The Minisrer
said not long ago that he would not permit;
this gentleman to occupy the position of
Director of Agriculture.
Mr. GRAHHf.- The honorable member
never heard rne say that to anyone.
Mr. HANNAH.-The Millister said so in
this House. It wa.s not nntil the Premier
got. to work and was able to smooth over the
little difficulties that the Minister of Agriculture acquie:;;ced ill the appointment of Dr.
Cameron.
Mr. GRAHAM - I leave my colleagues to
state whether that is correct or not.
Mr. W ATT.-lt is wholly incorrect.
Mr. ELMRLI I<:.-There is no smoke without
fire!
Mr. H ANNAH.-J think it is abont time
that we devoted a few hours in this Chamber
to th€' discussion of the mana.gement of seveml of our Departments. Men have come
along lately witlwut any special qualitications
and have been foisted into high positions.
During a previous debate on this Bill, the
Minister interjected that there was at present a man in the Department who had even
greater qualifications than the present Director.
Mr. GRAHA!\J:. - That WaS olliy as far as
the Agricultnral Branch was concerned.
Mr. HANNAH. - There is no Department which demands greater attention at our
bands than the Department of Agriculture.
Agriclllture is the one thing that is going to
lift Vi(~tot'ia out of I he slough of despoud she
has got into wich regard to the loss of population. We waut a man as Director of Agriculture who has not only a. good knowledge
of veterinary work but also the widest knowledge that can be obtained of all tile branches
of agriculture. It seems to me that we have
been sadly neglecting this Department. I
would like to know what salary Dr. Cameron
was receiving before he was given the appointment of Director.
Mr. GRAHAM.-His salary previously was
.£700.
Mr. HA7'NAH.-Aud he is now getting
£850. 1 t is not likely that his position will
be disturbed for the next three or four years,
because it will take him that long at least to
demonstrate his ability or otherwise. There-fore, if that man does not possess the
qualifications he should possess, agriculture
is going to have a severe set back in Victoria.
Minist~r
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There are men itl this community who are
being indu~ed to go upon the land, and there
are also men, who are being induced to come
from abroad here to settle upon thtl land.
Under these circumstances you require, in
my opinion, to have a man with all the
modern methods for the application of science
to the land, and the application of water, and
so on, if we are g::>ing to make this particular
department a success.
Mr. LANGDoN.-The difficulty is to get
such a gentleman.
Mr. HAN.NAH.-In the past we have
lost one 01' two excellent men. They have
slipped away from us to other States, and they
were a ~I'eat loss to Victo!'ia.
Mr_ GH.AHAI\f.-·That i~ because we did not
give them a high enough sahLry.
Mr. HANN AH.-I am not against giving
a man a fair salary, if he is capable of
demonstrating his value to the community.
I would like to ask, however, if honorable
members think it is wise to place in the
hands of any official, such a power as is
proposed to be given to the Director of
Agriculture under this Bill? Sub-clause (6)
ofclanse 2 provides thatSubject to the approval of the Governor in
Council, the Director may from time to time
assign to any officer of the Department of
Agriculture auring the pleasure of the Director,
such of the powers ana duties of a permanent
head as the Di/'ector thinks fi;;; aud in such
event any of such powers and duties executed by
such officer shall fot· all purposes have the same
force and effect as if executed by the Director.

I do not know of any other clause that has
ever been drafted which gave such power to
any man holding an offici::11 position in this
community, apart from the Minister himself.
Even the Miuister has not snch a power as
this.
Mr. GRAHAM.- You must remember that
clause 2 of the Bill is subject to the provisions of the Public Service Act.
Mr. HA:\NAH.-Only with regard to
those matters which have no bearing on the
point that I am now discussing. I believe
that no member of this House. who, if he
were a free lance, would condemn more
strongly than the Treasurer the passage of
such an autocratic provision as this .
. Mr . .:vJENzIEs.-The clause says" subject
to the tl.!Jproval of the Governor in Council."
Mr. HANN AI-I. - When the honorable
member has been longer in Parliament, he
will know what the "Governor in Council "
means a little bit better than he does now.
Experienced members do not willingly leave
much power in the hands of the Governor in
Council. "Gnder the circumstances, I do not
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think the Government will lose anything if
they agree to allow this measure to stand
over until the next session of Parliament, so
as to permit of this clause, at any rate,
being reo drafteu We know that the gentleman
whom it is intended to appoint as lJireutor of'
Agricnl ture is at present tell1porarily in the
position, and, I believe, he is doing good
work. I do not feel disposed, however, t<?
vote for giving any officer the powers proposed in sub-clause (6) of clause 2. I am
just as anx-iout) as any honorable member
can be that we should have an able and
capable head of the Depa.rtment of Agriculture. I recognise the value it must be to
the community if we have, as Director of
Agriculture, a man who is well versed in the
most scientific advances that have been
made ill regard to agriculture. As I have
said, 1 think the Government are making a
rather serious move when they propose to give
such powers as these to a gentleman who has
really had no practical experience with
regard to the wurking of land. We can
quite underlStand that there are nlen who
come along ill a. departllJent, and, with a
certain amount of ability, are able to suck
the braills of one individual and another, so
that they become apparently possessed of
certain qu,difh·at.ions which will enable them
to pose as experts. I regard the Department
of Agriculture as alJsolutely so important,
especially with l'espect to its. bearing on the
future
developtl1ent - of this count.ry,
that I think ,ve ought Bot to ':lllow this Department to go on any further without having at its head one of the best experts that
can possibly be got in Australia. I am not
an advocate of going outside Australia, but
I admit it is possible that we might be able
to get a more up-to date man than the
gentleman who is likely to occupy the position of Director of Agriculture in this Stare.
I know that it is not so long ago since some of
those who are now championing this gentleman, as regards his filling this position, were
not so ready to cbampion him.
Mr. MURRAY.-Is not that in his favour
-that they have been convinceu of his
merits?
Mr. II ANN AH.-This Department is one
which has been before us for some years in
connexion with its officials. I was not one
to champion Dr. Cherry, bnt we know that
this Department has been in a state of chaos
for a con8iderable period, and it is the duty
of the HOllse, when an opportuuity presents
itRelf, to do anything it call tu put the
Pf'l'art.ment on a proper basis.
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Mr. GRAHAlIL-There is no chaos there
now. You can take that from me.
Mr. HANNAH.-J am glad to hear
it.
I hope the same stale of things will
soon apply with regard to the chaos at
Wyuna . .
Mr. GRAHAM.-The chaos at "Vyuna has
also been stopped. You can be assured
of that.
Mr. HANNAH.-In connexion with an
experimental Department, such as the Department of Agriculture, we know that mistal~es can frequently be mad·e. and mistakes
have been made in this country. Take the
Heytesbury Forest for example. ~ ot so
long ago we were told that w hat was being
done there was to be a magnificent Sl1CCJSS,
but we do not hear much of it now. I
remem bel' also a great deal of eulogy being
passed on the experiments which were being
carried out in the heath country near Portland, the district represented by the honorable memoer for Glenelg. They were going
to do wOl,derful things there, but we do not;
hear much about it now. We do not hear of
thOllSclIlds of people being set tied on the
land in that district.
Mr. CA:M:PBELL.-You have not read the
papers lately.
Mr. W AT'l'.-Of course, there is no acr-ount
of it in the Labour Catt.
Mr. HANNAH. - I repeat tha.t the
Department of Agriculture i::; of 8110h importance to the community that. we want
the very best brains that can be got in
Australia.
Mr. '''" ATT. - Are you open for the·
position ~.
Mr. HA~N AI-I.-Some honorable members on this side of the House have been
twitted because they represent city constituencies, and are, therefore, llot considered as.
likely to take any interest in the development of the rural districts of Victoria. I
have no hesitation in sayillg. however, that
there are no members 011 this side of the
House representing met.ropolitan or other·
town constituencies \vho have not ali earnest
a desire with regard to the development of
the agricultural resources of this State as
any honorable members opposite. 1n Victoria we have spent mllny millions of money in
connt'xion with irrigation and water supply,.
and, if we are going to hold our own, and
keep up to date, I repeat that. we
must
have· the
best
expert
that
Australia can procure to assist
us.
Therefore, I say that. this Department is
fraught wit h the most serious consequences,.
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a.nd there is no man who kn0ws that better
than the ~I inister of Agriculture .. :'
'
, Mr. GRAllAl\l-That is why I want to
get the Bill through.
Mr. HA~NAH.-Yes, and yon want to
get this gentleman fixed in the position of
Director. There is 110 man who would be
more ready to allow the Bill to pass t~all
myself if I had not a doubt. I do llot thmk
t wOllld be doing right for the cO~HHry by
allowing the Bill to go through whIlst I am
satisfied that it is not the best thing for the
country.
:Mr. J. W. BILLSON (FitzToy).-And there
.are suspicions.
. Mr. HA~N AH.-I have heard fleveral
rumours, out r do not want to listen to idle
rumour;:i. 1. t hin\ the Government can well
afford to let the Bill stand over until next
session.
Mr. \VAT'I'.-We passed it la8t !'lession.
Mr. HANNAH.-Yes, but there was
some strong criticism.
1 sat in the I-louse
when the Bill had to be pnlled out and
and brought on again,'
Mr. WATT. - It was the exigellcy of
political movement.
Mr. HANN AI-I.-The honorable gentleman was far .. seeing enough not to have the
Estimates discussed. If the Estimates of
the Department of Agriculture bad been
criticised in a full lIonse, prior to the general
election, qlle::;tions would have bee~ broug~t
up for the information of the publIc. It IS
in the best illterests of the cnuntry that the
Bill should be held over till next session.
The gentleman referred to is IlOW occupying
this position, and if ill the 1~1~fl.ntime he sho\\:s
himself thornl\~hly qna\Ified to hold It
nothing will be lost by bringing down a Bill
in six months' time to appt1int him permanently. Many other positions of a like
nature have heen occupied by gentlemen
temporarily. The position of ~ecretary of
Rail ways since the Secretary was made a
Commissioner is being held temporarily, and
there is at present no proposal to appoint a
gentleman perman~n~ly. Wh.at wil.1 .be lost
by postponing the fi !lmg of thIS posltI~n for
another six months? I want to see thiS Departm~nt one of the most up-ta-date.
Mr. MURRAY.-Let the Bill go into Committee, and we will report progress,
Mr. HANNAH.-Very well.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time, and
committed.
On clause 1 progress was reported.
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Mr. W AT'!' (Treasurer) movedThat this Bill be now read a third time.

Mr. HANN AII.- ~rhen the Estimate3
were under consideration the question of the
loss on the Wyllua farm was mentioned,
al\d I desire to find out now if the
Govel'llment have got down to bedrock in rfl~
gard to the loss on the farm. 1 understand
that up to the present time it has cost the
country £11,000 or .£ 12,UOo, and that only
from £3,000 or £4,000 has been received ill
revellue.
I am Bot altogether churlish over
the loss of a few thous~nd pounds on anything of an experimental character.
Loss
is inevitable in connexioll with experiments.
One or two others experi'Bents have been
made that are coming out r:tther badly.
1 think it was in the time when the honor·
able member for Hawthorn was Millister .for
Agriculture that the Wyuna fanll was
started.
Mr. SWINBURN"~.- Yes.
Mr. HANNAH.-Those who were responsible at that time el"r8d very much.
MI'. SWINBUlUiE.-It is years since I left
it.
Mr. WATT.-Jt was costing £3,000 a year
when we came in.
Mt,. HANN AH.-A farm like this should
be put on the very best footing, and it is up
to the Department to gi:lt an indi vidual to do
it or to appoint a COllimittee of investigation
with the object of placing the farm on a proper
footing. During the last election campaign
the finger was pointed at the present Minister
of Agriculture and the Minister of Lands in
the district in which this farm is situated.
I believe there are great possibilities
in that district if the farm is scientifically managed. It ought to be the centre
of great activity in imparting Know ledge.
"Ve know what Dookie College has done to
impart instruction in agriculture, and I say
that the Wyuna farm, If managed properly,
could be used for the purpose of imparting
instruction with regard to the applieation of
water for the land. I know the difficulties
that there are in that part of the State. I
went through that part of Victoria long
before Wyuna was thought of. I travelled
there with MI'. Wilson, of Tatum. who,
probably, took as' gr6a:t an interest in'irrigation as any man.
In those days a man who
believed ill irrigation was looked upon as ,a
dl'eamei" Of conrse, now the people who
laughed at irrigation reaI:ze that it is ,a
necessity. It does not say much for the
Department, from the Minister downwards,
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th,a.t the W yuna farm !-las been carried on at
a loss. Fancy a practical man like the
lq illist.~r of Agriculture, with all the experts
ulJde.r him, not being able to make a succelSS
of that farm.
I want to kllow whether the
Millister has left the chamber to get the
information which I asked for.
That
information should be supplied.
I feel that
I ~\'onld not be doing my duty if T did not
do Illy utmost to get it. If the Treasllrer
gi ves me an al:)snrallce that it will be supplied
1 will re~ume mv seat, ao that other matters
limy be dealt witk
i-lr. 'IN ATT.-The Minister is looking at
the papers BOW.
I will see that the honorable member gets the information before the
Honse rises.
Mr. CARLISL E.-I want to say a word or
two ill Gonnexicn with the Wyuna farm. It
seelllS tome the time has arrived when action
should be taken to prevent the DerJartment.
of Agriculture launching out ii1to schemes of
that kiud about which it knows nothing.
The Wyuna farm was established whell the
honorable member for Hawthorn was Minister
of Agriculture, and I told him at the time
that he would be very sorry he had ever
touched it. He said that in ten years it
would be a show place for Victoria. The
honorable member had 110 experiellce of
agriculture himself, and he had an engineer
appointed who had less knowledge of
agriculture than he had.
That man was
a dead failure as an agriculturist.
The
Government spellt money on the "Vyuna
farlll at the rate of about £3,001..1 a year.
The Government of which the honorable member for Hawthorn was a member went out
and the present Government came in. The
present Minister of Agriculture at Ol1ee said,
"A sl1m of £3,000 a year is heing spent; on
this farm; we will cut it down to £1,500,
and you can do what you like." If a farmer
has been going on with the idea of spending
£3,000 a year in improving the placl', and is
Buddeniy cut down to £ l,500 a year, it means
ruillation altogether.
Very likely Nil'.
Tolley, the late nJanager of the farm, eaid to
him~elf, " It is impossible to carry it on now
on the scale we started on. I will sit down
and do nothing."
It appears that this is
what happened. The money spent on the
'Vyllna farm has been simply wa~ted from
beginning to end. No experiments of this
kind should be carried out by the ,Vlinister
or the Department. There should be a committee of practical men appointed to snpervise experiments of this kind.
Mr. SWINBljRNE.-A committee was
appointed.
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Mr. CARLISLE.- r understand that
two gentlemen ~\rere appointed to advise·
when the place wal:) in such a condition tha~
success was impossible. One of them had no
experience of agriculture. the 1louse shoul~
take steps to prevent money beillg frittered
away ill variolls experiments at the whim
::.vl illisters: This experiment has beeu a
failure. The honorable member for llawthorn will admit that I warned him at an
early stage that he would be sorry tbat he
ever touched it.
•
Mr. ::;WINBURNE.-I am not sorry tha~
I touched W yuna, and 1 am llOt sorry tha.t
[ initiated an experimellta.l farm. 1£ an
experimental farm is carried Oil properly it
can 11ever be run at a profit. It should be an
educational institution. rrhe honorable member
for Ii enalla is Ol1e ofthose mal ter-of-fact peoplewho have little imagination. The honorable member would never deal with an
experimental farm
The honorable member
for H,ichmond the other nigbt read an
interview which appeared in the Sydney'
Mornin.g Herald gi viug particulars of the
eXferimental farm at Bathurst which, it
was said, had been conducted in a way that
was a credit to the State. It wal:) said
that that fClrm had been an immense hoon to,
the agriculturists in the district. It was not
paying its way by any means, anel thfl sooner
the House 'comes to the conclusion tlw,t no·
experimental farm or educa,tional establishmellt can pay its way the better. Oue of
the great difficulties in connexilln with our
Education Departrnent has been that when ~
business man has taken charge of the I jepartment he has had a. great grievance hecanse·
there was no revenue coming in to make it
pay. I have heard :Ministerl:) of Public J llstl'UCti011 in the past express regret that the
Department could not be made to pay. 'rVe
cannot possibly launch out 011 any system of
education a11el expeet a return on the capital
invested.
In cOllnexion with the Wyuna.
farm, I may say that the late Government
bought about 23,000 01' 24,000 acres of the
Wyuna estate which it. intended to cut up
into irrigated holdings. The Wyuna farm
was purposely placed in the midst of that:.
estate for the purpose of helping and
encouraging the men who took II p the land.
I have been assured from time to time that
the farm has been of very great servic,~ indeed to the settlers on the land.
Mr. H. McKE~ZIE (Rodney).-The settlers
have been very successful.
Mr. SWINBUH.~E.- Yes. The services
of Mr. Tolley were much appreciated by the
settlers. Mr. Tolley was a surveyor, and ~e-
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carried out a large proportion of the surveys
for channels, laterals, and so on, and gave the
settlers advice which it would have been very
difficult for them to get unles~ he had been
there.
Mr. CARLIsLE.-He could have been
appointed to do the work without being
given a farm to play with.
Mr. SWINBUH,NE.-He could have been
appointed wilhout a farm. The farm may
be a failure, but when it was started there
were the highest hopes that it. would be a
success. vVhy cannot the Department make
an experimental farm a Sllccess-not a
financial Sllccess, but a success ill the way of
showing the crops which can be grown
unuer irrigation, what may be necessary with
regard to the drainage of land, and a number
of other t.hing.::; which have to be dealt with
in connexion with irrigation? If these
matters are not experimented on we mllst have
great failures. It is no use buying large
areas of land for irrigation purposes, and
spending a large amount every year upon
irrigation-the Government spent about
£200,000 on irrigation last year--unless we
have an experimental farm to demunstrate
everything in connexion with the immense
scheme that we are pushing forward. I do
not see how we are going to do without
a proper experimental farm where.the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission and the
Department of Agriculture can t<!lst various
mattet'l:! in conuexion with the application of
We may have spent
water to the land.
£3,OOQ a year during the initial period of the
Wyuna farm, but it must be remembered
that we had to put up buil.dings, silos, fence
the whole of the land, level and grade the
whole of the land for irrigation, and carry out
a number of irnprovements. If the improvements were carried out ill the first few years,
the cost of carrying on the farm would be
considerably less. Probably the Minister
would be able to considerably reduce t he expenditure and keep the farm efficient For
the honorable member for Benalla to hlame
the late Government for spending mouey at
the rate of £3,000 a year duritlg the initial
stages of the farm is ridicnlon~. It is like
criticising some one who is building a house to
live in, for spending the whole of the cost of
the house in the first year.
Mr. LANGDoN.-The house will not fall
down.
Mr. S"VINBURNE.-It ill becomes the
honorable member for Korong to critici~;e
even the Wyuna farm. When Minister of
Agricult.llre, I supported Dookie through
thick and
thin.
I
gave
Dookie
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greater support than
it
ever
got
from any Minister. The honorable member has had 1.0 stand the fire of criticism.
It ill becomes any Government to fret about
expenditure in connexioll with experimental
work, except to see that it is carried on
properly. I admit, with the honorable member for Benana, that we may not hf\ve had
the proper man. If that is so, let us get the
proper man. It is not the fault of
the fa.rm or the idea.
It is . a neCflSsity. The honorable member for Dandenong visited the Bathurst farm, and h€' saw
there what could be done with really go\)d
management and II. knowledge of what was
required. Surely we can get some one who
can make the farm at Wyuna an experiment that would be successful and a credit
to the Govel'llment. Neither the Minister
of Agriculture nor the Treasurer will cut
down anything that will be a ~nccess Ilr a
great benefit to the settlers. I plelI.d with
them to gef a proper man for this plctce. I
.;hought we could not have got better ad vice
than that of Mr. Pagan or Mr. Orr. Mr.
Orr was conducting a I,OOO-acre fctrrn
near SheppartGn, and he was growing
lucerne on
dry
land without
1rl'1gation. He has a good business head,
and it is t.he business men who apply
themselves to agt'jculture who are most successful. The other day I was talking to a
solicitor in the Adelaide Club, and he told
me he had gone in for farming near Pinllaroo.
He said, "I am making money hand over'
fist. I simply take Professor Lowrie's bookti
and follow them out tr) the letter, and use my
own common sense."
In the honorable
member for Prahran we have a University
man devoted to leal'lling and culture, yet he
knows as much about butter aud uail'ying
as any man here, and he makes the hest
cheese in Australia. Getting the advice of
Mr. Pagan, who has been a great success at
irrigation, was a wise thillg.
No dOllbt
mistakes have been mftcle, but the man wh 0
has never made a mista,ke has never done
anything. If an errol' has been made let
us rectify it, and not say that we should give
the experiment up. I hope that the Miuistel' will not give up that farm, bllt will Illake
it a pract.ical illustration of what a great
system of irrigation is going to do, and prove
to thousands of settlers who are coming here
the possibilities of Vict.orian ll;l.nd.
Mr. LANGDO~.-ln the circumstances,
I suppose I would not be out of place in
offerillg a few remarks on the que3tion int1'Oduced by the honorable member fot' Collingwood. I can speak highly of the honorable
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mem'-ler for Hawthorn, although he is not a
praetical agriculturiRt. As Chairman of the
Con neil of Agricultural EducatiolJ, I desire
to publicly thank the honorable member for
giving us material assistance, when be was
Minister, in making the Dookie College a
success.
His difficulty in regard to the
Wylma farm was that he could nut get the
right man to manage it. It is very difficult
to /,!;et a man of that character. We have
heen trying to get efficient men in var~ons
directions for the college, but we find it very
qifficllit. However, we bope t.hat we will be
ahle to train men onrselves, who, in the near
future, will be able to t1:l.ke up snch positions.
I t.hink the honorable member for Hawthorn
should have paid some credit to the Minister
of Agriculture, who is a practical man. He
has expressed the 8pinion that Wyuna is a
failure. The farm consists of rich agricultural land, but there has been somet.hing
lacking in snpervision. I hope it will be
made a succes!{. ,\1 r. Orr was a good man,
but he was not a pl'l:lctical farmer. Still
Mr.
Pagan should
have been able
to tell us what to do with the soil. It
is well-known that.I take a great interest in
the export of our proj nce, and in the Geelong Harbor Trust and its work. I desire
now to strongly protest against the extravagant expenditure of mOlley on the constrnction of a pier in Hobson's Bay.
The SPEAKER.--The honorable member cannot do so on the A ppropriation Bill.
He is not discussing any Department or
those who are to recei ve money under the
Bill. The law of Parliament is very clear on
that point. The discussion that has taken
place in connexion with the Department of
Agriculture is perfectly in order, hut the
honorable member cannot discuss the advisability of erecting a pier in Hobson's
Bay
Mr. LANGD0N.-Surely on the Appropriation Bill I call discus~ any matter
involving expenditure ~ If not, it is something I have yet to learn aftl3r my thirty·two
years' experience.
The SPEAKER.-It is never too late to
learn. A matter of policy cannot be discussed in connexion with the Appropriation
Bill.
Mr. LANG DOX.-I am protesting aga.inst
the extravagant expenditure in erecting a
pier at Hobson's Bay.
The SPEAKER.-T understand what the
honorable member desires, and I rule him out
of order.
Mr. LANG DON.-Then I can only bow
. to y'Jur rnling and enter my protest.
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I would like to call the attention of the
Minister of Hailways to anoth8r matter.
The SPEAKER. -The honorable member hal:! the right to discnss the Ibilway Department.
Mr. LANGDON. - And not the Departmen t of Ports and Harbors?
The SPEAKEIL -That is a matter of
policy which, as I have explained, cannot be
disc\l~sed Oll the Approl-lriation Bill.
Mr. LANGDON.- Well, I wOllld like tosay a word or twt) with regard to bnsh fires.
The SPEAKER. -That also is out of
order.
Mr. LA~GDON.-Then I should like todirect the attention of the l.\1inistel' of Public
J nstrllction to the qnestion of educating
bush children. Is that a matt.er of policy?
The SPEAKI£R.-I am afraid so.
Mr. LANGDON. - How ahout cool
stores ?
The SPEAKEH.- I do not know what
the honorable member intends 10 say about
cool stores.
It may he in orcler, and it may
not. If it is not in order I will SOOIl tell him
so.
Mr. LANGDU~.-:My memoranda apparently relate :tlmost entirely to ma.tters of
policy, so that my speeuh is spoilt.. However,
there is the question of the insufficiency of
trllcks for the con veyance of grain to the scaboard.
The SPEAKEH..-l'here, the hOlloraule
member is in order.
Mt,. LANGDON.-I hope we will not get
iuto the same fix this year in connexioll with
the tratlsport of grain to the sea-boa.rd.
Mr. TOU rCB ER.-I know, Mr. Spe;lker,
that yon are as desirous in the Clul,ir of
protecting the privileges of hOtlorable mem··
bers as if you were on the floot· of the
House. I would like to ask if tl.n honorable
member i~ not right in discllssing a certain
matter for which he thioks provisioll should
. be made in the Appropriation Bill. Supposing a great public want has been omitted
from the measure, this is the onl'y occasion.
on which an honorable member can make it
known.
The SPEAKER.-This is just t.he occasion when he cannot do so. I will read the·
law of Parliameilt on the subject, as set out
in May:Deba.te and amendment on the stages of the
Appropriation Bill, ann other Consolidated Fund
Bills must be relevant to the Bill. and must be
confined to the connuct or action of those who
receive or administer the grants specified in the
Bill, while as in Committee of Supply legislation
cannot be discussed. As an illustration of thi.~
rule, it may be mentioned that discussion has boolll
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permitted on the state of Europe, so far as it
depended on the couduct of the executive government, as, for example, the use made of the naval
forces, or the action of the diplomatic servants
of the Crown; whilst on the other hand, observations and amendments relating to the Constitution
of Great Brita.in, to the House of Lords, to a course
,of action taken by that House touching the tenure
of lalld in Ireland, or remarks on the balance of
power in Europe, the desiraLility of establishing a
ministry of agriculture, the expense of actions at
law, and alleged miscarriages of justice were held
to be irrelevant.

Mr. JEWELL.-I wish to refer to
the treatmellt of some of my constituellis on Cup day, travelling from
Fitzroy to Morang. They had to travel
in trucks, there bei'lg no carriages available.
On the top of one truck there '''ere also fifteen
men riding on the canvas. In the eveniug
there were several people on the Morang
station who were unable to get into the train.
A dozen 01' more got into the guard's van,
but when the train was about to start the
guard turned them out. They were then
stranded on the Morang statioll, and
could not get home that night. Some of
them were accompanied by young ladies, who
were obliged to spend the night on the
station. An application was afterwards made
to the Department for a return of the expenses incurred through being left behind at
Morang, but the Departmen t refused to make
the refund, on the ground that there was
Toom for these passengers in some of the
truoks on the train. I think that when these
people were stranded on a rail way stat ion 14
miles from home, through 110 fault of their
<>wn, they should at least have l,een allowed
their expenses. There is a1lother matter
which. should be attended to.
I k now that
the Department cannot provide carriages
<>n all these lines on holidays~ but if they
know that sheep trncks are going to be nsed,
they should not issue first-class tickets. It
seems like obtaining money under false
pretences.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I desire to expre~s my
.sympathy with the remarks of the honorable
member for Hawthorn.
I think he struck a
very true note as to the necessity of establishing experimental farms in the irrigation
districts. I do not think that any honorable
member, who has st.udied the question, would
expect for one moment that these experimental farms should be made to pay. If
they are to be of any value, it is in the
-direction indicated by the honorable member
'for Hawthorn. One of Ollr greatest wants in
connexion with our irrigation settlements at
the present time is that w~ have placed upon
the land a number of settlers who are alto-
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gether ignorant of the rudiments of irrigation,
and of what must follow in its wake in the
course of a few years. W hat we want on
our irrigation settlements is what I would call
educational farms, where these men oan be
shown how to grade and level the land, how
to sow the seed, and so on.
Mr. KKAsT.-In addition to that, you need
a proper instructor.
Mr. :ELMHLIE.- Yes. We are suffering
keenly at present from the fact that many of
the men on these blocks are ignora.nt of the
work they have to do, and there is no :me to
show them how to go about it.
Mr. KI£AsT.-The only good experimental
farm that the Government had-the Tatnra
farm-was sold the other daVe
Mr. ELMSLIE.-Very d~maging descriptions of the Wyuna farm have appeared ill
the press, and, although those articles may
be exaggerated, I am confident that the
management of that farm is inefficient. We
had the statement of a gentleman, who was
formerly the manager of the \Vyuna farm,
and one of the strongest complaints :.vas that
useless machinery was foisted npon him,
He said he was compelled to use that
machinery, although he had protested
against it. It was said that the machinery
was lying on the ground covered with grass,
that where lucerne was supposed to be
growing there was nothing but bare patches,
and ma.ny things of that kind. It appears
to me that the honorable member for Benalla
gave the key to the position. He said that
when the present Minister assumed office one
of his r.rst acts was to cut down hy one half
the sum of money to be expended on tha.t
farm.
Mr. ""YAT'f.-That is certainly not correct.
Mr. E LMSLIE.-The honorable member
said that the previous Minister allowed
£3,000 per annum for the maintenance of
the farm, and that the present Minister cut
the amonnt d~Hvn to £ 1,500.
Mr. WA'1'T.-That '\-as becanse a great
many expensi ve i III provemen ts, such as 'fencing and the erection of a big silo, had been
completed.
M.r. I~LMSLI K-It is absolutely neces'.
sary that the farm should be equipped with
the best appliances, and that cannot be done
if sufficient maintenance money is not provided.
Mr. ""V A'fT.- That farm has not been
starved.
Mr. KEAs'r.-·- It ShOll ld be practically selfsup~ortillg by now.
Mr. ELMSLIE."'-I do not know that it
should be self-supporting. I am inclined to
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agree with the honorable member for Hawthorn on that point.
Mr. 'W AT'l'.-'l'here were no experiments
.goillg on there after the first two or three
.years.
All that was oone was ordinary
.cultivatwn, and mighty little of that.
Mr. ELM~LIE.-lf that were so, it must
have been owing to the incapacity of the
gentleman who. was appointed as manager.
That, however, can hardly be the case,
seeing that he bas been engaged by the New
~outh Wales Government to take charge of
.a much larger undertakillg in that State.
Mr. W ABD,,~.-The manager had to take
the men who were sent up by the 1\1 inister,
.and that was why he could not make it pay.
Mr. GRAHA:\{ -He appointed his own
nlen.
Mr. \tVAUDE.-· Yon sent immigrant8 up to
him.
Mr. GRAHAM.-We paid him for those
iimmigrants.
Mr. ELMHLIE.-The remarks of the
Treasurer ar.d of t be Millister of Agriculture
would imply that this man was in·
o(;ompetent.
Mr. \tVATT.-I never implied anything of
the kind. I said the Government found
that there had beell some clashing of
.authority, and we said, "Let the farm
manager have supreme control for twelve
months, Sl) as to put him on his mettle."
Mr. ELMSLIE.-At all events, it is now
recognised by everyone that the farm has
been a fl:lilure up to the present time. Tlw,t
fact must have a very damaging etLect upon
the mind'3 of settlers in other irrigation dis·
tricts. If the Government experts are incompetent they \vill only lead the settlers
astray. \Ve cannot aLl'ord at this stage of
{)ur irrigation development to have a feelillg
like that abroad. The Government should
:strain every effort to bring that farm into the
position which we all believe it should
"occupy.
MI'. SWlNBURNI<:.-If we abandon ollr own
State irrigation farm because we cannot make
it pay, it will be a very bad illllst.ration of
. the value of irrigation in Victoria.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-That is exactly what I
say; the feeling of uneasiness in the minds
·{)f settlers will destroy tbe hopes which are
~lOW Hustail~illg them.
Many of these settlers
in 0111' irrigation districts are ptlt~illg up a
very good figbt in spite of their initial
difficulties, but if they find that Ruccess cau{flot be achieved by the expertti themsehes,
fthey. will lose all hope and confidence.
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Even no\v they have lost a great deal
of that confidence.
They
will
say,
" With 9.11 the Goverlll::1ent force behind it,
this experimental farm has been a failure,
and where then is the hope for us ?" \tVe do
not want anything of that kind .
Mr. H. McKENZlE (Rodney) .-The Ta.tura
ex peri mental farm is not a fail nre.
. Mr. ELMSLIE.-It has been cut up and
is being- sold in little blocks.
Mr. WATT.-They have a very big area
there now.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-So much the better .
The fact of the \Vyuna experimental farm
being a failure has been admitted all over the
place, and it has stirred up the men who
have gone in for irrigation. If the Tatum
experimental farm has been a success I am
glad of it.
Mr. H. McKENZIE (Rodney).-We do not
want a profit ont of the experimental farms.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-\'Ve ouly waut an experimental farm to show how other people
can make a profit and to teach other people
what mistakes can be made and what. mistakes are to be avoided.
Mr. WATT.-That is what it has done,
according to the criticism we have heard.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-No, because the mistakes that were made there are not such that
settlers would be likely to fall into. VV' e
have had very prominent press rerorts about
the Wyuna farm having beell a failure, but
we have heard hardly anything at all about
the Tatura farm having been a success. ,1
want the Minister of Agriculture, when he
replies, to give an assurance, not to mYfSeif,
but to the men who are on the irrigation
blocks, that the "Vyuna experimental far~n
will be ultimately a success, a\ld if that IS
done it will have an influence in raising up
the drooping spirits of many of these men.
Mr. GRAHAM (Ylinister of Agriculture).
- I wish to assure honorable members that
there is no intention on the part of the
Government to abandoll the Wyuna experimental farm. I will pledge my word that
inside of twelve months or two years this
farm will not only prove the benefi t of in igation, but be a succelSsful farm to the extent
of payillg its way as it goes along. The
failure of H.e past is easily accounted for.
A Committee of Advice was appointed,
and there were a Director of A/lriculture and
the manager of the farm, or, including the
two members of the committee, four gentlemen who were mixed up with the mallagement. The committee would meet at the
farm and agree on certain things beillg dene,
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but as soon as the committee left the farnl at the "Vyuna experimental farm. I have.the manager would get word from the Direc- the balance-sheet, which is as follows ; tor to do these things in another way. Then
WYUNA IRRIGATION FARM.
the manager and the Director got at ]ogger1st March, 1906, to 30th June, 1911.
heads, and they were in that condition all
Expendi.ture.
the time the Director was going there. The
£
s. d.
£
&. It:
paid for purchase of
two members of the committee were pmctical Amount
land, &c., including interest.. 1,787 6 0
.. 1,846 7 8
farmers. I do not think that the honorable Permanent improvements
Buildings
.. 1,815 6 4
member for Hawthorn, who was then Minis- Implements
.. 2.421 17 8
Stock
.
.
.. 1,682 7 5
ter. could have picked two better men, but, ]'urniture . .
..
..
507 6 10
unfortunately, their ad vice was not carried Working expenses, maintenance,
&c.
"
7,674
6 5
out, because the Director would come to the
17,734 18 !manager and tell him straight out, "1
Receipts and .Assets.
do lIot want you to carry out what Proportion of amount paid to
the committee told yon," He would WClllt
Closer
Settlement
Board
credited to capital cost of
the manager to do the work in another way,
land, &c. ..
..
932 9 4
.. 1,846 7 8
and the manager did not know what to do. Permanent improvements
at £1,815 6s. 4d., less
Things went on in this way until I took office. Buildings
.. 1,567 5 8
£248 03. 8d. depreciation
on hand, as per
'rhe Treasurer and I went up t.here. We Implements
valuation
..
.. 1,210 18 2
found that money had been spent like water, Furniture on hand, as per valua398 9 8
tion
..
..
..
and that it had been practical1y thrown Live stock on hand, as per
valuation
..
870
8 ()
away. The practical men who were settled
Crops, as per valuation
..
173 10 0
on the Wyulla Estate were doina' well and Hay ensilage, as per valuation
566 15 ()
and manures, 6S per
yet our farm, which was suppos~d to teach Seeds
5 5 0
valuation
..
Material, stores, &c; "
66 15 \}
them, was being carried on at a loss.
Mr. KEAST.- Why was it allowed to drift
so long?
Mr. GRAHAM.-When we went up
there we gave the manager full control, alld
we asked the Direct0r not to interfere. We
allowed the manager a free hand, a;ld the
Treasurer gave him any money he wanted to
carryon 'with. The manager had a position
offered to him in New South Wales. 1 wanted
him to stay nntil we had a balance-sheet
drawn out, but he resigned his position,
and left the farm. Knowlllg that we had to
carry it on, I wanted to see the position the
farm was in. Dr. Cameron, with the Agricultural Superintendent, Mr. Richardson,
went to the farm and took Botes as to how
things were going on, t'0 that it would not be
said later, if improvements were made, that
they had been carried out by those who had
the management previously, and that the
farm had been left in a good state by the
previous manager.
hen they came back
and reported to me-Mr. Richardson's report
is to be seen by any honorable member-f
said that we must carryon thu farm and
make it a success, and I feel certain that in
twelve months the Wyuna experimental farm
will be paying.
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Mr.

SWINDUI<NI<~.-It

can be done.

Mr. GRAHAM.-And will be done. I
understand the Treasurer promised the honorable member for Collingwood that he would
obtain a return showing how matterd stood

Sale of stockHorses
Sheep
Cattle
Pig3 .•
Poultry

..
..
..
..

£26 0 0
365 19 10
342 6 7
270 8 6
35 0 10
- - - 1,039 15 9
.. 1,035 11 8
Sale of cream
286 4 9
Sale of lucerne chaff
91 16 7
Sale of skins and wool
363 3 1
Sale of maize and wheat
21 2 0
Sale of implements ..
27 6 0
Sale of bricks
58 7 6
Hire of implements
Board, horse-feed, &c.
38 14 7
92
5 3
Miscellaneous receipts
.. 7,042 6 11
Balance
- - - - 17,73418 4-

There was thus a debit balance of £7,0426s. lld. I can assure honorable members
that I should be only too pleased t.o take that
farm to-morrow, and I know, as a practical
man, that I could maka a handsome profltout
of it as a going concerti.
Mr. \V ARDI~.-SO yo:! should, arter they'
have spent £35 an acre on it.
Mr. GRAHAM.- I would pay interest on'
that. expenditure and yet make a handsomeprofit. 1 am satisfied that that will be the r~bult,
with better management. Weare taking the
harvest off now with an acting manager. The'
farm is in a bad locality, but there is sufficient irrigation land there to prove that irrigation will be a success in that district. Thepoor people who are settled on that estatehave done well, and it is unfortunate that,
owing to too many people p~lling against oneanother, the Ifarm was not made a snccess. I am glad that these things have come
to an end, and I feel certain that the W yuna
experimental brm will become a paying.
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arid be a credit to the Department of
Agriculture.
Mr. M. K. McKENZIE (Upper GO~Ll·
../Jurn ).-One thing 1 cannot underst'and is
why t.his farm, which wa~ intended to de mOll. strate the effects of irrigation, shouhl be
placed uuder the DepartnH~nt of Agriculture.
We have an irrig&tioll eXt'ert,aud that geutleman does not seem to have come into the
matter at all. Surely the irrigation expert
should have had control in cOllnexioll with it.
If it wassimt'ly to be an experimental farm
under the Department of Agricultnre, then I
do not think that honorable members who
have had practical experience will be at all
-surprised that it was a failure. If it is to be
taken asdentOllstratillg the effectsof irrigation,
then, as the acting leader of the Opposition
stated, it will create a fal~e impres~lOn in
regard to what can be done with irri~ation.
I think, even- now. if it is to be carried on as
an irrigation farm, it should be carried on
under the snpervision or control, to ~ome
extent, of Mr. El wood Mead.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-rrherp. are two
matters on which I desire to get. some expression from lHillisters. The first is in regard
to a circular issued by the Land Tax Depart;ment.
The valuers nppointed under the
Land Tax Act are lIOW issning a further set
()f schedules to all those taxpayers who sent
in their schedules last year. These people
feel it is rather troublesome to have again to
return the statistics which have to be given
regarding their properties, and it appears to
.me to be unnecessfl.ry work.
They ask why
they shonld be required to give this information again. I should lik~ something on that
point from the Treasurer, as to whether the
-office is going to persist 111 this action. I
placed in the hands of the Treasnrer )'esterday one of the schednles, which a constitllellt
:of mine received. He is a business man, and
he stated in the letter that he cannot Ilnderstand that way of doing business. The other
matter I hat. I wi'ih to bring befere the Government is the question of pensions for the
police. I would express the hope that the
'oGovernment will lose tl:e least time possible
in seeing to that matter, I t is I1n urgent
matter, I think, in regard to the welfare of
the force, and I hope no time will be lost in
giving some intimatioll to the men as to what
is going to be done for them.
. Mr. FARRER - I desire to draw the
.-attention of the Government to _certain
·matters in connexion with the delillition of
the unimproved ,-alue ill the ~tate Land
Tax Act. I have maintained many times
\that the method of assessiug the unimproved
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value is quite wrong, and that Mr. House,
our principal land tax officer, in the rules
which he has laid down orJ this subject, is
quite mistaken. After having t-alked the
matter over with Mr. House, I am satisfied
that he is not the proper man to lay down
rules with regard to country valuations. He
has det.ermined to deal with the interpretation of the unimproved value in a certain
way, s~ that he has created actually two unimproved values in the one tax. The last
time that I brought this matter before the
House, the Treasurer stated that the subject
would be brought before the courts to be
tested. Now, we are legislator~ for the State
of Victoria, and when matters are palpably
wrong, I think they should be put right
without waiting to test them in the courts of
law. .As I have said, according to the
answers which Mr. House has given to questions in the lJewspapers, he is really setting
up two unimproved valnes in the same tax.
The definitioll of "unimproved value;) in
our Land Tax Act is the same as tha.t in
the Federal Land Tax Act and other Land
Tax Acts; bnt, under Mr. House's interpretation, the thing becomes quite different.
There may be some doubt about the matter,
but I am satisfied that the man who takes
the unimproved valuation, merely from the
sub-section in the Act, adopts an incorrect
valuation, and -one which is grossly unfair to
the country as against the town.
III the
towns any i~provements that are erected are
palpable to view, and their cost can be estimated without much trouble. But when a
man has effected an improvement in land that.
may be worth £2 an acre, he may require
ten years to do it. I have no doubt that, if
Mr. Honse's method is put to the test. in the
courts, it will be proved to be wron~ ;
but, in the meantime, it is cOllfu!:!ing
and irritating the mind~ of taxpayers. In
my view, the cost of the improvelnent estimated on the dav of valuation is the real
value of the impr~vement. and no other. No
matter if I started to sow rye grass ten years
ago, the real value of that improvement is
what it would cost to turn that paddock into
rye grass to-day. The Sfl.me principle applies
to draining.
If, through draining-, 1 ilave
brought a.bout a certain sweetening of the soil
through a term of years, the valne of that
improvement is the amount of money that it
would cost to-day to effect the improvement .
Then we must remember that there is
in many cases interest on the outlay to be
considered while waiting for the result, and
this occurs in many instances.
This is
a subject on which-I feel very strongly, and
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I have urged on the Government several
timer; to make a fairer detinition of
the unimproved value, or to eliminate
the
sub-section
altogethef.
1n my
opinion,
there
is
110 n·ecessit.y
for
tha.t sub-section.
Probably, the. fairest
unimpro\oed value that could be h.id down
is the valne of the land surrou'nded by its
present circllmstances and conditions, if any
of the improvements now on it had not been
made. That is not an absolutely fair way of
regarding the uni~proved value, but perhap~
it is the fait-est that could be adopted. That
is wha.t the Federal people adupt, al~ld that
is what we should have under the State
land tax.
You are taxing the land quito
sufficiently if you tax it a.t its value in its
original condition, surrounded by the present
roads, railways, a!ld other Lwilities. You
do not know even that the person who owns
the property was not the cause of those roads
and railways being constrncted in the first
instance. Yet you are penalizillg him in
the way that Ollr Land Tax Act is inter:preted. I repeat that there is no llecessity
for the sub· section, nor do I think there
is any necessity for the exemJJtion clauses
with regard to irrigation, orchards, and other
things that exist in alII' State Land Tax Act.
I dare sa'y the Treasurer will say that I want.
to go back to the prairie value. I do not
want that, although probably that is the
only true unimpruved value of allY land.
What I say is that we should look at I he
land in its natural condition, surrolll1ded by
the other improvements that exist to day,
and we should go no further than that.
While we have an officer administering the
land tax with the opinions of .Mr. Honse, [
have llO hesitation ill saying that we are
penalIzing the land-owner in the country as
against the land-owner in the town. The
land·owner ill the town can cLtim tbe full
value of any improvements, becaul:ie they are
visible, but the lana-owner in the country
has a difficulty ill showing what th"e improvenlents originally cost. A man should surely
be allowed the full value of the improvements which exist to-day.
Take, for
instance, drains.
They may have been
constructed on one
property
twenty
years ago at
much less expenditure
than they could be constructed
for
to·day, but their value in connexion with
this tax is, in my opinion. equitably what
they would cost to construct to-d':tY, not
what they may have cost twenty years ago.
How should 1 know if I pUf'chas~d a property what the drains cost twenty years ago
to make?
Mr. Farrer.

Bitt.

Mr. J. \V. HILLSON (Pdz/'oy).-·~'hf.y may.
have been wOl'n out ill twenty years.
Mr.F ARREH..-I do not know what the..
honorable melllber me~ns by drains being.
" worn out."
Mr. WATT.-" Worn in," he means .
.Mr. J. W. B[LL~ON (Fitzroy) -Silted up~
Mr. FARRER.-Then their value does·
not exist to-da.y, because they are l~ot drains:.
VVe have heard a lot of foolish talk about
dams having been made au.d silted up, and.
people then wanting compensation or allowance for them. Noone wants anything of
the kind. Then take the case of ploughing
land. There are some lands that ploughing'
up ellables the owner to obtain two or thee~
crops from; whereas, in another case, th~
ploughing might so deteriorate the value of'
the land as ollly to render it fit for grazing.
Land may have been improved in value
through ploughing by the action of the
person who owns it, and yet we hav~'
the statement that in no case is an'y allowance to be made for plollghing. That, iQ.
my opinion, is a gros!:) injn:;tice.
Mr. J. '-IV. BILLS.ON (F'itzroy).- You may
be right, but what do you propose?
Mr. FARRER. - I propose that the·
Government. shonld wipe out the sub-section
from the Land Tax Act altogether, and also·
wipe out all the exemptions.
Mr. ,J. W. BILLSON (Fttzroy).-Is that the·
motion you intend to propose~
.Mr. FARRE LL-l will tell the honorable·
member before I conclude. . It depends veey
much on the attitude that. wil) be taken up
by the Govel'llment. We have asked several
times that this matter should be readj listed.
The Federal ullinlproved value is mnch
aleareJ' and much fairer than ours, although.
it is not absolutely complete. Ours, how-·
ever, is much more faulty, while it could easily
be improved in the interests of granting fair'
play to the country people as compat'ed
with t.he town people. I am llOt, going to·
say that I believe that the Federal dd1nition
is absolutely correct, because Mr. M.ackay,
perhaps, was not altogether right in some of
the views he took.
Mr. W ATT.-A trap case was peep:'tred for'
the two Land Tax Commissioners-Federal
and State-and one of them" fell in" because·
he did not Imow anything about land
taxation, while the other did lIOt " fall in."
Mr. FARRER.-I will only say that theprobabilities are t.hat the Labour party, who·
are no friends of the large land-owller,
or indeed· any particular friends of the
land-owner at all, have learut a lesson
from the State 'rreasurer how to I.lit the·
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:land-owner in the country to greater effect.
They are simply converts to his methods in
order to get increased taxation from the very
people whom they want to hit. If the
Treasurer means by saying that the Fede.ral
Land Tax Commissioner "fell in," that the
Federal answers were all wrong, and the
.answers of the State officer were all right,
then I join ·issue with the Treasurer entirely.
I believe that the answers given by Mr.
House in the newsplpers at the time the
people .were being educated on the subject
were absolutely incorrect in some cases, and
.certainly not so correct as some of the answers
given by .Mr. Mackay. I am astonished. that
the Treasnrer should say that Mr. Mackay
is the only person who made any blunder.
Mr. W ATT.-I said nothing of the.kind.
All that I said was that a trap case was prepared for both of the Deputy Commissioners
and the one "fell in," because .he did not
know anything about land taxation.
Mr. ~"'ARH.ER.-There were a great
many answers of Mr. House's which \~ere
certainly more unfair and unjust than Mr.
Mackay's, and I believe tha.t .Mr. Mackay's
.answers will best stand the test at law, if the
matter is brought before the 'Jourts. I am
sure that you cannot set, up two unimproved
values under the one tax, while, if Mr.
House's answers in the newspapers were
correct, and you have to take the cost of
the improvements to the person who
effected them, then that means setting up
another unimproved value. The result it:!
that the public are puzzled.
They have
serious objections to paying any land tax at
all, b'..lt when they are puzzled in this way it
is too bad. Why should there not be some
effort made to have the same system adopted
in connexion with the valuation of improvements for both the Federal and State
taxes? If thnt were done, the valuations
taken by the Federal authorities would do
for the State.
Mr. MAcKEY.--The definition of "unimproved val ue" is the same in both Acts,
though the wording is different.
Mr. 1~'ARRER.-In my opinion, the defi. Ilition of "unimproved value" in the State
Act is the same as in the Federal Act, but,
. according to Mr House, it is not.
I know
very well that taxpay~rs with whom I am acquaillted have paid taxation on too high
'Values. I had a long talk with Mr. House
.:on the su bject. I believe any court would
uphold the opinion which the honorable
member for Gippsland West has just expressed. According to the Act, improvements are to be valued at the cost estiSecond Session 1911.-[24]
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mated on the day of val uation.
I hold
that the cost <> estimated on the day of
valuation is the true vaillation of the
improvements. If the State were to follow
the same rule as the Common weal th people
in connexion with the unimproved value we
could take the Federal valuations. The
Federal Government got in first and secured
the services of all the best land valuers in
Victoria. They offered them good salaries.
I do not think we can get better valuations
than those made by the Federul land-tax
valuers. The valuations having been made
for the Federal land-tax, it is absolutely
ridiculous to go to additional expense in
getting further valuations. One man, who
has been about three years in a district, has
been appointed by the State Government to
value the land in that district. No one
knows where he came from. He has been
appointed to value two boroughs. It seems
to me that that is an absurd state of things.
The method pursued by Mr. House is to get
the cheapest valuers possible. He takes up
the attitude of saying, ,; If you will value
this shire for a certain amount we will have
you. If not, we won't."
Mr. MACKEY.-Is that correct?
Mr. W ATT.-As correct as most of the
Rtatements the honorable member is making.
Mr. F ARRER.-I know men who have
applied for a:ppointments as valuers. They
wantl,d to do the work conscientiously
and to be given a fair remuneration. They
were told that unless they would do the work
for a sum, which would not pay them properly if they made conscientious valuations,
they would not
be appointed. The
Treasurer need not cast any reflections upon
me. 1 have no enmity towards Mr. House.
Mr. MACKE:Y.-You said in effect that; he
appoints the cheapest men he can get. I
know that to be incorrect.
Mr. FARRER.-That is not what I
meant. I meant that cheapness seems to be
the essence of the contract rather than competency. I think it is absolutely absurd for
a man with three years' experience in a
district to be appointed to value two
boroughs .
Mr. MCCUTCIIEoN.-Perhaps that is the
reason the assessors are asking for valuatiop.s to be sent in again by the taxpayers.
Mr. F ARRER.-I would not be surprised
if they were asked for again and again, because I would n0t place any reliance on'
some of the valuations I have known to be
made in con~exion with Savings Bank
loans, land purchases, and other things. I
have COIne into contact with som.e of the men
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the .Federal Government hav~ appointed, and
!is far as I can see they are aoting as equit'ably as possible in ascertaining the unimproved values of the properties. Either the
valuers appointed by the State are not
capable of doing the work properly, or the
head office does not want it done properly.
Mr. WATT.-That is as bad a.s your previous statement.
Mr. FARltER.-I will qualify that. I
will, say that Mr. House does not know the
proper way.
. Mr. W ATT.-He ought to know something after his conversation with you.
Mr. F ARRER.-He has very fixed ideas
on this subjeot, and places no value whatever
on anyone else's opinion. He is like the
Treasurer. The Treasurer said, " I am not
going to allow people to benefit by what the
sun and air have done. They take a swampy
paddock, put in small drains to start, with,
and gradually get the land improved with
the assistance of the sun and air." Why
did not the sun and air get to wf)rk before
the owner of the property started draining ~
Some reward is due to the man who commenced to improve the land. I am acquainted
with an estate, not an acre of which has
been cultivated, but the actual value of the
improvements effected in fifty or sixty years
is twice what the value of the land would be
in its unimproved state.
Mr. MURRAY.-Tha Commonwealth Act
would not allow for those improvements.
Mr. FARREH. - The Commonwealth
authorities made a very liberal allowance for
those improvements.
Mr. W ATT.-That iii where the Commonwealth Commissioner fell in. You will learn
'more about it later on.
Mr. FARRER.-I do not think the
honorable gentleman can teach me anything
a.bout the unimDroved value of land. I know
of an estate which, to judge by the prices
at which neighbouring properties have been
·sold in their natural state during the last
ten years, w()uld not bring more than £10
per acre in its natural state. I very much
doubt if anyone would give £~ for it in its
natnralstate, but owing. t.o the judicious expenditure of money on it for sixty years it is
now a beautiful property worth £60 an acre.
~When I knew that place twenty-five years
ago it was oa morass. There are now beauti'ful clover fiats there.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East}.-How
long did it take to bring that about?
Mr. FARRER.-In all about forty years.
Mr. J. CAMlmoN (Gippsland East).There was a piece of land in your district
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valued at £4 an acre. There was an apped.
against the valuation. I took that land
and in five years made it worth £40 an acre:
Mr. F ARRER.-The honorable gentleman is a wonderful man. No man could
have brought the land I have been speaking
of into the condition in which it is now more
quickly than it was done by the owner. He
was a thoroughly practical man, though perhaps not quite so clever as th~ honorablemember for Gippsland East. I doubt.
whether he could have improved the land
more quickly. He had the capital, the
brains, ar.d the money. vVhat I want to do is.
to have the valuations arrived at on a properbasis. "Va could ~nock out all the exemptions
in the Act. There would be no need to·
exempt the money expended on irrigation or·
on orchards or on anything else if a broad
view were taken of the matter and the policy
adopted by the Federal authorities was
adopted.
On the last occasion. when I
brought this matter before the House it wassaid a case was pending in Court.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It is still pending.
Mr. FARRER.-I am not prepared t(}
wait for that case to be decided. I want.
this country Government to have an unimproved value of land, which is as fair as
that in connexion with the Federal land tax.
The Commonwealth provision is fairer to the
country people, and we should have some:..
thing similar; in fact, it should be so
similar that we should be able to nse
their valuations for our pnrposes. Whether
our unimproved vlllue is tictitious or not, we
are entitled to have the same principle·
followed in the country as in the lown, cspecially as we have a country Ministry.
Mr. McCu'rcHEoN.-Ts this a country
Ministry?
Mr. F ARRER.-They represent north,.
south, east, and west, so that we shonld expect full consideration of country interests.
If the Opposition were in power, I would be
able to get more from thel11, because they
would give us that broad valuation adopted
by the Federation. Of course I know that,.
on Ihe other hand, they would give llS rates
which I would not want. It is an absolute
absurdity if we are going on with inferior
valuations, applying them to the same area
as the Federal valuations. If necessary, the
Government should alter onr Act.
I
believe that the Federal and State Acts
are the same in intention, although
they differ in administration. I protest
against the patchy way in which valuers al·e·
being appointed. Valuers are appointed who
are grossly ineff~cient, a.nd their valuations.
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cannot be just, either to the land-owners, or
to the Government, because they havtl not
bad sufficient experience. The Treasurer has
had less to do with country matters than any
·other member of the Cabinet. Yet it was
'left to him to define the valuation. When
the regulations first carn"e out, I emphatJically
protested against the directions and answers
which appeared in the papers from Mr.
House. Ministers and officers of the Treasury Department agreed with me that there
was no gainsaying the fact that you could
not have two distinct valuations, and that
our unimproved value should be the same as
under the Federal Act. 1 never heard a
Ca,bine~ MinilSter, except two, who held up
agaillst that argument at all.
An HONORABLK MEMBEH. - Who are
they?
Mr. FARRER.-The Treasurer is one,
and the Premier was not quite sure that
land-owners would be better off under my
idea.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-That was a very safe
opinion.
Mr. FARRER.-He was not going to
make a definite stateme,nt on the matter.
'1'he removal of timber from land must be eonsidered with a lot of common sense.
Land
tax valuers under the Federal Government
experience no difficulty in giving a fair
judgment on that. Supposing they went to
Warragul, which was heavily timbered
count,ry. If one little paddock near Warragul had been left with its original timber it
would be worth more than it is worth now.
A·common-sense view must be taken as to
the purpose of the removal. Timber may
'be removed so that the la,nd may be cu!tivated, or it may be removed for milling
purposes. Therefore we should have some
idea as to the purpose of its removal.
,Mr. MURRAY.-Have you any idea of what
'the timber was on some land sixty years
ago?
Mr. F ARRER.-In some cases it cost
£fjO or £ 100 'per acre to clear the lana in
the gold diggings time.
But would that be
.a fair value to charge when land is cleared
by modern methods?
.
An HONORABLE MEM~EU. - You are
arguing for the actual cost?
Mr. F ARRER.-I am arguing against
the actual cost, and for the actual value of
the improvements, but we are not getting
that under the present Act. The Federal
valuers consider what the land was cleared
for.
Mr. MACKEY.-Is that so?
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Mr.FARRER.-Most distinctly. If they
think that the timber was taken off at a
profit they are not entitled under the Commonwealth Act to allow a penny for it.
'
Mr. MURRAY. - The Federal Act .does
not say anything about that.
Mr. FARRER.-lf the timber were taken
to supply a mill, and it brought more tharl
the cost of clearing the land, what would be
the value of the improvement?
'
Mr. MUHRAy.-They \\~ould make extraordinary valuations.
Mr. FARRER.-Some of their valuations
seem better than the State ones.
:
Mr. MURRAY.-Land-owners are bet'tet
satisfied.
Mr. FARRER.-In many cases they bave
raised the value 50 per cent. on the owners'
own idea. In some cases stones are removetJ.
from the land so that it can be devoted
to agriculture.
If that was necessary',
H,
a fair allowaDce should be made.
however, it was shown that the stones were
sold at so much a yHrd to a stone-crusher, and!
realized more than the stone cost to remove,
how c(llUld you call that an improvemen,t
to be allowed for?
The proper Janet
valuer takes a good, sound, common-sens~
view of the development. There are many
cases of laud valuation which appear difficult.
When they are examined in the light 6f.
facts, however, there is no difficulty at aU.
Even the gentlemen on the M inisteri~l
bench think that an injustice was being
done under their provision, because they
rr:ade
exceptions
of
certain
people.
I would make an exception of no on~.
I would allow the fnll value of the
provement, and no more. The Government
are now appointing their valuers, and look at
the expense that will be entailed if those
valna~ions are to be upset, as I am sure they
will be, when the country members in th~B
Hou~e find how the valuations vary in their
districts. With the great pressure that will be
put upon honorable members by their
electors, there is little doubt that next
session the methods will have to be fI.1tereq,
and this will entail on t.,axpayers a double
burden of expense in connexion with the
valuations. I have already expressed myself
as highly dissatisfied with the man who is
administering the land tax, and also with
some of the men whom he has appointed. I
repeat my intense dissatisfaction with som.e
of the methods wliich have been adopted ih
connexioll with the Land Tax Offioe. Surely
to goodness it is quite enough for ta~
payers to be worried to furnish one lot.
of particulars in connexion with a property
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What is the Land Tax Office for if they
Qaunot', keep a record of the papers
\ybich' have been supplied by taxpayers?
I cel"tain~y think that a taxpayer ought not
to be .called upon to furnish any further returns unless he pnt'chases a fresh property.
The honorable member for DUNdas frowns at
~ne, but he will frown considnrably more
when some of the taxpayers in his district
talk'to hirrl on this subject. '['his is a very
important matter, and although it is the elld
of the session it deserves pushing quite as
much al some of the matters which have
been }}llshed during the last week or two,
because people \V ill be put to double expense
when we get these valuations under the present adm~nistration, and then the Country
party will become so highly dissatisfied
,with the Government that the Govern:ment will have to provide for an alteration
Inext session, and t.he valuaLiolJs will have
~o be made
all over again.
Surely,
at least, some MinJster can give me
an assurance on
one point-that any
'owner who has furnIshed particulars and
descriptions of his land shall not be required
to furnish any fresh retums unless new land
!has been purchased-that the Land Tax
Office it~elf will furnish th08,e particuiars to
anyone requiring t.hem, and not call upou
,the taxpayer to do so.
Are we not to get
even that assurance from any of the
Ministry?
It is a strange thing that
they will not compel the land tax officers
even to do their own work.
Mr. WAT1'. - I promised the honorable
member for St. Kilda that I would deal with
that question.
_ Mr. FARRER.-That is satisfactory, at
'any rate. [have no wish to detain honorable members further, although I believe I
would be justified in speaking for two 01'
three honrs on this question, because the
. honorable member for Gippsland West, mySelf, anti others, have bronght the matter up
over and over again, and no heed whatever has
:been paid to our representations. However,
,as I am sure every honorable member wants
to get away home for Chri8tmas, I will not
d well further on the matt.er at present.
, Mr. M. K. McKENZIE (Upper GO'lfibUI·n}-Mr. Speaker, I would not care to
speak on this q llestion at this late hour of the
session but for the fact-The SPEAKER.-The honorable member
has spoken before ..
Mr. M.K. McKENZIE (Upper Goulburn).
'-,N ot on this question.
1'he SPEAKER.-The honorable memb~r has spoken on the Appropriation Bill.
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, Mr. SNOWBALL,-I desire to refer.:to a
matter in connexion with the scholarl1hips
under the Education Act. Honorable mem'bers on both sides of the House have been
anxiously waiting to hear some definite statement as to what is to be done in connexion
with the system of scholarships which is to
be adopted in carryIng out the provisions of
the Education Act that was passed last year.
The SPEAKER. - I am afraid honorable
members will have to wait for some other
occasion, because it is quite out of order to
allude to the matter now.
Mr. S~OWBALL.-l wish to discuss,the
provision in this Appropriation Bill for
scholarships.
.,
The ~PEAKER.-Well, let UR s~e if the
honorable membe.!' can keep in order, and do
so.
Mr. SNO'rVBALL.-I may say that I had
one eye on this question, and olle eye on you,
Mr. Speaker, when I decided to crave the
indulgence of the House in order to discllss
the matter. The position I want to draw
attention to is this: That in the Bill we are
now dealing with, provision is made for a
certaiu number of scholal'sbips; while under
the Education Act passed last year there is
an express provision that. there shall be
created every year-Mr. W ATT.-" May" be created.
Mr. SNO WBALL.-No; the words of
the section are very emphatic, and it seems
to me to amount to an ab~olute dirf.ction to
the Minister. Section 24 of the Act providesSubject to the necessary provision being first
made by Parliament, there shall in each year be
awarded scholarships to provide secondary education, in accordance with regulations under section
23 of the principal Act. Two hundred such
scholarships shaH be awarded each year, unless the
Goyernor in Council shall determine that a larger
number is necessary.
.

The SPEAKER.-I think the honorable
membe'r will find it very difficult to keep in
order and to continue to speak on thisquestion.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I feel that this is 8.
very important matter. All I ask from the
Government is, that in framing the policy
which we are practically promised during
next year, a definite policy shall be propounded with regard to these scholarships.
The SPEA KER.-The hOllJrable member
is clearly out of order. The question is that
this Bill be now read a third time.
Mr. , HANN AH.-I rise to a point of
order. ,Do I understand that any member of
the House, when he is-speaking to a question
that is in the Appropriation Bill, and
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when there is an amount in that Bill which
covers a particular matter, such as scholar·
ships, even although there is involved
a policy which has been laid down by the
Government, and which is being carried out
under that appropriation, is out of order
in speaking on that question? It seems to
me that if this is to be the absolute ruling
of the Chair, our rights in conlJexion with
the discllssion of the Appropriation Bill are
to be whittled away. This is becoming a
very serious matler.
.
The SPEAKER.-·The honorable member
cannot make a speech on the point of order.
Mr. HANNAH.-Mr. ~peaker, I bow
to your ruling. With all due deference,
however, I submit that the question is
one which this House mllst endeavour
to hlwe clectrly stated, and clearly defined.
I submit that if there is an amount
in the Appropriation Biil covering a policy
which the Government is carrying out during
the present year, any men~,ber of the House
is entitled to speak on that question.
The SPEAKEH.-An hOllorable member
is flot out of order if he keeps within the
clear words of the law, which I have read to
the House to·day. I do not think, however, that the honorable member for
Brighton was keepillg within those words.
] may say that the HOllse is not to blame in
this matter so much, because hOlJorable
members have got into bad hahits. They
have been allowed to speak on the
Appropriation Bill as they are allowed to
speak on the Estimates. That is against the
law of Parliar:nent. I did not mSlke the law,
but I am bound to observe it, and to see that
hOllorQ,ble members observe it. I repeaL,
that to discllss any matter of policy in
the future which is not relevant to the
Appropriation Bill is out of order.
Mr. SNO·WBALL.-Ml·. Speaker, might
r venture to ask your permission to refer to
the matter in one asoect-I mav say that it
was only in that aspect that I ·was· going to
allude to it to-day. I started by pointing
out that the provision in this Bill was not
that provided for in the Education Act, and
while not wishing to press the Government
very closely on the subject, in view of the
promise tlmt has been made by the Mini.ster
of Public In5truction, that it was the desire
of the Government to give effect to a wider
scheme of scholarships, so as next year to
comply with the provisions of the Education
Act, I wish to ask for a promise from the
Government that no definite scheme shall be
adopted without giving the House an oppor·
tuni.ty of discul:!sing the matter.
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The SPEAKER.-The House will ·have
many opportunities of discussing the policy
of the Government between now and the
passing of the next Appropriation Bill. In
the meantime we cannot discuss these
matters of policy here. They are not relevant to the Bill. I have ruled honorable
members out of order, and I mnst observe
the law as I understand it to be. Therefore
I cannot hear the honorable member.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a third time, and
ordered to be transmitted to the Legislative
Council.
DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE BIL~.
The House went into Committee for the
consideration of this Bill.
Clause 1-(8hort title and construction).
Mr. HANNAH.-The Government are
evidently determined to go on with this very
objectionable and) to my mind, very repugnant Bill. They appear anxious to push on
with the appointment of a Director of
Agriculture. r feel very strongly that the
Bill shonld not be passed until the whole
subject has been referred to a Committee
of Inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN.-The honorable menlber cannot discuss that question on this
clause.
.
Mr. HASNAH.-I know most honorable
members are too busy to read Hansard regularly, and, therefore, the statements made in
anot-her place with regard to the gentleman
who is acting as Director of Agriculture may
have esr-aped their attention.
Mr. ELMSLIE.- Why should he be called
the Director of Agricultnre at all ? ..
Mr. HANNAH.-'fo my mind there is
something very dangerous and pernicious
about this Bill.
The CHAIRMAN.-'I he honorable member cannot discuss that on this clause.
Mr. HANNAH.-I believe the measure
to be so pernicious that I think it my duty
to read to hon~rable members the whole of
the Public Service Acts, which have to be
read and cOllstrned in conjunction with
.
clause 1.
1\11'. HUTCHINSON,-If you do that we will
all be sick, and you ought to be dead.
Mr. HANNAH.-\Ve are sent here to do
our duty, and sometimes it is somewhat unpleasant. The powers which it is proposed
to give to the Director of Agricultur~ are f~r
larger, and more far-reachiug, than those
given to the permanent head ·of any other
Department,
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Mr. SOLLY.-Under this Bill, the Director
will be able to sack the
Minister.
Mr.HAN~AH.-If the Directol' deeides
to appoint any man' from outside the service
altogether, the Minister will have no power
'to prevent him.
Mr. GltAHAlIf.-The honorable member
has not read clause 2:
Mr. MAC10~Y.-The Director of Education
has precisely the same powers.
Mr. ELlIISLIE.-Two wrongs do not make
a right.
'Mr. HANNAH.-I notice by the preamble of the Public Service Act 1890 that
the Act was to come into operation on' a
certain date.
Thiq Bill is to 'come into
opdration straight away. We know that the
gentleman who is to be appointed is already
for all practical purposes the Director of
Agriculture. If he is put permanently in
charge of the Department under the conditions that are proposed, it will be
'God help the other man who 'wants to
have any standing in the service
unless it suits the Director of Agriculture.
The honorable mem bel' for Stawell was for a
number of years in the PublIc Service, and I
would like to call his attention to a matter in
connexion with the Public Service Act.
Clause I states that this Bin is to be read
in.conjunction with the Public Service Act.
~f this becomes law, the consequences, in my
bumble judgment, arl) too awful to cOlltemi~late, especially if the Minister is inclined to
give the Director his OW1l way.
Mr. MACK~Y. - What do yon object to in
clanse 1 ?
Mr. HANN AI-I.-I object to the appoint.
ment of a Director of Agriculture in this
~ay.
When the Bill went to another place
last year, it was hung up because it was not
then stated that Dr. Cameron was to be
appo!nted, but now they opposed the measure.
because it was the Government's intention to
place Dt·. Cameron in this position.
, Mr. MACKEY.-You say ii was hung up in
·t~e Council because Dr. Camtlron's name
~as not mentioned, and that it is being hung
up here because it is.
Mr. HANN ALI.-I think it shows the
change in the mind of the Government.
Mr. MACKEY.-Do you not think it is time
there was a ohange in the Government?
, 'Mr. HANX AH.-I know some honorable
:members are looking with longing eyes, at
that cos'v
,M inisterial bench.
;'"
, 'The CHAIRMAN.-That has nothing to
do with the clause.
of Agriculture

,,'
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Mr HANNAH.-That is one of the good
things that come along in our life of trouble
and dilliculties. I may say that I feel
honestly proud of my country. It is a
splendid country. I believe, however, that
the appointment of a Director of Agriculture
is a matter which has such an important
bearing on the future of this comitr)' that
we should not allow it to pass without
full consideration. I thought after the Bill
was read a second time we should have
heard nothing more about it. 1\ 0 lvmorable
members are more interested t.han I am in
t.he development of agriculture upon scientific
lines, and I feel that if a mistake was
made at this j nneture the consequences
would be very seriolls. If we place in the
position of Director of Agriculture one wl?o
will not do his duty as it should h,e done,
and who does not possess the qualifications
that he should possess, then I fear' the results in the future.
If we were all oonvinced that this was the best man fo\' the
position there wO,lld be no opposition to the
clause.
'
The CHAIRMAN. - The matter 'the
honorable member is referring to is dealt
with ill the next clause.
Mr. I-IANN AH.-But I am leading up to
it. This clause is to be read in conjunction
with the Public Service Acts.
Mr. GRAHAM.-If we appointed an angel
from heaven he would not satisfy them.
Mr. HANNA H.-I am very sorry to hear
the Minister say that I would be dissatisfied
even if an angel from heaven were 'appointed. This is to make the posilion of
the gentleman who is now performing the
duties a sure and certain one. It is because
of the danger t.hat this will lead up to that
I do not want to go beyolld clause' 1.1
would ask the honorable member for Gipps·
laud "'~ est tC' look into the olamm, and, give
me his opinion as a g.reat democrat.
Mr. ELMSLlE.-Do not call him a democrat.
Mr. HA\,NAH. - A large number of
workers voted for him in the agricultural distrcit which he represents.
Mr .•T, CA~I1mON (Gippsland East).-They
are enlightened down there.
Mr. HANNAH.-They are beginning to
get.. enlightened in the Honorary Minister,'s
distriet., judging by the numbers at the recent
election. As I stated before, this clause is
,to be read in conjunction with t.he Public
Service Act. The Public Service Act provides for an examinat.ion before admission to
the service. I should like to know if this
gentleman ha,s gone through any examination.
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Mr. MACKEY.-- Yes.
Mr. HANNAH.-\VbaU
Mr. MACKEY.-He is a doe tor of veterinary
:science.
, Mr. HANNAH.- You can get that degree for £5 a time in America.
Mr. MAcKI<:y.--,He did not get his in
America.
Mr. HANN AII.·- lTnder the Bill a parson
is to be appointed as Director to direct others
who have complied with the Public Service
Acts and oecn py important positions. A
person who haF; passed no examination under
the Public Service Act is to be put over the
beads of those who have passed the necessary
~xamination.
I contend that this Bill will
not be read in conjllnction with the Public
Service Acts, becans(: it provides for the appointment of a certain gentleman without an
examination taking place.
Mr. MENzIEs.-What about Dr. Ham and
Dr. Jones? ThE'y are analogous cases.
1\11'. HANXAH.-I do not \visl! to detract
from anyone, but in passing this Bill we are
ove.rlooking a most important measure that
was passed by men whose names should be
revered. Now we are going to wipe out the
,splendid and noble wor~ that these men did
ill the past.
Mr. MACKEY.--Docs the honorable member say that Dobody should be in charge of
a Department unless he passes an examination?
Mr. HAN NAl:L-The Public Service
Act provides for an exnmination.
Mr. MACKEY.-lf that is so. what chnnca
have you and I of becoming Ministers?
Mr. HANNAlI.-This Bill has to be
read in conjunctioll with the Public Service
. Act, and that is a very serious thing. The
HOllse has done Borne very good work in this
short session bnt, if honorable members
passed this Rill, it would detra(\t from the good
work done. This measure would override the
Public Service Act. The public servants have
passed certain examinations, and members
are asked to pass a Bill for the appointment
{)f a certain individual who has not complied with the Public Service Act by passing
. an examination.
Mr. FAHRI<:R,-It will only be an Act
when it is passed.
Mr. HANNAH.--Jt will be a very
dangerous Act, and, if we pass it, we will
regret it exceedingly. "Ve will be inclined
to say that we did not do our duty.
Mr. TODTCHER.-Do you think it will
become an Act ?
Mr. HANNAH.-I do not think so. The
~Government do pay some heed to good
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advice given them. We have been helping
the Government. We have been sitting here
night afler night keeping a House, and, I am
sure, they will listen to the good advice given
them by the Opposition.
This Bill, if
passed, may be the means of wrecking this
important Government. If it is placed on the
statute-book they may find that they
have made a sad mistake. It may wreck the
Government, and particularly the Minister
of Agriculture. I may tell him that I hav~
a large amount ~f informatif)n to bring before
the Committee on the various clauses of the
Bill, all of which have to be read and construed with the 1'ublic Service Act. I have
information in my possession that will probably surprise honorable members, and
when this information is published in our
daily organs, and circuld.ted through the
medium of Hansard, I am satisfied that the
country will say that some honorable members
have been doing good service to the 1"Itate in
endeavouring to hold back for further consideration such an important Bill as this.
Mr. GRAHAl\I.- Will the Labrn' Call pub.
lish it?
Mr. HAN~ AH.-I wish they had sufficient space to publish half of it, including
the balance· sheet of the Wyunn farm, for it
would open the eyes of the people, The
privileges of certain individuals wp.o have
passed the necessary examination under the
Public Service Act, and are now in the Department of Agricnl~lll'e, will be seriously
infringed by the passage of this Bill. It is
our duty not to do an illjury to any publie
servant, whether in the Department of Agriculture or any other Department. I want to
take every step, slowly, seriously, and
thoughtfully. The very word" agriculture"
ought to make evet'y one of UB resent
any attempt to do what is likely to
be wtong.
I was glad to hear the
honorable member for Upper Goulburn
utter a few intelligent remarks on theWyuna
farm. Any mistake made in connexiOll with
the Department of Agriculture is likely to
retard the onward march of the principles of
up·to-dat.e agriculture in this State. When
we have a Bill like this, that proposes to give
a certain individual immense power, we ought
to hasten slowly.,
Mr. MAcKEY.-And we are doing so.
Mr. HANNAH.-I am sure the honorable
member is with me.
Mr. MACKEY.-What is the significance of
the word "of" in the title Director of Agriculture 1
Mr. HANNAH.-I shall have to think
over that. "Ve should certainly proceed to
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hasten slowly in this matter. The very word
" agriculture" ought to imbue us with high
and noble intelltioll8. A change has already
been made in the Department in abolishing
the pusition of Secretary and adopting that
of Director. The Public Service Act providesUnless inconsistent with the subject-matter or
context, the words following shall have the mean·
ing herdnafter respectively assigned to them.
That is to say "Board" shall meH,n the Puhlic
Service Board.

There is not going to be any Board to carry
out the important functions connected with
the Department of Agriculture. We are
only to have a Director. Later on, I will
show tha.t it is proposed to give greater
powers to the Director of Agriculture than
to the director of any other Department.
The CHAIRMAN.-The honorable member is out of order. He must speak to the
clause.
l\fr. HANNA H.-The Bill has to be read
and cons~rued as one with the Public Service
Acts. The principle of the Public Service
Act is being ent.irely put on ono side. In
my opinion, it would be b~tter to appoint a man with the title of" adviRer," than to appoint a Director. Of
course, the principal fight will come later on.
This is. only a preliminary skirmish. I
understand that the Treasurer wishes to reo
port progress, in order that we may deal
with a message from another place, so I
will say no more at present. I have taken
part in a few small fights since 1 have been
in the House, but to-night I feel that I have
done sornething that the people of this
country will thank me for.
Progress was then reported.
PUBLIC 'WORKS LOAi\- APPLICATION
BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Council with a message intimating that,
on the consideration of the Bill in Committee,
the Council sllggested that the Legislative
Assembly should amend the Bill as set forth
in t.he schedule annexed to the message.
. Mr. W AT'!' (Treasurer).-It will be gratifymg tohonorablememberstoknow that another
place has assented to the proposition in the
Bill for the erection of cool stores. Another
place has suggested the addition of a clause
with reference to the keeping of accounts. It
is practically a fac-simile of section 94 of the
Coal Mines Regulation Act No. 2240, and
reads as follows :---:A. (1) The Minister shall caUSe full a.nd faithful
accounts to 'be kept of all moneys received and ex·
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pended under item 1 of t.he schedule to this Act,.
and of all assets and liabilities, and of all profits.
and losses.
.
(2) The Minister shall cause a balance-sheet for'
each financial year to be prepared, together with &
statement of accounts (illcluding do capital account
and a profit and loss account.) for each cool store
worked under this Act.
(3) Such balance-sheet and statement shall be so'
prepared as to show fully ctnd faithfully the finan·
cial position of each sueh cool store, anCi the
financial result of its operations for the year, dis·
tinguishing between the several products handled.
(4) Such balance-sheet and stntemellt shall be
submitted to the Auditor-General for audit, and
shall he certified by the Auditor-Genera.l eitherwholly or with such exceptions as may be necessary, and when so audited and certified shall be
published in the Government Uazette.
(5) The ba,lance-,.,heet and st,atement of accounts-.
duly audited, together wit,h a report by the
manager of each such cool store on the operations
of such store for the year, shall, on or before thethirtieth day of N ovemher in each year, be laid by
the Minister before Parliamen t.

The Government has no objection to the·
proposal, but the question arises as to
wnether the provisions of section 30 of theConstitution Act Amendment Act really
apply technically to the suggested amend-ment. Sub·section (2) of sectioli 30 pro·
vides'l'he Council ~nay OI~ce a.t each of the undermentioned stages of a Bill which the CounCil cannot
alter, return such Bill to the Assembly suggesting
by message the omission or amendment of any items,
or provisions therein. And the Assembly may, ifit thinks fit, make any such omissions or amend··
ments with or without inodifications. Provided
that the Council may not suggest any omission or'
amenoment, the effect of which will be to increase
any proposed charge or burden on the people.

I do not know, Mr. Speaker, whether you feeL
inclined to give a ruling immediately, 01"
whethel' you think it advisable'to leave the..
chair for a little while to' consider the'matter.
The SPEAKER.--I would prefer to havetime to consider the matter.
The ~peaker at fifteen minutes to nine·
o'clock left the chair, which he resumed at
ten minutes to ten o'clock.
The SPEA KER.-I have carefully considered the suggested new clause of theLegislative Council, and have come to theconclusion that we cannot constitutionally
accept it. 'We are entitled to accept from
the Legislative Council suggestions foramendments or omissions. Now there are
only three amendments known to parliamentary practice-one is to add words to the
clause, another is to omit words, and thethird to omit words with the intention or'
inserting other words in their place. 'rhis·
suggestion does not comply with the condi·
tions of any of those amend men ts, ancf
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therefore r am compelled to say that the House
cannot accept it, as it is unconstitutional. .
Mr. WATT (Treasurer).-For the information of the Government, Mr. Speaker,
may I ask if the suggest.ed amendment,
instead of being 'taken as a new clause, may
be made an amendment on clause 2, as a
modification of the suggested amendment of
another place.
The SPEAKER.-I think that is the
proper course to pursue, and the course contemplated by the Act. If we add to claustl 2
the words contained in the suggested new
clanse, I think we will preserve the rights of
this House, and substantially comply with
the suggestIOn of the other Chamber.
Mr. \V A TT (Tl'easurer).-I moveThat the f'uggested ameudment be not made
as a new clause, but as a modification of clause 2.

I would point out that sub-section (2) of
section 30 of the Constitution Act of 1903
providesThe Council may once at each' of the undermentioned sta.ges of a Bill which the Council cannot
alter, return such Bill to the Assembly, suggesting,
by messa.ge, the omission or amendmen t of any
items or provisions therein. And the Assembly
may, if it thinks fit, make any of such omissions
or amendments with or without modifications.

Now as both Houses have practically concurred in the important provisions of this
Bill, the desire of t.he Government is, while
safeguarding the rights of this Assembly, to
save the Bill at all hazards, and prevent any
rupture between the two Houses. I think
that the House may give substantial
effect to the suggestion of another place,
which the Government regard as quite fair.
All trading ventures may well have their
. balance-sheets presented to Parliament.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Without voicing a
discordant note, I would like to know whether
there would be any danger in establishing
such a precedent, lest the Council might
in the future expect modifications which this
Assembly might not desire to make. I
desire to see that all our constitutional
privileges and rights are preserved.
The :::;PEAKf1:R.-That is the very ebject
which the Government have in view-to
avoid establishing a precedent and to preserve all the rights of this House by inserting
as an amendment ourselves what the Legislative Council has suggested as a new clause.
Mr. W ARDE.-Is thaL in order. Is it
not a violation of the Constitution. How
can a n'aw clause be the SUbject of discllssion ?
The SPEAKER.-I rnledthat the suggested new clause is out of order, aUII then
the Treasurer proposed it as an amendment
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That will keep our rights inof clause 2.
tact, and comply in another way with the
suggestion of the Legislative COUllcil.
Mr. 'tV ARDE.-Could a Bill come back
and be discussed here. without any amendment to go on ?
The :::;PEAKEH..- We are dealillg with
the message of the LegiRlative Council.
Under the Act whiah the Treasurer has
read we ean make an amendment with modifications, and we are doing that now, by inserting the sugge13ted new clause as part of
another clause.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. WATT (Tteasurer).-I moveThat the Bill \>e returned to the Legislative
Council with a. message acquainting them that,
while the Legislative Assemby recognise the
power of the Legislative Coullcil, under sub-sef!tion
(2) of section 30 of the Constitution Act 1903, to
suggest the omission or amendment of any items or
provisions in this Bill, they do not admit the right
of the Legislative Council to sngg{'st a new clause,
but the Legislative Assembly have made the suggested amendment as a modification of clause 2
of the Bill.

Mr. ELM SLIE.-I was under the impression that the amendment suggested by
the Council wonld now be considered b) the
House.
The SPEAKER.-It has been carried.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I desire to discuss the
suggestion itself.
1'he SPEAKER.-The motion has beeR
carried.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I desire to amend the
suggest;ion.
The S t> EAKE R.--Then the honorable
member is too late. I put the question to
the House both before and after the honorable member for l"lemington spoke .
Mr. ELM~ LIE.-I do not remember
hearing you read it.
Mr. WA'rT (Treasurer).-Might I remind
the honorable member that the full text of
the suggested amendment was not read since
the ~peaker gave his ruling.
Then, in
order that the Speaker might have an opportunity of considering the cons~itution:~l issue,
we rose.
Mr. HANNAH.-He ruled it out of order.
Mr. WATT.-No. The Speaker said it
could not be accepted in that form. Then I
moved the covering resc,lution to the effect
that we do not make the amendment as a
new clause, but make it as a modification of
clause 2. The only omission was that after
re-assembling the actual suggestion made
by another place was not read.
Mr. TOUTCHER,-I desire to submit
that the proposal of another place is neither
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members of Parliament; but, above all, I
would like to express the tbanks of the
Government, in the first place, to the Chairman of tbat Commission, tbe bonorabl~
member for Gippsland West, who must have
given up a great deal of valuable time to.the
work which he undertook, and which he so
excellently performed. To the two representatives of this Chamber- the honorable
member for Jika Jika on this side, and the
honorable member for Carlton on the other
-the thanks of this House are also dne for
the unremitting and arduous attention which
CLOSE OF THE SESSION.
they gave to the work in hand. Thanks
Mr. MURRAY (Premier).-There is only are due as well to a member of an'one Bill now to be dealt with by another other place, who, I have reason to
plaee, and that is the Appropriation Bill. believe, also performed his duties in the
Therefore, weare approaching the completion most admirable fashion.
Now, 1 mys.elf
·of the arduous duties of this session. had given some consideration to the quesPerhaps some honorable members may think tions with which the Commission \vere called
that this short session has been made an upon to deal, and, from the inquiries I
unneces::sarily strenuous one.
I am not made, I believe I would have arrived at very
going to say anything about that.
What I much the same verdict if the matter had been
would like to do is to express my thanks to left to me that the Commission have arrived
honorable members for the cheerful attend- at. I venture to say that the work which
ance they have given through long and t.hey have done will withstand any challenge,
trying sittings of the House. It has, indeed, or' any test, that may be applied to it. I
been a short session-it was never in- would like to convey to those honorable
tended to be otherwise.
Still we have members the sincere thanks of the Governmanaged to pllt through some work ment, and I am certain I a~ also expressing
which, I trust, will be of value to the the thanks of the House. To you, Mr.
country. I would like to take this oppor- Speaker, I would like to convey my appre·
tunity of making a few observations on ciation, and that of my colleagues, and, I
the work that has been done by h,morable think, honorable members generally, for the
members, not within the session, but outside way in which you have performed the high,
of what are purely their. parliamentary dignified, and onerous duties of the Chair
·duties. I think it is only right to convey to during this short, but somewhat severe,
those members who constituted the Traffic session. The Chairman of Committees, too,
Commission my appreciation of the excel- has responded to the demands which have
'lence of their work. I would refer also to been made upon his time, upon his patience,.
those who dealt with the revis.ion of tramway and upon his intelligence, in a way that
fa.res ; but I allude more especially to that exacts the commendation of the~Government
monument of industry and intelligence which and of the House. The officer!:; of the
is embodied in the report which the 'rraffic House
have lived up
to the. high
Commission presented to this House. A traditions
which
have
been realized
more admirable, a more carefully prepared by their predecessors. This Assembly has
report has never, I venture to say, been sub- always been fortunate in its officers.
mitted to the I~ouse, nor one that will prove I
have
had
a
long experier!ce of
-of greater value in undertaking!:; that will be them. I am sure honorable members are
.far-reaching in their effect. I venture to say frequently exacting, but we have found, at
that that report will bear the very closest all times, the most courteous and considerate
investigation and the most critical analysis, treatment 011 the part of the officers. "VeIl,
,and I believe that the conclusions which the Christmas is at hand. We will go away; I
Commission arrived at will be found to am certain, with nothing but the most kindly
have been the best which could have recollections of one another. Little· incibeen adopted.
The country does not dents, in which .sharp words may have 'be~l,l
t'ealize, I think, the amount of hard spoken, hurled from one side of the House to
work that is put in by members on tLese Com- the other, will be forgotten, and we will take
missions. I believe a tribute is due to those away to our bomes for the festive season
members of the Commission who '. . ere not nothing but pleasant remembrances, I trust,
an omission nor an amendment, and that the
Assembly can only make a modification of an
<>mission or an amendment. It is a new
olause.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is out of order.
J have given my
ruling, and the House has passed this
.alteration.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then ordered to be returned
to the Legislative Council with a message
intimating the decision of ·the House.
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()f our associations here. Tn conclusion, Mr.
Speaker, I wish you, honorable members and
-officers of the House, in that old, plain languag~ in which, in our tongue, greetings at
this season of the year have been con veyed
from time that is to us immemorial, " A Merry
Christmas and a Happy .New Year."
Mr, ELMSLIE.-I join with the Premier
in wishing you, Mr. Speaker, and the officers
-of the House, the compliments of the season.
I can also indorse the remarks that
he has made as to the able' and
impartial manner in which you have
presided over our deliberations during this
short session. 1 wish further to express,
.along with the Premier, our appreciat.ion of
the manner in which the Chairman has fnlfilled his very important duties.
It is
nlmost needless to say that we are also
deeply indebted to the officers of the Honse
for their ullfailing oourtesy, and to express
our appreciation of the very able manner in
which they carry ont their duties. '1 think
we all feel that we owe a great deal to those
gentlemen for the way they give us advice,
and prevent us sometimes possibly from committing errors. The Pl'emier ha!; referred
to the strenUOUd short session, and
has expressed the hope that the legislation
that has been passed will be
of advantage to the cou;ltry. I think
I am voicing the opininns of every membf\r of this House when I say that we_
heartily indorse that sentiment. We have
differed, and differed materially, in regard to
some of the proposals that have been submitted by the Government.
We have
.expressed our opinions, and have done what
we thought to be the proper thing in the
interests of the country. But, leaving that
behind us, we can only hope that the proposa1s, as submitted by the Government, and
accepted by this House-sometimes with
.am€\ndme~l~s-\Vill help our country forward,
:and assist in maintaining the prosperity
we are enjoyillg at the present time.
In conclusion, I would say, on behalf of the
Opposition, to honorable members on the
Miuisr.erial side of the Honse, to whom we feel
as kindly as possible, although we strongly
criticise them sometimes, that we wish them
sincerely a Merry Christmas and a. Happy
New Year.
.
Mr. MACKEY.-I should like, Mr.
Speaker, to re-echo the kindly sentiments
that have been expressed in regard to your-self and. your colleague the Chairman of
,Committees. SincE'! you have been Speaker
every bonora.ble member of this House has
felt that we .have a Speaker of whom we are
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proud. We hold your rulings in high re'gard,
and you have endeared yourself to us by
YOllr kindly courtesy within and without the
Honse. I am in thorough accord with what
has been said in regard to our able and
popular Chairman, and in regard to the
officials of thA Honse, to whom we all owe so
much. I should like, if I may, to express to
the Premier and the Government, on behalf
of the Traffic Commission, our sincere thanks
for the way in which he has spoken of our
efforts.
Speaking for myself and for the
other members of the Commission, I can say
we had about twelve months of the most
strenuous work anv of us had had in his
life. I would not like to repeat that
work during the coming year. What has
been speCially gratifying to us is not
merely the way (' in
which
the Premier has referred to llS to-night, but the
way in which the .Government have dealt
with the Commission's report.
So far
as tJhe Government have dealt with the
q uestiou of rail ways, they have followed
completelv the Commission's recommendations. With regard to the decision of the
Government in the matter of the duplication
of the Caulfield 1inE'!, the electrification of the
Sl] burban rail ways,
the selection of Mr.
l\<lerz to give a further report, and the calling
for alternative tenders, all these matters were
recommended_ by the 'rraffic Commission, and
we are eX~f.edingly gla.d that the Government have seen' their way to adopt those
recommendations. For myself, I will say
that, although I have been very much
criticised in this matter, I am delighted that
the Governmeut are going to take up the
question of the electrification of the railways,
which is not merely a matter that concerns
the comfort and convenience of the people of
Melbourne, but a matter that will revolutionize, I think, the industries of Melbourne,
by allowing them to be supplied with cheap
electric power. I think that the strongest
argnment in favoUl' of the electrification of
the railways and the tramways is that it will
bring our industries up to date. I am
delighted that the Government are not going
to confine their attention to the city industries, but have seen their way to outline an
important developmental scheme for the
country districts, by means of developmental
rail ways and a magnificent proposal for
developmental roads, apart from the other
proposals as to closer settlement, immigration, fnd irrigation. I think this general
developmental policy, of which the electrification of the railways is only a par.t, will
mean a great deal for the future of
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this State.. 'With regard to my fellow
members on
the
Traffic Commission,
I cannot speak too highly of them.
My work as Chairman was enormously
lessened by their ability and the strenuous
energy and industry they put into their
work. 1£ at any time I should' be intrusted
with the chairmanship of another Commi::;sion, I could wish for no better fellow
colleague::;. I am speaking of those who
were members of this House and also those
gentlemen 01.1 the Commission who were not
members of this House. I thank the Government and honorable members for the opiuions
they have expressed with regard to our work.
I cordially indorse the sentiment expressed
by the .Premier and the acting leader of the
Opposition in regard to all ollr fellow memo
bers, and I hope that we. shall all meet here
in six months' time, or less, much the better
for our holiday.
The SPEAKER. - Mr. Premier, Mr.
Elmslie, and fellow members, I thank you
very heartily for the way in which you have
spoken of me as Speaker. I have tried to
do my best. This sessioll has been described
as a strenuou!) one, but I should describe it
as a short and merry one, because the pace
has been merry right through. Steel met
fliut, the sparks flew out, and then died
away, and now we are all parting on the best
terms of felbwship. I think we have done
good work, and it has been done, certainly,
in the shortest time on record, and we are
none the worse. As to the officers of the
House, we have all to thank them. No one
knows better than T (~O the work they perform.
At the end of the thirty-two hours' sitting
last week I came to the conclusion that they
were not blest with tempers at ~'}l, as they
were as courteous, urbane, and painstaking
at the end of that sitting as they were at the
commencement. I thank you all for the
kindly way in which my efforts have been
regarded, and I wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
The CHAIRMAN.-I desire to thank the
Premier, the acting leader of the Opposition,
and the honorable member for Gippsland
West for their kind expression of good
wishes. I should like to add that we are all
indebted to the officers of this House for the
excellent work they have done. I know the
amount of work they have to do at various
times, and I feel assured that they have the
very best of tem pers. It is very ~ exasperating to the officer::;, when they are v~y busy
at the table, to find honorable members
wanting matters attended to at the same
time. If it was not for the support received
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from all the House, and from both sides, the
Chairman would have a sorry time indeed.
It would be impossible for him to carry out
his work if he did not receive t.he support 0$
hnnorable members generally. I desire t(}
wish honorable members a Merry Christmasand a Happy New Year, and I trust that we
shall all return in first-class order when the
House meets again.
PUBLIC WORKS LOAN
APPLICATION BILL.
A message was received from the Legislative Council intimating that they had agreed
to this Bill, il~cl uding the amendmen t made by
the Legislative Assembly, on the suggestion
of the Legislative Council, and stating that
the Legislative Council" claim the right to
make the suggestion as made by them."
ADJOURNMENT.
LAND TAX RETURNS.

Mr. MURRAY (Premier) movedThat the House, at its rising, adjourn until
January 9.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. MURRAY (Premier) movedThat the House do now adjourn.

Mr. McCUTCHEON.-I desire to ask
the Treasurer for an official statement in
reply to the matter I brought forward on the
Appropriation Bill in reference to land tax.
returns being asked for a second time.
Mr. WATT (Treasurer).-I had intended
to give the honorable member some of the
information I have been able to collect. First
of all the honorable member for Brighton
directed the atten tion of the House to one
kind of return that is being called for and I
have the following memorandum from the
Deputy Commissioner of taxes with regard
to that matter : Ad verting to the remarks reported in the press
to. have been made by Mr. Snowball, M.P., tha.t.
annual returns of land were being called for by
the Land Tax Office, I have the honour to report,
for your information, that land,owllersare not
required to submit new returns this year. The
returns of land called for at the commeucement of
this year are expected to suffice for five years at
least, vide Regulation No. 15 of Regulations published in the Government Gazette of 11 th January,
1911. The only taxpayers who will be required tofurnish supplementary information to the tax office
are those who are entitled to a. rebate of tax in
respect of the interest payable by them in 1911 on
mortgages existing at 30th September, 1910 (vide
These taxpayers
section 50 Land Tax Act).
number only about 13,000, and the number will
become less each year as the lliortgages are paid off.
The information they are required to furnish
relates solely to the mortgages, and is necessary to
enable the rebates of tax to be calculated.
.
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That deals with the complaint of the honor.able member for Brighton, but the honor3.ble mem ber for St. Kilda placed in my
.hands a form headed "Copy of Land
Tax Return."
I sent this form to the
Land Tax Office, and I have received a
memorandum stating that this form was sent
out by the valuer in the Elsternwick district
to the various taxpayers, from whom he ex'pects additiona.l ill formation, which is not
new, but a copy of the return which they are
.supposed to keep under the Act. Without
.consulting the taxation office he has sent this
form along with the object of obviating the
-difficulty that would fall upon land-owners
if they were requested by the valuator to
.condnct him personally to their properties.
The Act provides that a man, if requested
'by the valuator to do so, is to show him the
·properties. The taxatio1l office finds that
-quite a number of small land-owners have
neglected
to furnish returns in the
first place, thinking themselves under the
.exemption, and others it is thought are not
.complete in their pJ'operty returns. With
the object of making sure that his valuation
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is correct this valuer has sent out this
notice as some other valuators in the suburbs
have done. MI'. House explains that theoretically it would be possible for these valuers to
go to the office and extract from the sched ules
the information reqllired, and to visit the
dist.ricts armed with that information, but
he explains that this would be very difficult
and wonld practically stop the work of the
office. Therefore, he has not complained of
those valuers who have requested this additional infurmat.ion for 1911. None of these
forms has been sent out in country districts,
but only in the suburbs. I propose before
the holidays to have another consultation with the Deputy Commissioner to see
if it is not possible even tp obviate this embarrassment to certain land-owners.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at fifteen minutes
past eleven o'clock, p.m. until Tuesday,
January 9, 1912.
[Pa.rlin.ment was subsequently prorogned,
by proclamation in the Governm.ent Gazette,
until Tuesday, February 6, 1912.J
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Justices of the Peace, 696, 6q7.
State School Holidays at Mildura, .229, 234,
497·
Chairman of Committees-The Hon. T. C.
Harwood elected Chairman, 2.
Commissioners
to
Open
Parliament-Their
Honours the Chief Justice (Sir .T ohri Madden
G.C.M.G.) and Sir Thomas a'Beckett, Judg~
of the Supreme Co.urt, ,appointed. Commissoners .to open ParlIament, I; statement by
the ChIef Justice, I.
Common,wealth of
Australia-(See
Federal
Paper Currency.)
Consolidated
Revenue
Bill-Received
from
Legislative Assembly, and read first time, II;
re~d second time, 12; considered in CommIttee, 12; BiIl read third time, 17.
Cool Stores, Government-(See Public' Works
Loan Application Bill.)
County Court at Ballarat-Question by Mr.
Brawn, <:75.
CROOKE, Hon. ~. J. (Gippsland Prov.)
Public Works L(l~n Application Bill,

SIO.

EDGAR, Hon. W. H. (Melbourne West)
Victorian Manganese Mines Iron and Steel!
Company's Railway Act IgIl Amendment.
Bill, 580, 688.
Education Department-Questi.on by Mr. Abbott
Ie technical and secondary schools, 695.
Elections and Qualifications Committee-Appointed, 3.
EMBLlNG, Hon. W. H. (Southern Prov.)
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill',.
59 2 •
Director of Agriculture Bill, 502.
Geelong and Ballarat Railway Service, 425.
Governor's Speech, 7, 175.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 224, 601"
.
68 5.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 662.
State School Holidavs at Mildura, 162, 230.,
496 .
Wyuna State Farm, 237.
EVANS, Hon. W. J. (Melbourn~ North)
Australia, s.s.-Removal of WreckaO'e 697-.
69 8 .
b
,
,
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,
593·
Circulation of Items in Supply Bills, 12.
Compensation to Widows of Men in Railway
Strike, 12, 15.
Cool Fruit Stores, 14.
Director of Agriculture-Appointment of Dr.
Cameron, 165.
Director of Agriculture Bill, 497, 503, 505.
Governor's Speech, 7, 181.
Maffra Beet Sugar Factory, 1-4.

LEGISLA'l')VE COUNCIL.

EVANS, Hon. W. J .-continued.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 519. 601.
Railway Loan Application Biil, 663·
Savings Banks Bill, 587, 588.
btate Brick Works, 17.
State Coal Mine, 16.
.
State School Holidays at Mild1lT3, 163, 233.
Unofficial Leader of the Council-Clerical Assistance, 693.
Warders-Sundays OII, 693, 695.
Wyuna State Farm-Statement of Accounts,
14; Dismissal of Basil Davies, 166; Proposed Select Committee, 237; Proposed Inquiry, 699.
Exhibition-Question by M r. Jones re proposed
Empire Exhibition, 697.
Federal Paper Currency-GoltI Reserve-Motion
by Mr. Abbott condemning the proposal ('f
the Federal Government to diminish the gold
reserve held against the issue of Federal
paper currency, 576; debated, 579; motion
agreed to, 580 ..
Fisheries-Questions by Mr. S:lchse, 14, 15; by
Mr. Manifold, 14.
Government Cold Stores-Return ordered on
motion of Mr. Skinner re accommodation
provided at proposed Government cold
stores at Victori:! Dock, nnd extent of operations at existing Government cold stores,
58o-(See Public W orles /.olln Application

Bill.)
Governor, His Excellency the (Sir John Michael
Fleetwood
Fuller,
Bart.,
K.C.M.G.)Speech on opening Parliament, 2; motion
by Mr. Skinner for appointment of a Committee to prepare nn Address-in-Reply to His
Excellency's speech, 3; seconded by Mr.
Austin, 3; motion agreed to, 3; Addressin-Reply brought up, 3; adoption of
Address-in-Reply moved by Mr. Skinner, 3;
seconded by Mr. Austin, .5; motion by Mr.
Sachse for adjournment of debate, 7; negatived, 7; debate continued by Mr. Rees, 7;
Mr. Sachse, 10, 167; Mr. Melville, 171;
Mr. Balfour, 173; Dr. Embling, 175; Mr.
Abbott, 176; Mr. Evans, 181; Mr. Manifold, i83; Address-in-Reply adopted, 183;
His Excellency's answer, 224.
HAGJo:LTHORN, Hon. FREDERICK (N.-W. Prov.)
Director of Agriculture Bill, 241, 5bl, 502,
503, 506 .
Millewa Land Bill, 608, 68C).
Rushworth to Colbinabbin Railway Construction Bill, 520, 657.
HARWOOD, Hon. T. C. (S.-W. Prov.)
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 519.
HICKS, Hon. ALFRED (Bendigo Prov.)
Bendigo Creek, 698.
Jurors' Fees, 606.
Justices of the Peace, 606.
Public 'Works Loan Application Bill, 514, 518.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 662, 663.
Rushworth to Colbinabbin Railway Construction Bill, 657.
State School .Holidays at Mildura, 228.
YVyunn. State Fnrm, 14.
a l

Hon. J. P. (Melbourne East)
Agent-General's Office, 693.
Immigr:ltion, 694.
Proposed Empire Exhibition, 697.
State School Holidays at Mildura, 227.

J (l~ES,

Jurors' Fees-Question by Mr. Hicks, 696.
Justices of the Peace-Que:;tion by Mr. Abbott
re appointments, 696; subject discussed, 6g6.
Lands Department-Question by Mr. Abbott re
tr,welling expenses, 697.
Leader of the Council, Unofficial-(See Unofficial Leader of the Council.)
Library Committee-Appointed, 167.
LITTLE, Hon. WILLIS (N.-E. Prov.)
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,
59 2 .
McBRYDE, Hon. D. E. (S.-E. Prov.)
Ben,dla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,
593·
Director of Agriculture BilI, 504.
Public Works Loan Applicatio~ Bdl, 597, 601,
606, 686.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 662.
State School Holidavs at Mildura, 228.
McLF;LLAN, Hon. ADAM (211 elbourne East)
Savings Banks Bill, 585, 586, 587.
Scate School Buildings, 698.
MalIra Beet Sugar .Factory-Question by Mr.
Sachse, 13; by Mr. Evans, 14.
Magistrates-(See Justices of the Peace.}
MANIFOLD, Hon, W. S. (W. Prov.)
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,
59 0 , 59 1, 593·
Crowland to Navarre Railway Construction
Bill, 658.
Director of Agriculture Bill, 50:.!.
Fisheries, 14.
Gold Reserve for Federal Paper Currency,
579·
Governor's Speech, 18.1.
Leave of Absence to Mr. White, 183.
MilJewa Land Bill, 690.
Public Works Loan Application Bill 224 506 ,

68 7.

'

,

Rushworth to Colbinabbin Railway" Construction Bill, 657.
Savings Banks Bill', 584, 588 .
S~ate ?chool Holidays at Mildura, 163, 227.
Vlctonan Manganese Mines Iron aed Steel
Company's Railway Act 1911 Amendment
Bill, 688.
vVag'es Board for Asphalters and Tar Pavers,
16 5.
Wyuna State F.arm, 237.
MELVILLE, Hon. DONALD (1I1elb. N.)
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,
591.

Qirec~or

?f Agriculture BiIl, t:or, .r::os.
ExamInation of Witnesses re Public vVork'
Loan Application Bill, 59fJ.
Governor's Speech, 171.

INDEX.

Hon. DONALD.-continued.
Public 'Norks Loan Application Dill, 520,
589, 593, 599, 68 5.
Railway Loan Application Bnl, 662.
State Brick Works, i6.
State Coal Mine, 15.
'\OVages Board for Asphalters and Tar Pavers,
691.

MELVILLE,

Members-Ahsence of-Leave of absence granted
to Mr. McWhae, 3; to Mr. White, 183.
Mildura State School Holidays at-Question by
Mr.'Rees re petition from State School Committees of Mildura district re review of
holidays granted to State School child~el~ in
the district, 158; statement by Mr. Ballheu,
160; subject discussed on motion for adjournment of the House, 160; statement by
·~h. Baillieu, 165; motion by Mr. Rees affirming that the Government shoul? ta~e
steps to re-arrange the school vacatlOns 10
the Milclura and Merbein irrigation districts,
as requested by petition from the Sch?ol
Committees, 225; debated, 227; mohon
carried, 235; question by .Mr. Rees re ~o
vernment action on resolutlOn, 495; subject
discussed on motion for the adjournment of
the House, 496.
Hon. EDWARD (East Yarra Prov.)
Benalla to Tatong Ibilway Construction Bill,
593·
Director of Agriculture Bill, 504.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 5'18, 51~},
68 7.
State School Holidays at Mildura, 234.
\Vyuna State Farm, 238.

MILLER,

:,(illewa Land Rill-Received from Legislative
Assembly, and read first time, 608; passed
through remaining stages, 689-690.
Motions for the Adjournment of the HouseProposed to enable members to ventilate
public questions-bv Mr. Rees re State
school ho-lidays in Mildura district, 160, 496.
Parliament-Openimg by Commission, I; by
the Governor, 2.
Parliament Buildings Committee-Appointed,
16 7.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways
-The Hon. W. H. Embling and the Hon.
Honruld M'elville appo~nted members of
Committee, 2.
Petitions-Re Scripture lessons in State schools,
2, 167, .107; praying that Public vVorks Loan
Application Bill, so far as. it related to cool
storage, might be referred to a Select Committee, an-<1 that petitioners (persons engaged in the business of cool storage in Melbourne) might appear before such Committee, or be afforded an opportunity of being
heard at the Bar of the House, 239.
The (Hon. J. M. Davies)-Rulings
and Sta.tements of-

PRESIDENT,

Amendment Increasing Taxation, 692.
Asking Questions, 158, 159.
Bills of. Urgency, 225, 580.

The (Ron. J. M. Davies)-Rulings
and Statements of-co1ltinued.

PRESIDE::-<T,

Debate-Reference to what has taken place in
"another place" during the same session,
514; reference to debate in the Council in
the same session, 578.
Ex.amination of Witnesses at Bar, 600.
Interjections, 247, 58~.
Irrelevant Remarks, 500, 595, 596.
Motions for the Adjournment of the Honse,
496 , 497·
Printing Committee-AEPointed, 167.
Public Works Loan Application Bill-Received
from Legislative Assembly, and read first
time, 224; motion by Mr. Baillieu (by leave)
for second reading to be made an order of '
the day for later in the sitting, 224; debated, 224; n19tion withdrawn, 225; motion
again moved by Mr. Baillieu, and agreed
to, 235; second reading moved by :Mr. Baillieu, 243; debate adjourned, 251; resumed,
506; again adjourned, 520; order of day for
resuming debate postponed, 589; debate resumed. 593; Bill read second time, 599;
motion by Mr. Melville, "that it be an
instruction to the Committee that they have
power to call witnesses to the Bar to give
evidence with respect to the Bill," 599;
motion debated, 600; carried, 601; House
goes into Committee for consideration of
Bill, 602. 663 j motions by Mr. Baillieu that
the evidence taken at the Bar be printed in
Hansard, and that the Hansard reporters be
accommodated with a seat at the table, in
order to hear and report the evidence,
agreed to, 602; taking of evidence proceeded with, 602 i Mr. John Clayton, Town
Clerk 0 f the City of Melbourne, 602, 680;
Mr. William Angliss, export butcher, 607,
663; Mr. John Monash, civil engineer, 667,
668; Colonel G. VV. Watson, chief architect
of Public Vlorks Department, 669; Mr.
l~alph Rudel, secretary of Melbourne Harbor Trust, 6iI; Dr. Burnett Ham, chairman
of Boarel of Public Health, 671; Mr. Wm.
Dunkerley, cool storage proprietor and consulting refrigerating engineer, 672; Mr.
A. Bo-rthwick, 6i4; Mr. S. H. Howell, manager of Victorian Butter Factories Co-operative Company Limited, 677 j Mr. H. N. Reed,
managing- director of lv1elbourne Ice Skating and Freezing Company, 678 i motion by
Mr. Balfour that it be a suggestion to the
Legislative Assembly to omit from clause ~
",£'114,000," ancI insert "£39,000," 686;
motion for suggested amendment negatived,
687; motion by Mr. Manifold for suggestion to Legislative Assembly to insert clause
A, reln,ting to the keeping of accounts and
preparation of balance-sheet, 687 i motion for
suggested amendment agreed to, 688; message from Legislative Assembly, intimating
that Assembly did not admit the right
of the Council to suggest a new clause, but
that the Assembly had made the suggested
amendment as a modification of clause 2 of
the Bill, 699 i amendment of Legislative Assembly agreed to, 699; Bill read third time,
6q9; message ordered to be sent to Assembly, intimating that the Council claimed the
tight to make the suggestion they had made
in regard to the Bill, 699.

I .. EGlSIJATIVE COUNCIL.

Railway Department-Question by Mr. Evans,
re compensation to widows of men who took
part in railway strij..:e, 12, IS; statement by
Dr. Embling, re unsatisfactory railway service between Geelong and Ballarat, 495·
t{ailway Loan Application Bill-H.eceived ~rom
Legislative Assembly, and read first tll~e,
580 ; second readin~ moved by Mr. Badlieu 658; debated, 661; Bill read second
tim~, and passed through remaining stages,
663·
Railways Standing Committee.
(See Parliamcntary Standing Committee on Railways.)
Hon. R. B. (N.-W. Prov.)
Governor's Speech, 7·
Millewa Land Bill,. 690.
Public 'Yorks Loan Application Bill, 5 18 , 58 9,
600.
State School Holidays at Mildura, ISS, 160,
225, 234, 495, 49 6 .

REES,

Refreshment Rooms Committee-Appointed, 167.
Rushworth to Colbillubbin Railway Constructio:1
Dill-Received from Legislati\'e Assembly,
and read first time, 520; secone! reading, 657;
considerec.l in ('ommittee, 65;'; rearl third
time, 658.
Hon. A. O. (N.-E. Prov.)
Fisheries and Game, 14, 15·
Governor's Speech~ 7, 10, 167.
Maffra Beet Sugar Factory, 13.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 515, 60I.
State School Ilolidays at Mildurn, 232.
Unusual Items in Supply Bills, 12.

SACHS~:,

SI.

Kilcla Foreshore Committee-Question by
Mr. Abbott re grant in Appropriation Bill,
697·
Savings Banks Bill-Received from Legislative
Assembly, and read first time, 520; second
reading moved by Mr. Baillieu, 580; debated, 584; Bill read second time, 586; considered in Committee, SS6; read third time,
588 .
Sessional Arrangements-Appointment of days
and hours of meeting, 167, 495, 497, 608 j
appointment of Standing Committees, 167.
SKINNeR, Hon. IIEXRY (Melbourne Soutlz Prov.)
Government Cold Stores, S80.
(;overnor's Speech, 3.
Public Works Loan Application Bill,' 598.
Savings Banks Bill, 588.
Standing- Orders Committee-Appointed, 167.
State Brick 'Works-Question by Mr. Melville,
16.

~5)

State ('D.d :"linf'-Qlle~tion by Mr. ~1elville,
15; subject discussed, 15·
State J.{iver::; and 'Water ~upply CommissionQuestion by Mr. Aikman re expenditure of
Commission, 12; subject discussed, 12.
State School Buildings - Question by Mr.
McLellan re proposed expenditure on Slate
school buildings, 698.
State School Holidays at Mildura-·(See Mildura,
State School Holidays at.)
STERXDERG, Hon. JOSEPH (Bendigo Prov.)
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Dill,
59 2 .
Public 'Yorks Loan Application Bill, .')9S, 601.
Unofficial Leader 0 f the Council-Suggestion
by Mr. Abbott that the Government should
provide in Appropriation Bill a sm::tll sum
of money to enable the unofficial leader of
the Cou-neil to obtain assistance in connexion with the work he had to perform,
692; subject discussed, 692.
Victorian Manganese Mines Iron and Steel
Company's Failway Act 1911 Amendment
Bill-Received, from Legislative Assembly,
and read first time, 580; Bill ordered to be
treated as a public Bill, 580; passed through
remaining stages, 688-9'
'Wages Boards, Appointment of-Message from
Legislative Assembly re wages board for
asphalters and tar pavers, 165; Assembly's
resolution concurred in, 690-91; message
from Legislative Assembly re wages board
for country shop assistants, 165; Assembly's
resolution concurred in, 691-2.
Warders-Question by Mr. Evans re allowing
warders Sundays off work, 693.

J. (W. Prov.)
Public 'Yorks Loan Application Bill, 591).

"\-BITE, Hon. E.

Witnesses Examined at the Bar.
(S'ee Public
. Works "Loan A pplicalion Bill.)
Wonthaggi-Question by Mr. Abbott re expenditure by different Departments at Wonthaggi, 61)8.
vVrec~age of ~.s. Australia-Question by Mr.
}~ vans, 697.
\Vyuna State Irrigation Farm-Question by Mr.
Evans re accounts of farm, 14; re dismissal
of Basil Davies, 166; motion by Mr. Aikman for appointment of Select Committee
to inquire into working of '\Vyuna State
Farm, 235; delnted, 236; motion negatived.
:Z3Q; question by Mr. Evans re appointment
of Committee of Inquiry, 6~)9.

LEG ISLA rrIV E
Aborigines Protection Board-Vole discussed in
Committee of Suppjy, 151.
Address-in-Reply.
(See Governor, !iis Excel-

lency The.)
Agent-General-Statement by Mr. J. W. Billson
re re-appointment of Sir John Taverner,
36; by Mr. Prendergast, 39 i. by Mr: Murray, 39.
Agriculture, Department of-Statement by Mr.
Rogers re poultrv expert, 436; by Mr.
Graham, 437; question by Mr. Rogers re
salaries of butter graders, 438.
(See also

ASSEMBLY.
Mr. NORMAN (Toorak)
Aborigines Board, 151.
Australian \Vidows' Fund, 197.
Factories Department-Appointment of Officer,

BAYLES,

15 2 .

Geelong Harbor Trust, 57.
Government Industri~Ll Concerns, 195.
Governor's Speech, 52.
Neglected Children, 148, 212.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 223.
Training Ship lolm Murray, 194Yarra River Improvements, 327.

Bunzley Gardens, Potatoes, Royal Agricultural Show, and WYlma State Farm.)
. Beaumaris, Railway to-Statement by Mr. Snow.
Alberton and Sale Ihilway.
(See Sale to
ball, 642; by Mr. A. A. Billson, 646.
Alberton Railway.)
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction BillBrought in by M r. A. A. Billson, and read
first time, 123; second reading moved by
ANGUS, Mr. HENRY (Gunbower)
Storage and Conservation of Water, 421.
Appropriation Bill-Brought in by Mr. Watt,
and read first time, 651; second reading
moved by Mr.·Watt, 656; Bill read second
time, 65b; considered in Committee, 656;
third reading, 7T2.
Mr. R. I. (Dalhousie)
Melbourne Lands Exchange Bill, 703.
Parliamentary Elections-Duplication of Votel,
12 9.
Private School Buildings, 479.
Railway Department-Clc:uance for Rollingstock, 44".

ARGYl.E,

Asphalters and Tar Pavers. (See Wages Boards.)
Assent to Bill, 157.
Auditor-General-Statement by Mr. Bayles re
prep~Hation of balance-sheets of State and
municipal industrial undertakings, 195; by
Mr. Murray, 196.
Australia, s.s., vVreck of-Statement by Mr.
Cotter re vote for removal of wreck, 332;
by Mr. J. W. Hillson, 333.
Australian
\Viclows'
Fund
Life
Assurance
Society-Statement by Mr. Prendergast re
pa yments made to directors and officers in
connexion with amalgamation scheme, 49 j
by Mr. Ihyles, IG7.
Avon Fiver--Statement by Mr. McLachlan re
erosion of banks, 347; by Mr. J. Cameron,

349·
Bacchus Marsh and vVerribee Irrigation scheme.
(See liVater Supply Detartmen!.)
Mr. MATTImW (Ballarat West)
Benalla to Tntong Hailway Construction Dill,
56 1.
Governor's Speech, 22.

BAIRD,

Barmah Railway.

(See Parliamentary Stand-

wg Committee on Railwa'ys.)
Barwon River-Statement by Mr.

straightening course of river, 334.

Farrer

re

Mr. A. A. Hillson, 285; Bill read second
time, 286; considered in Committee, 286,
557; third reading, 565.
Bendigo Powder Magazine-Question by Mr.
Hampson re utilization of building, lSI.

BILLSO"",

Mr. A. A. (Ovens)

. BenalI[\. to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,
12 3, 28 5, 286, 293, 559, 562 , 56 5.
Brighton Railway Extension, 646.
Crowland to Navarre Railway, 131Crowland to Navarre Railway Construction
Bill, 2S2, 56 5, 567Education Department-Defective Children.
19; Teachers' Sick Leave, 20; Teachers'
Promotion, 131; Scholarships, 184; Agricultural High School at Donald, 252; Teachen
at Mitcham and South Melbourne S'choo1:,;,
252; Teachers' Salaries, 307, 3.10; Country
High Schools, 320 i School Buildings, 32Z,
365, 450; Conveyance of Childrel~ to Country Schools, 352, 363, 364; School Farms,
363; Domestic Economy, 363; Preparatory
Trarle Classes, 364.; School Site at Fitzroy.
364; Technical Schools, 364; Agricultural
Education, 364; Lee-street School, Carlton,
365; Swimming, 365; University Students'
Club, 366; Tan<hrra School, 44S; InsJll:ctors' Salaries, 448; School Caretakers, 449.
Hepburn Springs, 4i8.
Loddon Valley Railway .. 646.
Mt. Buffalo Hospice, 339.
Railwa \. Construction-Portland and Internal
Distr-iets Railway, 132; \Voomelang to Mildura and YelLl n.lll\ Murray River Railwa.y,
132; \Yool1lelang- to ylill;ur:t and Yelta and
South Austlc:lian Border Railway, 132_:
Skipton and Surrounding District Connecting Railway.. 132; Gippsland ancl SouthEastern Line.:; Connecting Railway, 132;
Hannah Connecting Railway, 132; Gunyah
Gunyah, Jumbuk, and Bulga Connecting
Railway, 132; Declerang, Tawonga, and
Kiewa Valley Connecting Railway, 132;
Loch, Toorongo, and Latrobe Valley Connecting Railway, 132; Duggan, Fumina,
I-lill End, and Willow Grove Connecting
Railway, 132; Yanac-:l-Yanac and Netherby
Connecting Railway, 132.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

!31LLsm:, Mr. A. A. (Ovens)-contil1ued.
Railway Department-Rolling-stock for 4-ft.
8~-in. Gauge, 40; Country Train Services,
-40, 644; Land Loading and Local Rates,
130 i Employ.es Accident Pay, 130 i Freights
;and Fares, 251; Sunday Goods 'Trains on
.seymour Line, 445; Clearance on Permanent Way for Rolling-stock, 445; Number
.of Officers and Employes, 445 i Pay of Signalmen, 521; Coal Used and Mileage Run,
521; Printing Staff and Plant, 521 i Cost of
Locomotives, 522; Shortage of Trucks, 610,
.(i44; Electrification of Subu~ban Railways,
'619; Sunday Labour, 619; Minimum 'Wage,
-619, 626; St. Kilda Line, 643; Casual Employes, 6.13; Additional Rolling-stock, 644;
Sight
Test
for
Engine-drivers,
644 ;
·Case of Guard Quirk, 644; Supply of
Sleepers, 645; Port Fairy Express, 645;
Transfer of Employes, 646; Country Clerk~,
-646; Passes for Ex-employes, 646 i Queens,cliff Train Service, 646: Fires Caused by
Locom.otives, 646. 650 i Carriage of Goods
by Passenger Trains, 646; Smoking in Carriages, 646; Train Service beyond Elsternwick, 646; Importation of Shunters and
Guards, 646.
'Rushworth to C:olbinabbin Railway Construction Bill, 123, 565 .
.sale to Alberton Railway, 643.
State Coal Mine-Supply of Coal to Public,
65°'
Wonthaggi Brickworks, 650.

EILLSON, Mr. J. W. (Fitzroy)
Agent-Generalship, 36.
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,
55 8.
Boarded-out Children, 201, 203, 210, 211.
Bricks, 37, 337·
Director of Agriculture Bill, 653.
East Melbourne Election, 608. 609.
:Education DepaTtment-School Buildings, 335;
Teachers' Salaries, 360; School Sites i 360;
Employment Register, .361; Remuneration
for Trainees, 361.
Elwood, 337.
Estimates, 429.
Governor's Residence at Macedon, 336.
jurors' Fees, 37, 378.
Labour Colony, 338.
Melbourne Land Exchange Bill, 705.
Mount Buffalo Hospice, 338.
'Old-age Pensions~, 157.
'Opening of Parliament-Tickets of Admi.ssion,
28.
Procedure when Tellers Refuse to Act, 38~.
l~ailway Department-Minimum Wage, 629.
Railway Loan A,pplication Bill, 284.
Savings Banks Bill, 55 1, 5$5.
'Seasoning Victorian Timber, 338.
'Sunday Work in Public Service, 254, 258.
'Training Ship John Murray, 36, 191
Victorian Manganese Mines Iron and Steel
Company's Railway Act 19II Amendment
Bill, 573, 574, 575·
'Wages Boards-Administration, 187.
\Vest Melbourne Swamp, 336.
Wire Netting at Pentridge, 337.
Wreck of R.M.S. Australia, 333.
.Border Railways-Question by Mr. Campbell re
reciprocal arrangements with South Australian Government with respect to Border
traffic, 522.

BOWSER, Mr. John (Wangaratta)
Education Department-School Buildings, 3~8;
School Farms, 357; Teachers' Salaries, 358.
Empire Exhibition,_ 457, 46 7.
Marketing of Produce, 457.
Railway Department-Country Train Services,
646; Railway Surpluses, 646; Freights and
Country Industries, 646 .
Brazier, Mr., Case of. {See Public Library,
Museums, and National Gallery.}
Bricks-Question by Mr. Prendergast re manufacture of bricks by the Government, 3~;
statement by Mr. Hannah, 34; by Mr. J.
W. Billson, 37; statement by Mr. Hannah
re utilization of Thornbury Estate for State
brickworks, 472 i by Mr. Jewell, 474; by
Mr. H. McKenzie, 474. (See also Wonthaggi.)
Brown, George, Case of. (See Railway Department-Employes.)
Burnley Gardens-Question by Mr. Cotter 1't
wages of employes,
Bush Fires-Question by Mr. Langdon rt1 introduction of legislation, 39. (See also Rail,.
way Department-Fires.)
Butter Graders. (See Agriculture, DepartmP1M

of·)
CAMERON, Mr. E. H. (Evelyn)
Elecll' n of Speaker, 18.
Portla.ld and Serviceton Main Lipe
nexion Railway, 521.
Skipton Connecting Railway, 52 1.

('OIl-

CAMERON, Mr. JAMES (Gippsland East)
Assistant Marine Surveyor, 331.
Destruction of River Banks, 349.
Dock at Williamstown, 331.
Dredges, 333.
Education Department-School Buildings" 32 9,
343; Brunswick Schools, 344·
Elwood, 343.
Female Inebriates, 335.
Gippsland Lakes' Entrance, 346.
Grants for Roads and '''orks, 349, 475.
Labour Farm at vVerribee, 343, 346.
Lady Loch Engineer, 330, 475.
Noxious Trades, 346.
Outports, 522.
Reformatory Farm at Werribee, 346.
Roads in Mountainous Districts, 349.
Victorian Timber, 343 i Seasoning Works at
Newport, 343.
West Melbourne Swamp, 343.
Wreck of R.M.S. Australia, 332.
Yarra River Improvements, 332.
CAMPBELL, Mr. H. J. M. (Gltndg)
Boreler Railways, 522.
Outports, 522.
Railway Printing Staff and Plant, 521.
CARLISLE, Mr. J. J. (Benalla)
Appropriation Bill, 713.
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill.
294, 563.
Developmental Railways, 139 .
Ivlelbourne Lands Exchange Bill, 703.
Railway Department-Shortage of Trucks,
636 i Sight Test for Engine-drivers, 637;
Dismissed Strikers, 637.

(8)

INDEX.

CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES (Mr. A. "V. Craven)Rulings and Statements ofAmendments- Proposing amendment when
another amendment moved, 549.
Close of Session, 732.
Debate-Withdrawing statement regarded as
offensive, 208; limitation in d.iscussin~ item
in Estimates, 253, 254; debatmg motIon to
report progress, 325; proposing reduction of
vote, 626.
Chairman of Committees-Mr. Craven appointed,
24·
.
Chairmen of Committees (Temporary)-Appomtment of Messrs. Bowser, Duffus, Elmslie,
Gray, and Outtrim to act as temporary
Chairmen announced, 79.
City Police Court-Question by Mr. Hannah re
allowance to "visitor," 145; statement by
Mr. Farrer re stone used in new Courthouse, 334.
.
Closer Settlement-Statement by Mr. Hampson
re purchase of Oaklands Estate, 392; work
of Lands Purchase and Management Board
discussed in Committee of Supply, 397;
subject further disc~~s:d, 468; ~tatement by
Mr. Smith re subdlvlslOn of Kllmany Park
Estate, 469; by Mr. H. McKenzie: 470;
statement by Mr. Smith re purchase of land
in Terricks district, 469; by Mr. H.
McKenzie, 471; question b~ M,r. Prendergast re purchase of Dunrobm l'..state, 47 2 .
Closure of Debate-Motion by Mr. 'Watt in Committee of Supply, "That the question be
now put," agreed to, 379·
Coal.
(See Railway Department and State
Coal Mine.)
Coal Miners' Relief Fund. (See Victorian Coal
Miners' Accident Relief Fund.)
College of Domestic Economy. (Se'e Public In.
struction. )
Committee of Public Accounts. (See Public Accounts Committee.)
Committees, Permanent-Appointed, 121.
.
Commonwealth of Australia-Statement by Mr.
Farrer re payment to State for transferred
properties, 334; by Mr. Hampson, 339; by
Mr. Murray, 352.
Consolidated Revenue Bill-Brought in by Mr.
Watt, and read first time, 38; seco~d reading moved by Mr. Watt, ~9; Blli .read
second time, 39; considered m CommIttee,
39; third reading, 39·
Consumptives. (See Gree11vale Sanatorium.)
COTTER, Mr. E. J. (Riclzmond)
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,
294·
Burnley Gardens·-Employes, 37, 437·
Empire Exhibition, 461, 465.
Governor's Speech, 102.
Heytesbury Forest, 416.
Immigration, 43:.!.
Irrigation, 430, 432.
Melbourne Tramway Company, 251.
Opening of Parliament-Tickets of Admission, 29.
Parks and Gardens-Employes' vVages, 468.
Police-Sunday Duty, 256; Recruiting, 26~.
Railway Department-Minimum \Vage, 622,
628, 633.
Tree Planting in. Streds, 417.
Wages Boards-Country Shop Assistants, 185.

COTTER, Mr. E. J .-continued.
'Varanga Basin, 431.
W'reck of R.M.S. Australia, .132.
Wyuna State Farm, 430.
Yarra River Improvements, 331.

CRAVEN, Mr. A. V.,r. (Benambra)
Appointment as Chairman of Committees,
(See also Chairman of Committees.)

25'~

Crowland to Navarre Railway-Motion bv Mr.
A. A. Billson .affirming expediency of constructing line, 131; debated, 132; agreed to,.
13 2 •
Crowland to Navarre Railway Construction Bill'
-Brought in by Mr. A. A. Bipson, and
read first time, 252; second readmg movecf
by Mr. A. A. Billson, 565; debated, ,,66;
Bill read second time, 567; considered in
Committee, 567; third 'reading, 567.
Dairying Industry-Statement by Mr. Robert.son'
re use of boric acid in concentrated mIlk,
484; re milk standard, 484.
Daylesford Mineral Springs.
(See HepburnMine1'al Springs.)
Dederang, Tawonga, and Kiewa Valley Railway.
(See Parliamentary Standing Com.
mittee on Railways.)
Director of Agriculture Bill-Received from Legislative Council, and read first time, 557;
second reading moved by Mr. Graham, 651;:
debated, 652, 706; Bill read second time,.
712; considered in Committee, 725; pro-,
gress reported, 728.
Divisions-In the House-On Mr. vVatt's motionfor suspension of Standing Orders to allow
Committees of Supply and Ways and Means:
to be appointed forthwith, 20; on Mr. Prendergast's motion that ruling of the Speaker
be disagreed with, 128; on Mr. Hamp-·
son's
amendment
that
vote
for
the
Treasurer be reduced by £1,000, to indicate disapproval of proposed Empire Exhibition, 465; on Mr. Cotter's amendment that
same vote be reduced by £500 for the samepurpose, 468.
Divisions-In Committee-On Mr. .T. \Y. Billson's amendment to reduce vote for N eglected Children's Department by £1, ,as all'
instruction that children boarded out toparents should be paid for at an increased
rate, 211; on Mr. Solly's amendment to rednce vote for Public Library by £1, as an'
expression of dissatisfaction with Chief Secretary's reply re case of Mr. Brazier, 278;
on Mr. Solly's amendment in clause 5. of
Benalla and Tatong Railway ConstructlOIl"
Bill, 304; on Mr. Hannah's motion in Committee of Supply that progress be reported,
430; on Mr. \~rarde's amendment that vote'
for Minister of Railways be reduced by £1,
as an instruction-that the minimum wage of
daily-paid employes should be increased to
8s. per day, 625; on Mr. \Varde's ame~d
ment that vote be reduced by 15s., as an Jllstruction that minimum wage should be not
less than '75. 6d. per day, 63~; on clause 3 d
Savings Banks Bill, 548.
Dredge-Question by Mr·. Elmslie re construction of sand-pumping dredge, 333.

L.IWHlLA'l'IVE

ASSE~IBLY.

Mr. J. F. (Port Fairy)
Developmental Railways, 134.
Outports, 333.
Railway Department-Port Fairy Express,
640 .
Rulings and Statements as Acting ChairmanStanding Order 78c, 379; procedure when
tellers refuse to act, 379, 381; disagreeing
with Chairman's ruling, 381, 382.

Empire Exhibition-Question by Mr. Hannah re
vote for preliminary expenses, 439; amendment by Mr. Hampson that vote for the
Treasurer be reduced by £1,000, to indicate
disapproval of the proposed exhibition, 455;
debated, 455; negatived, 465; amendment
by Mr. Cotter that vote be reduced by £500,
465; debated, 465; negatived, 468.
Estimates-Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for 19II-12 brought down, 19.

Duggan, Fumina, Hill End, and \Yillow Grove
Rai'1way.
(See Parliamentary' Standing
Committee on Raitwajls.)
Dunrobin Estate. (See Closer Settlement.)

Factories and Shops Acts-Vote for Inspection
of factories and shops discussed in Committee of Supply, 152; statement by Mr. Bayles
re appointment of a fourth class officer in
the Factones Branch, 152; by Mr. Prendergast, 153; by Mr. Murray, 156.
(See also
l¥ages Boards.)

Dl1F1'US,

East Melbourne, Representation of-Petition by
Sir Henry Weedon against the election of
Mr. Farthing, 608.
Education Department.
(See Public Instruction.)
Elect~ons-Question bv Mr. Anryle re duplicahon of votes at general election, 129. (See
a.lso East Melbourn~, Retresentation of.)
ElectIons
and
QualIficatiOns
CommitteeSpeaker's warrant laid on the table, 79.

Mr. J. F. (Barwon)
Appropriation Bill, 656, 719.
Assistant Marine Surveyor, 331.
Barrabool Stone, 334.
Barwon River, 334.
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill.
288, 564.
Closer Settlement Board, 397.
Commonwealth Payment for Transferred Properties, 334.
Director of Agriculture Bill, 654.
Dock at \Villiamstown, 331.
Education Department-Practical Education,
3 13, 3 16 , 359, 36 5, 43 8 ; Teachers' Salaries,.
3 1 4, 359; Treatment of Old Teachers, 316;
New Schools, 334; Conveyance of Children
to Country Schools, 359.
Geelong Harbor Trust, 330, 656.
Governor's Speech" 75.
Irrigation, 398.
Lady Loch Engineer, 331.
Land Tax Valuers, 442.
Lang Lang Creek, 334.
Main Roads Boarel,. 326.
Railway Department-Fires Caused by Locomotives, 438, 641 i Minimum Wage, 616;
Geelong and Queenscliff Service, 641; Goods.
by Passenger Trains, 641; Country Train
Services, 642; Trucks, 642 i Travelling by
Goods Trains, 642; Freights and Fares, 642;
Smoking in Carriages" 642; Local Repairs,
642; Casual Employes, 642; Loading Both
Ways, 642.
Seasoning Victorian Timber, 334.
Supervision of Public Works, 326.
Text-books on Agriculture, 361, 365, 438.
Tourists' Bureau, 334.
:W'reck of R.M.S. Australia, 333.

FARRER,

Mr. G. A. (Albert Park)
Appropriation Bill, 656, 716.
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,
28 7, 564.
.
Case of Bertie Prentice, 370, 373.
Close of Session, 731.
Closure of Debate, ~81.
Director of Agricult{ire Bill, 65 2 •
Dredges, 333.
Education
Department-Teachers'
Salaries,
363; University Club, 36r:;, 367; Middle
Park School, 3671.
Estimates, 427, 428.
Geelong Harbor Trust, 65 6 .
Governor's Speech, 24, 116.
Immigration, 385.
Income Tax Office, 439.
Irrigation, 385'
lady Loch Engineer, 329.
Millewa Land Bill, 651.
Po~ice-Sergeant McKenna, 263; AccommodatIon, 264.
~Publ~c Buildings and Works, 32 8.
Public \Vorks Loan Application Bill, 221,
7 2 9.
Railway DepaTtment-Minimum 'Wage 63 1 '
St. Kilda Line, 6'l4; Shortaae of Trucks'
643; Importation of Shunter~ and Guards;
643; .Passes of Retired Employes, 643; Pay
of Signalmen, 643"
]bi~way Loan Al?plication Bill, 283, 56 7.
~avJ1ll?s Banks BIll, 495, 5 2 3, 550, 551, 556.
Standmg Order 78c, 379.
FARTHING, Mr. A. A. (East Melbourne)
Sunday Work in Public Service 254.
Syphilis, 442.
'
Education
Department-Teachers'
~'alaries, ,
T~aini~g Ship John Murray, 194.
3 10 .
Vlctonan Coal, 439.
Victorian Coal Miners' Accident Relief Roard,
Fish-Question by Mr. Rogers re estn.blishing
4 12 .
hatchery for blackfish, 438.
Victorian Manganese Mines Iron and Steel
Company's Railway Act 191 I Amendment Floods-Question by Mr. Langdon re precautions against floods, 522.
Bill, 575.
V\Tages Boards-Straw Hat Manufacturers, Forests Department-Votes for Department discussed in Committee of Supply, 413. (See
446 , 5 2 3.
also Timber.)

ELMSLIE,

Elwood Swamp Improvements-Statement by Mr.
.T. VV. Billson, 337; by Mr. J. Cameron,
343·

Game Bill-Brought in by Mr. Murray, and
read first .time" 20.
Gardeners, \'V:1gCS of. (See Parks and Gardens.}

INDEX.

Geelong Harbor Trust-Statement by Mr.
Bayles re operations of Trust, 57; by Mr.
Holden, 63; statement by Mr. Mackinnon
re appointment of Board of Inquiry, 143;
by Mr. Murray, 144; by Mr. Farrer, 331 j
question by Mr. Elmslie, 656; papers relating to Trust laid on Library table, 523.
Gippsland and South-Eastern Lines Connecting
Hailway.
(See- Parliamentary Standing
Committee on Railways.)
Gippsland Lakes' Entrance. (See Lakes' En.
trance.)
Mr. JOHN (Waranga)
Humphrey Internal Combustion Pump, 129.

GORDON,

Goulburn River.
(See Water Supply Depart.
ment.)
Governor, His Excellency the (Sir John Michael
Fleetwood Fuller, Bart.)-Motion by Mr.
Johnstone for adoption of Address-in.Reply
to His Excellency's Speech on opening of
session, 21; seconded by Mr. Baird, 22;
debated by Mr. Prendergast, 41; Mr.
Bayles, 52; Mr. Holden, 63; Mr. Farrer,
75 i Mr. Hannah. 79; Mr. McCutcheon, 88;
Mr. Hampson, 91 i Mr. Robertson, 95 i Mr.
Cotter, 102; Mr. Langdon, 113; Mr. Plain,
lIS; Mr. Elmslie, 116; motion agreed to,
121; presentation of Address-in-Reply, 251.
Governor's Residence, Macedon-Statement bv
Mr. J. W. Billson re cost of maintenance',
33 6 .
MI'. GEORG], (Goulburn Valley)
Appropriation Bill, 717.
Blackfish, 438.
Department of Agriculture-Inspection of
Potatoes, 77 i Burnley Egg-laying Competition, 436; Burnley Gardens' Employes, 437;
Poultry Expert, 437; Medals for Exhibits
at Royal Agricultural Show, 438; Textbooh on Agriculture, 438; Frozen Produce
Exported, 699.
Director of Agriculture Bill, 557, 651.
Millewa Land Bill, 123, 651.
Shanghai Steam Service, 437.
Water Supply-Humphrey Internal Combustion Pump, J30; Storage on Goulbuj'n and
Murrav Rivers, 130, 428 i Irrigation Works,
4 2 7; Murray River Storage, 428 i Bacchus
Marsh Irrigation Charges, 428; Flood Precautions, 522.

GRAHAM,

Mr. JOHN (Swan Hill)
Aborigines Board, 151.
Boarded-out Children, 207.
Director of Agriculture Bill, 708.
Empire Exhibition, 458.
Increasing Expenditure, 208.
Land. Tax, 453.
Land Settlement, 469,
Murray Towns Drainage, 482.
Railway Department-Country Train Services,
40 , 637 i Supply of Sleepers, 640'
Rulings and Statements as Acting ChairmanDiscussing suggestion for adjournment, 429,
43 0 .,

GRAY,

Greenvale Sanatorium-Question by Mr. Robertson re water supply, 344; by Mr. Jewell ,~
accommodation for patients, 480 i by Mr.
Thomson, 483.
Gunvah Gunvah, Jumbuk, anri Bulgq Railway.
(See Par'iiame;ltary Sta1zding Committee 01'1
Railways.)

Mr. A. J. (Bendigo East)
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,
293, 562 .
Bendigo Powder Magazine, 151.
Commonwealth Payment for Transferred Properties, 339.
Education Department-Teachers at Mitcham
and South Melbourne Schools, :l52; School
Buildings, 338.
Empire Exhibition, 455.
Expenditure of Public Money, 339.
Governor's Speech, 91.
Government Industrial Concerns, 196.
Grazing Licence Areas, 415.
Immigrant Dinger, 393.
Immigration, 394.
Jurors' Fees, 377.
Land for Settlement at Bendigo, 415.
Leasehold Tenure, 395.
Mines Department-Mining Development, 40 5;
"Vorkers' Accidents Compensation, -4-06.
Oaklands Estate, 392.
Police-Sunday
Duty,
256;
Sergeant
McKenna, 262; Special Constables, 265.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 571.
Savings Banks Bill, 533, 54 8.
Timber for Butter Boxes, 415.
\V,ages Boards-Miners, 155, 405·
'Vater Conservation, 425.

HAMPSON,

Mr. MARTIN (Collingwood)
Appropriation Bill, 7 12 , 724.
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,
295, 296 , 299, 557, 564.
Boarded-out Children, 200, 2()6, 208.
Bricks, 34, 473, 650.
City Court and Lockup Visitor, 145·
Director of Agriculture Bill, 709, 7 10, 72 5,
726 .
Education
Department-Junior
Female
Teachers, 36; School Caretakers, 450.
Empire Exhibition, 439, 460 .
Estimates, 430.
Governor's Speech, 77, 70.
Hepburn Springs, Daylesford, 402 , 475·
Immigration, 388.
Irrigation, 388.
Jurors' Fees, 378, 382 , 451.
Land Tax Returns, 453'0
Melbourne Lands Exchange Bill, 702.
Metropolitan Traffic Commis~ion, 306.
Opening of P,ariiament-Tickets of Admission, 28, 30.
Pensions for Widows, 367, 370.
.
Police-Sunday Duty, 254, 261; StatIOn at
Clifton Hill, 264 i Commissioner, 384.
Public Buildings, 328.
Public Library, 276.
Railway Department-Electrification of Sub.
urban Lines, 610; Minimum Wage, 621, 633·
Savings Bank~ Bill, 540 , 54 8, 549, 55 6 .
Secretary for Lands, 384.
Settlement of Crown Lands, 39 0 .
Standing Order 78c, 179, 382 .
State Coal Mine-Supply of Coal to Public,
65°·
Sunday 'York in Public Service, 25 2 , 253.
447·
Syphilis, 483.
Thornbury Land, 472.
Training Ship John Murray, 195·
Tuberculosis, 482.
Victorian Timber, 32 g, 413.
Water Storage and Conservation, 433.
V\-'onthaggi-Draina~e, 4°2; Brickworks, :;4,
65°'
Yarra River Improvements, 14 1 , 33 2 •

HANNAH,

LEGISfJA'l'IVE

:Hardwarc Trade. (See Wages Boards.)
Hay, Chaff, Wood, and Coal Wages Board.
(See Wages Boards).
,Health Department-Statement by Mr. Elmslie
re treatment of syphilis, 442; by Mr.
Thomson, 443; statement by Mr. McLeod
re inspection of country school buildings and
mechanics' institutes, 481; by Mr. Thomson, 483; statement by Mr. Hannah re
insanitary dwellings in metropolitan district,
482; by Mr. Thomson, 484.
Hepburn Mineral Springs-Statement by Mr.
Hannah re interference by mining operations, 402; by Mr. McBride, 402; oy Mr.
McGrath, 403; subject further dist:us~ed,
475·

ASSE~IBl,Y,

Justices of the Peace-Statement by Mr. Smith
re methods of appointment~ 451; by Mr.
Murray, 452.
KEAST, Mr. W. S. (Dandenorzg)
Free Libraries, 150.
Koo-wee-rup Drainage, 347.
Lang Lang River, 347.
Melbourne Lands Exchange Bill, 700.
Murray River Storage, 424.
New City Markets, 129.
Railway
Department-Land
Loading
and
Local Rates, 130; Pay of Signalmen, 521.

HOLDEN, ~fr.

Kilmany Park Estate. (See Closer Settlement.)
Koo-wee-rup Swamp-Statement by Mr. Keast
re drainage works, 347.

Hospitals for the Insane.
(See Lunatic
Asylums.)
Humphrey Internal Combustion Pump-Question by Mr. Gordon (for Mr. Bowser), 129,

Labour Colonies-Statement by Mr. J. W. Billson re Leongatha Labour Colony, 338 j by
Mr. J. Cameron re establishment of labour
colony at \Verribee, 343; by Mr. Robertson,
344; further statement by Mr. J. Cameron,
346 .
T..ady Loch, s.s.-Statement by Mr. Elmslie re
salary of engineer, 329 j by Mr., Farrel,
331; by Mr. Prendergast, 474; by Mr. J.
Cameron, 475.
Lake Lonsdale Storage Basin. (See }Vater Supply Departmt:1lt.)
Lakes' Entrance-Question by Mr. Roberlson re
works at E'ntrance, 344; by Mr. J.
Cameron, 346.
Land Tax (State)-Return re number of taxpayers and amounts paid presentecl, 19;
statement by Mr. Farrer re valuations, 442;
question by Mr. Snowball re returns required from land-owners exempt from tax,
442; statement by Mr. Membrey, 453; by
Mr. Watt, 453; by Mr. Hannah, 453; by'
Mr. McCutcheon, 719; by Mr. Farrer, 723;
further statement by Mr, '\Tatt, 732; statement by Mr. Gray re analysis of land tax
returns, 453; by Mr. Vlatt, 453; by Mr.
Prendergast, 454; statement by Mr. Farrer
re definition of "unimproved value," 719.
Lands Department-Voles for Department discussed in Committee of Supply, 384; Q,uestion by Mr. Hannah re retirement of Mr.
J. "V. Skene, Secrelary for Lands, 384'
(See also Cl(1ser Settlemcllt.)
Lands Purchase and Management Board.
(See
Closcr Settlement,)
Lang Lang River-St:llement by Mr. Farrer r~
snagging, 334; by Mr. Keast, 347.

G. F. (Warrenhczp)
Geelong Harbor Trust, 63.
Governor's Speech, 63.

lmmigration-Vote for immigration discussed in
Committee of Supply, 384; amendment by
:Mr. McGrath that vote be reduced by i.,"[
as a protest against such expenditure, 396;
(strangers ordered to withdraw from the
Chamber, 39i); statement by Mr. Hampson
re case of Immigmnt Dinger, 393.
Imported Goods for State Departments-Return
presented J 20.
Income Tax Office-Statement by Mr. Elmslie
re report of Royal Commission on charges
of lax administration, 439; by Mr. "Vatt,
44I.
Indeterminate Sentences Act-Statement by Mr.
Prendergast re administration of Act, .14.5;
by Mr. Murray, 145; subject further cIiscussed, 146.
Ind ustrial
Undertakings,
Balance-sheets of.
(See Auditor-General.)
1nebriate Institution-Question by I\ir. Solly re
treatment of female inebriates, 335.
-

J. H.. (Brunswick)
Appropriation Bill, 716
Bricks, 474.
Broadmeadows Sanatorium, 480.
Education D~partment-Brunswick <:jchool.,
34I.
Police-Sunday Duty, 259 j Brunswick Station, 342.

JEW~:LL, ~r.

Mr. J. G. (Polwar/h)
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,
562 .
Governor's Speech, 21.

JOHNSTO"~:,

John Murray Training Ship. (See Training Ship
"John Murray.")
Jurors' Fees-Statement by Mr. J. W. Billson.
37; by Mr. :Watt, 38; subject further discussed, 377, 378; statement by Mr. Hannah
re fees of coroners' jurors, 451; by Mr.
Murray, 452.
Justice, Administration of-Statement by Mr.
Elmslie re case of Bertie Prentice, 370; by
Mr. vVatt, 373; question by Mr. Solly re
assault case at Fit7.Toy, 4S2. (See also Indeterminate Sentences Act and Justices (If
the Peace.)

Mr. THO:\I:\S (Koro1lg)
Agricultural High School at Donald, 2~2.
Appropriation Bill, 714.
Bush Fires, .1"Flood Precautions, 522.
Governor's Speech, 113.
Hepburn Springs, 409.
Loddon Valley Railway, 641.
Mining Development, 409.
Opening of Pnrliament-Tickets of Admis,
sian, 28.
Railwav Department-Freight.s and Fares, 25T ;
Shortage of Trucks, 610, 6_1-1.
Tandara State School, 445

LANGDON,

(IZ)

INDEX.

l\Jr. H. 5'. \V. (Castlemai,te and Maldon)
Master-in-Equity's Office and Probate Branch,
374·
Railway Department-Rolling-stock for 4 ft.
8~ in. Gauge, 40.
Titles Office, 375.

L.;'WSON,

Leongatha Labour Colony. (See Labour Colonies.)
Libraries, Free-Vote discussed in Committee of
::;upply, 148.
Library Committee-Appointed, 121.
Lift Attendants. (See Public Service.)
Loading of Land for Railway Constrllr.tinn.
(See Railway Construction.)
Loch, Toorongo, and Latrobe Valley Ihilway.
(See Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Railways.)
.
Loddon Valley Railway-Statement by Ivlr.
Langdon re referring construction of line tl,
Railways Standing Committet', 641; hy Mr.
A. A. Billson, 644'
Lunatic Asylums-Statement by Mr. l\1cmbrey
re wages of artisans employed in asylums,
197; by 1\1r. Robertson, 198 j by Mr.
Toutcher, 199; by Mr. Murray, 199; statement by l\fr. l{oberlson re r.rediting officers'
salaries with allowance for quarters and
rations, 198; by M1'. Murray, 199; al~end
ment by Mr. Hannah that vote for Chief
Secretary be red uced by i.,' 1 as an inst ruction
that Sunday duty for attendants should be
reduced, 447; debated, 447; negatived, 447;
statement by Mr. Solly re property of
lunatic in .poor circumstances, 374; by Mr.
Snowball, 375.
Mr. J. E. (Gippsland West)
Close of Session, 731.
Developmental Railways, 133.
Me.lbourne Lands Exchange Bill J 7or.
RaIlway Land Loading, 132.
Roads Destroyed by Timber Traffic, 421.

MACKEY,

Mr. R. G. (St. Kilda)
Appropriation Bill, 719.
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,

MCCCTCIIEON,

56 1.
Frozen Produce Exported, 185.
Government Cool Stores, 213.
Governor's Speech, 88.
Land Tax Returns, 7I9, 73 2 .
Neglected Children, 184'
Police, 89, 719; Sunday Duty, 260.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 21 3.
Savings Banks Bill, 530, 544.
Mr. D. C. (Gre1zville)
Benalla (0 Tatong Railway Construction Bill,.
Jr02, 562 .
Closure of Debate, 380.
Education
Department-Teachers'
Salaries,
355; Conveyance of Children to Country
Schools, 355.
Free Libraries, 150, 151.
Hepburn Springs, Daylesford, 403.
Immigration, 396.
Irrigation, 397.
Mines
Department-Amending
Legishtion,
403; Inspection of Mines, 405·
Public Library,
Railway Department-:Minimum 'Vage, 627;
Freights and Country Industries, 647; Case
of (~eor!!e Brown, 647.
Standing Order 78c, 379.
Titles Office, 377.
"rages Boards-M;ners, 154; Tramway Men,.
155; Aclministration, 155·

MCGRATH,

2n.

Mr. ROBERT (Ballarat East)
Education Department-Teachers' Promotion,
131Hailway Employes' Accident Pay, 130.
Sunday Duty by Police, 257.
'Vater Storage on Goulburn and Murray
Rivers, 130

MCGREGOR,

Mr. HUGH (Rod/lry)
Lands Department-'-Closer ~Settlement-400.;
'\Verribee Estate, 401; Leongatha Labour
Colony, 401; \Yonthaggi Drainage, 402;
Parks and Gardens-Emploves' \Vages, 470;
Kilmany Park, 470; Moore's Estate, 471;
Mallee Settlement, 471; Annual Leases, 471 ;
Dunrobin Estate, 472; Thornbury Land, 474.
Melbourne Lands Exchange Bill, 704.
New City Markets, 129.
Victorian Manganese Mines Iron and Sted
Comp:my's Raihvay Act 1911 Amendment
Bill, 14 1, 57 2, 574, 575·

:MCKENZIE,

Mr. DONALD (Prahran)
Education
Department-Teachers'
Salaries.
3 2 5.
Geelong Harbor Trust, 143.
Melbourne Lands Exchange Bill, 701.
Pollution of the Murray, 483.
Public Library, 274.
Savings Banks Bill, 538.

MACKINNON,

Sir FRAi'lK (Borool1dara)
Election as Speaker, 18, Ig.
(See Speaker, Tlle.)

MADDE",

Mr. PETER (Kara Kara)
Bendigo Closer Settlement 418.
Forests Department-Forest Conservation and
Development, 417; Victorian Timbers, 418;
Tree Planting, 418; Timbe'r Reserves, 419;
Bow \'Vorrung Forest, 419; Past Administration, 421.
Mines Department-Hepburn Springs, Daylesford, 402; Gold Mining Industry, 410;
Utilization of ';Yaste Lands, 4II; Boring for
Coal and Gold, 412; Victorian Coal Miners'
Accident Relief Board, 412; Ventilation of
Mines, 412.
Wages Board for Miners, 4II.

McBRIDE,

Mr. M. K. (Upper Goulburn}
Appropriation Bill, 719, 724.
Personal Explanation, 305.
Voting on ''''rong Side of House, 20, 2I-

McKENZIE,

Mr. J. W. (Gippsland North)
Bow \iVorrung Forest, 415.
Destruction of River Banks, 347.
Eclucation Department-Conveyance of Chilclren to Country Schools, 360; Agricultural
Education, 360.
Gippsland Development, 634.
Ministerial Visit to Gippsland North, 349·
Roads in Mountainous Districts, 348.
Sale to Alberton Railway, 634.

McLACHLAN,

U .. GISLA'l'lVE

:McLEOD, Mr. DO:-/ALD (Daylesjord)
Benalla to Tatong l{ailway Construction Bill,
562 .
Education
Department-Teachers'
Salaries,
3 1 7, 353; Technical Schools, 3 1 7, 353; Night
Schools, 317; COlweyance of Children to
Country Schools, 318, 353; Inspectors' Salaries, 447.
Empire Exhibition, 458.
Forests Department-Administration by the
Bent Gove"rnment, 419.
Health Departmel!t, 48I.
Hepburn Springs, 476.
Municipal Grants, 25 2 , 475.
Private School Buildings, 481.
Public Library, 27i.
Railway Department-Sunday Goods Trains
on Seymour Line, 444.
R,ailway Loan Application Bill, 570.
Sunday Duty by Police, 259.
Victorian Manganese Mines Iron and Steel
Company's Railway Act 19II Amendment
Bill, 574.
Maffra Beet Sugar Factory-Question by Mr.
Smith, 38.
MaIlee Railways. (See Parliamentary Standing
Committee on Railways.)
Markets-Question by Mr. Keast re erection of
new wholesale and retail markets, 129.
Marmo, Ex-Constable, Case of. (See Police.)
McKenna, Sergeant. (See Police.)
Melbourne Lands Exchange Bill-Brought in by
Mr. Murray, and read flIst time, 141; Bill
ruled by the Speaker to be a private Bill,
699,; motion by Mr. Murray that Bill be
treated as a public Bill, agreed to, 699;
second reading of Bill moved by Mr. Murray, 699; debated, 700; debate adjourned,
706 .
Melbourne Tramway and Omnibus CompanyQuestion by Mr. Cotter re purchase of Company's interest by the Government, 251.
Members, New, introduced and sworn-Members returnecl, at general election, 17, 39,
12 9.
Mr. J. G. (Jika Jika)
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,

MEMDREY,

557·

Boarded-ollt Children, 200.
Education Department-School Caretakers, 449.
Hospitals for the Insane, 197.
Indeterminate Sentence Prisoners, 149.
Land Tax Returns, 453.
Metropolitan Traffic CommIssion, 307.
Railway Departme.nt-Minimum Wage, 624.
vVages Boards-Wholesale Hardware Trade,
12 9.
Mr. JAMES (Lowa1z)
Developmental Railways, 134.
Irrigation Colonies, 423.
Lake Lonsdale Storage, 424.
Storage and Conservntion of vVater, 423.
Yanac-a-Yanac and Netherby Connecting Railw,ay, 134.

"MENZIES,

Metropolitan Markets. (See Markets.)
Metropolitan Traffic Commission-Motion by Mr.
Murray approving of expenditure by Commission, 306; debated, 306; agreed to, 30 7;
statement by Mr. Murray re work of Commission, '7.'10; by Mr. Mackey, 731.
Milk. (See Dairying Industry.)

ASSE~IBLY.

Millewa Land Bin-Brought in by Mr. Graham,
and read first time, 123; second reading
moved by Mr. Graham, 651; debated, 651;
Bill read second time, and passed through
remaining stages, 651.
Miners Wages Board .. (See Wages Boards.)
Mines Department-Votes for Department discussed in Committee of Supply, 402; statement by Mr. McGrath re amendment of law
relating to mining companies, 403; by Mr.
McBride, 411; statement by Mr. Tunnecliffe re inspection of mines at Bendigo,
408; by Mr. Langdon re development of
Wedderburn
Gold.field,
40q;
by
Mr.
McBride, 410; question by Mr. Smith re
vote for boring, 411; re ventilation of
mines, 412.
Minimum Wage.
(See Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill, G.rowlmld to Navarrt:
RailwaJI Construction Bill, Railwa,Y Department-Employes, and Rushwortlt to Col billabbin Railway Construction Bill.)
Mount Buffalo Hospice-Statement by Mr. J.
W. Rillson, 338; by Mr. A. A. Billson, 339.
Municipal Grants-Question by Mr. McLeod
(for Mr. Mackey) re allocation of special
grants, 252; statement by Mr. McLeod rt:
earl y annOUijcement of special grants, 47 S ;
by Mr. J. Cameron, 475.
Murray River-Statement by Mr. Gray rt: defective drainage of to'wns on river bank,
482; bv Mr. Mackinnon, 483; by Mr. Thomson, 484. (See also Water Supply Departm·ent.)

Iv1r. JOHN (Warrnambool)
Aborigines Board, lSI.
Agent-General, 39.
Appropriation Bill, 6S6.
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,
299, 56 3.
Boarded-out Children, 200, 203, 209, 210, :H I.
Horder Railways, 522.
Bush Fires, 4-0.
Business-Order of, 121, 444.
Chairman of Committees, 24.
City Court and Lock-up Visitor, 145.
Claims for Fensions, 445.
Close of Session, 730. "
Commonwealth Payment for Tr:1.nsferred Properties, 352.
Days and Hour~ of Meeting, 121, 495.
Departmental 1ravelling Allowances 152.
Director of Agriculture Bill, 708.
'
East Melbourne Election, 60q.
Education
Department-Teachers'
Salaries,
3 26 , 35 2 ; School Buildings, 353.
Election of Speaker, 18, 19.
Estimates, 19, 27Q, 325.
Exclusion of Strangers, 397, 436.
Factories Department-Administration
15 6 ;
Appointment of Officer, 157.
'
Game Bill, 20.
Geelong Harbor Trust, 144, 6S6.
Government Industrial Concerns, 196 .
Governor's Speech, 23, 77.
Hospitals for the Insane, 199, 200.
Imported Goods for State Departments 20.
Indeterminate Sentence Prisoners, 145.'
Jurors' Fees, 45,2, 453.
Justices of the Peace, 452.
Melbourne Lands Exchange Bill, 141, 699,

MURRA¥,

7°4·

Melbourn.e Tramway Company, ~5I.
MetropolItan Traffic Commission 306 .
Municipal Grants, ,J5~.
'

INDEX.

Mr. JOHN-continued.
Neglected Children, 184.
Old-age Pensions-Unnaturalized Applicant,
15 8.
Opening of Parliament-Tickets of Admission,
27·
Parliamentary
Elections-Duplication
of
Votes, 12Q.
Police Court Sentences, 452.
Police-Sunday Duty, 254, 255, 260, 447; Recruiting, 262; Sergeant McKenna; 263; Station at Clifton Hill, 265; Special Constables
for Country Districts, 265; Ex-Constable
Marmo, 446, 447.
Public Library, 271, 278.
Railway Department-Electrification of Submban Railways, 183, 64Q; Minimum Wage,
627; Frei(!,nts and Fares, 648; Case of George
Brown, 648; Differentia! Rates, 648.
Railways Standing Committee, 128.
Standing Committees, 121, 122.
Standing Order 78c, 382.
State Coal Mine, 650.
Sunday 'Vork in Public Service, 254.
Tr,aining Ship John Murray, 193, 194·
Training Ships Bill, 123.
Wages Boards-Asphalters ,and Tar Pavers,
129, 186; Wholesale Hardware Trade, 129;
Miners, 156; Adnlinistration, 156; Country
Shop Assistants, 185, 186; Straw Hat Manufacturers, 446, 523.

MURRAY,

Navarre Railway. (See Crowlmzd to Navarre
Railway.)
Neglected Children's Department-Questions by
Mr. Bayles re report of medical officers on
management of Department, 148, 184, 212;
vote for Department discussed in Committee
of Supply, 200; statement by Mr. Membrey re allowance for children boarded out
with their mothers, 200; subiect discussed,
200; amendment by Mr. J. W. Billson that
vote be reduced by £1, as an instruction
that children boarded out to parents should
be paid for at an increased rate, 202; debated, 202; negatived, 21 I; statement by
Mr. Watt re work of Department, 369.
Noxious Tmdes-Statement by Mr. Robertson
re removal of noxious trades from Saltwater River, 345; by Mr. J. Cameron, 34 6 .
Oaklands Estate.
(See Closer Settlement.)
Oath of Allegiance-Commission to the Speaker
to swear members, 19.
Old-age Pensions-Question by Mr. J. W. Billson re refusal of pension to 'unnaturalized
children of naturalized parents, 157.

Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways.
-continued.
Duggan, Fumina, Hill End, and W"illow
Grove railway, 132; Yanac-a-Yanac and
Netherby railwax, 132. Reports brought up
-re SkIpton raIlway, S2I; re Portland and
Serviceton main line connexion railway, 521.
Parks and Gardens-Statement by Mr. Cotter re
wages or gardeners in public gardens, 468;
by Mr. Rogers, 168; by Mr. H. McKenzie,
470; by Mr. Solly, 471.
Parliament-Opening of the Session, 17; statement by Mr. Prendergast re issue of tickets
for opening ceremony, 26 j by Mr. Murray,
• 27; amendment by Mr. Hannah that vote
for Legislative Cpuncil be reduced by £50,
as an expression of dissatisfaction, 28; debated, 28; withdrawn, 30; further statement
by Mr. Prendergast, 78.
Parliament
Buildings
Committee-appointed,
12 3.
Sir A. J. (Allandale)
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,
557·
Boarded-out Children, 202, 208.
Chairman of Committees, 25.
Education
Department-Teachers'
Salaries,
318, 320, 353, 359; Country High Schools,
3Iq; Conveyance of Children to Country
Schools, 358; Continuation School Fees,
359; Night Schools, 359·
Public Library, 276.
Railway Department-Minimum Wage, 632."
Savings Banks Bill, 547.
Sunday Duty by Police, 2,58.
Wages Boards-Administration, 18Q.

PEACOCK,

Penal Establishments-Statement by Mr. Pren-·
dergast re appointment of Inspector-General,
30; statement by Mr. Solly re conveyance·
of female offenders to Melbourne Gaol,
148; re prisoners working in streets in
prison garb, 148.
Pensions.
(See Indeterminate Sentences Act"
Old-age Pensions, Police, Public Instruction, Railway Department-Employes, and
Widows, Pensions for.)
Personal Explanation-By Mr. M. K. McKenzie, 30.1.
Petitions-Re Scripture lessons in State schools,
41; re Public Works Loan Application Bill,
213; from Mr. McTaggart, 610.
Mr. WILLIAM (Geelong)
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,.

PLAIN,

563.

Mr. A. R. (Maryborough)
BoarJed-out Children, 200.
Ruling as Acting Chairman-Interjections, 301.
Savings Banks Bill, 553.

OUTTRIM,

Parliamentary Standing Committee on RailwaY8
-Appointed, 128. Reference of subjects to
Committee-Western Mallee and Portland
RailwaYJ 132; Eastern Mal'ee connecting
railways, 132 j vVestern Mallee connecting
railways,
132;
Skipton
railway,
132 j
Gippsland
and
South-Eastern
lines
connectin no railwav. q2; D:umah railway, 132 j Gunyah Gunyah, Jumbuk, and
Bulga railway. 132; Dederang, Tawonga,
and Kiewa Valley railway, n2; Loch,
Toorongo, and Latrobe Valley rail ..... :))') 13 2 ;

Boarded-out Children, 204.
Geelong Harbor Trust, lIS.
Governor's Speech, lIS.
Railway Department-Minimum Wage, 626;·
Transfer of Employes, 640; Country ,-lerks,
64 0 •
Police-Statement by Mr. Prendergast re case of,
Sergeant McKenna, 31; by Mr. Hampson re
appointment of Board of Inquirv, 262 j sub-·
ject discussed, 262; vote for police discussed'
in Committee of Supply, 252 j amendment
by Mr. Hannah that vote be reduced, by [.5,
"in order to secure for the Victorian police·
at least every second Sunday off," 254; debated, 255 j wit:1drawn. 262; amendment b,'
r,ifr. Hannah (on report from Supply) that·

LI1.:GISLA'l'IVE ASSEMBJ.Y.

Police-continued.
vote for Chief Secretary be reduced by £1
as an instruction that Sunday work in the
police force should be reduced, 447; debated.
447; negatived, 447; statement by Mr. Cotter re examination of recruits, 262; statement by Mr. Elmslie re police protection at
Middle Park, 264; by Mr. Hannah re
establishment of police station at Clifton
Hill, 264; statement by Mr. Robertson re
appointing special const'ables in country districts near Melbourne at holiday times, 265;
by Mr. Hampson, 265; by Mr. Murray. 265;
statement by Mr. Prendergast re dismissal
of Constable Marmo, 446; by Mr. McCutcheon re restoration of pensions for police,
719. (See also City Police Court.)
I'ort Accommodation-Question by Mr. Campbell re improvement of outports, 522 j statement by Mr. Langdon re new pier at Port
Melbourne, 715. (See also Port Fairy Har-

bor Works.)
Port Fairy Harbor Works-Statement by Mr.
Duffus, 333.
Port Melbourne Stevedores' Club-Question by
Mr. Solly re grant for purchase of books,
149·
Portland and '''estern MaBee Railway.
(See

Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways.)
Potatoes-Statement by Mr. Prendergast re inspection of potatoes exported to Western
Australia, 47; by Mr. Graham, 77.
PRENDERGAST, Mr. G. M. (North Melbourn~)
Agent-General, 38, 39.
Boarded-out Children, 205, 212.
Bricks, 3 2, 33.
Dunrobin Estate, 472.
Ed uca tion
Departmen t - Teachers'
Salanes,
3 1 , 32 •
Election of Speaker, 19.
Empire Exhibition, 462, 465.
Estimates, 141.
Factories Department-Appointment of Officer, 153; Administration, 153.
Governor's Speech, 23, 41.
Indeterminate Sentence Prisoners, 145, 146.
Inspection of Potatoes, 78.
Lady Loch Engineer, 474.
Land Tax, 4.14.
Neglected Children, 212.
Opening of Parliament-Tickets of Admission, 26, 78.
Opening Parliament by Commission Read in
Legislative Council, 17.
Police-Promotions
Board,' 30;
Sergeant
McKenna, 30; Ex-Constable Marmo. 446.
rlJb~ic Works Loan Application Rill, 221.
Question of Urgency, 21, 123, 128.
Railways Standing Committee, 39.
Standing Committees, 12I.
Vacancies in Public Service, 30.
Votes on Account, 26.
·'Wage!o. Boards-Asphalters and Tar Pavers,
I 2C); Country Shop Assistant~: 186; Straw
H~lt Manufacturers, 446.
\Vire-nettin,., at Pentridge, 33.
Prenlice, Bertie,

Ca~e

of.

(See Justice, Ad-

ministration of.)
I'riU'in~

,ommi'te?-Appoinled, 121.
Proh:lte Ol'fice-Stntement by Mr: L:nvson re
r:'l1lOval of office, 374; by Mr. \Vatt, 37.4.

Produce, Exnort of-Heturn 1'6' frozen produce eXiported ordered on motion of Mr.. McCutcheon,.
185; presented, 699.
(See also Shanghai

Steam Service.)
Public Accounts Committee-Appointed, 122.
Public Instruction-Return re education of defective children presented, 19; return r'~
teachers' sick leave presented, 20; question
by Mr. Prendergast re report of Public Service Commissioner on teachers" salaries, 3 1 j
statement by Mr. Hannah re position o·f
female junior teachers, 36; question by Mr.
McGregor re promotion of long-service
teachers. 131; question by Mr. Swinburne re
Government scholarships, 184; by Mr.
Snowb~l1, 724; statement by Mr. Solly reo
travellmg allowances, 152; by Mr. Murray.
15 2 ; by Mr. Tunnecliffe, 1$2; question by
Mr. La~gdon re establishment of Agricultural HIgh School at Donai'd, 252; question.
by Mr. Hampson (for Mr. Smith) re transfer of teachers between Mitcham and South
Melb~)Urn~ schools, 2.52; subject of teachers"
~alafles dIscussed in Committee of Supply,
3 0 7, 3 2 3, 33 8 , 35 0 ; statement by Mr. McLeod
r~ free conveyance of pupils to country
hIgh schools, &c., 318; by Mr. McGrath,.
355; by Mr. Robertson, 350; by Sir Alexander Peacock, 358 j by Mr. A. A. Hillson,
363; statement by Mr. McLachlan re conveyance of children to State schools 160.'
by Mr. A. ~. Billson, 364; stateme~ts bY.
~r. A. A. BIllson re establishment of techn;cal schools, 3 21 , 364; statements by Mr.
} arrer .re supply of text-books on soil and
produchon~ 314, 365; by Mr. A. A. BiIIson,.
36 5; questIOn by ~r. Farrer,. 438; votes for
State school bUlldmgs discussed in Committee of. Supply, 328, 335, 34P; subject further dlscusse~, 450; statement by Mr. Solly
re overcrowdmg of Lee-street School 340 '
by Mr. A. A. Bil~s~>n, 365; statem~;lt by
Mr. Jewell re condItion of State schools at
South Brunswick, 341 j by Mr. J. Cameron,.
3;44; statement by Mr. Swinburne re estabhshment of preparatory trade schools 354'
by Mr. A. A. Rillson, 364; statem;nt
M~. Bowser re management of Agricultural
H.Igh School farms, 357; by Mr. A. A.
BIllso~, 363 j statement by Mr. Sony rc
esta?!Jshment of night schools, 35 8 ; by Sir
Alexander. Peacock, 359; statement by Mr.
W. BIllson re site for new school at
FItzroy, 360; by Mr. A. A. Rillson 3b 4'
s~atement by Mr. Solly re medical ex~niina~
!lOn of State school children, 361; re teachmg of swimming in State schools 362' by
Mr. A. A .. Hillson, 365; questiol~ by "Mr.
Solly re College of Domestic Economy
36 3; ~tatement by Mr. Smith re inSlJectlO~
of pnvate schOol buildings, 47 8 ; by Mr.
Argyle, t.l.79; by Mr. MCLeod, 481; question
by Mr. Langdon re improvements to Tandn.r.a State School, 445j question by Mr.
Swmburne re pension rights of certum
teachers" 445; question bv Mr. McLeod re
salaries of inspectors, 447; statement by Mr.
Solly re pay of school c:uetakers, 448; by
Mr. Membrey, 449; by Mr. A. A. Billson,

by

J..

44Q·

Publ ic' Library, Museums, and National Gallery
-Vote discussed in Committee of SUI!ply,
26); statement by Mr. Solly re case of Mr.
Brazier, ~ub-libra.rian, ~6S; by Mr. Murrn.y,
27 1 ; subJect fnrther (ilscussed, 273; amendment by 1'.1r: Solly that vote be reJuced by

( 16)
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Public Library, Museums, and National Gallery
-continued.
£1 "as an intimation that the reply of the
Chief Secretary is unsatisfactory," 277; debated, 277; negatived, 278; statement by
Mr. Hannah re salaries of attendants, :276.
Public Service-Statement by Mr. 'Prendergast
re fillin~ vacancies, 30; by Mr. Watt, 33;
statement by Mr. Swinburne re wages of
lift attendants, 327.
Public Works Department-Votes for Department discussed in Committee of Supply,
326; question by Mr. Flarrer re appointment
of Assistant Marine Surveyor, 331.
(See
also Dredge.)
Public Works Loan Application Bill-Brought
in by Mr. ''Vatt, and read first time, 123;
second reading moved by Mr. 'Vatt, 215;
debated, 220; Bill read second time, 221;
considered in Committee, 221; third rea.ding, 224; amendment suggested by LegiSlative Council dealt with, 728, 73 2 .
Railway Construction-Question by Mr. Keast
re abolition of land-loading and local rates,
130.
(See also Benalla to Tatong Railway
Cons/ruction Bill, Crowland to N avar.re
Railway Construction Bill, Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Railways, and Ru!hworth to Colbinabbin Railway Constructwn
Bill.)
Railway Department-Question by Mr. Elmslie
re allowance to Department for carriage and
use of Victorian coal, 439; votes for Department discussed in Committee of Supply,
610; statement by Mr. Gray re tenders for
sleepers, 640; by Mr. A. A. Billson, 645 i
return re mileage run and coal used presented, 521 i question by Mr. Campbell re
printing staff and plant, 521.
Electrification of Suburban Lines-Question by M r. Swinburne re policy of Government, 183 i statement by Mr. Hannah, 610;
by Mr. Solly, 649.
.
-Employes-Question by Mr. McGregor re
accident pay in Construction Branch, 130 i
return re officers and employes presented,
445 i question by Mr. Swinburne re pension
rights of "twil ighters," 4L1.~ i statement by
Mr. Warde re payment of Sunday work, 610 i
by Mr. A. A. Billson, 619 i amendment by
Mr. Warde that vote for Minister of Railwa ys be reduced by £1, as an instruction that
minllnum wa~e for daily-paid employ6s
should be increased to 8s. per day, 615 i debated, 616 i negatived, 625 i amendment by
Mr. Warde that vote be reduced by 15s., as
an instruction "that no adult in the dailypaid service should receive less than 7s. 6d.
per day," 626; debated, 626; negative~, 633 ;
statement by Mr. Toutcher re ~ampmg-out
allowance, 634; bv Mr. A. A. Bllison, 643;
statement by Mr. - Carlisle re engine-drivers
reduced in status owing to defective eyesight, 637; by Mr. A. A. Billson, 644; statement by Mr. Carlisle re loss of pay of
railway employes reinstated after the strike,
637; by Mr. A. A. Billson, 644 i statement
by Mr. Plain re travelling expenses of officers when transferred, 640; by Mr. A. A.
Billson, 646; statement by Mr. Elmslie re
rumoured
advertising in
England
for
shunters and guards, 643; by Mr. A. A.
Bill son, 646; statement by Mr. McGrath re
case of ex-Fireman George Brown, 647; by
Mr. Murray, 648; question by Mr. Keast
re pay of signalmen, 521 ••

Railway Department-continued.
Fires-Question by Mr. F,arrer re fires
caused by sparks from locomotives, 438;
statement by Mr. Farrer, 641; by Mr. A. A.
Billson, t 46.
Fre£ghts and Pa,res-Question by Mr.
Langdon re reduction of freights und fares,
251; statement by Mr. Farrer re fares on
countr\' lines, 642: statement by Mr. Howser
re reduction of freights, 646; by Mr.
McGrath, 647; by Mr. Murray, 648; statement by Mr. McGrath re abolition of differential rates, 647; by Mr. Murray, 648.
Goods Traffic-Question by Mr. ~1.cLeod
(for Mr. M. K. McKenzie) re Sunday goods
trains on Seymour line, 444; question by
Mr. Langdon re shortage of trucks, 610;
statement by Mr.. Carlisle, 636; by Mr.
Langdon, 641; by Mr. Elmslie, 643 i by Mr.
A. A. Billson, 644; further statement by
Mr. Langdon, 715.
Passen~er Traffic-Question by Mr. Gray
re speedmg up of country train services,
40; statement by Mr. Gray, 637; by Mr. A.
A. Billson, 644; by Mr. Solly, 648; statement by Mr. Elmslie re accommodation on
St. Kilda line, 634; by Mr. A. A. Billson,
643; statement by Mr. Duffus re running of
Port Fairy express, 640; by Mr. A. A. Billson, 645; statement by Mr. Farrer re accommodation on Geelong and Queenscliff
trains, 641; by Mr. A. A. Billson, 646;
statement by Mr. Farrer re women travelli:1g
in smoking carriages, 642; by Mr. Snow~all
re train service on Brighton line, 643; by
Mr. Jewell re expenses of passengers left
behind at South Morang on Cup Day, 716.
Rolling-stocl~-Questions by Mr. Lawson.
re construction of rolling-stock to suit 4-ft.
8~-in.
gauge, 40, 445; question by Mr.
Argyle (for Mr. Lawson) re clearance for
rolling-stock on permanent way, 445; question by Mr. Smith re average cost of locomotives, 522.
(See also Goods Traffic.)
Railway Loan Application Bill-Brought in by
Mr. 'Vatt, and read first time, 123; second
reading moved by Mr. Watt, 279 i debated,
283, 567; Bill read second time, anJ passed
through remaining stages, 572.
Railways Standing Committee.
(See Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways.)
Refreshment Rooms Committee-Appointed, 123.
Roads-Statement by Mr. McLachlan re construction of roads in Gippsland Nortn, 348;
by Mr. J. Cameron, 349.
Mr. A. R. (Bulla)
Benalla. to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,
30 1.
Boric Acid in Milk, 484.
Education Department-Conveyance of Children to Country Schools, 356 i Teachers'
Salaries, 357.
Gippsland Lakes' Entrance, 344.
Governor's Speech, 95.
Grants for Roads and Works, 349.
Greenvale Sanatorium, 344.
Hospitals for the Insane, igX.
Irrigation at Bacchus Marsh and Werribee,
4 26 .
Labour Colony and Reformatory Farm at
Werribee, 344.
Meat Export Trade, 345.
Milk Stanc;lard, 484.
Noxious Trades, 345.

ROBERTSON,

r~EGISLATIVE

Mr. A. R.-continued.
Police Protection, 265.
Riddell's Creek Storage, 344.
Thom:tstown Estate, 398.
Training Ship John Murray, 345,
'Wages Boards-Country Shop Assistants, 186.
Werribee Estate, 344.

RODERTSON,

Mr. ALEXANDER (Melbourne)
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,
.293·
Black Fish, 438.
Boarded-out Children, 208.
Burnley Egg Laying Competition, 436.
Butter Graders, 438.
Empire Exhibition, 464.
Gold Medals for Poultry Societies, 437·
Parks and Gardens-Employes' Wages, 468.
Railway Department-Minimum Wage, 625.
State PouItry Expert, 437.

ROGERS,

Royal Agricultural Show-Question by Mr. Solly
re gold medals offered by Government, 437·
Ruling of the Speaker-Motion by Mr. Prendergast that the ruling of the Speaker "that
the motion to suspend the Standing Orders
so as to allow Committees of' Supply and
Ways and Means to be appointed forthwith
is one of urgency" be disagreed with,
123; debated, 125; negatived, 128.
Rushworth to Colbinabbin Railway Construction
Bill-Brought in by Mr. A. A. Billson, and
read first time, [23; second reading moved
by Mr. A. A. Billson, 565; Bill read second
time, 565; considered in Committee, 565;
third reading, 565.
Sale to Alberton Railway-Statement by Mr.
McLachlan re referring construction of line
to Railways Standing Committee, 634; by
Mr. A. A. Billson, 643.
Saltwater River.
(See Noxious Trades.)
.Savings Banks Bill-Brought in by Mr. Watt,
and read first time, 444; second reading
moved by Mr. Watt, 485; debated, 523;
Bill read second time, 544; consid'crecf in
Committee, 544; third reading, 556.
'Session, Close of the-Statement by Mr. Mur.
ray, 730; by Mr. Elmslie, 731;' by Mr.
Mackey, 731; by the Speaker, 732; by the
~hairman of Committees, 732.
SessIOnal. A!rn.ngements-Motion by Mr. Murray
app0Lntmg days a.nd hours of meeting,
agreed to, 121.
'Shanghai Steam Service-Question by Mr. Solly
re Government subsidy, 437.
Shop Assistants (Country). (See Wages Boards.)
Skene, Mr. J. W. (See Lands Department.)
Skipton Railway. (See Parliamentary Standing
Committee 011 Railways.)
Mr. DAVID (Bendigo (West)
Closer Settlement-Kilmany Park, 468; Oaklands, 469; Moore's Estate, 469.
Education Department-School Buildings, 34~,
47 8.
Emnire Exhibition, 4S5.
Justices of the Peace, 451.
Mines peJ.>':lrtment--:-Mining Development, 406;
VentilatIon of Mmes, 407, 408, 412; Tributers, 408; Boring for Gold, 411.
Pensions for Widows, 369'
Private School Buildings, 478.
Railway Department-Cost of Locomotives,
122 .
'
Second Session 191 I-b

:SMITH,

ASSEMBLY.

Mr. O. R. (Brighton)
Appropriation Bill, 724, 7.25.
Benalln. to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,
561 .
Boarded·out Children, 206.
Brighton Railway Extension, 642.
Closer Settlement Conditions, .":!99.
Director of Agriculture Bill, 6S4'
Education
Department-Teachers'
Salaries,
3 23, 3 24, 325; Higher Education, 324 ;
Shelter Sheds, 366 .
Empire Exhibition, 457.
Income Tax Office, ~2.
Land Tax Returns, 442.
Master.in-Lunacv. ":!74.
Polic.e-Synday "D~fy, 257.
PublIc LIbrary, 273.
Railway Department-Train Service beyond
Elsternwick, 642.
Titles Office, 376.
Training Ship lohll Murray, IQ3, 194·

SNOWBALL,

Mr. R. H. (Carlton)
BenaJl.a to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,
286.
Boarded·out Children, 204.
Closer Settlement, 401.
Departmental Travelling Allowances, 152.
Director of Agriculture Bill, 708.
Education
Department-Lee-street
School,
Carlton, 340; Club Room for University
Students, 340, 366; School Caretakers, 341,
448; . Domestic Economy, .358; Teachers'
Salanes, 358; Night Schools, 358; Medical
Examination of Children, 361; Swimming,
362; Shelter Sheds, 366
.
Empire Exhibition, 456.
Female. Ine~riates, 335.
Free Llbranes, 149, 150.
Hepburn Springs, 4i6.
Indeterminate Sentence Prisonen 148.
Jurors' Fees, 378.
'
Labour Colonies, 401.
M,acarthur-square, Carlton, 471.
Master-in-Lunacy, .~i4.
Medals for Exhibits at Royal Agricultura.l
Show, 437.
Melbourne Lands Exchange Dill, 706.
Members . of Parliament and Deputations,
341.
Metropolitan Traffic Commission, 307.
Parks and Gardens-Employes Wages 471.
Police Court Sentences, 452.
'
Publ!c Library, 265, 277.
Pu?lIc Works Loan Application Bill, 2:21, :l23.
Radway Department-Minimum Wage, 61 7,
6J3; Wages Board, 617; Country Train SerVIces, 648; Suburban Railways, 649.
Sun.day Work in. Public Service, 253, 255.
SavIngs Banks BIll, 546.
Shanghai Steam Service, 437.
State Coal Mine, 649.
Treatment of Girl Offenders and Prisoners,
148.
Victorian Manganese Mines Iron and Steel
C?mpany's Railway Act 19II Amendment
BIll, 575.
Victorian Timber, 416.

SOLLY,

South Australian Border Traffic.
(See Border
Railways.)
SpeaI.cer, Election of-Re·election of Sir Frank
Madden., IS; presentation of the Speaker to
the Governor, 19. (See also RuUttc oj the
Speaker.)

LNDEL

SPEAKI!:R. THE (Sir Frank Madden)-Rulings and
Statements ofClose of Session, 732.
Debate-Speaking on Bill when adjournlllent
of debate moved, 284; alluding to member
by name, 465; discussin&, withdr,awal of
notice of motion, 523; limItation in discussing Appropriation Bill, 7 1 5, 724, 725.
East Melbourne E'lection, 608, 609.
Legislative Council Suggesting New Clause,
'
728.
Member Voting on Wrong Side of House, 20,
21.

Question of Urgency, 20, 128.
Reading Letter when Asking Question, 40.
Requiring Pefition to be Read, 608.
Withdrawing Notice of Motion, 523.
Standing Orders Committee-Appointed, 122.
State Brickworks.
(See Bricks.)
State Coal Mine-Statement by Mr. Bayles re
balance-sheet, 196; by Mr. Murray, 196;
by Mr. Hampson, 196; Ittatement by Mr.
Solly re cost of management, 649; by Mr.
Murray, 650; question by Mr. Hannah re
supplying coal to the public, 650.
State Schools. (See Public Instruction.)
Strangers Ordered to withdraw from Chamber,
397, 43 6 .
Straw Hat Manufacturers. (See Wages Boards.)
Sunday Labour. (See Lunatic Asylums, Police,
and Railway Department-Employes.)
Supply-Votes on account passed, 25; Estimates
of expenditure for 19II-12 dealt with-Chief
Secretary's Department, 141, 187, 252; Education Department, 307, 350; Public Works
Department, 326; Attorney-General's De'partment, 367\; Lands Department, 384';
Mines Department, 402; Forests Department, 413; Water Supply Department, 421;
Department of Agriculture, 436; Treasurer's
Department, 438; Department of Public
Health, 442; Railway Department, 610.
Syphilis.
(See Health Department.)
Mr. GEORGE (Hawthorn)
Appropriation Bill, 713.
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,

SWINBURNE,

30 3.

Claims for Pensions, 445.
Electrification of Suburban Railways, 183.
Education
Department-Scholarships,
184;
Teachers'
Salaries,
354;
Preparat<Jry
Trade Schools, 354·
Lift Attendants, 327.
Public Libra,ry, 275.
Technical Schools.

(See Public Insl'tlctiD"~)

Mr. JOHN (Dundas)
Health Department, 483.
Murray Towns' Drainage, 484.
Private School Buildings, 483.
Syphilis, 443, 484·
Tuberculosis, 484.

THOMSON,

Thornbury, Estate. (See Bricks.)
Timber-Statement by Mr. Hannah re use of
Victo,rian tim pet. in State school buildings,
. 329; by Mr, J. Cameron, 343; statement by
. Mr. J. W. Billson re seasoning of Victorian
hardwood, 338; by Mr. J. Cam~ron, ,343.

Titles Office-Statement by Mr. Lawson realterations in building, 375; re appointment
of additional clraughtsmen, 375; by Mr.
Snowball, 376; by Mr. McGrath, 377 ; by Mr.
Watt, 377.
Mr. R. F. (Stawell and Ararat)
Appropriation Bill, 715.
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,.
29 2 , 560 .
Crowland to Navarre Railway Construction
Dill, 566, 567.
Hepburn Springs, 476.
Hospitals for the Insane, 199.
Miners Wlages .Board, 156.
Police-Sergeant McKenna, 26::1.
Public Library, ,274, 277.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 729.
Railway Department-Minimum Wage, 617,.
63,0; Wages Board, 618.

TOUTCHER,

Traffic Commission.
(See Metropolitan Traffic
Commission.)
Training Ship Tohn Murray-Question by Mr.
J. W. B illson re report of Board of Inquiry, 16; statement by Mr. J. W. Billson,
HJI; by Mr. Murray, 193; bv Mr. Snowball,
193; statement by Mr. Bayles re policy of'
training ship, 194; by Mr. Hannah, 195.
Training Ships Bill-Brought in by Mr. Murray,
and read first time, 123.
Tramways.
(See Melbourne Tramway a"d
Omnibus Company.)
Transferred Properties. (See Commonwealth oj
Australia. )
Travelling Allowances. (See Public Service.)
Mr. THOMAS (Eaglehawk)
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,.
28 9.
Comptroller of Stamps and Collector of Imposts, 383.
Departmental Tr,avelling Allowances, 15::1.
Estimates, 382; Attomey-Generarl's Department, 383.
Free Libraries, 149.
Mines Department-Inspection of Mines, 408;,
\,yaste Lands in Mining Districts, 409.
Pensions for Widows, 368.
Railway Department-Minimum Wage, 63 0 •
Sunday Duty by Police, 260.

TUNNECLIFFE,

University of Melbourne-Statement by Mr.
Solly re vote for students' club house, 340;
question by ~r. Elmslie, 365; amendment
by Mr. Solly that vote be reduced" 366; debated, 366; negatived, 367.
Urgent Business. (See Ruling oj the Speaker.)
Victorian Coal Miners' Accident Relief FundStatement by Mr. Elmslie, 412; by Mr.
McBride, 412.
Victorian Manganese Iron and Steel Company's
Railway Act 19II Amendment Bill-Brought
in by Mr. H. McKenzie, and re,ad first time,
141; Bill ruled by the Speaker to be a private Bill, 572; motion by Mr. H. McKenzie
that Bill be treated as a public Bill, agreed
to, 572; second reading of Bill moved by
Mr. H. McKenzie, 572; Bill read second
time, 573.; considered in Committee, 573;
third reading, 575.
Wages Boards-Question 'by Mr. Prendergast re
appointment of Board for asphalters and
tar pavers, 129; motion by Mr. Murray for-

LEG ISLATIVE

V\T ages Boards-continued.
appointment of Board, agreed to, 186;
4uestion by Mr. Membrey re appointment
of Board for wholesale hardware trade,
12 9; statement by Mr. McGrath re delay
of :Yliners Board in arriving at a determination, 154; subject discussed, ISS; statement
by Mr. J. W. Billson re amendment of determination of 'Hay
Chaff, Wood, and
Coal Board, 187; by Sir Alexander Peacock,
189; motion by Mr. Murray for appointment of Board for country shop assistants,
185; debated, 185; agreed to, 186; statement
by Ylr. Murray re appointment of Board for
straw hat manufacturers, 446; by Mr. Prendergast, 446; .by Mr. Elmslie, 446; subject
further discussed, 523.
Mr. E. C. (Flemington)
Benalla to Tatong Railway Construction Bill,
293, 296 .
Estimates, 325.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 7::Z9.
Question of Urgency, 125.
Railway Department-Sunday Labour, 610;
Minimum Wage, 6II, 626, 627, 6::z8.
Savings Banks Bill, 544, 545, 548 , 549·

WARDE,

Water Supply Department-Question by Mr.
McGregor (for Mr. Angus) re water storage
on Coulburn and Murray Rivers, 130; statement by Mr. Angus, 421; by Mr. Keast,
..J24; by Mr. Graham, 427; votes for Depart.
ment discussed in Committee of Supply, 421;
statement by Mr. Menzies re Lake Lonsdale
storage basin, 423; by Mr. Robertson rt
Bacchus Marsh and \Verribee irrigation
scheme, 426; by Mr. Graham, 428.
W.\TI, Mr. W. A. (Essendon)
Appropriation Bill, 651, 656, 7u.
Bricks, 33, 38.
Brickworks at Wonthaggi, 33.
Burnley Gardens' Employes, 38.
Case of Bertie Prentice, 373.
Consolidated Revenue Bill, 38, 39.
Developmental Railways, 135.
Director of Agriculture Bill, 656, 706.
Empire Exhibition, 439, 458.
Estimates, 428, 429.
Fires Caused by Locomotives, 438.
Geelong Harbor Trust, 523.
Income Tax Office, 441.
Inland Revenue Offices, 374.
Jurors' Fees, 38.
Land Tax Incidence, 453.
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Mr. W. A.-continued..
Land Tax Payments, 19.
Land Tax Returns, 44 2 , 453, 7'12·
Maffra Beet Sugar Factory, 38.
Melbourne Lands Exchange Bill, 705.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 123, 215,
221, 224, 728, 729.
Opening of Parliament-Tickets of Admission,
29·
Question of Urgency, 21,' n6.
Pensions for Widows, 36~.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 123, 279, 284.
Savings Banks Bill, 444, 485, 544, 545, 549,
55 0 , 55 1 , 554, 55 6 .
Standing Order 78c, 379.
Supply, 20, '21.
Titles Office, 377.
Training Ship John Murray. 38.
Vacancies in Public Service, 33.
Victorian Coal, 439.
Votes on Account, 25.
Ways and Means, 20, 21, 38, 651.
Yarra River Improvements, 143.

'WATT,

Ways and Means-Resolution on which to found
Consolidated Revenue adopted, 38; resolution on which to found Appropriation Bill,
adopted, 651.
Wedderburn Gold·fields.
(See Mines Depart-

ment.)
Werribee Labour Colony.

(See Labour Colo-

nies.)

West ,Mel~urne Swamp-S,~atement by Mr. J.
W. lhllson re recla.matIOn works, 336; by
Mr. J. Cameron, 343.
Widows, Pensions for-Statement by Mr. Hannah, 367; by Mr. Tunnecliffe, 369; by Mr.
Watt, 369.
Wire Netting-Statement by Mr. J. W. Billson
re manufacture of wire netting by the GoT
vernm~nt, 337.; by Mr. Robertson, 344.
'\ onthaggl-QuestIOn by Mr. Hannah re State
brick works, 33; re drainage of township,
402 .
(See also State Coal Mine.)
Wyuna State Farm-Subject of management of
farm discussed, 712, 716.
Yanac-a-~-anac

and

Ne~herby

Railway.

(See

ParlIamentary Standzng Committee on Railways.)
..
Yarra Improvement Works-Statement by Mr.
Hannah re Mr. Thwaites' scheme, 141; by
Mr. 'Vatt, 142; subject of river improvement discussed in Committee of Supply, 3 2 7,
331.
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